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History has taught us that earthquakes can be incredibly devastating, destroying almost entire 
cities, and are often followed by fires and floods that pose an additional threat to already dam-
aged buildings. To ensure the greatest possible level of preparation and readiness for such events, 
especially for earthquake action, great advances have been made in civil engineering enabling civil 
engineers to use complex analytical and numerical models to anticipate seismic vulnerability of 
buildings, which has contributed to their greater safety. However, in the light of the fact that a 
great number of buildings in Zagreb and Croatia date back to the times when neither such calcula-
tions nor adequate construction materials were available, a reasonable fear can be expressed for 
the safety of the users of such buildings, especially regarding to new earth tremors. 
In extraordinary circumstances, such as earthquakes, civil engineers are the first to inspect the 
site and estimate the level of safety and serviceability of damaged buildings. In addition to check-
ing safety of residential buildings, a special attention is paid to critical infrastructure facilities 
such as hospitals, educational establishments, sacral buildings, dams, bridges, drainage systems, 
transport infrastructure, etc. This is highly important as the main objective is to achieve safety of 
people living in the earthquake-stricken area. 
The Faculty of Civil Engineering of the University of Zagreb and the academic community have 
greatly contributed to remedial activities following the catastrophic earthquake registered in 
the city of Zagreb. This community has made available to the public its most valuable posses-
sions: its knowledge and its expertise. The Faculty of Civil Engineering spearheaded many post-
earthquake activities aimed at damage assessment and steering of public policy, continuing the 
previous collaboration with relevant governmental institutions. It included organization of the 
post-earthquake building evaluations (during the Covid-19 pandemic) which yielded estimates of 
losses and reconstruction costs that were instrumental in passing the new Law for Reconstruc-
tion. Furthermore, the Rapid Damage and Needs Assessment report was drafted for the Croatian 
Government and the World Bank in addition to preparing guidelines for urgent retrofit measures 
and comprehensive guidelines for structural designers. To raise the level of knowledge (crucial 
for the reconstruction) and seismic risk awareness (crucial for the future) specific lectures on the 
monthly basis were organized (every 22. of the month). 
Furthermore, the main earthquake - related activities of the Faculty of Civil Engineering were and 
still are: initial seismic recovery costs were estimated, guidelines for renewal – with necessary lev-
els of renewal – were drafted (these guidelines are now an integral part of the Earthquake Act), the 
document Croatia Earthquake - Rapid Damage and Needs Assessment 2020 was prepared and – 
based on this document – wich made Croatia to become eligible to benefit from EU solidarity fund-
ing, the manual Urgent Earthquake Recovery Programme (120 pages) was prepared in June 2020, 
and the book Earthquake Engineering - Renewal of Masonry Buildings (600 pages) was prepared 
in December 2020 and will be published as a university monograph and presented on the open-
ing ceremony of 1CroCEE Conference. All these activities were supported by numerous colleagues 
from Croatia and abroad, and collaboration with numerous practicing engineers, seismologists, ar-
chitects, and government officials was key in making these projects truly impactful and long lasting.
To commemorate the anniversary of these events and to forge a path towards a resilient future, 
the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering is organizing the 1st Croatian Conference on 
Earthquake Engineering - 1CroCEE. While the conference name does reflect the geographic origin 
of the earthquake, its message is aimed to be far reaching, unconstrained and inclusive. By bring-
ing together national and international researchers, practitioners, and public policy makers, one 
of the main goals is to explore the implications of the Zagreb earthquake on Croatia’s future de-
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velopment as well as on other regions of low to moderate seismicity including earthquake resil-
ience of Europe as a whole. Additionally, our aim is to raise awareness of seismic risk and to start 
increasing the level of education as well as the state of research and practice in earthquake engi-
neering in the region by fostering international cooperation and exchange of ideas. In summary, 
the Zagreb earthquake once again incontrovertibly demonstrated the exigent need for enhancing 
disaster-resilience of communities and should serve as a stern warning to all stakeholders to stop 
ignoring this burning issue. Earthquake resilience of our communities is paramount for Croatia’s 
and Europe’s stable future development as well as for preservation of our rich cultural heritage.
The 1st Croatian Conference on Earthquake Engineering - 1CroCEE was organized with the inten-
tion of bringing together scientists and experts in the fields of earthquake engineering, so that 
they can present the results of their research, their findings, and technical solutions, and analyse 
problems encountered in everyday engineering practice. The 1CroCEE Conference attracted many 
papers and presentations from 26 countries. More than 180 papers were presented at the Con-
ference and are contained in these proceedings. Conference themes cover topics in the field of 
earthquake engineering, seismic risk prevention and post-earthquake recovery and reconstruc-
tion of buildings and infrastructures. 
The authors of the papers that, in the opinion of the Scientific Committee, significantly contribute to 
science, will be invited to submit their extended manuscript to scientific journals GRAĐEVINAR (WoS 
SCI Expanded) published by the Croatian Association of Civil Engineers, Organization, Technology & 
Management in Construction (WoS SCI Expanded) published by the University of Zagreb Faculty of 
Civil Engineering & De Gruyter, e-GFOS (WoS ESCI) published by the Faculty of Civil Engineering and 
Architecture Osijek, International Journal for Engineering Modelling published by University of Split 
and Geophysics (WoS SCI Expanded, WoS Current Contents) published by the Andrija Mohorovičić 
Geophysical Institute of the Department of Geophysics, Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb, in 
accordance with the usual procedure for publication. Also, selected papers from the conference will 
be published in special issue of Buildings, an Open Access Journal by MPDI.
The organizers of the Conference express their thanks to all Businesses and Institutions that pro-
vided support to this Conference. Special thanks are extended to the International Association for 
Earthquake Engineering, European Association for Earthquake Engineering and Croatian Associa-
tion for Earthquake Engineering, for their assistance and support in organizing this conference.
The Editors commends all authors for excellent papers contributed to these proceedings and 
wishes to thank members of the Local Organizing Committee and Academic Scientific Committee, 
and numerous experts who participated in the review process. The gratitude is also extended to 
all participants for take part in 1CroCEE Conference. Lectures that are organised at the conference 
are based on interesting technical solutions and latest findings in the field of earthquake engi-
neering from the projects already realised, those that are at the design stage, or projects that are 
currently being realised in all parts of the world. In addition to representatives from the academic 
community, conference lectures are also given by industry operators, which constitutes the best 
possibly synergy of theoretical and practical achievements.  
We believe that these 1CroCEE proceedings will prove to be highly interesting and useful to all 
experts exhibiting a scientific and professional interest in earthquake engineering.

THE EDITORS
Prof. Stjepan Lakušić
Assoc. Prof. Josip Atalić
March 2021, Zagreb
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Abstract
The assessment of the seismic performance of historical buildings faces numerous challenges, 
mostly related to the diversity of the building stock and the uncertainties associated with the 
characterisation of the structural and construction systems. However, such assessment is 
essential, not only considering the human and material losses that can stem from the poor 
seismic performance of these buildings but also due to the role that historical constructions play 
in terms of housing and economic activities, particularly in the context of urban historical centres. 
Several approaches are currently available for this purpose. Among those, index-based methods 
have been gaining momentum worldwide due to their excellent balance between simplicity and 
accuracy. These semi-quantitative techniques, known in the literature as first-level approaches, 
permits to estimate the levels of damage for specific seismic intensities based on a ponderation of 
a series of structural and architectonic characteristics. However, so that the outputs obtained from 
these methods can be considered reliable, it is fundamental to adopt data collection strategies 
that can be simultaneously expeditious but capable of offering high-quality information. At 
present, Geographic Information System (GIS) tools are valuable databases for storing a wide 
variety of information. Moreover, the democratisation of portable informatic devices, namely 
smartphones and tablets, has enabled to decentralise those databases, speeding up processes 
and making work more collaborative. This paper details a suitable workflow that considers the 
use and adaptation of open-source tools, starting from creating a GIS database, the design of a 
survey specifically tailored to feed an index-based vulnerability-assessment approach, and its 
implementation in an open cloud service and its distribution through open-source smartphone 
apps. The city of Atlixco (Puebla, Mexico) and the September 19th, 2017 earthquake are used here 
to analyse and discuss the application of such a workflow in a real case-study.

Key words:  Vulnerability assessment, Vulnerability Index Method, Geographic Information System, 
Historical Buildings, Masonry Constructions

Rafael Ramírez Eudave1, Tiago Miguel Ferreira2

Proposal for a suitable workflow for assessing the seismic 
vulnerability of historical buildings, Atlixco (Puebla, México) 
as a case study
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1 Introduction

The seismic vulnerability assessment of the existing building stock has to face numer-
ous challenges, namely related to the number of samples existing in the urban contexts. 
Furthermore, the analysis of historical buildings (mostly based on masonry structures) 
intrinsically adds numerous uncertainties to the process, frequently related to the na-
ture of materials. Hence, the implementation of wide-scale strategies for assessing 
constructions based on simplified parameters would help to proactively identify the 
vulnerability status of entire clusters of buildings. It is important to recall that many 
historical structures are still in use for housing, commerce and other relevant activities. 
The anticipation of potential damages and losses in earthquakes is relevant for the de-
sign of mitigation strategies and emergency management plans, increasing the resilient 
capacities for entire urban cores.

2 Motivation

On September 7th, 2017, an MW = 8.2 seismic event hit the south of Mexico. More than 
63,000 houses were damaged in 107 municipalities [1]. Damages also included more 
than 100 cultural assets and substantial loses in critical infrastructures, such as health 
facilities, schools and road communications. A few days later, an MW = 7.1 earthquake 
hit the country’s centre, affecting Mexico City and the surrounding areas. Preliminary in-
formation declared around 5,765 damaged buildings, including 46 collapses (in Mexico 
City only). At a national level, more than 150,000 buildings were affected [2].
Material damages were especially significant among historical buildings, independently 
of the scales. A notable number of vernacular houses (mostly built with earth tech-
niques) was severely damaged or lost. Also, many masonry buildings, such as churches 
and other religious complexes, have been damaged. The existence of a National Cata-
logue of Historical Monuments, developed by the National Institute for Anthropology 
and History, allowed sketching an inventory of damaged cultural assets, the first of its 
kind in Mexico. From a total of 2,340 damaged buildings, 1,450 were labelled with mod-
erate and severe damages. 61.4 % of the damaged buildings were located in Oaxaca, 
Puebla and Morelos [3]. These states correspond with the 3, 5 and 17 places in the na-
tional marginalisation index for 2015 [4], which is relevant for explaining the profound 
impact of this disaster in social and economic terms, representing additional challenges 
for the resilience process after the event.
Then, it becomes relevant to design wide-scale approaches for assessing the vulner-
ability of the existing building stock, preferably based on open-source and/or free tools, 
under the basis of relatively low financial and human investments. The goal of having 
easy-to-use and economic assessment means may permit to significatively prevent fu-
ture loses and damages in the context of seismic events.
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3 The Vulnerability Index Method

The concerns about the suitable assessment of the existing building stock fostered the 
development of simplified vulnerability assessment approaches, which are often based 
on the accumulated knowledge gathered from multiple observations on earthquakes 
and their effects. One of the most relevant approaches (due to its continuous refine-
ment and enhancement since its origin in 1994) is the Vulnerability Index Method, origi-
nally developed in Italy by the National Group for the Defence from Earthquakes (Grup-
po Nazionale per la Difesa dai Terremoti – GNDT). This method has been subsequently 
adapted to numerous contexts. It was designed for masonry structures, based on a set 
of assumptions related to the masonry material’s mechanical characteristics, such as 
a brittle response in tension, a frictional response in shear and anisotropy. The analysis 
of a high volume of data correlating constructive features and levels of damage during 
seismic events permitted to recognise a set of parameters that result especially mean-
ingful for conditioning the building’s seismic performance. Those attributes have been 
gathered into a comprehensive survey datasheet [5].
The original approach was based on a set of eleven parameters. Each one of them is as-
sociated with four vulnerability classes related to the building’s physical characteristics 
and their impact on the global vulnerability of the building. Besides, each parameter is 
related to a given weight that reflects the relative importance of the attribute in the 
whole set’s context. The global index is given by the sum of the products of each pa-
rameter class value multiplied by a given weight [6], as shown in Eq. 1. The obtention of 
the normalised index (Eq. 2) permits to calculate the vulnerability index V (Eq. 3) and a 
corresponding mean damage grade (Eq. 4).

 (1)

 (2)

 (3)

 (4)

In general terms, the calculation of the vulnerability index is also fed by a determined 
earthquake intensity I based on the EMS-98 scale [7] and a ductility value Q. It is pos-
sible to correlate some intervals of damage grades to a discrete set of five levels of 
damage, permitting to qualitatively describe the expectable effects that a determined 
earthquake would impose on the studied structure, such as the one provided by Aguado 
[8] (Table 1).
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Table 1. Correlation between qualitative damage grades and mean damage grades

Table 2. Set of parameters for the Vulnerability Index Method approach for façades

Discrete damage grades, Dk
Damage factors, 

DF
Mean damage 

grades, mp

D0 – No damage. No observed damage. 0.00 [0.00, 0.50]

D1 –  Slight damage. Presence of very localised and hairline 
cracking. 0.01 [0.50, 1.42]

D2 –  Moderate damage. Cracking around openings; localised 
detachment of wall coverings (plaster, tiles, etc.).s 0.10 [1.42, 2.50]

D3 –  Severe damage. Opening of large diagonal cracks; 
significant cracking of parapets; masonry walls may 
exhibit visible separation from diaphragms; generalised 
plaster detachment.

0.35 [2.50, 3.50]

D4 –  Very severe damage. Facade walls with large areas of 
openings have suffered extensive cracking. Partial collapse 
of the facade (shear cracking, disaggregation, etc.).

0.75 [3.50, 4.00]

D5 –  Destruction. Total in-plane or out-of-plane failure of the 
facade wall. 1.00 [4.00, 5.00]

Parameters
Class, Cvi Weight

Pi

Relative 
weightA B C D

Group 1. Façade geometry, openings and interaction 16.7/100

FP1. Geometry of façade 0 5 20 50 0.50

FP2. Maximum slenderness 0 5 20 50 0.50

FP3. Area of openings 0 5 20 50 0.50

FP4. Misalignment of openings 0 5 20 50 0.50

FP5. Interaction between continuous façades 0 5 20 50 0.25

Group 2. Masonry materials and conservation 31.5/100

FP6. Quality of materials 0 5 20 50 2.00

FP7. State of conservation 0 5 20 50 2.00

FP8. Replacement of original flooring system 0 5 20 50 0.25

Group 3. Connection efficiency to other structural elements 33.3/100

FP9.   Connection to orthogonal walls 0 5 20 50 2.00

FP10. Connection to horizontal diaphragms 0 5 20 50 0.50

FP11. Impulsive nature of the roofing system 0 5 20 50 2.00

Group 4. Conservation status and other elements 18.5/100

FP12. Elements connected to the façade 0 5 20 50 0.50

FP13. Improving elements 0 5 20 50 -2.00
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Proposals like those presented by Ferreira, Maio and Vicente [9, 10] have increased the 
parameters up to fourteen relevant characteristics to be taken into account, providing a 
calibrated set of weights as well. However, these methods present relevant limitations 
whenever, for example, it is impossible to acquire information regarding the internal or-
ganisation and conFigure uration of the constructions. In fact, information is often lim-
ited to the external façades of the buildings. These limitations were part of the reason 
behind the development of a Vulnerability Index Method specifically tailored to assess 
the seismic vulnerability of these elements by evaluating a set of thirteen parameters 
primarily obtained from façades observation. The detailed explanation of the parame-
ters and the circumstances that affect their grading can be found in Aguado, 2017 [11].

4  Towards a workflow for the Vulnerability Index Method 
implementation

Each building can be associated with a dataset of values that can be used to obtain its 
vulnerability index; hence it is possible to build a database for saving the attributes for a 
comprehensive set of constructions. Given that buildings are robustly associated with a 
physical location, the implementation of a database through a Geographical Information 
System (GIS) is suitable. The distribution of this database through cloud services and 
the remote access to it would permit it to manage it from multiple devices, providing 
multiple advantages, such as collaborative work. Furthermore, the use of open-source 
and free distributed tools might enable to apply this workflow in multiple cases of study.
In the context of free-software, QGIS is one of the most relevant tools devoted to GIS 
databases creation and management. This software is offered for a broad set of op-
erative systems and permits to easily add functional complements developed on C++ 
and Python languages, which may be freely distributed as well. Some complements 
also permit the interoperability between the QGIS software and cloud services, such 
as Mergin. Mergin provides multiple services, including hosting QGIS files in a devoted 
cloud freely. A project hosted in the Mergin cloud can be accessed and edited by multiple 
users. Furthermore, it is possible to access and edit the projects from portable devices 
using a mobile application, Input app. Together, QGIS, Mergin and Input represent three 
compatible platforms for covering a workflow for creating, managing, hosting and ac-
cessing GIS databases (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Software workflow and interoperability diagram

5 Materials and methods

The case study will be the city of Atlixco, Puebla, in the context of the September 19th, 
2017, earthquake, an MW = 7.1 event that caused severe damages in multiple settle-
ments throughout the country, particularly in Puebla, Morelos, Oaxaca, Guerrero and 
Mexico City [12]. Atlixco has been selected as a case study due to its relative proximity 
to the epicentre (ca. 40km) and the existence of a vast corpus of catalogued historical 
monuments. Furthermore, Atlixco is one of the legally recognised Zones of Historical 
Monuments (Zona de Monumentos Históricos), which is an official designation for set-
tlements and regions with relevant densities of historical monuments [13].

5.1 Experimental data

The seismic intensity value considered in this study was obtained from an intensities 
map provided by the United States Geological Survey (M 7.1 – 1 km E of Ayutla, Mexico, 
Interactive map https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us2000ar20/
map?historic-seismicity = true&shakemap-intensity = false) using the Modified Mer-
calli Intensity scale (MMI). These maps place Atlixco between the curves corresponding 
to MMI values of 7 and 7.5. For the present analysis, it was adopted a value of 7.5. The 
ductility of constructions is based on the table 4.2.3 of the Complementary Technical 
Code for Seismic Design of the Building Code for the Federal District -Normas Técnicas 
Complementarias para diseño por sismo - Reglamento de Construcciones para la Ciudad de 
México [14], which is widely used as a national standard for constructions. This table 
establishes a ductility value Q = 1.0 for unconfined or unreinforced masonry, regardless 
of the units’ type (bricks or natural stones).
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For this analysis, a set of nine constructions was selected taking into account the fol-
lowing criteria: to be clearly visible before and after the 2017 earthquake, to be cata-
logued in the National Catalogue for Historical Monuments (i.e., to be officially recog-
nised as a historical asset) and to be a masonry construction. It was also considered that 
only constructions that appear in pre-event images in public databases (such as Google 
Maps) were selected, overcoming this way eventual lack of information due to the col-
lapse or demolition of some buildings.

5.2 Data acquisition

A set of nine buildings located in the historical centre was selected and tagged using the 
National Catalogue of Monuments identification code. A base map was created in QGIS 
(Version 3.12 București) using the Open Street Maps public database as a primary source 
for obtaining the representative polygons of the constructions. The set of samples was 
isolated in an independent layer, in which the queries regarding the survey were en-
coded. This survey layer was set considering all the attributes and their corresponding 
conditions for assigning a determinate grade. Qualitative properties were programmed 
as Value Map variables, permitting to choose a given condition in a closed set of options. 
Furthermore, closed conditionals are programmed as simple Yes/No variables.
The project file was synchronised with the cloud service Mergin through a QGIS plugin 
available for the purpose, which permitted to provide access from mobile devices. The 
free app Input (version 0.7.7) was used on an Android 10.0 based smartphone. This app 
allows access to the QGIS project and to input the data gathered on-site directly into the 
various layers that compose the project (Figure 2). 
There were a few cases where, due to the extensive damages imposed by the earth-
quake, the buildings were demolished and, therefore, information was not available. In 
these cases, the respective survey sheets were fulfilled resorting to pre-event photo-
graphs, namely those in Google Maps database.
The information gathered was synchronised with the cloud service and downloaded and 
opened in the QGIS desktop application (Figure 3), permitting to treat and analyse the 
data and export the entire database in various formats. In this case, for example, data 
were exported in .csv, which allowed computing each parameter’s vulnerability class in 
a conventional MS Excel spreadsheet. However, if preferred, such arithmetic calcula-
tions could also be done directly inside QGIS.
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Figure 2. Screenshots of the survey implemented in the app Input over an Android platform

Figure 3. Screenshot of the QGIS interface, showing an example of a set of attributes
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6. Results and discussion 

The workflow permitted the satisfactory capture and storage of the information re-
quired for grading the attributes needed. Nevertheless, numerous circumstances did 
not allow to complete the survey without interruptions, such as the social distancing 
limitations imposed by the current pandemic situation and the reduced schedule for 
services and commerce. However, the capacity for partially fulfil and synchronise the 
survey permitted to easily continue the field works even after an interruption. When a 
survey suffered no interruptions, no more than ten minutes were necessary for com-
pleting the data acquisition, completing the set in just one journey. The data obtained 
on-site (Table 3) can then be processed to obtain the vulnerability class associated to 
each of the parameters that compose the vulnerability index method. 

Table 3. Distribution of the vulnerability classes assigned to each parameter

Once the vulnerability classes are assigned, it is possible to compute each building’s vul-
nerability index and, from it, the corresponding mean damage grades. Finally, the mean 
damage grades were compared to the observed post-event damage, allowing to verify 
the accuracy of the vulnerability index approach for this building typology.
As can be observed in Table 4, there is a good fitting between the predicted and values. 
In fact, only one out the nine buildings analysed resulted in a discrete damage grade 
different from that observed on-site after the earthquake. However, the tendencies are 
clear and coherent through the whole set.

National Catalogue of 
Monuments key

I-21-
00087

I-21-
00083

I-21-
00086

I-21-
00066

I-21-
00024

I-21-
00107

I-21-
00079

I-21-
00078

I-21-
00121

FP1 Geometry of façade A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) B (5) B (5) C (20)

FP2 Maximum slenderness A (0) A (0) A (0) B (5) B (5) A (0) B (5) B (5) B (5)

FP3 Area of openings A (0) B (5) A (0) C (20) B (5) B (5) B (5) B (5) B (5)

FP4 Misalignment of openings A (0) B (5) D (50) A (0) D (50) A (0) D (50) A (0) B (5)

FP5 Interaction between cont. 
façades C (20) D (50) D (50) D (50) D (50) D (50) D (50) C (20) D (50)

FP6 Quality of materials B (5) C (20) D (50) D (50) D (50) B (5) D (50) B (5) D (50)

FP7 State of conservation B (5) B (5) C (20) C (20) D (50) A (0) B (5) A (0) B (5)

FP8 Flooring replacement B (5) A (0) A (0) D (50) D (50) A (0) A (0) A (0) D (50)

FP9 Connection to orthogonal 
walls C (20) C (20) C (20) C (20) D (50) B (5) C (20) B (5) C (20)

FP10 Connection to horizontal 
diaphragms C (20) C (20) C (20) C (20) D (50) C (20) C (20) A (0) C (20)

FP11 Impulsive nature of 
roofing system B (5) B (5) C (20) C (20) D (50) B (5) C (20) B (5) C (20)

FP12 Elements connected to 
the façade A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) D (50) A (0) A (0) A (0) B (5)

FP13 Improving elements A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0) A (0)
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Table 4. Vulnerability index method results

7. Conclusions

The present experiment permitted to demonstrate the suitability and robustness of a 
workflow for applying the Vulnerability Index Method approach through the integration 
of three open-source software platforms, enabling to distribute the entire workflow on 
suitable tools for office and/or remote work (such as PC terminal), cloud-storage ser-
vices and mobile devices for field data acquisition.
The fieldwork procedure was completed fast, permitting to collect data from a signif-
icant number of buildings with a relatively small amount of material and human re-
sources. Besides the on-site acquisition, this methodology could also be applied using 
data extracted from secondary sources, such as 3D models or remote imagery obtained 
by drones. Furthermore, the capacity for sharing a project in multiple devices from the 
same cloud services allows to design and implement collaborative work for covering 
wide areas and samples, permitting to feed accumulative, economic and collaborative 
databases.
The results obtained from the Vulnerability Index Method approach exhibited a good cor-
respondence with the real damages imposed by the September 2017 earthquake on the 
structures analysed in this work, which seems to prove the suitability of the method to 
assess the seismic vulnerability of traditional Mexican masonry buildings. If that can be 
confirmed with further data, this approach would be a valuable tool for supporting urban 
planning and seismic risk mitigation decision making. Among other advantages, this ap-
proach is of easy implementation and entirely based on free and open-source software.
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Results by building I-21-
00087

I-21-
00083

I-21-
00086

I-21-
00066

I-21-
00024

I-21-
00107

I-21-
00079

I-21-
00078

I-21-
00121

Preliminar Vulnerability Index 86.25 127.50 267.50 267.50 505.00 55.00 245.00 42.50 245.00

Normalised Vulnerability 
Index 27.59 33.70 54.44 54.44 89.63 22.96 51.11 21.11 51.11

Vulnerability Index 0.75 0.78 0.90 0.90 1.10 0.72 0.88 0.71 0.88

Mean damage grade 2.10 2.55 3.92 3.92 4.85 1.77 3.74 1.65 3.74

Expected discrete damage 
grade D2 D3 D4 D4 D5 D2 D4 D2 D4

Observed after 2017 
Earthquakes d2 d3 d4 d5 d5 d2 d4 d2 d4
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Abstract
The area of the City of Zagreb is relatively large (~ 640 km2) and urbanized (> 800,000 residents). 
The general geomorphological setting of the City is on the alluvial plane of the Sava River, on the 
southern slopes of Medvenica Mountain and on the northern slopes of Vukomeričke Gorice, i.e. 
hilly area. Within this area geohazard events occur, for example: numerous landslides during last 
decades, great flood in 1964 and on 22nd March 2020 Zagreb was struck by an M5.5 earthquake. 
These events cause great damages and can endanger or even take lives. Seismic and geological 
zonation of the part of the City of Zagreb area (~ 175 km2 on the southern slopes of Medvednica 
Mountain) was carried out as one of the geohazard mitigation measure. The zonation was 
financed by the City of Zagreb government and performed according to Eurocode 8 in the period of 
2017-2019. The results of zonation were presented in Study where the geological, geotechnical, 
geophysical and seismic characteristics of the research area were compiled and addressed. 
The data sets were organized and presented in GIS project, i.e. in form which is easily usable by 
officials or public users. At the same time the Study contributes to better understanding of soil 
and rock properties of the research area and increases the available data and knowledge fund. 
The research results were also presented on developed Seismic zonation map in accordance with 
Eurocode 8 in scale of 1:25,000 where areas of equal soil amplification relative to the bedrock 
are depicted. The developed map can provide (thematic) basic seismic background info necessary 
for urban planning. Different thematic (geohazard) zonation maps are necessary in modern and 
quality urban development and they are prerequisite in development of quality hazard and risk 
management.
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1 Introduction

City of Zagreb is the capitol of Croatia with more than 800,000 residents unevenly 
spread out on the area of ~ 640 km2 [1], Fig. 1. The population density is highest on 
the alluvial plane of the Sava River and on the southern slopes of Medvenica Mountain. 
Vukomeričke Gorice hilly area are not so dense populated while Medvenica Mountain 
higher areas are Park of Nature, i.e. protected area. Still the area of the City of Zagreb is 
prone to geohazards, with most relevant being seismic activity, landslides, floods and 
occasional liquefaction [2-7], Fig. 1. These natural geohazards [8] can cause great dam-
ages and can endanger or even take lives. The City government applies different geo-
hazard mitigation measures and one of them was the Study: Seismic and geological 
zonation of the part of the City of Zagreb area according to Eurocode 8 in the period of 
2017-2019 (~ 175 km2 on the southern slopes of Medvednica Mountain, Fig. 1). Study 
overview is shortly given in this paper. Also important and relevant information about 
Zagreb area can be found at ZGGEOPORTAL web portal [9].

Figure 1.  Zagreb city area (grey outline ~ 640 km2) with four major geomorphological units (modified after 
[10]): I-Medvenica Mountain (~ 105 km2), II-Podsljeme zone i.e. southern slopes of Medvenica 
Mountain (~ 144 km2), III-wider Sava River area with hilly stream sediments zone (~ 333 km2) 
and IV-Vukomeričke Gorice hilly area (58 km2). With purple polygon the research area of seismic 
zonation according to Eurocode 8 is marked (~ 175 km2), 14 yellow lines represent cross sections 
where the field measurements were concentrated. Dashed yellow lines represent recommended 
continuation of cross sections for the whole Zagreb city area. Four major earthquake locations 
from 1880 (light grey), 1905 (grey), 1990 (dark grey) and 2020 (black) are also shown and three 
detailed boreholes locations from the Study: P5-4a, P10-B7 and P13-B7 (green)
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2 Research area

Zagreb city area is relatively large (~ 640 km2) and complex, i.e. different units with dif-
ferent materials and main geohazard problematics can be depicted. Research area on 
the southern slopes of Medvenica Mountain, i.e. Podsljeme zone (~ 175 km2) was de-
fined as “starting polygon” due to presence of numerous landslides on this densely pop-
ulated area (~ 73 % of the research area is populated or partially populated [11], Fig. 2).

Figure 2.  Land use for research area (purple outline ~ 175 km2) with ~ 73 % of the research area is populated 
or partially populated (modified after [11]). Red polygons represents landslides on the research 
area [4, 5]

As result of “newer” detailed landslide investigations on this area (from 2004-2007 [4] 
and 2015-2018 [5], purple polygon, Fig. 1, 2) detailed geological data was developed: 
geological and hydrogeological map in scale of 1:25,000 with detailed engineering geo-
logical maps in scale of 1:5,000. Due to these existing prerequisites the same area was 
chosen as “starting polygon” for seismic zonation according to Eurocode 8, but with 
scheduled additional specialist field measurements: relevant geological, geotechnical, 
geophysical and seismic data was collected from 2017-2019 [6].

2.1 Geological background

Zagreb city area geology is complex and important geological maps of the area are 
mainly in small scale (1:100,000 and 1:500,000) [12, 13, 14]. Still based on these “his-
torical” data and “newer” more detailed geological data (large scale maps: 1:5,000 and 
1:25,000) of the research area [4, 5, 6] simplified geological/engineering geological 
overview of the sediments/materials in research area is given in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3.  Simplified geological/engineering geological units on research area (purple outline ~ 175 km2) 
with distinguished three major units: oldest unit (Cenozoic – Paleozoic) represented generally 
with engineering rocks, younger unit (Miocene) represented generally with engineering hard 
soils and soft rocks and youngest unit (Quaternary) represented generally with engineering soils 
(modified after [4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14])

Oldest rocks on research area are Palaeozoic metamorphic rocks (i.e. slates, phyllites, 
shales, marbled limestones, etc.) and Triassic dolomites, but they are more dominant 
north of the research area. Very common on Medvenica Mountain southern slopes (and 
research area) are Miocene sediments often represented with different marls, lime-
stones, sandstones, conglomerates and silts, sands and clays. In marls, silts and clays 
landslides are common in this area. Quaternary sediments are mainly represented with 
sands and gravels with clays and silts in different ratios. The material ratios can vary 
both laterally and vertically so particle size distribution (granulometry) consequently 
also can differ in wide range. In clays and silts landslides can occur on slopes while to 
the south these sediments are alluvial (“planar”) sediments, i.e. the Sava River dictates 
their behaviour. Here described geology of the research area is simplified to gain a gen-
eral impression – in reality the situation is much more complex.

2.2 Geotechnical investigations

Geotechnical investigations for the Study consisted of field and laboratory investiga-
tions. Boreholes were drilled to the maximum depth of 35 m, with continuous coring. 
The soil and rock classification were performed together with sampling of undisturbed 
and disturbed samples for laboratory testing. Pocket penetrometer and shear vane were 
used to indicate soil consistency and strength. Standard penetration test (SPT) and un-
disturbed samples were taken generally in 2.0 m intervals, while in detailed geotechni-
cal boreholes 1.5 m SPT interval was used. Undisturbed samples were taken mainly by 
split barrel sampler. Additionally, tin wall piston sampler was used in special areas of 
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soft soil and double rotary core samples for rock. Laboratory testing was performed in 
according to [15] standard in Geotehnički studio d.o.o. laboratory for soil and rock test-
ing. Following tests were performed: (i) for physical properties - water content, Atter-
berg plastic limits, soil density, solid particle density, sieve analysis, carbonate content; 
(ii) and for mechanical properties - direct shear test, uniaxial strength, unconsolidated 
undrained triaxial shear test, oedometer test, shear modulus of soil for small strain 
by Bender elements, soil stiffness reduction and damping in dynamic triaxial test. The 
depth of boreholes and the interval of testing was adapted for three different sets of 
investigations: (i) geological zonation and profiling with 84 boreholes and app. 2.000 m’; 
(ii) geological profiling and seismic zonation with 38 boreholes and app. 1.220 m’; and 
(iii) landslide classification with 109 boreholes and app. 800 m’. For seismic zonation, 
27 boreholes were performed to the depth of 35 m, additionally prepared for downhole 
measurements. Three boreholes (P5-B4a, P10-B7, P13-B7) were more in detail inves-
tigated, sampled and laboratory tested in order to define characteristic soil profile(s). 
Geotechnical soil profile for borehole P5-B4a is presented on the Fig. 4. For each seis-
mic borehole, soil classification was performed according to Eurocode 8, considering 
all relevant available information: stratigraphic profile; soil strength characteristics, i.e. 
undrained shear strength (cu) and standard penetration test (SPT); and average shear 
velocity to the depth of 30 m. The results were used together with other investigations, 
analysis and results within the Study to develop the map of distribution of seismic soil 
types for the research area, i.e. classify the ground type according to Eurocode 8.

Figure 4. Geotechnical soil profile for characteristic (detailed) geotechnical borehole: P5-B4a [6]
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2.3 Geophysical measurements

Extensive geophysical research has been conducted as part of the Study. Geophysi-
cal measurements were concentrated along 14 profiles shown in Fig. 1. A total of 150 
measurements were performed by 1D multichannel analysis of surface waves (1D 
MASW), 75 shallow seismic refraction profiles of longitudinal, P and transverse, S-
waves 115 meters in length and 26 measurements of P and S-wave velocities in bore-
holes by downhole method [16]. By processing the seismic data using the MASW meth-
od for each of the measurement positions, the average velocity of S-waves in the first 
30 m depth, vs-30, was calculated [17]. Parameter vs-30 was used to make a preliminary 
soil classification according to Eurocode 8. Also, from the obtained depth 1D models of 
S-wave velocities, calculated are dynamic shear and elasticity modules [18]. The entire 
coverage zone is conditionally classified according to parameter vs-30 as soil types B or 
C, with the more frequent soil type B in the northern areas and areas of higher altitude 
(hills) while in the southern locations and locations of lower altitude is dominated by C 
type soil. The spatial distribution of the parameter vs-30 is shown in Fig. 5. By measuring 
the refraction of seismic waves (P and S) for selected locations, a more precise spatial 
distribution of changes in P and S-wave velocities was obtained. Based on the phe-
nomena in the velocity models, potential fault zones or zones of stronger fracture were 
singled out. Velocity measurements in boreholes by downhole method were performed 
in 27 boreholes up to a depth of 30 m. Based on the measurements, diagrams of vertical 
changes in P and S-wave velocities and changes in dynamic modules such as Young’s 
modulus, Bulk modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio were given.

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the average velocity of S-waves in the first 30 m, vs-30 (m/s) [6]
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2.4 Seismic measurements

The aim of the Study was to collect information about the soil of the northern part of 
Zagreb city area. Opportunity to check the results from Study occurred when on March 
22nd 2020 the Zagreb earthquake struck (M5.5, Fig. 1) and unexpectedly high level of 
macroseismic intensity was assessed for the western parts of town. For the purpose of 
the Study, the microseismic noise was measured at 101 free field points (MNP). Noise 
was measured with the three axial seismographs Tromino (MoHo s.r.l., Italy) with the 
lowest frequency of 0.5 Hz [19]. For the Study 526 additional MNPs, available from 
the repository of Geophysical Institute, were used together with the measured MNPs. 
Total number of MNPs for the Study was 627 with spatial distribution of 3.85 MNP/km2. 
For each MNP the amplitude spectra was computed as well as horizontal-to-vertical 
spectral ratio (HVSR) [20]. These spectra were used for the computation of the map of 
dynamic amplification factors (DAF), HVSR profiles and maps of spectral maxima for 
frequencies from 1.0 to 15.0 Hz. DAF (Fig. 6a) predicts strong amplification in the west-
ern part of the investigated area. This is in accordance with high level of macroseismic 
intensity of March 22nd 2020 Zagreb earthquake (M5.5) assessed for Podsused, Gajnice 
and Stenjevec, i.e. the western parts of town. The most damaged buildings in this area 
were approximately 10 m high. The resonant frequencies of 10 m high buildings is 6.3 
Hz, according to relation fo=1/(0.016h) [21]. The map of spectral maxima for frequency 
of 6.0 Hz (Fig.6b) predicts damages caused by the earthquake in this area even better 
than the DAF map.

Figure 6.  a) DAF map for the northern part of Zagreb town (M = 6.0, D = 15 km, h = 10 km); b) Map of 
spectral maxima for the frequency of 6.0 Hz [6]

3 Seismic zonation of the research area in accordance with Eurocode 8

The results of zonation were presented in Study where the geological, geotechnical, 
geophysical and seismic characteristics of the research area were compiled and ad-
dressed. Ground type determination and description was based “geo” data from Study 
and Eurocode 8 [22], Table 1. The research results were also presented on developed 
Seismic zonation map in accordance with Eurocode 8 in scale of 1:25,000 where areas 
of equal soil amplification relative to the bedrock are depicted [6], Fig. 7.
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Table 1.  Ground type and description with parameters (according to Table 3.1 from Eurocode 8) and 
Research area ground type and percentage

Ground
type

Description of stratigraphic 
profile

Vs-30
[m/s]

NSPT
(blows/30 cm)

cu
(kPa)

Research
area 

(~175 km2)

A

Rock or other rock-like geologi-
cal formation, including at most 
5 m of weaker material at the 

surface.

>800 - - 2.9 km2

1.7 %

B

Deposits of very dense sand, 
gravel, or very stiff clay, at 

least several tens of meters in 
thickness, characterized by a 

gradual increase of mechanical 
properties with depth.

360-800 >50 >250 46.8 km2

26.8 %

C

Deep deposits of dense or 
medium dense sand, gravel or 
stiff clay with thickness from 

several tens to many hundreds 
of meters.

180-360 15-50 70-250 124.3 km2

71.2 %

D

Deposits of loose-to-medium 
cohesionless soil (with or with-
out some soft cohesive layers), 

or of predominantly soft-to-
firm cohesive soil.

<180 <15 <70 0.6 km2

0.3 %

E

A soil profile consisting of a 
surface alluvium layer with vs 

values of type C or D and thick-
ness varying between about 5 

m and 20 m, underlain by stiffer 
material with vs > 800 m/s.

-

S1

Deposits consisting, or contain-
ing a layer at least 10 m thick, 
of soft clays/silts with a high 
plasticity index (PI > 40) and 

high water content.

<100 
(indicative) - 10-20 -

S2

Deposits of liquefiable soils, 
of sensitive clays, or any other 

soil profile not included in types 
A – E or S1.

-
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Figure 7.  Seismic zonation map in accordance with Eurocode 8 (original scale: 1:25,000) for the research 
area on the southern slopes of Medvednica Mountain within Zagreb city area (purple outline ~ 
175 km2 [6])

On the research area (Table 1, Fig. 7) ground type A is on the north-west and mainly 
is represented by marls, sandstones, clastic rocks and limestones (or other sediments 
with similar characteristics). Ground type B is dominantly on the north and on some 
smaller areas south and mainly is represented by marls and weathered limestones and 
clastic rocks (or other sediments with similar characteristics, for example weathered 
marls, marls, etc.). Ground type C is dominating on the research area and mainly is rep-
resented by clays, silts, weathered marls and marls (or other sediments with similar 
characteristics). Ground type D is present in small areas and mainly is represented by 
sands, silts, clays and artificial embankments (or other sediments with similar charac-
teristics). The Study results are in accordance with expectations for the research area 
while toward north (Medvednica Mountain area, outside of the research area) the ma-
terials should be “better” (ground type A can be expected, in general) and toward south 
(alluvial sediments of the Sava River, outside of the research area) ground type E can be 
expected or even on some locations ground type S1 or S2 (liquefiable soils). But these 
assumptions have to be verified with detailed research. Also, it is important to men-
tion that with more detailed field investigations, laboratory testing and other relevant 
new data the developed Seismic zonation map within the Study [6] can be updated, 
enhanced or even corrected if needed.
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4 Conclusions

The Study resulted with research area zonation on the southern slopes of Medvenica 
Mountain, i.e. Podsljeme zone (~ 175 km2) where areas of equal soil amplification rela-
tive to the bedrock are depicted. As zonation criteria Eurocode 8 was used but ground 
type determination and description was also based on “geo” data from Study. At the 
same time the Study contributes to better understanding of soil and rock properties 
of the research area and increases the available data and knowledge fund. The data 
sets were organized and presented in GIS project, i.e. in form which is easily usable by 
officials or civil users and can be updated as new data is available or progress in sci-
ence and technology provide new standards. Within Study developed seismic zonation 
map can provide (thematic) basic seismic background info necessary for urban planning. 
Still for specific locations or objects/buildings more detailed investigations and data are 
needed. In any case, further planned detailed investigations are recommended for the 
Zagreb City area as the Study covered only ~ 175 km2 of ~ 640 km2, i.e. 73 % or ~ ¾ of 
the Zagreb City area still “needs” development of detailed quality thematic “geo” maps. 
Different thematic (geohazard) zonation maps are necessary in modern and quality ur-
ban development and they are prerequisite in development of quality hazard and risk 
management.
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Abstract
Cultural heritage, both tangible and intangible, is a unique expression of human achievement 
in the past and provides invaluable insights into our evolution and identities. The meaning and 
the treatment of cultural heritage through the history has been constantly exposed to changes 
but in the last century it finally takes the rightful place. Historical buildings, monuments and 
archeological sites are constantly exposed to the adverse impacts of natural factors. In high 
seismicity areas, earthquakes were the dominant factor which cause damage and partial or 
complete collapse on many historic structures. Protection of cultural heritage is multidisciplinary 
task that combines tradition with modern techniques and includes professionals from different 
fields. Generally speaking, the process of historical buildings protection is radically different and 
more complex than the repair process of common structures, due to the priority of preserving 
the aesthetic, architectural and historical values in relation to keep the building functionality. A 
team of experts from different fields, such as archaeologists, conservators, civil engineers, art 
historians and other professionals, is vital for successful protection of every historical monument, 
but the architect is the one who coordinate the whole process and unite all the participants. This 
paper aims to present the methodology for proper and effective protection of historic buildings 
in seismically active regions, primarily through the coordinating role of the architect. It highlights 
not only that the architects needs to develop a wide array of skills and knowledge to carry out 
any work on historical buildings and sites, but also that an architect have an essential role in 
identifying the potential challenges and opportunities of historic buildings, extend its lifetime and 
enhance the values.

Key words:  cultural heritage, earthquake protection methodology, team of experts, role of the 
architect 
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1 Introduction

The main foundation of every society and country is its culture. Culture is not something 
we create in a day, but a long process that lasts and develops for centuries. Cultural 
heritage is the legacy from past generations and plays an important role in our everyday 
life. It connects us to the past, promotes a sense of social and common identity and 
provides economic development and poverty reduction, [1].
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), generally, 
classifies cultural heritage as tangible or intangible. Tangible cultural heritage has a 
physical presence and includes architectural heritage and artistic creations of human 
creativity. Intangible cultural heritage represents wealth of knowledge, skills, tradition 
and rituals that are transmitted from one generation to another. Architectural heritage 
refers to sites, monuments and buildings with outstanding cultural, historical, emotional 
and physical values that have been increased over the years. These standing witnesses 
from past generations should be preserved at the present and, in all their uniqueness 
and authenticity, passed on to the next generation, [1, 2]. But, without the right care 
and attention, great part of our heritage faces an uncertain future. It is estimated that 
during the twentieth century almost 50 % of Europe’s tangible cultural heritage was lost. 
Adverse impacts of natural and technological hazards, atmospheric pollution, excessive 
tourism and urbanization lead to gradual degradation and in some cases destruction 
of movable and immovable heritage. Lack of maintenance and the loss of traditional 
knowledge have also increased the vulnerability of cultural heritage assets in many re-
gions of the world, [1, 3].
The idea of preserving our cultural heritage, especially architectural heritage, has ex-
isted for many centuries, but started to implement during the 19th century, when it 
became clear that great part of it was permanently lost. In the second half of the XX 
century, especially after the post war period, this idea was brought on international 
level. Many organizations were involved in promoting and support of cultural heritage 
protection and were engaged in developing educational programs, training professional 
staff and supporting research in this area, [3].
Especially challenging is the preservation of cultural heritage located in seismically ac-
tive regions. In areas with high seismicity, earthquakes were the dominant factor and 
cause of partial or complete collapse of many historic buildings. We cannot reduce the 
intensity of the earthquakes, neither to predict the earthquakes, but we can take ap-
propriate measures to reduce the vulnerability and potential damages on the buildings. 
Safety of the monuments is compared with the need for conservation, [4].
Modern conservation of cultural heritage refers to protection, maintenance and care 
of historic buildings and sites, [2]. It requires a multidisciplinary approach and brings 
together professionals from many different fields, like architects, engineers, histori-
ans, archaeologists, landscape architects etc., [5, 6]. Architectural preservation refers 
to protection of architecture elements or values that are considered significant. It im-
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plies simultaneous care of two different aspects: the historical material and the artistic 
value of the works. In this process, the architect combines art and science, tradition and 
modern techniques in order to preserve architectural, aesthetic, cultural and historical 
values   of the monument, [2]. 

2  A brief history of international organizations for cultural heritage 
protection

Until the end of the 19th century, architectural heritage was only a matter of national 
character. Cultural heritage associations existed in every country, but their scope did not 
exceed the national borders, [3]. The Athens Conference (1931) and the Athens Charter 
(1933) represent a major step forward, as for the first time in history the concept of 
international cultural heritage is introduced. The idea of   creating an international move-
ment for the protection of cultural heritage emerged as a result of the two world wars, 
especially after the Second World War with the establishment of United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 1946, as one of the independent 
specialized agencies of the United Nations to promote international cooperation in the 
field of education, science and culture. Then in 1954 Hague Convention followed and it 
was the first international agreement focusing exclusively on the protection of cultural 
property in armed conflict and now it is ratified by 133 countries worldwide, [7].
The first congress of architects and specialists of historic buildings, held in Paris in 1957, 
points out that there is a lack of a central organization in the protection of historic build-
ings, so in 1959 all UNESCO members created the intergovernmental center ICCROM 
(the International Center for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural 
Heritage), which currently has 137 member states. The role of ICCROM was to promote 
protection of all forms of cultural heritage, to support research in this area, to develop 
educational programs for the training of professionals and to raise the standards of 
restoration processes. For these needs, a specialized library, training programs, courses 
and research projects have been developed, [4].
At the Second Congress of Architects and Specialists in Historic Buildings, held in 1964 
in Venice, 13 resolutions were adopted. The first one was the Venice Charter and the 
second one, in 1965, led to the creation of ICOMOS (the International Council on Monu-
ments and Sites), [7] as a non-governmental organization of individual experts which 
are devoted to improving the preservation of heritage and promoting methodology and 
techniques for architectural and archaeological heritage protection, [8].
The Venice Charter has been and continues to be one of the most important interna-
tional conservation documents. This Charter defines the internationally accepted stand-
ards of conservation practice relating to architectural heritage and sites. It sets out the 
principles of conservation based on the concept of authenticity and the importance of 
maintaining the physical and historical context of buildings or sites as a historical wit-
nesses and not just as a work of art, [9].
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The last in the series is Blue Shield International, in 1996, formed by the four main 
non-government organizations (ICOMOS, ICA-International Council of Archives, ICOM-
International Council of Museums, IFLA-International Federation of Library Association 
and Institutions), in order to protect world cultural heritage from armed conflict and 
natural disasters, [10]. Conceived as the “cultural equivalent of the Red Cross”, its name 
derives from the blue shield - a symbol used to denote cultural sites protected by the 
1954 Hague Convention (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Logos of major international organisations in heritage protection, [10, 15]

The role, achievements and countless missions of all these international organizations 
in preserving cultural and architectural heritage of the world is irreplaceable and unique.

3  Protection of historic buildings located in seismically active 
regions

Historic buildings are surviving witnesses of the past generations and traditions that 
have functioned as a whole in a period of hundreds and thousands of years and as such 
deserve special attention. Those buildings have architectural, aesthetic, historical, doc-
umentary, archeological, economic, social and many other values, but the first impres-
sion is always emotional and connect us to the specific times, places and events from 
the past, [2, 9].
Historic preservation includes much more than simply saving the old buildings, it pro-
vides cultural, educational, environmental and economic values that gives a community 
its unique character. A crucial part in every protection strategy is the protection of his-
toric buildings located in seismically active regions. Earthquakes pose a big threat to 
heritage buildings. Those buildings are constantly under a risk of being seriously dam-
aged or destroyed. Their vulnerability comes from the characteristics of each earth-
quake and the characteristics of the structure itself. During the long period of existence, 
historic buildings underwent kind of a natural selection, so only those that were well de-
signed and constructed survived, which is sometimes accepted as proof of their safety. 
But being exposed to many earthquakes these structures were systematically damaged 
and today exist with many hidden weaknesses. Heritage buildings suffer not just from 
disasters but also from inadequate and uncoordinated post-disaster activities, [1, 4]. 
Because earthquakes are not predictable, and often causes huge or irreversible damag-
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es to cultural property, organizations responsible in this area, suggests measures that 
should be performed in three key phases: (1) measures before earthquake, (2) short-
term measures with a plan of activities (immediately after the earthquake), (3) long-
term protection of historic buildings, (table 1).
“We must always be aware that we live between two earthquakes”, [4].
The behavior of historic buildings under seismic impacts is closely related to the main-
tenance activities and conservation practice. Safety of these monuments is compared 
with the need for conservation. 

Table 1. Measures for earthquake protection in three phases, [4]

4 Conservation of architectural heritage 

Architectural heritage refers to buildings, monuments and sites with outstanding val-
ues and authenticity. Over the years, the conservation of architectural heritage has un-
dergone throughout numerous changes. Not more than a few decades ago, the conser-
vation process mainly involved measures that involved only the physical condition of 
the buildings and implies care for visible and tangible elements. Changes and develop-

Measures before earthquake Short-term measures Long-term protection

Full inventory of all cultural 
resources

Transport all movable cultural 
property in safe places

Profound assessment of the 
damage

Protection of the existing 
documentation

Achieve cooperation with local 
civil and military authorities

Establish priorities for restoration 
or repair

Ensure photographs and 
technical documentation of all 
the buildings and other artistic 

objects

Assess damages Estimate the cost of restoration 
activities

Train professionals in seismic 
resistant design and historic 

building inspections

Secure objects from further 
damage

Organize multidisciplinary teams 
to propose projects for repair and 

reconstruction of the damaged 
buildings

Development of seismic maps 
and hazard assessment on the 

places

Inspection of ruins and broken 
remains collection

Evaluation of alternative 
schemes that balance degree of 
intervention and loss of values 

Regular and correct maintenance 
of monuments Seek international help Define the typical collapse 

mechanisms

Regular inspections and reports Provide temporary protection on 
artistic elements

Engage multidisciplinary team of 
expert in repair activities

Secure all movable objects 
against vibration

Provide temporary structural 
security on the buildings Perform structural repairs

Establish equipment for help 
in centers outside the seismic 

zones

Improve the earthquake 
resistance of the buildings
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ment in many fields of science have also brought changes in the perception of the con-
servation process and the importance of preserving not only the physical but also the 
semantic aspects. Conservation of the physical aspects includes interventions on the 
materials and physical parts of the building in order to provide durability and resistance. 
Conservation of the semantic aspects refers to assessment and protection of intangible 
aspects that refers to cultural, economic, historical and aesthetic values. Every conser-
vation activity starts because the building is valuable, in that context, all the decisions 
depend on these values, [2].
Heritage conservation is a multidisciplinary activity that involves knowledge from many 
scientific disciplines. It brings together professionals of diverse fields and expertise. Col-
laborative work of architects, archaeologists, conservators, civil engineers, art histori-
ans and other professionals is necessary to ensure multidisciplinary approach to prob-
lem solving. As so many disciplines are involved, a clear concept is essential to ensure 
well-managed project.
As part of the team, the architect’s challenge is to unite all the participants into a whole 
and find the potential challenges and opportunities of historic buildings that will enable 
to maintain their authenticity and the values for which they have been listed, [11, 12]. 

5 Conservation process and the role of the architect

Understanding and identifying the existing values of the heritage is a priority before 
any conservation activities take place. Depending on the function of the building, each 
architectural heritage has different values to preserve so there isn’t a standard pattern 
for the conservation of the values, [2, 11]. The conservation of the physical and material 
aspects is also a complex process due to the fact that each historic building is a unique 
artistic creation of its time and culture. Conservation techniques can vary and include 
different activities depending on the requirements. International heritage organizations 
and institutions such as the Paul Getty Conservation Institute, GCI and ICCROM, which 
are responsible in this area, still haven’t agree on the existence of a standard procedure 
for heritage protection that will satisfy all the requirements, but accept that there are 
certain steps (phases) that must be followed in every conservation process, [13]. The 
process consists of six important steps:
1. Initiation
2. Assessment 
3. Options
4. Project development
5. Implementation
6. Operation
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Phase 1: Initiation
This is the first phase of the process, generated due to a problem or an opportunity. 
At this stage it is important to understand the need for the intervention and to clearly 
define the problem to be solved. The project goals, objectives and the schedule of activi-
ties are defined according to this step. The documents collected and verified during this 
stage include existing plans of the facility, information about the constructional tech-
niques, assessment of the existing condition and the processes of decay and damage, 
the changes that have been made and finally its present state. This phase involves all 
participants due to the need for each of them to get acquainted with the problem.
The architect is usually consulted at the beginning of the process, concerning the condi-
tion, integrity and usability of the building and may also play a significant role in assess-
ing the heritage significance and values. 
The final result of this phase is a clear concept of the work that is usually presented in 
the form of a report, [6,13].

Phase 2: Assessment
Often, the available information for the building, located in archives and libraries, is 
not sufficient and the collected data may be incomplete. To gather all the missing in-
formation, additional research, investigation and analysis are necessary. The records 
produced during this phase give complete information about the heritage resource, its 
history and its cultural significance. 
At this stage the team is formed. Architects were (and still are) part of the team that 
first studies the specifics of the monument and makes precise drawings. Those accu-
rate recordings of the initial, current and later post-intervention condition are essential 
for all future activities, [12, 13]. Measured drawings are usually done in two stages, 
field and office stage. In the field stage the building is measured, recorded and pho-
tographed, and in the office stage those sketches are turned into scaled and precise 
drawings. The drawings can be prepared by architects or architectural technologists. 
On the other hand, the analytical part requires the skills of an architect to evaluate the 
condition of the monument and the original materials. Therefore, the architect should 
possess knowledge and understanding of various architectural periods and styles as 
well as the ability to identify and interpret all the materials used in the building, [6, 14].
The final result of this phase is a written report of all collected and produced data like 
graphic drawings, photos, description of the material, construction, physical condition 
of the building and degree of damage. Due to the complexity of the work, individual 
reports that in the past were produced by different professionals, nowadays are coordi-
nated by the architect and are generated as an integrated research report. 
Depending on the results of the investigation, the research report also suggests alter-
native preservation strategies. This important step ensures that the preservation strat-
egy respects the building’s historic and architectural character, [6].
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Phase 3: Options
At this stage, the team has a clear idea of   the current condition of the monument, thus 
defining what is important to conserve. Several conservation approaches are consid-
ered during this stage. Many laboratory tests and on-site tests are performed to define 
the techniques to be applied and their effectiveness. For each approach a cost estimate 
and time frame are made. Advantages and disadvantages of each approach are also 
identified and a recommendation is made. Architect should be able to visualize solu-
tions to complex problems and propose preservation strategies that require minimum 
intervention so that the essential historical values are preserved. 
The end result of this phase is the selection of the best conservation approach that will 
enable most appropriate preservation treatment, [13].

Phase 4: Project Development
At this stage, the proposed approach should be turn into a well-defined, complete 
project. All professionals are involved in making the specifications, drawings, detailed 
budget and work schedule. Those prepared documents are the basis for obtaining the 
necessary funds for work from the relevant institutions.
The end result of this phase is complete prepared project, [13].

Phase 5: Implementation
Prior to this stage, the team is engaged in research, examination, testing and activity 
planning. However, in this phase, all planned activities and research are materialized in 
accordance with the documentation prepared in the previous phase. Records produced 
in this phase include work progress, photographic documentation from different levels 
of work, maintenance regulations, samples of the used material and other important 
electronic data. At this stage the architect may be involved in overseeing the progress 
of the work and assessing the effectiveness of proposed methods. Sometimes, the co-
ordination of construction activities may be particularly challenging because the scope 
of work cannot be fully known before the conservation process begins. 
The end result of this phase is entirely finalized project, [6,13].

Phase 6: Operation
At this, last stage, all the records made in the previous stages is archived. Program for 
maintaining the life cycle of the monument is established and manuals that will specify 
the buildings maintenance in the future are prepared. Architect is involved in these ac-
tivities and also should be engaged in training the team responsible for maintaining the 
building. Based on the evaluation of the work, a final report defining the quality of the 
work is prepared. This phase includes ongoing monitoring of the condition of the monu-
ment and maintenance. 
The end result is a well-managed project, [6, 13].
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Information sharing is vital for successful conservation process. Whether it is the struc-
tural engineer, who provide a survey of cracks and structural system, historian who il-
lustrates building phases, the conservator who maps decay phenomena, or architects 
and planners, each of them is important part of the team and provides valuable informa-
tion from its field of expertise. The complexity of the work often leads to difficulties for 
team members to work together as a heterogeneous team, so the architect’s challenge 
is to unite all the participants into a whole and ensure a well-managed process, [13, 14]. 
Heritage conservation is a dynamic process that can be presented as a cycle flow, Fig. 
2, where the next stage begins only when the previous one is completely finished. After 
the last stage, the project may start again if a new need or opportunity appears, [13].

Figure 2. Diagram showing the steps of conservation process and the outcome in each stage, [13]
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6 Conclusion 

Architectural heritage is a fragile and indispensable cultural resource that reflects the 
achievements and traditions from the past generations and provides a sense of social 
identity. It is permanently exposed to the adverse impacts of natural factors that in-
crease its vulnerability. Throughout the history, earthquakes were the dominant factor 
for partial or complete collapse of many historic buildings and sites. The aim of safe-
guarding heritage is to maintain its authenticity and preserve its material and semantic 
values. Therefore, any conservation process should be based on a clear concept that 
requires minimum intervention. Conserving architectural heritage usually requires a 
multidisciplinary approach, involving a variety of professionals. Architects, as part of the 
team, have an essential role to play in every step of the conservation project, from as-
sessing the heritage values until providing maintenance manuals for further activities. 
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Abstract
A ShakeOut exercise was planned to help understand potential impacts and prepare for a 
large earthquake in the Quebec City region, Canada. Scientific and technical knowledge was 
provided as the basis for a simple “drop, cover, hold on” procedure at home, school or workplace. 
More elaborated table top emergency exercises will also be developed for decision making by 
government departments and agencies. Evaluation of negative impacts was conducted for 
a ‘what-if’ M6.5 scenario earthquake with an epicentral distance of about 15 km from the Old 
downtown and a depth of 10 km. This hypothetical scenario was arbitrarily assigned a date, 
February 8th, when the outside temperature drops below -10 oC, and time, 3:00 pm, when most 
people are at school or work. Physical damage and social and economic losses were predicted 
using the ER2 user-friendly risk assessment tool. The analyses were run for site specific inventory 
of structural types of buildings and their occupancies, microzonation maps and ground motion 
maps for peak ground acceleration and spectral accelerations at periods of 0.3 and 1.0 seconds. 
The average number of injuries requiring medical care was estimated at more than 2,800 with 
50 fatalities. The respective direct economic loss due to structural, non-structural and content 
damage to buildings was about $4.2B with more than 4,000 heavily damaged red-tagged 
buildings. Potential permanent ground displacements and damage to critical infrastructures were 
approximated and described qualitatively. A brief narrative of the disaster scenario is given at the 
end to summarize the activities, actions, decisions and solutions by the Crisis Management Team.

Key words:  ShakeOut, inventory, vulnerability, damage, economic loss, human losses
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1 Introduction

Quebec City is located in an intraplate region of low-to-moderate seismic activity in 
Eastern Canada. The past experience with earthquakes usually gives a false sense of 
security to the population. Earthquakes seldom happen, and even when they do, they 
are of relatively low intensity, last only a few seconds, and are too weak to cause any 
important damage. The largest known earthquake to have occurred within the Quebec 
City Metro area was the 1997 M4.7 Cap-Rouge earthquake (Figure . 1), with a depth of 
22 km [1]. It caused limited non-structural damage concentrated to a few buildings in 
the epicentral area, e.g., fallen chimneys and parts of façade, cracked plaster, displaced 
shelves, etc. The other two noticeable events were the M4.0 1864 Beauport and M4.0 
1964 Charlesbourg earthquakes. The largest ever recorded event in the region was the 
1663 Charlevoix earthquake, about 150 km northeast of downtown Quebec City, with 
an estimated maximum perceived intensity X on the Mercalli scale, or with a moment 
magnitude between 7 and 8. The earthquake-generated shaking was felt sharply even 
several hundreds of kilometers away and caused a series of landslides along the St. 
Lawrence River. 
There are numerous seismically vulnerable buildings, e.g., unreinforced masonry and 
heritage buildings, particularly in the Old Downtown [2]. Some of these buildings 
have already been retrofitted, however, most of them still remain unretrofitted. At the 
same time, the public awareness of potential earthquake risk is relatively low. Most of 
homeowners choose not to pay for insurance and the uptake of earthquake coverage 
is among the lowest in earthquake prone regions of Canada. A recent report from the 
Insurance Bureau of Canada estimates the number of homes with an insurance against 
the earthquake peril to only about 3-4 % [3]. 
Large earthquakes happen and if not adequately addressed, the loss of life and property 
can be significant leaving the local households on their own in the first several hours 
after the disaster. The possibility of a strong damaging earthquake in Eastern Canada, 
including the Quebec Metro area, has been identified by the industry and by the gov-
ernment [4, 5]. To help prepare for such rare events, Geological Survey of Canada has 
partnered with Public Safety Quebec to create a ShakeOut scenario aiming at under-
standing the potential short and long-term impacts of a strong earthquake in Quebec 
City. ShakeOut is an annual province-wide earthquake drill occurring each October in 
the Province of Quebec since 2013 [6]. It has been inspired by the ShakeOut exercise 
developed in 2008 in California to encourage the internationally recognized practice of 
“drop, cover, hold on” procedures. Participating individuals, schools and organizations 
use this opportunity to practice what they would do in case a large earthquake disrupts 
the daily life. The drill also serves to review emergency preparedness and action plans, 
and to secure spaces where people live, work, study, commute, etc.
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Figure 1.  Location of the study area with major past earthquakes and local faults mentioned in the text: 
Neuville (NE), Charlesbourg CH), Montmorency (MO), Chateau-Richer (CR), Cap Tourmente (CT) 
and St. Lawrence (SL). The epicenter of the hypothetical M6.5 scenario is indicated with a red star

The objective of this paper is to describe the steps involved in the development of the 
2021 ShakeOut exercise in the Quebec City region. The focus is on the development of a 
strong earthquake scenario and assessment of the potential physical damage to build-
ings and social and economic impacts. A brief narrative of the response to the disaster 
scenario is given at the end that summarizes the activities, actions, decisions and solu-
tions by the Crisis Management Team.

2 Study area

Quebec City is located in a relatively quiescent region of the St. Lawrence rift system 
between the seismically much more active Western Quebec seismic zone, which en-
compasses Ottawa and Montreal, and the Charlevoix-Kamouraska seismic zone to 
the northeast [7]. The bedrock consists of Paleozoic shale and limestone along the St. 
Lowlands and mainly slate and sandstone of the Appalachian Orogen to the south [8]. 
They are floored by the Precambrian crystalline rocks of the Canadian Shield, principally 
igneous and high grade metamorphic rocks, which crop out in the northern part of the 
city. The Lowlands limit against the crystalline basement is marked by a series of north-
east-striking faults: Neuville, Montmorency, Chateau-Richer, and St. Lawrence, and 
by shorter easterly striking Charlesbourg and Cap-Tourmente faults (Figure .1). These 
faults have traditionally been described as normal faults. The 1997 M4.7 Cap-Rouge 
earthquake was associated with the Neuville fault with an estimated average deep of 
75o [1].
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The stratigraphy of the Quaternary sediments is a result of the complex evolution of gla-
cial, marine, estuarine and fluvial erosion and sedimentation systems. In the Lowlands, 
the Quaternary succession includes a varied suite of discontinuous surficial sediments 
typical of glaciated terrains. Glacial till is ubiquitous at the base of the stratigraphic col-
umn. It originates from the glacial abrasion of the Canadian Shield rocks and was de-
posited mainly during the last advance of the Laurentian glaciation, about 20,000 years 
ago. Additional distinctive features in the region are related to the Champlain Sea sub-
mergence, a marine incursion that occurred as a temporary inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. 
Formed at the close of the last deglaciation, it inundated the isostatically depressed 
St. Lawrence valley from about 13,000 years ago to about 10,000 years ago up to 200 
masl. As a result of this submergence, the regional till is commonly covered by a blan-
ket of marine clayey silts, concentrated in various topographic depressions. Younger 
sandy sediments were accumulated on top in beach, fluvial and deltaic environments. 
The surficial soils are very discontinuous laterally and often alternate vertically, in a way 
that local stratigraphic columns seldom contain more than two or three of these units. 
The presence or absence of the soft marine sediments exerts considerable control on 
ground shaking characteristics in the study area. The site classification of the local soil 
conditions was studied recently based on geophysical and geotechnical measurements 
and geostatistical modelling [9]. The shear wave velocity of the top 30m was used as 
the main parameter for these regional site classification according to the current provi-
sions of the National Building Code of Canada NBCC 2015 [10]. 

2.1 Assets at risk

Buildings represent important sector within the urban built environment and their per-
formance under earthquake loading is critical to the overall seismic resilience of the 
community. An inventory of the existing buildings was generated interpreting data from 
the Quebec City municipal property database, Statistics Canada 2016 census database 
[11] and from a limited street survey used for validation purpose. Inventory data was 
aggregated at the census tract level, a geographic area with a population between 2,500 
and 8,000 people, smaller in downtown area and larger in the neighbourhoods. The fol-
lowing criteria were used for to categorize the buildings: construction material; struc-
tural system: frame or wall structure; seismic design code: pre-code, low-code, mid-
code or high-code; height: low-rise 1–3 stories, mid-rise 4–7 stories, or high-rise 7+ 
stories; and occupancy class [2]. The total number of inventoried buildings in the study 
area is 211,929 with a replacement cost of about $110B. Detailed inventory results for 
seven downtown census tracts identify two most common structural types mainly with 
residential occupancy (Table 1): low-rise unreinforced masonry (URM Brick; about 17 %) 
and low-rise wood light frame (W1; about 75 %), whereas reinforced concrete and steel 
structures account for <8 % combined.
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Table 1. Building inventory for downtown Quebec City 

In Canada, unreinforced brick masonry buildings date back before 1940 when the first 
seismic design provisions were introduced. These buildings were designed to resist 
gravity loads with poor resistance to lateral seismic loading. Their main structural com-
ponents are the load-bearing walls which transfer primarily gravity loads to the building 
foundation. Bearing walls are vulnerable to in-plane shear, resulting in typical diagonal 
cracks, and to out-of-plane bending, which can lead to collapse. For each floor, the rela-
tively flexible floor/ceiling system consists of wooden joists placed or loosely tied at the 
top edge of the walls. They represent the structural elements capable of distributing the 
horizontal inertia loads to the bearing walls. Some of the masonry buildings have been 
retrofitted applying standard techniques: restoring the physical integrity of the masonry 
by replacing deteriorated mortar from joints with new mortar, and anchoring and tying 
of individual structural elements (walls, floors) with tension and/or shear anchors thus 
increasing the overall stiffness and tensile resistance. However, most still remain unret-
rofitted. On the other hand, the wood light-frame single-family or multifamily buildings 
have been widely built across Canada starting from the second half of the 20th century. 
The wooden floor frame is attached to the foundation walls made of poured concrete, 
unreinforced concrete blocks or rarely with stone walls. The floor structure is built with 
wooden joists that frame the floor on which stud wall frames are erected in sections. 
The modern light wood frame structures rely on wood based shear walls, e.g., plywood 
sheeting, as the lateral force resisting system. 

Construction
material

Wood Concrete Steel Masonry

W1 W2 C1 C2 C3 PC1 PC2 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 RM1 RM2
URM

Brick Stone

Oc
cu

pa
nc

y 
cl

as
s

Res 11860 0 229 8 2 6 7 62 27 0 5 4 4 2 2009 102

Com 265 17 26 34 0 51 10 186 255 0 12 39 39 40 583 63

Ind 0 9 5 3 0 3 2 25 20 10 1 6 6 5 34 1

Rel 0 7 1 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 4 4 5 0 34

Gov 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 11 3

Edu 0 3 3 2 0 0 3 10 14 0 1 0 0 0 21 0

He
ig

ht

1- 3 12119 36 21 38 1 61 10 199 254 10 4 46 46 52 2384 160

4-7 6 0 34 6 1 0 13 70 41 0 3 7 7 0 274 43

8+ 0 0 209 3 0 0 0 20 28 0 12 0 0 0 0 0

Total 12125 36 264 47 2 61 23 289 323 10 19 53 53 52 2658 203
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2.2 Vulnerability

The input shaking intensity for dynamic response analyses of the building inventory was 
defined with the peak ground acceleration PGA and with spectral accelerations at peri-
ods of 0.3 and 1.0 second, Sa0.3s and Sa1.0s, respectively. Whereas Sa0.3s and Sa1.0s 
are used for damage assessment to both structural and non-structural components, 
the PGA value contributes to estimate damage to non-structural acceleration sensitive 
components only. According to the capacity spectrum method CSM, the performance 
point solution requires that both the building’s specific capacity curve and the seismic 
demand be represented in the spectral acceleration vs. spectral displacement domain, 
Sa-Sd [12, 13]. The performance point is obtained when the effective damping of the 
capacity curve equals that of the demand spectrum at their intersection. Depending on 
the shaking intensity, the performance point can fall on the constant acceleration por-
tion of the demand spectrum, determined with Sa0.3s in this case, yielding usually low 
degree of damage. When the performance point occurs in the constant velocity domain 
of the spectrum, Sa1.0s, the stronger shaking engenders a higher degree of damage. 
The performance point is used to calculate the respective discrete damage state prob-
abilities through a set of building specific fragility curves. Five physical damage states 
are defined: none, slight, moderate, extensive, complete, each with own median thresh-
old and a lognormal standard deviations [14]. Casualties are mainly correlated to the 
collapse state calculated as percentage of the completely damaged buildings.
The standard CSM, however, is a tedious and time consuming method, which takes sev-
eral hours to run. To accelerate the process of damage assessment, a non-iterative al-
gorithm was proposed based on the development of fragility curves correlated directly 
to the shaking intensity, e.g., PGA, Sa0.3s and Sa1.0s [15]. They are generated for a 
given seismic scenario (magnitude-distance) adjusted for local site conditions. The fra-
gility curves are developed gradually increasing the input acceleration from low spectral 
values and elastic displacement, to reasonably high spectral values, for which plastic 
response is obtained on the far end of the capacity curve [16]. First, the specific per-
formance point parameters are defined: spectral displacement Sd, spectral acceleration 
Sa and effective damping ratio. The respective demand spectrum is then correlated to 
the 5 % damped input response spectrum defined from the seismic scenario. Next, Sd 
is linked to the set of displacement based fragility curves for the given building type to 
obtain the probability of being in each of the potential damage states. In the last step, 
the probabilistic damage states are correlated to the shaking intensity defined with the 
input spectrum parameters.
The above rapid method allows for a direct assessment of the structural and non-struc-
tural damage. The damage functions that correlate the intensity of the seismic shaking, 
herein given with Sa03s, to the probability of a given damage state for both building 
types are shown in Figure . 2. 
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Figure 2.  Damage functions with discrete damage states for low-rise: a) light wood frame buildings, and 
b) unreinforced brick masonry buildings

3 Seismic scenario

A series of different earthquake scenarios were first created by Public Safety Quebec. 
The retained hypothetical scenario was chosen so that it would affect both shores of 
the St. Lawrence River stretching the response capacity of the emergency management 
organizations to their limit. The earthquake occurs on the Montmorency fault with M6.5 
and a shallow crustal depth of 10km, compatible with the current NBCC 2015 seismic 
hazard. The epicenter is located at the southern tip of Ile d’Orleans, an elongated island 
just across the Old Quebec City (Figure 3a). The probability of such an event is evaluated 
low, in the range of 0.1-1 % per year, or with a return period between 100 and 1000 
years. The current ground motion predication equation GMPE for the seismotectonic 
features of Eastern Canada was applied to predict the expected ground motion am-
plitudes as functions of magnitude and distance [17]. The reference soil conditions for 
site-class C, very dense soil to soft rock with shear wave velocity in the range between 
360 and 760 m/s, are considered in this GMPE. The ground motion parameters were 
then adjusted for the local soil conditions. The spatial distribution of the input shaking 
intensity defined with PGA and the spectral accelerations Sa0.3s and Sa1.0s was calcu-
lated at the centroid of each census tract (Figure 3). 
The analyses were carried out with the earthquake module of ER2 Rapid Risk Evalua-
tor, a seismic risk assessment tool which applies the above rapid damage assessment 
method. ER2 is a user-friendly multi-hazard risk assessment tool with intuitive GUI and 
integrated open-source GIS [16, 18]. The negative impacts, generated for each of the 
considered 209 census tracts with more than 800,000 inhabitants, are given in Table 2. 
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Figure 3.  Hypothetical earthquake scenario: a) M6.5 and Depth = 10km; and spatial distribution of the 
seismic shaking intensity for: b) PGA, c) Sa0.3s and d) Sa1.0s 

Table 2. Predicted physical damage, economic and human losses

The results show that in average about 73 % of the considered buildings would experi-
ence no perceptible damage, whereas approximately 2 % (4,392 buildings) are expected 
to be red tagged and sustain at least extensive damage or damage beyond repair. The 
economic loss is about 4 % of the total value of the building stock. Most of the damage is 
due the non-structural damage, more than 80 %. The light wood frame structures show 

Economic loss

Number 
of tracts

Total 
buildings

Total 
exposure

Economic 
loss

Number of buildings in each damage state

No Slight Moderate Extensive Complete

209 211,929 $110,489M $4,270M 155,238 36,115 16,184 3,375 1,017

Casualties

Night time (2am) Day time (2pm) Commuting time (5pm)

Indoors Injuries Fatalities Indoors Injuries Fatalities Indoors Injuries Fatalities

811,041 1,895 47 712,349 2,848 50 578,314 1,730 20
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best performance, whereas most of the damage occurs in the masonry houses, where 
more than 30 % of the buildings would sustain various levels of damage. The time of the 
day when the earthquake occurs affects social consequences only since the population 
can be located in different types of buildings or commuting. The average number of inju-
ries requiring medical attention vary between 1730 and 2,848, and up to 50 deaths can 
be expected. Obviously, the human and economic losses will likely be higher, since the 
model doesn’t consider potential damage and casualties due to geohazards associated 
with shaking (e.g., landslides), induced urban fires (e.g., gas pipes ruptures), or other ac-
cidents that might occur during and following the earthquake (e.g., car accidents, heart 
attacks, etc.). 

4 Scenario outline

The specified seismic scenario with M6.5 and the quantitative assessment of the po-
tential negative impacts provided the first step in the planning of the 2021 ShakeOut 
exercise in Quebec City. A range of earthquake induced hazards and impacts, e.g., dam-
age to essential and transportation facilities were not considered in the risk assess-
ment process. Since they may be critical for the emergency response, experts from 
other departments were consulted. For example, the Quebec Ministry of Transport was 
tasked to identify the most probable areas where landslides could occur. This process 
ensures that comprehensive set of potential impacts accurately reflects what may hap-
pen should a strong earthquake strike the region. As well, the scenario responds well to 
the needs of the operators of various infrastructures and networks to test the capaci-
ties in case of emergency. 
To make the overall results more easily accessible for the participants, a fictional nar-
rative was developed. It will guide the public drills and emergency response exercises 
throughout the metro area. A brief summary of the ShakeOut narrative is given in 
Table 3.
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Table 3. Predicted physical damage, economic and human losses

What is the event A strong earthquake of magnitude 6.5 has occurred in Saint-Jean-de-l’Île-
d’Orléans, at the southern tip of the Île d’Orléans. Aftershocks are expected.

Date of the event 15:05pm EST Monday, February 8, 2021

Weather conditions -5 oC day time and -12 oC night time, with a mean temperature of -9 oC

Affected region Both shores of the St. Lawrence River are affected together with the Île 
d’Orléans

Is there any urgent need 
for action? 

Yes. All civil security stakeholders (citizens, businesses, municipal 
authorities and government) must intervene immediately!

What is the scale and 
severity of the emergency 

and the degree of risk 
associated with it?

This is a major disaster involving more than one municipality in m than one 
region. First estimates are that the damage to buildings and infrastructure 
is high. There are numerous injured people and killed people. A number of 
essential services are also affected. The date and the time of day complicate 
the operations. Hurry up with your intervention!

How was it learned that 
the disaster has occurred?

The earthquake was felt by the population and direct damage was 
widespread. An event briefing was issued by the Government Operations 
Center for the government partners involved in the emergency response.

What is the type and 
severity of reported 

damage? 

·  Several hundreds of injured people requiring medical treatment, dozens of 
fatalities, missing people and orphaned children.

·  Impacts on social and psychological life of individuals, families, employees. 
·  Important damage to buildings structural and non-structural components 
and content. Partial collapse of older buildings. 

·  Interruptions and low pressure in drinking water supply, occasional large 
pools of water on the streets. Damage to wastewater and sewer pipes. 
Structural damage to pumping station and water treatment plant 

· Major ground movements are observed, landslides and liquefaction 
·  Fires are caused by toppled equipment, collapsed power lines, burst gas 
pipes

·  Restricted access to transportation facilities (roads, railways, bridges), 
fallen debris in the streets, damaged roadways. Damaged interchanges 
and ramps to Pierre-Laporte and Quebec bridges. A few rail or road 
accidents occurred.

Flight and ferries services are suspended. Problems with repatriation of 
foreign travelers (tourists, business trips, farm workers, etc.) 
·   Electrical failures, loss of power and telecommunication systems 
Industrial accidents along the Énergir Pipeline on the South shore and 
the Valero Oil Refinery in Lévis. Release of hazardous materials into the 
environment due fuel tank breaches, gas and oil pipeline bursts, etc.

Which intervention 
measures have already 

been taken?

· Municipal coordination centers have been opened. 
· Civil security advisers are already on the ground to provide support 
·  Regional Government Coordination Center is open to ensure coordination 
and communication between the government departments and agencies 
involved in the emergency response. 

·  Liaison officers from each of the government departments and agencies 
have been appointed.
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5 Conclusions

The specified M6.5 seismic scenario provided a quantitative assessment of the poten-
tial negative impacts in the Quebec City region. The probability of a major earthquake 
striking the region is relatively low. Even if such event occurs with similar magnitude, its 
location, the involved fault and depth, will likely be very different from the one retained 
for this ShakeOut exercise. The predicted negative impacts, however, can be expected to 
be in the order of magnitude with respect to the affected buildings, infrastructures and 
human losses. The authoritative estimates indicate the areas that may be exposed to 
higher seismic risk and the type and number of structures with inadequate design prone 
to more vulnerability. The negative impacts can certainly be reduced through improved 
emergency preparedness, such as this exercise, and through a long process of mitiga-
tion planning. 
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Abstract
The article describes history, approaches and well-tested technologies, which have developed 
and have successfully applied for preventive reinforcement of insufficiently earthquake-resistant 
buildings of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky. This was required due to the short-term forecast of 
earthquake with M ~ 7.5 and in the corresponding of order of Russia Council of Ministers on 
upgrading the seismic resistance of housing stock and life facilities in Kamchatka. At that time 
technologies were based on the experience of restoring Tashkent after the earthquake of 1966, 
i.e. it were time-consuming, expensive and, most importantly, required a complete shutdown of 
the operation of buildings for a long time. Seismic evaluation and certification of housing stock 
(beginning with stone and large-block residential buildings) and earthquake resistance assessment 
of schools and hospitals buildings were carried out preliminarily. Several scenarios of probable 
disasters were developed as part of the disaster mitigation program. Then the Russian-Yugoslav 
JV “Andriakampacific” was specially founded to develop and implement advanced technologies 
into practice of strengthening the buildings without stopping their operation and evicting people. 
Advantages and disadvantages, results of our joint activity to reduce seismic risk in Kamchatka 
are described. Seems, the received experience is gaining new value today both for reconstruction 
after strong and damaging earthquakes, and for cases of combination of earthquakes with 
epidemiological hazards, as it was the case in Zagreb on March 22, 2020. This article is dedicated 
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1 History and background

It would seem that the tragic aftermath of the earthquake in Tangshan, China on July 
28, 1976 finally confirmed the impossibility for now to making the short-term forecast 
simultaneously the time, place and intensity of disastrous earthquakes. However, in 
1985-1986, the director of the Institute of Volcanology (Far Eastern Branch of the Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences) S.A. Fedotov, announced an earthquake with M~7.5 predict-
ed in the Avacha Gulf in the next five years, which would be destructive (I = VIII-IX ac-
cording to EMS-98) for Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky (next-Petropavlovsk), and achieved 
official recognition of this forecast. The corresponding order No2359 of the Council of 
Ministers of the Russian Federation “On increasing the seismic resistance of objects of 
the national economy of the Kamchatka region” was signed on November 21, 1986. 
Indeed, the seismicity of this urban area for average soil conditions on July 1, 1970 was 
increased from VIII to IX points with the high recurrence period (especially the earth-
quakes of intencity I = VII-VIII in 1952, 1959 and 1971) significantly reduced the seismic 
resistance of existing buildings. Fulfilling the order of the Government, more than 40 
ministries and departments of the country, which own residential and office buildings in 
Petropavlovsk, have developed projects of seismic strengthening of their buildings. All 
these projects were considered unfit for implementation, because they were based on 
the experience of reconstruction of Tashkent after the earthquake of 1966 [1], where 
two methods of strengthening the load-bearing walls were used: double-sided shot-
crete-concreting along the reinforcement grid or compressing the buildings along the 
contour with belts made of steel channels. The first method was time-consuming and 
expensive, the second was ineffective and, most importantly, both methods required 
the complete cessation of operatihg the building for a long time. In the fact, there was 
no maneuverable fund for the resettlement of such a large number of people, and there 
was no possibility to increase rapidly the volume of the factory production and of the 
new large-panel houses construction. Two years were lost, the earthquake did not oc-
cur, which, according to opinion of S.A. Fedotov, increased a probability of destructive 
seismic event in the coming years. 
That is why in 1988, the State Committee for Science and Technology gave a decree 
to develop the design decisions to improve the seismic resistance of existing multi-
storey buildings, without stopping the normal operation of such buildings. At the same 
time, an international competition was announced to find the best foreign methods and 
technologies to achieve this goal. The Tokyo Declaration of 1988 on Natural Disasters 
Reduction and then the tragic consequences of the Spitak earthquake in Armenia on 
07.12.1988 confirmed the importance of accelerated preparation of Petropavlovsk to 
the predicted destructive earthquake. More over, the necessity of developing the Na-
tional Disaster Mitigation Program “Seismoprotection” to ensure the sustainable safety 
of the most seismo-prone urbanized areas of the country was espesialy underlainded.
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2 Organization of work on preparedness to earthquake disaster

Since 1987, all work in compliance with the order of the Council of Ministers of the 
USSR was under the supervision of the coordination & methodological Council under 
the leadership of the deputy head of the Kamchatka region. To provide scientific support 
and the successful solution of the comprehensive to improve the seismic resistance of 
buildings and to prepare for a predicted earthquake, Gosstroy of the USSR established 
the Kamchatka branch of the Far Eastern Institute for Construction (KamCenter), which 
since 1992 has become Federal R&D Center on Earthquake Engineering and Natural 
Disaster Reduction (CENDR). 
The international competition was won by Yugoslavia, which, after negotiations and 
consideration of proposals from several construction companies, was later represented 
by the construction company GTT “Adriacoop” (Belgrade). Work on seismic strengthen-
ing of buildings was carried out from 1989 to 1999. Then, in 1990, JV “Adriakampacific” 
(General Director Vojislav Dzogaz) was established. 

3 Program approach and initial local engineering basic

The works on seismic strengthening of buildings did not start from scratch; this works 
were preceded by the significant target R&D and implementation into the practice. Seis-
momicrozoning map for urban area of Petropavlovsk was refined. In 1986, a program of 
Preventive Seismic Safety (PRESS) [2, 3] was developed in KamCenter. PRESS consisted 
of two sub programs: Program for Risk Analysis (PRANA) and Program for Risk Man-
agement (PRIMA). In framework of the PRANA, using a developed “Methodical manual 
on passportization of existing buildings” (K.B. DalNEES, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, 
1987), evaluation and certification of the civil and commercial buildings were performed 
by the end of 1988. The methodology and results of certification were reported at the 
All-Union Conference “Seismic-resistance of existing structures” (SES-90), approved by 
the Gosstroy of USSR, presented at 9ECEE (Moscow, 1990) [4] and then widely used 
in the UNESCO project “RADIUS” for the diagnosis of cities against earthquakes, where 
Petropavlovsk took part as a city-donor. Some results and local features of the built 
environment of Petropavlovsk were identified during certification and are listed below:
 - structural types of the city’s civil buildings are defined; class of structural vulner-

ability [5] was defined for each type of building; base objects for analysis of safety 
(BAOBABs) were selected according to next rule – “the same types of buildings in the 
different soil conditions and different types of buildings in the same soil conditions” 
[6]; most of BAOBAB were served by the seismic monitoring network;

 - buildings have erected in violation of construction code, have not met the require-
ments of the regularity, and prone to progressive collapse were selected in special 
list;

 - low adhesion of masonry mortar due to the lack of plasticizers (lime) was revealed 
everywhere; the masonry of hollow stones is not subject to drilling;
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 - masonry buildings, and then large-block one erected according to seismic standards 
before 1970, are recognized as the most vulnerable; based on the investigation of 
the consequences of the earthquake (24.11.1971, M = 7.2) in Petropavlovsk, large-
panel residential buildings are recognized as sufficiently seismo-resistant;

 - central regional hospital, which was a main object of disaster medicine, consisting of 
several large buildings, was located at the most hazardous place of city on toxictropic 
soil prone to dynamic liquefaction under earthquake;

 - an address list of the most vulnerable residential houses, children’s and medical buildings 
and live facilities that should be strengthened as a priority has been compiled; for the ur-
banized area around the Avacha Bay, a priority schedule for seismic strengthening of the 
most vulnerable buildings, regardless of their ownership, has been determined;

 - features of local concrete (γ = 1600-1800 kg/m3, b20÷b35) based on volcanic slag 
were carefully studied by Far Eastern Institute for Construction [7]; at the initiative 
and under the leadership of prof. S.V. Polyakov [8], a test-ground was created in Pe-
tropavlovsk for field studies of buildings equipped with various seismic isolation sys-
tems, including the device of the “sliding belt” (L. Sh. Kilimnik), “switching off connec-
tion” (Ya. M. Eisenberg) and “kinematic foundations” (Yu. D. Chereninsky), which were 
also considered for seismic strengthening of existing buildings;

 - based on the analysis of the seismic hazard scenarios (HASC) set by seismologists, 
it was concluded that the predicted seismic impact of main shock will be probably 
of a low-frequency with a long duration (up to 60-80 sec.), in the accompanying the 
several aftershocks; that is why the increasing of rigidity of buildings was chosen as 
the main direction of seismic strengthening.

4 New approaches and technologies for seismic strengthening

R&D, calculation and initial design decisions were provided under leadership and due to 
personal participation of Prof. Boshko Petrovich and Dr. Mark Klyachko in Petropavlovsk. 
Working projects were performed in the technical bureau in Beograd. The following meth-
ods of the seismo-strengthening were proposed and implemented into practice.

4.1 Prestressing wall system (PWS)

Construction type and function of buildings: typical multi storied residential buildings 
from large concrete block (seria 1-306s); same buildings (seria 1-307s), kindergartens 
and schools from the prefabricated light-concreted continuous stones; the effective use 
of PWS is also possible for historical buildings, the facades of which must be preserved 
in their original form.
Main idea. Increasing the stability of load-bearing walls along the perimeter of the build-
ing and its overall seismic resistance; prevention of crack-formation in the masonry.
Special requirements: not exceeding the ultimate strength of concrete stones / ma-
sonry under design seismic loading, taking into account the vertical EQ-component. 
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Description and sequence of operations: the vertical drilling is carried out by means of 
special equipment; the amount of opening is not less than one for each inter-window 
partition; the wire cables are pulled through each opening and are anchored in base-
ment and then are tensioned up to design/calculated level; canals are full up by going 
injection of a special cement compound and then are anchored on the roof. 

4.2 Superimposed stiffness (SIS)

Construction type and function of buildings: multi storied residential buildings (includ-
ing seria 1-307s), kindergartens, schools and hospitals from the prefabricated light-
concreted slotted and continuous stones.
Main idea. Such an increase in the rigidity of the outer longitudinal load-bearing walls 
so that they become strong enough to resist the increased seismic load and the internal 
longitudinal load-bearing wall does not require additional seismic reinforcement, which 
is ensured due to the effect of redistribution of the horizontal seismic load between 
walls.
Special requirements: monolithic floor slabs are preferable to prefabricated ones.
Description. Due to the monolithic concrete works, the creating a continuous or discon-
tinuous rigid RC diaphragm / shell, well connected to the existed wall by steel anchors 
and using the pre-made openings in the wall, which jointly ensures the required seismic 
resistance.

4.3 Buttress external double (BED)

Purpose and description. The system of precast or “cast-in-situ” RC buttress erected in 
the line with the chief lateral walls (especially walls of stairwells weakened by smoke-
ventilation channels). This method is successfully used for a seismic strengthening of 
long buildings with load-bearing walls having the deficient of lateral EQ-resistance.
Special note. Due to the reliable connection of the buttresses to the wall on each floor, 
additional connection of the double buttresses jointly has not required except for their 
connection over the roof by a cable tensioned with a force of 2500 kN.

4.4 Dynamic seismic damping (DSD)

Description. Dynamic damping of the seismic impact (DSD) of the 4-5 storeyed residen-
tial buildings with both masonry and large concrete blocks walls was performed in two 
versions:
 - superstructure of damping storey (“cold” garret) installed on the seismic-isolating 

supports (for the version “building with a flat roof”);
 - by means of the installation of 4 hydraulic dampers of the MHD 215kN type with SIP 

pendulum supports (manufactured by Maurer Söhne), they are installed on a steel 
horizontal frame rigidly connected with the prefabricated slabs covered by reinforced 
concrete screed (for the version of the existing “cold” garret).
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Special note. The building must be in operable condition; careful dynamic design of the 
building and selection of the features of damper should be performed using reliable 
parameters of the expected seismic impact.
Methods and technologies of seismic strengthening above were approved on the Scien-
tific Board of Gosstroy of Russia under the chairmanship of Prof. S. V. Polyakov in 1991 
[2, 9-12]. Passive seismic isolation systems developed by L. Sh. Kilimnik and Ya. M. Ai-
zenberg were not recommended for seismic strengthening of buildings in Kamchatka, 
at least because of the large number of aftershocks that are typical of the subduction 
zone; the “kinematic foundations” of Yu. D. Cherepinsky are permissible for use with the 
addition of dry friction elements, excepting the sites with soft soils.

5 Results and effectiveness of seismic strengthening

The number and volume of strengthened buildings at the 1st stage of the PRESS (until 
1996) are shown in table 1. Average population of Petropavlovsk was about 260 000. 
There was not housing enough, but new construction of large-panel houses compen-
sated for this shortage slowly. Therefore, the second stage of seismic strengthening 
was very important.

Table 1. Strengthened

At the 2nd stage of seismic strengthening (1996-1999), the volume of work performed 
exceeded the previous volume by 10 %, while about 60 % of this volume related to 
seismic strengthening of multi-apartment residential buildings. At the same time, the 
method of SIS was used more mainly, because its use not only significantly increased 
the rigidity of buildings, but also improved their thermal protection and facade finishing.
How can we monitor the effectiveness of seismic strengthening? 
For assessment of effectiveness of the performed seismic strengthening have used the 
tool-box [13-17] developed in CENDR, including the mathematical “method of logical 
estimates and system analysis” (MELOSA), the loss estimation methodology, the disas-
ter magnitude scale (DIMAK) [18, 19] and control disaster scenario (DISCONT). Using the 
six possible seismic hazard scenarios (HASC), obtained from seismologists, the Kam-
Center in 1986 developed a computer information retrieval system for risk manage-
ment [20] and several corresponding probable disaster scenarios (DISC). Later, the im-
proved DISC “ONEGA” was developed together with Yu. Shevchenko from R&D Institute 
26, which was used for central part of Petropavlovsk and for town Vilyuchinsk. Due to 
the DISCONT we have received a good opportunity for numerical simulation of potential 

Amount Signification

Municipal houses 71 173 m2

Schools and kindergartens 15 3 300 pupils

Hospitals and medical clinics 7 1000 beds
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consequences under seismic impact of various intensity, and also we can analyse an ef-
fectiveness of both the made and the assumed strengthening [17]. Estimations of the 
strengthening effectiveness are shown in table 2. Here a night DISC in Petropavlovsk 
with a macro seismic intensity I = IX was realized.

Table 2. EQ-disaster assessment

Please turn attention, that during the process of increasing the volume and level of seis-
mic strengthening, its effectiveness decreases and there comes moment of “satura-
tion”, that is, parameters of the city resilience are not improved. This is due to the pecu-
liarity of the loss estimation methodology, which is based on the real consequences of 
destructive earthquakes, when a potential number of victims are not directly related to 
the structural damage degree. In earthquake-prone areas without experience of strong 
and damaging earthquakes within the framework of MELOSA, instead of or in addition 
to BAOBABs, similar in design buildings (SIB) should be used, were investigated after 
damaging earthquakes in other regions of the world; EMS-92, the World Housing Ency-
clopedia can be used to search for SIBs, but it is better to compile a national catalog of 
SIBs. New methods and technologies of seismic strengthening and intermediate results 
of the preparedness in Petropavlovsk for the predicted earthquake were presented at 
the exhibition during 10ECEE (Vienna, 1994) [21]. In addition to the “RADIUS” project, 
the above-mentioned tool-box was implemented for risk analysis within the framework 
of the intergovernmental program “SeismoPolis” to ensure the seismic safety of the 
capitals and large cities of the CIS countries. In 1996, the Association “Reliability and 
Safety” together with “Center of extreme situation research” developed on the basis of 
GIS “Extremum” an improved DISC for Petropavlovsk and the corresponding response 
scenario (RESC), including the calculation of the necessary forces and means to elimi-
nate the emergency situation [22]. The disadvantage of all DISCs was not taking into 
account the secondary disaster from the tsunami impact caused by earthquake.

Period

EQ-consequences

Killed Injured Homeless
Total 

losses 
($, mln)

DIMAK Scale scores

Md
Terms for 
disaster 

description

Score of 
disaster 

permissibility

Before PRESS, 
1990 3000 14000 100000 8000 5.63

major disaster 
of national 

scale
unacceptable

During PRESS, 
1st stage, 1995 2000 6000 65000 4200 5.29

major disaster 
of national 

scale
unacceptable

During PRESS, 
2nd stage,1999 200 1 500 9000 1200 4.29 disaster of 

territorial scale
semi-

acceptable

During PRESS, 
3rd stage, 2005 50 200 5000 1000 3.95 disaster of 

local scale permissible
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6 Control and testing of strengthened buildings 

The verification of seismic strengthening was carried out, first of all, in the course of 
construction work. Under special supervision were, for example, geodetic control dur-
ing the implementation of the PWS method or the preparation and placement of con-
crete mixture, when methods of SIS and BED were realized. The effectiveness of the 
strengthening of each building was also determined and controlled by measuring the 
dynamic parameters of natural vibrations before and after the strengthening. The best 
evidence of the high quality of the work performed was the results of the reconnais-
sance of several strong earthquakes in 1993, and mainly of the Kronotsky earthquake 
M = 7.9 on 05.12.1997. Respond of the BAOBABs to these earthquakes was recorded 
by the seismometric stations installed on them.

7 Conclusions

 - The past 35 years have shown that seismologist S. A. Fedotov made a big mistake 
– a short-term forecast of location, time and intensity of the earthquake simultane-
ously is not yet possible, but due to this error civil engineers could prepare a large 
city to destructive earthquake for the first time by the effective preventive seismic 
strengthening of the key vulnerable buildings.

 - The well-tested approaches, methods and technologies of seismic strengthening of 
civil buildings described in the article, carried out without stopping their normal op-
eration, allow to prevent undesirable consequences (human and monetary losses) of 
possible earthquakes and to ensure the sustainable safety of urbanized territories, 
and therefore can be recommended for implementation in Croatia, taking into con-
sideration local conditions and requirements.

 - Seismic strengthening must be preceded by the development of a local and national 
seismic disaster mitigation program such as PRESS, which contains a generalized 
multidisciplinary approach to improving the community resilience to the design 
earthquakes. The first event is the survey and certification of the built environment 
on the earthquake-prone urban areas, in which are appointed the BAOBABs, classes 
of vulnerability is appointed for each BAOBAB, and the list of vulnerable buildings, 
which should be strengthened in the priority order, is made.

 - The main tool for monitoring of the effectiveness of seismic strengthening are the 
disaster scenarios (DISC), built on the earthquake hazard scenarios (HASC), given by 
seismologists; the DISC also permits to develop a research planning, transportation 
planning, rehabilitation and reconstruction ones, etc.; the acceptable disaster is se-
lected for each urban area by applying the disaster magnitude scale DIMAK, having 
previously knowledge about an insurance estimate of one victim in the country under 
consideration.

 - In earthquake-prone areas without experience of strong and damaging earthquakes 
within the framework of MELOSA, instead of or in addition to BAOBABs, similar in 
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design buildings (SIB) should be used, were investigated after damaging earthquakes 
in other regions of the world.

 - Under the normal conditions of a long-term seismic prognosis, the construction of 
new modern housing stock instead the old worn-out houses is the best solutions, 
but this way to improve urban sustainability to earthquakes is very depends on the 
economic potential of the state and the population; therefore, the balance between 
the volume of new comfortable housing stock and modern public buildings, from one 
side, and the quantity of seismo-strengthened existing buildings, from other side, is 
determined due to the feasibility study and becomes one of the basic provisions of 
the national program of the PRESS type.

 - In some cases, for seismic strengthening of existing buildings-monuments, objects of 
historical and cultural heritage the modern methods of seismic isolation and damp-
ing (passive or even active) are recommended to use; in this case, soft soils in the 
base of the building are, as a rule, the only restriction for the use of seismic insulation.

 - The authors are ready and will be happy to share with their colleagues knowledge 
and experience in preparing seismo-prone urban areas as whole for predicted earth-
quakes and, in particular, in the field of increasing the seismic resistance of existing 
buildings.
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Abstract
The management of emergency situations generated by natural or man-made disasters is a worldwide 
critical task for both public and private entities. In Romania, seismic hazard represents one of the most 
dangerous threats, in terms of potential physical and socio-economic losses. In recent years, taking 
advantage of the new technology developments and increase of the computational power, significant 
improvements have been done for seismic risk mitigation, using automatic systems and real-time 
data. There are two main institutions that perform real-time seismic monitoring of structures in 
Romania: INFP and URBAN-INCERC. A system for rapid damage and loss assessment (Seisdaro) is 
currently running at INFP, using post-earthquake generated ShakeMaps, while URBAN-INCERC is in 
the process of implementing a structural health monitoring system for instrumented buildings in its 
network, based on the ARTeMIS software. A brief history on the evolution of seismic monitoring of 
building structures and rapid seismic loss assessment in Romania will be presented. The paper also 
covers general lessons learned from previous earthquakes that affected the country, data regarding 
past and present exposure datasets, country-specific fragility functions and various methods and 
algorithms used for structural health monitoring over the time. Through international and national 
projects, constant improvements have been done regarding the seismic monitoring of structures and 
loss estimation. The roadmap for future developments involving the main institutions in charge of the 
seismic risk reduction, including research, academia and authorities, will be also outlined. Finally, given 
the complex situations revealed by the pandemic and its potential conjunction with other hazards, 
some reflections are presented about new multi-disciplinary methods and concepts that should be 
developed, implemented and tested, taking into account more variables such as: social vulnerability, 
influence of transportation networks and hospital capacities. The validation of these methods should 
help both private and public entities to increase life safety, to reduce economic losses and downtime.

Key words: seismic monitoring, structures, loss estimation, Romania
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1 Introduction

Seismic monitoring of structures has become a topic of interest for both public and pri-
vate entities willing to determine and track the integrity of structures over time and to 
increase their serviceability.
Given that in Romania (especially Bucharest) a large number of buildings were designed 
in non-compulsory seismic design code periods (more than 40 % of residential buildings 
at national level and more than 44 % in Bucharest constructed before 1960, according 
to the 2011 National Census), the preparation and large-scale implementation of moni-
toring and rapid damage assessment tools can prove crucial for assisting specialists 
and decision-makers in strategically establishing and prioritizing the retrofit of affected 
building stock. 
The paper presents an overview of the current status of Structural Health Monitor-
ing (SHM) and rapid seismic loss estimation in Romania. Finally, future short-term and 
long-term perspectives will be highlighted, given the collaborative involvement of the 
National Institute for Earth Physics (INFP) and the National Research and Development 
Institute for Building, Urban Planning and Sustainable Spatial Development (URBAN-
INCERC) in research projects and in a coordinated effort to improve the legislation in 
the field. 

2 Seismic monitoring of structures

A critical activity for a seismic country is to monitor and track the condition of its build 
environment, in order to ensure the life safety of the population and recovery after an 
extreme event. The necessity of this type of data has proved beneficial both in the re-
search studies, but also in emergency situations, including some that occurred recently 
[1, 2]. The economic considerations, as discussed in [3] play also an influential role. The 
condition assessment of aged structures is more and more becoming a critical issue for 
civil infrastructures, especially when developing life-extension and replacement strate-
gies. The initial added cost of the monitoring system and its maintenance are expected 
to prevent much greater subsequent investments in the construction and operability of 
structures. The direct benefits of such a system include, among others: real-time moni-
toring and periodical reporting or reporting after extreme events; assistance in post-
earthquake building inspection; reduction in downtime (business continuity); reduced 
long-term maintenance cost; increased safety and system reliability.

2.1 Brief history and developments

The research in the field of SHM, was initiated back in the ‘70s, with a special focus on 
the aerospace and gas exploration industry. However, at that time, a significant discrep-
ancy could be noticed between theoretical concepts and their practical applicability, due 
to the lack of standardisation. 
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In Romania, SHM using experimental recorded data has a rather long history, start-
ing in the 1960’s, when various buildings were instrumented for scientific purposes. 
The data collected before and after the MW=7.4 1977 earthquake [1], revealed that low 
damage was associated with an increase of natural periods up to 25 %, light damage 
may increase periods with 25 - 50 %, while systematic and significant damage resulted 
in the increase of fundamental periods by more than 50 %. [4]. The seismic monitoring 
of structures has recently gained additional momentum with the inclusion of specific 
provisions, first in the 2006 edition of the Romanian seismic design code, P100-1/2006 
[5] and then in the current edition, P100-1/2013 [6]. As stated in the code, instrumen-
tation should be done for buildings in the first importance-exposure class, as well as for 
buildings higher than 45 meter above ground level, in areas where the design value of 
the peak ground acceleration is equal to 0.25 g or greater. Moreover, a Ministerial Order 
from 2005 requires that all the public institutions and private entities instrument their 
buildings if those are more than 50 meter-high, have more than 16 stories or have a 
developed area of more than 7500 m2.
There are two main institutions that perform real-time seismic monitoring of struc-
tures in Romania: URBAN-INCERC and INFP. Building instrumentation has been used 
at URBAN-INCERC for SHM ever since the late 1960s. In the recent years, INFP has 
also started a campaign to instrument some representative structures in urban areas, 
in order to have a better understanding on their response to earthquakes and ambient 
vibrations. Another important institution that is working on this topic is the Technical 
University of Civil Engineering Bucharest, UTCB. During the JICA (Japan International 
Cooperation Agency) project, UTCB has instrumented four representative buildings [7], 
two of those being the Romanian National Television, TVR (14 storey-high), and the 
BRD-SG Tower (20 storey-high). Several studies, consisting in detailed time-domain 
and frequency-domain analyses were conducted for the latter, a reinforced concrete 
building located in Bucharest. Demetriu and Aldea [8] have investigated the variation of 
the modal frequencies of the building from ambient vibration data and earthquake data. 
The soil-structure interaction (SSI) effect was also highlighted, using free-field stations 
located close to the building and borehole data. [9]. In 2013, in a study conducted by 
Perrault et al. [10], the experimental data acquired from the BRD-SG Tower were used 
to reduce the uncertainty of the single-building fragility curve. To achieve this goal, the 
earthquake data were input in an algorithm for the validation of building model, based 
on the Timoshenko beam approximation.
Another structure instrumented by UTCB was the Faculty of Civil, Industrial and Agri-
cultural Buildings (FCCIA) of this university. The numerical model was validated with ex-
perimental data recorded during ambient vibration monitoring sessions. The SSI effect 
was also investigated, slight soil structure interaction effects being reported, with no 
significant numerical effect, however [11]. Besides the main institutions above, there 
are also a few SHM initiatives from the private sector, still in their incipient stage. 
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2.2 Current status of SHM in Romania

The National Network for the Seismic Monitoring and Protection of Building Stock of 
URBAN-INCERC consists of 26 stations (brown squares, Fig. 1), located in low-, medi-
um- and high-rise buildings; with 20 of these being accessible online. Part of the build-
ings have sensors both in the basement (or on the ground floor) and at the top, while 
some of them have sensors installed only on the ground floor. 

Figure 1.  The current map of the seismic stations installed in buildings, by URBAN-INCERC and INFP in 
Romania and a detailed picture of Bucharest

In what concerns SHM performed by INFP, up to now, there are five instrumented struc-
tures that transmit real-time data to the INFP`s National Data Center, while five more 
buildings were instrumented recently (in 2020) in the framework of the EU-funded 
TURNkey Project. The real-time data acquisition and archiving is performed using the 
Seiscomp3 system. The instrumentation scheme consists mainly in accelerometers lo-
cated at the ground (or basement) level, at an intermediate floor and on the roof, thus 
being able to capture the global response of the building (Fig. 2).
The monitoring system is used, at INFP, for: determining the dynamic characteristics 
of the structure (natural frequency, damping) and their evolution over time; rapid auto-
mated determination of earthquake engineering parameters: time series for accelera-
tion, velocity and displacement or peak values (PGA, PGV and PGD), response spectra, 
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Fourier spectra and spectral reports (Fig. 3), CAV, Arias or Housner Intensity etc. Based 
on this data, studies on the dynamic characteristics of buildings from ambient vibration 
data were conducted in [12] as well as on the earthquake data recorded on the instru-
mented buildings from the last moderate earthquake (Oct 28th, 2018), as described in 
[13].

Figure 2. Example of an instrumentation setup and of time-histories recorded during an earthquake

Another tool that is used to perform seismic monitoring of structures at INFP is the 
Bighorn module. This module is an extension module of the Antelope package that per-
forms real-time computations of spectral acceleration exceedance and issues alarms 
accordingly. The idea is to compare the strong motion response spectra to a set of ex-
ceedance limit spectra and issue an alarm based on the level of exceedance. The testing 
of this procedure and a case-study on Bucharest is presented in [14], for the Oct 28th 
2018 earthquake. The reporting services are currently performed in an offline environ-
ment, but an online platform to be used for rapid analysis is currently under develop-
ment at the level of INFP.
At URBAN-INCERC, SHM is conducted by using the ARTeMIS Modal Pro software (Fig. 
4), which is currently in process of implementation within an experimental project for 
the real-time damage detection in buildings [15,16]. ARTeMIS Modal performs Opera-
tional Modal Analysis, Experimental Modal Analysis and Operating Deflection Shapes 
analysis, including, in addition, various plug-in modules for SHM. Among these, the 
Damage Detection module, developed for long-term monitoring, identifies changes in 
the dynamic behavior of the structure, while allowing it to be set up to ignore influ-
ences of ambient conditions on the monitored parameters. Notifications can be sent 
automatically by sound, e-mail or web services when a specified control value has been 
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exceeded, warning about potential damage in the structure. A Modal Parameter History 
module and a Drift Analysis Module are in operation as well, for more in-depth analyses 
of the evolution of structure state and behavior.

Figure 3.  Example of analysis performed on data recorded on structures (ambient vibration and 
earthquakes)

Figure 4.  Use of ARTeMIS software at URBAN-INCERC for the structural monitoring of a multi-story 
building. 
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3 Rapid earthquake loss estimation 

For operational purposes, INFP, along with UTCB and NORSAR Institute focused on 
developing a system capable of automatic and rapid estimation of earthquake losses 
(entitled Seisdaro), based on ShakeMap and methods for estimating building damage 
analytically. Seisdaro became operational at INFP in 2011, contributing to the decisional 
process within Inspectorates for Emergency Situations. The first version of Seisdaro 
[17] allowed the estimation of building damage and population losses in the Roma-
nia - Bulgaria cross-border region, using SELENA software [18]. Since then, Seisdaro 
has been under continuous development and improvement, providing since version 3 
national coverage. 

Figure 5.  Example of webGIS operational dashboard created for a scenario of the 4 March 1977 earthquake; 
this is one of the representation forms for ShakeMap and Seisdaro output, for authorities

Its current version (3) was implemented in 2017 [19] and it allows the rapid estimation 
of affected buildings and socio-economic losses generated by earthquakes ≥ 3.0 ML in 
Romania and nearby, using two modules:
 - PAGER: using the USGS PAGER methodology [20], customized for Romania;
 - SELENA: estimates, at commune/city/sector level, the number of residential build-

ings damaged (using The Improved Displacement Coefficient Analytical Method) and 
the number of casualties. The estimation is based on capacity and fragility functions 
from HAZUS-MH or RISK-UE Project [21], for more than 49 national representative 
building typologies.

Both modules use input enhanced exposure data from the Romanian Population and 
Housing Census in 2011, intensity measures and earthquake parameters from the 
Earthquake Early Warning System (REWS) or ShakeMap systems of INFP, which use 
data from the Romanian Seismic Network. 
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Results, in the form of maps, graphs, GIS data and webGIS dashboards (Fig. 5), are gen-
erated, after receiving input data from REWS or ShakeMap, in 10-15 seconds (PAGER 
module) and 2-3 minutes (SELENA module). This means that all results (for both sets 
of input data) are generated typically in less than 15 minutes after a moderate or major 
earthquake.
Seisdaro can be used also in earthquake simulation conducted by the authorities in the 
emergency management field, helping them quantify the needs and improve proce-
dures of intervention. An example was the SEISM 2019 national earthquake exercise. 
Also, Seisdaro was applied for the analysis of Bucharest at sector level [22] and at cen-
sus tract level [23].

4 Discussion and perspectives 

By combining the two methodologies, seismic monitoring of structures and state-of-
the-art loss estimation methodologies, a rapid and informed response to earthquake 
and the mitigation of seismic risk can be achieved. The improvement of the loss es-
timation methodologies, by taking into account more specific seismic design levels 
provided by the code, country-specific modern fragility curves, data from more seismic 
stations and improved ShakeMap methodology relying on new ground motion models 
and weighting schemes is also a necessity in order to reduce the uncertainty of the loss 
estimations. A larger number of buildings, representing different typologies (material, 
structural system, height regime and construction period) should be instrumented. Giv-
en that Bucharest is the most endangered city, a customized ShakeMap and a custom 
loss estimation system, using a new SELENA version, new fragility functions and loss 
estimation methods will be implemented for this area, within the TURNkey project. For 
Seisdaro version 4, which is under development, multiple improvements are planned, 
among which:
 - new exposure and vulnerability models compatible also with the European seismic 

risk model (ESRM) 2020 [24] and with OpenQuake input requirements;
 - new ground motion models.
 - integration of the P100-1/2013 response spectra and of a 8 values spectral accel-

eration spectrum for real-time computations, as included in SELENA version 6.5;

Given the influence of the atmospheric condition on the dynamic parameters of struc-
tures, as observed in previous studies [25, 26], a case-study building will be instru-
mented with both seismic sensors and a meteorological station, in the framework of 
the PREVENT project. The aim is to observe the influence of the atmospheric condition 
on the dynamic parameters of structures. Moreover, by using both low-cost and profes-
sional sensors, a complex structural identification will be possible. 
In conjunction with the advances in research, a critical aspect is to update and to align 
the official technical codes and guidelines to the latest international practice. The devel-
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opment of a national guideline regarding the SHM will be necessary, with clear require-
ments regarding the instrumentation, installation procedures, acquisition, processing 
and reporting. Recently, a number of private companies have started using commercial 
softwares to perform seismic monitoring of structures. An effort should be made to fa-
cilitate the data access and harmonize the processing tools, so that after an earthquake 
to be able to evaluate how different types of structures respond to the seismic move-
ment and what are the expected damage states.

5 Conclusions

The efforts done in the last years regarding the large-scale use of SHM and rapid loss 
estimation methods were merely individual initiatives, lacking a close communication 
and collaboration between public authorities and private entities. However, this situa-
tion has to be overpassed and much greater and consistent coordinated efforts should 
strengthen and enhance the outcomes of these activities, in order to add value to the 
current status. Given the tectonic setting of the Vrancea region and the intermediate-
depth earthquakes characteristics, more country-specific studies need to be performed. 
In addition, the frequency content of the ground motion, specific for Bucharest in case 
of large Vrancea earthquakes, and its effect on different building typologies, needs fur-
ther investigations. As stated in the previous sections, the economic benefits of such 
a system were already proven efficient in other countries, so the use of this modern 
tool should be better exploited in Romania, in the near future, to prepare for potential 
destructive earthquakes that could hit the country.
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The unexpected misbehavior of buildings during the recent frequent earthquakes in 
Mediterranean region resulted in significant loss of human lives, injuries and economic 
losses due to the poor capacity of their structural systems and built-in materials to sus-
tain seismic load. Among the lessons learned from recent earthquake in southeastern 
Europe is that identifying existing buildings’ vulnerability and thus reconsidering and 
improving their seismic safety, should become one of the top priorities for both, state 
and local government in seismic prone regions.
The goal of the presented work, realized at IZIIS as internal scientific project, is defining 
and implementing seismic safety assessment Protocol for existing buildings in North 
Macedonia, which also could be applicable in whole southeastern Europe. The proposed 
Protocol is meant to be a practical tool for reliable quantitative and qualitative assess-
ment of the buildings’ vulnerability in regions with various seismic hazard levels. The 
Protocol’s structure follows the modern methodological approaches worldwide, includ-
ing pre-defined conditions and step procedures for identification of vulnerable build-
ings. It contains three levels of assessment: (1) rapid visual screening (RVS) procedure, 
(2) simplified and (3) rigorous (in-depth) seismic analysis of buildings. The assessment 
procedure is meant to take a major role in establishing a seismic safety rating system in 
North Macedonia - a “Seismic Certificate” for a specific building. The algorithm for each 
phase of the Protocol depends on the “knowledge level” of the relevant parameters (site 
seismicity, local soil conditions, type and regularity of the structural system, importance 
class, construction period, design and construction regulations at the time, control of 
the construction process, history of conversion and changes in the structural system, 
previous exposure to other hazards etc.). Such evaluation, if made for a significant num-
ber of buildings, would provide a clearer picture of the seismic resistance of the existing 
building stock in the country.
The emphasis is on the first – the RVS procedure for buildings’ seismic safety estima-
tion. It is applicable for recording a larger number of buildings in a short period of time. 
The accomplishing RVS process involves filling out a form for the basic relevant building 
attributes, based on external and internal visual inspection and the available data on the 
seismicity of the location and the building itself. Providing a specific information from 
the initial review significantly affects the need for the second and each subsequent step 
for seismic safety estimation for as many buildings as possible. In that way, it is possible 
for the seismically safe buildings to obtain a seismic certificate with a procedure that is 
relatively fast and easily applicable and without significant financial costs for the users, 
the local government unit, or any other person, company or institution that needs it. The 
proposed RVS procedure potentially saves time and avoids expensive experts’ engage-
ments where it is not necessary.
The RVS procedure applies basic scores and their modifiers for two the most present 
structural systems in the region, and their subclasses. The list of all features that affect 
the observed buildings’ final score, are shown in the Table 1. 
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Table 1. Required building score modifiers information by structural system

Score 
modifiers Reinforced concrete structures Masonry structures

Basic score Seismic zone and building type Seismic zone

Construction 
period

Before 1964

1964-1981

1982-1990

1991-2008

2009-2013

After 2013

Bearing capacity knowledge level

Vertical 
irregularity

Sloping site Soft story

Moderately weaker storey than the one 
above Vertical misalignment of openings

Highly weaker storey than the one above Abrupt wall thickness change

Column setback Number of stories

Short columns Lower neighbouring buildings

Split level No basement levels

Any other obvious irregularity Any other obvious irregularity

Plan 
irregularity

Flat slabs above ground level High length/width ratio (3 or higher)

Torsional irregularity “L” shaped in plan

Out-of-plane offsets of beams Low lat. bearing capacity in one dir.

Discontinued lateral bearing systems Large openings

Non-orthogonal lateral bearing systems No horizontal belt courses

Large diaphragm openings Flexible floor and roof diaphragms 

Flat slab cantilevers (3.0 m or longer) Horizontal misalignment of openings

Any other obvious irregularity Any other obvious irregularity

Foundation 
issues Poor soil 

Redundancy 3 or more bays in both directions

2 or more bays in both directions

Nearly equal plan length and width

Only one story above ground

Wall thickness > 50 cm

Post-
construction 
modifications

Repaired and strengthened

Additional stories (without project)

Other score 
modifiers

Visible deformations and structural 
damages

Visible deformations and structural 
damages

Structural brick wall infills Vertical belt courses on critical joints
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The proposed RVS scoring system is based on the most recent experiences of the struc-
tural engineering societies worldwide, mostly the FEMA 154 and FEMA P-154 hand-
books [1, 2], adjusted to the local building stock, seismicity of the region, local design 
codes for earthquake resistance and the history of the local structural design and con-
struction practice.
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1 Introduction

Urban historic centers are important part of the cultural heritage. Beside their cultural-
historic value, they usually represent important economic and touristic centers. Within 
the broad range of construction techniques and building materials that might be in-
cluded in the urban historical centers, seismically very vulnerable unreinforced stone 
and brick masonry structures, constructed before the introduction of a more demanding 
seismic design code, are one of the most common not only in Europe, but worldwide.
On the territory of the historic city of Skopje, various cultures and spheres of influence 
intertwined, whose material remains have always attracted the interest of scholarly 
circles. Each of these cultures left its own mark both in the material and spiritual culture 
of the people. However, it seems that the Ottoman presence of five hundred years (XIV 
to early XX century) left a special mark and permanent traces in the physiognomy of the 
city which in this period achieved their cultural and economic rise. 
In addition, for urban historic center located in one of the seismically most active re-
gions in Europe, the vulnerability assessment of historic masonry buildings in this urban 
area, is a key prerequisite for evaluating global risk. Within the framework of this work, 
the available literature on seismic vulnerability assessment of historical centers, that 
has been accumulated over the past decades and calibrated based on broad damage 
data obtained from post-earthquake damage surveys, has been chosen. The gained 
knowledge has been used to set-up of vulnerability index method, harmonized with the 
specific characteristics of urban historic center in Skopje, the capitol of N. Macedonia. 

2  Description and seismic effects of the historic center of Skopje 
(Old Bazaar)

2.1  Description of the historic center of Skopje (Old Bazaar)

The capital city of Skopje is situated in the Skopje valley on the banks of the biggest 
Macedonian river Vardar. Next to the river is located heart of the city, the old part of 
Skopje, known as Skopje Old Bazaar, (Figure 1). It is one of the oldest and largest mar-
ketplaces in the Balkans and its trade and commerce center since at least XII century. 
Besides, it is known for its cultural and historical values. Although Ottoman architecture 
is predominant, remains of Byzantine architecture are evident as well, while recent re-
constructions have led to the application of elements specific to modern architecture.
The Ottoman influence left a special mark and permanent traces in the physiognomy of 
the historic city of Skopje. The building of Ottoman structures reached its peak in the 
XV and XVI century, when a large number of mosques, baths, covered bazaars, inns and 
other facilities, mostly visible in the old part of today’s Skopje, were built as a reflection 
of the economical and politic circumstances, and represent an expression of the cultural 
and artistic tendencies and potentials of respective periods. Among them, Mustafa Pa-
sha, Sultan Murat and Ishak Bay Mosques are among the oldest and best-preserved 
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mosques in the Balkan region, while Kurshumli Inn, Suli Inn and Kapan Inn, all of them 
from XV century, together with Chifte Hammam and Daut Pasha Hammam represent 
the commercial and public bath areas. In addition, the presence of individual commercial 
buildings should be emphasized. They form almost 70 % of the structure of the entire 
historic center.

Figure 1. Skopje Old Bazaar 

Figure 2. Typical street in the Skopje Old Bazaar

The urban configuration of the historic center of Skopje is characterized with huge au-
thenticity. The buildings are placed in the irregular urban mesh, with a couple of main 
quite wide streets and the narrowness of the other streets and passes between them. A 
great percentage of the built urban stock is constituted without any earthquake resist-
ant criteria. The masonry walls constitute the main structural elements with the timber 
floor slabs resulting in a very simple box-type structure. Brick and stone masonry are 
the most common building materials but adobe masonry with timber bracing can be 
found too. Regarding the geometry in height, the buildings usually are constituted by 
ground floor, one or two elevated floors (Figure 2).
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2.2 History and 11th September 2016 earthquake effects

Before 1900, the seismic history of Skopje as part of the Vardar zone is reduced to a 
rather brief description of the earthquake catastrophes of Scupi in 518 A.D. and that of 
Skopje in 1555. The 518 A.D. earthquake seems to be the strongest shock that has ever 
occurred on this territory. The earthquake of 1555 is said to have demolished a part of 
Skopje. Both earthquakes are estimated to be of an intensity of XII MCS, [1].
During XX century, the region of Skopje was affected by series of damaging earthquakes, 
which lasted from August to September 1921 with a magnitude of 4.6 to 5.1. Besides 
the local earthquakes, region of Skopje has suffered several times from earthquakes 
occurring at a distance.
In the early hours of July 26, 1963, Skopje was struck by an earthquake with magnitude 
6.1, one of the most severe catastrophes in its history. The entire territory of SR Mac-
edonia was shaken with intensities varying between V and IX, MCS. Major earthquake 
effects were manifested by loss of 1070 human lives and 3300 injuries, destruction 
and severe damage to a large number of buildings and other public and social facilities, 
damage to the infrastructure, lifelines, urban furniture, etc. Damage to existing build-
ings was tremendous. Out of the total building area 80.7 % was destroyed or heavily 
damaged and about 75.5 % of the inhabitants were left homeless. Only 19.7 % remained 
non - or slightly damaged, which, in accordance with the damage and usability criteria 
were usable immediately after the earthquake, [2].
In addition to the damage to residential and public buildings the catastrophic 1963 
Skopje earthquake inflicted inestimable damage to cultural monuments and historic 
buildings. The entire monument fund of historical center of Skopje was damaged, while 
part of it was destroyed. Damages were manifested by failure of individual parts of the 
structures, large cracks, inclination and deformations of the walls, the vaults, the col-
umns and other structural elements (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Ruins of Suli Inn and damages on Mustafa Pasha Mosque
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During the years following the catastrophic earthquake, there were works on protection 
of cultural historic structures considering their value and importance. Structural consoli-
dation has been performed in the first phase, while during the renovation of the buildings, 
particularly those adapted to modern needs whose structural systems did not provide 
the necessary seismic safety, the principle of repair and seismic strengthening has been 
applied, involving reinforced concrete bearing structure, columns and belt courses inter-
connected and incorporated into the existing masonry. Cement as a material was also ap-
plied in repair of the medieval churches and monasteries through injection of the occurred 
cracks or rebuilding of the ruined parts and seismic strengthening.
On September 11, 2016, the city of Skopje and its surroundings was hit by a series of 
earthquakes with main shock of moderate size moment magnitude of 5.1. The main 
shock was felt in the urban city area with intensity of about VI to VII degrees according to 
EMS. Immediately after the occurring of the main shock, an activity of rapid visual screen-
ing was performed by IZIIS, within a framework of which 15 cultural heritage buildings 
and monuments were inspected, located in the old historic part of the city, [3].
As known from history, interventions to a different extent have been taken in the past 
for all monuments in Skopje region, [4]. Table 1 presents the list of the inspected mon-
uments along with the information on their previous interventions and damage level 
during the last earthquake. After the fast visual screening vast majority of inspected 
monumental buildings were assessed as safe and usable, since their damage varies 
from slight non-structural one, (failing of pieces of mortar or bricks from the cornices or 
facade walls, hair cracks in mortar joints on facade walls and ceiling, breaking of glass 
from large windows), to very localized or negligible structural damage, (initial cracks to 
the walls and ceiling elements, falling of large patches of mortar from wall and ceiling 
surface, considerable cracks or partial failure of chimneys). However, there are isolated 
cases of considerable structural damage manifested as widening and elongating of old-
er cracks or occurring of newly developed cracks, usually in the walls or along with the 
connection between the walls and vaults or domes.
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Table 1. List of inspected cultural heritage buildings and monuments

Monument/ 
Historic building

Period of 
construction Previous Intervention Damage description

Church of Holy 
Salvation

1817-1824
(on XIV century 

foundation)

Repair, partial reconstruction, 
conservation, adaptation

Extension of old minor cracks, 
Occurrence of new minor cracks 

between walls and ceiling surface

Suli Inn First half of XV 
Century

Reconstruction, strengthening 
with RC vertical and horizontal 

belt courses 

No new structural damage,
Failing down of large windows

Aladza Mosque Beginning of XV 
century

Reconstruction of porch with 
RC elements,

conservation, adaptation

Cracks on north and south main 
vault, continuing into adjacent 
domes, failing of mortar from 

central dome

Hadzi Balaban 
Mosque XV Century

Replacement of original dome 
destroyed in XVIII century with 

wooden roof structure

Separation of bearing walls from 
pendentives 

Bezisten, the 
central part of Old 

Bazar

XIX century 
(XV century 
foundation)

Repair, consolidation, 
adaptation

Extension of old cracks in the 
walls, visible separation of bearing 

walls from ceiling structure

Daut Pasha 
Hammam XV century

Repair, consolidation, partly 
reconstruction with RC vertical 

and horizontal belt courses

Major cracks in entrance dome, 
failing of mortar and cornices 
from facades, extension of old 

cracks 

Cifte Hammam First half of XV 
century

Repair, consolidation, partly 
reconstruction with RC vertical 

and horizontal belt courses

Initial minor cracks in bearing 
walls and over the openings

Kurshumli Inn First half of XVI 
century

Repair, reconstruction, 
strengthening with RC vertical 

and horizontal elements

Structural damages along the 
walls and vaults, disturbed local 
stability, failing of partition wall, 

roof stones and chimneys

Kale fortress XIV Century
Repair, consolidation, 

adaptation, reconstruction with 
RC elements

Minor cracks as extension of old 
one

Sultan Murat 
Mosque XV Century

Repair, strengthening with 
RC vertical and horizontal 

elements

Initial cracks between walls and 
vaults, failing of mortar, extension 

of old cracks

Mustafa Pasha 
Mosque XV Century

Repair, dome strengthening 
with RC ring, upgrading with 

CFRP in 2006
No visible cracks

St. Panteleymon 
Church XII Century

Repair, strengthening with 
RC vertical and horizontal 

elements

Minor cracks in bearing walls. 
Failing of mortar from facades

Hussein Shah 
Pasha Mosque XVI Century

Repair, consolidation, 
strengthening with RC 

horizontal elements

Minor cracks in bearing walls. 
Failing of mortar from facades

Historic building in 
the Old Bazar XIX Century Repair, consolidation, 

adaptation
Structural damage, disturbed local 

stability

Historic building in 
the Old Bazar XIX Century Repair, consolidation, 

adaptation
Disturbed global stability (old 
substandard adobe structure)
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3 Harmonized vulnerability index for urban historic center of Skopje

The vulnerability assessment of historic masonry buildings in a given urban area is a key 
prerequisite for evaluating global risk. This is not only important because of the obvious 
physical consequences in the possible occurrence of an event but also because of its 
relationship with human presence and evacuation support systems, which are essen-
tial aspects in the definition of effective risk reduction strategies. In fact, the combina-
tion between vulnerability assessment of existing buildings and the implementation of 
appropriate seismic retrofitting and emergency planning solutions can help to reduce 
physical damages, human losses and critical emergency conditions for the population, 
as well as the economic impact of future events.
The available literature on seismic vulnerability assessment of historical centers, relat-
ed to the collected data that has been accumulated over the past decades about post-
earthquake damage surveys and interventions in the historical center of Skopje, opens 
a unique opportunity to set-up of vulnerability index method, harmonized with the spe-
cific characteristics of the specified urban historic center. This was the starting point of 
the internal IZIIS’ project as a contribution to the governmental long-term project on 
Skopje Old Bazaar revitalization.
The considered vulnerability index method represents an innovative hybrid methodol-
ogy for bridging the gap between empirical and analytical methods and provides seis-
mic vulnerability assessment by using simplified scoring method. This method has been 
originally developed by Benedetti and Petrini, [5], adapted and applied to several historic 
centres in Portugal [6, 7, 8] and calibrated using post-earthquake damage data [9]. This 
methodology also has been successfully calibrated and implemented for vulnerability as-
sessment in order to evaluate, manage and mitigate the earthquake risk in the historical 
center of Coimbra, Portugal, with the urban configuration very similar to Skopje old Bazar, 
[10]. The vulnerability index is obtained by the calculation of a score as the weighted 
sum of 14 parameters:

 (1)

Each parameter shown in Table 2 covers one aspect related to the building’s seismic 
response and is distributed into four vulnerability classes (cvi) of growing vulnerability: 
A, B, C and D, while two sets of weights show those originally proposed and recently 
calibrated by post - eq data, [9].
Beside the weight parameter, essentially the most important issue in this method is to 
prescribe the vulnerability class for each of the parameter, which should be in relation 
with the specificity of historic buildings in the urban historic center in consideration. The 
most important part of this harmonization is setting up the specific independent pa-
rameters, characteristic for the urban historic centre in the old part of the city of Skopje, 
capital of North Macedonia, and establishing the relation between the chosen specific 
structural parameters and the vulnerability class levels A, B, C, D for each of them.
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Table 2. Vulnerability index associated parameters classes and weights (pi according [6] and [9])

Based on the acquired knowledge for Old Bazaar’ structures, what follows are estab-
lished relation between the chosen specific independent structural parameters, (P1, P2, 
P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10 and P11) and the vulnerability class levels, (Table 3, 4, 5, 
6). The content of the Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6, along with the corresponding schemes and 
necessary explanations, like those presented on Figures 4, 5 and Figure 6, represent the 
part of harmonized vulnerability index regarding the independent parameters and as-
sociated vulnerability class levels, specific for the historic buildings in Skopje Old Bazaar.

Table 3.  Harmonized independent parameters associated to vulnerability class, Type of resisting system 
P1, Quality of resisting system P2 (P3, P13)

Parameters
Class, Cvi Weight, pi

A B C D Original Calibrated

1. Structural building system       

P1. Type of resisting system 0 5 20 50 0.75 2.50

P2. Quality of resisting system 0 5 20 50 1.00 2.50

P3. Conventional strength 0 5 20 50 1.50 1.00

P4. Maximum distance between walls 0 5 20 50 0.50 0.50

P5. Number of floors 1.50 0.50

P6. Location and soil condition 0 5 20 50 0.75 0.50

2. Irregularities and interactions     

P7. Aggregate position and interaction 0 5 20 50 1.50 1.50

P8. Irregularity in plan 0 5 20 50 0.75 0.50

P9. Irregularity in height 0 5 20 50 0.75 0.50

3. Floor slabs and roofs     

P10. Alignment of openings 0 5 20 50 0.50 0.50

P11. Horizontal diaphragms 0 5 20 50 1.00 0.75

P12. Roof systems 0 5 20 50 1.00 0.50

4. Conservation status and other elements     

P13. Fragilities and conservation status 0 5 20 50 1.00 1.00

P14. Non-structural elements 0 5 20 50 0.50 0.75

Class
Cvi

P1
Resisting system

P2, Quality of resisting system P3, P13
Cracked
stiffnessMortar w 

[kN/m3]
fc

[kPa]
ft

[kPa]
E

[MPa]
G

[MPa]

A Confined masonry Cement 22 800 40 4200 1400 1.00

B Brick/stone masonry Lime/cement 20 600 30 3300 1100 0.83

C Brick/stone masonry Lime 19 400 20 2100 700 0.67

D Adobe masonry Adobe mud 18 100 5 450 150 0.50
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Table 4.  Harmonized independent parameters associated to vulnerability class, Distance between walls 
P4, Number of floors, P5, Location and soil type P6

Table 5.  Harmonized independent parameters associated to vulnerability class, Position - interaction P7, 
Irregularity in plan P8, Irregularity in height P9

Table 6.  Harmonized independent parameters associated to vulnerability class, Alignment of openings 
P10, Horizontal diaphragms P11, (Roof structure P12)

Figure 4. Building position

Class
Cvi

P4
Maximum distance between 

walls (l/d, h0/d) wall thickness:

P5
Number of floors

P6
Location and soil condition

(according EN 1998-1)

A 0.60 m 1 A

B 0.50 m 2 B

C 0.40 m 3 C

D 0.30 m enlarging/ upgrading D, E

Class
Cvi

P7 P8 P9
change in vertical elements’ geometry

A Figure 4, a Figure 5, a 0%

B Figure 4, b Figure 5, b up to 10%

C Figure 4, c, d Figure 5, c (10 -20) %

D Figure 4, e, f Figure 5, d (20 – 30) %

Class
Cvi

P10
Alignment of openings

P11, P12
Horizontal diaphragms

(Roof structures)

A Figure 6, a, regular and aligned Rigid and well connected

B Figure 6, b, horizontal misalignment Flexible and well connected

C Figure 6, c, horizontal and vertical misalignment Rigid and poorly connected

D Figure 6, d, large openings in ground floor Flexible and poorly connected
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Figure 5. Plan regularity

Figure 6. Alignments in openings

With this part is prepared an understandable guideline for pre-earthquake vulnerability 
assessment of specific historic urban centre, which can be easily applied by the key tar-
get groups such as architects and civil engineers involved in the earthquake protection 
of structures pertaining to cultural heritage. The final aim is to be reached the vulner-
ability index method related to the specific independent parameters and associated vul-
nerability class levels, specific for the historic buildings in Skopje Old Bazaar. However, 
for making the vulnerability index method usable and applicable, it remains to calibrate 
the weight parameter, pi, by ranging the importance of each of the parameters (in terms 
of structural vulnerability). This should be done in near future with the application of 
the methodology of the entire historical center of Skopje, using and comparison of the 
knowledge from the past real events, and finally comparison with the results which 
uses the originally established methods.

4 Conclusions

The vulnerability assessment of masonry buildings in a given historical urban area is a 
key prerequisite for evaluating global risk which is defined as the probability of the oc-
currence of a seismic event of a certain intensity, at a specific site, during a determined 
period of time. The vulnerability analysis is not only important because of the obvious 
physical consequences in the possible occurrence of an event but also because of its 
relationship with human presence and evacuation support systems, which are essential 
aspects in the definition of effective risk reduction strategies. 
In fact, the combination between vulnerability assessment of existing buildings and the 
implementation of appropriate seismic retrofitting and emergency planning solutions 
can help to reduce physical damages, human losses and critical emergency conditions 
for the population, as well as the economic impact of future events. Particularly re-
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garding the seismic vulnerability assessment of masonry buildings in historical centers, 
the amount of knowledge that has been accumulated over the past decades, together 
with the broad damage data obtained from post-earthquake damage surveys, opens a 
singular opportunity to harmonized and calibrate effective seismic vulnerability assess-
ment approaches.
Given that the achievements were obtained as a result of recent knowledge in the field, 
calibrated methods using databases from previous earthquakes, as well as specific 
knowledge on the characteristics of the Old Bazaar’ historic buildings over time, the re-
sult are undoubtedly sustainable and could be successfully applied and easily modified 
in the case of a new event in the future. 
The proposed harmonized vulnerability index method, obtained by the calculation of a 
score for a building as a weighted sum of characteristic parameters related to the build-
ing’s seismic response and distributed into vulnerability classes, represents an innova-
tive and effective tool for bridging the gap between empirical and analytical methods 
providing initial seismic vulnerability assessment. The knowledge gained through re-
viewing the available literature on seismic vulnerability assessment of historical cent-
ers, has been used to set-up of vulnerability index method, harmonized with the specific 
characteristics of urban historic centers in N. Macedonia.
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Abstract
The seismic performance assessment of an urban system can help raise awareness and 
improve a community’s preparedness for extreme earthquake events. Addressing this issue, 
the authors’ first attempt at a quantitative evaluation of a city’s performance in the event of an 
earthquake is presented in this paper. The assumed city model comprised of four main urban 
components (buildings, transportation infrastructure, social community, and open spaces) 
takes into consideration their relationships and interactions. A set of preliminary analyses on 
the test model were performed using the GIS tools and graph theory. The analysed model was 
generated based on the combination of real (city layout, buildings’ heights and footprints, road 
network configuration and length) and fictitious data (earthquake scenarios, structural fragility of 
the investigated building stock, the use of a building, etc.). In the main part of the study, several 
scenarios of possible earthquake events with various degrees of intensity and with different 
locations of damaged buildings were considered, and the assessment of a city’s performance 
in terms of connectivity and accessibility (the graph theory measure of global efficiency) was 
carried out. The impact of building debris on the roads as a result of the earthquake damage 
and/or the collapse of nearby buildings and their non-structural components was included in the 
analysis as well by applying the measure of a building’s impact radius and assessing the road 
traffic disruptions. Furthermore, certain practical results in relation to the analysed urban system 
were taken under observation and are discussed in the paper (travel time, affected population 
when considering the day-/night-time scenarios, etc.). The proposed framework has proven to 
be a viable tool for identifying network weaknesses and quantifying the loss of the city network 
functionality.

Key words:  urban system modelling, earthquake scenarios, city performance assessment, GIS, 
graph theory
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1 Introduction

A city’s performance depends on the properties of a complex urban system that di-
rect urban growth and development. However, due to various dangers that threaten 
a city’s performance, lasting prosperity cannot be fully guaranteed without enhancing 
the overall urban resilience. Despite the low probability of a severe earthquake event, 
the consequences could be fatal in terms of casualties, economic loss, and downtime. 
Moreover, as an earthquake is a rare event, society is unable to develop an adequate 
perception of seismic risk before a major earthquake occurs [1], which has been fur-
ther substantiated by recent events in Zagreb and Petrinja [2, 3]. In order to avoid the 
worst-case scenarios and limit the extent of damage, more attention must be paid to 
raising public awareness of the importance of risk reduction and increasing the seismic 
resilience of urban systems.
A comprehensive assessment of a city’s seismic performance should capture the com-
plexity of an urban system including its main components (buildings, transportation in-
frastructure, social community, and open spaces) and the interactions between them 
[4]. Therefore, a city’s performance cannot be evaluated using one single measure; it is 
supposed to include several approaches and indicators of seismic urban performance 
which can be observed in scientific literature [5]. Studies on seismic fragility of buildings 
and critical elements of road infrastructural facilities (e.g. bridges) are based on non-
linear methods for seismic analysis of structures. For the performance assessment of 
an entire infrastructural network, criteria and algorithms of graph theory are commonly 
used [6, 7]. The social vulnerability index, SoVI [8], serves as the basis for several stud-
ies on social community resilience [9, 10]. Despite the recognized importance of open 
space for the seismic resilience of cities, a lack of quantitative research into its influence 
on the resilience of the entire urban system in case of an earthquake could be observed 
[11]. Combined qualitative and quantitative approaches are commonly applied when 
assessing the impact of open spaces on urban seismic performance [1, 12, 13]. 
The challenge of further research is to assess the seismic performance of a socio-spa-
tial system as a whole while considering the interactions between different urban net-
works [4]. Different risk indices attempt to comprehensively evaluate an urban system; 
however, despite addressing different components, they fail to capture the interactions 
between them. The impact of buildings on the transport infrastructure network in the 
form of the impact radius of adjacent damaged buildings is presented by Argyroudis et 
al. [14, 15]. The comprehensive treatment of urban seismic resilience is tackled by stud-
ies that consider the urban system as a network and evaluate its performance quan-
titatively by using graph theory indicators and algorithms. Such an approach is utilized 
by Cavallaro et al. [16], who model the city as a hybrid social-physical network (HSPN). 
HSPNs represent a model featuring a mathematical graph from various points (build-
ings and their inhabitants) and (transport) connections between them. The measure of 
global efficiency [17] evaluates the functionality of the system based on the relation-
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ships between the individual elements, but it fails to take into account the overall health 
of the system in terms of the quantity and quality of these elements. To address this 
issue, the purpose of the presented preliminary study performed on the assumed test 
model was to test different measures and indicators in order to comprehensively as-
sess the seismic performance of an urban system.

2 Description of the assumed city characteristics

The assumed model of the investigated urban system comprised of four main urban 
components refers to the layout of the selected part of Ljubljana (Figure 1). For the 
purpose of this research, which is essentially a study of feasibility of graph theory algo-
rithms and GIS applications for a comprehensive city performance evaluation in the case 
of an earthquake event, the model was generated based on the combination of real (city 
layout, buildings’ heights and footprints, road network configuration and length) and 
assumed data. As the aim of the study was not to assess a particular area of the city, 
most of the data were defined fictitiously (structural fragility of the investigated build-
ing stock, the use of a building, the road network category, the number of inhabitants, 
etc.) in order to focus on the investigated methodology and avoid time-consuming data 
compilation. All quantities of urban components in the initial (non-seismic) state are 
presented in Table 1, 3rd column (S0).

Figure 1. Four main urban components of the test model based on real, semi-real and assumed data

Factual data in relation to the buildings and road infrastructure, which are easily acces-
sible on-line, were obtained from the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic 
of Slovenia (GURS) and the Open Street Map (OSM) databases. The obtained data re-
garding the building stock were fragmented to reflect various building areas and sub-
sequently simplified by merging different building parts into one single unit when they 
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were in contact and of similar height. Factual data in relation to the building stock in-
clude building footprints and heights and serve as the basis for calculating the data in 
connection to the area, for instance the number of floors and users. For all four con-
sidered types of buildings (Figure 1), the structural material, the age of construction, 
and the type of structural system were assumed. The seismic fragility of buildings was 
classified into four categories (i.e. fragility classes) which coincide with the assumed 
seismic scenarios (see Section 3). The fragility classes were evenly distributed across 
the building stock (Figure 2), taking into account the centrality of the nearest road con-
nection [18] and the height of buildings. Buildings of medium height adjacent to the 
road connections with moderate centrality were associated with higher seismic fragil-
ity. Each building type was assigned a value of importance (Vi) (see Eq. (6)), which plays 
a crucial role for a city’s efficient performance (Figure 1). The buildings were classified 
according to their type as important buildings (health care facilities and rescue stations 
(Vi  = 5), government and administrative facilities, educational facilities and shops sell-
ing essential goods (Vi = 4), sports, cultural, and religious buildings (Vi = 3)), residential 
buildings (Vi = 2), or ancillary (Vi = 0) and other buildings (Vi = 1). 
The factual transportation infrastructure data cover the configuration of road network 
and the calculated length of individual segments. Road categories (1, 2, 3), their width 
(20, 15, 10 m respectively) and average travel speed (30, 20, 10 km/h respectively) in 
normal conditions were assumed depending on the location in the road network (Figure 
1). Four bridges included in the model are also regarded as built facilities with assumed 
seismic fragilities, while road traffic disruptions due to earthquake damage to the adja-
cent buildings were analysed as part of each seismic scenario.
The complex structure of the social community depends on several uncertainties regard-
ing the current location of the population. In this study, social community was modelled 
according to the number of users of an individual building and was, therefore, composed 
of citizens (i.e. users of residential buildings) as well as other users, including daily mi-
grant workers, weekly visitors, or seasonal tourists. As the data regarding the number 
of inhabitants in individual buildings are not freely available, an assumption was made 
on the basis of the average value per square meters of the total floor area (1 inhabit-
ant/30 m2) [16]. Total capacity of the system provides the maximum possible number of 
all people located at any given time in all buildings included in the system, whereas the 
capacity of residential buildings represents the number of residents. As this is a purely 
theoretical situation, a realistic scenario should consider the fact that a great portion of 
inhabitants and other users is located outside, in open spaces. Therefore, day-time and 
night-time scenarios were adopted to allocate the citizens and visitors. It was assumed 
that during the day, 20 % of people were at home, and 80 % of important and other build-
ings were occupied, while at night-time, residential buildings were 98 % occupied, and 
important/other buildings were 1 % occupied. Percentages only reflect the occupancy of 
a particular type of building and cannot be summed into a total number of inhabitants. 
When an earthquake occurs, open spaces usually stay intact and may, therefore, serve 
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as safe places for the evacuation of the affected population. Moreover, they can provide 
spare capacity for system recovery and have the potential for transforming a city into 
a more resilient urban space. However, not all open spaces are suitable to be used as 
evacuation sites or temporary shelters. The most important factors when choosing the 
safe places for evacuation or shelters are their capacity, open space infrastructure, its 
natural features, and accessibility as the proximity of home is crucial for the affected 
people [9]. The capacity for emergency evacuation must comply with the required 1 
refugee/3.5 m2, while the capacity for temporary settlements is supposed to be 1 in-
habitant/45 m2 [19], which includes roads and communal infrastructure as well. In the 
presented study, the capacity requirements for temporary settlements were decreased 
to 1 inhabitant/15 m2 as we used smaller open spaces to address evacuation and re-
covery needs and assumed that communal infrastructure was still available for use. 

3 Mathematical modelling and earthquake scenarios

For a comprehensive city performance assessment, the test model comprised of the 
aforementioned urban components was created in the GIS environment. A city’s per-
formance includes the overall health of the urban system and its efficiency in terms of 
connectivity and accessibility of different urban functions. For calculating the global ef-
ficiency, a graph model of the selected urban system was generated. According to graph 
theory, a mathematical graph is composed of nodes (vertices) and connections (edges). 
Therefore, every element of a building’s component was transformed into nodes by ap-
plying the GIS centroid creation function. After that, all building nodes were connected 
to the nearest (orthogonal) road connection to create a mathematical graph model (Fig-
ure 2a). The same process was repeated when creating a graph model of open spaces 
and buildings. In graph theory, one of the most popular algorithms refers to the shortest 
path between individual elements, which is also the basis for the betweenness central-
ity and the global efficiency measure (Eq. (2)) [11]. Betweenness centrality indicates 
the importance of individual connections or network intersections by calculating the 
shortest paths that run across the considered connection or intersection (Figure 2a) 
[18]. In the present study, different variations of global efficiency (i.e. global efficiency of 
all buildings (GE), global efficiency between residential and important buildings (GERIB), 
and global efficiency between residential buildings and open spaces (GERBOS)) were cal-
culated using the Wolfram Mathematica software. In order to complement the measure 
of global efficiency, the indicator of “richness”, which includes some specific values of 
overall health, is proposed by Eq. (6). When considering a specific component, e.g. build-
ings, every building was evaluated according to its capacity (i.e. the number of users) 
and value, which refers to the type of use (see Section 2). 
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Figure 2.  a) Graph of the analysed city area with the betweenness centralities of road connections; b) 
Fragility classes of bridges and buildings with their impact radii

Four scenarios (S1-S4) of possible earthquake events with regards to the intensity and 
location of damaged buildings were assumed, while the initial state of the model prior 
to an earthquake represents the scenario S0. In each scenario according to the associ-
ated seismic fragility, certain buildings were presumed to be seriously damaged and 
unsafe for use. For instance, in seismic scenario S1 with the lowest intensity, only build-
ings in the category of seismic fragility 1 were affected (i.e. collapsed or unsuitable for 
safe use), while in seismic scenario S2, buildings of seismic fragility 1 and 2 were affect-
ed, and in seismic scenario S3, buildings of seismic fragility 1, 2, and 3 were affected. In 
the S4 scenario featuring the highest intensity, only buildings in the category of seismic 
fragility 0 remained unaffected. Affected buildings have an impact on the nearby road 
connections measured by the impact radius (the estimation of the collapsed building 
debris). It was calculated for each affected building according to the simplified relation 
(model B) proposed by Argyroudis et al. [14]:

 (1)

where Wd is the debris width that is extended further than the initial width of the build-
ing (W), kv is the ratio between the collapsed volume (Vt) and the original volume (Vo) of 
the building, Y is the building height, and c the inclination of the collapse. In this study, 
the values kv  =  0,3 and c  =  30° were used for all buildings. The impact radius of the 
affected buildings also includes non-structural damage to buildings (e.g. falling façade 
elements) as this is a significant factor in building resilience when a slight structural 
damage occurs. In the GIS environment, after calculating the impact radii of affected 
buildings, the analysis of the impact radius on the adjacent road connections was per-
formed. Where more than 50 % of a road connection was covered by the building debris, 
the connection in question was regarded as being interrupted. If the connection was 
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covered between 0 and 50 %, it was assumed to be merely disrupted, meaning that the 
travel speed was reduced by half.
To evaluate the performance of the test model under different conditions, the described 
analysis was carried out for every seismic scenario. In addition to the global efficiency 
and the overall health of the system, certain practical results were analysed. These in-
clude the shortest path to the hospital (or other important buildings of choice), the af-
fected population considering day-/night-time scenarios, and the use of open spaces 
for evacuation and recovery purposes.

4 City performance assessment

The core of the research was the city performance assessment on the basis of the as-
sumed urban model described in the previous sections. The overall health was evalu-
ated on the basis of four basic urban components and their elements’ properties (Table 
1). The type and number of affected buildings in each seismic scenario were determined 
according to seismic fragility, while impairment of other components depends on the 
affected buildings and their impact radius. It was presumed that the open spaces re-
main unaffected. Four scenarios ranging from the S1 with minimal loss (only 1,3 % of 
the entire building stock was affected) to moderate earthquake intensity (S2 and S3) 
and a severe earthquake event causing extensive damage to the built environment (S4) 
were analysed and compared to the initial state (S0). A 15 % decrease in the number of 
built structures was observed in the most devastating scenario (S4), while other two 
affected components, road infrastructure (a 25 % decrease) and social community (a 30 
% decrease), suffered an even greater loss (Figure 3a). It turned out that the impact on 
the population was significantly greater than just the loss of buildings, which depends 
on the selected type of buildings, their total floor area, and the fragility class. Neverthe-
less, regardless of the scenario choice, the loss of interdependent components tends to 
increase substantially.
Moreover, day- and night-time scenarios, which consider the number of people present 
at a given time, were analysed as well (Figure 3b). The numbers of unaffected people 
were lower than the total capacity of all buildings as the same residents are either at 
home, in important/other buildings, or in open spaces. Daily migrations to as well as 
outside the considered system were also taken into account. Differences between day- 
and night-time scenarios are dependent upon the selected type of the affected build-
ings as during the daytime, more people would be affected at work, while at night, more 
victims are expected in residential buildings. Consequently, the number of people who 
were left homeless has a strong correlation with the night-time scenario (see the over-
lapping curves in Figure 3b). The affected population needs a space that can be used 
for evacuation purposes and temporary shelters, and this is where open spaces can be 
utilised (Figure 3b). In scenario S1, one open space (OS1) (see Figure 1) can be sufficient 
for meeting all the needs of the affected residents. Two open spaces (OS1 and OS2) are 
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needed to accommodate all refugees in scenario S2. In the event of more severe earth-
quakes (S3 and S4), all open spaces must be included in the process of evacuation and 
recovery of the affected urban system. However, not all open spaces are equally appro-
priate. Therefore, further studies should include a comprehensive qualitative and quan-
titative evaluation of the open spaces to predict the most effective recovery scenarios.

Table 1.  Basic values of main urban components representing the overall health of the city and their 
changes in different seismic scenarios

Figure 3.  a) Urban components’ quantity variations through all analysed seismic scenarios; b) Requirements 
of the affected people vs. open space capacities for temporary settlements

To assess the performance in terms of mutual accessibility of urban elements, the 
measure of global efficiency (GE) was adopted and supplemented according to the 
aforementioned needs. Three variations of GE were analysed, the basic GE, GERIB, and 
GERBOS (see Section 3):

Urban components S0 S1 S2 S3 S4

buildings total buildings 369 364 354 338 314

important buildings 20 20 19 16 15

residential buildings 226 221 212 201 181

ancillary and other buildings 123 123 123 121 118

road 
network

total network [m] 6605 6284 6122 5805 4921

category 1 [m] 1760 1760 1705 1634 1541

category 2 [m] 2272 2093 1986 1790 1293

category 3 [m] 2573 2431 2431 2385 2087

social 
community

total capacity 29163 28751 27163 25372 20502

day-time scenario 14658 14575 14037 13160 10453

night-time scenario 14316 13913 12965 12051 10084

open spaces

used for evacuation 0 OS1 OS1 OS1 OS1-
OS2

used for temporary shelters 0 OS1 OS1-
OS2

OS1-
OS5

OS1-
OS8

area for temporary shelters [m2] 0 10794 21042 34636 130080
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 (2)

 (3)

 (4)

where N is the total number of all buildings and dij is the shortest path between a pair of 
nodes (lengths in [m]), RB is the number of residential buildings, IB denotes the number 
of important buildings, and OS is the number of open spaces.
As shown in Figure 4a, all three variations of GE revealed a sharp drop in efficiency, 
between 50 % and 65 %. On the other hand, the measure of global efficiency between 
residential buildings and open spaces GERBOS indicates a slight increase of efficiency in 
scenario S1. According to its definition, GE takes into consideration the relationships 
between all pairs of nodes in the system but does not address the “overall health” in 
terms of quantity and quality of these elements. If some of the buildings collapse in an 
earthquake, their nodes are excluded from the graph and not considered in the evalua-
tion, which could, in some cases, result in improved connectivity between the remaining 
nodes. Therefore, the authors’ proposal is to upgrade the basic global efficiency meas-
ure by taking into account the additional factor of “richness”, which considers the overall 
health of the system as well. To address this issue, all three variations were supple-
mented using the factor of “richness” (r) (see Eqs. (5-6)), which tends to prevent such 
anomalies (Figure 4b):

 (5)

 (6)

where rall represents the richness of all buildings, Vi is the value of an individual building 
(see Section 2), and Ui denotes the number of users of the building. 
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Figure 4.  A city’s performance for each seismic scenario in terms of variations of: a) basic global efficiency 
(GE) measure; b) supplemented GE

The presented model also enables us to carry out certain targeted analyses with prac-
tice-oriented results. In an emergency situation, the accessibility to critical infrastruc-
ture, such as hospitals or rescue stations, is crucial. To evaluate the accessibility of a 
selected important facility, the analysis of the shortest routes was performed (Figure 
5). According to the estimated extent of collapsed building debris, the complete as well 
as partially disrupted connections were taken into consideration to identify the fastest 
route and calculate the shortest travel time. Since the analysed area is relatively small 
and compact, the travel times where the connections are functioning are short enough 
to allow for an efficient provision of emergency aid. When assessing a larger urban area, 
it would be recommended to consider a 15-minute city concept [20] even in the phase 
of emergency following a catastrophic event. 

Figure 5.  The shortest travel time from each building to a selected important building (IB1) in scenarios 
S1-S4

5 Conclusions

A preliminary study of an assumed urban system’s seismic performance assessment 
was presented in this paper. The aim of the study was to test measures and indicators 
as part of a comprehensive evaluation that includes the overall health (i.e. the quantity 
and quality of individual components) and global efficiency of the assumed city model. 
This study serves more as a demonstration of the proposed methodology and its po-
tentials for seismic resilience assessment than an actual case study with realistic re-
sults that may be applied as part of risk mitigation strategies.
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The proposed framework has proven to be a viable tool to identify network weaknesses 
and quantify the loss of city network functionality. It has turned out that a relative-
ly small proportion of collapsed buildings results in a significant loss of functionality, 
which further increases the importance of prevention and preparedness of an urban 
system for severe seismic events. However, in light of all the applied limitations, the 
model needs further development. As the limitations of global efficiency have been rec-
ognized in previous studies [16], a supplementation in terms of the correction coef-
ficient (r) was suggested in this paper, serving merely as a form of preliminary research 
that needs to be continued and improved. For example, further study on open spaces 
evaluation and the assessment of their interaction with residential buildings is planned. 
Finally, the proposed model should be implemented in a real case study using realistic 
data and circumstances.
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Abstract
Seismic vulnerability estimation of existing structures is unquestionably interesting topic of high 
priority, particularly after earthquake events. Having in mind the vast number of old masonry 
buildings in North Macedonia serving as public institutions, it is evident that the structural 
assessment of these buildings is an issue of great importance. In this paper, a comprehensive 
methodology for the development of seismic fragility curves of existing masonry buildings is 
presented. A scenario – based method that incorporates the knowledge of the tectonic style of 
the considered region, the active fault characterization, the earth crust model and the historical 
seismicity (determined via the Neo Deterministic approach) is used for calculation of the necessary 
response spectra. The capacity of the investigated masonry buildings has been determined 
by using nonlinear static analysis. MINEA software (SDA Engineering) is used for verification 
of the structural safety of the structures Performance point, obtained from the intersection 
of the capacity of the building and the spectra used, is selected as a response parameter. The 
thresholds of the spectral displacement are obtained by splitting the capacity curve into five 
parts, utilizing empirical formulas which are represented as a function of yield displacement and 
ultimate displacement. As a result, four levels of damage limit states are determined. A maximum 
likelihood estimation procedure for the process of fragility curves determination is noted as a 
final step in the proposed procedure. As a result, region specific series of vulnerability curves for 
structures are defined.

Key words: Seismic risk, seismic vulnerability, fragility curves, masonry structures 

Region-sensitive comprehensive procedure for 
determination of seismic fragility curves 
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1 Introduction

The new Regulations for seismic design present worldwide deal not only with the de-
sign of new structures, but high importance is assigned to the methodologies for struc-
tural assessment of existing structures as well. Moreover, many documents and pro-
grams are also developed for post-earthquake recovery and retrofitting of structures. 
All of these documents are pre-requisite for creating a national strategy for seismic 
risk mitigation and successful management of resources in any future ground shaking. 
The unpreparedness of the national authorities for this issue is usually visible after an 
earthquake, especially if the ground shaking is in expected limits as prescribed in Regu-
lations for design, and yet, there are some damages and huge panic. 
In the direction of creation of national strategy for seismic risk mitigation, the exist-
ence of fragility functions for local defined prototypes of structures is a very important 
component. Defined as a plot of the probability of exceedance of prescribed level of 
damage for a certain ground motion intensity, they can be used as a basis for seismic 
losses estimation. A multidisciplinary approach with a knowledge in the field of hazard 
and risk estimation is needed for an application of a comprehensive procedure for seis-
mic vulnerability evaluation of buildings. The wide spectra of application of any existing 
methodologies (buildings of various types, lifelines, essential facilities, etc.) allows for a 
large number of proposed approaches and their categorizations. 

2 Motivation and organization

The available resources and knowledge in the field of construction, as well as the lo-
cal tradition and experience in various parts of the world have defined the diversities 
among the existing typologies of buildings. Each region can be characterized with its 
own characteristic buildings, build with certain type of materials and construction spe-
cifics. Unreinforced masonry structures, as one of the oldest and still-in-use buildings, 
are among the most present type of structures within the building stock of Republic of 
North Macedonia, as well as in the neighboring countries. The number and location, the 
structural topology and assessment, or any kind of classification of the existing build-
ings in R.N. Macedonia has never been performed. The existence of such a base would 
be a first step in the process of seismic risk mitigation planning and the results of the 
structural assessment would potentially provoke local authorities to make a future 
strategy for any required strengthening of the buildings.
In this research, in the frame of the project SEIZMOWALL [1] sixteen building topologies 
of existing masonry structures located in various parts of N. Macedonia are selected, 
each of them chosen to represent a class of similar buildings. In favor of creating a larger 
pool of results, all of the buildings are analyzed with a seismic input consisting of all of 
the calculated spectra. 
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The typological classification is made according to the classification system adopted in 
Risc-UE project [2], where structures are divided in function of the structural material: 
masonry, reinforced concrete, steel, timber and sub-divisions are made for each cat-
egory. There are seven categories of masonry structures. In our building inventory, two 
of these categories are identified: 
 - M5: unreinforced masonry structures with flexible floors (old bricks) 
 - M6: unreinforced masonry structures with rigid floors 

Further classification is related to the regularity of the structures, hence sets of fragil-
ity curves are also developed for Regular and Irregular buildings. The aim is to develop 
a base of region – specific fragility curves by a comprehensive analysis of using local 
building topologies on one hand, and region-defined response spectra as seismic input 
in the analysis on the other hand. Finally, set of fragility curves will be developed for 
each site for M5 and M6 structures. Additionally, a set of fragility curves for the whole 
territory for classes M5 and M6 buildings, subdivided as Regular and Irregular will be 
developed, as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Organization
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3 Methodology 

Having in mind the computationally expensive and time-consuming nature of the prob-
abilistic simulations, as an inseparable part of risk analysis, various methods that reduce 
the number of samples are proposed in the field. In general, these are procedures that 
define the efficient number of sampling data in order to optimize computer responses. 
In this study the Latin Hypercube sampling is applied. The main steps of the proposed 
procedure for derivation of the curves are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Methodology
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3.1 Local hazard definition

The reliable seismic hazard assessment (SHA) for any selected region is a crucial re-
quirement for performing the seismic risk analysis of a given characteristic building 
class. The accuracy of the estimated risk is in direct relationship with the reliability of 
the seismic input utilized in the analysis. Namely, for increased accuracy in obtained 
results the nonlinear calculations should be performed using regionally defined spectra 
or time-histories.
NDSHA at regional scale [3, 4] incorporates together the knowledge of tectonic style of 
the considered region, the active fault characterization, the earth crust model and the 
historical seismicity. Some serious neglections inherited in Probabilistic Seismic Hazard 
Assessment (PSHA) connected with the effect of crustal properties of the propagation 
and attenuation of waves are addressed in NDSHA. Here, instead of using attenuation 
relationships, synthetic seismograms are computed at all of the points at the region 
of interest by using the modal summation technique. The standard NDSHA takes into 
account two types of polygons: 1) which describe the seismic sources and 2) which as-
sociate structural models to certain territory. The calculated maximum values of ground 
horizontal velocity, horizontal displacement and design ground acceleration are used 
as seismic hazard parameters, however any other relevant quantity can be readily ex-
tracted from the database of the synthetic signals.
The map of geotectonic zoning from [5] was used for the definition of the structural 
polygons characterized by the thickness of each layer, the density, P and S wave velocity 
and their attenuation factors. The earthquake catalogue that is used consists of all of 
the significant registered events from year 518 until 2015. The fault plane mechanism 
for all of the events is calculated at the Seismological Observatory of the Faculty of 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje. Since 
the structural model and the seismicity is defined, modal summation technique (up to 
10Hz) is used for wave propagation modeling and the synthetic seismograms are gen-
erated in all of the predefined grid points distributed over the region of interest. Maps of 
acceleration, velocity and displacement are obtained as a result of this procedure. 
The seismic input at a given site for the design process of the structures is determined as 
a response spectrum by using Maximum credible seismic input procedure (MCSI) within 
the NDSHA, proposed by Fasan [6, 7]. With this procedure the upper bound ground mo-
tion, which should be adopted in the design or retrofit of structures, is determined. This 
procedure has been applied to all six sites of interest in R.N. Macedonia.

3.2 Mechanical model

The structures are analyzed using the research version of the software package MINEA 
(SDA Engineering) [8], as a special software for verification of the structural safety of 
masonry structures and mixed structures made of masonry and reinforced concrete. 
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The verification of the structure is based on the capacity spectrum method, by creating 
a non-linear pushover curve, which is determined using a static non-linear calculation 
by successively increasing a horizontal load distribution. In general, the procedure for 
verification of the structural safety in MINEA can be described by the following steps:

Step 1: Deformation curves of each wall
Based on the recommendations in Eurocode 6 and Eurocode 8, the force – deformation 
curves of each single wall – at element level are calculated. The calculations are de-
pendent of the superimposed vertical load, the wall geometry, the material properties 
of bricks and mortar, the drift limits and the level of restrains. The bending and longi-
tudinal failure mode, the shear failure mode, and the brick structural failure mode has 
been considered during calculation.

Step2: Calculation of building capacity – Push Over curve of the structure
The capacity curves of the individual walls are superimposed to give one resulting ca-
pacity curve for the building. Because of the assumption that the failure will occur on 
the ground floor where the location of the control point is defined, the curve of the 
building is actually the capacity curve of the ground floor. 

Step3: Transformation of the curve into Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum 
- Sa-Sd diagram using an equivalent single mass oscillator. 

Step4: Performance point 
By superimposing the capacity spectrum curve with the earthquake demand curve, the 
performance point is calculated. It is obtained at the intersection between the spectrum 
and the Push Over curve. If an intersection point (a “performance point”) of the two 
curves can be found in the stable area of the capacity curve, then it is concluded that 
sufficient earthquake resistance is guaranteed.

3.3 Calculation of the fragility curves

The damage limit states are identified by the calculated bi-linearized push-over curves 
of the structures. Deformation thresholds are proved to be the best indicators of the 
damage of the masonry structures and consequently, the spectral displacement is uti-
lized as damage indicator in this research. Yield and ultimate displacement points are 
identified and the curve is divided into four parts [9]. 
The representation of probability of exceeding different damage states for considered 
intensity level of earthquake loading, is generally described by vulnerability curves. The 
most commonly accepted form of a seismic vulnerability function is the lognormal cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) shown in Eq.1. 
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 (1)

Where is the probability of exceeding a particular limit state, given a ground motion 
with Φ( ) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, and are the mean and 
standard deviation of lnSa. The maximum likelihood estimation is used to best fit the 
data obtained with numerical simulations [10].
Reliability curves are also calculated in the frame of this research. The reliability index 
is directly related to the probability of failure and as this index increases, the failure 
probability decreases. Corresponding with the accepted maximum failure probability, 
the reliability index is calculated, defined as a negative value of the standardized normal 
variable corresponding to probability of failure, according to Eq. 2.

Pf = φ(-β) (2)

Herein, a plot of one set of fragility / reliability curves for a selected structure topol-
ogy of the school building in Ohrid, North Macedonia is shown. This building has been 
analyzed by the presented methodology and the vulnerability /reliability curves have 
been obtained. The four presented curves shown in Figure 3 represent the probability of 
exceedance of the specified limit states: slight, moderate, extensive and collapse. 

Figure 3. Fragility/reliability curves

4. Conclusion

This proposed methodology for fragility curves determination represents an approach 
that connect the region – specific topologies of masonry buildings on one hand, and 
region – specific response spectra on the other. In that manner, the legacy of creating 
this sets of curves for the selected classes of masonry structures lies in the following 
benefits: 
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 - A data-base of the existing masonry structures in R.N. Macedonia can be obtained 
and the structures can be categorized in groups, depending on their structural sys-
tem, according to the groups shown in Figure 1.

 - The sets of fragility / reliability curves can serve as a confidential “scanner” for the 
instantaneous structural condition of a certain building and consequently, in the pro-
cess of risk mitigation. 

 - A national strategy for any necessary strengthening can be further developed, de-
pending on the results.

 - The fragility / reliability curves would provide clear illustration for expected damages 
after a potential earthquake.
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Abstract
A significant number of masonry buildings, built prior to existing seismic codes, nowadays are 
used and serve a function as public institutions, namely schools, administration offices, courts, 
museums, theatres, etc. The necessity for evaluation of the seismic risk of these existing buildings 
is of high priority. In the framework of the research project SeismoWall, sixteen representative 
masonry buildings were selected and studied. The investigated buildings with their architectural 
layout, structural system and materials are typical for the buildings built between the end of 
the nineteenth and the beginning of twentieth century, not only in the country, but in the wider 
region of the Balkan Peninsula. The research activities in the project are divided in four main work 
packages: WP1-Selection of representative buildings and their static and seismic analysis, WP2-
Experimental analysis of the mechanical properties of constituent components of the buildings 
and ambient vibration testing (AVT), WP3-correlation of numerical and experimental data and 
calibration of the dynamic characteristics of the buildings with the results from AVT and WP4-
Determination of vulnerability curves for the selected masonry buildings. The main aim of the 
project SesimoWall is to define a series of seismic vulnerability curves for four classes of masonry 
buildings (unreinforced masonry with rigid/flexible floors, regular/irregular plan layout) for five 
geographical regions in Republic of North Macedonia with distinctive severe seismic hazard.

Key words: Masonry structures, ambient vibration tests, seismic hazard, seismic vulnerability

Seismic vulnerability of existing masonry buildings in the 
Balcan area – case North Macedonia 
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1 Introduction

The series of earthquakes that affected the city of Skopje and its surrounding in the 
autumn of year 2016 and the Ohrid region in the summer of year 2017 have strongly 
disturbed the community in our country. Having in mind the low to medium intensity of 
these events, the effects they produced have seriously imposed the question about the 
level of implemented risk management in the country. 
In historical point of view, the devastating 1963 Skopje earthquake initiated a lot to be 
invested, with support of the world elite in the field of earthquake engineering, not only 
in the renewal of the city of Skopje but also in establishing a system for managing this 
type of natural hazards. The triggered public awareness for earthquake hazards in the 
proceeding days of the tragic event led to various experts’ findings and discussions, 
which can be summarized in two general conclusions: i) the seismic risk management 
is dominated by prevention, or only limited to design and construction of new build-
ings and ii) the mitigation of seismic risk of existing structures is seriously neglected. 
The prevention aspect is provided by the regulations for design of seismic resistant 
structures which are dating from the 1980s. However, the number of existing build-
ings in the country, especially the ones built prior to any seismic regulation, is signifi-
cant. Therefore, it is not a surprise that even during minor earthquakes, like the recent 
ones, exactly such type of buildings has suffered a certain amount of nonstructural 
and structural damage. These considerations have directed the scientific society in the 
country towards analysis of seismic vulnerability of existing structures. The first experi-
ences in the field of seismic vulnerability assessment in Republic of North Macedonia 
date from the early 1990-ies in Petrovski J. et al. [1]. Following this, Nocevski [2] in his 
Doctoral thesis presented methodologies for the definition of empirical and analytical 
vulnerability functions. Dumova-Jovanoska [3] proposed an analytical method for the 
development of earthquake intensity - damage relations, specified as fragility curves and 
damage probability matrices. The proposed method was applied on reinforced concrete 
frame-wall structures. Milutinovic and Trendafiloski [4] in the frame of a Risk-UE Eu-
ropean project have developed an integral approach for estimation of seismic behavior 
and vulnerability of RC structures.
In this context, within this study the authoring team has focused to existing buildings 
built at the end of the 19th until the mid-20th century (before the devastating 1963 
Skopje earthquake), which nowadays represent public institutions in the field of edu-
cation, culture and administration. The main goal of the research project Seismic Vul-
nerability of Existing Masonry Buildings (SEISMOWALL 2017-2020) is to provide geo-
graphically sensitive vulnerability curves for this type of buildings. As a first step, and 
with the support of local authorities from several cities characterized with medium to 
serious seismic risk, namely Skopje, Bitola, Ohrid, Debar, Kavadarci and Gevgelija, rep-
resentative buildings were selected. The selected buildings include a kindergarten, four 
primary schools, a high school, three museums, a film agency, a local court, a post of-
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fice, a sport hall, a railway station, a town hall and a health care facility [5]. Regarding 
their structural systems these buildings are categorized as M5 - U masonry (old bricks) 
and M6 - U masonry RC floors types according to the classification system adopted in 
Risc-UE project [6]. The selected structures are divided as regular and irregular; Table 1 
present this classification.

Table 1.  Selected buildings type M6- U masonry RC floors (left) and Selected building type M5 -U masonry 
-old bricks (right)

Building City Year of 
build

Film agency of RM Skopje 1950

Museum Bitola 1928

Sch. “Strasho Pindzur” Kavadartsi 1941

Sch.“Vojdan Cernodrinski“ Skopje 1955

Municipality building Kavadartsi 1955

Kindergarten 
“Pepelashka” Skopje 1920

Basic court Kavadartsi 1945

Sch. “Dimkata A. G.” Kavadartsi 1928

Post office/Telekom Debar 1935

Building City Year of 
build

Sch. “St. Kliment Ohridski” Ohrid 1910

Mental health center Gevgelija 1910

Museum of Alban. alph. Bitola 1921

Sports center “Partizani” Debar 1930

Train station Gevgelija 1880

Sch. “St. Sava” Ohrid 1900

Museum Ohrid 1929

2 Organization of the SEISMOWALL project

The research program is organized as 4 Working Packages (WP). For most of the se-
lected buildings there are no relevant design documents, often they were scarce and far 
from easily applicable. Therefore, the goal was to produce drawings of structural and 
non-structural elements of the buildings as detailed as possible. To accomplish this, 
in-situ geometry measurements, comparison with available documents, and commu-
nication with occupants to get information of possible interventions either for repair/
strengthening or adaptation of the buildings were conducted.
The key point of WP1 is the definition of three-dimensional FE models of the selected 
structures for further utilization for linear static and modal analysis, Figure . 3. SAP2000 
[8] is used as a calculation tool. The mechanical properties of the masonry are assumed 
in line with previous experiences (Churilov and Dumova-Jovanoska, [9]) as well as rec-
ommendations proposed in Eurocode 6 [10] and Tomazevič [11]. 
The experimental analysis is performed as part of the WP2 of the project framework. It 
encompasses two main activities: (1) laboratory testing of properties of inbuilt materi-
als and (2) in-situ dynamic testing. The investigated buildings are constructed from solid 
clay bricks and lime mortar, hence the aim of the laboratory testing was to obtain the 
physical and mechanical properties of the masonry components and the masonry itself, 
as a structural material. As a second step, 6 wallets with dimensions 500 x 440 x 125 
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mm made from the original brick samples from the buildings and laboratory prepared 
lime mortar with similar characteristics as the original mortar samples, were tested. 
The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results from laboratory testing of material properties.

The in city dynamic tests were conducted by measuring the accelerations on certain 
locations in each building from ambient vibration sources. Different number of meas-
urement points was used for each structure, generally in the range of 3 to 12 per floor. 
The results of the fundamental frequencies are shown on Table 3 [12].

Table 3. Fundamental frequencies of the surveyed buildings.

Material properties Value

mean density of the bricks 1744.66 kg/m3

mean compressive strength of the bricks 9.02 MPa

specific density of the mortar 1700 kg/m3

compressive strength of the mortar 2.18 MPa

flexural tensile strength of the mortar 0.47 MPa

specific density of the wallet 1910 kg/m3

compressive strength of the wallet 2.28 MPa

flexural tensile strength of the wallet 0.48 MPa

mean compressive strength (6 wallets) 2.45 N/mm2

Building Frequency (Hz)

Translation X Translation Y Rotation XY

1 Sch. “St. Kliment Ohridski” 3.906 2.539 2.832

2 Mental Health Centre 6.151 3.711 4.883

3 Museum of Alban. alph. 4.297 5.273 7.813

4 Sports center “Partizani” 12.402 7.324 NI

5 Train station NI NI 7.129

6 Sch. “St. Sava” 5.469 3.711 7.227

7 Museum in Ohrid 4.785 2.051 6.25

8 Film agency of RM 8.301 6.348 NI

9 Museum in Bitola NI NI NI

10 Sch. “Strasho Pindzur” NI 4.813 NI

11 Sch. “Vojdan Cernodrinski“ 5.080 4.490 NI

12 Municipality building NI NI NI

13 Kindergarten “Pepelashka” 6.455 7.422 8.203

14 Basic Court 4.102 4.199 4.213

15 Sch. “Dimkata Angelov G.” 5.957 NI 5.762

16 Post office/Telekom 6.055 6.934 11.523
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Figure 1. Obtained MAC values after calibration: a) St. Sava school ; b) St. Kliment Ohridski school

The WP3 aims at providing efficient methodology for calibration of developed 3D finite 
element models with the experimentally obtained information, more precisely the es-
timated frequencies and mode shapes of the structures. For this purpose, the software 
tool FEMtools [13] offers automatized algorithms which will significantly reduce com-
putational load in calibration of detailed mathematical models. The WP4 in the SEISMO-
WALL project is obtaining series of vulnerability curves for 4 structural types of masonry 
structures (unreinforced masonry with stiff/flexible floor, regular/irregular) typical for 
five geographical regions in the country which are characterized with severe seismic 
hazard. This objective revolves around two main points: a) the selection of suitable ap-
proach in representation of the local/ regional seismic hazard; b) the selection of the 
type of methodology for obtaining the vulnerability curves. 
Within the SEISMOWALL project the seismic hazard is defined with a neo-deterministic 
approach proposed by the partner institution [14], and it is represented via acceleration 
spectra for five regions of the territory of Republic of North Macedonia. It is worth men-
tioning herein that the region seismicity estimation is based on available seismic data, 
gathered from a network of six active permanent seismological stations located in vari-
ous parts of the country, provided by the Seismological observatory of R.N. Macedonia. 
The main points of the methodology for vulnerability/reliability curves determination is 
summarized in the following steps:
 - Functions for damage distribution are based on calculated structural responses, 

ground type and seismic intensity variations.
 - All of the single results are assigned to a corresponding damage grade and the ratio 

of the number of realizations in the selected damage grade and the total number of 
realizations is calculated for every PGA.

 - Maximum likelihood estimation procedure is applied for the determination of the dis-
crete points that describe the relationship between the earthquake intensity and the 
probability of damage.

 - Vulnerability and reliability curves are generated for the selected structure.
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3  Seismic analysis of the buildings

One of the goals in frame of the SEIZMOWALL project was to verify the seismic resist-
ance of the structures, built before the Skopje earthquake, according to relevant actual 
codes. Consequently, in frame of WP1 the seismic capacity of the buildings was per-
formed with linear analysis, as specified in current Regulation PIOVSP’81 [15]. 
The latest earthquakes in Croatia just confirmed the importance of the seismic resist-
ance assessment of the structures built before the existence of the codes. Additionally, 
it should be outlined that in R.N. Macedonia and in most of the former Yugoslav Repub-
lics the seismic codes dating from 1987 are still in use. In the period of time when this 
Regulations were created, the static analysis was conducted with using 2D models, in-
stead of today’s wade use of available contemporary software tools that enable a rela-
tively simple generation of more complex 3D FE models. The analysis and distribution 
of seismic forces in PIOVSP’81 [15] is provided for an assumed 2D model of a structure, 
a frame console where structural bearing walls are assumed as continuous in height, 
without openings. As a result, the equations for calculating principal tensile stresses in 
structural walls are adjusted to this simple model. On the other hand, by using the to-
day’s software tools the modelling of bearing walls as shell structures with using shell 
finite elements is enabled. Therefore, an adjustment of the proposed methods for a 
more detailed and up-to-date 3D FE analysis of masonry structures is necessary. 
A comparison between the application of the two methods is presented on a chosen 
masonry structure, used as a case example. Furthermore, suggestions for seismic re-
sistance assessment of existing masonry structures with a utilization of linear analysis 
are presented. 
The calculation and distribution of the seismic force is done as defined in the actual Reg-
ulations. According to the Regulations, the defined maximum expected earthquake can 
cause damage, but not collapse on the structural elements. The intensity of the seismic 
force is calculated in dependence of the category of the building, seismic parameters of 
the location, the type of the structural system, the ductility and the damping. According 
to this Regulation, the seismic analysis for the selected types of buildings can be con-
ducted as linear analysis with equivalent design force calculates as:

S = K · G = Ko · Ks · Kd · Kp · G (1)

The distribution of the seismic forces to floors is calculated according to PIOVSP’81:

 (2)

The mass distribution to the walls is done according to the following several steps (for 
both X and Y direction separately): 
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 - Self – weight of all of each of the bearing walls is calculated. The floor is divided into 
several parts according to the defined corresponding areas of the walls. Each area of 
the floor is assigned to the bearing supportive walls, as shown on Figure 2.

 - The weight of floors, dead and live loads is calculated and assigned to each wall, 
proportionally to the defined corresponding area. The self-weight of the walls in the 
opposite direction is also calculated and assigned to the corresponding bearing walls.

 - The total weight of each wall is calculated and the seismic force of each wall is calcu-
lated according to Equation 3: 

 (3)

where: seismic force of the wall of the -th floor, seismic force of the -th floor , is total 
weight of the floor of the -th floor.

Figure 2. Mass distribution 

The analyzed representative structure (shown on Figure 3) is a museum building located 
in Ohrid, North Macedonia, dating from the beginning of the XX century (1929). Bearing 
walls with clay bricks in both directions are constituting the structural system of the 
object. The shape in plane is rectangular with total dimensions 16.3x21.7m and the 
structure height is 10 m.
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Figure 3.  The maximum (left) and minimum (right) principal stresses from vertical loads and seismic forces 
of one selected building [KPa]

The seismic forces are calculated and applied in both directions on the FE model made 
in SAP2000.. Then, the seismic capacity is conducted by respecting the Equations given 
in the Regulations, as shown in point 3.1 and by direct use of the results from the 3d 
model (point 3.2).

3.1 Calculation of stresses according to equations in the current regulations

The current standards provide Equations 1 and 2 for calculating principal tensile stress-
es in structural walls, as well as control of the walls’ seismic capacity:

 (4)

 (5)

where: sn - principal tensile stresses, sn,doz - allowed principal tensile stresses (prede-
fined in the code), s0 - normal stresses due to gravity loads and t0 - shear stresses due 
to seismic forces, tult - ultimate shear stresses, sn,ult - ultimate principal tensile stress-
es (predefined in the code) and s0 - normal stresses due to gravity loads. The normal 
stresses due to gravity loads and the shear stresses due to seismic forces are obtained 
from the analysis of the building in SAP2000 and the calculation is conducted in the 
three sections of each wall, as shown on Table 4 (herein, presented only for 3 walls). 
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Table 4. Calculation of the stresses according to the formulas in the Actual Regulations

Wall Cross 
section

Normal stresses 
s0 [MPa]

Shear stresses 
 t0 [MPa]

Principal tensile 
stresses sn

Criteria

W1

1-1 0.165 0.000 0.0000 yes

2-2 0.260 0.069 0.0366 yes

3-3 0.152 0.021 0.0061 yes

W2

1-1 0.240 0.088 0.0583 yes

2-2 0.229 0.174 0.1700 no

3-3 0.157 0.056 0.0368 yes

W3

1-1 0.248 0.207 0.2110 no

2-2 0.239 0.221 0.2330 no

3-3 0.199 0.205 0.2237 no

According to PIOVSP’81, the allowed values of the principal stresses (tensile) are sz,allowed 
= 90 kPa (in the Regulations the 50 % increasing of this value is allowed, sz,allowed = 1.5 
· 90 = 135 kPa). Regarding the results from the conducted laboratory testing of mate-
rial properties in frame of the project SEIZMOWALL, the allowed values of the principal 
stresses (compressive) are sp,allowed = 2450 kPa. The results of the conducted analysis 
of the whole building are shown on Figure 4, where all of the walls not satisfying the 
criteria are red colored.

Figure 4. The base floor (left) and the first floor (left) of the Museum in Ohrid
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3.2 Calculation of stresses - direct use of results 

The available contemporary software tools enable a relatively simple generation of 
more complex 3D FE models. These spatial and more detailed modeling approaches in-
troduce the effects from adjacent in-plane walls (between openings) and from the walls 
distributed in the orthogonal direction, which in turn imposes a different verification 
approach of the seismic resistance (not as proposed in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)). 

Figure 5.  The maximum (left) and minimum (right) principal stresses from vertical loads and seismic forces 
of one selected building [kPa]

Namely, the maximum FEM calculated principal stresses to be compared with allowed 
principal tensile stresses, and FEM-based minimum principal stresses to be compared 
with allowed principal pressure stresses. In Figure 5, the maximum and minimum prin-
cipal stresses for the marked with blue walls on Figure 4 are presented. 
I can be seen that the compressive stresses are smaller than the allowed ones and 
tensile stresses are larger than the allowed in the Regulations only in the areas located 
around the angles of the openings. Knowing the locations of damages during earth-
quake, this result can certainly be expected. This “direct” reading of the stresses allows 
us to detect the exact locations of the accumulated stress and the strengthening of the 
existing buildings can be concentrated only on the selected areas of the wall. This is 
the biggest advantage in the approach compared to the “classic” approach presented 
in point 3.1.
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Abstract
The fundamental purpose of successful disaster risk reduction is to integrate risk-aware decision 
making in every phase of disaster risk management and all national development programmes. 
Unsuccessful governments, disparity, lack of trust, and shortages of resources, especially at 
local level hinder efficient disaster governance in less developed countries. To the contrary, in 
developed countries, disaster risk governance challenges are linked to an unproductive and 
inefficient disaster risk governance system caused by a lack of representation, collaboration, 
coordination or rigidity. Instances of low disaster risk awareness among NGO’s and general public 
hindering the effectiveness of disaster governance can be found equally in rich and developing 
countries which could be seen both in Kobe earthquake and in Haiti 2010 earthquake.

Key words:  National Platform, Disaster Risk Governance, Disaster Risk Reduction, Disaster Risk 
Management, Croatia
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Introduction

The fundamental purpose of successful disaster risk reduction is to integrate risk-aware 
decision making in every phase of disaster risk management and all national develop-
ment programmes. Unsuccessful governments, disparity, lack of trust, and shortages 
of resources, especially at local level hinder efficient disaster governance in less de-
veloped countries [1–4]. To the contrary, in developed countries, disaster risk govern-
ance challenges are linked to an unproductive and inefficient disaster risk governance 
system caused by a lack of representation, collaboration, coordination or rigidity [5–7]. 
Instances of low disaster risk awareness among NGO’s and general public hindering the 
effectiveness of disaster governance can be found equally in rich and developing coun-
tries which could be seen both in Kobe earthquake [8] and in Haiti 2010 earthquake [9].
Croatian disaster risk governance is fragmented between sectors and between lo-
cal and national government. The Civil Protection Act shows that risk governance and 
emergency management are wrongly viewed as one and the same – emergency man-
agement. To be effective, risk-aware decisions must be based on scientific facts which 
is only sporadically the case in Croatia. Croatian local risk governance, except for the 
obligation of risk assessment development, is emergency management.
This paper takes these matters and observations to create a proposal on how sustain-
able Croatian risk governance should be organised, at a national level and define the 
National Platforms’ role.

Discussion

Article 61. of 1977 Protocol additional to the Geneva Conventions and relating to the 
protection of victims in international armed conflicts [10] defines civil defence (protec-
tion) to carry out humanitarian tasks envisioned to protect civilian population from dan-
ger and help it to recover it after immediate assistance. If compared with a present-day 
United Nations Disaster Risk Reduction terminology [11], one can conclude that civil 
protection is tasked with response and early recovery, but not with every one of the Dis-
aster Risk Management components – 1. Prevention and Mitigation, 2. Preparedness, 
3. Response, and 4. Reconstruction and Disaster Risk Reduction.
In contrast, the Civil Protection Act [12] defines civil protection as a system envisaged 
to protect and rescue human and animal life, resources, and environment. According to 
the Act, the civil protection system undertakes measures to reduce risk, but there is no 
mention of vulnerability, capacity, or exposure. The Civil Protection Act [12] only sets 
the obligation of risk assessment at the local, regional, and national levels and develop-
ing the Disaster Risk Reduction Strategy at the national level. Although in Article 48. 
“prevention activities”, which can be understood as disaster risk reduction activities, are 
exhaustively listed with the absence of listing the responsible institutions, timeframes, 
and obligations later in the Act. Other than risk assessment, disaster risk reduction does 
not have a strong legislative basis.
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There is no legal document or systematic frame defining Disaster Risk Management 
in Croatia. The National platform for Disaster Risk Reduction has no basis in the Civil 
Protection Act. The National platform was established as far back as 2009 by a Croatian 
Government decision, in the long run, this represents an obstacle. According to the Act 
on the Government of the Republic of Croatia [13] only temporary bodies can be formed 
by Government decision, as opposed to, what are intended to be, permanent all year 
around functioning disaster risk reduction platforms. To assess the validity, usefulness 
and development of the National platform and perhaps a need for its redesign or re-
establishing or improving; current and former members and associates of the National 
platform were asked a series of questions. 50 % of the respondents expressed their 
belief that Disaster Risk Management should be coordinated from an above-ministerial 
authority. 70 % of National platform members said that the National platform’s most 
relevant role is coordination of Disaster Risk Management activities. Stated respond-
ents’ opinions are in accordance with the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 
where a national platform is described as the tool for better risk governance. Further-
more half of the members think that Croatian risk governance is unsystematic, which 
can be explained with the absence of a Disaster Risk Management Act. Additionally, an 
absence of a new government decision, recognising new hazards and new obligations 
of coordination institutions (ministries), consequently leads to the diminishing role of 
the National platform and to unsystematic risk governance. There is no single or simple, 
“one-stop”, solution for efficient risk governance, it requires many stakeholders to work 
in unity. Over 90 % of the member think that each ministry should have a permanent 
representative in the National platform to achieve efficient disaster risk management. 
46,7 % of the members strongly agree with establishing a strong coordinating disaster 
risk management body such as a National platform. Furthermore, 53,3 % of the mem-
bers strongly agree that sectorial platforms (such as an earthquake platform) should 
be organised, similarly to the National platform or as satellite organisation within the 
Platform itself. A good practice example of the Platform having far-reaching effects into 
all aspects of disaster risk management are activities conducted during 2018 Hrvatska 
Kostajnica land slide and 2020 Zagreb and 2020 Petrinja earthquakes where scientists, 
members of the National platform were and still are playing an important role, assess-
ing, advising and coordinating.

Conclusion

Developing of a Disaster Risk Management Act should provide a basis and improve 
intersectoral cooperation and set a strong framework for disaster risk management 
activities. While Disaster Risk Management includes preparedness and response activi-
ties, it represents a much broader range of activities designed to boost the resilience of 
all persons, communities, and the whole state. Building resilience is a complex task that 
requires coordination on many levels. The National platform as an above-ministerial 
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and multisectoral body should provide for systematic risk governance at national but 
consequently on local levels as well. The existence of an intersectoral government body 
should provide a better opportunity for risk management, whether prospective, cor-
rective, or compensatory, especially if such a body were to have the full support and 
cooperation of sectorial platforms or expert groups. Systematic risk governance should 
result in efficient, cost effective and sustainable development activities. Over time it 
became obvious that Disaster risk management simply outgrew Civil protection.
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Abstract
Bangladesh is one of the most earthquake vulnerable countries in the world. As Bangladesh is 
located near to the boundary of two active plates (Indian plate in the west and Eurasian plate in 
the east and north) the country has invariably been under threat of an earthquake that may be 
so harmful that may kill people to less than a moment. With the frequency of earthquakes on the 
increase, it is natural for people to be scared as specialists consider them to be warning of what lies 
ahead. Vulnerability of Lalmatia against earthquakes is stressed using Analytical Hierarchy Process 
(AHP) and multi-criterion analysis in this study. The APH allows decision-makers to model a complex 
problem in a hierarchical structure showing the relationship of the goal, objectives (criteria), sub-
objectives, and alternatives. In this method six affecting factors against earthquake vulnerability in 
five subcategories has been considered as like as construction year, population, road width, building 
use, area of parcel and building vulnerability. The Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) model is also 
applying for determining the weight and priority of the vulnerability factors contribution to the lives 
of individuals. This research finally reveals some buildings that are “very high” vulnerable and refers 
to detail assessment for first step plan and some buildings are “high” vulnerable and also refers 
to detail assessment in the second step plan. Rest of the buildings are considered less vulnerable 
for the screening process. The retrofitting of structural components is conducted for not only an 
individual component or groups of components. The good performance of the entire structural 
system must be ensured. Retrofitting strategy is determined based on the results of technical 
assessment. The indicators and model of this study has contributed in the vulnerability assessment 
as well as initiate mitigation efforts against earthquake of Dhaka city.

Key words:  Analytical Hierarchy process (AHP), assessment, earthquake, retrofit, social appraisal, 
vulnerability
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1 Introduction

Bangladesh is vulnerable to earthquake because of the existence of several fault lines 
and tectonic plate boundaries [1]. Previous experience of earthquake and rapid urbani-
zation, high population growth rate, high density and development of economic ar-
rangements increasing the vulnerability for earthquake [1]. Dhaka, the capital city of 
Bangladesh with estimated population in 2020 of roughly 2.1 million [2] and a popula-
tion density of 44,500 people/km2 [2], resulting in significant pressures in city. With 
high density this megacity continues to expand with extremely ill planned and increas-
ing earthquake vulnerability. The infrastructures and the life safety in Dhaka against 
seismic hazard are now a burning concern as the Earthquake Disaster Risk Index has 
placed Dhaka among the 20 most vulnerable cities in the world [3].
Dhaka is developing fast and without proper guidance, we may see more cases like the 
June 1, 2010 Begunbari building collapse, where buildings are constructed on marshy 
land or during an earthquake where soil liquefaction may devastate the city [4]. The 
meteorological department of Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology 
(BUET) detected at least 90 earthquakes taking place in the country between May 2007 
and July 2008, nine of them above five on the Richter scale and epicenters of 95 percent 
being within a 600 km radius of Dhaka city [5]. CDMP [6, 7, 8] assessed earthquake risk 
assessment of Dhaka city for earthquake of 7.5 Mw magnitude generating from Mad-
hupur fault. According to the assessment, out of total 3,26,000 buildings, approximately 
270,604 buildings will be at least moderately damaged which comprises over 89 % of 
total building stock. Besides 238,164 buildings will be damaged beyond repair. Around 
260,788 and 182,450 people will die respectively for an earthquake taking place at 2:00 
AM and 2:00 PM. Around 1,527,668 people will be displaced aftermaths an earthquake 
[6, 7, 8]. 
A survey was conducted by Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC) [9] between 
Feb 2008 and Aug 2009 under the governments Comprehensive Disaster Management 
Program (CDMP). A survey said, some 1, 30,000 people could be killed right away if an 
earthquake of 7.5 magnitude, originating from the Madhupur blind fault, strikes capi-
tal Dhaka in the daytime. A quake measuring 8 Richter scale from the plate boundary 
fault-2, close to Chittagong, will kill around 69,900 people in the capital in the daytime, 
while 13,600 will need hospitalization, and 61288 first aid [10]. So, Bangladesh and 
capital city are highly vulnerable to earthquake and considering these views in mind, the 
study was conducted to find out the existing building’s earthquake vulnerability in Lal-
matia and also to know the people’s perception about the willingness of building owner 
to retrofit the existing buildings.
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2 Aim and objectives

The main aim of this research is to assess the earthquake vulnerability, and the willing-
ness to pay by the landowner to retrofit the existing buildings of Lalmatia area, Dhaka 
city. The following objectives have been taken to implement this aim:
 - To assess the earthquake vulnerability in the existing buildings.
 - To investigate the willingness of building owner to retrofit the existing buildings.

3 Survey parameters

The parameters that are selected in Level-1 survey for representing building vulner-
ability are the following:
 - General Information: Type of building, Number of stories, Year of construction, Num-

ber of occupants, Maintenance record.
 - Presence of a Soft Story: Yes or No
 - Presence of Heavy Overhangs: Yes or No
 - Apparent Building Quality: Good, Moderate or Poor
 - Pounding Between Adjacent Buildings: Yes or No
 - Presence of a Short Columns: Yes or No

4 The Analytical Hierarchy Process

The APH allows decision-makers to model a complex problem in a hierarchical structure 
showing the relationship of the goal, objectives (criteria), sub-objectives, and alterna-
tives. Uncertainties and other influencing factors can also be included. It is not only sup-
porting decision makers by enabling them to structure complexity and exercise judge-
ment, but also allows them to incorporate both objective and subjective considerations 
in the decision process [11]. Applying the APH procedure involves three basic steps:
 - Decomposition, or the hierarchy construction;
 - Comparative judgements or defining and executing data collection to obtain pair wise 

comparison data on elements of the hierarchical structure; and
 - Synthesis of priorities, or constructing an overall priority rating [12].

AHP can provide an analytical process that is able to combine and consolidate the eval-
uations of the alternatives and criteria by either an individual or group involved in the 
decision-making task [13]. Vulnerability of Lalmatia against earthquake stressed us-
ing Analytical Hierarchy Process and multi-criterion analysis in this study is followed. 
As indicated in table 1 six parameters were selected to do vulnerability assessment. 
Furthermore, the identified six factors are categorized into five sub categories. Table 1 
shows factors affecting the vulnerability against earthquake.
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Table 1. Factors Affecting Vulnerability along Their Weight (Source: Developed by authors, 2019)

Main Criteria Following Criteria
Vulnerability

Very High High Medium Low Very Low

Building 
Vulnerability by 
Turkish Method

Weight 9 7 5 3 2

0.1-0.2 •

0.21-0.40 •

0.41-0.60 •

0.61-0.80 •

0.81-1 •

Construction Year 
of Building

Before 1970 •

1970-1980 •

1981-1990 •

1991-2000 •

2001-2010 •

Population per 
Building

91 and more •

90-71 •

70-40 •

40-21 •

20-0 •

Area of Parcel

Less than 100 m2 •

101-250 m2 •

251-500 m2 •

501-1000 m2 •

More than 1000 m2 •

Road Width

Less than 10’ •

10’-20’ •

21’-30’ •

More than 30’ •

Building Use

Residential •

Educational •

Commercial •

Service Facilities •

Official •
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5 Existing conditions of the building in Lalmatia

There are different types of buildings structure in Lalmatia area like RCC, masonry and 
semi-pucca building. The masonry structures are more vulnerable during earthquake. 
There are different building stories in Lalmatia area. Five to six stories buildings are 
more (31.3 %) than other stories in the study area. It is found that, there are some build-
ings aged above 30 years. In Lalmatia area, the highest amount of buildings constructed 
around 1985 to 1995 (almost 957 buildings constructed). Figure 1 shows that after 
2005, construction and reconstruction of buildings is increasing most. Between 2005 to 
2014, almost 47.8 % buildings are constructed. Before 2005 building construction was 
more in 1985 to 1995. Again, construction of structures is increasing in last ten years. 
The use of the buildings is divided into some exact ranges that define the actual utilize 
of the building. In Lalmatia area most of the building is used as residential purpose. 
Some other type of building uses a like commercial, community services and mixed use 
also founds.

Figure 1. a) Construction Year of Building, b) Percentage of Building Use (Source: Field survey, 2019)

Among the surveyed buildings under this research, about 38 % of buildings in Lalmatia 
were found with heavy overhangs (Figure 1). Heavy overhang in buildings was found in 
most of the upper floor from two to three feet. The number of buildings with short col-
umn 4 % was found in the study area (Figure 2). Due to increase in stiffness, the columns 
share more flexural moment, and this causes the increase in share forces. Therefore, 
these columns typically sustain serious damage throughout strong earthquake. Nowa-
days the ground story (Figure 3) is left open for the purpose of parking in large number 
i.e., columns in the ground story do not have any partition walls (RCC) between them. 
The percentage of soft story buildings is less than the buildings without soft story. Al-
most 38 % buildings having soft story. It is found that, majority of the apparent building 
quality is good in Lalmatia area, and it is almost 59.2 %. It is found from field survey that 
the majority of the buildings has pounding possibility (59.8 %) (Figure 4).
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6 Calculation step for different factors

A comparison matrix (table 2) has been developed to determine the weight of each fac-
tor. Calculation step includes the following:
Step 1:  Calculating the weighted sum vector: matrix is multiplied the pairwise compari-

sons (table 2) by the column vector “local priority,” and a new vector obtained in 
this way is called the Weighted Sum Vector (WSV).

Figure 2.  Presence of Heavy Overhang

Figure 4. Presence of Soft Story Figure 5. Pounding between Adjacent Building

Figure 3.  Presence of Short Column (Source: Field 
survey, 2019)
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Table 2. Pair-Wise Comparison of Six Vulnerability Factors (Source: Developed by authors, 2019)

Pair-wise comparison matrix (A1)

Criteria BV CY Popn AoP RW LU

Building Vulnerability by 
Turkish Method (BV) 1 7 7 7 7 7

Construction Year of 
Building (CY) 0.143 1 2 4 6 7

Population per Building 
(Popn) 0.143 0.5 1 2 4 5

Area of Parcel (AoP) 0.143 0.25 0.5 1 2 3

Road Width (RW) 0.143 0.167 0.25 0.5 1 2

Land Use (LU) 0.143 0.143 0.2 0.333 0.5 1

Sum 1.71471 9.06 10.95 14.833 20.5 25

Normalized Pair-wise comparison matrix A2
A3 = 

∑A1· A2 A3 ÷ A2
Criteria BV CY Popn AoP RW LU Criteria 

Weight

BV 0.583 0.773 0.639 0.472 0.342 0.28 0.515 3.912 7.599

CY 0.083 0.110 0.183 0.270 0.293 0.28 0.203 1.350 6.645

Popn 0.083 0.055 0.091 0.135 0.195 0.20 0.127 0.810 6.401

AoP 0.083 0.028 0.046 0.067 0.098 0.12 0.074 0.459 6.238

RW 0.083 0.018 0.023 0.034 0.049 0.08 0.048 0.292 6.100

LU 0.083 0.016 0.018 0.022 0.024 0.04 0.034 0.210 6.181

Average 6.527

The above equation revealed that the highest weight belongs to building vulnerability 
by Turkish method and the rest of factors depend on the other used building material.

Step 2:  Calculating the inconsistency vector: the elements of weighted sum vector are 
divided by relative priority vector and the result is Inconsistency Vector (IV) (ta-
ble 3).

Step 3:  Obtaining λmax: mean of inconsistency vector elements gives the value of λmax 
(table 3).

Table 3. Criteria Weight Calculation (Source: Developed by authors, 2019)

Step 4:  Calculating the inconsistency index: inconsistency index is defined by (1) where 
n is the number of alternatives in the problem:

 (1)
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Step 5:  Calculation of inconsistency ratio: a mechanism which has been determined to 
consider the consistency in the analysis is calculating inconsistency ratio (CR) 
obtained from inconsistency index divided by random index by (2). If this ratio is 
less than or equal to 0.1, the consistency is accepted.

 (2)

Where,
CI - Consistency Index, 
RI - Random Consistency Index, 
n  - Number of Attributes, 
λmax - Weighted Matrix

RI indicates the random index in the above equation which is derived from the following 
table (table 4).

Table 4. Random Index (RI), [14]

If CR (adaptive ratio) is equal or smaller than 0.1, it means there is a concordance in 
judgments and if CR greater than 0.1, the judgments should be reconsidered. In the pre-
sent study the CR is estimated as 0.085 meaning there is a concordance in judgments. 
So, the weighted value of different factors imputed with the degree of priority of differ-
ent structures. Then value of individual structure needs to normalize.

7 Evaluation of the overall vulnerability

To evaluate the overall vulnerability, the weights for the criteria is calculated using AHP 
method and then vulnerability map of Lalmatia is prepared based on vulnerability level.
With the value of Turkish Method at the time of AHP model the range of vulnerability 
levels are depended on huge population, very high construction age, narrow road and 
building use is residential. AHP consider all multiple aspects that can affect any build-
ing vulnerability and weighted with seismic buildings related factors and present the 
vulnerability category. 

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

RI 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.48 1.56 1.57 1.59
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Table 5.  Vulnerability Score of Very High Vulnerable Building by AHP Method (Source: Developed by 
authors, 2019)

According to AHP method, by giving a priority on very high vulnerable and high vulner-
able building (Turkish method) represents the three priority ranking. In case of very high 
vulnerable buildings (total buildings 5), 2 buildings get first priority (Uniq_id 761 and 
1406), 1 get second and 2 gets third priority (Uniq_id 1571 and 970). In case of high 
vulnerable building (total buildings 21), 13 buildings get first priority, 5 gets second and 
3 gets third priority. This priority list represents priority-based retrofitting. 
AHP method is used only for very high vulnerable building and a high vulnerable building 
in Lalmatia area. Map 2 represent the very high vulnerable building priority and map 3 
represent the high vulnerable building priority. Based on AHP results, it was concluded 
that, 5 building of very high vulnerable get most priority for retrofitting. And then 21 
buildings get priority for retrofitting. 

Figure 6. Vulnerability Assessment Map by AHP Method (Source: Developed by authors, 2019)

Uniq_id No of 
stories

Vulnerability score 
by Turkish method CY Popn AoP RW LU Score

761 6 0.19 1990 55 46.87 22 R 42

1571 6 0.20 1998 52 322.13 22 R 36

1406 10 0.20 1990 76 118.97 22 R 42

1532 6 0.19 1990 54 283.68 26 R 40

970 5 0.18 1990 37 106.43 22 R 38
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8 Willingness to pay for retrofit

Some people want to retrofit by thyself in Lalmatia area. Some people have already 
started to retrofit. Several people believe that developer can’t work properly. That’s why 
small size of respondent is agreed to retrofitting by developer. Responses show that 
awareness but that willingness to participate in a retrofit project is modest and is lim-
ited. Survey result shows that majority of the respondent are not agreed to retrofit for 
above mentioned prioritized 26 buildings. About 92 % respondent are not agreed to pay 
for retrofit. Only 8 % respondent are agreed to retrofitting.
The major barrier to building retrofit is the direct economic loss to the building owner. 
The findings revealed that more owners will adopt adequate mitigation measures, if the 
initial cost of implementation can be reduced through the provision of financial and mar-
ket-based incentives such as low interest loans and tax deductibles. Provision of these 
incentives would reduce the owners’ initial retrofit and building maintenance costs, thus 
strengthening their ability to adopt appropriate seismic mitigation measures.

9 Retrofit plan based on vulnerability

Based on findings by applying AHP method, can make short term and medium-term 
plan (table 7) for retrofit. Short term plan for very high vulnerable building and medium 
term plan for high vulnerable building can be taken. It can be taken to year wise retrofit 
plan based on priority. For short term plan, Priority-1 building can be taken emergency 
retrofit within first year. Priority-2 building can be retrofitted within second year and 
Priority-3 building within third year. 

Table 6. Short Term and Medium-Term Plan for Retrofit (Source: Developed by authors, 2019)

In case of medium-term plan, Priority-1 building can be taken emergency retrofitted 
within fourth year. Priority-2 building can be retrofit within fifth year and Priority-3 
building within sixth year. This short term and medium-term plan will be applied only 
for very high vulnerable and high vulnerable buildings.

Short term: 1-3 year
(very high vulnerable building)

Medium term: 4-6 year
(high vulnerable building)

Year for 
Retrofit Priority Number of

Building
Year for 
Retrofit Priority Number of

Building

1st Year 1 2 4th Year 1 13

2nd Year 2 1 5th Year 2 5

3rd Year 3 2 6th Year 3 3
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10 Conclusion

Earthquakes is the tremendous threat for the economy, and well-being of the cities, 
and communities. While thousands of buildings may collapse in the cities and serious 
causation occur. The vulnerability of a city is termed to losses imposed to urban ele-
ments in case of a disaster and its intensity may vary based on its nature and quality. 
Vulnerability of a city is an extensive factor encompasses all existing in a city, and since 
all components in a city is connected to each other, therefore, it increases very quickly. 
All involving factors in the vulnerability study may not be considered as a whole there-
fore AHP method has been employed at a present study for weighting major building 
components as well as their behavior which obey the fuzzy logic. The concept of social 
vulnerability helps to identify those characteristics and experiences of individuals and 
communities that enable them to respond to and recover from earthquake hazards. This 
type of study will assist the planning and development organizations become stricter 
to compel the citizens as well as developers to follow construction rules and regulation, 
whereas, at present these are not exercised properly. The indicators and model of this 
study will definitely contribute in the vulnerability assessment as well as initiate mitiga-
tion efforts against earthquake of Dhaka city.
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Abstract
During a catastrophic event, the ability of the personnel responsible for responding to such an 
event is due not only to a pre-existing knowledge or ability, but also to the degree of familiarity 
with the scenario that must be faced. Especially in the case of high-impact but potentially unlikely 
events, an appropriate response is based on the fact that staff are able to perform their assigned 
tasks with precision, and to coordinate efficiently with other operators. Psychological effects of 
stress due to having to face a situation to which the staff is unfamiliar can have a significant 
impact on performance, thus leading to a degradation in the effectiveness of the intervention and 
the consequent loss of human life. The recent development of technologies in the field of virtual 
reality and augmented reality has made available a new level of interaction between people, 
generating new ways of communicating and transmitting knowledge, which can strongly improve 
emergency operators training effectiveness. The simulated reality environments can offer all the 
characteristics of conventional training techniques by reducing costs and development times of real 
exercises. In a virtual reality simulation, players can communicate, move from one point to another in 
an immersive 3D digital environment, perform manual actions, work on machineries, drive vehicles, 
interact with objects, events and other players hosted in the environment, everything in real-time. 
Each character is able to see the other players and their actions and can react by taking other 
actions, within a digital scenario that reproduces the real environment with a high level of fidelity. 
The simulations can be controlled by the figure of the “masters” (instructors) who can remotely 
follow all the actions performed by the operators who are carrying out the virtual simulation, 
create localized events (such as the breaking of a pipe, or the exhaustion of a material necessary 
for industrial processes) or introducing new critical issues such as an interruption of the electrical 
or telephone lines. Virtual training systems also allow and facilitate the collaborative training of 
geographically distributed personnel; for example, virtual simulation can provide a consistent and 
synchronized training platform in the event of natural disasters such as earthquakes and hurricanes 
that require a geographically distributed response; in addition, a virtual reality system can make it 
possible to verify the efficiency of an emergency plan, thus identifying gaps and aspects that need 
to be improved. It thus emerge a strong need to explore the potential of this evolving technology, 
creating innovative application case able to demonstrate all it potential in improving emergency 
operators training.

Key words: Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Disaster Risk, Training, Natural Hazards
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1 Introduction

The recent development of technologies in the field of virtual reality and augmented 
reality has made available a new level of interaction between people, generating new 
ways of communicating and transmitting knowledge.
The term Virtual Reality (VR) refers to a combination of technologies able to immerse 
the user in a simulated 3D digital environment, and to generate interaction mechanics 
through which the user can interact with the environment and with other users.
For example, in a virtual reality simulation, players can communicate, move from one 
point to another in an immersive 3D digital environment, perform manual actions, work 
on machineries, drive vehicles, interact with objects, events and other players hosted in 
the environment, everything in real-time. Each character is able to see the other players 
and their actions and can react by taking other actions, within a digital scenario that re-
produces the real environment with a high level of fidelity. The simulations can be con-
trolled by the figure of the “masters” (simulation governors) who can remotely follow 
all the actions performed by the operators who are carrying out the virtual simulation, 
create localized events (such as the breaking of a pipe, or the exhaustion of a material 
necessary for industrial processes) or introducing new critical issues such as an inter-
ruption of the electrical or telephone lines.
The term Augmented Reality (AR) instead refers to a combination of technologies ca-
pable of “increasing” reality by generating digital content that the user perceives as an 
integral part of their perspective, superimposed on real reality.Augmented reality can 
be useful for example to know more details about an object, identify a path, design sys-
tems in a certain context of spaces and furnishings, view the profile of a distant person 
as if in the same environment in which the user is.

Figure 1. Virtual Reality Simulation - Car accident with fire development 
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During a catastrophic event, the ability of the personnel responsible for responding to 
such an event is due not only to a pre-existing knowledge or ability, but also to the 
degree of familiarity with the scenario that must be faced. Especially in the case of 
high-impact but potentially unlikely events, an appropriate response is based on the 
fact that staff are able to perform their assigned tasks with precision, and to coordinate 
efficiently with other operators. Psychological effects of stress due to having to face a 
situation to which the staff is unfamiliar can have a significant impact on performance, 
thus leading to a degradation in the effectiveness of the intervention and the conse-
quent loss of human life.
Efficient training is a key point in preparing for emergency management. The quality, 
consistency and frequency of training are key elements in the preparation of operators. 
On the other hand, if the importance of training is clearly recognized, there are factors 
that hinder its diffusion: the time required, costs and safety limits. These factors se-
verely limit the possibility of adequately training “public safety” operators, and this is 
particularly evident in cases of large-scale mobilization where the preparation of opera-
tors can heavily affect the quality of the intervention.
Furthermore, the training scenarios for disasters and natural disasters, in order to be 
realistic and adequately represent the dynamics of an emergency situation, should in-
corporate a series of “critical” elements, such as:
 - the presence of numerous victims and trapped civilians, often in situations of panic;
 - the presence of damage to structures, which progressively evolve, or to assets (eg 

works of art);
 - the presence of fumes and toxic substances;
 - the presence of visual and auditory impediments for operators;
 - the possibility to train even in contexts that are not normally accessible (eg areas of 

historical, cultural or environmental value) and in times when there may be difficul-
ties (eg in winter the firefighters may encounter greater difficulties in exercising with 
the hydrants as the water is subject to freezing);

 - the certainty of not interfering with the normal functionality of the structures (e.g. 
closure of traffic to practice in a tunnel);

 - the certainty of a weather suitable for the risk situations represented (eg wind, 
clouds, etc.).

Including these elements in the training scenario can be costly, dangerous, and in some 
cases impossible.
A virtual reality scenario, on the other hand, can approximate these elements, maintain-
ing all the advantages of a controlled simulation environment. In this way it is possible 
to train staff to respond to particularly stressful real conditions, thus improving the abil-
ity to make decisions in critical conditions.
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Figure 2. Virtual Reality Simulation – First responders saving a intoxicated victim

The recent improvement of virtual reality technologies has made it possible to repre-
sent in an increasingly realistic way the situations for which you want to train the staff, 
thus becoming an alternative form of training to the conventional one.The simulated 
virtual reality environments can therefore offer all the characteristics of conventional 
training techniques by reducing costs and development times of real exercises. Train-
ing based on virtual reality technologies for the simulation of catastrophic events can 
be sized according to the specific use and the organization that decides to adopt virtual 
reality for training. For example, virtual scenarios can be developed to provide the user 
with instant feedback on the inputs received (as in the case of the organization of tri-
age for the management of natural disasters); in addition, a virtual reality system can 
make it possible to verify the efficiency of an emergency plan, thus identifying gaps and 
aspects that need to be improved.
Virtual training systems allow and facilitate the collaborative training of geographically 
distributed personnel; for example, virtual simulation can provide a consistent and syn-
chronized training platform in the event of natural disasters such as earthquakes and 
hurricanes that require a geographically distributed response.
Traditional teaching methods such as slide presentations can be easily incorporated into 
virtual simulation systems, thus making them accessible in a new form. While the ben-
efits that a virtual simulation system can convey to the user in terms of visual stimuli 
are evident, it is also important to underline the advantage in terms of acoustic stimuli 
that can be inserted into virtual environments.
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2 Benefits vs Limits

Compared to traditional training, virtual reality-based training systems therefore have 
a number of advantages. From an environmental point of view, it is easy to present 
realistic life scenarios that incorporate other users; in addition, it is possible to man-
age user inputs to provide feedback in real time. By populating the simulated avatar 
environments (representation of users in the virtual world) it is possible to provide the 
trainee with immediate feedback. Behavior modules can be assigned to various avatars 
to manage the decisions made by the personnel being trained.
Virtual reality systems also allow you to calibrate the level of difficulty according to the 
degree of preparation of those who must be trained. During the training it is possible to 
interact both with objects that make up the virtual environment and with other partici-
pants in the training; the interaction between participants (real and virtual) can take place 
through text and / or voice communication, also allowing the simulation of different cul-
tural and socio-economic scenarios. The virtual simulation can be frozen (paused) allow-
ing instructors to discuss with the trainee how best to deal with unexpected events. If 
necessary, the exercise can be repeated, introducing a series of variations controlled by 
the instructor. Environmental features can be easily incorporated: buildings, vegetation, 
humans and sounds are just some of the elements that can be incorporated. Virtual sce-
narios such as the creation of safety zones within urban areas with a high population den-
sity can be easily created, in spite of real large-scale exercises that would often require too 
much time and cost. These latter aspects are among the major benefits of virtual training 
systems: real exercises can require costs that are beyond the reach of most administra-
tions. Virtual reality offers a valid alternative by incorporating adequate realism at a frac-
tion of the costs that real exercises would have. Furthermore, the flexibility of the virtual 
scenario allows to simulate different conditions, thus allowing to evaluate the possible 
results in the face of different simulation conditions.
Finally, the digital nature of virtual simulations can allow data to be archived for later 
study and evaluation. This can be an additional added value in the case of emergency 
management, as it allows us to better understand behavioral phenomena and there-
fore to prepare improved training procedures. It is important to remember that virtual 
reality must be seen as a complement to traditional training methods and not as a pure 
substitute.
Also, AR / VR technologies are able to significantly increase the efficiency of communi-
cation and training processes, in particular through the following mechanisms:
 - more effective learning compared to normal methods (“living” the situations people 

remember the notions more easily);
 - reduction of costs, since the use of digital content does not require the use of ma-

terials, the relocation of people and / or vehicles, and in the case of complex train-
ing processes (eg exercises for emergency operators) greater degree of replicability 
(even two-three times a day);
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 - applicability to any sector and context: digital scenarios can reproduce any type of 
environment, objects, effects, etc. and be calibrated on the basis of the specific needs 
of the context, the type of training and / or learning attitudes of the users, with the 
possibility of inserting elements of difficulty in real time to test the reaction times of 
the candidates with respect to sudden situations;

 - elimination of geographical barriers: thanks to the possibility of using AR / VR con-
tents remotely, users can interact even from geographically distant places, experi-
encing the same situation together and interacting with it. This aspect generates a 
very high series of possibilities, for example Italian civil protection operators could 
conduct daily exercises and experiment with new intervention protocols with the civil 
protection of any other state;

 - simultaneous interconnection of many users: AR / VR technology combined with 
the internet makes it possible to create multi-player scenarios where multiple us-
ers interact with each other in an immersive digital environment. This is an element 
capable of generating new logics for the planning of training processes (training “on 
the field” in a digital environment, the possibility of training several operators at the 
same time and strengthening the coordination mechanics of the teams);

 - automatic evaluation of “errors”: having the ability to record movements in space, 
each user can be constantly tracked in every action. This makes it possible to cre-
ate automatic error evaluation algorithms, giving indications to constantly improve a 
given physical action or procedure, both individually and in a team.

On the other hand, those technologies still present significant limits. Example of these 
limits are:
 - Problems of motion sickness (vertigo), which depends of graphic quality, speed 

of moving the frame, imposed movement mechanisms in the digital environment 
(shifting, armswing, legswing, free movement, etc.)

 - Inability to reproduce other senses (heat, smell, etc.) that are part of the reproduced 
scenario.

We must always remember that a virtual environment does not replace a real scenario 
in its entirety: it does only in a percentage, around 30-40 % (environments, actions, co-
ordination between people). However, a virtual exercise can be repeated many times, at 
very low cost. The operators therefore learn perfectly how to move on some difficulty 
components of the challenge. When the real exercise is then carried out, the operators 
can work directly on the new elements of difficulty (heat, weight, smells, etc.) starting 
from a full mastery of all the other elements.
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3 Research opportunities

AR / VR technologies, whose development is constantly growing, open up an infinite 
series of potential applications. Example of possible lines focusing on DRR Sector and in 
particular on the Training of emergency operators, are: 
 - VR: Design of new modes of movement in a digital environment;
 - VR: Design of interactive virtual tours (“game book” style) for training purposes;
 - AR: design of AR content to support physical and digital interactions capable of guid-

ing on-the-job learning of manual procedures (eg hooking up a hose, choosing the 
right tool, etc.);

 - VR / AR: Definition of innovative gamification algorithms (connection with SAFE net-
work)

 - VR / AR: Design of new tools and systems for representing the most recurring needs 
in a digital environment (tracking of companions, dialogues, writing, reporting, geo-
referencing, management of objects and inventories, etc.);

 - VR / AR Design of technological platforms to support the exercises, and refinement 
of training protocols to allow you to maximize the efficiency of the VR and AR com-
ponents;

 - VR / AR: Design of innovative algorithms for the evaluation of candidates (scores, 
calculation, reporting).

4 Conclusions

The recent development of technologies in the field of virtual reality and augmented 
reality has made available a new level of interaction between people, generating new 
ways of communicating and transmitting knowledge, which can strongly improve emer-
gency operators training effectiveness. 
Virtual and Augmented reality technologies have demonstrate to have a number of 
strategic advantages when they are used to train operators, including more effective 
learning, reduction of costs, applicability to any sector and context, elimination of geo-
graphical barriers, simultaneous interconnection of many user, automatic evaluation of 
“errors”. As those technologies are constantly evolving and changing, the development 
of research initiatives aimed at identifying, evaluating, initiating and carrying out their 
potential appears to be of high strategic importance, capable of generating strong in-
novation on the territory.
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Abstract
The abstract In the past thirty years, significant efforts have been made toward establishment of 
uniform criteria for empirical performance evaluation based on earthquake damage classification 
and seismic evaluation of buildings. Developed empirical performance criteria have been used 
in many countries for estimation of physical, functional and economic losses, planning for 
reconstruction of earthquake stricken regions, or simulation of expected earthquake losses 
for different level earthquake hazard scenarios, disaster preparedness planning and planning 
for seismic risk reduction. Recently, quantified performance evaluation based on inelastic 
response analysis of structural systems and dominant nonstructural components has been used. 
Implementing damage control criteria, seismic hazard parameters in seismic microzoning for 
urban development planning and design of buildings have been developed for the Planning Scale-, 
the Maximum Considered- and the Frequent Scale- Earthquake scenario. For the considered 
earthquake scenarios, modification of vibrational characteristics such as dominant ground 
vibration periods, peak ground acceleration, spectral acceleration and relative velocity have been 
analysed for the selected urban area and the specific local soil conditions, considering low, medium 
and high rise buildings. Mapping of earthquake hazard parameters based on damage control 
criteria is presented and recommended for implementation in urban development planning.

Key words: expected earthquake losses, earthquake hazard scenarios,damage control criteria
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1 Seismic hazard 

Seismic hazard is defined as the probable level of ground shaking associated with the 
recurrence of earthquakes. The assessment of seismic hazard is the first step in the 
evaluation of seismic risk, obtained by combining the seismic hazard with vulnerabil-
ity factors (type, value and age of buildings and infrastructures, population density, land 
use, date and time of the day). Frequent, large earthquakes in remote areas result in 
high seismic hazard but pose no risk; on the contrary, moderate earthquakes in densely 
populated areas entail small hazard but high risk. The basic elements of modern proba-
bilistic seismic hazard assessment can be grouped into four main categories: 

1.1 Earthquake Catalogues and Databases

The compilation of a uniform database and catalogue of seismicity for the historical 
(pre - 1900), early - instrumental (1900 - 1964), and instrumental periods (1964 - today). 

1.2 Earthquake Source Characterization

The creation of a master seismic source model to describe the spatial – temporal dis-
tribution of earthquakes, using evidence from earthquake catalogues, seismotectonics, 
paleoseismology, geomorphology, mapping of active faults, geodetic estimates of ristal 
deformation, remote sensing, and geodynamic models.

1.3 Strong Seismic Ground Motion

The evaluation of ground shaking as a function of earthquake size and distance, taking 
into account the propagation effects in different tectonic and structural environments 
and using direct measures of damage caused by the earthquake (the seismic intensity) 
and instrumental values of ground motions. 

1.4 Computation of Seismic Hazard

The computation of the probability of occurrence of ground shaking in a given time period, 
to produce maps of seismic hazard and related uncertainties at appropriate scales. 
Seismic hazard maps depict the levels of chosen ground motions that are likely to be or 
not to be exceeded at the specified exposure times. Hazard assessment programs com-
monly specify a 10 % chance of exceedance (90 % chance of non - exceedance) of some 
ground motion parameter for an exposure time of 50 years, corresponding to a return 
period of 475 years. 
This Global Seismic Hazard Map depicts Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) with a 10 % 
chance of exceedance in 50 years. The site classification is rock everywhere except 
Canada and the United States, which assume rock and (or) firm soil as referent ground 
conditions. PGA, a short - period ground motion parameter that is proportional to force, 
is the most commonly mapped ground motion parameter because current building 
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codes that include seismic provisions specify the horizontal force a building should be 
able to withstand during an earthquake. Short - period ground motions affect short - 
period structures (e.g., one - to two - story buildings, the largest class of structures in 
the world). This GSHAP map depicts the likely level of short - period ground motion 
from earthquakes in a fifty - year window. The map colors chosen to delineate the hazard 
roughly (Figure 1.1.) correspond to the actual level of the hazard. The lighter colors 
represent lower hazard while the darker colors represent higher hazard. Specifically, 
white and light grey correspond to low hazard (equivalent to 0 % - 8 % g, where g equals 
the acceleration of gravity); 0.4 PGA to1.6 PGA corresponds to moderate hazard (8 % - 
25 % g); 2.4PGA to 4.0 PGA corresponds to high hazard (25 % - 40 % g); and 4.0 PGA to 
5.0 PGA corresponds to very high hazard (>40 % g). In general, the largest seismic hazard 
values in the world occur in areas that have been, or are likely to be, the sites of the largest 
plate boundary earthquakes.

Figure 1.  Horizontal PGA seismic hazard map representing exceedance of 10 % within 50 years for the 
whole greater GSHAP area covering Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, and the Middle East 
(Anali di Geofizika, Volume 42, No. 6, December 1999)
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2 Compilation of the global seismic hazard map 

In order to mitigate the risk associated with recurrence of earthquakes, the GSHAP 
fostered a regionally coordinated, homogeneous approach to seismic hazard evalua-
tion. The GSHAP strategy was to establish a mosaic of regions led by selected regional 
centers and multinational test areas under the coordination of large working groups. 
Some areas, specifically the Mediterranean and the Middle East, were included in sev-
eral overlapping projects. In addition, the GSHAP allied with existing hazard projects to 
avoid duplications and strengthen cooperation across borders (e.g., in the Balkans and 
the Near East). Working groups of national experts representing different disciplines 
required for seismic hazard assessment were assembled for each region or test area. 
These working groups produced common regional earthquake catalogues and source 
characterizations, and compiled or computed regional hazard values. In some cases 
(parts of Africa, the Western Pacific, and North America) the GSHAP hazard map was 
derived from published materials. Finally, an editorial committee supervised the inte-
gration of the results of all the regional projects into the Global Seismic Hazard Map. 
The PGA data were combined with a shaded relief base map using Arc/Info 7.2.1 geo-
graphic information system (GIS), software. The cell size of the PGA and relief based 
grids is 0.0833 degrees. 

3 The global seismic hazard assesment program – GSHAP 

The Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Program (GSHAP) was launched in 1992 by the 
International Lithosphere Program (ILP) with the support of the International Council of 
Scientific Unions (ICSU), and endorsed as a demonstration program within the frame-
work of the United Nations International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (UN/
IDNDR). 
Minimization of loss of life, property damage, and social and economic disruption due to 
earthquakes depends on reliable estimates of seismic hazard. National, state, and lo-
cal governments, decision makers, engineers, planners, emergency response organiza-
tions, builders, universities, and the general public require seismic hazard estimates 
for land use planning, improved building design and construction (including adoption 
of building construction codes), emergency response preparedness plans, economic fore-
casts, housing and employment decisions, and many more types of risk mitigation. GS-
HAP was designed to provide a useful global seismic hazard framework and serve as a 
resource for any national or regional agency for further detailed studies applicable to 
their needs. GSHAP cooperated with a number of international organizations, includ-
ing the International Association of Seismology and Physics of the Earth Interior (IAS-
PEI), UNESCO, the International Association of Earthquake Engineering, and the World 
Meteorological Organization. 
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4  Dominant freqency content and spectral charcteristics of distant 
earthqakes

For assessment of dominant frequency content of distant earthquakes, two represent-
ative earthquake records obtained on strong motion accelerographs have been selected 
for consideration. 
First, the Bucharest record of March 04, 1977 Vranchea earthquake, obtained at epicen-
tral distance of 110 km. and second, the SCT1 record of the September 19, 1985 Mexico 
Earthquake, obtained in Mexico City at a distance of about 400 km from the causative 
fault triggered in the subduction zone at the Pacific coast of Mexico.
The Bucharest record of March 04, 1977 Vranchea Earthquake in Romania was ob-
tained in the basement of a one story reinforced concrete frame building located at the 
Building Research Institute in the north-eastern part of the city, on over 100 meters 
deep alluvial sediments of fine and coarse sand, silt and clay. 
The recorded peak ground acceleration of the N-S component was 0.20g amplified by lo-
cal site effects, the calculated maximum relative velocity response spectra was Sv=130 
cm/sec (Figure1.2.), while the absolute acceleration response spectra was Sa=600 cm/
s² for the dominant ground vibration period of T=1.5 sec. and 5 % damping for the N-S 
component of the Bucharest record. Presented dditionally in Figure1.1. is the relative 
velocity response spectra of the Vrancehea earthquake record obtained in the city of 
Nish, at an epicentral distance of 440 km. on deep alluvial sediments.
The maximum value of the relative velocity response spectra of the record in Nish for 
the E-W component and 5 % damping is Sv=35 sm/sec for a dominant vibration period 
of about 2.0 sec.
The Mexico City record of September 19, 1985 Mexico Earthquake was obtained in the 
basement of the SCT building located on 30 m. deep soft silty clay deposits in the lake 
bed zone, representative of heavily damaged high-rise buildings in Mexico City due to 
the pronounced amplification of bedrock ground motions by the soft silty clay deposits 
with a shear wave velocity of 80-100 m/sec.
The calculated maximum relative velocity response spectra for the N-S component 
was Sv=180 cm/sec. (Figure1.2) and the absolute acceleration response spectra was 
Sa=500 cm/s² for 5 % damping and a dominant ground vibration period of T=2.1 sec.
It is evident from the presented distant earthquake records that, in the case of relatively 
low peak ground acceleration in the range of 0.13 to 0.20g, the relative velocity and ab-
solute acceleration response spectra could be in the range of Sv=130-180 cm/sec, and 
Sa=500-600 cm/s², respectively.
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Figure 2. Relative velocity, response spectra of distant earthquakes

5 The Manjil earthquake of June 20, 1990 in Northern Iran

In the centuries long earthquake history of Iran, one of the most devastating Manjil 
Earthquake occurred on June 20, 1990, with a magnitude of Ms = 7.4 and an estimated 
epicentral intensity of IX - X degrees of MM Scale, causing 13,911 deaths, 36,693 peo-
ple treated for injuries and over 8,000 people badly injured taken for hospitalization in 
Tehran. Damage and losses to the built environment were extremely high, estimated at 
4.77 billion dollars in the densely populated region of the provinces of Gilan, Zanjan and 
Eastern Azerbaijan. 
The area of damaging effects, with ground acceleration larger than 10 % g, was esti-
mated to 49,574 square kilometers (Figure 1.3) affecting 3,152 villages and 45 towns 
and cities. More than 214,000 residential units, 1,329 school buildings, over 300 health 
units as well as 82 medical centers and hospitals, a large number of agricultural land 
and facilities, religious and administrative units, service centers including 68 factories 
were destroyed or heavily damaged.
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Over 500,000 families were left homeless and 178 village locations were abandoned 
due to landslides and other ground instabilities. In the city of Rasht, at a distance of 60 
km. from the causative fault, a large number of tall buildings and elevated water reser-
voirs experienced failure and severe damage, exposed to amplified ground accelerations 
due to water saturated sandy soil deposits. In the Caspian plain, at a distance 50 to 80 
km. from the causative fault, liquefaction of loose sand and silt layers occurred in an 
area of 650 square kilometers along the coast, exposed to accelerations of 0.10-0.20g 
(Figure 1.3).

6  Earthquake hazard parameters for the Seismotectonic Provinc  of 
Iran

Earthquake hazard analysis requires assessment of earthquake hazard parameters 
such as the maximum expected magnitude, Mmax, the activity rate l, and the b value of 
the Gutenberg-Richter relation. These parameters have been evaluated for each seis-
motectonic province of Iran. The maximum likelihood method has been applied (Kijko 
and Sellevoll, 1992), allowing the combination of both historical and instrumental data. 
The maximum likelihood estimation of the seismicity parameter b adapts well to the 
Iranian earthquake data, due to the fact that earthquake magnitudes have always been 
reported with associated uncertainty. In this method, artificially homogeneous data are 
also simulated, through the determination of the completeness period over which data 
in a given time span were reported. In the present study, unlike the previous works on 
Iran, seismic gaps (i.e. when records are missing or the seismic network was not in op-
eration) and uncertainties related to the earthquake magnitudes are considered in the 
analysis. This is necessary for a region like Iran where few earthquake data are available. 
In this work, the Gutenberg-Richter parameters were assumed to be constant for each 
province.
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Figure 3.  Peak ground acceleration distribution in the region due to June 20, 1990 Manjil Earthquake based 
on recorded surface ground motions, attenuation and damage distribution analysis. Recorded 
in Lahijan, PGA=0.176g on soft sandy soil deposit, at distance of 65km from the causative fault 
(after Petrovski, J. et all, 1998)
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The earthquake hazard parameters estimated for each seismotectonic province of Iran 
are shown in the following table Table 1.4., (Tavakoli, B. and Ashtiany M., 1999).

Table 1. Source: Tavakoli, B. and Ashtiany M.G. “Seismic hazard assessment of Iran”, 1999

References
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Z Span of 
Time

Beta b Beta b
CC Mmax

M λ
N

(KS) (KS) (GR) (GR) (obs) (4.5)
01 1926-95 1.55 ± 0.12 0.66 ± 0.05 1.54 ± 0.14 0.67 ± 0.06 0.96 8.1 ± 0.4 8.0 2.09 154

02 1963-95 1.19 ± 0.32 0.50 ± 0.13 1.17 ± 0.12 0.51 ± 0.05 0.97 7.2 ± 0.4 7.0 0.35 22

03 1960-90 1.30 ± 0.27 0.55 ± 0.11 1.13 ± 0.07 0.49 ± 0.03 0.99 7.2 ± 0.3 7.0 0.26 22

04 1941-90 1.17 ± 0.17 0.50 ± 0.07 0.93 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.04 0.96 7.6 ± 0.3 7.4 0.21 34

05 1927-95 1.27 ± 0.28 0.54 ± 0.12 1.27 ± 0.06 0.55 ± 0.03 0.99 7.4 ± 04 6.9 0.44 33

06 1929-95 1.39 ± 0.16 0.59 ± 0.07 1.34 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.02 0.99 7.6 ± 0.3 7.4 0.64 72

07 1923-95 1.95 ± 0.15 0.83 ± 0.06 1.71 ± 0.09 0.74 ± 0.04 0.99 7.5 ± 0.3 7.3 0.47 84

08 1924-95 1.99 ± 0.17 0.84 ± 0.07 1.34 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.04 0.98 7.4 ± 0.4 7.2 0.16 54

09 1922-95 1.94 ± 0.16 0.82 ± 0.07 1.40 ± 0.18 0.61 ± 0.08 0.97 7.3 ± 0.3 6.8 0.27 53

10 1932-95 1.47 ± 0.27 0.62 ± 0.11 2.38 ± 0.19 1.03 ± 0.08 0.98 6.6 ± 0.2 6.1 0.88 60

11 1944-95 2.24 ± 0.11 0.95 ± 0.05 1.59 ± 0.06 0.69 ± 0.03 0.99 7.6 ± 0.4 7.4 0.48 130

12 1920-95 2.12 ± 0.05 0.90 ± 0.02 1.98 ± 0.11 0.68 ± 0.05 0.99 7.2 ± 0.2 7.0 1.70 622

13 1925-95 2.49 ± 0.13 1.06 ± 0.05 1.86 ± 0.23 0.81 ± 0.10 0.98 7.0 ± 0.4 6.5 0.27 107

14 1928-95 1.98 ± 0.13 0.84 ± 0.05 1.71 ± 0.09 0.74 ± 0.04 0.99 7.6 ± 0.4 7.4 0.33 107

15 1927-95 1.41 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.04 1.19 ± 0.05 0.52 ± 0.02 0.99 7.9 ± 0.3 7.7 0.37 71

16 1900-92 1.68 ± 0.17 0.71 ± 0.07 1.83 ± 0.24 0.79 ± 0.10 0.96 7.6 ± 0.4 7.4 0.14 42

17 1907-92 1.72 ± 0.15 0.73 ± 0.06 1.68 ± 0.10 0.73 ± 0.04 0.98 7.5 ± 0.3 7.3 0.53 99

18 1924-92 1.61 ± 0.12 0.68 ± 0.05 1.62 ± 0.10 0.70 ± 0.04 0.99 7.9 ± 0.4 7.4 1.05 158

19 1900-95 1.68 ± 0.07 0.71 ± 0.03 1.48 ± 0.07 0.64 ± 0.03 0.99 7.9 ± 0.2 7.4 0.84 285

20 1929-95 2.32 ± 0.16 0.98 ± 0.07 1.69 ± 0.21 0.73 ± 0.09 0.95 7.5 ± 0.9 7.3 0.33 120
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Abstract
Dubrovnik (Croatia) and Hilo (Hawaii, USA) are two urban centers that frequently face the 
challenges inherent in cataclysmic tsunamis. This paper will demonstrate better practices for 
incorporating dynamic aquatic forces in urban planning and project-specific landscape design for 
metropolitan waterfronts, drawing on the specific tsunami history of Dubrovnik and Hilo; it will 
also identify innovations in contemporary aquatic interface design. Design professionals can move 
beyond damage control to inclusion of dynamic aquatic forces in their waterfront rehabilitation 
projects, and thereby improve urban resiliency in urban centers such as Dubrovnik and Hilo, in the 
face of foreseeable tsunamis of the same magnitude that have been experienced.
Dubrovnik, Hilo and other urban centers with waterfronts have faced repeated tsunami attacks since 
they evolved into regional economic centers. Recent technical innovations in structural engineering 
have expanded the design options for meeting the challenges of foreseeable tsunami attacks in 
those centers. Design professionals can move beyond traditional preventative systems (such as 
sea walls) to include channels and robust high-rise framing systems in land forms that accept the 
dynamic tsunami surge rather than attempting to resist it (often in futility) with brute strength. 
This approach involves “outwrestling” tsunami forces by improving the ductility of man-made 
structures and water courses through performance-based design, following recent innovations 
in design methodology used in earthquake engineering. At its most fundamental level, improved 
resiliency follows a site-specific understanding of tsunami demand (in part derived from an 
honest understanding of historical attacks) and science-based predictions of performance based 
on capacity in excess of demand. This approach will produce better results than in earlier attacks, 
including reduced death, downtime and destruction.

Key words: tsunami, Dubrovnik, Hilo, risk management
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1 Introduction: Better Practices for Meeting the Tsunami Challenge

A tsunami is a natural hazard that can cause cataclysmic death, downtime and destruc-
tion within coastal urban centers. [1] For such centers, such as Dubrovnik (Croatia) and 
Hilo (Hawaii, USA), individual design professionals (e.g., landscape architects and struc-
tural engineers) and urban planners participate in a never-ending process of increas-
ing the capacity of the coastal center to overcome the potentially catastrophic conse-
quences of the tsunami surge. This process of improvement can be interpreted as a 
series of patterns, and analyzing them can assist designers and planners in achieving 
the performance targets that they select
This discussion will treat the tsunami as a set of ocean waves caused by a sudden dis-
location of our planetary crust, usually arising from an underwater landslide or earth-
quake. [1] Long before the formation of the United States, Dubrovnik and other urban 
centers in the Mediterranean sustained cataclysmic losses because the collective ca-
pacity of the urban center was inadequate to meet the demands of the tsunami waves 
and their aquatic inundation of the built environment. The same cycle has more recently 
been studied in the State of Hawaii, including at Hilo Bay. [2]
While the hazards posed by tsunamis can be daunting, a pattern of managing tsuna-
mi risk in the built environment has emerged. First, tsunami ocean waves overrun the 
usual shoreline and inundate the built environment (including infrastructure, commer-
cial and industrial facilities, as well as residential structures). Second, elements of the 
built environment fail to meet the inundation demand, and the ensuing unsatisfactory 
performance contributes to the destruction of property, and personal injury and/or loss 
of life. Third, the decimated areas in the urban center are repaired, repurposed and/or 
rebuilt under the auspices of designers and planners who are conscious of the most 
recent tsunami event (and, to varying degrees, of other destructive tsunamis). Fourth, 
later, and largely out of the limelight, modifications are made to the built environment 
which necessarily change the capacity of the urban center to meet the foreseeable tsu-
nami demands. Fifth, another set of tsunami ocean waves inundate the newer urban 
configuration, losses are sustained and the process of recovery restarts. 
Here, we argue that design professionals and planners should follow evolving best 
practices when undertaking the repair, repurposing and rebuilding of the coastal urban 
center both immediately after a cataclysmic tsunami and in the more distant future, as 
further refinement and development are undertaken. Specifically, they should employ 
technical advances in the design and construction of new urban elements in order to 
meet more rigorous performance targets that will yield proportionately less death, de-
struction and downtime when the next set of foreseeable tsunami waves overruns the 
usual shoreline. 
As designers and planners strive to improve tsunami capacity, how do they bridge the 
gap between past performance and future improvements? A starting point is to derive 
lessons from past cataclysmic tsunamis. As Professor Christopher Arnold suggested, 
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isolating seminal patterns “represents our current best guess as to what arrangement 
of the physical environment will work to solve the problem presented. The empirical 
questions center on the problem – does it occur and is it felt in the way we describe 
it? – and the solution – does the arrangement we propose solve the problem?” [3] Two 
recent aquatic inundation events will illustrate fundamental patterns that help us solve 
the problem of meeting the tsunami challenge, discussed further below with regard to 
Hilo and Dubrovnik.

2 Two Examples of Managing Aquatic Inundation

In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy caused $65 billion in damage to the United States. 
[4] Starting on October 29, 2012, part of this damage was sustained at Wall Street in 
lower Manhattan, where the storm surge inundated subways, tunnels, highways and 
streets with record-breaking levels of storm water. As a result, most of the primary 
financial center of the United States lost ordinary utility power for an extended time, 
which necessarily meant that the office towers housing financial institutions went dark, 
employees could not work, and billions of dollars of revenue were lost. But during the 
darkest hours, there was one significant exception on Wall Street: the high-rise housing 
Goldman Sachs was illuminated while virtually all the other towers were dark, and as a 
result, Goldman Sachs kept operating through the worst of the aquatic inundation, gen-
erating billions of revenues while its competitors were powerless and paralyzed. [5,6,7] 
Goldman Sachs outperformed its competitors because its management had invested 
in an independent power-generating system unlike others in Wall Street. It anticipated 
basement water inundation in foreseeable natural events and obtained special munici-
pal permission to install its fuel and mechanical system several stories above grade 
rather than in the flood-vulnerable basement spaces customarily used in Wall Street. 
[8] This creative management approach to a foreseeable natural hazard enabled it to 
outperform its competitors when the natural hazard (Sandy) finally hit. This Goldman 
Sachs episode sheds light on a possible path for designers and planners to outperform 
others when their facilities and urban centers are hit by tsunami-driven aquatic inunda-
tions: use innovative techniques to minimize the potential damage, death and disloca-
tions arising from foreseeable tsunamis.
On the island of Oahu, the United States Corps of Engineers (USCE) and the State of Ha-
waii somewhat belatedly met the challenge of invasive flood waters by creating sacri-
ficial channels and a massive reservoir to protect local residences and their inhabitants. 
This local anecdote contains a pattern useful for our tsunami discussion. Five streams 
in the Keapuka Subdivision (City of Kaneohe, population 34,597 in 2010 and 33,241 in 
2020) [9] had inadequate capacities to handle heavy rains. On February 4, 1965, the 
streams overtopped and flooded the subdivision, killing two residents and damaging 
or destroying 30 residential structures. No comprehensive mechanism was undertaken 
to increase capacity and the streams overtopped again four years later, on February 1, 
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1969, causing additional substantial residential damage in the same subdivision. In or-
der to avoid another, third, inundation of the same subdivision, the USCE designed and 
built a dam (2,200 feet long and 75 feet high) and affiliated reservoir (with permanent 
pool capacity of 260 acre-feet and a maximum storage capacity of 3,800 acre-feet). 
Affiliated infrastructure was built to better handle flood waters, including storm sewer 
linkage to the local flood control district. Since its completion in 1980, the subdivision 
has not been overrun with floodwaters. The dam and reservoir cost $25.52 million and 
were incorporated into a 223 acre municipal botanical garden (Hoomaluhia) in a “highly 
urbanized area.” [10,11] Thereafter, additional residences were built in the same area. 
Thus, after two inundation events (four years apart), national and local governmental 
agencies stepped in and dramatically increased the infrastructure flooding capacity by 
spending $25 million to create artificial channels for foreseeable flooding, as well as 
building a reservoir to control excess floodwaters.
Does the historical record support a similar pattern in Hilo and Dubrovnik? Should de-
velopers improve the performance of their structures and should governmental entities 
create artificial channels and reservoirs to control tsunami inundations above and be-
yond the usual shoreline? 

3  Dubrovnik History: “Filled the Whole of the Market Square with 
Water” 

Dubrovnik (also known as Ragusa) is a coastal city situated on the Dalmatian coast, at the 
Southern end of Croatia, with a population in 2020 of approximately 25,000 (28,242 in 
2011; approximately 50,000 in 1990; approximately 6,000 in 1667). [12] The Old City of 
Dubrovnik is known as the “Pearl of the Adriatic” and is on UNESCO’s World Heritage List be-
cause it has preserved “its beautiful Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque churches, monaster-
ies, palaces and fountains.” [13] The city’s defensive stone walls are acknowledged as one 
of the most significant fortification systems of the Middle Ages, including an uninterrupted 
course of approximately 1,940 meters. [14] Sea walls were originally constructed to protect 
the city from sea-based attacks and range from 1.5 to 5 meters thick [15].
At approximately 7:10 (UTC) on the morning of April 6, 1667, Dubrovnik was struck by 
a cataclysmic offshore earthquake and tsunami. Contemporaneous first-hand reports 
[16, 17, 18] support the following characterizations of the earthquake and the tsunami 
that it triggered:
 - The surface wave magnitude of the earthquake was on the order of 7.2.
 - The MMI was on the order of XI.
 - Before the tsunami waves struck, the harbor waters receded “from the coast for a 

mile and then returned with great force.” Another report estimated that the waters 
receded from the coast “for almost 1,000 yards.”

 - The maximum water height above ordinary sea level in the Bay of Dubrovnik was 
extraordinary.
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 - The intensity of the tsunami was at least 3-4.
 - The Bay of Dubrovnik and the Old Town were inundated with at least four tsunami 

surges.
 - The canals in Venice experienced extraordinary surges as well.

Robin Harris [19] summarizes similar contemporaneous reports as follows:
“Suddenly there was a deep rumbling, and a violent blow rocked the city. . . . A large 
part of the city collapsed. . . . The ground shook and crevasses opened up, swallowing 
completely some modest dwellings in the suburbs. The city walls swayed before fall-
ing back into position. . . . From out over the Adriatic there arose a roaring sound similar 
to continuous cannon fire. The sea withdrew from the harbor entirely and the ships 
moored there smashed their hulls on the now-exposed rock bed. Several times the tide 
returned and withdrew again.” 
Harris estimates that 6,000 individuals lived within the walls of Ragusa at the time 
of the earthquake and tsunami, and that 2,000 perished as a result of the cataclysm. 
More than half of the significant institutional facilities and nearly all residences were 
destroyed during and immediately after the earthquake. “Most memorable for the 
population, however, was a tidal wave which filled the whole of the market square 
with water.” [19]
From Dubrovnik’s history a pattern emerges that tracks the aquatic inundation history 
at the Keapuka Subdivision, Kaneohe, Hawaii (described above). First, there is a destruc-
tive precedent (the 1667 cataclysm) that puts design professionals and planners on 
notice that the urban center is at risk of aquatic inundation following a severe natural 
event (here, tsunami inundation of the urban core followed a severe offshore earth-
quake). The next part of the pattern is open-ended: in addition to remediation of sea 
walls and other infrastructure after the 1667 tsunami, what other tangible steps have 
been taken to increase Dubrovnik’s capacity to handle a foreseeable tsunami hazard? 
How can developers improve the tsunami performance of their structures, and how can 
Dubrovnik’s governmental entities create artificial channels and reservoirs to control 
tsunami inundations beyond its walls and usual shoreline? Is it practical for Dubrovnik 
to invest in systems for managing aquatic inundation like local and national governmen-
tal entities did in Kaneohe, Hawaii?

4 Hilo History: Two Cataclysmic Tsunamis in the Past 75 Years 

Hilo is a coastal city on the largest of the Hawaiian Islands, with a population in 2020 
of approximately 45,000 (43,263 in 2010; approximately 25,000 in 1946 and 1960). 
[20] Conventional wisdom among Hawaiians is that “Hawaii is struck by more tsunamis 
than any other region in the world” and Hilo, in turn, is treated as the tsunami capital 
of Hawaii because of its coastal orientation [20]. Hilo Bay faces the Pacific Ocean to 
the North. State Highway 19 runs North and South on the Western side of the Bay. The 
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Eastern portion of Hilo Bay merges with Hilo Harbor to the East; this area is bounded 
by an L-shaped breakwater that terminates near commercial piers. Ocean access is to 
the West of the breakwater. Coconut Island is located a few hundred meters from the 
waterfront at the Western edge of Hilo Harbor. [21] 
The core of the shoreline runs from the mouth of the Wailuku River on the West to 
the mouth of the Wailoa River on the East (immediately South of the mouth is Wailoa 
Bay, and south of that is Wailoa Pond). The distance between the two rivers is approxi-
mately 2.25 kilometers. Bridges span the mouths of both rivers and they are connected 
by State Highway 19, which traverses parkland and playing fields in the contemporary 
configuration of Hilo’s waterfront. Kamehameha Avenue runs parallel to Highway 19 
for approximately 1 kilometer to the East of the Wailuku River, before it merges with 
Highway 19 for the next 1.25 kilometers to the Wailoa River mouth. Historically, the 
commercial core of Hilo has been situated to the South of Kamehameha Avenue. 
When Captain George Vancouver anchored at Hilo Bay in 1794, King Kamehameha was 
based at Waiakea, a center a few kilometers to the South of Coconut Island, and was as-
sembling a fleet of war canoes which were used to conquer the other Hawaiian Islands, 
which ultimately led to the consolidation of the Hawaiian Kingdom. [22]
After several years of construction, the Breakwater was completed in 1929. The pre-
vailing local view is that the 3,072 meter long Breakwater was not designed to meet 
tsunami surges, but to facilitate mooring and cargo operations. [22]
Both before and after completion of the breakwater at Hilo Bay, the urban core of Hilo 
experienced tsunamis that caused significant property damage, and occasionally, loss 
of life. Seven of those tsunamis occurred between 1837 and 1975. In most instances, 
the maximum elevation of the tsunami waves above typical sea level (herein denomi-
nated “maximum water height”) exceeded 2.5 meters.The two most destructive took 
place in 1946 and 1960.

4.1 The 1946 Cataclysmic Tsunami 

“On April 1, 1946 at 4:28 am (12:28 UTC), an 8.6 moment magnitude earthquake struck 
off the coast of Unimak Island in Alaska’s Aleutian Islands, generating a tsunami that 
caused the greatest damage and number of deaths in Hawaii’s history . . . . In Hawaii 
the waves reached about 17 m or 55 ft. high and killed 158 people, most in the town of 
Hilo . . . .” [23]
The maximum water height at the Hilo shoreline was estimated to be 6.1 meters. In-
undation extended at least 800 meters inland from the shoreline. [2] Elements of the 
1946 inundation at Hilo include the following:
 - Breakwater at Hilo Bay. The tsunami waves overtopped the Breakwater and de-

stroyed approximately 60 percent of it. “Giant blocks of stone, some weighing more 
than 8 tons, were strewn on the bayfront beach like grains of sand.” 

 - Coconut Island. The island was inundated several times, including waves that over-
topped its trees, on the order of 7 meters (roughly 25 feet) above ordinary sea level. 
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 - Wailuku River. Water levels rose several meters and flooded areas adjacent to the 
river banks.

 - Wailoa River. Water levels rose several meters and flooded areas adjacent to the river 
banks.

 - Railways and Roadways. The railway bridge at the mouth of the Wailuku River was 
sheared off its supports, and floated several hundred meters up-river, until the surge 
dissipated, at which point it floated seaward until it grounded on a small island a few 
hundred meters from the edge of the Bay. Conversely, the highway bridge was not 
destroyed. The railway terminus and railway tracks were destroyed. Kamehameha 
Avenue was inundated several times. 

 - Commercial Facilities. Commercial piers and fishing boats were severely damaged. 
Commercial structures on the bay side of Kamehameha Avenue were swept off their 
foundations and strewn on and near the roadway. A tuberculosis hospital was flood-
ed. 

 - Housing. More than 500 homes and business facilities were destroyed. 
 - Fatalities. At least 96 deaths resulted from the tsunami. 
 - Value of Property Damage. In 2021 dollars, the estimated property damage in Hilo 

caused by the 1946 tsunami is $350 million.

After the 1946 tsunami, the land between Kamehameha Avenue and the bay front was 
converted from commercial use into a sacrificial buffer zone of recreation and parking 
facilities. Because the cost of constructing a sea wall to protect against tsunamis was 
determined o exceed the value of all structures in Hilo, the concept was not pursued. [2]

4.2 The 1960 Cataclysmic Tsunami

On May 22, 1960, at 3:11 pm (19:11 UTC) the largest earthquake ever recorded by in-
struments struck southern Chile with a magnitude we now know to be at least 9.5. The 
earthquake generated a tsunami that traveled through every ocean on earth, though 
large, dangerous waves only impacted the coastlines around the Pacific Ocean. . . . [H]
alfway across the Pacific Ocean Hawaii suffered the second-worst tsunami in its re-
corded history—only the Aleutian Islands tsunami of 1946 was worse. It killed 61 peo-
ple in the town of Hilo with waves reaching as high as 10.7 m or about 35 ft. . . . .” [24, 
25] Elements of the 1960 inundation at Hilo include the following:
1. Breakwater at Hilo Bay. It was overtopped by at least 10 meters.
2. Coconut Island. By 01:05, Coconut Island was flooded. Its footbridge, rebuilt three 

times after the 1946 tsunami, was swept away. 
3. Wailuku River. After the second wave, near the River mouth, the water was approxi-

mately 2 meters below ordinary sea level. “The floodwaters inundated approximately 
580 acres between the Wailuku River and the shoreward end of the breakwater.” 

4. Wailoa River. “Between the Wailoa and Wailuku rivers the water washed inland as 
far as the 20-foot contour above seal level.” 
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5. Railways and Roadways. Kamehameha Avenue was flooded by the second tsunami 
wave at 00:46, with a wave height of more than 2.5 meters. “Thirty-foot lengths 
of concrete curbing from the Bayfront Highway [parallel to Kamehameha Avenue] 
were carried 350 feet inland.” 

6. Commercial Facilities. The Hawaiian Electric Power plant exploded and was disabled 
by flooding at 01:05, and at approximately the same time much of the commer-
cial damage was sustained all along the waterfront. After the second wave, a bore 
roughly 10 meters in height inundated Kamehameha and the heart of the commer-
cial district. The tsunami wave “wrenched 22-ton boulders from the 10-foot height 
bayfront seawall and carried them as far as 600 feet inland . . . . “ Elements of a 
hardware store located on Kamehameha Avenue “were later found 1,500 feet away 
beyond the Wailoa river.” Entire “city blocks were swept clean.” Losses included sub-
stantial damage to 508 business and government structures. The following munici-
pal systems were destroyed: domestic water; sewage treatment; storm drainage; 
electrical generation. 

7. Housing. “The business district along Kamehameha Avenue and the adjoining low-
lying residential areas of Waiakea and Shinmachi were literally wiped off the map.” 
Losses included serious damage to 229 dwellings. 

8. Fatalities. 61 deaths.
9. Value of Property Damage. In 2021 dollars, the estimated property damage in Hilo 

caused by the 1960 tsunami was $440 million. 
10. Aftermath. After the 1946 tsunami, many of the damaged commercial operations 

and dislocated households moved away from the buffer zone to other low-lying 
areas in Waiakea and Shinmachi. These areas bore the brunt of property damage 
and loss of life during the 1960 tsunami, after escaping serious damage in the mod-
erate 1952 and 1957 tsunamis. “Just 8 days after the 1960 Tsunami, the Hawaii 
Redevelopment Agency was established. The ocean side buffer zone was extended 
and a landfill plateau was constructed, raising the inland border of the greenbelt 26 
feet above sea level.” “[M]uch of the downtown business district was rebuilt further 
inland. The inundation zone is now largely soccer fields and public park land.” [2]

The same pattern that we saw in Dubrovnik imposes itself on Hilo, only more frequent-
ly. How can developers improve the tsunami performance of their structures in Hilo, and 
how can Hilo’s governmental entities create artificial channels and reservoirs to control 
tsunami inundations beyond its Breakwater and usual shoreline? Is it practical for Hilo 
to invest in systems for managing aquatic inundation like local and national governmen-
tal entities did in Kaneohe, Hawaii?
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5  Paving the Way toward Better Practices for Managing Tsunami 
Risk: Advances in Earthquake Engineering

One of the harsh lessons of the 1946 and 1960 cataclysmic tsunamis is that loss of life 
and property destruction can be reduced in future tsunamis if core commercial districts 
and residential neighborhoods are excluded from the most vulnerable areas along the 
urban waterfront. Put another way, planners can designate low-lying areas to be “buff-
er zones” and developers can rely on their design consultants to predict satisfactory 
tsunami performance taking into account the inundation hazard inherent in areas near 
the shoreline. Best practices are dependent on reliable technical information, including 
awareness of past unacceptable facility performance during tsunami inundation. More-
over, the best practice of creating tsunami buffer zones is only part of the evolving set 
of strategies necessary to manage tsunami risk.
Technological innovation in seismic engineering prompts us to reformulate and expand 
the set of best practices for managing risk arising from tsunamis, including those ex-
perienced by Dubrovnik and Hilo. During the last 50 years, the evolution of earthquake 
engineering techniques has improved earthquake risk management for both private 
developers and public regulatory institutions. Individual facilities built with innovative 
elements now have greater capacities to meet the challenges of severe earthquakes. 
Under the auspices of modern regulation and planning, the same is true for the macro 
design of urban centers in active seismic zones. [26]
One of the realities that has emerged in the United States during the last 50 years is 
that performance targets that control structural designs have evolved from merely 
avoiding collapse during an earthquake to minimizing property damage and maximizing 
functionality promptly after the seismic event. [27, 28] In order to meet these enhanced 
performance targets, structural engineers and their design team colleagues have devel-
oped new techniques for minimizing natural hazard damage and accelerating essential 
repairs to facilitate post-event functionality. Two university projects will illustrate this 
pattern.
At the University of Southern California, the design for a new Cinematic Arts Complex 
was initiated during 2006. The owner mandated that the new facility remain functional 
for at least 100 years (hence, owner’s performance target was a “100 year building”). 
The structural engineers anticipated at least one severe earthquake during that time 
frame and developed a novel structural element to provide both reliable earthquake 
performance and easy, rapid repair: designated sacrificial fuses (denominated “Krawin-
kler Fuses”) to protect the principal load-bearing elements from any significant dam-
age, which would be easily replaced promptly after the earthquake. [29] This concept of 
sacrificial structural elements to protect the principal load-bearing elements can also be 
refined and further developed in the context of tsunami risk management.
At Harvard University, before construction was completed in 2020, the design team of 
the new Science and Engineering Complex (“SEC”) aspired to develop a “500 year build-
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ing.” Water inundation from foreseeable flooding on the nearby Charles River was one 
hazard that the design team had to manage. As was the case in the Goldman Sachs 
project described above, the operative design evolved to make the facility compatible 
with expected aquatic inundation: essential mechanical systems were repositioned and 
land forms were modified to better channel flood waters. Using the latest Army Corps of 
Engineers editions of the 500-year flood maps for the Charles River area better enabled 
the SEC design team to address the challenge of inevitable flooding. [30, 31, 32, 33]

6 Conclusion: Updating Techniques for Managing Aquatic Inundation 

The Harvard SEC project is a useful illustration of a principle that can help designers fac-
ing the tsunami challenge: using the best technical information available can enable the 
design team to reshape land forms to channel aquatic surges. For instance, recent com-
puter modeling suggests that “the main protective benefit of tsunami mitigation parks 
is the reflection of wave energy” and, accordingly, reflection of the tsunami’s wave en-
ergy “can be maximized through strategic design of the park’s hillscape, at least for 
tsunami amplitudes that are comparable to hill height.” [34] In the case of the Hilo Bay, 
reduction of tsunami risk may be better achieved by increasing the hillscape along the 
borders of the Wailuku and Wailoa rivers, instead of investing in a traditional sea wall 
that relies on brute strength. Channeling the tsunami surge in Hilo Bay toward the two 
rivers and creating an up-river reservoir to temporarily retain the inundation may well 
improve performance beyond that of 1946 and 1960 (i.e., less death, destruction and 
downtime). Similarly, artificial hills near Dubrovnik’s Old Town may be able to reflect 
intrusive energy toward the strongest natural points of the bay. Computer analysis of 
these hypothetical configurations is now possible in ways unthinkable 50 years ago.
Finally, innovations in vertical evacuation design have started to make inroads that were 
barely discussed 50 years ago. In the Pacific Northwest of the United States, which 
faces the Cascadia Subduction Zone and a tsunami hazard much like that faced in Du-
brovnik, several public projects have been undertaken to incorporate sacrificial lower 
stories in relatively tall structures, to provide individuals with elevated safe havens 
when the suddenness of a cataclysmic tsunami limits escape options. [35, 36, 37] This 
design approach could save hundreds of lives in Hilo and Dubrovnik as new facilities are 
added to their respective sea shores, within reach of future tsunami inundations.
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Abstract
Earthquake is one of those disasters which have a direct and acquit effect on human lives and 
settlement. At any disaster event, the importance of hospitals is out of question. Functional 
hospitals are a cornerstone in a coordinated national disaster response and without it the 
health consequence could be disastrous. Vulnerability assessment for non-structural elements 
of a hospital is very important to keep it functional during and after a disaster event. By taking 
mitigation measures according to vulnerability assessment of non-structural elements of a 
hospital it is very easy to serve during the time of emergency. Bangladesh is one of the most 
earthquake vulnerable countries in the world. Moreover, the north-east region of the country is 
lying on most threatening zone of seismic hazard. Lalmonirhat Sadar hospital is a district level 
tertiary hospital, similar to other district level hospitals in structural and service facilities. As 
lacking in proper non-structural vulnerability assessment process, mitigation system to reduce 
disaster impact developed not so far. In methodology the non-structural elements were assessed 
by WHO guidelines and questionnaire survey were conducted amond 400 hospital users and 
employees to assess the social awareness under 5 category with 25 subcategory. There are 58 
types of medical facilities in Lalmonirhat hospital and most of them are in vulnerable situation 
during the earthquake in Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale measures. The continuous values 
derived from the sub-variables under 5 variables of social awareness factors is compounded into 
a total score which has the range of 25. The final score out of 25 is 7.93 which indicate low level of 
social awareness of the hospital users for the earthquake awareness. This lower score encourage 
to develop an effective vulnerability mitigation plan for non-structural elements of a hospital to 
reduce hazard impact on health facility.

Key words:  Resilience, Non-structural elements, Health facility, Sadar Hospital, Modified Mercalli 
Intensity (MMI) scale, Mitigation plan 
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1 Introduction

Bangladesh has the 8th largest population in the world with more than 163 million or 
2.11 % of the Earth’s inhabitants living there in 2019 [1]. Bangladesh is one of the most 
earthquake prone countries in the world [2]. Bangladesh is vulnerable to earthquake 
because of the existence of several fault lines and tectonic plate boundaries [3]. Pre-
vious experience of earthquake and rapid urbanization, high population growth rate, 
high density and development of economic arrangements increasing the vulnerability 
for earthquake [3]. 
A building may remain standing after an earthquake, but it might be functionless due 
to nonstructural damage to the equipment, lifeline conduits and other non-structural 
elements like partition walls, veneers, ceilings, window panes etc. Assessment of non-
structural vulnerability is made in order to estimate the expected damage that these el-
ements may suffer when subjected to earthquake shaking at different levels of intensity 
and the consequence to the functionality of the hospital. The cost of the nonstructural 
elements in a hospital may be much higher than that of the structure. Particularly in 
hospitals, it may reach up to 90 % of the total facility value. Moreover, the susceptibility 
to non-structural damage would be high even in a moderate level earthquake (MMI VI-
VII). This can affect or destroy vital aspects of a hospital including those directly related 
to its function, without significantly affecting the structural components. Thus, in an 
earthquake, the external appearance of a hospital might be unaffected, but it may not 
be able to care for patients if the internal facilities have been damaged [4]. So, consider-
ing these the study was lead to find out nonstructural elements of Lalmonirhat Sadar 
Hospital to assess the the earthquake vulnerability and also to know about the social 
awareness of the hospital user and employee of the hospital to reduce the warthquake 
vulnerability in Hospital with nonstructural mitigation plan.

2 Methodology

One of the objectives of the study was to investigate the Non-structural elements and 
their vulnerability by an earthquake in Lalmonirhat Sadar Hospital of Bangladesh. For he 
investigation of non structural and structural vulnerability by an earthquake many stud-
ies were carrioed out as like as Johnson [5], WHO [6], NZS [7], NZS [8], FEMA [9] and 
FEMA [10]. The methodology is developed in this study according to general availability 
of non structural elements of hospitals and the primary data are taken into account in 
developing the methodology. 

2.1 Assessment of Individual Components 

Individual non structural components and equipments were visited to evaluate the 
vulnerability of the hospital. All equipment and components were rated against two 
earthquakes, i.e. a medium size earthquake (MMI VI-VII) and a severe earthquake (MMI 
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VIII-IX), in terms of different levels of damage. Four levels of damage - very high, high, 
medium and low were taken in this case. 

2.2 Identifying Critical Systems and Facilities 

Identification of critical systems and essential functions of hospitals was carried out 
based upon the functional requirements of the hospital during and after an earthquake. 
The main critical systems and facilities, which are important for continued functionality, 
were identified after visiting the hospital. The following steps were followed to identify 
the critical systems. 

2.3 Steps for Identifying the Critical Systems and Facilities 

Step 1 Visit the hospital and explain the scope of work to the hospital administration. 
Step 2. Collect information. 
Step 3.  Visit essential and critical facilities (after collecting information). 
Step 4.  Visit lifeline facilities (after collecting information). 
Step 5.   Cross correlation among structural system, medical facilities and lifeline sys-

tems.

2.4  Assessment of Social Awareness and Emergency Evacuation Prepared-
ness for Hospital

Interview of hospital user and employee of hospital has been done through question-
naire having close ended questions. It was focused on the variables related to social 
awareness and emergency earthquake preparedness. The sampling method is purpo-
sive sampling. With 95 % confidence level and confidence interval of 5, the calculated 
sample size was 400. 

3 Non-structural Vulnerability Scenario of the Hospital 

The most important component among three of Non-structural element of hospital 
building is lifeline facilities, then comes the medical equipment facilities and architec-
tural elements. All the components of lifeline systems, medical facilities and architec-
tural elements were studied on an individual basis. However, the assessment done sys-
tem by system according to the guideline, The simplified questioner helped studying all 
individual components of a specific system before moving to the next.
All equipment and components were rated against MMI VI- IX levels of earthquakes 
(6.0 – 6.9 magnitude), if they are vulnerable, vulnerability reduction options and mitiga-
tion options were identified for all equipment and contents. Major lifeline facilities of 
Lalmonirhat Sadar Hospital is.
a. Emergency Exit System 
b. Fire System 
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c. Electricity System
d. Water Supply System 
e. Medical Gas Supply System
f. Communication System

3.1 Present Status

ield survey shows that the number of staircases in the hospital is about 4 (including one 
ramp) which are the element of emergency exit system. Field survey reveals that this non-
structural system is well-built and not vulnerable in MMI VII-IX level earthquake (6.0 – 6.9 
magnitude). The number of Fire safety System in the hospital is about 4 no’s fire extin-
guisher. Those are strongly hooked with the wall. There are 2 diesel generators and a 
200kV Bangladesh Power Distribution Board (BPDB) transformer to serve the hospital. 
The transformer is strongly anchored stable poles, but the generators are revolving and 
not an chored with floor or wall. Two 6 HP water pump used for water supply of the hos-
pital. There are eight RCC water tank and one plastic tank in the roof top of the hospital 
building. Approximate capacity is 19000 liters. There is no provision of medical gas sup-
ply line. Gas supplied through portable cylinders. Two BTCL land phone used inner-outer 
communication of the hospital. Broadband internet connection is used in statistics room. 
There is no internal network or other mode of communication technology is available in 
the hospital.

Figure 1.  Ramp of the exit system, Fire fighting system, Generators and Transformer and Water Supply 
(Source. Field Survey, 2019)

The following figure 2 shows the lifeline non-structural elements available in the Lal-
monirhat Sadar Hospital. From the lifeline non-structural elements the emergency exit 
and fire system contains the more percentage of available system and both of them are 
27 %.

Figure 2. Present Lifeline Non-structural Elements Availability (Source. Field Survey, 2019)
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3.2 Available Medical Facilities

A complete Non-structural Vulnerability assessment required identification of all medi-
cal facilities; field observation listed all of the medical facility equipment of lalmonir sa-
dar hospital as follow; with their quantity.

Table 1. Available Medical Facilities (Source. Field Survey, 2019)

S.N. Name of Equipment Quantity S.N. Name of Equipment Quantity

1 Anesthesia machine & ventilator 5 30 Osmometers 1
2 Autoclave 7 31 Ovens 2
3 Automatic cell counter 1 32 Oxygen concentrator 1
4 Bilirubin meter 1 33 Nebulizer 7

5 Biochemical analyzer 1 34 Oxygen cylinders 41
6 Blood bank freezer 2 35 Pavilion lamp 2
7 Boilers 2 36 Power generator 2

37 Pulmonary function 
analyzer 1

8 Centrifuge 3 38 Pulse oxymeter 1
9 Culture incubator 1 39 Respirators 5

10 Dialysis unit 1 40 Shelves 23

11 Dryers 3 41 Sterile and non-sterile 
material storage 4

12 Electrical photometer 1 42 Suction machine and 
pumps 9

13 Electrocardiogram monitor 2 43 Transformer 1
14 Electro diathermy 3 44 Ultrasound 3
15 Electro stimulator 2 45 Urine analyzer 1

16 ELISA analyzer 1 46 Vital signs monitors 2

17 Emergency power generator 2 47 Water pump system 3
18 Sterilizer 8 48 Water tanks 9
19 Flame photometer 1 49 X-ray equipment 4
20 Hemodialysis machines 1 50 Equipment trolley 14
21 Image intensifier 1 51 Fridge for Dead body 1
22 Incubator 10 52 Non-wheeler Patient bed 43
23 Nitrogen Cylinder 36 53 Wheeler Patient bed 25
24 OT Lamp 6 54 Cupboard 22
25 Laparoscopy equipment 1 55 Revolving chair 15

26 Micro centrifuge 1 56 Dental Table 1

27 Microscopes 3 57 Water Filter 4
28 Miscellaneous equipment 13 58 X-ray View board 5
29 Operating table 6
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3.3 Assessed Architectural Elements

As the hospital established in 1981 and the building renewed in 2006 the Architectural 
Elements poses a little risk compared to other system. About 100 sq. feet’s of total 
glass paneled partition found. 60 sq. feet of them are required modification. 

Figure 3.  Medical Facilities (Anesthesia, Operating Room and Incubator) and Architectural Elements 
(Laminated glass panel in pediatric ward), Source. Field Survey, 2019

4 Performance Analysis of Existing System 

The major three elements of the non-structural components of the hospital 
were surveyed. By comparing them with WHO guideline following vulnerability of 
those system calculated.

4.1 Availability of Resilience of lifeline system

Table 2. Vulnerable system, Source. Field Survey, 2019

5 Mitigation Options

All fifteen of mitigation options stated in the WHO guideline are useful to increase sys-
tems performance. After conducting field survey 10 of the options are found usable 
among 15 of total to reduce vulnerability of the hospital.

System No. of
system

Percentage of 
Vulnerable system

Percentage of 
Safe System

Emergency Exit System 4 0% 100%

Fire System 4 0% 100%

Electricity System 3 67% 33%

Water Supply System 2 50% 50%

Medical Gas Supply System 0 0% 0%

Communication System 2 50% 50%

Lifeline System - 60% 40%

Medical Equipment 377 79% 24%

Architectural Element and Glass Panel 10 38% 62%
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Table 3. Vulnerability Mitigation Count

5.1 Vulnerability Mitigation Count

The following figure 4 shows the mitigation options stated in the WHO guideline to 
increase systems performance and here are the total mitigation option for the hospital 
nonstructural elements.

Figure 4. Vulnerability Mitigation Option Counts (Source. Field Survey, 2019)

6  Social Awareness and Emergency Evacuation Preparedness 
Analysis for Hospital

The awareness condition of the hospital users and the employees are done through a 
scoring system. There are five variables under the emergency evacuation preparedness 
and the awareness condition in a hospital. They are:
 - Earthquake risk awareness

No. Mitigation Option Name Recommended Total Number

1. Removal Yes 16

2. Relocation Yes 9

3. Restricted Mobility for Certain Objects Yes 32

4. Anchorage Yes 66

5. Hooking Yes 44

6. Strapping Yes 48

7. Flexible couplings Yes 27

8. Supports No 0

9. Substitution No 0

10. Modification Yes 6

11. Reinforcement No 0

12. Redundancy No 0

13. Rapid Response and Repair No 0

14. Improving Safety of Operation Theatres Yes 14

15. Development of Chaining System on Beds Yes 25
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 - Emergency evacuation knowledge
 - Provision for elderly/disabled
 - Vulnerability of nonstructural elements
 - Self-protection ability

Each variable has five sub variables under it. The negative and positive responses of the 
sub variables are coded from 0 -1. The mean values of each sub-variable describe the 
condition of each sub-variable. The sum of sub-variable mean scores show the condi-
tion of each variable. 

6.1 Earthquake risk awareness

The earthquake risk awareness variable has five sub-variables. The highest score of 0.8 
belongs to the sub-variable earthquake probability in the area/hospital. Have earth-
quake safety plan have the lowest score of 0.14. The total score is 1.92 out of 5. 

Table 4. Earthquake Risk Awareness of the Hospital Users, Source. Field Survey, 2019

6.2 Emergency evacuation knowledge

Under this variable, the lowest scoring sub variable is ‘Participation in earthquake drills’, 
with score of 0.23. ‘Post-earthquake meeting place’ sub-variables have the highest 
score of 0.92. The total score is 2.54 out of 5.

Table 5. Emergency evacuation knowledge of the responders, Source. Field Survey, 2019

Earthquake Risk Awareness of the Hospital Users Mean Total Score (out of 5)

Earthquake probability in the area/hospital 0.8

1.92

Taken steps to increase earthquake knowledge 0.18

Hospital is safe for earthquake 0.48

Have earthquake safety plan 0.14

Safety measures taken by Hospital 0.32

Emergency evacuation knowledge of the responders Mean Total Score (out of 5)

Know the quick route out of hospital 0.78

2.54

Post-earthquake meeting place 0.92

Participation in earthquake drills 0.23

Know earthquake emergency evacuation procedure 0.34

Know the number of emergency services 0.27
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6.3 Provision for elderly/disabled

The sub-variables under Provision for elderly/disabled variable have poor scores to 
them. Among them, the highest scoring sub-variable is ‘Assistive devices for elderly/ 
disabled at hospital’ with a score of 0.72. The lowest scoring sub-variable is ‘Training 
for the elderly/disabled for emergency evacuation’ with score of 0.04. The total score 
is 1.16. 

Table 6. Provision for elderly/disabled,  Source. Field Survey, 2019

6.4 Vulnerability of nonstructural Elements

In case of vulnerability of nonstructural elements, ‘Concerned about the Anchorage, 
Hooking and Strapping for safeness of medical equipment’s’ got the lowest score of 
0.02. The total score is 0.89. 

Table 7. Vulnerability of structures, Source. Field Survey, 2019

6.5 Self-protection ability

The self-protection ability variable has the Highest scoring is ‘Formal savings for gen-
eral purposes’, with score of 0.68. Total score is 1.42 out of 5.

Provision for elderly/disabled Mean Total Score 
(out of 5)

Nonstructural provision for evacuation of elderly/disabled from hospital 0.12

1.16
Access to vehicles for evacuation of elderly/disabled 0.17

Training for the elderly/disabled for emergency evacuation 0.04
Assistive devices for elderly/ disabled at hospital 0.72

Training of caregivers for elderly/ disabled for emergency evacuation 0.11

Vulnerability of Nonstructural Elements Mean Total Score (out 
of 5)

Concerned about safety due to nonstructural elements of the hospital 0.12

0.89

Concerned about Removal and Relocation system for safety of medical 
equipment’s 0.08

Accessibility of the safety elements as like as firefighting system 0.51
Concerned about the Anchorage, Hooking and Strapping for safeness of 

medical equipment’s 0.02

Knowledge and concerned about Supports  and Modification of 
nonstructural elements of hospital for earthquake safety 0.16
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Table 8. Self-protection ability, Source. Field Survey, 2019

6.6 Total social awareness and Emergency Evacuation Preparedness Score

The continuous values derived from the sub-variables under 5 variables of emergency 
evacuation preparedness factors is compounded into a total score which has the range 
of 25. The final score out of 25 is 7.93 which indicate low level of social awareness of 
the hospital users for the earthquake preparedness. 

Table 9. Total Score of Social Awareness and Emergency Evacuation Preparedness Factors

7  Recommendation about mitigation options on Non-structural 
vulnerability resilience

7.1  Removal, Relocation, Restricted Mobility for Certain Objects, Anchorage, 
Hooking, Strapping, Supports, Modification and Safety of Operation Thea-
tres

Removal is probably the best mitigation option in many cases. Relocation would reduce 
the danger in many cases. For example, a very heavy object on top of a shelf could 
fall and seriously injure someone as well as break thereby causing economic losses. 
Restricted mobility for certain objects such as gas cylinders and power generators is a 
good measure. Anchorage is the most widely used precaution. It is a good idea to use 
bolts, cables or other materials to prevent valuable or large components from falling or 
sliding. Development of a proper hooking system using chains and hooks can protect 
medical equipment and can decrease the impact hazard during use and storage respec-
tively. To mitigate the risk the medical elements can easily be secured by using strap-
ping, thus preventing chemical bottles and medicine stored on the shelves from falling 

Emergency Evacuation Preparedness Factors Score

Earthquake Risk Awareness of the Hospital Users 1.92

Emergency evacuation knowledge 2.54

Provision for elderly/disabled 1.16

Vulnerability of Nonstructural Elements 0.89

Self-protection ability 1.42

Total: 7.93 (out of 25)

Self-protection ability Mean Total Score

Savings for emergencies 0.32

1.42

Bring safety instruments to hospital for emergency 0.02

Health Insurance 0.06

Formal savings for general purposes 0.68

Ability to shift another hospital 0.34
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down. Supports are suitable in many cases. For example, ceilings are usually hung from 
cables that only withstand the force of gravity. Modification is a possible solution for 
an object that represents a seismic hazard. For example, earth movements twist and 
distort a building possibly causing the rigid glass in the windows to shatter and launch 
sharp glass splinters onto the occupants and the passers-by around the hospital. The 
OT system should have a number of chains, straps, hooks and guide bars in the rack for 
fixing and securely placing the equipment in the rack [4].

Figure 5.  Mitigation technique for Removal, Relocation, Restricted Mobility, Anchorage, Hooking, 
Modification and Safety of Operation Theatres, Source. Field Survey, 2019 and [4]

8 Conclusion

Non-structural earthquake vulnerability assessment is a small part huge system to 
combat earthquake disaster. The goal of this study is to assess functionality of the fa-
cility and to assess the social awareness to increse the level of awareness in the earth-
quake situation. According to the guideline of the WHO this gradual process be obtained 
by all the hospitals of the country
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Abstract
The custom of laying out the foundation stone is a remnant of an ancient knowledge of importance 
of an auspicious beginning of the construction. Today, many key knowledges about building that 
brings a good luck to the occupants has been lost. Failure to build in proper way causes many 
troubles to the inhabitants. Here we are presenting the basic knowledge of a restored science 
of the construction according to the Natural Laws - Maharishi Vastu architecture for Fortune 
Creating Homes. In the land of that knowledge - India - there are temples that remain undamaged 
for hundreds of years while nearby houses are collapsing due to the earthquakes. Just as there 
are people who never or extremely rare get sick, one might say they are invincible, so there are 
invincible houses and settlements/cities, too. The invincible house or settlement means that it is 
bypassed by fires, hurricanes, floods, probably earthquakes, and the occupants are lucky, healthy 
& wealthy in everyday life since the house generates peace, order & harmony to its occupants. 
These Fortune creating homes are examples of the Meissner effect – invincibility - in architecture 
and building.

Key words: ancient, Maharishi, Vastu, architecture, building, earthquake, protection
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1 Introduction

Earthquakes by themselves, if we exclude cataclysms are rarely dangerous in uninhab-
ited areas. However, the way of life and the way / type of layout and construction of 
houses and settlements are crucial for the extent of human suffering and the material 
damage to the occupants. The way of life indicates the degree of deviation from the 
Natural Laws and this degree also indicates the extent of human casualties and mate-
rial damage.
 The most ancient and only complete knowledge of building is Vastu Vidya. The Sanskrit 
word Vāstu means a dwelling or house with a corresponding plot of land and Vidya 
means correct knowledge in any field of science, learning, philosophy, or any factual 
knowledge that cannot be disputed or refute. This knowledge was forgotten. Fortu-
nately, the revival of this science that protects dwellers was done by Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi, Indian sage, physicist and the greatest knower of consciousness, the basis of eve-
rything. More than three decades ago Maharishi has cleansed Vastu Vidya from corrup-
tion due time and systematized knowledge of building, instructing vastu experts (Vastu 
shastris) from India and contemporary architects and builders. So, the writer of this 
article is entirely confident only when referring to Maharishi Vastu architecture (MVA) 
[1, 2]. Maharishi Vastu architecture or Maharishi Sthapatya Veda (MSV) refers not only 
to use of traditional, ecological, climate adapted and appropriate materials, but also to 
the implementation of knowledge of constructing the Fortune creating homes/build-
ings, Garden villages, Cities, and Peace colonies [3].
As Maharishi stated, the intelligence of Nature connects and balances the individual 
structure with the cosmic structure, and if taken into account when building ideal vastu, 
supports all good in life including enlightenment [4]. The laws of proper construction 
were discovered by the ancient seers - rishis - people with direct insight in the laws of 
nature. This knowledge is written in those ancient textbooks in the Hindu scriptures [5] 
like Maya Mata and Manasara (Vastu Sastras) and other books dating back to the 6th 
century BC. Also, interesting and comprehensive book on that is collected in an ency-
clopedia on Hindu Architecture [6]. Less comprehensive but informative book for the 
beginners was also written in Croatian language by Ignac Peras [7]. MVA is the trade 
mark of designing and building invincible, fortune creating homes (FCH) [8]. To date, 
about 2,000 FCH and buildings have been built worldwide, including settlements in 
Netherlands, England, Maharishi Vedic City (USA, Iowa, Fairfield) and elsewhere [9]. As 
experience shows these MVA houses are protected from fires, hurricanes and various 
accidents. There are no reports on earthquakes – there were no earthquakes where 
these houses were built, but, ut exempla docent, we should not neglect now for decades 
proven Maharishi Vastu shield effect!
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2  The main principles of maharishi vastu architecture and vedic city 
planning for invincibility of inhabitants

In addition to the architectural design (that follows the basic rules of natural placement 
of rooms according to their function) construction should begin according to on a certain 
auspicious day determined by astronomically - astrologically - mathematically consist-
ent calculations (Jyotish - Vedic astrology) of the laying ‘foundation stone’ ceremony. 
The laying ‘foundation stone’ ceremony is of utmost importance [10]. If settlements, 
villages or cities are being built, the Maharishi Vastu City Planning must be followed. 
Like the Maharishi Vastu houses, those are characterized by the Meissner effect in 
building - the Vastu shield or Vastu shanti – peaceful residing place. Sanskrit word ‘vas-
tu’ means a dwelling or house with a corresponding plot of land applied in design and 
construction. Houses and settlements built on these principles, unlike the neighboring 
ones, were spared from various disasters. The first Fortune creating house was built 
in Croatia a few years ago in Opatija, but the enthusiasts from ‘AKRAM’ plan to build 
‘invincible’ town for 10,000 inhabitants in Croatia [11, 12]. 

Site Select: To meet Maharishi Vastus fundamental requirements into consideration 
must be taken other important influences, such as slope and shape of the land, unob-
structed rising Sun, influences in the environment, including water bodies etc. 

Right orientation: According to MVA, it is of utmost importance to live in a house with 
entrance oriented due to east, direction of the rising sun, which brings the life-support-
ing influence, as well as of other planets. The word orientation comes from the word 
orient, i.e., east. Alternatively, house or city could be oriented to the north (Figure 1). All 
other orientations are inauspicious, especially dangerous is the south.

Figure 1.
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The Grid: For city / village to be east oriented, every building must be east oriented. The 
city plan must be laid out on a grid oriented precisely to the cardinal directions. Namely, 
according to the seismology and helioseismology, there are so called spherical harmon-
ics that are the Earth’s magnetic grid on its surface. Because the Earth spins from west 
to east on its north/ south axis, there is a symmetry braking effect on the long-period 
surface waves, quantified by spherical harmonics (standing waves). That wave-like dy-
namics support a grid along the cardinal directions. So, the buildings that are aligned 
to this grid naturally resonate with the dynamics of the Earth and the grid cells in the 
human brain [13]. Research in neuroscience has shown the nerve cells of the brain, the 
neurons of the thalamus, fire differently when facing different directions. This means 
that the power of thought is influenced by directionality [14]. 
Proper Placement: Crossing from east to west the Sun generates different energies. 
In Maharishi Vastu architecture and planning these different energies of the Sun de-
termines the suitable place for the various zones of a city, and the different rooms in a 
building. Then the Natural law supports out activity in the house. 
Layout with Silent Center – Brahmastan: Everywhere in nature we find a silent core: 
galaxies have a black hole; solar systems have a star; flower a center, cells, molecules 
and atoms have a nucleus. This is a prerequisite of stability and this element is called 
Brahmastan – the place where the wholeness of the structure is established. Cities also 
must have this silent center that connects them to a Cosmic intelligence. It could be a 
beautiful central square or a garden.
The Boundary makes Vastu: When designing vastu of the house or a square, or a city 
plan which all must be square or rectangular, and mathematically calculated with an 
auspicious entrance, then the vastu fence must be established for the protection of 
mentioned structures. Having all these meet we are creating the Vastu Shield Effect 
that protects buildings and inhabitants from destructive outer influences including for-
est fires, floods, and hurricanes.
Vedic Measurements and Proportions: A unique feature of MVA is that the measure-
ments and proportions of any layout or structure are calculated according to eternal 
cosmic formulas in order to ensure a perfect resonance between the cosmic structure 
and all components of man-made structures. Every part is then connected to the whole 
in a way that promotes the health, wealth, and happiness of the individual and com-
munity at large.
Auspicious Timing: The influence of Natural Law is varying over time, making different 
parts of a day conductive to different activities. Maharishi Vedic astrology calculates the 
most beneficial influence for a given undertaking as a ground-breaking ceremony, laying 
of a foundation stone, and inauguration of building, a vile, a town or city.
Materials and Technologies in Harmony with Nature: Toxic materials of the indus-
trial age have left the harmful marks on society and planet. In MSV only nonharmful 
and environment friendly building materials are used. MSV promotes energy-efficient 
construction, use of sustainable utility systems, on-site photovoltaic energy and other 
cost-effect, self-sufficient, non-polluting technologies.
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Low Density: In modern cities ideal density is often exceeded. Thus, the stress of indi-
viduals affects their neighbors. Too dense population accumulate collective stress and 
contributes to diseases, crime, and suffering. To ensure a good quality of life this should 
be avoid.

3 Testimonials protective influence [15]

Southern California Wildfires of November 2003: 750,000 acres and 4000 homes 
were destroyed by a series of wildfires in Southern California in 2003. More than 100 
homes in Ramona’s San Diego Country Estates subdivision were destroyed. Remark-
ably, the six Maharishi Vastu houses were not touched. The following are stories from 
a couple whose home was one of the six protected by the influence of Maharishi Vedic 
architecture (Figure 2).

Figure 2.

Vastu Home Ramona California, 2003: Our Maharishi Vastu home is perched on a high 
hilltop. The house just to the north of it was destroyed as well as a 7,000 square foot 
stone house just to the west. The shrubs outside the Vastu were burned, but not the 
fence or the house. The fire passed around inexplicably... One of the Maharishi Vastu 
houses was sold to someone (unfamiliar with Maharishi Sthapatya Veda principles). In 
ignorance, the new owner built a pool in a location that would create a damaging Vastu 
effect. The forest fire burned the fence and damaged the pool, and the burning pool 
fence threatened to set the house on fire. Just in time the fire department arrived to put 
out the small fire before it could do any more damage (Joel and Kathleen Cook, Ramona, 
California, USA).

Southern California Wildfires of 2007: Another series of wildfires raged in South-
ern California in October 2007. Nearly 750,000 acres were again scorched, and 3600 
homes, and 1200 buildings were destroyed. Again, all the Maharishi Sthapatya Veda 
homes in Ramona, California were protected...The whole mesa evacuated except fami-
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lies in three Fortune-Creating homes... What are chances that the fire will destroy our 
home?’ they asked the fireman and he replied: ‘It is 100 %, but you have the choice to 
leave or stay. ’The families decided to stay...but no one of tree MVS homes were burned. 
This was strange because..., the shrubs and grasses were still burning. It was clear the 
wind was blowing straight in our faces, but the fire would not move closer to his home 
or to the mesa, even though there was ample to burn. The fire went out on its own, and 
residents began returning. Ramona and the mesa were spared. A dot in the middle of 
great devastation (John Freeman, Ramona, California).

Wildfire in Hararit, Israel, September 2008: The area around our home is surrounded 
by trees about 10-13 feet high...and the fire was 20-22 feet high...on returning we saw 
something that left us stunned. While four other houses were damaged (our neighbor’s 
house to the south had $300,000 worth of damage), in our case, the fire did not go over 
the Vastu fence, but instead it went around it. We would like to stress that our Vastu 
fence was wooden. (Dorit and Micky Goldsmith, Hararit, Israel)

Hurricanes Rita and Gustav in Houston, Texas Peace Palace, 2005: In 2005, immedi-
ately after Hurricane Rita struck (the fourth-most intense Atlantic hurricane ever re-
corded till 2005), the area outside the Peace Palace’s Vastu fence was filled with trees 
and tree limbs that were down everywhere. Inside the Vastu it was pristine, as though 
someone had taken a leaf blower and cleaned it...Exactly the same thing happened 
three years later after Hurricane Gustav hit. A visitor who came immediately after that 
hurricane to inspect the site for damage even asked whether someone had just come 
over to do yard cleaning because the yard was so immaculate (Sue Weller, Houston, 
Texas, USA, October 2008), (Figure 3)

Figure 3. a) Parking lot adjacent to Peace Palace property; b) Peace Palace backyard and front yard
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Protection from Cyclone in India 1999 (Decan Chronicle, November 1999, India): 
The TV tower crashed down, electricity poles fell like ninepins and mighty trees were 
uprooted as the super cyclone vented its fury, but the numerous temples in the city 
remained untouched. Amid the ruins everywhere, these shrines still stand erect. The 
same was the case with other temples in the entire coast where the storm had left a 
trail of death and destruction. According to State Archaeology Department Superinten-
dent, B K Rath, the city had as many as 320 temples dating back from the 6th century 
AD to the 18th century AD, but none of the shrines had collapsed or suffered substantial 
damage in the cyclone. He said that all the religious sites where the temples had been 
built strictly followed the traditional text of temple architecture. 

Truck explosions that did not touch but spares the Maharishi vastu house, 2017: ‘Our 
small 2016 pickup truck exploded and burned in our driveway last June. The fire started due 
to an oily rag left in a bag in the bed of the truck...entire truck was destroyed...The nose of the 
truck was about six feet (2 meters) from our garage door, which is attached to our house. 
The firemen weren’t able to respond on time... The explosion scorched trees and shrubs 40 
feet away on both sides. The fire chief said it was a miracle that the garage and house didn’t 
catch fire. The damage to the house/garage was only cosmetic’. (Rendlesham Garden Vil-
lage, MVA, England) [16] (Figure 4)

Figure 4.

Vastu Shield Triumphs Again, 2015: We live in the northeast area … from our upstairs 
windows we saw huge billows of smoke to our west. Because of the high winds on that 
warm day, flames shot up, traveled quickly across the field to our west, and approached 
the first line of homes on Pearl Lane. In just a few minutes, the fire was within a few 
dozen yards of some of the homes.
FireFigure hters were doing their best to control the flames. As a few of us watched 
from the street, ready to jump in our cars to drive away from the fire if necessary, we re-
alized that something remarkable and wonderful had just happened. The wind shifted. 
A huge gift from Mother Nature! Instead of blowing from the west/southwest, the wind 
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suddenly started to blow from the south, causing the flames to turn away from the line 
of homes along Pearl Lane and move north toward a large, open field (Figure 5).

Figure 5.

Our home is at the northern edge of the village. Once the line of fire had traveled just 
beyond the northern edge of the property, the wind shifted back and started to blow 
again from the west/southwest. At that point, though, all homes had been spared. And 
fortunately, in the large open field to the north, the fireFigure hters were able to contain 
the fire.
We’re so grateful to the fireFigure hters, police, and everyone who helped protect the 
village. And to Mother Nature and the power of Vastu - our gratitude is beyond words 
[17].

Explanation of the protective shield of mva
All this is possible due to Meissner effect that explains how Fortune-Creating buildings 
provide a coherent and protective environment. MVA houses are designed to allow all of 
the parts to coherently function with each other as well as with the whole structure. This 
coherence generates order, harmony, and good fortune for its occupants and also protects 
them by resisting the penetration of harmful and negative influences from outside.

An Example of Invincibility in the Quantum Physics of Superconductivity 

Meissner Effect
Ordinary Conductor - In an ordinary electrical conductor, incoherent, disordered elec-
trons allow penetration by an external magnetic field; Superconductor - In a super-
conductor, coherent collective functioning of the electrons spontaneously excludes an 
external magnetic field, and maintains impenetrable status [18].
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Maharishi Vastu Effect
Ordinary Building - In an ordinary building, improper orientation, proportions, room 
placement, and building materials lead to inauspicious and harmful influences for its 
occupants; Ideal Building - The internal orderly structure of a Maharishi Vastu building 
resists negative influences.
The Meissner effect also has a direct correspondence in planned Maharishi Vedic com-
munities. In such cities all buildings are Maharishi Vastu structures. The roads run north/
south and east/west, aligned with the Earth’s grid, and are organized around a central 
square. These beautifully elements enrich the city life with the evolutionary power of 
Natural Law creating order, harmony, and coherence for all its residents (Figure 6).

Figure 6

Besides the Meissner effect, all planetary bodies vibrate in a certain way. ‘From seis-
mology and helioseismology, it is known that the Earth and the Sun vibrate in terms 
of spherical harmonics. The above quoted testimonials may sound impossible, but a 
widely-published research sociologist wanted to find out what is going on, so he sent 
a comprehensive survey measuring quality of life to several hundred people worldwide 
who live in Maharishi Vastu dwellings. The survey’s results are powerful [19].

4 Conclusion

From the attached drawing with the consequences of a bad oriented facade/ entrance 
to the house, we can see which problems the tenants are facing. So, the western en-
trance is related to poverty, chronic diseases, lack of energy, and creativity. The worst 
– the south entrance brings all kinds of negativity, especially aggression, destruction, 
and cardiac diseases. MD from USA reported that 50 % of all cardiac patients are living 
in a house facing south. The research reported also that there were also 75 % more bur-
glaries in south-facing houses than in houses facing east, west or north. 
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Not knowing the basic laws of nature on proper construction, very negative influences 
occur on various planes. According to ancient knowledge, one of them is the violence 
against animals as a concentrated and long-lasting slaughter in one place [20]. So, the 
combination of a wrong design houses, villages or cities and the long violating of natural 
Laws brings many kinds of destructions. 
That is why no nation has any choice but to develop higher states of consciousness us-
ing, amongst other things, knowledge of building houses that bring balance, peace and 
happiness. That is why, we, the authors of this article as the members of Presidency of 
AKRAM, are inviting all to join us in building a perfect city for the perfect future for our 
Homeland.
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Abstract
Bosnia and Herzegovina is located in the center of the Western Balkans, occupying an area of 
51,197 km². This area represents one of the active seismic zones in this region which is a part of 
the Trans-Mediterranean-Asian Seismic belt. Looking at the Euro Mediterranean Seismic Hazard 
Map, Bosnia and Herzegovina falls in the Moderate Seismic Hazard having the PGA in the range 
of 0.08 to 0.24g, while a south-west part of the country experiences a High Hazard (PGA>0.24g). 
Data about the seismicity of this region go back for even 2000 years. Bosnia and Herzegovina 
to the present day has not been hit by a large-scale earthquake, the earthquake which had 
the largest impact and caused numerous casualties was the 1969 Banja Luka earthquake of a 
magnitude 6.6 on the Richter scale, while levels of VII to IX were identified concerning its intensity. 
Due to a large number of existing masonry structures, the effect of a larger earthquake would 
most probably result in many casualties and a high level of damage.
Until 2018 the seismic map that was used in the building codes corresponded to the MCS Intensity 
Scale and the return period of 500 years. To be able to utilize Eurocode 8 it was necessary to 
produce the national annex to Eurocode 8 and in that respect, it was required to analyze the 
seismic data which refers to different parameters that have to be determined. Several elements 
had to be defined from soil type characteristics, horizontal elastic response spectra, the peak 
ground acceleration, and the seismic hazard map. The paper will briefly discuss the different 
parameters as well as the production of the first seismic hazard map which became a part of the 
national annex to Eurocode 8 and was published in 2018. 
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1 Introduction

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BIH) occupies an area of 51,197 km² and is located in the cent-
er of the Western Balkans. This area represents one of the active seismic zones in this 
region which is a part of the Trans-Mediterranean-Asian Seismic belt. Data about the 
seismicity of this region go back for even 2000 years. Fig. 1 shows that Bosnia and Her-
zegovina falls in the Moderate Seismic Hazard having the PGA in the range of 0.08 to 
0.24g, while a south-west part of the country experiences a High Hazard (PGA>0.24g). 
Bosnia and Herzegovina has not been hit by large-scale earthquakes in the past. The 
strongest earthquake which hit BIH was the 1969 Banja Luka earthquake (magnitude 
6.6 as per Richter’s scale), with an intensity in the range of VII to IX (per MSC) which 
was soil dependent [1]. The level of destruction is connected as well to the focal depth. 
Usually, shallow earthquakes tend to be more damaging than deeper ones, as was the 
case with the 1969 Banja Luka earthquake. Almost 94 % of all registered earthquakes in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina have a focal depth of up to 20 km (64 % up to 10 km and 29.7 
% from 11 to 20 km) [2]. Heavy damage was observed in schools, hospitals, residential 
buildings, etc.

Figure 1. Euro-Mediterranean Seismic Hazard Model [3]

The first seismic hazard map for the territory of the Federal People’s Republic of Yu-
goslavia was produced in 1950 by the Seismological Institute of the Federal People’s 
Republic of Yugoslavia. After the 1979 Montenegro earthquake, a significant update 
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was made to the Seismic Design Code in 1981. This was followed by amendments in 
1982, 1983, 1988, and 1990. As part of these codes, in 1982 preliminary seismologi-
cal map of the Social Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRJ) was created, and in 1987 
maps for various return periods (50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 10000) were constructed. 
All of the above maps refer to the maximum occurring intensities because in the for-
mer Yugoslavia there were no maps that referred to the maximum values of horizontal 
accelerations. According to Eurocode 8, (in BIH [4]) seismic hazard is represented via 
maximum horizontal acceleration, PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration) on type A ground. 
Type A is defined as rock or other rock-like geological formation, including at most 5 m 
of weaker material at the surface with a shear wave velocity vs,30 = 800 m/s as defined 
in Eurocode 8.

2 Seismic Hazard Maps

To compile the seismic hazard map of a certain region it is necessary to have a list of 
major earthquakes as main independent events (without foreshocks and aftershocks). 
The catalog of earthquakes aims to present the seismicity of the space as completely 
and reliably as possible. To proceed, a homogenized earthquake catalog covering the 
entire Bosnia and Herzegovina was created. The data was taken from different sources 
covering the period from 1900 to 2015 and consists of 1944 earthquake records of 
Mw magnitude from 3.5 to 7.1 [2]. The utilized catalog is homogenous for magnitude 
3.5 since 1990. All the magnitudes were transformed into the moment magnitude Mw 
as it delivers a more up-to-date and complete description of the dynamic and energy 
characteristics of an earthquake in the hypocenter [5]. Hakimhashemi and Grünthal [6] 
method was used for the de-clusterization of the catalog. This method resulted in a 
reduction of 39 % of all events and a decrease in the cumulative seismic moment by 6 %. 
Two types of seismotectonic models were used: an areal and a linear model. A source 
zone was formed in the sense that it consisted of all the earthquakes having similar 
hypocentre depth, focal mechanism, and magnitude-frequency relationship. A further 
step was the determination of the parameters of the frequency-magnitude Gutenberg-
Richter (GR) distribution for each zone, for more details see [5]. For this region, several 
Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) have been determined. In this case, the 
GMPE set, based on Šalić et al. [7] which was developed in the framework of the NGA-
West 2 project by Boore et al. [8] and Chiou and Youngs [9] with 30 % weight each and 
two GMPEs developed for Pan_European region developed within the context of SIGMA 
project by Akkar et al. [10-12] and Bindi et al. [13] with 20 % weight each was imple-
mented.
As a result of all this input data, earthquake hazard maps presented by the values of 
PGA expected to be exceeded on average every 95 and 475 years were created (Fig. 2.). 
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Figure 2.  a) PGA Seismic map for the 95-year return period; b) PGA Seismic map for the 475-year return 
period [14]

As previously stated the selected ground type was A and the amplification due to local 
soil conditions are determined by applying the soil factor S [4]. No detailed microzona-
tion has been done for most of the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina, except for Banja 
Luka which was done by Lee et al. [15]. 

2.1 Accelerometric networks 

The accelerometric network is important for determining the parameters of soil vibra-
tion under the action of strong earthquakes, which are necessary for the process of 
seismic safe design, planning, and construction of facilities in BIH, as well as for the 
needs of determining the real degree of seismic hazard and later on the expected level 
of seismic risk. According to the Federal Hydrometeorological Institue, the seismological 
network is formed from six stations (broadband and short-period stations) in the Fed-
eration of BIH (Sarajevo, Zenica, Tuzla, Livno, and Bihać) and one strong motion recorder 
in Mostar [16]. In the Republik of Srpska, the first accelerometer was installed in Banja 
Luka, and other accelerometers were installed on two power plants in Gacko, one dam 
(Alagovac), one factory in Zvornik, Bočac Hydroelectric Power Plant, and Nevesinje [17], 
and 15 stations (broadband, short period, and AlpArray stations).

2.2 Elastic response spectrum for soil type A

The devastating effect of stronger earthquakes is especially pronounced in densely 
built-up urban environments where the most severe consequences can be expected for 
both people and buildings [18]. In urban areas, most of the structures are existing ones 
that in most cases do not meet the requirements set by the latest technical regulations 
for the design and construction of buildings exposed to earthquakes. The main goal of 
proper design and construction of buildings is the protection of human lives, limitation 
of damage, and structures important for civil protection are to remain operational [4]. 
This means that buildings, even during the strongest earthquakes, which are expected 
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throughout their service life should not collapse. In this case, a certain level of damage 
is acceptable, as damage cannot be avoided. The response of the structure exposed to 
earthquake action depends on its load-bearing capacity, stiffness, and ductility. 
Within the scope of BAS EN 1998-1 [4], the earthquake motion at a given point on the 
surface is represented by an elastic ground acceleration response spectrum, called an 
“Elastic response spectrum”. The elastic response spectrum for soil type A for the terri-
tory of Bosnia and Herzegovina was calculated based on the available acceleration data. 
BAS EN 1998-1 [4] suggests two types of response spectra as a function of earthquake 
magnitude, type 1 for the surface magnitude, Ms > 5.5, and Type 2 for Ms ≤ 5.5, and 
either should be used as dynamic inputs from earthquake actions. The shape of the 
response spectra is a function of the ground type and damping factors. In the standard 
calculations, the damping is taken to be equal to 5 %, so the shape of the response spec-
tra is only dependent on the ground characteristics at the site, Ms, connected with the 
seismic hazard of the specific region. 
The accelerogram database of Bosnia and Herzegovina contains only accelerogram re-
cords for Type 2, ie. earthquakes of magnitude Ms ≤ 5.5. From the total accelerogram 
database for the area of Bosnia and Herzegovina, accelerograms recorded from 2009 to 
May 2015 for soil type A and Type 2 were selected. The elastic response spectra were 
calculated by the computer program which was developed in the Seismology Sector, 
Department of Hydrometeorology and seismology of Monte Negro, based on the nu-
merical approach and solution as proposed by Nigam and Jennings [19]. The goal was 
to compare the spectra obtained from the recorded accelerograms of real earthquakes 
with the elastic response spectra proposed in Eurocode 8 (Fig. 3). 
The calculated mean value of the elastic response spectrum obtained from the recorded 
accelerograms is indicated in the red color, the standard deviation of that function is 
represented by the green line, while the elastic response spectra of Type 2 per Eurocode 
8 is shown in blue. From the database, 140 accelerograms were selected which were 
recorded at stations that were at a distance less than 100 km from the epicenter of the 
occurred earthquakes. By analyzing the obtained mean values of the calculated elastic 
response spectra for 140 different soil acceleration, for soil type A and Type 2, a good 
correlation is obtained for the largest period range as proposed by Eurocode 8. 
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Figure 3.  The normalized horizontal elastic response spectrum for 140 soil acceleration and Type 2 
earthquakes [17] 

By a detailed analysis, the following can be concluded:
The proposed value of the period TB in the elastic response spectra as presented in 
Eurocode 8 is equal to 0.05 seconds, while for the real earthquake accelerograms the 
obtained value was around 0.10 seconds. The proposed value of the period Tc in the 
elastic response spectra as presented in Eurocode 8 is equal to 0.25 seconds, while for 
the real earthquake accelerograms the obtained value was around 0.30 seconds. Thus, 
the results of the processed accelerograms for type A soil, in case of an earthquake of 
Type 2, showed a small but consistent increase in period value for TB and Tc in relation 
to the elastic response spectra proposed in Eurocode 8 (Fig. 3). These results refer to 
the earthquakes recorded at stations at a distance up to 100 km from the epicenter of 
the occurred earthquake. 
Additionally, earthquakes recorded on accelerometric stations at a distance larger than 
100 km were taken into consideration as well. In this case, 176 accelerograms were 
analyzed for the same type of soil and surface magnitudes lower or equal to 5.5 (Fig. 
4). The recordings of the accelerograms were taken from the accelerometer station in 
Banja Luka (BLY).
The calculated mean value of the elastic response spectrum is indicated in the red color, 
the standard deviation of that function is represented by the green line, while the rec-
ommended shape as per Eurocode 8 is shown in blue. Results of the elastic response 
spectrum for the 176 accelerograms, for soil type A, and Type 2 earthquake, measured 
on the accelerometer station Banja Luka (BLY) showed a significant increase in the value 
of the period for characteristic points TB and Tc in comparison with the proposed elastic 
response spectra in Eurocode 8. As it can be seen from Fig. 4 the plateau of amplification 
is shifted to higher values of the period, and the Tc value is shifted for around 0.095 sec. 
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Due to the lack of acceleration records for earthquakes larger than the surface magni-
tude Ms = 5.5 it was not possible to determine the elastic response spectrum.

Figure 4.  The normalized horizontal elastic response spectrum for 173 soil acceleration and type 2 
earthquakes [17]

3 Conclusion

One of the requirements for the application of Eurocode 8 is the production of the na-
tional annex which consists of the seismic hazard maps, which is presented in the form 
of the PGA during an earthquake, which is exceeded on average once in 95 or 475 years. 
The maps have been accepted as a part of the National Annex in BAS EN 1998- 1/NA 
[14]. The map with a return period of 475 years and with a probability of exceedance of 
10 % in 50 years is used for designing earthquake-resistant buildings. Damage limita-
tion requirement is obtained with the application of the map with a return period of 95 
years and with a probability of exceedance of 10 % in 50 years. 
By analyzing the obtained results for the calculation of the horizontal elastic response 
spectrum for the ground type A and Type 2 earthquakes, ie. earthquakes of magnitude 
Ms ≤ 5.5 obtained from the real accelerograms and their comparison with the recom-
mended horizontal elastic spectrum by Eurocode 8, a good correlation was observed 
regarding the shape of the spectrum. A difference has been noted in the values of char-
acteristic periods TB and Tc. This is something that should be further investigated and 
then possible recommendations could be proposed in the updated version of the Na-
tional Annex of Eurocode 8.
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Seismic hazard zonation and seismic design coades - 
a regional perspective

Abstract
This work presents systematic and comprehensive review of all up-to-date official seismic hazard 
zonation maps and design codes for the Former Yugoslav (FY) counties (Table 1). Presented are 
different methodologies for calculation of seismic design forces related to the different design 
codes and discusses the methodological and outcome differences. Official seismic zoning maps 
are presented in uniform GIS manner which enables easy visualization and tracking of spatial 
differences. The implications of different design codes and seismic zoning maps are significant, 
discussed through variations of seismic design force value on selected particular building samples.
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1 Introduction 

This work presents systematic and comprehensive review of all up-to-date official seis-
mic hazard zonation maps and design codes for the Former Yugoslav (FY) counties (Ta-
ble 1). Presented are different methodologies for calculation of seismic design forces 
related to the different design codes and discusses the methodological and outcome 
differences. Official seismic zoning maps are presented in uniform GIS manner which 
enables easy visualization and tracking of spatial differences. The implications of differ-
ent design codes and seismic zoning maps are significant, discussed through variations 
of seismic design force value on selected particular building samples.

Table 1. Official Building Codes and Seismic Zoning Maps for the Former Yugoslav countries

Building Code Seismic Zoning Map

Year Building Code Title Year Seismic Zoning Map Title

1948
Provisional Technical Regulations for 
Loading of Structures
OGoFNRY No. 61/48 of July 17, 1948

1948

Division of territory of Federal 
People’s Republic of Yugoslavia into 
seismological zones
OGoFNRY No. 61/48 of July 17, 1948

1964

Provisional Technical Regulations for 
Construction in Seismic Regions
OGoSFRY No. 39/64 of September 30, 
1964

1964
S.F.R. Yugoslavia Seismological Map
OGoSFRY No. 39/64 of September 30, 
1964

1979 Seismic Zoning Map of S.R. Macedonia
OGoSRM No. 2/79 of January 31, 1979

1981

Technical Regulations for Construction 
of Buildings in Seismic Regions
OGoSFRY No. 31/81 of June 5, 1981 
(Amendments 49/82, 29/83, 21/88 and 
52/90)

1982 Provisional Seismological Map of SFRY
OGoSFRY No. 49/82 of August 13, 1982

1990

Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
Seismological Maps for Return periods 
of 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 and 10000 
years
OGoSFRY No. 52/90 of September 7, 
1990

---- Eurocodes (EN)
EN 1998-1

2005 
-2020

MK: MKC EN 1998-1/NA:2020
RS: SRPS EN 1998-1/ NA:2018
XK: /
ME: MEST EN 1998-1/NA:2015
BA: BAS EN 1998-1/NA:2018
HR: HRN EN 1998-1/NA:2011
SI: SIST EN 1998-1:2005/oA101:2005
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FY countries have a more than 70 years history of implementation of official design 
codes. The first official building code was enforced in 1948 with Provisional Techni-
cal Regulations for Loading of Structures (OGoFNRY No. 61/48 of July 17, 1948). The 
second edition of building code was published in 1964 with Provisional Technical Reg-
ulations for Construction in Seismic Regions (OGoSFRY No. 39/64 of September 30, 
1964). In 1981, the third and in some FY counties still administrative valid edition was 
put on force through Technical Regulations for Construction of Buildings in Seismic Re-
gions (OGoSFRY No. 31/81 of June 5, 1981 with Amendments 49/82, 29/83, 21/88 and 
52/90). Today, the majority of FY countries have adopted Eurocodes as official design 
code with single or parallel implementation. Along with the design codes, for this region 
11 different seismic zoning maps were in official use up-to-date, 5 of them related to 
the period 1948-1990 and 6 EC-8 seismic zoning maps.
The concept of design codes as well as seismic zonation has a direct impact on the seis-
mic risk of the built environment. Starting from this point, we believe that it is necessary 
to review all up-to-date official seismic design codes and seismic zonation maps, build-
ing a ground for further research and analysis in domain of seismic risk assessment.
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Abstract
Following the damaging 2020 earthquake of 22 March 2020 (Mw 5.3), a question was raised if 
this was the largest event after the Great Zagreb earthquake of 1880. The counter-candidates 
are the events of 17 December 1905 and 2 January 1906. Relevant earthquake catalogues largely 
disagree when the magnitudes of the Zagreb earthquakes of 1905 and 1906 are concerned. The 
reported magnitudes range between 5.1 and 5.6 for the 1905 event, and between 5.3 and 6.3 
for the earthquake of 1906. Epicentral intensities for the two earthquakes are stated between 
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the two historical events, in order to compare the observed intensity distribution with the one of 
the 2020 earthquake. 
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Following the damaging 2020 earthquake of 22 March 2020 (Mw 5.3), a question was 
raised if this was the largest event after the Great Zagreb earthquake of 1880 (Imax = 
VIII MSK). The counter-candidates are the events of 17 December 1905 and 2 January 
1906. Relevant earthquake catalogues largely disagree when the magnitudes of the 
Zagreb earthquakes of 1905 and 1906 are concerned. The reported magnitudes range 
between 5.1 and 5.6 for the 1905 event, and between 5.3 and 6.3 for the earthquake 
of 1906. Epicentral intensities for the two earthquakes are stated between VII–VIII and 
IX (various scales).  To try to resolve the question, we (re)analysed all available macro-
seismic data for the two historical events, in order to compare the observed intensity 
distribution with the one of the 2020 earthquake. Additionally, we analysed the seismo-
grams of the 1905 and 1906 events recorded at the Göttingen observatory (Fig. 1), and 
computed their magnitudes. 

Figure 1.  Examples of seismograms of E-1905 and E-1906 recorded by the Wiechert instruments at the 
Göttingen station (GTT, Germany). a) Vertical component, 17 December 1905; b) EW component, 
2 January 1906; c) short period NS component, 2 January 1906, from [1]

To this end, we also use reported amplitudes of the two events, as given in various 
station bulletins of the time. Preliminary analyses clearly put the 1905 event out of 
contest, and indicate the earthquakes of 1906 and 2020 to be of similar magnitudes. 
However, the strongest shaking in the centre of Zagreb was caused by the 2020 event. 
While it has been suggested that the 2020 earthquake occurred on the North Med-
vednica boundary fault [2, 3], the macroseismic locations and distribution of observed 
intenities of the 1905 and 1906 events suggest that the Kašina fault may have been the 
source of these two earthquakes.
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In order to study local site effect on the modification of strong ground motions and dynamic 
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In order to study local site effect on the modification of strong ground motions and dy-
namic response of structural systems a three-dimensional strong motion instrumenta-
tion array at Ohrid Lake basin is developed in the 80’s [1]. This 3D strong motion array 
is consisted of three free field sites with one surface and three downhole instruments 
each, up to 125 meters to the bedrock; one nine story building site with two instru-
ments on the building, 4 instruments at the foundation level and one outcropping rock 
site with one instrument (location Tower). 
There is evidence of intense seismic activity along the proposed area for the study, as 
demonstrated by earthquakes with magnitude larger than six (M > 6) that have occurred 
throughout the history (1906, Ohrid, ML = 6.00; 1911, Ohrid, ML = 6.70). In 2016, an 
earthquake of Moment Magnitude of 5 according to the European MCS was felt in Ohrid. 
The epicenter was 12 km northeast of Ohrid. This earthquake caused visible damages 
especially to older and cultural heritage buildings and showed the gap between scientific 
observations and engineering practice. In Ohrid, previous research studies, such as [2] 
that have so far been performed in IZIIS have shown that geological conditions combined 
with a certain intensity of seismic exposure in some specific regions can exhibit geotech-
nical associated hazards which have unpourable effect on the building structures.
While an ongoing efforts are performed for reestablishing the 3D array for continuous 
and permanent real-time monitoring of the location, extensive framework for estab-
lishing In Situ Geo laboratory at one of the location (location Tower) is developed. CPT 
(Cone penetration tests), Standard Penetration tests and multiple geophysical meas-
urements including seismic refraction tomography-SIRT, MASW (Multichannel analysis 
of surface waves), REMI (Refraction Microtremor Method), registration of microtremors 
(HVSR methods) are performed at the site for definition of the soil profile, strength, 
stiffness of the soil and shear wave velocity profile Vs. In order to validate usage and 
compare to different direct methods, GPR measurements with low frequency antenna 
are also performed on the same location. 
Figure 1 represents the layout of the performed investigations while Figure 2 repre-
sents the performed investigations versus depth at the In situ Geo laboratory. The ex-
tensive in situ investigations will be used for the following objectives:
 - Literature review of existing relationships to define the classification of the soil pro-

file, unit weight of the soil layers, undrained shear strength, friction angle etc.
 - Definition of Vs profile from geophysical investigations and possibility to make a 

corelation from CPT data to predict the Vs profil for the Ohrid region such as in [3].
 - Investigate SPT-CPT, SPT-Vs corelations such as in [4, 5].
 - Investigate liquefaction potential with CPT, SPT, Vs [6] methods for the specific loca-

tion and provide conclusions for the wider Ohrid region.
 - Investigate relationships for the definition of small strain modulus Gmax, obtained 

from the field and from laboratory cyclic triaxial and simple shear tests.
 - Investigate the GPR measurements to define soil stratigraphy in complex geologic 

conditions 
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Figure 1. Layout of the performed investigations near instrumented building - Location Tower

Figure 2. Extensive in-situ performed investigations versus depth at the In-Situ Geo Laboratory
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The IZIIS In Situ geo laboratory is believed to be a proper case study with valid data 
to explore differences and correlation between different methods (direct and indirect). 
The obtained results and characterization of the geotechnical profile are beneficial for 
further studies for site effects (amplification and liquefaction studies) and soil structure 
interaction (SSI) when the 3D instrumentation array will be fully digitized and be able to 
perform recordings in real – time.
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Abstract
On June 18, 2019, there was a magnitude 6.7 earthquake at a depth of about 15 km off the coast 
of Yamagata Prefecture. A seismic intensity [Japan Meteorological Agency Seismic Intensity Class; 
JMA] of 6+ [larger] was observed in Murakami City, Niigata Prefecture, and a seismic intensity 
of 6- [smaller] was observed in Tsuruoka City, Yamagata Prefecture. The authors conducted a 
damage survey from June 29 to July 1 after the earthquake and conducted microtremor array 
observations at nine points centred on the strong motion observation points in October. The 
ground structure [layer thickness and Shear wave velocity] of the surface layer was estimated 
from the observation of the microtremor array and compared with the existing ground structure. 
In addition, a comparison of the ground amplification characteristics obtained from the ground 
structure and the strong motion observation records could be divided into three groups. That 
is, a group that is consistent and has a peak in a short period of 0.2 s or less. Consistent group 
with peaks around 0.2-0.4s. A group in which the predominant period of strong motion records 
is slightly longer. Therefore, a simple study using equivalent linear analysis was carried out in 
order to consider the non-linearity of the ground. As a result, considering the non-linearity of the 
ground, the result can be explained including the group with a long period of predominance.
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1 Introduction

On June 18, 2019, there was an earthquake of magnitude 6.7 at a depth of about 15 
km off the coast of Yamagata Prefecture. Seismic intensities [JMA] of 6+ [larger] and 6- 
[smaller] were recorded in Murakami City, Niigata Prefecture and Tsuruoka City, Yama-
gata Prefecture, respectively.
Along the Sea of Japan, large earthquakes have occurred many times near the present 
hypocenter: the 1833 Shonai-Oki Earthquake (M:7.4), the 1964 Niigata Earthquake 
(M:7.5), and the 1983 Sea of Japan Earthquake (M:7.7). On land, the 1894 Shonai Earth-
quake with the hypocenter located in the Shonai Plain in the north (M:7.0) led to ma-
jor damages with 726 deaths, 987 injuries, 3858 homes destroyed, and 2148 homes 
burned [1, 2]. Photographs show old wooden homes (some with thatched roof) that 
were completely destroyed [3].
Authors conducted a survey of the damage between June 29 - 11 days after the Earth-
quake- and July 1 [4]. In October of the same year, authors confirmed the reconstruc-
tion stage and observed microtremors around the point of the strong seismic motion 
observation. Using the summary of the damages and routine microtremor observations 
and strong seismic motion observations, authors examined ground amplification char-
acteristics especially for the shallow zone [about GL- 50 m].

2 Summary of seismic damages

Table 1 shows the list of damages to people and buildings (residential buildings and 
non-residential buildings). Damages were concentrated in Yamagata Prefecture and 
Niigata Prefecture, where majority of damages was focused around Tsuruoka City, 
Yamagata Prefecture and Murakami City, Niigata Prefecture [5, 6]. Immediately after 
this Earthquake, there was a tsunami with the highest wave of 11 cm in Nezugaseki, 
Tsuruoka City.
The damage survey confirmed damages to buildings mainly around the point of strong 
seismic motion observation. Damage to roof tiles was quite notable in Koiwagawa, Tsu-
ruoka City near the hypocenter (Figure 2, KOIWAGAWA). Damages to roof tiles in Koiwa-
gawa were observed in about 30 % of roofs in our visual observation, which was consist-
ent with aerial photographs taken by Geospatial Information Authority of Japan [7] and 
other damage surveys [8]. In hot spring areas near the epicenter (Figure 2, YMT004), we 
surveyed the ratio of headstones that fell in two cemeteries. It was about 30 % in Cho-
tokuji and about 10 % in Atsumi Hot Spring community cemetery, which was consistent 
with the measured seismic intensity [9, 10].
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Table 1. List of seismic damages

□

Parsonal damage 
(People)

Residential damege 
(Building)

Non-residential damege 
(Building)

Serious Minor Complete 
collapse

Half 
collapse

Partially 
collapse Public Other

Miyagi pref. □ 5 □ □ □ □ □

Akita pref. 1 1 □ □ 1 □ 1

Yamagata pref. 3 25 □ 4 940 □ 5

Niigata pref. 4 3 □ 24 639 □ □

Ishikawa pref. 1 □ □ □ □ □ □

Total 9 34 0 28 1580 0 6

Figure 1. The sample of fallen headstones

Figure 2. Microtopography classifications and survey points near the epicenter
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3  Geomorphology / geology and observation points of strong 
seismic motion

The microtopography classification (J-SHIS, 250-m mesh) near the hypocenter is shown 
in Figure 2. The Figure also shows the epicenter and survey points (measured seismic 
intensity for observation points of strong seismic motion). The hypocenter was off the 
coast near the boundary between Niigata Prefecture and Yamagata Prefecture, and the 
closest land area is mountainous. This mountainous area has narrow dendritic plateaus 
and lowlands, and nearby survey points mostly are located in dendritic plateaus or low-
lands (YMT004, KOIWAGAWA, FUYA, NIG006).
In the north side of the mountainous area, Shonai Plain was developed by Mogami River 
and Aka River. YMT016 is located in the fan where the landscape of the Mogami River 
basin changes from mountains to lowlands, while YMT001 is located in a sand dune 
near the mouth. YMT003 is located near the edge of a fan in the Aka River basin.
In the south side of the mountainous area, Shinano River and Agano River have formed 
the Echigo Plain. The northern part of Niigata Prefecture that we surveyed is located 
in the northern edge of the Echigo Plain. Two points of observations for strong seismic 
motions are both located in fans near the boundary between mountainous area and 
lowlands (NIG007, NIG008).

4  Records of strong seismic motions and microtremors and ground 
amplification characteristics

4.1 Ground structure

In the present study, ground amplification characteristics were examined in nine loca-
tions: seven locations near strong seismic motion observation made by K-NET in north-
ern Niigata Prefecture and southern Yamagata Prefecture shoreline, one location near 
a seismic intensity measurement point for Japan Meteorological Agency (FUYA), and 
one near Koiwagawa, Tsuruoka City, where seismic damage was notable (KOIWAGAWA).
At each point, microtremor array observation (two arrays with radius of 0.6 m and 10 
m) [11] was performed. S wave structures obtained from the observation are shown in 
Figure 3. K-NET observation points in the Figure include published S wave structures 
and S wave structures calculated from N value [12]. Overall, values are consistent, but 
there are slightly different trends at YMT003 and NIG006. At YMT003, array observa-
tion shows a layer with low Vs at depth (Vs obtained from N is consistent with array 
observation). In contrast, at NIG006, PS log shows a layer with low Vs at depth (Vs ob-
tained from N is consistent with PS log).
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Figure 3. S wave structure at the survey points

4.2 Examination of ground amplification characteristics

From Vs structure (PS log and microtremor array), we calculated a ground transfer 
function that assumes vertically incident S wave [13]. In addition, for the microtremor 
H/V spectral ratio (MHVR), 20.48 seconds were isolated from the observation results 
from the center of the array, which was smoothed with Parzen window with the band 
width of 0.3 Hz. H/V spectral ratio of seismic intensity record (June 18, 2019) obtained 
through smoothing in the same manner as microtremors (EMHVR) and transfer func-
tion are shown in Figure 4. If ground structures by PS logging and microtremor array 
are the same, transfer function and predominant period of MHVR and EHVR would be 
generally agree, being consistent to existing results [14]. We classified the results into 
three groups, A, B, and C, based on the spectral characteristics. Comparing with the 
ground structures in Figure 3, we can confirm the corresponding relationship between 
ground and spectral characteristics.
A: All peaks in short periods of 0.2 seconds of less
 Locations: YMT016, YMT004, (KOIWAGAWA)*
 Ground: → Vs ≥ 400 m/s at 10 m to the surface
B: Generally, peaks with periods of 0.2 to 0.4 seconds
 Locations: FUYA, NIG007, NIG008
 Ground: Vs ≥ 400 m/s from 10 m down
C: Only peaks of strong seismic motions or long periods
 Locations: YMT001, YMT003, NIG006
 Ground: Soft with Vs ≤ 200 m/s in the top 10 m
*: KOIWAGAWA was judged based on the result of microtremor only
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4.3 Impact of ground nonlinearity based on seismic record

In the group C, compared to MHVR, peaks of EMHV were shifted toward longer periods. 
A reason for this is the nonlinearity of the ground. Here, we attempted an analysis with 
seismic record with different sizes of seismic motion. Table 2 show maximum accelera-
tion of the present earthquake (synthesized), measured seismic intensity, and AVS30 
obtained from microtremor array. Table2 shows that the group C has higher measured 
seismic intensity compared to other observation points. We assumed that the ground 
has become nonlinear with the input of large seismic motion, and obtained and com-
pared EHVR from seismic motion data with small input for three locations in group C. 
We focused on the measured seismic intensity for seismic motion, and randomly se-
lected about ten seismic motions each for seismic intensity of 3 to 4, 1 to 2, and 0.5 or 
below. We obtained the mean spectrum from each EMHV (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Spectral characteristics of survey points
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At YMT003 and NIG006, EHVR from June 18, 2019 was shifted to a somewhat long-
er period, indicating the impact of nonlinearity of the ground. At YMT001, however, a 
clear difference could not be confirmed. At this point, compared to other points near 
the mouth of Mogami River, soft and weak ground is relatively thick, and sand becomes 
more dominant as the area is dominated by sand dunes. Since the existing microtremor 
observation results [15] and spectral characteristics are different, it is possible that the 
result of microtremor observations is unique. We plan to conduct detailed examination 
at a later date.

Table 2. Seismic record (June 18, 2019) and ground at observation points

Figure 5. Changes in EHVR due to the size of seismic motions (C group)

4.4 Impact of ground nonlinearity in numerical simulations

In Section 4.3, we examined the impact of ground nonlinearity based on actual observa-
tion record. We conducted an equivalent linear analysis of the ground. The equivalent 
linear analysis was conducted with SHAKE. For the setting of nonlinearity of the ground, 
laboratory soil test is ideal. However, such laboratory soil test was not conducted for the 
target area. Thus, referring to papers presented by Architectural Institute of Japan [16], 

□ No. PGA
[gal] SI Epicenter Dist.

[km]
AVS30*

[m/s]

A

YMT016 175.9 4.1 51 530

YMT004 653.4 5.2 10 519

KOIWAGAWA - - 8 601

B

FUYA 1191.3 6.1 12 317

NIG007 145.4 4.2 42 475

NIG008 88.3 3.7 62 416

C

YMT001 102.0 4.5 45 258

YMT003 269.8 5.3 31 210

NIG006 250.6 4.8 17 391

*AVS30 is calculated from microtremor array observation 
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such as Koyamada et al. [17], we distinguished sand and clay. Nonlinearity of each type 
of soil is shown in Figure 6.
A flowchart of the study is shown in Figure 7. We set the above-describe nonlinearity 
relative to the linear model used to obtain the transfer function. On the other hand, we 
analysed the ground record of the present Earthquake again to obtain the seismic mo-
tion of the bedrock. Using a model of the bedrock seismic motion and nonlinearity, we 
conducted the equivalent linear analysis and obtained the transfer function of the bed-
rock and the ground surface. Figure 8 shows the transfer function of the linear model 
and the transfer function of the equivalent linear model that uses the present seismic 
record.
The Figure shows that Group B with little difference in peak periods of MHVR and EHVR 
had nearly the same transfer function in the present examination. On the other hand, in 
Group C with a longer period for EHVR compared to MHVR, the equivalent linear analy-
sis had a longer period than the linear analysis, confirming a similar trend.

Figure 6. Strain-dependent characteristics used in the analysis

Figure 7. Flowchart of an equivalent linear analysis
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Figure 8. Test result of an equivalent linear analysis

5 Conclusions

We summarized the damages from the 2019 Yamagata Earthquake that occurred on 
June 18. We examined ground amplification characteristics using microtremor observa-
tions and so on. The results are summarized below:
 - Koiwagawa, where the seismic damage was most notable, has a bedrock character-

ized by short period.
 - Areas of short-period ground tend to have large acceleration. If the acceleration is 

large, the damage caused by flying objects will increase.
 - This result is consistent with the main seismic destruction being damage to tile roofs.
 - Through observations of strong seismic motions and the equivalent linear analysis, 

we confirmed that the vibration characteristics changed due to nonlinearity of the 
ground.
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Abstract
Nowadays, underground structures play a crucial role in transportation and utility networks in 
urban areas. Their static design has achieved a high level of accuracy. Instead, tunnels’ efficient 
seismic design is not yet completely gotten, even due to the complex soil-tunnel interaction 
phenomena that occur during an earthquake. So, the few code regulations and guidelines about 
the seismic design of tunnels and the numerous parameters that affect the soil-tunnel systems’ 
dynamic response have led the geotechnical research community to devote great attention 
to the study of the tunnel response under ground shaking. But, usually, dynamic analyses of 
coupled soil-tunnel systems are performed considering homogeneous soil at the tunnel’s depth. 
Analytical solutions do not take specifically into account the possible heterogeneity of the soil 
crossed by the tunnel. To take into account this heterogeneity is necessary to move towards 
numerical approaches. The present paper investigates the role of soil heterogeneity and soil-
tunnel interface conditions on tunnel seismic behaviour. Different numerical FEM parametric 
analyses were carried out, considering great differences in soil stiffness at the tunnel’s depth. In 
particular, starting from a real case-history regarding the Catania (Italy) underground network, 
a cross-section characterized by a strong heterogeneity in terms of soil stiffness was firstly 
analysed. Then, the degree of heterogeneity was varied; furthermore, the soil-tunnel interface 
conditions were modified to comprise a large number of case studies. The achieved results were 
reported in terms of tunnel seismic bending moments and axial forces. The numerical results 
were also compared with those obtained using the closed-form solutions proposed by Wang 
(1993) and Penzien (2000) for homogeneous soil deposits. 
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1 Introduction

Today crucial role in transportation and utility networks of underground structures 
makes their vulnerability to seismic inputs a fundamental topic in earthquake engineer-
ing. 
The few code regulations and guidelines about the seismic design of tunnels (e.g., [1] 
and [2]) and the numerous parameters that affect the dynamic response of the soil-
tunnel systems have led the geotechnical research community to devote great atten-
tion to the study of the tunnel response under ground shaking. Several methods are 
available in the literature to evaluate the seismic response of underground structures 
[3; 10]. The results of these methods may significantly deviate, even under the same 
design assumptions, due to both inherent epistemic uncertainties and knowledge 
shortfall regarding some crucial issues that considerably affect the seismic response 
[11; 13]. About that, no analytical solution takes specifically into account the heteroge-
neity of the soil crossed by the tunnel. Usually, dynamic analyses of coupled soil-tunnel 
systems are performed considering homogeneous soil at the tunnel’s depth.
So, the present paper shows a numerical parametric study conducted by a FEM code, 
assuming different soil configurations, to investigate the effects of the soil hetero-
geneity and soil-tunnel interface conditions on the tunnel seismic response. Starting 
from the underground network case-history of Catania (Italy) regarding a cross-section 
characterized by great soil heterogeneity, different soil impedance ratio values were 
adopted for the two soil layers crossed by the tunnel. Moreover, the soil-tunnel inter-
face conditions were modified. 
The response of the examined cases was discussed in terms of lining internal forces. 
These quantities were also evaluated by the closed-form solutions proposed by Wang 
[3] and Penzien [14], commonly used in the preliminary design stages of tunnels but 
developed for homogeneous soil crossed by the tunnel. The analytical and numerical 
results were compared to assess the validity and limitations of the analytical solutions.

2 The investigated tunnel-soil system

A cross-section of the underground network in Catania (Italy) was initially analysed [15; 
18]; it belongs to the segment between the stations of Nesima and Misterbianco, next 
to Si3 borehole (Fig. 1). 
The tunnel has a diameter equal to 10 m; it is 17 m below the ground surface (its axis 
is 22 m below the ground surface). The tunnelling was executed by a Tunnel Boring 
Machine. The final tunnel lining consists of a precast reinforced concrete ring (Young’s 
modulus El = 36283 MPa, Poisson’s ratio νl = 0.2, and damping ratio Dl = 5 %); each 
ring consists of 7 segments installed by an appropriate erector inside the TBM. Fig. 2.a 
shows the VS profile achieved by HVSR tests carried out during the geotechnical in-
vestigations performed in 2004 during the preliminary design of the underground line 
and in 2015 for the executive design. Unfortunately, the investigation survey concerned 
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up to the depth of about 30 m, due to the instrumentations utilised in the performed 
HVSR tests. The shear waves velocity measured for this depth was equal to 345 m/s, 
which is very far from 800 m/s, the minimum value of Vs for the bedrock according to 
the Italian technical regulations [19] and the European Code 8 [20]. So, the Vs profile 
reported in Fig. 2.a as red line was supposed, neglecting the rock layer at z = 5-20 m, to 
find the depth at which Vs = 800 m/s (conventional bedrock). It was found at 80 m from 
the ground surface. This large assumption was unavoidable, due to the instrumenta-
tion utilised. No specific dynamic laboratory tests were performed for the geological 
formations at Si3 borehole. Thus, the typical G(γ) and D(γ) curves for Catania volcanic soil 
obtained by [21] were used (Fig. 2.b) to take into account the soil nonlinearity. For the 
very stiff soil (layer 1 in Fig. 2.a) G(γ) = G0 and D(γ) = D0 were used.

Figure 1.  Soil profile and positions of the boreholes along the Nesima-Misterbianco segment of Catania 
underground

Figure 2. a) Shear wave velocity profiles; b) G(γ) and D(γ) curves used for the equivalent linear analyses
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3 FEM modelling

In order to evaluate the seismic response of the tunnel-soil system described in Section 
2, a finite element modelling by using the ADINA code [22; 23], widely used in dynamic 
analyses [24; 27], was performed. 
The 2D FEM model (Fig. 3) consisted of a stratified soil 80 m deep (up to the convention-
al bedrock) and 300 m wide (about 4 times the depth of the soil) to reduce the boundary 
effects. The FEM model was in plane strain conditions, and it was divided into 8 hori-
zontal layers, according to the soil profile (green line) shown in Fig. 2.a. As regards the 
boundary conditions, the nodes of the soil vertical boundaries were linked by “constraint 
equations” that imposed the same horizontal and vertical displacements at the same 
depths [28], reproducing free-field conditions. The nodes at the base of the model were 
constrained only in the vertical direction; dashpots were implemented in the horizontal 
direction, to simulate the elastic bedrock according to [29]. The input motion was ap-
plied through the above dashpots as acceleration time history. It was a synthetic ac-
celerogram scaled to PHA = 0.383g, which is the average expected value at the bedrock 
in Catania, for the Italian technical regulations [19] (considering the ultimate limit state 
associated with collapse or with other forms of structural failure which might endan-
ger the safety of people: PVR = 10 %; TR = 1900 years). This accelerogram was obtained 
using a source mechanism modelling, assuming the source to be under the sea along 
the Hyblean-Maltese fault, according to the 1693 scenario earthquake for the city of 
Catania [30; 31]. 
A linear-equivalent-visco-elastic constitutive model was used for the soil to take into 
account its nonlinearity. The shear strain levels were evaluated by several 1D equivalent 
linear site response analyses, using the STRATA Code [32]. So, based on the G(γ) and D(γ) 
curves shown in Fig. 2.b, the updated values of G and D were estimated for each soil 
layer, except for the layer 1: it is a very stiff soil, so G(γ) = G0 and D(γ) = D0 were used. The 
achieved values of G(γ) were in the range 0.60-0.90; instead, D(γ) was achieved equal to 
about 4 %. The tunnel was modelled by a linear visco-elastic constitutive model, accord-
ing to the previously described properties.
The damping matrix [C] was defined as a combination of the mass [M] matrix and the 
stiffness [K] matrix, according to the Rayleigh damping method. For the calibration of 
the Rayleigh damping coefficients a and b, the double frequency approach was used 
[33]:

 (1)

in which ωi = ω1 = (Vs,av/4H)·2π is the frequency of the soil at the first natural mode and 
ωj = (2n-1)·ω1 is the frequency at the third relevant mode. According to [33], for soil 
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columns with a thickness greater than 50 m, it is advisable to take into account the con-
tributions of the higher modes. In the present case the Authors assumed n = 3 to obtain 
the damping within a constant period range.

Figure 3. a) FEM model; b) zoom of the soil layers at the depth of the tunnel

4. The parametric analyses

Usually, dynamic analyses of coupled soil-tunnel systems are performed considering 
homogeneous soil at the tunnel’s depth [34]. The present work deals with numerous 
parametric analyses carried out considering great differences of soil stiffness at the 
tunnel’s depth (Fig. 3), using different values of the impedance ratio, I, according to the 
following expression:

 (2)

where ρ1 and VS1 are the density and shear wave velocity of the soil interacting with 
the upper part of the tunnel, while ρ2 and VS2 are the density and shear wave velocity 
of the soil interacting with the bottom part of the tunnel (Fig. 3). So, in order to perform 
parametric analyses, the geotechnical parameters of the second and third layer were 
modified to obtain different values of I (Table 2). Initially, four values of I were used, 
performing four different models (Models 1-4). In particular, Model 3, characterized by I 
= 2.6, represented the real condition at the borehole Si3. 
Per each impedance ratio (i.e., for each of the four models), three different tunnel-soil 
interface conditions were used: a) full-slip condition; b) no-slip condition; c) sliding con-
tact with a friction coeffcient μ = 0.5. 
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Table 1.  Main equivalent soil parameters for the two soil layers crossed by the tunnel for all the 10 
developed FEM models

In a second phase, other values of I were considered (in the range 0.3 - 4.0), so totally 
ten FEM models were analysed (Table 2). Just the no-slip tunnel-soil interface condition 
was modelled for these added models (Models 5-10).

5 Results

Fig. 4 shows the numerical seismic bending moments M and axial forces N computed 
along the tunnel for the first four Models 1-4 considering all the tunnel-soil interface 
conditions previously explained. Two different coloured bands highlight the two differ-
ent layers (1 and 2) crossed by the tunnel. 
The strong influence of the heterogeneity of the soil crossed by the tunnel was found in 
M distribution. For higher values of I (from Model 1 to Model 4), higher values of M were 
evaluated, achieving a strongly non-uniform bending moment distribution along the 
tunnel: very small M at the depth of Soil 1 (stiff soil); higher values at the depth of Soil 2 
(soft soil); and above all important peaks at the soil stiffness discontinuity. As expected, 
the best distribution of the bending moments was observed for Model 1, representing 
the homogeneous soil condition at the tunnel depths (I = 1.0). As for the three different 
tunnel-soil interface conditions, very similar results to each other were achieved.
Unlike the bending moments, the obtained axial forces did not vary much with I. Regard-
ing the three different soil-tunnel interface conditions, higher values of N were achieved 
in the no-slip condition, due to the higher concentration of stress along the tunnel, 

Depth [m] ρ [kg/m3] Vs  [m/s] ρ [kg/m3] Vs   [m/s]

Model 1: I = 1.0 Model 2: I = 2.0

Soil 1 5÷20 2038 323 2650 496

Soil 2 20÷30 2038 323 2038 323

Model 3: I = 2.6 Model 4: I = 3.5

Soil 1 5÷20 2650 647 2650 647

Soil 2 20÷30 2038 323 2038 240

Model 5: I = 1.5 Model 6: I = 1.5

Soil 1 5÷20 2650 647 2650 647

Soil 2 20÷30 2038 560 2650 431

Model 7: I = 3.0 Model 8: I = 0.5

Soil 1 5÷20 2650 647 2038 323

Soil 2 20÷30 2038 280 2650 496

Model 9: I = 0.3 Model 10: I = 4.0

Soil 1 5÷20 2038 240 2650 647

Soil 2 20÷30 2650 647 2038 210
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generated by the lack of relative sliding between soil and tunnel. For the partial-slip 
condition, lower values of around 20 % were achieved. Finally, for the full-slip condition 
constant low values were achieved.
So, it is advisable to carefully evaluate bending moment distributions for tunnel cross-
ing heterogeneous soil and to require the necessary geotechnical in-situ tests for ex-
actly estimating the depth of the soil stiffness discontinuity and the impedance ratio I. 
Moreover, the achieved numerical results suggested the use of the no-slip tunnel-soil 
interface condition in numerical modelling to guarantee the highest possible safety con-
dition. Consequently, just the no-slip soil-tunnel interface condition was adopted for 
Models 5-10, as previously introduced.
Fig. 5.a and Fig. 5.b show the comparison between the analytical internal forces and 
the numerical ones for all the ten developed models (represented by ten different in-
dicators). Similarly, Fig. 5.c and 5.d reports the maxima internal forces versus the soil 
impedance ratios. Analytical internal forces were computed according to the solutions 
developed by Wang [3] and Penzien [14], which, as previously written, were developed 
only for tunnels in homogeneous soil. However, the Authors fit them for the heteroge-
neous profile of the soil crossed by the tunnel, adopting two different values of VS for 
the two layers surrounding the tunnel; the first value VS1 was used for 23° < θ < 157° 
(“Soil 1” in Fig. 3.b); the second value VS2 was used for 0° < θ < 23° and 157° < θ < 360° 
(“Soil 2” in Fig. 3.b). Moreover, also two different average values of soil shear strains 
were evaluated for the two above-mentioned layers.
Regarding the bending moments, a good agreement between numerical and analytical 
results was achieved, even if it became less satisfactory for strong heterogeneity (I = 
0.3, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0). As for the dynamic axial forces, the Penzien solution [14] fur-
nished very low values in comparison with the numerical ones; the Wang solution [3] 
furnished very high values in comparison with the numerical ones only for Models 3, 4, 
7, 10, i.e., for I > 2.5. The increasing of the impedance ratio I led to an increasing of the 
gap between analytical and numerical results. 
As for the Mmax vs I trend, it is possible to observe that M strongly depended on I and the 
minimum values were reached for values of I next to 1; on the other hand, the further 
I was away from 1, the higher the value of M. As for Nmax vs I trends, it is possible to 
observe that the numerical axial forces did not significantly vary with I; instead, they 
strongly increased with I according to the Wang approach [3], due to the increasing of 
the shear strain increasing with I. Finally, Penzien approach [14] gave very low values, 
as observed by other researchers [34].
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Figure 4.  a) Numerical dynamic bending moments and b) numerical dynamic axial forces for the first four 
analysed models

Figure 5.  Comparison between numerical and analytical results for all the 10 FEM models: a) numerical 
bending moments versus analytical bending moments; b) numerical axial forces versus analytical 
axial forces; c) Mmax versus I; d) Nmax versus I

6 Conclusions

The paper deals with the effect of soil heterogeneity on seismic tunnel response. Dif-
ferent numerical FEM analyses were carried out, considering significant differences in 
the soil layers’ stiffness crossed by a tunnel. The soil impedance ratio I, evaluated as 
the ratio between the density and shear waves velocity of the soil interacting with the 
upper part of the tunnel and the density and shear waves velocity of the soil interacting 
with the bottom part of the tunnel, was varied. The numerical results were also com-
pared with the closed-form solutions by Wang and Penzien, developed for homogene-
ous soil deposits. These closed-form solutions were here used considering different 
shear strains for the different soil layers to adapt these solutions to non-homogeneous 
soil deposits.
The strong influence of the heterogeneity of the soil crossed by the tunnel on the tunnel 
seismic bending moment M distribution was found. A strange bending moment distri-
bution along the tunnel was achieved for high values of I, with important peaks at the 
soil stiffness discontinuity. As expected, the best distribution of the bending moments 
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was observed for I = 1.0 (homogeneous soil). As for the three different tunnel-soil in-
terface conditions (no-slip, full-slip, partial slip), very similar results to each other were 
achieved. Regarding the seismic axial forces in the tunnel, the numerical values did not 
vary much with I. Regarding the three different soil-tunnel interface conditions, higher 
N values were achieved for the no-slip condition. So, this condition is preferable in nu-
merical modelling to guarantee the highest possible safety.
As for the comparison with the analytical results, a good agreement in terms of M was 
achieved only taking into account different shear strains for the different soil layers, 
even if it is less satisfactory for strong heterogeneity. Regarding N, Penzien solution 
furnished very low values; Wang solution provided very high values compared to the 
numerical ones only for I > 2.5. The increasing of the impedance ratio, I, led to an in-
creasing gap between analytical and numerical results.
The results revealed the need to increase numerical analyses to estimate lining forces 
more consistent with the soil-tunnel system’s real behaviour. The future goal is devel-
oping easy-to-use analytical solutions that will take into account the heterogeneity of 
the soil crossed by a tunnel.
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Abstract
Proximity of the active faults in Croatia is being studied for evidence of past earthquakes by 
archaeoseismology. Excavations of the Roman city of Siscia (Sisak, Croatia) yielded large chunks 
of thick brick walls (considered to be the city wall), collapsed in the adjacent ditch in their 
entirety. The wall is made of brick masonry on both sides and a thick concrete infill between 
them. Much of the collapsed portion is entire, there are not even joints between adjacent bricks. 
Wall chunks are found in various orientation: the original horizontal layering of masonry is now 
mostly vertical, even overturned. The remaining foundation displays features of twisting and 
shearing. The construction level is underlain by sandy clay. Significant recycling of construction 
material occurred in later centuries, so original dimensions are estimates only. We suggest that 
a major earthquake damaged the city wall of Siscia. Excitated by site effects of loose soil, high 
peak ground acceleration caused the wall to be removed from its foundation, landing it ultimately 
in the ditch nearby. Presumed intensity of the earthquake was IX. Fault activity within a couple 
of kilometres distance was responsible for this collapse. Rebuilding of the city wall in the late 
antique period suggests that the first wall collapsed between the beginning of the 3rd and the 
middle of the 4th century. This earthquake between ~200 AD and ~350 AD are missing from 
historical catalogues. We suggest that fault activity in Croatia is more widespread than previously 
considered. Archeoseismological features – even if lacking proper dates – must be added to the 
catalogues of historical earthquakes of the region.

Key words: earthquake, Petrinja, Siscia, Croatia, archeoseismology
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1 Introduction

In Late December 2020 and January of 2021 severe earthqukes hit the town of Petrinja 
in Croatia, culminating in a M 6.4 event on 29 December. This was the largest earth-
quake in mainland Croatia since the 1880 Zagreb earthquake (M 6.3). The old town was 
severely damaged and there were casualties, too. Neigbouring settlements, indcluding 
the city of Sisak, suffered damage. A long series of aftershocks followed, still lasting 
while we are writing this paper. 
While most parts of Croatia are known to be seismically active [1, 2], the Sava valley 
is moderate in this respect. Historical catalogues, e.g. [3-5] are probably complete for 
the 20th century, while an increasing number of events remain unknown as we go back 
in time. Altogether, about 90 % of destructive events (M 5 and above) remain unknown 
[6]. Following preliminary attempts in archaeoseismology in Poreč, Istria ([7] and in the 
Kvarner islands [8], here we provide an archaeoseismological study of a major earth-
quke which hit Siscia (modern Sisak) in Roman times (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1.  Location and parameters of the 2020 AD Petrinja earthquake in Croatia (after [9], modified). 
Location map showing shaded topography, the seismic fault (black rectangle & red line; 
this study), the USGS focal mechanism and the epicenter of the Petrinja December 29, 2020, 
earthquake (Mw=6.4). Red arrows indicate sense of relative motion across fault. Inset box 
indicates location of earthquake area within Croatia together with the location of EUREF/EPN/
CROPOS seismic stations (blue triangles). Accessed 15 February 2021
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2 Sisak

Sisak is a city in Croatia located on the fringe of the Pannonian plain, 50 km SW from 
Zagreb [10, 11]. During the Iron Ages, a large trade and production center developed, 
Segesta or Segestica. It was destroyed by the Romans in 35 BC. From then until the 
Middle Ages, the whole area was a part of the Roman state. After the conquest, the 
Romans had established a military base at this position that served as a basis for fur-
ther military operations [12-15]. Siscia belonged to the Roman province of Pannonia 
and was one of the provincial capitals. It had all the elements of a typical Roman town: 
paved roads and streets, sewers, aqueducts, public spaces and buildings (fora, basilica), 
administrative and religious buildings. The city was fortified by a high surrounding wall. 
Here we provide archaeological data on a collapsed portion of the Roman city wall of 
Siscia, which suffered severe deformation and collapse. Deformation features are de-
scribed, their protential cause is outlined. Parameters of the earthquake (date, intensity, 
causative fault) are suggested. 

2.1 The city wall of Siscia

The city wall of Siscia was most probably built during the Severan dynasty. The dating 
is based on the stratigraphy, analyses of the finds, and the historical circumstances [11, 
16]. Its total length was 3,5 km. It was built mainly out of whole bricks (the first phase) 
and stone blocks, bound with mortar. The width varies between 1,20 and 2 m. Mostly 
only the foundations are preserved. We do not know the original height, but when Mar-
sigli visited Sisak, the eastern section was at places 6 m high ([11, 16, 17]. We can 
take that that was the minimum height. The special sections, e.g. entrances and towers, 
would have been higher. 

2.2 St. Quirinus Site

Since 2003 excavations have been conducted at the site next to the 18th century St. 
Quirinus church (45° 30’ 07” N, 16° 22’ 18” E) [11, 18-28]. The stratigraphic sequence 
is 3–5 m thick. The geological basis is an alluvial deposit [16, 25], upon which there 
are Roman-age leveling and cultural layers. The Roman building at the site had several 
construction phases between the first half of the 1st century to the 4th century, dated 
by the radiocarbon and by the analyses of finds. The remains of the city wall and the 
northern entrance are dated to the Severan period (3rd century AD) [16]. The entrance 
consists of two strong parallel walls (N-S). On the walls, the St. Quirinus church was 
built in the 18th century. The walls are built with brick masonry laid horizontally, except 
at the bottom, where they are laid transversely. The western entrance wall is 1.60 m 
wide, and the eastern 2.00 (with the later addition of a portico) [16, 18].
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3 Methods

Istrumental and historical methods of paleoseismology are increasingly complemented 
by studying earthquake-damaged buildings and archaeological locations [29]. Buildings 
with upright walls above surface are the preferred objects of studies [30-33], although 
buried walls, foundations, [34] and floors [35] are shown to be useful in recognizing and 
parametrizing past earthquakes: site location, date, intensity and magnitude of past 
seismic events can be assessed. Quantitative methods are gaining acceptance recently 
[36]. 

4 Results

During the first season of the excavations, a part of a wall was found, some 10 m to 
the south of the confirmed position of the city wall. It is 10 m long, up to 2 m wide, and 
the building technique corresponds to the entrance. It continues, after a hiatus, into the 
western profile. When discovered, it was considered that it had fallen from the entrance 
wall. Later excavations revealed that a large segment of the corresponding wall col-
lapsed into the defense ditch, along with segments of smaller walls.

Figure 2.  A collapsed segment of the city wall of Roman Siscia. There are still low parts of the wall in place 
on the right. Top of these walls displays clear sign of shearing to the left. Upper portion of the 
wall is in the city moat on the left: brick layers are bottom-up(!). North to the left
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Figure 3.  Overturned wall in the moat. The viewer is looking at a mortar layer between rows of bricks, 
a seen from below(!). Note that in-plane deformation caused a wide gap to appear, marking 
extension of the wall during shaking or during collapse [37]

Figure 4.  Two portions of a collapsed wall, arranged in different positions. Left block tilted towards the 
viewer, right block tilted towards west
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Figure 5.  View of the church apse. A tilted wall, next to the early 3th century vertical walls of theRoman 
entrance complex, on top of which is the 18th century church [19]

Figure 6. Brick masonry walls collapsed in various directions [37]
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5 Discussion

5.1 Earthquake caused collapse

Walls, thick or thin, can collapse for various reasons: storm, military attack, earthquake, 
and – most –often – from neglect. However, the features caused by these factors differ 
significantly. While Romans had warfare machinery, their barbarian enemies enemies 
certainly lacked sophisticated equipment and technique to cause destruction to strong 
walls and fortresses in the way observed in Siscia. Storms can destruct buildings and 
walls, but probably cannot remove a 2 m thick masonry wall in its entirety. Neglect and 
abandonment mostly causes destruction in a more-or-less symmetrical ways: bricks 
and building fragments accumulate on both sides of the walls. The uni-lateral directivity 
of the collapse, the fall of the wall as a whole is a strong argument for seismic origin of 
the damage. 

5.2 Similar collapse fetures

Coherent toppled walls are well-known in earthquake-damaged sites in the Mediter-
ranean. A spectacularly similar find is illustrated in [38]: the city wall of Roman Car-
nuntum, capital of Pannonia Superior province, fell into the city moat. It was a tens of 
metres long segment, collapsing in a coherent way. Further examples can be seen in 
Gadara in Jordan [39], in Baeolo Claudia in Spain [40], in El-Lejjun in Jordan [41], or 
in Oberndorf-Bochingen in Germany [42]. In-plane extension and shift are well docu-
mented, among others, extensively in Carnuntum [38, 43, 44].

5.3 Dating

The hypothesis is that the original city wall at this position collapsed sometime between 
2nd half of the third and the beginning of the 5th century AD. The fact that the new wall 
had to be built is the evidence that something happened to the old one. The dating is 
supported by the movable finds. The evidence that supports that dating is the following: 
the coins found between “new“ and “old“ wall segment are from the 2nd to 4th century. 
Before the building of the new wall, the area was within the city, and people were losing 
money in that area during 2nd, 3rd and 4th centuries. After the second wall was built, there 
were fewer everyday activities in that area. Only 2 coins, and both near to the ditch, can 
be dated to the 5th century. Pottery fragments point to that time-frame too. Other finds 
are not suitable for dating, for they had the same shape during the whole Roman period 
(bone needles, metal fragments) [18-19, 21, 24-28].

5.4 Intensity

The EAE13 archaeoseismological intensity scale correlates seismic destruction features 
to the EMS98 macroseismic scale [45]. Environmental consequences of seismic shak-
ing (e.g. liquefaction) are classified the same way [46].
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Shifted wall (in-plane, out-of-plane) IX
Rotated wall sheared off the foundation VIII
Tilted wall    VII
Collapsed wall    IX
Twisted/folded wall   VIII
Uneven subsidence / liquefaction  VIII
Intensity of the Roman-time Siscia earthquake was probably IX.

5.5 The fault

There is a right-lateral strike slip fault, which caused the 29 December 2021 to the 
south both from Siscia and Petrinja (Fig. 1). Intensity I = IX is suggested for both earth-
quakes. As Petrinja is only 3 km from the fault, while Siscia is 12 km away, a similar 
intensity value for the farther city suggests higher magnitude for the Siscia earthquake, 
higher than M 6.4. Modeling is needed to address this problem.

6 Conclusions

Walls of the Roman town Siscia (now Sisak, Croatia) were excavated: spectacular fea-
tures of collapse were documented: out-of-plane toppling of an entire, 2 m thick, more 
than 3 m high wall into the moat, and in-plane extensional fissures. We bring forward 
evidence that collapse was caused by an earthquake between the 3rd and 5th century 
AD. It was an intensity IX event on the EAE13 archaeoseismological scale. Siscia being 
farther from the active strike-slip fault than Petrinja, which suffered a M 6.4 earthquake 
on 29 December 2020, we suggest that the Siscia earthquake in Antiquity was stronger 
than the contemporary event.
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Abstract
Railway traffic-induced vibrations are becoming one of the major environmental concerns 
in urban areas. Such vibrations may affect the quality of life of people settled in the vicinity of 
railway lines with frequent traffic. This paper contains the results from the research conducted 
by in-situ measurements and numerical modelling of railway traffic-induced vibrations. First, the 
transducers and the acquisition system are described and the methodology for processing of 
the measured vibrations caused by motion of trains is discussed. Then, a proposed numerical 
model based on the finite element method (FEM) is explained. Numerical modelling of railway 
traffic-induced ground vibrations considers several mechanisms and a number of factors such as 
distance from the source, speed and type of traffic, quality of tracks, soil properties, properties of 
structures, etc. The proposed 3D FEM model for prediction of railway traffic-induced vibration is 
based on the elastic half-space theory. The soil’s Young’s modulus of elasticity and the Poisson’s 
coefficient can be normally estimated from the longitudinal and shear wave velocities obtained 
by geophysical measurements. Soil layers of different properties can also be included in the 
model. The basic problem of FEM simulation is the calculation of the predominant period of the 
elastic half-space. The analyses have shown that the forced-vibration method provides a more 
realistic prediction of the predominant period compared to that of the ambient-vibration method. 
The results from the FEM analyses have also been confirmed by using the standard empirical 
geotechnical model. Apart from verification of the in-situ measurements, the proposed numerical 
model and analyses can serve as a tool in the practice of prediction of vibrations on a specific 
terrain. In such a way, possible measures for protection against vibrations can be undertaken. 
To illustrate the proposed methodology, site investigations and analyses carried out for the 
Kumanovo–Deljadrovce section are presented in the paper.

Key words:  railway traffic-induced vibrations, in-situ measurements, forced-vibrations, ambient-
vibrations, FEM
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1 Introduction

Railway traffic-induced vibrations and noise in the vicinity of the residential areas are be-
coming one of the major environmental concerns nowadays. Although, vibration caused 
by passing trains is normally too weak to cause any possible damage to buildings, resi-
dents affected by vibration may experience annoyance that may affect the quality of their 
lives. However, recent experiences (Zagreb earthquake, March 2020) have shown that 
post-earthquake behaviour of buildings damaged by earthquake can be very sensitive to 
such vibrations. In normal conditions, the main sources of railway traffic-induced vibra-
tions include train electric traction motors or electromagnets, control units and associ-
ated cooling fans; imperfections of wheel, rail running surfaces, etc. (see [1]). The vibration 
magnitude will depend on the distance from the source, speed and type of traffic, quality 
of tracks, properties of the soil transmission medium, properties of nearby structures, etc.
Railway traffic-induced vibration is usually accompanied by ground-borne noise. The 
relative distinction between these two phenomena (vibration sensation and audible 
noise) can be done based on their frequency, sources of vibrations, properties of the 
transmission medium and its transmission mechanism to nearby structures as well as 
personal sensitivity. Generally, when the transmission medium consists of stiff soils 
(i.e., solid rock), the ground-borne noise is generally more important than the vibration 
and the dominant vibration frequencies are higher (i.e., around 50 Hz, see [2]). When 
the transmission medium is a soft soil (i.e., clay or peat), the vibration sensation may be 
more important than the ground-borne noise and the dominant vibration frequencies 
are lower (around 5 Hz, see [2]). In addition to soil properties, soil-structure interaction 
also plays one of the most important roles in the vibration propagation phenomenon, so 
that the proposed mitigation measures against the vibration sensation shall be based 
on these two factors. Here, we will only mention the phenomenon of airborne noise, 
i.e., noise transmitted from the wheels-track contact and from the train motors and 
equipment to nearby structures directly through the air. However, this type of audible 
vibrations has not been the subject of this research. The presented research has been 
focused on quantification of railway traffic-induced vibrations (sometimes referred as 
to as “ground-borne” vibration), rather than any type of noise. Ground-borne vibration 
(see Fig. 1) is generated by the interaction between the train and the tracks. Then, the 
induced waves propagate through the ground, reaching the foundation of nearby struc-
tures. The transmitted vibration may be observed as perceivable vibration of the floor, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Usually, ground-borne vibrations are associated with a frequency 
range between 1 and 100 Hz. Note that some regulative codes related to protection 
with needed measures for mitigation of this type of vibrations is defined in ISO 14837-
1: Mechanical Vibration – Ground-Borne Noise and Vibration Arising from Rail Systems 
– Part 1, General Guidance (see [3]) and ISO 2631-2:2003: Mechanical Vibration and 
Shock – Evaluation of Human Exposure to Whole Body Vibration – Part 2: Vibration in 
Buildings (1 Hz to 80 Hz), version 2008-10-23 (see [4]).
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Figure 1.  Ground-borne vibration due to railway-traffic transmitted to nearby structures

In this paper, a methodology for quantification of vibration level is proposed. The in-
vestigation involved in-situ measurements and Finite Element Method (FEM) numeri-
cal modelling and analysis. The numerical analyses have primarily been performed to 
verify the results from the measurements. However, the proposed numerical model can 
further serve as a tool in the practice of prediction of vibrations on a specific terrain. In 
such a way, possible measures for mitigation of the vibration effects can be undertaken. 
To illustrate the proposed methodology, site investigations and analyses carried out for 
the Kumanovo–Deljadrovce section are presented in the paper.
The results from the research are presented in several chapters. In Chapter 2, the meth-
odology and the results from the in-situ measurements of ambient vibrations, ham-
mer-induced vibrations and train-induced vibrations at a specified railway route cross-
section are described. The results are presented in terms of acceleration time-histories. 
Then, in Chapter 3, numerical modeling is discussed and the results from the analysis 
of the predominant natural frequencies of the soil deposit are presented comparatively 
with the Fourier spectra obtained from the measurements. Finally, conclusions from the 
overall research are drawn and some ideas and directions for future work are discussed.

2 In-situ measurements 

The proposed methodology includes site investigations and numerical modeling & 
analyses. It has been implemented for the Kumanovo–Deljadrovce section within the 
frames of the project for geophysical investigation soil properties and measurement of 
vibrations caused by passing trains (see [5]), for the mentioned section. 
The site investigation included the following steps: 1. Identification of critical zones 
(hotspots) with field observation of all buildings near the line; 2. Geophysical measure-
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ments at selected profiles of the critical zones by use of the “hammer blow” method and 
definition of attenuation curves (transfer functions) from the geophysical equipment 
(velocity measurement) including acceleration measurement by using accelerometers 
as additional equipment (see [6]). 3. Measurement of vibration intensity (in terms of 
velocity) due to passing trains at the selected profile and measurement of accelerations 
by use of accelerometers. 4. Construction of attenuation curves based on measured 
velocities and accelerations and making prognosis about the level of vibration of struc-
tures situated at hotspots. 5. Evaluation of necessary measures for vibration reduction.

2.1 Construction of seismic-geological profiles using geophysical tests

The hammer blow test procedure has been used to determine the wave-propagation 
properties of the soil media for the selected hotspots (see [5]). The purpose of this test 
is to generate a vibrational impulse that travels from a source (point of impact) to a 
receiver (object) in a way similar to the travel of train-induced vibrations. The values   
from the installed sensors (meters) have been recorded by a multi-channel acquisition 
system. At this particular profile, the transfer function (attenuation curve) has been ob-
tained on the basis of the ground response to a hammer blow measured by 12 geo-
phones placed at a distance of 5 m along the transverse profile with a length of 60 m. It 
has also been obtained in another way, by placement of accelerometers at five points, in 
three directions, at a distance of 10 meters, (note that the first point is located 5 meters 
away from the railway). The seismic-geological structure of the measured profile has 
been compiled by use of the geophones. By calculating the obtained velocity in accel-
eration, the accelerations at all 12 measuring points (geophones) have been obtained 
and thus the attenuation curve of the profile has been obtained. 

Figure 2. Results from the geophysical test for the selected soil profile RP-3 Romanovce

Using the hammer blow geophysical test, the propagation velocities of the seismic 
waves (longitudinal velocity Vp and transversal velocity Vs) for all seven profiles along 
the Kumanovo–Deljadrovce section have been estimated. Fig. 2 shows the seismic-ge-
ological distribution of the soil layers for the profile “RP-3 Romanovce” along with the 
obtained velocities Vp=390 m/s and Vs=170 m/s for layer 1 along depth from 0 to 2,0 m; 
Vp=870 m/s and Vs=390 m/s for layer 2 along depth from 2,0 to 11,0 m; and Vp=2200 
m/s and Vs=850 m/s for layer 3 along depth from 11,0 to 20,0 m (see also Table 1 in 
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the next section). These velocities have been used for identification of the soil layers’ 
properties needed for the numerical FEM modelling and analysis. Layer no. 2, denoted 
as “el-dl” consists mostly of eluvial material combined with deluvial dusty clay deposit, 
while layer no. 3 denoted as “Pl” is mainly composed of sands, clays, and sandstones.

Figure 3. Fourier spectrum for the selected soil profile RP-3 Romanovce, x-direction

2.2 Additional in-situ measurements and results

In addition to the geophysical tests [5], new measurements have been conducted for 
profile “RP-3 Romanovce” (see [6]) for the same railway section. To perform the meas-
urements, equipment with an acquisition system, basically consisting of seismic accel-
erometers that record vibrations, has been used. In this case, PCB Piezotronics devices, 
model 393B12, manufactured by National Instruments, with a sensitivity of 10,000 mV 
and a range of up to 4.9 m / sec2, i.e., 0.5g and NI 9234 cards have been used. 
Two study cases have been investigated, i.e., cases with and without consideration of a 
nearby structure (a small house 11 m away from the railway). Five types of tests have 
been conducted – ambient vibration test, hammer blow test, passing of a passenger 
train, a freight train, and a locomotive. All measurements have been performed for 5 
points on the soil surface (for the study case with a nearby house, three points have 
been located in the structure and two on the soil surface. The data analysis has been 
performed according to the ISO 2631-2 standard. Fig. 3 shows the obtained Fourier 
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spectrum from the measurements of accelerations for the furthest point (no. 5) on the 
profile. It was the case without a nearby structure and for a freight train passage. These 
results have been selected as representative ones for comparison with the natural fre-
quencies of vibrations of the soil deposit obtained from the numerical analysis (see the 
next chapter), since the influence of the excitation at point no.5 has been the least ex-
pressed. Also, in Fig.4, the measured level of vibrations in the nearby house is shown. 
The frequencies of vibration and their intensities have been compared to those in the 
provisions given in the ISO 2631-2 standard.

3 Numerical modelling and analysis

3.1 General 

The ground vibration induced by moving trains represents a complex dynamic problem. 
According to Yang and Hung (see [7]), four major phases can be identified for the trans-
mission of vibrations from a passing train through the railway and the subsoil media, up 
to the neighbouring structures: (a) Generation of vibration, (b) Transmission of vibration, 
(c) Reception, i.e., vibrations received by nearby buildings; and (d) Interception, i.e., re-
duction of vibrations through implementation of wave barriers, such as piles, trenches, 
isolation pads, etc. The integral problem considering all these four phases can be solved 
by using mainly four different approaches, i.e., analytical approaches, in-situ measure-
ments, empirical prediction models and numerical simulation.

Figure 4. Measured level of vibrations in a nearby house in relation to the ISO 2631-2 standard
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Analytical approaches have been used by many authors (for example, see [8]). In defin-
ing analytical relationships, they consider major factors affecting each problem, such 
as train speed, distance, soil conditions, etc. On the other hand, the conducting of a 
complete in-situ measurement of train-induced vibrations is always a costly and labor-
intensive activity, Instead, empirical prediction models using attenuation curves (see 
[5]) can offer a practical approach to engineers. However, with the rapid advancement 
of the high-performance computer technology, numerical simulation appears as the 
most effective approach to modelling and solving wave propagation problems. In this 
research, supplementary to the empirical approach with the attenuation curves, the fi-
nite element method has been proposed for numerical prediction of vibration levels. 

3.2 Generalized geotechnical model (2D GTM)

In this research, numerical modeling has been used for several reasons. First, it is im-
portant from the aspect of verification of the in-situ measurements and calibration of 
the model. Then, the proposed numerical model can be a useful tool for numerical pre-
diction of the vibration levels of an affected structure. Presented in this paper is the 
verification of the FEM model along with discussion about the results from the meas-
ured natural frequencies of the soil deposit that have been compared to the numerically 
obtained ones. The analyses for calculation of the railway traffic-induced vibrations us-
ing the numerical model will be the subject of other papers. As mentioned before, the 
site investigations and analyses have been carried out for a profile section along the 
Kumanovo–Deljadrovce section route.
The dynamic properties of the soil medium play the most important role in the vibration 
transmission to nearby structures. However, they depend on many factors, like geologi-
cal composition, number of layers, their spatial distribution, layers’ depth (Hi) and thick-
ness (hi), then, layers’ material properties as unit density (ri), Jung’s modulus of elasticity 
(Ei), shear modulus (Gi), Poisson’s coefficient (mi), angle of internal friction, cohesion of 
the material, etc. In Fig. 5, a generalized geotechnical model (see [11]) with denoted ba-
sic parameters for all soil layers is shown. The velocities of propagation of longitudinal 
(Vp) and transversal (Vs) seismic waves can be expressed as functions of the material 
properties of the actual soil layer, i.e., the Jung’s modulus of elasticity, shear modulus, 
density (r) and Poisson’s coefficient, as follows:

 (1)

 (2)
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Figure 5. Generalized geotechnical model with basic parameters for all soil layers.

Table 1. Properties of the soil layers

However, if the velocities of the transversal seismic waves for all soil layers are known 
from geophysical measurements, we can calculate the predominant period of vibration 
T0 for the soil profile using the following well-known relationships (see [9]):

 [s] (3)

where: 

 [m] (4)

 [m/s] (5)

Layer 1: H=0,0 – 2,0 m Layer 2: H=2,0 – 11,0 m Layer 3: H=11,0 – 20,0 m

Vp [m/s] 390 870 2200

Vp [m/s] 170 390 850

r [t/m3] 1,0 1,1 1,2

h [m] 2,0 9,0 9,0

m 0.383 0.374 0,412

E [kPa] 79921 459853 2448867
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The period of vibrations Tm for some higher mode m can be obtained using the following 
relationship:

 (6)

where m is the mode number to be calculated. Using equations (1) to (6) and considering 
the measured transversal velocities VS for each soil layer from the geophysical test, the 
natural periods of vibrations have been obtained (see Table 2). In Table 1, the properties 
of the soil layers are presented.

3.3 Finite element modelling (3D FEM)

To perform FEM numerical modeling and analysis, we need the parameters E, G, m and 
r for all soil layers. Shear modulus G can be obtained by using the elasticity theory, and 
E and m can be calculated from the system of equations (1) and (2). Thus, the following 
expressions can be obtained:

 (7)

 (8)

 
(9)

Figure 6.  3D Finite element model of the analysed soil deposit (left) with denoted measurement points 
(right). Note that the point no. 1 is nearest to the railway (5 m away), and the spacing between 
the points is 10 m
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Parameter r is usually obtained by laboratory tests based on in-situ taken soil speci-
men. However, in our case, such investigation has not been performed, so that the unit 
density of the soil layers has been assumed based on empirical tables that include soil 
classification. The calculated soil parameters, i.e., Jung’s modulus of elasticity (Ei), shear 
modulus (Gi), Poisson’s coefficient (mi), for all three soil layers, using the equations from 
(7) to (9), are presented in Table 1.
A 3D FEM model of the soil profile has been generated. The model grasps a part of 
the analyzed soil deposit in the form of a cube proportioned 65x65x65 m in length, 
width, and depth (see Fig. 6). Since a sufficient depth has been grasped with the model 
(65 meters of depth), the boundary conditions on the bottom surface have been pre-
scribed zero displacements along all three axes. The boundary conditions on the four 
vertical surfaces have been modelled by additional link elements having appropriate 
spring stiffness coefficients calibrated so that the model has been able to simulate the 
frequency values obtained by the 2D Generalized Geotechnical Model (2D GTM), dis-
cussed previously. The top surface has been modelled by free boundary conditions re-
lated to displacements. The solution with infinite elements could also be the solution 
to this problem (see [7]), as an alternative to this model. However, the infinite elements 
solution will be considered in future works. In Table 2, a comparison of the natural fre-
quencies obtained by the 2D General Geotechnical Model (2D GTM) and the 3D FEM 
numerical model with the resonant frequencies measured in-situ for the freight train 
passage, are given.

Table 2.  Comparison of resonant frequencies in [Hz], obtained by using General geotechnical model (2D 
GTM), the 3D FEM model and in-situ tests

4 Conclusions

From the described investigation, it can be concluded that the problem of railway traffic-
induced vibration perceived by people living in buildings adjacent to railways is becom-
ing increasingly topical. It is not only related to the structural serviceability period during 
which residents are affected by annoying vibrations, but it also appears to be topical 
for buildings located near stations damaged by earthquakes (for example, the Zagreb 
earthquake 2020) whose post-earthquake behaviour may be affected by tramway/

Mode 2D GTM 3D FEM Test

1 7,188 7,427 (Y) 7,23 (X)

2 21,563 19,25 (X) 19,82 (X)

3 35,938 34,86 (X)

4 50,313 46,28 (X)

5 64,688

6 79,063 82,45 (Y)

7 93,438 95,01 (Y)
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train induced vibrations. For both cases, in-situ measurements and construction of at-
tenuation curves are still standard approaches, however, they should be supplemented 
by contemporary numerical FEM modelling for prediction of the vibration intensity level 
in order to anticipate appropriate mitigation measures. For the post-earthquake case, 
to avoid the risk of damage propagation, additional measurements and inspection of 
damaged buildings should be performed and, if needed, tramway/train traffic reduction 
should be proposed during the first mitigation period.
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Abstract
Since numerical modelling of soil properties in seismic design of buildings is usually a complex and 
demanding task, practicing engineers and researchers aim to keep numerical models as simple as 
possible. Therefore, the goal of this research is to verify soil-structure interaction (SSI) modelling 
parameters for buildings founded on compliant soils. For this purpose, the results of a large-
scale SSI experiment were considered. The TRISEE experiment was chosen as a reference since 
it is well known in the scientific community and commonly used by researchers. In the scope of 
this experiment, the SSI effects were determined on a simplified model of the superstructure, 
consisting of a rigid column and foundation slab placed on the sand bed subjected to dynamic 
loading. Based on these results a refined non-linear numerical model for SSI was developed, in 
which the soil behaviour was modelled through its stiffness, hysteresis model and p-y curve. 
The model was implemented in the SAP2000 numerical modelling software which is based on 
the finite-element method. It has been shown that numerical models represent experimental 
behaviour with a sufficient degree of accuracy. Since structural models exhibit different dynamic 
properties when placed on compliant soils, the authors recommend the implementation of SSI 
effects into the design of buildings in seismically active regions.
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1 Introduction

Experimental research campaigns of soil properties and buildings structures usually 
involve meticulous planning, expensive equipment, and skilled staff. Due to their com-
plexity and high costs they are not always feasible. However, experimental data pro-
vides crucial support in the verification of simpler, numerical models. This is especially 
important when analysing the effects of soil-structure interaction (SSI) on buildings in 
the case of seismic actions [1-3]. Experiments that include soil-structure interaction 
can be conducted statically or dynamically, but also in large or small scale. Considering 
significant costs of this type of experiments, small-scale experiments are most com-
mon. Most of the small-scale experiments are conducted in geotechnical centrifuges 
[4-7]. On the other hand, large scale experiments are commonly conducted using shak-
ing tables [1, 2] or using large rigid tanks and static or cyclic loading [3, 8, 9]. Large 
scale experiments are encouraged [10] since this type of models describe behaviour of 
buildings more accurately. Further, research on buildings with shallow foundations on 
compliant soils is of great importance since a large number of buildings are built in this 
manner [11, 12].
One of the available large scale SSI experiments with a structure founded on compliant 
soils is TRISEE [9, 13-15]. A set of large-size experiments within the TRISEE project 
was designed to investigate the nonlinear behaviour of a structure with shallow foun-
dation founded on compliant soil subjected to cyclic loading. More information regard-
ing this experiment is provided in further chapters of this paper. 
In order to study numerical modelling of SSI effects this study is composed. The main 
guideline for authors is to keep numerical models as simple as possible, therefore the 
soil component of the models is observed by existing general link elements commonly 
found in numerical software.

2 TRISEE experiment 

Research of non-linear soil-structure interaction under simulated seismic loading was 
conducted within the TRISEE research project. The project was carried out in the late 
1990s and comprised several different large-scale experiments. The structure model 
comprised of a rigid steel column and a slab representing typical shallow footing. The 
column was used to introduce simulated seismic loading into the model. Through the 
column horizontal force and overturning moment simulating the inertial loads were 
transmitted to foundations. The research programme included experiments conducted 
on dense and on loose sand with the relative density Dr of 85 % and 45 %, respectively. 
Square footing of 1,0 x 1,0 m in plane was embedded to the depth of 1,0 m so that the 
overburden pressure was simulated. A large sand box, measuring 4,6 x 4,6 m in plan and 
4 m in height (Figure 1. Experimental setup (m) [9], was constructed. Saturated Ticino 
sand was used to simulate the soil. Ticino sand is silica sand with uniform sized grains. 
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Figure 1. Experimental setup (m) [9]

The model founded on loosely built-in sand was loaded with 100 kN of vertical load, 
while the model founded on dense sand was loaded with a vertical force equal to 300 
kN. In both cases, the vertical load applied was considerably lower than the soil bearing 
capacity. The vertical load was introduced to the model using air cushions and a reac-
tion beam while the horizontal cyclic load was applied at the top of the column using 
a hydraulic actuator. The vertical load was firstly applied to the model as it represents 
the weight of the superstructure. After the full vertical load was applied, cyclic load was 
introduced to the model. The cyclic load was applied to the model in three series, start-
ing with small amplitude force-controlled cycles in Phase I, followed by application of 
earthquake-like time history loading in Phase II and finished with sinusoidal displace-
ment cycles of increasing amplitude. 
Experimental model was observed by many different instruments. First group of instru-
ments embedded into the sand was used for the assessment of the initial soil condi-
tions. Following sensors were placed in the soil: 9 mini geophones which were used to 
measure saturation of the soil, 6 thermal and 6 electrical probes for the local check. Fur-
ther, soil was tested by three cone penetration tests (CPT) performed by standard cone 
with 35,7mm diameter. Also, body-wave velocities were measured during the different 
phases of sample preparation. Second group of instruments was used for observation 
of the foundation. Applied forces, horizontal and vertical displacements of the founda-
tion, total and effective soil pressures underneath the foundation were monitored. The 
following sensors were installed: 11 load cells for horizontal and vertical stresses in the 
soil, 2 mini-piezometers for measuring the water pressure, 5 pressure cells underneath 
the foundation, 4 vertical displacement transducers at the corners of the foundation to 
measure settlements and rotations, 2 horizontal transducers in the foundation, a digital 
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transducer to measure the horizontal displacement of the actuator, 2 load cells for the 
vertical force and 1 load cell (in the piston) for the horizontal.
For this research the authors used the Phase II record and the setup comprising the 
structure founded on the loose sand. 

3 Numerical modelling 

In the scope of the research at hand, the model tested within the TRISEE project was 
modelled using finite element analysis software SAP2000 v21.0.2 [16]. The physical 
model of the structure was modelled using shell finite elements representing the foun-
dation slab and frame elements representing the column. The loading curve recorded 
during the experiment was applied at the top of the column as the horizontal cyclic 
loading. 
Multilinear plastic links were used to simulate the soil compliance in the vertical direc-
tion. The foundation model was supported by 25 identical link elements. Vertical stiff-
ness of the soil was calculated according to Gazetas [17] and Mylonakis et al [18] which 
are presented in expressions 1-3. According to this proposal, the axial stiffness of the 
spring is a function of the soil’s shear modulus (G), Poisson ratio (ν) and geometry of the 
foundation strip (L,B) where L is half of the foundation strip length and B is half of the 
foundation strip width. 

 (1)

 (2)

 (3)

Multilinear links require information regarding the force-deformation backbone curve 
as well as the hysteresis type for the soil. The backbone curve was determined accord-
ing to Rees and Van Impe [19]. A step-by-step procedure for backbone curve calculation 
in sand can be found in [20]. To simulate the hysteretic behaviour of the soil-foundation 
system the Takeda model [21] was chosen from the available hysteretic models in the 
software. The Takeda model was primarily developed for the purpose of modelling the 
response analysis of reinforced concrete structures, yet due to similar shape of the 
curve to sand response, it can be used for soil modelling. In recent years it has also been 
successfully implemented to model the nonlinear response of soils [22]. 
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Compression part of the hysteresis loop is modelled by force-deformation (p-y) curve 
(Figure 2. Force deformation curve for link elements) while the tension part is neglect-
ed. It is important to stress out that usage of simplified modelling approaches leads to 
certain limitations, therefore, initial imperfections of the soil-structure system are not 
included in the numerical model as well as saturation of the foundation soil. 

Figure 2. Force deformation curve for link elements

Gap elements and horizontal linear springs are assigned along the edges of the model. 
As the foundation model is symmetrical, both, the stiffness in x and y direction have 
the same properties (Figure 3. Scheme of the numerical model). Model was loaded with 
three different functions. Two functions simulated gravitational loading in the vertical 
direction and one function simulated seismic loading in the horizontal direction. The 
vertical load was applied directly on the foundation slab, while the horizontal load was 
applied at the top of the column. The recorded loading curve taken from the TRISEE 
experiment was imported to the numerical model as a Time history load.

Figure 3. Scheme of the numerical model of the foundation slab
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4 Results and discussions

Comparison of experimental and numerical results (Figure 4. Comparison of numerically 
and experimentally obtained data: (a) rocking angle-overturning moment; (b) time-rock-
ing angle; (c) rocking angle-settlement; (d) time-settlement.) are presented through: (a) 
rocking angle-overturning moment curve; (b) time-rocking angle curve; (c) rocking an-
gle-settlement curve and (d) time-settlement curve. Observing Figure 4. Comparison of 
numerically and experimentally obtained data: (a) rocking angle-overturning moment; 
(b) time-rocking angle; (c) rocking angle-settlement; (d) time-settlement. it can be con-
cluded that rocking of the foundation in the numerical model matches well with the 
experimental results, although the settlement of the foundation shows difference in the 
numerical model (8,5 mm) and experiment (10,0 mm). Moreover, rocking of the founda-
tion shows significant difference at the beginning until the plastfication of foundation 
soil is reached when the amplitude of rocking is matched well with the experiment. 
A preliminary parametric study showed that numerical results are highly sensitive to both 
the shape of the force-displacement backbone curve and hysteretic model selected to 
simulate the soil behaviour. It is important to emphasise here that the structural model 
of the experimental setup was not fully horizontal when placed on the sand bed. It is as-
sumed that tilting of the model resulted with plastification of the sand on one end of the 
foundation. Model was tilted by around 2° in the loading direction which resulted in hori-
zontal shift of the top of the column by 3,33 mm. Implementation of the initial tilting in the 
numerical model would consider the adoption of additional assumptions, therefore, tilting 
was not implemented into the numerical model. Furthermore, numerical model describes 
model on dry sand in contrary to experiment with saturated soil under the foundation.
Figure 5. Horizontal displacement time history of the top of the column shows compari-
son between the numerical and experimental horizontal displacement of the top of the 
column. To exclude the tilting of the physical model, numerical results were shifted by 
3,33 mm in the direction of the horizontal load. 
After the occurrence of pronounced plastification, under the action of the maximum 
horizontal force, the numerical model well describes the behaviour of the experimental-
ly tested model. In spite of all of the above, the hysteretic cycles in the moment-rocking 
angle, as well as rocking time-history and the vertical settlement (Figure 4. Comparison 
of numerically and experimentally obtained data: 
 - rocking angle-overturning moment
 - time-rocking angle
 - rocking angle-settlement
 - time-settlement, describe the behaviour of the experimentally tested model with 

satisfactory accuracy.
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Figure 4.  Comparison of numerically and experimentally obtained data: a) rocking angle-overturning 
moment; b) time-rocking angle; c) rocking angle-settlement; d) time-settlement

Figure 5. Horizontal displacement time history of the top of the column
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5 Conclusion

This paper provides an attempt to simulate the seismic behaviour of soil-structure sys-
tems using a simple numerical model. A well-documented experimentally tested mod-
el was used to validate the numerical model. The physical model was experimentally 
tested within the TRISEE project. The physical model comprised of a relatively simple 
superstructure and a foundation slab. It was founded on a loose sand embedded in a 
large rigid tank and subjected to horizontal cyclic loading.
The soil-structure system was modelled adopting simplified approaches. The soil was 
modelled using multilinear link elements and the Takeda hysteretic model while the 
structure and foundation were modelled using elastic frame and shell elements, respec-
tively. Simplified models present the advantage of inducing low computational costs.
This research shows that for the case of SSI simple numerical models can describe the 
overall behaviour of experimentally obtained data with a satisfactory level of accuracy 
in the light of rocking of foundation and energy dissipation in the soil. In contrary, settle-
ment of the foundation soil and behaviour of the model in early stages – before plastifi-
cation of the soil is achieved - contains larger discrepancies due to imperfections of the 
experimental setup that were not taken into account in the numerical model.
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Effective and efficient modeling of soil media is of importance in geotechnical earth-
quake engineering especially when pore pressure development is considered. Concern-
ing the formulation of the coupled approach, a soil element is presented as a mixture 
of three constituents – soil grains, water and air in the pores. For the mathematical 
description of the coupled approach mixture theory is considered including the concept 
of volume fractions. In application of the model the behavior of an earth dam of a trap-
ezoidal cross section is numerically simulated. The simulation is done starting from a 
specified initial degree of water saturation in the dam body. The simulation considers 
a nonlinear behavior with respect to the water retention curves and material model for 
the solid state. The air pressure is assumed to stay atmospheric in the course of the 
calculation and matric suction is equal to a negative value of the hydrostatic stress in 
water pressure. The coupled model allows to take into account the deformations of the 
soil skeleton and simultaneously considers the pore water pressure change during the 
earthquake excitation of the earth dam. The distribution of hydrostatic water pressures 
at steady state conditions is compared with results from literature which prove the cor-
rectness of the coupled approach. The seismic behavior of the dam body gives interest-
ing results considering both deformation and pore water pressure development. 
In geotechnical problems the geo-materials are considered by taking into account both 
the mass transport and flux equations. Simulation of such problems using the finite ele-
ments includes the full interaction of the pore pressure with the soil skeleton. It is to be 
stated that these models based on fully coupled formulation require the simultaneous 
solution of fluid flow equation and equilibrium equations in terms of displacements [1, 
2].
In the present work, the analysis of water flow through an earth dam coupled with the 
mechanical behavior of the soil skeleton is considered. A mathematical framework as-
suming porous medium in which the voids of the medium are filled with water is consid-
ered and the solution of the partial differential equation system is solved using the finite 
element method [3]. The numerical model involves both momentum and mass balance 
equations and can be presented as follows:

 (1)

The nodal degrees of freedom for displacement, water and air pressure are taken into 
consideration as u, pw and pa. Their first and second time derivative of solid phase 
complete the system of equations. The different matrices of the system of equations 
describe different properties of the numerical model. The indices provide information 
about the nature and function of the matrix, which can be interpreted as follows. 
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The coupling matrices Csw, Csa describe the interaction of the solid phase with water 
and air phases. The mutual influence of the fluids with each are represented by Cwa. The 
compressibility of the various phases and their effects on the entire media is considered 
by compressibility matrix Pww. The Permeability matrix Hww on the other hand, concerns 
the flow behaviour. 
The dam body is a compacted earth dam with 52m length and 12 m height as given in 
the work of Oettl [4]. The steady state simulation of the dam is simulated to compare 
the results of the newly developed coupled model. A typical conFigure uration and finite 
element mesh for the dam body is generated as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Finite element model of earth dam body

The dam is assumed to be situated above a hard rock formation. The soil material of the 
dam body is simulated as hypoplastic material model which is nonlinear even for the 
small deformations. The advantage of this model is that the used hypoplastic model 
takes into account the accumulation of strain in each cycle of the stress – strain relation 
[5]. In selection of the material model for solid phase the hypoplasticity material model 
of Von Wolffersdorff [6] has been used. The material parameters used in the simula-
tions for the dam body are as follows: density of solid phase ρs = 2.7 ton/m3, density 
of water phase ρw = 1.0 ton/m3, permeability k = 1.0·10-7 m/s, compression modulus of 
solid phase Ks = 109 kPa, compression modulus of water phase Kw = 2·104 kPa, dynamic 
viscosity of water μw = 1.31·106 kNs/m2, critical internal angle jc = 30o, granulate hard-
ness hs = 1600 MPa, exponent n = 0.39, minimum void ratio ed0 = 0.62, critical void ratio 
ec0 = 0.94, maximum void ratio ei0 = 1.08,numerical parameters α = 0.2 and β = 1, R = 
0.0001, mr = 2.5, mt = 9.0, βr = 0.25, χ = 9.
The base of the dam is assumed to be impermeable and fixed, i.e. the deformability 
is constrained apart from the drainage which has a length of 12 m. Next, acceleration 
histories namely, El Centro N-S, USA, 1940, with magnitude M = 6.7, scaled to different 
peak ground accelerations has been used in order to analyse the behaviour of the dam 
body under earthquake excitations. The earthquake time histories are used as input ac-
celerations at the base of the dam body for analyses in order to estimate the dynamic 
response of the dam body under strong earthquakes.
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Figure 2. Pore pressure development before applied earthquake acceleration

Figure 3. Pore pressure development after applied earthquake acceleration

From Figure 2 and Figure 3 it can be seen that the pore pressure development in the 
dam occurs in the upfront part of the dam body. The development of the pore pressures 
directly influences the displacement increase in the dam body which explains the failure 
mode of earth dams experiencing strong earthquakes. It is to be stated that the earth-
quake effects have contributed to pore pressure increase especially on the upstream 
face. The presented coupled approach gains in importance since both pore pressures 
and deformations are considered simultaneously. 
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Abstract
he importance of SSI is observed when a high-rise building rests on soft subsoil where there is a 
need to estimate deformations caused by application of high loads from previous earthquake time 
histories. In simulation of SSI problems, it is of great importance to select the most reliable time 
histories which would reliably adhere effects in the simulation problems. Within this paper a ten-
story frame structure was analyzed considering the soil-structure interaction. The site-specific 
uniform hazard spectrum is used as the target spectrum in selecting and scaling of earthquake 
records as an input in nonlinear dynamic analysis.
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The importance of SSI is observed when a high-rise building rests on soft subsoil where 
there is a need to estimate deformations caused by application of high loads from previ-
ous earthquake time histories. In simulation of SSI problems, it is of great importance to 
select the most reliable time histories which would reliably adhere effects in the simula-
tion problems. Within this paper a ten-story frame structure was analyzed considering 
the soil-structure interaction. The site-specific uniform hazard spectrum is used as the 
target spectrum in selecting and scaling of earthquake records as an input in nonlinear 
dynamic analysis. For analysis of the selected structure, several earthquake time histo-
ries are used and obtained results were compared and discussed. Calculation analysis 
of the frame structure considering spectral analysis and time histories of three different 
earthquakes reveal several conclusions. Firstly, the spectral analysis considers various 
frequency content although analysis is limited to linear analysis. On the other hand, the 
selected earthquakes are in time domain and can be used in non-linear analysis. The 
results obtained from the analysis show that correct selection of earthquake time his-
tories has important influence on the results and have to be considered in simulation of 
soil structure interaction problems. 
The model itself is a combination of 2 seismotectonic models: (M1) grid source model 
and (M2) area source model. Logic tree apparatus was chosen as a tool to capture the 
epistemic uncertainty associated with the seismotectonic sources and its parameters 
as well as the ground-motion prediction models used. The applied logic tree scheme ac-
counts the variability of: (1) Two seismotectonic models; (2) Different max. estimations; 
(3) Different M0 thresholds; and (4) Four attenuation models. According the results of 
the study which was part of regional BSHAP effort (Salic et al., 2017), the following 
GMPEs were used for hazard estimation: BSSA14 (Boore et al., 2014), CY14 (Chiou and 
Youngs, 2014), Aetal14 (Akkar et al., 2014) and Betal14 (Bindi et al., 2014). For the in-
vestigated site, UHS (Uniform Hazard Spectrum) was defined for 2 referents return pe-
riods TDLR and TNCR, as defined by EC8.

Figure 1.  UHS for the investigated site, Soil type A (vs30=800m/s): a) PDLR=10% in 10 years; b) PNCR=10% 
in 50 years
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In accordance with the spectra, earthquake time histories have been selected. The se-
lected earthquakes are of different magnitudes and frequencies in order to trigger dif-
ferent deformations in the frame structure. The structure that is considered is rein-
forced concrete frame with ten stories and the dimensions as shown in Fig.4. The frame 
structure consists of three 4.0m spans and a floor height of 3.0m designed according 
to EC8 and EC2 and is assumed to have been built on four types of foundation such as 
rigid foundation, hard soil, medium soil and soft soil. Ten same viscous dampers (VD) 
with damping coefficient of 3.00×106 Ns/m are set up in each story in the middle span.

Figure  2. Frame structure including viscous dampers with and without soil model

In the simulation of boundary conditions, infinite elements have been used for absorp-
tion of waves propagating in the soil domain. The main advantage of the proposed infi-
nite elements is that the number of nodes on the infinite element allows coupling with 
finite elements with eight nodes which are used for displacement-sensitive problems. 
In order to simulate a real situation, total added mass of each floor is 44t (440 kN), spec-
ified through MASS21 element. Furthermore, viscous dampers applied in the system 
are modelled by the spring damper COMBIN14 element, based on Kelvin Voigt model 
defined by two nodes, a spring constant and damping coefficient. The damping portion 
of the element contributes only damping coefficients to the structural damping matrix. 
In order to get a better insight of the structural response by considering different ef-
fects. the acceleration comparisons have been done (Fig. 3-6). 
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Figure 3. Comparisons of accelerations at middle of the structure - Point D with EQ1

Figure 4. Comparisons of accelerations at top of the structure - Point E with EQ1

As can be seen from figures above there are differences in the acceleration time histo-
ries when the structure is founded on fixed base and on soil ground. When fixed base 
frame structure is simulated the maximum value of acceleration is 1.50 m/s2. It is clearly 
seen that the inclusion of soil medium in the analysis decreases the maximum accelera-
tion value to 0.9 m/s2. On the other hand, the differences in the values of accelerations 
are more obvious in the middle part of the structure. 

Figure. 5. Comparisons of accelerations at middle of the structure - Point D with EQ 2
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Figure 6. Comparisons of accelerations at top of the structure - Point D with EQ 2

The energy dissipation effect of dampers gets worse as the excitation frequency re-
duces. Consequently, when the foundation of viscous dampers becoming softer, the 
energy dissipation system shows less effective behavior. The above statement is con-
firmed with the hysteretic force-displacement relationship of the VD installed in the 
bottom storey and presented in Fig.7. It can be seen from the figure that along with the 
foundation softening, the hysteretic loops become bigger and flatter. This shows the 
importance of the selection of damping elements in the overall system. 

Figure 7. Force-displacement relationship for viscous damper for fixed base and different types of soil
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Calculation analysis of the frame structure resting on soil media has shown that the 
structural response depends greatly on the soil’s stiffness characteristics. The soil 
structure interaction calculations show that it is crucial to know the soil conditions 
when analyzing and designing structures resting on soil media. On the other hand, the 
influence of dampers present in the frame structure has advantageous effects when 
designed carefully. The unbounded soil boundary conditions are considered to be of in-
finite elements which simulate the boundaries in such a way that no boundaries are 
reflected back. The results obtained from the analysis show that two earthquakes EQ1 
and EQ2, although obtained from the same spectrum, have different effects on the 
overall structural response.
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Abstract
The large number of catastrophic earthquakes that have occurred worldwide and their 
consequences point out the fact that the seismo-geological structure of the terrain represents 
an amplitude-frequency modifier of the seismic effect. The unconsolidated sediments lying upon 
the bedrock as well as the variations of the bedrock topography may increase the amplification 
potential of the seismic effects depending on their physical properties and thickness. From this 
aspect, there arises the need for obtaining as realistic as possible insight into the structure of the 
terrain, i.e., definition of the geometry of the sedimentary basins. Particular attention in this study 
was paid to definition of thickness variation of alluvial unconsolidated deposits that constitute 
the Skopje sedimentary basin, reaching a depth of down to 200 m, as well as the topography of 
the Neogene sediments present in the terrain base. For that purpose, preliminary 3D geological 
modelling was done by interpolation of a number of boreholes made in the urban area of Skopje 
city. Geophysical surveys were performed by application of active and passive seismic methods 
as are seismic refraction, seismic reflection, Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW), 
Refraction Microtremor (REMI) and Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR) for the purpose 
of defining the variation of the shear-wave velocity Vs through different lithological layers as 
well as upgrading and improving the accuracy of the 3D model. Of particular importance for this 
survey was the implementation of fast, economical and efficient procedure by using the combined 
seismic methods approach, which enabled seismo-geological modeling to different scales as well 
as comparative analysis of the results and verification of their accuracy.

Key words: combined seismic methods, quaternary deposits, 3D model
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1 Introduction

The main objective of this study was modelling of the thickness of the quaternary de-
posits, which represent the upper surface layers of the Skopje sedimentary basin [1]. 
For that purpose, preliminary 3D stratigraphic modelling was done by interpolation of 
a total of 63 boreholes made in the urban area of Skopje city, with different maximum 
depth and irregular distribution [2]. 
Based on geological data obtained from the boreholes, three stratigraphic units were 
distinguished, namely, Quaternary, and Neogene-Pliocene and Miocene sediments.
Geophysical investigations were performed by application of active and passive seismic 
methods, i.e., seismic refraction, seismic reflection, Multichannel Analysis of Surface 
Waves (MASW) and Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR) for the purpose of de-
fining the variation of the Vs velocity of shear waves through different geological media, 
as well as upgrading and improving the accuracy of the 3D model [3, 4, 5].
Geophysical surveys play a very important role in definition of local soil conditions, which 
are of a great importance when it comes to seismic risk assessment [6, 7]. A number of 
geophysical techniques have been developed and advanced in recent years in order to 
increase the quality and accuracy of site characterization. The surface seismic methods 
represent non-invasive, widely accepted geophysical methods for near-surface charac-
terization and definition of parameters that have a direct influence on the site response 
during an earthquake. 
In this study, particular attention was paid to the use of the integrated seismic methods 
approach to near-surface characterization. The most practical, cost and time effective 
way to perform in-situ measurement and processing by using different active and pas-
sive seismic methods as are seismic refraction, seismic reflection, MASW and HVSR 
method is presented in this paper through the results from the surveys performed at 2 
characteristic locations. Each of these methods has some advantages and limitations, 
but their application in an integrated approach enables the results to be compared and 
complement each other, reducing thus the likelihood of making errors in interpretation 
and providing a higher accuracy subsurface modelling [8, 9].

2 Geological characteristics

The investigated sites are part of the Skopje depression, which was formed during the 
Cenozoic tectonic evolution. This evolution consisted of two periods of extension, the 
earlier in the Paleogene period and the later in Neogene. The last period of extensional 
deformation, which is still ongoing, began in early to Middle Miocene. It is marked by 
deposition of Middle Miocene strata in the deepest basins. 
The current formation of the Skopje depression is associated with differential vertical 
tectonic movements along the older reactivated and the newly formed normal faults. 
The Skopje depression is bounded by a network of normal faults that strike NW-SE and 
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NE-SW to E-W. They produced the first uplifted horsts and subsiding grabens that be-
came sites of freshwater lakes. 
The sediments in the Skopje depression were developed during deposition in this lake. 
The depression is filled with Neogene lacustrine sediments and alluvial deposits on the 
surface, with a maximum thickness of over 2,500 m. Their base is represented by old 
Paleozoic crystalline shales, quartzite and marble. The transgressive basal conglom-
erate, gravel and sandstone contain clasts from the underlying rock units. The Mio-
cene formations contain intermittent strata of gravel conglomerates, sandstone and 
siltstone, marl, marly claystone, and upper sandstone and siltstone. The younger Plio-
cene formation consists of cemented coarse-grained deposits, mainly gravel, gravelly 
sandstone and sandstone. On the top of the sedimentary sequence are found the most 
recent Quaternary sediments, mainly alluvial deposits of gravel, sand and clay [1]. 

3 3D geological modelling

Stratigraphic modelling of part of the urban area of Skopje city was done by application 
of the Rockworks software whereat the engineering-geological map and the research 
boreholes from the investigations after the catastrophic 1963 Skopje earthquake were 
used as the main source of geological data [10, 11]. A total of 63 boreholes made in 
the urban area of Skopje city, with different maximum depth and irregular distribution 
were used for the preliminary 3D stratigraphic modelling. The spatial distribution of the 
boreholes is shown in Fig.1.

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of research boreholes 

3D modelling consisted of interpolation of individual stratigraphic units and their stack-
ing into a 3D model. The interpolation was done by application of the Inverse Distance 
methodology according to which, the greatest influence upon prediction of the value 
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for a non-measured location is exerted by the values measured at the closest points 
whereat the effect of the surrounding points upon prediction of the value is reduced 
with the increase of distance [12, 13]. 
The last step consisted of correction of the spatial distribution of the model for the 
purpose of removal of parts for which there were no data as well as correction of the 
topography by adding the USGS DEM (30 m) model.
The final 3D model provides a complete insight into the structure of the terrain, the 
distribution of each stratigraphic unit in the investigated area as well as the presence of 
variations and discontinuities. The variations of thickness of the Quaternary unconsoli-
dated sediments were mapped with a good resolution, which was of a great importance 
in modeling the Skopje basin (Fig.2).
The Quaternary was generated upon the entire surface of the model. It is characterized 
by considerable variations in thickness. Its greatest depth is mapped in the southeast 
and the northwest part of the location, whereat, in the southeast part, the thickness of 
the Quaternary is about 50-60M. Toward northwest, the thickness in the central part is 
reduced to 10 – 20 m, whereas in northwest direction, it reaches the maximum depth of 
100 m. This phenomenon points to a fault structure stretching in that direction. 

Figure 2.  a)3D Stratigraphic solid model. b) Left - 3D thickness variation of quaternary deposits, right - 
Neogene sediments topography
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4 Geophysical survey

Geophysical surveys by application of active and passive surface methods were done for 
the wider urban area of Skopje city for the purpose of definition of parameters that have 
a direct influence upon the seismic response of ground in conditions of earthquakes like 
depth and seismic velocities of unconsolidated sediments as well as topography of the 
seismic bedrock.  
Out of the active seismic methods, the seismic refraction, seismic reflection and MASW 
methods were applied. 
The same seismic equipment and, in most of the cases, the same acquisition parame-
ters were used, enabling time and cost-effective survey for subsurface characterization. 
The choice of these parameters was not random. Experimental research was carried 
out for a long period using the above-mentioned seismic methods to define the optimal 
parameters for successful application of an integrated technique in future research.
The most time and cost-effective passive method for estimation of shear-wave ve-
locities of deeper layers is the single station microtremor HVSR method [14]. Recording 
of microtremors by application of Tromino3-componental seismometers was done at 
certain locations where Quaternary deposits reach a depth of over 100 m. The analysis 
of data in combination with the results from the active seismic methods enabled com-
putation of the Vs velocity in deeper layers and definition of depth of the seismic base. 
The results from these surveys will be used in further analysis for upgrading and im-
proving the accuracy of the 3D model.
In this paper, two case studies from the geophysical surveys are presented. The first 
case study refers to the part of the Skopje urban zone area where the thickness of the 
quaternary sediments is lower than 30 meters and the second one refers to the part of 
the city were the thickness can reach a depth of 100 meters and higher. Certain site-
specific details regarding the “in situ” measurements were as follows.

Case study 1: 
Seismic refraction measurements were performed along seismic spread of 17 channels 
by using the following acquisition parameters: spacing between geophones - 3m, near 
off-set (minimal source to receiver distance) of 3m, excitation step of 12m at 5 points 
through the seismic spread, duration of seismic record of 0.5s and sampling frequency 
of 512 Hz.
2D MASW vs Seismic Reflection Joint Acquisition was performed along seismic spread 
of 17 channels by using the following acquisition parameters: spacing between geo-
phones of 2m, excitation step of 2m, near off-set 6 m, duration of seismic record 0.5s 
and sampling frequency of 512 Hz. The total number of source-receiver configuration 
displacements for the roll-a-long measurements was 13.
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Case study 2: 
Single station microtremor measurements were performed by using 3-componental 
Tromino seismometer, with recording length of 20 min.
MASW vs Seismic Refraction Joint Acquisition was performed along seismic spread of 17 
channels by using the following acquisition parameters: spacing between geophones of 
5m, near off-set 5 m, duration of seismic record 0.5s and sampling frequency of 512 Hz.

Figure 3.  Case study 1: a) 2DVp seismic refraction tomography model. b) 2D Seismic reflection section. c) 
2D Vs model as a result of the MASW survey

Figure 4.  Case study 2: HVSR vs Dispersion curve joint analysis and inversion. a) HVSR experimental and 
synthetic curve. b) Dispersion curve. c) 1D Vs model
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The seismic models, in combination with the geological data, reflect the seismo-geo-
logical characteristics of the site. 
A survey by use of three different methods was performed along the same profile line 
for Location 1 (Fig. 3). The 2D MASW model refers to the position of 15-39m along 
the seismic refraction and reflection profile. According to the 2D Vp and Vs models, the 
thickness of the quaternary deposits, which are characterized by values of shear-wave 
velocities in the range of Vs=100-600m/s, varies in the range of 8m to 15m. The same 
variation of the quaternary thickness is interpreted at the seismic reflection 2D model.
The results from the surveys at the second location were a HVSR curve as a result of the 
microtremor measurements and a spectral analysis and dispersion curve as the result 
of the MASW measurements (Fig.4a, Fig.4b). 
The HVSR curve shows clear peak frequencies at 1Hz and 4Hz. The first peak is related 
to a deeper layers (impendance contrast at the depth larger then 100m) while the sec-
ond peak is related to the shallower surface layers.
The result from the joint inversion of the HVSR curve and the dispersion curve is the 1D 
Vs model, which clearly maps the contact between the Quaternary and Neogene sedi-
ments at depth of 170 meters (Fig. 4c). 

5 Conclusions

The results obtained from the performed geological modelling point to the importance 
of the 3D approach to definition of the seismo-geological characteristics and the con-
nection between different structures. 3D geological modelling in these surveys has 
been specifically performed in order to define the thickness of the Quaternary deposits, 
which are considered as unconsolidated according to the physical-mechanical charac-
teristics.
The application of a combined approach involving different seismic methods enables 
mapping of the variation of the Vs velocity through different media with a high resolu-
tion, definition of the thickness of the Quaternary deposits as well as definition of the 
local deformation and disturbances in the terrain structure. 
This paper shows the methodology and the results from the surveys carried out at 2 
different, but specific locations. The main purpose was to show the importance of using 
a combined approach and adequate methods depending on the local site conditions.
The next step is reconstruction of the 3D stratigraphic model with the data from the 
geophysical investigations and its application for continuous coverage of the investi-
gated area with the representative shear-wave velocity Vs.
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Definition of seismo-geological characteristics of a terrain is of a great importance 
when it comes to selection of strong-motion station sites. Local site conditions can 
modify the amplitude-frequency content of the seismic motion during an earthquake. 
Therefore, site characterization is very significant for correct analysis and use of earth-
quake records [1, 2].
Geophysical surveys using surface seismic methods were performed at few different 
characteristic locations in the territory of North Macedonia (Figure .1). The potential 
sites were, first of all, selected based on off-site (office) studies, which include param-
eters such as geographical region of interest, seismo-geological characteristics, seismic 
noise, accessibility, electricity, communication, transport, etc.
Surface seismic methods represent widely accepted geophysical methods for seismo-
geological modeling and evaluation of parameters that have a direct influence on the 
site response during an earthquake, such as seismic velocities and topography of bed-
rock. At each selected location, time and cost-effective surveys were conducted by joint 
acquisition of seismic refraction, seismic reflection and Multichannel Analysis of Sur-
face Waves (MASW) data. Microtremor measurements for HVSR (Horizontal to Vertical 
Spectral Ratio) analysis were also performed for definition of the predominant frequen-
cy and joint inversion of the dispersion and HVSR curve [3, 4, 5].

Figure 1. Map of potential strong motion sites

The final results from this integrated seismic survey approach are 1D Vs and 2D Vp and 
Vs models that, according to the variation of Vp and Vs velocities, map the thickness 
variation in non-consolidated sediments as well as 2D reflective sections, which define 
the weathered zones, discontinuities and faults in rocks.
Presented in this study are the results from the geophysical survey performed at IZIIS - 
Skopje, as a potential site for strong-motion instrumentation. The location is situated at 
the foothills of Vodno hill and it is part of the Skopje sedimentary basin [6]. 
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Figure 2. a) 2D Vp and Vs Seismic refraction profiles. b) Dispersion curve and 1D MASW Vs model

Figure 3.  2D map of unconsolidated deposits (Vs<600m/s) thickness variation at the survey location 
(isopach map)

The main objective of the survey was mapping of the seismo-geological characteristics 
of the terrain in order to determine the suitability of the location for strong-motion in-
strument installation.
The result of the seismic refraction surveys are 2D seismic models which clearly show 
the variation of the Vp and Vs value laterally and in depth. The seismic refraction meth-
od, i.e., the tomographic refraction concept in combination with the MASW method 
proved to be quite efficient in these investigations, particularly in defining the thickness 
of the unconsolidated sediments, which is of a particular importance for further inves-
tigations [7, 8].
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The thickness variation is represented as a 2D isopach map, generated on the basis of 
seismic refraction and MASW data. According to the 2D isopach map, the most unfa-
vourable zone belongs to the lower North-eastern part of the location, where the thick-
ness of the unconsolidated sediments (Vs<600m/s) reaches up to 25-30 m.
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Abstract
Paleoseismological techniques have been developed to investigate past seismic activity on faults 
and provide valuable data for estimating the seismic hazard of an area, especially when the 
historical earthquake record is much shorter than the average earthquake cycle. Paleoseismic 
evidence can include joints, discrete faults, folds, soft-sediment deformation and liquefaction, 
depending on the magnitude of the paleoseismic event, the type of causative fault, and the 
material disturbed.
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Paleoseismological techniques have been developed to investigate past seismic activity 
on faults and provide valuable data for estimating the seismic hazard of an area, espe-
cially when the historical earthquake record is much shorter than the average earth-
quake cycle. Paleoseismic evidence can include joints, discrete faults, folds, soft-sed-
iment deformation and liquefaction, depending on the magnitude of the paleoseismic 
event, the type of causative fault, and the material disturbed [1]. In Slovenia, the first 
attempts of modern paleoseismological studies were made in the Krško Basin in the 
early 2000s and later successfully carried out to study the reverse Vodice fault in Lju-
bljana Basin and the major regional strike-slip Idrija fault in western Slovenia (Figure . 1). 

Figure 1.  Seismotectonic map of Slovenia and its vicinity with locations of paleoseismological sites 
presented in this contribution. The faults are summarized from Poli and Zanferrari [2] and 
Atanackov et al. [3], the earthquakes are taken from the SHEEC catalogues 1000-1899 [4] and 
1900-2006 [5]

This contribution presents the paleoseismological evidence for large past earthquakes 
on the Vodice and Idrija faults, obtained during several exploratory trenching campaigns 
in the last decade. Two exploratory trenches were made on the Vodice fault, which 
additionally confirmed the tectonic origin of the 10 km long fault scarp and provided 
evidence of the last major earthquake that disrupted the sediments within the trench 
about 9 thousand years ago [6]. The first paleoseismological trench on the Idrija fault 
was conducted at the Kanomlja site, which showed that the last major earthquake on 
this fault corresponds to the historical Idrija earthquake of 1511 Mw6.8 [7]. A recent 
study of the paleoseismic history of the Idrija fault near Most na Soči suggests that fre-
quent large earthquakes occurred during the penultimate glaciation and revealed local 
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fault complexities due to geometric and kinematic changes of the fault at this location 
[8]. 
In addition to the scientific results, this contribution highlights the practical lessons and 
pitfalls to be considered in paleoseismic trenching we have encountered in the specific 
environmental conditions in the transition zone between the Alps, the Dinarides and the 
Pannonian Basin tectonic domains.
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Abstract
During earthquakes soil deposits are exposed to all kinds of seismic waves and are consequently 
subjected to three-directional cyclic loading and straining. In the geotechnical earthquake 
engineering practice, however, the analyses of such complex response of the deposits to seismic 
forces, the site response analyses, are typically reduced to the analyses of the effects of the 
vertically propagating plane shear waves through horizontally layered deposits. The popular 
geotechnical laboratory tests for simulation of such behavior are cyclic simple shear, cyclic triaxial, 
cyclic torsional and resonant column tests that all cyclically shear the soil specimen in just one 
direction, typically in series of cycles with constant amplitude of shear stress, tc, or shear strain, 
γc. The paper presents several fundamental aspects of the cyclic soil behavior obtained relatively 
recently in the cyclic simple shear tests, indicating that the basic research of cyclic and dynamic 
soil properties is still going on. The parameters and curves derived from cyclic simple shear tests 
that are used in popular computer models for site response analyses that are treated in this 
paper include: maximum shear modulus, Gmax, cyclic secant shear modulus, Gs, equivalent viscous 
damping ratio, λ, curve of the reduction of the first cycle Gs with γc, second cycle λ versus γc curve, 
pore water pressure change with the number of cycles N in saturated soils, change of Gs with N, 
and the cyclic threshold shear strains for pore water pressure change, γtp, and cyclic degradation, 
γtd. 

Key words:  soil, earthquakes, cyclic loading, shear modulus, damping, strain rate, frequency, 
threshold strain, cyclic degradation, cyclic pore water pressure, simple shear testing 
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1 Input parameters for seismic site response analyses

The response of civil engineering structures to seismic shaking depends on the complex 
3-dimensional cyclic stress-strain properties and behavior of soils in subsurface layers 
due to 3-directonal loading. In practice, however, it is typical to consider just vertical 
propagation of plane shear waves through horizontally layered soil deposit such hat 
the soil’s stress-strain conditions are those of pure shear stresses, t, and associated 
shear strains, γ, applied cyclically in just one direction on top of the existing vertical 
and horizontal effective stresses svc’ and shc’. Under such conditions the stress-strain 
behavior is described by cyclic loops that can be obtained from one-directional cyclic 
loading tests, such as cyclic simple shear, cyclic triaxial, cyclic torsional and resonant 
column. In these tests soil is typically subjected to series of cycles with constant am-
plitude of shear stress, tc, or shear strain, γc. The test that most directly simulates the 
cyclic pure shear stress conditions is the cyclic simple shear test [1]. In this paper the 
results obtained relatively recently in the cyclic simple shear devices in the soil dynam-
ics laboratory at the University of California, Los Angeles, are presented and discussed. 
One of the testing devices used is presented in Figure 1.
The seismic site response analyses are performed with various computer models, such 
as SHAKE [4], DESRA-2 [5] and its modifications [6, 7], and DEEPSOIL [30]. In these 
computer codes, the soil material input parameters for each layer include the para-
meers and curves listed in the Abstract and treated below, so the knowledge gained 
from the test results presented is of practical significance because it can be employed 
to improve the performance of these codes. 
The idealized 1st and a quarter cycles loop is presnted in Figure 2. In Figure 3 are pre-
sented the second cycle loop and the two loops from a single test, the loop in the first 
cycle and cycle N. The parameters and curves describing the cyclic behavior presented 
by these loops are the variation of the 1st cycle loops with amplitude, γc, typically pre-
sented by the curves Gs-logγc, Gs/Gmax-logγc, and λ-logγc. Furthermore, the change of 
soil stiffness under the cyclic strain-controlled shearing with constant γc in each cycle 
N can be described with the stiffness index, dN, that measures the relative change of 
GS in cycle N, GSN, with respect to the initial modulus GS1 in the first cycle N=1: dN= GSN/
GS1=tcN/tc1.
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Figure 3.  Definition of the equivalent viscous damping ratio, λ and sketch of the idealized cyclic strain-
controlled behavior in the first cycle, N=1, and a subsequent cycle N

Figure 1.  Setup of specimens in the UCLA dual-
specimen DSS device (DSDSS device) for 
small-strain testing [2, 3]

Figure 2.  Idealized fully closed initial cyclic 
stress-strain loop (first 1.25 cycles) with 
definition of Gs and Gmax
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2  Effects of the rate of shear straining and frequency on GS, GS/
Gmax-log γc curve, λ, and λ-log γc curve

The parameters Gs and λ and the Gs-logγc, Gs/Gmax-logγc, and λ-logγc curves are affected 
by many factors. One of them is the rate of shear straining  = dγ/dt. The effects of 
encompass those of the frequency of cyclic loading, f, level of the average strain rate in 
a single unifiorm cycle, =4γc/T=4fγc, where T is the cycle period, and the variation of the 
rate in a single cycle. How at a given γc the slope of the cyclic loop Gs changes with γ is 
sketched in Figure 4. At a given γc, modulus Gs increases approximately linearly with 
the logarithm of average  and associated f. This increase can be quantified with the 
strain-rate shear modulus factor N -G [8] which describes the relative increase of (Gs)lowf 
due to the tenfold increases of . Figure 5 provides the rate-of-straining effect on Gs 
obtained for many different soils. Two trends can be observed: (1) for any level of γc fac-
tor N -G increases consistently with PI, and (2) the rate-of-straining effect increases as 
γc gets smaller.

Figure 4.  Effect of the frequency and associated 
average strain rate on cyclic loading 
behavior

Figure 5.  General trends of the strain-rate shear 
modulus factor with PI and γc (from [9, 10, 
11, 12])

From Figure . 5 it is also evident that the shapes of the Gs/Gmax-logγc curves must de-
pend on the frequency, f, and associated average strain rate, . In this context two types 
of Gs/Gmax-logγc curves can be constructed: curves obtained from tests with the same f 
at all γc levels, and curves from tests with constant at all γc levels. Depending on wheth-
erγ or f is constant, different curvatures of modulus reduction curves are obtained. If  
i s constant, Gs consistently decreases with γc. If f is constant, Gs decreases with γ at 
higher γc, but at low γc it may for clays increase and then decrease, which means that at 
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low γc the Gs/Gmax-logγc curve for clay may run above Gs/Gmax=1.0 line. These trends are 
reported in [8, 9, 13]. How constant f and  curves compare for different soils is indi-
cated in Figure . 6. The Gs/Gmax-logγc curves derived from the results of DSDSS tests 
(Figure . 1) on a natural sandy soil (labeled Arlita-1) and a natural clay having PI=26 (la-
beled ESC-1) are compared. For sandy soil, the curves for two constant frequencies, f 
=0.3 Hz and 3 Hz, and the curves for constant values of ranging between 0.0001 %/sec 
and 0.003 %/sec, plot practically on top of each other. This is because sandy soils do not 
exhibit noticeable effects of the rate of straining. In the case of clay, the values of Gs/Gmax 
obtained in the test series conducted at constant  (ranging again between 0.0001 %/
sec and 0.003 %/sec) consistently decrease with γc, just like for sands. The values of Gs/
Gmax obtained for clay in the test series conducted at constant frequencies of 3 and 0.3 
Hz first increase with γc and then decrease. Such cyclic behavior occurs because if f = /
(4γc) is constant,  increases with γc, causing soil to respond as stiffer. These trends are 
also discussed in [8, 13, 9].
The effects of frequency, f, on λ were studied with the help of DSDSS device [14, 10]. 
The test results revealed that for many soils λ is in general the smallest at around f ≈0.1 
Hz. At larger f, λ is usually increasing with f, and below it usually decreases with f. Such 
a trend is consistent with some data presented earlier [15].

Figure 6.  Example of the constant-strain-rate and 
constant-frequency normalized modulus 
reduction curves for sandy soil and clayey 
soil [10]

Figure 7.  Definition of the strain-time history shape 
parameter, θ, measuring the effect of the 
shape of cyclic straining on the equivalent 
viscous damping ratio, λ [16]

The variation of the rate of straining in a single cycle affects damping λ and is associ-
ated with the fact that a longer application of larger strains in a single cycle allows for 
more relaxation and creep, which is generating larger area of the loop and thus larger 
damping λ. This means that for a given γc the area of the loop can be correlated to the 
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absolute area under the strain-time curve. On the basis of that, a parameter called the 
strain-time history shape parameter, θ, was defined [16], as shown in Figure . 7. For tri-
angular cyclic straining θ =0.50, for sinusoidal θ =0.64, and for trapezoidal θ ≈ 0.75. The 
correlation between θ and λ for kaolinite clay tested at small λc is presented in Figure 
. 8. It is evident that changing the shape of cyclic straining can change λ dramatically. 

The above effects of the shape of cyclic straining are pronounced in soils that are more 
susceptible to creep and relaxation. They are small to negligible in clean sands and grav-
els and relatively large in clayey soils and generally increase with PI. This means further 
that the tips of the loops of clean sands are usually pointed, regardless of the shape of 
cyclic straining, while the tips of the loops of clay due to sinusoidal straining are rounded 
[17, 18, 19]. This has interesting consequences for the shape and relative position of 
the λ-logγc damping curves for clays with respect to those for sands [20]. Due to the 
roundness of the tips of the loops at small γc and difference in nonlinearity between 
sands and clays at large γc [21], the damping curves of sand and clay cross each other in 
the zone between γc≈0.001 % and 0.01 % [20], such as shown in Figure . 9. See also [22].

3  Threshold strains for cyclic degradation and pore water pressure 
in Clays

Threshold strains for cyclic degradation, γtd, and cyclic pore water pressure, γtp, are fun-
damental cyclic soil properties [23]. If in clayey soil γc<γtd the soil does not degrade, dN= 
GSN/GS1=tcN/tc1 practically does not change. If γc>γtd index dN decreases with N such as 
shown in Figure 11 for the loops presented in Figure 10. Figure 12 shows thow the cor-
responding dergradation parameters, representng the slopes of the lines in Figure 11, 
t=logdN/logN, changes with γc. From this Figure γtd=0.012 % can be derived.

Figure 8.  Trend of damping ratio, λ with the strain-
time history shape parameter θ in the 
range of γc from 0.007 % to 0.011 % [10]

Figure 9.  Damping curves λ-logγc for sand and clay 
obtained for sinusoidal cyclic straining 
crossing each other between γc =0.001 % 
and 0.01 % [14]
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Figure 13 shows the change of normalized cyclic pore water pressure DuN*=DuN/svc’ 
with γc for the tests results presented in Figure 10, where DuN is the pore water pres-
sure at the end of cycle N. From this Figure γtp=0.034 %. Accordingly, from the same test 
results γtp is greater than γtd. Such difference between γtd and γtp obtained for many soils 
is displayed in Figure s 14 and 15.

Figure 10.  Stress-strain loops from cyclic strain-
controlled simple shear tests on 
kaolinite clay [24, 25]

Figure 12.  Variation of the degradation parameter, 
t, with the cyclic shear strain amplitude, 
γc [24, 25]

Figure 11.  Cyclic degradation in the cyclic strain-
controlled tests on kaolinite clay [24, 
25]

Figure 13.  Change of the cyclic pore water pressure 
DuN

* with γc in the cyclic strain-controlled 
tests on normally consolidate kaolinite 
clay [24, 25]
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4  Cyclic secant shear modulus and pore water pressure change in 
sands at small cyclic strains

Figure 16 shows the recent results of tests equivalent to those presented in Figure 10, 
but conducted on saturated sand instead of clay. They reveal that at the cyclic shear 
strain amplitudes, γc, between 0.01 % and 0.10 to 0.15 % the secant shear modulus at 
cycle N, GSN, first increases with N, for up to 10 % of the initial GS1, and then decreases, 
while the cyclic pore water pressure, DuN, monotonically increases, and that DuN can 
actually reach up to 40 % of the initial effective vertical stress before GSN drops below 
GS1 and sands start to truly degrade [24, 27, 28, 29]. They also demonstrate that the 
effective stress principle, to the extent that it stipulates that if the pore water pressure 
increases during cyclic loading and the effective stress decreases, the sand stiffness 
and strength must decrease, is not universally valid. This should have significant impact 
on the analyses of the liquefaction seismic site response. 

Figure 16.  Variation of stiffness index, dN, with the number of cycles, N, and its relationship with cyclic 
pore water pressure, DuN*, obtained in the simple shear cyclic strain-controlled tests on Nevada 
sand [24, 27]

Figure 14.  Relationship between the threshold 
shear strain for cyclic degradation, γtd, 
and soil’s plasticity index, PI [composed 
from 10, 24, 25, 26]

Figure 15.  Relationship between the threshold 
shear strain for cyclic pore water 
pressure change, γtp, and soil’s plasticity 
index, PI [24, 25]
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5 Conclusions

The results presented in this paper and correspoding references obtained relatively re-
cently, in particular the results in section 4 above, show that there are still fundamental 
aspects of the cyclic behavior of soils that need to be tested and clarified. They also 
ndicate that seismic site response models can be more accurate if recent discoveries 
are incorporated in their inputs. After decades of experimetal reserch, the high quality 
laboratory cyclic testing of soils, especially at small cyclic strains, is still a basic tool for 
the advancement of our understanding of the effects of earthquakes on civil engineer-
ing structures. 
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Abstract
High frequency motion is typically observed in experimental works on seismic soil behaviour 
in centrifuge and in 1-g laboratory tests even if single harmonic sinusoidal input motions are 
imposed at base. Often these high frequencies are associated with the imperfections of the 
experimental setups, such as imprecise actuating systems or interaction between specimen and 
soil containers. On the other hand, the most up-to-date advanced numerical studies suggested 
that such higher frequencies can also be generated by soil due to its nonlinear behaviour. 
This work presents results of a numerical study on seismic soil-structure interaction representative 
of a typical experimental setup. Two advanced soil constitutive models are used. In detail, the 
results show that soil generates higher harmonics of motion in free field for a single harmonic 
sinusoidal input motion applied at base. Further, the presence of higher harmonics of motion 
on a kinematic pile embedded in soil is amplified and can be thought as a potential example 
of a superharmonic resonance, i.e. a resonance of a structure with one of the soil-generated 
higher harmonics. The results of the numerical study are compared with the results of a relevant 
experimental work from the past in order to validate the findings of this paper. The explanation of 
the higher harmonics of motion generated by soil is also briefly drafted.
Finally, the importance of soil generated high frequency motion is briefly discussed, especially 
in the context of masonry old buildings, often of heritage significance, which are commonly 
damaged due to high frequency content of recent earthquakes recorded in Europe.

Key words:  soil-structure interaction, numerical modelling, advanced soil constitutive modelling, 
kinematic piles, high frequency motion, masonry buildings 
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1 Introduction

The in-depth understanding of soil-structure interaction (SSI) under seismic loading 
conditions is of paramount importance for resilient society of the future. Numerous 
scientific studies have been carried out in recent years in order to develop the state-of-
the-art knowledge on the subject of seismic SSI. Typically, two approaches are adopted 
to investigate seismic SSI. First of all, physical modelling, mostly at small scale (e.g. [1, 
2]) but also at large scale (e.g. [3]) is considered as a reliable way of studying soil under 
seismic loading conditions. Alternatively to the physical modelling, advanced numerical 
studies (e.g. [4]), i.e. numerical studies where soil constitutive models account for soil 
cyclic behaviour, are adopted to predict the response of large boundary value problems. 
One of the problems encountered in experimental and numerical works is unexpected 
higher frequency motion, observed and computed even for perfect sine input motions 
applied at base of soil specimen. Typically, such higher frequency motion is attributed 
to difficulties with obtaining a perfect experimental setup [5] or with numerical noise 
[6]. Alternative explanation comes from the theory of wave propagation. [7] showed 
numerically that higher harmonics for monochromatic input motions are generated 
due to soil nonlinearity. Subsequently, [8] showed a comparison of numerical studies 
with experimental data and concluded that soil nonlinearity leads to higher harmon-
ics observed in the spectral response for sinusoidal input motions. Finally, the most 
recent studies based on advanced numerical analysis and relevant comparisons with 
experimental data from the past attributed higher frequency motion observed in soil 
to be the result of unloading waves and soil-released elastic waves propagating in soil. 
The problem was initially approached and addressed in a wide context in [9]; where 
however, some misconceptions were still present. Later, the work was summarized in 
a more accurate way regarding the general effects of the propagation of soil unloading 
waves, soil elastic waves and their impact on structural response [10]. 
This paper presents a brief advanced numerical study of a group of piles under seismic 
loading conditions and validates this study against benchmark experimental work from 
the past. The results are shown in terms of horizontal accelerations at soil surface and 
pile top. Particular attention is given to higher frequency motion generated for single 
harmonic sine input motion applied at base. In detail, the results show how a kinematic 
pile is affected by soil-generated higher frequencies of motion. Subsequently, a brief 
discussion focuses on the importance of these findings especially in the context of the 
damage of old masonry buildings in recent earthquakes in Europe. 

2 Methodology

This work is based mainly on the numerical studies shown in detail in [9] and compari-
son with an available example of experimental data from the past on shear stack tests 
on a group of piles [11]. Firstly, the experimental setup will be briefly presented in this 
section, and subsequently followed by more details on the conducted numerical studies. 
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2.1 Experimental setup

The experimental example used in this paper for the validation purpose was carried 
out in a shear stack container on a shaking table at University of Bristol [12]. The shear 
stack is a box filled with soil which contains eight aluminium rings joined with rubber in 
between to provide flexibility for lateral soil movements under shaking motion (Fig. 1). 
The dimensions of the box are 120cm by 65cm in plan, and 80cm in depth. The experi-
mental setup used in the comparison in this paper is shown on Fig. 2. In details, five piles 
were placed in a bi-layered soil profile consisting of two sand layers of Leighton Buzzard 
(LB) sand. The top layer consisted of LB sand, fraction E, whereas the bottom layer of 
a mixture of LB sands, fractions E and B. The details of the properties of LB sand are 
shown in Table 1 and of the soil profile in Table 2. 
The input motion used in this study is a perfect sinusoidal input motion (25Hz) of a 
maximum amplitude of 0.077g. Note that the experimentally measured accelerations 
were filtered with a low-pass Butterworth filter (80Hz, 5th order).  

Figure 1. Sketch of a shear stack used in typical experimental works

Figure 2. Geometry of experimental setup of shear stack tests on piles (dimensions in cm)
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Table . Properties of Leighton Buzzard sand in experimental work [11]

Table 2. Sand properties within two soil layers in experimental work [11]

2.2 Numerical model

Two advanced soil constitutive models are used in this work, namely the Severn-Trent 
(ST) sand model [15] and the hypoplastic (HP) sand model [16] in a version extended by 
[17] and [18]. The constitutive models have been calibrated for small strain behaviour 
in shear stack as advised by [19]. Note that both soil layers in the bi-layered soil profile 
have been modelled with the same set of parameters, with the only difference in the 
initial void ratio to account for different relative densities between both of the layers. 
Details of the soil constitutive features can be found in the cited references whereas 
details on the calibration were shown in [9], none are repeated here for brevity. For 
completeness, the input parameters of both of the models are shown in Appendix A. 
The optimized mesh in the numerical studies is shown on Fig. 3. The quadratic element 
size of 0.05m was chosen for soil to ensure accurate representation of wave propa-
gation in soil. Note that shear stack has not been modelled as typically its impact is 
considered negligible [19]. Tie connections between the soil side nodes were used to 
ensure periodic boundaries.
Finally, the computed horizontal accelerations are shown after using an 80Hz filter (5th 
order) for the sake of consistency with the experimental results. 

Figure 3. 3D mesh discretization chosen for numerical studies

Sand type γs [kg/m3] D10 D50 emin emax Reference

LB, fr. E 2647 0.095 0.14 0.613 1.014 [13]

LB, fr. B+E 2647 0.289 0.614 [14]

Layer Height [m] γs [kg/m3] e Dr [%]

LB, fr. E 0.34 1332 0.91 25

LB, fr. B+E 0.46 1800 0.48 41
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3 Results

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the measured and computed horizontal accelerations in 
free field, i.e. in soil far away from the piles, thus not affected by waves reflected from 
the piles. First of all, it can be observed that the acceleration amplitude and phase shift 
in free field is very well captured by both of the models. Secondly, wave distortion from 
a perfect sine shape applied at the soil base can be clearly seen in the experiments and 
in the computed accelerations at soil surface. Such distorted sine wave results in higher 
harmonics (i.e. 75 Hz and 125 Hz) of motion present in spectral response (not shown 
here for brevity).
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the measured and computed horizontal accelerations on 
the top of a kinematic pile (pile no. 3 on Fig. 2). Similarly to the free field, the constitu-
tive models predict quite precisely the acceleration amplitude at the top of the pile. In 
addition, the amplification of higher frequency motion can also be clearly seen on the 
pile when comparing with the free field response. Although the exact pattern of higher 
frequency motion from the experiment is not captured accurately in the numerical stud-
ies, Fig. 6 shows similarities between the numerical and experimental comparisons in 
terms of the evaluated spectral responses. 

Figure 4.  Horizontal accelerations in free field: a) measured in the experiment, b) computed by the ST 
model, c) computed by the HP model
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Figure 5.  Horizontal accelerations at the top of the pile no.3: a) measured in the experiment, b) computed 
by the ST model, c) computed by the HP model

Figure 6. The spectral response for the measured and computed accelerations at the top of the pile no. 3

4 Discussion and summary

The origin of the observed high frequency motion in the shear stack studies was initially 
approached in a wide context, including s-wave and p-wave propagation, scaled earth-
quake input motions, seismic SSI and saturated soil response, in the previous work of 
the author [9]. Subsequently, the soil-generated higher frequency motion was shown 
to be attributed to: unloading waves and soil-released elastic waves [10]. Generally 
saying, it is soil highly nonlinear behaviour which results in the observed higher fre-
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quency motion. The higher frequency motion in soil has been of very little appreciation 
before, as typically soil is considered as a medium which filters out higher frequen-
cies. However, based on the current findings, higher frequency motion can apparently 
be generated in soil and should be a subject of more detailed investigation in the future. 
Higher frequency motion has also been shown on the pile head in this study. Therefore, 
the kinematic piles, such as studied in this work in shear stack, can be treated as addi-
tional measuring instruments, i.e. elastic inclusions, which allow picking up and amplify-
ing higher frequency motion generated in soil. The amplified higher frequency motion 
on the pile is a proof of the effects of unloading waves and released elastic waves in soil 
which introduce additional elastic waves on structural elements. In case of piles, the 
propagation of higher frequency waves in soil causes a relatively small elastic bend-
ing strain to ‘travel’ along the pile. This elastic bending strain is the reason of the high 
frequency motion shown in the computed accelerations on the piles. Such behaviour of 
piles can also be considered as a potential example of superharmonic resonance [20], 
i.e. resonance of a structure with higher frequency motion generated by the system, in 
this case, soil. Indeed, the kinematic piles in the shear stack tests behave as oscillators 
in their top parts thus can also be thought as representative of a structure.
In general, the soil-generated higher frequency motion amplified at pile tops should 
be of increased interest and deserves more attention. It is interesting to ponder that 
such effects could also take place in real earthquakes and affect real structures. Note 
that old buildings are often those that suffer severe damages during earthquakes and 
are characterized dynamically by relatively higher natural frequencies thus can be det-
rimentally affected by seismic higher frequency content. It is reminded that many of 
these buildings are of heritage value. For example, churches of historical significance 
were severely damaged in the recent earthquakes in Italy (Norcia, Amatrice) and Croatia 
(Zagreb). Therefore, vulnerable masonry architecture should deserve particular atten-
tion in regards to the possibility of being damaged by soil-generated higher frequency 
seismic motion.
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Appendix A

This appendix presents the sets of input model parameters chosen for the ST model 
(Table A1) and for the HP model (Table A2) in the presented numerical study.

Table A1 Input parameters for the ST model

Table A2. Input parameters for the HP model

Parameter Description Value

νD Intercept for critical-state line in ν-ln p plane at p=1Pa 2.194

D Slope of critical-state line in ν-ln p plane 0.0267

φcv Critical-state angle of friction 33°

m Parameter controlling deviatoric section of yield surface 0.8

k Link between changes in state parameter and current size of 
yield surface 3.5

A Multiplier in the flow rule 0.75

kd State parameter contribution in flow rule 1.3

Bmin Parameter controlling hyperbolic stiffness relationship 0.0005

Bmax Parameter controlling hyperbolic stiffness relationship 0.002

α Exponent controlling hyperbolic stiffness relationship 1.6

RR Size of the yield surface with respect to the strength surface 0.02/0.01*

ER Fraction of G0 used in the computations 1.0
*slightly larger yield surface has been assumed in the top soil layer to avoid numerical problems at soil surface

Parameter Description Value

Basic 
hypoplastictiy

φc Critical friction angle 33.0

hs Granular hardness 2500

n Stiffness exponent ruling pressure-sensitivity 0.42

ed0 Limiting minimum void ratio at p’=0 kPa 0.613

ec0 Limiting void ratio at p’=0 kPa 1.01

ei0 Limiting maximum void ratio at p’=0 kPa 1.21

α Exponent linking peak stress with critical stress 0.13

β Stiffness exponent scaling barotropy factor 0.8

Intergranular 
strain concept

R Elastic range 0.00004

mR Stiffness multiplier 5.0

mT Stiffness multiplier after 90° change in strain path 2.0

βR Control of rate of evolution of intergranular strain 0.3

χ Control on interpolation between elastic and 
hypoplastic response 0.5

ϑ Control on strain accumulation 5.0
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Seismic hazard assessment requires seismic source models representative for time 
spans greater than the period of earthquake catalogue completeness. In order to in-
clude seismic deformation in a several hundreds to thousands of year time interval, we 
need to rely on long-term geologic input in the form of fault seismogenic sources. This 
is particularly valid for low to moderate seismic deformation rate areas, where strong 
earthquakes tend to have long return periods, as is the case in Slovenia. 

Figure 1.  Map of active, probably active and potentially active faults in Slovenia, including cross-border 
faults and active faults in immediate vicinity that belong to cross-border fault systems. 
Earthquake epicenters from [6, 7]

Slovenia is a region of complex geologic structure and tectonic activity, resulting from 
the broader-scale collisional processes between the Eurasian plate and the Adriatic mi-
croplate and the interplay between a number of higher order tectonic elements, includ-
ing the TISZA and ALCAPA mega-units [1-3]. GNSS data indicates generally northward 
motion vectors with respect to a fixed Eurasia and motion vector divergence across the 
region. Approximately 2-4 mm/yr of shortening is observed across the country [4, 5]. 
Maximum estimated fault slip rates reach ~1 mm/yr. 
Slovenia and its immediate vicinity is a region of moderate seismicity. The strongest 
historic events include the 1348 Mw 7.0 (Imax=IX-X MCS) Villach earthquake and the 1511 
Mw 6.9 (Imax=X MCS) Idrija earthquake [6]. Additionally, over twenty historic events with 
M>5.5 have been recorded in the past millennium (Fig. 1) [6, 7]. The record of strong 
historic earthquakes highlights the importance of a better understanding of the correla-
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tions between earthquakes and active faults to assess their potential for future strong/
damaging events and contribution to seismic hazard.
We compiled a new national database of active faults as input for a database of fault 
seismogenic sources to be used for the upcoming new national seismic hazard map. The 
database includes 96 active, probably active and potentially active faults with full geo-
metric, kinematic and activity parametrization for all 240 fault segments (Fig. 1). Faults 
with surface traces >5 km long were included.
In the talk we present our experience, the pitfalls of using highly heterogeneous data-
sets, including geological maps, geomorphic maps and analyses, geological profiles, 
geophysical data, paleoseismological data, surface age data, various types of geodetic 
data and seismological data, and methodologies used to compile the data into a com-
prehensive and homogenous fault database, compatible with national fault databases 
elsewhere in Europe. The database of active faults is used as part of the geologic input 
for the upcoming new seismic hazard map of Slovenia. It was translated into a database 
of composite seismogenic sources, similar to widely used databases such as DISS and 
SHARE/EDFS [8, 9]. The database of composite seismogenic sources was also used as 
input on national level for the new European seismic hazard map (EHSM20). Further, 
the database is the basis for future fault-specific research, including structural map-
ping, geomorphological analyses, paleoseismological and geodetic investigations for 
improved constraints on fault activity and earthquake behaviour. The database is con-
tinuously updated as new data becomes available.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a remediation solution for the sinkholes appeared as a consequence of a 
devastating earthquake of 6.2 magnitude which hit Croatia in December 2020. At the time 
of writing this paper, more than 90 sinkholes in villages Mečenčani and Borojevići opened, all 
triggered by the main impact as well by the series of aftershocks, leaving both authorities and 
public, as well the professional – scientific community, in surprise. The sinkholes are identified as 
the cover collapse sinkholes, a most dangerous type of a sinkhole which collapses without any 
prior ground surface deformation. Owing to the fact that the conditions for the formation of these 
phenomena are in geological setting of this sinkhole prone area, characterized by the proluvial 
deposits underlain by the soluble karstic rock mass, the necessity of appropriate investigation 
works and remediation techniques is highlighted. Since the sinkholes are presumably well-
integrated into the karstic conduit system of the aquifer, part of which is a water supply source 
Pasha’s spring, the remediation techniques should rely on the permeable grained fills with 
minimized utilization of cement or chemical – based materials. 

Key words:  cover collapse sinkholes, Petrinja earthquake, karst, investigation works, sinkhole 
remediation, inverted filter method
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1 Introduction

A strong earthquake of 6.2 magnitude hit Banovina region in Croatia on December 29th 
2020, with the epicentre near the city of Petrinja. The main impact was preceded by 
two foreshocks of 4.7 and 5.2 magnitude, and followed by the series of aftershocks 
with the strongest one having the magnitude of 4.9. The main impact, along with the 
foreshocks and aftershocks, resulted in seven fatalities and devastating consequences 
for buildings and infrastructure. The earthquake-linked geotechnical issues at the site 
manifested as the ground dynamic instabilities, including the activation of many land-
slides, as well the liquefaction at large scale since several rivers cross the area and the 
overall geology is characterised by the saturated, poorly graded, sands and silty sands. 
In addition to these geo-hazards, another phenomena left the inhabitants, authorities, 
as well the engineering community, completely baffled. In the area south of the epicen-
tre, mainly in villages Mečenčani and Borojevići, more than 90 openings, at the time of 
writing this paper, appeared on surface. Most of the openings appeared in the fields, 
such is the largest one having 25 m diameter and 12 m depth, Figure 1a, however some 
of them appeared in vicinity of buildings and infrastructure, Figure 1b. 
The openings are soon identified as sinkholes, whose formation was not indicated by 
any ground surface deformation or subsidence, making them extremely dangerous. This 
lack of indicators, with the rapid increase of number of sinkholes in post-earthquake 
period, where the appearance of the new sinkholes occurs on daily basis, compelled the 
authorities to mark the region as high risk for its inhabitants.

Figure 1.  Some of the sinkholes at the Mečenčani village: the largest sinkhole in field, from [1] (left) and 
one sinkhole in vicinity of houses (right)

Additionally, most of the formed sinkholes continuously expand, owing mostly to the 
progressive collapse of vertical and subvertical saturated slopes. The overall geology 
of the region, limited to the area of ≈10 km2, is characterized by the karstic rock mass, 
hidden by the 5 – 15 m of proluvial soil, deposited in the past by the river Sunja pass-
ing through the region. The appearance of similar sinkholes in past is reported by the 
inhabitants, however never on such large scale and all of them being in fields, far away 
from houses. Inhabitants, mostly involved in agricultural activities, usually buried them 
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when ploughing. Since the coexistence of such features occurred only in this specific 
sinkhole-prone region and not at large scale, unlike other types of geohazards such as 
landslides that are much more widespread, sinkhole risk awareness remained low until 
the recent earthquakes. 

Figure 2. A geological map of the area, with positions of sinkholes, from [2]

There is an ongoing investigation work campaign, with the overall aim to identify the con-
dition of subsurface on the location of existing sinkholes, but also to map the subsurface 
below crucial infrastructure and houses to assess the possibility of occurrence of new 
sinkholes. Investigations mostly rely on rapid geophysical methods with recent imple-
mentation of UAV thermal investigations, where the laser scanning methods are marked 
as useless since no prior ground surface deformation occurs. This paper contributes to the 
solution of a problem by presenting the potential remediation methods of these seismic-
induced sinkholes, based on the domestic and international experience in remediating 
such phenomena. The focus is on methods which do not have negative impact on the 
hydrogeological complex karstic system, as the one that can be found on the location of 
case study area. In this sinkhole-prone region, the water source Pasha’s spring supplies 
more than 1000 km2 of area, and it relies on hydrological generosity of the karstic system. 

2 The genesis of appeared sinkholes

Generally, the danger posed by sinkholes as karst related phenomenon is well known in 
the literature, where the sinkholes represent a major hazard causing substantial social 
and economic losses. By recognizing the necessity to tackle this hazard, geological and 
geotechnical community continuously organizes, starting from 1984, an international 
conference on ‘’sinkholes and the engineering and environmental impacts of karst’’. In 
some regions of United States, the sinkholes are marked as hazard of highest risk. For 
example in period of 2006 to 2010, the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation [3] re-
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ported that insurers had received 24,671 claims for sinkhole damage in Florida between 
2006 and 2010 totalling $1.4 billion.
Owing to the various geologic conditions and physical environments where they develop, 
each sinkhole is unique. However, based on their genesis, three types of sinkholes are 
usually distinguished, even though some studies of paleokarst [4] reveal that the devel-
opment of sinkholes in evaporite karst terrains involves a wider range of processes. These 
sinkhole types include: (1) solution sinkhole, which develops as a result of karst rock solu-
tion and where the karst is exposed at terrain surface; (2) cover-subsidence sinkhole, which 
manifests as the concave depression on the terrain surface, where the underlaying karst 
rock mass, characterized by the discontinuities and voids, is filled with the overlaying sand 
particles, eventually leading to the settlement of the ground surface that is evident and 
usually no abrupt failure occurs; (3) cover-collapse sinkholes, where failure can develop in 
a short period of time. Since there is usually no, or little, surface deformation prior to col-
lapse, the later type of sinkholes is considered as the most dangerous one and it is exactly 
this type of sinkhole that appears at the subject location. 
According to [5], the cover-collapse sinkholes occur in the soil or other loose material overly-
ing soluble karst bedrock, as shown on Figure 3. When the overlying soil is repeatedly wet-
ted and dried, small amounts of soil are dislodged and carried away by the conduit draining 
the sinkhole (phase 1). As overlying sediment spalling continues, a structural arch is formed 
(phase 2) within the covering sediments, leading to progressive enlargement where the soil 
cavity arch migrates upwards (phase 3). If the overlaying material is stiff and overconsolidat-
ed, no visible indications in form of ground surface deformation is apparent. In this particular 
case, the earthquake of high intensity eventually caused the collapse of the arch material 
(phase 4), thus creating sudden and dramatic sinkhole phenomena. 

Figure 3. A probable development of the cover collapse sinkhole at the subject location, modified from [6]

Usually, the sinkhole formation triggers vary from natural (e.g. earthquake, heavy rains, 
droughts) to anthropogenic, which are mostly linked to the uncontrolled water leak into 
the subsurface, altering the natural water-drainage patterns and causing new water-
ways to develop. This is also observed in Mečenčani and Borojevići, since in vicinity of 
some sinkholes there are many human-caused irrigation sources that probably acceler-
ated the karstification process. Thus, the preconditions of sinkhole formation already 
existed, and the strong intensity earthquake just accelerated the collapse. There are 
several reported cases in the literature where seismically induced stress changes trig-
gered the collapse of unstable material above the bedrock [7,8].
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3 Sinkhole characterization as a basis for remediation activities

Before the selection of an optimal sinkhole remediation method, a sinkhole characteri-
zation should be carried out. There are many studies dealing with the methods and 
techniques for the evaluation of a depth and extent of the subsurface anomaly. The in-
vestigation protocols are especially complex in karst, as noted by Bačić et al. [9], where 
multiple methods and data-gathering techniques should be utilized. The first step 
should include the analysis of existing data through consideration of existing geological 
maps and aerial photographs. The borehole drilling campaign should provide an infor-
mation on the overall stratigraphy of the soil profile, where a CPT tests can be used as 
reliable alternative considering they are rapid and cheaper. However, considering the 
discrete nature of both drilling and CPT, the geophysical techniques come to fore since 
they can give crucial information on the extent of subsurface anomaly as they provide 
2D and 3D images of a karst. The wide range of geophysical methods, which are some-
what interpretive, but are useful for providing relatively quickly a significant amount of 
data, can be used to design the final drilling and CPT program. Still, the most important 
tool for the investigation of a karst, as a notoriously difficult ground for subsurface im-
aging, is the knowledge and experience of the engineers conducting the investigation.
An interesting example of usefulness of geophysical methods in ground characteriza-
tion is given by Bačić et al. [9], for a sinkhole of approximately 3 m in depth and of 10 
m2 aperture area, opened between two lanes of a national highway in Croatia, Figure 
4a. This immediately alert the infrastructure managers to detect its origin and extent 
so that appropriate remediation measures be taken. One resulting refraction profile is 
shown in Figure 4b, where an area of reduced P- wave velocities is clearly visible be-
tween 30th and 45th meter in length and on 6th to 14th meter in depth. This is assigned 
to a bedrock cavity which caused collapse of surface material, Figure 3b. The overall 
geology of the site is somewhat similar to the geology of the Mečenčani and Borojevići 
area. Even though exact cavern dimensions are very difficult to obtain, seismic refrac-
tion provided a credible estimation of the approximate size of a cavern, providing the 
valuable information for the subsequent remediation works.

Figure 4.  A sinkhole between the Rijeka – Zagreb highway lanes (left) and one seismic refraction profile 
(right), from [9]
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However, the question arises on the identification of potential cover collapse sinkholes, 
yet not formed, but where the preconditions for their development are present. This is 
extremely challenging task, in which the topographic and geodetic information are of 
limited usability, due to lack of surface deformation prior to the collapse. Here, a care-
fully planned geophysical campaign should be of uppermost importance, with the prior-
ity given to the zones where human activity is increased. An UAV with thermal camera 
can be also useful for the detection of early sinkholes [10]. By no means should the 
experiences of the local residents from sinkhole – prone area be neglected, since these 
information may substantially improve the understanding of the past spatial and tem-
poral distribution of non-registered and/or filled sinkholes.

4 Sinkhole remediation techniques

The only guaranteed method of avoiding the negative impact of cover collapse sink-
holes for inhabitants, buildings and infrastructure, is to prevent living on a karstic ter-
rain where such phenomena can occur. However, this may be impractical for series of 
reasons. In high density populated areas, such are the many regions of USA, this would 
mean relocation of population at large scale. For the area of Mečenčani and Borojevići, 
affected by the cover collapse sinkhole occurrence, the population density is not so 
high, but most of inhabitants depend on the family-run farms which benefit from the 
wide agricultural fields. The history remembers cases where whole villages had to be 
abandoned [11] due to formation of 157 number of sinkholes triggered by blasting dur-
ing engineering works. Richardson [12] stresses out some of the preventive measure 
which may be applied prohibiting or limiting development in the most hazardous karst 
areas through land use planning and regulations. However, implication of relocation is a 
multi-layered issue and this is out of the scope of the paper, which focuses on the pos-
sible sinkhole remediation techniques. While the collapse sinkhole genesis and the as-
sessment techniques and protocols are well known, the remediation techniques require 
specific approach, mostly due to complex nature of karst, as an extremely challenging 
environment from geotechnical engineering point of view. As Nwokebuihe [13] notes, 
there are no clear-cut methods for sinkhole remediation and every sinkhole is unique 
and requires peculiar treatment. 
Zhou and Beck [14] conclude that the selection of specific method, or combination of 
methods, used to remediate sinkholes depends on many factors such as the subsurface 
conditions (or geological model), accessibility for remediation equipment, the land-use 
after remediation, as well the available funding. Foremost, when considering the reme-
diation of the sinkholes in karst, an engineer should be aware of the sensitivity of karstic 
groundwater systems. Two aspects of cover collapse sinkhole remediation should be 
addressed:
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 - treatment of the voids and fractures within the bedrock, as well the treatment of the 
sinkhole ‘throat’, as a column (channel) connecting the bedrock anomaly with surface 
opening, and the through which the material collapsed;

 - filling of a surface opening with appropriate material, after the throat has been 
plugged.

One of the often-used techniques is the compaction grouting. The method requires 
drilling holes into the substrate and then pumping and filling the voids with grout mix-
ture, followed by the plugging of a throat as well the stabilization of the soil above the 
bedrock. However, there are many downsides of using this technique, especially when 
it comes to karst. The grouting procedure may be hazardous since grouting can actu-
ally trigger the sinkhole to activate and cause further damage. Further, strong argu-
ment against the grouting methods is their potential influence on the karst groundwa-
ter flows, since there is practically no guarantee that the method won’t interfere with 
the non-uniform, unpredictable, flows in karst aquifers, in which water moves primarily 
through conduits formed and enlarged by bedrock dissolution along pre-existing open-
ings. To check if the sinkhole is well-integrated into the karstic conduit system of the 
aquifer, a dye-trace studies, such as given by Hunt et al. [15] can be conducted prior 
to the remediation to identify the path, velocity, and destination of groundwater in a 
karst setting. Therefore, any technique which involves cement or chemical – based ma-
terials should be avoided or at least minimised when remediating a karst surround-
ing. Finally, engineers generally disfavour the grouting methods due to lack of existing 
methodologies to evaluate or to analyse the remediation. Considering all the drawbacks 
of the compaction grouting in karst, the only reliable solution would include plugging of 
a throat and filling of the surface opening.
To plug the sinkhole throat, it should be firstly exposed, if possible, and cleaned up for 
any fine-grained particles. Excavation and throat plugging is the simplest way to re-
mediate an existing sinkhole, especially in rural areas, where there is enough space to 
expose the throat by simple excavation. Zhou and Beck [14] suggest a plug of rock or 
stones, concrete blocks or grout of 1.5 times the width of the throat. If the sinkhole 
does not have an obvious throat, but consists of many discrete fractures, these can be 
blocked by dental infill grout, where the pockets are filled with high/low slump flowable 
fill to plug and cap the fractures, or bridge bedrock voids. However, an issue of using 
cement-based material remains. Rather than using a cement – based material, many 
engineers prefer the graded-filter technique, in which the hole is filled with a layer of 
boulders, followed by the layer of smaller rocks, and, finally, a layer of gravel. This tech-
nique is called inverted filter filling, Figure 5. A graded-filter material allows the continu-
ation of the natural drainage of water. 
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Figure 5. Remediation of a sinkhole by using inverted filter filling technique

The technique comprises the backfilling of a sinkhole including blocking of the throat 
of the sinkhole with rockfill and/or boulders, Figure 6a, possibly in combination with 
sandy or gravel material with addition of 3 % to 5 % cement and water, followed by the 
installation of upper layers, each having finer particles than the one below him. If the 
filling material is compacted, as suggested by some authors, it would be necessary to 
provide a proper geometry and angle of the slopes. However, such slope re-profiliation 
and compaction require additional efforts, and if the sinkhole has loose sides, access by 
heavy machinery could also trigger a wider collapse. Some of the finer layers can be also 
stabilized with 3 % to 5 % cement. Even though a sinkhole provides a convenient place to 
deposit trash, this should be avoided since any contaminants disposed of in sinkholes 
may end up in caves, springs, and water wells in the area of the sinkhole.
Geosynthetics can be also used to improve the effectiveness of the remediation solu-
tions, and it was successfully used in some previous works [14, 16]. Geotextiles or ge-
ogrids are sometimes used to line the base and walls of the sinkhole and to retain the 
material above the throat of the sinkhole, Figure 6b. They can also support layers within 
the lower and top selected fill layers [14], to improve to improve load distribution on 
softer overburden material left in place on shallow overburden strata.
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Figure 6.  Bulldozing chunk rock into the throat of a large subsidence sinkhole, from [17] (left); installation 
of the geotextile to line the base and walls of the sinkhole, from [18] (right) 

After the surface opening is filled, it is recommended to cap the sinkhole by a clay layer 
about 0.2–0.5 m below the planed surface to further prevent water percolation, as well 
to seed the area to reduce soil erosion. Controlling the surface drainage is critical to 
proper sinkhole remediation, so additional measures can be applied, such as making the 
surface impermeable with geomembranes.
Another technique can be used if the building is to be constructed atop of a sinkhole, 
and this includes underpinning the building by driven or drilled steel, wood, or concrete 
piles, for which the adequate design should be made. This method is not directly linked 
to remediation of a sinkhole but rather relies on the transfer of loads to the identified 
bearing layers of bedrock.

5 Conclusions

More than 90 cover collapse sinkholes appeared in area of villages Mečenčani and 
Borojevići in Croatia, after the strong earthquake of 6.2 magnitude and series of after-
shocks which hit the region during December 2020. Being the most dangerous type of 
sinkholes, since no prior indication of any ground surface deformation or subsidence be-
fore the collapse, a necessity arose for proper investigations to determine the depth and 
extent of karst subsurface phenomena which caused the collapse of overlying material. 
The subsurface characterization campaign should rely mostly on geophysical investi-
gations, supplemented with borehole drilling or alternatively CPT tests. Based on in-
vestigation works, a proper remediation technique should be selected. Since cement or 
chemical-based material should not be used in karstic terrain either for void filling or for 
stabilization, due to possible interference with the non-uniform, unpredictable, flows in 
karst aquifers, a remediation should incorporate implementation of so-called inverted 
filter filling technique. This technique utilizes rockfill and/or boulders to plug the throat 
of the sinkhole, followed by the backfilling of a sinkhole using graded-filter materials 
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which allow the continuation of the natural drainage of water. To improve the effective-
ness of remediation, incorporation of geosynthetics is recommended to line the base 
and walls of the sinkhole and to retain the material above the throat of the sinkhole, 
as well to support layers within the lower and top selected fill layers. Considering the 
unpredictable nature of this hazard, a careful selection of investigation and remediation 
techniques is of upmost importance.
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Abstract
On 29 December 2020 destructive M6.2 earthquake hit well known Petrinja epicentral area, and 
caused strong damage on many buildings in Petrinja, Sisak, and Glina, as well as on solid modern 
linear infrastructure (roads, bridges, artificial river embankments, pipelines etc.). The seismic 
hazard is not depending only on the estimated coseismic ground acceleration that should be 
used for EUROCODE 8 constructional seismic design, but is also strongly dependent on local soil 
effects and on the secondary effects of a strong earthquake (landslides, liquefaction, suffosion, 
etc.). Besides, movement of the crustal blocks along the fault lines that cross the solid objects, 
in case of surface coseismic rupture such was the Petrinja event, should be evaluated. Local 
site amplification effects are the results of several physical processes (multiple reflections and 
diffractions, focusing, resonance, wave trapping) in the overlying superifical deposits and soil, 
resulting in variable damage distribution that were observed in different local geological units 
affected by an earthquake. Also, the variable surface topography and various mechanical properties 
of the terrain such as water table, slopes, presence of heterogeneities, structural discontinuities 
and cavities, certainly can contribute to the observed damage and increase geological hazard 
in epicentral area. How many unknown active faults we can identified in Croatia? What could 
be surface manifestation of a strong earthquake that will occur on a shallow thrust (reverse) 
fault? Is there any major normal active fault that can surprise seismotectonic experts and civil 
engineers? The authors published first scientific paper after the Zagreb 22 March 2020 event 
and are currently working on active tectonics in Kvarner region and Hrvatsko Zagorje. Besides, a 
new Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ) project has just been started with special attention on 
soil dynamic properties and its influence on the seismic hazard of the older cultural buildings in 
Trakošćan, Šibenik and Dubrovnik.
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1 Introduction

The mainshock of the Petrinja (Croatia) 2020 heavily damaging to destructive seismic 
sequence of intensity VIII-IX EMS-98, was on 29 December 2020 with the magnitude 
of 6.2 and estimated intensity of VIII-IX °EMS [1]. The mainshock caused considerable 
damage and numerous ground failures, mostly due to the local site effects. Because of 
a specific fault mechanism and relatively shallow focal depth [1], surface ruptures oc-
curred [2], and there was also a significant damage on the structures crossing activated 
faults from the fault system.
Based on the preliminary geological analyses, the M6.2 earthquake event was the result 
of the activation of complex fault systems, the intersection of two regional faults (longi-
tudinal and transverse ones) to the strike of the Dinarides that were probably inherited 
since the formation of the fold-and-thrust belt [1, 3]. Both fault systems consist of 
multiple faults with horizontal (strike-slip) block movements. Beside the main activated 
faults (Figure 1), there were other conjugated faults that caused linear surface cracks 
and sand spills, because of the liquefaction within the uppermost part of superficial 
deposits in the plains of Kupa, Glina and Sava rivers. 

Figure 1.  a) Geological map [4] showing the main activated faults (thick black lines) during the Petrinja 
2020 sequence [1]. Red dots and numbers mark locations of the other Figure s.
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The active tectonics of the territory of Republic of Croatia is caused by the continuous 
movement of the Adriatic lithospheric microplate (Adria) to the north [5]. Therefore, the 
strain occurs in the upper parts of the Earth’s crust. When the strain reaches the critical 
level, individual faults from that system are becoming (re)activated. Considering this 
fact, the other potential epicentre areas in Croatia are also vulnerable in case of similar 
earthquake event. Besides, what we learned from the Petrinja event, is that potential 
aseismic (creeping) faults [6] exist in Croatia. The creeping faults must be investigated in 
the future, and considered during design and construction of the capital infrastructural 
objects.
According to the earthquake resistant design provisions in compliance with Eurocode 
8 [7], the peak ground acceleration (PGA) and local site amplification effects should be 
considered [1]. However, the Petrinja earthquake effects raised the question of a dam-
age on lifelines crossing active fault lines. Furthermore, the question is not reliable only 
in the cases of strong crustal block movements that cause coseismic surface ruptures 
along the active faults, but also in the cases of the aseismic active faults such is Petrinja 
creeping fault. Thus, a special attention should be given to geological and seismological 
characteristics of a terrain during the strategic planning of the infrastructure, as well as 
to the specific microlocations with respect to the active faults. Furthermore, construc-
tion plans for important infrastructural lifelines should be accompanied with analyses 
of possible active faults crossing the area, as well as analyses of (micro) seismological 
site effects that can strongly influence the coseismic ground acceleration at specific 
superficial geological deposits and certain soil types.
The authors recently published first scientific results on the Zagreb 22 March 2020 
event [8], as well as on the active tectonics in Kvarner region [9], and we are currently 
still working on the topic [10]. Besides, a new Croatian Science Foundation (HRZZ) pro-
ject has just been started with special attention on soil dynamic properties and its influ-
ence on the seismic hazard of the selected cultural buildings in Trakošćan, Šibenik and 
Dubrovnik [11]. Both project themes are closely related to the Petrinja 2020 earthquake 
that was characterized also by an unusual damage, and that is why we focused the last 
months to the destructive event.

2 Field observations on coseismic lifeline damage 

During the Petrinja M6.2 earthquake sequence in 2020, there were several observed 
cases of lifeline damage crossing the active fault lines, that include roads, bridges, pipe-
lines and artificial riverbanks.

2.1 Roads

Numerous reports in media allowed quick online research of the ground surface failures 
and infrastructure damage that appear along approx. 30 km long portion of sinistral 
NE-SW striking Petrinja Fault (Figure 1). A coseismic damage was observed in two loca-
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tions on the Petrinja-Brest road (Figure s 2a and 2b). A quick field inspection revealed 
that cracks on the road, built on the bedrock of Hrastovička gora at Župić, appeared 
mostly along Pokupsko Fault, and revealed the clear dextral coseismic strike-slip dis-
placements (Figure 2c).

Figure 2.  a) Coseismic cracks and small transpressional structure (mole track) along one of the fault lines 
of the creeping sinistral Petrinja Fault crossing Petrinja-Brest road north of the Brest Bridge 
over Kupa river (CREDIT: Public media), b) Coseismic dextral ~10 cm displacement (white arrows) 
and tensional cracks (black arrows) along one of the fault lines of the Pokupsko Fault crossing 
Petrinja-Glina road west of Župić. (CREDIT: M. Vukovski, HGI)

2.2 Bridges

Beside the cracked road along the Petrinja Fault north and south of Brest Bridge on 
Kupa River, there was a significant damage on the bridge itself, since the bridge was in 
a tension zone between the two closely spaced sinistral faults that belong to Petrinja 
Fault zone (Figures 1 and 3a).
The new bridge at Galdovo (Sisak) on Sava River has been displaced along a left-lateral 
fault line striking N-S that is still not mapped (Figure 3b). The bridge is displaced for ~10 
cm over the eastern basement (Figure 3c). The bridge on Glina River at Prekopa was 
cracked and displaced left-lateral for a few cm along the Petrinja-Glina Fault line (Figure 
3d).
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Figure 3.  a) Coseismic tensional cracks south of Brest Bridge located between two fault lines of the 
creeping sinistral Petrinja Fault (CREDIT: Public media), b) Coseismic sinistral displacement along 
generally N-S fault line of the activated complex fault system crossing the Galdovo Bridge over 
Sava river (Sisak), c) shifted construction of Galdovo Bridge (thick arrow) because of a sinistral 
movement (thin arrow) of the blocks along the fault line crossing eastern tip of Galdovo Bridge, 
d) Coseismic fractures along the main sinistral Sisak-Petrinja-Glina-Topusko Fault line crossing 
Prekopa Bridge over Glina river (CREDIT: D. Palenik, HGI).
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2.3 Pipelines

Water pipeline at Cepeliš was broken due to coseismic dextral movement of the fault 
blocks along dextral Pokupsko Fault (Figure 4a). The gas pipeline at Galdovo Bridge (Si-
sak) was damaged during the Petrinja earthquake, as well (Figure s 3b and 4b).

Figure 4.  a) Reconstruction works on water pipeline at Cepeliš that is crossed by regional Pokupsko 
Fault (CREDIT: HGI EQ Team), b) Temporarily repaired Gas pipeline damaged because of sinistral 
coseismic displacement of Galdovo Bridge over Sava river (Sisak).

2.4 Artificial riverbanks

There were numerous cracks along the activated Petrinja Fault that crosses Kupa and 
Sava river’s artificial riverbanks at Brest (Figure 5a) Drenčina, Pračno and Tišina. Be-
sides, some conjugated faults from the system, possibly a horsetail splay termination 
at the tip of the activated segments of the main faults, damaged the Sava riverbanks at 
Palanjek (Figure 5b), Bok Palanječki, Hrastelnica and Galdovo. 
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Figure 5.  a) Surface fault crossing the Kupa riverbank at Brest Bridge, b) Surface fault rupture crossing the 
Sava riverbank at Palanjek (CREDIT: Public media).

3 Design considerations for coseismic lifelines

After the Petrinja 2020 earthquake sequence, an urgent need for a better evaluation of 
the seismic hazard in the region evolved. It became obvious that the seismic hazard is 
not depending only upon the estimated coseismic ground acceleration that should be 
used for the earthquake resistant design provisions in compliance with Eurocode 8 [7], 
but is also strongly dependent on local soil effects and on the secondary effects of a 
strong earthquake (landslides, liquefaction, fast karstification, suffosion, etc.). Besides, 
the movement of the crustal blocks along the fault lines that cross the lifelines, in the 
case of surface coseismic rupture occurred during the Petrinja event, should be evalu-
ated. The displacements along the fault lines would be even larger if the objects were 
on the bedrock. Superficial deposits of the Kupa, Sava and Glina rivers decreased a few 
metres block movements in the crust, and thus the linear objects are displaced only a 
few cm along some fault lines of the activated fault system.
The local site amplification effects were the consequence of several physical processes 
such as multiple reflections and diffractions, focusing, resonance, wave trapping in the 
overlying superficial deposits and soil. They resulted in the variable damage distribution 
observed in different local geological units affected by the earthquake.
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The variable surface topography and various mechanical properties of the terrain, such 
as water table, slopes, presence of heterogeneities, structural discontinuities and cavi-
ties, evidently contributed to the observed damage and increased the geological hazard 
in the epicentre area.
Surface fault ruptures during strong earthquakes, including Petrinja 2020 event, lead to 
surface displacements in range of micro ruptures to a few decimetres, generally along 
traces of active faults. Co-seismic fault rupture is a relatively rare event and after such 
a strong earthquake, it is obvious that constructional seismic design EUROCODE 8 sur-
pass direct damages along the surface fault ruptures. The goal of seismic design of 
structures is to withstand ground shaking effects (ground acceleration, site amplifica-
tion) to limit damage and collapse. However, the question is what is the risk of dam-
age for structures and linear objects constructed over the fault? EUROCODE 8 requires 
that buildings of importance category II (ordinary buildings), III (schools, assembly halls, 
cultural institutions) or IV (hospitals, fires stations, power plants) are not built in the im-
mediate vicinity of such faults. But the main problem here is, firstly, the identification of 
active faults (known and unknown) and, secondary, assessment of sites prone to higher 
geological hazard in case of a strong earthquake. Then, we can point out that these kind 
of locations should be avoided for future construction or structures should be designed/
retrofitted to withstand surface fault ruptures in case of a strong earthquake. However, 
from the economical point, seismic design and retrofitting of structures, foundations, 
and linear infrastructure objects to withstand more than a few centimetres of fault dis-
placement is very questionable.
Assessment of secondary effects of strong earthquake in terms of site geological haz-
ards that includes liquefaction, karst sinkholes, suffusion, slope instability, and particu-
larly surface fault ruptures should be carried out for mitigation, evaluation, screening, 
urban planning and retrofitting by multidisciplinary team of seismologists, geologists, 
seismotectonic experts, geotechnical and construction engineers. This knowledge 
is important for future strong earthquakes seismic design, re-building and seismic 
strengthening of damaged buildings and linear infrastructural objects in the areas of 
active faults to mitigate its negative effects. 

4 Conclusions

The coseismic lifeline damage observations after M6.2 Petrinja earthquake event, raised 
the following questions: How many unknown active faults do we already have identified 
in Croatia? What could be the surface manifestation of a strong earthquake that would 
occur on a shallow thrust (reverse) fault? Is there any major normal active fault that can 
surprise seismotectonic experts and civil (structural) engineers?
These questions highlight the necessity for a multidisciplinary approach, not only in the 
case of the capital infrastructural lifelines, but also in the case of other important struc-
tures (e.g. dam, power plants, etc.) that could be affected by strong coseismic ground 
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motion and by displacement of the surface parts of the faulted blocks in cases of sur-
face ruptures. It should be highlighted that the appearance of surface ruptures depends 
on the fault mechanism, the magnitude, and the focal depth. 
The seismic hazard is not only depending on the estimated coseismic ground accelera-
tion that should be used with the earthquake resistant design provisions (EUROCODE 
8), but is also strongly dependent on the local soil effects and on the secondary effects 
of a strong earthquake (landslides, liquefaction, suffosion, etc.), as well as on the move-
ment of the crustal blocks (and the overlying superficial deposits and soil) along the 
fault lines that crossing the lifelines, in cases of the surface coseismic ruptures such 
was the Petrinja event. 
Local site amplification effects are the results of several physical processes (multiple 
reflections and diffractions, focusing, resonance, wave trapping) in the overlying super-
ficial deposits and soil, resulting in variable damage distribution that were observed in 
different local geological units affected by this earthquake. Also, the variable surface to-
pography and various mechanical properties of the terrain such as water table, slopes, 
presence of heterogeneities, structural discontinuities and cavities, along with possible 
deep crustal fluid flows to the surface triggered by the earthquake, certainly contributed 
to the observed damage and increased seismic hazard in the wider epicentre area.
These issues are imposing the question of re-evaluation of the existing and for a proper 
design of the new strategic structures, predominantly infrastructural lifelines as a part 
of their management and planning in Republic of Croatia. 
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Abstract
In the last ten years only, several thousand earthquakes above a magnitude of 6 have occurred 
worldwide (USGS). With urbanisation growing incessantly, the risk to people and the damage to 
infrastructure from seismic events is increasing. The importance of including the seismic load case 
for building construction and retrofitting has long been recognised and is implemented around 
the world. Infrastructure protection against natural hazards, such as snow, rock and landslides, 
should as well take seismicity into account. The reaction force onto the subsystem is dependent 
of weight and absolute acceleration. A stiffer system therefore can be easier accelerated than a 
flexible system, and will sustain more damage, such as buckling, shearing and cracking. The less 
protection measures weigh and the more flexible they are, the less is the risk of a failure. This 
paper presents three case studies, in Japan, Chile and the US, where flexible high tensile steel wire 
meshes for slope stabilization were successfully engaged while for example shotcrete grating 
crib works, right next to the flexible systems, failed. Different type of mesh systems exists, this 
contribution will only take into account the Tecco system developed by Swiss Company Geobrugg 
AG. Finally, it is explained how the dimensioning software Ruvolum for Tecco Slope Stabilization is 
taking the seismic load case into account.

Key words: slope stabilisation, earthquakes, high-tensile steel chain-link mesh, flexible protection
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1 Introduction

Earthquakes are defined as the shaking of the ground due to seismic waves travelling 
through, themselves triggered by the release of excess elastic strain accumulated in the 
bedrock. Earthquakes occur most often along major fault lines and therefore mostly 
at the boundary of tectonic plates. Approximately 50’000 noticeable earthquakes are 
recorded annually and of these, 100 cause severe damage when located close enough 
to inhabited areas [1, 2]. Urbanized areas extend more and more their surfaces, sub-
sequently the risk of damage by seismic activity is increasing. Visible effects of earth-
quakes on the ground are the damage of infrastructure and buildings and substantial 
geomorphological changes such as topographical changes, groundwater flow alteration, 
liquefaction of soils and trigger natural hazards such as landslides, rockslides and debris 
flows. In areas known to be prone for slope instabilities, an earthquake can increase the 
number of landslides substantially over several years after the earthquake by altering 
significantly the subsoil conditions [3]. When these slopes are being stabilised by any 
type of protection or remediation measure, these should take into account the load case 
for earthquakes, such as the already existing standards for buildings, bridges etc …
The latest large notable earthquakes, associated with the presented case studies further 
in these contributions, are the 2011 Mw9.1 Tohoku earthquake in Japan, the 2010, Mw8.8 
Bio-Bio earthquake in Chile and the 2011, Mw5.8 Louisa earthquake in the United States. 
The first two earthquakes were due to thrust faulting in the context of the subduction 
of the North American and Pacific plates and the Nazca and South America plates [4, 5]. 
The Louisa earthquake was of much less energy, occurring as a reverse fault, but was felt 
over a very large area, typical to the setting in the eastern US in contrast to the western 
US [6]. This earthquake was additionally significant as it led to the revision of the US na-
tional seismic hazard map, since it was recognised that this was the largest earthquake in 
the eastern US since the start of recording and showed the potential for larger and more 
damaging earthquakes then previously considered [1, 6, 7].

2 Ground instabilities

Slope failures occur when the shear stress across a plane exceeds the strength of the 
substrate, which is quite a similar process to a fault rupture [3]. Increase of the shear 
stress in the ground depends on multiple factors starting with the type of rock, type of 
underlying rock, stratigraphy, state of weathering to the surrounding hydrogeology. The 
variation of temperature and precipitation, especially the alternation between extremes 
can then act as trigger for ground motion [3] demonstrated the relationship between 
earthquakes and landslides. A strong ground motion associated with and already weak-
ened hillslope will destabilise it, right away and years after. Several observations were 
made were a notable increase in landslides were recorded some years after in com-
parison to the movement rate before the earthquake. The rates of earthquake triggered 
landslides are correlated with measured peak ground acceleration (PGA).
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PGA represents the maximum ground acceleration occurring during an earthquake at 
a specific location. PGA is dependent on the local geology and not on the magnitude of 
the earthquake. PGA values are plotted on the seismic hazard maps and are expressed 
in m.s-2 or in g [8, 9]. The following Table 1 and Fig. 1 show the PGA values for the three 
case study sites. Notice that the PGA value at the site in Chile is much higher than for 
the sites in Japan although the Japan earthquake was of larger magnitude.

Table 1. Typical peak ground acceleration values for case study earthquakes (Posters, USGS)

Figure 1. Seismic hazard maps for the three case studies [4, 5, 10]

3 Slope stability mitigation

According to the European Norm EN 14490 [11] three different type of facings exist for 
slope stabilisation purposes, divided into hard, soft and flexible.

3.1 Hard facing

Hard facing corresponds generally to shotcrete or concrete structures. These systems gener-
ally don’t fare well during an earthquake as the stiffer a structure is, the more it gets acceler-
ated and risks damage. Once damaged the protection measure loses its retention capacity.

3.2 Soft facing

Soft facings consist of different geogrids, geomembranes or geotextiles. This type is 
generally applied for temporary slope coverage but wouldn’t work during an earth-
quake. Although it is anything but stiff, the material presents a very low shear resist-
ance and will tear with strong ground motion.

PGA (max recorded) [m/s2] Magnitude Earthquake

2.4 - 3.2 9.0 2011 Tohoku (Japan)

4 - 4.8 8.8 2010 Bio-Bio (Chile)

0.4-0.8 5.8 2011 Louisa (US)
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3.3 Flexible facing

Also defined as active slope stabilization systems, flexible facings are a combination 
of steel wire mesh with soil nailing. As the following case studies will show, a type of 
flexible facing, the Tecco system (high tensile steel wire mesh transmitting the forces 
of the slope acting on the mesh back into the ground via soil nails), from Geobrugg AG, 
supports well the peak ground acceleration during strong ground motion, as it can be 
dimensioned for [12].

3.4 Dimensioning of flexible facings

Slope stabilisation always starts with the dimensioning of the slope through the clas-
sical geotechnical calculations. This allows to get a nail grid spacing. Subsequently the 
flexible facing can be dimensioned with RUVOLUM, freely available software, to verify 
for shallow slope stability (<= 2m) and stability in between the nail grid. Both load cases 
are termed “sliding off parallel to the slope” and “local wedge-shaped rupture bodies”. 
Additionally, the software does account for earthquake settings. The PGA values are 
split into a horizontal and vertical value (εh and εv) and are taken into account in the 
equilibrium equation of both load cases mentioned above (see Figure 2). Detailed expla-
nations can be found in [12].

Figure 2. example of the PGA parameters εh and εv considered in the RUVOLUM software

4 Case studies

Worldwide experience has been acquired in installing flexible high tensile steel wire 
mesh for slope stabilisation purposes, in quiet and in earthquake prone areas. Impres-
sive examples of two of the largest earthquakes in the last 10 years and a third example 
are presented here, where the successful coping of the mesh with the ground shaking 
led to the successful retention of already failing slopes and avoided further damage.
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4.1 Japan; Iwate Prefecture

On March 11th, 2011, a magnitude 9.1 struck off the Northeast coast of Honshu (EMSC). 
The earthquake and the subsequent major tsunami caused huge losses in human lives, 
infrastructure and led to the Fukushima disaster. The World Bank estimated the total 
economic loss to be around US$235 billion, labelling it as the costliest natural disaster 
in history [13]. Thousands of aftershocks and over 80 above Mw6.0 were recorded in 
the following weeks and months. On the same day alone, three aftershocks of Mw7.4, 
7.9 and 7.1 were recorded. 9 additional earthquakes over Mw7.0 were attributed as af-
tershocks as of March 2016 [14]. The epicentre was located 130 km away from Sendai 
and roughly 135 km away from Tono City and 115 km away from Kamaishi City and the 
shaking was described as severe (Fig. 3). 
In these two towns, both North of Sendai, slope stabilisation measures were installed, 
both flexible high tensile steel wire mesh with soil nails and hard facing concrete struc-
tures. The pictures speak for themselves, the concrete grating cribs got severely dam-
aged and dislocated from the slope whereas no slope movement was observed where 
the Tecco systems were installed (Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6).

Figure 3.  Intensity Map for the 9.1 earthquake near the E coast of Honshu Japan, on 11th of March 2011 
[15]
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4.2 United States; Hounds Ear, North Carolina

On August 23rd, 2011, the largest ever recorded earthquake in the eastern US occurred, 
in Louisa, Virginia [10]. Ground shaking is felt across a large area with reports across 
neighbouring states such as the example in Hounds Ear, North Carolina (Fig. 7). Intensity 
was described as light to moderate. Prior the earthquake an unstable rock slope was 
discovered during the renovation of a carport. Slope stabilisation was performed with 
high tensile steel wire mesh and soil nails before continuing the work on the carport. 
The slope remained stable during the earthquake (Fig. 8).

Figure 4.  Collapse of shotcrete grating crib work in 
Kuji City after the earthquake. Buckling 
and shearing of the concrete ribs are 
observed

Figure 5.  Not far away, a stretch of road where 
the slope stabilization was done with 
high tensile steel flexible system and soil 
nailing and has long been revegetated, in 
Tono City. The whole stretch of slope along 
the road remained stable throughout the 
earthquake swarm

Figure 6.  Example of a more recent slope 
stabilisation project in Kamaishi City. 
The vegetation has not yet had the 
time to re-grow. The devastation of the 
subsequent tsunami after the Tohoku 
earthquake is visible. In the background 
the slope remained stable, being 
stabilised with the Tecco system
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4.3 Chile; Caleta Tumbes, Talcahuano

On February 27, 2010, a magnitude 8.8 earthquake struck just off the coast close to the 
city of Concepción, in Chile [4]. The intensity described was violent (Fig. 9). 

Figure 7.  Intensity Map after the 5.8 earth-quake 
close to Louisa, Virginia, US [10]

Figure 9.  Intensity map after the 8.8 Bio-Bio 
earthquake, offshore of the coast of 
Chile [4]

Figure 8.  Slope stabilisation under a newly built 
residential car park. No damages were 
observed during and after the earthquake. 
The potential damage of slope failure 
would have resulted in the collapse of the 
residential compound and the car park
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Concepción and Talcahuano where the slope remediation is situated, were only 70 km 
away from the epicentre. A subsequent tsunami devastated several coastal towns, in-
cluding the harbour of Talcahuano and even reached the Tohoku region in Japan, just a 
year before their 9.1 earthquake. The losses to the Chilean economy was estimated at 
US$15-30 billion.
Slope stabilisation works in Caleta Tumbes, were started end of 2009 with the Tecco 
system and was just finished in time to prevent a large slope failure adding to the al-
ready severe damage of the surroundings (Fig. 10, Fig. 11).

Figure 10.  Previously installed Tecco system, which 
did not sustain any damage during 
and after the earthquake. The slope 
remained stable

Figure 11.  Overview of the stabilised road stretch. 
No deformation or failure after the 
earthquake

5 Conclusions

The worldwide experience in the last 8 years presented in this paper show the adapt-
ability of Tecco to withstand large magnitude earthquakes, preventing already unsta-
ble slopes to fail. The recent Mw6.8 earthquake in the Ionian Sea, just adds up now to 
an additional example of successful slope retention by flexible high tensile steel mesh. 
More information is not available yet but might be presented at the conference.
Following the M7.8 Kaikoura earthquake in New Zealand in 2016, several slope stabili-
sations with Tecco system were installed., They in comparison to the other case studies 
have not been tested yet but will probably soon. As with the previous examples and the 
correct dimensioning with RUVOLUM the slopes should stay stable this time.
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Abstract
As natural or artificial earthen structures that provides flood protection adjacent to rivers or 
coastal areas, levees should be verified for several relevant design situations. For this verification, 
Eurocode 7 adopts semi-probabilistic approach, which utilizes statistical methods to select 
characteristic values of geotechnical parameters, thus neglecting spatial correlation between the 
same parameter at different sampling points, and cross-correlation between different parameters 
at the same sampling point. The degree of uncertainty involved in calculation of levee response 
to seismic loads is especially high and implementation of probabilistic approach for evaluation 
of seismic resilience of levees will yield more reliable insight into the behaviour of levees both 
during low and high waters. This paper contributes to the efforts of levee seismic vulnerability 
evaluations, through development of fragility curves as functions that describe the conditional 
probability of levee stability failure over the full range of seismic and water loads to which the 
levee might be exposed.

Key words: slope stability, Newmark, seismic loading, fragility curves, flood protection
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1 Introduction

Levees are structures that run parallel to rivers and serve the purpose of flood protec-
tion, and as such are prone to more uncertainties than other earthen structures such 
as dams [1]. The sources of those uncertainties refer to complex and highly variable 
foundation soil conditions alongside both riverbanks, variable cross section solutions 
with variable soil parameters due to different borrow sites available during construc-
tion, variable geometry due to different expected loading conditions, and loading inten-
sity. To mitigate this high variability, for analyses purposes, the levees are divided into 
smaller reaches with sufficiently similar geometry and subsurface conditions which can 
be represented by a single two-dimensional model. When those sources of uncertain-
ties are thus minimised, the uncertainties are reduced to inherent soil variability of the 
foundation soil and levee body, and loading conditions. 
When considering different loading conditions which can occur on such structures (rain-
fall, high water level, seismic ground accelerations, etc.), the deterioration mechanisms 
which induce failure (external erosion, internal erosion, stability [2]) and which are di-
rectly or indirectly triggered by specific load types, must be considered. Extensive stud-
ies have been conducted with various approaches regarding slope stability with respect 
to rainfall [3,4], high water levels [5,6], and peak ground accelerations [7,8], as well as 
combinations of various events [9]. Since levees are designed for very rare events with 
low probability of occurrence [1], it is debatable whether certain combinations such as 
seismic loading together with high water events should even be considered. Their joint 
occurrence has been discussed by [10]. To check the effect of a 100-year water event 
occurring at the same time as a seismic event compared to only the seismic event, a 
fragility curve are constructed within this study, for the joint event occurrence. Since 
the focus of this study is to investigate the response of a levee with an arbitrary cross 
section to a seismic event, only sliding failure mechanisms are considered. For that 
purpose, Eurocode 1998-5 defines three acceptable analysis types to compute seis-
mic response, namely numerical dynamic analyses by finite element of finite different 
methods, rigid block method, and pseudo-static methods [11]. Each method has been 
extensively used in practice for various natural and artificial slopes [12–15], each with 
their own benefits [16]. As Eurocode 1998-5 defines limit state for slopes as unaccept-
ably large permanent displacements that are “significant for both the structural and 
functional effect of the structure” [11], the Newmark pseudo-dynamic analysis [17] is 
used in this study to construct fragility curves which can be later used in risk assess-
ment and categorization of levees [18,19], based on calculated probabilities of failure. 
Few attempts have been made to estimate the displacement directly from seismic pa-
rameters [20–22] and also probability of failure directly from on results of Newmark 
displacement analyses and other seismic parameters [23] based on historic earthquake 
data and numerical simulations.
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2 Methodology

To assess the stability and reliability of river levees when exposed to seismic loading, 
the Newmark rigid sliding block method is employed, which has a clear benefit over the 
pseudo-static analysis in that it considers the whole seismic record instead of only the 
peak accelerations, while being relatively simple compared to full numerical dynamic 
analyses. The first step in conducting probabilistic analyses is the selection of random 
variables. For this study, one random variable (the variability of the levee body shear 
strength) is considered. As the levee body material is constructed from a fine-grained 
soil, the strength is modelled as undrained with the same undrained shear strength as 
in the static case [2,11]. The variability of the undrained shear strength has been se-
lected according to recommendations for slope stability with a coefficient of variation 
(CoV) of 40% [1], which is accordant to the mean variability of undrained shear strength 
reported in literature [24], with a normal probability distribution. The berm and crown 
materials’, as well as foundation soil’s parameters, are modelled with deterministic val-
ues of shear strength parameters. The soil parameters are shown in Table 1. 
Using limit equilibrium methods [25–27] incorporated in Slide2 v9.010, Rocscience 
Inc., circular sliding surfaces are found for 200-5000 samples of the undrained shear 
strength obtained through Latin Hypercube sampling. Iteratively, the critical pseudo-
static coefficients are found for each slip surface by bringing them to failure (Fs=1), 
which served as one of the input parameters for the Newmark sliding block analyses. 
The other input required for Newmark analyses is a seismic record. For this purpose, the 
accelerograms showing ground accelerations in three orthogonal directions of the re-
cent earthquake that occurred in Zagreb region in March 2020 is selected. As the levees 
are linear structures that curve along rivers, and their dominant failure mode is perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal direction, the larger of the two perpendicular horizontal accel-
erations are used (North-South direction, ag,max of 0.22g), regardless of the real orienta-
tion of the selected cross section. The vertical accelerations are not considered with this 
analysis method, but even when conventional pseudo-static limit equilibrium analyses 
are conducted the vertical coefficient is often ignored due to its lower impact on the 
factor of safety [28]. The selected accelerogram is then divided by the gravitational ac-
celeration to obtain a plot of ‘coefficient of horizontal acceleration’ vs. ‘time’. Now each 
time the coefficient of seismic acceleration surpasses the critical coefficients, the dia-
gram is integrated twice over the range on which the coefficient is exceeded to calculate 
the total permanent displacements, as shown in Fig. 1. From the resulting displacement 
for each sampled strength value, a response surface methodology [29] is implemented 
to find the geometric reliability index, as defined by the Hasofer-Lind method [30] also 
known as the First-Order Reliability Method (FORM), which is the most efficient method 
for estimating probability of failure (pf) for problems involving one design point [24]. In 
this case, since there is only one random variable considered, the RSM will generate 
a 1D response curve, obtained by fitting the results with the Gaussian function which 
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yielded best fitting with coefficient of regression over 0.99 for all calculated cases. Then, 
the reliability index (β) is the shortest distance from the mean of the variable’s prob-
ability distribution to the design point, defined by Eq. (1) being equated to zero, and is 
equal to the number of standard deviations that the undrained shear strength required 
to reach critical displacement (cu,c) is from the mean, as shown in Eq. (2). In Eq. (1), g(x) is 
the performance function, d (cm) is the permanent slope displacement, and dc (cm) is the 
critical (allowable) slope displacement.

 (1)

 (2)

Table 1. Soil parameters

Figure 1. a) acceleration vs. time; b) velocity vs. time; c) cumulative displacement vs. time [31]

Material c’ [kPa] φ [°]
cu [kPa]

γ [kN/m3]
μ CoV

Levee body - - 25 40 % 18

Crown and berm 1 30 - - 20

Foundation soil 0 36 - - 19

Distribution constant constant normal constant
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To construct the fragility curves, the load (the seismic record) is scaled repeatedly [7] 
with scale factors (SF) from 2 to 4, and the whole process then conducted for each scale 
factor. The same analysis is made for two design cases, one where with completely dry 
levee and foundation soil (DC1), and the other with 100-year high water event (DC2).

3 Results and discussion 

For the analysis, the cross section of a levee situated on the southern side of Drava river 
between rivers Bednja and Plitvica is chosen as a representative homogeneous river 
levee constructed from cohesive material. A numerical model cross section is shown 
in Fig.2 along with resulting critical slip surfaces for DC1/SF3. Since the method used 
for analysis is the Newmark method which gives permanent displacements instead of 
factors of safety, the probability of failure defined previously actually refers to probabil-
ity of exceedance of any defined limit state. While some recommendations regarding 
allowable displacements of dams and natural slopes exist [16, 32–34], there are no 
definitive recommendations regarding allowable displacements for any type of small 
embankments such as levees or dikes. Bray and Travasarou [35] in their study proposed 
a method of selecting the appropriate pseudo-static coefficients for pseudo-static 
analyses based on allowable displacements, which were taken as 5, 15 and 30 cm as 
relevant values to demonstrate the chosen displacement on the coefficients. Such val-
ues, from 5 - 15 cm, are also reported in other studies [23, 36–40]. Thus, this order of 
magnitude of allowable displacements is also selected for this study, and two fragility 
curves are constructed for each seismic record, one for the limit state of 5 cm (LS5) and 
the other for 15 cm (LS15) displacement. Due to some very low valued samples of und-
rained shear strength which resulted with extremely high displacements, displacement 
values of only up to around 40 cm are taken in consideration to achieve better curve fit-
ting around the design points. For analyses calculated with 5000 samples, a probability 
distribution is fitted to the resulting displacement data to investigate the underlying 
probability distribution, which is shown in Fig. 3 to be log-normal. As the displacements 
seem to be log-normally distributed, the performance function defined by Eq. (1) is also 
log-normally distributed. However, since the logarithm of the performance function is 
normally distributed, the inverse of the normal cumulative function is used to calculate 
the conditional probability of failure, as also suggested by [41]. 
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Figure 2. Surfaces with corresponding permanent displacements – DC1/SF3

Figure 3.  Probabilistic distribution of displacements

Fig. 4 shows the resulting fragility curves for both design cases (DC) and limit states (LS), 
where the conditional probability of exceedance is shown on the vertical axis while the 
scale factor on the horizontal axis. The fragility curves follow the expected increasing 
trend with increasing scale factor, and decreasing of exceedance of conditional prob-
ability with increase of limit state value. It is however interesting to note that for lower 
scale factors, the 100-year water level does not influence the displacements as much 
as for higher scale factors. Another thing to note is that the fragility curve for DC2/
LS5 goes only up to SF3. The reason for this is that after reaching a critical undrained 
shear strength value, the failure mode changes from slope failure to either movement 
of the whole levee as a block, or rotational failure only though the foundation soil, and 
no longer depends on the levee body material strength. Moreover, as the foundation soil 
is modelled deterministically in this study, the minimum displacement after reaching 
the critical levee body strength becomes constant, and if this value is higher than the 
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limit state value, a reliability index cannot be calculated, but the conditional probability 
of exceedance surely is 1 even though it refers to a different failure mode. By carefully 
adjusting the soil parameters, an optimal levee design could be achieved for new lev-
ees, where all the components [2] that participate in the various failure modes have the 
same conditional probability of exceeding some unwanted behaviour.

Figure 4. Fragility curves for defined design cases and limit states.

Even though calculations in this study are conducted using the static shear strength 
of soil, some soils may exhibit strength reduction due to cyclic loading and excessive 
displacements. If strength reduction due to cyclic loading is of concern, the undrained 
shear strength can be reduced by 20%, as recommended by [2]. However, if displace-
ments required for reaching residual strength are known, then after affirming which 
slopes would undergo such displacement, which do not automatically indicate failure, 
additional stability analyses can be conducted using residual parameters to assess their 
stability after the earthquake [36].

4 Conclusion

The Newmark rigid sliding block method is an efficient and reliable method for assess-
ment of the behaviour of river levees under seismic loading conditions. Coupled with ef-
ficient probabilistic methods such as the FORM, quick assessment of seismic resilience 
can be made for earthen flood protection structures such as river levees, through the 
development of fragility curves. By applying historical seismic records to the demon-
strated methodology, sets of fragility curves can be constructed to obtain conditional 
probabilities of exceedance of unwanted behaviour for expected earthquakes. When 
data on probabilities of exceedance of defined seismic loads is available, as well as for 
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other loading events such as floods, total probabilities of exceedance can be calculated, 
which can be further utilized for risk assessment [42]. While discussing probabilities, 
the sources of uncertainties should be emphasized, which in this case referred only to 
the levee body with relatively high variability. As most components of levees are con-
structed from earthen material, it is to be expected that soil variability, which is inher-
ently big, has great impact on the reliability of the whole structure. Thus, a weight should 
be put on site investigation whose impact on risk has been identified to be among the 
most significant [43]. Moreover, with reliable data about existing foundation soil and 
available materials for construction, the levee components (including foundation soil) 
which affect stability can be optimized in terms of material choice, compaction, geom-
etry, foundation soil improvement, etc., which would result in an overall optimized levee 
cross section.
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Kinematic effects of M5.5 Zagreb earthquake assessed 
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Abstract
CROPOS (Croatian Positioning System) is a Croatian permanent GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite 
System) network featuring 33 stations distributed over the national territory at an average 
distance of 70 km between stations. The system was established in 2008, in the meantime 
enlarged and improved, and eventually, in summer 2019 it was upgraded to support observations 
of the European Galileo satellite system (in addition to previously supported GPS and GLONASS 
systems). Within the project of CROPOS’s upgrade co-funded by the EU (European Union), all 
permanent GNSS stations were equipped with the newest Trimble Alloy receivers and Trimble 
Zephyr 3 Geodetic antennas, whereas the software of the control center (Trimble Pivot Platform) 
was upgraded to a newer version. One of the CROPOS’s stations (ZAGR) is located (more precisely 
its antenna) on the roof of the building where three faculties of the University of Zagreb (Geodesy, 
Civil Engineering, Architecture) are headquartered. For the first time, the effects of the M5.5 
Zagreb earthquake, combined surface and building motion, have been identified and assessed 
by the GNSS method supported by E5, E5a, E5b, and E5AltBOC signals of Galileo satellites. By 
analysis of 1 Hz processing results, the effects of the earthquake being far above the noise level, 
have been discerned leading to the assessment of kinematic behaviour of the station caused 
by M5.5 earthquake. ZAGR station at the approx. 9 km distance from the estimated epicentre, 
have shown movements in the range of approx. 13 cm in direction N-S and approx. 6 cm in 
direction E-W, whereas some movements in the vertical direction were identified to be slightly 
above the noise level. Although the kinematic behaviour was pronounced, there haven’t been 
revealed permanent displacements as a consequence of M5.5 earthquake. One second (1 Hz) 
resolution results have enabled a thorough analysis of the kinematic behaviour of ZAGR station 
and potential of the GNSS method.
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1 Introduction

On March 22nd 2020 the wider area of the City of Zagreb was struck by a strong earth-
quake M5.5 with the epicenter approx. 9 km away from the center of the city. The earth-
quake was felt at a distance of over 400 km, causing damages to the buildings in the 
epicentral area, but the most pronounced damages were recorded on the old buildings 
in Zagreb downtown. The last time that the area of Zagreb has been struck by such a 
strong earthquake was in 1880. The first instrumental seismological recordings in Croa-
tia were introduced in 1906 by Andrija Mohorovičić. The earthquake which took place in 
1909 in the epicentral area of Pokupsko was recorded by instruments installed in 1908 
and 1909. The analysis of data led to the discovery of the discontinuity surface between 
the crust and upper mantle (Moho discontinuity). After the strong earthquake in 1880, 
the wider area of Zagreb was struck by seismological phenomena in 1901, 1905, 1906, 
and 1990. Since that time, all earthquakes were thoroughly analyzed and recorded and 
numerous studies have been carried out. Base on those studies, it was estimated that 
the faults in the epicentral area of Medvednica mountain can give rise to earthquakes 
with a magnitude up to M6.5 [1, 2, 3]. A permanent monitoring of seismological activity 
carried out by the Croatian Seismological Survey (CSS) has enabled the creation of the 
Seismic Hazard Map of the Republic of Croatia [4]. On that map, a wider area of Za-
greb, the area between Rijeka and Senj as well as southern Croatia (area of Dubrovnik) 
are recognized to have the greatest seismological hazard in Croatia. The State Geodetic 
Administration (SGA) of the Republic of Croatia in 2008 established a network of per-
manent GNSS stations, featuring 30 stations uniformly spread across Croatian terri-
tory (CROPOS). Subsequently, the network was enlarged by three additional stations 
on Croatian territory, and altogether 18 stations from neighboring countries (Slovenia 
7, Hungary 4, BiH 5, Montenegro 2) were included in the networked solution. Today, 
data from altogether 51 stations is included in the networked solution. Since its es-
tablishment in 2008, the control center of CROPOS has been updated in terms of soft-
ware and hardware. In the summer of 2019 the system was upgraded: at each station 
was installed the newest GNSS receiver Trimble Alloy and accompanying GNSS antenna 
Zephyr 3 Geodetic [5]. All installed GNSS receivers and antennas are multifrequency and 
multi-constellation equipment capable of receiving signals of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, 
and BeiDou satellites. CROPOS offers three services, two of them – VPPS (Networked 
Real-Time Kinematic) and GPPS (observations used for Post-processing applications) 
are widely used and accepted by the surveying community in Croatia. The impact of 
the modernization of CROPOS on the performance of services has been investigated in 
the diploma thesis [6]. Additionally, the Galileo system and its implementation through 
modernization of CROPOS have been assessed in the diploma thesis [7]. The first the-
sis has shown that modernization hasn’t provided a substantial improvement in terms 
of accuracy, but the availability and reliability were significantly improved. The second 
thesis has shown that Galileo as a system, even it hasn’t already reached its Full Op-
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erational Capability, is capable of providing reliable individual solutions. This the first 
time that an earthquake in Croatia has been assessed by the kinematic GNSS method 
leveraging the signals of the emerging European Galileo satellite navigation system. The 
very first results of that research are presented in this paper.

2 Galileo and other satellite systems

Today the term GNSS includes four globally available navigation satellite systems, 
namely, the American GPS, the Russian GLONASS, the Chinese BeiDou, and the Euro-
pen Galileo. Currently, (February 2021) the Galileo constellation encompasses 26 satel-
lites, two of them being unavailable and the remaining 24 satellites are set to be usable 
[8]. The Galileo system, once fully operational, will offer five high-performance services 
worldwide: Open Service (OS), Public Regulated Service (PRS), High Accuracy Service 
(HAS), Commercial Authentication Service (CAS) and Search and Rescue Service (SAR) 
[9]. With the declaration of Galileo Initial Services in 2016, Galileo officially moved from 
a testing phase to the provision of live services. Galileo navigation signals are transmit-
ted in four frequency bands (E5a, E5b, E6, and E1) providing a wide bandwidth for the 
transmission of the Galileo signals [10]. Galileo signals recorded by the GNSS receivers 
Trimble Alloy installed at each CROPOS station, were in frequency bands E1, E5a, E5b, 
and E5 AltBOC (Open Service). Future development plans of the Galileo system including 
the production of 12 additional Batch 3 Galileo first-generation satellites which will be 
ready for launch from middle 2021 onward are outlined in [11]. 

3 CROPOS ZAGR and ZABO stations

The ZAGR CROPOS network station is located atop of the Faculty of Geodesy, the Fac-
ulty Civil Engineering, and the Faculty of Architecture building. The average distance 
between CROPOS stations across the national territory is 70 km, but the closest station 
to ZAGR station is located in Zabok (ZABO), at a distance of approx. 25 km. Although 
the coordinates of all CROPOS stations were precisely determined in ETRF2000 R05, 
epoch = 2008.83, in order to check the accuracy of ZAGR station coordinates, data col-
lected with 15 seconds logging interval were downloaded for both stations for 24 hours 
time window (March 22nd 2020, start at 00:00:00 GPST, stop at 23:59:59). Since the 
main earthquake shock occurred at 05:24 UTC, on 22nd March 2020, observation data 
at both stations with 1-second logging interval for the time window 5-6 GPST were 
downloaded from CROPOS GPPS as well. Data collected with 1-second logging interval 
was used for computation of kinematic solution and assessment of earthquake effect 
on ZAGR station. To ensure the environment for a reliable solution determination the, 
time window for the whole day 22nd March 2020 was checked for ionospheric condi-
tions using GNSS online Planning Tool [12]: Ionospheric index, TEC (Total Electron Con-
tent), and Scintillation were minimum, consequently contributing to a reliable solution 
determination.
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4 Static and kinematic processing

The coordinates of the ZAGR station were determined from 24h static baseline pro-
cessing where ZABO station coordinates were held fixed. That solution was regarded as 
a reference for the subsequent kinematic results analysis. All the coordinates present-
ed in this paper were computed in the official geodetic reference system HTRS96/TM 
(Easting, Northing) and the official vertical referent system HVRS71 (height H). Static 
and kinematic baseline processing was carried out in Trimble Business Center (ver. 5.3) 
using observation of all available GNSS signals (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou), 
elevation mask 10°, and broadcast ephemerides. 
In baseline processing, the coordinates of the ZABO station were held fixed enabling 
computation of ZAGR station coordinates and estimation of baseline components pre-
cision. The estimation of baseline components precision can be regarded as an estima-
tion of ZAGR coordinates precision, given with confidence level 95 %: ± 0.002 m (E), ± 
0.002 m (N), ± 0.010 m (H). The comparison of the ZAGR coordinates obtained by static 
single baseline ZABO-ZAGR solution (24h) and the official coordinates, has given the 
following differences: ΔE = -0.005 m; ΔN = -0.008 m; ΔH = 0.013 m proofing that a 
calculated solution may be regarded as reliable. Taking into consideration a declared 
accuracy of the CROPOS GPPS (< 1 cm), the accuracy of the static method itself and 
the fact that the official coordinates were determined with different software, refer-
ence stations, ephemeris data, and different time epoch, the coordinates obtained by a 
single-baseline solution can be regarded as highly reliable providing a robust base for 
the analysis of kinematic solutions.
A kinematic solution for the ZAGR station providing 1-Hz coordinates was computed in 
post-processing using a PPK (Post-Processed Kinematic) method. Before the baseline 
processing, it was estimated that having a baseline length of 25 km, a reliable solution 
would be feasible. Indeed, this is the first time that such a method has been used for 
PPK processing using GNSS (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou) enabling the kine-
matic assessment of earthquake effect on a permanent GNSS station being part of the 
CROPOS network. For the PPK method, which was intended to be used for coordinates 
determination, the phase ambiguities have to be resolved before starting the survey. 
Dual-frequency receivers require up to 1–2 minutes of observations for baselines up 
to 20 km to resolve the ambiguities kinematically. It can be estimated for a 10 km long 
baseline and dual-frequency observations at dozen epochs, this will result in a position 
accuracy of 2 cm [13]. Several previous papers e.g. [14, 15], although at much lower 
baselines lengths, have shown the potential of the PPK method to provide results with 
1-2 cm accuracy level. Of course, as will be shown and discussed later, that level of ac-
curacy has been chiefly reached for considerably longer baselines (25 km). 
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5 PPK results of ZAGR station

Considering the location of ZAGR station being distant approx. 9 km from the 5.5 earth-
quake epicenter and bearing in mind the damages suffered by the buildings in the Za-
greb downtown, it was supposed that the effect of the earthquake could be registered, 
assessed, and subsequently analyzed by a kinematic solution. As stated above, for a 
PPK being a relative method, observations from additional GNSS station are necessary 
to provide a solution. The closest to ZAGR station, having the potential of providing a 
reliable solution, was the station ZABO which is approx. 18 km away from the M5.5 
epicenter. Recent scientific research activities (a dedicated scientific paper on that topic 
is being prepared) have shown that the ZABO station was slightly influenced by the 
M5.5 earthquake, thus not jeopardizing the achievement of a reliable solution. First data 
about that earthquake (referred to as the mainshock) was taken from European-Med-
iterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC) web site [16]. Additionally, data about earth-
quake event was received from of the Croatian Seismological Survey (CSS). Data about 
the coordinates of the epicenter, depth of the hypocenter, along with the magnitude and 
time of origin of the mainshock are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Data about the earthquake registered by CSS and EMSC.

Distance between two epicenters derived by CSS and EMSC is 1.6 km which is within 
the 95 % Confidence ellipse (semimajor axis 2.9 km reported by EMSC). The time dif-
ference between origins is 0.3 sec which is below the RMS travel time of 0.93 seconds 
reported by EMSC. In further analysis of the earthquake effects, parameters determined 
by the CSS will be deemed as reference. The distance between the epicenter (CSS) and 
stations ZAGR and ZABO is 9.3 km and 18.1 km, respectively. 
Observation files spanning 1 hour (5-6 GPST) collected at stations ZABO and ZAGR 
were kinematically processed and the coordinates of the ZAGR station were computed 
for each second. It was chosen to display the timestamps in UTC since the seismologi-
cal data is given in that system. GPS observations are referenced to the GPS Time, the 
difference being at the time of observations GPST – UTC = 18 seconds. Out of possible 
3600 epochs, 3599 PPK solutions of ZAGR station with fixed ambiguities were com-
puted enabling further analysis.
After the PPK computations, the statistics of Easting (E), Northing (N), and Height (H) 
values were analyzed. The first analysis of the 1-hour time window, paying special at-

Source CSS EMSC

Latidude 45.884° 45.87°

Longitude 16.013° 16.02°

Depth 8.3 km 10 km

Magnitude ML = 5.5 MW = 5.4 

Time of origin 05:24:03.1 UTC 05:24:02.8 UTC
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tention to the range values (Range = Max – Min), has shown large values, being far 
beyond the expected noise level, especially in Easting and Northing components: ΔE = 
0.059 m, ΔN = 0.132 m and ΔH = 0.047 m. Since the largest range was found in Easting 
and Northing components, distanced between each 1-second PPK solution and static 
(24h) solution were plotted against time and shown in Figure 1. Distances between each 
PPK (i) solution and a fixed static (24h) solution were calculated according to Eq. (1):

 
(1)

From Figure . 1 can be seen a spike occurred approximately at 05:24 UTC which corre-
sponds to the time of the earthquake (Table 2). Other results before and after the time 
of earthquake are mostly below 2 cm (max 25 mm), thus that value can be regarded as 
a level of bias and noise normally present in the PPK solutions. 

Figure 1.  Distance between each PPK(i) solution and the reference static (24h) solution for the time 
window 5-6 GPST (22nd March 2020)

The height of the ZAGR station computed for each epoch is displayed in Figure . 2. Al-
though the vertical accuracy is normally 1.5 – 2 times worse than the horizontal one, 
the height H generally shows a bias and noise within ± 24 mm that corresponds to the 
half value of the H range. A rough analysis of H values in Figure . 2 indicated the absence 
of spikes, even around the event of the earthquake at 05:24 UTC. Moreover, from both 
Figure 1 and Figure 2, it turns out that no significant and noticeable permanent dis-
placement has been registered. Indeed, distances between the individual PPK (i) solu-
tion before and after the mainshock (05:24 UTC) remained unchanged (Figure 1), similar 
can be said for the height (Figure 2) leading to the conclusion that the mainshock hasn’t 
caused any significant permanent displacement.
In the time window 5-6 UTC, the CSS reported the occurrence of four earthquakes in the 
same epicentral area with M ≥ 2.5. The mainshock is well visible in Figure . 1 as a spike, 
the presence of other earthquakes (05:26:23.3 UTC M2.7, 05:28:34.9 UTC M2.9, and 
05:29:35.4 UTC M3.3) are not visible in Figure 1 nor Figure 2.
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Figure 2.  Height of ZAGR station computed by PPK method for each epoch for the time window 5-6 GPST 
(22nd March 2020)

The presence of earthquake effects in the PPK results (especially in Easting and North-
ing) deserves a more detailed analysis.

6 Kinematic assessment of the mainshock effects

A subset of PPK results around 05:24 UTC was subject to detailed analysis. Consider-
ing the time of origin of the earthquake (Table 2), estimating the duration of its effect 
and taking 30 seconds before the advent of the earthquake and 30 seconds after it, 
the subsequent analysis was carried out. By numerical analysis of the PPK results and 
visual analysis of results shown in Figure 3, it was Figure d out that the effect of the 
earthquake at the station ZAGR started at 05:24:09 UTC and lasted for 29 seconds until 
05:24:38 UTC. The largest departure from the static solution amounting to 8.6 cm was 
registered at 05:24:11 UTC. After that, the oscillations started to attenuate, and finally, 
at 05:24:38 UTC reached the level of noise.

Figure 3.  Distance between PPK (i) solutions and reference static (24h) solution for the time window 
encompassing 30 seconds before the earthquake, the earthquake itself (red line), and 30 seconds 
after the earthquake has been attenuated/vanished

A similar analysis can be done for the height, although the signal of the mainshock is 
considerably less pronounced. Maximum departure from the reference static solution 
was registered at 05:24:15 UTC amounting to 13 mm that normally should be below 
the level of noise. Therefore, it can be concluded that the heights determined by the 
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PPK method are not significantly affected by the earthquake, although there is pre-
sent a larger amount of noise. That noise could be a consequence of the GNSS antenna 
swinging (shaking) during the mainshock. The swinging directly affected the Easting 
and Northing coordinates and indirectly the determination of height H which is not an 
independent component causing thus a higher level of noise. Both Figure 3 and Figure 4 
present a time window lasting for 88 seconds. 

Figure 4.  Height difference between each PPK (i) solution and the static (24h) solution for the time window 
featuring the earthquake episode with additional 30 seconds before and after it

To have a better picture of the behavior of the earthquake and the effect it has caused 
on the building of the Faculty, more specifically and directly to the GNSS antenna which 
ultimately sensed the earthquake, the time window spanning 88 seconds will be dis-
played jointly for Easting and Northing.
The solution calculated for the time 05:24:08 UTC was assigned a number 0, the next 
one at 05:24:09 UTC holds the number 1, etc., the solution for the epoch 05:24:38 UTC 
hold a number 30. In that way, 30 points (solutions) belonging to the 29-second time 
window are chronologically displayed in Figure 5. 
The dots belonging to the time window 30 seconds before the earthquake are displayed 
in blue color. Those points being tightly grouped show a small noise. The effect of the 
earthquake is visible starting with point 1, then the movement goes in direction North, 
then it goes to the South, the movement turns to the West, then to North-East, then 
to South-East, South-West and so on. After point number 13 it can be Figure d out that 
the points are getting closer to the group of points marked with grey dots which belong 
to a time window 30 seconds after the mainshock. Most likely, this is the reason why 
the citizens of the City of Zagreb often report that the earthquake lasted for 13 seconds. 
The maximum ΔN occurred between points 1 and 3 (ΔN = 13.2 cm), the maximum ΔE 
took place between points 5 and 7 (ΔE = 5.9 cm). The longest distance between two 
consecutive PPK solutions was between points 1 and 2 amounting to 7.2 cm. The aver-
age departure of blue and grey dots (point estimated to be free of earthquake effects) 
from the static (24h) solution is estimated to 1.3 cm, which can be regarded as the bias 
of the PPK solution.
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Figure 5.  Kinematic effects of the M5.5 earthquake on CROPOS ZAGR station derived from PPK results on 
22nd March 2020, 05:24 UTC 

The dashed red arrow in Figure 5 indicates the direction to the epicenter (azimuth 25°). 
Considering the time between the origin of the earthquake (Table 2) and the time it was 
felt by the ZAGR station (05:24:09 UTC) and taking into consideration the distance be-
tween ZAGR and epicenter 9.3 km, and depth of the hypocenter 8.3 km (spatial distance 
between the hypocenter and ZAGR station is estimated to 12.5 km), an average speed 
of the seismic waves can be estimated to approx. 2.1 km/s.
This is the first time the PPK method was used for the assessment of the earthquake 
effect using Galileo satellite signals. Therefore, independent and individual processing 
using Galileo-only signals was conducted leading to a fixed ambiguity solution. Solu-
tions obtained from all available signals (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and Beidou) were com-
pared to Galileo-only solutions for each epoch belonging to the time window 5-6 GPST. 
The maximum horizontal distance between simultaneous solutions was up to 27 mm, 
height differences were in the range (-27 mm up to +24 mm). Considering the 88-sec-
ond time window, horizontal differences are up to 14 mm and height differences are 
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in the range -13 mm up to + 15 mm. All PPK Galileo solutions were calculated from 
simultaneously observed 6-7 satellites, whereas the GGGB solution was obtained from 
observed 21-26 satellites. Although the solution with more satellites is better and more 
accurate, this computation has shown that an individual solution using Galileo-only ob-
servations was feasible providing reliable results.

6 Conclusions

The first results of the M5.5 Zagreb earthquake effects sensed by the CROPOS ZAGR 
station and determined by the PPK method were presented in this paper. This is the first 
time that an earthquake occurred at Croatian territory was kinematically assessed and 
analyzed by GNSS observations collected at stations of the CROPOS network. Since the 
earthquake is an unpredictable natural phenomenon causing oscillations with differ-
ent frequencies and amplitudes, permanent GNSS observations are needed to enable a 
kinematic assessment of its effects. Although four earthquakes with M ≥ 2.5 occurred 
in the same epicentral area in the period 5-6 UTC on March 22nd 2020 were reported by 
the Croatian Seismologic Survey, only the mainshock (05:24 UTC) was detected in the 
PPK results of the ZAGR station. The mainshock with the epicenter approx.. 9.3 km from 
the ZAGR station, has caused its movements in the range ΔN = 13.2 cm, and range ΔE 
= 5.9 cm, whereas the range ΔH = 2.5 cm is estimated to be slightly above the level of 
noise. Although significant horizontal movements have been detected, no permanent 
displacements were registered. The results obtained by the PPK method have shown 
its potential in detecting the effects of the earthquake as well as assessing its kinematic 
behavior even at larger distances (e.g. 25 km). The upgrade of CROPOS now supporting 
Galileo and BeiDou systems has additionally improved the possibility to assess the ef-
fect of the earthquake on the GNSS antenna directly, but indirectly on the building or the 
structure it is mounted on. PPK solutions obtained by Galileo-only observations com-
pared to solutions computed jointly by all GNSS systems have shown small differences. 
A further and detailed interdisciplinary and collaborative approach with seismologists 
and civil engineering experts will be needed to leverage the potential of the method in 
the assessment of the earthquake effect on natural and man-made structures. 
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Abstract
This work will present a project proposal that represents the national complement of NATO-
Science and Technology Organization activity SET-279 “Satellite sensor with synthetic aperture 
and big data technology in support of NATO operations”. There is a possibility to use the acquired 
knowledge and experience in automatic processing of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images for 
civilian support tasks of the Croatian Armed Forces (CAF) in cases of natural and technical disasters 
(floods, earthquakes, large fires, landslides, avalanches, contamination with oil and chemicals at 
sea, lakes and rivers, illegal excavations and illegal logging). The use of commercial satellites with 
a high time resolution (6 hours) will enable the rapid production of thematic maps for the CAF 
Command and Operations Center and field intervention units. Algorithms developed through the 
SET-279 activity will be adapted to national needs. Through this activity, the operational units in 
charge of Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT) and Imagery intelligence (IMINT) will be trained and 
qualified to independently process satellite images, according to current NATO standard operating 
procedures and doctrines, and to distribute them through existing command and control channels. 
The concept of the future system includes expert support at the inter-ministerial level; transfer 
of resources of the CAF (acquired images and processing of satellite images) to other ministries; 
e.g. application in spatial planning and environmental protection, forestry, agriculture and fishing, 
energy, border protection, transport, hazard estimation etc. A solid and well-defined framework 
will be created for scientific and development activities, definition of operational procedures and 
specialist training.

Key words: GEOINT, natural and technical emergencies 
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1 Introduction

The application of remote sensing in military operations to assist civilian structures in 
cases of natural and technical disasters is not in question. Remote sensing plays a sig-
nificant role in hazard assessment and proposing of prevention options, in recognized 
environmental picture (REP) during rescue operations, and finally for disaster damage 
assessment. The participation of a military organization in disaster relief operations re-
quires the adjustment of the overall operation management process. Acquiring situ-
ational awareness (SA) in the field is gaining a new importance because the only thing 
left for the immediate response forces is to react to the situation caused by the dis-
aster. Disaster itself is often not one point in time and space. One catastrophic event 
can cause a whole chain of events that can increase the intensity of the catastrophic 
event and expand it in time and space. It is possible, in active cooperation with civil-
ian institutions, to respond to events in a rational and purposeful manner, with mini-
mal risk in conducting search and rescue operations. In doing so, gathering information 
about the terrain is becoming extremely important. In the first moments of conducting 
a search and rescue, it is difficult to set priorities in gathering information. All available 
and possibly useful information in the entire endangered area are collected. In doing so, 
satellite images are usually the basic thematic layers where localized information from 
other sources are added. Over time, as the Task Force Headquarters (HQ) conducting the 
search and rescue operation becomes more and more aware of the situation, one can 
speak of directing the focus of interest in gathering information. The time of collecting 
initial information can be significantly shortened with the developed Geospatial Intel-
ligence (GEOINT) system.

2 Methodology

In the proposal of the organization and methodology of the work of the national GEOINT 
system, we start from what we already have, what has already been developed at the 
national and international level. The favourable circumstance is that the GEOINT doctrine 
is practically already used in commercial activities, especially in: transport, logistics, land 
use, forestry, agriculture and data analytics. Also, high-performance hardware is avail-
able today, allowing all GEOINT participants to respond in hours. The availability of sat-
ellite imagery, software, abundant and reliable data sources and layers in open access 
has stimulated the interest of a large number of experts. Thanks to all this, nowadays 
there is a large interested professional community that has gained significant experi-
ence in its work so far, and can apply for GEOINT support for crisis response operations 
[1]. International cooperation was also well developed, which in the last ten years has 
grown from bilateral and multilateral to global cooperation. On the foundations of the 
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), following the UNISPACE III confer-
ence held in 1999, the European Space Agency (ESA) and the French Center National 
d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) initiated the International Charter Space and Major Disasters 
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(ICSMD) [2, 3]. In 2014, ESA translated the Global Monitoring for Environment and Se-
curity (GMES) system into Copernicus, which, along with the United States Geological 
Survey (USGS), is the largest open source of GEOINT substrates [4]. Accessing ICSMD 
provides professional assistance and access to a large number of satellite systems: RI-
SAT-1, RADARSAT-1 & 2, TerraSAR-X, TanDEM-X, Pleiades, UK-DMC 2, KOMPSAT-2, 
Resourcesat-2, Oceansat-2, Cartosat-2, IMS-1, RapidEye, POES, GOES, SAC-C, Formo-
sat, GeoEye, IKONOS, QuickBird, WorldView, Risat-1, RADARSAT-2, TerraSAR-X, Tan-
DEM-X, Sentinel-1, Sentinel- 2, Sentinel-3, Sentinel 5 Precursor, UK-DMC 2, Landsat 
8, SPOT 5, 6, & 7, PROBA 1, SJ-9A, GF-1, KOMPSAT-2, IRS-P5 (Cartosat-1), Canopus-V, 
Resource-P, POES, GOES, FY-3C, Metop, Meteosat, Meteor-M, Formosat, GeoEye and 
the camera mounted on the Kibo module aboard International Space Station. Besides 
operational systems, archival data from nonoperational satellites such as ALOS, ENVI-
SAT, ERS, CBERS, IRS-1C, Astra 1D, IRS P4, P6, IMS-1, RADARSAT-1, SAC-C, SPOT 1-3 
& 4, UK-DMC, Landsat-5 and NigeriaSat are also available. ICSMD member countries 
must have the technical prerequisites to download thematic maps and the professional 
staff to interpret them. By activating the ICSMD, the state also receives professional 
assistance, all free of charge during the state of emergency. The only exceptions are 
droughts, for which ICSMD cannot be activated. During the twenty years of its exist-
ence, until the writing of this paper, ICSMD has been activated 690 times, on average 
once in 11 days. The Republic of Croatia is a member of the ICSMD, but the Charter has 
not been activated so far despite several floods and earthquakes, not to mention severe 
forest fires during summer seasons.
The Republic of Croatia has a developed system of civil defence and crisis management. 
There are appropriate operational plans (OPLANs) of the armed forces in case of dis-
asters, which have been verified through military exercises. Also, there is a developed 
system for GEOINT that can be incorporated into crisis management. CAF collaborates 
with Oikon Ltd. – Institute of Applied Ecology on the introduction of new Earth Obser-
vation technologies, research and development, while participating in the NATO Sci-
ence and Technology Organization on activity SET-279 “Space-Based SAR and Big Data 
Technologies to support NATO Operations”. Croatian Defence Academy has the ability to 
train GEOINT staff, independently or in collaboration with national academic and eco-
nomic entities.

3 Capabilities and opportunities 

The Republic of Croatia has developed and tested in practice the ability to act in cases 
of disasters, including GEOINT. Examples of such data are given in Figures 1, 2 and 3. 
However, from capable but uncoherent units it is necessary to create a permanent civ-
il-military system for GEOINT. This system should constantly organize preparedness 
and alertness activities and carry on education and training of personnel for their own 
needs [5, 6]. The system will be activated during the disasters in its full capabilities 
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to conduct crisis cycle activities: rapid analysis, response, and recovery support [7, 8]. 
If necessary, ICSMD will be activated, simultaneously collecting multisensory satellite 
images from open sources and complementary commercial Earth Observation plat-
forms. This approach should ensure the availability and applicability of sensor imagery 
regardless of the atmospheric and environmental conditions. Commercial recordings 
should be ordered in advance at a flat rate, in order to make the procurement cycle as 
fast as possible. GEOINT teams, in addition to having the ability to retrieve all relevant 
contemporary sources, should have developed procedures for inserting all information 
gathered from the field [9]. The fact that modern smartphones have a built-in Global 
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) should be used to accurately locate devices and 
cameras with significant capabilities, and geotag the gathered information. In the near 
future, we can expect an increasing number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices as well as 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) owned by individuals and various organizations. The 
possibility of using historical recordings to gain insight into the pre-disaster situation 
and to identify possible sanctuaries for survivors should also be envisaged. Well pre-
pared, such a GEOINT system will be able to provide quality situational awareness for 
emergency management during the civil-military rescue operations. It is very important 
that GEOINT interpreters are trained in simulated real conditions, when due to speed 
priorities there is no time for experimentation to innovate procedures. Everything must 
be coordinated and everyone must know current Standard Operation Procedures (SOPs) 
or, in absence of them, follow the current doctrine. GEOINT interpreters must be familiar 
with the overall decision-making process in disaster-relief operations in order to fully 
tailor their products to users (operations HQ and decision-makers) and their specific in-
formation needs. GEOINT products could be useful for press and charity organizations.

Figure 1.  Line-of-sight (LOS) displacements due to Zagreb earthquake on 22nd March 2020 as the result of 
differential interferometry with a pair of synthetic aperture radar Sentinel-1A satellite images
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Figure 2.  Flooded areas in the Vrgorac County on 12th December 2020 at 05:00 local time as the result of 
polarimetric processing of a synthetic aperture radar Sentinel-1A satellite image

Figure 3.  Line-of-sight (LOS) displacements due to Petrinja earthquake on 28th December 2020 as the 
result of differential interferometry with a pair of synthetic aperture radar Sentinel-1A satellite 
Acquisition dates of analysed images are 18th December 2020 and 30th December 2020.
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4 Recommendations and conclusion

Due to constant risk of natural and technological disasters, in preparation for the oc-
currence of these catastrophic events, we recommend the establishment of a national 
civil-military system for GEOINT in crisis-relief operations in Croatia. This system should 
exploit the existing organizations and capabilities, to include commercial enterprises and 
academics and not to burden the existing Armed Forces and Civil Defence with an ad-
ditional organization. The proposed GEOINT system would spend most of its time real-
istically estimating hazards based on analysis of previous events [10] , creating velocity 
deformation maps using Permanent Scatterers (PS) and Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) 
methods, risk management of natural and technical hazards and more, which opens 
the possibility for permanent scientific research. On the other hand, Armed Forces and 
Civil Defence systems would spend most of their time building international coopera-
tion, building a civil-military organization, organizing and conducting exercises based on 
which, together with lessons learned from realized operations, they will constantly up-
grade doctrine and conduct training. It is necessary to organize and check, by organizing 
exercises, the dissemination system of GEOINT products, including the implementation 
of alternative communication systems, such as the proposed EU GovSatCom. A system 
of dual, education and training use should be developed with the opportunity to cre-
ate a corps of reserve officers, specialists for GEOINT. The national system for GEOINT 
must provide for the flat-rate procurement of complementary commercial imagery and 
GIS bases, include international cooperation to activate the ICSMD, and the necessary 
bilateral cooperation with neighbouring countries.
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Abstract
Post-earthquake assessment can be defined as a procedure to define the given structure’s safety 
and usability after an earthquake. The seismic behaviour of buildings depends on numerous 
parameters such as the construction, building material, the geometry of the structure, stiffness 
properties and non-linear aspects, conceptual design, etc. The main importance of seismic 
design is to protect property and life in buildings and infrastructure in case of earthquake events. 
However, an appropriate seismic design approach must necessarily develop on knowledge 
and feedback from existing structures. Past events showed that seismic loads usually cause 
significant damage in masonry buildings due to their large mass and stiffness compared to other 
constructional typologies and materials.The last decade has seen a growth in the technological 
development of various tools that can greatly help predict structural safety and seismic behavior of 
existing structures. The applicability of the thermal camera for building diagnostics and detection 
of energy-related building defects has been investigated by numerous authors. Nowadays, 
technology and sensor minimization enable the development of the multi-sensor costume-made 
UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) for multi-sensor aerial mapping and post-earthquake damage 
assessment. When doing on-site assessment from a street-level, an engineer cannot see what 
happened to a building on higher floors or roof of a structure. The main problems (especially for 
moderate-intensity earthquakes) are chimneys, damaged roof structures, damaged gable walls, 
etc. With a UAV device, all of the mentioned information can be easily assessed.

Key words: damage assessment, damage detection, UAV, GIS, on-line platform
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1 Introduction

Post-earthquake assessment can be defined as a procedure to define the given struc-
ture’s safety and usability after an earthquake. The seismic behaviour of buildings de-
pends on numerous parameters such as the construction, building material, the geom-
etry of the structure, stiffness properties and non-linear aspects, conceptual design, 
etc. The main importance of seismic design is to protect property and life in buildings 
and infrastructure in case of earthquake events. However, an appropriate seismic de-
sign approach must necessarily develop on knowledge and feedback from existing 
structures. Past events showed that seismic loads usually cause significant damage 
in masonry buildings due to their large mass and stiffness [1] compared to other con-
structional typologies and materials.The last decade has seen a growth in the tech-
nological development of various tools that can greatly help predict structural safety 
and seismic behavior of existing structures. The applicability of the thermal camera for 
building diagnostics and detection of energy-related building defects has been investi-
gated by numerous authors [1]. Nowadays, technology and sensor minimization enable 
the development of the multi-sensor costume-made UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) 
for multi-sensor aerial mapping and post-earthquake damage assessment. When do-
ing on-site assessment from a street-level, an engineer cannot see what happened 
to a building on higher floors or roof of a structure. The main problems (especially for 
moderate-intensity earthquakes) are chimneys, damaged roof structures, damaged 
gable walls, etc. With a UAV device, all of the mentioned information can be easily as-
sessed [1].
On the 22nd of March, 2020, at 6 hours and 24 minutes, the area of the City of Zagreb 
and its surroundings were hit by an earthquake with magnitude of 5.5 (ML) and intensity 
VII according to the EMS-98 scale. It is estimated that 791,038 people were directly ex-
posed to earthquake conditions of level-VII intensity. The total affected area was about 
22.2 million square meters, with 82 % of the affected area in residential parts of the 
city. According to the World Bank methodology, the assets’ damage was around 20% of 
Croatian GDP for 2020. More information can be found in Figure 1.
Immediate response and post-earthquake damage inspection were based on Italian ex-
perience and EMS-98 procedures. Building inspections consist of a quick visual inspec-
tion of individual elements of the load-bearing structure, stating the appropriate degree 
of damage and deciding on the classification of the building [3].
The paper’s focus is set on using unmanned aerial devices (UAV) in the post-earthquake 
assessment of the city of Zagreb after the earthquake on 22nd March 2020. A need for 
rapid, flexible and systematic assessment of rooftop and façade elements arose due 
to numerous multi-story buildings heavily damaged by the earthquake in the time of 
COVID-19 pandemic and complete lockdown.
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Figure 1. World Bank – Rapid Damage and Needs Assessment after the Zagreb earthquake [2]

2 Data collection & analysis procedures

In the unique environment caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and devastating earth-
quake that damaged buildings in Zagreb city centre, an additional challenge for engi-
neers and volunteers doing a survey of damaged buildings was social distancing and 
avoidance of health issues. In this unique environment, a procedure of data collection 
and analysis has been developed to serve the purpose of rapid detection and assess-
ment of damage on rooftops and facades of buildings struck by the earthquake by im-
plementing the following features:
 - Task assignment and coordination from a remote location using cloud-based GIS so-

lution,
 - Performing a visual survey of hard-to-reach locations on rooftops and facades of 

buildings using UAV,
 - Damage assessment and categorisation by civil engineering professionals based on 

collected visual survey data from a remote location,
 - Unified GIS database of categorised, prioritized and geo-positioned damage loca-

tions.

Developed on-line platform minimizes engineers’ risk and improves detection of struc-
tural damage on hard-to-reach and dangerous locations. It also allows remote assess-
ment of on-site acquired aerial photography increasing the potential workforce involved. 
The framework has been developed in cloud-based GIS platform GISCloud already used 
in different civil engineering applications [4, 5] which provided free access to all inter-
ested engineers and UAV operators for this specific task. Developed GIS application in-
cluded modules for UAV operators (overview and reservation of zones for coordination 
of UAV missions, figure 2) and for civil engineering professionals (damage detection and 
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assessment). All UAV operators have been issued detailed instructions on how to pre-
form flight mi ssions (including height, camera angle, photo settings, flight path etc.) in 
order to collect the data in an optimal way for further analysis, Figure 3. Both orthogonal 
imagery and images at a 30 degree angle of the same area have been recorded. Namely, 
orthogonal imagery is important for creating current geo-referenced orthophoto of the 
zone. In contrast, angled imagery is crucial for civil engineering professionals’ visual as-
sessment since most of the damage is not visible from orthogonal projection (damage 
on vertical walls, chimneys, etc). 

Figure 2. Zone definition and classification for UAV inspection

Figure 3. Flightpath instructions for UAV operators in each zone
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Figure 4. Typical UAV photography that was later on analysed

Figure 5. The screenshot of the GIS interface with assigned attributes and damages

The UAV documentation assessment procedure was done by an experienced structural 
engineer who was assigneing the damages according to given attributes. The basic at-
tributes and damages of the following elements were considered: chimneys, roofs, sec-
ondary non-structural elements, gable walls, load-bearing elements and other specific 
damages. The engineer was able to zoom in to see if the damage is present or not. After 
assigning the attributes, the building block with damages and specific photos of dam-
ages looked like it is shown in Figure 5.
Inspected zones coud be immediately shared with other emergency services such as firebri-
gades, engineers and center for emergency situations using WPS service embedded in GIS 
Cloud [6]. In this way information can be available to all relevant parties for further action 
taking.
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3 Conclusion

Developed on-line platform minimizes the risk for engineers and improve detection of 
structural damage on hard to reach and dangerous locations. It also allows remote as-
sessment of on-site acquired aerial photography increasing the potential workforce in-
volved. 
The developed procedure and collaboration of different scientific and professional fields 
need a successful UAV rapid post-earthquake assessment. In this project, different ex-
perts were involved, from civil engineers, geodesy engineers, computer engineers to 
experienced UAV pilots. Such coordinated effort in very short time frame and COVID-19 
lockdown conditions was only possible by incorporating cloud-based GIS service plat-
form where the framework for collaboration was developed and precisely designed pro-
cedures and instructions for all involved parties.
The developed framework and software solution is easy to implement in any eathquake 
event situation that hits highly populated urban area where the need of rooftop and 
façade inspection is needed in order to identify, classify and prioritize structural damage 
as well as coordinate emergency removal and scheduled reconstruction tasks. 
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Abstract
OGS (National Institute of Oceanography and Applied Geophysics) manages a dense earthquake 
monitoring network in northeastern Italy created after the 1976 Friuli earthquake that caused 
nearly 1000 victims. When the Friuli earthquake occurred, there was only one station in the Friuli 
Venezia-Giulia region, in Trieste. After the earthquake, the Seismological Research Center was 
created in order to develop and manage the northeastern Italy seismic network and support the 
Regional Civil Protection (PCR) in case of emergency.
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OGS (National Institute of Oceanography and Applied Geophysics) manages a dense 
earthquake monitoring network in northeastern Italy created after the 1976 Friuli earth-
quake that caused nearly 1000 victims. When the Friuli earthquake occurred, there was 
only one station in the Friuli Venezia-Giulia region, in Trieste. After the earthquake, the 
Seismological Research Center was created in order to develop and manage the north-
eastern Italy seismic network and support the Regional Civil Protection (PCR) in case of 
emergency. Nowadays, the network (called SMINO - Sistema di Monitoraggio terrestre 
dell’Italia Nord Orientale, [1]) is constituted by 43 velocimeters (broad-band, short and 
mean period seismic stations), 83 strong motion stations, and 19 GNSS stations operating 
in real-time. Of the 83 accelerometers, 54 consist of low-cost accelerometric sensors in-
stalled on selected target buildings (Sentinella buildings), previously characterised through 
ambient vibration analysis. This activity was developed during past and ongoing projects 
(e.g. ARMONIA, [2]). Accelerometer sensors were installed at the base of the structures 
and in most of them at the top, allowing local estimates of ground motion to be refined 
and building response to be estimated in near real-time. Figure 1 shows the distribution of 
OGS velocimeters and accelerometers in northeastern Italy, including both the free-field 
sensors (triangles) and the sensors installed on target buildings (squares).

Figure 1.  The velocimeter and accelerometer network managed by OGS in northeastern Italy. The network 
includes free-field sensors (triangles) and sensors installed in target buildings (squares)
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The data collected by the low-cost sensors at the bottom and top of the instrumented 
buildings allow the development and testing of new procedures for assessing dam-
ages. Damage assessment of previously-characterized building typologies in the proxi-
mal area can be carried out using the recording at the bottom of a single building [3]. 
The recordings are thus used as input to compute the expected total displacement and 
interstory drift of the buildings modeled as SDOF oscillators. However, this approach 
requires the preliminary characterization of structural typologies and the evaluation of 
at least the fundamental resonance period, either extrapolated from simplified relations 
or from field measurements. The estimation of displacement has been tested on single 
buildings based on real weak motion recordings and in a pilot area based on synthetic 
seismograms related to an historical earthquake in the area [3]. 
This approach is complementary to the near real-time damage assessment currently 
produced at municipality scale [4], which is based on ground shaking maps, and on 
exposure and fragility models representative of most common building typologies in 
northeastern Italy. The current exposure dataset is derived from the last complete 
building census in Italy (2011) at municipality scale, while fragility curves have been 
selected from literature. The damage assessment calculation has been automated and 
integrated into the existing near real-time infrastructure of OGS [4]. The produced dam-
age maps are shared with the PCR, that manage the post-event emergency operations 
in the Friuli Venezia Giulia region. Figure 2 shows an example of a damage map dis-
played on the Friuli Venezia-Giulia PCR interface, generated for training purposes. Such 
maps are intended for quick response and the model is subsequently complemented 
with damage information from the direct reports (e.g. vulnerability or post-event dam-
age forms for buildings, [5]), collected by National Civil Protection, PCR and other as-
sociated institutions.
Future work is focused on developing specific fragility curves and/or simplified models 
for building typologies in Northeastern Italy. The integration of such data in the existing 
exposure database allows the automated application of the method described in [6] for 
all target areas in northeastern Italy. Finally, a Decentralized On-Site Earthquake Early 
Warning (DOSEEW) has been tested for northeastern Italy ([6]). The system is currently 
being tested in an industrial facility located in the area that suffered the consequences 
of the 1976 Friuli earthquake. 
The near real-time methods presented here contribute to improving the response in the 
aftermath of seismic events in northeastern Italy. OGS intends to promote further co-
operation with national and international institutions and share the methods developed 
and tested in northeastern Italy for their application in areas with similar needs.
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Figure 2.  Screenshot of the near real-time damage assessment interface developed by the Friuli Venezia-
Giulia civil protection. The damage map visualized in the interface has been produced for training 
purposes.
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Abstract
The paper will present in more detail the experiences gained and lessons learned in using aerial 
imagery and satellite systems after earthquakes, which have proven practical in a pandemic 
working conditions, given that a remote sensing is remote by default. Also, the possibility of 
monitoring the development of the situation, obtaining a large amount of data in a wide area of 
interest in a very short time, reliability and comparative use in addition to existing databases and 
data collected from the field will be emphasized. The wide range of used sensors and systems 
contributed to the extremely fast preliminary assessment of the earthquake consequences in the 
entire affected area with the assessment of the residual risk of falling materials from buildings. 
These systems can be used in all phases of Civil Protection and the emphasis will be on the useful 
data for prevention and preparedness phases, as well as data used in the response and recovery 
phases. Lessons learned in the parallel use of in-situ field data, drone and satellite systems 
and their interconnection are increasingly becoming part of standard procedures within crisis 
management activities, thus providing a sufficient basis for quantitative risk assessment and 
further planning, as well as qualitative impact assessment, monitoring and creating a dynamic 
image of situational awareness using geospatial data in near real time.

Key words:  earthquake, remote sensing, crisis management, response, prevention, situational 
awareness

Modern technologies in support  
of the Civil protection system
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1 Introduction

Crisis situations usually bring with them a sense of lack of time, insufficiently reliable 
or too many unreliable information within a short time, collaboration involving multi-
ple individuals and organizations exchanging information, expertise and resources for 
the purpose of rapid situational assessment and decision making. An earthquake is an 
event that is difficult to compare with other natural disasters in terms of its scale, given 
the intensity of the pressure on the entire system and the amount of information that 
needs to be processed. Geospatial information is an integral part of crisis management 
support from local to global crises at all stages of civil protection. In this paper will be 
presented the collection of remote sensing data provided by systems that have proven 
practical in working conditions during a pandemic and the lessons learned in using such 
systems.
The Civil Protection system has developed over the years as a set of different activi-
ties primarily intended to protect human lives from natural and technical-technological 
threats. From the point of view of situational awareness, activities can be classified 
within individual features: spatial data collection and integration, distributed process-
ing, dynamic display of physical and human processes, understanding of geospatial 
data, interoperability, scale, spatial analysis, unreliability and quality control, and deci-
sion support.
Situational awareness also enables the timely identification of initial events that may 
lead to the development of threats, as well as a more reliable assessment of conse-
quences. In addition, social development and progress itself contributes to the emer-
gence of new more complex threats that affect increasingly new risk characteristics 
such as: complexity, unreliability and growth with rapid changes in the environment and 
increasing vulnerability to technological, social and natural risks. 
In the context of disaster response, which by definition covers a wider area, the collection 
and establishment of a database that allows situational awareness and understanding 
of the dynamics of events and thus clearer decision-making consists of the “Holy Trin-
ity” in collecting the necessary data in the large affected areas: satellites, drones and 
in-situ field data. Modern technologies in the service of technical-tactical support to 
Civil Protection activities, which serves to obtain a situational awareness picture and 
estimation of further development of the situation for more reliable decision-making 
in the response phase and assessment of residual risk after the event. Geospatial in-
formation has also led to great progress in the risk assessment methodology itself and 
georeferenced determination of preventive measures, as well as a strong analytical ba-
sis for raising preparedness. While technological advances always have a twofold effect 
by creating new risks but also providing new tools to reduce those same risks, modern 
technologies also enable faster communication within tightly interconnected networks 
and systems whose benefits are also used in field operations.
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2 Response and Recovery

Accordingly, Copernicus EU satellite systems such as the aforementioned Sentinel-1 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) interferogram has been used to determine the land dis-
placement after the earthquake for preliminary impact assessment as well as NASA 
Advanced Rapid Imaging and Analysis Project (ARIA) system which responds to natu-
ral disaster events and rapidly produce decision support information, using Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR), Global Positioning System (GPS), and seismic data. Copernicus 
Emergency Management Service was activated to meet the request of the City of Za-
greb (Office of Emergency Management) to provide an up-to-date reference dataset of 
building footprints, facilities and transportation over the City of Zagreb, followed by a 
detailed damage assessment. Due to the 0.5 m post-event satellite imagery resolution, 
aerial imagery with average 4.76 cm resolution were used to supplement the satellite 
measurements, through which it was difficult to detect all damaged chimneys or similar 
objects that were threatened with collapse from aftershocks. In the Figure 1 is shown 
Zagreb assets preliminary damage assessment by combining Copernicus layers with 
upcoming reports from damage assessment teams to determine most affected parts 
of the City.

Figure 1. Assets – preliminary damage assessment

The results show that the area captured by drones greatly increased the reliability of 
building/roof damage assessment using Copernicus EMS, which is why after the earth-
quake in Petrinja, drone images were immediately used to support Copernicus EMS ac-
tivation throughout the area of interest. Also, after Petrinja earthquake the constant 
cloud cover prevented acquisition of usable satellite imagery for over a week. Given that 
this method of using drones in support of satellite systems was used for the first time in 
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Croatia and proved successful, in the future it can be expected to be implemented within 
Civil Protection standard operational procedures for both earthquakes and other events. 
An example of the impact assessment by the above method can be seen in the Table 1. 

Table 1. Copernicus EMS (EMSN074) damage assessment photo-interpretation key

DAMAGE
GRADE PRE-EVENT POST-EVENT INFORMATION

BUILDING 
POSSIBLE 
DAMAGE

-  Buildings with 
presence of possible 
damage proxies 
like small traces 
of debris/rubble in 
the proximity of the 
building

-  Building neighbouring 
damaged/ 
destroyedbuildings

BUILDING 
MODERATE 

DAMAGE

-  Buildings with 
slight structural 
and moderate non- 
structural damage; 
the roof remains 
largely intact, but 
presents partial 
damage

BUILDING 
SEVERE 
DAMAGE

-  Buildings with very 
heavy structural 
and non-structural 
damage, partial 
structural failure of 
roofs, partial collapse 
of the roof

BUILDING 
DESTROYED

-  Buildings with very 
heavy structural 
damage, total or near 
to collapse

-  Collapse of part of the 
building

-  Building structure not 
distinguishable
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The assessment of the remaining risk of falling objects as a new exposure to population 
linked to damaged buildings, which mostly referred to damaged chimneys in the City 
centre area, was done using aerial images obtained from the Croatian Mountain Rescue 
Service, which performed 10 flights over Zagreb for this purpose. Within 2 weeks after 
the earthquake over 700 chimneys were identified and immediately removed (Figure 
2). Other derived products from aerial imagery used for damage analysis can be seen in 
Figure 3.

Figure 2. Remaining risk of falling objects

Figure 3. a) Orthomosaic; b) Digital surface model; c) 3D point cloud.

Damaged chimneys represented a big issue dealing with the remaining risk reduction 
after the Zagreb earthquake and with the addition of in-situ damage inspections data 
by civil engineers and additional aerial and satellite imagery, after 50 days over 4,000 
chimneys that needed to be removed were identified. Also, aerial imagery have shown 
their usefulness in assessing the consequences on the roofs and upper building floors, 
especially in parts of the City with taller buildings where it is sometimes difficult to as-
sess the condition of the roof because of inaccessibility or from the ground level. The 
difference in the use of satellites and drones in two earthquakes is that most of the 
problems in Zagreb were the height and density of buildings in the wider City centre, 
while in Petrinja the affeceted area was much more widespread with Petrinja, Glina 
and Sisak as a 3 urban areas with usually lower building height than Zagreb and a lot of 
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damage assessment pockets in rural areas and small villages. In the Figure 4 is shown 
Glina drone imagery obtained by National Intervention Unit of Civil Protection Osijek 
used for damage assessment and to produce Copernicus EMS grading maps.

Figure 4. a) Glina drone imagery; b) Copernicus EMS Grading map.

3 Prevention and preparedness 

The most important non-structural mitigation measure is planning. Planning includes 
not only specific measures, but disaster preparedness and response mechanisms. Geo-
spatial data is crucial in these phases. For example, Copernicus EMS also provided data 
that can be used both for response or prevention/preparedness activities like building 
height, building footprint or transportation network analysis (roads, cart tracks, trails, 
railroads and bridges), land use information etc. If there is lack of the detailed building 
data in the area attributes like building height, construction morphology and building 
materials can be determined to some extent by photo interpretation. Before the building 
classification, the settlement boundaries can be delimited and split by the road skeleton 
to define the main urban blocks to be classified per each construction characteristics. 
In Zagreb case primary source was OpenStreetMap duly updated using SPOT 7 satellite 
imagery. Special attention was paid to population raster data, building classification, 
transportation network and first responder access conditions and evacuation possibili-
ties considering local types and nature of risks. The ArcGIS Network Analyst tool is used 
to get the fastest and/or shortest routes. The network dataset was generated from the 
transport network for the reference cartography, and on the characterization of roads 
(width, number of lanes, pavement and maximum speed). The capacity of a facility is 
the maximum hourly rate at which persons or vehicles reasonable can be expected to 
traverse a point or a uniform section of a lane or roadway during a given time period un-
der prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions. The capacity analysis examines 
segments or points (such as signalized intersections) of a facility under uniform traffic, 
roadway, and control conditions. Examples of Copernicus EMS data used in all phases of 
the Civil Protection can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. a) Road network; b) Building height; c) Building footprint; d) Reconstruction monitoring.

Low-frequency events with catastrophic consequences are particularly challenging for 
risk management activities given the lack of understanding and willingness for the im-
plementation of appropriate preventive measures where even the enactment of seismic 
construction laws marks a period shortly after devastating earthquakes. There is also 
a clear paradigm shift in understanding and terminology at EU level, international poli-
cies and agreements on disaster risk management, shifting from a simple approach to 
disasters (strictly focused on disaster management, ie mostly to response activities in 
managing consequences after the event), to a risk management approach, which in-
cludes the whole cycle of crisis management (prevention, preparedness, response and 
recovery) and the participation of a growing number of relevant stakeholders. The de-
monstrable results of the risk assessment, presented in a way that emphasizes the 
importance of taking further risk reduction measures, do not guarantee that the imple-
mentation of the measures will be successful. With the risk understanding and under-
standing of its potential consequences for the community it is still difficult to adopt and 
then implement measures to reduce these risks. The issue of funding that stops the im-
plementation of measures is extremely important and insufficient time is devoted to it, 
as it is not mentioned too much in the analysis of the implementation of measures. The 
issue of policy implementation lags far behind given that relatively little time is devoted 
to issues of how to improve implementation. Although attempts to demonstrate the 
benefits with a cost-benefit ratio while emphasizing the cost-effectiveness of investing 
in prevention and preparedness in relation to possible damages and operational costs, 
many organizations and levels of government still do not take risk reduction steps, al-
though practical methods exist. Geospatial information obtained with the support of 
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satellite and aerial data is becoming a practical visualization tool in support of bridging 
the knowing-doing gap.
In 2017, a seismic risk assessment was made for the City of Zagreb using the Copernicus 
Emergency Management service in order to use georeferenced data for the first time in 
support of disaster risk management and further planning of the Civil Protection. The 
Figure 6 bellow shows the layers of seismic risk compared to the locations of damaged 
chimneys (over 3000 at the time) from which it is evident that within the area of high 
(orange) and very high (red) risk is about 75 % of damaged chimneys and when joined 
with the medium (yellow) risk layer the reliability of the assessment is 93 %. When the 
mentioned risk layers are compared with buildings who suffered moderate and heavy 
structural damage caused by the earthquake reliability in this case exceeds 81 %.

Figure 6.  Risk assessment comparison with: a) Damaged chimneys; b) Moderate and heavy structural 
damage to building.

If the mentioned risk assessment had been taken more seriously for prevention pur-
poses and if only the roofs of buildings in high-risk areas had been renovated on time, 
there would be a much less damage today. This is a lesson in the usefulness of tak-
ing preventive measures and cost-effectiveness of investing in reducing the risk of a 
low probability and catastrophic consequences, where the use of modern technologies 
based on georeferenced data strongly supports the provisions of the Sendai Framework 
for Disaster Risk Reduction and offers a clear and easy way to understand the risks in 
the surrounding environment.

4 Conclusion 

In the coming period, we can expect significant implementation of remote sensing sys-
tems in all phases of Civil Protection activities at the local and national level and incor-
poration in standard operating procedures as they have shown their value, both practi-
cality during a pandemic and a support in georeferenced data in supplementing existing 
national databases which especially refers to the stages of prevention and prepared-
ness. The lesson learned is that it is advisable to use satellite systems for earthquake 
response operations with the support of higher resolution aerial imagery that ultimately 
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leads to higher reliability in damage assessment, remaining risk assessment and situ-
ation monitoring in the recovery phase. Therefore, it is to be expected that a technical-
tactical module will be established that will unify the situational awareness capabili-
ties by comparative use of satellite data, aerial images, in-situ and existing databases 
with near real time data acquisition for preparedness and response purposes, as well as 
large quantity of relevant data needed for quantitative risk assessment, determination 
of risk management measures and additional Civil Protection planning.
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Abstract
The Banovina area was severely damaged by the powerful earthquake that hit the region in 
December 2020. The Croatian Army justified the trust of the public and proved to be a highly 
efficient and trained organization, able to provide immediate aid to those who need it. It promptly 
made its material and human resources available to the survivors. With its capacities, the Croatian 
Army can effectively respond to the consequences of such a catastrophe. On the very first day, 
250 members of the CAF were deployed to the area, and 350 others followed, together with 400 
reserve personnel. Engineer forces began clearing up the streets to ensure mobility and repair 
damaged roads. Sixty-four trucks and working machines were used to transport 109 housing 
units to people whose homes had been damaged or destroyed. Also, 217 containers were 
transported and installed for the temporary accommodation of the civilians. In military facilities, 
406 victims of the quake were offered accommodation. Heated tents with 20 beds were set up 
at various locations. Unmanned aerial systems were used to map the area and provide footage 
of damaged dykes. In synergy with civilian institutions, the Croatian Army mightily and effectively 
responded to the consequences of this catastrophe.

Key words: Croatian Army, engineer forces, natural disaster, earthquake, civil institutions
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1 Introduction 

We have recently witnessed the overlap of two major natural disasters – a series of 
earthquakes and a pandemic. An earthquake is a sudden and transient vibration of 
the ground caused by the collapse of the rocks (collapse earthquakes), magma move-
ment (volcanic earthquake), or tectonic shifts (tectonic earthquakes) in the lithosphere and 
Earth’s mantle [1]. A pandemic (from Greek πανδημία “all people”: the outbreak of a 
disease that has spread across a large region – multiple countries or continents – and 
grown to a worldwide scale. In the past, millions of people died of bubonic plague, chol-
era, and Spanish flu pandemics. In the 21st century, the World Health Organization de-
clared the swine flu (2009) and the COVID-19 pandemics (2020) [2]. 
In 2020 Croatia was hit by strong earthquakes and the COVID-19 pandemic. Of course, 
nobody expected it. Lives were lost, and material damage is still being assessed. The 
impact of those natural disasters on people’s health and everyday life has been im-
measurable. The series of powerful earthquakes damaged or destroyed many build-
ings and homes, alongside cultural, religious, educational, and health facilities in Za-
greb, Petrinja, Sisak, and Glina. Hundreds of people became homeless overnight. The 
work of numerous institutions has either stopped or slowed down. As the earthquakes 
caused major damage to numerous schools and higher education institutions, pupils 
and students could not continue their education. In such circumstances, the Croatian 
Army, with its human and material resources, was among the first to provide assistance 
to Croatian citizens and civil government institutions. Members of the Croatian Army 
applied the knowledge they acquired through their education and training to perform 
their regular tasks.

2 Structure of the Croatian Armed Forces 

Support to civilian institutions is a mission with which the Armed forces provide sup-
port to civilian institutions and population in the crisis management process and when 
confronted with various types of risks and threats that are not of classical military na-
ture. It is realized through support to the police and other governmental bodies, through 
support in search and rescue and support to civil society. Support operations are carried 
out in synchronized operation with all subjects of the operational environment and har-
monized with their missions and goals [3].
The role of every army is to look after and defend sovereignty of the state, its entirety 
and territorial integrity. Due to global warming and increase of the natural disasters, the 
role of the army has become bigger and its mission is to provide support and assistance 
to civilian institutions and population. When civilian services are not sufficient for assis-
tance to population, the army becomes involved. Within its structure, the army contains 
competent and trained manpower, material and technical assets and mechanisation 
necessary for solving such problems. Organisational structure has been harmonized 
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with use of the military unit in personnel sense, technical equipping and trained capa-
bilities based on competencies. Engineer units of the Croatian army have gained their 
competences and capabilities at military and civilian institutions of higher education and 
capabilities through practising and engagement/participation in various missions. 

Figure 1. Structure of the Croatian Armed Forces [4]

Within its structure, Croatian army has available competent manpower and military 
equipment that can respond to any threat and challenge adequately, quickly and suc-
cessfully. For basic engagement, depending on the character and type of natural dis-
aster, adequate unit is employed that, within its competencies, contains a response 
to given mission (engineer branch for all types of construction operations, veterinary 
branch for terrain sanitisation from animals, medical Branch for assistance in health 
care system, signal branch if establishing of the communications is required etc.). 
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3 Engineer units 

The word engineer branch originates from a Latin word inseminator, that means creator, 
inventor, the one who manufactures. The work is derived from the word ingenium, that 
means sagacity, aptitude, genius [5].
Engineer branch is a combat support branch of the CAF trained and equipped for imple-
mentation of the key tasks of the engineer combat support.
Engineer branch is a basic holder of the engineer support. It carries out its tasks togeth-
er with other units of the services, branches, corpses and occupations and with special-
ized civilian companies, depending on natural suitability of the land and on ordered and 
prepared territory for requirements of the implementation of operations. 
Assignation of the engineer branch is primarily engineer support of the CAF, implemen-
tation of demining tasks and training of the engineer branch, as well as developing and 
maintaining of the capability of providing support to civilian institutions. This is particu-
larly emphasized because in one part NATO also “emphasizes increased need for engi-
neer engagement in providing support to institutions of civilian authority“ [6].
In conformity with the level of equipment [7] and the level of training, the primary use 
of the engineer unit is within operational activities [8] on tasks of rescue from ruins, 
removal of ruins (manually, in a mechanical manner or with explosives), participation in 
putting out fire, removal of explosive devices and material. Within the task of techni-
cal assistance through engagement of soldiers and engineer mechanisation on exten-
sive works, assistance in sanitation and clearing up of the terrain and on other auxiliary 
works, according to request of the crisis staff. Within logistical activities they would be 
engaged in construction of temporary accommodation facilities, preparation and plan-
ning of infrastructure for construction of camps, as well as construction and repair of 
the communications.
Engineer branch as combat support branch takes part in planning, repair and construc-
tion of all works on low buildings and in the area of operation with explosives and in 
other specific activities. It has its organisational structure and Headquarters and does 
nothing without orders from superior commanding officers. 
In order to involve engineer units, actions are carried out under decision of the Defence 
Minister that is based on Defence Act [9]. 
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Table 1. Capabilities in a work day [11]

4 Engagement of the Croatian army 

Earthquake hit Zagreb in March 2020 and in December 2020 the area of Petrinja, Sisak 
and Glina.  Nature showed our powerlessness but entire nation of the Republic of Croa-
tia got on its feet to help the stricken area. Croatian army showed again its readiness 
to help population. On the first day of the earthquake 250 members of the Croatian 
army were involved with accompanying mechanization and motor vehicles. Another 
400 members were in reserve. After the first day 350 members of the Armed forces 
were assigned to all set tasks. Engineer units started carrying out set tasks, in con-
formity with their organizational structure and all prescribed protocols. Engagement of 
the engineer units was immediately directed to clearing up roadways in order to reach 
suffering population. In conformity with the existing and prescribed procedures for an 
assigned task – rescue and removal of the earthquake consequences, this task was 
carried out in an organized manner and according to estimated requirements for man-
power and mechanization, employing over 64 cargo motor vehicles and machines.  After 
civilian capacities arrived, carrying out of the forthcoming tasks was initiated in an or-
ganized and planned manner, strictly taking account of the priorities and time that was 
needed to solve set tasks quickly and effectively. Continuous presence of the expert 
officers and NCOs at site of the works made possible to assess need for the number of 
manpower, quantity and type of the necessary mechanization. Croatian army has been 
trained and organized to carry out a task with minimal capacities and as rapidly as pos-
sible, regardless of the weather conditions and scope of the works (shifts and technique 
were organized for unhindered operation).
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5 Clearing up  

Engagement of the Croatian army in the area affected by earthquake was based on 
clearing up roadways within urban settlements. Task groups of ten to fifteen members 
were formed with accompanying working machines and cargo vehicles for clearing up. 
They cleared up and drove away over 800 m3 of material on daily basis. 

Figure 2. Reconstruction of roadways  – manually 

In view of extensive damages in the surrounding villages, Croatian army was involved 
on reconstruction of the existing roadways, as well as on their widening in order to de-
liver aid to the population there. Task groups were formed of up to ten members with 
construction machines and cargo vehicles, reconstruction was carried out and heaping 
out of the field and temporary pathways to make possible access to households in a 
total length of over fifty kilometers. 

Figure 3.  Reconstruction of the roadways mechanically – with machines; a) in settlements; b) out of the 
settlements 
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6 Installation of the container houses 

Given that it has available men and technique for manipulation of the containers, the 
army was tasked to deliver container houses to courtyards of the survivors. Members of 
the Armed forces with their technology, Kalmar crane and loading-unloading trucks for 
transportation of the containers, installed 109 housing units in courtyards and trans-
ferred over 217 container houses. 

Figure 4. Installation of the container houses 

Reconstruction of dykes 

With experience, knowledge and technique Croatian army helps civilian structures to 
fight floods and in works of reconstruction of dykes. They fortified dykes in total length 
of 380 meters.

Figure 5. Reconstruction of the dyke 

With its efforts in the first moments after the disaster, as well as with continuous pres-
ence, Croatian army instils a dose of security and optimism and that also helps popula-
tion in an indirect manner. 
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7 Conclusion

It is entirely clear that specific tasks in rehabilitation of the terrain and removal of the 
consequences of the natural or technical-technological disasters will be carried out by 
specialized, equipped and trained units of the Croatian army and engineer units are ex-
actly the one from which it is expected to do so. Engineer units of the Croatian army are 
involved in cases when civilian capacities are not sufficient or missions are such that 
require special assets and equipment these units are the only one that have them avail-
able, particularly when quick reaction is required. Participation in protection and rescue 
missions in areas hit by disaster is not a regular mission of the unit. That is, regardless 
how much the unit has been preparing for such situation, an extraordinary mission for 
the unit. At that point focus of all activities in the following period is transferred to ex-
traordinary operational missions that also have to be planned in detail in order to be 
implemented with success. 
Capabilities for implementation of non-military missions in our country include assis-
tance of the civilian institutions and population in crisis management and response. In 
the case of accidents and disasters, humanitarian operations, activities of protection 
and rescue on land, at sea and in air, or rather capabilities of the Croatian army provided 
for dual civil-military usage, are based on the Long-Term Development Plan that pro-
vides clear outlines for a new profile of the Croatian army.
Armed forces were growing up during Homeland War and have high social reputation 
based on successfully implemented, historically important mission of defence and lib-
eration of our country, with provision of appropriate resources. In the future Croatian 
Armed Forces will continue to be one of the foundations – the foothold of security, sta-
bility and development of the society. Having opened to the civilian society, respecting 
democracy and freedom of men, Croatian army is not only an instrument for implemen-
tation of the missions and tasks, but also one of the key elements and factors, as well 
as an indicator of identity of the state and of the society.
Only a competent, expert, trained and equipped army, with deep feeling toward its coun-
try and people can successfully respond to all set missions and challenges. Engagement 
in assistance to civilian structures that is regulated by the Defence Act and with the LTDP, 
has become a priority-commitment of the Croatian army. Nowadays, closer contacts with 
population are one of the basic missions and motives of existence of the Croatian army.
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Abstract
It is a usual practice that traditional methods with traditional materials (most frequently jacketing 
of elements) are used for repair and strengthening of structures. However, lately, particularly in 
the last two decades, there have occurred new construction materials intended for strengthening 
and design referred to as composites strengthened by polymer fibers (CFRP). These materials 
have special mechanical properties and special properties.
Within the frames of this paper, special emphasis will be put on RC buildings where, during 
construction, the built-in concrete has not achieved the designed concrete class and/or buildings 
that cannot satisfy the required strength, stiffness and deformation characteristics, particularly 
in earthquake conditions. In these cases, it is necessary to take measures for repair and 
strengthening of both individual structural elements and whole structures. In the paper part of 
the analytical, laboratory and quasi-static experimental investigations of designed models of RC 
columns will be presented. Particular attention will be paid to behaviour of these columns under 
cyclic loads, whereat a number of comparative analyses of a number of parameters obtained from 
the experimental investigations of the tested models will be carried out. It will be pointed out that 
the use of these innovative CFRP materials greatly contributes to the strengthening of RC columns 
and significantly increases the ductility capacity, which is of great importance in seismically active 
regions. Some recommendations and outcomes will be given as to the approach and technology 
of practical application of these materials.

Key words:  Strength and ductility capacity, strengthening, innovative materials, CFRP, quasi-static 
test
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1 Introduction

The need for repair and strengthening of RC buildings and their structural elements 
occurs when their elements do not possess sufficient strength, stiffness and/or ductil-
ity out of different reasons or due to slighter or more severe damages that are most 
frequently caused by earthquakes. Within the frames of this paper, special emphasis 
will be put on RC buildings where, during construction, the built-in concrete has not 
achieved the designed concrete class and/or buildings that cannot satisfy the required 
strength, stiffness and deformation characteristics particularly in earthquake condi-
tions. In these cases, it is necessary to take measures for repair and strengthening of 
both individual structural elements and whole structures.
To present the possibilities and the benefits of use of these innovative construction ma-
terials in strengthening of structural elements of buildings and integral building struc-
tures, sample laboratory research for definition of the characteristics of these materials 
and experimental investigations of RC columns strengthened by CFRP by variation of 
concrete class, reinforcement percentage and different technologies of strengthening 
by CFRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymers) materials are carried out at the Institute of earth-
quake Engineering and Engineering Seismology – IZIIS, Skopje.
In this paper, some of the analytical, laboratory and quasi-static experimental investi-
gations of designed models of RC columns are presented.
.Laboratory tests on materials built-in models for experimental research carried out at 
UKIM-IZIIS
To realize the experimental quasi-static tests, two models were designed and construct-
ed, namely Model M1 and Model M2. The models were with identical proportions (sup-
porting beam proportioned 50/50/116 cm and a column proportioned 30/30/200cm), 
constructed to the scale of 1:1.
For the purpose of easier incorporation of the FRP materials, it was decided to build the 
models in vertical position.
Fig. 1 shows photos taken during concreting of the foundation-beam and the columns 
of both models. In the first phase, concreting of the supports – foundations was done, 
while in the second phase, both columns were concreted.
During concreting of the models, three trial specimens - concrete cubes proportioned 
15/15/15 were taken from the supports - beams and three trial cubes proportioned 
15/15/15 were taken from the columns, in addition to the nine (9) cylinders propor-
tioned 15/30 cm Fig. 2. To define compressive strength and concrete class, laboratory 
tests were performed at stock holding company-GIM-Skopje (for the cubes) and ZIM 
–Skopje (for the cylinders), while the tests for definition of the modulus of elasticity of 
the built-in concrete were done at ZIM – Skopje.
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Using the trial concrete specimens – cylinders, three series of tests of compressive 
strength and tests for definition of the modulus of elasticity of the built-in concrete 
were carried out as follows: 
 - Series 0: concrete cylinders without FRP- plain concrete, 
 - Series 1: concrete cylinders wrapped with 1 (one) FRP layer, 
 - Series 2: concrete cylinders wrapped with 2 (two) FRP layers 

Presented further are photos and results taken during laboratory tests for definition of 
compressive strength of concrete for the three series Fig. 3. It must be pointed out that 
the collapse of the models from the first and the second series was explosive, with big 
crushing of concrete wrapped with FRP. This was particularly pronounced in Series 2 
where concrete was wrapped with two FRP layers.

Figure 3.  Testing and results: a) Testing of compressive strength for the first series: b) Diagram of 
compressive strength for each series

Figure 1. Photos taken during concreting of models Figure 2. Photos of taken trial concrete specimens
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3 Experimental program

For the needs of own experimental investigations, two column elements were de-
signed. The column models were designed as fixed cantilever girders with a constant 
length of both models of 200 cm (the column was treated only up to the inflection point, 
i.e., half of the total height) and cross-section of 30/30 cm. In both models, the varying 
parameters were the percentage of longitudinal and transverse reinforcement and the 
axial forces. The concrete class, i.e., the compressive strength of concrete and the type 
of the FRP was different for both models. The elements were designed to the geometri-
cal scale of 1:1. Presented further are photos taken during construction of the models 
(Model M1 and Model M2), Fig. 4.

Figure 4.  Construction of the models: a) Model M1 and Model M2; b) Construction of the column models for 
experimental tests; c) Photos taken during application of FRP 

4 Results from experimental investigations it UKIM-IZIIS

Presented further are photos and results taken in the process of quasi-static tests on 
Model M1 and Model M2 with photos of characteristic damage Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

Figure 5. Shot during the quasi static testing of column Model M2
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Figure 6.  Quasi-static tests of Model M1: a) Shot during the quasi static testing of column Model M1; b) 
Damage from quasi static testing of column Model M1 

Figure 7. M-Φ Interaction Diagram for Model M1 – Comparison

5 Conclusions

In the paper part of the analytical, laboratory and quasi-static experimental investiga-
tions of designed models of RC columns strengthened with FRP were presented. Based 
on the experimental investigations the following conclusions can be outlined:
 - In general it can be concluded that the compressive strength is higher with the num-

ber of FRP layers Fig. 3b).
 - From the behaviour of the tested elements it can be concluded that in both Models, 

the failure was sudden and explosive, but with sufficient ductility capacity Fig. 7.
 - These tests are good basis for further analytical and numerical investigations, which 

can provide additional conclusions. 
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Abstract
Existing reinforced concrete structures are subject to damage and performance degradation under 
external loads. It is then necessary to improve their performance using appropriate strengthening 
techniques. Over the last decades, new construction materials for strengthening and design have 
emerged. These are referred to as fiber- reinforced polymer (FRP) composites and have unique 
mechanical and in-service properties. 
Investigation of FRP-strengthened RC members subjected to impact loads is warranted. In 
addition, there is also a lack of finite element (FE) studies concerning this topic. FE analysis is 
a powerful and economical tool to investigate the response of structures under various loads 
and examine virtually endless number of variables that would be otherwise very difficult to be 
performed experimentally, due time, cost, and laboratory limitations. 
The existing RC column was strengthened with CFRP sheets, installed at the site where plastic 
hinge may occur. First of all, three-dimensional FE CFRP confined column was designed. Due to 
the complexity of the strengthened element, every element with different material characteristics 
was designed separately. Every element has different meshing. The nonlinear behavior of the 
concrete and steel material is accounted in the modeling by introducing the actual inelastic 
properties in the model. The boundary conditions between the concrete and CFRP material also 
were taken into account. At the end, the strengthened column was subjected to cyclic loading.
As a result of the FE analysis, hysteresis loop was obtained. In order to see the benefits of 
strengthening with CFRP materials using FE analysis, comparison between hysteresis loops for 
strengthened and unstrengthen column was performed.

Key words: Repair and strengthening, CFRP, Finite element, cyclic loading
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1 Introduction

A number of existing and new RC structures built in seismic prone regions, need repair and 
strengthening of the structural system. Most of the reasons are low material quality, as 
well as not fulfilling the requirements prescribed by modern standards for aseismic design. 
The definition of the type of strengthening is based on defining of seismic resistance esti-
mation of the existing structural system. After that, according to the given global view of 
current structural condition, the next step is selecting repair and strengthening structural 
solution. Usually, in the construction practice the structural systems are strengthening 
with traditional materials (concrete and steel). However, in the last two decades more of-
ten innovative building materials (FRP) are used. So far, many experimental and analytical 
studies had been made for the strengthening of the RC elements and structures, whereby 
in some countries, specific procedures for estimating and calculations of structural ele-
ments strengthened with FRP materials are made [1-3]. However, the main problem for 
the researchers during these studies is the problem with the debonding of FRP mate-
rial from the structural element [4-5]. As a result of the complexity of the strengthened 
cross-section by using of FRP material, the laboratorial boundary conditions, as well as 
the required time, more often analytical studies based on finite elements are made [6-7]. 

2. Modeling of CFRP strengthened RC column

In this paper is shown the modeling and analysis of RC column strengthened with CFRP 
sheets subjected to cyclic loading, by the method of finite elements. The reinforced con-
crete column was wrapped with CFRP sheets around the cross-section perimeter with 
suitable overlap. The CFRP sheets were installed on the place where plastic hinges may 
occur. In this case, fibers were set in perpendicular direction along the element axis.  The 
characteristics of embedded materials are given in table 1. 

Table 1. Characteristics of embedded materials

RC column Parameters
Concrete class C25/30

Type of reinforcement B500B
Length L=2.00m

Longitudinal reinforcement 8Ф14
Transversal reinforcement Ф8/15cm

CFRP sheets with fibers in one direction Parameters
Module of elasticity [kN/mm2] 240

Fibers tensile strength [N/mm2] 3800
Fibers weight [g/m2] 300

Density [g/cm2] 1.7
Thickness [mm] 0.176

Maximal dilatation of fiber rupture (εmax-%) 1.55
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The numerical model of the strengthened RC column was generated by using the soft-
ware program ABAQUS, which works on the principle of model calculating, based on 
previously generated finite element network [8]. The concrete part was composed of 
meshed elements with 50mm size and modeled by eight - nodes brick element (C3D8R). 
The longitudinal and transversal reinforcement were modeled by two-node linear dis-
placement truss elements (T3D2), which was assumed to be embedded in the concrete 
part. The CFRP sheets were modeled by four-node shell elements (S4R) [9-10], while 
the connection between the CFRP material and concrete was simulated by eight-node 
three-dimensional cohesive elements (COH3D8) [8]) (Figure 1). In case of numerical cal-
culations with the use of the method of finite elements, it was necessary some idealiza-
tions to be made for the embedded materials according to the given recommendations.

Figure 1. Modelling of RC column strengthened by CFRP sheets

The material characteristics of the concrete were defined by the Kent and Park mod-
el [11]. The model was implemented in the software program ABAQUS as a concrete 
damage plasticity (CDP) model. In order to define the model in full, it was necessary to 
input the required parameters. Based on the recommendations given by ABAQUS SIM-
ULIA [9], the CDP parameters are given in table 2.

Table 2. CDP concrete parameters, based on ABAQUS recommendations

The CFRP sheets are orthotropic elastic materials which materials characteristics are 
given in table 1. The maximal tensile and compressive strength of the fibers, the matrix 
shape and the internal shear, are directly defined by the manufacturer. The onset of 
CFRP rupture is defined using the Hashin’s formulation [12].

Parameter Value Description

Ψ 30 Dilation angle

ε 0.1 Eccentricity

fbo/fco 1.16 The ratio of initial equibiaxial compressive yield stress to initial uniaxial 
compressive yield stress.

K 0.667 Kc, the ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian

M 0.0001 Viscosity Parameter
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The connection between the concrete and the CFRP sheets was defined by the force-
debonding law, which is mostly used for simulating of the connection between these 
two different materials. In this case is assumed that the debonding occurs as a result 
of lack of cohesion in the adhesive layer. The relation between the CFRP sheets and the 
concrete is defined by formulations given by Lu,et.al [13].

3 Analysis and results

After the modelling of the strengthened RC column with CFRP sheets, the next step 
was analysis of the column subjected to cyclic loading (Figure 2). It has to be mentioned 
that during the analysis the overlap between the CFRP sheets was neglected.

Figure 2. Strengthened RC column subjected to cyclic loading

As a result of the performed analysis, using the finite element method in the software 
program ABAQUS, the following results are given for both RC column (referent RC col-
umn and strengthened RC column using CFRP sheets):

Stresses
According to the obtained results, it can be noticed that the CFRP sheets enable stress 
and compressive strength increasing in the concrete, before the element failure hap-
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pened. In addition, this type of strengthening resulted with element failure by concrete 
crash, as a result of concrete stress increasing. The biggest stresses occurred on the 
contact between the column and foundation (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Stresses in a) The concrete of strengthened column, b) CFRP sheets

Relation force – displacement (hysteresis loop)
As a result of the cyclic loading, two hysteresis loop were obtained. These curves rep-
resent the relation between the pushing force and its suitable displacement in certain 
time. Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that CFRP sheets with fibers 
perpendicular to the element axis, although enabling the increase of the compressive 
concrete strength, significantly increase the ductility of the RC element (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Relation force-displacement 

4 Conclusion

According to the results obtained by the performed analysis it can be concluded that 
CFRP sheets with fibers perpendicular on the element axis, increases the compressive 
strength of the concrete, as well as increasing the dilatation of the concrete before fail-
ure. In this case, the failure of the RC element was a result of the concrete crash, which 
means that the maximal dilatation of the fibers was not succeeded. This CFRP sheets 
allow bigger displacements of the RC column before collapse of the element, which 
means bigger ductility of the element.
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Abstract
Mass timber products are increasingly used in mid-rise to high-rise buildings. Cross-laminated 
timber (CLT), in particular, is highly used and plays a major role in timber construction. Balloon-
type construction appears to be a particularly advantageous system when using CLT panels –it 
enables to avoid the compression perpendicular-to-grain in floor diaphragms and the disruption 
of load patterns in CLT walls. Conversely, balloon-type construction requires high-performance 
connections to transfer high forces and dissipate energy when under seismic loads. Since most of 
the knowledge draws to low-rise CLT buildings, there is a lack of design guidance and provisions 
for mid-rise to high-rise CLT buildings. In this paper, the seismic response of a 15-story CLT 
building equipped with multiple-shear slotted-in steel plate hold-down connections is studied. 
Special attention is paid to examining how such CLT shear-wall connections affect the overall 
seismic response of the lateral force-resisting system (LFRS). Linear static analysis and linear 
dynamic analysis were conducted separately to find and compare the fundamental period of the 
building, the base shear, and the uplift forces. The results give valuable insights into the structural 
behaviour of balloon-type CLT construction. Specifically, the analyses confirm that the building 
is prone to effects of the lateral flexibility and transfers high uplift loads to the foundations 
under design-level seismic actions. Simplified representations of connection properties showed 
inappropriate predictions of lateral inter-story drifts, uplift forces, and base shear. Specified 
design assumptions are needed since seismic parameters and equivalent-static design methods 
for CLT assemblies are not covered by current building codes. As LFRS of multi-story mass timber 
CLT buildings largely relies on connection properties and related behaviour, further research is 
needed to accurately evaluate the effective structural performance of connections such as 
stiffness, strength, and ductility, and draw anticipated failure modes.

Key words:  CLT, mass timber construction, mid-rise buildings, hybrid structure, seismic response 
spectrum analysis, mechanical connections
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1 Introduction

1.1 Mass Timber construction

Recent advancements in wood processing and manufacturing have led to efficient en-
gineered mass timber products such as glued-laminated timber (glulam) and cross-
laminated timber (CLT) in wood construction. CLT structural applications have grown re-
cently, and CLT has entered into markets dominated in the past by traditional structural 
materials such as steel or concrete [1]. Thanks to easing transportation and fabrication, 
planar-like inherent shape, and two-way bearing capability, CLT can be used for building 
walls or floor members [2]. Plus, CLT products are quick to be assembled or combined 
with other non-wood elements, such as steel girders [3] or concrete slabs to create 
more efficient structures. All those factors make CLT one of the products of choice for 
mid- and high-rise timber buildings around the world such as the Tallwood house in 
Vancouver (Canada) [4] and the HoHo in Vienna (Austria) [5].
Platform-type and balloon-type construction are two major methods of assembly em-
ployed when building using CLT. Platform-type structural systems are widespread in 
Europe for one to two-storey timber houses [6]. In this type of construction, a floor 
platform is built on top of each story’s walls and columns, and the following story lays 
on that platform; the process is repeated for subsequent floors. With this type of sys-
tem, there is a discontinuity of load pattern in the vertical load-bearing elements, as 
each platform (floor) collects loads from the upper floors and redistributes it to the low-
er vertical elements (walls and columns) [7].
Balloon-type structural systems, on the other hand, have vertical load bearing elements 
(walls, columns) whose length covers two storeys or more without interruption [7]. This 
method of construction is preferred in North America for fast-erected mid-rise to high-
rise buildings: systems from 6 to 20 storeys [6]. From a structural viewpoint, balloon-
type is generally preferred in such situations as it enables to avoid the disruption of load 
patterns in walls while preventing the compression perpendicular-to-the-grain of CLT 
diaphragms [8]. For balloon-type CLT systems, there is not yet reliable connections for 
joining the panels, especially in tall buildings, since they are subjected to high forces. 
Nevertheless, shear slotted-in plate connections can potentially be used to connect ver-
tical panels one another [9]. Such a building system that combines CLT panels and steel 
connections is usually required to display high load-carrying capacity, stiffness, and yet, 
high ductility to dissipate energy from dynamic loads generated by earthquakes. From 
NBCC 2015 [10] code-compliance prospective, research of force reduction factors of 
CLT buildings equipped with slotted-in connections is needed.
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1.2 Seismic design of timber buildings

For conventional low- to mid-rise buildings, where lateral response is governed by their 
fundamental mode of vibration, building codes usually allow the seismic design through 
equivalent linear static analysis (LSA) [11]. LSA is a simplified force-based design pro-
cedure where equivalent static story forces, due to earthquake or wind, are applied to 
the structure [11]. LSA formulae and design models are mostly crafted for reinforced 
concrete and steel structures, such as the empirical equation used to estimate the fun-
damental period of multi-story buildings. Although some of these models can be ex-
tended to common wood structures, common codes do not specifically cover mid and 
high-rise timber structures. For CLT in particular, the fundamental period equation does 
not account for different assembly methods and building systems, both pivotal aspects 
that govern the seismic response and performance of timber buildings [12]. 
Approximations on the fundamental period have significant implications. Hafeez et al. 
[13] shown that the fundamental period calculation using the code is very conservative; 
thus leading to higher design acceleration values and, in turn, to higher design lateral 
loads. The ultimate implication of that approximation is the low structural efficiency of 
timber constructions and higher construction costs. Nevertheless, there are methods 
to accurately estimate the fundamental period of non-conventional structures, among 
which – linear dynamic analysis (LDA).
LDA enables to accurately capture the main vibrational modes of timber buildings and 
their associated vibration periods. As a result, LDA can lead to properly sizing timber ele-
ments and higher structural and economic efficiency. However, there is a major setback 
in employing modal analysis for CLT buildings at this date. The mechanical properties 
of connections used for joining CLT panels significantly influence the seismic behaviour 
of the building. With reliable data on mechanical properties of slotted-in connections 
(such as stiffness and strength) still missing in both codes and literature, the LDA out-
puts’ reliability is very affected. Such an issue is tackled in this study by first conducting 
a micro-scale simulation of the connections in ANSYS to determine their stiffness and 
strength, which are subsequently used to perform the LDA of the building in SAP 2000.

1.3 Aim and scope

This work mainly aims at evaluating the seismic characteristics and performance –fun-
damental period, uplift forces, base shear, and inter-story drift– of a 15-story CLT build-
ing through a modal response spectrum analysis. The paper also provides a comparison 
based on outputs from a linear static analysis performed following the National Building 
Code of Canada Edition 2015 [10].
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2 15-Story mass timber building

2.1 Functional description of the building

The 15-story multi-family residential building is located in Vancouver, Canada, see Fig. 
1a. It has a 520 square meters footprint that can accommodate a maximum of 4 resi-
dential units, with merged living room and kitchen space, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
and one balcony (Fig. 1.c). The building is accessed by an entrance lobby on the ground 
floor. Located in the centre of the building, an elevator and a staircase grant access to 
upper floors. The building is 48 m tall and has an inter-story height of 3.2 m.

Figure 1. a) Axonometric view; b) Structural; c) architectural plan; d) Shear wall; e) Connection detail

2.2 Lateral Force-Resisting System (LFRS)

The 15-story mass timber structure rest on a 2-story underground concrete podium. The lat-
eral force-resisting system consists of glulam-CLT composite floor diaphragms and CLT shear 
walls. Floor diaphragms transfer loads to walls through their glulam beams. The balloon-type 
CLT walls constitute a tube-in-tube structural assembly, also known as hull-core system (Fig. 
1b). The external tube as well as the internal one is made of double-sided 5-ply CLT walls 
which allows a ventilation layer in between. CLT panels for walls, which are 9.6 m long each, 
are joined with dowelled multiple-shear slotted-in plate connections, acting as hold-downs; 
and steel plates with self-tapping screws, which prevent panels from sliding (Fig. 1.d and 1.e). 
A constant spacing between the walls is ensured by timber lintels placed at each level.
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2.3 Design considerations for the LFRS

The building complies with design provisions of the National Building Code of Canada 
Edition 2015 [10] and Wood Design standards CSA 086-14 [14], with members and 
connections sized to meet the ultimate limit state (ULS) and serviceability limit state 
(SLS) code requirements.
Overstrength and ductility force modification factors, and , have been taken as 1.5 and 
2.0, assuming that the connections are designed to display necessary levels of ductility 
and dissipative capabilities. Adopted values of and have recently been recommended by 
Popovski et al. [15], and Chen and Popovski [16] for balloon-type mass timber systems. 
Fig. 2.b. depicts the elastic and design response spectrum (accounting for and ) for a 
building placed in Vancouver for ULS limitation requirement.

Figure 2.  a) Spectral acceleration for a period of 1.0s at a probability of 2 %/50 years for soil class ; b) elastic 
(black line) and design (black dash line) response spectrum for a structure placed in Vancouver 
for ULS limitation requirement

2.4 Building’s Numerical Model and LDA Considerations

A micro-scale model has been first developed in ANSYS with the aim of determining 
accurate stiffness and strength values for the dowelled multiple-shear slotted-in plate 
connections. CLT material has been modelled accounting for the cross-orientation of 
lamellas and considering a bi-linear orthotropic behavior of wood. Hill’s potential theory 
has been adopted as wood strength criteria. Table 1 gives a set of elastic properties 
used for CLT. Local crushing of wood has been accounted using a foundation material 
around the dowels (Fig. 3a), as proposed by Hong and Barrett [17]. Two assumptions 
have been made to account for the mechanical interaction between undamaged and 
damaged wood; specifically, two modes have been considered for CLT and foundation 
responses respectively: (i) elastic-elastic and (ii) elastoplastic-elastoplastic. Additionally, 
a tri-linear isotropic behaviour of steel has been considered to model dowels, bolts, and 
slotted-in plates. A friction coefficient of 0.2 has been assumed for the CLT/steel con-
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tact surfaces. To avoid the premature failure caused by the opening of CLT layers, dis-
placement restrain has been set in the Y-direction (Fig. 3a). Incremental displacement-
control static tensile analysis has been carried out on the micro-scale model to obtain 
the load-displacement curve and particularly the elastic stiffness .
The mechanical characteristics of the slotted-in connections (Table 2) simulated through 
the micro-scale ANSYS model has been input for the macro-scale model developed in 
SAP 2000. In SAP 2000, frame elements have been used to model CLT lintels; spring 
elements to model hold-down connections (using results from the ANSYS simulation); 
and shell elements to model CLT walls. For spring elements, only one degree of free-
dom was accounted for (in the Z-direction), with an assumption of infinite rigidity in the 
X- and Y-direction. For frames and shells, both in-plane stiffnesses of elements have 
been considered (Fig. 3c). Bi-directional base hinges (X- and Y-direction) have been used 
to anchor the building to the ground. To account for the rigid behaviour of floor dia-
phragms, constraints have been placed on walls, at the location of each floor (Fig. 3b).

Figure 3.  a) Micro-scale FE model implemented in ANSYS; b) Shear wall; c) Macro-scale FE-model 
implemented in SAP2000
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Table 1. Main properties of the micro-scale model

Table 2. Hold-down connection properties 

Table 3. Properties of the macro-scale model

EL = EZ is the equivalent modulus of elasticity of CLT wall panels in the direction parallel 
to the grain of the outer layers while ET = EX (in Z-X plane) is the equivalent modulus of 
elasticity of CLT wall panels in the direction perpendicular to the grain of the outer lay-
ers. For a 5-layer CLT panel they can be calculated as suggested by Blaß & Fellmoser 
[18] and Follessa et al. [19], and reported in Table 3. CLT lintels as well have the same 
properties but flipped of 90° (EL = Ex and ET = EZ).
The linear dynamic analysis undertaken in this study consists in identifying the signifi-
cant vibrational modes (modes with mass participating factor higher than 5 %). A quad-
ratic combination has been used to combine the effects of selected vibrational modes. 
The conventional [20] damping as per wooden structures has been used.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 The fundamental period

Table 4 lists periods of the first 5 vibration modes of the building in X- and Y-directions. 
Specifically, fundamental period is given by 1st vibration mode. Results of modal analy-
sis highlight that this building is very flexible with a of for both X- and Y-directions, re-
sulting close to double of design period () estimated using NBCC2015 code formula for 
linear static analysis (LSA). As a matter of fact, flexibility of the LFRS brought in by the 
timber connections and intrinsic properties of the CLT panels is not covered by simpli-
fied LSA approach, while well captured through the numerical model in which stiffness 
of vertical CLT joints and CLT panels have been properly implemented.

Properties EL [MPa] ET [MPa] ER [MPa] GRL=RT [MPa] GRT [MPa] νLT [-] νRL [-]

General material 10700 631 631 1087 206 0.5 0.08

Foundation 
material 481 83 83 82 28 0.5 0.08

Steel material 210000 210000 210000 80000 80000 0.3 0.3

Element KZ [kN/mm] n°dowels [-] n°CLT layer [-] n°slotted-in plates [-]

Hold-down 540 121 5 3

Elements EL [MPa] ET [MPa] ER [MPa] GRL=RT [MPa] GRT[MPa] νu [-]

CLT 7176 4914 ∞ 731 73 0.4
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Table 4. Natural periods of the building deriving from modal analysis

3.2 Inter-story shift

Table 5 shows the lateral deflection and the inter-story drift of the building obtained 
from the LDA. The lateral deflection values Xi obtained from analysis have been mul-
tiplied by to give an estimate of the final deflection. Inter-story drift on each floor has 
been evaluated as ratio between the lateral deflection difference of and floor and the 
inter-story height . Results show that code limit of is never exceeded and the maxi-
mum value of is reached on the top floor. This means the LFRS of the building provides 
enough stiffness to avoid excessive damage of non-structural elements.

Table 5. Lateral deflection and inter-story drift of structure according to linear dynamic analysis

3.3 Uplift and base shear forces

Table 6 presents the maximum uplift () and base shear () forces acting on the hold-down 
connections and CLT shear walls, respectively, based on the modal response spectrum 
analysis along X- and Y-directions. Table 6 also reports and values based on LSA.
Maximum uplift and shear forces on CLT panels are very different according to the anal-
yses. As building behaviour is strongly affected by its lateral stiffness, the introduction 
of the stiffness parameter KZ, which is not included in the LSA, leads the building to be 

Mode [-] 1 2 3 4 5

Period [s] X 1.96 0.50 0.25 0.24 0.22

Period [s] Y 1.96 0.50 0.25 0.24 0.22

Floor Xi [mm] XiRdRo/IE [mm] d [ %]

15 138 413 1.12

14 126 377 1.07

13 114 343 1.02

12 103 310 1.04

11 92 277 1.04

10 81 243 0.99

9 71 212 1.00

8 60 179 1.00

7 49 147 0.94

6 39 117 0.90

5 30 89 0.85

4 20 61 0.74

3 13 38 0.54

2 7 20 0.40

1 2 7 0.23
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more flexible. Particularly, the LDA shows lower forces induced into CLT panels and con-
nections than LSA, considering that both stiffness and dynamic behaviour of building 
has been included in the former. As for the base forces, the total shear forces on each 
floor show a considerable divergence when evaluated according to LSA (Fig. 4.a) and 
LDA (Fig. 4.b).

Table 6. Maximum uplift and shear forces on CLT panels according to linear static and dynamic analyses

Figure 4.  Total shear forces on each story according to: a) linear static; b) linear dynamic analyses

4 Conclusion

Linear static and dynamic analyses have been carried out on the 15-story CLT building. 
Results of the numerical analyses showed that:
 - LSA cannot be considered a reliable tool since it does not account for the effective 

lateral stiffness of building. Consequently, the fundamental period has been estimat-
ed equal to while the base shear and uplift forces has been found and , respectively.

 - LDA seems to be a reliable approach considering known a priori stiffness of connec-
tions. The calculated fundamental period has been found equal to while the base 
shear and uplift forces were and , respectively.

 - High divergence of forces has been obtained from the two methods, with approxima-
tively halved values for LDA.

 - The micro-scale model analysis, used to characterize the stiffness of connection KZ, 

Properties TX,max [kN] TY,max [kN] VX,max [kN] VY,max[kN]

Linear static 2346 2224 356 334

Linear dynamic 1244 1238 199 148

Comparison -47 % -44 % -44 % -56 %
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is a key step to a reliable evaluation of the dynamic behaviour of building equipped 
with such connections—due to the lack of code provisions for slotted-in steel plate 
connections.

 - Results alight to outcomes provided in other studies and form a basis for further 
exploring the behaviour of mid-rise balloon-type CLT buildings.
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To produce a rapid prediction of earthquake generated ground motions, on a short timeline after 
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To produce a rapid prediction of earthquake generated ground motions, on a short 
timeline after earthquake origin time, seismological community has been develop-
ing earthquake early warning systems, which seek to very rapidly (few seconds) de-
tect earthquakes and provide predictions of ground motions at selected target points, 
for the purpose of providing early warning at those points. Recently, machine learning 
techniques have been more intensively used in seismology with great success, including 
applications for earthquake early warning purposes (e.g. [1], [2]). A lot of success in the 
application of machine learning to seismic waveforms has come from the use of Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs), especially in earthquake detection. In this study we 
explore the use of CNNs for rapid prediction of earthquake ground shaking using only 
the initial N seconds (after the earthquake origin time) of the waveform recordings at a 
set of stations. We assume that the CNN model will be able to learn, from the patterns 
of signal and noise accross the stations in the input vector, the characteristics of the 
earthquake and a kind of locally calibrated GMPE directly from the observed data, which 
would then be used for predictions of ground shaking. 
In a recent study [3], we showed that CNNs applied to network seismic traces can be 
used for rapid prediction of ground motion at distant stations using only the recordings 
from stations near the epicenter. The inputs to the CNN model are the multistation (39 
stations in the study), 3-component acceleration waveforms of earthquakes recorded 
during the central Italy sequence of 2016. The dataset consists of records 915 earth-
quakes with M ≥ 3.0 (Fig. 1a) and 1037 noise-only examples. All the input waveforms 
start at earthquake origin time and are 10 seconds long, where 10 s was used as we 
found it provided the best compromise between the accuracy of the predictions and 
the timeliness. Targets of the CNN are peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground 
velocity (PGV), spectral acceleration (SA) at 0.3, 1 and 3 s periods on the 39 stations 
that are used for input. In practice this means that for the stations that are close to the 
earthquake epicenter the maximum of the ground shaking has already been recorded. 
However, for more distant stations, for which the maximum ground shaking was not 
recorded in the 10 s input window, the model will be able to give predictions of the 
maximum ground shaking expected. If the data are missing for some station we fill the 
inputs with zeros and use the ShakeMap predictions as IMs on those stations (using 
the latest configuration for Italy [4]), so the CNN model has approximate targets during 
the training. The CNN model consits of 3 convolutional layers followed by one fully con-
nected layer of size 128. The filters in the first two convolutional layers analyze single 
station waveforms, while the filters in the third layer analyze patterns across the 39 
stations. We train the network for 12 epochs, using a batch size 5 and mean squared 
error as the loss function. The data has been split into training (80%) and test (20%) sub-
sets, with the results evaluation done using 5-fold cross-validation technique. 
We find that the CNN is capable of accurately predicting IMs at stations far from the 
epicentre which have not yet recorded the maximum ground shaking by using a 10 s 
window (that starts at earthquake origin time). The results of the CNN model have been 
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compared to those obtained by the Bindi et al. GMPE [5] (which used final location and 
magnitude), and they showed that the CNN features similar variance and smaller bias 
(absolute median of CNN residuals ~ 4 times lower) of the residuals between the ob-
served and predicted values. It should be noted that the between-event correction was 
not applied on the GMPE results, which would reduce the bias of the GMPE residuals. 
This suggests that the CNN model learns and applies the between-event correction 
automatically. The results of the CNN model are similar for the cases in which input 
waveform at the station exists or not. Including samples of noise-only waveforms in 
the CNN training showed that the CNN was accurately predicting the IMs corresponding 
to the noise amplitude recorded at the station. This shows that the technique could be 
applied in real-time streaming. 
The dataset used in the study [3], however, consists of waveforms recorded on a dense 
network of stations for a large number of spatially concentrated earthquakes (Fig. 1a). 
To test our algorithm on a more challenging problem, we trained the same CNN model 
on a smaller-sized dataset in a different area. We chose the area around the VIRGO 
gravitational waves observatory sited near Pisa, Italy, which could greatly benefit from 
an EEWS to shut-off the instruments in case of significant earthquakes nearby. The 
dataset for this area consists of 266 M ≥ 3.0 earthquakes recorded by 39 stations be-
tween 1 January 2013 and 20 November 2017 (Fig. 1b), with input and output data 
following the structure already described above for study [3]. We found that the results 
of the CNN model worse compared to the results presented in the previous study [3], 
which was expected due to the smaller training dataset size. To overcome the problems 
associated with training the CNN model on a smaller-sized dataset we adopted the 
transfer learning methodologies: using a model pre-trained on a different dataset as 
the initial model for training the CNN model. We explored two approaches: 1) using a 
pre-trained model trained on the dataset from [3] 2) using a pre-trained model trained 
for single-station magnitude determination on 1 milion waveforms. The results of the 
CNN model, when transfer learning was used, show improvement in terms of outliers, 
median and variability of the residuals between predicted and true PGM values. The 
possible use of the CNN model for EEW is demonstrated by the warning times on the 
station PII (located 10 km from the VIRGO observatory) that would be received if the 
model was active during the analyzed earthquakes. 
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Figure 1.  Maps of the application areas: a) Central Italy area. Earthquakes illustrated as blue points, 
stations as gray triangles. b) Pisa-centered area. Earthquakes illustrated as blue points, stations 
as red triangles
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Abstract
The main objective of this paper is to present the efficiency of an innovative seismic protection of 
masonry infills in RC frame structures, based on polyurethane flexible joints (PUFJ). The proposed 
repair and strengthening method was assessed and validated through forced vibration testing of 
a full-scale building. The test specimen examined dynamically in the Dynamic Testing Laboratory 
of the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology – IZIIS in Skopje, North 
Macedonia, is fully symmetrical one storey 3D frame with 4 infill masonry walls, designed according 
to current Eurocodes. One symmetrical pair of infills, walls type B, was tested out-of-plane and 
had three interfaces (left, right and top) injected with PUFJ. The other symmetrical pair of infills, 
walls type C, was tested in-plane and had all 4 interfaces bonded with prefabricated PUFJ laminates 
as frame-infill joints. It should be noted that the test specimen had previously been subjected to 
a series of shake table tests for the purpose of another experiment. The foundations-to-column 
and column-to-slab joints had already yielded, and the infills had heavy damage. Then they were 
repaired using emergency (quickly applied) fiber reinforced polyurethane (FRPU) coating and were 
subjected again to a series of shake table tests. Therefore, the concrete members and the wall infills 
had been significantly damaged before the present tests. The experimental testing activities for 
this, second stage of research were conducted by the method of forced vibrations. 
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1 Introduction

The concept of building reinforced concrete frame structure with block or brick infills is 
common around the world. At first, the load bearing RC elements are constructed (foun-
dations, columns, beams and slabs) and infills are erected afterwards. The infills are not 
considered load bearing elements during the design and in reality are lightly loaded with 
the additional vertical live loads. Post earthquake inspections show that the damage 
pattern of wall infills is usually characterized by diagonal shear cracks or out of plane 
collapse or joint sliding or combination of the above [1, 2, 3]. In general, non-structural 
infill walls are more vulnerable, and develop damage earlier compared to the RC bearing 
members. In some cases, infills may cause detrimental failure of RC columns and even 
building collapse. Further, even for moderate earthquakes, the cost of repair of infills is 
very high leading to urgent need of consideration of the influence of the non-structural 
infill walls to the behaviour of the structures in general.
Major reason for the infill damage is the insufficient capabilities of the stiff elements to 
bear the forces due to the relatively large displacement imposed by the RC members. 
The stress concentrations on the contact between the RC elements and walls cause 
damages at very small inter-storey drifts.
To take advantage of the polymer properties, such as deformability and extreme bond-
ing, researchers are exploring their potential use in repair and strengthening of the 
structural members [4, 5]. 
This paper presents forced vibrations testing of a full scale 3D RC frame with four ma-
sonry infills. One symmetrical pair of infills, walls type B, had three interfaces (left, right 
and top) injected with polyurethane flexible joints (PUFJ). The other symmetrical pair of 
infills, walls type C, had all 4 interfaces bonded with prefabricated PUFJ laminates as 
frame-infill joints. The building was previously subjected to shake table tests, and then 
repaired and strengthened with polyurethane flexible joints – PUFJ and fiber reinforced 
polyurethane – FRPU and retested again on the shake table. In other words, the speci-
men (with PUFJ and FRPU) already damaged during the shake table tests was tested 
again by the forced vibration tests summarized in this paper. 
The proposed repair and strengthening method is assessed and validated through 
forced vibration testing method in the Dynamic Testing Laboratory of the Institute of 
Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology – IZIIS in Skopje, North Macedo-
nia. The infill walls with PUFJ and FRPU, already damaged during the shake table tests, 
were subjected to in-plane (type C) and out-of-plane (type B) excitation simultaneously 
in long-duration harmonic vibration tests. 
A brief introduction to the results from the forced vibration testing and dynamic proper-
ties by ambient vibrations method are presented.
The long-duration tests confirmed the effectiveness and the potential that PUFJ inter-
faces and FRPU coating have regarding the response of the structure to earthquake or 
harmonic excitations. 
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2 Test specimen and testing methodology

The test specimen was fully symmetrical reinforced concrete one by one bay frame 
structure, with inherent damage on the foundation-to-column and column-to-slab 
joints due to previous history of experimental testing activities performed on shake ta-
ble [6, 7]. The experimental testing activities presented herein, focus on the efficiency 
of the innovative seismic protection system by the technique of forced vibrations, gen-
erating harmonic excitations on the top of the structure (Fig. 1). 

2.1 Description of the tested model structural elements 

The test specimen, Fig. 1a, was fully symmetrical 3D frame RC structure of 4 identical 
columns with cross-section a/b=20/20cm, reinforced with 8 longitudinal rebars Ø10 
and double perpendicular stirrups Ø8/5cm. The beams (b/d=20/20cm) were incorpo-
rated in the slab and comprised of 8 longitudinal rebars Ø10 with Ø8/5cm stirrups. The 
foundation beams constructed to fix the model to the ground were b/d=40/40cm with 
10 longitudinal rebars Ø18 and Ø8/15cm stirrups. The slab, d=20 cm, was reinforced 
with Q503 steel rebar mesh. The materials quality was concrete C30/37 and rebars 
B500C. The structure was designed according to current Eurocodes.

2.2 Description of the tested model infills 

Infills as non-structural elements were constructed of KEBE Ortho Block K100 system 
with half bricks at both ends of every second layer using Mounting Mortar M10 [6]. 

Figure 1. Test specimen with vibrations generator (a); Vibrations generator – shaker (b)

The walls were divided in two types: B and C (Fig. 2a). The first parallel infill walls of type 
B was built with 2 cm gap between the bricks and RC columns and slab. After brick lay-
ing, the RC interface was filled with Sika ZP Primer and the gaps were sealed with thin 
longitudinal Sika PS sheets. The final step consisted of injection with Sika PM, left to 
cure to form the PUFJ.
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The second parallel infill walls of type C was built on PUFJ Sika PM laminates, already 
glued to the RC structure on all 4 sides, connecting with RC elements (columns, slab and 
foundation) with cross section b/d=2/10cm. 
Additional emergency interventions using FRPU have been undertaken in the previ-
ous experimental campaign [4]. During the previous testing campaign conducted using 
shake table, the specimen experienced damage and was repaired with FRPU as shown 
in Fig. 2. The FRPU was applied on the damaged walls around the contact of the wall 
and RC elements and two diagonal stripes at the inner and outer part of the infills. As 
shown in Fig. 2b, the stripes installed on infills type B were 50 cm wide and the diagonal 
and perimeter stripes on the infills type C were 35 cm and 20 cm wide, respectively. The 
repaired specimen was tested again on the shake table up to the shake table limit [7]. 
The damaged specimen after the shake table tests was not repaired again before forced 
vibration tests.

Figure 2.  Built with PUFJ – before testing on the shake table (a) and FRPU strengthened test specimen 
after testing on the shake table – just before forced vibration tests (b)

2.3 Testing methodology and the theory behind

The experimental testing activities were conducted by the technique of forced vibra-
tions, generating harmonic excitations at the top of the structure. The purpose was to 
simulate the desired drift as if a specific seismic event would have caused. After several 
forced vibration tests, the dynamic properties of the specimen were determined by the 
ambient vibrations technique. Similar testing technique was used by the authors before 
on actual structures in the field [8]
The theory of forced harmonic vibrations provides a basis to determine experimentally 
the natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping of a structure as well as to apply 
a specific harmonic excitation at desired level of a structure. The forced vibrations are 
produced by vibration generators, shakers, with different capacities in terms of pro-
duced force and frequency range, all depending on the purpose of the tests and the 
specific needs. 
The harmonic character of the motion is achieved by the special design of the genera-
tors themselves. Fig. 1b shows the shakers used for this experimental activity, having 
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the form of two flat baskets rotating in opposite directions around a single vertical axis. 
By placing various number of weights in the baskets, the magnitudes of the rotating 
mass can be adjusted. The two counter rotating masses,  are shown schematically in 
Fig. 3 as lumped masses with eccentricity e. Their locations at  is shown on the left-
hand side in Fig.3 and at time t on the right-hand side in Fig.3. The x-components of 
the inertia forces of the rotating masses cancel out, and the y-components combine to 
produce a force  - equation (1).

p(t) = (meeω2)sinωt (1)

Figure 3. Rotating mases - scheme presentation

The force has the maximum value at the moment of overlapping of the baskets, and 
opposite, minimum value equal to zero when the angle that the baskets close is equal 
to π. This dynamic force can be transmitted to the structure by fixing the vibrations 
generator to the specimen. The amplitude of this harmonic force is proportional to the 
square of the excitation frequency ω. Fig. 4 shows a vibration generator consisting of 
two rotating baskets. Each basket is composed of three parts: two identical parts which 
are intended space for „L“ plates and one part which is intended space for „S“ plates. 
One “L” plate weighs 20kg, and one „S“ plate weighs 10kg.

Figure 4. Vibrations generator, “L” plate and “S” plate (additional mass)
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For example, the case of “L-1 + S-1” requires two “L” plates and one “S” plate in one 
basket, which must also be put in the other basket. So, for the mentioned case, total 
weight of 100kg should be used. Furthermore, for the case “L-0 + S-0”, the baskets are 
rotating empty. A full list of the performed tests, containing type of excitation and load 
case description is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. List of the performed tests

2.3.1 Measuring devices and instrumentation

The instrumentation of the tested model comprised of 23 accelerometers (acc), 2 linear 
potentiometers (LP) and 10 linear variable differential transformers (LVDT) measuring 
acceleration, total and relative displacements, respectively. Their exact positions on the 
specimen are shown in Fig. 5.

Test No. Name Type of excitation Load case

1 FV Test 01 Harmonic forced vibrations S-1 + L-0

2 FV Test 02 Harmonic forced vibrations S-1 + L-0

3 AV After Test 2 Ambient vibrations Ambient

4 FV Test 03 Harmonic forced vibrations S-3 + L-0

5 AV After Test 3 Ambient vibrations Ambient

6 FV Test 04 Harmonic forced vibrations S-4 + L-0

7 AV After Test 4 Ambient vibrations Ambient

8 FV Test 05 Harmonic forced vibrations S-2 + L-0

9 FV Test 06 Harmonic forced vibrations S-3 + L-0

10 AV After Test 6 Ambient vibrations Ambient

11 FV Test 07 Harmonic forced vibrations L-3

12 FV Test 08 Harmonic forced vibrations S-4 + L-1

13 FV Test 09 Harmonic forced vibrations S-1 + L-0

14 AV After Test 9 Ambient vibrations Ambient
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Figure 5. Instrumentation scheme

3 Results and discussion

The results from the performed tests are divided into two categories. Firstly, the results 
of ambient vibrations measurements are shown and secondly, the results of forced vi-
brations tests are shown.

3.1 Ambient vibrations

Ambient vibrations were measured after the forced vibrations tests, test 2, test 3, test 
4, test 6 and test 9, to observe the change of the dominant frequencies. The predomi-
nant frequencies for the specimen are defined using ARTeMIS Modal [9] post-process-
ing software. Operational modal analysis was performed, hence the natural frequencies 
and the mode shapes of vibrations were determined using the Peak Picking technique 
and the Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition technique. The frequencies and 
damping obtained with ambient vibrations after each test are described in Table 2. 
The mode shape in X direction (perpendicular to the excitation) is clear translation during 
all ambient vibration measurements except for the last ambient vibrations test, when 
the mode shape has significant contributions of rotation. Following Table 2, it could be 
noticed that the natural frequency (mode 1 in X direction) decreased from 4.303 Hz after 
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test 3 to 2.895 Hz after test 10. This is due to the stiffness degradation of the model of 
55 % (calculated according to [7]), caused by gradual further development of damages in 
the structure and FRPU. The mode shapes in Y direction are translation with noticeable 
rotation. The main reason of the appearance of 2 different mode shapes in Y vibration is 
the difference of the stiffness of the walls and RC columns (different configuration and 
initial conditions), which was observed during the testing. During the ambient vibra-
tions measurements, the appropriate frequencies in Y direction drop from 5.282 Hz and 
7.401 Hz to 3.932 Hz and 5.82 Hz, respectively due to the stiffness degradation of the 
model of 45 % and of 38 %, respectively). 

Table 2. Frequencies and damping obtained with ambient vibrations technique

3.2 Forced vibrations

Table 3 presents the top displacements and accelerations of selected forced vibrations 
tests for the top in-plane transducers such as accelerometers acc2 and acc3 and linear 
potentiometers LP 1 and 2. The presented frequencies in Table 3 are output values for 
the frequency of the specimen (obtained by acc2 and acc3) whereas the presented ac-
celeration and roof displacement values are the peak values measured during testing. 
Furthermore, as noticeable, some of the performed tests are divided into several seg-
ment, due to the duration of the test as well as the change in the input frequency of the 
shakers.
From the results of Test 01 it could be noticed that maximum acceleration and displace-
ment are measured when the specimen is excited in his natural frequency (around 4.5-
5.0 Hz).

Test No. Frequency [Hz] Damping [%] Comment

3 (after FV 
test 2)

4.303 3.866 Translation X

5.282 1.686 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

7.401 2.461 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

5 (after FV 
test 3)

4.157 3.825 Translation X

5.139 2.019 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

6.772 2.576 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

7 (after FV 
test 4)

4.117 3.263 Translation X

4.745 2.151 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

6.708 2.615 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

10 (after FV 
test 6)

2.895 5.071 Translation X

4.166 2.748 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

6.69 2.367 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

14 (after FV 
test 9)

3.932 2.25 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation

4.876 1.496 Combined – Translation X + visible rotation

5.82 1.823 Combined – Translation Y + visible rotation
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Also, from the acceleration and displacement of segment 1 and 2 of Test 01, it could be 
noticed that the deformed shape of the specimen is not clear translation. The reason 
behind could be the wall’s different stiffness. In segment one the maximum accelera-
tion and displacement is measured in acc2 and LP2 respectively (along one wall of type 
C), whereas in segment two the maximum acceleration and displacement is measured 
in acc3 and LP1 respectively (along the second wall of type C).

Table 3. Maximum accelerations and top displacements of selected forced vibration tests

It could be seen from Table 1 that tests with several different combinations of loads in 
baskets were performed, in order the specimen to be excited with different force. Fol-
lowing Table 3, maximum displacement of 30.15mm (drift of 1,3 %) is recorded during 
Test 09. The plots on the Figures 8 and 9 show the time history of acceleration meas-
ured at points where acc2 was placed during the Test 01 and Test 09. For clearer pres-
entation and analysis of the results, the plot of the Test 01 is segmented in 4 parts, and 
their recorded peaks of acceleration with dominant frequency are presented in Table 3.

Test No. Segments
Acceleration [g] Displacement [mm]

Frequency [Hz]
acc 2 acc3 LP1 LP2

FV Test 01

1-S1 1.16 0.7 6.4 12.1 4.0÷5.0

1-S2 0.58 1.32 10.98 4.56 5.3

1-S3 0.65 0.41 4.73 8.15 4.2

1-S4 0.23 0.14 1.99 3.58 3.8

FV Test 03 2-S1 1.25 0.68 8.48 21.21 3.0÷4.0

FV Test 06

6-S1 0.067 0.04 1.37 4.07 2.0

6-S2 1.12 0.36 5.96 27.92 2.9

6-S3 0.27 1.1 13.12 5.13 4.3

6-S4 1.1 0.34 6.24 28.99 2.9

6-S5 0.3 1.35 16.8 6.4 4.0÷4.5

6-S6 0.27 0.21 5.02 8.34 3.0

6-S7 0.99 0.41 9.46 28.87 2.6

FV Test 09 9-S1 0.77 0.51 13.78 30.15 2.2
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Figure 8. Acceleration time history of FV Test 01, accelerometer 02, marked segments

Figure 9. Acceleration time history of FV Test 09, accelerometer 02, full plot, non-segmented 

4 Conclusions

The implementation of flexible joints on the concrete – masonry contact, during the 
process of erection of the buildings or as a part of post building interventions, could 
significantly contribute to better seismic response. The main reason is the stress redis-
tribution in the joints, protecting infills and concrete frames against serious damages 
caused by stress concentration. Long-duration (up to 10 minutes) of strong harmonic 
forced vibrations in resonance with various adjusted modes (up to 1,35g, up to 30 mm 
- drift of 1,3 %) were not able to collapse the tested structure (previously examined on 
the shake table [7]) nor increase already existing damages significantly to make the 
structure unstable. Additional drop of stiffness degradation was less than 55 % after 
all resonance excitations, and the structure remained in safe and stable condition (pro-
tected by the infills against collapse). Change of natural frequency of the system, was 
also observed. 
Another major contribution is the ability of the FRPU to prevent in- and out-of-plane 
collapse of the infill walls subjected to long duration harmonic forced vibrations but 
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also to significantly contribute to the zones of tension developed in the diagonals of 
the walls when exposed to horizontal forces. Extreme dynamic tests with resonance 
proved that PUFJ and FRPU systems are functional, efficient and durable anti-seismic 
protection of masonry infills in RC frame structures, allowing the protected structure to 
withstand many earthquakes and aftershocks without collapse.
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Abstract
Reuse of waste tyre rubber particles as a sustainable replacement for mineral aggregates in 
concrete has been an object of research for several years. The severe impact of rubber particles 
in concrete’s mechanical performance (substantial reduction of its compressive strength), has 
led researchers in examining the confinement via externally bonded composites as a possible 
solution to mitigate the negative impact and further enhance the concrete’s characteristics. 
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1 Introduction

Although EU directives have been implemented for the disposal, recycling and reuse of 
waste [1], less than 18 % of end-of-life tyres are still disposed in landfills. Their disposal 
is a serious threat for both the environment and public health, while their recycling can 
save up to 58.4 % in terms of CO2 emissions [2]. In order to find an effective way to reuse 
waste tyres, promote sustainability and reduce the high environmental footprint of the 
concrete industry, the use of recycled rubber particles as an alternative to mineral ag-
gregates in concrete was proposed. 
The research in the field of rubberised concrete began in the early 1990s [3,4] and is 
still ongoing. The substantial reduction of the compressive strength and the increase 
of the axial deformation capacity are the main changes when incorporating rubber par-
ticles in concrete [3-6]. This has led researchers in examining the confinement via ex-
ternally bonded composites as a means of eliminating the negative impact in compres-
sive strength. Studies which examined confinement with fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) 
jackets showed that confinement enhanced the initial low compressive strength and 
further increased the axial deformation and energy absorption capacities of rubberised 
concrete [7-10]. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no other alternative 
composite materials have been studied as a means of rubberised concrete confinement.
The introduction of the so-called textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) as a feasible alterna-
tive to fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) has gained ground lately. Properties of the inor-
ganic matrix such as (a) high performance in elevated temperatures, (b) good adhesion 
with the concrete substrate, (c) application in wet surfaces and (d) low cost, lead to the 
progressive replacement of organic binders previously used in FRPs [11]. The afore-
mentioned properties and the comparable effectiveness to FRP confinement [12] led to 
the selection of TRM confinement for this study. 
The main purpose of this study was to assess the mechanical performance of rubber-
ised concrete confined with a cement-based composite material. This includes a com-
parative evaluation of the content of rubber particles in concrete and the number of 
confinement layers. This study aims to develop a sustainable option that can be used in 
structural applications in seismic-prone areas.

2 Experimental program

In this study, five concrete trial mixes were examined, in four of which fine natural ag-
gregates (2 - 8 mm) were replaced by rubber particles by volume with a replacement 
ratio of 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 %. In total, 70 concrete cylinders with diameter 100 mm 
and length 200 mm from all the mixes were subjected to monotonic concentric com-
pression to assess their mechanical performance. From each mix 8 unconfined speci-
mens, 3 confined with 1 TRM-layer and 3 confined with 2 TRM-layers were tested. A list 
of the specimens is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Details of specimens tested

2.1 Mix design

The control mix (CM), which did not contain rubber particles, was designed according to 
the Greek Concrete Technology Code provisions [13]. Natural aggregates from crushed 
limestone up to nominal size of 16 mm were used for this study and were sieved in 6 
courses. Rubberised concrete mixes had two of the fine natural aggregate courses (2-4 
mm and 4-8 mm) replaced by volume with rubber particles of the same size with re-
placement ratios of 25 % (mix R25), 50 % (mix R50), 75 % (mix R75) and 100 % (mix R100). 
Rubber particles were obtained by a local tyre recycling plant with state-of-the-art fa-
cilities. The density of rubber particles was 1/3 of the natural aggregates as measured 
in the lab. Superplasticiser was also used to improve workability of fresh concrete. Wa-
ter to cement ratio (w/c) was 0.397 for all mixes. Thus, the rubberised concrete mixes 
were not optimised and were based on the ordinary concrete mix (CM). Quantities of 
each mix are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Quantities per mix [kg/m3]

Mix 
notation

Replacement 
ratio

Number of specimens

Unconfined Confined with 1 TRM Layer Confined with 2 TRM Layers

CM 0 % 8 3 3

R25 25 % 8 3 3

R50 50 % 8 3 3

R75 75 % 8 3 3

R100 100 % 8 3 3

Material CM R25 R50 R75 R100

Natural
Aggregates

8-16 mm 507.96 507.96 507.96 507.96 507.96

4-8 mm 432.70 324.52 216.35 108.17 -

2-4 mm 357.52 268.14 178.76 89.38 -

1-2 mm 169.32 169.32 169.32 169.32 169.32

0.5-1 mm 169.32 169.32 169.32 169.32 169.32

0-0.5 mm 244.58 244.58 244.58 244.58 244.58

Rubber
4-8 mm - 36.06 72.12 108.17 144.23

2-4 mm - 29.79 59.59 89.38 119.17

Water 145.24 145.24 145.24 145.24 145.24

Cement 365.83 365.83 365.83 365.83 365.83

Superplasticiser 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99 1.99
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2.2 TRM confinement

A two-directional coated basalt-fibre textile with a 6 mm square mesh was used for the 
TRM jackets (Fig. 1a). The textile had a weight of 250 g/m2, a tensile strength of 1542 
MPa and a modulus of elasticity of 89 GPa according to the manufacturer’s datasheets. 
The cementitious mortar used as matrix had water to binder ratio of 0.23. The dry bind-
er contained fine aggregates and micro fibres made of polypropylene. The strength of 
the mortar was measured through flexural and compressive tests on three 40 x 40 x 
160 mm mortar prisms. The prisms were first subjected to three-point bending to ob-
tain the flexural strength. The fractured parts were then used for the compressive tests. 
The average values of the compressive and flexural strength were 22.6 MPa and 1.79 
MPa, respectively.
Specimens from each mix were cast in cylindrical plastic moulds and after demoulding 
(the next day) they were left to cure in air in ambient environment inside the lab. The 
specimens were cured for at least 14 days before jacketing. For the jacketing the follow-
ing procedure was followed: (a) a first layer of mortar was applied on clean and damp-
ened concrete surface, (b) the textile was pressed in the mortar and wrapped around the 
cylinder in either one or two layers, including an overlapping zone equal to 1/3 of the 
specimen’s circumference (Fig. 1b), (c) additional mortar was applied in-between layers 
and a final mortar layer was applied to completely cover the textile, (d) extra confine-
ment was provided near the edges of the cylinders (20 mm-wide basalt textile strips) 
to prevent local concrete crushing due to stress concentrations. As a part of the curing 
process of the jackets, the specimens were immersed in water for one minute for two 
consecutive days after the confinement was hardened. Then the specimens were left to 
cure in air for at least 28 days before testing.

Figure 1.  Picture of (a) basalt textile used and (b) application of TRM jacket Figure 2.  Picture of the 
test setup
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2.3 Test setup and instrumentation

All cylinders were capped with gypsum mortar prior to testing. To record the axial de-
formation of the specimens, two potentiometers were placed along the cylinder’s axis 
under a gauge length varied from 15.7 mm to 16.8 mm. They were attached to threaded 
rods which were fixed in the concrete core of the cylinders (Fig.2). The axial deforma-
tion of the specimen was measured as the average of the two readings divided by the 
gauge length. All specimens were subjected in monotonic concentric compression using 
a 3000 kN-capacity hydraulic compression machine at a displacement rate of 15 μm/s. 

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Fresh properties and density

The fresh properties of the concrete mixes as well as the density of hardened concrete 
are presented in Table 3. To evaluate the workability of fresh concrete, the slump of 
each mix was measured according to ASTM C143 / C143M-20 [14]. The results indi-
cated that increasing the content of rubber particles slightly improved the workability. 
However, earlier research [5, 6] has shown the opposite, as rubber particles increase 
the friction of fresh concrete due to their texture; they comprise a rougher surface com-
pared to natural aggregates. This significant divergence in results is possibly attributed 
to the extensive use of superplasticiser and good distribution of total aggregates in this 
study, which improved workability of the mixes. 
Air content of fresh concrete was also determined for each mix according to ASTM C231 
/ C231M-17a [15]. The results indicated a slight increase of the air content for higher 
replacement ratios, which was also confirmed visually as the surface of rubberised con-
crete specimens were porous. This increase is due to bad interface adhesion between 
the cement paste and rubber particles which are hydrophobic resulting in large voids in 
the cement paste. 
As expected, the replacement of natural aggregates by rubber particles decreased the 
density of concrete. This property makes rubberised concrete an ideal candidate for ap-
plications where reduced dead loads are required.

Table 3. Fresh properties and density of all the mixes

Mix notation Slump [mm] Air content [ % Density [kg/m3]

CM 150 2.8 2512

R25 155 2.2 2354

R50 165 2.4 2206

R75 160 3.9 2134

R100 n.a.* n.a.* 1957

*Measurements not available. 
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3.2 Compressive strength and modulus of elasticity

The compressive strength results of all specimens are summarised in Table 4. It is evi-
dent that the incorporation of rubber particles in concrete decreased its compressive 
strength from 44 % for the mix with the lowest displacement ratio (R25) up to 78 % for 
the mix with the highest replacement ratio (R100). The decrease trend was the same 
for both confined and unconfined specimens and was higher for replacement ratio up to 
50 %. The reduction in the compressive strength is a result of the tensile stresses devel-
oped in the cement paste due to the dilation of rubber particles. Also, the poor adhesion 
between rubber particles and cement paste result in a weak interfacial transition zone. 
These factors lead to the development of premature cracking and consequently in lower 
compressive strength. The above findings agree with past studies [3-6].
Furthermore, confinement increased the compressive strength from 16 % for CM up 
to 35.5 % for R100 when 1 TRM layer was applied and from 21.6 % for CM up to 49.6 % 
for R100 when 2 TRM layers were applied. The effectiveness of the confinement was 
higher for the mix with higher rubber content (R100) due to excessive lateral dilation 
caused by rubber particles, which in turn resulted in higher hoop stresses in the TRM 
jackets. However, confinement with 2 TRM layers was slightly more effective compared 
to 1 TRM layer in increasing the concrete compressive strength. This was mainly at-
tributed to the premature failure of the specimens with 2 TRM layers; specimens failed 
near their two edges where the extra provided confinement proved to be inadequate.
The modulus of elasticity (E) was calculated with linear regression analysis from the 
deformation data obtained from the potentiometers in the linear elastic part (from 5 to 
30 % of the peak load). The results indicated a significant reduction in stiffness as the 
rubber content increased. This can be attributed to the lower stiffness of rubber parti-
cles compared to that of natural aggregates. 

Table 4. Main test results

Mix notation E [GPa]*
Compressive strength [MPa]

Unconfined** Confined with 1 TRM 
Layer*

Confined with 2 
TRM Layers*

CM 32.33 (2.97) 33.70 (2.91) 39.01 (2.07) 41.00 (3.63)

R25 22.79 (1.77) 18.86 (1.97) 24.79 (1.32) 24.99 (1.18)

R50 16.34 (1.64) 11.25 (1.38) 15.18 (1.06) 14.05 (2.25)

R75 13.90 (2.99) 9.30 (0.47) 12.41 (0.13) 12.30 (0.52)

R100 10.80 (3.02) 7.39 (0.52) 10.01 (0.66) 11.06 (0.97)

 * Mean value from 3 specimens (standard deviation in parenthesis).
**Mean value from 8 specimens (standard deviation in parenthesis).
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3.3 Axial stress-strain response

During testing both axial deformation of the specimens and displacement of the test-
ing machine were recorded. However, due to excessive lateral deformations post-peak 
in the majority of the specimens and in some cases concentration of damage near the 
anchor points of the sensors, the measurements from the potentiometers were con-
sidered as not useful after the first elastic part. Hence, to allow easy comparisons, it 
was decided by the authors to present the stress-strain curves with the strain values 
being derived from the testing machine’s displacements divided by the height of the 
cylinders (Fig. 3). It is noted that the magnitude of the presented axial strains cannot be 
considered as realistic or representative for the material and are only presented here for 
comparison purposes. 
The comparative assessment of the curves showed evident reduction of compressive 
strength and stiffness when rubber particles were incorporated in concrete. The residu-
al strength increased with an increasing rubber content, resulting in a flattened second 
part of the curve. At the peak when the rubber content increased, the axial deforma-
tion was reduced by 18 % for mix R25 up to 50 % for mix R100. However, the residual 
strength of rubberised concrete specimens increased considerably after the reduction 
of the compressive strength was more than 20 %.
Confinement with TRM jackets enhanced the compressive strength of rubberised con-
crete and the residual strength in all mixes. The response of confined specimens was 
similar for either 1 or 2 confinement layers. First part of the curve was linear up to peak 
load as expected. The second part of the curve indicated a drop of strength until the 
activation of TRM jackets, especially in lower rubber contents. When the rubber content 
increased, the activation of the jackets was accelerated resulting in less abrupt drop 
in strength. The delay in activation of TRM jackets was probably caused by imperfect 
application of the textiles; the coating of the textiles made application of closed jack-
ets difficult due to the added stiffness. This response is contrary to the bilinear curves 
reported in FRP jacketing [7, 9]. 
Confinement with 1 TRM layer increased the displacement in all mixes. Specifically, at 
the peak and at 20 % drop of peak load an increase was observed by 3 % and 10 % for 
mix CM and up to 48 % and 172 % for mix R100, respectively. This trend was further en-
hanced when 2 TRM layers were applied, resulting in an increase for mix R100 by 50 % 
and 341.5 % of the displacement at the peak and at 20 % drop of peak load, respectively. 
Although confinement increased the residual strength for specimens of the same mix, 
the same behaviour was not observed when comparing rubberised concrete specimens 
with those of the control mix. At 20 % drop of the peak load, the displacement was 
higher for the rubberised concrete mixes only when 2 layers of confinement were ap-
plied and for 1 layer of confinement only in mix R100. This is possibly due to the late 
activation of the TRM confinement which failed to sustain the compressive strength 
post-peak. It also suggests that in order to overcome the considerable loss in compres-
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sive strength and take advantage of the higher residual strength of rubberised concrete, 
optimisation of both the mix and jackets are needed.

Figure 3.  Stress-strain curves of specimens: a) unconfined, b) confined with 1 TRM layer, c) confined with 
2 TRM layers

3.4 Failure modes

All unconfined rubberised concrete specimens failed gradually with the development of 
small vertical cracks, in contrast to the unconfined control specimens (mix CM) which 
failed abruptly. The increase of rubber content led to thinner cracks, which were mostly 
concentrated near the edges of the cylinders. This is possibly attributed to concentra-
tion of rubber particles in one of the two edges due to floating when concrete was still 
fresh, thus resulting in a weak concrete zone. Significant lateral dilation was observed 
in rubberised concrete specimens, that was more pronounced in mixes with higher rub-
ber content. Characteristic failure modes of unconfined specimens from three different 
mixes are presented in Fig. 4. 
Confined specimens failed due to progressive rupture of the textile fibres. Failure ini-
tiated near the edges and in most specimens near the end of the overlap zone and 
propagated towards the middle, thus indicating that the extra confinement at the end 
zones was inadequate. Significant lateral dilation was also observed in confined speci-
mens and was more pronounced for 2 layers of TRM confinement. Characteristic failure 
modes of confined specimens are presented in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4. Failure modes of unconfined specimens (a) CM, (b) R50, (c) R75

Figure 5. Failure modes of confined specimens (a) CM_1L, (b) R100_1L, (c) R75_2L

4 Conclusions

Based on the results presented in this study, the following conclusions were drawn:
 - Implementation of rubber particles increased air content and reduced density of 

hardened concrete.
 - Higher content of rubber particles in concrete decreased the compressive strength 

and stiffness and increased the residual strength.
 - Higher rubber content resulted in notable lateral dilation and gradual failure. 
 - Confinement with TRM jackets improved the mechanical properties of rubberised 

concrete.
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 - Confinement was more effective for higher rubber content due to enhanced lateral 
dilation of concrete core and faster activation of TRM jackets.

 - Confinement with 2 layers of TRM jackets was more effective for enhancing the re-
sidual strength of rubberised concrete.

 - The results of this study confirm potential utilisation of confined rubberised concrete 
in structural applications when high deformability is required, especially for applica-
tions in seismic-prone areas. However, due to limited data, future research should 
include optimisation of the concrete mix and the TRM jacketing in order to minimise 
the reduction of compressive strength, as well as cyclic tests on rubberised concrete 
members confined with TRM jackets as a means of improving local ductility at the 
plastic hinge regions. 
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Abstract
Due to the necessity to strengthen existing reinforced concrete structures, innovative materials 
such as Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP’s) may be used to comply with increasing loads and 
modern regulations. Externally bonded FRP overlays have been used to increase the flexural, 
shear and compressive capacity of concrete. The use of externally bonded FRP’s to confine circular 
concrete structural elements has shown experimentally a significant increase of the compressive 
concrete strength. In the course of the development of composite materials since the 1990s, along 
with the methodologies concerning their application, a plethora of models have also emerged in 
order to determine the FRP-confined compressive concrete stress with good accuracy. This paper 
presents a study on the compressive strength of concrete confined with externally bonded fiber 
reinforced composite materials. In order to evaluate the experimental data and analytical models 
an extensive database of experimental data is created from experiments reported in the literature, 
sharing common test features (conventional concrete cylindrical specimens confined using FRP 
composites of various fibers aligned perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder). Based 
on the collected experimental data a statistical analysis is performed in order to identify the major 
parameters that affect the ultimate confined axial stress. Furthermore, the experimental data are 
used in a series of available models in order to determine the analytical predictions of ultimate 
stresses in comparison to the experimental ones. Statistical methods are used to quantify the 
analytical models’ efficiency and to identify major factors that affect the models’ performance. 

Key words: FRP, Confinement, Concrete, Stress, Statistical Models
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1 Introduction

Older concrete structures can not cope with the increasing demands of modern-day 
requirements.  Today it is more imperative than ever to find solutions and develop 
methods that can help rehabilitate or strengthen existing structures. A technology that 
thrusted into the forefront in the dawn of the new millennium is the use of Fiber Rein-
forced Polymers (FRP’s) as an externally bonded strengthening material. More specifi-
cally, the use of composite materials consisting of strong fibers impregnated in a poly-
mer matrix can help strengthen existing structures and achieve performance  required  
by modern codes. FRPs can be used as external reinforcement to increase flexural or 
shear capacity of structural elements. However, they can be even more effective when 
used for the confinement of concrete structural elements. 
Concrete confinement is known to increase concrete compressive strength, which is 
the most important parameter for concrete design. Numerous studies have examined 
the performance of such confined concrete cylindrical specimens. The most important 
finding was that confined concrete members exhibited a significantly higher ductility, a 
much-desired structural property in earthquake prone regions. Fig. 1 shows the devel-
opment of the confining stresses in a circular concrete specimen.

Figure 1. Scheme of stresses due to FRP confining action in circular concrete element [1]

During the axial strain the circular concrete element is expanded transversely. At this 
point the composite material is activated as transverse tensile deformations are devel-
oped in its fibers. At the same time the composite material exerts transverse compres-
sive confinement stress vertically to the axis of the element [2].   
In a circular specimen the transverse strength of the confinement is equally forced to 
the concrete in the opposite direction. The strength may be calculated using Eq (1):
 

 (1)

s3    - The transverse confinement strength (MPa)
sc     - Strength of the axial compressive load (MPa)
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sFRP   - The shear strength of the FRP (MPa)
EFRP   - The FRP elasticity modulus (GPa)
εFRP    - The FRP strain  
tFRP    - The FRP thickness (m)
D       - The diameter of the specimen (including the thickness of the FRP) (m)

The confinement aims in the prevention of concrete cracking by increasing the strength 
and the strain of the element until the rupture of the FRP [3]. 
This paper analyzes the equations of various models developed during the last 40 years 
by scholars, trying to determine the extra strength given to a cylindrical unarmed con-
crete specimen under uniaxial compression according to the composite material, the 
matrix, the number of layers and the orientation of fibers, the geometry of the specimen 
and the quality of the concrete used.

2 Experimental database

This study focuses on the collection and evaluation of data deriving from a series of 
experiments on confined circular concrete structural elements. There is a number of 
parameters affecting the measurements and the subsequent processing of test results, 
such as:
 - Laboratory conditions (temperature, humidity etc.)
 - The equipment used (hydraulic test machines, loading rate, sensor sensitivity etc.)
 - The specimen and sensor’s installation (strain gauge, LVDT placement etc.)
 - Accuracy of measurements (noise and data processing)

There are also important parameters related to the fabrication of the specimens, which 
could have a significant impact on the results of the experimental process such as:
 - Suitability of materials and detailed construction of the concrete specimens (water/

cement ratio, cement quality, adequate curing conditions etc.)
 - Appropriate preparation of the specimen (careful cleaning, application of matrix etc.)
 - Application of composite materials (type of composite material, selection of weaving, 

placement and orientation of fibers, number of layers, quantity and density of resin-
ous materials, proper confinement, length of coating etc.)

In the context of this paper, all available experimental test results collected concern cy-
lindrical concrete specimens with compressive strengths of 12 to 58 MPa, confined by 
composite materials. Concerning the composite materials, there are several categories 
with different properties. In addition to the mechanical characteristics (Young’s modu-
lus, maximum tensile strength, etc.) other parameters play important role such as the 
application of the materials and the preparation of the concrete. However, in the context 
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of this study we only focused on the fiber type. Therefore, the composite material cat-
egories examined in this paper are the following:
 - Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer: CFRP 
 - Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer: GFRP 
 - Aramid Fiber Reinforced Polymer: AFRP 
 - High – Ultra High Modulus – CFRP: UM_UHM
 - Unbonded Tube (CFRP, GFRP, AFRP): UB_TUBE

The first three materials are the most widely used in experiments found in the litera-
ture. Due to the different mechanical properties of each material, they exhibit different 
behavior during the compression of the confined concrete specimen. The CFRP with 1 
layer of coating into concrete C30 provides strength of 35-74 MPa. Having the same 
parameters, GFRP produces a ultimate compressive strength of 30-60 MPa, whereas 
AFRP 40-50 MPa. A further distinction was made, creating the category of UM_UHM 
which referrers to CFRP materials with a high or ultra-high Young’s modulus (E>300 
GPa) and UB_TUBE which covers carbon, glass or aramid fibers used in TUBE form con-
finement. Therefore, due to the type of the fibers used as confining material, the ulti-
mate stress varies significantly.
The experimental database developed in this study consists of 1040 specimens under 
compressive stress uniaxially progressed at a continuous rate until the failure of the 
unconfined concrete element is reached or until the rupture or detachment of the con-
finement fibers. The characteristics of the specimens are displayed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Number of tested specimens for each composite category

The above classification becomes clearer when expressed in percentages, as shown in 
Fig. 2. Regarding the composite material the CFRP dominate the experimental data-
base, covering 55% of the data, followed by GFRP with 23%, Tubular Fibers with 11%, 
AFRP with 6% and finally UHM with 5 %. 

Composite Category No of specimens

CFRP 573

GFRP 234

AFRP 67

UM_UHM 50

UB_TUBE 116

NORMAL_ALL 1040
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Figure 2. Percentage distribution of specimens per type of fiber and concrete strength

3. Analytical compressive stress models

There are numerous models developed over the last 40 years targeting to calculate the 
additional strength that a concrete element will exhibit when confined by composite 
materials. The models are based on several parameters related to the material me-
chanical properties and geometry. The challenge in this study was to evaluate some 
commonly used models using data collected in the previously described experimental 
database. Using the 1040 tested specimens it is expected to identify the most impor-
tant factors in each model and evaluate its effectiveness. The analytical models are 
detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Examined stress models

The main parameters identified in the experiments are:
Efrp = El = Ef  - Elastic modulus of composite material (GPa)
ffrp = ff  - Ultimate strength of composite material (MPa)
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efrp = ef - Ultimate axial strain of composite material 
tf = t  - Total thickness of composite material (mm)
D = d - Specimen’s diameter (mm)
H = h  - Specimen’s height (mm)
f’co = fck  - Unconfined concrete strength (MPa) (Experimental value)  
f’cu  - Confined concrete strength (MPa) (Experimental value)
f’cc = fck,c - Confined concrete strength (MPa) (Analytical value)
flu = flu,a = p3 -  Lateral strength of concrete walls vertical to the longitudinal axis of the 

specimen (MPa)
rf  - Percentage of FRP in the specimen 
eco - Unconfined concrete strain

Examining the equations, it seems that the models of Spoelstra & Monti [5], Moran & 
Pantelides [6] and Papakonstantinou [1] have similar structure, since all three models 
employ lateral and unconfined concrete strength as their major parameters. However, 
the empirical equation suggested by Spoelstra & Monti [5] results in a totally incorrect 
unconfined concrete compressive strength (f’cc=0.2 f’co).

4 Evaluation of the models

4.1 Diagrams

Having calculated the strength of reinforced concrete using the aforementioned equa-
tions, a statistical analysis is carried out in order to identify the efficiency of each model. 
The statistical analysis correlates the experimental value of the strength of confined 
concrete ( to the one calculated through each model  An ideal model should be able to 
predict every single experimental value. Therefore, the optimal graph is for every point 
to fall onto the diagonal line of 45o. Fig. 1 shows an indicative diagram illustrating the 
line of 45o, as well as those of 30o and 60o. 

Figure 3. Indicative diagram of 
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As shown in Fig. 3, when all the values fall exactly on the 45o line there is a perfect 
correlation (relation 1:1) indicating a theoretically “ideal” model. When the values are 
between 45o and 30o the analytical value of stress is higher of the experimental one 
and therefore the model overestimates the durability. In case the values are between 
45o and 60o then the model underestimates the strength of confined concrete since the 
analytical value is lower than the experimental one.
The diagrams in Fig. 4 present the results obtained from each examined model. It should 
be noted that all specimens used are cylindrical and of normal strength concrete, con-
fined with carbon fibers. In particular, it is obvious that the graphs shown in Fig. 4(b, c, e) 
indicate that there is a good concordance between experimental and analytical values 
obtained through Spoelstra & Monti [5], Moran & Pantelides [6] and Papakonstantinou 
[1] models, whereas in Fig. 4(a) Mirmiran’s model [4] underestimates the confinement 
strength and in Fig. 4(d) the analytical methodology suggested by Eurocode 2 overesti-
mates the effect of confinement. However, the model of Spoelstra & Monti [5] results 
in more data above the 60o line than the other two well performing models. Moreover, 
from a comparison between the data points shown in Fig. (c) and (e) it is obvious that the 
model of Papakonstantinou [1] performs slightly better, having only two points under 
the 30o line.

Figure 4.  for CFRP-confined concrete calculated using (a) the Mirmiran model [4], (b) the Spoelstra & 
Monti model [5], (c) the Moran & Pantelides model [6], (d) the methodology suggested by EC_2 
(EN 1992-1-1) [7] and (e) the Papakonstantinou model [1]
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4.2 Statistical analysis

The overall evaluation of the models can be performed using the values of the ratios 
fcc,exp/fcc,ana. In a theoretically perfect model, the average of the ratios for a model should 
be equal to one, with a minimal standard deviation. If xi is the experimental to analyti-
cal stress ratio for a particular specimen, the average and standard deviation, can be 
expressed by Equations (2) and (3), respectively.

 (2)

 (3)

The application of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) to the models is illustrated in Fig. (5). It seems that 
the model of Spoelstra & Monti [5] has the best average value, followed by the mod-
els suggested by Moran & Pantelides [6], and by Papakonstantinou [1], which have a 
quite small standard deviation.  It is noted that all three models are empirical, but as 
mentioned earlier the model suggested by Spoelstra & Monti does not work in extreme 
cases (no or very small confinement).

Figure 5. Mean value fcc exp. / fcc anal.  applied to all normal strength concrete models

The same results, regarding the efficiency of the models, are observed when Lin’s co-
efficient is used. The models of Spoelstra & Monti (1999), Moran & Pantelides (2002) 
and Papakonstantinou (2020) remaining in the top rank. Lin’s concordance coefficient is 
measuring the deviation from the 1:1 ratio of the compared values. Perfect concordance 
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results in a value of 1 while the lower the values the higher the deviation from the 45o 
line. Lin’s  concordance coefficient is calculated by the following equations:

 (4)

 (5)

 (6)

 (7)

 (8)

Figure 6. Lin’s concordance coefficient for each examined model
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5 Conclusion

In this study an experimental database containing experiments on FRP confined cylin-
drical concrete specimens was created. A series of analytical models that predict the 
ultimate concrete confined strength was examined using the experimental data and 
evaluated using a series of statistical methods. The following conclusions can be drawn:
 - The most widely used confining material is the CFRP.
 - The equations provided by Spoelstra & Monti [5], Moran & Pantelides [6] and Papa-

konstantinou [1], are quite similar. These three models are very efficient regardless 
the evaluation method used.

 - There are models that permanently devaluate or overestimate the confinement 
stress, based on the very low values of the Lin coefficient. These models are obvi-
ously the least reliable. 

 - The models that exhibit the best behavior are those having a simple form, while more 
complex models using exponential forms or involving multiple parameters (E, f, D, t) 
exhibit worse behavior and the calculated confinement strength is significantly dif-
ferent from the experimental one.
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Abstract
Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP’s) are widely used as composite materials in Civil Engineering 
applications in order to rehabilitate or strengthen existing structural elements. FRP’s have been 
used as flexural and shear reinforcement and also as a confining material mostly for concrete 
columns. Several studies have identified a large increase in terms of strength and axial deformation 
for confined concrete specimens. This paper presents a comprehensive review and evaluation 
of analytical models developed to predict the maximum longitudinal deformation of confined 
circular concrete columns subjected to compression. The equations of the models are applied 
on an extensive experimental database regarding test results of 847 FRP-confined cylindrical 
concrete columns under uniaxial compression. The database contains sections of concrete of 
different strengths confined with different types of FRP’s. The performance of each strain model 
is assessed through various statistical indicators, such as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and 
the Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE). These statistical indexes compare the 
concordance between experimental maximum recorded strains and analytical predictions of 
ultimate strain. The most efficient models are identified, leading to important observations 
regarding the influence of main parameters on the behavior of FRP-confined concrete, such as 
the concrete and fiber material properties.

Key words: FRP, composites, confinement, concrete, strain, RMSE index, NSE index
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1 Introduction

A relatively new field of activity in civil engineering is the research and application of 
methods in repairing and strengthening reinforced concrete structures that are dam-
aged due to seismic action, age, environmental conditions or in need for rehabilitation 
due to change in use and therefore change in loads. Structural strengthening and re-
habilitation can be achieved using externally bonded composite materials consisting of 
carbon, glass or aramid fibers impregnated in a typically organic matrix. These materials 
have significant advantages such as high strength, very low weight, extremely high du-
rability, availability in long lengths, while they are not affected by corrosion [1].
When composite materials are used for concrete confinement, they are activated when 
concrete expands transversely. At this point, tensile deformations are developed in the 
fibers of the composite material leading to transverse compressive stress. The fibers 
continue to stress axially until they reach their maximum capacity, while offering active 
confinement to the concrete core. The transverse compressive stress the FRP offers 
leads to a significant increase of maximum compressive strength and axial deforma-
tions. In particular, if we consider a cylindrical concrete element, as shown in Fig. 1, hav-
ing a diameter d, externally bonded by a composite material with thickness tf, modulus 
of elasticity Ef, the lateral stress developed in the composite material sλ (equal and op-
posite strength is exerted on the concrete, as reinforcement stress), is provided by the 
equation:

  (1)

where sf is the tensile stress and εf the stain respectively. 

Figure 1.  Cylindrical element under axial stress confined by composite materials and stress development 
due to active confinement [2]
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The active confinement of the concrete element and thus the resulting confinement 
stress contribute to:
1. The prevention of excessive concrete cracking and therefore in the increase of du-

rability.
2. The increase of the deformability of the concrete and thus its ductility.
3. The increase of the bond between rebars and concrete, providing a better force 

transfer mechanism prevents the premature slippage of the rebars. 

In this context, this study focuses in the longitudinal deformation of circular confined 
concrete elements under axial compression and it is based on scientific research started 
in the early 1980’s until now, recording models developed to quantify experimental ap-
plications for any type of fiber and specimen. 

2 Experimental Database

Since the emergence of FRP composites as confining materials for reinforced concrete 
(RC) structures, a large number of experimental and analytical studies have been con-
ducted in order to understand and model the behavior of RC elements confined by FRPs. 
Through an extensive literature a series of experiments on confined circular concrete 
specimens were identified. Data from these studies was collected such the geometrical 
characteristics of the specimens, mechanical properties of the concrete and the com-
posite material. All reported parameters were congregated in an comprehensive experi-
mental database.
The specimens examined in this study are of normal strength concrete with a circular 
cross-section, confined by composite materials with fibers parallel to the perimeter of 
the element. In total, as shown in Table 1, 847 specimens were used. The concrete of 
these specimens had a compressive strength of 12 to 56 MPa. The following categories 
were identified based on the type of composite material used for confinement:
 - CFRP: carbon fibers
 - GFRP: glass fibers
 - AFRP: aramid fibers
 - HM_UHM_CFRP (High Modulus – Ultra High Modulus CFRP): carbon fibers with a 

high or ultra high elasticity modulus (E > 350 GPa).
 - UB_TUBE (Unbonded Tube / CFRP, GFRP, AFRP): carbon, glass or aramid fibers in the 

form of a prefabricated mantle (seamless) that can only be applied to new construc-
tions.

This categorization becomes clearer when expressed in percentages, as shown in Fig. 
(2). Regarding the composite material the carbon fibers dominate, covering 50 % of the 
data, followed by glass fibers (25 %). The smaller percentage of the experimental data 
refer to tube fibers, aramid fibers and high elastic modulus carbon fibers with 12 %, 8 
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% and 5 % respectively. Although carbon fibers are significantly more expensive and do 
not necessarily perform better than glass fibers when used for concrete confinement.
Table 1. Test database regarding the fiber of composite material and the strength of 
unconfined concrete.

3. Analytical compressive strain models

Thanks to a comprehensive literature review, numerous analytical models were iden-
tified. These models could be used to calculate the ultimate deformation of circular 
concrete FRP-confined specimens subjected to compressive loads. Due to their large 
number, it was decided to focus on the six most representative ones (see Table 2). The 
models shown in Table 2 vary in terms of simplicity and performance. Some of them 
consist of just one simple equation, while others are significantly more complicated. 
The parameters that are commonly used are the unconfined concrete strength (f’co), and 
the nominal lateral stress during failure (f’lu), which depends upon the confining material 
strength and thickness, as well as specimen diameter. The unconfined concrete strain is 
typically considered equal to 0.002 by most models, while Ozbakkaloglu and Lim [3] are 
the only ones who provide a specific equation for its calculation. 

Figure 2. Percentage distribution of specimens per type of fiber.

The main equations used in these models were derived using empirical formulas based 
on limited number of experimental results. Aim of this paper is to validate these models 
using an extended database so as to prove their efficiency and determine the dominant 
factors in strain estimation. It is evident, that the values of flu, εcu and fco are dominant 
in all models and are assumed to be the most important parameters in the estima-
tion of the ultimate strain. In almost all models, the authors suggest using a value of 
0.002 as the unconfined concrete maximum strain, εco, which in some cases deviates 
from measured experimental values, depending on concrete strength. It is obvious that 
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the unconfined concrete strain can affect significantly the performance of the model. 
In that respect, Ozbakkaloglu and Lim [3], introduced an equation for the calculation of 
εco, which uses the concrete compressive strength as a variable. This model, being the 
most recent among those examined, was expected to perform better compared to the 
simpler and older models. 

Table 2. Examined Ultimate Strain Models.
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4. Analytical model evaluation

Using the collected experimental data, the predicted values of the maximum longitudi-
nal strain of the FRP-reinforced concrete were calculated for each examined model. The 
comparison of the results between the experimental and the analytical solution is of a 
great interest. Identical results indicate a correct interpretation and description of the 
experiment from the proposed model. Graphs and statistical indicators, as described 
below, are used to investigate the convergence or deviation of the results.

4.1 Graphical display of the results

Diagrams correlate the experimental data with those of the strain models. The most 
accurate models result in values that fall exactly on 45o angle, meaning that the experi-
mental strain values coincide with the analytical. Values below the line of 45o suggest 
that the analytical equations predict greater ultimate axial strains than the equivalent 
strains recorded during an experiment, and therefore the models overestimate the ef-
fect of confinement. On the contrary, values above the line of 45o indicate that the ana-
lytical expressions underestimate the effect of confinement. However, in the context 
of this study, the results are considered satisfactory when values fall within a region 
ranging from an axis that passes through the 30o line to an axis that passes through the 
60o line, as shown in the outlined area of Fig. 3. 

Figure 3. Indicative diagram of experimental vs analytical strain

Fig. 4 shows the correlation of the experimental results to those of the models used. In 
Fig. 4(a) the Karbhari & Gao [4] model calculates lower ultimate strain than experimen-
tally obtained ones, whereas the Samaan et al. [5] model in Fig. 4(b) much higher. On 
the contrary, Miyauchi et al. [6], Spoelstra & Monti [7], Ilki et al. [8] and Ozbakkaloglu & 
Lim [3] seem to be able to make relatively accurate predictions, although the variability 
is substantial. It should be noted, based on the authors’ experience it is very difficult to 
record the actual average ultimate strains. Especially when strain gauges are used the 
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measured strain describes the point strain and not the average. Thus, it is possible that 
many reported experimental values are incorrect. This can explain the great variability 
of the results.

4.2 Statistical analysis

Although the graphs shown in Fig.4 can provide a general idea regarding the ability of 
the examined models to correctly predict the experimental values of measured strain, 
it is considered essential to find ways to quantify the results. In order to do so, two 
statistical indicators were employed: (a) the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and (b) the 
Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE). 

RMSE index (Root Mean Square Error)
RMSE index is the standard deviation of residuals, where residuals are the deviations 
from the regression line [9; 10]. It is expressed by the following equation:

 (2)

where Pi (Predicted) are the values derived from the analytical equations of the models 
and Oi (Observed) the results of the experimental tests. Hence, an index value close to 0 
denotes that the model describes accurately the experimental data.
The RMSE index is applied to the results of the equations for each model and for speci-
mens of normal strength, confined with all types of fibers. The models are ranked ac-
cording to the results of the index for each fiber type and then the overall performance 
(total score) of the model is calculated by adding the ranks, as shown in Table 3. This 
way, the results are weighted in order to identify the optimal model, i.e. the model that 
best predicts the ultimate deformation of the confined specimen for each fiber category.
In Table 3 the models are ranked in descending order according to the performance of 
the index by fiber type (e.g. the Miyauchi model has the optimum index value for CFRP 
confined specimens, therefore it ranked 1st). The ranking for each fiber type is finally 
added so as to obtain the final classification of the model it the total database. A lower 
total score indicates the best performing overall model (Spoelstra & Monti [7] in our 
case, closely followed by Ilki et al.[8] and Ozbakkaloglu and Lim [3]). 
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Figure 4.  ecu experimental vs ecu analytical for CFRP-confined concrete calculated using (a) the Karbhari & 
Gao model [4], (b) the Samaan et al. model [5], (c) the Miyauchi et al. model [6], (d) the Spoelstra 
& Monti model [7], (e) the Ilki et al. model [8] and (f) the Ozbakkaloglu & Lim model [3] 
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Table 3. RMSE index for normal strength of unconfined concrete

4.2.1 NSE index (Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency)

It is a normalized statistic that determines the relative size of the residual variance 
compared to the variance of the data. The Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient 
shows whether the graph of experimental versus computational data is described by 
the line of 1:1 [11; 12]. It is expressed by the following equation: 

 

(3) 

where Pi (Predicted) are the values derived from the analytical equations of the models 
and Oi (Observed) the results of the experimental tests. When the NSE value equals 
to 1 it indicates absolute agreement between the predicted and experimental ultimate 
strain values, while the value of 0 indicates that the analytical prediction is as accurate 
as the average of the experimental data.
The NSE index is calculated for each model and the results are detailed in Table 4. 
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Karbhari & Gao [4] 1.340 1.717 2.115 0.673 1.900 5 5 5 4 5 24 5

Samaan [5] 5.141 4.084 3.990 5.885 4.498 6 6 6 6 6 30 6

Miyauchi [6] 0.690 1.057 1.438 0.610 1.091 1 2 4 3 3 13 2

Spoelstra & 
Monti[7] 0.817 1.539 1.160 0.334 0.949 3 4 2 1 1 11 1

Ilki et al. [8] 0.757 1.051 1.259 0.697 1.081 2 1 3 5 2 13 2

Ozbakkaloglu & 
Lim [3] 0.832 1.260 1.098 0.352 1.126 4 3 1 2 4 14 4
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Table 4. NSE index for normal strength of unconfined concrete.

According to Table 4 results, each model is more efficient for a certain type of fiber, eg. 
the Miyauchi et al. [5] model is the most accurate when carbon fibers are used in the 
composite material. However, since the assessment covers an extensive database with 
all types of fibers, the Spoelstra & Monti (1999) model appears to have the optimum 
performance according to the NSE index, as well as in the RMSE index, when calculated 
for an unconfined concrete specimen of normal strength. 

5 Conclusion

This study investigates the performance of a set of analytical models that were devel-
oped to predict the maximum strain in compressed confined concrete elements. The 
performance is analyzed using a quite extensive experimental database containing 
specimens of compressive strength of 12 to 56 MPa, of different geometry and differ-
ent fiber confinement. The results of this comparison indicate that:
 - Existing analytical models try to predict the maximum strain in confined concrete 

elements, while taking into account several parameters related to the properties of 
concrete and confining composite material. The examined analytical models vary in 
terms of their complexity. 

 - The unconfined ultimate strain seems to be the most important factor in the perfor-
mance of a strain model.

 - Although some models seem to perform quite well, there is an overall significant 
variation of the results.

 - A relatively simple model such as the one suggested by Spoelstra and Monti [7] per-
forms generally better than some modern complex ones.

 - The performance of the models depends upon the fiber type. 
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Karbhari & Gao [4] -1.134 -1.164 -0.435 -0.984 -2.274 5 5 5 4 5 24 5

Samaan [5] -30.41 -11.24 -4.107 -150.6 -17.35 6 6 6 6 6 30 6

Miyauchi [6] 0.435 0.180 0.336 -0.629 -0.079 1 2 4 3 3 13 2

Spoelstra & Monti[7] 0.206 -0.739 0.568 0.511 0.182 3 4 2 1 1 11 1

Ilki et al. [8] 0.320 0.189 0.491 -1.124 -0.059 2 1 3 5 2 13 2

Ozbakkaloglu & Lim [3] 0.177 -0.165 0.613 0.459 -0.150 4 3 1 2 4 14 4
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Abstract
On Sunday 22 March 2020, while most of Europe was experiencing lockdowns to contain the 
COVID-19 pandemic, a Mw5.3 earthquake hit the capital of Croatia. The event caused damage 
to buildings and critical infrastructure in the Zagreb city centre and surrounding villages. While 
the intensity of the earthquake and the resulting casualties and damage are minor in comparison 
to past events worldwide, its timing makes it worthy of investigation. After an earthquake, 
there is only a small window of opportunity to gather perishable data. The pandemic and the 
unprecedented restrictions imposed on air-travel made it impossible to launch a traditional 
earthquake reconnaissance mission in a suitable time frame. To gather damage data on this 
earthquake, a team of UK researchers worked remotely and alongside a Croatian team of seismic 
engineers and practitioners. Together, they explored how the use of a standardised app-based 
data collection tool and a spatial data infrastructure for data managing and mapping can support 
remote earthquake damage reconnaissance missions. First of its kind, this initiative is particularly 
important considering the uncertainty surrounding this novel virus and the possibility that we 
may see more of these events in the future. 
The paper offers an overview of how the circumstances of this event and the paucity of data on 
the Web prompted the idea of remote data collection. The paper illustrates in detail the tools and 
the method used for the Remote Zagreb Mission. The paper collates the important lessons learnt 
on how the advancement of data collection tools and the widespread internet connectivity that 
permeates our daily life can be harnessed to conduct remote earthquake damage reconnaissance 
missions and training, and thus bring communities exposed to seismic hazards closer together 
through shared knowledge, capacity building, and networking.

Key words: earthquake, COVID-19, data collection, technology, networking 
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1 Introduction

On Sunday 22nd March 2020, at 6:24 am local time, the capital of Croatia and the sur-
rounding villages were struck by a Mw5.3 earthquake. With a maximum reported inten-
sity of VII-VIII (Strong) on the MCS Macroseismic Intensity Scale, the event – which was 
followed by numerous aftershocks – resulted in damage to both building and critical 
infrastructure, one direct fatality, and 26 injuries. Even though the intensity of the event 
and the resulting consequences are those of a minor event, the Zagreb earthquake has 
spurred significant interest in the scientific community because it was the first signifi-
cant natural disaster to occur while Croatia, as well as most of Europe, was in lockdown 
for the containment of the COVID-19 pandemic. This circumstance makes a compel-
ling case for the international scientific community to study the Zagreb Earthquake 
and learn how the temporal concurrence of a pandemic event and of a natural disaster 
change how the latter event is managed.
Inarguably, the restrictions imposed on air-travel since the start of the pandemic have 
affected the ability of international research groups to visit Croatia and collect data in 
the field in a suitable time frame. Looking at the specific issue of earthquake damage 
reconnaissance, this paper investigates how the challenges of the lockdown have been 
met with innovative technological solutions to allow a UK-based research group to con-
tinue to collect and analyse data remotely. 
The paper describes how the data collection and management tools, which are being 
developed for the Learning from Earthquake - UK project, have been applied to the Za-
greb case study. Conclusions are drawn on how technology and networking can allow 
the international community to operate “as usual” even when direct data collection is 
not possible. It also highlights how the same tools can be used in “peace-times” to 
build opportunities for capacity building and networking amongst international research 
groups. 

2  The Learning from Earthquakes – UK data collection and 
management tools

2.1  The project and its objectives about standardised data collection and man-
agement

The importance of geographic information in the field of Disaster Risk Reduction and 
Response has substantially grown in recognition since the early 2000s [1]. Maps have 
become essential to emergency managers as well as governments, across all stages of 
the emergency management cycle [2]. 
Nowadays, the ubiquitous diffusion of web-connected portable devices and smart-
phones [3] and the fact that data are at times collected involuntarily by large groups of 
users (e.g. big data) has led many to believe that collecting valuable data has become 
so inexpensive that the intrinsic value of the data itself has de facto decreased. While 
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it is true that using electronic devices is more practical than using film cameras, paper 
forms and GPSs, the collection of geolocated and standardised data is still very expen-
sive, in terms of the time spent to achieve standardisation. The value of the collected 
information also depends on the time of capture and on the possibility to capture the 
same data again.
In the context of rapidly changing post-disaster scenarios, geolocated data about dam-
age are high-valuable and, at the same time, highly perishable - due to the need of the 
response teams to progress rapidly towards a “return to normalcy”. And so, it is even 
more compelling that, once collected, disaster data are managed and stored efficiently 
to avoid data loss. Once collected, disaster data are analysed by different actors at dif-
ferent times. The way the data is managed and distributed to its users affects its suit-
ability for use in the decision-making process that follows a disaster, and also the pos-
sibility to compare multiple events and they have unfolded over time. 
A Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) is the best-suited technology to achieve these objec-
tives. An SDI is an infrastructure aimed at supporting the data management (including 
storage), discovery, access, and easy retrieval and reuse of the geographic data col-
lected, and can be designed to support very varied users’ needs. Unlike storage devices, 
the use of metadata (i.e., data about the data) assists in the classification of the data 
and, in turn, promotes the integration of data coming from disparate sources and thus 
limiting - if not eliminating - the need for parallel and costly data collection campaigns. 
Altogether, these characteristics make an SDI an ideal tool for use in the Disaster Risk 
Reduction and Response field. 
As part of the Learning from Earthquake (LfE) UK project, an SDI and an app-based data 
collection form are being developed to support the data needs of the Earthquake Engi-
neering Field Investigation Team (EEFIT). The Earthquake Engineering Field Investiga-
tion Team (EEFIT) is a joint venture between industry and universities, conducting field 
investigations following major earthquakes. Data are usually collected by team mem-
bers deployed to the affected areas, which are trained to collect data following proto-
cols that have built and improved on during the decades in which EEFIT has remained 
active. In the past decade, EEFIT has responded to the technological advancement in 
data collection by introducing new ways to collect geolocated digital data. From the 
lessons learnt from past missions, new data needs have emerged, and these are now 
being addressed with the development of the standardised forms for digital data collec-
tion in the LfE app and the SDI. 

2.2 The LfE Mobile app

Structural damage assessments are an integral and essential part of the recovery pro-
cess from a natural disaster. In the aftermath of a disaster, engineers aim to assess 
the buildings within the affected areas to assess, to identify the damage, to assess the 
safety of affected buildings and determine their usability. They also aim at identifying 
buildings requiring emergency strengthening and to avoid further collapse during after-
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shocks. Ideally, their role is also to provide data to the authorities to plan further relief 
and rehabilitation measures, but also to inform the wider scientific community and re-
evaluate existing codes of practise and to develop more detailed vulnerability models 
for pre-hazard damage assessment [4].
A systematic collection of damage data becomes a key element of this process, because 
– if done properly – it reduces the time required to complete the work, it ensures that 
no valuable information is lost, it leads to a realistic assessment of the building capac-
ity and it helps understanding more of how to improve such behaviour when designing 
new buildings in hazard-prone countries. 
The LfE mobile app builds up from past field experiences and currently available paper 
forms such as the AeDES and the ATC-20 forms, whilst also endeavouring to improve 
these forms through a user-centred, tier-based assessment flowchart aiming at gath-
ering non-repeated sets of damage data which allow conducting a homogenised large-
scale damage assessment, the structure of which is reported in Figure 1. The LfE Mobile 
data collection form is served to the user via the off-the-shelf Device Magic App, which 
allows users to create customised forms for data collection. The LfE data collection form 
has been developed ad-hoc and considers the specific needs of the EEFIT community.

Figure 1. Tier Assessment flowchart of LfE Mobile App
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2.3 The EEFIT - Spatial Data Infrastructure

The EEFIT Spatial Data Infrastructure is designed with a user’s needs-centred approach 
to accommodate data collected in reconnaissance and recovery missions as well as 
training. Since missions can occur in places and times where internet connectivity may 
not be present, the SDI is designed to work on two complementary systems. The of-
fline local SDI is hosted on a laptop computer which is carried during mission times. It 
is used to upload all the data that are collected during the mission, so that “no data is 
left behind” and that perishable information about the data is collated into a centralised 
place at the time of collection. Once uploaded the data are analysed by ad-hoc scripts 
so that key metadata can be extracted automatically. For photos, typical metadata in-
clude the time of capture, the resolution, information about the collecting device, and 
the geolocation. The metadata and the data volunteered by the data collector at the 
time of upload are used to build a database of information linked to the collected data 
and to map the data that have geolocation. The local SDI is supported and augmented 
by a cloud-based SDI, which enriches the information available in the local SDI by adding 
a further layer of data richness. This is achieved by integrating the data collected with 
the LfE app and other apps that EEFIT may use to collect data. The LfE app de facto 
replaces the need for paper forms, which were used in the past. The integration of the 
SDI and the LfE app allows the user to collect disaster data at ease and to be guided in 
this process by the workflows that have been designed in the LfE app forms so that the 
data collected are standardised and can be easily compared. Once uploaded, the “data 
to maps” process is performed automatically by the SDI. 
The SDI has 3 components: an Uploader - which consists of a set of easy forms that 
can be accessed both offline and online to upload data to either the local SDI or the 
Cloud-based SDI, a Metadata Extractor which analysed the data and populates a data-
base, and a Mapper that uses the data in the database to produce daily maps of what 
has been observed in the field. This last component is still being developed at the time 
of writing. When there is no internet connectivity, the users will be able to see the lo-
cations that have been visited during daily deployments in the form of a trail of dots. 
Each of the dots represents the place where the geolocated data have been collected 
(e.g. geolocated picture of a damaged building). If internet connectivity is present, the 
user will be able to download the data collected with the LfE app by accessing the app 
dashboard online. Once these data are also uploaded, new data attributes will be linked 
to the collected data. 
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3 The Zagreb remote mission

3.1 The idea of a remote mission

It was a Sunday morning and the team was alerted to the Zagreb earthquake of 22 
March 2020 not by the usual channels of the US Geological Survey or news reports, but 
by images appearing on social media platforms such as WhatsApp, sent by Croatian 
friends living in the UK. The questions that follow are typical of the realisation of any 
earthquake- what are the recorded ground motions, how badly affected are the build-
ings in the area, how many casualties and the displaced being cared for? What is differ-
ent in the COVID era, is ‘how’ we are going to find out? How can we collect valuable data 
and truly learn from this event without travelling to the affected area? Can this be done 
entirely remotely? What would we compromise and is such a mission still benefit the 
international earthquake community?
Given the constraints of acquiring data remotely, the LfE Zagreb remote mission fo-
cused on two aspects of the earthquake: building damage and disaster response. In this 
paper, the work on collecting building damage data is highlighted. The main objective 
of the mission was to assess the effectiveness of remote earthquake reconnaissance 
surveys in collecting damage and consequence information and analysing this data.
The team consulted different media to collect data on the event remotely. These in-
clude resources that have been traditionally used by the reconnaissance teams in the 
pre-mission phase (i.e., Google Earth, Newspapers, Local institution websites, and per-
sonal contacts) and novel means of information like Social Media - and, more specifi-
cally Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and GoFundMe pages, which were considered as 
potential alternative sources of data for damage assessment and post-disaster needs 
assessments. Some critical limitations were identified:
 - Social media photos and videos released on the internet by non-technical users may 

not have the correct angle of capture, distance from the building and/or scale to allow 
for the full-façade assessment of the damage pattern. 

 - Trying to build a picture of the type of damage and its distribution using solely SM 
data is a complex endeavour because such resources are not geolocated and may 
even present the wrong geolocation. 

 - There is a persistent and inherent bias in terms of the demographic of users using 
these technologies, which impact the frequency of SM interaction. Social media are 
used only by users with SM accounts, which are predominantly from a younger de-
mographic.

 - The limitation of the using moderate resolution Sentinel data (10 m) could have been 
overcome by purchasing high-resolution data from a vendor. 
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Given the lack of reliable building damage information found online, we decided to ex-
plore how the tools that were being developed to allow the reconnaissance teams to 
collect data in the field in LfE could be used by a local team. The on-site damage collec-
tion - carried out in collaboration with the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineer-
ing and the GARK team focused on assessing damage to properties in the near-fault 
region. This was the advent of the hybrid approach to earthquake reconnaissance. 

3.2 The training and infrastructure

The training of the local team was done remotely. With training material provided be-
forehand, the local team was encouraged to download the Device magic app and to en-
list under the LfE organization to be able to access the standardised form. Since Zagreb 
was still in partial lockdown when the online training was delivered, the local team was 
instructed to simulate a deployment without leaving their homes and to take pictures 
inside and outside their buildings. Since the data collected via the Device magic app, 
are stored within the device before being sent to the Device Magic dashboard and re-
pository, the local team was asked to send a copy of the original data via the SDI. Using 
the Metadata Extractor of the SDI, it was possible to verify which data had geographic 
coordinates and to draft a plan of action for the local mission to ensure that all the data 
uploaded were geolocated. 

3.3 The data collection on-site and data transfer to the remote team

The local mission was conducted from the 18/05/2020 to 22/05/2020 a total of 123 
submissions were received on the app. The areas covered by the deployment and the 
location of the 123 submissions are shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2.  Overview map of the mission coverage. The submissions are color-coded according to the 
assigned damage degree
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3.4 Results

Three rounds of assessments were conducted for the Zagreb EEFIT mission. The first 
round (defined as primary) includes the assessment done onsite and conducted by the 
students of the University of Zagreb. The secondary assessment was instead con-
ducted by a team of experts with a remarkable track of experience in the field, entirely 
from remote and finally, the third assessment was provided by the same local team, 
who cross-checked damage set with the data collected by the HCPI Croatian Centre for 
Earthquake Engineering (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Results breakdown in terms of building typology assessment 

There is a substantial visible discrepancy in terms of understanding of the building ma-
terial between primary and secondary assessment, which levels up with the third as-
sessment. The portion of RC buildings which were not identified properly during the 
primary assessment reappears in the third assessment re-adjusting the overall per-
centage of surveyed buildings. The team from remote spotted some mixed structures 
and also highlighted a small percentage of “not identified” buildings. The graph high-
lights the different level of experience of the two teams, whilst also highlighting the 
improvement of the local team achieved during the revision of the primary assessment 
results. A similar discrepancy can be observed in the overall damage assessment plots 
reported in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Results breakdown in terms of building damage assessment 

The level of damage was overestimated in the case of the primary assessment, which is 
to be attributed to the level of experience of the team on site. Such discrepancy was lev-
elled up - as per plot in Figure 3 with the third assessment, after the revision of results 
and comparison with the HCPI’s datasets. Overall, the level of damage observed during 
this mission was relatively low - with no collapses spotted by the remote team and very 
few buildings considered as DG4.
Remarkably – a slight discrepancy between secondary and third assessment still exists 
in determining DG2 and DG3 – which it is believed to be a consequence of the photo-
graphic documentation accuracy, the only source upon which the remote team had to 
conduct their assessment.

4 Lesson learned 

Our virtual mission was designed to mimic an on-the-ground mission and the LFE team 
dedicated a week (27/4- 1/5/2020) to complete different tasks which would tradition-
ally be carried out in the field, e.g. damage area overview, building damage surveys, 
interviews with emergency managers and local academics. This mission was an oppor-
tunity for us to test what we can gather entirely remotely, and under COVID-19 condi-
tions, therefore considering the implications of a multi-hazard event as well.
The team learnt some valuable lessons in terms of conducting a remote earthquake 
damage reconnaissance exercise under the restrictions imposed by the pandemic. The 
key ones are listed here.
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Establishing a list of key institutions involved in the post-earthquake management and 
assessments is important, especially if official requests must be made for interviews 
and sharing of data. 
Local knowledge and contacts are crucial. A good understanding of the local seismol-
ogy, topography, building stock, and the general ‘lay of the land’ of the affected area 
is even more important than usual. Otherwise, the teams will have to rely entirely on 
remotely sensed imagery (satellite, drones, CCTVs, drive-throughs, and photographs) 
and without having visited the area, orientation and navigation can be problematic. Be-
sides, the bird’s eye can supplement but not entirely replace the value of the “boots on 
the ground”.
Networking and technology can compensate for the lack of accurate information found 
on the Web. The methods also offer to verify what has happened in areas that are not 
so well covered by the media. 
All team members need to be familiar with the background material before ‘deploying’. 
It is not a simple data collection exercise as a critical interpretation and analyses of data 
needs to happen currently. There needs to be a clear delegation of tasks amongst the 
team members. Familiarity with the data is crucial in all circumstances. EEFIT missions 
are becoming more and more “data-rich” – and remote missions are even more data-
dependent. 
Mapping has been and continues to be a central part of reconnaissance missions.
Although the team were able to review images of damaged buildings online, a system-
atic assessment of the spatial extent of damage and the affected building types was 
not possible. Besides, though the City of Zagreb had carried out a preliminary building 
damage assessment, this data is not publicly available for review. One would assume 
this would be the case in many post-earthquake regions where the collected data will 
be proprietary. The team were fortunate in gaining the collaboration of local partners to 
help conduct a ground survey of buildings in the epicentral area.
Over 100 buildings were surveyed and the exercise, both in terms of the process of data 
collection and the information collected, were of tremendous value in helping the LfE 
team develop its damage assessment app and Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI).
Training is essential and the LfE researchers were able to improve on the training mate-
rial through the exercise.
The Zagreb mission also helped us understand the importance of attaining a compre-
hensive set of photographs through the app, to facilitate the remote secondary assess-
ment. 

5 Conclusions and future work 

The pandemic landscape will change the way the earthquake community learn from real 
events and consider data collection in the future, bringing unforeseen challenges but 
also opportunities. The Zagreb exercise is proof of how well international networks can 
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continue to operate and support one another even when a physical deployment on-site 
is not possible. This observation emphasises the importance of harnessing technologi-
cal advancement to build tools that create a sustainable network of international re-
searchers and allows them to work together not only on-site – as in the past – but also 
remotely, thus enlarging the numbers of experts that can be involved in damage recon-
naissance assessments but also recovery. Lessons learnt from the Zagreb exercise was 
immediately translated to further development of LfE tools for the EEFIT Aegean Sea 
reconnaissance mission in November 2020, which adopted the same hybrid approach. 
The Aegean mission involving a large number of remote assessors surveyed over 400 
buildings, fully demonstrating that the method can be upscaled to involve more re-
searchers worldwide in the future. Indeed ‘business as usual’ in earthquake reconnais-
sance mission was achieved in both missions through technology and networking and 
may become the norm in the years to come.
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Abstract
Externally bonded Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP’s) are frequently used in civil engineering 
applications in order to rehabilitate or strengthen existing structural elements. FRPs have been 
successfully used as flexural or shear reinforcement. However, they exhibit some significant 
drawbacks such as impermeability, loss of strength at elevated temperatures, and combustibility 
during a fire. The main culprits for all these disadvantages are the organic matrices, used to 
impregnate the fibers and bond the composite to the concrete substrate. To remedy these 
shortcomings strengthening systems based on cementitious mortars in combination with 
textiles have been investigated. These systems are known as textile-reinforced mortars (TRM) or 
fabric reinforced cementitious matrices (FRCM). In this pilot study, a new type of inorganic matrix 
is being evaluated. More specifically, the matrix is a mortar based on geopolymers, specifically 
developed to replace cementitious matrices typically used in TRM/FRCM applications. In order 
to access their performance, four geopolymer mortar mixtures along with two commercially 
available cementitious mortars were examined. More specifically, standard mortar prism 
specimens were fabricated in order to obtain the mortar’s flexural and compressive strength. 
The best performing geopolymer mixture was identified. The test results are quite promising, 
indicating that geopolymer mortars can exhibit similar, and in some cases even better flexural and 
compressive performance compared to the cementitious mortars. 

Key words:  textile reinforced mortar, TRM, geopolymer, polysialate, fibers, concrete strengthening, 
flexure 

Textile-reinforced geopolymer mortar for strengthening 
reinforced concrete elements: Pilot study on mortar 
development 
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1 Introduction 

Aging reinforced concrete structures cannot cope with modern-day requirements. The 
necessity to carry higher loads and meet newer, stricter design codes drives the need 
for their structural upgrade. This need was met by the introduction of fiber reinforced 
polymer (FRP) composites in the construction sector [1, 2]. FRP composites can effec-
tively play many roles as strengthening materials, and exhibit several advantages, such 
as high strength, low weight, corrosion resistance, and application speed [3]. However, 
their use is also related to several disadvantages such as: lack of fire-resistance, high-
cost of epoxies, inability to be applied on wet surfaces, and lack of vapor permeability 
[4,5]. In order to address these issues, researchers suggested the replacement of or-
ganic resins used in FRPs with inorganic mortars. Since mortars do not have the neces-
sary viscosity to impregnate the fiber tapes or fabrics, open fiber mesh textiles were 
employed. Textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) is a composite material which consists of 
open-mesh high strength fiber textiles combined with inorganic matrices, such as ce-
ment-based mortars. Reinforced concrete structural elements strengthened with TRM 
have been used in several studies indicating that they can successfully replace FRPs 
[4-6]. The inorganic matrices used in TRM are cementitious. Although cement does 
work quite well as a binder, its production is associated with a large carbon footprint, 
and thus cannot be considered environmentally friendly. Hence, researchers examined 
other similar materials with a smaller carbon footprint that exhibit similar or even better 
performance, and consequently could effectively replace cement. One of these “green” 
materials is geopolymer [7-8]. More specifically, metakaolin based geopolymers have a 
carbon footprint which is 23-55 % lower than that of cement [9]. This experimental pilot 
study focused on the feasibility of using geopolymer as main binder for the develop-
ment of a mortar which will be suitable for TRM strengthening applications. 

2 Experimental program

In this study, six different mortars were examined. Two of these mortar mixtures were com-
mercially available, while four were novel geopolymer trial mixtures. Mortars were examined 
in terms of workability and were tested in three point bending and uniaxial compression.

2.1 Materials 

The first type of mortar, “Ma” is a ready-mix fiber-reinforced mortar. It is cement based 
and contains synthetic polymers. It is the product of mixing two components: a dry 
component and a liquid component. The dry component is cement based and contains 
dispersed chopped fibers as shown in Fig. 1a. These polypropylene fibers had a length 
of approximately 15 mm. The liquid component contains synthetic polymers (23 %) in 
water dispersion (also known as “latex”). These two components were mixed with a 
weight ratio of 1:4 (liquid to dry).
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Figure 1. Dry components of cement-based mortars Ma and Mb

The second mortar type, “Mb” is a one-component ready-mix mortar. It is also cement 
based with pozzolanic additives and contains synthetic microfibers. It is produced by 
mixing 1:4.2 by weight (water to dry mix). The maximum aggregate size is 1.4 mm, while 
the synthetic microfibers made of polypropylene and are pre-dispersed in the mix as 
shown in Fig. 1b.
Both mortars were mixed using a handheld high revolution mixer for approximately five 
minutes. After the completion of mixing, three steel molds were filled with fresh mortar 
in three equal layers. After each layer was cast, the molds were shaken and tapped until 
no air pockets appeared in the surface. 

Figure 2. Geopolymer dry components (a) metakaolin, (b) aggregate <0.5mm (c) aggregate 0.5-1mm

The four geopolymer mixtures (denoted hereafter as MGa, MGb, MGc, and MGd) were 
based on the same type of metakaolin (MK). MKs are typically used as Al2O3 source for 
geopolymerization. For the synthesis of geopolymers, MK was mixed with an activator 
solution (aqueous potassium silicate), and fine aggregate with a grain diameter of less 
than 1mm. The fine aggregate was sieved using a 0.5 mm sieve in order to separate 
it into two parts (up to 0.5 mm and up to 1 mm). The target was to achieve a better 
control of the mix design. The aggregate size plays an important role in the workability 
of the mortar, which is essential for TRM applications. The dry components used in the 
geopolymer mortar mixtures are illustrated in Fig. 2. The main difference between the 
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four mortars was the weight ratios of MK to alkaline activator and sand particles used. 
More specifics of the mix design are provided in Table 1, which contains specific infor-
mation on the different weight ratios of the geopolymer mortar components. It should 
be noted, that the four geopolymer mortars were selected out of a much larger pool, 
based on their apparent viscosity and workability.
The geopolymer mortars were prepared in a small mortar mixer at maximum rotational 
speed. First the MK and the fine aggregate was added in the mixer. Initially the dry com-
ponents were mixed together for about a minute and afterwards the activator solution 
was slowly added in the mix while the mixer was mixing the components. After approxi-
mately five minutes of mixing the geopolymer mortar was ready and was placed in the 
steel forms using exactly the same procedure as the one described previously for the 
cementitious mortars.

Table 1. Geopolymer mortar mix ratios (by weight)

2.2 Test setup and instrumentation

The experimental program consisted of flexural and compressive testing. In the first 
phase, the flexural strength of the mortar was tested based on the ASTM C348–20 [10] 
and EN 1015-11:2019 [11]. The flexural strength of each mortar were measured us-
ing three prismatic specimens of 40 × 40 × 160 mm. The specimens were tested under 
three-point bending, over a span of 100 mm as shown in Fig. 3a. 
After the end of the flexural test the failed specimens, that were split in half, were used 
for the compression tests. More specifically using two 40 by 40 mm steel bearing plates 
the mortar was tested in uniaxial compression as described in EN 1015-11:2019 [11]. 

Geopolymer 
Mortar MK Φ < 0,5 mm

Sand
0,5 mm < Φ < 1 mm

Sand
Alkaline 

Activator

MGa 1 4 1,5 2

MGb 1 6.5 3 3

MGc 1 2 1 1,5

MGd 1 6 2 2,5

Figure 3. Specimen testing: a) flexural, b) compressive
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Table 2. Test Results

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Mortar properties

Three main properties that are known to play an important role in TRM applications 
were examined. Namely viscosity, flexural and compressive strength. Viscosity plays 
an important role during the application phase. A low viscosity may result in high flow, 
which in turn causes the mortar to drip on vertical surfaces (Fig. 4b) or expand in hori-
zontal surfaces (Fig. 4a). In these two cases textile fibers may be left exposed.

Figure 4. High viscosity Geopolymer flow in: a) horizontal surface, b) vertical surface

A series of different geopolymer mortar mixtures were applied on concrete surfaces 
(horizontal and vertical) together with basalt and glass textiles. The basalt textile had a 
mesh size of 6 mm x 6 mm, while the glass textile had a mesh size of 18mm x 14mm. 
The target at this stage of the study was to identify the mortar mixtures that were 
easier to apply on textile fibers without the negative effects resulting from low viscos-
ity and high flow. The four geopolymer mixtures (MGa, MGb, MGc, and MGd) that were 
finally selected for the next stages of the experimental program were viscous enough 
while maintaining acceptable workability.
A visual examination of the flexural specimens made obvious that the open pores in 
the Geopolymer mortars were significantly smaller in both size and quantity. This is 
quite obvious in Fig.5 were three close-up photos from sections of Ma, Mb and MGa are 

Mortar Density
[kg/m3]

Flexural Strength 
[MPa]

Compressive Strength 
[MPa]

Ma 1686 7.2 22.8

Mb 1748 5.2 17.2

MGa 2064 7.66 33.88

MGb 2251 6.07 24.06

MGc 2074 5.13 30.86

MGd 2174 6.01 33.08
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presented. Ma and Mb are associated with more and larger pores. On the contrary, MGa 
shown in the middle, has very few pores with a significantly smaller size. Although it 
was only visually observed, the porosity should be associated with the measured den-
sity. As expected, the cementitious mortars exhibited lower densities (around 1700 kg/
m3) compared to geopolymer mortars that had densities of more than 2000 kg/m3. The 
two distinct groups (cementitious and geopolymer mortars) can be easily identified in 
Fig. 6a. 

Figure 5. Apparent porosity of Ma, Mb and MGa

3.2 Flexural strength

As expected, all beam specimens tested in three-point bending conditions, failed in a 
typical brittle manner. Having a much lower tensile strength compared to compressive, 
failure occurred when the tensile stress at the bottom face of the beam reached the 
maximum tensile strength of the mortar. All mortars exhibited a similar brittle behavior, 
regardless of the fact that the cementitious mortars (Ma and Mb) contained short, dis-
persed fibers. One would expect that the fibers, especially in mortar Ma that contains 
relatively long fibers with larger diameter, would bridge the flexural crack and provide 
higher flexural strength. However, this did not materialize during the experiments.
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The flexural test results are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 6b. It is clear that mortar Ma and MGa 
demonstrated a much better performance compared to the remaining four mortars, with 
flexural strengths of more than 7MPa. The flexural strength of the remaining four mortars 
(Mb, MGb, MGc, and MGd) had values of lower than 6 MPa. MGa however, was the clear 
winner in terms of flexural strength, with an average flexural strength of 7.66 MPa. It is 
clear, that in terms of flexural performance geopolymer mortars can perform equally, if not 
even better, than cementitious mortars. A typical failed geopolymer flexural specimen can 
be seen in Fig. 7a. The specimen split almost in half from the development of one major 
flexural crack. No other cracks appear on the specimen. The same exactly performance de-
scribes all tested specimens, regardless of the binder (cement or geopolymer).

Figure 6. Test results: a) density, b) flexural strength, c) compressive strength

3.3 Compressive strength

Compressive strength testing establishes one of the most important characteristics of 
hardened mortars. In mortar specimens tested under compression test, initial cracks 
were developed typically at the top surface and propagated to the bottom. The cracks 
were almost parallel to the loading direction. Very few cracks appeared at an angle of 
the applied load. After failure and removal of the cracked sides of the cubes it was no-
ticed that internal cracks formed a truncated pyramid at top and sometimes bottom, 
inverted over each other (Fig. 7b).

Figure 7. Typical geopolymer mortar specimens after: a) flexural testing, b) compressive testing
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The experimental results as shown in Fig. 7c and Table 2 reveal that geopolymer mortars 
exhibited higher compressive strength compared to cementitious mortars. The mini-
mum recorded compressive strength of geopolymer mortar (MGa to MGd) was 24MPa, 
which is higher than maximum strength of 22.8 MPa recorded for the two cementitious 
mortars. This finding can be related to the observed densities and thus porosities of 
the mortars. As mentioned previously, geopolymer mortars had higher densities and 
therefore lower apparent porosities. In almost all brittle structural materials the pores 
introduce weak links in the mass of the material and result in a decrease of compressive 
strength.
The highest compressive strength was recorded for MGa, which also exhibited the high-
est flexural strength and density. This particular mortar was used in a second phase of 
the experimental program as the main matrix in a basalt fiber textile reinforced geo-
polymer mortar used as a flexural strengthening system for a reinforced concrete beam. 

4 Conclusions

The present pilot study experimentally investigated the properties of geopolymer mor-
tars to be used as matrix in TRM strengthening applications. Four different mixtures of 
geopolymer mortars were investigated along two commercially available cementitious 
matrices. The main conclusions drawn from this study are:
 - Geopolymer mortars even without dispersed fibers exhibit equivalent flexural 

strengths comparable, and in some cases even higher, to the strength of cementi-
tious mortars containing dispersed fibers.

 - The compressive strength of the geopolymer mortars is significantly higher com-
pared to the strength of cementitious mortars.

 - Geopolymer mortars exhibit higher density due to lower porosity.
 - Overall, it is feasible to produce a geopolymer mortar with equal or better properties 

compared to commercially available cementitious ready-mix mortars. 
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Abstract
The continuous expansion of seismic catalogs is increasingly challenging the validity of existing 
ground motion prediction equations. For such real-time data, the transition of ground motion 
modeling toward automation became eminent. This article put forth a dynamic intelligent ground 
motion prediction system, automated through a novel hybridization of neural networks with a 
multi-objective swarm intelligence optimization to facilitate updated predictions. Under the 
proposed framework, acceleration data are parsed from catalogs in real-time and the continuous 
stream of seismic data is analyzed to both (i) optimize model predictions and (ii) minimize its 
computational demand. Though built adaptive to different geographical locations, the system in 
this article is presented in the context of Turkey. Therefore, real-time strong ground-motion records 
are obtained from the AFAD database, where the peak ground acceleration (PGA), velocity (PGV), 
and displacement (PGD) are examined against various seismic variables including earthquake 
magnitude, source to site distance, average shear-wave velocity, and focal mechanism. The 
model predictions were verified against a broad testing sample and predictions by various GMPE 
models for Turkey. Thereafter, the model stability was examined through an investigation into the 
sensitivity of the PGA, PGV, and PGD predictions to data and parameters’ discrepancies. Finally, 
this article discusses the future potentials and challenges facing the developed framework.
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1 Introduction

In 1999 an earthquake occurred at Kocaeli causing a huge life and property loss and 
triggering a massive shift and expansion in the country’s seismic network. In the wake 
of the 1999’s earthquake, seismological studies and research gained momentum and 
the Turkish seismic network expanded drastically to address the periodic seismic activ-
ity of the North Anatolian fault system (NAF). Since then, Turkey has sustained many 
large earthquakes (2011 Van Mw=7.1, 2012 Fethiye Mw=6.0, 2017 Bodrum Mw=6.6, 
etc.) and the last months of 2019 witnessed significant seismic activities. In September 
2019, an earthquake occurred at Silivri, Marmara Sea with a magnitude of 5.8 and felt 
in Istanbul and nearby cities. In January 2020, the Elazığ earthquake followed this major 
earthquake on the eastern Anatolian fault system (EAF) with a 6.5-moment magnitude. 
In October 2020, the largest earthquake occurred at the Aegean Sea with a 7.0-moment 
magnitude. This event affected Izmir in Turkey and it caused 177 deaths, 1034 injures 
and 15000 people became homeless. Considering the frequency and the long record 
of Turkey’s seismic activities (and countries with similar patterns), the development of 
accurate seismic modeling necessitates the inclusivity of new and upcoming records.
Hitherto, many studies tackled the modeling of the ground motion prediction equations 
(GMPE) both in Turkey and worldwide[1–4]. These models are crucial for estimating 
earthquake parameters to figure out the earthquake forces that will be used for struc-
tural design. Nevertheless, the stagnant nature of the preceding models challenges 
their accuracy with time. In Turkey, the seismic network has grown so dramatically since 
1999 that the current network consists of 799 operating accelerometers. Moreover, the 
seismic database is expanding exponentially as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The seismic network and database expansion following 1999’s earthquake

To cope with this expanding nature, this study presents a dynamic intelligent ground 
motion prediction system, capable of updating its structure and optimizing its predic-
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tion with minimal computational demand. In contrast to other machine learning-based 
models in the literature which still adapts the bulk single time training with constant 
data. The proposed intelligent system is built to monitor, retrieve and inform its predic-
tion spontaneously by implementing optimized data scraping techniques with online 
machine learning algorithms. Therefore, though the system can be deployed on a global 
scale, this study introduces CATALOGIST (Catalogues’ intelligent system for tectonics 
predictions) in the context of Turkey, to be the first fully automated system for ground 
motion prediction. 
This study is structured as follows, the next section establishes a brief background on 
the seismology and major fault systems in Turkey and the Anatolian plateau. Section 
three “Model parameters and seismic catalog” highlights the up-to-date available data 
in the Turkish ground motion database (AFAD-TADAS) and its statistics and parameters 
of significance to the developed model. Meanwhile, section four introduces “The auto-
mated data monitoring system (ADMS)” and its optimization for the data retrieval from 
the web-based database. Thereafter section five delivers the machine learning model 
and its training for the prediction of future ground motions. The sixth section provides 
the comparisons between the introduced model and a model from the literature de-
veloped in 2003. The comparison is made with (i) only the data available to the 2003’s 
model, and (ii) up-to-date records in the Turkish database to investigate the degrada-
tion of accuracy with time for stagnant data-based GMPEs.

2 Background

Turkey is located mainly on the Anatolian tectonic plate. Surrounded by the Arabian plate 
on the east and the African plate on the south, the Anatolian plate is forced constantly 
to move to the west. However, the northern side of Turkey is bounded by the Eurasian 
plate, and the Interaction between these plates (the Anatolian and the Eurasian) defines 
the sources for the major tectonic activities in Turkey. The major earthquake sources of 
Turkey are the North Anatolian fault (NAF), East Anatolian fault (EAF), and Aegean fault 
zone (AFZ). NAF has a right-lateral strike-slip fault mechanism and since the 1939 Er-
zincan earthquake, it has a periodic activity within 20 years on average. EAF is located 
on the Southside of Turkey. Due to the interaction between the Arabian-African and 
Anatolian plates, EAF converges with NAF around Karliova, Bingol which extends to Er-
zurum. AFZ is a set of normal faults and they are converging on the Marmara Sea with 
NAF as some smaller fault sets[5,6].
To model and predict ground motion parameters associated with such activities, the 
ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) are developed. GMPEs relate the ground-
motion parameters (PGA, PGD, PGV) to the different independent incident and site pa-
rameters like earthquake magnitude (with different magnitude scales), distance from 
the source to the site (with its various measures), local site conditions, earthquake 
source characteristics and fault mechanism, and the wave propagation. In most cases, 
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the physical parameters of stress drop, rupture propagation, directivity, basin effects, 
and nonlinear soil behavior are not addressed in these models. A standard way to gen-
erate the GMPEs from the recorded strong-motion data is using regression analysis 
with fixed or mixed effect for inter and intra-event variability. In each form, a straight-
forward statistical model is also developed to explain the tendency of the ground-mo-
tion parameters with other parameters at the station.
Correlating PGA, PGV, and PGD with the predictor parameters during a mathematical 
form isn’t a straightforward task, this is directly associated with the highly nonlinear re-
lationships. Additionally, the numerous limitations of the statistical techniques strongly 
affect the capabilities of the regression-based GMPEs. Most typically used regres-
sion analyses can have large uncertainties. Its major drawbacks for the idealization of 
complex processes, approximation, and averaging widely varying prototype conditions. 
Furthermore, the regression analysis tries to model the character of the corresponding 
problem by a pre-defined linear or nonlinear equation (or set of equations). Another 
major restriction in the application of the regression analysis is that the assumption of 
normality of residuals. Thus, the developed attenuation models are often limited in their 
ability to reliably simulate the complex behavior of the ground-motion parameters. The 
aforementioned deficiencies indicate the requirement of employing more comprehen-
sive methods, that are adaptive to decrease the errors for the ground-motion param-
eters estimates[4,7].

3 Model parameters and seismic catalogue 

In this project, an automated catalog monitoring system is tasked with retrieving the 
ground motion records in real-time, and with storing and processing the various pa-
rameters to feed them in an intelligent ground motion prediction model. Therefore, it is 
essential at this point to introduce the main parameters commonly used when estab-
lishing empirical attenuation models. The ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) 
intuition is best presented with the following conventional structure Eq (1).

 (1)

In this expression, Yij denotes the response of interest (PGA, PGV, PGD …) for an event 
i and record j, while Mi is the event’s i magnitude and is the coefficients matrix and are 
the residual error. Many models were developed to incorporate more parameters and to 
further account for the uncertainties and correlations among the various records from 
a single station or associated with a single event. However, the conventional structure 
was implemented in this investigation with the inputs being moment magnitude, epi-
central distance, and shear wave velocity in the upper 30 meters. The outputs were se-
lected as the peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), and the peak 
ground displacement (PGD) [7].
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3.1 Data catalog

In Turkey, due to the tectonic activities in this region, and the increase of awareness 
since 1999’s Kocaeli earthquake, the Turkish seismic network witnessed a great expan-
sion. Nowadays, strong ground motion records are published and maintained by the 
disaster and emergency management presidency of Turkey (AFAD). Moreover, recently 
in 2020, AFAD launched the Turkish Accelerometric Database and analysis system (TA-
DAS) which provides access to records from 1976 with daily updates and five-day pub-
lication gaps for the new records. TADAS provides both raw acceleration records and 
processed data for all stations operating in the Turkish network. The processed data 
files are available in ASCII, ASDF, MINISEED, or SAC formats. In this study, the TADAS 
database is the main source for data retrieval. 
The main parameters of interest in TADAS database are, date–time, location (longitude, 
latitude), elevation, depth, magnitudes (, , , , ), source to site distance (, , , in km), (m/s) 
and soil classification according to Eurocode, sampling interval, lowpass, and high-pass 
Butterworth filtering values, peak ground acceleration (cm/s2), peak ground velocity 
(cm/s), peak ground displacement (cm), fault mechanism. 

3.2 Investigated parameters and model definition

In this study, the parameters selected are the magnitude, which is defined in terms 
of moment magnitude which eliminates the saturation effects for magnitudes greater 
than 6.0. for the records with missing moment magnitude and available local magnitude 
the local magnitude is used for all events with M less than or equal to 6.0. Here it is as-
sumed that for magnitudes less than 6.0 the ML is approximately equal to Mw as done 
by Ozbey[7]. In this study, only the records with a moment magnitude higher than 5.0 
were selected for analysis. On the other hand, the epicentral distance was implemented 
for this investigation as it was found available for all the records. However, this would 
require more elaborate investigation in the future since the differences between the 
several distance definitions tend to have significance in the near field data (this study 
was limited to the distances between 0 km and up to 200 km). The effect of local site 
conditions is also included in the attenuation models studied through the inclusion of 
the shear wave velocity. Furthermore, this study implemented the site classification 
by the Turkish code (ZA for Vs30>1500 m/s, ZB for Vs30 between 760 and 1500, ZC 
for values between 360 and 760, and ZD for values between 180 and 360, and ZE for 
values less than 180). The data used in this investigation with the distribution across 
various distances, various magnitudes, and different site conditions is shown in figure.2. 
finally, although distinguishing between the various fault mechanisms generally is con-
sidered important in this study, it was not included explicitly in the input. For the output 
peak response parameters (PGA, PGV, PGD) the geometric mean of the two horizontal 
components was estimated and used.
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Figure 2. Data distribution for soil classes ZA and ZB, ZC, ZD, and ZE, respectively

4 The Automated Data Monitoring System (ADMS)

Due to the highly expanding nature of today’s catalog, the urge for informed models in 
real-time became inevitable. Subsequently, this investigation relayed first on real-time 
retrieval of the seismic records as they are introduced in the seismic catalogs. The data 
cycle is illustrated in this section from the monitoring of the seismic catalog to the final 
retrieval and safekeeping of the acquired records. 

4.1 Data Monitoring Unit (DMU)

To provide automated real-time updates for the intelligent ground motion prediction model, 
the software was written in Python language to deliver periodic and daily-request to AFAD’s 
database to query for new records. However, to minimize the load on the AFAD database, 
the software request interval was maintained minimal. The software triggers every 24 hours 
at 3:00 AM at Istanbul local time (1:00 AM GMT) and sends a request to the Turkey accel-
erometric database and analysis system (TADAS) for new records. The query cycle network 
performance counters are given in figure.3. The query process starts with Local Processing 
for the new query inputs which are handled in an input string containing the magnitudes 
bounds, the epicentral distance bounds, and geographical and time constraints. This is then 
handled to a resolved IP in the form of an HTTP request through an established TCP connec-
tion. The query process ends with receiving the database server’s response containing the 
number of newly available records (if any). During testing and subsequent operations execu-
tion time of this cycle ranged from 5 seconds up to 14 seconds depending on the number of 
found records with a fixed initial connection establishment of 4 seconds.

Figure 3. the network performance of the data monitoring unit
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Once the data monitoring unit (triggered by a time scheduler) receives the database 
response, it triggers the data indexing unit (DIU).

4.2 Data Indexing Unit (DIU)

Exploiting the same connection established by the data monitoring unit DMU, the data 
indexing unit scraps the database response collecting only the three essential identifi-
ers (event, station code, and magnitude) for each retrieved record. These identifiers are 
then examined by the DIU in terms of both the number of new records and the magni-
tudes of these records. This is to allow for the conditional triggering of the bulk records 
retrieval process by the data retrieval unit and to maintain a minimal interaction time 
with the local database. 
The execution time of the DIU was optimized by exploiting the pre-established con-
nection with the TADAS server. Therefore, the execution time ranges between 0.0003 
milliseconds up to 0.864 milliseconds depending on the number of new records to in-
dex. The output of the DIU indexing is stored and handled in JSON format for efficient 
retrieval in the data retrieval stage.

4.3 Data Retrieval Unit (DRU)

The triggering criteria for the data retrieval unit DRU are flexible and can be set to any 
value with an update versus efficiency trad-off. Herein, for the sake of the present 
study, the DRU triggering criteria are listed in the table.1.

Table 1. Triggering criteria adopted for the present investigation to trigger the data retrieval unit (DRU)

Once the threshold criteria are met in terms of either an urgent event’s magnitude ( or 
the number of new events and record (with ) the data retrieval unit DRU starts process-
ing for the retrieval of JSON formatted records identifiers indexed by the DIU. However, 
due to the high demand of this stage and the network delays present when interact-
ing with the web-based database, the single processing core and single-threaded op-
erations were deemed inefficient. Therefore, a multi-threaded multiprocessing scheme 
was examined for the enhanced speed of the data retrieval.

Unit Criterion Threshold

DMU Time Daily at 3:00 AM at IST local time (1:00 AM GMT)

DRU

Moment Magnitude Urgent retrieval if occur

Number of new events Exceptional retrieval if number of new events3

Number of new 
records Typical retrieval if number of new records40
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5 Results and discussion

5.1 Optimizing data retrieval with parallelism

In this investigation the Python programming language was implemented for the moni-
toring, scraping, and processing of the data after storage. Inherently, however, Python 
is a linear language that was not designed considering more than one core. therefore, 
python includes a global interpreter lock (GIL) to ensure thread-safety and to globally 
enforce lock when accessing a Python object. However, various libraries were developed 
to bypass this limitation (eg, Dask, Joblib, and multiprocessing), and thus, facilitating the 
use of both multiprocessing and multithreading in this study[8,9]. 
Nevertheless, the libraries just mentioned do not coordinate the spawning and pool-
ing of threads, which might cause over-subscription (the case where more threads are 
active than the hardware available resources can handle, leading to frequent context 
switches and sub-optimal performance. Therefore, the practice of determining the op-
timal number of threads per processor core is widely adapted to tune the performance 
with a specific CPU’s scheduler to prevent the processor overhead with multiprocessing 
and threading. It is also crucial for benchmarking whether an input/output (I/O) bound or 
a processor overhead is dominating the execution time in web scraping[9].
In this investigation, a typical 4 physical cores Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-8550U CPU @ 
1.80GHz processor was used with 12 GB ram. Moreover, GPU processing capabilities 
were not employed in this investigation. The optimization was done by the incremental 
decrease of the records per thread number and by the incremental deployment of fur-
ther CPU cores into the processing pool. Figure.4 presents the results of the optimiza-
tion for the retrieval of 20 records with threads between 1 and 20 for a single processor 
(records per threads number between 20 and 1, respectively). Thereafter, an optimiza-
tion of the processing core number was conducted with (1, 2, 3) cores deployed (the 4th 
core was preserved for system operations).

Figure 4. The data retrieval performance analysis with parallelization
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Following the optimization analysis as per figure.4 it was found that the process is 
mainly I/O bonded; where I/O (Input/Output) bounds are due to the idle time in which 
the processing thread/core is waiting for the server response. The efficiency of incorpo-
rating a second thread per processor core results in up to 50 % execution time reduction. 
Moreover, further spawning of a thread increases the accuracy up to 56 %. However, 
at this level of computational demand and beyond the threads started finishing at the 
same time resulting in overhead for the processing where the schedular switches re-
peatedly between various active threads which halts the operations. Table 

Figure 5.  Network performance during the simultaneous retrieval of six records by three CPU cores and 
two threads each

With the multiprocessing case, a total of 5600 records were split among (1, 2, 3) pro-
cessors with 2 threads per processor to overcome the waiting for the server response. 
Moreover, for the multiprocessors investigation, various deposits were assigned to each 
processor to prevent data overlaps and a potential corruption of the local database. Fur-
thermore, separate loggers were assigned to maintain a record of potential issues and 
trace the responsible processor. Finally, it was found that 3 processors with two threads 
each yield relatively higher performance and helps to exploit the processing unit more 
efficiently. Fig.5 next depicts the network performance profiling for six records from 
the TADAS database by the optimized number of CPUs and Threads. The farthest left 
side depicts a single core with two successive record downloads while the second core 
is sending two consecutive requests in the middle portion. This is followed by the third 
core directly sending two threads in the farthest right with requests. This scheduling 
between CPUs use of the network is done internally by the schedular. 

Table 2.  The processing performance for the monitoring and retrieval units (computation, memory, and 
data processing rate)

Counter
DRU DMU

Average Maximum Average Maximum
Process CPU Usage 0.6 % 6.8 % 0.7 % 4.2 %

Process Memory Used 1.52 GB 1.56 GB 890.8 MB 900.0 MB
Process Thread Count 86 90 86 88
Process Handle Count 1755 1811 1951 1973

Process Data Rate 0.0 MB/Sec 1.1 MB/Sec 0.0 MB/Sec 0.9 MB/Sec
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5.2 Validation and sample training session

Following the development of the ADMS system, a sample neural network training ses-
sion was attached to it using Keras and tensor flow. The trained network was com-
pared to the model developed by Ozbey,2003[7] to investigate its accuracy at different 
time frames (thus, if it is accurate today, will it be accurate before 20 years or after 20 
years?). Therefore, the selection of this model is mainly done to investigate the predic-
tion’s durability with time and different degrees of noise in the data. It was found that 
the model was accurate satisfactorily compared to Ozbey’s model with a slope in linear 
regression between 0.85 and 0.91. Therefore, the results of the model training using 
the entire TADAS records up-to 2003 were compared to Ozbey’s findings. The two mod-
els showed comparable accuracy. On the other hand, the prediction considering all data 
up to 2021 with Ozbey’s reveals the decrease in its accuracy. This is associated with 
the enormous number of records that were implemented in the proposed model (3844 
records) compared to the records available in 2003 for Ozbey’s model (195 records). The 
model along with the linear regression result is shown in Fig.6.

Figure 6. Proposed model prediction against Ozbey’s 2003 model for ground motion prediction

6 Conclusions

In this investigation, it was found that the implementation of automation to the ground 
motion records retrieval, monitoring, and processing up to the training can be achieved 
efficiently even with a typical computational resource. In this study, an automated sys-
tem was optimized through multiprocessing and multithreading to optimize its com-
putational demand. Thereafter, the accuracy of the prediction of the proposed system 
was examined in comparison to a model for the ground motion prediction in Turkey. 
The model accuracy was comparable to the regression-based model for the same data. 
However, for the increased amount of data present with time the proposed model 
showed superior accuracy.
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The system introduced in this study would be further advanced with optimization to 
the machine learning training computational cost, and the accuracy of prediction shall 
be enhanced further. Furthermore, it is planned to expand this system to PEER and IRIS 
DMC databases to increase its geographical coverage beyond Turkey.
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Abstract
This research project aims to improve earthquake alarm systems which aim to monitor bridges 
and road systems. The system monitor in real-time the stability of the structures and to report 
the state of alarm in the national emergency. To bridges monitoring we determining the stresses 
at critical points also in the event of a catastrophe where the bridge loses its stability and 
consequently collapses, the SFG-0 sensor will send the data to the national emergency server. To 
monitor the road system will be used the RDM sensor, through which we identify the position and 
extent of road damage in case of landslides or other damage caused by the earthquake. 

Key words: SFG-0 Sensor, RDM Sensor, earthquake alarm system, emergency server
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1 Introduction

Through this system, we can monitor in real-time the bridges and the road system to 
determine the degree of their damage from a seismic shock. We are clear that with cur-
rent technologies it is not possible to predict the exact place and time when and where 
an earthquake will occur, but we can monitor structures to ensure that they are still 
ready to continue service or should be considered as damaged or at risk of destruction. 
Bridge monitoring has a high advantage as often the structure can resist seismic shock 
but its stability will be weakened thus posing a risk of collapse. If the stability of the 
bridge is endangered then the network of sensors installed in its columns will signal the 
weakening of the structure. Through this study, the aim is to create a reliable and stable 
monitoring system over time. This system provides information if the bridge collapses 
and warns vehicles to avoid heading towards it.
 Another advantage is the monitoring of the road system which has as a warning func-
tion for possible landslides or the identification of damaged segments. By monitoring 
the road system, traffic management conditions can be created to avoid damaged seg-
ments. 
A similar monitoring system through the use of an RDM sensor can be applied to the rail 
network. In the event of any possible rail damage, the system will alert the train driver 
to avoid exited derailment.

2 Bridge monitoring system

Monitoring the seismic stability of bridges will create the conditions of an alarm system 
in case of risk of its collapse. After the shock force of the earthquake causes serious 
damage to its structure, the stability of the bridge will be questioned by requesting a 
verbal inspection or through measurements by the civil engineer or its constructor [1]. 
But this process takes a long time and delays would bring obstacles to the transporta-
tion of people and materials. It should be noted that vehicles may attempt to cross 
the bridge immediately after the end of the first seismic shock, wherein these condi-
tions the bridge is still untested and presents a serious risk of collapse thus becoming a 
source of the accident. To avoid the above defects, it is necessary to implement an alarm 
system for bridge monitoring. This system will use several types of sensors to carry out 
the measurement process, the typology and characteristics of the sensors which will be 
used depend on the type of bridge and its construction.

2.1 Typology of applied sensors

In these constructions, the monitoring can be realized by means of a network of strain 
gauge sensors, which will be installed in the steel of the columns as shown in Figure 1 
[2].
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Figure 1.  a) Strain gauge sensor configuration 1; b) Strain gauge sensor configuration 2

The typology of these bridges allows plastic displacements with small amplitudes and 
in these conditions, the use of strain gauge sensors would bring satisfactory results, 
but in case the columns are displaced with large amplitudes a part of the bridge section 
will try to be displaced from the sections other. In this case, the RDM sensors installed 
between the sections could perform the displacement measurement [3].
For bridges with steel structures can allow plastic oscillations with different amplitudes 
from those of reinforced concrete structures. Even in these constructions, the RDM 
sensor will be installed in the connecting parts of separate sections to measure and to 
determine the distances of their displacements, these displacements can be both in the 
longitudinal axis and in the transverse axis.
In the fatal case, when the bridge loses its viability and the structure collapses, the SFG-
0 sensor shown in Figure 2 [4], will detect the collapse of the structure and alert the 
national emergency to the red alert status on the destruction of the bridge.

Figure 2. SFG-0 sensor design

This is a new sensor to detect when structure destroyed. The zero gravity sensor could 
enable the detection of free fall or induced acceleration of the structure. This sensor has 
a metal plate inside it with a mass at its edge while on the other side it is supported, as 
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shown in Figure 3 . When the earthquake destroys the structure, the object will fall by 
inducing on the ceiling an acceleration which will reduce the weight of the object on the 
curved sensor plate by changing the bending position. 

Figure 3. SFG-0 constructs

The change in curvature will be accompanied by the change in the strain at the support 
point which can be identified by the strain gauge sensor, located on the surface of the 
curved plate. Knowing the value of the strain gauge resistance when the ceiling was in 
the static position we can determine the state of exit from equilibrium if we determine 
from the measurements different value of the resistance.

2.2 RDM Sensor ( Road Displacement Monitoring)

The RDM sensor is a new sensor designed in Albania in order to measure the displace-
ments of structures, this sensor works based on the delay time that the ultrasonic 
sound needs to travel from the transmitter to the receiver. In its sensor design, as 
shown in Figure 4, the RDM sensor has an ultrasonic transmitting probe placed in the 
transmitting tube which has a smaller diameter than the receiving tube, manages to 
enter its interior. The ends of the sensor are tightened by means of tightening bolts to 
the structure to be monitored. When the structures are moved against each other as a 
result of the action of seismic force, the ends of the RDM sensor will be retracted, thus 
changing the penetration of the transmission tube to the receiver. In itself, this process 
finds in the reduction of the distance of two ultrasonic probes and consequently, the 
passage time of the sound wave will be variable depending on the distance.
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Figure 4. RDM Sensor constructs

By knowing the sounds speed propagation in a gaseous environment known as air, we 
can determine the time it takes for the signal to reach from the transmitter to the re-
ceiver. The distance between the two probes will be determined according to equation 
(1):
D  =  ν · t (1)

Where:
d – distance; v – air sound speed; t – time

The speed of propagation of sound in air is determined to be 343 m / s to 20°C tem-
perature, but this speed depends on the elastic properties of the body (as a module of 
compression or Young’s modulus) and properties inertial environment (the linear den-
sity or volumetric). Inside the transmission and receiver tube of the RDM sensor is a 
gaseous volume of air, where for the air we know that the compression modulus is in 
direct proportion to the pressure and that the pressure is in direct proportion to the 
volume density ρ and the absolute temperature T of gas. Under these conditions, it is 
concluded that the speed of sound propagation in the internal environment of the RDM 
sensor can be determined according to equation (2):

 (2)

Where:
v – air sound speed; T – absolute temperature; R = 8.3214 J/(molK) - general gas con-
stant; M = 0.029 kg/mol - gas molar mass; γ = 1.4 gas constant

Understandably, changing the temperature of the gas would bring about a change in the 
speed of sound propagation in it. Under these conditions, even if the distance between 
the terminals of the RDM sensor remains the same (the structure is stable), changing 
the speed of sound propagation would cause the delay time of the sound signal from 
the transmitting probe to the receiver to change. This scenario would bring false alarms 
to the monitoring system and to prevent this phenomenon the necessity for tempera-
ture monitoring arises [5].
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2.3 RDM sensor system experimentation

During the experimental tests, the RDM sensor was placed at low temperatures through 
a refrigeration machine to stimulate the low operating temperatures. Then we increase 
the temperature of the sensor to high levels by placing it in working conditions with high 
temperatures. The dynamic change in temperature is shown in Figure 5, and we notice 
a large change in the sounds speed propagation inside the RDM sensor wave transmis-
sion section.

Figure 5. Dynamic change of temperature during the experimental phase

Figure 6. Dynamic change of sound speed during the experimental phase

Figure 7. Dynamic change of displacement during the experimental phase
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Figure 8. Dynamic change of displacement difference during the experimental phase

In the case where the temperature is taken into account, the displacement is close to 
the theoretical real value. Of course in the experimental measurements, we distinguish 
a slight displacement of 0.4mm, this displacement has come as a result of the material 
linear swelling on which the edges of the RDM sensor are supported. Whereas in case 
the effect of temperature is neglected, the displacement reaches large values and puts 
the system near the alarm state by increasing the premises for false alarms. In Figure 
8, we distinguish the difference between the two displacement situations above where 
it is noticed that their difference is a considerable value and is proportional to the tem-
perature. We conclude that a further temperature increase would cause an increase of 
error according to the method when temperature measurement is neglected.
The measurement signal output from the RDM sensor will be sent to a microcontroller 
which will send it through the COM Port to the software to process and analyze it. La-
bView software was used to perform the experiments, in which the interface shown in 
Figure 9 was built [6, 7].

Figure 9. RDM Sensors interface to LabView
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In this digital platform, many sensors can be connected at the same time, creating ex-
tensive real-time monitoring. The platform is programmed to enable the initial sensor’s 
calibration, the manual setting of the sound speed in certain environmental conditions 
and can reflect the risk of a possible collapse of the structure when the distortions are 
bigger than the allowed values. The maximum structure displacements allowed values 
are given by the constructor and are loaded in the system manually in the process of 
installing the monitoring platform [8].

3 Road monitoring system

3.1 Road monitoring

The earthquake force can cause partial or complete damage to the road system, caus-
ing traffic problems or endangering the life of the road user by a sudden road slip. The 
earthquake effect monitoring system on the road system can be realized using the clas-
sic version of the RDM sensor presented in Figure.10. The sensor is constructed by sev-
eral connectors placed one after the other which are connected to the ends of resistors 
with different ohmic values. As a result of the displacement of the removable connector 
different values of equivalent output resistance will be obtained [9].
 The extreme edges are fixed to the road structure and when the earthquake causes its 
damage by causing displacement or cracking of the asphalt, the sensor terminals will be 
displaced towards each other as a deformation of the asphalt layers by the action of the 
force. The big road structure deformation will cause the pulling of the edges of the RDM 
sensor. In some cases, the force may be in the repressor direction, causing the asphalt 
layers to overlap, in which case the edges of the sensor approach each other.

Figure 10. Classical RDM Sensor 3D designed
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Figure 11 shows the characteristics of the Classic RDM sensor, the ohmic output resist-
ance is proportional to the displacement. As a result of the displacement of the mov-
ing connector, different sections of the circuit will be connected and consequently, the 
output resistance will follow this movement. It is noticed that in the switching zones 
when the moving connector is connected to two static connectors at the same time, the 
output resistance has a decrease (determined by their equivalent resistance).

Figure 11. Classic RDM sensor Characteristics

3.2 Railway system monitoring

For the monitoring of the railway system, the RDM sensor will be placed between two 
metal rails and will measure the distance between them. If as a result of the earthquake 
the rails are damaged the alarm system will notify the locomotive driver to act to avoid 
the accident. It is recommended that ultrasonic RDM sensors be used in these systems 
to achieve more satisfactory results accuracy.

4 Conclusions

Through this alarm system, we can monitor in real-time the bridges and the road system to 
guarantee the safety of their operation. This system will help emergency structures to act 
more quickly in assisting with information on damaged axes is provided in real-time. The im-
plementation of this technology significantly increases the safety of roads and bridges and 
prevents railway accidents that can be caused by earthquake damage on the railway line. 
The sensors presented in this paper are designed and manufactured in Albania and have 
undergone laboratory tests to guarantee measurement accuracy. The system can output 
the results of the ascertainment acts in a few seconds after the seismic shock thus avoiding 
the overloaded damage ascertainment processes.
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Abstract
This paper claims that a major source of error in Seismic Analysis of Structures is the assumptions 
used to scale up from component- to system-level behavior. It also claims that validation of 
numerical models should be performed statistically. As a statistical validation requires multiple 
virgin specimens, the paper suggests the use of a 3D printer to construct the reinforcement of 
micro RC specimens (1:40) to be tested in a geotechnical centrifuge. It presents some first tests 
on gypsum-based micro concrete, additively manufactured rebars with diameters as low as 
0.35mm, and small scale RC beams. The properties observed seem to resemble the ones of full 
scale RC components. Given the material properties, Opensees is able to accurately capture the 
behavior of the micro-beam.
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1 Introduction

Structural models blatantly fail to predict the response of shake table tests. This paper 
claims that the problem sources from the uncertainty/error introduced to scale up from 
the component-level cyclic to the system-level dynamic behavior of the problem. It also 
claims that the appropriate way to validate models in Earthquake Engineering is to per-
form multiple tests on virgin specimens under different ground motions, and to demand 
that the model predict the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the maxima of the 
response quantity of interest. Then manufacturing the virgin specimens becomes the 
constraint. Therefore, this paper suggests, that the specimens be constructed at a small 
scale (1:40) using an additive manufacturing technology to fabricate and place the rein-
forcement. A geotechnical centrifuge should be used to preserve similitude of stresses.

2 Statement of the problem

Time history analysis is considered as the state of the art in modeling of the seismic 
response of reinforced concrete (RC) structures. Its most widespread validation pro-
cedure is the test of predicting the response of an RC structure tested on a shaking 
table. However, blind prediction contests show that the contestants fail in predicting the 
response of the tested specimens with reasonable accuracy, even for structures much 
simpler than the ones constructed in practice, and even when the structural properties 
and measured excitation are given to the contestants [1]. For example, a simple RC 
bride pier was tested on the shaking table of UCSD in 2010 under 6 ground motions 
[2-3], and a total of 41 expert teams (17 from professional practice and 24 from the 
academia) were invited to predict the response. The measured response and the pre-
diction for the maximum top displacement are indicatively shown in Figure 1. There is a 
large dispersion of the numerical results and many predictions grossly underestimate or 
overestimate displacements. In the context of post-Galileo science, the above indicative 
results directly question current analysis and design methods.

Figure 1.  Left: Bridge column tested in UCSD [2]. Middle: Maximum top displacements predicted by 
the blind prediction contest contestants [3]. Right: Number of predictions for each of the six 
suggested failure modes [3]
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of material to component to system level transition

In order to track the main source of the error, one can break down the sources of error 
and uncertainty at 3 levels: Material, Component, and System Level. Given the behavior 
at each level, the engineer makes certain (good or bad) assumptions to level-up (Figure 
2). For example, for given material properties in cyclic loading we use the beam theory 
and a set of assumptions for the interaction of rebars and concrete to reach the compo-
nent level cyclic behavior. Then, using another set of assumptions (boundary conditions, 
interaction of components, damping model, numerical integration scheme) we reach 
the system level. Moreover, one should discriminate between quasi-static and dynam-
ic behavior. Contrary to blind prediction of system-level dynamic behavior, predicting 
the component-level cyclic behavior has been proven a more successful process [4-6]. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the main source of error is the assumptions 
that earthquake engineers do to scale up from component-level cyclic to system-level 
dynamic behavior. 
This is in accordance with Bradley [7]: He claims that current uncertainty propagation 
methods usually focus on the first two levels of modelling, while it is often the transition 
from component to system level that induces the largest error. Apart from very insight-
fully illustrating the above problem and identifying its solution “as a key research area 
in the coming years” Bradley [7] does not seem to offer a way of addressing it - and to 
our knowledge such a way has not been offered in the literature. It is worth mention-
ing that there is currently no consensus on fundamental issues of structural modelling: 
Important figures of Earthquake Engineering disagree on conceptual issues like fiber 
vs lumped plasticity, or how damping should be modelled. This paper claims that this 
disagreement sources from the lack of a large database of full-scale dynamic tests to 
serve as a validation benchmark.

3 The concept of statistical validation

Bachmann et al. [8-9] claimed that the conventional validation test of reproducing the 
experimentally obtained response to a particular ground motion with acceptable accu-
racy is too strict of a validation test for structural models. The Earthquake Engineering 
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design problem involves predicting the statistics of the response to an ensemble of 
ground motions characterizing a given seismic hazard; not to a single ground motion. 
This is a weaker model validation test that requires that the structural model only be 
unbiased and introduce less uncertainty than the uncertainty of the excitation itself. 
Bachmann et al. [8-9] applied this weaker (but sufficient) validation procedure on the 
1963 Housner dynamic response model of an uplifting structure (Figure 3, left). They 
performed 600 shaking table tests using a well-defined and repeatable uplifting struc-
ture as well as 600 numerical simulations of these tests, and compared both the indi-
vidual test responses and the statistical aggregates of these responses focused on pre-
dicting limit states such as overturning or maximum tilt angle (Figure 3). They showed 
that the 1963 Housner model passes the weak validation test (Figure 3, right) even 
though it fails the strong validation test (Figure 3, middle). In other words, in this case 
the motion-to-motion variability is more important than the accuracy of the structural 
model. Therefore, the model is good enough for the scope of Earthquake Engineering.

Figure 3.  Left: Uplifting oscillator; Middle: Comparison of the maximum rotation obtained experimentally 
and numerically: Individual motion comparison; Right: CDF Comparison. Adapted from Bachmann 
et al. (2018)

It is worth noting that the concept of comparing seismic analysis methods in terms of 
the statistics of the response to sets of ground motions rather than in terms of indi-
vidual responses is not something novel in Earthquake Engineering. It can be seen in 
Chapter 23 of the 4th edition of Chopra’s Structural Dynamics textbook [10]. However, 
up to now it involved comparisons between different analysis methods (usually a more 
approximate against a more refined, taken as benchmark); not between an analysis 
method and experimental tests.
The optimal validation procedure question extends beyond Earthquake and Structural En-
gineering. Roy and Oberkampf [11] describe a comprehensive framework for verification, 
validation, and uncertainty quantification in scientific computing that resembles the method 
proposed herein. Extending this statistical validation method to more realistic structures is 
not trivial: Since testing of RC specimens, involves damaging them, one would need multiple 
virgin specimens. This is cost- and time-wise not viable in full scale, and this is the reason 
why researchers only perform comparisons between individual excitations.
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4 Testing of micro specimens

To address the above contradiction, we restrict the problem from the statistical valida-
tion of the whole numerical modelling procedure (which is impossible) to the statistical 
validation of the assumptions made to scale up from component-level to system level 
dynamic response. The latter can be performed with multiple virgin small-scale models 
(say 1:40 scale) in a centrifuge. A similar concept can be applied to structures of other 
material such as masonry, as described by Del Giudice et al. [12].
As geotechnical engineers often need to describe Soil Structure Interaction problems, 
they have used reduced-scale models of piles and walls, although using different ma-
terials. Knappett et al. [13] developed a micro-concrete (concrete with small-scale 
aggregates and gypsum instead of cement) for use in geotechnical centrifuge. They 
present experimental results on tests of 1:40 scaled RC beams and slabs made of mi-
cro-concrete and steel wires as reinforcement. The modes of failure between model 
and prototype scales coincide, and the quantitative comparison of strength and ductility 
is relatively good, even if seen from the potentially stricter point of view of a structural 
engineer. Strength is better captured than the moment-curvature relationship and stiff-
ness, but we have reasons to believe that the actual situation is better than described 
by Knappett et al. [13]: They compared the experimental M-κ relations they obtained, to 
analytical solutions using cracked cross section analysis. However, based on Panagiota-
kos and Fardis [14] and Priestley et al. [15] suggestions, such an analysis would be too 
stiff. Thus, the apparent extra flexibility is not a product of the scaled model, but of the 
equations that Knappet et al. [13] used to predict the prototype behavior. If one uses the 
stiffnesses provided by Priestley et al. [15] the curves match much better.
The micro-concrete that was developed was subsequently used to study a rocking iso-
lated RC bridge pier at a 1:40 scale [16]. However there were three limitations: (a) The 
accuracy in positioning of the handmade micro-reinforcement, as well as the diameter 
of the stirrups (they were larger than what proper scaling would suggest). (b) The con-
struction time: It took 8 hours of quasi-watchmaker’s work and many failed specimens 
for a single column. (c) It was practically impossible to build frames, as there were dif-
ficulties in positioning the rebars in the joints at a 1:40 scale by hand.
This paper suggests that the problem of manufacturing and placing the reinforcement can 
be solved by using a metal 3D printer. Then, the construction of multiple specimens for 
a statistical validation of numerical models is time-wise feasible. Moreover, the method 
allows for the experimental study of a plethora of structural engineering problems that 
was impossible till now, namely SSI, pounding between adjacent buildings, or between a 
bridge and the abutment. In order to avoid scale phenomena, it is necessary to perform 
the material and component level cyclic tests, at the model scale, namely 1:40. This paper 
presents some first experimental results of compression and tension strength of micro-
concrete, tension tests of 3D printed steel reinforcement of 0.50 mm nominal diameter 
(without considering the ribs), and 4 point bending tests of micro RC beams.
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5 Testing of micro-concrete in tension and compression

Micro concrete comprises a mixture of plaster, sand and water. In this work, Saint-Gob-
ain Hartform 1 gypsum based plaster was used. Perth silica sand with d50  =  0.23 mm 
was used as a model aggregate. Figure 4 compares a typical aggregate size distribution 
scaled down 40 times to the distribution of the used sand. The ratio of the water/plas-
ter/sand ratio of the mixture was 0.4/1/1.
Cylindrical specimens of 50 mm diameter and 112 mm height were constructed and 
tested in compression (Figure 5, left) after 20 days. The deformation was applied 
at a rate of 0.5 mm/min. The average maximum compressive strength fc is equal to 
15.61MPa with a coefficient of variation (CoV) of 3.2 %. In the future, smaller models, 
as close to 1:40, will be constructed to study any scale effect and to consider it in the 
numerical model validation procedure.
Unreinforced 12.5x12.5x80 mm and 40x40x160 mm size rectangular beams were also 
constructed and tested in 4 point bending after 20 days (Figure 5, right). The average 
value of modulus of rupture (ffl) for the small samples is equal to 8.48 MPa with a CoV 
of 8.4 % whereas for the big samples ffl is 6.22MPa with a CoV of 5.9 %. The maximum 
flexural strength is larger for the small specimens and this is in agreement with the 
expected size effect.

Figure 4. Scaling of typical aggregate size

Figure 5. Left: Compression test setup. Right: Bending test setup
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Figure 6. Left: .STL file and printed rebar. Right: Uniaxial tension test setup

6 Testing of 3D printed micro reinforcement in tension

The 3D reinforcements were produced by Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) technology 
using a Sisma Mysint100 equipped with a fiber laser of wavelength 1061 nm and a laser 
spot size 55 μm. The material used for manufacturing reinforcement was gas atomized 
316l stain-less steel powder provided by Oerlikon Metco. The tested reinforcement had 
a diameter of 0.35 mm for the stirrups and 0.50 mm for the rebars (1:40 scaled models 
of Φ14 and Φ20). Printing the rebars in a way that their bonding with concrete is similar 
to one of the prototype models is not trivial and will be a subject of future research. Due 
to some limitations in the size of the working chamber and appearance of high residual 
stress during the LPBF process, manufacturing the ribs of the reinforcement in 1:40 
scale is problematic. 
The minimum feature size of LPBF parts is around 200 μm (i.e. of 10 mm in the pro-
totype scale). The ribs would have a size on the order of 1 mm in the prototype scale. 
However, the LPBF process results in a rough surface anyways with Ra values of 15-
20 μm. For many technical applications, post processing steps reducing surface rough-
ness (e.g. grinding, polishing) are required. In our case, we did not apply this process, 
as roughness is a target property. Moreover, an attempt to print ribs was made. Figure 
6, left shows the STL file that was used for printing the parts as well as a photo of the 
rebar surface in the as-manufactured state.
5 rebars were tested in tension in order to assess the yielding and maximum strength 
of the printed rebars. The tests were performed with a Zwick Universal Testing Machine 
equipped with a 1 kN load cell. The initial gap between the clamping jaws was 30 mm, 
which increased at a rate of 0.1 mm/min. Figure 7 shows the results of the tension 
tests for all 5 tested specimens. The yield strength of the rebars was defined impos-
ing a conventional 0.01 offset of the initial linear part of the curves. The average yield 
and maximum strength of the specimens were fy  =  400.7 MPa and ft,max  =  454.5 MPa. 
Casati et al. [17] on (10 mm × 10 mm × 75 mm) specimens had shown a yield strength 
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of the 3D printed 316L stainless steel of 500-600 MPa meaning that the 0.5 mm diam-
eter rebars were weaker: Any defects as well as the surface roughness will have a more 
pronounced effect in small-scale specimens. Hence, there is a scale effect that needs 
further investigation. The Young modulus was 75 GPa, which is substantially lower than 
the 180 GPa value reported by Casati et al. [17], showing that more research is needed 
on the field to understand why.

Figure 7. Tension tests of printed rebars

7 Four point bending tests of microreinforced concrete beams

Three model beams were manufactured and tested to determine their bending proper-
ties. The beams were designed to represent a 1/40 scale beam with 0.50 m by 0.50 m 
cross section and 3.2 m length, featuring 6 Φ20 longitudinal rebars and Φ14 shear re-
inforcement with 10cm spacing, all in the prototype scale. This translated in the model 
scale into 80 mm long beams with a cross section of 12.5 mm by 12.5 mm, Φ0.50 longi-
tudinal rebars, and Φ0.35 stirrups spaced at 2.5 mm. The entire reinforcement cage, i.e. 
rebars and stirrups, was printed with the desired layout. Figure 8 shows the reinforce-
ment cage detail, as well as the cross section layout.

Figure 8. Reinforcement details and 3D printed cage
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The reinforcement was carefully placed into the molds, making sure that the 1.65 mm 
cover was respected. Subsequently the micro concrete was casted. The specimens 
were left for 2 days in the molds, which were then removed. The unmolded specimens 
cured for 18 more days for a total of 20 curing days before testing. The test setup con-
sisted of a four point bending test with a support span of 60 mm and a loading span, 
i.e. the spacing of the loading pins, of 20 mm (Figure 9a). The applied loading rate was 
0.1 mm/min to ensure static testing conditions. Figure 9 (b-d) shows the moment-
vertical displacement plot, at the middle of the beams. The average moment capacity 
was 3220 Nmm. Moreover, we noticed that after a first quasi-linear branch the curves 
become jagged at about 2’000 Nmm, this region corresponds to the crack onset within 
the loading span. A visual inspection during the tests has indeed shown that the first 
cracks appeared when the first peak of the curves were observed. A visual inspection of 
the specimens after the tests has shown that the printed rebars fractured. Hence, the 
bonding strength created by the surface roughness and the printed details was enough 
to prevent debonding.

Figure 9. Comparison between experimental results and OpenSees simulation using fiber model
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Numerical models of the four point bending test were developed in OpenSees and the 
results compared against the experimental curves. The beam was modelled using a dis-
placement-based element with non-linear fiber section. The section was divided into 
three types of fibers, i.e. confined concrete (in the area enclosed by the rebars), uncon-
fined concrete (concrete cover), and steel (longitudinal rebars). Steel was modelled with 
Steel01 material with fy = 400 MPa, Es = 75 GPa, and 7 % hardening. Different concrete 
modelling options were tried (Figure 9 (b-d). Concrete01 has zero tension strength, 
while Concrete02 presents linear-softening behavior in tension. ConfinedConcrete01 
computes the confined concrete properties automatically based on the transverse re-
inforcement. In all cases, we used the results of the compression and bending tests 
to characterise the unconfined concrete. When confined properties were needed as an 
input, the Mander et al. [18] model was used. Figure 9 (b–d) shows the comparison 
between experimental results and the OpenSees analyses. The numerical results seem 
to be in good agreement with the experimental ones, which indicates that the funda-
mental assumption valid for reinforced concrete elements (i.e. perfect bonding between 
steel and concrete) applies for the micro-reinforced concrete beams.

8 Conclusions

Additive manufacturing is a promising technology for the automated construction of the 
reinforcement cages of small-scale RC specimens. The tested members show a behav-
ior, which is close to full scale RC structural members – with the exception of concrete 
tension strength, that needs to be reduced. Therefore, it seems feasible to use the pro-
posed methodology to construct small-scale models of full structures with the aim of 
testing them on a shake table inside a geotechnical centrifuge. The shake table tests 
datasets can be used by the Earthquake Engineering community to statistically validate 
the assumptions that are usually made to scale up from component-level cyclic to sys-
tem-level dynamic behavior, namely boundary conditions, interaction of components, 
conceptual formulation of damping, and participation of slabs. Further investigations on 
materials and component at small scale are required.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a simpler analytical system that can be used to describe the dynamics of 
Negative Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (NSBE) systems, and consequently design them in a simpler 
manner. The NSBE oscillator is a mathematical idealization, which can be used to describe 
rocking structures with or without flexible restraining systems or curved extension at their bases. 
The paper defines the characteristic quantities to make the bilinear system and actual rocking 
structures equivalent. A simpler “equivalent” system to describe the behavior of NSBE systems 
is proposed. The equivalent system is the Zero Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (ZSBE) system, which is a 
bilinear system with zero stiffness in the second branch. The ZSBE system is useful and simpler 
because it needs one parameter less than the NSBE to be defined. The paper proceeds by defining 
the “Equal Displacement” and “Equal Energy” rules that provide estimates of the maximum 
displacement of the NSBE based on the response of the ZSBE. Using a simpler system to predict 
the response of a more complicated one, is a concept similar to the RμT relations that provide 
estimates of the response of bilinear yielding systems based on the response of an equivalent 
linear elastic system. However the method should not be confused with the approach of FEMA 
356: it does not resort to a linear elastic system but to the ZSBE. Finally, the preliminary design 
of a real rocking structure is presented, as a case of study. The paper compares the response 
predicted by the proposed methodology to the one predicted by a more accurate numerical 
analysis.

Key words:  negative stiffness systems, dimensional analysis, non-linear dynamics, bilinear 
systems
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1 Introduction

Rocking has been proposed as a seismic isolation method for both bridges [1–20] and 
buildings [21–23], because uplift works as a mechanical fuse and limits the design forc-
es of both the superstructure and the foundation. Unlike structures designed to yield, 
the free rocking rigid block exhibits negative post-uplift stiffness [24]. In particular, this 
paper focuses on negative stiffness systems that are designed to sustain rocking mo-
tion without sliding [25-32], and do not exhibit hysteretic damping. Thus, it loads and 
unloads on the same branch. These systems do not accumulate displacements as nega-
tive stiffness hysteretic systems would. To avoid confusion, note that this paper uses 
the term “elastic” to describe not only linear elastic systems but also all systems that 
unload on the same branch, linear or nonlinear. Therefore, an unrestrained rocking sys-
tem is a negative stiffness elastic system.
Plastic design has found its way to practice, partially because a simplified design meth-
odology, that is based on the linear elastic response spectrum, has been developed. 
For most structures designed to yield, a time history analysis is not required and an 
approach based on linear elastic spectra is allowed. This convenient design approach 
was originally developed for elastoplastic systems, including the ones exhibiting post-
yield hardening. It has been extended to include recentering (rocking) systems exhibiting 
positive post-uplift stiffness [33,34]. However, it is not applicable to negative stiffness 
rocking systems, because there is no “equivalent linear elastic system” for them [35]. 
Therefore, time-consuming time history analysis is required and the linear elastic re-
sponse spectra that are defined by codes become useless for such structures. 
This paper suggests that there can be a simplified design method for Negative Stiffness 
Bilinear Elastic (NSBE) systems (Fig.1a), based not on an equivalent linear elastic sys-
tem, but on an equivalent bilinear elastic system of constant restoring force (i.e., zero 
post-uplift stiffness)—a Zero Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (ZSBE) system (Fig.1b). Even 
though the equivalent ZSBE system does not present the convenience of a linear elastic 
system where the response scales proportionally to the excitation, it is useful because 
it reduces the dimensionality of the problem and it allows the development of design 
spectra (not linear elastic) for negative stiffness systems. 

Figure 1.  a) Characteristic pushover curve of the Negative Stiffness Bilinear Elastic (NSBE) system; b) 
Proposed bilinear elastic system of constant restoring force (Zero Stiffness Bilinear Elastic 
[ZSBE]) system
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It should be noted that the results of this study are not directly applicable to design 
procedures. However, they suggest approaches that might be used to develop a rational 
design procedure for earthquake resistance of rocking structures.

2 Equivalent Description of Rocking Systems with NSBE Systems

One of the challenges in designing a rocking structure is that for a given height of a flat-
based unrestrained rocking structure, usually defined by architectural considerations, 
its displacement capacity (i.e., the displacement that would cause overturn) is coupled 
to its uplifting force, because they both depend on its slenderness α (or, equivalently, on 
its base width 2b). Therefore, extending the base to increase the displacement capacity 
of the structure causes an increase in the design forces of both the superstructure and 
the foundation. 
In an effort to isolate buildings via a rocking story, Soviet engineers [36] were the first to 
suggest a way to decouple the displacement capacity from the uplift acceleration: They 
extended the base of the block by a curved part. This increases the displacement capac-
ity while keeping the uplifting acceleration constant [16]. The post-uplift stiffness can 
be positive or negative depending on the curvature of the extension. A similar behavior 
can be obtained by using a flexible restraining system [4,6]. 
The idealized systems presented above assume that the structure is rigid – a question-
able assumption as the size of the blocks increase. Fig.1a shows the force-deformation 
curve of a rocking structure, when its deformability is considered [37-44]. In this case, 
the pre-uplift displacement is not zero but takes a finite value uup. Therefore, all systems 
cited above can be described by an elastic bilinear system, up to a linear approximation.
The SDOF NSBE studied here is shown in Fig.1a. It has a mass m and a restoring force 
described by Fig.1a. The initial positive stiffness (kpos) branch represents any pre-uplift 
deformability. The second branch has negative stiffness (kneg), and it starts at the uplift 
displacement (uup). The system displacement capacity (ucap) is defined as the displace-
ment that results to zero restoring force, even though there are rare cases where a 
system can dynamically exceed this displacement without collapsing.
Based on its characteristic pushover curve, the oscillator’s equation of motion is:

 (1)

 (2)

The upper sign in Eq. 2 corresponds to a positive displacement and the lower to a nega-
tive displacement.
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The main source of energy dissipation in rocking structures with protected ends is im-
pact damping-unless extra damping is provided. For this reason, this paper assumes 
that the proposed NSBE model dissipates energy instantaneously. When the displace-
ment is equal to the uplift displacement (i.e., when there is impact in the case of rock-
ing structures), the integration is halted, and the post impact velocity is computed by a 
coefficient of restitution:

 (3)

Herein, the ratio of the preimpact to postimpact velocities will be assumed equal to 
0.95. Notably, the system unloads on the same branch and does not dissipate energy 
while unloading (apart from the instantaneous energy loss when it reaches the yielding 
displacement). For the case of rigid systems, the parameters of the system of Fig.1a 
that make it mathematically equivalent to a variety of rocking systems are given in [45].

3 Equal Displacement and Equal Energy Rule

Using the elastic spectrum for the analysis of negative stiffness structures would have 
been very convenient as engineers are used to it and as elastic spectra for design al-
ready exist and are included in codes. However, this is not feasible for NSBE systems, 
because their response has been proven to be uncorrelated to any “equivalent” elastic 
system [35].
Therefore, this section defines Equal Displacement and Equal Energy rules that are ap-
plied not on an equivalent elastic system but on an equivalent ZSBE system (Fig.1b). We 
refer to it as “equivalent,” but this does not imply that it is linear elastic. It is a bilinear 
elastic system with finite pre-uplift displacement and zero post-uplift stiffness system.
To correlate the responses of the NSBE and of the ZSBE, the quantity of interest is the 
ratio:

 (4)

where udem,NS and udem,ZS are the maximum displacements of the NSBE and ZSBE systems, 
respectively.

The Equal Displacement rule assumes that the NSBE and the equivalent ZSBE system 
will experience the same maximum displacement (Fig.2a):

 (5)
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The Equal Energy rule assumes that the monotonic loading curves of the NSBE and the 
ZSBE system will produce the same work, that is, the two shaded areas in Fig.2b are 
equal. Based on Fig.2b, one can compute that the Equal Energy rule gives:

Figure 2. a) Equal Displacement, and b) Equal Energy rules for NSBE systems

 (6)

4  Response of Rigid-Negative Stiffness Systems to Recorded 
Ground Motions

This section explores the accuracy of the rules defined in the section above, when ap-
plied to NSBE systems that present minimal pre-uplift displacement, i.e. systems with 
small uup.

4.1 FEMA P695 Ground Motions

There is no consensus in the engineering community on what ground motions should 
be used in time history analysis. This paper focuses on the near-field pulse like set of 
ground motions proposed by FEMA P695 [46], as pulse like ground motions are particu-
larly destructive for rocking systems.

4.2 Median displacement spectra

Seismic design does not involve a single excitation, but a set of excitations that charac-
terize the seismic hazard at a given site. Thus, this paper compares NSBE and ZSBE not 
by comparing their responses to individual ground motions, but by comparing the sta-
tistics of the responses to ensembles of ground motions [47]. The Equal Displacement 
and Equal Energy rules are assessed by focusing on the median displacement spectra 
for three variations of the set: scaled so that their PGV is equal to 0.5 , or 1.0 , or  
2.0 .  is defined as:
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 (7)

where N is the number of ground motions and x and y are their two components.

4.3 Equal Displacement rule for NSBE systems

Fig.3a plots the median of the maximum displacement of the NSBE stiffness system 
as a function of its strength normalized by the system’s self-weight (fup /mg) for several 
values of the displacement capacity. The uplift displacement is set to uup=5×10-4 m to 
study quasi-rigid systems. For reasons of plot clarity, each line is plotted only for fup/
mg> (fup/mg)crit, where (fup/mg)crit is the maximum uplift strength for which there is failure. 
The figure shows that:
a) As long as the system is not close to failure, the displacement only loosely depends 
on the displacement capacity. So, when the system is not close to failure, instead of 
computing a different spectrum for each displacement capacity, one can compute the 
spectrum for the ZSBE system (i.e. for an NSBE with ucap →∞) and use it to calculate the 
displacement demand on any NSBE of the same strength. 
b) As the system gets closer to collapse, the “Equal Displacement rule” does not apply 
and is unconservative: Systems with smaller displacement capacity exhibit larger dis-
placements than the ones with larger displacement capacity. Moreover, close to failure 
the slope of the spectrum increases dramatically, i.e. a small decrease of the system 
strength would lead to a tremendous increase of the maximum displacement. This is 
not in agreement with a rational design, in which it would be required that this steep 
part is avoided.

4.4 Equal Energy rule for NSBE systems

Fig.3a show that the Equal Displacement rule is on the unconservative side, especially 
as the displacement demand approaches the capacity. To examine the performance of 
the Equal Energy rule, Fig.3b presents the median of the maximum displacement umax 
divided by the factor γEE (Eq.6) as a function of the system normalized strength fup/mg. 
The plots are constructed for several values of displacement capacity ucap and for uplift 
displacement uup=5×10-4 m.
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Figure 3. a) Median displacement spectra; b) Median displacement spectra normalized by γEE 

The curves almost collapse to a unique curve, the one that represents the ZSBE system. 
Notably, this happens for all 3 different scalings of the ground motions. Hence, the Equal 
Energy rule gives a good estimate of the maximum displacement of NSBE systems with 
a finite displacement capacity. Comparing the Equal Displacement to the Equal Energy 
rule, the former is simpler, but the latter is overall more conservative, especially for 
larger displacements. Therefore, unless there is a reason to opt for simplicity, the use of 
the Equal Energy rule is proposed.
The above conclusions also hold for the near field non-pulse like and far field FEMA 
ground motion sets [45].
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4.5 Design example

Next, a case study is used to illustrate a design method based on the Equal Displace-
ment and Equal Energy rules. The method is applied for the design of a rocking bridge 
equipped with a restraining system that increases the displacement capacity, while 
keeping the post-uplift stiffness negative.
The geometry of the bridge is typical of overpass bridges. The columns have a height 
of 9.6 m and a diameter of 1.6 m, whereas the deck is much heavier than the columns  
(γm →∞). Planar rocking (i.e., one directional excitation) is assumed as a first approxima-
tion (even though this has been proven unconservative [10,11]). Then, the proposed 
design steps are:
1. Calculate the normalized yielding strength of the system (fup/(mg)). If the restrain-

ing tendon is not prestressed, this depends solely on the column geometry, and is 
equal to α.

2. Obtain the displacement demand for the infinite capacity curve (udem,ZS) using the 
ZSBE curves. The ZSBE curves are the median response of the system subjected to 
ensembles of ground motions. 

3. Calculate the design displacement capacity of the system, as:

  (8)

in which FS is a safety factor and γ is defined by Eq. 8. Two alternative approaches were 
evaluated: One based on the Equal Displacement (γ = 1) and one on the Equal Energy (γ 
= γEE, Eq. 6) rule. 
Table 1 presents the design values when the two rules are applied on the set of ground 
motions under the three different scalings. ucap is the capacity required for a FS =2.5 
(Eq.8). For a system with a displacement capacity ucap, udem,TH is the median displacement 
demand of each set computed with time history analysis. udem,EE and udem,ED are equal to 
γED·udem,ZS and γEE·udem,ZS, respectively. udem,ZS is the median response of the ZSBE system. 
The error is defined as error = (udem,ED/EE − udem,TH)/udem,TH.

Table 1. Design Values for the Equal Displacement (γ=1) and Equal Energy rule (γ = γEE)

Equal Displacement Equal Energy

0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

ucap [m] 1.60 1.60 3.65 1.60 1.85 4.56

udem,TH [m] 0.056 0.603 1.621 0.056 0.575 1.669

udem,ED [m] 0.051 0.592 1.459 0.051 0.740 1.823

Error [%] -10.08 -1.80 -10.01 -8.61 28.60 9.27
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The Equal Displacement rule, in general, underpredicts the result, with a maximum un-
derprediction error of 10%. The Equal Energy rule is conservative in 2 out of 3 cases. 
None of the rules led to collapse, because of the safety factor FS = 2.5. 

5 Conclusions 

Rocking systems (free, restrained, or with curved extensions) that exhibit negative post-
uplift stiffness can be described as elastic bilinear oscillators with a negative stiffness 
second branch, herein denoted as NSBE. This description can also take into account 
their pre-uplift deformability. 
In this paper, it was proposed that these systems can be described by an equivalent bi-
linear elastic system that has the same strength, zero post-uplift stiffness, and zero up-
lift displacement, i.e. a one-parameter system, a ZSBE system with zero uplift displace-
ment. Based on this equivalent system, the response of the original negative stiffness 
oscillator can be obtained by either an “Equal Displacement rule” or an “Equal Energy 
rule”, the former being simpler, the latter being more accurate. The above methodology 
is similar to the “RμT” concept for elastoplastic structures with one fundamental differ-
ence: The equivalent system is not linear elastic, but a bilinear elastic system with zero 
stiffness of the second branch (ZSBE).
This equivalence suggests that the ZSBE oscillator should be extensively studied under 
a larger database of recorded ground motions to derive non-linear spectra describing 
its behavior. This will provide the engineering community with a tool to easily design 
rocking (or any other negative stiffness bilinear elastic) structures, without having to 
perform time consuming time history analysis.
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Abstract
The aging building stock is turning to be an urging problem for Europe, and it costs even human 
lives in some cases. Significant part of this building stock along with infrastructure were 
constructed with substandard characteristics such as poor-quality material, insufficient flexural 
strength, wrong reinforcement details and improper design of structural system. On the other 
hand, Europe has highly seismically active zones where devastations are inevitable after even 
moderate earthquakes. In the light of these facts, countless structures are in need of retrofitting, 
particularly in seismic areas, while high costs, disturbance to occupants, historical heritage and 
environmental restrictions are major obstacles for retrofit interventions. Many substandard 
reinforced concrete (RC) and masonry structures should be seismically retrofitted to reduce their 
vulnerabilities against earthquakes. Financial constraints, disturbance to the occupants and 
disruption of functions of the structures are the main obstacles for proper seismic retrofitting 
of these substandard existing structures. Traditional retrofitting methods such as concrete and 
steel jacketing, are not applicable in many cases due to high disturbance to occupants and long 
duration of retrofitting, which may be very critical for commercial, industrial and public buildings. 
Besides, these methods are also not preferred for historic structures due to the incompatibility 
of the concrete with traditional lime-based mortars (e.g. Roman cement) and the heavy visible 
impact to the architectural design. In the last two decades, use of fiber reinforced polymers 
(FRP) in construction industry has become quite common. Academic researches go back even a 
decade earlier. FRPs offer practical and innovative solutions for seismic retrofitting due to their 
lightweight, high tensile strength and noncorrosive character. Besides, the disturbance to the 
architectural design of the structures are quite limited when they are retrofitted with FRPs. This 
opens new possibilities for masonry buildings and historic structures belonging cultural heritage.

Key words: FRP reinforcement, reinforced concrete, masonry, retrofitting, seismic
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1 Seismic hazard in Europe

A significant part of Europe is located on a highly active seismic zone, where devastat-
ing earthquakes occur periodically. Especially Turkey, Italy, Greece, Iceland, Albania, North 
Macedonia, Romania, Montenegro and partially Spain, Croatia and Bosnia carry significant 
earthquake hazard. Based on the past experiences gained in these countries, it can be noted 
that even moderate earthquakes in magnitude can be fatal when they happen in rural areas.
Although the magnitude of an earthquake is measured based on the energy release, the 
intensity and devastative power of the earthquakes are related to the structures sub-
jected to the motion. There is a diverse picture in Europe when it comes structural safe-
ty since social and economic development differences are sharp even between some 
neighboring countries. But there are also some common facts which is valid for almost 
all countries in Europe. Majority of the existing building stock including infrastructure in 
Europe was constructed on the ruins of second world war in a rush and under financial 
restrictions and with pour technology & practice. Many of the reinforced concrete struc-
tures were constructed with substandard characteristics. Lack of earthquake resist-
ance design, poor quality concrete, wrong reinforcement details and insufficient flexural 
strength are among the most common deficiencies. Majority of masonry structures 
were also constructed in relatively old times without any earthquake resistance design 
aspects. Furthermore, traditional residential buildings located in the rural areas were 
constructed without consideration of construction codes, quality control processes, 
simply without any kind of basic engineering services. This disturbing fact significantly 
increases the fatality rate of the earthquakes in Europe. Recent earthquakes occurred 
in Croatia, Italy and Turkey prove that the vulnerability of the building is the key for dev-
astating power of the seismic actions. 

2 Damages to reinforced concrete structures 

Reinforced concrete (RC) structures are relatively rigid structures when compared to 
steel and wooden structures. The limited deformation capacity RC structures results 
with visible damages after earthquakes with certain magnitude. These damages can 
be classified under two categories based on the structural relevance of the affected 
member. 

2.1 Damages to non-structural members

The first damages are commonly observed in non-structural rigid elements such as ren-
ders and infill walls. Cracking on the render is the initiation of the earthquake damages. 
These cracks then propagate through the connections of separation wall with beams 
and columns. These damages are not considered as a threat to the structural system of 
the building. They can be cosmetically repaired, and the building can gain its functional-
ity back quickly.
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The second phase in the damage propagation is the damages occurred in the infill walls. 
The type of the damage varies depending on the material used to construct the wall. 
Cross type cracks and spalling are the most common damages seen on these elements. 
In addition, there might be damages around the doors and windows mounted in the 
walls or the wall can fall partially or completely out of plane when not constraint tightly 
by surrounding RC frame.

2.2 Damages to structural members

Columns, beams, slabs, shear walls and foundation elements are the main load bearing 
elements of the reinforced concrete structural system. Damages occurred on these ele-
ments must be observed carefully since these damages are the signs of weakening in 
load bearing ability of the structure. 
Columns are the most critical structural elements which affect directly the seismic be-
havior of the buildings. After having severe damages to certain number of columns (in-
cluding column-beam joints), the building can easily loose its vertical stability during the 
earthquake and eventually collapses. Flexure and shear damages are the most common 
damage types for reinforced concrete columns. Lack of transverse reinforcement and 
insufficient flexural reinforcement in combination with poor concrete result with inad-
equate shear and flexural load capacity. In addition, buckling can be also observed in 
slender columns as a damage pattern. 
Similar to columns, shear and flexure damages are also the most common damage pat-
terns for reinforced concrete beams. Shear cracks use to appear near supports while 
flexure cracks are cumulated in the central section of the beams. Since earthquake load-
ing has a transverse nature, shear cracks appear in cross shape in effect of flexure. 
Unlikely to the columns, failures in the beams generally are not heading the buildings 
to a total collapse. Moreover, it is even desired to have plastic hinges appear on the 
beams where the earthquake energy could be dissipated without demolishing of the 
building. Due to this phenomenon, columns are recommended to be designed stronger 
than beams.
Dimensional stability and design aspects make slabs, shear walls and foundation ele-
ments as relatively less affected structural members from earthquake motions. None-
theless, still shear damages can be observed on the shear walls and flexure and punch-
ing damages may occur on slabs after a strong ground shake.

3 Damages to unreinforced masonry structures 

It has been observed that countless masonry buildings were collapsed or severely dam-
aged even during moderate earthquakes. There are several reasons lay behind his fact. 
First of all, there is a huge variety of masonry buildings constructed in different times 
and with different materials & techniques. This makes the damage assessment more 
complicated than the reinforced concrete structures which are relatively homogenous 
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by their materials and building techniques. Despite all these difficulties and complexity 
in damage evaluation of the masonry structures, the main weaknesses can be sorted 
as poor material characteristics (e.g. mortar), inadequate brick unit, weak load bearing 
walls, wall openings, slender and unsupported walls, lack of vertical confining elements, 
soft story, insufficient shear base capacity, rigid and heavy structure, irregularities in 
plane and vertical directions. 

4 Retrofitting reinforced concrete structures 

Retrofitting need of reinforced concrete structures can be cumulated under three main 
bullet points: strength, stiffness and ductility. As a result of missing even one of these 
three points in a concrete structure results with significant damages. For bringing seis-
mic resilience to the weak structures, they can be retrofitted to gain sufficient strength, 
stiffness and ductility. 
There are different methods available in the construction industry to retrofit the buildings. 
Concrete and steel jacketing are the traditional methods, widely used for many years. But 
FRP composites have become very popular in the recent years due to the innovative so-
lutions which they bring to overcome the common challenges with traditional methods. 
FRPs are light weight, high strength, easy to use, non-corrosive and far less disturbing to 
the occupants and architectural design when compared to traditional techniques. 

4.1 Confinement of columns

Energy dissipation capacity of the buildings is one of the key performance parameters 
for earthquake resistance. The huge energy created by the shaking of the structure due 
to ground motions needs to be dissipated with the deformations occur on the same 
structure. Therefore, deformation capacity of the structure is the key for resisting to 
seismic actions. Limited deformation capacity may cause total collapse or severe dam-
ages to the buildings when it is combined with insufficient strength. 
Columns play a key role for adequate deformation capacity of the RC buildings. Strong 
and ductile columns show large deformations under seismic actions which helps build-
ings dissipating the energy for structural survival. One of the most efficient ways to 
increase the ductility of the columns is wrapping it with FRP fabrics. These wraps can 
provide passive lateral pressure which results with increase in compressive strength 
and deformation capacity of the member. 
FRP fabrics are available in different type of fibers, e.g. carbon, glass, aramid and ba-
salt. Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRPs), which have relatively high modulus of 
elasticity when compared to glass, aramid and basalt fibers are more efficient in con-
finement due to creating much higher passive lateral pressure. FRP fabrics, due to easi-
ness of shaping like an ordinary textile cloth, are suitable form of composite materials 
for confinement of columns. FRP fabrics must be wrapped around the columns tightly 
avoiding voids between fabric and concrete surface as seen in Fig.1. 
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Figure 1. Wrapping a rectangular concrete column with uni-directional CFRP fabric 

Since confinement is a contact critical application, the strength of the concrete sub-
strate is not much critical as smoothness of the surface. Irregularities on the concrete 
surface cause stress concentrations at single points and this may lead premature frac-
tures on the FRP wrap. It is recommended to limit the maximum size of irregularities 
down to ±1mm. Another key point in this application is using a high strength, low vis-
cous, durable material as an adhesive for gluing FRP fabric on the concrete surface. 
Since FRP fabrics are weaved from perfectly dry fibers, the composite material can be 
created only on the job site. The selected adhesive not only bonds the fabric onto the 
concrete surface, it also creates a matrix around the dry fiber filaments and takes an 
important role on load transfer between the individual fibers. This is crucial for achieving 
successful composite effect. Otherwise, the loads applied to concrete element, cannot 
be carried successfully by FRP wrap.

4.2 Shear strengthening of columns and beams

As it has been stated before, deformation capacity of the structure plays a key role for 
earthquake resistance. High deformation capacity brings higher energy dissipation abil-
ity and thus the structure can survive even the extreme seismic actions. This behavior 
can be achieved when the structural members, especially the vertical elements behave 
ductile. Brittle structural members limit the total deformation capacity of the structure 
and eventually end with premature failures in very early stages of the ground motion. 
This result either with severe damages or total collapse of the structure. 
The forces applied to a building during an earthquake can be idealized as shear forced 
applied to each floor and shared by the vertical structural elements (columns and shear 
walls) proportionally with their rigidity. Therefore, the shear capacity of the vertical ele-
ments is quite critical for bearing the lateral forces occurred due to seismic motions. 
Insufficient and wrong detailing of transverse reinforcement is the most common prac-
tice which limits the shear strength of the columns and beams. In order to increase the 
shear strength of these structural elements, FRP fabrics can be externally applied on 
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the concrete elements as and additional transverse reinforcement. The alignment of the 
fibers can be same as existing transverse steel reinforcement. Since the shear strength-
ening of concrete elements is considered as bond critical application, it is crucial to have 
strong adhesion between FRP and the concrete. Concrete surface needs to be prepared 
carefully prior to FRP application. In case of poor concrete surface, it is recommended 
to do priming to enhance the substrate or even replacing the weak concrete cover with 
high strength structural repair mortars. After achieving sound, strong and regular sur-
face, FRP fabrics can be applied on the concrete elements by using same adhesive as 
confinement application as seen in Fig.2. 

Figure 2. a) Shear strengthening of RC column; b) Shear strengthening of RC high beam

4.2 Flexural strengthening of beams and slabs

Beams and slabs are also critical elements of the structural system of the reinforced 
concrete buildings. Their impact on the seismic performance may not be as high as ver-
tical elements but still they influence the energy dissipation capacity of the structure. 
Especially beams have a significant impact since they are directly connected to the col-
umns and can influence the behavior of the columns.
In the basis of the earthquake resistance building design, engineers design the columns 
stronger than the beams to force the plastic hinges occur in the beams instead of col-
umns. Plastic hinges occur on the beams allows the buildings deform safely and dissi-
pate the energy. In the opposite case, the building loses its stability and collapses when 
enough number of plastic hinges occur on the columns. Besides, plastic hinges can only 
occur when the beam reaches its moment capacity before its shear capacity is reached 
out. Shear failure of the beam is quite brittle, and it is not desired for seismic resistiv-
ity. On the other hand, the flexural strength of the beams should be high enough for 
increasing the amount of the energy dissipated at the plastic hinges.
FRP fabrics and prefabricated (pultruded) FRP plates are commonly used as externally 
applied flexural reinforcement for horizontal structural elements. This application is also 
classified as bond critical application and thus it requires a strong and sound concrete 
substrate. Due to practicality and high tensile capacity, CFRP plates are preferred for 
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flexural strengthening of beams and slabs. When compared to steel plates, it is much 
easier to handle and apply FRP plates due to their flexibility and light weight. FRP plates 
can be bonded to the concrete substrate by using a high performing epoxy based thixo-
tropic adhesive which does not require further fixation until curing. The cohesiveness of 
the epoxy adhesive is high enough to keep the FRP plates stay bonded overhead during 
hardening, Fig 3. 

Figure 3. a) Strengthening of RC beam with CFRP plates; b) Strengthening of RC slab with CFRP plates. 

4.2 Strengthening of infill walls

Although the interior walls of the RC structures are not designed as load bearing ele-
ments and thus not considered as a part of structural system, it has been experienced 
during the earthquakes that these walls can contribute to the lateral load bearing 
capacity and reduce damage by limiting interstory drift deformations when they are 
strengthened. The use of diagonal CFRP fabrics to integrate the existing infill walls with 
the surrounding reinforced concrete columns and beams as shown in the Fig. 4 has 
been proved to be a practical and effective solution for retrofitting seismically deficient 
RC frames. 

Figure 4. Strengthening of infill walls by using diagonal CFRP fabrics
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5 Retrofitting masonry structures 

Masonry structures are more prone to extensive damage followed by failure and col-
lapse than reinforced concrete structures when subjected to seismic motions. There are 
several reasons leading to this result and the lack of tensile reinforcement can be noted 
on top of the list. 
FRP composite materials have become popular recently in retrofitting of masonry 
structures especially after the increase in the number of researches supporting the ef-
fectiveness of these systems. Available literature on masonry proves the efficiency of 
FRP systems based on their advantages related to easiness of application, relatively 
lower installation costs, less disturbance to occupants, improved durability when com-
pared to steel, flexibility of use, and minimum changes in the member size after retrofit. 
Moreover, when the earthquake forces are considered as they are created by the mass 
of the structure, the impact of the FRP composites used for retrofitting on the dynamic 
properties of the structure remain unchanged because the addition of weight is almost 
negligible. 
FRP fabrics are widely used for flexural and shear strengthening of the masonry walls. In 
this way, not only the lateral load capacity of the masonry structure is increased, but also 
walls can be strengthened against out of plane loads which can commonly cause casual-
ties even during moderate earthquakes. Besides, the minimized change in the retrofitted 
member size is a significant benefit for historic structures. A practical example can be 
seen in Fig. 5 before and after retrofitting an old museum building with CFRP fabrics.

Figure 5. a) Retrofitting masonry walls with externally bonded CFRP fabrics; b) Final look of the building 

Similar to the masonry walls, arches, domes and vaults can be also retrofitted effec-
tively by using FRP composites. Externally applied FRP fabrics and plates, or near sur-
face mounted FRP strips and bars are the most common methods to retrofit the circular 
shaped masonry members. With these techniques it is also possible to keep the impact 
on the architectural design minimized which is very crucial for preserving cultural herit-
age. A clear example for protecting cultural heritage by using FRP composites can be 
seen in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. a) Retrofitting a minaret of 12th century mosque by using CFRP fabrics; b) Finished work. 
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Abstract
The research that gave rise to the following text is part of the institutional research project at 
Zagreb’s Faculty of Architecture entitled “Rebuilding Zagreb after 2020 Earthquake” with the sub-
topic: „Earthquake (non)resistance and housing estate in Zagreb“. One of the aims of this research 
is to analyse the resymbolization of Zagreb that took place after the earthquake. Images of sheer 
devastation and demolished buildings are viewed as counterimages of previous symbols with 
news media representation giving them new senses of the city’s identity. We endeavour to reach 
the most damaged places and those that attracted more news media attention as images of the 
Zagreb earthquake to illuminate the underlying dynamics of urban symbolics construction and 
deconstruction and to discuss the roles of a wide range of actors involved in these processes. 
Residents made spontaneous and personal interventions with an aim to make their living space fit 
for humans. Collecting the visual data of these interventions brings into focus bottom-up actions, 
in other words, civil society activism as a robust mechanism and/or a corrective for identity politics 
coming from the top. The images of collapsed buildings will be regarded as symbolic capital and 
its impact on Zagreb’s new identity cityscape will be analysed asking the question whether 
destruction without material reconstruction could also have an affirmative character. The aim is 
to investigate the correlation between Zagreb’s symbols before and after the earthquake and to 
use this data to compile a list of new symbols as a new collective memory of the city. We are going 
to re-examine the notion – of an enduring architecture, of the continuity of the city’s image, and 
of longevity of spontaneous interventions whose temporary nature becomes a lasting legacy. The 
outcome of this re-examination will open our minds to new interpretations of the city’s timeless 
appeal. Is it possible to look at resilience not only as a building’s constructive feature but also as a 
transfigured concept of our flexibility to accept demolition as an inevitable part of urban vitality? 

Key words: Zagreb, counterimage, re-symbolization, city identity, urban iconography, earthquake
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1 Introduction

The earthquake measuring 5.5 on the Richter scale that struck Zagreb on 22 March 
2020 with an epicentre about 7 kilometres north of the city centre has led to devastat-
ing consequences. Especially hardest hit were buildings in the historic downtown that 
was predominantly constructed by the last quarter of the 19th century and was mostly 
defined by the mid-20th century. The immense scale of the catastrophe is evident in 
almost all parts of the Lower Town, where many residential buildings suffered signifi-
cant structural damage, widespread collapse of brittle chimneys or retaining walls and 
partitions. 
However, the city centre is facing a double deconstruction – the material structure of the 
city has been damaged with the most prominent landmarks stripped bare of their most 
conspicuous parts such as cathedral spires, façade gables and architectural decoration. 
At the same time mental imagery is shifting, changing the basic concept associated 
with the identity of the cityscape [1]. These symbolic representations are not pictures 
but they are inextricably linked to them with dual impact: a transfigured searing image 
of the city affects the symbolic values attached to it. The importance of images includ-
ing the power attributed to them raises our dual awareness about the images: if we 
accept technocracy as the prevailing social order of Western civilization, being rational 
about it prevents us from indulging in animistic worship of the image. However, as we 
witnessed the 9/11 attacks in New York, images remain to be the subject of iconoclasm. 
Images are still the victims and the cause of conflicts, and even though we do not bow 
down to images of the city, they are more than pure matter. The images of Zagreb in 
the aftermath of the earthquake’s devastation were a desperate cry for help, fostering 
solidarity, a sense of belonging, pride, love… The snapshots of the ruins with residents 
in shock standing in front of the buildings have become vital signs that live a life of their 
own independently of the photographer’s will or the figures they represent. If we follow 
Barthes’ theory of photography [2], the punctum is a detail that transcends the limits 
of human perception based on cultural conventions in dialogue with the emotional, the 
personal and the irrational… In a sea of images that have been broadcast and then scat-
tered across virtual spaces at an incredible speed, new city landmarks have resurfaced 
that do not come as an upshot of planned identity construction of tourist branding and 
official visual site identification. They merely capture a moment taken by distinguished 
as well as unknown photographers without any previous agenda or a clear vision of 
their future fluctuation. Some of these photographs establish entirely new iconographic 
patterns while others are counterimages to previous images. The concept of the coun-
terimage [3] is based on the idea that every image has its own past, present and future, 
that is to say an image from which it emerges, a present moment in which it exists and 
an opportunity to open up for the future. For example, the Cathedral spires photography 
features the image of their demolition as they give birth to a new image with reference 
to the counterimage whose potential is yet to be seen.
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2 New Iconographic Patterns

An earthquake is a traumatic event that happens unexpectedly. We have no control over 
its actions. It has an intensely negative portent of things to come and can leave an indel-
ible mark on an individual’s life changing the image that a person has of the world and 
himself [4]. If we were to accept the proposition put forward in Mitchell’s Image Theory 
that images have a life of their own [1], it only seems legitimate to investigate how 
images, in this case those of Zagreb, react to a traumatic event. In other words, how 
completely new identity systems crop up alongside already established ones [5] which 
bring into focus previously hidden faces of the city. Indeed, as part of the doctoral dis-
sertation entitled “Urban Icons of Zagreb within the Period of the Former Socialist Fed-
eral Republic of Yugoslavia and the Independent Republic of Croatia”, a study on urban 
symbols was conducted according to the criteria of the frequency of their appearance 
on the covers of monographs and city guides, postcards and Internet portals, as well as 
a sociological study carried out involving 300 participants [6]. 
The results of these studies indicate that Ban Josip Jelačić Square and the Cathedral are 
the most prominent urban icons, followed by the Croatian National Theatre, St. Mark’s 
Square and Nikola Šubić Zrinski Square. Immediately after the major earthquake that hit 
Zagreb on March 22, 2020, photos of a devastated city were posted on Internet portals 
and social media. According to the research, the most common leitmotif of the earth-
quake in the first 60 photographs that were published on browsers such as Google.hr 
and Google.com pointing to a high frequency of certain images that had not previously 
manifested as urban symbols at all. Along with the photo of the Cathedral, which is 
exemplified in ten different snapshots, there is a photograph that we consider to be 
epitomizing the Zagreb earthquake iconically: a building at the corner of Đoriđićeva and 
Petrinjska streets (Fig. 1) with a graffiti mural on a brick wall portraying a seashell by the 
well-known street artist Lonac. The top part of the façade was completely destroyed 
by the quake and reduced to rubble making the interior of the apartment visible. How 
did this image come to be so recognizable in a vast array of photographs? The corner 
itself does not have any notable features that would in other circumstances enable it to 
become a symbol. Moreover, its façade had already been dilapidated and neglected. It 
gained individual recognition only after the intervention of the street artist, but not the 
status of an urban icon as well. 
The moment when the earthquake struck set off the image’s deconstruction, which 
much like the image of destruction itself, reveals not just the full extent of the earth-
quake but also intimate lives of random people, turning us into voyeurs who invade 
their living space as we find ourselves peep into their privacy. The victims of the earth-
quake thus become actors on stage watched by the whole world, exposing scopophillic 
pleasure on the part of media audiences not only in ceaseless observation of general 
earthquake motifs. It is precisely this motif that in a bizarre twist brings voyeurism and 
empathy together into an unlikely alliance. The image of the house at the corner of 
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Petrinjska and Đorđićeva streets are a vital sign because it strikes the viewer with a 
poignant force demanding a reaction. It rapidly materializes the idea of mock splendour 
and misery that lurks behind the scenes of historic façades on the tourist routes of the 
Lower Town. Similar potential can be seen in the photograph of new mothers distressed 
in nightgowns evacuated from a maternity ward of a hospital in Petrova Street (Fig. 2). 
This one stands out in a plethora of other disturbing motifs (people wrapped in blankets 
on the street, brick debris scattered all over, crashed cars, crumbling rooftops and wall 
cracks…). With an equally gathered momentum, this image leaves the viewer with an in-
tense feeling of discomfort and an urge to protect the mother and her newly born baby 
from the freezing cold but also from the stares of onlookers passing by. This image has 
become a prime example of how the system neglects the most vulnerable social groups. 

New iconographic patterns have been showcased in Mladen Ožić’s book Pukotine 
(“Cracks”) [7] and in the exhibitions hosted during the post-earthquake months: The 
city that needs our love was staged in September at the European Square, Earthquake in 
Zagreb in October at the Modulor Gallery. The Arts and Crafts Museum blogged the re-
sults of the photography competition on their website launching their online exhibition 
Shaken MUO: From earthquake to earthquake 1880-2020. These exhibitions represent the 
images of a shaken city: people wrapped in blankets gathered on squares, Lower and 
Upper Town streets strewn with bricks, collapsed roofs, toppled chimneys, firefighters 
and alpinists peeping through the holes of rubble, empty spaces, excavators, trucks, 
yellow and red tags that seal the fate of damaged buildings… In sum, these photos also 
possessed considerable cathartic power because confronting them could also serve as 
an expression of accepting the traumatic event as a collective experience of the city and 
its residents. 
The images of resistance coming from below as a sign of civil rights activism and diso-
bedience in the face of the current situation are the graffiti which through mediation 
not only on social media but also on the abovementioned exhibitions and publications, 
established as new iconographic patterns and recognized as a different power position. 
Heads up (Fig. 3), Everything will be fine - The mural that was painted before the earth-

Figure 1.  Building at the corner of Đoriđićeva and 
Petrinjska streets. Photo: Mehkek, G./Cropix

Figure 2.  New mothers at Petrova Street hospital. 
Photo: Šuvar, R./Cropix
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quake gained a new meaning in the media photography. (Fig. 4), We’re short on bricklayers 
(Fig. 5), a crocheted broken heart by the designer Ivona Martinčić embroidered along the 
cracks of a wall in Habdelićeva Street (Fig. 6) show a different, witty, emotional capacity 
for identity politics which, especially under radical circumstances such as earthquakes, 
demonstrates the helplessness of politics from above. 

Figure 3.  Heads up (“Glavu gore”), Ožić, M

Figure 5.  We’re short on bricklayers (“Fali zidara”), 
Ožić, M.

Figure 4.  Everything will be fine (“Sve će biti u redu”). 
Photo: Tadić, D./Cropix

Figure 6.  A crocheted broken heart by the designer 
Ivona Martinčić embroidered along the 
cracks of a wall in Habdelićeva Street. Photo: 
Todorov, M./Cropix

3 Counterimages 

The transformative potential of images poses the question of their elasticity as well 
as of their perception. The willingness to accept the fluid nature of the image is more 
apparent in virtual reality, while the notion of the city implicitly includes identification 
with supreme symbols, which have not only been carved in stone, but they have also 
stood the test of time. Urban icons are those symbols that possess an added value 
and are generally accepted in the community as something that is preserved such as 
relics. Any intervention can be regarded as a threat to holiness. This challenge is faced 
by any kind of change, no matter if it is planned or spontaneous in a historical setting. 
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The greater the symbolic capital of a picture, the more its integrity is perceived as a 
primordial condition, that is, unchanging. The two prominent spires of Zagreb Cathedral 
have been confirmed as an indisputable urban symbol [6], which circulates both as a 
graphic and as a mental image not only of old Zagreb but also of a metropolis in its 
prime. Knocking down the top of the spire due to the quake is slightly reminiscent of 
one of the most significant iconoclastic images of modern times when the Twin Towers 
of the World Trade Center collapsed. This comparison is valid in the context of the no-
tion of the counterimage where the image of the entire cathedral or skyscraper of the 
World Trade Center works as a highly symbolic image that incorporates the potential of 
another image, in this case an image of destruction, whose symbolic and identity value 
exert the same force as the image it originated from. In order for the counterimage to 
come to life as a new image, it requires mediation, or in other words representation that 
will undoubtedly give guidance to the way it is interpreted. The Cathedral tower, first the 
southern spire that tumbled during the tremor, followed by the northern spire whose 
demolition was planned due to disrupted stability (Fig. 7), thus become double sym-
bols of the earthquake because they had been constructed 140 years before precisely 
because of the collapse of the Cathedral in a quake that struck their fate once again. In 
urban memory these towers were a sign of perpetuity, but these symbols demonstrate 
remarkable strength and resilience. Their destruction became a new sign, which was 
in turn defined by adding enormous crosses in place of the previous ends. Temporality 
with a potential for permanence? 

Figure 7. The Cathedral towers. Photo: Markičević, N./Cropix

The pictures of the ruins of two churches, the one of St. Catharine in the Upper Town and 
the Basilica of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in Palmotićeva Street, do not share the same 
symbolic capital for several reasons: in the overall image of the city their presence was 
less evident than the cathedral and their destruction is not visible in public space but in 
the interior, so it can be experienced only through the mediation of the media. However, 
they can also be interpreted exactly as counterimages whose collapsed vaults, which 
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vividly evoke the celestial vault, communicated the image of trauma and became sym-
bols of the damaged cultural heritage. The Mirogoj cemetery arcades, together with 
damaged tombs lend an exhibitionist feel to the counterimage of an important monu-
ment of 19th century Zagreb, laying bare what should have remained hidden forever. 
Apart from the Cathedral, the most prominent urban icon of Zagreb is Ban Jelačić Square 
whose startling transformation occurred with the general lockdown due to the COV-
ID-19 pandemic that cut off the lifeblood from the hustle and bustle of the city. This 
culminated in huge damage to the façades that used to make the image of the Square 
so recognizable. The stone platforms of the Square are sprawling empty, but then they 
get strewn with bricks, gables, towers… Next, soldiers and firefighters come and clean 
them up… (Fig. 8). These countrimages have become new postcards (the frequency of 
the Square motif is ranked fourth on Google.com and Google.hr as an earthquake topic). 
Some of the mentioned images are testaments to a temporary condition, but many of 
them will remain as new long-lasting symbols of fragmented façades whose restora-
tion will take decades. 
In the immediate vicinity there is an image of the Dolac Market (Fig. 9) – instead of 
people selling and buying local foodstuffs on the stalls, we see vast emptiness and then 
bricks, police and tents… Counterimages in this case as a transitory condition that give 
a dystopian vision.

Figure 8. Ban Jelačić Square. Ožić, M. Figure 9. Dolac Market. Ožić, M.

4 Post-Earthquake Images of Zagreb

The vitality of an image implies the tenacity of survival not only through transforma-
tions of its structure. It also implies the viewer’s ability to recognize its meaning and sig-
nificance. Can this be understood as elasticity, resistance of urban images that require 
our flexibility in accepting new concepts, including the concept of destruction physical 
and mental, as an indispensable element of urban living? Media photography kept an 
appropriate track of the conditions in Zagreb for a month, three months, six months, ten 
months after the earthquake and in the midst of the scarcity of other contents (apart 
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from the Covid-19 pandemic) in the local and global context, images that make up not 
only our urban environment now through the screens they are entering our living rooms, 
representing a condition of temporality: scaffoldings, tarpaulins, nylon improvisations, 
metal fences, police tapes, wooden structures of safe corridors… (Fig. 10, 11). 

Figure 10. Gundulićeva Street, Kostešić, I. F Figure 11. Žerjavićeva Street, Kostešić, I.

Although these images represent an indispensable experience in a walk through the 
Lower and Upper Town as the most representative and for its identity most significant 
part of the city, the official communication channels of the Zagreb Tourist Board, Lonely 
Planet, TripAdvisor display only images of the city before 22 March 2020 – as if the 
earthquake had not happened. In spite of some expert analyses that continue to be 
communicated to the public, which undoubtedly conjure up the protracted nature of 
the reconstruction process in terms of 10 years or more, a new current face of the city 
in the sense of identity acceptance has not been rooted yet. This procedure could be 
variously interpreted ranging from resistance to the acceptance of destruction as a new 
reality with a long-lasting character to the inertia of structures in adopting strategies 
that would represent images of Zagreb after the earthquake.

5 Conclusion

The earthquake that struck on 22 March 2020 revealed one of the crucial problems 
in central Zagreb, which is inadequate maintenance of construction funds in correla-
tion to the seismic characteristics of the soil. This problem arose as a consequence of 
a long-standing situation in which a combination of several adverse components led 
to devastation. These elements include unresolved (co-)ownership relations, economic 
degradation of the population, inappropriate interventions in the interior and exterior of 
buildings and, last but not least important, long-term strategies of the city administra-
tion towards the problem of the construction fund maintenance. The image of central 
Zagreb is far from something pleasant, but this is a stark reality. If new iconographic 
patterns and counterimages were incorporated into the complex, locally specific visual 
narrative, not only in media images, but also in a clear campaign of a new type of com-
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munication between the city and external publicities, putting a different perspective on 
one’s own city, potentially facilitating acceptance of the condition not only in the short 
run but also in the long run, turning previously unfeasible plans into feasible endeavours 
of a new life and not just about the survival of the city and its residents. Destruction also 
possesses an enormous symbolic capital that can ultimately be used as a trigger for 
new development, both in a therapeutic and entrepreneurial sense.
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Abstract
In autumn 2019 North-Western Albania was struck by series of earthquakes: the first major 
occurred on September 22nd (M5.6) and the second on November 26th (M6.4). After the second 
earthquake with more than 50 fatalities the EU Civil Protection Mechanism was activated at 
the request of the Albanian authorities. Immediately after mobilizing urban search and rescue 
teams (USAR) an EU Civil Protection Team (EUCPT) was deployed to help the authorities to 
coordinate the response (including logistic, in-kind help, humanitarian needs, etc.) and to assist 
in the damage assessment. For this purpose EUCPT and UNDAC (United Nations Disaster 
Assessment and Coordination) established Damage Assessment and Coordination Cell (DACC) 
which – among others – assisted local authorities in field operations in terms of coordination 
of assessment, registration / introduction of international experts and in compiling coherent 
credible daily assessment reports. Administration of the Republic of Slovenia for Civil Protection 
and disaster relief (URSZR) nominated the authors of presented paper to help coordinate 
international assistance in the aftermath of the earthquake. As members of EUCP Team Bravo 
they participated mainly as support to the local teams in on-site damage assessment. This paper 
points out the general aspects of EU Civil Protection Mechanism, its role/tasks and pros/cons of 
used assessment procedures and work in international assessment teams. The main aim of the 
paper is presentation of typical structural damage patterns observed in urban and rural areas of 
Durrës County.

Key words: Earthquake, Albania, 2019, Damage Assessment, EU Civil Protection.
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1 Introduction

The Balkan - Adriatic region is one of the most prone earthquakes in Europe [1]. The 
Eurasian plate encompasses much of Europe’s and Asia’s mainland and moves with re-
spect to the main neighbouring plates in the South (African plate), Southeast (Anatolian 
microplate), and West (North-America plate). A number of microplates between Europe 
and Africa add to the complexity of tectonics around the Mediterranean Sea including 
the Alpine region. Consequently earthquakes in this area do not occur only along well-
defined zones but might affect also large areas. 
Literature overview confirms intensive seismic activity in Balkan region (Slovenia, Cro-
atia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, North 
Macedonia and Greece) and nearby Apennine Peninsula. Although general public is 
aware about the consequences of catastrophic 2009 L’Aquila earthquake not everyone 
is apprised with similar events in this province in years 1349, 1703 (5000 fatalities), 
1915 (30.000 fatalities) and in 1958 [3].
Although information about the seismic activities from 18th centuries and back might 
not be as accurate as records from past decades the literature [2, 3] presents concern-
ing information about earthquakes in Balkan region: 1677 - Dubrovnik, Croatia (M7.2, 
5000 fatalities), 1963 - Skopje, North Macedonia, (M6.1, 1070 fatalities), 1979 Bar, 
Montenegro (M6.9, 129 fatalities) and many others. Furthermore the sum of numbers 
representing the effects of earthquakes in Balkan area emphasises the relevance of this 
events: in period from 1905 to 2010 62 deadly earthquakes occurred where more than 
5000 people lost their life. More than 2 million people were directly affected and sub-
stantial damage is estimated to more than 10,000 million US dollars [2]. Estimations 
given are based on OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database [3] and United States 
Geological Survey [4], although the numbers from different sources might vary a lot [8].

Figure 1. Left: Seismic Hazard in Balkan Peninsula [1]. Right: List of earthquakes in Albania [2,5,8]
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2 Albania 2019 earthquake 

On September 21st 2019 2:04 PM Albania was hit by an earthquake with magnitude 
M5.6 (41.338°N 19.530°E). More than 500 buildings were damaged but there were no 
fatalities (110 injured). The earthquake was classified as the strongest earthquake to hit 
Albania in more than 30 years with epicentre 3 km WSW of Shijak, estimated depth was 
10 km. Estimated earthquake intensity according to Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale 
(MMI) was VII (very strong) with Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) up to 0.2g and Peak 
Ground Velocity (PGV) 10 cm/s [6]. Presented event was most likely only foreshock of 
main earthquake which occurred in November, significantly contributed to the damage 
on built environment. 
On November 26th 2019 2:54 AM main earthquake event with magnitude M6.4 occurred 
with epicentre 15 km WSW of Mamurras (1.514°N 19.526°E), in 22.0 km depth (Figure 
2). Event lasted at least 50 seconds, its effects were felt almost 400 km away (Belgrade, 
Serbia). Estimated earthquake intensity according to MMI was VIII (severe) with PGA up 
to 0.5g and PGV 43 cm/s (Figure 3). Earthquake is characterized as strongest in Albania 
in last 40 years, deadliest in 99 years and the world’s deadliest earthquake in 2019 
[5]. The worst affected municipalities were Shijak, Durrës, Krujë, Tirana, Kamëz, Kavajë, 
Kurbin and Lezhë, representing 38 % of total population in the country (Figure 2). It is 
estimated that 38,000 residents were exposed to intensity MMI VIII and 580,000 to 
MMI VII [8]. The characteristics of earthquake combined with the soft soils around the 
Durrës bay and surrounding areas resulted in significant effects on built environment 
including complete collapse of structures and in permanent geotechnical deformations. 

Figure 2. Left: Macroseismic intensity image [4]. Right: Worst affected areas [9]
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Figure 3. Left: Peak Ground Acceleration [4]. Right: Peak Ground Velocity (right) [4]

By December 1st 2019 there was more than 1,300 recorded aftershocks and 33 with the 
magnitude more than 4.0 (till January 1st, 2020). Immediately after event the search and 
rescue operations began. Sadly the earthquake claimed the life of 51 people, number 
of injured varies from 750 to 3000. State of emergency was declared for the Durrës 
and Tirana prefecture. Firefighters, civil protection, medical emergency personnel, the 
armed forces and state reserves were immediately deployed. Due to the extent of dam-
age and as the last severe earthquake in Albania was in 1979, the complete response 
system lacked expertise. Therefore the Government of Albania requested international 
assistance on November 26th and activated the European Civil Protection Mechanism. 

3 European Civil Protection Mechanism and damage assessment 

European Civil Protection Mechanism (the Mechanism) assures an assistance of gov-
ernmental aid (in-kind assistance, deployment of specially-equipped teams, or experts 
assessing and coordinating support) delivered in preparation for or immediate after-
math of a disaster in Europe and worldwide. The Mechanism primarily protects people, 
but also the environment and property. The Emergency Response Coordination Centre 
(ERCC) as part of the Mechanism operates within the European Commission Directo-
rate-General for European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operation (ECHO), and 
acts as a coordination hub to facilitate quick well-coordinated and effective response to 
natural and man-made hazards / disasters. The Mechanism brings together resources 
from all EU Member States and Participating States (Iceland, Norway, Serbia, North 
Macedonia, Montenegro, and Turkey) ready for deployment to a disaster zone at short 
notice. Following a request for assistance through the Mechanism, the ERCC mobilises 
assistance or expertise. The ERCC monitors events around the globe 24/7 and ensures 
rapid deployment of emergency support through a direct link with national civil protec-
tion authorities. Since 2001, the Mechanism has been activated more than 420 times to 
respond to emergencies in and outside the EU. 
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EU Member States and Participating States may commit national resources for emer-
gency response to the European Civil Protection Pool (ECPP). More than 150 Civil Pro-
tection (CP) modules and 12 Technical assistance and support teams (TAST) are current-
ly registered. For search and rescue operations 30 Medium Urban Search and Rescue 
(MUSAR) and 12 Heavy Urban Search and Rescue (HUSAR) teams are available. 
Following the activation of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism at the request of Albania, 
the ERCC coordinated the deployment of 1 medium urban search and rescue team from 
Greece and 2 certified search and rescue teams from Italy and Romania that form part 
of the ECPP (Figure 4). Additionally, the EU’s Copernicus emergency satellite mapping 
service produced satellite images of the affected zones to evaluate the intensity and 
scope of the damage resulting from the earthquake. On the bilateral basis neighbouring 
and nearby countries also participated in search and rescue operations and in related 
activities (medical assistance, delivering / building shelters, etc.).

Figure 4.  USAR search and rescue operations on six story reinforced concrete building in Durrës built in 
1996: Before and after earthquake [10]

On November 29th all missing persons were found – from 22 only two were found alive. 
On that day MUSAR teams ended their mission. Due to the damage extend two days 
earlier on November 27th the Government of Albania requested also for international 
help in damage assessment. 
Following a request for assistance, an initial EU Civil Protection (EUCP) Alpha team was 
deployed to Albania. The main priorities of EUCPT were: 1.) To coordinate the orderly 
delivery of incoming in-kind assistance, 2.) To transfer the initial USAR Coordination Cell 
(UCC) into a Damage Assessment Coordination Cell (DACC), 3.) To moderate the DACC 
daily operations and to ensure its handover to the national authorities, 4.) To liaise and 
cooperate with the national / local authorities and 5.) To assess humanitarian needs 
through the United Nations Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) associ-
ated colleagues [11]. EUCPT consisted of team leader, its deputy, ERCC liaison officers, 
technical assistance and support experts, structural engineers, local emergency man-
agement representatives and associated UNDAC representatives. There was a EUCPT 
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rotation on December 4th (Bravo team) in which the authors of this paper participated 
as structural engineers, mainly as part of the daily field operations support in Durrës 
area. This enabled to mirror their experiences together with observations back into the 
EUCPT and the DACC which emerged as very important source of information about 
actual activities on site. 
In general the main task of structural engineers in the EUCPT was training/briefing in-
ternational engineering teams arriving in Albania. Besides sharing information about the 
current situation in country a peer briefing was focused on the assessment approach: 
international engineers were always deployed in pairs as a support to home damage 
assessment teams helping in assessing the severity of damage (level of damage), hab-
itability and safety recommendations and restrictions. Support of foreign experts also 
had a strategic role in terms of a psychology - fostering the reputation of domestic en-
gineers. The level of trust of inhabitants regarding the work of domestic assessments 
teams was in general low. All together 185 structural engineers from 18 countries (Bul-
garia, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, France, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Kosovo, N. 
Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland, Turkey, UK and USA) were involved 
in damage assessment. 
The assessment process in the beginning struggled of non-consistency in information, 
figures / numbers, assessment criteria and not unified work of the assessment teams, 
but was continuously improved. From September earthquake it was noticed that each 
Municipality or Prefecture used a different Inspection form, resulting - together with 
different assessment approaches - in miscommunication issues throughout different 
data collection. In general all structures were classified depending on their damage level 
into green, yellow and red; green meaning lightly damaged, red medium damaged and 
red heavily damaged. However most of the assessments were based on six steps rap-
id assessment approach using five grade scale (Figure 5). Furthermore the inspection 
forms also covered whether or not the building was habitable, safety recommendations 
and restrictions. The sum of assessment results foreign experts should report to DACC 
daily, but this did not always prove to be the case. In the last two weeks of the assess-
ment the forms were filled in electronically using online forms. This did not prove to be 
advantage for local commissions since paper forms had to be filled in anyway due to 
legal requirements. 
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Figure 5. General criteria for the assessment [11]

Consequently the statistics of assessments in which international experts participated 
is not as accurate as it could be: 199 buildings (8 %) did not suffer structural damage, 
988 (42 %) light, 667 (28 %) medium and 532 (22 %) heavy damage. This presents a rela-
tively small portion of total number of damaged / destroyed buildings (ca. 14,000). On 
December 20th the EUCPT Bravo hand over all DACC activities to local authorities. 
Important lesson learned - from the structural engineer point of view - is that the dam-
age assessment procedures could be improved. Unified and well prepared assessment 
approach - taking into consideration legal boundaries - with detailed briefing of not only 
foreign experts but also local assessment teams is crucial for obtaining realistic over-
view about the damage extent in future similar events. 

4 Typical damage patterns 

Predominant structural types in the urban area of Durrës are unreinforced masonry 
structures, structural masonry with reinforced concrete elements and slabs and rein-
forced concrete (RC) frames with infills (after 1995) and more rare RC wall structures. 
Mixed types are also used (Figure 5). Buildings usually do not exceed 6 - 8 floors (10 
for modern RC frames). Ground floor unreinforced masonry structures present typical 
traditional one family dwelling in rural areas. Later structures in rural areas up to two 
storeys are based on kind of a light RC frame with infill (Figure 5). In general quality 
of materials, construction work, detailing and especially maintenance are rather poor. 
Unauthorised structural interventions or incremental construction (Figure 7a) ending 
up with additional floors in ensuing years without proper documentation / permits is 
quite widespread and as reported by media also the main reason for collapse of com-
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plete structures (hotels in the Durrës coast). Settlements (ground displacements) as 
consequence of soil liquefaction, relatively strong vertical component of the earthquake 
ground motion and consequences of September 21st earthquake additionally amplified 
the structural damage in Durrës (costal) area. 
Structures are or should be designed and constructed according to the Albanian Techni-
cal Codes (KTP) which were first issued in 1963 and continuously updated (1978 and 
1989). KTP were not always taken into consideration [9]. Use of Eurocodes in Albania is 
currently not mandatory. Regarding the earthquake load the KTP requirements do not 
meet the Eurocode defined loads [7]. 

Figure 6. Typical urban and rural building types in Albania [12]

In Durrës unreinforced masonry (URM) structures with various types of concrete slabs 
performed in general well, but in other areas (Thumanë) - where flexibility limits of 
structures were exceeded - complete or partial collapses occurred, also due to poor 
connection between walls and floors, non-authorized interventions and poor materials 
/ construction / maintenance (Figure 6a). As shear force increases shear stress devel-
ops in walls which leads to cracking, commonly observed near the openings (cracking of 
pears) (Figure 6b). Out of the plain cracks / failures also occur when connection between 
walls and slabs is poor. Similar reason is the cause for corner failures if connection be-
tween walls is in question (Figure 6c). Regardless the general performance of URM in 
Durrës, the vulnerability of unreinforced unconfined masonry structures, built accord-
ing to Albanian authorities standardised design templates, has to be highlighted due 
to their brittle non-ductile behaviour. Poor performance is critical in cases where used 
hollow strap slabs are not properly connected into a rigid diaphragm. 
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Figure 7. URM structures: a.) Heavily damaged URM [9]. b.) Pier cracks. c.) Corner failure

The most common damage pattern observed with RC frame structures were in-plane 
shear diagonal (X) cracks in infill, partial or full out of the plane failures of insufficiently 
confined / aligned infill (internal, external - facades / cantilevers) and cracks in stair legs. 
Hollow clay tiles are most commonly used as infill. RC frame structures suffered main 
damage in lower storeys (up to 4), damage in storeys above was minimal (Figures 7b 
and 7c). This is related to the characteristic of earthquake (long duration, large period), 
to soil characteristics, to undesired resonance phenomena and mainly to the flexibility 
of structures: usually no RC walls are incorporated in structures - the elevator shafts 
and stair case walls are as a rule also constructed in masonry. 

Figure 8. a.) Incremental construction. b.,c.) Damage in lower storeys. d.) Insufficient gaps
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Figure 9. a.,b.) Buckling of reinforcement. c.) Corrosion of steel reinforcement. 

Although 1/3 of collapsed buildings were constructed round 1990 the modern multi-
storey RC frames also proved to be problematic due to still used combination rigid infills 
and too flexible load bearing RC structure as Albanian technical codes do not define drift 
limitations. Consequently gaps between adjacent buildings are inadequate or even do 
not exist (Figure 7c). The soft story effects were also noticeable since the majority of 
these types of buildings were in mixed use with open street façade causing torsional ec-
centricity. Due to aggressive costal environment too thin concrete covering layer proved 
to be problematic (Figure 8c). Buckling of longitudinal reinforcement, concrete core 
crushing, and shear cracking of short span beams and columns in RC buildings were also 
noticed (Figures 8a and 8b). Relatively short extension of steel rebars in problematic 
incremental construction have a negative effect in structural performance (Figure 7a).

Figure 10. Non efficient attempts for damage remediation.

In rural areas traditional clay brick dwellings with timber floor / roof structure and porticoes 
/ terraces showed typical damage in terms of (diagonal) cracks in the walls or their overturn-
ing, falling of floor plaster and collapse of chimneys. With structures from 1990 onwards 
with mixed structural systems the damage observed is most commonly triggered by non-
confinement of walls, structural irregularities in plan and elevation (like external staircases) 
and as with all structures with poor quality materials / construction / detailing. 
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5 Conclusions

Every severe earthquake reminds us that seismic threat is not to be ignored. With the 
current level of knowledge about the earthquakes and design / construction of seismic 
resistance structures modern societies should be able to cope better in extreme events 
as it has been presented. Poor implementation (of principles) of seismic codes, poor 
quality materials and construction works resulted in typical damage patterns for spe-
cific structural types. Without strict implementation of modern codes and systematic 
retrofitting (on contrary as presented in Figure 9) of existing building stock it cannot be 
reasonably to expect that loos of human lives and furthermore damage to build envi-
ronment would - in similar future events - differ from presented one. 
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Abstract
Following the M=6.4 earthquake that hit Durres in Albania on 26.11.2019, at the request of the 
Government of the Republic of Albania to the Government of R.N. Macedonia, in coordination with 
the deputy Prime Minister of the Government of R. N. Macedonia and the Director of the Bureau 
for Forensic Expertise of the R. N. Macedonia as operational coordinator, teams of experts were 
established for assistance and support to the local teams in rapid assessment on the structural 
safety of damaged buildings in the most affected areas. The Institute of Earthquake Engineering 
and Engineering Seismology - IZIIS (Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje) was leading the 
Macedonian mission with four teams composed of 11 experts. Most of the structures that were 
the subject of inspection were residential, mainly constructed as reinforced concrete structure 
and flat-slab systems prior the year 2000. Most of these structures suffered major nonstructural 
damage with negligible structural damages and extensive repairable structural damages. 
The cause of incurred damages was inconsistent application of recent knowledge in design, 
construction, and control of earthquake resistant structures. In order to define corresponding 
technical solutions for repair and strengthening, especially for the vital structures, it is necessary 
to take additional measures as detailed engineering inspection and science-based analysis. 

Key words: Durres earthquake, rapid damage assessment, residential buildings, public buildings
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1 Introduction

On November 26, 2019, the northwest part of Albania was hit by a strong earthquake 
with magnitude Mw =6.4 and epicenter at a distance of 16 km west-southwest from 
Mamuras. The earthquake lasted 30 sec and was felt in Tirana - the capital of R. Albania 
as well as in some farther locations (at a distance of over 300 km) in the neighbouring 
countries, including our country. The maximum intensity in the epicentral area was VIII 
degrees according to the Modified Mercalli Scale. Until 01.12.2019, the instruments re-
corded over 1300 minor earthquakes, i.e., aftershocks.
At the request of the Government of the Republic of Albania, IZIIS immediately respond 
to this request and participated in three post-earthquake missions with 15 experts. In 
the period 2 – 13.12.2019 IZIIS experts were working with local engineers, inspect-
ed and made rapid assessment of a total of 169 structures mainly on the territory of 
Durres and Shijak (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Location of inspected structures in Durres (left) and Shijak municipality (right)

Most of the structures that were the subject of inspection were residential and repre-
sented RC and flat-slab systems mainly constructed prior to 2000 and suffered ma-
jor nonstructural damage with negligible structural damages and extensive repairable 
structural damages. The methodology used in the rapid assessment was proposed by 
the Directorate of the European Commission for Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid 
Operations (DG ECHO – UCPM) (Table 1).

Table 1. Classification of damages

Light damage Medium-severe Damage Very heavy damage

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5

Grade 1: Negligible to 
slight damage

no structural damage, 
slight non-structural 

damage

Grade 2: Moderate 
damage

slight structural 
damage, moderate 

non-structural 
damage

Grade 3: Substantial 
to heavy damage

moderate structural 
damage, heavy non-
structural damage

Grade 4: Very 
heavy damage
heavy structural 

damage, very 
heavy non-

structural damage

Grade 5: 
Destruction
very heavy 
structural 
damage
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2 Structures subjected to rapid assessment

Out of the total number of structures, 70 % or 118 are residential, 23 % (39) are residen-
tial-business, 5 % i.e., 9 is public institutional buildings – schools, and 1 % are engineer-
ing structures - bridges and business buildings (Figure 2 left).

Figure 2. Review of structures according to purpose (left) and according to structural system (right)

According to structural system, the most numerous are combined system (masonry+RC), 
41 %, RC buildings with regular frame system of beams and columns and flat-slab struc-
tures, each accounting for 28 % of the total number of inspected structures (Figure 2 
right). 16 % of the structures are masonry structures including structures with solid brick 
and stone infill, 12 % represent beamless structures and the least number of structures 
are irregular frame systems with beams in one direction or structures with a regular 
system up to a certain level, continuing further with a flat-slab system or beams in one 
direction. These account for 3 % of the total number of inspected structures.

Figure 3.  Structures with major non-structural damage (a, b) and Residential structure GF+1 with major 
structural and non-structural damage, unsafe for habitation (c, d)
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Figure 4.  Residential structures: GF+2 (a, b); GF +3 with RC frames at the ground floor and masonry along 
storeys – visible damages to columns at the ground floor (c, d)

Most of the inspected structures, 64 % of total number were built before 2000, meaning 
that they are more than 20 years old, while the remaining 36 % of the structures were 
built after 2000 (Figure 5 left). In accordance with this statement, it can be concluded 
that most of the structures are of a older date wherefore they are assumed to have 
been not designed in compliance with the current seismic regulations.
According to assessments made by the commissions (in accordance with Table 1), the 
expert teams concluded that 6.1 % of the structures suffered slight non-structural dam-
age (Grade 1). 20.4 % of the structures account for those with moderate damage to non-
structural elements. However, each third structure suffered major nonstructural dam-
age with negligible structural damages most frequently in the form of hairline cracks in 
the columns (Grade 3). Almost 35 % of the structures suffered major structural damage 
that was mainly concentrated in the columns and 9.6 % of the total number of inspected 
structures were assigned grade 5, meaning that they have to be torn down (Figure 5 
right). Photos of damaged structures assigned Grade 3 and Grade 4 are shown in Fig-
ures. 3 and Figure 4. More photos of structures are given in IZIIS Report 2019-73.

Figure 5.  Review of structures according to year of construction (left) and grades assigned to damaged 
structures upon inspection (right)
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3 Statements Arising from the Rapid Damage Assessment

There are several reasons for occurred damages of structures which are generally based 
on inconsistent application of recent knowledge in design, construction and control of 
earthquake resistant structures, structural errors in design and construction as well as 
inappropriate quality of built-in materials. As a result from the performed rapid assess-
ment of structures the following can be stated:
 - The most of residential building structures that were the subject of assessment were 

not designed according the modern seismic regulations or they were not applied on 
a regular basis

 - A lot of assessed structures had built-in concrete with a lower quality
 - Numerous structures had visible corrosion of the reinforcement bars
 - In most of low rise residential buildings (up to 2 storeys) significant damage was ob-

served in the columns in the ground floor
 - Although some of the structures were designed as low rise buildings, they have been 

upgraded with structures with several more floors

The main reasons for the occurred plastic hinges in residential buildings columns is the 
unsuitable dimensions or great distance between the stirrups. 
The school buildings constructed in the territory of Shijak municipality date back from 
long ago and are constructed of traditional masonry. These suffered major structural 
damage (30 % of the inspected school buildings) therefore it is necessary to anticipate 
solutions for their repair and strengthening for the purpose of providing them with the 
necessary safety and stability and making them functional as soon as possible.

4 Reasons for incurred damages

The reasons for the occurred damages are: 
 - Flexible flat-slab or partial beam systems
 - Inappropriate and unprofessionally finished expansion joints
 - Short columns
 - Built additional storeys (up to + 4 storeys) upon already designed/constructed struc-

tures
 - Plastic hinges in columns as a consequence of low quality concrete and inappropriate 

dimensions and distance between stirrups
 - Warm connection – bridge between two buildings with undefined dynamic response. 

The structure has 5 storeys, while the bridge is at the top one.

Expansion joints between two buildings where the beams continue from one unit to 
another.
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5 Reasons for incurred damages

The incurred damages to structures are the result of inconsistent application of recent 
knowledge in design, construction and control of earthquake resistant structures. Struc-
tural faults in design and construction as well as inappropriate quality of built-in materi-
als have been observed. 19 % of the structures in the territory of Durres municipality are 
classified as structures that have suffered considerable structural damage, while 3 % 
of the structures are anticipated to be demolished. The situation is even more compli-
cated in the territory of Shijak municipality, where 43 % of the structures are classified 
as structures that have suffered major structural damage, while 13 % of the structures 
are anticipated to be demolished. All given percentages relate the damaged structures 
which were observed during the visit of IZIIS team to the Durres and Shijak region.
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Abstract
The territory of Montenegro is characterised with very high seismicity, where seismic hazard 
decrease from the coast to mainland. The last devastating earthquake occurred in April 1979 
when a lot of modern facilities were destroyed, as well cultural and historical monuments, roads 
and railways. The directed damages were approximately in value of 15 billion of US dollars in 
today’s value. This paper presents the overview of characteristics structural damages observed 
in facilities caused by this earthquake. The known circumstances and human errors that led to 
collapse of structures are also discussed. The paper briefly presents most common structural 
measures taken in Montenegrin engineering practice in order to repair the the earthquake induced 
damages or to retrofit existing facilities. 40 years after an earthquake, Montenegrin society is 
facing new challenges in earthquake engineering, both from practise and science point of view. 4 
% in total losses from natural disaster events in past 15 years is induced by earthquakes, which is 
a lot considering that no significant earthquakes were registered during the period. An overview 
of measures taken (or planned to be taken in future period) in order to decrease seismic risk 
on territory of Montenegro are presented: from implementation of modern codes, developing 
and implementation of innovative solutions for retrofitting of structures to conducting national 
seismic risk assessment. 

Key words: past earthquake events, earthquake damages, decreasing seismic risk
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1 Introduction

On April 15, 1979, at 7 hours and 19 minutes, Montenegro experienced a catastrophic 
earthquake, a devastating catastrophe that was more severe than any other in this re-
gion, many centuries back. The time of the earthquake occurrence was fortunate cir-
cumstance in the disaster that hit Montenegrin society and economy. The consequenc-
es of such an earthquake if it had happen on a working day or during the tourist season 
can hardly be imagined. The earthquake epicentre was in the Adriatic Sea, between 
Ulcinj and Bar, at a distance of 14 kilometres from the coast, at a depth of 15 km with 
the magnitude of M = 7. Seismological research has shown that the preparation of this 
earthquake lasted longer than two years, with pronounced seismic activity at the ends 
of known seismic faults [1, 2]. As of March 31, 15 days before the earthquake, activity 
intensified in the vicinity of future epicentres - the city of Ulcinj. The main foreshock of 
the earthquake took place on April 9 with a magnitude of 5.1. After the main impact on 
15th of April, seismic activity continued on the Montenegrin coast, so only in 1979 in 
Montenegro there were 60 strong earthquakes with a magnitude greater than or equal 
to 4 and more than 100 earthquakes with a magnitude in the range of 3.4 to 4. Results 
of analyses [3] showed that in the period of 40 days after the main earthquake, about 
40 % of the total energy of aftershocks was released, and remaining 60 % in the follow-
ing period, which lasted longer than a year.
From this time distance, it is fair to say that Montenegro was not prepared for such 
a strong earthquake. It did not have the adequate organization, nor was it able to re-
spond adequately in terms of personnel and institution capacity immediately after the 
earthquake. In the folowing days, months and years after the earthquake, Montenegro 
had great support coming to eliminate the consequences from the former Republics of 
SFRY, as well as in international organizations such as UNDP, UNDRO, UNESCO.

2 Montenegro earthquake effects

It is estimated that around 58 000 facilities was damaged with minor or major damage 
occurrence in Montenegro earthquake. The study [4], covered 40 000 facilities in six 
coastal and two central municipalities. 92.9 % of buildings investigated were masonry 
structures, 4.91 % reinforced concrete (RC) and 2.18 % steel and wooden structures. Ac-
cording to the gross area of   the surveyed buildings, masonry structures occupied 76.76 
%, reinforced concrete 19.96 % and wooden and steel structures 3.27 % of total inves-
tigated area. By their occupancy 82.3 % were residential facilities, and the rest were 
cultural, tourism or education facilities.
Damage in buildings of wooden and steel structures, considered both in total number 
and in percentage in the total gross area ofthe building is negligible. Only 0.09 % of the 
total area (0.04 % of the number of buildings) that suffered complete damage were clas-
sified as wooden or steel structures. The largest number of damaged buildings, in terms 
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of both percentage in number and gross area, were masonry structures. Fig. 1. shows 
the distribution of damage in percent of the total area of all investigated facilities de-
pending on the type of structure. As much as 22 % of the area declared as complete 
damage is accompanied to masonry structures, while approximately 2 % were RC struc-
tures. Fig 2. shows the distribution of damage among the types of masonry structures, 
where it is observed that the largest damages occurred in stone masonry structures, i.e. 
19.6 % of the total gross area investigated that was declared as complete damage were 
stone masonry structures, while as expected, much better behaviour was observed in 
confined masonry buildings. Among RC structures, RC frame systems proved to be the 
most vulnerable, see Fig 3.
Totally 8 large hotel facilities collapsed, 53 hospitals and other health facilities were 
heavily damaged or collapsed, 570 social and child care facilities and 240 school fa-
cilities were damaged. Cultural and historical monuments (monasteries, churches, mu-
seums) were particularly affected. Major damage was observed on the road network 
- about 350 km of long-distance and 200 km of regional roads were damaged. Port 
Bar was heavily damaged, shipyard in Bijela partially sunk. The damage zone covered 
around 600 square kilometres, 101 people lost their lives.

Figure 1.  Damage classification according to structural type in percentage of gross area of all inspected 
facilities after Montenegro earthquake
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Figure 2. Distribution of damages among masonry structural systems 

Figure 3. Distribution of damages among RC structural systems 

It was obvious that most vulnerable structures were stone masonry structures, that 
were heavily damaged and and the large number of this type of structures suffered 
complete damage. In next period of time, even for structures that have not been dam-
aged, or had small damages, the technical condition for obtaining building permits in-
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cluded necessary strengthening and upgrading of this type of structures, especially for 
old urban settlements.
Regard the significant number of modern reinforced concrete structures that had col-
lapsed, mostly hotels situated on sea cost, it was concluded that most vulnerable 
among them were RC frame structures. Even if those structures have not been seis-
mically designed, it was noticed that dual or l-wall systems from same construction 
period, suffered less damage. The combination of soft soil characteristic and flexible 
RC frame structures led to resonant behaviour and sever displacements and damages.

3 Measures taken after earthquake event

Immediately after the earthquake, a series of measures were adopted aimed at mitigat-
ing the consequences of the earthquake. Teams of experts for the damage classification 
and buildings usability have been formed at the national and municipal level. As many 
as 147 working groups and 26 specialized teams for cultural facilities composed of do-
mestic and foreign experts have been employed [5]. In next months and years, with 
the technical assistance of UNDP, several crucial projects were implemented such as: 
“Spatial Plan of the Republic and general urban plans of urban settlements of Monte-
negro”, “Reduction of seismic risk in the Balkan region”, “Seismic micro-regionalization 
of urban areas of the Republic of Montenegro”. Domestic enterprise RZUP (Republic 
Institute for Urbanism and Design) actively participated and managed the implemen-
tation of mentioned projects as well as many others. It should be noted here, without 
going into the elaboration socio-economic occasions characteristic for that period that 
activities of RZUP (a company that operated exclusively on market principles) were of 
immeasurable importance for the recovery of the whole society. The existence of such 
an institution, which was able to provide professional, technical and even financial sup-
port to the Government, is difficult to imagine at the present time.
 In the short term, the earthquake highlighted the importance of organization and readi-
ness to carry out all activities immediately after the earthquake: clearing roads and es-
tablishing communications, housing, providing financial support to vulnerable popula-
tions, forming and activating team experts to inspect facilities, redlines for planned and 
systematic data archiving [5]. The activities and measures carried out in the extended 
period of time after the earthquake are best illustrated by their results: Spatial Plan of 
Montenegro, map of the epicentre and seismic micro-zoning, map of the suitability of 
the terrain for urbanization, innovated design regulations (1981 and 1985), completed 
and the adopted method of seismic risk management ”from urban planning to expert 
supervision”.
In the following years, a period of renovation of damaged buildings began. Most of the 
damaged buildings were masonry structures, historical buildings and monuments. The 
priority in repair and strengthening were old rural and urban settlements followed by 
individual cultural monuments. Criteria for selecting priorities were [6, 7]: 1) cultural-
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historical significance of a building or group objects; 2) the diversity of its former func-
tions and the possibility of valorisation of its purpose; 3) condition and degree of dam-
age; 4) danger from further decay and 5) rationality and efficiency of possible recovery 
solutions for fast recovery.
All repairing measures designed for masonry structures aimed at providing structural 
integrity at the story level in order to ensure adequate distribution of seismic forces and 
to avoid individual vibration of structural components. Whenever it was possible, RC 
slabs with RC belt course (detail on Fig. 4b.) were designed. In case of monuments were 
such interventions were not possible, horizontal steel ties were incorporated at the top 
of the wall (see Fig. 4c) 

Figure 4.  a) Floor plan of a masonry structure with interventions (measures in cm) [8] b) detail of new 
RC floor slab and confiment belt (measures in cm) [9] c) Steel ties at the top of the church wall 
(measures in mm)[10] 

Improvement of bearing capacity mostly consisted of: injection of masonry with cement 
emulsion, jacketing of walls on both surfaces were possible, incorporating new vertical 
RC columns and walls. Fig. 4a. shows one typical design of strengthening masonry resi-
dential building using internal jacketing of Z1 and Z2 walls and incorporating vertical RC 
members (designated as Ri). 
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4  Implementation of the results achieved after 1979. Earthquake in 
past 40 years

It is not easy to point out all relevant evaluations of archived results in seismic risk re-
duction in past 40 years in only one paper. Regard of original idea of urban planning 
driven by geoseimic conditions implemented in Montenegro spatial plan valid until 2000 
(year of first implementation 1986), all further documents (spatial plans from 1997. and 
latest from 2008.) fully considered globally established concept. Also it can be said that 
all relevant supportive legislative in the domain of construction of objects continuously 
improved during the time. In the domain of the design today we are implementing the 
latest findings from European regulations: EUROCODES are valid regulations in Mon-
tenegro. Also, starting from year 2008 up today, legal solutions governing the design, 
execution, project documentation revision as well as supervision over the construction 
have become stricter and more demanding over time, aiming at establishing order in 
the area of planning and design. Also it is worth to mention that many strategic national 
documents are created and implemented in period of 2006 to 2019 i.e. The strategy for 
disaster risk reduction with dynamic action plan for implementation of the strategy for the 
period (2018 – 2023), National plan for the protection and rescue in earthquake (2018) etc. 
which represent valuable contribution to future activities.
Still, it is evident that not all planed is also executed in practise. Main omissions are 
most obvious at the local level. Often inadequately altered detailed urban plans of set-
tlements or their disrespecting in practise, as well as during time developed tolerance 
to mass illegal construction (see Fig. 5), led to significant increase in density of popula-
tion and concentration of construction in urban areas. It is easy to conclude that con-
sequently all above led to increase of seismic risk. Perhaps the best description of the 
situation on site can provide the term “investor urbanism” (a term used by the domes-
tic professionals and public), which indicates the concept policy applied in urbanism in 
which the financial interests of investors are often at the expense of the public interest. 
As the example here will be stated only several ongoing cases in Montenegro: rapid and 
uncontrolled development in the most attractive locations right next to the coast (see 
Fig. 5), urbanization of national parks, etc.
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Figure 5.  Uncontrolled urbanisation and construction at the Montenegrin cost, illegal construction (photo 
source: Montenegro news portals)

It can be said that there are several challenges for Montenegrin society regard to seis-
mic risk management at the present and in the future: 
 - Uncompromising implementation of existing legislation and transition to design ex-

clusively according to European regulations; 
 - Monitoring and implementing further developments in modern regulations;
 - Vulnerability assessment of existing buildings in Montenegro (clearly stated as nec-

essary to be conducted in all relevant strategic documents);
 - Development of innovative systems for structural upgrading adapted to local condi-

tions, economically justified, technically viable and technologically feasible with mini-
mal invasiveness;

 - Use and application of new advanced materials for structural upgrading (i.e. compos-
ite materials, FRP materials - the fibre-reinforced polymer);

 - Developing national seismic risk assessment (ongoing project started from Decem-
ber 2020 coordinated and guided by Ministry of internal affairs)

 - Improving the scientific basis for spatial and urban planning and seismic risk mitiga-
tion as well as incorporating into European and world scientific community in order 
to monitor but also actively participate into relevant researches (ongoing several re-
search international programs exists in University of Montenegro).
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5 Conclusions

40 years ago Montenegro economy and its citizens suffered a catastrophic earthquake 
event that caused both great economic and human loses. Many urban historical set-
tlements were heavily damaged. Mostly masonry structures collapsed or suffered the 
level of damaged that was considered economically or technically unjustified to repair. 
RC frame structures founded in soft soil in coastal area, suffered severe damages. The 
combination of soft soil and flexible structures led to resonant behaviour introducing 
large displacements and consequently in most case collapse. Recovery period lasted 
almost a decade. From time distance it is fair to say that Montenegro was not prepared 
or organized to act immediately after disaster. With the help of international commu-
nity and organisation, domestic experts accomplished some great results in period of 
few years after the event. Some very important strategic projects were implemented 
all aiming to reduce seismic risk introducing geoseismic aspects in all phases of con-
struction process: from urban planning to construction supervision. Also, it is very clear, 
based on the situation on site, that as the time from the earthquake passed mostly 
good existing legislative was not always thoroughly implemented especially on the level 
of local municipalities. This led to over-urbanisation of seismically very vulnerable cost, 
increase of population density and consequently increase of seismic risk over the years. 
Also, to be fair it must be highlighted that Montenegrin institutions done some very 
important steps in past time in order to slow down the harmful process: transition to 
European provisions, developing strategy in case of disaster, realisation of plans defined 
in strategy (i.e. ongoing national risk assessment for disasters including earthquakes), 
encouraging scientific community to take participation in relevant international project, 
etc. Still, many challenges are present and steps that need to be done in order to be 
able to declare full commitment to systematic problem solving in area of seismic risk 
reduction and mitigation i.e.: uncompromising implementation of existing legislation, 
monitoring and implementing further developments in modern regulations, vulnerabil-
ity assessment of existing buildings in Montenegro; development of innovative systems 
for structural upgrading adapted to local conditions, economically justified, technically 
viable and technologically feasible with minimal invasiveness; use and application of 
new advanced materials for structural upgrading etc.
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Abstract
Earthquakes are rather rare in Croatia. Therefore, citizens of Croatia are less motivated in 
understanding the earthquakes than the citizens of e.g. California or Japan. Unfortunately, this 
results in difficulties which civil engineers have in fulfilling the requirements of clients and even 
architects. Additionally, in education and lifestyle, Croatia is traditionally oriented towards Austria 
and Germany, northern countries where the earthquakes are not significant for the stability of the 
buildings. That is why the corresponding subjects were included in the civil engineering curricula 
in Croatia rather late. Also, this is why many of the family houses have been often built without 
any engineering support. Even after the March earthquake damaged a considerable number of 
family houses and older buildings in Zagreb and the surroundings, the citizens in general still 
do not understand that a stronger earthquake could be expected and they do not recognize the 
difference between the reparation of the cracks and improvements of the structural stability. The 
response of the Government showed that the community is ready to help people who lost their 
homes in the March earthquake, even those whose apartments or houses suffered damages. 
It is clear that a similar response could be expected in case other parts of the country got hit by 
an earthquake. It is good to bear in mind that preventing damages of this kind is several times 
less expensive than dealing with the damages. Therefore, it would be advisable to invest in 
retrofitting the older buildings and family houses. The paper suggests education for the citizens 
of Croatia to facilitate the understanding of the importance of the civil engineering role. The paper 
proposes an addition to the education of architects to ease communication with the structural 
and geotechnical engineers. The paper proposes elements of education for the civil engineering 
study programmes and the graduated civil engineers to help them deal with seismological data.

Key words: education, architects, structural engineers, earthquakes, civilians
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1 Why would additional education be necessary?

The damages and phenomena following the Zagreb 22 March earthquakes, and Petri-
nja 28 and 29 December earthquakes had important impact on many people’s lives in 
Croatia. Many of the persons in Zagreb or its vicinity, as well as in the Sisak-Moslavina 
County lost their homes or their homes got seriously damaged, and the industry and 
agricultural works suffered substantial losses. 
How was it possible for an EU member to have this level of damages after all the stan-
dards were in place, prepared by the best experts from all around Europe? Well, like in 
many other areas around the world, the new standards rarely get applied to the ol-
der buildings and houses. Therefore, the older buildings and houses, built before the 
new standards were adopted, often suffer damages or collapse even in the areas of the 
world that are used to earthquakes. Sometimes we get alarmed and encouraged. The 
M6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989 and M6.7 Northridge in 1994, gave an important 
incentive to various organizations and individuals to start retrofitting bridges and buil-
dings and preparing them for the next big one. However, for the right set of actions, we 
need to understand the interaction between earthquakes and buildings – which may be 
quite impossible without proper education. 
The necessary insights are, of course, different from role to role, and it is important 
to have proper trust in other professions – but also to value both their competences 
and their limitations. It appears that without proper understanding no true improve-
ments could be done. One of the examples was the initiative to upgrade the energy 
efficiency in the existing buildings in the recent years – forgetting about the certainty 
of new earthquakes and the necessity to improve the structures. At the same time, 
numerous fountains and monuments have been built in the capital of Croatia – while 
all the hospitals, many schools and other significant buildings, as well as bridges etc., 
were in need of improving their structures. A new hospital was to be built in Zagreb, but 
its completion was, unfortunately, stopped after the main structure was built – which 
is still in good condition, while the buildings of the most of the hospitals in Zagreb need 
retrofitting or replacement. One of the open issues is the certainty that in a foreseeable 
future Zagreb should expect an earthquake quite stronger than felt in the year 2020, an 
M6.5 or similar. Therefore, repairing the damages and returning to the previous conditi-
ons is just a temporary, maybe a too expensive solution. Zagreb needs better structures 
for many of its buildings. The same may be said for the vicinity of Zagreb, as well as for 
many other areas in Croatia.
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2 Immediate response and decision to help and support restoration

For people in Croatia owning a house or apartment is quite important as other solutions 
of living are expensive and often unpleasant. Therefore, many people engage a big por-
tion of their income, take loans and suffer for years to allow their families, and future 
families of their children, to live in nice houses and have proper safety in their lives. 
In the cities, apartment buildings are quite common, but in the suburbs and in villages, 
many people live in family houses, and in many cases, those were built or rebuilt by 
their owners, or with some support not-adequately educated. Family houses are rarely 
designed by engineers. Many of such houses suffered badly in the recent earthquakes, 
as well as older buildings built before appropriate standards were developed.
Volunteers from all over the country started gathering in a couple of hours after the ear-
thquake to lower the dangerous chimneys, improve the roofs situation, help in all ima-
ginable ways, but also to inspect the houses safety, give psychological support, cook, 
bring food, clothes, toys, etc., as well as to provide caravan trailers, container houses, 
houses. The law was passed promising financial support to those who lost their homes 
or those that were damaged, although there are some differences in the level of the 
promised restoration. It is important to note that the community, both as individuals 
who quickly organized themselves, and as the state, decided to compensate for the lost 
homes and make sure that the citizens affected by these earthquakes get decent places 
to live. This will mean substantial costs to the EU and Croatia, but it certainly seems 
proper not to abandon the victims of a natural catastrophe. It is important to notice here 
that the reparation may be several to many times more expensive than prevention of 
the earthquake damages. [1]
It is important to keep in mind that many parts of Croatia may expect strong earthqua-
kes in the future and that there is a substantial number of buildings and houses which 
need retrofitting. 

3 Role of civil engineers

Although civil engineering has been an almost invisible profession for decades, the 
structural engineers came into focus of media after the earthquakes in Croatia, as they 
volunteered, together with many architects – from the first hours after the events – in 
evaluating the safety of the damaged buildings and houses. It became clear very soon 
that many of the buildings built without the engineering support behaved very badly 
and had a lot of damages or even collapsed. Most of the citizens understood quickly 
that the engineers (structural engineers) were needed to give them approval to continue 
living in their homes, or no approval so that they have to leave them. 
The Croatian Centre for Earthquake Engineering (Hrvatski centar za potresno inženjer-
stvo) [2] was established ad hoc by the experts in structural engineering, earthquake 
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engineering and in damage recognition. The education for the younger or less experien-
ced colleagues was prepared, so more than 1,000 volunteers contributed to the wellbe-
ing of the citizens and worked on preliminary inspection quickly and diligently. 
In the Petrinja earthquakes, another series of problems appeared: numerous cases of 
liquefaction under houses and in the field, landslides and cover-collapse sinkholes. The-
se events turned the spotlight on geotechnical engineers and geologists. 
Geotechnical engineering should be present also to recognize the possible amplification 
of the earthquake effects on the buildings on soft soil. Famous are the damages in the 
Mexico City in 1985 event M8.0, some 400 km from the epicentre – due to the amplifi-
cation on the soft deposits under the city. 
Geotechnical engineering should be also present to recognize the dangers of liquefacti-
on and landslides and to prevent those problems, or deal with them should they occur. 
Actually, geotechnical investigation should never be forgotten. 
Hopefully, civil engineering and geotechnical engineering, with the support of geology 
and seismology, will retain the deserving importance after being suddenly recognized.

4 Our cities in the past, present, and in the future

Having a history connected with Austria and Hungary, many of our former engineers 
and architects came from those countries or studied there, where the earthquakes do 
not significantly influence the building safety. Therefore, many of the Downtown buil-
dings in Zagreb and Petrinja were built without considering the earthquakes and with 
more or less rich decorations, and contrary to the suggestions of the great Andrija Mo-
horovičić, who already after the 1880 Zagreb event warned of the dangers from the 
falling sculptures etc. [3] as seen in Figure 1 after the 2020 event. 

Figure 1. Detail of one of the buildings in Zagreb with beautiful decorations, beheaded

In the meantime, the situation of those beautiful buildings deteriorated – the material 
aged while various windows or doors got opened up, or walls removed, without proper 
care for the stability.
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The 1962 Makarska M6.1 brought again the awareness of the earthquakes into our 
lives. The 1963 Skopje M6.1 event provoked the creation of new standards, which 
allowed the newer buildings to be safer and their behaviour in recent events better. 
However, even the 1969 Banja Luka M6.0 and 6.4 events were not sufficient to turn the 
understanding of the public to the downtowns built before. 
Joining the European Union and adopting the Eurocodes increased the requirements on 
the design of buildings but, unfortunately, without much reflection on the 19th or the 
first half of 20th century. Many of those buildings were damaged in March 2020. Some 
of them are being repaired, some of them strengthened. 
However, even some newer buildings got damaged and many might be seriously da-
maged in the stronger earthquake that may be expected. Unfortunately, still in the re-
cent years structural engineers have difficulties in persuading some of their colleagues 
architects, and various investors to allow for better structures, as the behaviour of a 
building depends decidedly on the design, not only on the calculations. 

5 Behaviour of structures in earthquakes and their design

Almost each big earthquake gives new insights and allows the design rules to be im-
proved. However, the importance of the structural simplicity has been recognized a long 
time ago, together with the importance of regular stiffness distribution, uniformity, 
symmetry and redundancy, regularity in elevation and in plan, minimizing weights, etc. 
The behaviour of buildings may be regulated by pendulums, dampers, isolators, etc. [4]. 
Less fortunate buildings – with irregular plans and without proper reinforced concrete 
elements – suffered serious damages or collapsed. Two examples shown in Figure 2 
witness our need to close the walls and to highlight the edges – but it was done only as 
a decoration, not structurally.

Figure 2.  Unfortunate houses in Petrinja illustrate the need to hem the walls – which was done only 
visually, not structurally
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6  Education of civil engineering before, now and in the immediate 
future

Quick education prepared by the Croatian Centre for Earthquake Engineering [2] was 
sufficient for the young colleagues to inspect the damaged houses and categorize them. 
Nowadays, the retrofitting of many buildings is starting and new experts are going to 
be necessary. Many engineers with appropriate experiences and competences never 
stopped working, but the need in demanding structural design got high. 
It would be recommendable for all the institutions teaching civil engineering to revise 
and expand their programs with earthquake engineering. The same is valid for the pro-
grams offered to the chartered engineers. Geotechnical earthquake engineering should 
not be forgotten on both levels with additional geology and seismology, earthquake 
effects, basic soil mechanics if necessary, appropriate field investigation and laboratory 
testing, stress-strain models, liquefaction, slope stability problems, bearing capacity 
and settlement of structures, retaining walls and seismic zonation. Some elements of 
seismology to better understand the uncertainties would be valuable addition.
One of the weaknesses of civil engineering designers is low assertiveness and adding 
subjects on communication skills as a welcome addition to the curricula. Many of the 
communication problems, however, that structural engineers have with architects, 
might be attributed to the too small overlapping in education. 

7 Does the education of architects need to be expanded?

Japanese architects are at the same time structural engineers. Architects in Croatia, on 
the other hand, in spite of the rich program about structures in their curricula, often lack 
the understanding of the intentions and requirements given by structural engineers. 
Encouraged to be imaginative and original and artistic, some architects forget about 
the importance of stability, and especially of the stability in an earthquake and long 
series of aftershocks. The rules for the design in seismic conditions are simple, but very 
important. One of the most important recommendations is to keep the distribution of 
stiffness wide enough and the plan simple and symmetrical. 
To cope with insisting on symmetry, colours, for example, may be used to give the ne-
cessary visual individual qualities, as obvious on the famous “Vitić” building designed by 
the architect Ivan Vitić and shown in Figure 3.
Additionally, very important are many details which are usually to be decided by archi-
tects, but are crucial for the behaviour of structures. For example, parapet walls, as in 
Figure 4, may shorten the column in between making it stiffer and loading it with bigger 
force. If not designed appropriately, the structure does not correspond to the calculati-
ons of the civil engineer. This is why it is vital that architects take part in the communi-
cation with the colleagues while designing a building. 
In the Petrinja earthquake the wooden houses– light and flexible – behaved very nicely, 
like the one in Figure 5, however old it is. 
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Figure 3. Building designed by architect Ivan Vitić in Zagreb, Laginjina 9 photo by Borko Vukosav [5] 

Figure 4.  An example of short column [6], an explanation, and an example of soft storeys [7] illustrating 
the need to coordinate closely the work of architects and structural engineers

Figure 5.  Wooden house in Mečenčani, on the fault of the December earthquake, without any damage. 
Wooden houses in the area suffered occasional plaster peeling, but generally no structural 
damages

Urbanists are too often not interested in the ground conditions. However, the wide-
spread liquefaction in the Sisak-Moslavina County, and numerous sinkholes that sud-
denly opened in and around Mečenčani, show that the urbanists should get involved 
with geotechnical engineers, who are to work with geologists and geophysicists before 
deciding on the future plans for new settlements.
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Figure 6.  Two of the cover-collapse sinkholes in Mečenčani. Widespread liquefaction in the December 
earthquake [8]

In a similar way, architects should be aware of the requirements that actual ground 
conditions, as well as landslides etc. could pose to the foundations. 

Figure 7.  Three photos from Petrinja: a manhole filled with sand due to liquefaction, ejecta on the other 
side of the house and the consequent cracking; cracks around the balcony due to settlement 
caused by liquefaction across the street. Two photos from Brest Pokupski: a cracked house and 
thick layer of ejecta after liquefaction – the crack spread through several yards and filled several 
houses with up to 50 cm of sand

Figure 6 shows two sinkholes of the kind known in the area, but not in such a number 
as after the earthquake – obviously facilitated by many aftershocks and wet weather, 
occasional snow which contributed to the high water content of the soil after rapid tem-
perature rise. Figure 7 shows two houses in Petrinja and one in Brest Pokupski after 
the dramatic liquefaction in the area followed by settlements and cracks in hundreds 
of places in the area. Having all this in mind, it is proposed to expand the curricula for 
future urbanists and architects with the following (foreseeable required time suggested 
in the parentheses):
 - Appropriate earthquake engineering:

 ▪  earthquake nature, causes, and variability in foreshock and aftershock series, (2 
hours);

 ▪  Gutenberg-Richter’s frequency-magnitude relation showing uncertainty of the 
maximal magnitude, (1 hour);

 ▪  magnitude and intensity in several scales with comparisons, (2 hours);
 ▪  the main rules of aseismic design, including importance of proper detailing, (9 

hours);
 ▪  dealing with furniture etc. [9] [10], (2 hours);
 ▪  basic assumptions of calculations, (4 hours);
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 - Basics of soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering: 
 ▪  problems which could be encountered (landslides, excessive settlements including 

soil failure, liquefaction, amplification), (2 hours);
 ▪  the necessary main contents, methods and possibilities of geotechnical investiga-

tion, explaining the variability in the ground and its importance, (2 hours);
 ▪  the main properties of soil and rock, with emphasis on the uncertainties, (4 hours);
 ▪  ways to avoid various geotechnical problems, in comparison with the costs of deal-

ing with the possible damages, (2 hours);
 - Seismic zoning and geology for urbanists: 

 ▪  importance of faults recognition, irregularities i.e. periodic occurrence of earth-
quakes, (2 hours);

 ▪  problems caused by building on the faults, and solutions, (2 hours);
 ▪  roads, railways, lifelines crossing faults in earthquakes, (2 hours);
 ▪  seismic zoning and codes, (2 hours);
 ▪  landslide prediction limitations and current solutions, (2 hours).

The suggested time necessary for these contents is estimated on the experiences in 
teaching of Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering at TUAS in Finland (first author), and 
Earthquake Engineering at the Zagreb University of Applied Sciences (second author).

8  What should citizens know on earthquakes and earthquake 
engineering?

Just after the 2020 earthquakes in Croatia, television and newspapers were full of sta-
tements and explanations given by seismologists, geologists, geotechnical engineers, 
civil engineers, as well as reporters, to satisfy the need for explanations, to calm the 
weary citizens. 
However, some of the given accounts got misinterpreted, and the sum of the stories 
does not cover the full picture. At the same time, the citizens of Croatia deserve a pro-
gram which will teach the irregularities and uncertainties of earthquakes, and the me-
anings of the most frequently used terms – so that the reports on earthquakes would 
become familiar like weather reports. 
The second aim of the program should be to convince of the utmost importance of the 
proper design and proper construction. The benefits of the involvement of architects 
and civil engineers should be emphasised. 
The third step should be giving the main rules for the construction of small houses. The 
rules should not stop with the seismic effects, but take care of the rules everyone co-
uld follow to avoid landslides, problems with foundations and retaining walls, openings 
and closing cracks on high plasticity clays, and similar. Such program could be prepared 
through television, but in a systematic way, prepared by people who are devoted to and 
experienced in education. 
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The program could be given in the way the great Dr. Andrija Štampar [11] organized his 
School of Public Health, but with contemporary means and dealing with the importance 
of house stability (including foundations and ground) and the means to achieve it, pro-
per plumbing to avoid foundation problems and proper fixing of the furniture [9]. The 
details are too numerous and exceed the contents of this paper.

9 How to obtain appropriate quality of the whole system?

The response of the citizens-volunteers through their help, of the state through the 
new laws and organization of financial support, of the EU through the financial support, 
show the importance of being loyal to the victims of natural disasters. 
As the prevention of damages in earthquakes is many times less expensive than the 
reparations [1], all the country should be engaged in the new levels of organized educa-
tion to avoid future unnecessary expenses. 
The citizens should be prepared to turn to the engineering support or the support from 
architects. 
Architects should be prepared to understand the seismic and geotechnical problems 
and to accept the cooperation with civil engineers. 
Civil and geotechnical engineers – designers – should be prepared to understand the 
seismological vagueness and architectural liberties. 
Public administration should be prepared – by appropriate programs, or by employing 
the graduated civil engineers – for the inspection of the designs which passed without 
stricter revision. 
Contractors and supervising engineers should be prepared to recognize vital details in 
the designs and in the construction. 
All parts of the system should be involved in the safety of buildings with full responsibi-
lity for their respective part of work and cooperation. 
Laws and standards should be followed strictly. 
All steps should be transparent and return the faith in the community and engineering. 
Most of the mentioned undesired phenomena can be prevented, which is multiple times 
less expensive than repairing the damages and losing the population. 
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1 Introduction

According to the systematic research of Statistical Yearbooks, Croatia’s national build-
ing stock consists of approx. residential 800 000 buildings and 125 000 non-residential 
buildings. More than 75 % of the building stock is older than 30 years, an age which often 
requires renovation or modification of buildings. More than 40 % of the building stock 
is older than 50 years, meaning that the structure’s service life is expired. In Croatia’s 
building sector, up to 40 % of the expenses are spent for the rehabilitation, modification, 
and demolition of existing structures. 
The main characteristics of buildings constructed in the period before the 1970s are 
traditional techniques and materials such as masonry and timber. Buildings were built 
as full-brick masonry structures, with 30–60 cm walls producing satisfactory static 
building structure. Ceilings are mostly wooden. In the 1960s, concrete in combination 
with timber and steel started to substitute traditional materials. However, most of the 
residential structures are still built as a combination of concrete, masonry and timber. 
The current state-of-the-art (STAR) practice in the field of structural design and re-
liability analysis of existing structures neglects advantages from advanced methods 
such as updating and is based mainly on the simplified principles of the design of new 
structures. This is mostly due to a lack of adequate, practical methods and advanced 
techniques for the involved engineers. The surge of buildings of higher consequence 
class and the global goals towards sustainable development demand higher levels of 
reliability and a more sustainable use of the raw material.

2 ARES Project

Numerous technical documents have been published by national and international au-
thorities that focus on the systematic and scientific methods that can be used to ac-
curately assess the residual strength, durability and reliability of structural materials, 
assemblies and systems in existing buildings.
The research topic’s relevance lies in the preservation of existing building stock, resto-
ration of objects, and development of guidelines and norms. Results from NDT methods 
and probabilistic analyses will provide important information for a production of the 
new standard on a European level. The field of structural engineering strongly supports 
any research regarding existing structures. Not only heritage structures are of the point 
of interest, but also regular buildings which are near the end of their service life or which 
already exceeded its service life.
Despite the fundamental role of updated knowledge for the verification of the reliability 
of existing structures stemming from the assessment, the current STAR of structural 
design and reliability analysis of existing structures neglects these advantages and is 
based mainly on the simplified principles of the design of new structures. The aim of 
this research project is to study the role of assessment on the reliability analysis of 
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existing structures. The project focuses on existing masonry and timber structures to 
evaluate the benefits of assessment with regard to the economy and safety of struc-
tures. Project objectives are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Objectives and goals of the ARES project [1]

3 Conclusion

Although there is a lot of experience regarding existing structures, no significant ad-
vancement in the quality of an assessment can actually be perceived. The interpretation 
of measurements and their relation to calculation parameters still represents a weak 
aspect of the overall process. Currently, there is a huge knowledge gap, especially in the 
assessment methods and design checks for existing structures, in every aspect of the 
assessment process. To summarize, the following issues should be defined:
 - Definition of material properties 
 - Modelling of structural behaviour
 - Ways of structural strengthening and upgrading.

The ARES project, in this context, will try to model structures with different input pa-
rameters, and try to assess them before and after the initial assessment. In order to 
obtain a stable system, comparison of the data provided by tests and models will be 
conducted. The procedure will be repeated until no further calibration is needed.

Objective Goal

Development of concise databases of structures 
and assessment techniques

…is to get the insight in Croatian building stock and 
STAR assessment techniques

Insight in material and structural properties 
obtained by assessments and structural analyses 

and evaluation

…is to model, analyse and predict the performance 
of existing structures from the inventory and 

prepare the data for reliability

To prepare the probabilistic database of material 
properties for masonry and timber structures 

(based on an extensive assessment)

…is to identify key material properties for the future 
development of norms

Quantification of material properties and time-
dependent material behaviour for the structural 

analysis of existing structures

…is to update the knowledge and give insights of 
reliability methods to practical engineers

To optimize models for the prediction of structural 
performance

…is to develop & evaluate all necessary models 
and tools to predict the reliability of existing 

structures based on a different amount of updated 
information and for different future scenarios

Evaluation of proportionality and development of 
design guidance

…is to develop adequate and proportional 
techniques for the decision-maker in the 

assessment process.

Evaluation of reliability and development of design 
guidance

…is to enable the engineer to benefit from 
advanced methods and techniques within the 

assessment process.
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Due to recent earthquakes in Croatia, in areas with a large number of masonry struc-
tures, this topic is very important and will address basic problems and issues regard-
ing the seismic assessment and strengthening of damaged buildings. This earthquake 
exposed Croatian building stock’s vulnerability that should be mitigated as efficiently as 
possible in the coming years [2]. Novel approaches in assessment procedures should 
be applied together with state-of-the-art repair and reconstruction of the damaged 
buildings. In the process of repairing and rebuilding the city’s principles of build back 
better should be adopted, e.g. using sustainable materials [3,4] and innovative con-
cepts [5,6,7] or ensuring energy efficiency buildings [8]. Promoting a multidisciplinary 
approach with respect to all professions (structural engineers, architects, conservators, 
etc.) is a need to obtain good renovation of a city.
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Abstract
A vast majority of buildings built in Croatia are masonry buildings. A fair amount of these 
buildings was built before the development of seismic codes. Also, most of the structures that are 
considered to have great historical and cultural value are in fact built in masonry. If all the above is 
taken into account with the Zagreb earthquake being just the most recent reminder of the seismic 
fragility of these types of structures, it is safe to say that the assessment and rehabilitation of 
masonry structures should be one of the greatest priorities in the civil engineering community. 
When talking about the assessment process, the visual inspection of a structure is one of the first 
and most important phases. For the purposes of the visual assessment of masonry structures, a 
specific analytical method was developed in Italy called the Masonry Quality Index (MQI) method. 
In this paper an insight into the said method will be given. Also, the use of this method on a typical 
case study of a masonry building in Zagreb will be shown. Concluding remarks about the quality 
and usability of the method will be drawn and discussed. 
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1 Introduction

As it is already well known, on 22nd of March 2020., Zagreb was hit by an earthquake of 
5,5 magnitude according to the Richter magnitude scale. Although only a few casualties 
were reported, the structural damage that the city centre and the entire city sustained 
was immense. This fact is not that surprising if it is considered that most of the building 
stock in Zagreb and in Croatia are masonry buildings that were constructed before the 
development of seismic codes [1]. Furthermore, for most of these buildings it is obvious 
that no type of renovation or reconstruction methods were implemented throughout 
the years. The primary reasons for this problem are negligence and the financial aspect 
of the needed interventions. 
A similar situation was found in L’Aquila, Italy, in 2009. With the lessons learned from 
that event and the ones that came before, a team of experts developed a visual assess-
ment method that is used for a rapid assessment of a masonry wall before or after a 
seismic event. The method is known as the Masonry Quality Index (MQI method). This 
type of method can be of extreme help in a post-disaster assessment of a masonry 
structure when some preliminary results and conclusions of a wall’s behaviour should 
be drawn out. 

2 The Masonry Quality Index

The behaviour of a wall, as a heterogenous system, is dependent on a variety of factors 
such as compressive and shear strength of masonry elements and the mortar between 
them, the dimensions and shape of wall elements and their texture [2, 3]. Since the 
number of factors is much greater than the ones mentioned, for a precise determination 
of the load bearing capacity and the quality of a wall, destructive and semi destructive 
assessment methods usually need to be implemented [4]. The use of this type of as-
sessment methods in buildings of high cultural and historical significance is unaccep-
table [5]. To avoid such problems and to provide a clear picture of the wall’s quality and 
behaviour in the fastest possible way, the MQI method was formulated. The basic idea 
is to establish a simple and systematic approach for the analysis and the assessment 
of the condition of a masonry wall or structure. This approach is based on the ideal be-
haviour of a wall and the evaluation of the mechanical properties of the materials used 
in a wall (stone, brick, mortar etc.). In total, seven parameters are assessed. It should 
be noted that the MQI method is based on the engineering knowledge and subjective 
thinking of the engineer conducting the examination of the building. The main task is to 
place the beforehand mentioned seven parameters into three different categories. The 
possible categories include: F-Fulfilled, PF-Partially Fulfilled and NF-Not Fulfilled [3]. In 
the following text seven main parameters will be presented with the instructions how 
to categorize them. 
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2.1 Mechanical properties of masonry elements (SM)

This parameter considers the conservation state and the mechanical properties of only 
bricks and stones. Types of masonry elements and the according categories are given 
in Table 1.

Table 1. Criteria for the analysis of stone/brick mechanical properties (SM)

2.2 Stone/bricks dimension properties (SD)

This parameter considers the dimensions of bricks and stones. Types of masonry ele-
ments and the according categories are given in Table 2 and Figure 1.

Table 2. Criteria for the analysis of stone/brick dimensions (SD)

Figure 1. Masonry element dimension properties (SD): (F) (PF) (NF)

Category Type of masonry

NF

a) Degraded/damaged elements (>50% of total number)
b) Hollow bricks (solid <30%)
c) Mud bricks
d) Unfired bricks

PF
a) Degraded/damaged elements (10-50% of total number)
b) Hollow bricks (solid 30-55%)
c) Sandstone or tuff elements

F

a) Undegraded or degraded/damaged elements (<10% of total number)
b) Hollow bricks (solid >55%)
c) Solid fired bricks
d) Concrete blocks
e) Hardstone

Category Type of masonry

NF a) Presence of more than 50% of elements with dimensions < 20 cm

PF a) Presence of more than 50% of elements with large dimensions 20-40 cm
b) Co-presence of elements with different dimensions

F a) Presence of more than 50% of elements with large dimensions > 40 cm
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2.3  Stone/bricks shape (SS)

This parameter considers the dimensions of bricks and stones. Types of masonry ele-
ments and the according categories are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Criteria for the analysis of stone/brick shape (SS)

Category Type of masonry

NF a) Rubble or predominant pebble stonework on both masonry leaves

PF

a)  Co-presence of rubble or pebble stonework and barely/perfectly cut stones 
and bricks on both masonry leaves

b)  One masonry leaf made of perfectly cut stones or bricks
c)  Masonry made from rubble, rounded or pebble stones but with presence of 

pinning stones

F a) Barely/perfectly cut stones on both masonry leaves or brickwork

2.4 Wall leaf connections (WC)

This parameter considers the connection between adjacent leaves of a wall. This con-
nection has considerable effect on the global behaviour of a masonry structure. This 
parameter can be determined through a qualitative and quantitative analysis. 
In the qualitative analysis, where the wall section is not visible, the out-of-plane behav-
iour of a wall is assessed through the presence of headers between two masonry leaves. 
Headers are masonry elements that are placed perpendicular to the way in which the 
wall is laid as shown in Figure 2. Types of masonry wall configurations vis-à-vis the wall 
leaf connections are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Criteria for the analysis of wall leaf connections (WC) – qualitative analysis

On the other hand, if the wall section is visible, the quantitative analysis may be per-
formed. This method is based on the value of “minimum length” Ml measured between 
two points. This non-dimensional value is the ratio between the minimum distance to 
connect two points on the wall’s surface passing only through mortar joints and the 
straight distance between those two points. This ratio is shown in Figure 3. The straight 
distance that was just mentioned is equal to 1 m but can go down to the value of 50 cm. 
The categorization of walls by the value of Ml is given in Table 5. 

Category Type of masonry

NF a) Small stones compared to the wall thickness
b) No headers or less than 2 headers/m2

PF a) Presence of headers (2-5 headers/m2)
b) Wall thickness larger than the stone larger dimension

F a) Wall thickness larger than the stone larger dimension
b) Systematic presence of headers (more than 5 headers/m2)
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Figure 2. Wall leaf connections parameter (WC) 

Figure 3. Calculation of value Ml

Table 5. Criteria for the analysis of wall leaf connections (WC) – quantitative analysis

2.5 Horizontal bed joint characteristics (HJ)

This parameter considers the horizontality of bed joints that may highly affect the lat-
eral and compression strength of a masonry wall panel. Types of masonry walls regard-
ing their horizontality are shown in Figure 3 and the according categories are given in 
Table 6. 

Category Type of masonry

NF a) Ml < 1,25
b) Small stones for any value of Ml

PF a) 1,25 < Ml <1,55

F a) Ml >1,55

Figure 4. Horizontality of bed joints
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Table 6. Criteria for the analysis of horizontality of bed joints (HJ)

2.6 Vertical joint characteristics (VJ)

This parameter can be determined through a qualitative and quantitative analysis. 
In the qualitative analysis, the position of vertical joints is assessed. Types of masonry 
wall configurations vis-à-vis the staggering of vertical joints are given in Figure 5 and 
Table 7.

Figure 5. Staggering of vertical joints

Table 7. Criteria for the analysis of stagger properties (VJ) – qualitative analysis

On the other hand, the quantitative analysis is based on the value of “minimum length” 
Ml that was mentioned before. The only difference is the usage of only vertical joints 
in the process of determining the value of Ml. The categorization of walls by Ml value is 
given in Table 8.

Category Type of masonry

NF a) Bed joints not continuous

PF
a) Intermediate case between NF and F
b) For double leaf wall
 One leaf with continuous bed joints

F a) Bed joints continuous

Category Type of masonry

NF
a) Aligned vertical joints
b) Aligned vertical joints for at least two large stones
c) Solid brick wall made of only headers

PF a)  Partially staggered vertical joints (vertical joint between two bricks is not placed in 
the middle of adjacent upper and lower brick)

F a)  Properly staggered vertical joints (vertical joint between two bricks is placed in the 
middle of adjacent upper and lower brick)
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Table 8. Criteria for the analysis of stagger properties (VJ) – quantitative analysis

2.7 Mortar mechanical properties (MM)

This parameter considers the mechanical properties of mortar and the quality of the 
bond between the mortar and the stones/bricks. Types of the mortars used, and the 
according categories are given in Table 9. 

Table 9. Criteria for the analysis of mortar properties (MM)

Based on the fulfilment of the categories defined above, numerical values are given to 
each parameter ranging from 0 to 3 depending on the load conditions. The mentioned 
values are given in Table 10.

Category Type of masonry

NF
a) Single-leaf wall (Ml < 1.4)
b) Double-leaf wall (Ml < 1.4 for one masonry leaf, Ml < 1.6 for the second one)
c) Wall made of very small stones

PF

a) Single leaf wall 1.4 < Ml < 1.6
b) Double-leaf wall: (b1) Both leaves 1.4< Ml <1.6 
 (b2) For at least one leaf Ml > 1.6 
 (b3) First leaf Ml > 1.6 
 (b4) Second leaf 1.4 < Ml < 1.6

F a) Single leaf wall Ml > 1.6
b) Double-leaf wall (both leaves Ml > 1.6)

Category Type of masonry

NF

a) Very weak mortar, dusty mortar with no cohesion
b) No mortar (rubble or pebble stonework)
c)  Large bed joints made of weak mortar (thickness comparable to stone/brick 

thickness)
d) Porous stones/bricks with weak bonding to mortar

PF
a) Medium quality mortar, with bed joints not largely notched
b)  Masonry made of irregular (rubble) stones and weak mortar, but with presence of 

pinning stones

F

a)  Good quality and non-degraded mortar, regular bed joint thickness or large bed 
joint thickness made of very good quality mortar

b)  Masonry made of large perfectly cut stones with no mortar or very thin bed joint 
thickness
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Table 10. Numerical values according to the load conditions [3]

Based on these values, a numerical value for MQI is calculated by the following equation 
[6]:

 (1)

where factor r takes into account that for brickwork masonry the quality of mortar is 
more important than for a stonework masonry wall (r=1 for stonework masonry). This 
parameter was analysed in detail in [7] depending on the load conditions.
Based on the results of Equation 1, the masonry wall can be placed into one of three 
quality categories shown in Table 11 that is the basic idea of the MQI method. 

Table 11. Numerical values according to the load conditions

Vertical loading (V) Horizontal in-plane loading 
(I)

Horizontal out-of-plane 
loading (O)

NF PF F NF PF F NF PF F

HJ 0 1 2 0 0,5 1 0 1 2

WC 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1,5 3

SS 0 1,5 3 0 1 2 0 1 2

VJ 0 0,5 1 0 1 2 0 0,5 1

SD 0 0,5 1 0 0,5 1 0 0,5 1

MM 0 0,5 2 0 1 2 0 0,5 1

SM 0,3 0,7 1 0,3 0,7 1 0,5 0,7 1

Category A (inadequate 
behaviour of masonry)

B (behaviour of average 
quality of masonry)

C (good behaviour of 
masonry)

Vertical actions (V) 0<MQI<2,5 2,5<MQI<5 5<MQI<10

Out-of-plane actions (O) 0<MQI<4 4<MQI<7 7<MQI<10

In plane actions (I) 0<MQI<3 3<MQI<5 5<MQI<10

Besides the quality of a masonry wall, important mechanical properties can be obtained 
through this simple method such as the compressive strength fm, shear strength t0 and 
modulus of elasticity E. The determination of this parameters will be explained on a typi-
cal masonry building in the city of Zagreb that was assessed after the March earthquake.

3 Catholic Faculty of Theology - Case study

Building of Catholic Faculty of Theology is located in Zagreb, and has a basement, ground 
floor, three floors and an attic. The building is built of solid bricks of the old format used 
in the late 19th century. The load-bearing walls’ thickness is 51 cm on the ground floor, 
43-51 cm 1st to 3rd floor and 28 cm on the attic.
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Figure 6. Masonry wall – Catholic Faculty of Theology

After the rapid assessment was conducted in the entire building, the MQI method was 
performed on a typical wall section shown in Figure 6 with the results of seven param-
eters shown in Table 12. According to the categories shown in Table 12, a value of MQI 
was calculated for three different loading conditions using the values given in Table 10. 
The results are shown in Table 13. It is clear that the quality of masonry is satisfactory 
since the values of the MQI index show good behaviour of masonry.

Table 12. Parameters with assigned categories for the wall section in Figure 6

Using the values of the MQI from Table 13, an estimation of the mechanical properties 
of a wall can be made using the values shown in Table 14 that was constructed using 
the equations given in [6]. The final results are shown in Table 15.

Parameter Description Category

SM Degraded/damaged elements <10 %; solid fired bricks F

SD Presence of more than 50 % of elements with large dimensions 20-40 
cm; Co-presence of elements with different dimensions PF

SS Brickwork F

WC Small stones compared to the wall thickness; No headers or less than 
2 headers/m2 NF

HJ Bed joints continuous F

VJ Double-leaf wall (Ml < 1.4 for one masonry leaf, Ml < 1.6 for the second 
one) NF

MM Good quality and non-degraded mortar, regular bed joint thickness or 
large bed joint thickness made of very good quality mortar F
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Table 13. Category according to the load conditions 

Table 14. Estimation of mechanical properties of masonry

Table 15. Estimation of mechanical properties of masonry

V I O

MQI 8,5 5,5 5,5

Category C C B

MQI(V) fm, min fm, max Emin Emax MQI(I) t0, min t0, max

0,5 1,05 1,86 598 891 0,5 0,021 0,033

1 1,17 2,06 652 967 1 0,024 0,037

1,5 1,31 2,27 712 1049 1,5 0,027 0,041

2 1,46 2,51 776 1139 2 0,030 0,046

2,5 1,64 2,78 847 1236 2,5 0,033 0,050

3 1,83 3,07 924 1341 3 0,037 0,056

3,5 2,05 3,39 1007 1455 3,5 0,040 0,061

4 2,29 3,74 1099 1579 4 0,045 0,067

4,5 2,56 4,13 1199 1713 4,5 0,050 0,074

5 2,86 4,56 1307 1859 5 0,057 0,083

5,5 3,20 5,04 1426 2017 5,5 0,063 0,091

6 3,58 5,56 1556 2189 6 0,070 0,100

6,5 4,00 6,15 1697 2375 6,5 0,078 0,110

7 4,47 6,79 1851 2578 7 0,087 0,123

7,5 5,00 7,50 2019 2797 7,5 0,096 0,135

8 5,59 8,28 2202 3035 8 0,108 0,148

8,5 6,25 9,15 2402 3294 8,5 0,120 0,165

9 6,98 10,10 2620 3574 9 0,134 0,183

9,5 7,81 11,16 2858 3878 9,5 0,147 0,201

10 8,73 12,33 3118 4208 10 0,165 0,222

V I

MQI 8,5 8,5 5,5

fm [MPa] Em [MPa] t0 [MPa]

min-max 6,25-9,15 2402-3294 0,063-0,091
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To conclude, it is important to mention that the destructive methods for the assess-
ment of shear strength conducted on the Catholic Faculty of Theology have shown simi-
lar results as the MQI method which will be further discussed in future papers. This type 
of validation combined with the simplicity and ease with which the MQI method is con-
ducted, make the MQI method a recommended type of visual assessment that should 
be conducted in a post-disaster assessment of masonry structures.
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Damage assessment after the Zagreb earthquake – the case 
study of the educational building
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Abstract
2020 was a tough year for Croatia, which experienced two significant earthquakes during 
an ongoing global pandemic. Damage from those earthquakes was extensive and mostly 
concentrated in the old masonry buildings. Many of the mentioned buildings exceeded the usual 
service life span, with some existing for over a century. Earthquakes exposed Croatian building 
stock’s vulnerability that should be mitigated as efficiently as possible in the coming years. Novel 
approaches in assessment procedures should be applied together with state-of-the-art repair 
and reconstruction of the damaged buildings.
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The Case Study

2020 was a tough year for Croatia, which experienced two significant earthquakes [1] 
during an ongoing global pandemic. Damage from those earthquakes was extensive 
and mostly concentrated in the old masonry buildings, as shown in Fig.1. Many of the 
mentioned buildings exceeded the usual service life span, with some existing for over a 
century. Earthquakes exposed Croatian building stock’s vulnerability that should be mit-
igated as efficiently as possible in the coming years. Novel approaches in assessment 
procedures should be applied together with state-of-the-art repair and reconstruction 
of the damaged buildings [2].

Figure 1. Masonry building damaged in the Zagreb earthquake

Masonry buildings account for a big part of housing in Croatia [3]. Hence, initial assessments 
are essential to inform the tenants about their damaged homes’ usability and safety. The 
rapid assessments began only a few hours after the main earthquake. Damage classifica-
tion in rapid assessments was made in accordance with the modified EMS-98 scale [4].
The educational building shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 is an old unreinforced masonry build-
ing located in the old town of Zagreb. Its floor heights range from 3.2 to 4 m, and wall 
thicknesses range from 28 to 70 cm. It was one of the structures assessed by the ARES 
project team. In the initial assessment, it was classified as temporary unusable due to 
observed damage. A detailed inspection was required - the building has moderate dam-
age without likely collapse. The load-bearing capacity is partially impaired, and it was 
not recommended to stay in the building. After some time, a more detailed evaluation 
was done, and the building’s damage and possible behavior were analyzed.
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Figure 2. Educational building and damage by the earthquake 

Figure 3. Building’s floor plan and cross-sections

As shown in Fig.4, the numerical model was made in software 3muri, which uses the 
equivalent frame method and non-linear static (pushover) analysis to characterize the 
building’s seismic response through a capacity curve. Non-linear static (pushover) anal-
ysis combines constant gravity loads with monotonically increasing horizontal loads. 
Two different horizontal load distribution patterns along the height of the building are 
used. Modal distribution follows the first mode shape for each direction obtained from 
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elastic analysis and uniform distribution, which is proportional to the building’s mass. 
The equivalent frame method divides masonry walls into macroelements. In piers and 
spandrels, all deformations and non-linear responses are concentrated. Rigid nodes 
connect those piers and spandrels. The numerical model’s material characteristics are 
obtained as a combination of the literature review [5, 6] and on-site testing.

Figure 4. Numerical model and the basic results from the 3muri software

The results are as expected, where the building’s behavior is in accordance with wall 
distribution. The obtained capacity curves can be seen in Fig.5, and target displacement 
determination is graphically explained in Fig.6. 

Figure 5. Capacity curves for x-direction (blue) and y-direction (red)
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Figure 6. Target displacement determination for short periods

Real damage also corresponds with the damage distribution previewed in 3muri. 
Comparison between displacement capacity and the displacement demand shows us 
that modern, more demanding regulations (i.e. Eurocode 8 standard) are not satisfied. 
Hence, the next logical step after assessing the building’s behavior in an earthquake is 
its strengthening. In repairing and rebuilding this building and the city itself, principles 
of build back better should be adopted, e.g. using sustainable materials and innovative 
concepts [7, 8, 9] or ensuring energy efficiency [10].
Contemporary materials such as FRP and TRM are among the most compatible 
strengthening options for masonry and cultural heritage, which is advised not to be 
strengthened with irreversible and invasive methods such as concrete jacketing. An in-
sightful comparison between different design codes for masonry strengthening with 
FRP and TRM is discussed and showed in an example in [11]. 
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Abstract
Recent earthquakes in Balkan, including the September 21 and November 26, 2020 Albania 
earthquakes, March 22, 2020 Zagreb earthquake, and the December 29, 2020 Petrinja, Croatia 
earthquakes had devastating consequences for the affected population of these countries. 
Besides substantial structural damage of RC buildings as well as loadbearing masonry buildings, 
these earthquakes caused significant damage of non-structural masonry elements. This paper 
presents examples of the damage for loadbearing and non-structural masonry walls (infills 
and partitions) due to out-of-plane seismic effects, as observed by the authors during the 
reconnaissance visits to the affected areas. This type of damage can prevent the evacuation 
of people from the buildings during the earthquake, as the falling masonry elements block the 
evacuation routes, and hinder the reoccupancy and functional recovery of affected buildings after 
an earthquake. The authors recognize that both loadbearing and non-structural walls (infills and 
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failure mechanisms were explained and the lessons learned were summarized in the paper.
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1 Introduction

Masonry is the most common technology for building construction on a global scale. 
Clay bricks have been used for at least 10,000 years. Sun-dried bricks were widely used 
in ancient civilizations such as Babylon, Egypt, Spain, South America etc.[1]. Older build-
ings mostly consist of loadbearing unreinforced masonry (URM) walls. On the contrary, 
in modern mid- and high-rise buildings, masonry infill walls which are extensively used 
to enclose reinforced concrete or steel frames are typically considered as non-structural 
elements in design. Furthermore, for the separation of internal spaces within the build-
ings masonry partition walls are mostly used. High impact resistance, very good heat 
and sound insulation properties as well as attractiveness from the architectural per-
spective and a very efficient cost-performance have resulted in a wide use of masonry 
walls all over the world including earthquake prone areas. Therefore, both loadbearing 
and non-structural masonry walls are affected by earthquakes.
Masonry structures have a satisfactory loadbearing capacity under compression due to 
the action of gravity loads, but masonry is characterized by a very low tensile strength, 
which is often exceeded in the walls exposed to earthquakes, and results in the cracking 
and damage of these walls. Figure 1 shows typical earthquake-induced damage of URM 
structures due to the action of earthquakes in the plane of the wall and perpendicular 
to the wall plane (out-of-plane). Damage due to the earthquake excitation in the plane 
of the wall, primarily the characteristic diagonal (“X”) cracks caused by exceeding the 
tensile strength, is marked in red in Figure 1. In addition, typical damage patterns due 
to the effect of the earthquake perpendicular to the plane of the wall are marked in blue 
in Figure 1. Vertical cracks at the joints between longitudinal and transverse walls are 
also common, especially in buildings with flexible floors or in cases when the walls are 
not adequately connected to the slab. Horizontal cracks at the top and/or in the middle 
of the wall height are also a consequence of the earthquake action perpendicular to the 
wall plane.

Figure 1. Typical damage of masonry buildings (according to [2])
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Infill and partition walls are not designed nor expected to act as loadbearing elements. 
However, infill walls often participate in carrying earthquake-induced lateral loads, 
where the lateral load resistance of infill walls is achieved through a composite action 
with the surrounding frame until the appearance of first cracks. Additionally, due to the 
acceleration and mass of the wall, infills and partitions are subjected to inertial forc-
es acting perpendicular to the wall plane. These out-of-plane (OOP) loads can cause 
significant damage to the walls, or even their complete collapse. Recent damaging 
earthquakes including Duzce (Turkey, 1999), L’Aquila (Italy, 2009), Lorca (Spain, 2011), 
Christchurch (New Zealand, 2011) and Emilia-Romagna (Italy, 2012) have revealed that 
the failure of infill walls frequently occurs during earthquakes and that mitigation of 
potential damage in infill and partition walls is a very important public safety issue. This 
type of failure may cause injuries or even casualties, which are sometimes caused by 
moderate earthquakes. Also, the damage of infills/partitions may be significant from 
the economic point of view due to the need for repair or reconstruction, reducing build-
ing functionality, as well as causing rental and relocation costs and general income 
losses. Damage of masonry infills was observed in the recent earthquakes in Albania 
which occurred on September 21, 2019 (Mw = 5.6) and November 26, 2019 (Mw = 6.4), 
while loadbearing walls in URM buildings were severely damaged in the March 22, 2020 
Zagreb earthquake (Mw = 5.5) and December 29, 2020 Petrinja earthquake (Mw = 6.4). 
Figures 2 and 3 show typical in-plane and OOP failure modes of masonry infill walls. 

Figure 2. In-plane failure modes of masonry infills subjected to earthquake effects [3]

This paper is focused on the OOP behaviour of masonry walls in recent earthquakes in 
Albania and Croatia based on the observations of SUZI-SAEE (Serbian Association for 
Earthquake Engineering) team members regarding the causes of damage and failure of 
loadbearing and non-structural masonry walls.

Figure 3. Failure modes of masonry infills subjected to OOP earthquake effects [3]
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2 Damage of loadbearing URM walls

2.1 Albania earthquakes (September 21 and November 26, 2020)

In Albania, masonry is a traditional construction technology for low-rise single-family 
residential buildings 1 to 3 storeys high. However, from 1960 to 1990 this technology 
was also used for the construction of multi-family residential buildings (mostly 3 to 5 
storeys). Based on the field reconnaissance of several affected towns and villages in 
Albania, the members of the SUZI-SAEE team concluded that masonry buildings did 
not suffer extensive damage due to these earthquakes (except in place Thumanë). One 
of the causes of damage to masonry buildings in Albania is the low quality of materials 
and construction and the resulting low loadbearing capacity of the walls, which primar-
ily depends on the mechanical characteristics of the masonry compressive and shear 
strength, as well as the wall thickness. An example is the single-storey URM house in 
the Bubq village with a wooden roof structure (Figure 4) that was damaged in Novem-
ber 26 earthquake. It can be seen that the transverse wall suffered damage due to the 
OOP earthquake action. The damage is in the form of vertical cracks at both ends of the 
wall, with the crack on the right side extending over the entire wall height at the first 
floor. The absence of a horizontal RC confining element at the roof level can be noticed, 
which is critical for maintaining the integrity of the building during an earthquake. This 
type of damage can lead to the collapse of individual walls and culminate in partial or 
complete collapse of the entire structure.

Figure 4. Out-of-plane damage of URM building with flexible floor [4]

Multi-family apartment URM buildings with RC floors cast-in-situ were either not dam-
aged or they suffered minor damage in the Albanian earthquakes. This can be explained 
by the presence of rigid floors and the regularity in plan configuration. Figure 5 shows 
minor damage to the building of this type. Diagonal cracks caused by the earthquake 
can be noticed in the plane of the wall, mainly at the level of the lower three floors.
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Figure 5. Damage of five storey URM building in Fushe Kruje [4]

Figure 6.  Collapse of 5-storey URM residential buildings in Thumanë, Albania: a) a low-rise masonry 
building in the background of the cleared area of demolished URM buildings; b) partial collapse 
of the demolished building; c) detail of the slab-wall connection [4]

In the town of Thumanë, four 5-storey URM buildings with hollow prefabricated RC 
slabs collapsed in the November 26, 2019 earthquake, causing 24 casualties. Note that 
these buildings were damaged in the September 21, 2019 earthquake. It is important to 
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note that in the immediate vicinity there were other URM buildings with monolithic RC 
slabs that did not suffer any structural damage. We believe that the collapse of these 
buildings was caused by simply supported slabs, as well as the lack of integrity of pre-
fabricated RC elements due to the absence of a reinforced concrete topping cast in-situ 
after slab installation, as well as inadequate or absent RC ring beams at the floor level. 
Definitely the major culprit was insufficient slab support length, which led to the total 
slab collapse (Figure 6). In addition, it appears that the solid silicate bricks used for the 
wall construction were of poor quality, which contributed to the low strength of the 
masonry.

2.2  Croatian Earthquakes (March 22, 2020 Zagreb and the December 29, 2020 
Petrinja)

Low-rise masonry residential buildings (either single-family or multi-family buildings) 
are the most common form of housing construction in Petrinja. The December 29, 2020 
Petrinja earthquake and its aftershocks affected low-rise masonry buildings, which 
experienced damage or collapse. Older two-storey URM buildings with wooden floors 
experienced damage or failure of walls due to OOP seismic effects (Figure 7). Excessive 
horizontal displacements of flexible floors caused these walls to act as vertical cantile-
vers and experience damage or collapse (toppling). In some cases, wall collapse induced 
the roof collapse. Damage of masonry gable walls was prominent in mid-rise masonry 
buildings exposed to the March 22, 2019 Zagreb earthquake. The damage can be attrib-
uted to inadequate wall-to-roof connections. Figure 8 shows collapse of URM gables in 
Petrinja and Zagreb.

Figure 7. OOP Collapse of URM walls and timber floors in older buildings in Petrinja, Croatia (SUZI-SAEE)
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Figure 8.  OOP failure of URM gables in the Croatian earthquakes: a) Zagreb (author: Karlo Jandrić) and b) 
Petrinja (SUZI-SAEE)

3 Damage of non-structural masonry walls (infills and partitions) 

3.1 Albania earthquakes (September 21 and November 26, 2020)

Masonry infills are very common treated as “non-structural elements” in RC frame 
buildings in Albania. Figure 9 shows typical damage of masonry infills, while the RC 
structures remained undamaged. Figure 9b shows collapse of infill walls in a RC building 
behind an undamaged URM building.

Figure 9. Failure of infills in RC high-rise buildings in Durrës, Albania: due to OOP earthquake effects [4]

It is believed that infill walls experienced damage due to combined in-plane and OOP 
earthquake effects. Floor accelerations induced OOP inertial forces in infill walls. In a 
large number of RC buildings, infills experienced OOP damage at the lower floors, while 
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the infill walls at the upper floors remained intact. OOP damage of the infills at the lower 
floors of building is not expected because floor accelerations increase at higher floors.

Figure 10. Collapse of masonry infills in RC buildings in Durrës, Albania [4] 

From a simplified perspective, a higher level of in-plane damage may be expected at 
lower floors due to the higher in-plane deformation of the frame, but more significant 
OOP damage is expected at higher floor levels, due to higher floor accelerations. There-
fore, the OOP damage of infills on lower floors can be explained by the fact that dur-
ing an earthquake, the infill walls are simultaneously exposed to the in-plane and OOP 
deformation, where the in-plane deformations weaken the infills making them more 
susceptible to OOP failure [3]. Such a combination may lead to extensive damage of 
masonry infills, as observed after the November 26, 2019 earthquake (Figures 10 and 
11). Also, it is important to mention that a lot of interaction of infills with the surround-
ing frame was observed in Albania, leading to the formation of soft stories and other 
damages to RC elements (short columns, etc).

Figure 11. OOP damage and collapse of masonry infills in RC buildings in Durrës, Albania [4]
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3.2  Croatian Earthquakes (March 22, 2020 Zagreb and the December 29, 2020 
Petrinja)

The March 22, 2020 Zagreb earthquake caused damage mostly to URM buildings. In 
general RC frame buildings with masonry infills were not significantly affected by the 
earthquake; however some hospitals and schools experienced damage [5]. Although 
damage and collapse of loadbearing URM walls was dominant in Petrinja [6], SUZI-
SAEE team documented damage and failure of URM partitions (Figure 12a) and infills in 
residential buildings and schools (Figure 12b), and a retirement home (Figure 13). The 
damage of partitions and infills in Dec. 29, 2020 earthquake can be attributed to high 
ground accelerations in the epicentral area.

Figure 12. OOP damage of masonry infill walls in RC buildings in Petrinja, Croatia (SUZI-SAEE)

4 Conclusions

Recent Croatian earthquakes confirmed significant vulnerability of masonry walls in old-
er buildings with flexible wooden floors and roofs, while Albanian earthquakes caused 
significant damage of masonry infills in RC framed buildings. In both cases the dam-
age was caused primarily by out-of-plane earthquake effects, which in case of infills 
were amplified due to simultaneous in-plane deformation. Although in most cases RC 
buildings in Albania did not experience structural damage, they had to be vacated after 
the earthquake due to the masonry infill damage. In most cases loadbearing masonry 
walls in Croatian URM buildings experienced only localized damage or failure, however 
in some cases building occupants had to vacate their apartments after the earthquake. 
One of the main lessons learned from these earthquakes is that localized damage of 
structural or non-structural elements may have significant long-term consequences 
and disrupt functionality of the affected buildings. Safety of these walls is of critical im-
portance during an earthquake, since their collapse could disrupt evacuation routes and 
prevent the exit of occupants from these buildings. Retrofitting of existing URM walls is 
a high priority for mitigating effects of future earthquakes.
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Figure 13.  Combined in-plane and OOP damage of infills in retirement home in Petrinja, Croatia (SUZI-
SAEE)
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In the morning of 22 March 2020 at 5:24 (UTC) a damaging earthquake struck Zagreb, 
the capital of Croatia. This shallow local magnitude 5,5 earthquake was the strongest 
instrumentally recorded earthquake in the NW part of Croatia since 1908 when the first 
seismological station was installed in Zagreb. The strongest aftershock of local magni-
tude 4,9 happened at 6:01 (UTC) on the same day. Both events were recorded by two 
strong motion stations in the City of Zagreb, located close to the epicentres (10 km). 
Time histories of both events are presented in Fig.1.

Figure 1.  Strong motion records of the main event ML=5,5 recorded on the stations QARH (left side) and 
QUHS (right side). Three components are displayed: vertical (top row), N-S (middle row) and E-W 
(bottom row)

Corrected values of PGA recorded during the main event were PGAcorr(QARH) = 0,20g and 
PGAcorr(QUHS) = 0,22g. For the strongest aftershock, corrected values of PGA recorded 
on these stations were PGAcorr(QARH) = 0,04g and PGAcorr(QUHS) = 0,07g. One of the main 
tasks was to evaluate this recorded PGA values in the light of the current seismic hazard 
map of Republic of Croatia compiled in 2011 for return periods of 95 and 475 years [1]. 
In order to enable the best practice to be included in the new Law for reconstruction of 
the damaged building stock, seismologists from Department of Geophysics therefore 
additionally defined soon after the mainshock seismic hazard map for return period 
of 225 years. Seismic hazard map presents PGA values on the bedrock (ground type 
A according to [2]), hence influence of local ground conditions on the site of the sta-
tions QARH and QUHS had to be taken into account in order to enable comparison with 
recorded PGA values. Microzonation study was not performed for this part of Zagreb 
where these two stations are located. However, station QUHS is located very close to 
the area already covered by microzonation study ([3]) where in its southern part preva-
lent ground is of type C. Station QARH is located to the south of the river Sava, where 
deep alluvial deposits are expected. Therefore, it is reasonable to classify ground type 
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on these sites as type C. Values of agR defined by seismic hazard map are almost identi-
cal for both locations QARH and QUHS for all three different return periods: agR(95) = 
0,12g; agR(225) = 0,18g and agR(475) = 0,25g. Fig. 2 shows elastic response spectra of 
strong ground motion of the main event recorded on station QUHS, compared to elastic 
response spectra of type 1 currently used in Croatia ([4]) for assumed ground type C 
(corresponding soil factor is S = 1,15) and for different return periods (95, 225 and 475 
years). In addition, comparison was also made to elastic response spectra of type 2 for 
assumed ground type C (corresponding soil factor is S = 1,5).

Figure 2.  Elastic response spectra (5 % damping) of the strong motion record on station QUHS compared 
to elastic response spectra according to [2] of type 1 – left side and type 2 – right side derived 
in respect to different levels of seismic action defined using seismic hazard map of Croatia for 
return periods of 95, 225 and 475 years

These records provide valuable data for earthquake engineering and engineering seis-
mology and again open the question of whether elastic response spectra of type 2 is 
more adequate to use. 
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Today, social networks are an omnipresent method of human interaction and one of the 
most powerful tools to spread and gather information. Thus, when the ML5.5 earth-
quake struck Zagreb on 23 March 2020, Croatian Seismological Survey (CSS) at the De-
partment of Geophysics, Faculty of Science, University of Zagreb created a Facebook 
group “Zagrebački potres 2020 – vaše info za seizmologe” (https://www.facebook.com/
groups/210791050014517/; English translation: Zagreb earthquake 2020 – your info 
for seismologists; abbreviation: ZP2020) to complement existing methods for macro-
seismic data collection. However, as aftershocks continued to shake Croatia’s capital, it 
was clear from group members’ comments that they wanted more information on the 
topic of earthquake occurrence and seismology in general. Therefore, the group gained 
an additional purpose – sharing reports on current seismicity and public education. 
The group was moderated by two seismologists from CSS and one from the Andrija 
Mohorovičić Geophysical institute at the Department of Geophysics, Faculty of Science, 
University of Zagreb.
The ZP2020 Facebook group rapidly gained followers, especially in the first few weeks 
after the mainshock but also after each consecutive aftershock. A number of users 
provided macroseismic data for the 22 March event, most often including dozens of 
photographs of earthquake damage and an approximate or detailed location (neighbor-
hood or street). Certain posts contained videos and some only a textual description of 
the earthquake effects. Most contributions were received in the first three days and 
they continued until the end of April 2020. Additionally, 74 posts (until 22 November) 
contained macroseismic data on aftershocks of magnitudes equal to or greater than 
1.3, threshold chosen because people were mainly reporting events of such magnitudes 
and many group members worried that numerous reports would cause spread of fear. 
Group members showed signs of apprehension and fear even after minor events, but 
this kind of behaviour is rather common after natural hazards [1, 2, 3]. Comments of the 
members were useful to improve the way information is presented to the general pub-
lic, similar to the experience with CSS Twitter account @seizmo_hr (https://twitter.com/
seizmo_hr) and the Department of Geophysics Facebook page Geofizika uživo (https://
www.facebook.com/geofizika.uzivo/). 
In this work we present our experience with ZP2020 Facebook group and how social 
media can be used as a tool in seismological practice. We present the collected dataset 
and the ways this information can be used as a supplementary material in macroseis-
mic studies. We reflect on our approach to educate and engage the group members, and 
how it should be further improved to satisfy the needs of the general public. Besides the 
advantages and positive aspects, we also discuss possible disadvantages of social me-
dia usage in seismology. These primarily stem from the fact that obtaining useful scien-
tific information requires a great deal of moderation and practically 24-hour monitoring 
for positive user response, but also because it makes the seismological organization 
dependent on the social network regulations and their software changes.
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Abstract
The earthquakes occurred in Durres in September and November 2019 has made so many 
damages in reinforced concrete structures that were build before and after 1990. Especially the 
greatest one of November 26 with Mw = 6.4 was destructive for so many structures . It was 
made the survey of the damages to make a classification based in two phases. The conclusion 
of the survey was that the damages occurred because of materials used, structural elements in 
poor details and the absence or inadequate use of RC shear walls. Some other buildings have 
unplanned floors without permit which were not included in the design of the structure and have 
leadhet in damages. Some recommendations are given in this paper to reinforce the structures 
according to Eurocodes, that must be implemented in these damage buildings.
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1 Introduction

This paper present a site survey of the damages made by Durres Earthquakes, which 
include a visual inspection of some type of structures in general and some structural 
elements in particular. To give a more specific opinion about the type of damages oc-
curred needs a detailed analysis and experimental test should be conducted. The type 
of structural systems, choosen to be presented in this paper are reinforced concrete 
frame structures, combined structure (masonry and RC frame) and a masonry struc-
ture. In this combined type of structure which was build in Durres before 1990 with 
RC structure were so damaged. The damages occurred were seen in exterior and inte-
rior partition walls, columns, joints and stairs. All of the objects of this typology, built 
before 1990 were built according to Albanian Construction Codes KTP and those after 
1990 sometimes using also Eurocodes norms. Damages also occurred because of the 
materials used and their properties. To have a full detailed situation of the objects and 
their grade of destruction an explicit in situ and laboratory testing is required. For every 
object damaged urge to implant reinforcement according to Eurocode. Here we present 
some damages illustrated in pictures. 

2 Damage identification 

Damage identification was the first thing to see the effect of the Earthquake. Some 
buildings were not affected by damages and some others were destroyed. Damage 
classification was made based on the structural system, material properties and details 
used. Ground effects were also a very important element in damage of structures. For 
some objects the double resonance phenomena or liquefaction has created collapse or 
serious damages.

2.1 Damages in RC frames with masonry infill walls

Most of RC frame structures without core with masonry infill experienced huge dam-
ages by this Earthquake. Before 1990 in Albania the most common buildings were built 
using masonry structural systems. The buildings with combined structure (RC frame 
with masonry infill) were the first built shortly after 1990. The structural systems are 
called combined because they have a RC frame and masonry exterior walls (38cm). 
These buildings exhibited many problems connecting to non structural elements such 
as partition walls, doors, plaster, stairs etc: Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Exterior damages on 6 story building with combined structure

Such buildings were designed by Albanian Code KTP which does not give exact rules on 
how masonry infill should be modelled in the openings. The out of plane displacement 
of the walls from the frame were observed maybe because the wall follows the out of 
plane movement in the direction of seismic wave propagation. Sometimes the connec-
tion between walls and concrete frame was inadequate or totally missing. The materials 
also had a significant role in the seismic behaviour especially the concrete quality (which 
was very poor in most cases) and the adherence with steel bars. During the investiga-
tions the steel bars used in this building could be seen through the cracks. They were 
smooth and significantly affected in the bearing capacity of constructive elements.
The stairs were another element damaged by the earthquake. In the structural system 
without a concrete core the stairs are the only connection between floors, so their bear-
ing capacity was exceeded (Figure 2) the column damage is observed also because of 
exceeding bearing capacity. 

Figure 2. Damages in stairs and columns

Exterior and partition walls have sustained huge damages by the earthquake, due to the 
inappropriate way of designing and constructing. Poor detailing of exterior and interior 
walls could be observed. Because of that, fracture of infill walls was quite a common 
sighting after the earthquake, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Damages in masonry exterior walls

The damages occurred affected the bearing capacity of the entire structure, so the 
building was demolished by explosion.

2.2 Damages in RC frame structures

The structure observed have a structural system with RC type without core. These types 
of structures show defects especially in columns and beams. Another problem that has 
caused damages was the absence of shear walls. The poor quality of the concrete used 
was the most important element leading to serious damages. This reason is presented 
in Eurocode 8, recent finding on collapse vulnerability of nonconforming concrete col-
umns [1]. Visual investigations revealed damages in some parts of the column and im-
perfection of reinforcing steel. The handmade concrete used onsite in some buildings 
was non homogeneous and with low compressive strength. The aggregates used with 
improper granulometry and the corrosion of steel, has resulted in decreased bearing 
capacity. Most of the columns damaged were the ones at the ground floor because of 
exceeding their bearing capacity, Figure 4.

Figure 4. Damages in columns in RC frame structures
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In case when the joints were realized according to technical norms the building did not 
sustained a lot of damage of column because of the plastic hinges did not occur. The 
stirrups in the critical zones of the damaged columns were positioned at a distance 
larger than 20 cm and the hooks were short. 
The building shown in Figure 5 was built after 2000 and collapsed due to the earth-
quake. It wacs a 4 storey building, with a tall ground floor 5m height. The collapse oc-
curred because of the soft storey effect and the plastic hinges created by non appro-
priate design of the joints and reduction of the general stiffness of the building. It was 
subsequently demolished by controlled explosion.

Figure 5. Damages occurred in a RC frame structure

For the object shown in Figure 6 the structural elements were not affected. The struc-
tural system was a RC frame with central core. The only problem was the in and out 
of plane movement of the walls because of the absence of right connection with the 
frame. The columns and beams did not suffer any damage.

Figure 6. Damages in a RC frame structure with central core
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2.3 Damages in masonry structures

The buildings using load-bearing masonry type of structure were built before the 1990. 
The example presented in this paper is a 5 storey building with damages located primar-
ily in the exterior walls because of the absence of reinforcement. The extent of damage 
in such buildings was not significant with cracks only in the exterior walls that did not 
affect the general structural stability, Figure 7.

Figure 7. Damages in a masonry structure

3 Recomendations and conclusions 

After the site inspection a classification was made based on the degree of damage that 
occurred in every building. The damages observed on site were different from one build-
ing to another; some have suffered non-structural damages and some others were col-
lapsed. All the buildings have problems with exterior and partition walls. Their connec-
tion with RC frames is inappropriate in most cases. The absence of the reinforcement 
in infill walls was also observed. The connection between columns and beams in some 
cases have created plastic hinges, with columns sustaining more damaged than the 
beams. The masonry structures have reacted well - but the RC frame structures with 
infill walls were the most damaged. The RC frame structures with central core and regu-
lar shape suffered non constructive damages in general. The damages or the collapse of 
these structures was in the case of soft storeys or short columns. The quality of materi-
als was a strong element in damage grade of the structures.
To make an intervention to the structural system it is important to have a classification 
of the buildings,- depending on age and their structural system. The grade of damages 
is necessary to convert according to EC-8-prEN (1998)-3 [1], in Limit State classifica-
tion. For further analysis is required information about structural system and geotech-
nical conditions, details of construction elements, materials used, information of dam-
aged and non damaged elements and the intervention made to them at any time during 
their lifetime.
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Some buildings need interventions to the structural system to modify their capacity and 
seismic behaviour. Some construction elements need to be retrofit or partial demolition. 
The intervention should be according to Eurocode norms which need to be soon formal-
ized in the country. Another important thing is the cost of intervention which sometimes 
is very high and maybe the demolition is more effective. 
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Abstract
Due to the earthquake on 22 March 2020 serious damage to thousands of buildings occurred 
above all in the historic centre of Zagreb. People were injured and escape routes were blocked 
by falling facades or parts of buildings. Significantly mainly older and badly preserved buildings 
were damaged, whereas buildings built after 1964, which had to meet the requirements of the 
regulations for earthquake protection in the former Yugoslavia, showed minor damage. Especially 
in earthquake zones, the history of the country in the form of historic buildings needs to be 
preserved, and accordingly it is precisely these buildings that need to be surveyed and assessed 
in terms of their performance in the event of an earthquake. Any previous damage should be 
repaired immediately so that in the event of an recurrent earthquake, there is no more danger to 
human life. There is a need for repair methods that minimally disturb the building appearance in 
order to restore or improve the structural load-bearing capacity of existing buildings. The load-
bearing capacity of a suitably strengthened facade and its fixings can be verified by tests - for 
these non-load-bearing elements for example, according to ETAG 001, Annex E [1]. This paper 
presents a method for post-repairing of façades on existing buildings to restore their structural 
load-bearing capacity. This method can be used to preserve historical building material on 
one hand, but also to upgrade the façade construction with the aim to meet requirements of 
earthquake design like protection of life and enabling rescue work after an earthquake. So called 
Meso-scale tests to check the load-bearing capacity are described as alternative to large shake 
table tests. The technical background is explained and the experiment results are illustrated.

Key words: seismic retrofitting, façade systems; non-structural elements, testing methods
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1  Introduction

The façade of a building serves numerous purposes: it characterizes the appearance of 
the building, but also protects it from weather influences such as rain and wind. It con-
tributes to the building’s physical properties insofar as, in addition to the facing layer, it 
consists of an adequate insulation layer and an optional air gap or cavity. 
As a result of this structure, the task of the façade fixing is to safely transfer the dead 
load of the façade and the loads acting on it into the supporting structure and to main-
tain the distance between the supporting and façade layers. Especially in the case of 
“heavy” façades, i.e. façades with a dead load of more than 100 kg/m² such as brick-
work, these façade fixings must transfer high point loads over large distances between 
the layers.
In the current earthquake standardization such as [2], façades and their fixings are 
classified as non-load-bearing components . These components are usually defined as 
masses without any inherent stiffness that are attached to the load-bearing structure. 
Their design for the seismic load case is carried out by static equivalent horizontal loads 
acting in the most unfavourable direction.
Minor damage to the façade can occur as a result of an earthquake, but in particular the 
falling of façade parts should be prevented in order to avoid injury to persons and block-
ing of escape routes. Damage to the façade of a building represents a weakening of 
the structure and reduces the possible seismic performance during future earthquake 
events. Therefore, this damage, such as cracks or deformed façade fixings, must be as-
sessed and repaired immediately. 
Historical buildings without any seismic fixings whose construction took place before 
seismic standards were introduced, can be retrofitted with appropriate horizontal bear-
ings. In terms of preserving the visual impression, this is possible without significantly 
disturbing the building’s appearance.
To assess the seismic performance of a fixing, it is mandatory to analyse the interaction 
of all components, i.e. the façade fixing, the support structure and the façade itself, to 
ensure sufficient ductility with adequate load-bearing capacity. In addition to calcula-
tions, the load-bearing behaviour of the system is usually determined by tests, as in 
each case there are individual conditions concerning the building and loadings. Since 
macro-scale tests – such as shake table tests – are very time-consuming and cost-
intensive, detailed tests on a smaller scale can be a good alternative.
In the following, methods for repairing after an earthquake as well as for retrofitting 
a façade to support seismic loads without causing major disturbance to the building’s 
appearance are described. Test methods to verify the suitability of the fixing at different 
scales are presented and evaluated. 
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2  Brickwork Façades 

Modern curtain façades usually consist of a facing façade layer, a layer of insulation 
and, if necessary, an additional air gap and are fixed to the supporting layer. The dis-
tance between the load-bearing layer and the facing façade can reach values of more 
than 300 mm. This façade construction requires on the one hand that the fixings of the 
façade layer are either designed as cantilevers or as tension members in combination 
with spacers and on the other hand that the fixings have to penetrate the insulation. In 
the following, systems of common fixings for non-load-bearing brickwork façades are 
presented.
Fig. 1a shows an example of a brickwork façade. The dead weight of the brickwork pan-
els is taken up by support anchors such as support angles – or in the case of larger 
cavities – brickwork support brackets, which are fixed to the supporting structure with 
suitable fixings such as anchor bolts or anchor channels (Fig. 1b). Horizontal loads per-
pendicular to the plane of the façade, such as wind loads, must be absorbed separately 
by special horizontal restraint anchors, such as brick ties, as shown in Fig. 1c.

Figure 1. a) Brickwork façade; b) Brickwork support brackets; c) Various wall ties [3]

3 Methods for repair and seismic retrofit of façades

Repair is defined in EN 1990 as ‘Activities performed to preserve or to restore the function 
of a structure that fall outside the definition of maintenance’ [4]. Typically repair will be un-
dertaken when a structure has been damaged and is a response to an event or events 
that have already occurred. Retrofitting is also concerned with preserving the function 
of a structure, however it is generally carried out in anticipation of an event occurring 
with the aim of limiting damage to the structure in the first place. Strategies for retrofit-
ting can comprise a single type of component or a system of linked components which 
combine to increase the structural capacity or reduce the demand on the structure due 
to a seismic event. Numerous methods exist for both seismic repair and retrofit, some 
of which are explored below.
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3.1 Methods of repair

After a seismic event, brickwork façades can display relatively minor damage, such as 
cracking, or more major damage such as partial or full collapse of masonry panels. It is 
vital that even ‘minor’ damage is repaired promptly to ensure that the structure’s seis-
mic performance does not remain impaired. This is important as, with the structure in 
a weakened state, aftershocks or subsequent earthquakes have the potential to cause 
more serious structural damage, personal injury or disruption to escape routes and res-
cue attempts.
Where masonry façades have been cracked, lengths of flexible twisted (helical) stain-
less steel bar can be used to ‘stitch’ the brickwork back together and provide near-sur-
face masonry reinforcement. Helical bars are placed in the horizontal mortar joints and 
thixotropic cementitious grout is injected to form a strong bond between mortar, bar 
and masonry (Fig. 2a). The helical bars effectively redistribute tensile loads along the 
length of the masonry to minimise further crack development. This is a low-disruption 
and permanent repair method which stabilises the masonry and has been shown to be 
an effective method of repairing cracking in URM (unreinforced masonry) walls [5]. Pairs 
of long helical bar can also be used to form deep masonry beams. These reinforce and 
stabilise existing masonry and can restore structural integrity where masonry has failed 
and lost its load bearing capabilities.
Cracked or unstable masonry can also be repaired by using threaded stainless steel 
bars, cementitious grout and heavy duty mesh fabric sleeves working in a composite 
action. Threaded bars and sleeves are installed into pre-drilled holes in the structure 
and the sleeves filled with grout; this causes them to expand and form a strong chemi-
cal/ mechanical bond with the substrate (Fig. 2b). This repair method has been shown 
to be suitable for heavy duty and high load applications such as stitching cracked solid 
or multi-leaf walls and stabilising rubble-filled walls, parapets and arches. This is a fast, 
permanent, non-disruptive and fully concealed method of repairing masonry which al-
lows the building’s original appearance to be retained; particularly important for build-
ings of cultural or historical value.
Where masonry has collapsed and needs to be re-built, cavity wall ties can be used to 
effectively tie the inner and outer leaves of brickwork together, allowing the two parts 
to act as a homogenous unit and thus improve the wall stability. Various profiles and 
shapes of tie can be used depending on the specific building make-up and structural 
requirements. Stainless steel ties with shaped ends can be built into the outer leaf and 
either mechanically fixed or resin bonded to the inner leaf. Where thermal performance 
is important, pultruded basalt fibre ties can be used – these perform the same function 
of tying the two leaves together but reduce the transfer of heat across the cavity due to 
their low thermal conductivity.
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Figure 2. a) Helical bar installation. b) Threaded bars, sleeves and grout used to repair cracked masonry

3.2 Methods of retrofit

Seismic retrofitting aims to increase the overall level of security of a building to resist 
a seismic event. One method of achieving this is to use short lengths of stainless steel 
helical bar to mechanically pin or tie brickwork façades as well as masonry walls, ren-
der (stucco) and delicate masonry features (such as terracotta). These ties can be used 
effectively in a variety of materials such as brickwork, blockwork and concrete and are 
suitable for cavity and solid wall constructions – Fig. 3a shows an example of natural 
stone cladding fixed back to a solid brickwork wall. They can also be used in conjunction 
with cementitious grout and fabric mesh sleeves to stabilise and secure walls, lintels 
and decorative fascias. Installation is quick and the masonry is left virtually unmarked. 
These helical ties have been shown to be effective in improving the out-of-plane per-
formance of masonry walls and meet the requirements of an earthquake medium duty 
tie according to Australasian standard AS/NZS2699.1 [5], [6].
Helical ties installed perpendicular to the masonry can be joined to lengths of horizontal 
helical bar in the external leaf mortar joints by use of stainless steel connectors – see 
Fig. 3b. The horizontal helical bars can be overlapped and grouted in place to provide 
long runs of remedial masonry reinforcement, improving both in and out of plane per-
formance. This allows the structure to be upgraded whilst minimising the addition of 
seismic mass and does not require the wall to be taken down and rebuilt. In-situ testing 
can easily be undertaken to confirm the security of the fixing/s in the substrate. 
‘Rigid’ and ‘ductile’ anchors are further methods that can improve seismic performance 
of a structure. Rigid anchors consist of individual masonry support brackets installed to 
transfer horizontal seismic loads in the plane of the façade. Ductile anchors are achieved 
by installing additional wall ties at an angle across the cavity – Fig. 3c shows two cross-
section examples of ductile anchors.
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Figure 3. a) Helical bar used to pin masonry. b) Stainless steel connector. c) ‘Ductile’ anchors

4 Experimental evaluation of repair and retrofit methods

4.1 Macro-scale testing

A macro-scale test is a system analysis on a 1:1 scale on a shake table, requiring that 
the whole structure, including fixing and façade, is loaded with a series of artificial and 
natural waves of increasing intensity. Applied loads and resulting deformations are re-
corded.
For further illustration, a shake table test carried out on a modified brickwork support 
system [7] is described below. A cast-in-place concrete tower simulated the load-bear-
ing structure (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. a) 3 D model of the test object; b) Elevation of the test object; c) Floor plan

Brickwork facades with different fixing concepts were attached to two sides of the 
tower. Support brackets carried the dead load at the bottom and distributed horizon-
tal wall ties took the horizontal loads perpendicular to the façade, e.g. wind load etc. 
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Additional horizontal wall ties angled at 60° (i.e. ductile anchors) were distributed on 
wall A, and additional horizontal support brackets (i.e. rigid anchors) were installed on 
wall B to transfer the horizontal seismic loads in the plane of the façade. After applying 
accelerations by the shake table to simulate specific seismic events, the construction 
was examined to see if it could carry the loads without damage to the façade. Another 
example of a macro-scale test is the in-situ out-of-plane bending test described in [8] 
on a full-scale unreinforced masonry wall that was seismically retrofitted with twisted 
steel inserts.
The test setup consisted mainly of steel sections, a rigid wooden reaction frame, air 
cushions, an air compressor, four load cells and two linear variable displacement trans-
ducers (LVDT) with a tripod. Air cushions were used to apply a uniformly distributed load 
that simulated the seismic load generated in the out-of-plane direction. Fig. 5 shows 
the test setup. 

Figure 5. In-situ macro-scale test setup [8]

Figure 6. a) Retrofit detail; b) Failure mode of the test wall [8]
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The test wall was retrofitted as follows: surface grooves were made on one side of the 
wall. After cleaning and moistening the grooves, an approx. 10mm thick layer of injec-
tion mortar with high adhesive strength was injected. Twisted stainless steel rods were 
then inserted and the grooves filled with mortar. The test subject was retrofitted with 
two evenly spaced D6 rods inserted into 50 mm deep grooves. Fig. 6a shows the details. 
The test wall was subjected to several loading and unloading cycles by inflating and de-
flating the air cushion until failure within a safe displacement limit was achieved. When 
comparing the results of the non-retrofitted and retrofitted wall, it was found that the 
nominal out-of-plane flexural strength of the test wall was 5.7 times that of the non-
retrofitted URM wall, respectively.
The advantage of these macro-scale tests is the ability to determine for a specific de-
sign what earthquake resistance can be provided while respecting the serviceability 
limits. The major disadvantage of macro tests is that they are material-intensive, time 
consuming, expensive and do not provide any conclusion for deviating constructions.

4.2 Micro-scale testing

Micro-scale tests describe the experimental investigation of an individual fixing with 
regard to its suitability for the expected seismic design load. These tests can be car-
ried out in a laboratory or on site with static or static equivalent loads which makes the 
tests faster to carry out at a manageable cost. For example, it is possible to simulate the 
dead load of a façade using weights and apply a horizontal alternating load simulating 
seismic actions. These micro-scale tests are inexpensive and quick to carry out, but do 
not provide any information about the interaction of all façade components, particu-
larly with regard to the connection between fixing and load-bearing layer or fixing and 
façade.

4.3 Meso-scale testing

Meso-scale tests allow an evaluation and verification of all components of a façade 
system. A representative façade surface – e.g. of 1m² – is attached with suitable fixings 
to a support layer corresponding to the building and static equivalent loads determined 
according to local standards for seismic design are applied. 
Since there is no standard regulating the test procedure for façade systems under seis-
mic loading, the regulations of ETAG 001, Annex E (2013) [1], for example, are proposed, 
with one exception: the calculated horizontal equivalent loads according to the relevant 
seismic design standard are used as maximum loads N max (tension/compression load) 
and V max (shear force). 
A 3D model and a picture of an exemplary test object are shown in Fig. 7. In this exam-
ple, the brickwork rested on support angles with two brackets, which were fixed to the 
lower part of a concrete slab with anchor bolts. The brickwork and the concrete support 
layer were connected by straight wall ties according to [3, 9] and two wall ties angled at 
60° as an additional horizontal bearing (ductile anchor). 
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Figure 7. a) 3D model of a meso-scale test setup; b) Photo of exemplary test setup

The load application height corresponded to the centre of gravity of the facing layer, 
whilst the horizontal load direction complied with that of a horizontal load in the façade 
plane from earthquakes on the real component. The load application was carried out 
according to [1] in increasing load steps on the same component. Deformations and 
displacements under load were measured throughout. 
In case of failure, the serviceability limit was exceeded here, but it could be observed 
that even after the stability failure of the fixing after a load of 4xg, there was no pulling-
out of the wall ties or the anchor bolts. The façade would not have collapsed in the event 
of an earthquake – escape routes would be clear and people would not be at risk.
With the help of meso-scale tests, different fixing concepts, i.e. not only the fixing but 
also the connection to the supporting layer and to the façade, can be comprehensively 
tested and compared according to various criteria such as load-bearing capacity, defor-
mation or ductility. Before, during and after the test, all façade components are clearly 
visible and can be assessed. Deformations for different load levels and the failure be-
haviour can be observed and documented.
Meso-scale tests are easy to carry out and allow important statements to be made on 
the assessment of the earthquake resistance of a corresponding overall construction 
quickly and at low cost.

5 Conclusion

Current earthquake standards classify façades and their fixings as non-load-bearing 
components. Their design for the seismic load case is carried out by static equivalent 
horizontal loads acting in the most unfavourable direction. Minor damage to the façade 
can occur as a result of an earthquake, but in particular the falling of façade parts should 
be prevented in order to avoid injury to persons and blocking of escape routes. Damage 
to the façade of a building represents a weakening of the structure and reduces the pos-
sible seismic performance during future earthquake events. Therefore, this damages 
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must be assessed and repaired immediately. Buildings without any seismic fixings can 
also be retrofitted with appropriate horizontal bearings without significantly disturbing 
the building’s appearance.
Appropriate methods for masonry repair and retrofitting are available. Combinations 
of stainless steel bars, grout, sleeves and connectors can be used to stitch together 
cracked masonry, stabilise and reinforce existing masonry walls and improve their out-
of-plane performance during a seismic event. The methods discussed are relatively 
quick, non-disruptive and can be easily concealed, ensuring the building aesthetic is not 
compromised. 
To assess the seismic performance of a fixing, it is mandatory to analyse the interaction 
of all components, i.e. the façade fixing, the support structure and the façade, to ensure 
sufficient ductility with adequate load-bearing capacity. Along with calculation meth-
ods, tests are still the most meaningful method to determine the loadbearing capacity 
and ductility, because every building provides different conditions for seismic hazard 
and more general structural make-up.
The most commonly used test method is the shake table test, because test results are 
reliable and describe the overall load-bearing behaviour relatively accurately. But these 
tests are very time and cost intensive and the results are only valid for the actually ap-
plied boundary conditions. Simpler test methods are needed to reduce the size of the 
test specimens and effort.
A test on only one anchor represents the smallest possible test size. Tests in “micro” 
scale can show the bearing behaviour of a single anchor, its deflections and its ductility. 
In order to evaluate the interaction of several potentially different anchor types, a test 
arrangement on the so-called “meso” scale represents the most sensible alternative. A 
representative façade field – in the discussed examples 1m² was chosen – is installed 
and subjected to alternating or pulsating static equivalent loads. The results obtained in 
this way show good correlation with the far more complex shake table tests.
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Abstract
The knowledge of earthquake load in the last 50 years has been changing according to the results 
of the research. In national codes and provisions of European Union, Japan, U.S., duration of most 
bridges is supposed to be 50 years. Thus, bridges built 30 or more years ago are designed to 
load that is different from today’s knowledge of earthquake load. Many bridges which were built 
before 1970s which are still in use in either Europe or Japan or the U.S. have been designed with 
little or with no any consideration for seismic demand. Majority of these bridges lack the ductility 
and strength to resist earthquakes. Meanwhile strong earthquakes have revealed all vulnerable 
places and wrong detailing on almost all bridges built in seismic regions more than fifty years ago. 
After the 1971 San Fernando earthquake the U.S. for the first time in the world started seismic 
retrofit programs for bridges. Japan also started similar programs, especially after the 1995 Kobe 
earthquake. European Union may not be out of this global problem and must have own retrofit 
programs for bridges. Thousands of existing bridges all over the word built more than fifty years 
ago in earthquake zones are still in operation waiting to be retrofitted in order to withstand 
earthquake loading defined as a result of up to data of research. In this sense in this paper some 
solutions, recommendations and comments for retrofitting and rapid recovery of bridges after 
earthquake using the latest concepts for structural upgrading is presented as the main goal to 
contribute to the knowledge for an earthquake resilient society.

Key words:  bridges, resilience, earthquake resilient society, earthquake loading, retrofit, seismic 
hazard
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1 Introduction

It is hopeful that the European Union in the HORIZON 2020 infrastructure call MG-7-1-
2017 recognized the need for research in resilience to extreme (natural and man-made) 
events. Emergency functionality and rapid recovery of road networks after a strong 
intensity earthquake that has triggered additional hazard such as post-earthquake 
fires, landslides, tsunamis, bridge collapses and a series of large aftershocks is a vital 
requirement for the sustainability of any modern society, which, in the light of recent 
earthquakes in Europe and elsewhere, has not yet been properly addressed. It is the 
main task of our community to avoid zero functionality of bridges immediately after 
strong earthquake and a speedy recovery of old bridges even for extreme events. Soci-
ety needs bridges in assessing the transportation needs after an extreme seismic event 
and during the time of recovery, and how this may lead to the identification of the most 
critical components and the definition of bridge performances beyond their design limit 
(robustness). Innovative structural concepts in designing for new and rehabilitation of 
existing bridges as well as introduction of structural control systems that are capable of 
providing the required robustness has to be a main goal of a modern society.
Due to the infrastructure increasing decay, frequently combined with the need for 
structural upgrading to meet more stringent requirements against seismic load, struc-
tural retrofitting is becoming more and more important and is given today considerable 
emphasis throughout the world. In response to this need, permanent theoretical and 
experimental research in seismic design of bridges as well as studies on the conse-
quences on bridges after strong earthquakes in order to understand better retrofitting 
of bridges is more like a process. 
The important event on this issue in the U.S. was the Annual Meeting in February 2004 
in Los Angeles (theme: ten years after Northridge earthquake) organized by the U.S. 
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute. After the 1971 San Fernando earthquake 
the U.S. started several seismic retrofit programs. Retrofit programs in the 1980s in-
cluded the first use of isolators on bridges and a program to retrofit single-column 
bents. These programs were greatly accelerated after the 1989 Santa Cruz (Loma Pri-
eta) and 1994 Northridge earthquakes. After the 1994 Northridge earthquake it was 
observed that no serious damage would have occurred if the previous retrofit program 
had already been implemented [1, 2, 3]. Japan also started similar programs, especially 
after the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Europe may not be out of this global problem and must 
have own retrofit programs not only for buildings but for bridges as well [4, 5, 6]. Design 
codes must be based on functionality criteria rather than safety. 

2 Loading on bridges caused by earthquake (seismic demand)

Bridge engineering uses nowadays scientifically based codes for design and construc-
tion of bridges in comparison with the provisions which were in power 50 or more years 
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ago. The main novelty is knowledge in the field of earthquake loading on bridges. After 
extensive research in the last decades loading on structures caused by earthquake has 
been defined as seismic demand. This seismic demand is usually defined in the appro-
priate Euro standard [4, 5, 6] or is defined from real or artificial time-history accelera-
tions or the earthquake response spectrum which came from time-history accelera-
tions. In accordance to the basic condition of structural Eurocodes that the design effect 
of loading Ed must be lower than resistance of the structure Rd dR , which means seismic 
demand lower than seismic capacity:

Ed ≤ Rd ⇒ γdem (Seismic demand)  (Capacity)  (1)

where: γdem and γcap are safety coefficients, greater than 1,0. 

There are linear and non-linear methods for seismic analysis of bridges (and buildings) 
defined in [5, 6]. For the design and construction of bridges (and buildings) in seismic ar-
eas the EU standard, as well as Japan and U.S. standards, offer two non-linear methods, 
namely: a non-linear pushover based static method and a non-linear dynamic method. 
Non-linear static procedures were developed in the world with the aim of overcoming 
the insufficiency and limitations of linear methods, whilst at the same time maintaining 
a relatively simple application. All procedures incorporate performance-based concepts 
paying more attention to damage control. One simple static nonlinear (pushover) meth-
od [7, 8] is introduced in EN 1998 [5]. Loading on bridges is defined through combina-
tions of the seismic action with other actions. The design value of the effects of actions 
shall be determined in the seismic design combination [6]:

 (2)

where: Ed is design value of the effects of actions; Gk is the permanent actions with their 
characteristic values; Pkis the characteristic value of prestressing after all losses; AEdis 
the design seismic action; Qk,1is the characteristic value of the traffic load; Ψ2,1 is the 
combination factor for traffic loads; Q2 is the quasi-permanent value of actions of long 
duration (e.g. earth pressure, buoyancy, currents etc.).

One example of the behavior of viaduct subjected to seismic action accordance to Eu-
rocodes is given in [9] and covers most possibilities in practice: slender piers, moder-
ately stiff ad stiff piers, piers founded on piles, slender piers with shallow foundations, 
steep and moderately inclined slopes of the inundation. The analysis of seismic load 
on piers include both the longitudinal and transverse direction and dimensioning of the 
viaduct.
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3 Retrofitting as the concept 

Much research and testing has been done on reinforced concrete columns with steel or 
composite casing. The ultimate and the most important test is how well these retrofits 
perform during earthquake. After the 1994 Northridge earthquake [1] it was observed 
that no serious damage would have occurred on structures (and details) if previously the 
retrofit program had been implemented. The best retrofit measures are simple, easy to 
construct, inexpensive and dependable. Some examples of a good retrofit concept, in 
which simple and easy to construct retrofit measures are implemented, are made after 
the Great Hanshin (Kobe, 1995) earthquake [10], Figure 1. The measures are presented 
in Figure 2 and Figure 3. More than 600 meters of the expressway collapsed in the Fu-
kae section, Fig. 2(left), during the Great Hanshin (Kobe) earthquake [10]. A total length 
of 635 meters have now been reconstructed, with the weight of the superstructure 
being reduced by adopting dual 9-span continuous steel deck box girder bridges, Figure 
2(right).

Figure 1.  Concrete column failure caused by ductile detailing problems of the Fukae section Kobe Route 
expressway after January 17, 1995, the Great Hanshin (Kobe) Earthquake [10]

Figure 2.  Retrofit of the Fukae section on Kobe Route expressway after January 17, 1995, The Great 
Hanshin (Kobe) Earthquake [10]
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Loads on the existing foundations have been cut down by introducing base isolators 
that can absorb seismic forces. The columns are now composed of reinforced concrete 
and their transverse width has been almost doubled to 6 meters to increase earthquake 
resistance, Figure 2, Figure 3.

Figure 3.  The Fukae section Kobe Route expressway after retrofit implementing measured presented in 
Fig. 6b (Copyright: M. Čaušević)

Figure 4 presents the continuous 686 meters Benton section. Instead of previous 2 or 
3-span continuous non-composite plate bridge, the steel piers and girders of the 19-
span continuous new bridge have been designed to form a rigid frame. Base isolators 
have been placed at the bottom of the piers, the world first use of such system for road 
bridges.

Figure 4.  Retrofit of the Benton section on Kobe Route expressway after January 17, 1995, The Great 
Hanshin Earthquake [10]
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4  Some retrofitting of abutments, columns, connections and 
bearings of bridges

4.1 Abutments

Very little research has been made on abutment retrofits. To avoid the situation like in 
Figure 5 anchoring an abutment to the surrounding soil to increase its stiffness and 
damping effects could be implemented. Figure 6a presents a waffle approach slab that 
is used to increase bridge stiffness in the longitudinal direction. The slab indentations 
increase friction and the piles provide additional stiffness. A similar strategy is to con-
struct waffles along the back wall to provide additional resistance for the abutment in 
the transverse direction.
In the background of bridge in Figure 5 a residential complex is visible with structure 
partly composed of eccentrically braced frames which represent excellent system of 
construction for implementation in earthquake prone zones [11]. This building behaved 
excellently in Kobe 1995 earthquake. 

Figure 5.  Sliding displacement of a bearing device of bridge superstructure and inclination (damage) of 
reinforced concrete pier wall, Ashya Seaside Village in Kobe, the 1995 Kobe earthquake [10]

Figure 6.  a) Retrofit with waffle approach slab on piles [13] B) Retrofit to prevent excessive longitudinal 
movement of the superstructure [13]

For seat-type abutments, a retrofit to restrain the longitudinal movement of the su-
perstructure and prevent unseating during an earthquake may be constructed with 
longitudinal anchors into the embankment. Figure 6b presents longitudinal anchorage 
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systems with a buried “deadman” installed to prevent excessive movement of the su-
perstructure.
Figure 7a shows a retrofit to limit both transverse and longitudinal movement of the 
superstructure at a seat-type abutment with bearings. Additional reinforced concrete 
is cast around the existing abutment to provide transverse restraint. Timber blocks be-
tween the superstructure and the back wall lessen the potential dynamic impact and 
immediately engage the soil during an earthquake.

Figure 7.  a) Retrofit to prevent excessive transverse and longitudinal movements of the superstructure 
[13] b) Longitudinal cable restrainer, bumper, and tie [15]

The longitudinal movement of a superstructure can be limited by installing cable re-
strainers between the superstructure and the abutments or piers, Figure 7b. The cable 
should be designed and installed with proper slack to allow thermal movement while 
preventing excessive longitudinal movement during an earthquake.
Some solutions, recommendations and comments for retrofitting the abutment, bent 
and column of concrete bridges was presented in more details in [12, 13, 14 and 15]. 

4.2 Concrete columns

A column retrofit may remedy one or more deficiencies such as a short lap splice, inad-
equate shear and/or flexural capacity, or insufficient confinement. Figure 8a(left) pre-
sents an example where deficiencies and lack of appropriate detailing for concrete col-
umns in seismic areas caused column failure. Practical and effective retrofit measure to 
provide confinement and prevent a lap splice failure of the main column reinforcement 
in general is presented in Figure 8a(right). The level of confinement may be adjusted by 
tie spacing and post-tensioning force in the ties.

Figure 8.  a) Post-tensioned ties to improve confinement in reconstruction of reinforced concrete piers [10] 
b) Strengthening steel piers by infilling with concrete (left); Concrete column with metal shell 
added (right) [10]
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It is observed after the past strong earthquakes [10] that hollow steel piers were seri-
ously damaged. Strengthening of the hollow steel pier is recommended by infilling with 
concrete, Figure 8b(left). A more popular retrofit measure for concrete columns is to 
provide a metal shell around the column. The space between the shell and the column 
may be grouted, Figure 8b(right).

4.3 Connections in steel bridges

Additionally, the retrofitting of connections and bearings of steel bridges will be here 
presented. Below it will be presented some of the most common cases of damage to 
steel bridges in the earthquake and relatively simple measures to be taken to make the 
damaged bridges rapid recovery for their basic function in the shortest possible time.
In a non-composite deck, the concrete slab is not connected to the girders, and it can 
form a sliding surface during a strong earthquake, particularly when steel girders are 
used. The relative movement dissipates seismic energy [2]. When a connection is not in 
compression and deemed necessary to transfer inertial forces, anchor bolts should be 
attached on each side of the flange to stich the girder to the slab, Figure 9a.
Steel diaphragms are vulnerable to transverse seismic forces near the supports. Where 
the transverse diaphragm over a support does not extend to the full depth of the girder, 
the girder web will be subjected to out-of-plane bending during an earthquake. Figure 
9b shows a knee-brace strengthening detail that may be used to prevent out-of-plane 
bending of web plates [13].

Figure 9. a) Beam-slab connection [13] b) Steel I-girder retrofit over the support [13]

In the 1994 Northridge earthquake as well as in the 1995 Kobe earthquake it was ob-
served serious damage in connecting steel girders at a transverse joint over a pear [14-
16]. The retrofit should be designed to support a girder in case the span falls off its sup-
port, Figure 10. To accommodate thermal movement at the expansion support, slotted 
holes may be provided in the connecting plates.
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Figure 10. Web plate retrofit [16]

The design effective area of cross-section of the connected web plate when subjected 
to uniform compression Ad.eff as well as the design net area of cross-section subjected to 
tensión Ad.net can be denoted as Ad and may be determined from the equation (3):

        (3)

where: Ed is the design value of the seismic force in the longitudinal direction of the 
bridge; Rd is the plastic resistance of web plate cross section; n is the number of steel 
girders in cross section of the bridge; 2 n is the number of web plates; fy is yield strength, 
γM0 is partial factor for resistance.

4.4 Bearings in steel bridges

During past earthquakes, excessive transverse movement of bridge superstructure 
caused loss of support on a number of bridges. To transfer lateral seismic forces and 
prevent excessive displacements, transverse restrainers should be used at the bearings 
[14, 15, and 16]. Figure 11a presents steel angles as restrainers used with an elasto-
meric bearing that has sliding surface (a) and with a regular elastomeric bearing (b). For 
designers of new bridges and retrofit of bridges the reference [16] is highly recom-
mended. 

Figure 11. a) Transverse restrainer angles [16] b) Restrainer anchor bolts [16]
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Figure 11b presents an anchor bolts restrainer for an elastomeric bearing that has a 
sliding surface. The sliding surface and the bearing both accommodate longitudinal 
thermal movement over a rigid support. The slotted holes in the top plate allow longi-
tudinal movement of the superstructure but resist transverse movement to the flexural 
deformation of the bolts. Transverse restraints should be designed to remain elastic and 
resist the lateral forces corresponding to plastic hinges of the columns.
A type of bearing commonly used on existing bridges is high-profile rocking or fixed 
bearing that is vulnerable to toppling during earthquakes. This toppling may be pre-
vented by welding wedge-shaped steel plates to bearing [16] as shown in Figure 12a. 
The increase in the longitudinal resisting force Fh developed by the wedge plates can be 
estimated from the equation (4):

Fh = G tanα (4)

Where G is dead load reaction of the bearing; α is slope angle of the added wedge plate.

Figure 12. a) Tack-welded retrofit [16] b) Transverse restrainer and connection retrofit [17]

Another deficiency is the bolted or welded connections between the bearing and the 
substructure or superstructure. Replacing the bolts with larger, stronger, or additional 
anchor bolts may be considered to strengthen a bolted connection. A welded connec-
tion can also be strengthened by adding bolts or additional welds. Figure 12b presents 
additional keeper plates at the top of the bearing and base plate extensions and addi-
tional plates and anchor bolts at the bottom to restrain the transverse movement [17]. 

5 Conclusions

To provide adequate resilience, functionality requirements for bridges three states of 
network operation must be defined: (1) during an extreme intensity earthquake (2) im-
mediately after, especially with respect to search, rescue and evacuation and (3) to en-
sure recovery of complete functionality within an acceptable time. The knowledge about 
earthquake loading on bridges which were built 50 or more years ago was very low in 
comparison with the nowadays knowledge. As the consequence many of old bridges are 
vulnerable and must be retrofitted for the next event. Finding some new methods for 
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recovery of bridges are here presented which should be implemented on existing bridg-
es identifying their remaining structural capacity before the next extreme event occurs. 
It is the main task of our community to avoid zero functionality for old bridges and a 
speedy recovery of old bridges even for extreme events. Still, we have tools to predict 
the seismic response of individual bridge but we lack methods to predict response of 
the entire regional highway system to a disaster, and methods to design a process of 
highway system recovery after disaster. This is the great task for the community in the 
future.
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Abstract
Earthquakes can lead to widespread damage to the built environment, affecting many residential 
buildings and expose their residents to potentially severe and long-lasting physical and financial 
stress. While emergency response actions are still ongoing in the aftermath of such an event, 
public officials already have to take first decisions that will shape the reconstruction process 
and affect long-term societal consequences. Apart from the intense time pressure, this decision 
environment is characterized by the sparsity of available information on the amount and the 
spatial distribution of earthquake-triggered damage. 
In this situation, regional earthquake risk models provide valuable first rapid impact predictions 
that are, however, typically associated with large uncertainties. Conversely, the amount and the 
spatial coverage of event-specific impact data increases during post-earthquake response and 
recovery. By leveraging probabilistic machine learning tools, the framework presented in this 
study makes it possible to benefit from the continuous data inflow to dynamically update the 
initial regional earthquake risk predictions and to constrain the associated model uncertainties. 
Whereas it might take several weeks until a first rapid visual safety screening is completed for 
all buildings in the earthquake-affected region, this study shows how data from only the first 
few screened buildings can substantially increase the quality of information available to decision-
makers. This enables not only to predict outcomes of an ongoing building safety screening process, 
for example, predict the number of uninhabitable buildings, but also to constrain prior estimates 
for subsequent processes of the recovery phase, such as detailed damage assessments and 
reconstruction cost and time estimation. The presented framework is applied to a case-study 
region with 34000 residential buildings providing home to 500000 people that is subjected to a 
fictitious earthquake scenario.

Key words:  Dynamic post-earthquake damage assessment, Regional earthquake-risk models, 
Housing resilience, Gaussian Process classification
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1 Introduction

Earthquakes strike at random locations with unpredictable magnitude and spectral 
content, but with high destructive potential. Varying seismic design levels and material 
degradation of existing buildings add uncertainty to the damage and, by extension, loss 
caused by earthquake events. In recent years, the focus of community earthquake prepar-
edness has shifted towards resilience and thus, includes time requirements for assessing 
and repairing the built environment. Post-earthquake inspections serve as a starting point 
for reoccupation and functional recovery of housing, as well as numerous immediate re-
sponse actions, including temporary housing and structural stabilization measures. Visual 
inspection of vast building stocks is slowed down by post-earthquake circumstances and, 
possibly, by limited resources (i.e. inspectors). However, good decision making towards 
recovery planning requires rapid availability of reliable data on damage and loss.
Currently, tools for rapid loss assessment (RLA) provide first rapid, yet uncertain, infor-
mation by combining exposure and vulnerability models with ground-motion estimates 
that are possibly constrained by seismic recordings [1–3]. Although RLA methodolo-
gies are well established and offer crucial initial information maps, their global scope 
and focus on the immediate aftermath prohibit a dynamic adaptation to new localized 
information that helps reducing the, typically large, uncertainties. With such informa-
tion becoming increasingly available in the days following an earthquake, uncertainties 
pertaining to both ground shaking and structural behavior can be reduced. This paper 
presents a proposal for continuous dynamic updating of the post-earthquake risk as-
sessment in a restricted geographic area by leveraging machine-learning tools.
Machine-learning techniques have been tested in regional seismic risk prediction, based 
on the assumption that a subset of buildings is representative of a much larger build-
ing stock [4]. Acknowledging the need for centralized information on building damage, 
Loos et al. proposed a geospatial data integration framework using a kriging regression 
model to find correlations between observed damage and other secondary parameters 
[5]. Kovačević et al. used random forests to classify buildings in damage states based 
on inspection results for a subset of buildings [6]. However, as most techniques are 
entirely data-driven, they require large amounts of inspected buildings or careful prior-
itization of inspections to arrive at stable predictions. 
We propose Gaussian processes to fuse inspection data with an underlying pre-event 
earthquake risk model to update it and reduce the underlying uncertainties. Pozzi and 
Wang proposed a similar method for the purpose of predicting the failure probability of 
individual components in spatially distributed infrastructure systems [7]. The proposal 
presented in this paper focuses on aggregated statistics for a diverse building stock. The 
paper starts with a general description of Gaussian processes for classification and its 
application to earthquake-induced loss of housing capacity. The methodology is applied 
to a simulated case study in the greater Zurich area showing the potential for a rapid 
reduction in uncertainty ranges of inhabitable buildings.
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2 Method

The proposed method employs an ex-ante regional earthquake risk model to provide 
immediate predictions of the consequences inflicted by an event. With the information 
that eventually becomes available within the first few days following an earthquake 
event, we continuously update the prior earthquake risk model, using Gaussian process 
classification, to provide refined consequence predictions. First, Gaussian processes for 
classification are introduced before their applicability to post-earthquake habitability is 
discussed. 

2.1 Gaussian processes for classification

Gaussian Processes (GPs) provide non-parametric distributions over functions that can 
be used in probabilistic modelling for supervised learning tasks, including regression 
and classification [8]. Consider an available training set D = {(xi, yi)|i=1, ..., n} = (X, y), 
where matrix X = [x1, ..., xn] collects the n input points from domain X and the vector y 
collects the corresponding observed class labels yi ∈ {-1, 1}, with the task to predict the 
class membership probability for a set of m test points X* = [x*,1, ..., x*m]. A latent function 
f is employed, and conditional on f, the class labels are assumed to be Bernoulli-distrib-
uted independent random variables p(yi|fi) = Φ (yifi), where fi = f(xi) and Φ(·) is the stand-
ard normal cumulative distribution function (cdf); and, f = [f1, ..., fn] summarizes the la-
tent function values for inputs, X.  classification imposes a Gaussian prior on the 
latent function

 (1)

where m(x) and k(x,x’) are the mean and positive definite covariance function of a GP. 
Any finite subset of the random variables, whose collection forms a GP, follows a joint 
multivariate Gaussian distribution. Thus, a random variable f(x) is associated to every x 
∈ X, such that for any finite set of inputs X ∈ X, the joint distribution (f|X) follows a mul-
tivariate normal distribution with mean vector m0 = [m(x1), ..., m(xn)]’ and covariance ma-
trix ∑ with entries ∑ij =k (xi, yi). Applying Bayes’ rule, the posterior distribution over the 
latent values f  can be expressed as

 (2)

where Z = p (f|X) = ∫p (y|f) p(f|X)df is the marginal likelihood. For predictions, we then 
marginalize latent variables over the training set to evaluate the posterior of the latent 
function at the test points, X*.

 (3)
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where p(f*|f,X*,X) is the conditional prior and follows a multivariate normal distribution. 
Then, by averaging out the test set latent variables one obtains the predictive class 
membership probability p(y* = 1|X*,y,X). Because of the non-Gaussian likelihood, the ex-
pressions in Eq. 2 and 3 require sampling algorithms (i.e. Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo). 
An alternative and computationally more efficient option consists in employing Gauss-
ian approximations to the posterior q(f|y,X) ≈ p(f|,y,X). Hence, expectation propagation 
(EP) approximates the Bernoulli likelihood p(yi|fi) = Φ (yifi) iteratively by using a local like-
lihood in the form of an un-normalized Gaussian function in the latent variable fi. Thus, 
the approximate posterior predictive distribution q(f*|X*,y,X) is expressed as a multivari-
ate normal distribution. An interested reader is referred to Rasmussen and Williams [8] 
for further details on EP and similar approximate algorithms. 

2.2 Link to regional earthquake risk models

Existing regional earthquake risk models vary in multiple aspects, not only because 
they are tailored to specific regions and the information available, but they also aim 
to quantify different quantities of interest. However, most models share two common 
assumptions: (1) damage to buildings, conditioned on one or multiple ground-motion 
intensity measures, is independent and (2) the logarithm of ground-motion intensity 
measures from different sites follow a multivariate normal distribution. The apparent 
similarity with GP classification motivates the use of ground-motion intensity meas-
ures as “latent functions”, which will be gradually updated based on new information. 
The proposed framework is intended for post-earthquake application and therefore, is 
applied to the consequences inflicted by a scenario earthquake. For a building stock of 
size n, the quantity of interest is the number of buildings that are uninhabitable after an 
earthquake event NUI = n - ∑i

nHi, where random variable Hi ∈ {0,1} denotes the habitabil-
ity status of building i and Hi = 1 indicates that this building remained habitable.
Denote by fi the logarithm of peak ground acceleration (PGA) at site xi. Similar to con-
ventional fragility functions, hk denotes the logarithm of the median PGA, which, if ex-
ceeded, renders a building of class k as uninhabitable and βk its logarithmic dispersion. 
Then, the conditional probability of a building being rendered uninhabitable is P(Hi=0|fi) 
= Φ(fi-hk)/βk). Ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) provide logarithmic mean, 
within-event and between-event residuals of PGA conditional on a specified magni-
tude, epicenter and site coordinates. Together with a suitable spatial correlation model, 
one can specify the mean vector and covariance matrix of the joint multivariate normal 
distribution p(f*|X*) [9], where X* collects the inputs (i.e. spatial coordinates) for which 
predictions are made. In contrast to the classic GP classification problem, a seismic 
network at locations Xs collects noisy measurements zs ∈ ℝ of the function f. Assum-
ing independent and normally distributed noise, the posterior predictive distribution 
p(f*|X*,zs,Xs) is analytically tractable and itself a multivariate normal distribution (see 
[10] for a detailed treatment in the context of shake maps). Thus, by sampling a large 
number of realizations from this distribution and subsequently from the conditionally 
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independent Bernoulli distributions P(Hi|fi), we obtain a first rapid estimate of the ag-
gregated number of uninhabitable buildings NUI|zs. Note that dependence on the inputs 
is suppressed to lighten the notation. 
The habitability status y of inspected buildings X is accumulated from inspections re-
ports in days after the earthquake. By applying the EP algorithm it is possible to derive 
an updated approximate posterior predictive distribution, q(f**|X**,y,zs,Xs), a multivariate 
normal distribution, as new inspection data is accumulated. Note that the new matrix 
of test inputs, X**, excludes the inputs of already screened buildings X. By applying the 
above-mentioned sampling scheme and adding the screened buildings that were as-
sessed as uninhabitable we obtain increasingly constrained estimates of NUI| y, zs.

3 Case-study

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 introduce the layout of the case-study and the information and 
earthquake hazard and risk models that are available prior to the earthquake event. 
Section 3.3 presents the considered scenario earthquake event, the event-specific in-
formation that is available in the first ten days after the event, and the hidden data-
generating process used to simulate this dataset. Notably, the data-generation process 
in the scenario event uses earthquake hazard and risk models different from those used 
to formulate the pre-event earthquake risk prediction. Section 3.4 updates the prior 
model with the event-specific information to predict the number of uninhabitable build-
ings.

3.1 Layout and information available prior to the event

The area of interest, illustrated in Fig. 1a, covers 22 zip-codes of the greater Zurich area 
in Switzerland. We focus on about 34’000 ordinary residential buildings, i.e. buildings 
with less than 10 stories and with a primary residential use. Pre-event information cov-
ers the spatial coordinates, the construction year and the number of stories of every 
building [11]. The building stock comprises about 25’000 buildings that were built be-
fore 1980 as shown in Fig. 1b. The majority of the buildings are between 3 and 5 stories 
high, as shown in Fig. 1c. Whereas those features are available or can be derived from 
information in public databases, neither the corresponding models used for the prior re-
gional earthquake risk model, presented in Section 3.2, nor the models used to generate 
the event-specific dataset, discussed in Section 3.3, are tailored to this specific region 
and building stock. Thus, results are not necessarily realistic outcomes for such an event 
occurring in the greater Zurich area. 
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Figure 1.  a) Region of interest with delimitation of the zip-codes and locations of about 34’000 individual 
buildings; b) cumulative distribution of the building construction year parameter (c) histogram of 
the building story height parameter

3.2 Regional earthquake risk model available ex-ante

The regional risk model, assumed to be available prior to the considered earthquake 
scenario, categorizes buildings into six classes: unreinforced masonry buildings with ei-
ther wooden floors or stiff floors (two classes), and reinforced-concrete buildings with a 
shear-wall or a moment-frame lateral force resisting system that have been construct-
ed before or after the existence of seismic design guidelines (four classes). The first two 
classes are further divided into low-rise (1-2 stories) and mid-rise (3-5 stories) build-
ings, whereas for the latter four classes we consider low-rise, mid-rise and high-rise (6 
stories or higher) buildings, resulting in a total of 16 subclasses. For every building sub-
class k ∈ [1, 2, ..., 16] the set (hk,βk) 

states the parameters of the log-normally distrib-
uted building vulnerability functions with respect to the uninhabitable post-earthquake 
performance state in terms of (logarithm of) PGA, as defined in Section 2.2. 
Random fields of PGA are simulated using the GMPE of Akkar and Bommer [12] to-
gether with the spatial correlation model of Esposito and Iervolino [9]. Since the true 
classes of buildings are not known, an expert-knowledge-based model is employed to 
associate a building class to every building, depending on its construction year and the 
number of stories. The parameters (hk,βk) are based on building vulnerability distribu-
tions that have been compiled in the Syner-G project [13] and state the probability of 
exceeding a set of four discrete damage states (from slight to heavy/complete damage) 
conditional on PGA. We estimated (hk,βk) by assuming that all buildings with damage 
exceeding slight damage and an additional 10 % of all buildings with slight damage are 
uninhabitable.
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3.3 Scenario earthquake event

A scenario earthquake with a magnitude of 5.8 and an epicenter located approximately 
4km to the closest buildings is considered and illustrated in Fig. 2a. Five seismometers 
within 50 km of the epicenter provide records of the event. After the earthquake strikes, 
a hotline and a web-based service is made available, such that residents can report 
damage and request a safety screening. Engineering resources are rapidly briefed to 
start with the safety screening process. In this process, inspection teams gather infor-
mation on building classes and assess the habitability status. Fig. 2b shows the cumu-
lative number of buildings screened during the first 10 days after the event, whereas 
Fig. 2c indicates how many buildings have been screened in each of the 22 zip-codes 10 
days after the event. 
The hidden data-generating models used to produce this simulated dataset, labeled 
as the “true” realization, are deliberately chosen to differ from the models available for 
earthquake risk prediction (Section 3.2). Most notably, a set of four ground-motion in-
tensity measures is used to derive the habitability status of buildings, instead of PGA. 
The building stock is categorized using building classes defined in the global risk model 
[3] and a class is associated to all buildings depending on their construction age and 
the number of stories. We generate one realization of PGA and spectral accelerations 
at fundamental periods of 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 seconds using the GMPE of Bindi et al. [14], 
the spatial cross-correlation model of Markvidha et al. [15] for the within-event re-
siduals and of Baker and Cornell [16] for cross-correlation of between-event residuals. 
Employing the fragility curves given by Silva et al. [3], the damage state of each building 
is estimated. Then, we assume that occupants of all buildings that sustained at least 
slight damage request a safety screening. Of all buildings with a request, we assume 
15 % of the buildings with slight damage are uninhabitable, together with all buildings 
having a damage state exceeding slight damage. At the beginning of every day, avail-
able inspection teams are randomly assigned to a building with an open request for 
safety screening. After completing the first inspection, each team continues to inspect 
the geographically closest building having an open request.
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Figure 2.  a) Epicenter of the considered scenario earthquake of magnitude 5.8 and locations of seismic 
network stations, their epicentral distance and the measured peak ground acceleration, b) 
Cumulative number of screened buildings in the entire region of interest over the first 10 days 
after the event, c) The number of buildings per zip-code that have been screened 10 days after 
the event

3.4 Dynamic updating of the predicted number of uninhabitable buildings

Using the method described in Section 2, we predict the number of uninhabitable build-
ings NUI in the entire region of interest and examine how these predictions evolve over 
the first 10 days after the event. We denote the aggregated inspection data (see Fig. 2b) 
obtained until and including day t as y0:t and the prediction derived using the posterior 
of the latent function conditional on this data as NUI |y0:t,zs. The solid line in Fig. 3a illus-
trates E[NUI |y0:t,zs] over the first 10 days, e.g. t ∈ [0, ..., 10]. Furthermore we state the 
α-quantile as qα[NUI |y0:t,zs] and the 90 % credibility interval as the range between q0.95 
and  q0.05. The “true” realization, simulated with the model described in Section 3.3, is 
indicated with the dashed black line and corresponds to 7’500 uninhabitable buildings. 
On day 0, immediately following the event, the earthquake risk prediction is based on 
the recorded PGA values only (see Fig. 2a) and the credibility interval spans from 7’000 
up to 25’000 uninhabitable buildings, with an expected value around 16’000 uninhabit-
able buildings (out of the approximately 34’000 buildings in the considered region). In 
the following days, leveraging the information from rapid visual safety screening, the 
uncertainty in the predictions is reduced and the trend tends towards the “true” realiza-
tions. Panel (b) of Fig. 3 illustrates the same predictions as a function of the cumulative 
number of screened buildings.
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Figure 3.  Evolution of predictions of number of uninhabitable buildings NUI |y0:t,zs as a function: a) days t  
after the event, b) cumulative number of screened buildings available for inference. Light and 
dark red shaded intervals indicate the 90 % and 50 % credibility interval, respectively

Instead of predicting the outcome for the entire region, the proposed method also deliv-
ers predictions on a zip-code level, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The top, middle and bottom 
row show the 90 % quantile, the expected value and the 5 % quantile of the relative 
number of uninhabitable buildings in each zip-code, respectively, for t ∈ [0,5,10] days 
after the event, going from left to right. The right side of Fig. 4 illustrates the “true” re-
alization of the ratio of uninhabitable buildings in each zip-code. Whereas for day 0 the 
predictions are very uncertain, and this ratio might be between 10 % and 80-90 % for 
almost all zip-codes, we observe that including screening results of the first five days 
(approximately 300 inspected buildings) already leads to a more precise and accurate 
spatial pattern. 

4. Conclusion 

A Gaussian Process based classification is used to reduce the uncertainty ranges of pre-
dicted loss of housing capacity in a region affected by an earthquake. Having in mind 
that this paper presents results for a simulated scenario earthquake, following prelimi-
nary conclusions are drawn:
Classification techniques show potential to provide stable and precise predictions of the 
number of uninhabitable buildings in a fraction of the time required to inspect the entire 
building stock.
Based on incomplete inspection data from randomly selected buildings, spatially accu-
rate distributions of unsafe buildings are achieved and provide a significant uncertainty 
reduction with respect to rapid loss assessment based on shake maps.
Gaussian Process classification is robust to inevitable discrepancies between the re-
gional risk model and the underlying unknown behavior of buildings undergoing an 
earthquake.
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The predicted quantity of interest in this paper is chosen to be the habitability of build-
ings, addressing the loss of regional housing capacity after an earthquake, an important 
measure of community disaster resilience. However, the proposed framework can be 
applied to other useful quantities for rapid post-earthquake loss and recovery assess-
ment, such as financial loss or repair effort. Notably, the dependence on the outcome of 
visual inspection reflects the current state of the art. The framework can, however, in-
gest post-earthquake damage information from other sources, such as image process-
ing from either drones or satellites or structural health monitoring applications. Finally, 
the robustness of the framework to inaccurate inspection outcomes and approximate 
exposure models will be assessed in future work.

Figure 4.  The 95 %-quantile, expected value and 5 %-quantile (from top to bottom) of the ratio of 
uninhabitable buildings for each zip-code predicted on day 0, and updated with inspection data 
accumulated until day 5 and day 10 after the event. The right-hand side shows the “true” ratio of 
uninhabitable buildings in this scenario
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Presently, there is a diverse list of existing code references which could be interpreted 
to require seismic upgrades of existing structures, but without a clear path toward ad-
dressing the hazards, evaluation and retrofitting of existing buildings. When this comes 
to existing historic buildings and monuments, the topic becomes much more complex 
and challenging, since the problem of their earthquake protection is radically different 
from that of other existing structures, due to the priority given to preservation of aes-
thetic, architectonic and historic values instead of keeping the structure operational. 
In providing the protection of these structures in a manner that requires the least in-
tervention and the greatest care to preserve authenticity, the experts are permanently 
challenged by the fast development and the improved performance of new materials 
and techniques. However, the implementation of particular retrofitting methodology 
depends on the extent it has been investigated.
During realization of important scientific research projects involving analytical and 
unique experimental investigation, extensive research activities have been performed 
at UKIM-IZIIS for the purpose of developing of a procedure for seismic retrofitting of 
valuable historic monuments, which complies with the restoration and conservation re-
quirements and encompass the following:
 - Definition of seismic potential of the site through detailed geophysical surveys for 

definition of geotechnical and geodynamic models of the site including also the lo-
cal soil effects through nonlinear dynamic analysis of a representative geotechnical 
model;

 - Determination of structural characteristics and bearing and deformation capacity of 
existing structure including investigation of the built-in materials, definition of struc-
tural dynamic characteristic through ambient vibration method, developing the cor-
responding mathematical model and determination of dynamic response for defined 
seismic parameters;

 - Definition of criteria and selection of concept for seismic retrofitting respecting the 
country regulative as well as guidelines in the ICCOMOS and ISHARCH documents;

 - Definition of structural methods, techniques, materials in accordance with defined 
criteria and positive national and international construction and conservation prac-
tise;

 - Analysis of dynamic response of retrofitted structure and verification of its seismic 
safety;

 - Definition and documentation of field works, and their execution with constant su-
pervision by professionals from different fields.

An integral part of IZIIS’ methodology is the experimental investigation of models on a 
seismic shaking table as the most corresponding way of investigation from the aspect of 
dynamic structural behaviour during real earthquakes. The referent shaking table test-
ing of monumental buildings performed in the IZIIS’ Dynamic testing laboratory are the 
testing of 1:2.75 scaled model of St. Nikita church in the village of Banjani as well as 1:6 
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scaled model of Mustafa Pasha mosque in Skopje, (Fig. 1) in its original and strength-
ened state. The strengthening system applied to the church model was using stainless 
steel ties and injection, [1], while that for the mosque model was applying CFRP bars 
and wrap, [2]. The results of the investigation have shown that the applied strengthen-
ing system in both cases is efficient especially in providing the integrity of the structure 
under severe earthquake. The strengthened structure was able to resist seismic accel-
erations quite 2-3 times the one corresponding to the original capacity. This was crucial 
and starting point in making the decision about the concept of strengthening of the real 
monuments in the country and beyond.

Figure 1. Scaled models of St. Nikita church and Mustafa Pasha mosque

The most characteristic examples of application of the developed methodology in the 
process of reconstruction and seismic upgrading of churches were (i) reconstruction of 
blown-up St. Athanasius Church in Leshok, (ii) consolidation and reconstruction of the 
church St. Panteleymon in Ohrid, and (iii) reconstruction of the blown-up church of the 
Holy Trinity in Mostar, [3], (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Implementation of the developed methodology in the reconstruction of three churches, [3]

In addition, following the successful seismic upgrading of Mustafa Pasha Mosque, the 
same or slightly modified retrofitting methodology by using CFRP has been so far im-
plemented in several other mosques on the territory of North Macedonia and Kosovo, 
all of them from the Ottoman period, [3].
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The delicate problem and challenge in the long-term protection of monuments is the 
selection of methodology and materials for retrofitting. Proving the effectiveness of the 
selected consolidation system can be successfully overcome by using the methodology 
of “design assisted by testing”, which represents a very powerful tool especially in a 
case of such complex structures, which are difficult to be analysed by using traditional 
methods. 
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Abstract
Despite the extensive use of modern construction materials, old masonry buildings, characterized 
by high consumption of energy and a high risk of partial or complete destruction during 
earthquakes, still represent a great majority of both residential and public building stock in many 
earthquake-prone countries, such as the countries in the Balkan region. Improvement of seismic 
resistance and energy efficiency of these buildings is very important and actual topic worldwide. 
The delicate problem of proving the effectiveness of the selected consolidation, retrofitting or 
strengthening system can be successfully overcome by using the methodology of design assisted 
by testing, which as methodology, has been codified in all Eurocodes.
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The main goals of the research project realized by the Institute of Earthquake Engi-
neering and Engineering Seismology UKIM-IZIIS, Skopje, in collaboration with the RÖFIX 
Company, Austria, has been experimental investigation of the efficiency of the proposed 
methodology for seismic and energy efficiency upgrading of traditional masonry build-
ings using innovative System RÖFIX SismaCalce, [1].
For experimental verification of the retrofitting methodology, shaking table testing of 
a 1:2 scaled model of a hypothetical masonry building has been performed both in its 
original and retrofitted state, (Fig.1 and Fig. 2, respectively). The model has been sub-
jected to three characteristic earthquakes (El Centro, Petrovac N-S, and Northridge), 
applied gradually increasing the peak ground acceleration (PGA) and using the time his-
tories scaled in compliance with the principles of model analysis. During the test the 
building behaves as a rigid body in the initial elastic range, followed by development of 
damages up to a state close to failure for final test with PGA=0.35g, proved by the de-
crease in natural frequency from 10.95 to 8.7 Hz and from 17.0 to 12.2Hz for E-W and 
N-S direction, respectively.

Figure 1. Original non-retrofitted model before testing (left) and after the final test (right)

The repair and seismic retrofitting of the damaged model was undertaken using System 
RÖFIX SismaCalce; first the model was repaired by injection of lime-cement based mix-
tures, then it was retrofitted by the innovative technique that was originally developed, 
and for this particular case designed and applied, by the RÖFIX Company, (Fig. 2). The 
retrofitting consists of applying of:
 - the layer of RÖFIX SismaCalce NHL- based mortar as primer,
 - RÖFIX SismaProtect anti seismic eq-grid on the outer side of the walls,
 - RÖFIX SismaDur mortar for facade finishing and thermal insulation, (Fig.2)
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Figure 2. Retrofitting of the model using System RÖFIX SismaCalce

Figure 3. Comparison of the results for original and retrofitted model, Petrovac, PGA=0.35g

Both models were subjected to the same experimental programme, however, due to the 
obviously higher resistance of the retrofitted model, the tests were continued under high-
er intensities of input excitation, (Fig.3). Comparison the final test results points out that 
for about triple excitation level, the damage level of the retrofitted model is considerably 
lower, thus proving the effectiveness of proposed retrofitting methodology and its contri-
bution to overall improvement of structural dynamic behaviour by increasing bearing and 
deformation capacity of the structure up to the required seismic protection level.
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Abstract
In seismic European countries, most of the residential building stock is earthquake-prone and 
highly energy-intensive because it was built before the enforcement of the recent seismic 
and energy codes. Furthermore, this stock often shows a low architectural quality due to poor 
maintenance and/or construction and design deficiencies. For all these reasons, it needs deep 
renovation. The use of common seismic and energy upgrading techniques however is often 
unsustainable in terms of costs, work duration, and occupants’ disturbance. Therefore, new 
integrated, affordable, fast, and low-disruptive renovation actions are strongly needed. This 
study proposes a seismic, energy-efficient renovation solution for masonry or reinforced concrete 
(RC) framed buildings, based on the addition of cross-laminated timber (CLT) panels to the outer 
walls, in combination with wooden-framed hybrid panels made from the wooden frame and 
structural glass. Moreover, the CLT panels can be connected to the existing masonry structure or 
RC frame through innovative seismic energy dissipation devices. In case of an earthquake, these 
devices in combination with the CLT panels reduce the drift demand of the building, preventing, 
or reducing structural damages and consequent repair costs. Furthermore, strengthening of the 
old timber floor system is proposed also by CLT or LVL panels, coupled with existing floor timber 
beams, in a composite floor system that forms a stiff diaphragm. Another proposed solution is 
based on the complete demolition of the inner structure leaving only facades under the cultural 
protection and rebuilding the inner structure using CLT as a material of high strength, stiffness, 
and dimensional stability, good insulating performance, a renewable material with characteristics 
of quick installation (prefabricated systems built with high accuracy), cost-effectiveness, low-
disruption, reversibility, and low-carbon or zero carbon emission.

Key words: seismic, timber, glass, façade, panels CLT, masonry, prefabricated
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1 Introduction

1.1  Catastrophic earthquakes in the last years and their consequences on 
building stock

After having experienced a catastrophic natural disaster in March 2020, an earthquake 
in Zagreb and a close environment, measuring 5.2 on the Richter scale, and an earth-
quake in Petrinja and the wider environment (Banovina) on the 28th and 29th Decem-
ber 2020. (First day 5,3 and second one 6,3 on the Richter scale with further also rather 
intensive earthquakes following the strongest one) left 10 people killed and lots of in-
jured. As a result of a devastating earthquake measuring 5,5 on the Richter scale that 
hit Zagreb, Krapina-Zagorje, and Zagreb counties on March 22, 2020 the quake caused 
damage to 25.000 buildings and caused damage estimated at a whopping 11,5 billion 
Euro. Additionally, damage in Banovina is still in the estimation phase. About 35.000 
buildings are reported for damage assessment. Besides buildings, extensive changes 
are in the soil. Bearing capacity is changed with a variety of soil failure events, like deep 
cracks, big holes, liquefaction, landslides, etc. That means additional problems because 
those soil failures are near houses and make reconstruction plans more complicated.
According to European-Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC), an earthquake 
with an epicenter in Petrinja is categorized as level VII based on the EMS-98 and given 
definition “destroying”. An earthquake with epicenter Kašina near Zagreb is categorized 
as level V based on the EMS-98 and given definition “largely felt”. Although it shouldn’t 
have so many consequences, the earthquake in Zagreb made very large damages be-
cause of the large number of old buildings built before building law took into account 
seismic actions on the buildings.
There are continuous earthquake events all around the world every day: in 2019 strong-
est (8,0 Mw) in Peru and deadliest (6,4 Mw) in Albania (51 deaths), in 2020 strongest 
(7,8 Mw) in USA and deadliest (7,0 Mw) in Turkey/Greece (119 deaths); in 2021 strong-
est (8,1 Mw) in New Zealand and deadliest (6,2 Mw) in Indonesia (105 deaths). The list 
of devastating earthquakes and their tragic consequences for the residential population 
and buildings seem to be endless (Figure 1).
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Figure 1.  Review of earthquakes in the period of last three year (https://m.emsc.eu/; https://en.wikipedia.
org/)

1.2  Possibility of the seismic and energy renovation of masonry buildings or 
RC framed buildings in the Zagreb disaster area

1.2.1 Possibility of the renovation with prefabricated timber-based panels

All further actions regarding the reconstruction of the disaster area will be according to 
the laws of the Republic of Croatia. According to the Law on Reconstruction of Earth-
quake Damaged Buildings in the City of Zagreb, Krapina-Zagorje County, and Zagreb 
County (Official Gazette, NN 102/2020). This Act regulates the manner and procedure 
of reconstruction or removal of buildings damaged or destroyed in a natural disaster de-
clared in the City of Zagreb, Krapina-Zagorje County, and Zagreb County affected by the 
earthquake on March 22, 2020, construction of replacement family houses and housing 
for those affected. In the event of an accident, the competent authorities, deadlines for 
action, and other related issues shall be determined to protect human life and health, 
protect animals, protect property, protect the environment, nature, and cultural herit-
age and create conditions for normal life in the affected area.
According to the above-mentioned law, Ways to restore damaged buildings depend-
ing on the degree of damage, shall be restored in the following ways: 1) by repairing 
non-structural elements, 2) by repairing the structure, 3) by reinforcing the structure, 4) 
complete restoration of the structure and 5) complete renovation of the building.
When thinking about the restoration of structures or repairing the structures in the 
center of Zagreb there are lots of advantages of using prefabricated timber or com-
posite timber panels. High criteria such as lasting value, earthquake resistance, energy 

magnitude 2019 2020 2021

8,0 – 9,9 1 0 1

7,0 – 7,9 9 9 5

6,0 – 6,9 135 112 38

5,0 – 5,9 1.484 1.315 549

4,0 – 4,9 11.897 12.216 2.080

total 13.530 13.654 2.673

fatalities 288 205 110
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efficiency, environmental non-pollution, short construction time, no possibility of heavy 
machinery in the old part of town.
In seismic regions, energy and seismic renovation actions must be combined. To do this, 
we have two options: to retrofit or to demolish and reconstruct the building. Generally, 
the first option entails lower embodied energy, global warming potential and econom-
ic impact, and shorter relocation time, thus proving to be more sustainable. However, 
many barriers currently hinder the combined use of current energy and seismic retrofit-
ting techniques, such as excessive costs, long time for implementation, and high oc-
cupants’ disturbance. making these interventions poorly accessible to the owners, es-
pecially to the low-income families. Moreover, most combined renovation interventions 
require the occupants’ relocation during the works, thus resulting in additional costs and 
disruption for temporary accommodation. In this framework, this paper proposes and 
analyses an innovative integrated renovation solution for RC framed buildings based on 
the use of prefabricated timber panels. Specifically, the technical feasibility, the energy 
efficiency, and the structural enhancement potential of the proposed solution are here 
investigated.
A recently integrated approach to building renovation (Figure 2, right) is based on the 
use of cross-laminated timber (CLT) prefabricated panels [1, 2]. CLT is an engineered 
wood product with high strength, stiffness, and dimensional stability due to the cross-
wise build-up [3]. It is also a good insulating material thanks to its low thermal conduc-
tivity (0,13 Wm-1K-1). CLT panels coupled with a further insulation layer and finishing 
materials have been investigated in replacement of the existing masonry infill walls of 
RC framed buildings, with the main purpose of increasing the overall lateral stiffness 
of the structure, thus reducing the story drift demand [2]. The same integrated sys-
tem has been also proposed in addition to the external walls, realizing the connection 
to the structure through special dissipative devices [1]. The external arrangement of 
CLT-based integrated systems well meets the current renovation requirements of quick 
installation, cost-effectiveness, low-disruption, use of low-carbon materials, and re-
versibility [4] (Figure 2, left).

Figure 2.  a) Components of the proposed retrofitting system and external installation of prefabricated 
timber panels with ventilated façade system [4]; b) Retrofitting with CLT panels proposed by [1]
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1.2.2  Possibility of renovation with prefabricated hybrid timber-structural glass 
panels

For the external and internal walls, especially if we need light and transparency, the 
same results can be obtained using hybrid panels CLT- structural glass instead of whole 
CLT panels. Besides the need for optimal structural performances for these innovative 
hybrid solutions, moreover, a facade element as a whole should fulfill a multitude of 
performance requirements, including the thermal response, energy efficiency, water-
proofness, airtightness, etc.
One successful solution is a hybrid multi-purpose panel composed of a CLT frame and 
two double sheets of laminated glass, where wood and glass contact is achieved only 
through friction interactions. The panel was developed inside the Croatian science fund 
VETROLIGNUM project (www.grad.unizg.hr/vetrolignum). A series of tests whose re-
sults are published in [6-9] have demonstrated good load-bearing capacity for static 
and dynamic loads, good stability, serviceability, earthquake resistance, and excellent 
ability to dissipate seismic energy by friction and ductile behavior of connector in the 
corner of the CLT frame.
As could be seen in Figure 3, panels were made of CLT frames (with the cross-section di-
mension b/h = 90/160 mm). Laminated glass sheets are installed in the frame without 
sealant along with the glass-to-timber contact. The glass infill was made of two-ply, 
laminated semi-tempered layers bonded by Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA®) foils. The 
thickness of each glass sheet was set at 10mm, while the thickness of the Bridgestone 
EVASAFE adhesive bond was 1,6 mm. A continuous, flexible rubber edge trim was used 
to seal the interposed air cavity, with its thickness of 12,8 mm. The edges of the tested 
glass sheets were trapezoidal polished, to remove all those micro-cracks and potential 
weak regions where glass damage could initiate during the mechanical loading stage.
The VETROLIGNUM system takes the best characteristics of two breaking and rather 
new building materials, Cross-Laminated Timber and bearing laminated glass, by op-
timizing the interaction between them. It is daily recognized that wooden buildings 
whether designing for the light frame or mass timber structural systems (panel or 
frame systems, etc.), can benefit from the material’s versatility, benefits to occupants, 
as well as thermal, acoustic, seismic, and fire performances. CLT is a relatively new 
structural engineered wood panel system that is gaining popularity all over the world. 
Typical applications for CLT in buildings include floors, walls, and roofing. The panels’ 
ability to resist high racking and compressive forces makes them especially cost-ef-
fective for multi-storey and long-span diaphragm applications. CLT is the basis of tall 
wood movements, as the material’s high strength, dimensional stability and rigidity al-
low it to be used in mid-and high-rise construction [10]. Additionally, it has favourable 
aesthetic, energy and environmental, properties that enhance its intrinsic qualities [11]. 
Also, structural glass has recently been more widely used as the structural material 
for transfer various types of loads and being used under different boundary conditions. 
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Glass products are well covered by European norms. [12, 13], Harmonised European 
norms for the comprehensive structural design of load-bearing glass elements are in 
preparation and should be presented to designers in 2021 [14-16]. Meanwhile, there 
are many national documents (technical regulations or technical guidelines) for verifica-
tion of glass elements (see for example [17-19]). 

Figure 3.  a) Full-scale CLT-glass facade element (front view); b) CLT-to-glass frame connection detail 
(cross-section); c) Timber frame corner joint

Conclusion regarding load-bearing capacity and serviceability on the performance of 20 
tested specimens (3 bare frames, 6 frames with single glazing, and 11 frames with 
double glazing) in terms of deformation capacity, lateral strength, stiffness degrada-
tion, strength degradation and energy dissipation capacity which has been analysed, 
are following:
 - Glass infills radically increase the lateral load-bearing capacity/resistance of the 

frame because frame joints are loaded in pure shear due to vertical support of frame 
lintel provided by infill. In the case of glazed frames, the intensity of vertical load 
increases the lateral strength of specimens by 40% due to the activation of friction 
between frame lintels and glass sheets. 

 - The number of glass sheets (single vs. double glazing) does not influence the lateral 
strength. The reason is in approximately equal fiction force acting along the horizon-
tal edges of the glass sheathing. The reason is in approximately equal fiction force 
acting along the horizontal edges of the glass sheathing; in the case of double glazing 
the normal force, which is approximately the same for both cases, is distributed to 
two sheets (half of the force to double thickness) while in case of single sheathing the 
entire normal force acts on one sheet. 

 - The thicker frame joint glued-in rod (d = 14 mm vs. d = 10 mm) increases the lateral 
strength by 20 %. 

 - The drift capacity of single-glazed frames was almost 70% lower in comparison with 
the drift capacity of double-glazed frames. The intensity of vertical load and the thick-
ness of the glued-in rod did not influence the drift capacity. The friction effect highly 
influenced ductility. In the case of specimens with low vertical load (self-weight only), 
the ductility of double-glazed frames was 60 % higher than that of single-glazed 
frames. In the case of high vertical load (25 kN/m), the ductility of double-glazed 
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frames was 2,4-times higher than that of single-glazed frames. The ductility of the 
specimen having thicker glued-in rods was 10% higher than that of the specimen 
with the thinner rod. 

 - The intensity of vertical load influenced the strength degradation. In the case of 
specimens with low vertical load, the strength degradation was on average twice 
higher than in the cases of specimens with a high vertical load. The stiffness degra-
dation was not influenced either by the intensity of vertical load or by the number of 
glazing panels. Therefore, it was possible to formulate this phenomenon with a com-
mon equation, which is important for the development of the future mathematical 
model of the tested type of structural components.

 - High energy dissipative properties of glass infilled CLT frame are confirmed by the 
values of the equivalent viscous damping coefficient. Due to the effect of plastic de-
formation of glued-in-steel rods, the thinner ones contribute to the higher amount 
of dissipated energy in the range of low damages of timber in which the rods are em-
bedded. In the range of larger story drifts, the effect of glass-to-timber friction plays 
a major role in energy dissipation. The investigation provided the necessary data for 
the development of design procedures, computational models, and design guidance 
for the new codes.

In the current codes and standards, glass panels are considered as secondary elements 
and their beneficial influence is not properly considered. Therefore, the newly developed 
structural components have to be tested to obtain information on their load-bearing 
capacity, deformability and durability. The limitation of code-demanded 0,3 % story 
drift is usually achievable in the case of shear walls and facade panels. However, in 
the case of buildings located in earthquake prone areas, the story drift limits are more 
demanding. EN 1998-1 establishes the limits to the inter-story drift due to frequent 
earthquakes, related to the serviceability seismic action, from 0,5 % to 1,0 %. The idea 
behind the herein described research was to develop a novel type of attractive, durable, 
and repairable structural component that would meet the requirements of the code. 
Structural components presented in this paper do meet these requirements. Table 2 of 
[6] presents the basic data that illustrate the differences in strength for lateral load and 
deformability of the tested specimens. The coordinates of four characteristic points of 
hysteresis response are depicted in Fig. 7 of [6] . The set of data (Fmin, DFmin, Fmax, DFmax) 
refers to the strength for lateral load of specimens in both directions of loading, while 
the set of data (FDmin, Dmin, FDmax, Dmax) refers to the extremes of story drifts, where F de-
notes lateral force and D lateral drift of the panel.
However, there are still several open questions regarding the design of load-bearing 
glass. Among others, one of the challenging issues that will be partly addressed in this 
paper is related to the increased thermal exposure of glass in facades, and its effects on 
the mechanical properties of load-bearing glass systems.
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1.2.3 Thermal and energy efficiency assessment of facade components

The thermal strategic role of facades is a crucial step in research and design [20], 
especially in the case of non-traditional envelopes that propose the use of new con-
structional details, and various literature studies can be found in [21-24]. Even more, 
extended calculation efforts may be required in the case of the so-called “adaptive” 
dynamic systems that are subjected to continuous variations in their boundary con-
ditions and performances [25]. Among other things, the use of timber in facades has 
been explored both in the form of secondary, non-structural cladding elements [31], or 
load-bearing frames.

Figure 4.  a) Assembly process for the Live-Lab facility at the University of Zagreb - general concept; b) CLT-
glass facade elements on Live-Lab

The experimental measurements for the 3D building prototype in Figure 4 were de-
rived from the collection of one-year cyclic records, hereafter referred to as “Cycle 1” 
(September 2018–August 2019), and so on. These included: indoor Relative Humidity 
(RH) and temperature, outdoor RH and temperature, RH and temperature data within 
the cavity of the double insulated glass (for limited time intervals only) and preliminary 
measurements of the energy consumption for the 3D building system.
Alongside the ambient measurements, a thermographic camera was used to capture 
possible critical details of the Live-Lab assembly, paying special attention to the area of 
the corner joints [26].
In the first stage of this study, a series of numerical simulations were carried out with 
the EnCert-HR computer software (www.encert.hr) to calculate - as accurately as pos-
sible - the expected overall energy consumption for the 3D Live-Lab facility (Figure 
4). Accordingly, the whole calculation process was developed concerning the Croatian 
Technical Regulations on energy economy and heat retention in buildings (Official Ga-
zette, NN 128/2015 [27]).
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Figure 5. Calculation of required heating and cooling energy (EnCert-HR)

Table 1.  Numerical prediction of the critical temperature factor for the hybrid CLT-glass facade element 
(ABAQUS)

First, besides the simplified geometrical description of the envelope details for the full-
sized numerical model of the Live-Lab prototype, the required energy for heating and 
cooling the facility was calculated (Figure 5, Table 1). The expected cooling energy was 
found to reach the highest values from April to September, with QC = 260-650 kWh. 
Similarly, the maximum energy required for heating was expected from November to 
February, with QH = 300–460 kWh. The annual energy for heating and cooling was thus 
estimated as QH, nd = 1906 kWh/year and Qc, nd = 3155 kWh/year, respectively, with 
a relatively higher cooling consumption. Significant energy losses, as expected, were 
observed to derive especially from the linear thermal bridges due to the different prop-
erties of the materials used, as well as from relevant geometrical variations.

Month

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Glass 
(minimum)

Tsi,FE 
[°C] 14,4 15,0 16,2 17,6 19,1 - - - 18,9 17,5 18,1 14,6

fRsi,FE 0,706 0,708 0,708 0,708 0,709 - - - 0,708 0,709 0,859 0,705

Glass
(edge 

average)

Tsi,FE 
[°C] 16,4 16,7 17,5 18,4 19,4 - - - 19,3 18,4 18,8 16,4

fRsi,FE 0,809 0,809 0,808 0,809 0,810 - - - 0,810 0,814 0,908 0,809

CLT 
frame

Tsi,FE
[°C] 13,8 14,5 15,9 17,4 18,9 - - - 18,7 17,1 17,9 13,9

fRsi,FE 0,674 0,678 0,676 0,682 0,675 - - - 0,673 0,663 0,843 0,674
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2. Conclusion

This paper presents and describes an innovative and versatile renovation solution for 
RC framed buildings in terms of a technical-feasibility, energy-efficiency, and architec-
tural-enhancement potential. The proposed solution consists of cladding the building 
envelope with a new tailorable skin based on prefabricated timber panels or hybrid tim-
ber-structural glass prefabricated panels, which improve the energy and seismic per-
formance as well as the architectural quality of the renovated buildings. The use of pre-
assembled timber-based components and the external dry-installation allow reducing 
implementation costs and time, embodied energy, and occupants’ disruption, resulting 
in a sustainable system from a social, economic, and environmental point of view.
Dynamic thermal simulations performed on the parametric model of a typical RC framed 
apartment in Zagreb, both pre-and post-renovation, confirmed that the proposed solu-
tion significantly reduces the energy demand. In particular, the overall annual energy 
needs for heating and cooling were decreased up to 56 %. The comparison between the 
suggested integrated retrofitting intervention and a traditional solution based on an ET-
ICS application showed that the two solutions were similar in terms of energy savings, 
while the dynamic thermal performance of the outer walls improved considerably with 
the addition of prefabricated timber as well as hybrid timber-structural glass panels. 
Regarding the seismic behaviour, the described CLT structural panels and CLT-structural 
glass panels were conceived to overcome the typical deficiencies of most existing RC 
framed buildings located in earthquake-prone areas. Indeed, these panels, which are 
specifically equipped with friction dampers, can provide the existing structure with ad-
ditional stiffness, strength, and energy dissipation capacity.
This research is we can say in the middle stage and more research project and ex-
perimental investigations are currently ongoing to optimize the industrial replicability, 
structural efficiency, and durability of the presented friction damper, while numerical 
simulations will evaluate the heat transfer through the thermal bridges and the seismic 
performance of buildings upgraded with the proposed techniques.
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Assessing emergency response and early recovery using 
sentiment analysis. the case of Zagreb, Croatia

Abstract
The 2020 Zagreb earthquake occurred on Sunday 22 March 2020. This earthquake was the first 
that happened during the lockdown imposed by governments to stop spreading the COVID-19. 
This fact makes the event interesting as a multi-hazard phenomenon. The lockdown made it not 
possible to deploy an earthquake reconnaissance mission. Therefore, it was necessary to undertake 
a remote mission supported by the monitoring and analysing social media (SM) platforms, such 
as Twitter and Instagram. This paper presents details and analysis of this monitoring and how it 
may help understand the impacts of an earthquake. In our work, we first identified the hashtags 
related to the event. Through the LastQuake app, we obtained the intensity reports from affected 
people and comments and pictures useful for damage assessment. The team obtained 59,246 
tweets posted between the 20th March and the 30th April 2020 and 31,911 comments from 
LastQuake app users written on the day of the earthquake. Images from posts and comments 
were used for remote assessment of damage in buildings. Sentiment analysis (SA) was applied to 
tweets and comments related to the event to assess emergency management during the relief 
phase after the earthquake. Our work shows that only a limited number of pictures collected 
through social media were suitable for damage assessment of individual buildings. However, they 
were still useful as a proxy estimation of damages in some areas of Zagreb and surroundings. We 
also found SA supported by machine learning a valuable method to assess and identify critical 
aspects of the emergency and early recovery post-disaster phases. Applying SA we identified 
the most affected areas, the damages in the non-structural elements in hospitals, the support 
of collaborative networks for the evacuation of patients and the role of Ministers in the early 
recovery. 

Key words:  Post-disaster recovery, earthquakes, Twitter, sentiment analysis, social media, citizen 
science, LastQuake app, COVID-19
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1 Introduction

The 2020 Zagreb earthquake occurred on Sunday 22 March 2020. One fatality and 26 
injuries were directly caused by the earthquake, while two people died during clean-
up operations afterwards. This earthquake was the first significant earthquake event 
to occur during a government lockdown to stop the spread of the COVID-19. This fact 
makes this event interesting as a multi-hazard phenomenon. It allows studying events 
such as people not knowing if they should stay at home, evacuate, and be exposed 
to the virus and the low temperatures outside. The lockdown made it impossible to 
deploy an earthquake reconnaissance mission by the Earthquake Engineering Field In-
vestigation Team (EEFIT). Therefore, it was necessary to undertake a remote mission 
supported by monitoring and analysis of social media (SM) platforms, such as Twitter 
and Instagram. Shortly after the event, we obtained georeferenced image and text data 
provided by the Euro-Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC) captured through the 
LastQuake app developed by them. LastQuake app is a crowdsource-based earthquake 
information app that allows eyewitnesses to share information about earthquakes they 
felt, combined with seismic data [1-3].
The main aim of using SM is extracting useful information from images and text data. 
The object is to support data-driven decisions in earthquake reconnaissance, post-dis-
aster needs assessment (PDNA), improve preparedness, and assess the emergency re-
sponse and the post-disaster recovery processes. To analyse text data, we used senti-
ment analysis (SA), a natural language processing (NLP) technique applied to determine 
data polarity (positive, negative, neutral, or unrelated), as well as feelings and emotions, 
urgency, and intentions (interested v. not interested) [6]. In this paper, we have applied 
sentiment analysis (SA) [7], also known as opinion mining (OM) [8, 9], as a method to 
extract information from the text data contained in the post on Instagram, tweets and 
comments from LastQuakeapp users. Sentiment Analysis has been mainly used before 
for customer reviews of products and places (restaurants and hotels), stock markets 
[10, 11], new articles [12], products, brands, services online feedback [6] or political 
debates [13]. 

2 Methodology

We identified the hashtags related to the event monitoring Twitter the day of the earth-
quake. Through the LastQuake app, we obtained the intensity reports from affected 
people and comments and pictures useful for damage assessment. The team ob-
tained 59,246 tweets with the hashtags: #croatia, #croatiaearthquake, #CroatiaQuake, 
#eartquakecroatia, #earthquakeinzagreb, #hrvatskapotres, #LoveZagreb, #potres, 
#potreszagreb, #potresZg, #PrayforZagreb, #Zagreb, #zagrebearthquake, #zagreb-
potres, #zagrebquake, #zagrebstrong, #zagrebstaystrong posted between the 20th 
March and 30th April 2020. The 33.4 % (19840) were original tweets, 66.5 % (39,406) 
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were retweets, 1,369 were replies and 15,415 (26 %) included links and pictures. The 
activity on Twitter is plotted in Figure 1. 

Figure 1.  Twitter activity between the 20 March and 30 April 2020, 2020 related to the earthquake in 
Zagreb. Source: TweetBinder

We took a sample of 19 tweets with pictures showing damages to buildings and debris 
on the streets similar to the pictures uploaded by LastQuake app users. These pictures 
needed to be georeferenced because image data obtained through Twitter and Insta-
gram are no longer geotagged due to privacy issues. It is important to note that we 
are not interested in the users’ location, but rather in the location of the damage de-
picted in the photograph. To georeference the pictures obtained from Twitter, we first 
located images of landmarks on the Cathedral or the Croatian Society of Fine Arts im-
ages. Second, we looked at the streets’ names (if this was displayed in the photo) or 
contacted the photographers to know the pictures’ coordinates. Third, we validated the 
coordinates identified using the street view function from google maps to produce a map 
with the spatial distribution of damage in Zagreb and surroundings. We have assumed 
that debris on the streets is an indication of damages in a building nearby. Images from 
tweets and posts on Instagram were used for remote assessment of damage in build-
ings [4]. A sample of tweets with pictures are plotted on Figure 2.
LastQuake app obtained 31,911intensity reports with comments from which it has 
been possible so far to translate 31,403 (98 %). The citizens included in their comments, 
361 pictures. After data processing, 314 (87 %) pictures were selected for damage as-
sessment. 45 LastQuake app users (0.1 %) included pictures with comments on their 
intensity reports; some examples of comments and pictures are plotted in Figure 3. 
After observing the location of the damage, we process the text data included in the 
posts on Twitter and Instagram and comments on LastQuake app to perform the SA 
analysis identifying keywords, their polarity, and the topics addressed on the text data. 
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Figure 2.  Sample of georeferenced pictures uploaded by Twitter users the day of the 22nd March 2020 
earthquake

Figure 3. Examples of pictures and comments done by LastQuake app users after the Earthquake in Zagreb
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To extract information from the text data contained in the post on Instagram, tweets 
and comments from LastQuakeapp users, we use a bag of words (BOW)[9] or word 
clouds [10]. This method allows us to identify the keywords in the text. We used the 
AI-powered free word cloud generator developed by MonkeyLearn [11], which visualises 
term frequency and relevance.
The categories of polarity are namely, positive, negative, neutral and unrelated. In case 
of an emergency due to an earthquake, most of the text data will have a negative polar-
ity because it will contain words related to damage, fear, and anxiety. However, there 
will also be data that include words related to the event, such as magnitude, intensity, or 
the epicentre location, that will be considered neutral. Other data will contain solidarity 
messages, announcements of support with humanitarian aid, or descriptions of help. 
These are considered to be positive as they demonstrate instances of success [6]. 
Topic analysis, also called topic detection, topic modelling or topic extraction, is anoth-
er NLP technique to automatically extract meaning from text by identifying recurrent 
themes or topics. This technique uses machine learning to organise and understand 
large text-datasets [7], such as those coming from Twitter, Instagram and LasQuake 
app, by assigning ‘tags’ or categories to each text’s topic or theme. These categories can 
then be used to understand what impacts were most experienced and potentially, what 
resources should be deployed to help in the response and recovery, and where best to 
allocate those resources for maximum effect. Based on the study of dataset related 
to the recent earthquakes in Albania (2019) [8] Croatia [4] and Turkey [6] we chose 
12 categories: building damage, tsunami effects, geotechnical effects, lifelines affected, 
injuries and casualties, emergency response, solidarity messages, preparedness, seis-
mic information, intensity, early recovery and unrelated. In Zagreb’s case, we ignored 
tsunami effects and unrelated as they are not relevant to this event. 
Our analysis employed a hybrid approach to classification, where both automatic (using 
MonkeyLearn) and rule-based methods were used to make the classifications. The au-
thors defined the rulesets used in this classification based on their experience in disas-
ter management and post-disaster recovery. The methodology is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Methodology

4 Results

Pictures uploaded by Twitter and Instagram users are mainly taken from the outside of 
buildings, except for some interiors of hospitals where damage in non-structural ele-
ments can be seen and images of evacuations actions. In contrast, pictures uploaded by 
LastQuake app users include coordinates and come from inside and outside the build-
ings. LastQuake app dataset contains pictures of individual damaged buildings from dif-
ferent angles, which are particularly useful for damage assessment. Also, LastQuake 
app users identified geotechnical failures outside of the city of Zagreb, which were not 
highlighted in any post, neither on Twitter nor on Instagram. 
The most frequent and relevant terms identified in the text data makes reference to 
the ‘University Hospital Centre Zagreb’, also known as ‘Rebro’, followed by ‘earthquake, 
‘horrible experience’, ‘Zagreb’, ‘Croatia’ and ‘maternity hospital petrova’. The most fre-
quent and relevant terms are depicted in Figure 5. Polarity classification listed in Table 1 
shows that while Twitter and Instagram users who upload pictures of damages include 
posts with all polarities. Tweets or posts on Instagram that include pictures with dam-
ages do not necessarily include a text with a negative polarity; they sometimes include 
a solidarity message. In contrast, comments from LastQuake app users who also upload 
pictures for this case study have mainly a negative and neutral polarity, never positive. 
In the case of text with neutral polarity, or when text data does not include enough 
information to identify a topic, it was necessary to look at the pictures to identify their 
polarity. The spatial distribution of the polarity of the text data is mapped on Figure 6. 
Topic classification indicates that Twitter and Instagram users address mainly four top-
ics: building damage, emergency response, seismic information and solidarity messag-
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es. In contrast, LastQuake app users focused on building damages and seismic intensity. 
The list of topics addressed by Twitter, Instagram and LastQuake app users is listed on 
Table 2 and mapped on Figure 7.

Figure 5. Polarity tweets and LastQuake app comments. 

Figure 6. Polarity tweets and LastQuake app comments. 
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Table 1. Polarity post on Instagram, tweets and comments from LastQuakeapp users.

Table 2. Topics addressed on posts on Instagram, tweets and comments from LastQuakeapp users 

Figure 7. Topics addressed in tweets and LastQuake app comments

Polarity Twitter & Instagram LastQuake app Total Percentage

Negative 12 33 45 70

Neutral 5 12 17 27

Positive 2 0 2 3

Total 19 45 64 100

Topics Twitter & Instagram LastQuake app Total Percentage

Building damage 5 23 28 44

Emergency response 5 0 5 8

Seismic information 6 0 6 9

Solidarity 3 0 3 5

Intensity 0 22 22 34

Total 19 45 64 100
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5 Conclusions 

The users of the different social media platforms have different profiles. Therefore, text 
data, polarities, and topics addressed concerning the same event can vary according to 
the platform. However, the subject of images were similar on the three platforms (ex-
cept for the evacuation images uploaded only by Twitter users and geotechnical failures 
identified only by LastQuake app users).
The focus on building damages, geotechnical failures and seismic intensity of pictures 
and comments from LastQuake app users can be explained by the fact that this app was 
specifically developed to share information about felt earthquakes and seismic data. In 
contrast, Twitter and Instagram were created to share general information. It is also 
possible to extract the image and text data after earthquakes from these platforms. 
Still, it would be more useful for situational awareness, than for damage assessment, 
which is more the case of image and text data shared by LastQuake app users. The 
general purpose of platforms such as Twitter and Instagram can also explain the variety 
of polarities and topics addressed in their posts. LastQuake app users are recurrent in 
seismic zones. Therefore it would be possible to train them to post pictures useful for 
emergency management and damage assessment and later transfer this training to 
users of other platforms such as Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.
The range of intensities reported by LastQuake app users, who upload pictures, include 
IV (light), V (moderate), VI (strong), VII (very strong) and VIII (severe) in the Modified 
Mercalli Intensity(MMI) scales. As far as the intensity reported is higher, the number 
of pictures and comments uploaded by users increases until intensity VII, then it plum-
meted. This fact allows us to conclude that higher intensities encourage users to upload 
pictures and to make comments. LastQuake users reporting intensities from IV to VII 
comments about building damage and intensity, but users who report intensity of VIII 
focus their comments only on intensity. The percentage of confidence with which Mon-
keyLearn classifies the text data rise also when the intensity reported is higher because 
users tend to include fewer words, even using only one when the intensity reported is 
VIII (severe), making the classification more precise. In conclusion, we believe that SM 
harvested from a specialised app such as LastQuake app has the potential to quickly 
inform disaster manager and responder about the impact of earthquakes and make the 
corresponding assessment. At the same time, ordinary SM provides general informa-
tion as to what has occurred on the ground. 
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Abstract
Zagreb Cathedral was seriously damaged in the earthquake that hit Zagreb in March, 2020. 
The top of the southern tower broke and crashed down, while the northern tower was badly 
damaged. Because of high risk of collapsing and causing even greater damage to the Cathedral 
and surrounding buildings, it was necessary to remove the damaged part. Important and 
demanding phase of the removal has been conducted with blasting technology application. By 
small, directed explosive charges, connection anchors of the tower and lower loading stone 
coronet had been detached. Instantaneously, steel rope of counterweight mass lead sphere 
has also been cut. Blasting demolition technology is common practice during the earthquake 
recovery period and is applicable for demolition of whole or parts of damaged buildings. Blasting 
works that have been performed on the cathedral are unique because of safety limitations, its 
importance as a monument, altitude and rendering condition. The part of the bell tower that could 
collapse weighted about 36 tons, with a total height of 13.47 meters including its cross. This 
paper describes how design and technical solution were developed, how research and testing 
were carried out and how the blasting part of removal, immediately before tower lifting, was 
performed.

Key words: blasting, Zagreb earthquake, cathedral, northern tower
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1 Blasting in civil engineering 

The use of explosives (energy material) is common in the military and some civil, i.e., 
economic fields. The civil application of explosives or explosive substances is very di-
verse and wide as they are used for blasting in mining and civil engineering, oil and 
gas exploration, geological exploration, mechanical engineering and shipbuilding, space 
technology, automotive industry, agriculture, medicine, demining, film, and fireworks. In 
Croatia, explosives are mainly used in blasting for the needs of mining and construction, 
i.e., for obtaining solid mineral raw materials and excavations. Excavation by blasting is 
the dominant applied technology of excavation in solid rocks during the construction 
of foundation pits, construction of tunnels, routes of motorways, roads and railways. A 
significant, and in some cases irreplaceable, technology is the demolition of buildings by 
blasting. Demolition by blasting in relation to mechanical demolition and decomposition 
processes in a has significant advantages and, in some cases, there is no alternative. 
The advantages are shown in low consumption of energy, materials, low working hours 
per unit volume or mass of the demolished building, in the short-term impact on the 
environment, and in the possibility of demolition of tall and very protracted buildings. 
Blasting, as a method of demolition, except in regular activities of removing buildings, is 
extremely important in mending the consequences of war or natural disasters such as 
earthquakes. Blasting for the mending of earthquake consequences was used signifi-
cantly after the Skopje and Banja Luka earthquakes where the total number of demol-
ished buildings was 150 and 52, respectively. In the case of both regular and remedial 
demolition, the application of blasting can be carried out in a safe manner in densely 
built-up and populated areas, with the application of appropriate safety measures. Ex-
amples are the demolition of the naval command building in Šibenik and the demolish-
ing of the Diokom factory buildings in Split.
In addition to the aforementioned “regular” use of explosives in demolition and other 
construction works, certain interventions can only be performed adequately by using 
explosives, which allow simultaneity and distance, and thus the safety of the interven-
tion. Such was the case of removing the damaged northern tower of the Zagreb Cathe-
dral after the 2020 earthquake.

2 Zagreb Cathedral

Zagreb Cathedral is the most famous and tallest Croatian religious object and one of 
most valuable objects of Croatian cultural heritage. It is dedicated to the Assumption of 
Mary and to kings Saint Stephen and Saint Ladislaus. The construction of the Cathedral 
in transitional Romanesque-Gothic style began around 1094, but it was not completed 
and dedicated until 1217. The Cathedral has been reconstructed many times during the 
past. The first reconstruction, in Gothic style, was done by bishop Timothy (1263-1287) 
because the Cathedral was severely damaged in the Tatar invasion. Th reconstruction 
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continued into the 14th then the 15th century. In the 16th century the cathedral was forti-
fied by walls and towers and in the 17th century its massive renaissance tower was built 
[1].

Figure 1. Cathedral before earthquake 1880 and Cathedral before earthquake 2020

The fires and enemy attacks have damaged the Cathedral several times, but it suffered 
its hardest damage in the 1880 earthquake. After the earthquake it underwent a major 
reconstruction in Gothic Revival style (1880 -1906) under the supervision of Herman 
Bollé and by the design of F.Schmidt. It was then when the Zagreb cathedral got its 
present form with two slim towers, a high roof, new pillars in the sanctuary and altars 
which replaced the 18th century baroque one [1]. Renovation of the Cathedral’s two 
towers began in 1990 and it was at this time that scaffolding was first erected around 
the towers. The restoration they required was a painstakingly slow process, hampered 
by the brittle, porous stone which Herman Bollé had chosen to build them from and by 
the restoration funds relying solely on contemporary donations. The towers have not 
been completely free of this scaffolding for three decades which meant that some citi-
zens of Zagreb and Croatia had never seen the Cathedral without it.

3 Zagreb earthquake 

At approximately 6:24 AM CET on the morning of 22nd March 2020, an earthquake hit Za-
greb, Croatia, with an epicentre 7 kilometres north of the city centre. The earthquake had a 
magnitude of 5.3 Mw and a depth of 10 kilometres according to Advanced National Seis-
mic System and 5.5 ML according to the Seismological Service of Croatia. The maximum 
perceived intensity was VII (very strong) on the Modified Mercalli intensity scale (MMI). It 
was the strongest earthquake in Zagreb since the earthquake of 1880 [2]. To make the 
situation even worse the earthquake happened amid the coronavirus lockdown. Citizens 
of Zagreb were instructed to leave the buildings and go to open areas all while keeping 
social distancing in mind. More than 30 aftershocks were recorded within seven hours 
after the main earthquake. A 15-year-old girl, Anamarija, was the only victim and 27 other 
persons were injured. The material damage was quite high; 26,197 buildings are reported 
to have sustained damage, 1,900 of which are unusable. Some neighbourhoods were left 
without electricity and heat, and in some areas without internet. Most of the damaged 
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buildings were built in the 18th and 19th century and are located in the historic centre 
of Zagreb. Most of the museums in the city’s centre were damaged by the earthquake, 
including the Museum of Arts and Crafts, the Croatian History Museum, and the Schools 
Museum. Two buildings of the Komedija theatre reported significant damage.  Minor dam-
age was also registered on the Faculty of Law, the Croatian Music Institute [2]. One of the 
buildings with major damage was the Zagreb Cathedral.

4  Damage on Zagreb Cathedral and decision on north tower 
removal

Immediately after the earthquake, it could be seen that the Cathedral doesn’t have the 
upper part of its southern tower anymore (as shown on figure 2).

Figure 2. Zagreb cathedral without its southern tower and damages on Zagreb Cathedral [3]

Few days after the earthquake, Cathedral renovation designer and supervising engi-
neer, Mr. Damir Foretić, made a detailed report where all damages on the cathedral 
were noted. The southern tower broke at height of 92 m, where a 10,3 m long piece 
fell and caused significant damage during the fall. One part of the tower fell on the 
roof of the Cathedral, damaging and piercing it in several places with most of the stone 
elements falling into the courtyard between the Cathedral and the Archbishop’s Palace 
[3]. There were a lot of other damages and all of them had been marked and described 
in the report. During the inspection, a drone had been used in order to take pictures of 
the northern tower. After reviewing the videos from the drone, significant damage was 
confirmed, and after another drone recording the conclusion of members of the expert 
commission and colleagues from the working group was unanimous - part of the north 
bell tower should be removed as there is a serious possibility of collapse [3]. The part of 
the bell tower that could collapse weighted about 36 tons, with a total height of 13.47 
meters together with its cross. Damages parts are shown on figure 3.
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Figure 3. North-east and north part of northern tower (photo by Josip Ninković)

Immediately, the first plan for northern tower removal was made by Mr. Foretić and 
other members of the working group. The plan was to lower the tower using a 500-ton 
crane, then tower was to be secured as shown in the figure 4.

Figure 4. Preparation of northern tower for lowering by 500-tons crane [4]

Prior to the descent, it was necessary to separate the top of the tower from the rest of 
the building, as it was badly damaged and statically disturbed it represented a threat to 
the people who will work on removing. The solution for a safe way of separation was 
controlled blasting. 
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5 Preparation for blasting

On behalf of Cathedral Restoration Committee Mons. Ivan Hren, the curator of the Za-
greb Cathedral and chairman, contacted University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mining Geol-
ogy and Petroleum Engineering and asked for help in calculation of blasting parameters 
and executing of blasting. Professor Mario Dobrilović and Assistant Professor Vječislav 
Bohanek from Department of Mining Engineering and Geotechnics are named on behalf 
of the Faculty of Mining Geology and Petroleum Engineering to perform these difficult 
tasks. Conclusion after the first meeting of working group was that the Croatian Army 
should conduct the blasting designed by the Faculty. Members of Engineer Regiment 
from Karlovac; Colonel Miroslav Car, Sergeant Krešimir Marjanović and Sergeant Damir 
Vulaković became part of the blasting team.

Figure 5. Blasting team with Cardinal Bozanić

In order to remove the upper part of north tower, the blasting team had two main tasks 
to carry out. First task was explosive cutting of a steel rope,15 mm in diameter, that 
connects the top of the tower to a counterweight of about 4 tons. The role of wire rope 
was to stabilize upper part of the tower. The second, even more complicated part, was 
to perform a blast that would release the metal wedges that connect the two rock seg-
ments of the Cathedral. There were four rock segments and each of them had three 
metal wedges. As can be seen in figure 7, some of them were already released as a 
result of earthquake. Both tasks had to be performed simultaneously. Steel wire rope 
and metal wedge and the positions of metal wedges in the cross section of the tower 
are shown on figure 6.
The second task was that much more difficult than the first one because there was no 
available data in literature to be used as a guideline. Also, there was no data at all on pre-
vious blasting in this type of rock. The Cathedral was built from lithothamnian limestone 
called Bizek, which is the autochthonous stone in the Zagreb area. The basic characteris-
tics of the lithothamnian limestone are porosity, low density and perforated texture [5].
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Figure 6. Steel wire rope, metal wedge and positions of metal wedges

In order to perform the blasting successfully, it was necessary that the calculation about 
quantity of explosive and positioning of the explosive charge is empirically proven. All 
tests were done on samples taken from parts of the Cathedral’s southern tower.  Stone 
samples varying in shape, size and mass were used along with steel wire rope in differ-
ent lengths. The first tests were done on the steel wire rope and quantity of explosives 
and the shape of explosive charge had to be determined for successful cutting. These 
tests were performed in a laboratory for testing of explosives at the Faculty of mining, 
geology, and petroleum engineering. PETN explosives were used for testing and charg-
es were made different by its shape and mass, the positions of the charges varied, and 
one or two charge setups were used. After each shoot an inspection was carried out on 
the steel rope and the efficiency of cutting by explosive was measured.
Obtained samples of stone were smaller than those on which blasting was supposed to 
be performed. The quantity of explosive and the position of explosive charge were cal-
culated in order to cause fragmentation where the metal wedges are, but not to dam-
age the rest of the stone block. Also, different materials had been tested in order to 
prevent fly rock or debris damage during the blasting.

Figure 7. Stone block testing [6]
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Report of laboratory testing was analysed and afterwards the polygon tests were per-
formed in the courtyard of the Cathedral. Tests were done with the members of the 
Croatian army responsible for carrying out the blasting. During this testing bigger sam-
ples of stone were used in order to make the testing more realistic. The aim of these 
tests was to confirm results of laboratory testing and to:
 - determine the optimal amount of explosive charge for fragmentation of stone blocks,
 - determine the optimal amount of explosive for cutting of steel rope,
 - determine the initial means and manner of initiation and
 - determine the method of protection against scattering of fragmented material dur-

ing blasting.

All blasting was recorded by a high-mounted Chronos high-speed camera. These re-
cordings were very useful for the evaluation of blasting results. The testing setups for 
the stone block and the steel wire are shown on figure 7, results on blasting on figure 8, 
and protection on figure 9.

Figure 8. Stone block and steel wire test setups

Figure 9. Results of trial blasts

Last trial blasting was done on 16th of April and the final conclusion was made. Quantity of 
explosive for cutting of steel wire rope is 15 g, and two different charges would be used for 
demolition of the metal wedges, 5 g for middle wedges, and 3 g for side wedges of each ele-
ment. Chosen explosive was PEP 500 plastic explosive and electric detonators were used 
for their initiation. After the last trial blasting, the team was again lifted by crane to the upper 
part of the cathedral to check once again for the number of holes and the position for drilling.
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6 Blasting

Preparation for the demolition was planned to start at about 8 o’clock on April 17th but 
it was postponed to 11 o’clock. The reason for this delay were gusts of very strong wind 
in the morning and due to safety reasons, it was not possible to lift the blasting team 
on the top of the Cathedral. The blasting team was divided into two groups - the first 
group was in charge of drilling the holes and setting the explosives in the stone block 
of cathedral and the second one for placing the explosive charge on the steel wire rope 
inside the Cathedral. Together with the blasting team in the crane basket was Mr. Tomo 
Capan who was informing the crane operator about their position. 

Figure 10. Preparation for blasting

Figure 11. Blasting and lowering of northern tower (Photo: MORH/F. Klen) 

After the placing of the explosive charge, a big role was played by alpinists who set up 
the cables and attached them to the crane. Also, police had to distance all people and 
journalist to secure the area and to secure the perimeter. Finally, after the long prepara-
tion, everything was ready for blasting and at about 6 pm Colonel Car gave the order for 
blasting.
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The whole process was supervised by seven members of the Military Intelligence unit 
and three aircrafts led by the Commander of the Military Intelligence Major Mario Ma-
slov. Videos from drones were visible in real time on a display at the command centre. It 
was extremely important to have all information in real time, especially the information 
about the effect of blasting. Immediately after the blasting a clean cut on steel wire rope 
was visible. The removal began several minutes later after drones made sure the blast-
ing had released the metal wedges and that that part of the tower could be lowered in 
one piece by a 500-ton crane. Few minutes after the blasting the northern tower was 
placed in front of the Zagreb Cathedral. Many felt a big relief especial those who directly 
participated in this project.

7 Conclusion

The project was carried out in unusual times, after the earthquake and during the coro-
navirus lockdown on a building that has a special significance for most residents of Za-
greb and Croatia. It is not surprising that media interest in this project was extremely 
high and Croatian citizens were able to watch the removal of the tower online in real 
time. Although all members of blasting team participated in many different blasting 
projects this one was something special and we are all very proud for having partici-
pated. For the end, it is an interesting fact that the northern tower was removed on the 
same date (17th of April) when the main architect of this Gothic cathedral towers, Mr. 
Herman Bollé, had died.
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Abstract
Non-destructive techniques such as ground-penetrating radar (GPR) have many benefits for 
the condition assessment of structures. Acquiring real-time results in a short time frame makes 
the inspection with GPR very effective even in the case of large areas. The inspection ensures 
minimal obstruction, therefore, GPR could be beneficial in cases of cultural heritage and historical 
buildings. By emitting electromagnetic waves into a structure, GPR detects waves reflected from 
the internal objects. The appropriate analysis and interpretation of results offer information 
about the position of reinforcement and the presence of possible structural irregularities. The 
identification of internal degradation due to the presence of voids, cracks, or water intrusion can 
also reliably be detected by GPR.
In this paper, the main principles of the GPR technique are presented. This is followed by the 
application of GPR for the localization of reinforcement and determination of slab geometry in the 
case of Faculty of Teacher Education in Petrinja.

Key words: ground-penetrating radar, non-destructive testing, condition assessment
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1 Introduction

Preparation of rehabilitation projects requires data on construction details that are of-
ten unavailable due to incomplete or inaccessible documentation. Since these must be 
determined for the entire structure, it is of interest to use non-destructive techniques 
(NDT). The advantages of non-destructive testing are the reduction of testing time, the 
possibility of repeating the test at the same location and, in sum, the lower costs [1, 2].
There are many non-destructive testing methods; however, this paper focuses on the 
use of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) to evaluate the structure for the rehabilitation 
project. GPR is a non-destructive technique for structural health assessment that is 
widely used in civil engineering [3]. It is designed to emit electromagnetic waves into 
the surrounding material and record reflections from unseen objects [4]. The interest in 
its use stems from its effectiveness to inspect large areas in a short time in a completely 
non-invasive way. This type of inspection could be of great importance in historical and 
heritage buildings where the preservation of structural integrity is a priority [5]. The 
reconstruction of the waves reflected from the objects determines their presence and 
position. Moreover, the observation of the wave characteristics can be used to estimate 
the properties of the host material [6, 7]. However, appropriate analysis requires knowl-
edge and experience in interpreting GPR results.
In this paper, the results of the investigation conducted at the Faculty of Teacher Educa-
tion of the University of Zagreb in Petrinja using the 2.7 GHz GPR system are presented. 
Firstly, the principles of ground-penetrating radar are presented. Secondly, the inter-
pretation of the radargrams and the relation of the obtained results with the available 
project documentation are presented. The GPR was used to determine the location and 
geometry of the reinforcement in the columns and the concrete slab, as well as with the 
layers of the mezzanine structure. Furthermore, the results were compared with cover 
meter and the advantages and limitations of the system for specific cases were shown. 

2 Principles of Ground-Penetrating Radar

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is based on the emission of electromagnetic waves 
into the surrounding material to determine the position of objects below the surface. 
In most cases, it contains a transmitter (T) that emits electromagnetic waves which are 
then reflected when they hit an object. The reflected wave is registered by the receiver 
(R), Fig 1a. The recording of a registered wave is also called an A-scan (Fig 1b). The 
individual recordings are reconstructed into a two-dimensional representation of the 
examined subsurface, the B-scan or radargram (Fig 1c). On the horizontal axis of the 
radargram is the position of the GPR and on the vertical axis is the wave travel time 
(TWT) or depth.
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Figure 1. a) GPR system; b) A-scan; c) B-scan or radargram

The radargram is usually a black and white image, with the largest positive values of 
wave amplitude corresponding to the white areas, while the black areas refer to the 
parts with the largest negative amplitude values. How much energy is reflected from 
the object depends on the dielectric properties of the host material and the material of 
the object; the greater the contrast of dielectric constants between the materials, the 
stronger the reflection. The fact of high contrast of dielectric properties between con-
crete and metal is used to locate reinforcement in reinforced concrete structures. When 
the measurement is made perpendicular to the reinforcement, the rebar is represented 
as a hyperbola in the radargram. The peak of the hyperbola determines its position. 
In fact, the GPR records the travel time of the electromagnetic wave, so that the exact 
depth of the object depends on the velocity of the wave. Further, the velocity of the 
wave depends on the dielectric constant (εr). The dielectric constant can be assumed 
based on the material properties (e.g., for dry concrete εr=5.5, for wet concrete εr=12.5 
[8]), determined for a known depth, or assumed based on the properties of the hyper-
bola.
The penetration depth of the signal is limited. It mainly depends on the central frequen-
cy of the transmitting antenna. As the frequency increases, the penetration depth de-
creases. Antennas used for condition assessment of structures are usually in the range 
of 1 GHz - 2.5 GHz [9], where a 2 GHz antenna has a penetration depth of 0.5 m [10]. 

3 Experimental investigation

3.1 Data collection 

The Faculty of Teacher Education of the University of Zagreb is located at Matica Hrvat-
ska Square in Petrinja, Croatia, Fig 2. The main objective of the study was to determine 
the location of reinforcement in the concrete columns, layers and the geometry of the 
mezzanine structure, as part of the seismic vulnerability assessment.
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Figure 2. Faculty of Teacher Education in Petrinja, Croatia 

The GPR survey was performed using the ground-coupled handheld GSSI Structure Mini 
XT system with a centre frequency of 2.7 GHz, Fig 3a. Profiles were performed along 
the longitudinal axis of the columns to locate the stirrups (profile 1), while perpendicular 
profiles were used to locate the longitudinal bars (profiles 2 and 3), Fig 3b. Data collec-
tion was performed for 10 columns. 
The survey of the mezzanine structure between the ground and first floor was conduct-
ed without removing the parquet flooring. According to the project documentation, the 
mezzanine structure consists of the following layers: parquet, cement screed, bitumen 
and ribbed concrete slab. The profiles (profiles 4 and 5) were taken in two perpendicular 
directions, Fig. 3c. In addition, the mezzanine structure was examined from the under-
side with two profiles, Fig. 3d. Profile 6 was taken from the underside of the concrete 
slab, while profile 7 was taken from the side along the rib of the ribbed slab. Although 
profiles 4, 5, 6, and 7 were not from the same part of the slab, it was assumed that 
the geometry of all slabs in the building was the same. The GPR profiles were further 
analysed in Radan 7 software. The dielectric constant of 5.5 was determined from a 
known depth verified at the site. This value was assumed to be constant for each scan 
considered.
The results obtained with GPR were compared with a cover meter manufactured by 
Proceq, Switzerland.
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Figure 3.  a) GPR handheld system; b) Column profiles; c) Profiles from the top of the mezzanine structure; 
d) Profiles from the underside of the ribbed concrete slab

3.2 Results and discussion

The GPR system was able to obtain information about the position and number of stir-
rups and longitudinal bars in the columns. The profiles obtained from the GPR results 
and the scheme of the reinforcement in the column are shown in Fig 4. The position of 
the rebars is determined using the peak of the hyperbola, while their spacing is deter-
mined using the spacing of the peaks. The position of all rebars was confirmed using 
the cover meter.
In the case of one column, the GPR system showed no detectable hyperbola in the 
scan, Fig 5a. The results were checked with the cover meter and conflicting results were 
found. The cover meter successfully located stirrups and longitudinal bars. The column 
was then opened and a steel wire mesh was found nearly 1 cm from the surface, Fig 5b. 
The authors hypothesize that the steel wire mesh prevented the signal from penetrat-
ing deeper into the material, obscuring the reinforcement of column.
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Figure 4. Scheme of the column reinforcement

Figure 5. a) GPR profile above steel wire mesh; b) Steel wire mesh

Contrary, in a number of cases where the plaster thickness was very high (≈ 5 cm), the 
cover meter was unable to locate the reinforcement in the columns. This may be related 
to the fact that the measuring device cannot detect reinforcement placed ≥ 7 cm below 
the testing surface. In these cases, measuring the cover depth with the cover meter 
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was insufficient. In contrast, the GPR was very effective in these cases and showed the 
advantage over the cover meter.
The profiles obtained on the top of the slab are shown in Fig 6 (profile 4) and Fig 7 (pro-
file 5), while the reinforcement plan from the project documentation can be seen in Fig 
8. The geometry corresponds to the ribbed slab. The possible representation of the ge-
ometry from the GPR results is shown below. The first 8 centimetres correspond to the 
layers of the floor. The top of the concrete slab was shown as a line on the radargram. 
The thickness of the slab was estimated to be approximately 6 cm. Detected hyperbolas 
in the slab on the radargrams were assumed to be the rebars. At the end of the rib there 
were two reflections nearly 8 cm wide that could correspond to the top and bottom 
edges of the wooden plank. The presence and geometry of the planks were confirmed 
in the rib, Fig 3d. 

Figure 6. Possible representation of geometry slab from the profile 4

Positive hyperbolic signs from reinforcement in the ribs were noted above the wood 
plank. Although the project documentation (Fig 8) states that these should be two hy-
perbolic marks from two reinforcing bars in the rib, it could be possible that they are 
close together so that the GPR could not detect them as separate objects. Also, in Fig. 
6, the authors found negative signs circled in yellowed above the rebars in the rib. These 
are the locations where the nails connect the wood plank to the rib, and it is possible 
that the concrete was improperly poured at this location. It could be possible that there 
is significant segregation so the mark could be from the air void space. Evidence of im-
proper casting of the ribs was confirmed on site, Fig 3d.
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Figure 7. Possible representation of geometry slab from the profile 5

The possible representation of the geometry of the slab from profile 5 is shown in Fig. 
7. It was noted that the profile was most likely obtained between two adjacent ribs, 
but closer to one of them, so that the profile lies just above and perpendicular to the 
legs of the stirrups in a rib. Two arrays of hyperbolas were found in the radargram. The 
first is most likely from the legs of the stirrups in the rib, while the second is from the 
transverse reinforcement in the slab. The interpretation problems arose from the fact 
that the rebars are close to the top and bottom concrete surfaces, so they overlap with 
these reflections. The determined spacing between these hyperbolas is 15 cm, which 
is not consistent with the project documentation. Therefore, the spacing of the stirrups 
and the transverse reinforcement in the slab was checked by the profiles 6 and 7, Fig. 9. 

Figure 8. Reinforcement plan
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Figure 9. Scheme of the stirrups in rib

It was confirmed that the distance is 30 cm, as in the project documentation. Therefore, 
the spacing of 15 cm could be explained by an additional transverse reinforcement in 
the slab at the level of the legs of the stirrups, located in the middle of two adjacent stir-
rups. Also, an additional transverse reinforcement may be embedded in the second re-
inforcement array at a spacing of 15 cm. The slab was not opened, therefore the repre-
sentation of the concrete slab in the direction parallel to the ribs is not fully illuminated. 

4. Conclusions

In this study, the GPR proved to be an effective tool in the rehabilitation project of exist-
ing structures. The system was able to locate the position of reinforcement in columns 
in a short time. The only limitation of the GPR system was in cases where the steel wire 
mesh in the column prevented the signal from penetrating the concrete. Here, GPR was 
unable to detect the reinforcement and the cover meter showed the advantage over 
GPR. In contrast, GPR was able to locate reinforcement with thick concrete cover com-
pared to the cover meter. GPR was also used to determine the geometry of the concrete 
slab. Difficulties were encountered in complicated structures with a high number of re-
flections, so interpretation was not straightforward.
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Abstract
On March 21, the Croatian Government (following a suggestion of the Civil Protection Coordination 
Center) introduced a “stay at home” order for the whole country due to the pandemic, and the very 
next day a magnitude 5.5 quake shook the northern part of Croatia, mostly damaging the capital 
city of Zagreb and its nearest urban satellites, affecting almost 1 million people in total.
Natural disaster situations were not rare in Croatia in the recent years and the main disaster 
relief role in those crisis situations is assigned to the Civil protection system of the Republic of 
Croatia. Even though it might not be obvious, military forces play an important role in disaster 
relief and the Civil protection activities. In this paper the Croatian national Civil protection system 
with the rather complex alarming procedure is described. Here the authors place an accent on the 
involvement of military forces in disaster relief.

Key words: crisis management, military forces, civil protection, disaster relief
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1 Introduction

In Croatia, the pandemic crisis started on 22nd February 2020. The same day, the Civil 
Protection Coordination Centre was established by the Croatian Government. It assem-
bled, among others, experts and scientists from the Croatian Institute of Public Health 
and the University Hospital for Infectious Diseases “Dr. Fran Mihaljević” [1].
The first COVID-19 case in Croatia was identified on 25 February 2020. On March 11th, 
the county of Istria closed the schools and on March 16th the rest of Croatia did the 
same, closing schools and universities. All decisions, necessary measures and daily 
situation updates are coordinated by the Civil Protection Coordination Centre and com-
municated with the media at least twice a day [1].
On March 21, the Croatian Government (following a suggestion from the Civil Protection 
Coordination Centre) introduced a “stay at home” order for the whole country due to 
the pandemic, and the very next day a magnitude 5.5 quake shook the country, mostly 
damaging the capital city of Zagreb and its nearest urban satellites, affecting almost 1 
million people in total.
Zagreb is situated in a seismically prone area. After the big earthquake in 1880 the pos-
sibility that the new earthquakes could occur was clear. It was only a matter of time 
before an earthquake would hit again. The 2020 Zagreb earthquake caused an unprec-
edented situation - people ran out from their homes, trying to observe social distancing 
rules, but when you are panicking from a very visible disaster, it is hard to remember and 
apply rules from another disaster.
This paper shortly presents the role of Croatian Armed Forces in crisis management ac-
tivities in Croatia. In the paper the examples are based on real occurrences in the recent 
past of Croatian mainland, while at the same time the authors are critically reviewing 
the Croatian Civil Protection system.

2 Crisis and crisis management

2.1 Crisis

A catastrophe is a condition caused by a natural or technical-technological event that 
threatens the health and lives of a large number of people, property of greater value 
and the environment, and whose occurrence cannot be prevented or eliminated by all 
operational forces of the civil protection system. regional) self-government in whose 
territory the event occurred and the consequences of terrorism and war [2]. “Crisis” is 
an event or situation which endangers the national security, health and life of citizens, 
significantly impairs the environment or causes significant economic damage, and the 
response to such an event or situation requires coordinated action by several state bod-
ies and coordinated application of measures within their competence [3].
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2.2 Crisis management

Crisis management adopts various measures necessary to manage various forms of 
crisis. The crisis management process consists of four phases: prevention, prepara-
tion, response, and recovery. The way crises are resolved depends on their type, scope 
and severity. Depending on the type of crisis, different crisis management measures 
are needed. For each type of crisis or emergency, there are several specific activities - 
measures to be applied at all stages of emergency management.
Response to emergencies and crisis situations needs to have the analytical, operational 
capabilities and financial capabilities of the state at its core. For the response system to 
be effective and to respond to crisis situations, it is necessary to systematically stimu-
late its development and the development of its capabilities [4].
Crisis management includes coordinated activities that bring the crisis under control, 
prevent its further spread and escalation, and enables the crisis management forces to 
gain complete control over it and to shape its future course by their actions [5].
Decision-making in crisis situations begins with a detailed analysis of the situation 
based on the information related to the crisis event or situation. Hereafter the assess-
ments are conducted and the possibilities of response or action are structured, i.e. the 
version of action. 
In the next step, particular actions are selected, and further activities are planned and 
implemented in accordance with the primary activity. The decision-making process dur-
ing crisis situations defines crisis-driven performance. Decision-making in such situa-
tions is complex and requires detailed knowledge of the crisis, which allows the deci-
sionmaker to easily and accurately predict the development of the crisis. 
Crisis response planning using early warning systems for firs-responders, institutions 
and bodies in the field enables easier preparation and development of action plans. All 
of the above ensures an effective and coordinated system of command and control, and 
effective decision-making. Structured crisis management process and management 
system provides the disaster relief forces on site confidence in the effectiveness of the 
actions they are carrying out themselves.

3 Republic of Croatia security system and its role in crisis situations

The basic and constitutional task of the Croatian protection system is to use all available 
capabilities and resources, including the armed forces if necessary, to protect its vital 
national interests. For the Republic of Croatia protection system to be able to defend 
national interests, all its components must define safety risks, the direction of their 
development in accordance with the threats and their tasks during crisis situations [3].
Safety risks for the Republic of Croatia:
 - legal issues and protection of national minorities in the countries of the region
 - unresolved border issues as a consequence of the disintegration of the former SFRY
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 - intensification of transnational threats in the region and beyond - global terrorism, 
organized crime, refugee crises

 - possible consequences of natural and technical-technological disasters in the coun-
try and the region

 - potential technological disasters
 - dangers associated with the spread of infectious diseases and addictions
 - danger of landmines and explosives
 - possibilities of endangering the information system of the Republic of Croatia
 - the negative consequences of the globalization process - the growing global gap 

between rich and poor countries, together with the political consequences of this 
inequality.

The safety concept defines national safety, which is the activity that ensures survival 
and development of society.
The primary safety goal of the Republic of Croatia is to create conditions for a liberal, just 
and stable political, economic and social development. To achieve our safety goals, na-
tional safety system must be developed that encourages the implementation of safety 
policies, institutions and activities, designed to successfully deal with current and future 
safety risks and crisis situations that threaten the Republic of Croatia and its citizens. 
Efficient national safety system is affected by the development policies as diplomatic 
activities that position the country locally and globally as a safe partner in an interna-
tional environment that strives to develop a stable and economically advanced society 
capable of maintaining effective safety mechanisms to successfully respond to security 
challenges, risks and threats.
To respond to the challenges it faces, the national safety system must first and fore-
most be conceptually and legally regulated. Tis is the prerequisite for the definition of 
the work that needs to be conducted by the persons, tasks, institutions and participat-
ing organizations. Once the legal framework is defined, the basis that enables the sys-
tematization and coordination of measures and activities in the field of national safety, 
is defined. 
With the advent of the Homeland Security System Act, Croatia gained the main docu-
ment that will define the development goals of the Homeland Security system and le-
gally define the operation of the system. Thus, a new term “homeland security system” 
appeared in the Croatian security space, which also defines the concept of security sys-
tem development.
The Homeland Security System is a system consisting of all security and other ele-
ments in the country (defence, internal affairs, intelligence systems, fire, civil protection, 
health, foreign affairs services) that deal with the assessment, identification, reduction 
and resolution of security risks and crisis situations that are of importance for the na-
tional security of the Republic of Croatia. The law itself in its First Part, Basic Provisions, 
Article 3 (Concepts) in Paragraph 2 defines a crisis as: “an event or situation that endan-
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gers national security, health and life of citizens, significantly damages the environment 
or causes significant economic damage, and the response to such an event or situa-
tion requires coordinated action by several state bodies and coordinated application of 
measures within the competence of those bodies” [3].
The Law on the Homeland Security System is a platform that will, through further de-
velopment, enable more efficient and economical use of state security elements and 
bodies. The law itself defines the National Security Council as its central body of the 
homeland security system, whose basic role is to assess and consider security threats, 
proposes principles to address issues related to national security and defines guidelines 
for the development of the homeland security system. The law defines one new and 
extremely important governing body of the homeland security system, which is the Co-
ordination for the Homeland Security System. This inter-ministerial body is extremely 
important for the coordination and harmonization of the work of the homeland security 
system, by influencing the state security elements it encourages their development and 
progress.
Main members of the Coordination for the Homeland Security System are: the Deputy 
Prime Minister of the Republic of Croatia in charge of national security, who is the Presi-
dent of the Coordination for the Homeland Security System; adviser to the President of 
the Republic of Croatia in charge of national security and heads of bodies and elements 
from the homeland security system and all other state and non-state bodies that could 
influence the solution of a security problem or crisis with their activities, knowledge or 
insights. Due to the security problem or crisis, the above-mentioned body suggests to 
the Government of the Republic of Croatia approaches on how to respond to an event 
that affects national security and proposes the establishment of headquarters in order 
to respond to the crisis and effective and coordinated crisis management. Coordina-
tion, efficient and cost-effective management of resources and human resources are a 
guarantee of success in the crisis management process. The Homeland Security System 
Act supports, defines and coordinates the use of state and other security elements and 
other bodies [3].

3.1  State Administration for Protection and Rescue (DUZS), and its transfor-
mation into the Directorate for Civil Protection

The primary purpose of DUZS was the implementation of preventive activities and com-
munication with all security state elements and other bodies, while coordinating and 
planning actions to make the security system as fast, efficient and economical as pos-
sible during crisis situations. Through its work, DUZS has improved the crisis response 
system and its development has influenced the improvement and advancement of the 
crisis management system. Nowadays, crisis situations are becoming more complex.
The complexity of crisis situations requires closer cooperation between all parts of the 
state administration and better organizational solutions in building capacities to respond 
to crises. As an example Croatia in 2020, was dealing with the COVID 19 pandemic, the 
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devastating earthquake in Zagreb and the migrant crisis on the borders of the Republic 
of Croatia. Without coordination and close cooperation of the security system elements, 
this would not have been possible. At the Government of the Republic of Croatia ses-
sion held on March 8, 2019, a decree was passed establishing a new organizational unit 
in the Ministry of the Interior (MUP) called the Directorate of Civil Protection (CP). With 
the decree, DUZS is abolished, and its tasks and competencies (except for firefighting) 
are taken over by the CP Directorate. The analysis of the operation of the CP system 
showed that the system is overloaded and sluggish, and there are regular problems in 
the command and control system during major accidents and disasters. These changes 
aim at faster flow of information in the system, more efficient personnel and mate-
rial structure, intensified preventive and educational activities and improvement of the 
early warning system, division of roles and responsibilities in the command and control 
system with the aim of effective functioning of the civilian system at all levels [2].

3.2 Civil protection system

The basic role of the civil protection (CP) system is the organization and management 
of human and material resources to save people, material goods, environmental pro-
tection during crisis situations and major disasters. The CP system connects the state, 
local, institutional, and functional resources into one whole in order to increase its ef-
ficiency in dealing with crises. The CP system, with its personal and material structure, 
must be able to respond to all the challenges that arise. To reduce the risks of disasters 
and accidents, or to reduce the effects of disasters, the CP system must be an effective 
coordinator that connects all safety and other elements of the state and non-govern-
mental bodies into one whole functional system [2]. The biggest challenges of such 
systems are related to measures and activities that require long-term planning, effec-
tive organizational structure, monitoring the operation of all security elements of the 
system, and ultimately funding. 
The historic events have proven that financing usually is not a problem is when a crisis 
or disaster occurs, but preventive investment aimed at preventing or mitigating the ef-
fects of a crisis are always evaded. Even though the possibilities of disasters occurring 
are evident, and the professional and scientific societies tried to raise caution, the inevi-
table thought “…it will not happen here…” usually prevails.
An example of such reasoning of security issues is related to the catastrophic earth-
quake that hit Zagreb in March 2020 amid COVID-19 pandemic. Zagreb is situated in 
a seismically prone area. After the big earthquake in 1880 the possibility that the new 
earthquakes could occur was clear. It was only a matter of time before an earthquake 
would hit again. The 2020 Zagreb earthquake caused an unprecedented situation - peo-
ple ran out from their homes, trying to observe social distancing rules, but when you 
are panicking from a very visible disaster, it is hard to remember and apply rules from 
another disaster [6]. 
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It was well known that earthquake should happen sooner or later, especially in the areas 
of Zagreb, and this was emphasized within several national documents. Nevertheless, 
an earthquake, flood, fire or other natural hazard is not a pleasant event even in well-
organized systems, but a natural hazard amid a pandemic can make a situation more 
serious. Now the socially vulnerable were getting even more exposed [6].
The possibility of a devastating earthquake in the city of Zagreb occurring was inten-
sively warned about for decades, but these warnings were not taken too seriously, so no 
preventive investments were made to protect the historical city centres. The aftermath 
of the earthquake is that the highly damaged buildings are situated in the historical city 
centre of Zagreb, where most of the buildings were built before the 1950’s. These were 
constructed with brick masonry elements. The Markuševac quarter in the vicinity of 
the epicentre was also strongly affected and the majority of the highly damaged build-
ings were either very old or illegal and poorly constructed. If preventive action had been 
taken today, the damage would not have amounted to billions of euros. This should 
have been the one of the fundamental roles of the CP system - to be aware of risks and 
actively promote the idea of prevention within all bodies and institutions of the state. 
After defining possible crisis situations in the future, the CP system plans, prepares and 
trains its operational forces. The defined operational forces of the Central Command 
in the Republic of Croatia are: civil protection headquarters, firefighters, Croatian Red 
Cross, Croatian Mountain Rescue Service, associations, units and commissioners of civil 
protection, site coordinators.
When a crisis or a major accident occurs, crisis headquarters are established at the state 
level, the regional level and the local self-government level. The establishment of the 
CP headquarters, i.e. the level at which it is established, is related to the intensity of the 
crisis event, which means whether it affects the local, regional or state level. The CP 
Headquarters is an operational, coordinating and expert body established with the aim 
of implementing measures and activities of civil protection during major accidents and 
crisis situations. Based on the collected data and knowledge about the crisis situation 
or accident that happened or there is an indication that it could happen in the future, the 
CZ headquarters would develop versions of the operation of the CZ system during crisis 
situations and disasters in the field. The headquarters must have a flexible approach 
to the problem and the ability to adapt to new situations and respond effectively. To 
achieve such standards in resolving crisis situations and accidents at CP headquarters, 
there should be experts professionally related to the crisis situation or event. The Chief 
of Staff of the CZ should base his decisions on the advice of his expert team composed 
of experts in the field related to the specific crisis situation.
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Table 1. Bodies of the civil protection

A good example for the crisis management activities was organized at the state level 
regarding the COVID 19 crisis. The CP headquarters at the state level considers all seg-
ments affected by the crisis caused by the COVID 19 pandemic and, based on the advice 
and recommendations of renowned experts for the pandemic situation (health, econo-
my and economy, social aspects), adopts measures to mitigate or combat it. Pursuant 
to the Law on the CP System, the Chief of the CP Headquarters of the Republic of Croa-
tia was the head of the Directorate for Civil Protection of the Croatian Ministry of the 
Interior. When a catastrophe was declared at the state level, the work of the Civil Pro-
tection Headquarters of the Republic of Croatia was taken over by the Prime Minister of 
the Republic of Croatia, who may delegate powers to a member of the Government or 
the Chief of the Civil Protection Headquarters of the Republic of Croatia. CP Directorate 
performs administrative and technical tasks and ensures the conditions for the work of 
the Civil Protection Headquarters of the Republic of Croatia.

Level Bodies Tasks

National level Government of the 
Republic of Croatia

•  Adopts and regulates the implementation of disaster risk 
management

• Adopts main documents of the disaster risk management

Ministry of the Interior 
of the Republic of 

Croatia

• Develops, coordinates, manages, and activates CP
•  Maintains and finances the maintenance and development 

of national CP capacities
• Manages the alarming system of the Republic of Croatia
•  Tasked with cross border cooperation, development and 

coordinates information exchange in the area of CP
•  Conducts the analyses and provides the background 

information for decision making
•  Responsible for capacity building on a general (public) level 

(educating, informing, involving in CP activities)

Regional 
level

Other ministerial and 
nongovernmental 

bodies

• Early warning (government and public)
•  Disaster risk reduction planning (in the area of their main 

area of interest)
• Preparedness capacity building
• Conducting the disaster risk assessments
• On the request of the government – helping the national civil 
protection guard at the activities of disaster relief

Local level Local administrative 
bodies

• Conducts the local risk assessment
• Prepares the integration of local NGO’s in the CP system
•  Finances, develops and maintains local CP capacities – 

dimensioned according to the local disaster risk assessment

At all levels 
(on request) Military forces • Support at all levels and on site
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Figure 1. Activation process in case of an emergency

Once the decision-making structure is clearly defined, the CP operational units and the 
CP units perform their tasks in accordance with their capabilities. CP units can be gen-
eral purpose, specialist units and state intervention units. These are activated in accord-
ance with the risk assessment and tasks to be performed. General purpose CP units are 
established at the level of local and regional self-government. They have the lowest 
readiness levels and are used to perform simpler tasks. Specialist CP units are also es-
tablished at the level of local and regional self-government with the aim of performing 
more demanding tasks that require certain specific knowledge. The State Intervention 
Unit CP is established at the state level, which operates at the entire territory of the Re-
public of Croatia or in the international environment, and consists of a professional staff 
and a reserve unit. For the above-mentioned CP forces to be used correctly and eco-
nomically, the on-site coordinator observes and assesses the situation on the ground 
and, in accordance with it, coordinates the work of the CP forces on site. The coordinator 
at the location is appointed by the Chief of the Civil Protection Staff from the ranks of 
the Central Committee in accordance with the crisis situation and is related to his expe-
rience and scope of work.
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In cases when the crisis has escalated over the possibilities of the CP forces and no 
longer able to control the situation or the crisis situation is so specific that Military forces 
are required, the CP Directorate may request the support of Military forces through the 
Croatian Ministry of defence and the Office of the President of the Republic of Croatia 
[7]. The military forces are mainly used in protection and rescue operations, especially 
in the event of large forest fires, floods, earthquakes and pandemics.

3.3 Ministry of defence and crises

The Armed Forces of the Republic of Croatia (CAF) are constantly developing and main-
taining military capabilities to respond to security challenges and threats, but today 
the traditional role of the military is changing and today it plays a significant role in all 
phases of management and response to the crisis [8].
The increased role of the army in the crisis management system poses new challenges 
to the CAF, which result in increased demands on the already complex military vocation.
In addition to the basic constitutional tasks of the CAF, which are to protect the sov-
ereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Croatia and contribute to collective 
defence and international security, an important task of the defence system in peace-
time is to support civilian institutions in the country [8]. The CAF, in cooperation with 
other security state elements and bodies, provides support to civilian institutions and 
the population in the crisis management process and in dealing with various types of 
risks and threats. Active cooperation of the CAF with security and other state elements 
and bodies by engaging the army in several non-military tasks aimed at increasing the 
security of Croatian citizens such as health, humanitarian aid, property protection and 
prevention and elimination of accidents and crises that ultimately result in greater se-
curity of Croatian citizens and enables much better and more efficient monitoring of the 
Adriatic Sea, submarine and coast of the Republic of Croatia.
The new role of the army in crisis situations affects its organizational structure, changes 
its personnel and material structure, and greatly affects the process of education and 
training of soldiers, non-commissioned officers, and officers. Thus, certain material re-
sources are adapted to work in non-combat conditions (amphibians, working machines, 
helicopters ...). The use of the CAF outside the framework of classical military tasks rep-
resents the optimization and saving of state resources and the strengthening of the 
social role of the army through immediate social utility.
While CAF is supporting activities during crisis situations, care should be taken to ensure 
that all conditions are met for the military to engage in providing assistance and support 
to legal and natural persons outside the defence system. The basic condition for the 
engagement of the CAF is when the civil community does not have enough forces and 
resources to respond to a crisis or disaster.
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Thus, today the CAF is mainly engaged in [9]:
 - firefighting in the Republic of Croatia and abroad
 - support to the health care system, emergency transport of the injured and seriously 

ill, as well as organ transplantation
 - search and rescue on land (islands) and at sea by aircraft and vessels in cooperation 

with CP and Croatian Mountain Rescue Service
 - aiding in flood defence
 - supply of the population in the elimination of the consequences of drought on the 

mainland and islands and delivery of drinking water by tanks or ships of the Croatian 
Navy

 - providing support during technical-technological crises
 - providing support in the organization and implementation of exercises in the simula-

tion center related to crisis management.

So far, uneconomical and uncoordinated management of state and other security el-
ements and bodies has been observed. As an example of poor management in crisis 
situations, is related to the use of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Croatia (CAF). The 
main problem in the use of CAF resources is the extremely high cost of CAF engage-
ment, reduction of the state’s defence capabilities during the use of military resources 
for purposes other than those for which they are primarily intended, moving away from 
training and other planned CAF activities. 
During crisis situations, the decision to use military forces should be made only after a 
political decision. Decisions should be made by the Government, and may include po-
litical and military measures, measures to address the civilian elements of the crisis, 
depending on the nature of the crisis. The Law on defence stipulates that the CAF may 
perform certain tasks in a state of imminent threat and provide assistance to civil gov-
ernment institutions and the population in the case of natural, technical-technological 
and environmental disasters. The use of the CAF during crisis situations is also defined 
by the Constitution of the Republic of Croatia, which states that the CAF can be used as 
an aid in natural disasters, rescue, supervision, and protection of the rights of the Re-
public of Croatia. Coordinated and economical use of the military and civilian segments 
(military in peace, civilian in war) in the defence and protection of residents, goods and 
the environment in crisis situations ensures a high degree of efficiency during crisis 
situations, better human resources and lower costs. Such a synergy between the mili-
tary and civilian segments leads to no double procurement of equipment, construction 
of unnecessary parallel administrations and capacities. CAFs are primarily intended, 
equipped and trained to wage war, and their organizational structure, training and 
equipment in crisis situations caused by natural or technological disasters and catas-
trophes can come to full expression.
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4 Republic of Croatia security system and its role in crisis situations

The organization of a country for the defence and protection of its inhabitants, goods 
and environment is the primary security and economic issue of every country. There-
fore, it is necessary to organize this activity in an efficient and effective way in accord-
ance with the priority tasks at the lowest possible cost.
The Republic of Croatia is building a crisis management system and strives to connect 
all components of such a system at the national level. Thus, it will provide faster and 
better aid, reduce the impact of the crisis, be less vulnerable and have better preven-
tion, and thus greater resilience of society. The crisis management system, as part of 
the national security system of the Republic of Croatia, is extremely necessary, and its 
comprehensive approach in all phases of crisis management is important.
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Abstract
Natural disasters (including earthquakes) negatively impact the physical environment and human 
being in many ways. Among them, post disaster housing needs have triggered multidisciplinary 
approaches to better address and resolve this problem. The urgent need for shelter is very high, 
especially after a devastating earthquake. In seismically vulnerable areas, post-disaster housing is 
one of the options that could be considered for mitigation after the quakes’ sorrow. Post-disaster 
housing with different plans, constructions, and structural features has been applied with many 
materials and systems in the world. Based on the duration of occupancy and stability of the 
structure, post-disaster housing can be categorized into four: emergency shelters, temporary 
shelters, temporary housing, and permanent housing. Note that temporary housing could be 
transformed into permanent housing units. As the place of establishment, climatic condition, 
duration of occupancy, and user’s expectations are effective in the type of post-disaster housing, 
an identical model could not be useable for all regions around the world. However, evaluation 
of these parameters for the definition of the effective criteria and sub-criteria for different 
geographical locations is possible. In this respect, the implementation of temporary houses in 
various regions after an earthquake seems to be a rational solution. In this paper, temporary 
dwellings implemented in various regions of the world have been examined and evaluated. 
Based on such evaluations, sub-criteria of the temporary houses following an earthquake are 
determined depending on plan, material, constructive establishment, construction system, and 
structural features. Results from this study would provide significant data for both architectural 
and structural designs of new post-disaster housing and for the rehabilitation of existing post-
disaster housing.

Key words: post-disaster housing, earthquake, architectural performance, structural performance
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1 Introduction

After a disaster, demand for contemporary shelters for people who missed their dwell-
ing is majorly addressed by either governmental or private institutions. Based on the 
duration of occupancy of the shelters post-disaster housing is categorized into two 
main categories. One is for the immediate response to the dwelling demand in the dam-
aged area that is entitled as the “immediate shelter” while; the other one is permanent 
and is built for the long term settlement named as the “permanent housing” (Turan & 
Cengizkan,, 1983). The difference between these two types of post-disaster housing is 
significant especially from architectural design perspective. For example, “permanent 
housing” has close features to ordinary housing under normal circumstances while; the 
“immediate shelter” totally differs and is a unique category for itself (DİKMEN, 2005). 
Each of these two categories includes two sub-groups. Sub-groups of the “immediate 
shelters” are emergency and temporary shelters. Based on the short-term occupancy, 
these sub-groups require a limited financial budget and give a short-term occupancy 
for the few basic services (Cole, 2003). As for the sub-groups of “permanent housing”, 
temporary and permanent housing are considered. Since these groups give services for 
a longer period for a wider range of utilities, they require a stronger structure with a 
higher financial budget (Akünal,, 1986). 
Selection of the right type of post-disaster housing requires identifying the needs and 
the knowledge of the shelter. In this paper, the above-mentioned criteria of post-disas-
ter housings are discussed in plan, material, construction, and structural performance. 
Moreover, eight case studies of post-disaster housing around the world are evaluated 
based on four main domains of the user’s expectation, structural feature, physical fea-
ture, and constructional features. The aim of this evaluation is to possibly achieve the 
optimum form, structure, and constructional features for post-disaster housings to ad-
dress the victims’ dwelling requirements in an efficient and proper way. The developed 
evaluation chart together with a proposed ranking system is indicated by scaled colors. 
A parameter that is fulfilled by the case study in an optimum way indicated in green and 
the poor function indicated in crimson. 

2 Post-disaster housing

The four main subgroups of a post-disaster housing are; (Cole, 2003):
 - Emergency shelter,
 - Temporary shelter,
 - Temporary housing, and
 - Permanent housing. 

Each of these subgroups varies based on the occupancy duration, structural stability, 
and type of materials used. The following presents these four subgroups of housing in 
detail, Figure 1.
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Figure 1.  a) emergency shelter; b) temporary shelter; c) temporary housing; d) permanent housing 
(DİKMEN, 2005) 

2.1 Emergency shelter

This type of shelter is used for brief periods to deliver life-saving support and is the 
most basic kind of shelter support (Shelter after disaster, 2015), This kind of shelter 
commonly does not allow for the extensive preparation of food or prolonged medical 
services. Figure 1.a shows a sample of an emergency shelter (Cole, 2003).

2.2 Temporary shelter 

These types of housings are used for sleeping rooms, medical service rooms and pro-
vides basic needs of victims (Cole, 2003). This type of shelter is meant for short-term 
use; a simple tent or a public mass shelter is used for a few weeks following a disaster. 
According to the IFRC, the duration of stay in such shelters may be limited, and there-
fore, prioritizing speed and limiting costs should be taken into account when construct-
ing this kind of shelter (Shelter after disaster, 2015). Figure 1.b shows a sample of tem-
porary shelters.

2.3 Temporary housing 

Temporary housing is the stage of a disaster housing built after the short period of a 
disaster occurs, providing better living conditions than temporary and emergency shel-
ter, but it is still considered as a temporary solution to evacuate the displaced (Gursu, 
1986). However, this type of housing is distributed for long-term periods such as six 
months to three years such as rental houses and prefabricated units, but they are lo-
cated at a very critical point where the temporary house might turn into a permanent 
one. Figure 1.c shows a sample of temporary housing.

2.4 Permanent housing 

Permanent housing, which is the last and best stage of housing type, basically purpose 
to the final solution after disaster providing individual houses like to feel live in their real 
homes and stay much longer than the other types of housing (Akünal, 1986). Figure 1.d  
shows a sample of permanent housing.
Based on the above discussion in chapters 2.1 to 2.4, the temporary post-disaster 
housing type is a rational option. Since this type of housing is stable enough to be used 
in a wide variety of utilities for a considerable duration with a cost-effective budget. This 
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means that this type of housing would provide a better function than the emergency, 
and/or temporary shelters. It is also financially effective than permanent housing. That 
is why, in this paper, the considered case studies are from this category.

Table 1. Case studies of temporary houses with their properties

Name of the 
system Images Structural 

properties
Shape of 
the plan

Other 
properties Area Country

Abeer 
Seikaly

-high strength 
-Tensegrity
- Stretchable 
material

Looks like 
a dome

-Air circulation
-Water storage
- Battery

19 m2 USA

Abelnock

- Steel insulated 
panel system

- Adjustable 
footing 
foundations

Rectangle -Water storage
- Solar panel -- USA

Hex House SIP system Hexagon -Water storage
-Solar panels

35 m2

67 m2
USA

New 
York post 
Disaster 
homes

Solar shading
Thick insulation Rectangle

Ability to be 
stacked like 
Legos

--- USA

Tentative SIP system Rectangle

- Fiberglass 
water 

-Water storage 9 m2 Turkey

Ice age 
shelter

Compact and 
lightweight 
steel frame

Dome Adjustable legs 23 m2 Russia

IKEA House Steel frame Rectangle Solar reflection 57 m2 United 
Nations

O-pad water 
pipe

Concrete Cylindrical Low-cost 30 m2 China
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3 Temporary post-earthquake housing samples

Several design ideas for temporary housing solutions that have been built all over the 
world are listed and reviewed. The survey of these houses is based on factors such as 
structural and physical characteristics, type of plan, area, and country in which it was 
built. The main reason for examining these factors is to determine the impact of such 
factors on the optimal design of a prefabricated housing unit. A summary of these stud-
ies is provided in table 1.

4 Evaluation of temporary post-earthquake housing typologies

In designing prefabricated houses, some points should be considered to identify the 
problems that exist in this type of house for the residents. For the optimal design of 
this type of house, there are some parameters that should be considered and evaluated 
prior to final design. The most important parameters are: ‘User’s expectation, Physical 
performance, Construction performance, and Structural performance’. To address these 
issues, in the first step of research for each general assessment, a sub-assessment is 
listed, and a brief explanation for each of the sub-assessments is provided. According to 
these written sub-assessments, the related scores were assigned for each mentioned 
criterion. The evaluation and scoring system are as follows: 5 grades are defined for the 
evaluation, namely excellent, good, moderate, bad, and very bad. Each of these is dis-
played an assigned color. In this respect, green is for excellent, yellow for good, orange 
for mediocre, red for bad, and crimson for very bad. In a more numerical way, these 
colors could be referred as follows: green (5), yellow (4), orange (3), red (2), and crimson 
(1). Note that the overall cost is excluded in this work. 

5 User’s expectation 

One of the most important parameters is the user’s expectation. Post-disaster houses 
are designed for homeless people whose houses have been destroyed by an earth-
quake. These shelters will be used for an almost long period of time, so they must meet 
the expectations and demands of the residents. Users’ expectation has 7 evaluation 
subgroups. The first subgroup is safety, meaning that in the early stages of a disaster, 
shelter is a key component in terms of the mental and physical, safety of the homeless. 
In addition to the victim’s survival, the house must be able to withstand severe weather 
conditions and increase disease resistance (emergency.unhcr.org, 2015). The second 
subgroup is considered to be thermal comfort. Definition of home for human beings 
is a place that has any comfort in the scope of whether physical, mental, or thermal 
comfort. Temperature is the most important factor for the thermal comfort of residents, 
many climatic factors and the layout of houses also play an important role either. ( Bo-
duch & Fincher, 2009) The third subgroup is privacy. The first place that comes to mind 
in the discussion of privacy is the house where the person lives. Housing is the place 
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of residence and tranquility of people who can live and rest in peace and security. The 
fourth subgroup is security against theft. Therefore, these types of houses must also 
be designed in such a way that they are sufficiently secure against theft, possible at-
tacks by thieves, and possible attacks by terrorists. The fifth subgroup is ergonomics 
and space circulation in which, ergonomics or human factors are other factors to bet-
ter understand the needs of users at this type of house. After a catastrophic accident, 
houses designed based on human anatomical needs are one of the design priorities. 
The sixth subgroup is identity. A great design can maximize the ability of dwellers to feel 
identity and pride in their place of residence. Assuming a homeless person, after losing 
their home and taking refuge in a post-disaster house that has no previous experience 
of living in these houses before, this condition highlights the necessity of the context of 
the identity-based design of the post-disaster housing (Bemanian & Gholamirostam, 
2010). The seventh subgroups are flexibility. Here, the term flexibility refers to “the ease 
of setting up a system to handle different conditions and the ease of adapting to the 
situation in different climates.” (Tafahomi & M. Egyedi, 2008)

Table2.  The evaluation of temporary post-earthquake housing typologies according to user expectation 
criteria

6 Physical performance

Another main purpose of this study is to focus on the requirements that should be 
considered in the physical performance of this type of house for the homeless during 
the design. Material is one of the main factors that identify the physical performance 
of post-disaster housing. Physical performance of the materials is considered for the 
emulation. This parameter is divides into 6 sub-assessments. The first sub-assessment 
is fire resistance being, another significant issue that would be frightening for the earth-
quake victims. Therefore, it is a vital point that a post-disaster housing unit be resistant 
against a potential fire. For this aim, the considered materials for the construction of 

 Excellent  Good  Moderate  Bad  Very-bad

Samples Safety
Thermal
perform.

Privacy Security Ergonomics Identify Flexibility

Hexagon Hex house

Rectangle New York post-d. 

Ablenock

IKEA

Tentative

Hemi-
sphere Abeer seykali

Ice-age shelter

Cylindrical O-pad shelter
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the housing should be based on the available standards to meet the mandated require-
ments. The second parameter is thermal performance which plays a very important role 
in this type of housing units because the criteria for thermal performance can vary in 
different climates. Considering local conditions of the region, they must be compatible 
with the surrounding climatic conditions and should provide the well-being of the resi-
dents of the house (Potangaroa & Hynds, 2008). The third subgroup is water imperme-
ability, that protects against external factors and seasonal changes. Therefore, required 
insulation for preventing water leakages inside the house should be considered in de-
sign for the physical and psychological health of the residents (Yuksel & Hasirci, 2012). 
The fourth subgroup is the wind performance in which, the wind forces/ pressures play 
an important role in creating danger and creating a sense of terror for the residents of 
these houses. Therefore, when designing such types of housing units, the local wind 
values in the construction area should be considered and used in design accordingly. 
The fifth subgroup is solar performance (utilization of sunlight), due to the fact that the 
house benefits from sunlight, which is the source of peace and light of the house. So, the 
number and size of windows in each unit based on the amount of penetrating sunlight 
inside the unit are factors to be considered for evaluation. These types of houses must 
benefit from natural light and natural heat that should be considered in the design. The 
sixth subgroup is sound impermeability. Inducing a sense of peace, privacy, and normal 
life like before is the best thing that can be done to a homeless person, but since these 
types of houses are not carefully designed, it has become a big problem. 

Table 3.  The evaluation of temporary post-earthquake housing typologies according to physical 
performance criteria

7 Construction performance

Construction stage is one of the most important and accurate steps in designing these 
houses. Such units must be designed and executed with high sensitivity and without 
error, because there is nothing more dangerous than living in an unsafe house for a 

 Excellent  Good  Moderate  Bad  Very-bad

 Samples
Thermal 

perf.
Water 
perf.

Moisture 
perf.

Solar 
perf.

Wind 
perf.

Sound 
perf.

Fire 
resistance

Hexagon Hex house

Rectangle

New York 

Ablenock

IKEA

Tentative

Hemi-sphere
Abeer seykali

Ice-age shelter

Cylindrical O-pad shelter
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homeless person. This parameter is divided into 6 subgroups. The first subgroup is easy 
to transport when a natural disaster such as an earthquake with a high magnitude dam-
ages an area and destroys the houses in that area. Probably, the first essential thing 
that must be sent to that area is the post-disaster houses in which the earthquake 
victims can live. Therefore, in designing these houses, prefabricated houses should be 
considered as an easy transportation item so that a large number of houses can be 
transported in a semi-truck (Humanitarian Shelter and Settlements Guidelines, 2017). 
The second subgroup is easy to set-up. As explained in the previous subgroup, setting 
up a prefabricated house in a short time is one of the advantages of such housing units 
that would be a big plus in design. The third subgroup is persistency against seasonal 
conditions. Post-disaster housing units must be highly resistant to changing seasons 
such as snow, rain, tornadoes, floods and etc. In addition, they must be fully compatible 
with their surrounding environment ( emergency.unhcr.org, 2013). The fourth subgroup 
is integration with service systems. After a natural disaster, the house service system 
for the proposed units should be the same as ordinary houses, such as electricity, water 
services, and air conditioning required by the residents. The fifth subgroup is building 
and ground adaption. It is apparent that prefabricated houses should always be built on 
flatlands and topographies, but in exceptional cases, the building and ground on which it 
will be erected must be in harmony and balance even when the unit is placed on uneven 
places. The sixth and last subgroup is reusability, the most important item in evaluating 
post-disaster houses. Reuse of these houses after each disaster is a must. They should 
have a good service system for several years and a long period (Félix, Branco, & Feio, 
2013). 

Table 4.  The evaluation of temporary post-earthquake housing typologies according to the construction 
performance criteria.

 Excellent  Good  Moderate  Bad  Very-bad

Samples
Easy to 
set-up

Easy to 
transport

Reusability
Building and 

ground adaption
Integration with 
service systems

Hexagon Hex house

Rectangle

New York post-
disaster 

Ablenock

IKEA

Tentative

Hemi-
sphere

Abeer seykali

Ice-age shelter

Cylindrical O-pad shelter
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8 Structural performance

After the construction phase, evaluating the structural performance of the prefabri-
cated house is significant because examining the durability and resistance of this type 
of house to the expected loads, is one of the most important issues. This parameter is 
divided into 4 subgroups. The first subgroup is strength against earthquake loads. In 
the discussion of evaluating the performance of the unit against earthquakes, one of 
the important and basic components is weight. In this manner, lightweight units have 
a great effect on contracting with earthquake loads. The second subgroup is strength 
and stability against wind loads/ pressures. Note that post-disaster housing units usu-
ally possess lesser weights that may lead to stability problems when wind effects are 
not well studied. The third subgroup is performance against snow loads. Increasing the 
slope of the roof of this type of houses, results in lesser snow accumulations. In fact, 
worse performance would be expected for flat roofs, since resistance against snow 
loading is reduced. However, it is prevalent that flat roofs could also be safe when the 
roof system is well engineered for snow accumulations. Scoring is done not only ac-
cording to the slope and load of snow but also according to the structural system and 
material strength of these types of houses. As such housing units are temporary, lower 
safety factors (or higher allowable stresses) could be allowed in structural design since 
the expected natural loads may not be that much high when considering the lifetime of 
these units.

Table 5.  The evaluation of temporary post-earthquake housing typologies according to structural 
performance criteria.

9 Conclusions

Post-disaster homes are divided into 4 types, among which temporary housing is the 
best choice for long-term and optimal use for earthquake victims being the homeless. 
To better understand the design of this type of housing unit, 8 cases from temporary 
housing types all around the world are examined with all features such as structural in-

 Excellent  Good  Moderate  Bad  Very-bad

Samples
Durability against 

EQ loads
Durability against 

wind loads
Durability against 

snow loads

Hexagon Hex house

Rectangle

New York post disaster house

Ablenock

IKEA

Tentative

Hemi-sphere
Abeer seykali

Ice-age shelter

Cylindrical O-pad shelter
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formation, type of plans, area, country of manufacture, and other physical features. The 
results and recommendations obtained in this study are summarized below:
Four general assessments are recognized and listed as user’s expectation, physical per-
formance, construction performance, and structural performance. Each general assess-
ment consists of some sub-assessments that explain and evaluate each case studies. 
In the user’s expectation part, the New York post-disaster home is the best option than 
other case studies since it has a high-performance level in terms of safety, thermal 
comfort, security, ergonomics, and identity. In addition, this system also shows rela-
tively good performance in the case of privacy and flexibility.
Considering physical performance, the New York post-disaster home is the optimum 
choice among the listed case studies since it has a high-performance level in terms of 
thermal, wind, water, sound performance, and fire resistance. Also, the system shows 
relatively good performance in the case of moisture and solar performance.
As for the construction performance, Abelnock home displays a better performance 
than other case studies since it has high-performance level in terms of easy to trans-
port, building and ground adaption, and integration with service systems.
O-pad home option is the best solution for structural performance since, it has high-
performance level in terms of strength/overall stability against earthquake, wind, and 
snow loads.
Evaluation results of the design, physical, construction, and structural properties of the 
applied post-earthquake houses are important for the development (or improvement) 
of future’s post-earthquake houses. Considering these results in new applications it will 
help the designer to use available resources rationally. By this way, comfort and security 
of residential users can be guaranteed at the best level.
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Abstract
The earthquake in Zagreb on March 22, 2020 damaged many buildings, most of which were 
masonry and constructed before the use of earthquake-resistant construction regulations. That 
quake indicated the need for strengthening masonry buildings for seismic action. Seismic forces 
are mostly carried by the in-plane shear walls. Therefore, the main problem is proper calculation 
of the required strengthening of the in-plane shear walls and solving the strengthening details, 
but not only locally, at the level of individual walls, but also at the level of the whole building, 
to properly cover all mechanisms of masonry failure and transferring seismic forces to the 
foundation soil. 
The paper presents the most common methods of calculation of in-plane shear wall strengthening 
with a review of details that are not sufficiently well clarified or are neglected, i.e., poorly used in 
practice. In addition to the calculation of strengthening of masonry with the reinforced concrete 
layer (shotcrete) and dowels, modern methods of strengthening are considered, using FRP fabrics 
or plates and FRCM systems. As these calculation methods are not implemented in the existing 
codes, various recommendations are used based on similar assumptions, but with different 
input parameters and safety factors that affect the calculation result and that should be properly 
interpreted and used in the calculation. 

Key words: masonry, shear strengthening, shotcrete, dowels, FRP, FRCM
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1 Introduction

The earthquake in Zagreb on March 22, 2020 damaged many buildings, most of which 
were masonry buildings and constructed before the use of earthquake-resistant con-
struction regulations. The magnitude of the main earthquake was 5.5 according to 
Richter, followed by another magnitude 5.0 and several smaller ones that occurred in 
the days after. The epicentre was 7 km from the centre of Zagreb, around Markuše-
vac. The old town (Upper and Lower town) and the suburbs of Čučerje and Markuševec 
suffered the most.
The buildings in the city centre are typical masonry structures built in the late 19th and 
early 20th century. They are built of solid brick, masonry is unreinforced, the ceiling 
structures are wooden beams, and the roof is a wooden structure covered with tiles. 
Buildings that exceeded its service life, were constructed before seismic regulations and 
were poorly or inadequately maintained, suffered the most.
That earthquake indicated the need for strengthening masonry buildings for seismic 
action. In masonry buildings seismic forces are mostly carried by the in-plane shear 
walls. Proper calculation of the required strengthening of such shear walls is the main 
challenge. Shear walls should have been considered not only locally, at the level of in-
dividual walls, but also at the level of the whole building, to properly cover all mechani-
sms of masonry failure and transferring seismic forces to the foundation soil. Also, the 
strengthening details are very important.

2 In-plane strength of unreinforced masonry walls

Unreinforced masonry walls can fail in-plane due to loss of stability as a rigid body, due 
to sliding, diagonal cracking or toe crushing coupled with horizontal cracking (figure 1). 
Rigid body instability occurs if the resultant of vertical and horizontal forces falls outside 
an area of the wall. This type of failure is characteristic of elements with very low ver-
tical pressure or structures without sufficient connection to the horizontal elements. 
Example of such an element are freestanding chimneys or parts of chimneys above the 
roof structure.
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Figure 1. Failure modes: a) loss of stability, b) diagonal failure, c) bending failure, d) sliding failure 

Sliding is usually described by a Mohr-Coulomb failure model:

 (1)

Strength of a member depends on the initial shear strength fv0 (cohesion), roughness of 
the surface μ (coefficient of friction) and vertical pressure sd. This model is given in HRN 
EN 1998-3 [1], where it is the only considered model of shear failure. Shear capacity of 
the wall can be determined by:

 (2)

where γRd is the partial safety factor for the resistance, Lc is the length of the masonry 
in compression and tw is wall thickness. This type of failure occurs at higher vertical 
pressures than the loss of stability and it is characterized by the sliding of a body along 
a bed joint. This type of failure is characteristic of elements with low vertical pressure. 
Example of such an element are parts of chimneys below the roof structure, walls on 
higher storeys and single storey buildings.
Diagonal cracking is described by either a Turnšek-Čačovič [2] or Mann-Müller [3] failu-
re model. The two models differ in the way diagonal crack is formed. Turnšek-Čačovič 
model considers that a failure occurs when the principal diagonal stress reaches tensile 
strength which is given with:
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 (3)

Tensile strength of a member depends on the average vertical compressive stress s0, 
geometry factor b (b = h/L, but in between 1 and 1,5), wall height h and total length L and 
shear stress t. Shear capacity of the wall can be determined by the following expression:

 (4)

This type of failure is usually more suited for irregular masonry, where a straight diago-
nal crack can form. It is also suitable for regular masonry with weak masonry units (such 
as adobe or unfired clay brick) and strong mortar (such as cement). 
Mann-Müller model considers that a failure occurs in a stair-stepped shape, which is 
characteristic of regular masonry with weak mortar (such as lime mortar) and strong 
masonry elements (such as stone or fired clay bricks). Shear capacity in stepped failure 
can be determined by the expression:

 (5)

where μj is the local coefficient of friction of the joint, if there is no more accurate data, 
it is given with a value of 0,6, φ is the clamping coefficient (the ratio of the height of the 
wall element and the average length of the overlap of the two wall elements). The load-
bearing capacity limit at stepped failure is:

 (6)

Where fbt is the tensile strength of the wall element. Diagonal types of failure are cha-
racteristic of elements with a medium level of vertical pressure. An example of such an 
element are walls on the lower storeys of a structure. Figure 2a) presents stair-stepped 
shape of diagonal failure, while figure 2b) presents straight diagonal failure of masonry 
wall in shear.
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Figure 2. Diagonal tension failure modes: a) stepped b) „straight“ [5]

Diagonal failure modes are more common in older masonry, so the currently valid stan-
dard HRN EN 1996-1-1 [4] does not consider this failure mode. The standard HRN EN 
1998-3 [1] also does not consider this failure mode, but in the draft versions of the next 
generation of this standard, these failure modes are considered as mainly relevant for 
existing masonry. 
Toe crushing may occur at high levels of vertical pressure and it is also described in [1]. 
Due to a combination of bending and axial pressure, the ends of a wall crush. Detailed 
discussion and explanation of each of the in-plane failure modes may be found in [5].

3 Strengthening of walls with non-metallic reinforcement

Although no guidelines are given in [1], non-metallic reinforcement may be used to 
strengthen the in-plane strength of masonry elements. FRP strips or FRCM meshes 
are usually used. Italian guidelines exist for design of FRP, CNR-DT 200 R1/2013 [6] 
and FRCM, CNR-DT 215/2018 [7] strengthening. Non-metallic reinforcement has some 
advantages, such as durability and better compatibility with masonry, but also disad-
vantages such as lower capacity and ductility and higher price. Although mentioned 
guidelines do provide a large amount of information and suggestions for the design of 
masonry strengthening solutions, some problems still exist. 
Most of the problems stem from the fact that not enough research exists on the beha-
viour of the materials and systems used. Performance of the system relies heavily on 
the quality of a construction process. Unskilled labour, usage of the wrong materials or 
the improper technique could lead to unacceptable behaviour of the system. 
For example, guidelines lack information on some of the commonly used materials throu-
ghout Europe, such as standard fired clay bricks, for which some of the parameters are not 
quantified (namely, safety factors for the calculation of bond length of FRP system). Regar-
ding bond length, it is not clear how anchors or bends affect the required anchorage length.
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It is also not clear from the guidelines which type of failure is avoided by a specific 
system. For example (figure 3), providing horizontal FRP strips with vertical spacing 
between them can lead to shear sliding failure between the two strips (since that part 
is not strengthened). It is not clear from the guidelines whether vertical strips provided 
at the wall ends contribute to shear sliding capacity, and to what extent. FRP material 
is not meant to provide dowel action if the fibres are longitudinal, so its effectiveness in 
that respect is questionable. 

Figure 3. Sliding failure mode on the wall strengthened with horizontal strips

Regarding the spacing of the provided strips pf, it is not clear from the guidelines what 
is the maximum allowable spacing to ensure proper behaviour. Some guidelines should 
be made, to at least have one strip per possible crack position. Assuming a crack propa-
gation at a 45° angle this would mean:

 (7)

Expression (7) is not given in the norm, but it is the assumption of the authors. A similar 
recommendation was given in ACI 440.2R-02 [8] for the strengthening of RC elements 
where the maximum clear distance between the two strips is df / 4, where df is the 
distance from the most stressed strengthening fibre in tension and the most stressed 
masonry fibre in compression. 
Expression (7) should be modified for masonry depending on morphology, masonry 
type and element thickness. The authors are not familiar with such an expression. Alt-
hough in practical application, this condition is probably met, it is important to ensure 
that a possible crack is retained by at least one strip (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Sliding failure mode on the wall strengthened with horizontal strips

It is also questionable if such a failure (sliding) can occur in a realistic structure with a 
box-type behaviour, since the walls perpendicular to the sliding wall could slow down 
or possibly stop the sliding. If such a failure is possible, vertical strips or meshes should 
be properly anchored. Strengthening elements can either be continuous over the height 
of the structure and anchored into the footing or properly anchored at the storey level 
if they are not continuous. The anchoring is not sufficiently described and no provisions 
for either detailing or calculation of such elements exist. It is probably better to provide 
diagonal anchorage, rather than a straight vertical one since the material is strongest in 
tension (figure 5).

Figure 5. Anchoring of FRCM meshes through the ceiling structure
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For systems to be effective for in-plane strengthening, other failure types should be 
avoided, and box-type behaviour ensured beforehand. The connection between the 
walls and between the wall and the floor should be carefully examined. The number, 
spacing and depth of an anchor can significantly influence the effectiveness of the 
connection. Although some guidelines do exist on the depth and the spacing of the 
anchors at the middle of the wall, it is not entirely clear as to what changes, if anything, 
at the connection of the two walls. Since the research is scarce, it is not yet clear what 
is the optimal layout of the anchors.
Since unreinforced masonry usually has a low capacity, significant strengthening is nee-
ded to ensure a satisfying level of reliability. For that reason, installing more than one 
layer may seem reasonable. Since more layers of the mesh can lead to the degradation 
of the bond, the effectiveness of multiple layers is questionable, especially if all of them 
are not anchored. This problem is not addressed in [7], although multiple layers of mesh 
seem to be allowed. Since [7] allows installing FRCM mesh without any anchors if the 
mesh is provided on both sides of a wall, it seems unconservative to provide more than 
one FRCM mesh on each side.
It is also not clear what allowable strain in the FRCM mesh should be used in a practical 
wall since a higher value is allowed where no debonding may occur. Since the capacity 
is defined for the whole wall, which usually has parts where debonding may occur and 
parts where it is not possible, it is not clear as to what value should be considered for a 
specific wall.
As the test determined the adhesion at the anchorage point, in the area far enough 
from the anchorage point the allowed deformation can be increased by 50  % according 
to [7] because the separation of the mesh can also occur at the places away from the 
anchorage (but at higher deformation). Of course, if the separation deformation is gre-
ater than that in which the tensile failure of the fibres εu,f occurs, then εu,f is taken as the 
allowable deformation. 
Figure 5a) shows a sketch of a wall without openings and the area where minor defor-
mation is allowed is obliquely hatched (in [7] it is not defined which is the exact area 
where minor deformation is allowed, but the author’s assumption is that it is an area < 
30 cm from all ends of the mesh because it is the bond length according to [7]). It can be 
seen from Figure 5a) that for this specific case a large part of the mesh cutting the crack 
can be activated to a greater deformation (the shaded area is small). 
Figure 5b) shows a wall with an opening near the edge. For this specific case a higher 
allowable deformation is acceptable only for the part of the wall to the right of the ope-
ning, while for the part to the left of the opening as well as the lintel the lower value is 
relevant. Accordingly, it is necessary to determine the allowable deformation based on 
the geometry of the wall and the expected location of the crack.
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Figure 6. Display of areas with allowable deformations: a) example 1; b) example 2 [5]

4 Strengthening of walls with metallic reinforcement

Metallic reinforcement is widely used to strengthen the masonry elements. The most 
common methods of strengthening include shotcrete, stitching, adding concrete tie ele-
ments, or adding new walls.
These methods usually require more work and invasiveness in comparison with the 
non-metallic solutions. Since reinforced concrete is significantly stiffer than existing 
walls, a connection between the two materials might be problematic.
Shotcrete can be made on one or both sides of a wall with a thickness of around 5 cm 
per layer. This has a disadvantage of adding a lot of mass to the structure. An important 
problem is ensuring compatibility of materials because of significantly stiffer concrete 
parts. In most cases this means that the concrete part of the wall will provide almost 
all of the capacity and stiffness, while the vertical load is concentrated on the masonry 
part. Masonry part of the wall may crush significantly at failure. Another important thing 
is to ensure vertical continuity of the shotcrete wall and anchor it to the existing foun-
dations. This might be a problem for internal walls.
The procedure of determining the thickness of the shotcrete layer is iterative because 
both seismic force and resistance depend on the thickness of the shotcrete layer. Since 
concrete is significantly stiffer than masonry, providing shotcrete only on some walls 
may change the global response of the structure and its eigenvectors. It may also lead 
to uneven requirements across the structure, meaning energy will dissipate on fewer 
members and high demand may arise on the connection of shotcrete walls with floors.
Similar problem arises if new walls are made.
If new tie elements are provided, the question of its connection to the existing walls is 
questionable. Many existing walls have irregularities which make it hard to take out parts 
of them where concrete may be inserted. Depending on the type of floor, connection of 
tie columns with the floor may be more or less complex. Tie beams may be hard to cast.
Stitching is simple and not as invasive as the other mentioned methods, but it only 
increases the diagonal failure capacity.
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5 Conclusion

The paper shows the methods of calculating the load-bearing capacity of the masonry 
to the in-plane shear and presents the most common methods of calculation of in-pla-
ne shear wall strengthening. The review of details that are not sufficiently well clarified 
or are neglected, i.e., poorly used in practice are also given. In addition to the calcu-
lation of strengthening of masonry with the reinforced concrete layer (shotcrete) and 
dowels, modern methods of strengthening are considered, using FRP fabrics or plates 
and FRCM systems. 
As these calculation methods are not implemented in the existing codes, various re-
commendations are used based on similar assumptions, but with different input para-
meters and safety factors that affect the calculation result and that should be properly 
interpreted and used in the calculation.
Some doubts or insufficiently defined parameters that designers encounter during the 
calculation are highlighted. It is important to highlight such problems and to stimulate 
discussion in the scientific and professional community in order to improve and clarify 
the recommendations for the implementation of such calculations. This research is a 
part of the scientific project “ARES” which is described more in detail in [9]. The ear-
thquakes that occurred in the Republic of Croatia in 2020 indicated a great need to bring 
the methods of strengthening masonry closer to engineers in practice.
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Abstract
In 2020 the Republic of Croatia was hit by two strong earthquakes and a number of weaker ones 
that followed. The first strong earthquake occurred in March (5,2 Richter) with the epicenter in 
Zagreb, the capital of the Republic of Croatia. The center of the city, which consists of structures 
built during the transition from 19th to 20th century, was heavily damaged, as well as many family 
houses in the suburban area. The load bearing structure of the damaged buildings is mostly built 
out of brick with wooden beams, this was not built taking into account possible dynamic stresses 
nor the effect of horisontal force on buildings [1]. In many buildings the tenants have left and 
looked for alternative accomodation. In the preliminary inspections of the buildings, the following 
was determined [2]: inoperable 1.311 buildings; temporarily inoperable 4.896 buildings; operable 
18.790 buildings. The city center is densely populated (14.956 people/km²) and according to the 
latest population census it counts c. 68.000 people [3]. In the city center many public purpose 
buildings have been damaged (schools, university, kindergardens, courts, administrative 
buildings, museums, churches, hospitals...) and multistorey buildings, many of which are culturally 
protected historic buildings (or are located in a zone of such protection), whilst the suburban area 
mostly consists of family houses [4]. The status of the buildings - multistorey buildings were not 
maintained (including public purpose buildings), as a consequence of poor maintenance dating 
back to the times of socialism (buildings are mostly uninsured and people socially mixed) and the 
effect of the earthquake which caused significant borderline damage. From the aforementioned 
it can be observed that many buildings have suffered significant damage during the earthquake, 
and could collapse at a moment’s notice, and that the typology of the buildings is extremely 
heterogenous, ranging from family houses to culturally protected historic buildings. Afterwards 
and close to the time of registering this paper, there has been another, stronger earthquake (6,2 
Richter) in the Sisačko-moslavačka region which caused a lot of damage and loss of human life. 
This earthquake has also affected Zagreb due to its proximity of 58 km. In this situation, the 
typology of buildings is completely different and consists mostly of family houses. There are 
42.557 buildings registered for inspection [5].

Key words: earthquakes, reconstruction, strategy, goals, legal framework
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1 Strategy and goals of the reconstruction

Based on significant experience, starting with the reconstruction of Dubrovnik after a 
strong earthquake (in 1979) and Ston (in 1996) and the large post-war reconstruction 
(1996 – 2005), flooding (in 2015) and landslides (in 2017) which occurred in the Repub-
lic of Croatia, as well as knowledge of foreign natural disasters [6] [7] [8], reconstruc-
tion goals have been set strategically after the latest earthquakes. The analysis of the 
damage and the general status of the buildings were pointing to a great potential of 
danger of collapsing for a great number of buildings in a densely populated part of the 
city with and exodus of a greater number of people, this required quick action following 
the 4R principle (Rapid Response, Rapid Repair [9]). Following the choice of such strate-
gic direction, the short-term and long-term goals were set:
a)  Short-term goals – rapid reconstruction of buildings which have lost their minimal 

earthquake resistance ability taking into account their orignal date of construction, 
in order to protect the health and lives of the users of these buildings, but also pas-
sersby.

b)  Long-term goals – protection of the historical urban totality of the city, total re-
construction of public purpose buildings and culturally protected historic buildings, 
programs for total reconstruction of the urban totality of the City of Zagreb.

There are many challenges when it comes to a rapid reconstruction of a great number 
of multistorey buildings which stem from the heritage of problematic interowner rela-
tionships (predominant situation: one flat – one owner), unsolved ownership statuses, 
unregistered ownership documentation, etc. Furthermore, it is imporant to keep in mind 
the inefficient (and undercapacitated) companies which manage buildings, low funds on 
the accounts of buildings, social mix of tenants (the same building houses extremely 
rich and poor tenants) as well as a number of situations of mixed purpose buildings. One 
must not also forget the unprofessional remodelling in buildings, which people have 
done throughout the past.
With such a picture of state, rapid reconstruction of thousands of buildings with thou-
sands of tenants is only possible with a clear vertical government organisation. The cost 
estimate of the basic reconstruction is EUR 5,6 bn. Due to heritage, financial govern-
ment support is necessary. 

2 Legal framework for the reconstruction

The Ministry of Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets has immediately after 
the earthquake created an analysis and stretegy for the reconstruction and has started 
working on the creation of the legal framework. The buildings could not be left to the co-
owners alone to reconstruct depending on their mutual agreement and financial ability. 
The buildings represent a danger to the lives and health of their users and passersby.
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On the basis of all experience (legal / organisational / construction), the Law for the 
reconstruction of buildings was initially written taking the 4R principle into account and 
was aimed to be legislated utilising urgent procedures so that the summer time could 
be used for the construction work. Unfortunately, the stated key elements were not 
implemented and with that the Law [10] was legislated in full procedure which will sig-
nificantly delay the reconstruction.
The Law regulates a number of questions regarding the financing of the reconstruction, 
the decision of reconstruction, replacement and temporary accomodation, minimum 
necessary experience of engineers, shortened procedures in construction, process con-
trol, etc. and there are two possibilites for reconstruction: self-reconstruction for those 
who can organise on their own in order to decrease the pressure on the government-
organised reconstruction which envisages a refund for the justified costs; and the gov-
ernment-organised reconstruction. It is up to the owners in both cases to finance the 
costs of the interior and exterior repair for which it is aimed to set up a special program 
of help as a next step. What is more, there are also bylaws for the purpose of the recon-
struction in which the procedures are detailed, and which do not have to undergo a long 
procedure of legislation such as a law would.

3 Conclusion 

Natural disasters of the highest intesity, especially earthquakes, affect a large number 
of people and there are damages to structures. In any case, there are many open ques-
tions with regards to human life and material damage. Globally, a lot of experience has 
been accumulated on the topic over the years and it is important to apply them taking 
local specifics into account. In such a situation, it is necessary that the economy, profes-
sion and politics act in a synergy, more than ever before.
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Abstract
Paper summarises post disaster recovery practice in Serbia in the last decade. In the last few 
years (2015 - 2020) in the Republic of Serbia, several important documents (laws, bylaw, official 
instructions and risk assessment reports) have been adopted, which represent the basis for future 
methodology for assessing damage from natural and other disasters. Assessment of the building 
structures represents the most important step, and requires involvement of various engineering 
fields, that has been seen during recent disaster events like Kraljevo Earthquake (2010) and Floods 
(2014). In conclusion, the regional institutional cooperation has been stressed as important factor 
considering similar seismological, geological, hydrological conditions and building practice. 
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1 Introduction 

The territory of Serbia is highly vulnerable to various types of natural hazards. Serbia is 
located in the central area of the Balkans and all enumerated geotectonic forms of Afri-
can convergence and Eurasian plates have a direct or indirect impact on active tectonics 
in its area and thus on seismicity.
In May 2014, Serbia suffered the most severe flooding in 120 years. The disaster af-
fected 22 % of the total population and was estimated to have cost 4.8 % of Serbia’s GDP. 
As illustration of the impact of the floods, it caused the Serbian economy to contract 
by 1.8 % in 2014, in contrast with a projected growth of 0.5 %. Additionally, 30 % of the 
country is at risk from landslides. The Average Annual Loss (AAL) from droughts alone is 
estimated at 1.4 % of the country’s GDP. 
With two disasters in different seasons of the same year, 2014, and obvious signs of cli-
mate change over a period of years, it was clear that changes were necessary in Serbian 
institutional, strategic and legal framework regarding disaster risk management. Ser-
bia needs to shift focus from being reactive, responding when disaster occurs, to being 
proactive, focused on preventive activities and risk-informed planning and investments. 
The National Strategy for Protection and Rescue had been adopted in 2012, however 
it was not followed by an Action plan that would secure its implementation. Based on 
Strategy goals, lessons learned in 2014 floods and based on the Sendai 2015-2030 
Framework, the Government adopted the National Disaster Risk Management Program 
in December 2014, as a comprehensive program for disaster resilience. This program 
aims to be an umbrella framework to coordinate and implement activities and channel 
funds related to reducing and managing risks in Serbia. 
One of the main specific purposes of the Program is to build a national disaster risk 
management system with the necessary capacity and clear responsibilities to reduce 
the existing risks, to avoid the creation of future risks, and respond more efficiently 
to disasters. “Strike while the iron is hot” had been in mind of the decision makers, 
as the disaster events provided the opportunity to improve and systematize disaster 
risk management in Serbia. Thanks to the Program, Serbia has advanced the Disaster 
Risk Management agenda in the country by revisiting existing practices and introducing 
new approaches. The Program will support the government’s efforts to better comply 
with the EU Acquis, notably the Water Framework Directive and the Flood Directive, 
Climate Change Directive related to adaptation to changing weather conditions, and the 
Civil Protection Directive. It will not only aim to foster solutions at local and/or national 
scale, but will also help strengthen the regional platforms for cooperation and river ba-
sin management necessary to manage water and floods in the trans-boundary river 
basins, of which Serbia controls only parts (Danube river, Sava, Drina, Tisza, etc.).
At the end of 2015, the National Assembly has passed the Law on Recovery Following 
Natural and Other Disasters that became a standard for any disasters that can strike 
the country. At the same time, the Office for Reconstruction and Flood Relief was trans-
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formed into The Public Investment Management Office. Having completed the recon-
struction after the 2014 floods, the Flood Relief Office was transformed from an ad hoc 
body into a permanent one with broader competences.
The Action plan for implementation of National DRM Program for period 2017-2020 
was adopted by the Government in March 2017. The preparation of the Action plan 
was coordinated by the Public Investment Management Office (PIMO) with participa-
tion of all line miniseries, special organisations, local self-governments, NGO’s, and 
other stakeholders in the country. Along with the Action plan, Disaster Risk Financing 
Program has also been adopted. Two years after the disaster, Serbia has a consensus-
based plan detailing measures, expected results and activities to prepare for respond to 
and recover from disasters resulting from natural and manmade hazards.
Serbia have a comprehensive disaster risk management system in place, meaning 
that a solid inter-institutional coordination system is established, resilient to disasters 
casused by natural and man-made hazards. The action plan will be inclusive, gendered, 
and will address the needs, people with disabilities and vulnerable groups such as chil-
dren and the elderly. The components are set in line with the four priorities of the Sendai 
Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030.
Going forward, a Law on Disaster Risk Reduction and Crisis Management has been de-
veloped, based on international standards, the Sendai Framework and the experience 
that Serbian institutions had gained in severe disasters of 2014. After a comprehensive 
discussion among all stakeholders and public hearings completed in December 2017, 
the Law on DRR has been officialy adopted in 2018 [3]. 

2 Institutional framework 

Public invesment managment office (former Office for Reconstruction and Flood Relief) 
was established after the floods in 2014 as an operative (not political) national authority 
for relief and recovery. Key responsibilities of the Public investment management office 
are:
 - Data collection, processing and verification
 - Drafting of National Recovery Programs by sectors (including detailed information on 

damages, proposed measures and cost estimates)
 - Fundraising (Office as the key focal point for donors and lenders) 
 - Coordination of aid disbursement 
 - Supervision of implementation (including public procurement)
 - Approval of payments
 - Ensuring transparency through reporting (to the Government, general public and do-

nors)

Damage assessment in Republic of Serbia is defined in the following procedure: the lo-
cal self-government unit shall without delay form the required number of commissions 
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that assess the damage caused after natural and other disasters on citizens’ property 
in accordance with the act regulating the uniform methodology for assessing damage 
from natural and other disasters, adopted by the Government.
The local self-government unit takes care of the uniform and harmonized application 
of the act on the unique methodology for the assessment of damage from natural and 
other disasters. 

Figure 1. Government response to natural disasters 

Damage assessment verification is defined by law in the following manner: the Public 
Investment Management Office verifies the damage assessment performed by com-
missions formed by the local self-government unit. 
Article 17 of the Serbian law [2] defines verification process as an expert procedure 
which implies confirmation of the correctness and accuracy of the damage assessment 
performed by the commissions formed by the local self-government unit, based on the 
act on the unique methodology for the assessment of damage from natural and other 
disasters.
The Public investment management office organizes the procedure of verification of the 
damage assessment and determines its scope. If irregularities are found in the verifi-
cation procedure, the Public investment management Office will inform the local self-
government unit with binding instructions on how to correct the irregularities. If the 
irregularities are large, the Office will take over the organization of the damage assess-
ment at the expense of the local self-government unit.
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3 Larger disasters in last decade 

3.1 Kraljevo Earthquake 2010

The 2010 Serbia earthquake [7] (also referred to as the Kraljevo earthquake) occurred 
on 3 November in central Serbia just several kilometres from Kraljevo. The earthquake 
had a magnitude of 5.5 and a maximum Mercalli intensity of VII. In figure 1. is shown 
comparison of this event to other events in Serbia since 1978 in terms of damage and 
casualties. 
The findings of Marinkovic et al. [1] shown there were no major bottlenecks in the 
Kraljevo recovery process. One reason was the slow rate of funding that stretched the 
duration of the repairs. 
The second reason is that the earthquake did not cause large volumes of construction 
work that could not be absorbed by the local construction resource capacities. The only 
observed bottleneck in handing out construction materials was resolved by giving the 
homeowners a choice between picking up materials at the central warehouse or receiv-
ing money to buy materials elsewhere. To plan future recovery efforts, it is essential to 
estimate the quantities of repair work in different earthquake scenarios and compare 
them to the local construction capacity. If bottlenecks are anticipated, the funding rate 
can be adjusted to match the possible rate of recovery or, with the help of the govern-
ment, resources from other regions of the country can be mobilized.

Figure 2. The strongest earthquake events in Serbia since 1978 

If sufficient funding is immediately available, the recovery process can be shortened, 
but not beyond the ability to parallelize construction operations, and supply the required 
material, equipment and manpower considering the seasonal nature of construction 
work. This event, considering that mayor damage has occurred in one municipality 
stayed “local scale”, that beside plenty of advantages, shown several important dis-
advantages, primary in terms of control and verification of technical data and financial 
documents. 

3.2 Floods and landslides 2014

Contrary to Kraljevo earthquake, the floods and landslides in 2014 affected 24 munici-
palities. The methodology for assessment [5] that was utilised involves collecting avail-
able secondary information from different Government and private sources, verified 
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and supplemented by field visits by the assessment teams, to estimate the value and 
extent of physical assets destroyed and the changes in production flows of all affected 
activities. The all 24 municipalities were included in the assessment, which represent 
the most affected geopolitical subdivisions, as defined by the Government and extrapo-
lations were later on conducted to expand the estimations to other, less affected locali-
ties. In addition to the field visits, special sample surveys of formal and informal indus-
trial and commercial establishments were conducted to obtain first-hand information 
on damage, losses and needs, as well as to estimate the possible impact of the disaster 
on livelihoods, employment and income losses of the labour force. Table 1 summarises 
the results of conducted assessment.

Table 1. Post disaster needs in Serbia Floods 2014 (World Bank document)

Although in 2014 the larger area has been affected, the damage assessment and recov-
ery process has been conducted in more consequent manner in comparison to Kraljevo 
Earthquake 2010. In parallel with the recovery, during 2014-2016 capacity building of 
local self-governments has been initiated, that is added value for local resilience. This 
fact stresses the importance of proper institutional framework in emergency situations. 
The sector for emergency management, Ministry of Interior as a central institution sig-
nificantly has improved its capacities in both analytic and operative departments. 
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4 Technical questionnaires for damage report 

The quality of all above listed data for any type of hazard depends strongly on quality 
and uniformity of damage assessment (in terms of engineering loss on building struc-
tures). At this moment, not many official damage questionnaires exist, and existing 
ones are not adopted in form of mobile phone application most suitable for quick data 
processing and georeferencing through the GIS platforms. The additional issue are in-
ternal procedures and specificities of several public companies (Public enterprise Roads 
of Serbia, Public enterprise Electric Power of Serbia, Serbia water authority…) that have 
its own technical manuals that need to be compatible with overall damage assessment 
methodology. 

5 Conclusions

There are valuable improvements in the state of disaster risk reduction practice in Ser-
bia in last decade. The several important law and bylaws has been adopted, relevant 
institutions have been established and existing ones has been strengthened. This is 
solid basis for future development and better results in disaster risk prevention, and 
quick recovery. The next step is developing official Manuals for Economic Evaluation of 
hazard Control investment, as well as the various technical questionnaires for different 
types of buildings (houses, roads, dykes, energetic infrastructure…). 
The regional cooperation is essential considering similar seismological, geological, hy-
drological conditions of all countries as well as the similar language and culture. Efficient 
disaster risk management is based on partnership. Partnership among national institu-
tions, agencies, local self-governments, NGOs, private sector, academic institutions and 
communities. Disaster risk management cannot be the job for government only. For the 
system to be efficient, the whole society needs to be involved and have a role of its own. 
Coordination and collaboration is a challenge not only in Serbia but world-wide. Invest-
ing in resilience stays at the top of development agenda for the years to come.
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Abstract
Many European cities are facing problems of decline in parts of the urban fabric due to socio-
economic changes. Urban space is a ‘living tissue’ that is constantly changing due to numerous 
factors such as technological progress, demographic change, the need for housing and business 
space, etc. Just like any living organism, urban space experiences its ‘birth’, growth and decay. Urban 
decay is not only characterized by negative morphological or constructional elements, but also by 
negative socio-economic, cultural and economic processes. The neglected area mainly records 
a demographic decline, a change in the demographic structure, a socio-economic decline and a 
loss of attractiveness for economic investment. In order to avoid the final scenario of complete 
decay and decline of urban space, it is necessary to integrate urban revitalisation measures. 
The idea of   urban revitalisation is emphasized as a necessary need to return ‘life’ to neglected, 
stagnant or declining urban spaces. In most cases, urban revitalisation includes measures of 
socio-economic, cultural, ecological and economic revitalisation, which is why such a process is 
also called integrated urban revitalisation. The earthquakes that occurred in the spring and winter 
of 2020 in the wider Zagreb area further strengthened the need to solve the problem of urban 
renewal. Given that the area most affected by the first earthquake was the area of the Zagreb 
Urban Agglomeration, this paper aims to explore the basis and need for broadly integrated urban 
revitalisation. The paper describes the concept components of integrated urban revitalisation, 
which consists of the elements of urban renewal, brownfield regeneration, circular management 
of space and buildings and nature-based solutions (NBS). Implementation of these concepts was 
emphasized as necessary after the earthquake in 2020. These elements are presented in relation 
to the potential of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration and in accordance with the EU guidelines. The 
paper provides guidelines for a more advanced implementation of integrated urban revitalisation, 
which is much needed in the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration.

Key words:  integrated urban revitalisation, Zagreb Urban Agglomeration, Zagreb, earthquake, 
reconstruction, revitalisation, recommendations
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1 Introduction

Urban space is a ‘living tissue’ that is constantly changing due to numerous technologi-
cal, social, economic and environmental factors (such as technological progress, de-
mographic change, the need for residential and business space, the development of 
architectural styles, etc.). Just like a living organism, urban space experiences its ‘birth’, 
growth and decay. Urban decay has not only negative morphological or constructional 
elements, but it is also related to negative socio-economic, cultural and economic pro-
cesses. The neglected area mainly records a demographic decline, a change in the de-
mographic structure, socio-economic decline and a loss of attractiveness for economic 
investment.
In order to avoid the scenario of decay and decline of urban space, it is necessary to 
integrate measures of its ‘revival’ and ‘rebirth’. In the professional literature, many spa-
tial and strategic planners, politicians and other spatial development decision-makers 
call this process urban revitalisation. The idea of urban revitalisation is emphasized as a 
necessary need to return ‘life’ to neglected, stagnant or declining urban spaces. In most 
cases, urban revitalisation includes measures of socio-economic, cultural, ecological 
and economic revitalisation, which is why such a process is also called integrated urban 
revitalisation.
As in most countries that have gone through or are still going through the process of 
transition from socialist to market economy, there are areas in Croatia that once had 
intensive economic or social functions, but today they are experiencing a setback. The 
City of Zagreb and its wider environment, which is now considered its agglomeration, 
recorded an intense urban, economic and demographic development after the World 
War II, which is why numerous urban areas today are in need for integrated urban revi-
talisation. Through the establishment of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration, the idea of 
integrated urban revitalisation can become a very successful large-scale process, sup-
ported by the European Union funds and the mechanism of integrated territorial invest-
ments [1].
The Zagreb Urban Agglomeration extends through three counties in Croatia - the City 
of Zagreb, the Zagreb County and the Krapina-Zagorje County. The Agglomeration was 
organized in order to harmonize the further development of the area, which is char-
acterized by strong socio-economic interactions on a daily basis, large shares of daily 
migrants, large exchange of products and services and prominent functional interaction. 
The Zagreb Urban Agglomeration includes 30 units of local self-government, 11 cities 
and 19 municipalities, and the seat of the Agglomeration is the City of Zagreb [2]. It 
should be noted that the development indicators of cities and municipalities vary. These 
variations should be considered in further development planning in order to achieve 
greater equality, as well as awareness of the diversity of development opportunities.
Due to its long history of industrialization, the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration today re-
cords a large number of buildings, structures, spaces and urban units that are experi-
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encing urban stagnation and decay, characterized by a large number of neglected and 
abandoned locations. For example, in the recently published publication ‘Overview of 
brownfield areas of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration’ [3], a total of 84 locations were iden-
tified and evaluated on a total of 529.25 ha of area which need some form of revitalisa-
tion. Most locations were situated in the densely urbanized fabric of the City of Zagreb, 
but significant number of locations is also noted in other cities and municipalities of the 
Zagreb Urban Agglomeration. Such identification and evaluation are the foundation and 
priority of future integrated urban revitalisation. Interest in the renovation of brownfield 
sites is confirmed by the fact that by 2020, a large part of ITI funding was intended for 
the renovation and revitalisation of brownfield facilities. However, renewal of brown-
field infrastructure only is not sufficient. Approach to revitalisation needs to comprise a 
broader aspect of urban renewal as a process that includes factors of general economic, 
socio-economic, social and environmental development during the physical reconstruc-
tion and renovation of buildings and urban spaces. Integrated urban revitalisation can 
be considered through the goals of designing city centres, rebuilding neglected areas, 
improving housing conditions, solving traffic problems, building new public facilities, 
strengthening urban identity, circular management and the application of SMART solu-
tions. The consequences of the earthquake in March 2020 further emphasized the need 
for a more adequate approach to the integrated urban revitalisation of the Zagreb Urban 
Agglomeration.

2 Integrated urban revitalisation approach

The concept of integrated urban revitalisation was initiated in the previous financial pe-
riod of the European Union 2014-2020 as an idea of urban renewal or revitalisation 
that contributes to sustainable urban development through strengthening the social, 
economic and / or environmental characteristics of cities. This concept represents re-
structuring of neglected urban areas, individual city districts and / or buildings, and ar-
eas threatened by urban decay. This concept of integrated revitalisation is an incentive 
for renewal in market conditions in order to achieve the full potential of the land, and 
at the same time to achieve goals of economic, social and environmental development. 
Therefore, the goal of integrated urban revitalisation is not only to improve the existing 
physical infrastructure and / or space, but also to improve the general socio-economic 
environment. Due to the overlap of several goals and directions of development, re-
vitalisation should be approached in an integrated and intersectoral way. Sector-ori-
ented planning, which would contribute exclusively to the objectives of one element of 
sustainable development (economy, society or space) and which does not respect all 
spatially relevant social, economic and cultural factors of the target areas of interven-
tion, would result in unequal urban development which prefers one sector while others 
stagnate or regress [1]. An integrated approach in the development of revitalisation 
projects would ensure the nivelation of gentrification, which is a process of enhancing 
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socio-economic attractiveness of certain parts of the city but removing its cultural iden-
tity [4]. Also, it would avoid the consequences of social polarization [5]. In the long run, 
a sustainable approach to the problem of reconstruction and revitalisation after earth-
quake should involve the usage of the existing urban structure and buildings aiming to 
their preservation, while taking into account sustainability and environmental protec-
tion, application of new technological solutions and reduction of energy consumption. In 
order to define the concept of integrated urban revitalisation more clearly, the following 
graphic presentation combines five basic elements.

Figure 1. Elements of integrated urban revitalisation in the area of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration

2.1 Urban renewal

Urban renewal is the term most often used for the concept of long-term systematic 
transformation of individual parts of urban space. Čaldarović and Šarinić [6][6] state that 
urban renewal is an umbrella term consisting of the processes of urban regeneration, 
reconstruction and revitalisation, which are related to social, structural and functional 
change of a certain part of the city, encouraged by individual (private) or public initiatives 
or by their combination. According to CEMAT [7][7], urban renewal aims to improve a ne-
glected urban region by implementing large-scale projects related to housing, services, 
transport systems, recreation areas, etc. The costs of urban renewal are very high but 
they represent long-lasting and long-term investments.
Jukić et al. [8][8] state the reasons for initiating urban renewal projects, including: eco-
nomic transition; new way of life; standard and quality of life; age and dilapidation of 
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buildings; neglected housing stock; changes in the use of existing buildings; economic 
unsustainability of urban areas or housing stock; conversion and introduction of new 
facilities at brownfield sites and modernization of infrastructure. In the same study, im-
portant goals of urban renewal in the area of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration were 
identified, including: reconstruction of urban centres; restoration of neglected areas; 
condition improvement of the existing housing; solutions for substandard parts of cit-
ies, especially inner courtyards; preservation of a quality city fund; solution of traffic 
problems; construction of new public facilities; affirmation of existing and planning of 
new public spaces; circular economy and application of new technical approaches and 
technological solutions.

2.2 Circular management of spaces and buildings

In recent years, the idea of circular management of space and buildings has intensi-
fied. It considers the renovation and / or adaptation of existing neglected or underused 
spaces in order to avoid the expansion of urban areas and new construction on previ-
ously green areas. This idea is in line with European environmental initiatives such as 
the European Green Deal [9][9] and the ‘zero net-land take by 2050’ (the goal of striking a 
balance between building and regenerating natural spaces, i.e. avoiding new construc-
tion). The basic elements of circular management of space and buildings include the 
renovation of abandoned and / or neglected spaces and buildings, extension of their 
durability, planning of new buildings in accordance with the circular economy, increase 
in energy efficiency of buildings, reduction in construction waste, as well as finding so-
lutions to increase the use of space through time management of use. The Ministry 
of Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets and the Faculty of Architecture, 
University of Zagreb are in the process of drafting a national Program for the develop-
ment of circular management of space and buildings for the period 2021-2030 [10][10], 
which aims to develop sustainable, inclusive, safe and resilient cities by encouraging the 
reuse of buildings and spaces, while containing pre-defined elements. In the context of 
integrated urban revitalisation, the most interesting is the first special objective of the 
Program aimed at developing a methodology that will be used in determining the needs 
and possibilities of circular renovation of unused spaces and buildings, as well as zones. 
The same objective proposes the development of a model of intervention measures in 
space according to the criterion of coverage:
XL -  urban renewal of a part of the city, more functional units, revitalisation of demo-

graphically emptied areas, ensuring compliance with standards of inappropriately 
used built spaces 

L - urban renewal of a zone, one functional unit
M - abandoned buildings
S - individual abandoned spaces within the buildings in use
XS - measures to increase the intensity of the use of buildings.
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2.3 Green infrastructure (NBS)

In the area of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration, a significant lack of public green areas 
as well as problems of air pollution and heat islands have been recorded[2]. The solution 
is the integration of green infrastructure that offers a wide range of ecosystem services 
such as increasing air quality, creating space for recreation and adaptation and resilience 
to climate change. According to the definition of the European Commission [9], green 
infrastructure is a strategically planned network of natural and semi-natural areas with 
other environmental features, designed and managed to deliver a wide range of eco-
system services and functions such as water purification, air quality, space for recrea-
tion and climate mitigation and adaptation. A green infrastructure network can improve 
environmental conditions, and thus the health and quality of life of citizens. In parallel 
with the development of the circular management development program, the Ministry 
of Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets in cooperation with the Faculty of 
Architecture, University of Zagreb is in the process of developing a national Program 
for the development of green infrastructure in urban areas for the period 2021 to 2030 
[11]. The program aims to establish sustainable, resilient, safe, comfortable and orderly 
cities and municipalities in the Republic of Croatia. It will create the preconditions for a 
better life quality and health of citizens and contribute to sustainable social, economic 
and spatial development. The program has been developed in accordance with the Eu-
ropean Union Green Infrastructure Strategy[12] and the European Green Deal [9].

2.4 Brownfield revitalisation

One of the most important aims of integrated urban revitalisation of many cities is ad-
dressing the issue of brownfields in the spatial structure of urban areas. In the process 
of deindustrialization of urban spaces, a very small number of brownfields has been 
revitalized and converted, with unresolved property relations standing out as the most 
prominent obstacles [13]. Brownfield sites represent unused, underused or abandoned 
areas that have been affected by former land-use or the surrounding area. Such spaces 
represent an important resource of integrated urban revitalisation. Their renovation is in 
line with the goals of green development and circular management of space and build-
ings since they give new values to the already built land, while avoiding construction on 
natural and unbuilt soil. For the purposes of strategic development direction, Zagreb 
Urban Agglomeration Development Strategy for the period up to 2020 was developed 
in 2017 [2]. The Strategy recognized the importance of revitalisation of brownfield ar-
eas through measure 3.4.3. Restoration of brownfield sites. For the period until the end of 
2020, a financial allocation of ITI funds in the amount of 21 million euros was planned 
for the renovation of brownfield sites of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration.
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2.5 Post-earthquake reconstruction

Post-earthquake reconstruction is a long-term process that includes the preparation of 
temporary housing solutions for people whose homes have been damaged, damage as-
sessment, preparation of measures, development of rehabilitation and reconstruction 
plans, implementation of material damage rehabilitation, reconstruction of buildings 
and seismic strengthening of buildings. For example, Italy suffered a major earthquake 
in 2016 with great material damage, and a prompt reconstruction plan was drawn up 
that continues today [14]. The earthquake on March 22, 2020 hit the area of the Za-
greb Urban Agglomeration quite hard, causing great material damage to residential and 
public buildings. Most of the damaged buildings are located in the centre of the City of 
Zagreb (in the area of the historic urban core), which has been longing for integrated 
urban revitalisation for many years. At the same time, great damage was recorded on 
buildings of great importance for cultural heritage [15]. An additional earthquake that 
occurred in the Petrinja area in December 2020 caused further damage. These earth-
quakes confirmed the fact that the consequences and damage would be enormous if an 
earthquake of higher magnitude occurred in the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration. There-
fore, the need for seismic construction of new and renovation of old buildings (seismic 
strengthening of buildings) was emphasized[16]. Seismic retrofitting is a series of modi-
fications that can be carried out on existing buildings to make them more resistant to 
seismic activities and associated changes in the ground. The goals of seismic reinforce-
ment of buildings include increasing the safety of building users and citizens, increas-
ing the durability and stability of buildings, increasing the functionality of buildings, etc. 
[17].
In order to structure and organize the reconstruction of the damaged area, which in-
cludes the entire area of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration, the Act on the Reconstruction 
of Earthquake-damaged Buildings in the Territory of the City of Zagreb, Krapina-Zagorje 
County, Zagreb County, Sisak-Moslavina County and Karlovac County (OG 102/20, 
10/21) [18] as well as the Program of Reconstruction Measures for the Earthquake-
damaged Buildings in the area of the City of Zagreb, Krapina-Zagorje County, Zagreb 
County, Sisak-Moslavina County and Karlovac County (OG 17/21) [16] were adopted. 
Although being a prompt solution, there is a lack of structured strategic approach to the 
renewal and revitalisation of space, which includes elements of socio-economic, social, 
economic, architectural and other forms of development. However, it should be pointed 
out that the same Act[18] provides foundation for the development of a Program for the 
complete restoration of the historic urban core of the City of Zagreb, but not for the 
other areas of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration that also need a planned and strategic 
approach to revitalisation.
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3 EU guidelines 

The European Union, through its legislation and strategic directions, encourages the 
Member States to adopt the concepts of sustainable development. The incentives are 
largely related to the co-financing of projects through multiannual financial frame-
works. The European Union has started the implementation of the new multiannual fi-
nancial framework 2021-2027. One of the preconditions for the allocation of funds and 
the agreement between the EU and the Republic of Croatia is the drafting of the Na-
tional Development Strategy until 2030 [19][19], the implementation of which will begin 
in 2021. Given the overall situation with the global pandemic COVID-19, the European 
Union has prepared a special mechanism for recovery and resilience of the European 
economy from the effects of the pandemic - ‘NextGenerationEU’. The Republic of Croatia 
is currently developing a National Recovery and Resilience Plan that will serve as a basis 
for funding from the mentioned mechanism [20]. It is important to note that the EU, 
through this mechanism, encourages the rapid stimulation of the European economy at 
the local level. For this reason, a defined ‘renovation wave’ will be focused on job crea-
tion in construction, reconstruction and other related sectors. Regulatory and financial 
support, such as doubling of the program portion for sustainable infrastructure from 
the InvestEU fund, will seek to at least double the annual renovation rate of the existing 
building stock. Member States will be able to use funds from the Recovery and Resil-
ience Mechanism for this purpose. This will save on energy bills, ensure healthier living 
conditions and reduce energy poverty [21].
European Green Deal [9] represents a framed and structured aspiration of the European 
Community to make Europe the first climate-neutral continent without net greenhouse 
gas emissions by 2050 and with no economic growth dependent on non-renewable re-
sources. Thus, the Green Deal is an action plan to improve resource efficiency by moving 
to a clean circular economy, to restore biodiversity and to reduce pollution. Within the 
action plan, in the context of integrated urban revitalisation, the topic of construction, 
use and renovation of buildings is particularly important. The Green Deal states that 
Member States should be involved in a ‘renovation wave’ of public and private buildings 
to address energy efficiency and energy poverty. Most importantly, there is an initia-
tive under the European Green Deal that encourages programs that could consolidate 
reconstruction work into larger blocks to benefit from better funding conditions and 
planned reconstruction. Special attention will be paid to the renovation of schools and 
hospitals as the funds saved thanks to building efficiency will be available to support 
education and public health.
The SUPER project was implemented within the ESPON program with the aim of deter-
mining the most optimal form of sustainable urbanisation and sustainable land use. A 
guide[22] for all spatial planners, policymakers and decision-makers related to sustain-
able spatial development was developed as a result of the project. The guide is intended 
as a set of instructions for planners regarding the direction of spatial development in or-
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der to achieve goals of sustainable spatial development. Of the many recommendations 
made by SUPER researchers, of particular interest for the integrated urban revitalisa-
tion project is the idea of regeneration, which has the potential to improve unused and 
problematic urban spaces such as brownfields. The aim of regeneration is to improve 
the economic, environmental and social quality of the area and the local community, 
promoting long-term sustainable development. Successful interventions that support 
regeneration are mainly those that integrate the concepts of ‘reuse’ and ‘long-term sus-
tainable development’. The most important positive success factors are: (i) adopting a 
long-term vision, (ii) integrating the concepts of reuse and integrated sustainable de-
velopment, (iii) addressing environmental, economic and social issues at the same time.
The Urban Agenda for the EU is an integrated and coordinated approach to address-
ing the European Union’s urban dimension. The Urban Agenda consists of partnerships, 
from which is the most important to mention the Partnership on the Circular Economy 
and the Partnership on Sustainable Land Use and Nature-Based Solutions (NBS). To-
gether, these two partnerships have developed a ‘Handbook on Sustainable & Circular 
Re-use of Spaces & Buildings [23] to address the potential for re-use of buildings and 
spaces that have been abandoned or underused. The manual offered possible solutions 
for management models on renovation and circular management projects of buildings 
and space. With the emergence of new challenges, competencies and roles in the im-
plementation of circular management of buildings and space, the focus of academic 
research and policy innovation has gradually shifted from short-term interventions to 
long-term strategies and methodologies of adaptive reuse. In response to such a trans-
formation, individual cities and regions have begun to generate various management 
models to manage the reuse of buildings and space. As one solution, the Handbook 
highlights urban reuse agencies. Management agencies have recently emerged to sys-
tematize derelict and abandoned properties, prepare the necessary steps for their re-
use, and establish a network and dialogue of property owners, potential users and local 
authorities interested in creating accessible spaces for entrepreneurs, community initi-
atives and community groups. The innovative management model was organized by the 
municipality of Prato (Italy) through the Urban Agency for Reuse. The Agency has made 
it easier for local governments to define and implement a circular management strategy 
at the local level. The Agency can act as a driver of functional transition of parts of the 
city aiming to manage public and private spaces and buildings included in the program 
of urban reuse, as well as connecting the demand for new functions of privately-owned 
real estate. This model is highlighted as a good example that is applicable in many urban 
areas, including the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration.
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4 Conclusion

The need for integrated urban revitalisation of the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration is be-
coming a priority of urban development and it represents a long-term process. In ac-
cordance with the strategic directions of development of the Zagreb Urban Agglomera-
tion, revitalisation must integrate comprehensive spatial planning in order to achieve 
broader spatial development goals. There are five key themes that unite the concept of 
integrated urban revitalisation: urban renewal, circular management of buildings and 
spaces, green infrastructure (NBS), brownfield revitalisation and post-earthquake re-
construction. The harmonization of these topics during revitalisation must be supported 
by measures of socio-economic, environmental and cultural revitalisation, which follow 
the mentioned topics. Rational use of space is a prerequisite for achieving sustainable 
development.
Sustainability of urbanisation and land-use while giving priority to the renewal and re-
vitalisation of used urban space over the use of new and natural land, have become 
European and national priorities. The biggest role is played by brownfield revitalisation 
and circular management of space and buildings because it encourages the efficient use 
of spatial resources while reducing the need to expand construction areas to currently 
unbuilt areas, while improving the energy performance of buildings. The development of 
green infrastructure would ensure favourable ecosystem services (improvement of air 
quality, creation of recreational space, resilience to climate change, improvement of the 
quality of life of citizens, etc.). The European Union’s focus in the new multiannual finan-
cial framework is on the digital and green transition. For this reason, it is necessary to 
largely integrate measures for the development of green infrastructure with the activi-
ties of integrated urban revitalisation in the Zagreb Urban Agglomeration. With the aim 
of a concise approach to reconstruction and revitalisation, it is necessary to harmonize 
activities on wider post-earthquake reconstruction and integrated urban revitalisation. 
Furthermore, it is essential to integrate seismic retrofitting measures for buildings that 
are at risk of permanent damage due to potential new earthquakes.
To manage such a lengthy process, the Urban Agenda for the EU offers a solution 
through the development of management models such as urban reuse agencies that 
plan and manage the process of circular management of space and buildings through 
renovation, conversion and use of built land. Due to its specifics, the urban agglomera-
tion needs a structured management model that will unite the efforts of the involved 
local self-government units in the process of reconstruction and revitalisation of the 
area after the 2020 earthquake.
An important aspect of the successful implementation of urban renewal projects lies 
in the active participation of all stakeholders involved, from the owners to the final de-
cision-makers. The participation of the local community is necessary in the projects of 
urban renewal and revitalisation of urban spaces, because it is the local population and 
citizens that form the identity of the space and the basis of every type of development. 
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Partnership with citizens enables informing all stakeholders about the needs and at-
titudes of residents when planning urban renewal and enables possible modifications 
during the process of its implementation.
The ‘renovation wave’ will occur in many cities of the European Union, driven by nu-
merous EU guidelines, strategies and funds. The Zagreb Urban Agglomeration can take 
advantage of the favourable moment and the availability of EU funding sources for inte-
grated urban revitalisation after the aftermath of the earthquake, respecting the strate-
gic and participatory approach. Factors for the successful implementation of integrated 
urban revitalisation include three basic pillars: (i) development of a comprehensive and 
long-term vision of integrated urban revitalisation; (ii) upgrading post-earthquake re-
construction with five key themes of integrated urban revitalisation; (iii) parallel contri-
bution to sustainable development by addressing environmental, economic and social 
issues.
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Abstract
2020 Zagreb earthquake and 2020 Petrinja earthquake raised the topic of urban renewal process 
and possible renewal models for damaged buildings. The paper presents the author’s research 
from the first semester of the Postgraduate doctoral scientific study programme Architecture 
and Urban Planning at the Faculty of Architecture in Zagreb. The main goal of urban renewal is the 
process of modernization that has to be in accordance with preservation of cultural heritage and 
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renewal model has different impact on visual identity of the city and different level of possibility 
for implementation of deep renewal which includes adaptive reuse, upgrade of earthquake 
resistance and fire protection, energy retrofit, improving accessibility for the disabled, parking 
area extension, interior renovation, yard renovation, etc. Four possible renewal models have been 
identified for apartment buildings within the protected area of the Zagreb Lower Town: Model A 
- renovation of existing structures, Model B - demolition of existing buildings and reconstruction 
with preserving only the original appearance of the street facade, Model C - demolition of existing 
buildings and construction of completely new buildings, Model D - demolition of existing buildings 
and gaining benefits from spatial voids. The research also deals with the topic of preserving the 
city’s identity and paradoxical relations arising from conservation rules, as well as with the impact 
of urban rules and legislation on the urban renewal implementation. Reconstruction of Warsaw 
after the WWII and interventions in the attics in Vienna are shown as examples.
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1 Introduction

The paper deals with the analysis of possible models of renovation of private build-
ings in Zagreb’s Lower Town and their relations to the entire process of urban renewal 
of the City of Zagreb. Models of renovation simultaneously contain architectural, civil 
engineering, economic, legal and sociological aspects of the renovation, and are ob-
served on a scale from individual buildings to the level of the entire Lower Town. Under 
the term renovation, not only the current topic of renovation after the earthquake is 
considered, but also the complete, deep renovation of the buildings. Emphasis is placed 
on the area of   the Lower Town, which suffered the greatest damage in the devastating 
earthquake on March 22nd, 2020, and whose renovation is extremely complex due to 
numerous causes. First of all, it is about the renovation of the very center of the city, 
the architecture of which is a symbol and main element of the identity of the whole city. 
Furthermore, the reconstruction of the Lower Town is complex due to the fact that the 
renovation is mainly connected to private buildings of great age that are located within 
the protected historical urban area of the city of Zagreb. This area is inhabited mostly by 
the elderly population, and unresolved legal relations are frequent, which further com-
plicate the reconstruction process. This paper does not deal with the topic of renovation 
of public buildings such as educational institutions, hospitals or buildings of national 
interest (Croatian National Theatre, University of Zagreb building, cathedral, HAZU, mu-
seums, etc.) for which the renovation models are mostly known, but emphasizes to 
private, predominantly residential buildings, which make up the largest share in the area 
of the Lower Town. The vast majority of private buildings, unlike public buildings, do not 
have the status of individually protected cultural property. Also, the topic of the paper 
are not models of urban renewal related to the conditions of its organization and imple-
mentation, but related to specific architectural models of renovation of individual build-
ings, groups of buildings or entire streets, blocks, etc. Although the paper emphasizes 
the area of the City of Zagreb and the Lower Town, models of renovation could also be 
applied for the area of the center of the city of Petrinja, which was severely damaged in 
the earthquake on December 29th, 2020. 

2 Identified models of renovation

Models of renovation have been identified on the basis of known renovations from the 
past, but also on the basis of recent professional literature, reviews and interviews on 
the topic of urban renewal of the City of Zagreb after the March 2020 earthquake. Ac-
cording to their architectural, civil engineering, economic, legal and sociological aspects, 
four basic models of reconstruction have been identified:
 - Model A: renovation of the existing buildings
 - Model B: new construction with the reconstruction of the street façade only
 - Model C: brand new construction (infill, “interpolation”) 
 - Model D: permanent demolishing of the existing buildings, gaining benefits from voids
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2.1 Model A - renovation of the existing buildings

Model A implies only the renovation of existing buildings, which includes their adapta-
tion to modern standards (earthquake resistance, energy retrofit, interior adaptation, 
etc.). Model A is applied to individually protected buildings, in cases when the conserva-
tion conditions explicitly prohibit the reconstruction of existing buildings (demolishing 
of existing buildings and rebuilding according to the original appearance), when legal 
issues are not resolved, or when there is no consensus of tenants to move out from 
the building. In terms of construction, only those interventions are allowed that allow 
the tenants to stay during the entire renovation process or their minimal absence. Due 
to the preservation of the existing load-bearing structure and facade, the possibilities 
for architectural transformations are minimal, and the possibility of deep renovation 
is limited (thermal insulation must be applied on the internal side of the street facade, 
large thickness of existing walls, addition of elevators is often impossible). Adaptive 
reuses are possible in the form of transformation of residential into business areas 
(which leads to the problem of the decrease of residential areas in city centers) or the 
conversion of residential areas into the tourist accommodation units. It is also possible 
to convert servant spaces (attics, basements) into residential or business spaces, but 
with implementation of strict conservation conditions, their quality would be extremely 
questionable. Without significant interventions in attics or basements, the problem of 
lack of windows is evident (which limits natural light and ventilation) and the accessibil-
ity of the attic without the addition of elevators is also a problem.
Significant interventions (conversions, additions, etc.) with retaining the existing load-
bearing structure are possible, but are not cost efficient. One of the examples of the 
renovation with planned preservation of the load-bearing structure was the conversion 
of the Ferimport building in Zagreb into the Academy of Music, where the tender pro-
gram insisted on preserving the existing structure. Later during construction it was no-
ticed that load-bearing structure was in very poor condition and had to be demolished. 
A completely new load-bearing structure was constructed, but the design was not fully 
adapted to the new purpose of the Academy of Music, instead it followed the design of 
the structure of the demolished “Ferimport” office building. 
All models except model A imply the consensus of all co-owners / tenants so that there 
can be a complete eviction (temporary or permanent, which implies a change of own-
ership) from a particular building and the possibility of new construction in its place. 
Achieving the mentioned consensus is difficult with the increase of the number of co-
owners and heterogeneity of users, and is often endangered due to numerous legal 
problems which is a characteristic of the Lower Town (tenancy rights, abandoned busi-
ness units, city / state units, etc.)
If the return of evicted tenants to a newly constructed building is expected, it is neces-
sary to provide them with- temporary accommodation during the construction of the 
new building. The expected duration of construction of at least one year can be a prob-
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lem due to the necessary relocation and probable change of environment, which in so-
ciological terms leave a significant impact on tenants, especially preschool and school 
age children (changing kindergarten/school, socialization, etc.) or the elderly. It is likely 
that some tenants would choose to move permanently and leave their former homes 
as a more rational life decision, or for example the elderly would decide to go to nurs-
ing homes. This would lead to changes in the ownership structure (the existing place of 
residence is sold solely for property gain, the existing owners have no reason to con-
sider the impact of the future owner on the process of urban renewal), which inevitably 
leads to changes in the structure of users and possible adaptive reuses.

2.2  Model B - new construction with the reconstruction of the street façade 
only

Model B seeks to meet the requirement of preserving the city’s identity by reconstructing 
street facades (removing existing facades and building their replicas), and building com-
pletely new buildings behind. New buildings are fully adapted to modern requirements, 
both in functional and in a technological sense, which directly affects the cost effective-
ness of the project. Due to the evolution of residential architecture, it is not likely to 
expect implementation of a model of renovation in which buildings will be reconstructed 
by demolishing the existing structures and building their exact modern replicas (inte-
rior and exterior facsimiles). Model B involves the design of brand new buildings with 
the reconstruction of the existing street façade only, while all other urban rules are the 
same as for new buildings. In the architectural sense, this model completely abolishes 
the integrity of the interior and exterior of the existing structures and is therefore often 
called “scenographic approach” in architectural jargon. The “scenography” is considered 
to be the process of preserving the original street façade appearance with a completely 
new architectural design that takes place behind. However, it is also a fact that due to a 
numerous adaptations of lower-town blocks throughout history, the integrity between 
the interior and the exterior has already been partially abolished, i.e. it has already be-
come partially “scenographic”. Adapting the interior to the modern demands and af-
finities of the owner is an inevitable process and it is not realistic to expect that behind 
the original historical facades of the buildings, owners will preserve original interiors 
in their private apartments or business premises. To a certain extent, today, due to the 
preservation of the load-bearing structure, the original spatial concepts (e.g. enfilades) 
have been retained, but in the vast majority of spaces, adaptations have been made to 
modify the original interior concepts. Likewise, many buildings have undergone conver-
sions, and within the former apartments today there are business premises, hostels or 
touristic accommodation units.
A glaring example of the adaptive reuse that caused significant disintegration of interior 
and exterior of the renovated building is located on the Zagreb’s main city square (Trg 
bana Josipa Jelačića 8, Müller shopping center). It is easy to notice the discrepancy be-
tween the three floor facade and the interior consisting of four floors. Windows of the 
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street façade are permanently closed and affixed with advertising stickers, because of 
the fact that behind them there are store shelves placed in the interior space. 
The mentioned model, which includes the disintegration of the interior and exterior, 
residents of Zagreb do not recognize as problematic. As taught by previous experiences 
of the interventions in the city center that changed its identity (skyscraper on Ban Jelačić 
Square, Centar Cvjetni, BAN centar, building in Preradovićeva Street 11) we can imagine 
very negative reactions that would be caused by the demolishing of the building on the 
main city square and the construction of a completely new designed structure. Also, it is 
noticeable that the main element of the Lower Town urban identity are street facades, 
while the back sides of the buildings or the interior of the blocks are completely unin-
teresting areas. 

Figure 1. Rreconstructed building at Trg bana Josipa Jelačića square 8 (Müller) - absurd affixed windows 

The advantage of the Model B is also the possibility of designing underground areas 
(e.g. underground parking garages) and connections, which does not affect the visual 
identity of the city. New construction according to model B, which applies all the mod-
ern requirements and standards, is unsuccessful if an adequate parking area is not de-
signed. The relocation of the parking lots in the underground garages would signifi-
cantly stimulate renovation of lower city streets and courtyards. It is necessary to take 
into account the possible car access areas, given that most of the lower-town buildings 
do not have adequate gateways from which car access could be achieved. This indicates 
that the minor alterations to the original façade designs would be necessary if individual 
garages were planned (each building with its own underground garage). 
The possibility of merging ownership, i.e. uniting adjacent buildings / plots into one unity 
is one of the major advantages of Model B and Model C. The investor is able to buy sev-
eral adjacent buildings, reconstruct their original façade appearance, and in the same 
time achieve much greater flexibility by connecting them (underground and / or above 
the ground), which is not shown externally, given that the whole complex is “covered” 
with the reconstructed original “facade canvases” of each building. In the Lower Town, 
there are already several examples in which partial connection of the adjacent buildings 
into one complex has been achieved (for example, the DM store located on the ground 
floor of the Britanski trg 2 and 3 buildings). 
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Also, uniting adjacent buildings / plots into one unity is a great advantage in the context 
of geotechnical engineering, especially for the construction of the underground levels 
when the diaphragm walls or other adequate excavation pits protection solution are 
needed. Building a new construction with underground levels (underground garages) 
is very complicated when the plot is small in area and width, not only because of the 
necessary protection of the construction of adjacent buildings, but also because of the 
necessary large areas for access ramps or car elevators.
One of the biggest shortcomings of Model B is legible at the level of architectural 
theory, and it refers to the question of identity and the relation between interior and 
exterior. The question is whether the design of a new buildings with reconstructed 
original facades is only a burden, or an act of partial satisfaction in the form of pre-
serving the city’s identity, which is in Zagreb predominantly experienced through the 
appearance of the street facades. Reconstruction of the original facades involves 
the construction of replicas of mostly plastered facades, with all the details, orna-
ments, rustic, etc., and has only the function of preserving the city’s urban identity. 
In the new construction designs, reconstruction of the original facades is only an ag-
gravating fact (because of predefined cross section, position and size of openings/
windows, complications in building technology, etc.). It is also questionable to what 
extent the existing condition of the buildings is in accordance with their original de-
signs. Although located in a protected area, many buildings in the Lower Town have 
been modified throughout history and no longer correspond to their original state, 
so it raises the question of whether buildings should be reconstructed at the level of 
existing state, original design or new creative combination of existing / original state 
and contemporary architecture. After the devastating earthquake in Zagreb in March 
2020, damaged facades were recognized as one of the major safety problems, and 
some of the façade elements have already been removed from many buildings and 
demolished without their prior documentation, so there is not adequate documenta-
tion to make exact replicas.
Model B could be connected with the reconstruction of Warsaw Old Town after the 
World War II destruction. In 1980, Warsaw’s Old Town was placed on the UNESCO’s 
list of World Heritage Sites as “an outstanding example of a near-total reconstruction 
of a span of history covering the 13th to the 20th century [1]. Due to that fact, the re-
construction of Warsaw Old Town often stands out as one of the best examples of re-
construction in which the identity of the historic old town was preserved. On the other 
hand, a more detailed analysis of the reconstruction shows that there were inevitable 
differences between the existing and the original state of the buildings. Warsaw Old 
Town was not reconstructed to the level of the existing state just before the destruction 
in the World War II, but was “reconstructed” to the level of its “golden age”. Various ar-
chival documents were used in the reconstruction process, but it is particularly interest-
ing that extremely precise paintings by the Italian painter Bernardo Bellotto, Canaletto’s 
nephew, who made several paintings of Warsaw in the 18th century, were largely used. 
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It can be concluded that Warsaw has been reconstructed and that its historical urban 
identity has been preserved, but the fact is that the “reconstruction” created a replica of 
a historic city that never existed in such a state.

Figure 2.  John’s House in Warsaw - from left: John’s House as depicted by Bellotto, c. 1768; John’s 
House on Castle Square in the 1920s; John’s House After the 1948 reconstruction; source: 
http://99percentinvisible.org/episode/episode-72-new-old-town/

2.3 Model C - brand new construction (infill, “interpolation”)

Model C fully meets all the modern requirements and significantly changes the city’s 
identity. The advantage in comparison to Model B is that the interior and exterior form a 
logical whole and that the buildings can be designed without aggravating factors.
In Model C, the relation between the existing buildings or buildings that will be renovat-
ed according to Model A and Model B and new buildings is particularly important. In the 
Lower Town there are several examples of infill or so-called “interpolations” and there is 
a well-established system of architectural competitions aimed at finding the best archi-
tectural designs for new construction, in accordance with the competition program and 
urban and conservation rules. The challenge is to design contemporary buildings that 
are adapted to the dimensions and characteristics of adjacent buildings. It can be con-
cluded that there are many recent examples of buildings completed according to Model 
C, that were usually erected instead of extremely dilapidated old buildings without any 
historical value. However, after the recent earthquakes, it will be necessary to adopt 
clear criteria and strategies for deciding which buildings can be completely demolished 
and which must be renovated according to Models A and B.
In Model C, unlike Model B, the merging of adjacent buildings/plots can be a big problem be-
cause demolishing several adjacent buildings and designing a new complex on the site of sev-
eral buildings removed, would significantly disrupt the original urban scale, rhythm and identi-
ty of the city. One recent example that has often been criticized because of the scale is the Ban 
Centar building on European Square, which has been designed as a massive compact form, 
devoid of fragmentation and adaptation to the spatial rhythm of adjacent buildings. 
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2.4  Model D - permanent demolishing of the existing buildings, gaining ben-
efits from voids

Model D recognizes demolition as a possible method of creating new qualities in ur-
ban space. The demolition of individual buildings, groups of buildings or even entire city 
blocks, can bring completely new, radically changed spatial relations on an urban scale. 
Demolished above-ground structures can be imperceptibly replaced by constructing 
buildings at the same location in the underground or by constructing buildings at other 
locations. One of the examples of permanent removal of the above-ground structure 
in the city of Zagreb, with the aim of achieving a new spatial quality, is the demoli-
tion of Bakačeva kula tower and the wall in front of the cathedral in 1906. After the 
mentioned demolition, the cathedral was finally revealed and the effect of a plaza, a 
large empty space, a kind of pre-square that enables a complete view of a tall building 
and its optimal relationship to the surrounding area was achieved. Throughout history, 
natural disasters or war destruction have often been the driving force behind vigorous 
development and urban renewal. Due to many aggravating circumstances, the realiza-
tion of Model D is unlikely at the larger scale, but speculative analyses that would show 
which spatial qualities (traffic, bioclimatic conditions, green infrastructure, city identity) 
could be achieved by radical interventions are possible. For example, the question arises 
whether it is possible to imagine the complete demolition of one Zagreb city block, in 
whose place a park or square would appear, with replacement construction in the un-
derground floors (garages, shops, business premises, etc.)

3 The question of the identity of the city 

Observing several recent renovations of facades in Lower Town that were performed 
according to conservation rules, the question of identity in the context of renovation, 
or the level of originality stands out. The building at Prilaz Gjure Deželića 61, on which 
two floors have been added throughout history, is today, with its recently renovated 
turquoise façade (according to conservation rules), an element of discord in the street. 
This example testifies that a change in the identity of the city is possible even in the case 
of the reconstruction of the facade, in this case due to the “original” color treatment of 
the facade. This renovation draws attention to the fact that it is also necessary to reno-
vate the facades of adjacent buildings and the entire city block, also according to the 
specific conservation rules for each building, and that the appearance of the renovated 
block would be far from the existing state. Just as the Acropolis in Athens was not re-
stored in original polychrome appearance, it is hard to define the level of originality that 
the Zagreb facades should be restored to. The identity of the city is primarily defined by 
the existing condition of buildings and collective consciousness, not by the original his-
toric state of buildings. In sociological or even psychological terms, historical facts are 
often disproved by collective consciousness, although often historically incorrect. For 
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example, the vast majority of Zagreb residents still colloquially use the term “džamija” 
(Croatian for mosque) when talking about Home of Croatian Artists, although the build-
ing was a mosque for only 4 years in its 82 years history. 

Figure 3.  a) Kačićeva street 8, new building (author Matej Bender) adjacent to Kačićeva street 6, old 
building with a recently renovated façade - infill, “interpolation” b) Prilaz Gjure Deželića 61, old 
building with a facade renovated according to conservation rules; building has two floors that 
were added throughout history

4  The impact of conservation and urban rules on the process of 
urban renewal

The current conservation and urban rules largely determine the possibilities of renova-
tion of individual buildings, and thus urban renewal as a whole. Renewal of the city is 
observed almost exclusively through legislation, and there are no creative urban plan-
ning and architectural proposals that should be the basis for creating the concept of 
urban renewal, and later its implementation.
Chimneys proved to be the most dangerous architectural elements in 2020 Zagreb 
earthquake, because of their age, slenderness and heterogeneity, so they destroyed 
many roofs by collapsing, Also, the lower city gables suffered the most damage in the 
earthquake. In most cases, gables are masonry walls that are structurally cantilevered 
(without adequate earthquake resistance elements - concrete confinements, etc.), be-
cause they are not connected to the timber construction of the pitched roofs. Those are 
the reasons why they collapsed, often destructing the roof of a lower, adjacent building.
The difference in height of buildings is a specificity of Zagreb’s lower town city blocks 
that is recognized and protected in the General Urban Plan of the City of Zagreb (“main-
taining the existing diversity of heights of street buildings, especially having in mind the value 
and shape of buildings”). Numerous gables, which are usually un-plastered and exposed 
to the rain, arise from different heights of adjacent buildings. Gables in Zagreb lower city 
were neglected and forgotten architectural elements until the moment when they were 
exposed by a devastating earthquake.
The earthquake also revealed that numerous attics of buildings in the lower-city blocks 
were neglected and mostly acting as dusty storage areas. The conversion of large un-
used attic areas into residential areas (apartments), would bring many benefits to exist-
ing tenants (co-owners) who would sell unused area of the attic at the price of luxurious 
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residential units in the city center. This financial benefit would be significant contribu-
tion in renovation of the entire building. In addition to many legal problems, the big-
gest obstacle to the conversion of the attics are the conservation and urban rules which 
almost completely limit the possible interventions on the exterior of existing buildings, 
including attics that are almost invisible from a pedestrian perspective.
In the Zagreb city center, there are many cases in which openings (windows) could be 
made on the gables of taller buildings, which would enable the possibility of successful 
conversion of the attic into very exclusive residential or business premises. If it is known 
that a new taller building is not planned (allowed) on the site adjacent to the lower build-
ing (which is regulated by urban planning rules), then there are no arguments that the 
gable wall, at least in the attic zone, should not contain window openings. However, the 
current conservation, legal and urban planning rules prescribe the construction of full 
gable walls towards the adjacent plots, and in many damaged buildings gables have 
already been reconstructed as masonry walls. 

Figure 4.  Zagreb, Ilica street, attic after the March 2020 earthquake, author Ivana Rakamarić source: https://
www.24sata.hr/news/od-velike-rupe-u-zidu-napravila-terasu-imam-pogled-na-ilicu-693876

In comparison, a tragic gas explosion occurred in 2014 in a building at Mariahilfer Straße 
182 in Vienna, damaging the building far more than the buildings in Zagreb were dam-
aged after the 2020 earthquake. According to the design of the Trimmel Wall Architek-
ten, the building was reconstructed and deeply renovated in 2018 to the most modern 
construction standards (e.g. passive house energy standard). This reconstruction is an 
example of a renovation with a reconstructed original façade and an attic that has been 
designed as a new valuable space with contemporary exterior design.
One of the most famous examples of the contemporary renovation of a historic building 
attic in the city center is the design of the Coop Himmelblau in Vienna, on the corner of 
Falkestrasse / Biberstrasse. The design was made in the period from 1983 to 1987, and 
was finished in 1988. The law office located in that building wanted to expand the busi-
ness premises by building a meeting room and additional office spaces. The project was 
part of the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition held in New York at MOMA in 1988.
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“The remodelling of this rooftop was especially difficult. because we were not allowed to 
change the material or slope of the roof. So we showed the model to the mayor of Vienna and 
asked him whether he thought it was architecture. He said “Looks more like art to me.” And we 
said “Thank you very much,” because art is not subject to the rules of the building code-Wolf 
D. Prix [2]

Figure 5.  a) Vienna, reconstruction and renovation of the Mariahilfer Straße 182 building after the gas 
explosion, by Trimmel Wall Architekten, realized in 2018. 2018 [3, 4], b) Rooftop Remodeling 
Falkestrasse, by Coop Himelblau, 1983 - 1988 [5]

In addition to the mentioned example, which is perceived as radical due to its de-con-
structivist design, there are a number of other examples of additions and interventions 
on existing historical structures which changed the appearance of historic buildings to 
an even greater extent. In the context of urban renewal of Zagreb, it is clear that such 
interventions are not expected for individually protected cultural properties, but the 
question arises whether significant extensions and corrections of original designs are 
possible in the implementation of the Model B.

5 Conclusion

It can be concluded that further analysis of the identified reconstruction models and the 
possibilities of their implementation is needed. Each individual model is more or less 
suitable for a certain type of building and for a certain level of heritage protection. Fur-
ther research of architectural, conservation, engineering, economic, legal and sociologi-
cal aspects of models of reconstruction should bring clear conclusions on the basis of 
which final decisions on the implementation of the urban renewal process will be made.
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Abstract
Just like load-bearing structures, façades must also be able to safely transfer loads resulting from 
earthquakes. Although they are defined as non-structural elements in the current standards, 
façades represent a significant risk in the event of failure. Falling parts of façades can cause 
considerable injury to people, but even after an earthquake, fallen elements block access and 
escape routes, thus blocking important rescue and emergency services. In particular, heavy 
façades - those with a deadload of more than 100 kg/m² - pose an increased risk. The following 
paper deals especially with anchorages for these heavy façades, i.e. consisting of masonry, 
natural stone or concrete. As the fixings form the link between the two systems (façade/ load 
bearing structure) they have to be dimensioned adequately. Whether the fixings should be 
designed as ductile or rigid also has to be examined; this influences the interaction and the 
bearing behaviour significantly. Up to now, several experimental examinations have been made. 
Large scale tests such as shake table tests as well as detailed component tests were carried out 
to compare rigid and ductile (load) bearing behaviour of fixings for heavy façades. These tests 
have shown that it is possible to reach a sufficient level of safety by adequately strengthening the 
existing fixing systems. In general, new methods for modelling the behaviour of heavy façades 
during earthquakes need to be developed. Results from shake table tests and other experimental 
examinations support this technical approach. Suitable recommendations are discussed in this 
paper, the technical background is explained and the experiment results are illustrated.

Key words:  seismic, façade systems, anchorages and fixings, non-structural elements, testing 
methods

Matthias Roik1, Caroline Piesker2, Samuel Hine3

Technical recommendations for fixing of façades 
in seismic zones
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1 Introduction

Building façades have two main tasks: as an envelope they are part of the aesthetic 
design of the building and part of the thermal insulation. In order to ensure that the 
physics of the building is effectively influenced, façades consist not only of external 
cladding, but also of a corresponding insulation layer and additional ventilation. The 
corresponding task of the fastening elements is therefore to safely introduce loads 
into the building structure and to ensure sufficient space for all necessary components. 
Especially for “heavy” façades, i.e. façades with a dead load of more than 100 kg/m², 
such as brickwork, natural stone cladding or concrete panels, fastening structures must 
bear high point loads across large wall cavities. Fixings are fastening products, including 
anchor bolts, welded connections and mechanical fasteners. Depending on the impor-
tance of the fastener arrangement in question, fixings are classified into different ca-
tegories of construction. Generally, façades and their fixings are classified similarly to 
non-structural wall elements, i.e. as architectural components or elements, but must 
nevertheless be designed to withstand seismic events in order to prevent injury to per-
sons during an earthquake and to ensure free escape routes after an earthquake [1]. 

2 Façade anchors and their application

2.1 General

Façades need to be weather tight and durable to ensure they are suitable for use. Many 
façade materials are in use today and three common ones are discussed below.

2.2 Concrete facades

Concrete façade panels are installed after the substructure has been erected. They usu-
ally consist of prefabricated elements whose surface can be made visually appealing by 
special treatments. The following inserts are required for their handling and installation: 
 - Transport anchors for moving the panels during manufacture and transport and for 

lifting the panels to their final position.
 - Bearing supports to carry vertical loads.
 - Spacers for adjusting panels and for transferring horizontal loads. 
 - Pins for aligning and connecting the plates. 

In contrast to these panels, sandwich elements consist of a carrier layer and a facade layer, 
which are produced simultaneously. Normally, the exposed concrete is first introduced into 
the formwork. To do this, the reinforcement is inserted into the prepared formwork and 
anchors and tie rods or support pins are inserted. The concrete is then poured evenly into the 
formwork and compacted. A thermal insulation layer is then applied to the concrete using 
anchors. Once the reinforcement of the load-bearing layer is connected to the anchors, the 
concrete is poured into the formwork. Examples of both types of panel are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. a) Concrete façade panels; b) Sandwich facade panels

2.3  Natural stone facades

This type of façade consists of at least 30mm thick stone panels which are fixed to the 
building with special anchors or channel substructures, Fig. 2. The panels are fixed to 
the anchors themselves using either special anchors or special bolts, according to DIN 
18516-3 (2018), and the fixings must be adjustable for precise alignment of the façade 
panel [2].

Figure 2. a) Natural stone façade; b) Supporting construction
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2.4 Brickwork facades

Brickwork façades, as shown in Fig. 3a, can be masoned during the erection of the 
supporting construction or can be attached later. The façade layer consists of masonry 
at a set distance (cavity) from the supporting structure, so that the bricks are supported 
either with steel angles or, in the case of larger cavities, with brackets and angles (Fig 
3b).

Figure 3. a) Brickwork façade; b) Supporting construction

The brackets and angles provide vertical support to the masonry and are attached to 
the structure with suitable fasteners such as anchor pins or anchor channels. Horizontal 
loads must be supported separately by special horizontal ties, such as cavity wall ties 
or masonry ties [3].

3  Bearing behaviour of façade anchors

3.1 Static resistance

In the static load case, horizontal loads perpendicular to the wall plane, such as wind, 
must be taken into account in addition to the dead weight of the facing brickwork layer. 
Horizontal forces parallel to the plane of the façade can usually be neglected to avoid 
constraining forces.
Façade support anchors take on the dead load of the façade layer and transfer this load 
to the load-bearing layer. Restraint anchors ensure the distance between the two wall 
layers is maintained and take the loads perpendicular to the wall plane. They also tran-
sfer them safely to the load-bearing layer. Serviceability is achieved by complying with 
the maximum deflections.
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3.2 Seismic resistance

Whereas the design of façade fixings generally only takes into account static loads such 
as dead loads, wind loads and constraint forces, in countries with seismic hazards it is 
necessary to include the effects of earthquakes as well. In the event of an earthquake, 
this is intended to ensure escape routes are kept clear and personal injury is prevented.
Earthquake standards usually designate façades as non-load-bearing components and 
allow for a simplified design to account for additional static equivalent loads from ear-
thquakes. Their effect is to be assumed in the most unfavourable horizontal direction. 
These loads must be absorbed safely and at the same time without loss of flexibility.
Common façade anchors designed for the static load case act like a pendulum that is 
loaded and stabilized by the dead load of the facing layer. They usually offer possibilities 
to compensate for on-site tolerances, but are not able to absorb horizontal loads, es-
pecially in the façade plane, without corresponding deflections. Brickwork façades are 
supported by brackets or angles, for example. These create a line bearing, but do not 
provide horizontal support.
In the seismic load case, horizontal loads occur both perpendicular to, and in the pla-
ne of, the façade and accordingly the horizontal deflections must be restricted to the 
serviceability limits, which often requires additional bearings. This can be achieved by 
extending the static façade concept with supplementary fixings or strengthening the 
existing supports with additional horizontal bearings.

3.3 Providing the required resistance

As already mentioned in chapter 2, the fastening systems of the respective façade 
types consist of several components. These anchors should be arranged in such a way 
that constraints are avoided as far as possible. Nevertheless, a safe load transfer into 
the supporting structure must be ensured, especially in the design of the anchorage to 
absorb the seismic loads.
This interaction of different anchors, which act in different load directions and have 
different stiffnesses, can often become relatively complicated, so that a perfect static 
calculation is not possible. For anchorages in existing structures, the load-bearing ca-
pacity of the anchors in the supporting material must also be assessed. Well accepted 
design rules are given in [4], which is finally published in 2019.
Therefore the identification and assessment of a suitable seismic concept and it’s resi-
stance should usually be performed by tests. The test method – especially if the tests 
have to be carried out on site – can have a major impact on the project schedule and 
construction time. It is therefore essential that they are included in the planning phase 
and that they are planned and carried out properly.
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4 Design concept

As mentioned previously, façades are classified as non-structural elements, i.e. they are 
not regarded as load-bearing components. Nevertheless, they have to withstand loads 
resulting from earthquakes because their failure can result in a considerable potential 
risk. In most cases, the failure of a façade construction can cause significant personal 
injury, as well as blocking important escape and rescue routes due to the fallen material. 
Therefore, according to EN 1998-1 [1], the non-structural components and also their 
connections and attachments or anchorages must be verified for the earthquake desi-
gn situation. The effects of the seismic action may be determined according to [1] by 
applying to the non-structural element a horizontal force Fa which is defined as follows:

 (1)

The seismic coefficient Sa may be calculated using the following expression:

 (2)

The input values for a correct determination of the load Fa are:
Wa  - Mass of the element
H - Height of the building 
z - Height of the centre of mass of the facade element
γa - Importance factor of the element / the building
qa - Behaviour factor
α - Local ground motion
S - Local soil factor
Ta - set to z2/3

T1 - set to H2/3

In relation to the verifications for façades, this means that a building façade should first 
be divided into individual areas. Each area – as long as it is sufficiently separated from 
other areas by joints – can be considered separately with regard to the action Fa. When 
dividing the façade, it ought to be noted that the areas should have as simple, symme-
trical shapes as possible; corners, offsets and particularly slender areas should be avo-
ided. Several anchor types are available to absorb the static equivalent load Fa, which 
can be used depending on the requirements, such as load size, ductility requirements or 
conditions of the structure itself. In general, a distinction can be made between anchors 
acting at local points and anchors distributed over a wide area.
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These anchors must be assessed in advance with regard to their force and deformation. 
This deformation behaviour should be taken into account during planning, as it can have 
an influence on the joints and adjoining building components.
Special attention must be paid to the fact that the fulcrum of the anchor forces should 
coincide with the centre of mass of the façade area. If this is not the case, the façade 
element could move uncontrollably in different directions and result in rotating, rocking 
or tilting. These movements could cause further impact, especially in the anchors res-
ponsible for the vertical loads, as well as causing damage that could otherwise be avo-
ided. An example of a façade, split into sections with a seismic anchor layout is shown 
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, see also [5]. 

Figure 4. Facade elevation 

Figure 5. ) Division into sections; b) Spacing of seismic anchors per section 
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Such a conscientious planning of the anchoring concept can prevent damage and avoid 
failure of the non-structural elements. It must be carried out individually for each buil-
ding – and for each façade surface – taking into account the specific boundary condi-
tions resulting from the importance of the building as well as the behaviour factor, the 
local ground motion and the local soil factor.
This is the reason why a universal, all-purpose earthquake anchor cannot exist.
A safe and efficient design of a building façade must always adhere to this design con-
cept. The suitability of the anchors can be calculated if necessary, but as a rule experi-
mental proof is essential.

5 Conclusion

Examples are given for each construction method of “heavy” facades, i.e. for masonry, 
natural stone and concrete facades. Each material requires different supporting ele-
ments but, due to their very nature, all of the façades impose high loads onto their 
fastening and support systems. Even though façades are defined as non-structural 
elements, they must be designed to withstand earthquakes to prevent personal injury 
during an earthquake and to ensure free escape routes after an earthquake. During the 
design process, seismic forces have to be added to ensure the fixings have sufficient 
resistance. These forces can either be calculated or determined in tests. They act in a 
horizontal or vertical direction and shall be applied in the most unfavorable way. For a 
load direction for which a fastening has already been allowed, the seismic load is added. 
For a load direction that was not considered in the original design, a separate fastener 
must be included. This usually means that a seismic load component is added to the 
support system that carries the vertical weight, but additional anchors must be installed 
parallel to the façade plane. Equations to determine the horizontal force, Fa, are shown 
and an appropriate design concept is discussed.
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Abstract
The common corrosion problem in conventional steel reinforcement induces a significant 
deterioration of the bridge pier’s yielding displacement and ductility. Superelastic shape memory 
alloy (SE-SMA) possesses a high corrosion resistance and retrievers its original shape upon 
load removal. The unique material properties attract the attention for structural design use. 
However, the yielding displacements of members reinforced with SE-SMA materials required 
an investigation to fully understand the material’s effect. In this paper, an extensive parametric 
study is performed to estimate the yielding displacement of bridge pier reinforced with SE-SMA 
rebars. The parametric study’s size is decided by varying the reinforced concrete (RC) section 
characteristics, including axial load ratio, pier diameter, aspect ratio, reinforcement ratio, and 
confinement coefficient. Results of this study proposed an approximate formula to estimate the 
yielding displacement of SE-SMA bridge piers. 

Key words: bridge pier, shape memory alloy, yielding displacement, pushover analysis
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1 Introduction

The corrosion resistance of conventional reinforcement steel is a major disadvantage, 
leading to early deterioration and stiffness degradation in reinforced concrete (RC) 
structures. The current focus on resiliency within structures aims to minimize the prob-
ability of damage and economic losses as well as increase the recovery function after 
earthquake events [1]. Following this concept, superelastic shape memory alloy (SE-
SMA) attracted attention for its use as reinforcement in RC structures and bridges lo-
cated in seismic and coastal zones due to its high corrosion resistance and superelastic-
ity [2]. Several research efforts have been conducted to investigate the use of SE-SMA 
material in structural elements, including SMA braces [3,4], SMA-base isolation [5], and 
steel connection [6]. Results of these studies indicated a superior seismic performance 
capability compared to conventional steel material. 
In concrete structures, the material was used as reinforcement in RC elements, includ-
ing beam-column joints, moment frames [7], and RC shear walls [8, 9]. The results 
demonstrated that SE-SMA bars could effectively recover residual displacement com-
pared to the conventional steel bars. 
In parallel, numerous experimental and numerical studies have investigated the use 
of SE-SMA bars in bridge piers. Saiidi et al. [10] investigated the influence of utilizing 
SE-SMA material in bridge pier columns. Results showed that bridge piers reinforced 
with SE-SMA material exhibited large drift capacity combined with lower damage than 
the steel bridge piers. Billah and Alam [11] compared the SE-SMA bridge pier’s seismic 
performance with different novel reinforcement materials. Results prove the superior 
seismic performance combined with adequate energy dissipation during the earth-
quake. With the same trend, Billah and Alam [12] developed performance-based dam-
age states of SE-SMA bridge piers considering different SMA materials types. Results 
of their study proposed an equation to estimate the residual displacement of the con-
sidered systems. The practical demonstration of these studies was applied to a bridge 
in Michigan [13].
Notwithstanding all these advantages, the estimate yielding displacement of such sys-
tem is missing in the literature. This paper aims to examine the approximate formula 
to estimate the yielding displacement for the SE-SMA bridge pier. Then, the formula is 
adjusted with results obtained from the numerical model to improve its accuracy. 

2 Yielding displacement

Although SMA does not have a yielding strain, the term refers to the austenite transfor-
mation point to the martensite phase. However, Figure 1 shows the typical force-dis-
placement relationship of the bridge pier obtained from pushover analysis. The yielding 
displacement (∆y) is calculated as the secant stiffness through 75 % of the shear capac-
ity (Vy), as proposed by Park [14]. The method provided an accurate estimation of the 
yielding displacement obtained from the conducted experimental research.
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Figure 1. Yielding displacement calculation. 

In conventional concrete bridge piers, the yielding curvature (Øy) and yielding displace-
ment (∆y) are calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2), as proposed by Priestley et al. [15]:

Øy = 2.25εy/D  (1)

∆y = ØyH2/3  (2)

where εy is the yielding strain of steel reinforcement, D is pier diameter, and H is the pier 
height.
In this study, the aforementioned equations were examined for SE-SMA bridge piers for 
rapid estimation.

3 Parametric study

A parametric study to examine the yielding displacement of 756 SE-SMA bridge piers 
are conducted using pushover analysis. These parameters are introduced in the follow-
ing:
 - The axial load ratio (P/Agf’c) ranges from 0.05 % to 0.35 %, P is the applied axial load, Ag 

is the cross-section area, and f’c is the concrete compressive strength.
 - Diameter (D) ranges from 400 mm to 1000 mm.
 - The pier aspect ratio ranges from 6 to 10.
 - The concrete confinement factor (K) of 1, 1.5, and 2. 
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4 Numerical model of SE-SMA bridge piers

The numerical model is developed in the OpenSEES software platform [16]. The bridge 
pier is modeled using displacement beam-column element with fiber section, as shown 
in Figure 2. A horizontal shear spring is added to each element using a section aggrega-
tor and is calculated using Eq. (3):

V = 0.4EcA  (3)

Where V is shear stiffness, Ec is the concrete modulus of elasticity, and A is the cross-
section area. 
The plastic hinge length is calculated using the recommendation by Abraik and Youssef 
[8], and the P-delta effect is considered in the numerical model. The conventional steel 
reinforcement and concrete material are modeled using steel 02 and concrete 02 mate-
rial in the OpenSEES software [16], respectively. 
The self-cantering material implemented in OpenSEES [16] is used to simulate the SE-
SMA material located in the plastic hinge of bridge piers. Table 1 lists the input param-
eters used to define the self-cantering material in the OpenSEES software [16]. 
An experimental result conducted by Moyer and Kowalsky [17] is selected to validate 
the selected numerical model. The test specimen was a circular RC cantilever column 
with an aspect ratio of 5.33 and was subjected to a 5 % axial load ratio. Longitudinal 
reinforcement consisted of 12 No. 6 (19 mm diameter) grad 60 (fy = 414 MPa), providing 
2.07 % longitudinal reinforcement ratio. A mechanical coupler of 120° with three rows 
at rebar central angles is assumed to be used to connect the SMA at the plastic hinge 
with steel rebar, as shown in Figure 3. The couplers showed excellent performance un-
der repeated tensile stresses. Thus, the slippage at couplers is not considered in the 
numerical model.

Figure 2. Numerical model
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Table 1. SE-SMA input parameters in the numerical model

Figure 3. Mechanical coupler connection details [18]

As shown in Figure 4, the numerical model accurately captures the overall behavior, 
including peak shear capacity, ultimate displacement, and residual displacement.

Figure 4. Numerical validation

5 Examining the approximate equation

In this section, Eq. (2) refers herein as an approximate equation examined under the 
aforementioned parameters. The P/Agf’c in the practical bridge piers have a range of 
0.05 ≤ P/Agf’c≤ 0.35. Figure 5.a shows the influence of P/Agf’c values on the average 
yielding displacement (∆y) obtained from the approximate equation, which overesti-
mated the yielding displacement of SE-SMA bridge piers by a factor of 4.8 on average.

Parameter Value

K1 36,459 MPa

K2 1724 MPa

Fy-SMA 380 MPa

b 0.55

Recovery strain (εT) 7 % (mm/mm)
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Figure 5.  Variation of: a) axial load ratio with yielding displacement; b) pier diameter with yielding 
displacement; c) aspect ratio with yielding displacement; d) confinement factor K with yielding 
displacement 

The difference appears to be constant at a higher axial load ratio (i.e., P/Agf’c ≥ 0.1). 
Increasing the axial load ratio can delay SE-SMA bars’ yielding on the tension side, ex-
plaining why the SE-SMA material exhibits a constant yielding displacement at higher 
axial load ratios. 
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Figure 5.b shows the variation of with ∆y with the pier diameter. It is evident that in-
creasing the pier diameter increases the ∆y. Although the approximate equation exhibits 
the same trend as the numerical model, the equation overestimates the ∆y by a factor of 
5.7 for low pier diameter (i.e., 400 mm) and by a factor of 4.6 for big pier diameter (i.e., 
1000 mm). The source of this increase is related to the increase in pier stiffness.
Figure 5.c compares the approximate and the numerical model results. A slight increase 
in the is observed when the pier aspect ratio increases from 6 to 10, while the approxi-
mate equation exhibits a constant value with the pier aspect ratio variations. 
The concrete confinement (K) effect on the ∆y is illustrated in Figure 5.d. It can be ob-
served that both the numerical and the approximate equation exhibit a constant re-
sponse. It is evident that increasing the confinement effect is having a negligible impact 
on yielding displacement of SE-SMA bridge piers. The approximate equation also over-
estimates the yielding displacement by a factor of 4.8.
Eventually, Figure 5(f) plots the variation between the numerical and the approximate 
equation results obtained from different vertical SMA ratios. Increasing the vertical SMA 
ratio from 1 % to 3 % increases the by a factor of 1.9. The approximate equation provides 
a constant value regarding the vertical SMA ratio and the difference factor between 
them is between 6.7 for low steel ratio and 3.6 for high steel ratio.

6 Adjusted the approximate equation

Using the parametric results, two equations [i.e., Eqs. (4) and (5) refer herein as pro-
posed equations] from statistical analysis are proposed based on axial load ratio and 
are expressed as follows:

 for P/Agf’c > 0.05  (4)

 for P/Agf’c ≤ 0.05  (5)

Where εSMA is the yielding of the NiTi SE-SMA material. 

Figure 6 compares the results of both equations based on P/Agf’c values. The proposed 
equation provides a more accurate estimation for the yielding displacement as com-
pared to the approximate equation. These reduction factors in the proposed equation 
are related to the delay of SE-SMA material compared to the conventional steel rein-
forcement. The dispersion between both equations is increased for a higher axial load 
ratio, as shown in Figure 6(b). 
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Figure 6. Proposed equation variation with: a) axial load ratio 0.05; b) axial load ratio >0.05.

7 Conclusions

This study investigates the accuracy of the approximate formula proposed by Priest-
ley et al. [14] to estimate the yielding displacement of the circle SMA bridge pier. Then 
proposed equations are presented based on the performed parametric study. Several 
major conclusions obtained from this study are as follows:
 - Axial load ratio and pier diameter significantly influence the yielding displacement of 

SE-SMA bridge piers compared to the influence of aspect ratio and the confinement 
coefficient (K). For instance, the value reduces from 70 mm to 34 mm under a high 
axial load ratio. 

 - Under different load variations, the SE-SMA material exhibited a constant response 
in yielding displacement when the axial load ratio ranges from 0.1 % to 0.35 %.

 - The proposed equation is based on the variation of axial load ratio in order to mitigate 
the difference between the numerical results and the approximate equation.

 - The work conducted in this paper is based on the assumption that the plastic hinge 
length is equal to 20 % of pier height. However, more research is needed to investi-
gate the proposed equation’s accuracy considering different plastic hinge lengths.

Eventually, several assumptions were considered in this study, including no-slippage in 
mechanical couplers, which are used to connect the steel reinforcement above the plastic 
hinge with SMA rebars in the plastic hinge. Also, shear and shear-flexural interactions are 
omitted from this study. Thus, future research is encouraged to address this issue. 
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Abstract
Polyurethane panels are used for façade cladding and roofing, mainly, of industrial objects. They 
allow for a quick installation, and with that a reduction of the building cost. According to the 
current regulations in Macedonia, panels are only used as secondary load bearing elements, and 
not as elements that are in direct interaction with the rest of the load bearing construction.This 
work makes an analysis of the choice of the type of panel for a specific construction, the load 
bearing capabilities of the panels, as well as the approach of the stressed skin design method 
which analyses the panels as part of the primary load bearing construction. Based on the things 
listed above, a static design has been done on an object where the method of the modeling of the 
panels and the benefits of this type of analysis are displayed.

Key words: panels, steel construction, stressed skin design 
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1 Introduction

The current use of sandwich panels in the construction of industrial buildings demands 
a more sophisticated method of structural analysis, which will take into consideration 
their correlation with the load bearing structure itself.
Light sandwich panels used for roofing and facade cladding of modern industrial buil-
dings are made of two metal sheets for cover (flat or with trapezoidal profile) and a light 
insulating core. In addition to their covering role. They also represent a very economical 
solution for increasing the stiffness of a roof plane. Moreover, when the roof diaphragm 
is used in correlation with façade bracing (or façade diaphragm), one can a get a maxi-
mally economical solution. In short: the diaphragm is analog to the web of an I beam and 
its role is to prevent shear deformation, while the outside elements of the diaphragm 
(the columns) are the flanges of the I beam. 
One cannot deny that the load bearing structure will always be in interaction with the 
elements for cladding and roofing (in this case – the panels) and thus, they will play a 
significant role in the overall behavior of the building. Because of this interaction, the 
calculations of the stresses and the deformations in the load bearing structure, cal-
culated only on the basis of the primary load bearing elements, are rather unrealistic, 
and significantly different from the real ones. Moreover, if one takes into calculation 
the properties of the façade cladding and roofing of the object, one can predict the true 
behavior of the building, thus significantly cut down on the material for it.

2  Application of panels in design of steel structures – characteristics 
and design principles

2.1 Choice of type of panels

The thermic, acoustic and structural requirements of the object dictate the type of pa-
nels for façade cladding and roofing. Based on these requirements, one can choose 
between single sheet steel plate or sandwich panels. The sandwich panels, as mentio-
ned above, are made of two single sheets of either steel or aluminum with insulation of 
mineral wool or polyurethane between them.
The benefit of the polyurethane over mineral wool is that the polyurethane has quite 
higher thermal insulating capabilities. When two typical panels with thickness of 10 
cm are compared, with either mineral wool or polyurethane, based on their thermal 
conductivity U (w/m2K), typical polyurethane panel has a value of U = 0,226 W/m2K and 
is 1,86 times better thermal insulator than the typical 10 cm thick mineral wool panel 
which has a U = 0,422 W/m2K. To achieve the same thermal insulation with mineral 
wool, as one can with polyurethane, a thickness of 18cm is needed (U = 0,227 W/m2K).
The situation displayed above, if the thermal conductivity is key, leads to an increase of 
the loads on the structure since the polyurethane panel of 10cm thickness has a weight 
of 12,77kg/m2, while the 10cm mineral wool one has a weight of 23,43 kg/m2; and if 
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one needs to achieve the same U value with the 18cm mineral wool panel, this increa-
ses the weight to 36,08 kg/m2. Certainly, a higher weight of the panels will lead to bigger 
section of the load bearing structure, thus making it more expensive. However, if there 
are requirements for fire resistance of the panels, the performance of the mineral wool 
panels are second to none.

2.2  Load bearing capabilities of panels and their role in the load bearing capa-
bilities of the overall structure 

Panels are mostly analysed in terms of how they transfer the outside loads (eg. wind 
and snow) to the main structure. They are treated as secondary elements to transfer 
these loads, while maintaining their deformations within the allowable limits. 
Permitting this approach for calculating steel structures is aimed towards the main load 
bearing structure and the stiffeners placed on it, with the aim to reduce the structu-
res deflection in horizontal, longitudinal and latitudinal direction. Before the arrival of 
personal computers and sophisticated programs for structural and dynamic analysis 
of structures, the calculation of these stiffeners was based on semi empirical formulas 
which determine the active load which each one transfers. One also must take into con-
sideration the fact that there was an unclear Figure for the load distribution in certain 
planes. This was also connected to the experiential placement of the stiffeners (such 
as bracing), and which sometimes are displaced or totally removed due to functional 
requirements. Also, the calculation approach of the main load bearing structure, where 
the loads are transferred from on to another element (this especially applies to the wind 
load over the façade sub structure, and then to the columns) is ambiguous. Namely, the 
load bearing capabilities of the façade panels they have in their plane, was completely 
ignored (and which is evidently significant). To be exact, even at a glance of a hall with 
steel structure and cladding of panels, one can conclude that the cladding (as shell ele-
ments) plays a greater role in stiffening the structure when compared to classical ver-
tical bracing, and in that way it reduces the deflection / deformations of the structure. 
Therefore, if there are less deformations, there will be less stress in the elements, and 
thus their load bearing capabilities will increase. 
Based on the above written, if the panels are treated as primary load bearing elements, 
one can rationalize the amount of steel used in the construction process. According to 
the statements in the previous paragraph, key rationalization of steel structures involves 
the inclusion of the panels from the roof and façade in the load bearing capabilities of the 
structure i.e. the panels should be treated as primary load bearing elements. Today, with 
the possibilities structural design software offers, this is possible. The final purpose of this 
being the of reduction of classical stiffening elements (bracing) or completely removing 
them from the building system. This will consequently result in reducing the weight of 
the structure, simplifying the installation process and finally resulting in a more financially 
economic build. Naturally, to begin with this approach, we need to have a design model 
which focus on the properties of the panels (its stiffness and torsional stability).
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2.3 Codes for design with panels as primary load bearing elements 

The use of roof and façade panels as primary load bearing elements of a structure is 
allowed with EUROCODE 3 as stressed skin design. On a global level, this principle 
for design was introduced by E. R. Bryan, and as a result of his work the European re-
commendations for stress skin design are developed to be finally embodied into EU-
ROCODE 3. Still, even with EUROCODE 3 doesnt strictly define a procedure which will 
have a binding character, but it is up to the designer if the load bearing capabilities of 
the panels will be used. Still, in Appendix A.7, all the conditions that need to be met if an 
engineer wants to use the panels in the calculation are defined:
 - The use made of sheeting, in addition to its primary purpose, is limited to the for-

mation of shear diaphragms to resist structural displacement in the plane of that 
sheeting 

 - The diaphragms have longitudinal edge members to carry flange forces arising from 
diaphragm action

 - The diaphragm forces in the plane of a roof or floor are transmitted to the foundati-
ons by means of braced frames, further stressed-skin diaphragms, or other methods 
of sway resistance

 - Suitable structural connections are used to transmit diaphragm forces to the main 
steel framework and to going the edge members acting as flanges. 

 - The sheeting is treated as a structural component that cannot be removed without 
proper consideration

 - The project specification, including the calculations and drawings, draws attention to 
the fact that the building is designed to utilize stressed skin action

 - In sheeting with the corrugation oriented in the longitudinal direction of the of the 
roof the flange forces due to diaphragm action may be taken up by the sheeting

 - Stressed skin design may be used predominantly in low-rise buildings, or in the floors 
and facades of high-rise buildings

 - Stress skin diaphragms may be used predominantly to resist wind loads, snow loads, 
other loads that are applied through the sheeting itself. They may also be used to 
resist small transient loads, such as surge from light overhead cranes or hoists on 
runway beams, but may not be used to resist permanent external loads, such as 
those from plant.

Also, the conditions that the diaphragm needs to meet are defined:
 - In a profiled steel sheet diaphragm, both ends of the sheets should be attached to 

the supporting members by means of self-tapping screws, cartridge fired pins, wel-
ding, bolts or other fasteners of a type that will not work loose in service, pull alit, 
or fail in shear before causing tearing of the sheeting. All such fasteners should be 
fixed directly through the sheeting into the supporting member, for example through 
the troughs of profiled sheets, unless special measures are taken to ensure that the 
connections effectively transmit the forces assumed in the design.
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 - The seams between adjacent sheets should be fastened by rivets, self-drilling 
screws, welds, or other fasteners of a type that will not work loose in service, pull out, 
or fail in shear before causing tearing of the sheeting. The spacing of such fasteners 
should not exceed 500 mm.

 - The distances from all fasteners to the edges and ends of the sheets should be 
adequate to prevent premature tearing of the sheets.

 - Small randomly arranged openings, up to 3 % of the relevant area, may be introduced 
without special calculation, provided that the total number of fasteners is not redu-
ced. Openings up to 15 % of the relevant area (the area of the surface of the diaphra-
gm taken into account for the calculations) may be introduced if justified by detailed 
calculations. Areas that contain larger openings should be split into smaller areas, 
each with full diaphragm action.

 - All sheeting that also forms part of a stressed-skin diaphragm should first be de-
signed for its primary purpose in bending. To ensure that any deterioration of the 
sheeting would be apparent in bending before the resistance to stressed skin action 
is affected, it should then be verified that the shear stress due to diaphragm action 
does not exceed 0,25.fyb/γM1.

 - The shear resistance of a stressed-skin diaphragm should be based on the least te-
aring strength of the seam fasteners or the sheet-to-member fasteners parallel to 
the corrugations or, for diaphragms fastened only to longitudinal edge members, the 
end sheet-to-member fasteners. The calculated shear resistance for any other type 
of failure should exceed this minimum value by at least the following:

 ▪  for failure of the sheet-to-purlin fasteners under combined shear and wind uplift, 
by at least 40 %

 ▪ for any other type of failure, by at least 25 %.

3  Role of panels in roof covering and façade cladding in the overall 
deformability and load bearing of the structure 

Based on the before stated, it is obvious that the shortcomings of the usual approaches 
towards the calculation of the steel structures are the following: 
 - leaving out the load bearing capabilities of the cladding
 - bigger deflections, and with that – bigger forces 

Because of these shortcomings, one gets bigger profiles for the steel elements than the 
ones that are necessary. 
To display these differences in the behavior of structures designed in a classical manner, 
compared to structures designed with the cladding as primary load bearing elements, 
an analysis of the deflections of a two-span steel hall is done in two separate models. In 
this analysis, only the deflections of the structures from wind load in Y direction will be 
displayed. The data will be obtained from two mathematical models. One without roof 
panels and on with roof panels in the mathematical model. 
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Figure 1. Isometric view of structure of hall

The building, in X direction is made of 2 modules of 20,0 m, in Y direction of 6 modules 
of 6 m; axial dilatation of 0,4 m; 7 modules of 6,0 m thus comprising a whole of 40,0 m 
x 78,4 m i.e. 3136 m2. The gable of the building is on the 40,0 m wide side and forms a 
symmetrical roof. 

3.1 Model 1: classically designed hall 

The mathematical model of the structure is designed as a spatial system made of “fra-
me” elements and surface “area” elements in the program package SAP2000.12. This 
program is used to do the structural and dynamic analysis of the building. Regarding 
the input data, needed for a proper analysis, the structure is loaded in accordance to 
the current regulations for loads for these types of buildings. In accordance to this, the 
building has been loaded with the following loads: 
 - Dead weight calculated directly from the software 
 - Permanent load  G+ = 0,50 kN/m2 (load of panels, installations)
 - Snow load  S = 0,75 kN/m2 
 - Wind load  W0=0,7 kN/m2 (II zone, exposed, H < 10 m).
 - Seismic load through a respective spectrum.
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3.2 Model 2: mathematical model with roof panels 

Model 2 is actually Model 1 upgraded with the modeling of roof panels. The panels in 
the mathematical model are presented as fictive elements with circular cross section of 
1mm, with which the model in on the side of safety (the stiffness of the panels is ne-
glected, and they are analyzed as if they are acting as tension elements). The elements 
themselves are connected to the rest of the structure in a manner that will be done in 
reality: with self-tapping screws on every purlin on every 1000 mm (which is the width 
of the panel). What has been neglected from the real situation is that the panels are mo-
deled as 20m elements (which is unreal due to the standard transport size). The reason 
this is done is to avoid the longitudinal connections of the panels with elements which 
would be placed on a distance of 250 mm. 

Figure 2. Mode 1 of Model 1

Figure 4. Mode 3 of Model 1

Figure 3. Mode 2 of Model 1 

Figure 5.  Deflection in Y direction from seismic load, 
on a model without roof and wall panels 
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3.3 Analysis of results 
Table 1. Modes, frequencies and deflections 

Figure 6. Mode 1 of Model 2 

Figure 8. Mode 3 of Model 2 

Figure 7. Mode 2 of Model 2 

Figure 9.  Deflection in Y direction from seismic load, 
on a model with roof and without wall panels 

Model 1: Withouth panels Model 2: With roof panels 

T f T f

Mode 1 2.12435 0.47073 1.57789 0.63376

Mode 2 2.04580 0.48881 1.52325 0.65649

Mode 3 1.51031 0.66211 0.87155 1.14738

 X - axis Y - axis X - axis Y - axis

Deflection 12.837 59.155 8.970 28.317
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4 Conclusion 

As the results show (59 mm for Model 1, and 28mm for Model 2), one can conclude 
that by adding the roof panel in the structural analysis of the model, the horizontal de-
flection decreases by 50 %. Furthermore, one can safely claim that these values are not 
unrealistic, but are in line with the real situation of the structure. If the panels, with their 
respective stiffness are included in the mathematical model than the deflection will be 
even smaller than the one displayed. And if both roof and façade panels are included 
in the mathematical model as shell elements with their respective stiffness, the cross 
sections of the columns and beams would significantly decrease. 
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Abstract
The proper seismic design of bridge structural bearings and expansion joints enables avoiding 
high repair costs after earthquakes. The paper discusses some experiences of the authors in 
design of bridge bearings and expansion joints according to Eurocodes. Within the scope of the 
detailed design of several new road overpasses, railway underpasses and railway bridges in the 
Republic of Macedonia, a special project on design of structural bearings and expansion joints 
has been realized. Based on the performed analyses, several issues are discussed. First, it has 
become evident that the geometry and the layout of the bridge structures have an influence on 
the layout and the fixation of the bearings (i.e., fixed, guided in one direction or bearings movable 
in all directions). The bridge shape in plane, the number of spans, the alignment disposition, etc. 
have also affected the adoption of bearing types and dimensions. Finally, the dynamic parameters 
and seismic behaviour of the bridges have appeared to be crucial in the design of the bearings. 
The paper also includes a comparison between design of bearings according to the Eurocodes 
and the Macedonian codes. For the purpose of comparative investigation of different layout 
solutions for the bearings’ fixation, apart from static analyses, dynamic non-linear time-history 
analyses, using time-history ground acceleration records that correspond to the Eurocode 8 
design spectra, have also been performed. From the analyses, the most superior layouts in terms 
of fixation, position and number of bearings have been obtained for each treated bridge structure. 
Precious experience has been gained during realization of the project. Since the Eurocodes’ 
design philosophy has already moved toward development of new technologies for bearings, 
it is inevitable to make changes in the Macedonian practice. This philosophy has brought more 
freedom to the design process, especially in making decisions in obtaining optimum solutions 
depending on predominant actions, especially seismic ones. 

Key words:  structural bearing, elastomer, Eurocodes, EN 1337, bridge structure, thermal action, 
seismic action, FEM, expansion joints 
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1 Introduction

The paper is focused on problems in seismic design of structural bearings and expan-
sion joints for RC bridges according to Eurocodes and EN 1337 based on the authors’ 
experiences. Although it mainly deals with seismic actions that have an influence on the 
bearing design, nondynamic actions, especially thermal and breaking ones, have also 
been included in the discussion. 
The detailed design of several new bridge structures (road overpasses, railway under-
passes and railway bridges) along Corridor VIII–eastern section (Kumanovo–Beljakovce 
section) in the Republic of Macedonia, performed according to the Macedonian codes, 
has served as a basis for additional design and comparative analysis of structural bear-
ings according to Eurocodes. Since the bearings and expansion joints for the bridges 
have been adopted based on the result of this additional design, the project appeared 
to be among the first ones in Macedonia realized by implementation of the Eurocodes 
and EN 1337. During the design process several issues have been considered. These 
have mainly been related to the influence of the layout of the bridge structures and the 
fixation of the bearings discussed in the section 2 of this paper. However, the dynamic 
parameters and the seismic behaviour of the bridges have appeared to be crucial in 
the design of the bearings. To evaluate the effect of the bearing fixation, comparative 
dynamic non-linear time-history analyses have been performed for different layout so-
lutions for the bearings, as discussed in section 3 of the paper. During the realization 
of the project, it has become clear that the present Macedonian practice that is mainly 
based on design of movable elastomer bearings disregarding seismic actions should 
inevitably be abandoned. The Eurocodes’ bearing design philosophy offers wider con-
cepts for fixation of bearings - fixed, guided in one direction or bearings movable in 
all directions, so that new horizons in obtaining optimum solutions for bridge bearings 
have been opened. 

2  Detailed design of six road overpasses, five railway underpasses 
and one railway bridge

In the paper, the results from the performed analyses and detailed design of structural 
bearings and expansion joints for the structures along the “Corridor VIII – Eastern Sec-
tion”, Kumanovo – Beljakovce section, Republic of Macedonia, are discussed. The fol-
lowing structures have been analyzed: 1. Road overpasses OP30 (km 3+653), OP31 (km 
7+555), OP32 (km 9+060), OP33 (km 12+060), OP34 (km 17+758), OP35 (km 26+582); 
2. Railway underpasses UP45 (km 14+951), UP46 (km 16+211), UP47 (km 20+220), 
UP48 (km 22+631), UP49 (km 24+768) and 3. Railway bridge BR54 (km 24+460). 
Within the scope of the detailed design the authors of the paper have performed static 
and seismic analyses of the mentioned bridge structures and have computed the ac-
tions according to EN 1990, EN 1991-1-5, EN 1991-2, EN 1992-2, EN 1998-1, and EN 
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1998-2 (see [1-6]), needed for proportioning of the elastomeric bearings. The design 
actions on elastomeric bearings, defined as appropriate Ultimate Limit State (ULS) and 
Serviceability Limit State (SLS) combinations, have been calculated and the so called 
“Typical bridge bearing schedule” has been prepared according to EN 1337-1, Annex B, 
Table B.1 and EN 1337-3, Annex E, Table E.1 (see [7, 8, 9]) for all bearings with speci-
fied different types of fixation for all structures. It is important to note that, in absence 
of a National Annex of the Republic of Macedonia to Eurocodes, recommended values 
of the parameters have been adopted in the analyses, unless otherwise specified in the 
design text.

2.1  Numerical models for finite glement analysis and applied actions for bea-
ring design 

In order to evaluate the design values of the effects of actions Ed on elastomeric bear-
ings for all considered bridge structures, 3D numerical models have been developed for 
all designed structures. These numerical models have been used for calculation of the 
natural mode shapes and periods of vibrations, as well as for calculation of the static 
reactions of each structural bearing, obtained due to all permanent, variable and seis-
mic actions. The analyses have been performed using the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
based, general purpose software package Tower Radimpex 7.0 [10]. The structures 
have been appropriately modeled using the generated finite element mesh: Girders 
and columns have been modeled using beam finite elements. Slabs have been mod-
eled using plate elements and bearings have been modeled using link elements. Since 
the bearings were the target of the analyses, the structures have been analyzed with-
out consideration of the abutments. For structures with more than one span, middle 
columns have been included in the models, resulting in optimal design of elastomeric 
bearings. The 3D design models have appeared especially superior as they allowed ap-
propriate consideration of the horizontal seismic actions.
The elastomeric bearings have been modeled by link elements with stiffness calculated 
according to specifications given in EN 1337-3 (see [8] and [11]), so that stiffness for all 
6 degrees of freedom (three translations and three rotations) has been calculated and 
prescribed. Also, the boundary conditions of the link elements have been prescribed, ac-
cording to the designed type of bearing fixation. The shear modulus of the elastomeric 
bearings has been adopted as Gg = 0,9 MPa (EN 1337-3, 4.3.1.1, see [8]). The bulk 
modulus Eb has been adopted as Eb = 2000 MPa (1337-3, Eq. (20), Note 1, see [8]). 
During analysis, the initial values of bearing dimensions and types have been adopted 
as in the original design. However, in the design process (according to EN 1337-3), the 
bearing dimensions and types have been changed. The boundary conditions (fixation) 
have remained unchanged.
The considered action on structures has been classified into three groups (see [1], i.e. 
EN 1990, 4.1.1): permanent actions (G), variable actions (Q), and seismic actions (A). 
Permanent actions for railway bridges include self-weight of structure, weight of rails, 
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sleepers and ballast variable actions. For road bridges, permanent actions include self-
weight of the reinforced concrete structural elements (girders, slabs, columns), weight 
due to asphalt, hydro-isolation, RC parapets, noise barriers and/or solid safety barriers 
on the cantilever parts, RC conduits elements, etc. Variable actions for railway bridges 
include railway traffic actions (EN1991-2, 6.1., 6.2, 6.3), horizontal forces (centrifugal 
force (EN 1991-2, 6.5.1), noising force (EN 1991-2, 6.5.2), traction and braking (EN 
1991-2, 6.5.3), thermal actions (EN 1991-1-5, 6.1, 6.1.3)), wind actions (EN 1991-1-
4, 8.3.2) and actions due to shrinkage and creep of concrete. Variable actions for road 
bridges include road traffic actions (EN1991-2, 4.3 and 4.4), thermal actions (EN 1991-
1-5, 6.1, 6.1.3)), wind actions (EN 1991-1-4, 8.3.2) and actions due to shrinkage and 
creep of concrete. Characteristic values of actions have been defined according to EN 
1990, 4.1.2. Design values of actions have been defined according to EN 1990, 6.3.1 
using partial factors g and probability factors yi. The final adopted ULS combinations 
needed for calculation of the design values Ed of the effects of actions which are neces-
sary for design of bearings for both railway and road bridges have been adopted accord-
ing to EN 1990, 6.4.3.2, Eq. 6.10b for STR for persistent or transient design situation, 
and according to EN 1990, 6.4.3.4, Eq 6.12b for seismic design situation. Also, the final 
SLS combinations have been adopted according to EN 1990, 6.5.3a, Eq 6.14a for a char-
acteristic situation and according to EN 1990, 6.5.3a), Eq 6.15b for a frequent situation.

2.2  Applied seismic actions for bearings and expansion joints design according 
to Eurocodes

Seismic actions have been included in the analyses according to EN 1998-1 and 
EN1998-2. Mass has been calculated using the characteristic value of permanent loads 
Gk and a part of the characteristic traffic loads Qk,1, using factor y2,1 equal to 0.3 for rail-
way bridges and equal to 0.2 for road bridges (EN 1998-2, 4.1.2(4)P):

M = Gk + y2,1 Qk,1. 1)

The damping ratio has been adopted to have the value of 0,05 (EN 1998-2, 4.1.3). The 
behavior factor q for bridges with fixed bearings (or partially fixed bearings) according 
to EN 1998-2, 4.1.6 (10) should be adopted equal to 1,0 if the first horizontal period of 
vibration T < 0,03 sec, and if T > 0,03 sec, q should be adopted to have the value of q = 
1,5 (EN 1998-2, 4.1.6 (9), (10), (11)). However, in absence of the Macedonian National 
Annex and having in mind EN 1998-2, 6.6.2.3 (1), (2) and (4), the behavior factor q for 
railway bridges in this study has been adopted to have the value of 1,5 for bridges with 
middle columns, and value between 1,0 to 1,5 for bridges with one span. The behavior 
factor q for all road bridges with flexible elastomeric bearings (free at all supports) has 
been adopted equal to 1,0 (EN 1998-2, 4.1.6 (11P), EN 1998-2, 6.6.2.3 (1) c. and (4),EN 
1998-2, 7.4.1 (1)P). A multi-mode spectrum seismic analysis has been carried out for 
all cases. The design spectrum Type 1 for elastic analysis in both horizontal directions 
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has been used (EN 1998-1, 3.2.2.5) for M > 5,5 (EN 1998-1, 3.2.2.2 (2)P, Table 3.2 and 
Figure 3.2). Class of soil B has been adopted for all analyses, according to the map of 
soils of the Republic of Macedonia and Eurocode 8 classification. The design ground ac-
celeration has been adopted as ag = gI agR (EN 1998-1, 3.2.2.2), where importance class 
factor gI has been adopted equal to 1,4 for railway bridges and 1,0 for road bridges (EN 
1998-2, 2.1 (6)). agR is the peak ground acceleration (PGA) of the site for a return period 
of 475 years. As to the choice of PGA, in absence of a map and Macedonian National 
Annex, an approximate map of PGA for the Republic of Macedonia for a return period of 
475 years from one research has been used. Considering the site where the structures 
are to be built, for all analyses the value of agR = 0.20g has been adopted. This value also 
correlates with the positive technical regulative which is in force in Republic of Mac-
edonia (i.e., Regulative 1986, see [11]). According to EN 1998-2 4.1.7 (3)P the effects 
of the vertical seismic component on bearings in the upward direction has also been 
considered in the analyses.

2.3 Design solutions for bearings

The final adopted bearing dimensions are shown comparatively in Table 1 for design 
performed according to Regulative 1986 (see [11]) and Eurocodes (see [1-9]). It should 
be noted that, for the underpass structures UP45, UP48 and UP49 and the bridge struc-
ture BR54 the horizontal seismic actions on bearings computed according to Regulative 
1986 were comparatively low compared to those computed according to Eurocodes. 
That was the reason why Regulative 1986 design was done with no complications re-
garding the bearing fixation elements that sustain horizontal forces, unlike the Euroc-
ode design where special measures (installation of steel plates) had to be undertaken 
because of the much higher value of the seismic actions (see the discussion about the 
difference in seismic actions when using both codes in the subsequent section 2.3). So, 
Table 1 shows comparatively only the designed dimensions of the rubber, without ad-
ditional steel plates and bolts needed in the Eurocode design. 
For bridge BR54 (see the model in Figure 1), the bearings based on Eurocode design 
have been adopted of all types of fixities: fixed bearings type B with lower and upper 
steel plates; guided bearing in longitudinal direction, type D with upper vulcanized PTFE, 
upper sliding plate with welded stainless steel sheet and lower steel plate; guided bear-
ing in transverse direction, type D with upper vulcanized PTFE, upper sliding plate with 
welded stainless steel sheet and lower steel plate; and free bearings type C with inter-
nal steel plates. The layout of the designed bearings for this bridge is shown in Figure 2, 
denoted as “layout 1”.
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Table 1.  Comparison between bearing dimensions designed according to the Macedonian code and 
Eurocode

Figure 1. Model of the four-span curved bridge BR54, using the FELISA/3M software package

On the other hand, the overpass structures OP30, OP31, OP32 and OP34 have been 
designed with free (moveable in both directions) neoprene elastomeric bearings type 
C. As to the displacement requirements this fixity layout did not result in high values 
of horizontal displacements in Regulative 1986 design, however it caused problems 
in Eurocode design because of much higher level of seismic actions. So, the bearings 
have been designed to have higher dimensions that has resulted in low level of contact 
stresses, namely less than 3 N/mm2 (see [8], EN 1337-3, section 5.3.3.6, eq. (16)). 
Finally, the problem was solved using special thixotropic epoxy adhesive for gluing the 
steel plates to concrete (with adhesive strength > 4 N/mm2) on both surfaces in order 
to avoid separation and/or slippage of the bearings.

2.4 Design solutions for expansion Joints

The expansion joints have been dimensioned according to the obtained horizontal de-
sign displacements dEd in longitudinal direction of the structures, using the following two 
basic combinations: 

Bridge 
structure

Bearing dimensions [mm]

Regulative 1986 Eurocodes (only rubber dimensions)

All types Fixed Guided 
x-x

Guided 
y-y Free

BR54 NB 300/500/63 250/400/63 200/500/79.5 250/500/79.5 500/400/177

OP30 NB 150/200/28 / / / 350/450/132

OP31 NB 150/200/28 / / / 350/450/132

OP32 NB 150/200/28 / / / 350/450/132

OP34 NB 150/200/28 / / / 350/450/116

UP45 NB 200/300/41 180/200/35 190/250/25.5 150/250/25.5 150/250/49

UP48 NB 200/300/41 180/200/35 190/250/25.5 150/250/25.5 150/250/49

UP49 NB 200/300/41 150/250/35 150/350/32.5 150/300/25.5 150/250/56
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 - Ultimate Limit States (ULS) - Seismic combination:

 dEd = 1,0·dEG±0,4·dESx±0,5·dET (2)

 - Serviceability Limit States (SLS), Characteristic combination:

 dEd = dEG+dEQrt±dEHtb±0,6·dET+0,6·dEQsh (3)

In the combinations dEG denotes displacements due to all permanent actions as self-
weight of the reinforced concrete structural elements (girders, slabs, columns), asphalt 
and isolation in road bridges, the RC parapets, noise barriers and/or solid safety barriers 
on the cantilever parts, the RC conduits elements, etc. Horizontal displacements due to 
variable actions are denoted as follows: dEQrt denotes the horizontal displacements due to 
vertical road traffic for road bridges, dEHtb denotes horizontal traction and braking displace-
ments; dET denotes thermal displacements, dEQsh denotes concrete creep and shrinkage 
displacements, and dESx denotes seismic displacement. Note that the ULS combination 1 
is adopted according to clauses and recommended values in EN 1998-2:2005, Eurocode 
8 – Design of structures for earthquake resistance – Part 2: Bridges, 2.3.6.3 (5), Note 1. 
According to the clause, the adopted values of design displacements will provide normal 
work of the expansion joints with no damage during the serviceability period, including 
medium intensity earthquakes that are expected to occur during the serviceability life of 
the structures (that is the meaning of the coefficient 0.4 for earthquake displacement in 
the above ULS combination). According to above mentioned clause in Eurocode, for max-
imum intensity expected earthquakes (with return period of 475 years), the expansion 
joints are allowed to suffer damage. However, this damage mechanism would provide en-
ergy dissipation that will increase the ductility, preventing global collapse of the structure 
(superstructure falling off). The transverse displacements due to seismic motion have also 
been reported in order to design the clearance between the girders and side parapet walls 
in transverse direction on the abutment supports.

2.5  Discussion about differences in design according to Macedonian codes 
and Eurocodes

The apparently considerable difference between Eurocode design and design of bear-
ings according to the Macedonian code, i.e., Regulative 1986 has arisen as a result of 
several factors: 1. Difference in the philosophies of actions on structures, especially 
treatment of thermal ones; 2. Different definition of calculation of mass contributing 
to seismic actions, i.e., Eurocodes include the contribution of traffic actions while Mac-
edonian codes do not; 3. Difference in ductility factors, i.e. reduction factors of seismic 
action, which are lower in Eurocode; 4. Much higher value of braking force in Eurocode; 
5. Remnants of old practice in Republic of Macedonia including very often neglect of the 
seismic forces in design of bearings, etc.
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As to the first issue, i.e., differences in philosophies of actions, in Regulative 1986, ther-
mal actions are treated as “additional” forces that are never combined with the seis-
mic ones. However, according to Eurocode, thermal actions should be combined with 
seismic actions (see [6], i.e., EN 1998-2-2005, 5.5. (2)P). Also, the elastic seismic value 
of displacements (see [6], i.e., EN 1998-2-2005, 2.3.6.3) should be enlarged by the be-
havior factor q (see [6], i.e., EN 1998-2-2005, 2.3.6.1 (6)P, (7) and (8)P). In such a way, 
the obtained design displacements and forces of bearings are much higher than those 
treated according to the Macedonian code. 
Further, unlike Regulative 1986, according to the Eurocodes, the mass contribution due 
to traffic should be considered in calculation of the total mass for dynamic analysis with 
20 % for road bridges and with 30 % for railway bridges (see [6], i.e., EN 1998-2-2005, 
4.1.2 (4)P). This results in greater mass and bigger seismic actions applied to structures 
when using Eurocodes.
Ductility in Regulative 1986 (see [11], article 23, Table 5) is taken to have the value of 4.0 
for “Z1” design action and 5.0 for “Z2” design action, including a special reduction factor 
for the total seismic force of 0.6. If we consider the relation between seismic intensity 
and design peak acceleration ([11], article 20, Table 2), the total seismic reduction factor 
will range between the values of 3.33 and 4.16. However, according to Eurocode (see 
[6], i.e., EN 1998-2-2005, all stipulations in section 4.1.6 including Table 4.1), reduc-
tion factor (called in Eurocode “behavior factor”) for the analyzed bridges should be 1.0 
for bridges with all movable elastomeric bearings and with maximum value of 1.5 for 
bridges with different fixation layouts. This results in a considerable difference of cal-
culated seismic force which could be 2.22 to 4.16 times bigger when implementing the 
Eurocodes, compared to the Regulative 1986. In addition, given that seismic actions 
used to be often neglected for smaller structures and having in mind the lower values 
of braking forces in the Macedonian code, the significance of bearing design was usually 
underestimated in practice, resulting in poor solutions. As a result, considerable dam-
age to bearings of bridge structures along Macedonian roads and railway lines has been 
observed due to serviceability actions let alone seismic events. 
The National Annex to the Eurocodes was recently adopted in the Republic of Mac-
edonia (September 9, 2020). However, despite many deficiencies in the Macedonian 
seismic codes [11], if properly implemented with efficiently defined bearing layout, they 
could often result in an acceptable design level. On the other hand, the Eurocodes could 
seem very rigorous and their direct implementation could cause many problems to de-
signers. Hence, clever adoption of parameters in the National Annex in its next version 
should be an imperative in order to overcome these difficulties and inconsistencies.
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3  Comparative dynamic non-linear analyses of BR54 railway Bridge 
structure

For the final design, the bearings for all treated structures have been analyzed and pro-
portioned according to Eurocodes and EN 1337, as discussed in the preceding chapter. 
However, due to deadline restrictions, during the design phase, it was not possible to 
perform any parametric optimization of the bearings related to their layout consider-
ing all the influencing parameters. In the post-design activities, we decided to investi-
gate the efficiency of the optimization process that could lead the design phase, using a 
model of the bridge structure BR54 (Figure 1) generated in FELISA/3M software system 
(see [12]). Namely, as discussed in the introduction, the idea was to investigate the 
influence of the fixation (i.e., the boundary conditions) of the bearings on the seismic 
behavior of the bridge using five different fixation bearing layouts. The first four layouts 
are given in Figure 2, while the fifth one that is not shown in the figure, is defined with 
all eight bearings free in both directions, longitudinal (L) and transverse (T). “Layout 1” 
represents the actual design solution. Time-history analyses have been performed us-
ing original El-Centro ground acceleration records in x and y directions so that, for both 
directions, 0.2g has been prescribed for PGA. These acceleration records fall approxi-
mately into the design spectrum Type 1, as used in the design. 
The first three layouts of bearing fixation practically simulated a situation of a simple 
beam with a free support on the left side and a fixed support of the right side for all 
spans. The first period of vibration for all three cases was 0.4367 sec. with the first 
mode shape directed longitudinally in respect to the bridge. Consequently, this resulted 
in very similar results for all three layouts as to the obtained internal bearing forces and 
displacements due to seismic actions (see Table 2 for “Layout 3”, span 2,). In the table, 
the fixed bearings are denoted by “F”. Also, letters “T” and “L” denote the free moveable 
directions of the bearings. From the table, it can be seen that the maximum internal 
horizontal force due to seismic actions in the fixed bearings riches the value of 762 kN in 
longitudinal direction and 409 kN in transverse direction. On the other hand, the maxi-
mum obtained horizontal displacements in the bearings in the case of all three layouts 
are about 18.2 mm in longitudinal direction (obtained in the first span, not presented 
here) and 0 in transverse direction. 
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Figure 2.  The analyzed bearing layouts. Note that the fifth one is defined with all eight bearings that are 
movable in both directions (not presented in the figure)

Table 2. Internal bearing forces and displacements for span 2, Layout 3

Bearing no. Force 
[kN]

Displacement 
[mm]

Bearing 
no.

Force 
[kN]

Displacement 
[mm] Direction

12 L
3 2.5

16 F
687 0 Longitudinal

243 0 409 0 Transverse

11 L
3 2.5

15 T
687 0 Longitudinal

210 0 0 0 Transverse

10 L
3 2.5

14 T
762 0 Longitudinal

189 0 0 0 Transverse

9 L
3 2.5

13 F
682 0 Longitudinal

127 0 393 0 Transverse
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Layout 4 of bearing fixation partially restricted the motion in both directions, resulting in 
stiffer response, i.e., in the first period of vibration, with a value of 0.2682 sec in longi-
tudinal direction. The maximum developed displacements were 0.7 mm in longitudinal 
direction and 0 mm in transverse direction. The shift of the period of vibration in stiff-
er regions of the design spectrum (from 0.4367 sec. to 0.2682 sec.) resulted in much 
higher induced seismic forces in the bearings. Namely, the internal horizontal force due 
to seismic actions in guided bearings in transverse direction for span 4 reached a high 
value of 2338 kN in longitudinal direction. Probably this bearing layout will not behave 
well under thermal actions, too. Finally, layout 5 has been proposed just to simulate the 
limit case opposite to the previous one (layout 4) where all bearings are designed free in 
both directions. As expected, the induced horizontal forces were very low (the maximum 
values were 43 kN in longitudinal and 85 kN in transverse direction), while on the other 
hand, the obtained horizontal displacements for span 2 were very high (58,4 mm in lon-
gitudinal and 206.6 mm in transverse direction). The obtained first period of vibration of 
1.61 sec. resulted in low seismic forces in the bearings for span 1. Unlike the previous 
case, this layout will not have problems with thermal actions, however, the braking ac-
tion will be certainly critical, resulting in high displacements like those obtained due to 
seismic actions.

4 Conclusions

From the above discussion, it is obvious that bearings, as important parts of bridge 
structures, also deserve special attention and proper seismic design. The conclusions 
from the investigations can be summarized as follows.
Within the scope of the detailed design of several bridge structures along Kumanovo–
Beljakovce section, a special project on design of structural bearings has been realized, 
being one of the first projects realized by implementation of the Eurocodes and EN 
1337 in Macedonia. The gained results and experiences from the project have empha-
sized the differences between national and Eurocodes’ design philosophies. Namely, 
the structural bearings have been designed according to both codes whereat a consid-
erable difference in the adopted bearing dimensions has been obtained between the 
two design solutions. From the performed design, several parameters have appeared to 
be responsible for the differences, as discussed in the paper. Especially, the difference in 
the computed level of seismic actions according to both codes was one of the most cru-
cial parameters. Further, in order to discuss the influence of the bearing fixation layout 
on the seismic response of bridge structures, dynamic non-linear time-history analyses 
have been performed for five different layouts. The fourth layout represented the stiff-
est case, while the fifth layout represented the most flexible case. Layouts 1, 2 and 3 
have been investigated as more realistic options in practice, defined between the two 
limit cases. The investigation has shown that the period shifting due to change of bear-
ing fixation results in different overall seismic behavior of the bridge structures and es-
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pecially different behavior of the bearings. In practice, this means that one should seek 
an optimal layout solution that will lead to optimal balance between induced bearing 
horizontal forces and horizontal displacements due to seismic actions.
This research is expected to have an impact on the decisions within the frames of the 
activities for estimation of the National Annex parameters governing the problems of 
seismic design of bearings. These have not yet been specified and standardized in our 
country.
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Abstract
Most unreinforced masonry structures are vulnerable to seismic actions. Due to the poor shear 
and bending resistance of masonry walls, seismic actions can sometimes produce mechanisms 
that may lead to the collapse of the building. This paper presents the results of a shaking table test 
performed on a 1:2 scale unreinforced masonry building. The results consist of a map of cracks 
that appeared after the test and some numerical values regarding the dynamic characteristics. 
The accelerations and displacement recorded show the behaviour of the structural model and the 
maximum seismic capacity of the system.
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1 Introduction

In order to experimentally simulate the effects of earthquakes and the behaviour of 
constructions subjected to this type of action, the tests performed on seismic simula-
tors such as seismic platforms are recognized for the realistic scenarios that can be 
reproduced in laboratory conditions. A major advantage of the tests on the seismic plat-
form is that they can capture the way in which deformations occur and develop and that 
is significant information in evaluating the behaviour of certain types of structures such 
as those made of concrete or masonry [1, 2].
In addition to the benefits that this type of test offers, there are also a number of tech-
nological limitations related to the size of the vibrating mass and the maximum pay load 
of the platform. These limitations introduce certain restrictions on the use of scaled 
models for testing. In the field of civil engineering, a general problem that intervenes 
in experimental testing is the size of the model. The structures to be investigated and 
assessed are normally large, which makes them impossible to test at a natural scale. 
Consequently, testing is performed either on only certain parts of the structure itself or 
on small, scaled-down models [3, 4].
Scale modelling involves reducing the size of a structural model without losing impor-
tant features related to the behaviour of the prototype. A structural model is defined as 
any element or set of structural elements constructed at a small scale, designed to be 
tested, for which the laws of similarity must be used in order to interpret the test re-
sults. The purpose of the physical tests is to obtain as accurate data as possible on the 
behaviour of the prototype in normal loading conditions, on the response in the form of 
displacements, accelerations, failure mechanisms, etc. In the case of small-scale mod-
els, this scaling can affect its physical properties, so it is important to consider these 
changes in order to draw conclusions as close to reality as possible in terms of proto-
type behaviour [5].

2 Materials and test set up

The model designed for the experimental program aims at the most accurate replication 
of the structural typology, using masonry made of solid ceramic bricks and weak mor-
tars based on lime and local aggregates. These construction materials (masonry, lime 
mortar, wood) as well as the structural typology were very common in the constructions 
of the past centuries, especially in the region of Iasi but also in other areas of Romania.
The structural model proposed for testing represents a building made of unreinforced 
brick masonry, ground-floor only, with a flexible ceiling supported by wooden beams 
and a classic roof, as shown in Fig. 1. Regarding the geometry of the structure, they 
had to fit within the size and weight limits of the shaking table. Thus, a box-type struc-
ture with four walls has been designed: two load-bearing walls, with door and window 
openings and two solid transverse walls, Fig. 1 a), b). The footprint of the building result-
ed in 2383 x 1914 mm, with a storey height of 1490 mm and a roof height of 390 mm.
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Figure 1. a) Building perspective view b) plan view of the model

The process of constructing the structural model had to follow the original typology 
of execution of heritage buildings and to respect the principles of geometric similarity 
that have to be considered in the case of scaled-down models. The bricks used have 
been designed to 1:2 scale with respect to a traditional unit standard ceramic brick. The 
scaled bricks represent about a quarter of the total volume of the original brick, having 
nominal dimensions of 117 x.62 x 36 mm (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Normal and scaled bricks

The mortar used was a combination of lime and pufar (a calcareous sand obtained from 
a nearby area of Iasi). The proportion of the mixture was 1:1 by volume. The scaling 
process continued with the joints between the ceramic blocks that have been reduced 
to a thickness varying between 5 and 8 mm. Fig. 3 presents the aspect of the structural 
model with the additional masses mounted at the level of the ceiling.
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Figure 3. a) Aspect of the prepared structural model; b) Mounting the additional masses

3 Shaking table test of the structural model

In order to carry out the experimental test for seismic actions, the built model was 
mounted on the 160 kN shaking table of the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Building 
Services of Iasi. The shaking table has the following characteristics:
 - capacity: 160 kN or 16 metric tonnes;
 - platform base dimensions: 3.05 m x 3.05 m with a grid (20x20 cm) of M24 threaded 

holes;
 - maximum acceleration (with a payload of 10 tons): ± 3 g;
 - maximum frequency with a payload of 10 tones: 50 Hz.

The acquisition of experimental data (seismic action) and the response of the model 
tested were digitally recorded. Two types of transducers were used: accelerometers 
- Dytran 3202A1 LIVM (up to ± 10g) and PT5AV displacement transducers - (up to ± 
0.5m). Their location on the scaled-down model is presented in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Position of the displacement transducers on the north wall of the model
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The experimental tests were carried out by testing the structural model with different 
types of sinusoidal actions. These are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Unidirectional shaking table types of action

4 Results and discussion

Before and after each simulated action, the structural model was carefully examined 
and evaluated in order to observe the occurrence of the type of degradations, their loca-
tion and their size.
Table 2 shows the response of the model in terms of accelerations and displacements. 
Thus, the maximum values recorded by each accelerometer and displacement trans-
ducer are observed.

Table 2. Maximum recorded values

Figure 5. a) Variation of accelerations; b) maximum absolute displacements recorded

Test no. Action type Frequency [Hz]
X direction

PGA [g] PGD [mm]

1 Sine beat 3.6 0.05 1.74

2 Sine beat 3.6 0.10 3.54

3 Sine beat 3.6 0.15 6.69

Test 
no.

Action 
type

Accelerometers X direction Displacements

A1
[g]

A2
[g]

A3
[g]

A4
[g]

TD1
[mm]

TD2
[mm]

TD3
[mm]

TD4
[mm]

TD5
[mm]

1 Sine 
beat 0.19 0.315 0.125 0.146 2.56 1.86 1.65 2.11 2.05

2 Sine 
beat 0.26 0.28 0.26 0.29 5.20 4.20 3.48 4.55 4.55

3 Sine 
beat 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.24 29.22 8.98 7.86 19.48 15.14
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From the graph shown in Fig. 5b it can be observed that in case of Tests no. 1 and no. 
2 with the maximum level of acceleration of 0.19g, the relative displacement between 
TD2 and TD4 is less than 23.5 %. However, in the case of Test no. 3, the level of accelera-
tion was 0.315g, which leads to an increase in the values of the absolute displacement. 
The relative displacement is also higher by almost 54 %. Fig. 6, 7, 8 present the aspects 
of the model after the tests. Multiple cracks that occurred in different positions can be 
observed in the drawings next to the photo taken during the experiment for each of the 
Fig. 6, 7 and 8. The identified cracks and their location match the observations reported 
in the scientific literature [6]
The identified cracks were marked with different colours. Each colour used represents 
the moment of its occurrence: light blue - degradations occurred during the first sine 
beat test shown in Table 1; dark blue – the previously produced cracks widened during 
the second sine-beat loading scenario with increased amplitude; orange - degradations 
occurred during the second sine-beat loading scenario, their distribution being generally 
diagonal, following the path of the mortar joints; green - degradations occurred during 
the third sine-beat loading scenario along the mortar joint; red - degradation in bricks 
occurred during the third sine-beat loading scenario [6, 7]. 

Figure 6. East wall with inclined cracks highlighted along the corners

Figure 7. West wall with inclined cracks highlighted along the corners
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Figure 8. South wall with inclined cracks highlighted

Figure 9. North wall with inclined cracks highlighted

The values recorded by TD2 and TD3 are very close to one another, which means that 
the model moves uni-directionally and the torsional effects are negligible. However, 
when the PGA of the input shaking motion increased, the difference in the values re-
corded by the displacement transducers located on both sides of the model, Fig. 4, 
started to significantly differ from one another, meaning that torsional effects became 
more important. This was particularly noticed for the displacement transducers located 
at the gutter level [8]. This could be explained by the position and the dimensions of the 
gaps for door and windows in the two longitudinal walls in the direction of the seismic 
motion which lead to different stiffness.

5 Conclusions

The experimental results indicate that unreinforced brick masonry walls with lime-pu-
far mortar have been damaged in the masonry plane. Most of the cracks were con-
centrated in the areas where shear stresses occur, at the level of the parapets and at 
the corners of the window openings. In the case of actions outside the walls plane, the 
upper areas of the walls have exhibited larger displacements. These tests indicate that 
the rocking mechanism can cause a stable nonlinear response of the structure, both to 
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the actions perpendicular to the plane and in the case of those in the masonry plane, 
provided there is a good connection between the brick layers. However, in the case of 
low strength mortars, such as traditional mortars, this is very difficult to obtain due to 
the poor adhesion between the mortar and the brick.
Keeping a good connection between the orthogonal walls and ensuring that both win-
dow and door openings are within normal values, as well as the wall openings and their 
height, can significantly remove the failure of the walls due to out-of-plane stresses.
The damage to the corner area of the walls depends on two factors: the first is related 
to the way the floor is anchored to the structural walls (lack of shear transfer connec-
tions can lead to lateral forces acting perpendicular to the wall plane) and the second 
factor is determined by the existence of window and door gaps in the immediate vicinity 
of the corner area. The latter is produced due to the in-plane motion for the longitudinal 
walls leading to the occurrence of a rocking moment at the joints that connect the para-
pet and the lintel related to the gap. The moment generates stresses in the vertical and 
horizontal joints at the intersection area of the parapet and the lintel. As a direct conse-
quence, the diagonal cracks occur and extend at an angle of approximately 45 degrees.
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Abstract
The buildings with a soft storey represent a great danger for the safety of the tenants in seismically 
active areas. Because of the improper distribution of stiffness in height of the building, the seismic 
effect results in a failure in the most unfavourable way, that is, an unannounced collapse through 
a soft storey, whereby plastic joints are formed first in the columns, without dissipation of energy 
through plastic joints in the beams. The purpose of this research is to compare the behaviour of a 
regular RC building and a RC building with a soft storey, which will show the negative effects that 
the soft storey has on the overall behaviour of the building. Additionally, a linear and nonlinear 
static analysis of RC buildings with a soft storey is made according to the applicable Macedonian 
regulations and according to the Eurocode. The comparison made justifies the applicability of 
the recommendations and criteria for the design and construction of these systems. Linear 
static analysis of regular RC building and RC building with a soft storey according to Macedonian 
regulations and according to Eurocode was performed and a comparison of the obtained results is 
given. More detailed insight in the influence of the soft storey to the buildings is given through the 
non-linear static analysis (Pushover) made on the same RC building designed according to different 
rulebooks, one according to Eurocode and another according to the Macedonian regulations, and 
another comparison of the obtained results with a more detailed non-linear analysis was made 
where the development of the plastic hinges along the height of the building is shown.

Key words: Soft storey, Non-linear static analysis – Pushover
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1 Characteristics of the models

To show the differences of regular RC buildings and RC buildings with a soft story de-
signed according to different regulations, 4 models were analysed:
 - Model M1: regular RC building designed according to national regulations;
 - Model M2: RC building with a soft story designed according to national regulations 

with coefficient for ductility and damping Kp=1;
 - Model M3: RC building with a soft story designed according to national regulations 

with Kp=2;
 - Model M4: RC building with a soft story designed according to Eurocode.

The soil is II category, class B, IX zone of seismicity. The dimensions of the building are 
20 x1 4,7 m with story height of 3m. It consists of 4 three-span frames of columns and 
beams only, with dimensions:

Table 1. Characteristics of the models

Model M1 M2 M3 M4

Beams 30 x 50 cm 30 x 50 cm 40 x 60 cm 30 x 50 cm

Columns (Ground and I floor) 50 x 50 cm 50 x 50 cm 60 x 60 cm 60 x 60 cm

Columns (II-IV floor) 40 x 40 cm 40 x 40 cm 50 x 50 cm 50 x 50 cm

Figure 1.  Displacements diagram of model M1, M2, 
M3 and M4

Figure 3.  Diagram of stiffness along the building 
height for model M1, M2, M3 and M4

Figure 2.  Relative storey displacements diagram of 
model M1, M2, M3 and M4

Figure 4.  Diagram of seismic force intensity along the 
building height for model M1, M2, M3 and M4

2 Comparison of the linear analysis results
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The diagrams shown show that large relative storey displacements occur in RC build-
ings with a soft storey that adversely affect the behaviour of the structure as a whole, 
despite the increase in the dimensions of the columns. The increase in the dimensions 
of the columns is a result of the larger moments in the columns due to the presence of 
a soft storey, as well as due to the restriction that the total displacement is less than 
allowed by the regulations.
Despite the increase in the dimensions of the columns in the model M3, the stiffness of 
the ground floor is almost 50 % less than the stiffness of the model M1 which is a result 
of the increased height of the ground floor and from the diagrams it can be seen that 
there are large changes of the stiffness along the building height. While the stiffness of 
the ground floor in model M2 is 50 % of the stiffness of the ground floor in model M3 
which leads to an even more flexible construction in model M2 and it would not have the 
capacity to withstand the design seismic forces that would be applied if the regulations 
are followed, ie if Kp = 2. In this model, too, there are large changes in stiffness along the 
building height, ie it is irregular in height. The M4 model designed according to Eurocode 
is more flexible, but due to the lower applied seismic force, it satisfies the allowed dis-
placements. At M3 and M4 the ground floor has a much lower stiffness compared to the 
other storeys, with this difference being much smaller in the model designed according 
to Eurocode (Figure 3).
Despite the observed differences in the behaviour of the models, from the linear analy-
sis it cannot be concluded which RC building would work better in the event of an earth-
quake, ie whether they possess the necessary ductility and what failure mechanisms 
will develop. Therefore, a nonlinear static analysis (Pushover) is performed in order to 
show the behaviours of the two RC buildings in the nonlinear area.

3  Comparison of the results concluded from nonlinear analysis of 
RC buildings with soft storey designed according to Macedonian 
regulations and Eurocode

Although there was a soft storey failure in both models, according to the shown schemes 
of formation of plastic joints, it can be concluded that the model designed according to 
Eurocode has a certain announcement of failure, with the formation of plastic joints in 
most beams before the columns on the ground floor reach their maximum load capac-
ity. In the model designed according to Macedonian regulations, a very small number of 
plastic joints are formed in the beams before the plastic joints in the ground floor columns 
reach their maximum load capacity. The occurrence of a soft storey failure occurred due to 
the large height of the ground floor, which is twice the height of the other floors, and thus 
the stiffness is much lower compared to the other floors. Further research came to the 
conclusion that in order to prevent a soft storey failure, the dimensions of the columns on 
the ground floor should be more than 100 / 100 cm, which calls into question the econ-
omy of this design, so at such floor heights it is best to combine columns with RC walls.
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From the nonlinear analysis it can be concluded that the M3 model analysed according 
to the Macedonian regulations [1-3] can receive 45 % higher force before the plasticiza-
tion of the elements starts, compared to the M4 model analysed according to the Eu-
rocode [4-7], which means that the Macedonian regulations are on the safe side when 
designing RC buildings of this type. The M2 model is the most flexible and with the high-
est ductility, but it does not have the capacity to withstand the predicted seismic forces 
while consistently following the regulations. The M4 model is more flexible than the M3 
model, with larger displacements when reaching the LS point from the M-F diagram. 
The M3 model designed according to the Macedonian regulations has the greatest stiff-
ness, reaching the LS point at the highest horizontal force.

4 Conclusion

In order to define the behaviour of RC buildings with a soft storey during seismic ac-
tions, several analyses of RC buildings designed according to the current regulations 
in Macedonia [1-3] and Eurocodes [4-7] were performed. General conclusions will be 
made about the dimensioning and behaviour of the structures, as well as specific con-
clusions made when comparing the behaviour of the structures dimensioned according 
to different regulations, and the appropriate models (M1, M2, M3, M4):
 - The obtained period of oscillation of the building with a soft storey (model M3) of 

0.56 sec. is 16 % less than the period obtained in the building without a soft storey 
(model M1) which is 0.65 sec. This is due to the larger dimensions of the columns 
which are increased from 50/50 cm to 60/60 cm on the first two storeys where the 
soft storey is located and from 40/40 cm to 50/50 cm on the other floors, as a result 
of accepting the moments due to the existence of a soft storey.

 - The seismic force in the model M3 is 143 % higher than the seismic force in the model 
M2, due to the condition of the regulation that the coefficient Kp for ductility and 
damping is 2.0, as well as due to the shorter period of oscillation, which has a great 
impact on further dimensioning of the building.

 - Despite the increase in the dimensions of the columns in the model M3, the stiffness 
of the ground floor is almost 50 % lower than the stiffness of the model M1 which is 
due to the large height of the ground floor, and also large changes in stiffness were 
observed along the building height. Whereas, the stiffness of the ground floor in mo-
del M2 is 50 % of the stiffness of the ground floor in model M3 which leads to a more 
flexible construction in model M2 and it would not have the capacity to withstand the 
design seismic forces that would be applied if the regulations are followed, ie if Kp = 
2. In this model there are also large changes in the stiffness of the storeys in height, 
ie it is irregular in height.

 - A building with a ground floor height of 4.5 m and a coefficient of ductility and dam-
ping Kp = 1 was analysed, something that can often be found in the projects whe-
re the designers simply ignore this coefficient. The calculated stiffness of the gro-
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und floor is 1853 kN/cm, while the stiffness of the first floor is 2689 kN/cm, ie the 
stiffness of the ground floor is 69 % of the stiffness of the first floor, which means 
that it can and should be classified as a soft storey, and treated accordingly. .

 - During the analysis of the models, different seismic forces were obtained depending 
on the geometry of the elements and the design regulations used. Thus, in the model 
M1 the total seismic force is 10 % of G, in the model M2 is 9.1 % of G, in the model 
M3 is 20 % of G, in the model M4 is 14.6 % of G, while in the model with ground floor 
height of 4.5 m is 10 % of G. The model B3 has the highest seismic force, due to the 
coefficient Kp = 2, and the lowest force is the model B2, due to the lower stiffness 
and because Kp = 1.

 - With a period of oscillation of 0.62 sec. we can conclude that the RC building designed 
according to Eurocode (model M4) is more flexible than the one designed according 
to MK regulations (model M3) where the period is 0.56 sec. However, as far as the 
displacements are concerned, in the building designed according to Eurocode, they 
are smaller, but the seismic force acting on the building is lower as well, due to the 
smaller mass and the way of determining the seismic force. That is, according to 
Eurocode, the seismic force is lower, but there are many verifications in the design 
to ensure the occurrence of joints in the columns, as well as to prevent failure from 
shear forces that would occur during an earthquake. In both models the ground floor 
has a much lower stiffness compared to the other floors, with this difference being 
smaller in the model designed according to Eurocode.

 - The relative storey displacement in the model M3 is 1.27 cm, which is 32 % higher 
than the relative storey displacement in the model M4 where it is 0.96 cm, while 
the total displacement in the model M3 is 2.36 cm, which is 23 % higher than the 
total displacement in the M4 model which is 1.92cm, where the biggest difference 
in displacement appears on the first floor. The difference of the displacements is due 
to the different seismic force which in model M3 is 2505.5 kN, and in model M4 is 
1785.4 kN. The obtained displacements satisfy the maximum displacements accor-
ding to both regulations, which means that both constructions are well designed in 
accordance with the regulations.

With the extensive analysis made in this paper, a conclusion can be made that in the de-
sign of vertically irregular RC buildings in seismic prone areas, the verifications against 
soft-story failure given in the regulations must not be neglected. With extreme differ-
ences in the stiffness and the height of the different floors, a non-linear analysis is 
recommended because for certain stiffness differences the verifications given in the 
regulations are not sufficient, as it was with the case presented. While with smaller 
stiffness differences along the height of the building, a satisfactory behavior can be 
accomplished with enlargement of the dimensions of the columns, when higher stiff-
ness differences are present, additional bearing elements should be foreseen such as 
RC walls. 
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Abstract
Application of modern seismic design codes in everyday practice imposes a need for the seismic 
retrofit of existing structures, which represents a challenging task when it comes to old masonry 
buildings. Many of such buildings were built long before design codes, not just seismic ones, and 
in many cases their structural performances do not conform with the current design criteria. 
Seismic response of existing masonry buildings, especially public ones, has a strong impact on the 
society, and therefore deserves a proper attention. There is a constant need for an improvement 
of the seismic capacity of old masonry building structures. One of such examples is presented in 
this paper, which deals with the seismic retrofit of an existing grammar school masonry building 
in Novi Sad, Serbia. The building was built about eighty years ago, before any design codes. It 
consists of a basement, ground floor and two upper floors. Structural walls were constructed 
by using solid bricks without reinforcement, and ribbed floor slabs were made out of reinforced 
concrete. During the on-site inspections no vertical confining elements were observed, and only 
some horizontal confining elements were found at floor levels. What makes the retrofit project 
special is the fact that a new storey is planned to be built upon the existing top storey in order 
to expand the school’s capacity, which has further complicated the analysis and design. This 
paper presents the most important properties of the considered masonry building, the results of 
nonlinear static (pushover) analyses performed on a spatial mathematical model of the structure 
with the additional storey, and the applied retrofit solutions used to achieve the necessary seismic 
capacity with the respect to the provisions of Eurocode 8.

Key words: masonry building, seismic capacity, retrofit, pushover analysis, Eurocode 8
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1 Introduction

A proper assessment of the response of an existing masonry building during an earth-
quake represents a complex task, particularly in cases of existing structures. In general, 
a high level of knowledge on all relevant material and structural properties is required 
since any significant lack of data, combined with all uncertainties related to the seis-
mic action, can lead to unreliable results. Also, structural modelling often has a crucial 
impact on the output. By taking into account the fact that existing masonry buildings 
are quite common, it is obvious that their seismic assessment needs to be conducted 
with special caution. When a retrofit of an existing masonry building is needed, the task 
becomes even more complex.
Modern design codes for the design and analysis of masonry buildings cover a fair range 
of common buildings in practice, and the application of Eurocode 6 (Part 1-1 [1]) cou-
pled with Eurocode 8 (Part 1 [2] and Part 3 [3]) generally leads to appropriate structural 
solutions. In order to properly assess the behaviour of an existing masonry building 
exposed to the seismic action, at least the nonlinear static (pushover) analysis needs 
to be performed, which is in accordance with Eurocode 8. However, not enough struc-
tural modelling guidelines can be found in design codes, which represents a problem 
in certain cases. Recently, several useful software tools have been developed on the 
basis of the finite element method, experimentally obtained data, and observations on 
earthquake-damaged structures, which implies that the most commonly used “hand” 
calculations and checks shall be replaced with more sophisticated approaches.
This paper deals with the seismic retrofit of an existing grammar school masonry build-
ing in Novi Sad, Serbia, and presents the most important building properties, results 
of the nonlinear static (pushover) analysis performed on a spatial mathematical model 
of the structure with an additional storey, and the applied retrofit solutions used to 
achieve the necessary seismic capacity with the respect to the provisions of Eurocode 8.

2 Building description and applied loads and actions

2.1 Existing building

The existing grammar school masonry building was built about eighty years ago, be-
fore any design codes. It consists of a basement, ground floor and two upper floors, 
as shown in Fig. 1(a, b). Structural walls were constructed by using solid bricks without 
reinforcement, and ribbed floor slabs were made out of reinforced concrete (RC). During 
the on-site inspections no vertical confining elements were observed, and only some 
horizontal confining elements were found at floor levels. However, RC columns between 
windows in the longitudinal façades were observed (five in total).
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Figure 1.  a) Characteristic storey layout, and transverse cross-sections of the b) existing and c) upgraded 
building

The existing structure is quite old, and in the available documentation no data was pro-
vided on the properties of the applied materials. Consequently, the material properties 
used in the analysis were adopted based on experience and relevant literature (e.g. rec-
ommendations from [4] were partially taken into account).
Compressive strengths of solid bricks (fb) and mortar (fm) recommended in [4] were 
used, and the characteristic compressive strength of masonry (fk) was calculated based 
on [1] as 2.76 MPa. Conservatively, it was adopted that fk = 2.5 MPa. Characteristic 
initial shear strength of masonry under zero compressive stress (fvko) was adopted as 
0.10 MPa, whereas for the limit value of characteristic masonry shear strength fvlt = 
0.65 MPa was used. Furthermore, short term secant modulus of elasticity of masonry 
(E) was determined according to [1] as E = 1000fk = 2500 MPa. For shear modulus (G) 
of masonry, a conservative value of 375 GPa was adopted, according to recommenda-
tions provided in [5]. In the case of RC columns, beams and lintels, concrete C12/15 was 
adopted according to [6], along with the smooth reinforcing bars with yield strength fy 
= 240 MPa. Volume weights of masonry (with mortar) and RC were taken as 19.0 and 
25.0 kN/m3, respectively.
Depending on their position, the thickness of basement walls is 25, 51 and 64 cm, the 
thickness of ground floor walls is 25, 38 and 51 cm, and in the above storeys the wall 
thickness is 25 and 38 cm. The above mentioned five RC columns in façades are 64 cm 
wide, whereas their thickness is 51 cm in the basement and 38 cm elsewhere. The rein-
forcement of these columns was not determined during the on-site inspections.
Ribbed one-way RC floor slabs are 43 cm thick, with ribs placed at the distance of 80 
cm, and with a 5 cm thick concrete slab connecting them. The rib cross-section is vari-
able, forming a vault in the non-bearing slab direction. Each rib is reinforced with two 16 
mm diameter bars, and with 6 mm diameter stirrups spaced at 30 cm.
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2.2 Upgraded building

What makes the retrofit project special is the fact that a new storey is planned to be 
built upon the existing top storey in order to expand the school’s capacity, which has 
further complicated the analysis and design. The additional storey can be seen in the 
cross-section shown in Fig. 1.c. According to the original design of the additional storey, 
aerated concrete 25 and 38 cm thick blocks (depending on their position) are planned 
to be used for the wall construction, along with the horizontal and vertical confining RC 
elements with appropriate dimensions. A flat roof structure is designed as a solid 18 cm 
thick RC slab.
When it comes to material properties, according to [7] and [8], the following properties 
were adopted for the aerated concrete blocks: fk = 1.74 MPa, fvk0 = 0.30 MPa, fvlt = 0.16 
MPa i E = 2500 MPa. Recommendations provided in [5] were used for the estimation of 
G, which was taken to be equal to 500 MPa. For the RC elements, concrete C25/30 ([6]) 
was adopted, along with the ribbed reinforcement B500B with fy = 500 MPa. Volume 
weights of masonry (with mortar) and RC were taken as 8.0 and 25.0 kN/m3, respec-
tively. Vertical confining elements were reinforced with four 14 mm diameter longitu-
dinal bars and 8 mm diameter stirrups spaced at 15 cm. Horizontal confining elements 
were reinforced in the same way as the vertical ones. RC columns, which were designed 
at the positions of the existing façades columns, were reinforced with six 14 mm diam-
eter longitudinal bars and 8 mm diameter stirrups spaced at 15 cm. The reinforcement 
of the roof slab is not relevant for this paper, and is therefore omitted.

2.3 Applied loads and actions

Besides self-weight of the building, the additional dead load applied on the first and 
second storey slabs amounted to 1.5 kN/m2, whereas on the third storey and roof slabs 
it amounted to 2.5 kN/m2. A variable load on every slab (except the roof) amounted 
to 2.5 kN/m2, and the snow load considered on the roof slab amounted to 1.0 kN/m2 
(which only influenced static analysis, not discussed in this paper). Eurocode 8 type 1 
elastic spectrum (corresponding to 5 % damping) for soil type C and agR = 0.10 g rep-
resented the seismic input, with the respect to the building importance class III. The 
verifications of the ultimate limit state (ULS) and damage limitation state (DLS) were 
performed by considering all relevant Eurocode 8 provisions.

3 Structural modelling and analysis parameters

When the finite element method is applied on masonry buildings, macro-element models 
are commonly used. For the purpose of the project presented in this paper, the equiva-
lent frame approach was used, which enabled modelling of all additional elements, such 
as beams, columns and confining elements, along with their nonlinear behaviour. More 
relevant details on the equivalent frame models can be found elsewhere (see e.g. [9-12]).
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In the pushover analysis, the characteristic values of material properties were used, al-
though Eurocode 8 suggests that the mean values should be applied. This way, a slight 
amount of conservatism was introduced. In addition, the reduced stiffness of cracked 
sections was taken into account, assumed to be equal to one-half of the stiffness of 
corresponding homogenous sections. All floor slabs were modelled as rigid diaphragms 
in their own planes. All openings in walls, along with parapets and spandrels, were mod-
elled as realistically as possible.
The capacity of individual elements, in terms of drift limits, was taken into account according 
to Part 3 of Eurocode 8 ([3]). In the case of the ULS, which is roughly equivalent to the limit 
state of significant damage (SD) defined in [3], the drift limits taken into account amounted 
to 0.80 and 0.40 % for flexure and shear, respectively. In the case of the DLS, which was 
found to be the irrelevant in the considered case, the assessment was conducted with the 
respect to the inter-storey drift limit, as given in the Part 1 of Eurocode 8 ([2]).
Pushover analysis was performed by using the modal and uniform distributions of the 
seismic force, in both principal (X and Y) positive and negative directions. The accidental 
torsional effects were taken into account through the application of 5 % load eccentric-
ity. The eccentricity was considered only in one (positive) direction. Three-dimensional 
representation of mathematical models of the upgraded building structure (without the 
basement) before and after the retrofit are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Mathematical models of the considered upgraded building: a) before; b) after the retrofit 

4 Results

In order to determine target displacements, the N2 method was used, as incorporated 
in Eurocode 8 (for more details about the method see [13] and [14]). The obtained tar-
get displacements were compared with the corresponding capacities. First, the results 
obtained for the non-retrofitted building structure are discussed. Afterwards, the ret-
rofit solutions are described, and then the results for the retrofitted building are pre-
sented. For convenience, the results for the non-retrofitted and retrofitted structure are 
shown in the same graphs.
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4.1 Non-retrofitted structure

Pushover curves obtained for the modal and uniform seismic force distributions are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively (below each graph, the left figure corresponds to the 
non-retrofitted structure). It can be seen that in all considered cases the DLS demands 
were relatively low, which confirms the above statement that the DLS was found to be 
irrelevant for the considered building. Thus, it will not be discussed further. On the other 
hand, the seismic capacity of the structure for the ULS was in all cases smaller than the 
demand. When it comes to the X direction, the capacities were closer to the demands 
in the case of the modal distribution, whereas in the Y direction, they were closer in the 
case of the uniform distribution. Obviously, the retrofit of the building is necessary.

4.2 Retrofit solutions

Two retrofit solutions were applied. The first one was applied to the existing third storey 
slab, which needed to be strengthened in order to carry the additional loads. This was 
done by adding two 14 mm diameter bars in the bottom zone of each rib, and by casting 
a 7 cm thick concrete topping (with Q-221 reinforcing mesh) on top of the existing 5 cm 
slab. In order to ensure the shear capacity of the connection between the existing slab 
and new concrete topping, dowels with 8 mm diameter and 10 cm length were used, 
and they were placed above the ribs. Thus, the existing third storey slab (which had no-
ticeable cracks in its top zone) was strengthened, and the proper transfer of horizontal 
forces was ensured. The second retrofit solution was applied to the existing masonry 
walls, marked with grey colour in Fig. 2.b. A centre part of the longitudinal wall in the 
middle of the building and two transverse walls in the inner axes were strengthened 
with reinforcement, by adding Q-335 meshes along their whole height on both faces 
(starting from the foundation), and by using a 3 cm thick shotcrete C25/30. Also, aer-
ated concrete walls in the upgraded storey that are above the retrofitted existing walls 
were reinforced in the same manner. Several characteristic retrofit details are shown in 
Fig. 5 (chapter 4.3).

4.3 Retrofitted structure

Pushover curves corresponding to the retrofitted structure, obtained for the modal and 
uniform seismic force distributions, are also shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively (below 
each graph, the right figure corresponds to the retrofitted structure). It can be seen that 
in all considered cases the ULS capacities were larger than the demands, and that the 
most critical case was the Y– for the uniform force distribution. Obviously, the chosen 
retrofit solution for walls led to the satisfactory results. 
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Figure 3.  Results of the pushover analysis for the non-retrofitted and retrofitted building and modal force 
distribution
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Furthermore, a comparison of the pushover curves determined for the non-retrofit-
ted and retrofitted structure clearly illustrates the retrofitting benefits. The adopted 
strengthening of walls turned out to be very practical. In terms of costs, the solution is 
rational, which confirms the outcomes of some previous studies (see e.g. [15]).

Figure 4.  Results of the pushover analysis for the non-retrofitted and retrofitted building and uniform 
force distribution
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Figure 5. Characteristic retrofit details

5 Conclusions

This paper shows the seismic retrofit of an existing grammar school masonry building in 
Novi Sad, Serbia. What makes the retrofit project special is the fact that a new storey is 
planned to be built upon the existing top storey in order to expand the school’s capacity, 
which has further complicated the analysis and design.
The most important building properties, results of the nonlinear static (pushover) analy-
sis performed on a spatial mathematical model of the structure with an additional sto-
rey, and the applied retrofit solutions used to achieve the necessary seismic capacity 
according to the provisions of Eurocode 8, were presented in the paper.
For the considered building, it was observed that both the modal and uniform seismic 
force distributions can be relevant, so it is not possible to know in advance which one 
should be applied in the pushover analysis. Thus, the provisions of Eurocode 8 which ex-
plicitly state that at least two force distributions ought to be taken into account, should 
not be ignored in practice.
Finally, it was shown that strengthening of walls by adding reinforcing meshes and 
shotcrete on their both faces led to the sufficient increase of the seismic capacity. A 
comparison of the pushover curves obtained for the non-retrofitted and retrofitted 
structure clearly illustrated the retrofitting benefits. In the case of the considered build-
ing, the wall strengthening solution turned out to be quite practical, and rational in 
terms of costs.
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Abstract
High-rise buildings in the regions with multi-hazard (MH) events, such as wind and earthquake, 
are exposed to more than one type of lateral excitations which act in consecutive manner. 
Conventionally, in such regions, the maximum of each MH event is used separately to evaluate 
the performance of buildings while the contribution of preceding event is neglected. When using 
vibration control devices such as steel dampers, which are effective against both earthquake and 
wind, accumulation of damage due to continuous input may become a problem. Thus, the current 
research work aims to investigate the contribution of preceding MH event to the performance of 
buildings. In this regard, a 20-story RC frame with supplemented buckling-restrained brace (BRB) 
is designed to satisfy the criteria under the Level-2 earthquake ground motions recommended in 
Japanese design standard. Then, a total of 16 sets of MH scenarios are created by combining four 
sets of preceding wind loads with different intensities (17, 20, 25 & 31 m/s of mean speed) and 
four sets of succeeding earthquake loads of Level-2 intensity. The performance of the RC frame is 
evaluated in terms of global parameters (such as, natural periods, mode shapes, inter-story drifts, 
roof displacement profiles, and residual displacements) and BRBs parameters (such as, ductility 
demands, cumulative plastic deformations, and force-deformation relations). It is observed that 
the performance of the building with BRB is significantly affected under the successive application 
of wind-earthquake scenarios in comparison to the application of the single hazard. This result 
suggests the importance of considering multi-hazard events in the design of buildings.

Key words:  buckling-restrain brace, RC high-rise building, earthquake, wind, multi-hazard, 
successive analysis
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1 Introduction

For earthquake and wind loads, most of worldwide building codes consider the single 
hazard (SH) for the structural design, and do not consider the successive events be-
cause of its low occurrence probability and cumbersome calculation [1]. However, when 
hysteresis dampers such as buckling-restrained braces (BRBs) are used as vibration 
control devices for high-rise buildings, fatigue due to the accumulation of plastic energy 
against successive events cannot be ignored. Therefore, multi hazard (MH) scenarios 
involving winds and earthquake ground motions are considered in this study, and the 
structural performance of a 20-story RC building enhanced with BRBs is examined to 
clarify the effect of the sequence of hazards to the damage of both the building and the 
BRB devices. 

2 Prototype RC frame enhanced with BRBs 

A 20-story RC moment resisting frame is designed to resist the gravitational loads and 
then the BRB devices are selected to minimize the inter story drift ratio below 1 % under 
lateral excitation of Level-2 earthquakes [3]. It is assumed that the prototype building 
is located in Aichi Prefecture, Japan. As presented in Fig. 1a, the prototype building is a 
plane frame consisting of 5-span with a total length of 27.2 m and the story height is 
4.5 m on the first floor and 4 m on the other floors. Structural parameters of the RC col-
umns and beams are summarized in Table 1. The prototype building is enhanced in each 
floor by two diagonal BRBs installed symmetrically. The parameters of BRB devices are 
summarized in Table 2. 
Earthquake response of the frame model is calculated by STERA_3D (STructural Earth-
quake Response Analysis 3D) software, which is a finite element-based software de-
veloped by one of the authors [5]. In the software, the beam elements are presented by 
two nonlinear flexural springs at both ends and one shear spring at the middle. The col-
umn elements have nonlinear axial springs distributed in the sections of both ends and 
two nonlinear shear springs in the middle to represent the directional properties of the 
element. The hysteresis model of nonlinear bending springs for column and beam ele-
ments is the degrading trilinear model as shown in Fig. 1b. The beam-column connec-
tion is assumed rigid, where the rigid zone length for beam element is set to be half of 
the column width. For both beam and columns, the steel strength is modified 1.1 times 
than the nominal strength and the ratio of post-yield stiffness is γ = K0/Ky = 0.001. The 
BRB element is defined as a shear spring in a frame with the bi-linear hysteresis with 
initial stiffness, K1, and secondary stiffness of, K2, as shown in Fig. 1c. The wind loads in 
STERA-3D are applied at the centre of gravity at each floor, while the load distribution 
factor according to the Japanese standard is used to distribute the load along the height. 
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Figure 1.  a) The prototype building elevation and BRB configuration; b) Hysteresis model of nonlinear 
bending spring of beam and column elements; c) Bi-linear hysteresis model of nonlinear shear 
spring for BRBs. 

Table 1. Structural parameters of RC columns and beams in prototype Building

Story

Column

Story

Beam

Fc
[MPa]

D×B
[cm]

Main 
Reinforcement

Fc
[MPa]

D×B
[cm]

Main Reinforcement

Top Bottom

18-20 32 50×50 16-D19 16-20 32 60×50 5-D20 5-D20

13-17 36 55×55 16-D20 11-15 36 60×50 5-D22 5-D22

8-12 42 60×60 16-D22 6-10 42 65×55 5-D22 5-D22

4-7 48 65×65 16-D22 2-5 42 65×55 5-D22 5-D22

1-3 52 70×70 16-D25 1 48 65×60 4-D25 4-D25

1) For the entire beams and columns, the shear reinforcement is D13@100 mm.
2)  For both column and beams the tensile strength of main & shear reinforcement are 490 

MPa & 295 MPa, respectively.
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Table 2. Structural parameters of BRB members

3 Multi-hazard scenarios (MH) 

During the lifetime of a building, the possibility of earthquake events preceded by 
wind events, or vis versa, is significantly high in the area like Japan which is prone to 
earthquakes and typhoons [4]. The objective of the current study is to evaluate the 
performance of the target building under different scenarios of successive wind and 
earthquake loadings. Fig. 2 shows two different scenarios; one is the wind comes first 
followed by the earthquake (wind-earthquake), and the other is the order is reversed 
(earthquake-wind). Four sets of earthquake ground motions are combined with four 
sets of winds of different intensities. Table 3 presents the detail of four selected earth-
quakes. The earthquakes are consisting of two observed earthquake ground motions 
scaled to match the maximum velocity of 50 cm/sec [6] and two ground motions arti-
ficially generated from the phase spectrum of historical earthquakes to be compatible 
with the extreme rare earthquake (Level-2) acceleration response spectrum defined by 
Building Standard Law of Japan [3]. In case of wind events, four sets of wind excitation 
are generated according to the Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) 2019 recommenda-
tion [2], namely; the weak winds (17 m/sec of frequent occurrence), moderate winds 
(20 m/sec of 1-year return period), rare wind (25 m/sec of 10-years return period), and 
extremely rare wind (31 m/sec of 50-years return period). For each of the four wind in-
tensities, 10-minutes fluctuating component of wind time-history profile is generated 
using the von Karman spectrum which is recommended in AIJ 2019 [2]. 

Story Story weight
[kN]

Story height
[cm]

K0
[kN/mm]

Fy
[kN] K1/K0

20 2275.0 400 80 520 0.02

18-19 2082.5 400 80 520 0.02

14-17 2082.5 400 100 650 0.02

11-13 2082.5 400 120 780 0.02

8-10 2082.5 400 130 845 0.02

5-7 2082.5 400 120 780 0.02

2-4 2082.5 400 110 715 0.02

1 2187.5 450 80 520 0.02
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Table 3. List of selected earthquake ground motions

Figure 2. Multi-hazard scenarios, a) wind-earthquake (W31-HAC); b) earthquake-wind (TAF-W25). 

4 Results of successive analysis of prototype building 

4.1 Natural period of the building

The difference of the natural period of the building between pre- and post-earthquake 
or wind excitation due to the damage and stiffness degradation of structural mem-
bers is examined [7]. As presented by the dotted line in Fig. 3, the natural periods of 
1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes under the free vibration (pre-event) are 2.379, 0.797, and 0.430 
sec, respectively. As presented by the event number 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 3, the natu-
ral periods after application of four earthquakes are 3.588~3.704 sec for the 1st mode, 
1.107~1.119 sec for the 2nd mode, and 0.527~0.558 sec for the 3rd mode of vibration 
which indicates the natural period is elongated about 50~55 % for the 1st mode, 38~40 
% for the 2nd mode, and 28~30 % for 3rd mode, respectively. Similarly, as presented by 
the event number 5, 6, 7, and 8 after individual application of wind events, it is observed 
the natural period is elongated 2.621~ 3.377 sec for the 1st mode, 0.842 ~1.027 sec for 
the 2nd mode, and 0.45 ~0.52 sec for the 3rd mode, respectively. There is a noticeable 
difference in the natural period due to the wind intensity.

No. Categories Event Date Station Abbreviation 

1 Scaled earthquake to be 
compatible of 50 (cm/sec)

Imperial Valley 1940 El Centro ELC

2 Kern County 1952 Taft TAF

3 Artificially generated 
earthquake to be compatible 

of L2

Tokachi Oki 1968 Hachinohe HAC

4 Kobe 1995 JMA KOB
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Figure 3. Comparison of natural periods between pre-event (FV) and post-event of earthquake or wind

The post-event natural periods of MH scenarios are compared with the free vibration 
and SH as well. Fig. 4 shows the 1st mode natural periods of SH of earthquake and MH 
of wind-earthquake. It can be seen that the difference of natural periods between SH 
are MH is small. Fig. 5 shows the 1st mode natural periods of SH of wind and MH of 
earthquake-wind. Although the post-event natural period of SH increases in wind in-
tensity, it doesn’t affect the natural period of MH. This means that the effect of wind is 
small with respect to the change of the natural period.

Figure 4. Comparison of the natural period between SH (earthquake) and MH (wind-earthquake) 

Figure 5. Comparison of the natural period between SH (wind) and MH (earthquake-wind)
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4.2 Maximum story drift of the building 

The maximum inter-story drift ratios, which are obtained from the time history analy-
ses of SH and MH, are compared. Fig. 6 shows the maximum story drift ratios of SH of 
earthquake and MH of wind-earthquake. It is interesting to note that when the wind 
precedes the earthquake, the subsequent earthquake does not necessarily increase the 
response, but may even decrease it. It is assumed that the change of natural period 
after wind event affects the subsequent earthquake response.
Fig. 7 shows the maximum story drift ratios of SH of wind and MH of earthquake-wind. 
When the earthquake precedes the wind, the change in the maximum response due to 
the subsequent earthquake is large. It increases in the order of KOB, ELC, HAC, and TAF.

Figure 6. Comparison of the maximum story drift ratio between SH (earthquake) and MH (wind-earthquake)

Figure 7. Comparison of the maximum story drift ratio between SH (wind) and MH (earthquake-wind)

4.3 Roof displacement profile

Fig. 8 compares the maximum roof deformation between SH and MH. It is seen from 
Fig. 8a, the maximum roof displacement of SH (earthquake) is larger than MH (wind-
earthquake) except ELC. In case of MH of earthquake-wind, as shown in From Fig. 8b, 
the maximum roof displacements increase with wind intensity. The same trend can be 
seen for the residual deformation as presented in Fig. 9. 
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Figure 8.  Comparison of the maximum roof displacement between SH and MH, a) SH (earthquake) and MH 
(wind-earthquake), b) SH (wind) and MH (earthquake-wind). 

Figure 9.  Comparison of the residual deformation between SH and MH, a) SH (earthquake) and MH (wind-
earthquake), b) SH (wind) and MH (earthquake-wind)

4.4 Energy absorption rate

Fig. 10 shows the amount of hysteresis energy absorbed by load-resisting members 
(columns, beams, and dampers) of the building under the SH and MH events. From Fig. 
10a, the cumulative energy dissipation of MH (wind-earthquake) increases in compari-
son to SH (earthquake) by ~3 %, ~7 %, ~50 %, and ~149 % corresponding to the preceding 
wind loads of 17, 20, 25 and 31m/sec. Similar trend is observed for MH (earthquake-
wind) scenarios as well as shown in Fig. 10b.
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Figure 10.  Energy absorption rate of load-resisting elements, a) SH (earthquake) and MH (wind-
earthquake), b) SH (wind) and MH (earthquake-wind).

4.5 Cumulative ductility factor and plastic strain energy of BRBs

The accumulative damage of BRBs is evaluated in the term of the cumulative ductility 
factor (CDF) and the plastic strain energy (PSE) [8]. As presented in Fig. 11, the plastic 
strain energy is defined as the ratio of area of plastic strain energy by the triangular area 
shaped by the yield and deformation strengths of RBR. The cumulative ductility factor is 
the normalized summation of total plastic deformation to the yield deformation of BRB. 

Figure 11. a) Plastic Strain Energy (PSE), b) Cumulative Ductility Factor (CDF).
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Fig. 12 presents the force-deformation (strain) relationship of the BRB installed in the 
first floor of the building. From Fig. 12a, under successive analysis of MH (wind-earth-
quake), the shape of the force-deformation relationship is different from SH (earth-
quake), and PSE and CDF are increased about 1~5 % and 50~300 % corresponding to the 
preceding wind intensity. As shown in Fig.12b, the value of PSE for SH (wind of 31m/
sec) is small at 0.02, while the value of CDF is large at 20.54. This is related to the long 
duration of the wind.

Figure 12.  Force-deformation relationship of BRBs, a) SH (earthquake) and MH (wind-earthquake), b) SH 
(wind) and MH (earthquake-wind).

5 Conclusion 

The performance of the high-rise RC building with BRB dampers is investigated un-
der successive application of MH scenarios of earthquakes and winds. It is observed, 
although the effect of wind load is small with respect to the overall performance of 
prototype building, its effect to the cumulative ductility factor and plastic strain energy 
of BRBs cannot be neglected. 
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Abstract
Reinforced Concrete (RC) frame structures are designed and constructed in the major parts of 
Afghanistan. Meanwhile, the brick masonry wall is one of the most common material that is used 
as internal and external walls inside the reinforced concrete frame for the building construction. 
The brick masonry infill wall is defined as a non-structural element for the common structural 
design software, where only weight is considered, not its strength or stiffness. The Hindu-Kush 
earthquake, October 2015 that happened in Afghanistan showed that, the buildings with brick 
masonry walls had less damage or small cracks on the walls. While the buildings without brick 
masonry walls (bare frames) had serious damage or shear failure on columns. Therefore, the 
current research aims to find out the effects of brick masonry walls to the seismic performance 
of RC frame structures by conducting earthquake response analyses of the frame models with 
and without brick masonry walls. The structural model is based on an actual school building (the 
24-classroom school building project that has been designed as a special moment resisting frame 
with three-stories and constructed in Kabul, Afghanistan). Input earthquake ground motions are 
generated artificially based on the Afghanistan design spectrum and the phase spectrum of actual 
earthquake records, such as 1940 El Centro earthquake, 1995 Kobe earthquake and 2003 Bam-
earthquake. The nonlinear frame analysis program, STERA 3D, developed by one of the authors 
is used for the analysis, where the backbone curve of the masonry element is defined including 
the deterioration of the bearing capacity after yielding. The performance of the frame model is 
examined to verify the effects of masonry elements from the natural period, the story drift and 
the damage of the frame and brick masonry walls. 

Key words: Reinforced concrete buildings, brick masonry wall, earthquake response analysis
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1 Introduction

Earthquake seriously threats human live and physical infrastructure continuously in 
Afghanistan. The country is in Alpine-Himalayan belt formed as the result of collision 
among the Indian, Eurasian, and Arabian tectonic plates [1]. The study conducted by 
Zakaria Shinzai (2020) [2] reveals that there are 22 active faults expanded in Afghani-
stan. Among these faults, the Chaman Fault which is extended about 650 km inside 
Afghanistan and crossing the Kabul region is moving northward 3cm each year [3], 
which has the potential to generate destructive ground motions every decade. Namely, 
the 1975 Earthquake (M6.8), the 1990 Earthquake (M6.2), the 1998 Nahrin earthquake 
that killed 7000 people and the latest one is the Hindu-Kush earthquake, October 2015 
(M7.5) [4] that killed more than 300 people. The causality due to earthquake excita-
tion is mainly caused by the damage and the collapse of brick masonry buildings, but 
the brick masonry wall (BMW) usage is increasing in rural and urban areas since 2001. 
It is because, the brick masonry production is simple, low cost, and product is dura-
ble. Now a days, with rapid increase of commercial and residential buildings, engineers 
employ the reinforced concrete frames together with the brick masonry wall to sat-
isfy the market demands. Naqi and Saito (2017) evaluated the building performance 
of RC low-rise buildings with infill reinforced masonry and proposed a damage index 
to screen the vulnerable buildings [7]. Nasiry and Kang (2017) conducted a primary re-
search about people awareness of natural disasters such as earthquake and ways how 
to stay safe during an earthquake to mitigate the earthquake disaster and enhance the 
public awareness [8]. After the Hindu-Kush earthquake, October 2015, the Structural 
Design Department (SDD) of the Ministry of Urban Development and Land (MUDL) of 
Afghanistan evaluated the damaged buildings in Kabul city. Based on the evaluation, the 
buildings with brick masonry walls had less damage or small cracks on the walls. While 
the buildings without brick masonry walls (bare frames) had serious damage or shear 
failure on columns. In the structural design process, such brick masonry walls are con-
sidered as “non-structural” members and the structure is assumed to carry the loads 
only by the frame elements. However, it is apparent that brick masonry walls also resist 
loads and impede deformations compatible with infilled frame action. Although few re-
searchers have discussed about the contribution of brick masonry wall in the building. 
Therefore, the current research study is objected to evaluate the seismic performance 
of RC frame buildings with brick masonry walls and the contribution of brick masonry 
walls is further discussed for a prototype school building. The building is a 24-classroom 
school building which is a typical educational building constructed in several provinces 
of Afghanistan. The school building is designed as a special moment resisting frame 
with three-stories and all interior and exterior walls are solid brick masonry. The nonlin-
ear frame analysis program, STERA 3D [9], developed by one of the authors is used for 
the earthquake response analysis. 
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2 Targeted building

A 24-classroom school building is selected from the Ministry of Urban Development 
and Land (MUDL) database as a target building to be evaluated. The building is a typical 
school building constructed almost in the entire Afghanistan during the past decade. It 
is assumed that the target building is located in the Kabul city with the soil type-D. As 
shown in Fig. 1, the building has a plan with a dimension of 41.7 m × 16.25 m consisting 
of nine and three spans in longitudinal and transvers direction, respectively. The building 
is a three-story RC frame, where each story is 3.3-meter height and the thickness of 
the RC floor-slab at each story is 15 cm. The detail of load-bearing elements (RC beams 
and columns) is summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. As for the floor weight in the seismic 
analysis, a total of 11 kN/m2 dead load are combined with live load of 2.4 kN/m2 which 
correspond to the recommend live load of school buildings. The compressive strength of 
concrete material is 28 MPa, where the tensile strength of flexural and shear reinforcing 
bars is 420 MPa. 
According to the architectural drawings, the interior and exterior walls are brick ma-
sonry walls which are constructed as a solid wall or wall with opening of different sizes. 
The brick masonry wall has a typical thickness of 35 cm which are constructed from un-
reinforced solid brick of regular size (22x11x7 cm). The current research adopts the brick 
with 9 MPa compressive strength. Although, in the common practice, the brick masonry 
walls are considered as non-structural and non-bearing load members, but the current 
research uses the numerical model incorporating the brick masonry wall following the 
architecture configurations.

Table 1. Columns dimensions and reinforcement details

Table 2. Beams dimensions and reinforcement details

No Columns Story Level Depth 
[cm]

Width 
[cm] Main Rein. Bars Shear Rein. 

Bars

1 C1 First, Second and third Floor 50 45 12 Ø D-20 Ø 10 @ 10cm

2 C2 First, Second and third Floor 50 45 14 Ø D-20 Ø 10 @ 10cm

No Beams Story Level Depth 
[cm]

Width 
[cm] Reinforcement details (Rebars) 

1 B1 First and Second Floor 50 35 5 Ø-18 on Top and 4 Ø-18 on Bot.

2 B2 First and Second Floor 55 35 5 Ø-20 on Top and 5 Ø-18 on Bot.

3 B3 Third Floor 50 35 5 Ø-16 on Top and 4 Ø-16 on Bot.

4 B4 Third Floor 55 35 5 Ø-18 on Top and 5 Ø-16 on Bot.
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Figure1:  a) First and second floors plan, b) Third floor plan; c) bare frame; d) Frame with brick masonry wall 
(longitudinal direction); e) Frame with brick masonry wall (transvers direction)
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Table 3. Brick Masonry Wall (BMW) dimensions and details

3 Numerical model of target building

The targeted RC building is modelled by STERA_3D (STructural Earthquake Response 
Analysis 3D), a finite element-based software, developed by one of the authors [13], 
considering the nonlinear behaviour of material and cross-sections geometry. In the 
model, the RC beam elements are presented by two nonlinear flexural springs at both 
ends and one shear spring at the middle. The column elements have nonlinear axial 
springs distributed in the sections of both ends and two nonlinear shear springs in the 
middle to represent the directional properties of the element. For both beam and col-
umn, the steel strength is modified 1.1 times than the nominal strength and the ratio 
of post-yield stiffness is γ = K0/Ky = 0.001. Figs. 2 represent the hysteresis model of the 
nonlinear bending spring. The beam-column connection is assumed rigid. 

Figure 2. Hysteresis model of nonlinear bending spring of beam and column 

The brick masonry wall is defined as a line element with a nonlinear shear spring in the 
middle and two axial spring in the edges as shown in Fig. 3a. The hysteresis model of 
non-linear spring is defined as the poly-linear slip model as illustrated in Fig. 3b. In the 
figure, the Qu, Qc and Qy denotes the ultimate, crack and yield strength of brick masonry 
wall which are obtained based on the procedure recommended by Paulay and Priestley 

No Walls Story Level Beams Wall. L 
[mm]

Wall. H 
[mm]

Wall. T 
[mm]

Comp. Brick 
[N/mm2]

1 W 1 First and Second Floor B 1 4225 2800 350 9

2 W 2 First and Second Floor B 2 5700 2800 350 9

3 W 3 First and Second Floor B 2 4600 2800 350 9

4 W 4 Third Floor B 3 4225 2800 350 9

5 W 5 Third Floor B 4 5700 2800 350 9
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[10]. Where the shear strength of brick masonry wall is estimated as the smaller value 
between the compression strength of diagonal strut presented in Fig. 3c and the sliding 
shear strength in Fig. 3d. 

Figure 3.  a) Element model for brick masonry wall; b) Force-deformation relationship of shear spring for 
brick masonry wall; c) Compressive strength of diagonal strut; d) Sliding shear strength

4 Demand spectrum of the earthquake ground motions

According to the Afghan Structural Code (ASC) [11], school buildings shall be designed 
to satisfy the earthquake ground motions of 2 % probability of exceedance in 50-years. 
Thus, in the ASC, the horizontal spectral response acceleration maps are introduced to 
obtain the maximum considered earthquake for designated locations. Since the prototype 
building, which is constructed in Kabul, the SS = 1.28g (spectral response acceleration at 
0.2 sec period) and S1 = 0.51g (spectral response acceleration at 1-second period), under 
5 % damping ratio, are determined. According to the procedure recommend in the ASC, 
the Design Response Spectra (DRS) is generated as indicated by blue-thick-line in Fig. 4. 
For the time history analysis (THA) of the prototype building, three historical earthquake 
ground motions are selected for the phase spectrum: namely, the El Centro 1940 earth-
quake, Kobe JMA 1995 earthquake and the Bam-earthquake 2003. Then, the artificial 
ground motions are generated to be compatible with the DRS. For this purpose, the 
STERA_WAVE 1.0 [12] algorithm developed by one of the authors is practiced. The re-
sponse spectra of artificial ground motions are also presented in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4. Response spectra of artificial ground motions with 5 % damping

5 Comparison of bare frame (BF) with brick masonry wall (BMW) 

5.1 Natural periods of the building 

Table 4 compares the pre-event natural periods of the prototype building with and with-
out considering the contribution of brick masonry walls. As it is expected the building 
natural periods are significantly shorten when the brick masonry wall is included. This 
reductions for 1st to 3rd mode of vibration are about 34 %, 30 % and 24 % in transvers-
direction, and about 45 %, 40 % and 31 % in longitudinal direction, respectively. Simi-
larly, the post-event natural periods after time history analyses are presented in Table 
4, which indicate the elongation of natural periods due to the degradation behaviour of 
load-resisting elements. For the 1st mode of vibration, the post-event natural period 
elongation is about 2.23~1.99 times of pre-event in case of prototype building without 
brick masonry wall, where this value is about 1.54~1.47 times in case brick masonry 
wall is considered. 

Table 4. Pre-event natural periods (sec) of prototype building with and without brick masonry wall

Table 5. Post-event natural periods (sec) of prototype building with and without brick masonry wall

No Systems Directions 1st mode 2nd mode 3rd Mode

1 RC frame without Infill 
Masonry wall

Trans. D. 0.4197 0.1338 0.0773

2 Long. D. 0.4172 0.1321 0.0744

3 RC frame with Infill 
masonry wall

Trans. D. 0.2760 0.0938 0.0585

4 Long. D. 0.2278 0.0789 0.0513

No Systems Directions 1st mode 2nd mode 3rd Mode

1 RC frame without Infill 
Masonry wall

Trans. D. 0.9365 0.2505 0.2091

2 Long. D. 0.8329 0.2245 0.1465

3 RC frame with Infill 
masonry wall

Trans. D. 0.4270 0.2633 0.0927

4 Long. D. 0.3358 0.1342 0.0873
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5.2 Inter-story drift ratio

To examine the contribution of brick masonry wall to the overall performance of target 
school building, the inter-story drift ratio is calculated from the time history analysis of 
three artificial earthquakes. The result for the building with and without brick masonry 
walls are compared in the Figs. 5a and 5b in longitudinal- and transvers-directions. It 
is depicted, in case of RC frame without brick masonry walls, the prototype building 
reaches 1 % and 1.5 % (transvers and longitudinal directions) story drift ratio which goes 
beyond the safety criteria given by Afghan Structural Code (ASC). On the other hand, 
when the prototype is modelled with brick masonry wall, the inter-story drift ratio is 
less than serviceability limit (0.5 %) for both directions, which indicates the contribution 
of brick masonry wall is about 50 %. 

Figure 5.  Inter-story drift ratio of prototype building with and without the contribution of brick masonry 
walls; a) Longitudinal direction; b) Transvers direction

5.3 Story shear force demand

The story shear forces for the three selected earthquakes are compared for the pro-
totype building with and without the contribution of brick masonry wall in Fig. 6. It is 
observed, in contrast to inter-story drift ratio, the story shear force is increasing for the 
building with brick masonry wall. It is because of the additional stiffness provided by 
the brick masonry wall shorten the natural period of the building, and as can be seen in 
the response spectrum, it increases acceleration response. This amplification is about 
50~60 % for longitudinal and transvers directions.

Figure 6. Story Shear force, a) Longitudinal direction; b) Transvers direction
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5.4 Capacity curve

The story shear force and story drift relationship of the building is obtained from the 
non-linear static pushover analysis to further investigate the brick masonry wall con-
tribution in seismic performance. The prototype building is pushed until the drift ratio 
at the equivalent hight of building reaches 2 % recommend in ASC. Then, the relation of 
seismic shear coefficient and story drift at each story level is obtained as shown in Fig. 
7, for both cases in longitudinal and transvers directions. As depicted from the figure, 
the shear strength of the frame with brick masonry wall is about 3 times of the frame 
without brick masonry wall when the story drift ratio is in the range of 0~0.5 %. It no-
tably observed, as the story drift ratio increases and reaches the 0.5 %~2.0 % range, the 
shear strength of target building declined gradually. This indicates, although, the brick 
masonry walls significantly increase the strength capacity of the buildings, but the brick 
masonry wall could easily lose its strength under higher level of drift ratio. 

Figure 7.  Capacity Curve of Prototype building with and without brick masonry wall; a) Longitudinal dir.; 
b) Transvers dir

6 Conclusions

The contribution of brick masonry wall to the overall performance of RC frame structure 
is investigated in this research paper. For this purpose, a 3-story RC frame school build-
ing which is typically constructed in Afghanistan is examined. Three historical earth-
quake ground motions are selected for the phase spectrum and the artificial ground 
motions are generated to be compatible of the design response spectra recommended 
in ASC. And the seismic performance of the building and the contribution of brick ma-
sonry walls are examined in terms of natural periods, inter-story drift ratio, and story 
shear force. It is observed that, the brick masonry wall is capable to significantly reduce 
the building damage and improve the seismic performance of the RC frames. Although, 
the Afghan Structural Code did not provide specific provision to ponder the contribution 
of brick masonry walls, it is recommended that the additional strength and stiffness 
inserted by brick masonry wall should be incorporated in design phase. 
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Abstract
This paper presents experimental and analytical investigation of the fastening system typically 
used for horizontal cladding panels in RC precast industrial buildings in Central Europe. The 
considered system consists of two main parts: a pair of top bolted connections, which provide 
the horizontal stability of the panel, and a pair of bottom cantilever connections, which support 
the weight of the panel. Based on experimental tests, the in-plane response mechanism of the 
fastening system was identified. It consists of three distinct stages: sliding with limited friction, 
contact with the panel causing an increase in stiffness of the connection, and the failure. In the 
sliding phase, there are only very small friction forces between elements. Significant relative 
displacements of a couple of centimetres can occur between the panel and the column. After the 
contact of the connection element with the panel, there is a significant increase of forces, which 
is followed by a practically brittle failure of the connections. It has been found that the capacity 
of the complete system is limited by the displacement capacity of the top connections, which are 
the weakest components. Non-linear numerical models for dynamic analysis were formulated in 
the OpenSees framework. The typical Coulomb friction model was used to describe the friction 
in the top connection, whereas the response of the bottom connection during the sliding phase 
was better simulated with viscous friction model. The contacts that occur when the gaps in 
connections are depleted were simulated by an instant increase of the connection’s stiffness. The 
numerical models were validated by the tests in cyclic static and in fully dynamic conditions. The 
results show a reasonably good match between experimental and numerical response.

Key words: precast buildings, horizontal cladding panels, connections, numerical modelling
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1 Introduction

One of the most common structural systems in Europe are reinforced concrete precast 
structures. Because of their open space, fast construction and relatively low costs, they 
are widely used for industrial and commercial purposes with tens of thousands visitors 
per day. As observed during recent earthquakes in Italy, damage or collapse of RC pre-
cast buildings could have caused human casualties and considerable economic losses 
[1-3]. Several failures of cladding panels were observed, for which the most probable 
reasons were failures of the fastening systems. The design practice was not adequate, 
since it considered only the forces in the out-of-plane direction, instead of more critical 
response in the plane of panels [4, 5]. Obviously, the understanding of the response 
behaviour of cladding connections was insufficient.
To avoid destructive earthquake consequences and improve the knowledge about the 
seismic response of RC precast buildings, the comprehensive experimental and analytical 
studies have been performed within several EU research projects [6, 7] and some parallel 
researches [8-10]. Within most recent EU project SAFECLADDING [11] and national pro-
ject Seismic resilience and strengthening of precast industrial buildings with concrete claddings, 
funded by the Slovenian Research Agency, different types of cladding connections have 
been studied. The part of the research performed at the University of Ljubljana was de-
voted to the connections widely used in existing buildings in Central Europe for attaching 
vertical and horizontal concrete panels to the main precast structure [12, 13]. 
In this paper, a part of the research campaign concerning the connections for horizontal 
panels is presented. The main part of the aforementioned project present the full-scale 
shake table experiments on the precast structure. To be able to set up these complex 
tests, several cyclic and dynamic test of top connections and complete fastenings sys-
tem have been performed with the main aim to identify the inplane seismic response 
mechanism of single connections and capacity of the complete fastening system. Ex-
perimental results were then used to formulate appropriate numerical models in the 
OpenSees software framework.

2  In-plane response of the fastening system for horizontal cladding 
panels

2.1 Description of the fastening system 

The investigated fastening system is one of the most common systems used in Central 
Europe for attaching of horizontal concrete panels to the RC precast structure. Such 
structural system typically consists of an assemblage of cantilever columns, tied to-
gether by roof beams and girders. Peripheral cladding panels can be differently verti-
cally oriented. Horizontal panels have the width larger that height and are usually at-
tached to the columns (see Fig.1a), whereas vertical panels have the height larger than 
the width and are attached to the beams of the main precast structure.
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Figure 1.  a) Scheme of a typical horizontal panel with cladding connections, b) the assembly of the top 
bolted connection and c) the assembly of the bottom cantilever connection

The investigated fastening system consists of two main parts: a pair of top connections, 
which provide the horizontal stability of the panel, and a pair of bottom cantilever con-
nections, which is used to support the weight of the panel. The top connection is the so-
called bolted connection and is installed in top corner regions of the panels. As shown 
in Fig. 1b, the main part of the top connection is the hammerhead bolt. It is inserted in a 
vertical steel channel built into the column, and connected to a special boxshaped ele-
ment, which is cast in the panel. 
The so-called cantilever connections are installed at the bottom corners of the panel. 
Each bottom connection consists of a special steel box that is inserted into the column 
before casting, a cantilever bracket and a steel plate cast into the panel (Fig.1c). During 
the mounting, the steel bracket is first anchored to the column by a diagonal bolt. After 
that, the panel is placed on the cantilevers and finally secured at the top with hammer-
head bolts. 

2.2 The response mechanism of the fastening system

To identify the in-plane response mechanism of the fastening system, two sets of cyclic 
and dynamic component tests were performed. Only the top bolted connections were 
tested in the first set, whereas the other set of tests was performed on the complete 
fastening system, including both top and bottom connections. Altogether, four quasi-
static cyclic and six dynamic experiments were performed. 
The observed response mechanism consists of three main stages, shown in Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3 for the top and bottom connection, respectively. Stage 1 in Fig.2a represents the 
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initial position of the top connection. After the static friction provided by the tightened 
bolt is reached, the bolt slides along the steel box cast in the panel (Stage 1-2 in Fig. 2). 
At this phase, a limited friction force is activated. Its amount depends on the tighten-
ing torque in the bolt and friction coefficient between steel elements. At Stage 2 (Fig. 
2b) the bolt washer reaches the edge of the steel box. At this point, the stiffness of the 
connection instantly increases. Plastic deformations of the bolt and the channel cast 
in the column gradually increase (Fig. 2c). The connection typically fails because of the 
considerable deformations of the channel and pulling-out of the bolt. 

Figure 2.  The behaviour mechanism of the top bolted connections: a) initial position, b) the contact of 
connection parts, and c) the failure of the connection

The response mechanism of the bottom connection is similar (Fig. 3), except that the 
friction observed in the first phase (between Stages 1 and 2 in Fig. 3) was much smaller 
than at the top connection. After the gap in connection is depleted (Fig. 3, Stage 2), the 
stiffness of the connection increases considerably due to the bending of the cantilever 
bracket. From this point on, the response of the bottom connection is predominantly 
elastic due to the large stiffness of the cantilever bracket.

Figure 3.  The behaviour mechanism of the bottom bearing cantilever connection: a) initial position, b) 
contact of the cantilever bracket and the panel, and c) minor deformations at the end of the test

In Fig. 4 typical response envelopes for the pair of top connections and the complete 
fastening system consisting of a pair of top connections and a pair of bottom connec-
tions are shown. Different stages of the response mechanism are marked with dots. 
When the complete fastening system is considered a significant increase in lateral stiff-
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ness can be observed twice (Fig.4b). Stage 2a in Fig.4b indicates a moment when there 
is contact in the top connections, and Stage 2b in Fig. 4b represents the moment when 
there is contact in the bottom connections.
Tests of the complete fastening system were terminated before the failure because of 
the limited actuator’s capacity. However, at the end of the test, the bolt and channel at 
the top were deformed considerably, whereas the bottom connections suffered only 
minor deformations. It was established that the failure of the system would occur due 
to the failure of top connections at a displacement of approximately 3.5 cm after the 
gap in top connections in depleted. Estimated failure of the complete fastening system 
is presented with a hatched line in Fig. 4b.

Figure 4. Response envelopes of: a) the top connections and b) the complete fastening system

3 Numerical models

A numerical model for simulating the in-plane response of top and bottom connections 
was formulated in OpenSees program [14] by combining several standard uniaxial ma-
terial models. A typical response of the connections was simulated by combining three 
different material models presented in Figures 5a and 5b. In general, the complete model 
of the connection was defined with a parallel combination of friction and impact models.
To simulate the friction in top connection during the sliding phase the ElasticPP model 
was used as shown in Fig. 5c and to simulate the variable friction in bottom connection 
the Viscous material model was used (Fig. 5d). For both top and bottom connections, a 
series combination of the ElasticPPGap (Fig. 5e) and Hysteretic material models (Fig. 5f) 
was used to simulate impacts when the gap in connection closes. 
The force-displacement and force-velocity responses of the top and bottom connec-
tions observed during the dynamic experiments are presented in Fig. 6. The friction 
response of the bottom connection under the dynamic loading had somewhat differ-
ent characteristics from the top connection’s response. As shown in Fig. 6a and 6b the 
top connection exhibited typical Coulomb friction behaviour, where the friction force is 
a product of the normal force on the contact surface and the constant coefficient of 
friction between the surfaces. The response behaviour of the bottom connection was 
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estimated by subtracting the results of the tests on top connections from the results of 
the complete fastening system. As shown in Figures 6c and 6d, the friction force in the 
bottom connection was not constant during the dynamic tests. It was considerably af-
fected by the velocity of connections’ excitations and damping, and the viscous friction 
model was found to be more appropriate. It assumes that the friction force is a linear 
function of the sliding speed. 

Figure 5.  The numerical macro model: a) numerical model of the connection, b) numerical model of the 
bottom connection under dynamic loading, c) ElasticPP, d) Viscous, e) ElasticPPGap and f) Hysteretic 
material 

The first analysis of single component tests showed that the response of the bottom 
connections was rather viscoelastic (as evident in Fig. 6c), which implied that the paral-
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lel combination of Viscous and Elastic models would be appropriate for the simulation 
of friction in the bottom connection. This model was used for the simulation of single 
component tests in previously published research [13]. However, it is difficult to explain 
the physical importance of the elastic spring in the bottom connections, since there is 
no obvious source of stiffness during the sliding phase. Experimentally defined elastic 
stiffness was relatively small, and in principle, the viscous friction is usually modelled 
by taking into account only Viscous material model. For this reason, the viscous friction 
model presented in Fig. 5b is better. It was also verified afterwards with the simulation 
of shake table tests. 

Figure 6.  Hysteretic responses (grey) and idealized envelopes (black): a) top connections F-d, b) top 
connections F-v, c) bottom connections F-d and d) bottom connections F-v

To model the friction in bottom connection during the quasi-static cyclic tests, the com-
mon Coulomb model was taken into account since there were no dynamic effects. Thus, 
this model was similar as used for modelling the top connections response (Fig. 5a).

3.2 Experimental versus numerical response

Recommended values for the model parameters are summarized in Table 1. They were 
also used for simulation of the experiments and are presented more in detail in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.
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Table 1. Recommended values for the model parameters of the connections

Size of the gap dgap is the half width of available space in the panel reduced by half of 
the thickness of bolt washer at top connection or half of the thickness of the cantilever 
bracket at bottom connection. The connections’ initial position depends on the actual 
construction and the possible residual displacements after the earlier excitation. Dur-
ing the tests, the connections had an ideal position in the middle of the available space.
Displacement capacity du of the fastening system is defined with the displacement ca-
pacity of the top connections. It consists of the variable gap in the top connections dgap,top 
and the plastic deformation capacity of the bolt about 3.5 cm. If the connections are 
installed centrally, the total displacement capacity amounts to 7.5 cm.
Friction force in the top connection Rfr,top depends on the tightening torque in the bolt 
and coefficient of friction between the connection parts cfr,top, which is 0.4 for this type of 
connections. During the tests, a maximum friction force of 8 kN was observed in each of 
the top connections. In real structures, this force might be smaller due to uncontrolled 
tightening and loosening of the bolt during excitation.
The friction force in bottom connections Rfr,bottom was estimated to 2 kN. For modelling of 
friction in bottom connection during the dynamic tests, the damping coefficient cvisc,bottom 
of 50 t/s was defined. It was estimated based on the velocity and friction force meas-
ured in the tests and corresponds to a force of 2 kN at a velocity of 0.04 m/s. 
The initial stiffness of connections Kconn is very large as long as the friction force and 
sliding of the connections are not activated. After that, stiffness of the connections is 
almost zero until the gap closes, and the stiffness instantly increases. Activated bend-
ing stiffness of the bolt at the top was estimated experimentally and analytically, and it 
is recommended to use stiffness Ki,top of 1.5·103 kN/m in the numerical model. 

Material characteristic Value

Initial gap at the top connection: dgap,top * ±4.0 cm

Initial gap at the bottom connection: dgap,bottom * ±4.5 cm

Displacement capacity: du * ±7.5 cm

Friction coefficient of the top connection: cfr,top 0.4

Friction force at the bottom connection (cyclic loading): Rfr,bottom 2 kN

Viscous damping coefficient (dynamic loading): cvisc,bottom 50 t

Initial stiffness of the top connection: Kconn,top 2·104 kN/m

Initial stiffness of the bottom connection: Kconn,bottom 2·103 kN/m

Bending stiffness of the top connection: Ki,top 1.5·103 kN/m

Bending stiffness of the bottom connection: Ki,bottom 1.5·104 kN/m

Unloading stiffness after the gap is depleted: KL 1·104 kN/m

Relatively small yielding parameter: Ry 0.01 kN

px, py, d1, d2, b 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

* The value corresponds to the centrally positioned connections
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The impact stiffness of the bottom connection was experimentally estimated from the 
maximum force and displacement at the failure of the complete fastening system and 
amounted to 3·103 kN/m [13]. However, it was found out during the calibration of dy-
namic test on a complete fastening system and shake table simulations that the impact 
stiffness of the bottom connection is much larger. To be able to simulate the response 
of the connections accurately, impact stiffness of the bottom connection was ten times 
larger than the impact stiffness of the top connections. Thus, it is recommended to use 
stiffness Ki,bottom of 1.5 104 kN/m for the simulation of impacts at the bottom connection.
It was necessary to define specific parameters for the Hysteretic material model. To 
model the response after the gap is closed, the following parameters should be set to 
zero: pinchx, pinchy, damage1, damage2 and beta. Relatively small parameter Ry and large 
stiffness KL were used to define the steep unloading branch.
As shown in Fig.7, the proposed numerical models simulate the response of the con-
nections with a quite high accuracy for top connections tests (a) as well as for cyclic (b) 
and dynamic (c) tests on the complete fastening system. 

Figure 7.  The experimental (black) and numerical (red) hysteretic responses of: a) only the top (T) 
connections, b) the complete fastening system (CFS) during the cyclic tests and c) the complete 
fastening system during the dynamic tests

4 Conclusions

The basic response mechanism and numerical model of the fastening system, which is 
typically used in Central Europe to attach horizontal cladding panels to the columns of 
RC precast buildings is presented. The fastening system is built of two parts: top con-
nections for providing the horizontal stability of the panel and bottom connections for 
ensuring vertical support.
It was found that a typical response mechanism of the fastening system consists of 
three distinct stages: sliding, contact with the panel and failure. The system’s displace-
ment capacity is defined with the displacement capacity of the top connections, and it 
depends on the construction tolerances and the initial size of the gaps.
Relatively simple numerical models were proposed for the top and bottom connections, 
respectively. They were used to simulate tests and reproduced the response of single 
top connections and the complete fastening systems with high accuracy.
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Abstract
The Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission is engaged in activities supporting 
the implementation, further development and promotion of European policies and standards for 
sustainable construction. Such activities include the Eurocodes (EN 1990 – EN 1999), the European 
Standards providing common rules for the design of buildings and other construction works to 
check their strength and stability. Among the countries that have shown strong commitment and 
progress in the adoption of the Eurocodes are the non-EU Balkan countries. In the period 2013-
2016, the JRC, within the Enlargement and Integration (E&I) Action, has organized specialized 
dissemination and training events to support the adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes 
in the region. A roadmap for continuing the activities was elaborated in 2016 anticipating 
technical assistance at implementation, practical use and maintenance level. A workshop in 
Tirana (2018) focused on the implementation level in the National Regulatory Framework (NRF). 
It was shown that significant progress has been achieved by all non-EU countries in the Balkan 
region in the adoption of the Eurocodes since 2016. However, there was still lack of sufficient 
coordination between the National Authorities and the National Standardization Bodies on the 
implementation of the Eurocodes. Due to the high seismicity of the Balkan region, most non-EU 
countries in the region are close to, or are intending to, formally adopt EN 1998 (“Eurocode 8: 
Design of structures for earthquake resistance”). JRC plans to provide technical assistance for 
the Eurocode 8 implementation by the practitioners, addressing the seismic design of concrete 
buildings through a Eurocodes Balkan Summer School. The paper provides an overview of the JRC 
Eurocodes training activities held and planned for the Balkan region, along with an update on the 
Eurocodes implementation status. 

Key words:  Eurocodes, National Regulatory Framework, implementation, construction, Balkans, 
Eurocodes Balkan Summer School
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1 Introduction 

The construction sector is of strategic importance to the European Union (EU), as it 
delivers the buildings and infrastructures needed by the rest of the economy and soci-
ety, having a direct impact on the safety of persons and the quality of citizens’ life. The 
sector contributes to about 11.5 % of the EU’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), providing 
directly about 12 million jobs in 3.3 million of companies (EUROSTAT 2018, Structural 
Business Statistics). In this context, the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European 
Commission is engaged in a wide range of activities supporting the implementation, 
further development and promotion of European policies and standards for sustainable 
construction, including the Eurocodes. 
The Eurocodes are set of European standards which provide common rules for the de-
sign of construction works to check their strength and stability (https://eurocodes.jrc.
ec.europa.eu/). The Eurocode were published in 2007 and their implementation in the 
European countries started in 2010. Following their publication, third countries have 
shown strong interest in their adoption and now such process is gaining international 
momentum. The second generation of the Eurocodes is currently under development 
following the Commission’s Mandate M/515 to the European Standardisation Commit-
tee (CEN) and they are expected to be published after 2023.
The construction sector is an important part of the economy of the non-EU Balkan 
countries. Referring to data by the World Bank (https://databank.worldbank.org/home.
aspx), industry (including construction) has an added value to the national GDPs in the 
region in the range between 14.4 % up to 25.8 %. The activities of promotion of the con-
struction sector outside the EU are part of the JRC efforts to support the EU policies and 
standards for sustainable construction. In line with the Commission Recommendation 
of 11th December 2003 (Commission Recommendation of 11 December 2003 on the 
implementation and use of Eurocodes for construction works and structural construc-
tion products), the JRC activities comprise guidance and training to the countries show-
ing commitment to adopt and implement the Eurocodes and the European policies and 
tools for sustainable construction.

2  JRC support for adoption and implementation of the European 
standards for construction in the Balkan region in the period 
2013-2018

The considerable interest in implementation and adoption of the Eurocodes in the Bal-
kan region is based on the opportunity to have an advanced common standardization 
environment, which is adaptable to the specific requirements of each country regarding 
the geographical, geological or climatic conditions and also allowing selecting the level 
of safety. Moreover, adoption and implementation of Eurocodes will help the Candidate 
Countries to fully implement EU acquis at the time of accession and support Potential 
Candidate Countries to progressively align themselves with the EU acquis.
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Among the countries that have shown strong commitment and progress in the adoption 
of the Eurocodes are the non-EU Balkan countries. In the period 2013-2016, the JRC, 
within the Enlargement and Integration (E&I) Action, has organized specialized work-
shops to support the adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes in those countries. 
The focus of past activities was to assess the progress and specific needs of non-EU 
Balkan countries towards the adoption of the Eurocodes. JRC training activities and 
workshops on the Eurocodes for the Balkan region were held in Milan (2013), Skopje 
(2014), Zagreb (2015), Skopje (2016) and Tirana (2018). More than 250 stakeholders 
from the Balkan region has participated in these workshops. 

2.1  A first cycle of Eurocodes activities in the non-EU Balkan countries (2013-
2016)

First Workshop - Adoption of the Eurocodes in the Balkan region (2013)
The workshop was held on 5-6 December 2013 in Milan and at the Joint Research Cen-
tre of the European Commission (JRC) at Ispra, Italy (http://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
showpage.php?id=2013_12_WS_Balkan) [1]. The workshop was focused on the pro-
gress and specific needs for adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes and related 
EN standards in the Balkan region. The important conclusion was that most of the non-
EU countries in the Balkan region are planning to use the Eurocodes as primary stand-
ards. There was good progress on Eurocodes translations but the process of elabora-
tion of Nationally Determined Parameters (NDPs) and National Annexes (NA) was in the 
initial phase. In most of the countries there was a lack of relevant institutional support 
for adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes, so creating a regional platform for 
collaboration was pointed as one of the drivers in the process.
Second workshop - Building capacities for elaboration of NDPs and NAs in the Balkan 
region (2014) 
The workshop was held on 4-5 November 2014 in Skopje. It was focused on further 
adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes in non-EU countries in the Balkan region 
(http://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=2014_11_WS_Balkan). The main 
goal was to assess recent progress, difficulties and needs for the definition of the NDPs 
and NAs since the first workshop held in 2013, and to boost regional collaboration for 
cross-border harmonization of NDPs [2]. Most non-EU countries in the Balkan region 
(except Bosnia and Herzegovina and Turkey) had started with the definition of NDPs. 
Albania and Serbia were the most advanced with around 60 % of NDPs already defined. 
The RN Macedonia reported that 71 % of NAs are in the phase of public enquiry. The 
average percentage of acceptance of the recommended values for the NDPs was more 
than 80 % which agreed with average of 73 % acceptance rate for the EU Member States 
(based on the uploaded 67.8 % of NDPs in the JRC Eurocodes NDPs database -data refers to 
22 April 2016). 
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Third Workshop - Elaboration of maps for climatic and seismic actions for structural 
design in the Balkan region (2015)
The workshop was held on 27-28 October in Zagreb, Croatia (http://eurocodes.jrc.
ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=2015_10_WS_Balkan). The Workshop was aimed at 
further adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes in the non-EU countries in the 
Balkan region and to strengthen the capacities of stakeholders for the elaboration of 
maps for climatic and seismic actions. The main conclusion was that the elaboration 
of seismic hazard maps was in the advanced phase while the elaboration of maps for 
climatic actions is lagging mainly due to insufficient data being available [3].
Fourth Workshop - Current status of the Eurocodes in the Balkan region (2016)
The Workshop was held on 9 June 2016, in Skopje, RN Macedonia as a side event of 12th 
Annual meeting of the CEN&CENELEC (https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.
php?id=2016_06_WS_Balkan). The main objectives of the workshop were to: (1) assess 
recent progress, difficulties and needs (current status) for adoption and implementation 
of the Eurocodes in non-EU countries from the Balkan region; (2) explore opportunities to 
facilitate the process of adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes and (3) announce 
the possibilities DG JRC will offer in opening its research infrastructures to external users 
linked to the Enlargement and Integration Action of DG JRC. All countries reported signifi-
cant progress in the process of adoption of the Eurocode since the first workshop in Milan 
(2013). Most National Standardisation Bodies have adopted the Eurocodes as standards, 
in parallel with existing national codes that are part of the National regulatory framework. 
Also, in most countries practitioners use National codes and Eurocodes in parallel (as long 
as National regulatory frameworks are respected). None of the countries have adopted 
and implemented the Eurocodes in the National regulatory framework. 

2.2  A second cycle of Eurocodes activities in the non-EU Balkan countries 
(2018-2022)

A second cycle of Eurocodes activities in the Balkan region was designed for the pe-
riod 2018-2022 in the framework of JRC’s E&IA. It aims to enhance building capacities 
within the National Authorities and facilitate the implementation of the Eurocodes in 
the region in day-to-day practice. A roadmap for continuing the JRC activities of the 
Eurocodes promotion was elaborated and aims to offer technical assistance at three 
different levels (Fig. 1):
1. Implementation level - facilitate the implementation of the Eurocodes in the Natio-

nal regulatory framework (NRF) 
2. Practical level - assist the training of practitioners, enabling their understanding 

and use of the Eurocodes in day-to-day design practice (Section 3 of the paper)
3. Maintenance and upgrade level - increase awareness of the National Authorities 

(NAs) and National Standardization Bodies (NSBs) of the need for maintaining the 
existing Eurocodes and keep pace with the second generation of the Eurocodes.
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Figure 1.  Roadmap and level of technical assistance 

Fifth Workshop - The way forward for the Eurocodes implementation in the Balkans, 
(2018)
The workshop in Tirana was an opportunity to collect and share the experience of EU 
Member States in the Eurocodes implementation in the national regulatory system 
through the presentation of case studies (https://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.
php?id=2018_10_WS_Balkan) [4, 5]. Representatives from the participating Balkan 
countries also presented the status of the Eurocodes implementation at national level 
and reported on the challenges faced. The workshop also served as an opportunity for 
the JRC to present the concept of the Eurocodes Community of Practice in the Balkans 
(CoP – Eurocodes Balkans). The vision for the CoP– Eurocodes Balkans is to provide 
continuous support in future actions related to the Eurocodes implementation in the 
Balkans (e.g. mapping knowledge and identifying gaps, exchanging practical examples 
of structures designed with the Eurocodes, discussing developments related to the 
publication of the National Annexes to the Eurocodes, organizing visits and other local 
events, assisting with regional training activities).

2.3  Recent developments in adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes in 
the non-EU Balkan countries

The recent state of the play of the adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes in 
non-EU Balkan countries was presented at the International Symposium of Durres – 
Earthquakes and Eurocodes, 21-22 September 2020 (Fig. 2). In three of the Balkan 
countries, namely the RN Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia, the Eurocodes are al-
ready incorporated in the National Regulatory Framework.
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3  Eurocodes Balkan Summer School “Seismic design of concrete 
buildings” (2021)

3.1 The concept

The Western Balkan region has suffered numerous and powerful earthquakes in the 
past decades. In 1961, a 6.1-magnitude earthquake in Skopje killed 1,100 causing ma-
jor damages in the city. In 1969, Banja Luka suffered a Mw 6.4 major quake. In 1979 
in Montenegro a Mw 6.9 earthquake left 136 dead, more than one thousand injured 
and over 100,000 people homeless. Far smaller quakes have been a regular occurrence 
throughout the region for decades. 

Figure 2. State of the play of the Eurocode adoption and implementation in the Balkan countries 

More recently, on 26 November 2019, a Mw 6.4 earthquake hit Albania, with epicenter 
34 km northwest of its capital, Tirana, near the coastal city of Durres. 51 people were 
killed, hundreds were sent to hospitals and thousands were left homeless. Four months 
later, on 22 March 2020, a Mw 5.3 earthquake struck a wide area north of Croatia’s 
capital, Zagreb, the largest to affect the city in 140 years. At least 17 people were in-
jured, and widespread damage was reported, including Zagreb’s iconic cathedral. The 
latest series of earthquakes hit the region of Sisak & Petrinje, with the largest stroke on 
29 December 2020 with Mw 6.4.
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Indeed, due to the high seismicity of the Balkan region, (Fig. 3) [5], most non-EU coun-
tries in the Balkan region are close to, or are intending to, formally adopt Eurocode 8 (EN 
1998 Eurocode 8: Design of structures for earthquake resistance), which provides the 
principles for the design of structures for earthquake resistance. JRC plans to provide 
for technical assistance at the Eurocodes implementation level addressing the seismic 
design of concrete buildings through a Eurocodes Balkan Summer School.
The Eurocodes Balkan Summer School aims to assist the training of practitioners (de-
sign engineers) in the use of the Eurocodes in their day-to-day design practice. The 
School will provide hands-on training on the Eurocodes use (i.e. lectures with worked 
examples and interactive sessions for the participants) in addition to plenary sessions 
and keynote lectures given by experts in the field. As the topic to be addressed is the 
seismic design of concrete buildings, the main focus will be on Eurocode 8 also covering 
relevant parts of Eurocode 2, Eurocode 0, Eurocode 1 and Eurocode 7. 

Figure 3.  Seismic hazard maps of Western Balkans showing peak ground acceleration for VS30 site 
condition of 800 meters per second, [4]: a) RP=95 years, b) RP=475 years

The event will provide an opportunity to build upon the experience, initiatives, difficul-
ties and solutions concerning the implementation of the European standards and poli-
cies for construction in the Balkan region. The training material may serve as a reference 
not only for practitioners in the Balkans but also worldwide as there are many third 
countries interested in the adoption of the Eurocodes and in particular Eurocode 8. 

3.2 The aim and main topics 

The aim of the School is to provide the participants with an overview on seismic de-
sign procedures for typical multistorey reinforced concrete buildings. At the end of the 
School, the participants are expected to:
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 - Have an overall understanding of the seismic design concepts, procedures and cu-
rrent practices using the Eurocodes, enabling them to plan and direct the constructi-
on activity appropriately.

 - Understand the methodology of seismic design to be able to execute a proper design 
using Eurocode 8 and relevant Eurocodes. 

 - Have a better appreciation of various construction details with respect to seismic 
response when applying the Eurocodes.

The main topics addressed are given in the Table 1. A survey on the existing national/
commonly used regulations for seismic design of buildings in the Balkan non-EU coun-
tries, along with an update on the Eurocodes implementation status and definition of 
NDPs in the countries, progress made, challenges encountered, and identification of 
good practices is foreseen before start of the School. The obtained results will be avail-
able to the scientific community via the JRC Eurocode web site [1].

Table 1. Main topics addressed

4. Conclusions 

Significant and important progress has been achieved by all non-EU countries in the 
Balkan region in the adoption and implementation of the Eurocodes since 2013. 
The JRC support during the past seven years was important and contributed in the fa-
cilitation of the Eurocodes implementation in the National Regulatory Framework in 
three non-EU Balkan countries. Extensive transfer of knowledge has been done through 
the first training cycle addressing topics such as the policy of the Eurocodes implemen-
tation, drafting of the National Annexes to the Eurocodes, co-existence with National 
Codes, and the Eurocodes system as a whole concept. With the foreseen Balkan Sum-
mer School, one of the most important hazards in the region is addressed namely seis-
mic hazard and practical training is launched consisting of comprehensively describes 
design examples of uilding structures design according to Eurocode 8.
There is also evidence of strengthened collaboration and information sharing among 
the non-EU Balkan countries and support given to the countries by neighboring EU 
Member States; such activities are important good practices that need to continue and 

Topics related to Eurocode 2 and Eurocodes 0, 1 and 7: Topics related to Eurocode 8 and Eurocode 7

	 Introduction to design of buildings with Eurocode 2 
(to also cover relationship to other Eurocodes);

	 Basis of design, combinations of actions with design 
examples; 

	Preliminary (conceptual) design of RC buildings;
	Materials, durability, structural analysis; 
	Limit state design (ULS - SLS);
	Geotechnical aspects (foundation design);
	Detailing of structural elements

	 Introduction to seismic design of 
buildings with Eurocode 8;

	Seismic hazard and earthquake actions
	Structural analysis
	 Basic seismic design principles for 

buildings (capacity design);
	Seismic design of concrete buildings 
	Shallow and pile foundations
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be further elaborated in the future. With this perspective, launching of the Community 
of Practice platform will facilitate implementation of the Eurocodes and keep pace their 
second generation.
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Abstract
Lateral behaviour of RC Buildings is a great importance when it is in question the earthquake 
happening, so in this paper are presented the differences between buildings which have slabs 
without beams compared with those that in their slabs have included beams. Analysis is done for 
low and middle rise building, because these buildings are predominant in Kosovo and our region. 
The reason why we have analysed here the lateral behaviour of such cases is due to the fact 
that nowadays around us are used so many building using slabs without beams because they 
represent a flexible solution in functional organizing the internal area in the aspect of architectural 
requirements. Analysis is done for some typical cases just to present the differences in the aspect 
of lateral behaviour and important parameters such are: inter-story drifts, top displacements, 
periods and some other similar parameters when is in question the lateral displacements.

Key words: flat slab, capacity, inter-story drifts, ductility
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1 Introduction

A reinforced concrete slab supported directly by concrete columns or shear walls wit-
hout use of beams, such slab is called flat slab. It elevates more clear space inside of 
usage areas and construction of this type of slabs is easy and fast in terms of time. This 
type of slabs offers a variety of advantages for architectural aspects as well for ceiling 
installation compared to the slabs which have beams connecting to the columns and 
shear walls. The strength of flat slabs is often limited due to the punching shear action 
around columns. The performance of building with flat slabs is not so good compared 
with to frame structures due to the lack of frame action, which in the case of earthquake 
happening leads to extensive lateral deformation. Usually to decrease the lateral defor-
mation in such structures are used shear walls in particular position and direction. 
The objective of this paper is to present the differences of lateral behaviour of building 
with RC slabs which have beams compared to those which have a flat slab. 

2 Analysed cases

Since the objective of this paper is presentation of differences of lateral behavior of low 
and middle rise buildings which have slabs with beams and flat slabs, in this paper are 
analyzed two typical structures:
 - Case-1 (Four story building-4SB) and 
 - Case-2 (Ten story building-10SB)

For each case are analyzed two typical situation:
 - Structure with columns without additional shear walls (Case-1’ & Case-2’)
 - Structure with columns and with additional shear walls (Case-1” & Case-2”)

Also for each above mention situation are performed analysis for three possible vari-
ants:
 - Structure which have RC slabs with beams in two directions
 - Structure which have RC flat slabs and only perimeter beams
 - Structures which have only flat slabs without any beams

2.1 Input data

For two typical cases analysis is performed with ETABS software [7]. The geometry of 
typical floor for typical cases and above mentioned situation are presented below:
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Figure 1.  Four story building (4SB). a) Structure without additional shear walls; b) Structure with additional 
shear walls

Figure 2.  Ten story building (10SB). a) Structure without additional shear walls; b) Structure with additional 
shear walls

Main data for low rise building (4SB) which can be used as a shopping trade center:
 - Concrete class (C30/37)
 - Number of story (4) G+3
 - Height of each story (3.5m’)
 - Peak ground acceleration (Ag=0.2g)
 - Type-1 of Elastic spectra according of EN 1998-1
 - Soil type (B)
 - Middle Ductility Class (DCM)

Main data for middle rise building (10SB) which can be used as a residential building:
 - Concrete class (C30/37)
 - Number of story (10) G+9
 - Height of each story (3.0m’)
 - Peak ground acceleration (Ag=0.2g)
 - Type-1 of Elastic spectra according of EN 1998-1
 - Soil type (B)
 - Middle Ductility Class (DCM).
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2.2 Structural analysis performed

Load intensity is based on EN 1991-1-1 [1] for each case taking in consideration their 
dedication. Dimensions of structural elements are taken based on the capacity demands 
in order to fulfill requirements form EN 1992-1-1 and EN 1998-1 [2-3]. When we have 
to deal with flat slabs the thickness is determinate taking in consideration punching 
effect at columns, limitation for vertical deformation and limitation of cracks.
An important parameter during the structural analysis determining the lateral defor-
mation of each cases for listed situations when we have the earthquake action is beha-
vior factor “q” which is taken based on the information and assumption on Eurocode 8 
(EN 1998-1), Spanish seismic code (NCSE-02), Italian seismic code (NTC), Greece (EKOS 
2000) and New Zealand (NZS 3101) [4-6]. When there is used a flat slab, Eurocode8 
does not cover exactly determination of q factor, value 1.5 is the basic assumption for 
elastic design. 

3 Results

Since the objective of this paper is presentation of differences of lateral behavior of low 
and middle rise buildings which have slabs with beams and flat slabs, in this paper are 
analyzed two typical structures:

Figure 3. 4SB_Case-1’ (without additional shear walls). a) Lateral Deformation; b) Story Drifts
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Figure 4. 4SB_Case-1” (with additional shear walls). a) Lateral Deformation; b) Story Drifts

Figure 5.  4SB_Case 1’ and Case-1”. a) & b) Bending moment at critical column at base for two situations 
and three analysed cases; c) & d) Fundamental Period (T1) for two situations and three analysed 
cases
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Table 1.  Lateral deformations and some of the main characteristics regarding lateral behavior from the 
analysis performed at 4SB

Figure 6. 10SB_Case-1’ (without additional shear walls). a) Lateral Deformation; b) Story Drifts

Figure 7. 10SB_Case-1” (with additional shear walls). a) Lateral Deformation; b) Story Drifts
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Figure 8.  10SB_Case 2’ and Case-2”. a) & b) Central shear wall bending moment at base for two situations and 
three analysed cases; c) & d) Fundamental Period (T1) for two situations and three analysed cases

Table 2.  Lateral deformations and some of the main characteristics regarding lateral behaviour from the 
analysis performed at 10SB
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4 Conclusions

In this paper is elaborated lateral deformation of the analyzed cases in terms of Top 
Displacements, Story Drifts, Bending Moment at Base and Fundamental Period.
 
Regarding the Lateral Deformation the Top Displacement is the most representable pa-
rameter and its value is increased considerably in the buildings which have flat slabs 
compared with those who have beams and this difference is decreased significantly 
when there are includes some additional shear walls. This difference is appeared in 
terms of Inter-story Drifts as well.
Fundamental Period and Bending Moment at Base for critical columns and shear walls 
is increased for the cases when the presence of beams is not present in the RC slabs. 
Using the flat slabs at RC buildings should be done with a great care, because the In-
ter-story Drifts and Top Displacement can cause considerable damages in the infill ma-
sonry partitions and sensitive facade elements. Also when are used the flat slabs in the 
buildings should be intended to add some shear walls in particular position in order to 
decrease the values for above mentioned parameters. 
Based on the presented results and taking in the consideration that the lateral defor-
mation are the most representative parameters for seismic performance of buildings 
at actual design seismic codes, it should be avoided using flat slabs at buildings in high 
seismic regions, especially in middle and high rise buildings and should be keep in mind 
that in case when the flat slabs are used it is needed to add some shear walls in order 
to fulfill the requirements in term of lateral displacements.
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Abstract
In-plane lateral tests of timber based shear walls (e.g. light-frame or cross laminated timber 
walls) are the basis for the derivation of mechanical parameters required for the seismic and wind 
design (lateral load-bearing and displacement capacity, stiffness, ductility, etc.). The currently 
available testing standards, such as ISO 21581, do not provide explicit criteria for some testing 
parameters and boundary conditions, which are left to be decided upon with regard to the 
designated purpose of the tests. Racking tests can serve for evaluation of shear behaviour of the 
panels themselves or of the structural system as in actual conditions. In dependence of different 
aspect ratio and position in the structure (e.g. upper or lower building storey resulting in different 
vertical loads and boundary conditions), the behaviour of the panels can be mainly shear, rocking 
or combined shear-rocking. In the paper, the experience and conclusions of in-plane shear testing 
from various experimental campaigns conducted at the Slovenian National Building and Civil 
Engineering Institute are presented. Furthermore, the influence of the loading rate on the recently 
tested cyclic response of two variations of cross laminated timber wall systems is investigated. 
It was found and confirmed that the loading rate influences not only the lateral load-bearing 
capacity, but also the energy dissipation, which is crucial for seismic resistance of structures. The 
work is relevant for the purpose of understanding the influence of different test setup variations, 
panel and connections characteristics and loading protocols on the seismic response of timber 
shear walls. The research is therefore aimed towards a valid comparison of results from different 
testing campaigns and between different laboratories.

Key words: In-plane lateral testing, cross laminated timber, loading rate, test setup variation
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1 Introduction

The number of timber structures for (residential) houses in Europe and worldwide is 
largely growing due to their sustainability potential (renewable resource), comfortable 
climate inside timber buildings, energy efficiency, fast erection and favourable cost-per-
formance ratio. In order to understand the mechanical behaviour of timber based wall 
panels and their connections under in-plane lateral loading, monotonic and/or cyclic 
tests of walls are performed. These tests are crucial for design of timber shear wall 
structures on wind and seismic loading.
Results of numerous conducted experimental campaigns of different timber based 
shear walls can be found in literature (e.g. [1-3]). They focus on different issues; how-
ever, not many of them have studied the influence of the loading procedures for both 
monotonic and cyclic testing, the influence of boundary conditions and the post-pro-
cessing of the results. Based on CUREE-Caltech Woodframe project, a testing protocol 
for force controlled quasi-static cyclic testing was investigated [4]. Gatto and Uang [5] 
have explored the effects of loading protocol on the performance of light-frame timber 
structures and found it has significant influence on the results. Lam et al [6] proved that 
different failure modes and ultimate strengths of shear walls are achieved under various 
test configurations and protocols. Adding vertical load to the light-frame timber shear 
wall did not prove to significantly alter the lateral capacity, stiffness or ductility [7, 8]. 
However, this is not the case for cross laminated timber (CLT) shear walls, where using 
higher vertical loads usually leads to higher horizontal load-carrying capacities and may 
change the behaviour of the specimens from flexural to shear [3, 9]. Dolan and Tooth-
man [10] confirmed that the cyclic loading of shear walls yields reduced strength values 
compared to monotonic load. Dujić et al [11] applied three different cases of boundary 
conditions from real structures and changed the magnitude of vertical load. The bound-
ary conditions influenced the load bearing capacity and response mechanisms. 
The lack of the uniform standard for discussed testing was exposed already by Schädle 
and Blaß [9]. Currently, no uniform agreement about the application of realistic bound-
ary conditions and load protocols for the cyclic loading exists in the international testing 
standards. Probably best-known standard for the monotonic testing of timber shear 
walls is EN 594 [12], while different standards include cyclic loading protocols; (i) EN 
12512 [13] or ISO 16670 [14] for testing mechanical fasteners and (ii) ISO 21581 [15] 
or ASTM E2126 [16] for testing shear walls. 
Standard ISO 21581 describes test methods for both static and cyclic shear tests of 
shear timber walls. The static test included in ISO 21581 is according to EN 594, while 
the cyclic displacement protocol is taken from ISO 16670. Depending on the purpose 
of the test, two methods of applying the boundary conditions are possible according 
to the code but not described fully in detail. One should induce shear failure of the wall 
while the other may reproduce the boundary conditions as in the actual structure and 
may result in failure of the connections. The current version of ISO 21581 does not fully 
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cover the post-processing/analysis of the results. For evaluation of some characteris-
tics (besides the load-bearing and deformation capacity), such as ductility and energy 
dissipation, one has to rely on other standards (e.g. EN 12512) or research papers (e.g. 
[17]). It should be noted, for example, that ductility significantly influences the design 
of structures, but is highly dependent on the chosen criteria for its evaluation and can 
therefore be manipulated to best satisfy the purpose. There are also no specific values 
in ISO standards on the minimum number of specimens that need to be tested to obtain 
the reliable response of shear walls. ASTM E2126 on the other hand defines the number 
of tests with regard to their purpose; 2 if conducted for exploratory study and 3-5 for 
a specific specimen configuration if intended for code acceptance (required by the code 
evaluation agencies).
In the paper, the experience and conclusions of in-plane shear testing from various 
experimental campaigns conducted at the Slovenian National Building and Civil Engi-
neering Institute are presented. Furthermore, the influence of the loading rate on the 
recently tested cyclic response of two variations of CLT wall systems was investigated.

2 Timber shear walls used in contemporary design 

2.1 Light-frame panels

Light-frame timber structures have a history of about 150 years but are still commonly 
used with numerous variations of geometry, frame construction, sheathing materials 
and connections improvements. Several advantages are offered by conventional tim-
ber frame structures, such as flexibility in construction, low thermal conductivity of the 
wall, sustainability, etc. When subjected to seismic loads, the behaviour of timber frame 
structures is favourable due to their low weight and ductile behaviour [1]. The dissi-
pative zones of light-frame walls are the connections between the sheathing and the 
framing as well as the hold-downs and angle brackets, whereas the timber members 
themselves can be regarded as behaving elastically.

2.2 Cross laminated timber (CLT)

Mass timber buildings are most commonly made of cross laminated timber panels, 
which are assembled from transverse timber laminations, either glued or connected by 
dowels or nails. The most spread solution in practice is glued CLT, since it is the most 
resistant to moisture induced deformations (due to cross-wise lamination swelling and 
shrinking are nearly prevented). The CLT shear walls are connected to the foundation 
or the CLT slab by hold-downs and angle brackets (using metal fasteners such as nails, 
screws and anchor bolts). When subjected to lateral loads, the CLT walls are exposed 
to rocking, sliding or combined movement. Looking at a single CLT wall, the dissipative 
zones are the connections at the top and bottom of the panel, whereas the panel itself 
remains in elastic state. If multi-panel wall solutions are used, also the vertical connec-
tions between the panels can be considered as the dissipation zones [3]. 
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2.3 Other novel systems

In addition to CLT and timber frame walls, other systems incorporating timber or timber 
products are possible, such as timber-glass load-bearing panels, structural insulated 
panels (SIPs), CLT with special channels for installations (e.g. multifunctional CLT), vari-
ous prefabricated timber wall elements (e.g. prefabricated timber “brick” elements in 
small units primarily using sawmill residues) and others. Each of the above listed sys-
tems has a unique mechanism of load transfer in the case of in-plane shear loading and 
consequently different location of dissipation zones. 

3 In-plane shear testing

3.1 Test setup

Boundary conditions, vertical load 
As already mentioned, the purpose of the experimental tests to some extent defines 
also the test setup and the testing boundary conditions, as well as the size of the speci-
mens. The fixation of the tested panels at the bottom can either be overdesigned to 
clearly recognize the behaviour of the panels (as may be the case in light-frame timber 
panels) or as build in structures to evaluate the behaviour of the whole structural sys-
tem. Similarly also the foundation can either be a steel or concrete foundation providing 
rigid support or a timber girder or slab which may increase the walls’ lateral displace-
ments in case of higher vertical loads due to the compressive deformation of the ground 
(e.g. compression perpendicular to the fibre of the CLT slab). At the top, rotation of the 
panel is commonly enabled, however it can also be fixed if more appropriate. To prevent 
the out-of-plane deformations or buckling out-of-plane supports must be provided. 

Figure 1.  Some examples of various possible boundary conditions of timber shear wall experiments, 
Photo: Slovenian National Building and Civil Engineering Institute (ZAG Ljubljana)
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The amount of vertical load may significantly influence the behaviour of the panels as 
it together with panel geometry characteristics (i.e. aspect ratio of the walls) and con-
nections influences the failure mechanism [3]. The vertical load is usually applied as 
uniform load which may be achieved either with some special system for distribution 
of load or through a designed element, which due to its characteristics enables uniform 
transfer. In the setup below (Figure 2), designed to test CLT panels connected to CLT slab 
with special angle brackets, the vertical load was imposed through two vertical actua-
tors through a steel girder.

Measuring equipment
Some standards, such as EN 594, have prescribed positions for measuring displace-
ments, which are essential to evaluate the panels’ behaviour. Nevertheless, besides 
lateral displacement at the top and at the bottom of the panel, also uplifts (and settle-
ments) at both sides at the bottom of the panel are commonly measured. Depending 
on the aim of the investigation also other measuring positions can be set up. Specific 
linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) may for example serve to control the 
loading protocol, which in cyclic tests enables symmetrical results in terms of interested 
displacements (may even be a difference or a sum of one or more LVDTs) in both direc-
tions of loading. In some cases of highly deformable panels also the measurement of 
the diagonal displacement is prescribed. 
To provide even more information on the behaviour, an optical measurement system is 
often used. With digital image correlation (DIC) specific points of interest can be moni-
tored in real time during the tests, while also the entire surface can be measured (both 
seen in Figure 3). The deformations obtained with the DIC can indicate the position of 
oncoming damage. They become very valuable also in case of difficulites with mechani-
cal measuring equipment (e.g. limited range of measurement or space for set up, etc.). 

Figure 2.  Test setup for cyclic tests of CLT wall 
system

Figure 3.  Test setup with an optical measurement 
system for cyclic tests of light-frame 
timber wall panels
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3.2 Test protocols

The loading is commonly displacement controlled. The cyclic loading protocols dif-
fer in several aspects. Each increase of the amplitude displacement is defined ac-
cording to the results of the monotonic tests; in some standards as a percentage of 
yield displacement (dy) (ISO 21581, ISO 12512, Method A in ASTM E2126) while in 
others as a percentage of ultimate displacement (du) (ISO 16670, Method B in ASTM 
E2126). The ultimate displacement is defined as the first of: a) the displacement 
at failure, b) the displacement at 80 % of Fmax in the descending part of the load-
displacement curve (EN 594, ISO 21581 and EN 12512) or c) the displacement limit 
(H/15 in EN 594, where H is wall height; or 30 mm in EN 12512). Using ultimate 
displacement to define the amplitude displacements has its advantages, since the 
yield displacements are determined differently in the codes, if they are defined at 
all. Figure 4a shows a loading protocol provided in EN 12512, which was used for 
the test results presented further in the paper. It was determined on the basis of a 
previous monotonic test.
The loading protocols also differ in the number of cycles at both low and higher dis-
placement amplitudes. In addition, the allowed ranges of loading rates also differ, al-
though loading with constant cycle frequencies is also possible. 

3.3 Evaluation of results

In order to best compare the test results in terms of resistance, deformation capac-
ity, stiffness and ductility, the results need to be properly idealised. Figure 4b shows 
the idealisation according to EN 12512 with additional bi-linear idealisation consid-
ering the equivalent potential energy criterion (sometimes referred to as “Equivalent 
Energy Elastic-Plastic curve” (“EEEP”) method). In EN 12512, the elastic stiffness kel 
is evaluated as secant stiffness at 10 % and 40 % of Fmax (displacements d10 % and d40 %, 
respectively), while the plastic stiffness (kpl) is determined as 1/6·kel. The idealised yield 
displacement (dy) is determined as the intersection of the curve between 10 % and 40 
% Fmax (kel) and the tangent to the hysteresis envelope curve with kpl defining the slope 
(Figure 4b). The ultimate displacement (du) is according to this standard determined as 
the point, at which the post-peak resistance drops to 80 % of Fmax. 
The EEEP method is used by some researchers [17] and in standards (e.g. ASTM E2126-
11) to idealize test results of timber shear walls or connections. It is also commonly 
used in the analysis of shear behaviour of other types of structural walls, since it adds 
a physics-based criterion to determine the elastic displacement of the bi-linear ideal-
ized curve. For its evaluation, either the effective stiffness (Kef) or the idealised force (Fid) 
must be determined in addition to the ultimate displacement. For the determination of 
the bi-linear idealised curve in Figure 4b, Kef is assumed according to EN 12512, while Fid 
and corresponding de are then calculated based on the EEEP. In contrast, ASTM E2126-
11 assumes Kef as secant stiffness at 40 % Fmax and consequently provides different de 
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and Fid. Another commonly used idealisation procedure for results of shear tests on 
timber walls/connections is the Kawai and Yasumura idealisation [17]. 

Figure 4.  a) Time history loading protocol according to EN 12512, b) Idealisation according to EN 12512 
and bi-linear curve determined considering equivalent energy criterion (EEEP method)

The definition of yield displacement is important because it determines the ductility μ 
(du/dy). In Figure 4b it can be seen that the ductility is smaller when the yield displace-
ment is considered as the elastic displacement (de) of the bi-linear curve (ductility du/de). 
In our experience, the equivalent energy criterion gives more conservative results com-
pared to EN 12512 alone in terms of ductility (if the effective stiffness of the bi-linear 
curved is assumed as stiffness at dy). It is also conservative in terms of resistance, since 
idealized shear resistances Fid are further compared.
In order to eliminate the differences in evaluation of test results of timber connections 
and walls, there are ongoing initiatives and activities to unify the standards for analysis 
of the results as well as to unify the loading protocols [18].

4. Influence of the loading rate on the behaviour of CLT shear walls 

The possible loading rates prescribed in current standards for cyclic shear tests on tim-
ber joints or walls are quite broad (e.g. 0.02-0.2 mm in EN 12512, 0.1-10 mm in ISO 
16670, 1-30 min in EN 21581). The cyclic shear tests can become very time consuming, 
if the prescribed lower limit rates are adopted. On the other hand, the tests are more 
difficult to control if the loading rate is too high. Since the range of possible loading rates 
is wide, our recent experimental campaign with CLT panels also investigated the effect 
of loading rate on the response of panels. The aim of the campaign was to investigate 
the behaviour of CLT panels (2490/2490/100 mm 3-layer) connected to CLT slabs with 
special insulated angle-bracket connections that can withstand both shear and tensile 
forces [19], as well as the influence of different sound insulation layers under the panels 
on the response. More detailed information about the entire experimental campaign 
and the results can be found in [20].
Two loading rates were used for two different wall systems, summarised in Table 1. 
Specimens labelled “W-Unin” were tested under low vertical load (10 kN/m), while spec-
imens labelled “W-SR1200” had an additional polyurethane insulation layer (SR1200, 
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[20]) under the panel and were tested under higher vertical load (50 kN/m). All panels 
had two angle brackets positioned 400 mm from the edges on one side of the panel. For 
each specimen type, one test was performed at 0.5 mm/s and one at 10-times higher 
maximum loading rate (i.e. 5 mm/s, marked with “*”).

Table 1. Summarised characteristics and results of tests of CLT walls with varied loading rate

The obtained hysteresis curves for the two specimens and boundary condition com-
binations tested under different loading rates are compared in Figure 5 in diagrams 
for lateral resistance – lateral displacement. The results clearly show that with higher 
loading rate, the load-bearing capacity is increased; an average increase of 8 % was ob-
tained for the two test combinations when both loading directions are considered. On 
the other hand, there seems to be a decrease in deformation capacity with increased 
loading rate for both specimen variations, although the ultimate deformation for test 
W-SR1200/2* in negative loading direction was not reached. The ultimate displace-
ment capacity decreased on average by 11 % with higher loading rate for the W-Unin 
specimen (Figure 5, left).

Figure 5.  Comparison of lateral force - displacement hysteresis responses of uninsulated CLT wall systems 
under low vertical load tested with different loading rate

No systematic difference was found in the elastic stiffness and yielding displacements 
determined according to EN 12512. However, the analysis of energy dissipation in each 
cycle showed that with higher loading rate, the relative amount of dissipated energy 
compared to the input energy was also higher. The energy dissipation evaluated for the 

Test
Vertical 

load 
[kN/m]

Max. 
rate 

[mm/s]

kel
[kN/mm]

Fy 
[kN]

dy 
[mm]

Fmax 
[kN]

dFmax 
[mm]

du 
[mm]

μEN12512 
[/]

W-Unin/1 10 0.5 2.05 47.7 23.7 56.2 48.2 80.4 3.50

W-Unin/2* 10 5.0 2.42 50.0 21.0 61.4 57.6 71.7 3.45

W-SR1200/1 50 0.5 4.07 66.9 15.6 93.9 65.0 93.7 6.04

W-SR1200/2* 50 5.0 3.64 72.8 19.1 101.0 73.2 83.4 4.40
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four tests in terms of equivalent viscous damping coefficient νeq according to EN 12512 
for the 1st and 3rd loading cycle, is presented in Figure 6. In addition, Table 2 shows the 
lowest damping coefficient obtained for each test and the average values of the 1st and 
3rd loading cycle up to (and including) the displacement amplitude at which Fmax was 
reached. 

Figure 6.  Equivalent viscous damping coefficients νeq obtained in 1st (left) and 3rd (right) loading cycles of 
the conducted tests.

Table 2.  Minimum and mean equivalent viscous damping coefficient νeq for the 1st and 3rd loading cycles, 
determined for the conducted tests (with figure for its definition according to EN12512 on the 
right)

It should be noted that at higher horizontal loading rate, there were difficulties in keep-
ing the low vertical load constant due to the test set-up and equipment (10 kN/m verti-
cal load, i.e. 25 kN on both actuators together). Therefore, if the vertical load is low, the 
horizontal loading rate should be adjusted to the actuators’ control capabilities or use 
a different test setup, where the vertical load is applied by mechanical weights and not 
by the actuators.

Test
Vertical 

load 
[kN/m]

Max. 
rate 

[mm/s]

νeq,min
(1-3,all) 

[ %]
νeq,ave

(1)  
[ %]

νeq,ave
(3)  

[ %]

W-Unin/1 10 0.5 3.7 5.3 4.0

W-Unin/2* 10 5.0 4.3 8.7 8.8

W-SR1200/1 50 0.5 3.3 5.9 4.4

W-SR1200/2* 50 5.0 6.0 8.8 7.2

Note: Ep – potential energy, Ed – dissipated energy
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5 Conclusions

Experiences and conclusions of in-plane shear experiments from various campaigns are 
presented to understand the influence of different test setups, panel and connection 
properties, and loading protocols on the seismic response of timber shear walls. It was 
shown that the current test standards include different options for testing and thus 
cover a wide range of possible uses of timber shear walls in practice. However, it can 
be noted that some test parameters (e.g. the loading rate) or result evaluation proce-
dures can affect the lateral load-bearing capacity and also the energy dissipation of a 
timber shear wall system. Therefore, a direct comparison of the available test results is 
not always possible. Future research and standardization efforts should therefore aim 
at a valid comparison of results from different test campaigns and between different 
laboratories.
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On November 26th 2019 the Mw = 6.4 earthquake struck the north-central Albania caus-
ing casualties and severe damage (IEMS = VIII) to the built environment, and in particular 
to the city of Durrës. This earthquake occurred not long after the Mw = 5.6 earthquake 
on September 21, 2019. [1, 2] In January 2020, the American Concrete Institute (ACI) 
Technical Committee 133 Disaster Reconnaissance task group inspected the damaged 
buildings in the city of Durrës. The primary goal was to observe the damage to masonry 
infilled RC frame buildings built after 1990’s, designed and constructed in compliance 
with contemporary structural codes. The most distinguished was in-plane (IP) and out-
of-plane (OoP) very heavy damage or destruction of masonry infill walls – local dam-
age grades 4 or 5 – in compliance with EMS-98 scale (Fig. 2). Damage to the RC frame 
structure was negligible to slight – local damage grades 1 or 2 (Fig. 1) [3].
The observed building performance matched the observations from shaking table tests 
on a large-scale three-story RC frame structure with masonry infilled walls. The mod-
el structure was built in compliance with EN 1998-1 provisions as moment-resisting 
frame by considering the medium ductility form of seismic construction detailing, and 
tested under the series of ground motion recorded at the Herceg-Novi station during 
the 1979 Montenegro earthquake [4, 5].

Figure 1. Observed slight local damages on RC elements

Figure 2. Observed very heavy damage or destruction of masonry infill walls
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The macro-model, which considers the in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OoP) response as 
well as their interaction, was calibrated from test data [6-8] and used for the study of 
model structure performance under the series of ground motion recorded at the Durrës 
station during the November 26th 2019 Albania earthquake. The results are correlated 
with the actual damages observed after M6.4 Durrës (Albania) 2019 earthquake.
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Abstract
Rapid economic and population growth in high-seismic regions and increased vulnerability of aging 
infrastructure has raised seismic risk around the globe. Recently, functional recovery paradigm 
has been introduced as a holistic approach to include not only conventional safety criteria but 
also novel resilience measures in seismic performance assessment and design of buildings. This 
paper presents a new component-based seismic multi-dimensional functional recovery analysis 
method for reinforced concrete (RC) building structures and explores corrosion impact on its 
lifecycle functionality. Various structural and non-structural components affecting occupancy or 
serviceability of the building are included in loss analysis using FEMA P-58 fragility specification 
database. Multi-dimensional functionality curves, including asset, occupancy, and serviceability 
functionality curves, are developed to depict the post-earthquake recovery path. A new method 
is introduced to evaluate a holistic resilience index evaluated based on functionality curves. 
Intensity-based approach is used to quantify seismic monetary loss and downtime. Time-history 
and incremental dynamic analyses are used to develop fragility functions. A set of 4-story RC 
building archetypes located in a high seismic region are studied. Further, the impact of corrosion in 
various stories on seismic resilience and functional recovery of RC frames is studied. Uncertainty 
in demand, modelling, and component-level seismic losses are included. Finite element models 
of corroded and uncorroded RC archetypes are developed in OpenSees. The recently developed 
SFI-MVLEM element is used to model the dynamic nonlinear behavior of shear walls. Results 
indicate that high-intensity earthquakes result in significant loss of occupancy while low-intensity 
earthquakes cause a noticeable loss of serviceability and minor loss of occupancy. 
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1 Introduction

Rapid population growth and economic developments in earthquake-prone regions and 
increasing vulnerability of aging buildings and lifeline infrastructures have significantly 
increased the seismic risk in the last decades. Per National Geophysical Data Center 
(NGDC), 128 significant earthquakes (M7.0 or greater) have occurred worldwide in last 
decade which have claimed 335,000 lives, destroyed around 600,000 houses, and 
caused hundreds of billion US dollar damage [1]. To minimize seismic loss and casual-
ties, recent studies advocate an all-inclusive resilience-based approach that incorpo-
rates functional recovery on top of traditional safety-based approach [2–4]. 
Resilience is the capability of the system to resist, adapt to, and recover from a dis-
ruptive event. Resilience can be studied in four phases: anticipation, absorption, adop-
tion, and recovery [5]. Seismic resilience can be achieved by reducing the probability 
of failure, the seismic consequence/loss, and the time needed to restore the intended 
functionality. Post-event recovery time may include the time required for inspection 
and safety evaluation, finance and engineering planning, repair of various structural and 
non-structural components, repair of access routes and utility services, and inhabit-
ing the building again [6]. For building environments, the consequence and loss due to 
an earthquake may include monetary loss, casualties, injuries, fatalities, and any other 
economic and social impacts. Asadi et al. [7] proposed a multi-criteria decision model 
to include various economic, social, and environmental criteria in resilience assessment 
of building structures. The model quantifies resilience indicators such as seismic loss 
and downtime discretely and then integrates them using multi-attribute utility theory. 
Reinhorn and Cimellaro [4] considered two scales, i.e. spatial and temporal scales, for 
resilience evaluation of a community and proposed a seven-dimension framework for 
community functionality assessment which includes population, environmental, gov-
ernmental, economic, and social/cultural dimensions. For their case study, they study 
a health care facility and used asset loss as an indicator of the functionality of a build-
ing facility. In a number of publications including a recent book, Cimellaro et al. provide 
various methodologies to assess community resilience and quantify resilience based on 
asset losses [8,9]. 
The new paradigm of functional recovery aims to introduce new design provisions based 
on recovery time, a much-needed supplement to the widely-integrated safety-based 
design provisions [3]. Design for functional recovery is supported by National Earth-
quake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) and Earthquake Engineering Research In-
stitute (EERI) as an imperative element of resilience-based community management. 
Recent studies focus on community resilience [6,10]. However, building facilities are 
commonly designed as a discrete structure based on the owner’s preference and de-
sign standards. Therefore, a functional recovery design framework needs to present 
a quantitative method to find the recovery time for a distinct facility considering the 
interdependent impact of lifeline infrastructure. The partial interdependency between 
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buildings and lifeline systems further complicates the problem indicating the need for a 
multi-dimensional approach in resilience quantification of building facilities. For build-
ing facilities, the first objective following an earthquake is to reoccupy or re-enter the 
building and restore the shelter-in-place function of the building. The next step is to 
achieve functional recovery where all building’s services need to be restored to achieve 
the intended operation/function of the building [3]. 
This paper presents a new multi-dimensional framework for functional recovery analy-
sis and resilience quantification of reinforced concrete (RC) building facilities. Three 
measures defining the seismic functionality of building facilities are considered, which 
are asset, occupancy, and serviceability losses. The model is consistent with FEMA P-58 
approach for loss analysis and considers the loss and downtime due to various struc-
tural and non-structural components of the building in resilience quantification. The 
framework is implemented on two groups of RC buildings archetypes located in a highly 
seismic region using a scenario-based approach. The impact of corrosion in various sto-
ries on seismic resilience and functional recovery of RC frames is studied. Uncertainty 
in demand, modelling, and component-level seismic losses are included. Finite element 
models of corroded and uncorroded RC archetypes are developed in OpenSees [11].

2 Multi-dimensional functionality analysis

2.1 Functionality based on Loss of Occupancy

The area under the functionality curve is commonly used to quantify resilience. Burton 
et al. [6] considered the number of occupants (housing capacity) as an indicator of the 
functionality. Occupancy (housing capacity) is measured in person-days for a communi-
ty. To restore occupancy, the components affecting the occupancy need to be repaired, 
which include structural components such as beam, columns, shear walls, braces, slabs, 
and connections and non-structural components such as exterior walls, curtain wall 
with windows, roof finishes, chimney, partition, stairs, doors, suspended ceilings, floor 
finishes, etc. Hence, occupancy-based recovery function of the building, fR,Occ, is a func-
tion of repair time of those components, tRk,Occ, on various floors. Assuming a floor-by-
floor repair scheme, the total time to restore occupancy is the summation of the repair 
time of all occupancy-related components for all floors.

 (1)

where f = 1, …, q is the floor number, fRk,Occ is the repair time function for component k 
among all p occupancy-related components of floor f.
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2.2 Functionality based on loss of serviceability

The functional recovery of the building is not achieved until all utility services are re-
stored as well. Services such as water/wastewater, electricity, conveying, air-condition-
ing, fire protection, gas, Internet, and equipment and furnishing need to be restored in 
order to achieve full functionality. Similar to occupancy, loss of serviceability of a build-
ing is due to damage to the components providing those services. Most of the non-
structural components which provide serviceability are vulnerable to excessive absolute 
floor acceleration (ACC). Serviceability-based recovery function of a building, fR,Serv, can 
be defined as a function of repair time of serviceability-related components on various 
floors, tRk,Serv . Similar to occupancy, the total time to restore serviceability is the summa-
tion of the repair time of all related components for all floors.

 (2)

Where fRk,Serv is the repair time function for component k among all components required 
for restoring serviceability to floor f. 

2.3 Functionality based on loss of asset

Functionality depends on (1) total loss, Lt, which is the summation of all monetary losses 
to all damageable structural and non-structural components due to earthquakes and 
(2) recovery function, fR, which represents system rapidity. Recovery function can be de-
veloped using repair/recovery time and repair scheme which could be parallel, i.e. con-
current repairing all floors, or series, i.e. repairing each floor after completing the repair 
of lower floors. Therefore, functionality (Q) is defined as follows [8].

 (3)

where tE, tR, and IM are earthquake effective occurrence time, recovery time, and earth-
quake intensity, respectively.

3 Archetype building structures

The proposed model is implemented on a series of reinforced concrete (RC) buildings 
located in a small community near downtown Los Angeles, CA. The 4-story arche-
types are designed per ASCE 7-16 [12] and ACI 318-14 [13] standards. Typical floor 
plan is adapted from (See Figure 1) [14,15]. To study corrosion impact on building func-
tional recovery, the reinforcing steel of RCF model is assumed to experience corrosion. 
A strength decay method is adapted to model corrosion where the variation of steel 
stress-strain relationship is used to model the material degradation due to corrosion 
[16]. The corroded model is named RCF-C.
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Figure 1. Typical floor plan for archetypes

4 Scenario-based seismic vulnerability analysis

Seismic resilience of buildings is assessed using a scenario-based approach. To find 
seismic intensity at the site, Boore and Atkinson [17] ground-motion prediction equa-
tions (attenuation function) are used. Three scenario earthquakes are considered: (S1) 
a M6.5 earthquake with an epicentral distance of 40 km, (S2) a M7 earthquake with an 
epicentral distance of 15 km, and (S3) a M8 earthquake with an epicentral distance of 5 
km from the building site all with a shear-wave velocity from the surface to 30 m (VS30) 
of 300 m/s. OpenSees models are validated by experimental studies [18]. More de-
tails on building structures and numerical models are presented in [15, 19, 20]. Collapse 
fragility curves are developed using Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) and maximum 
likelihood method is used to fit a lognormal distribution function over the empirical col-
lapse fragility curve [21]. Collapse fragility curves of archetype buildings are depicted in 
Figure 2. The horizontal axis is Sa(T1,5 %), the normalized pseudo-spectral acceleration 
for 5 % damped design spectra for the region at the fundamental period of the building 
structure. As depicted, the collapse capacity of the corroded RCF is noticeably smaller 
than that of original RCF model (with Sa(T1,5 %) of 2.98g for RCF compared to Sa(T1,5 %) of 
2.04g for RCF-C). The corroded model fails at a noticeably smaller interstory drift ratio 
as well indicating smaller ductility for RCF-C model. The values are for RCF-C with an 
assumed 10 % corrosion level.
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Figure 2. Empirical CDF of Sa (T1,5 %) and fitted lognormal fragility functions for RC building archetypes

5 Functional recovery analysis

The proposed framework utilizes the repair time for components affecting various di-
mensions of functional recovery, which are occupancy or serviceability. Figure 3 depicts 
the floor-by-floor repair time for structural and non-structural components affecting 
occupancy or serviceability for various archetypes and scenarios. Non-structural dam-
ages are categorized to damages causing occupancy loss and damages causing service-
ability loss. Structural damages primarily affect occupancy. Note that the non-structural 
damage and downtime shown at Roof are caused by damage to chiller and air-handling 
unit located on the Roof. As depicted, the downtime increases from Scenario S1, a low-
intensity major earthquake, to Scenario S3, a significant earthquake. The RC archetypes 
experience little structural damage and downtime under S1 and relatively small non-
structural damage and downtime under S2. Special RC frames can tolerate large lat-
eral deformation before reaching minor damage limits. The downtime due to both oc-
cupancy and serviceability components increases significantly under S3. This indicates 
that a number of non-structural components have reached the severe damage state 
under S3. The corroded RCF collapsed under earthquake S3 (an M8 earthquake with an 
epicentral distance of 5 km) which highlights the undesirable impact of corrosion in a 
high intensity earthquake. 
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Figure 3.  Floor-by-floor repair time for structural and non-structural components affecting occupancy and 
serviceability for (a) RCF and (b) RCF-C archetypes

5.1 Multi-dimensional functional recovery curves

The component-based loss and downtime fragility functions and median outputs are 
used to develop multi-dimensional functionality curves for archetype building and cal-
culate the resilience index R. Three groups of functionality curves are produced. Figure 4 
shows a sample FAL for RCF archetype under earthquake S2. The dashed lines in Figure 
4a show the repair time for various components and the stepwise process by which the 
initial functionality is restored. 

Figure 4.  a) Functionality curve based on asset loss, b) functionality curve based on occupancy, and c) 
functionality curve based on serviceability for RCF archetype under Scenario 2 earthquake, 
numbered arrows show the repair time for various floors 
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The majority of loss of functionality is due to structural components and non-structural 
components affecting occupancy. About 77 % and 92 % of total loss and downtime for 
RCF is due to damage to components related to occupancy. Figure 4b shows the func-
tionality curve based on occupancy loss (FOL) for RCF under S2. Based on the proposed 
approach, it takes about 362 days (occupancy downtime) to repair occupancy-related 
components and re-occupy the building after an S2 earthquake assuming a floor-by-
floor repair scheme. This key output is significantly important for post-earthquake de-
cision-making and community resilience assessment and can be used as the critical 
parameter for functional recovery design of building facilities. For RCF archetype, the S2 
earthquake has caused a loss of functionality on all floors. It is assumed that if a lower 
floor is unsafe for re-occupancy, the upper floors will remain unoccupied as well. The 
loss of occupancy is primarily due to minor damage to a number of beams and to a less-
er extent, moderate damage to internal partition walls. For most cases, the occupancy 
downtime for the 2nd floor is the largest among all floors which is mainly due to damage 
to structural components. For the 4th floor, the damage to non-structural components 
vulnerable to ACC increases significantly which leads to significant loss of serviceability 
at this floor but not a significant loss in occupancy, as depicted in Figures 4b and 4c. 

5.2 Multi-dimensional resilience indices

Table 2 summarizes the resilience indices based on three dimensions. The total loss and 
downtime are approximately equal to the summation occupancy and serviceability loss 
and downtime, respectively. As listed, the downtime for occupancy and serviceability, 
quantified using the proposed approach, can be a design parameter in a functional re-
covery design approach. As listed, RCF achieves a slightly larger resilience indices com-
pared to RCF-C for earthquake S1 and S2. However, for earthquake S3 where RCF-C 
collapses, the post-earthquake resilience of the corroded structure is technically zero 
which indicates the impact of corrosion on RC building seismic performance and recov-
ery in major earthquakes. 

Table 1.  Resilience index based on functionality curve for asset loss (FAL), occupancy loss (FOL), and 
serviceability loss (FSL) for various archetypes for Scenario 1, 2, and 3 earthquakes

Archetype
R per FAL [ %] R per FOL [ %] R per FSL [ %]

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3

RCF 99.5 94 67.2 100 79.9 59.9 100 99.2 83.9

RCF-C 99.5 93.3 - 100 76.5 - 100 99.6 -
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6 Conclusions

A new framework is introduced for multi-dimensional functionality assessment and re-
silience quantification of building facilities under seismic hazard. Three key dimensions 
of building functionality loss, asset, occupancy, and serviceability losses, are considered 
and a component-based method is presented to develop functionality curves and sur-
faces based on each dimension. The framework is implemented on a series of RC build-
ing archetypes. 
The proposed framework is consistent with FEMA P-58 loss analysis approach and 
uses FEMA P-58 component-based seismic fragility specifications to: (1) identify the 
occurrence occupancy or serviceability loss in any floor and (2) quantify the monetary 
loss and downtime. Most non-structural components of the building which contribute 
to serviceability are vulnerable to floor acceleration. Therefore, floors with large floor 
acceleration are likely to have serviceability loss. For instance, at the 4th floor of RCF 
archetype, large floor acceleration led to significant loss of serviceability compared to 
other floors while the occupancy loss and downtime of the 4th was similar to that of the 
1st to 3rd floors. The downtime for occupancy and serviceability are particularly impor-
tant for risk-informed functional recovery design of building facilities and this frame-
work identifies the tradeoffs and difference in occupancy loss and serviceability loss 
in various floors. The greater part of total downtime is to restore occupancy and the 
smaller part for restoring serviceability of the building. For instance, based on the pro-
posed approach, it takes about 362 days to repair occupancy-related components and 
re-occupy the RCF building after a significant earthquake (scenario 2) while it takes only 
33 days to restore the serviceability under the same earthquake. 
The collapse capacity and collapse interstory drift of the corroded RCF is noticeably 
smaller than that of original RCF model. This resulted in significant vulnerability of cor-
roded RCF archetype in earthquake S3 with the highest intensity among studied earth-
quakes (an M8 earthquake with an epicentral distance of 5 km). The downtime due to 
both occupancy and serviceability components increases significantly under S3 as well. 
This indicates that a number of non-structural components have reached the severe 
damage state under S3. The corroded RCF collapsed under earthquake S3 which high-
lights the undesirable impact of corrosion in high intensity earthquakes and on building 
recovery.
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1 Introduction

Majority of multi-storey buildings are built from load-bearing frames made either from 
reinforced concrete (RC) or structural steel, commonly infilled by some kind of an infill 
wall or a panel. Such buildings are viewed as seismically vulnerable and special anti-
seismic regulations are used for their design.
In Europe, most multi-storey buildings have structural systems made from RC frames 
with unreinforced masonry infill walls. Most of the infill walls consisting of hollowed 
clay blocks. For the design of such buildings, Eurocode 8 [1] provisions are used for 
seismic design and detailing. Whereas during the seismic action, structures are loaded 
and frames interact with the infill. The infill wall renders the behaviour of the frame by 
affecting its stiffness, stress distribution, failure modes, etc. Yet, Eurocode 8 does not 
require or provide the means of accounting for the infill walls contribution in seismic 
action. Moreover, it classifies the infill wall as a non-structural member. Consequently, 
the research of frame and infill wall interaction sprung to give designers adequate tools 
to assess the matter.
The field that examines the frames with masonry infill walls can be divided into 3 groups 
based on the action on its plane: 1) In-Plane (IP); 2) Out-of-Plane (OoP); 3) Combined. 
Whereas, combined action can be IP+OoP, OoP+IP and simultaneous IP&OoP action. 
Naturally, the seismic wave impacts a building in combined and simultaneous action 
with both inertial and drift forces. However, to better comprehend the effects it has on 
the structure, it is needed to be dissected to its original planes. 
Furthermore, the OoP field of research has 3 main test methods, sorted by prevalence: 
1) Inertial; 2) Dynamical, and; 3) Drift force method. Certainly, the dynamical method is 
the best as one can gain insight into the effect of both inertial and drift forces, vibra-
tional modes, member accelerations, structural dampings, etc. However, such methods 
require expensive equipment and specimens, while also lacking a high degree of experi-
mental control. Therefore, researchers tend to use more simplified methods that focus 
on a single aspect of the whole phenomena. When compared to dynamical (e.g. [2,3]), 
inertial (e.g. [4–6]) and drift force method both have certain level similarities. Yet, when 
the latter two are compared among themselves, there are nearly no similarities. Moreo-
ver, the effects are opposite to each other as the inertial force causes heavy damage to 
the infill wall, leaving the frame intact. Vice-versa is true for the drift force method. For 
more about the comparison between different experimental approaches, refer to [7,8] 
papers. Also, note that there is a lack of research done with drift methods. Namely, 
there were only 2 researches [9,10] done with drift methods in the ’90s on steel, fully 
infilled frames. 
This paper presents an experimental campaign that examined a nearly or non-existing 
research topic of drift loading on RC frames with and without infill walls and openings 
positioned centrically and eccentrically.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Specimens description

The following experimental campaign was the second part of a test series that was per-
formed at the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture Osijek. The first part of the 
series included IP cyclic, quasi-static load on the RC frames with and without masonry 
infill walls and openings positioned centrically and eccentrically. For more information 
about the first part of the series, please refer to [11]. The second part consisted of the 
same specimens, loaded by cyclic, quasi-static OoP drift load. However, unlike the first 
part of the series, the second did not include the gravity load.
The specimens were designed as medium ductility class (DCM) per EN 1998-1 [1] provi-
sions and were scaled to the 1:2.5 ratio. The masonry units were cut at the mid-height 
and were classified as Group II by the EN 1996-1 [12] provisions, which also classified 
the general-purpose mortar as M5. Prior to OoP test series, the damages to the cover 
concrete were repaired. The repairs consisted of discarding loose parts and priming the 
cavity surfaces that were finally filled with fibre-reinforced, sulphate-resistant thixo-
tropic mortar Mapegrout. The mortar was classified by EN 1504-3 provisions [13] as 
class R4 structural mortar. After the repairs, specimens were painted white and the 
front sides randomly dotted black to form a stochastic pattern for the digital image 
corelation (DIC) recordings. The specimen’s appearance and specifics can be found in 
Table 1, while the geometrical characteristics of both the frame and masonry infill wall 
unit can be found in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Geometrical characteristics of the frame and masonry unit
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Table 1. Tested specimens

2.2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2. The brackets with numbers (#) within 
this subsection refer to the equipment as designated in Fig. 2. There were 2 systems of 
recording, one was optical (photogrammetry) using GOM ARAMIS (1), while the other 
was using hardware connected to the Dewesoft SIRIUS-HD-16xSTGS data acquisition 
system (DAQ) (2). The DAQ system was used as a primary acquisition tool, while ARA-
MIS to check with the DAQ and to capture incidents of accidental torsion, frame – infill 
wall interaction, stress accumulations, etc. The ARAMIS system used two 5MP cameras 
pointed at the specimens, which is required for stereophotogrammetry given that both 

Mark Appearance
of the specimen

Opening

Type and area Position

CD

Door Centric

lo / ho = 0.35 / 0.90 m

eo = li / 2 = 0.90 mAo = 0.32 m2

Ao / Ai = 0.14

CW

Window Centric

lo / ho = 50.0 / 60.0 cm
eo = li / 2 = 0.90 m

P = 0.40 mAo = 0.30 m2

Ao / Ai = 0.13

ED

Door Eccentric

lo / ho = 0.35 / 0.90 m

eo = hi / 5 + lo / 2 = 0.44 mAo = 0.32 m2

Ao / Ai = 0.14

EW

Window Eccentric

lo / ho = 50.0 / 60.0 cm
eo = hi / 5 + lo / 2 = 0.44 m

P = 0.40 mAo = 0.30 m2

Ao / Ai = 0.13

BF Bare frame

FI Full infill
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IP and OoP deformation was monitored (spatial deformation). The force transducers (6) 
were connected to the DAQ; so, for every load step an averaged force was calculated 
from DAQ and fed to the ARAMIS software.
The load protocol included loading and unloading the specimens at beam-column mid-
line intersection in one direction with 5 kN step until yielding. Also, prior to yielding 
every load step was repeated twice. After yielding, the pushover, displacement control 
was used with +5 mm steps. The specimens were pushed to the maximum stroke of the 
piston, which is 10 cm or 9 % drift ratio. 
The electrical-hydraulic pump (3) was operated manually and it was used to control 
both hydraulic presses (5). Hydraulic presses (5) and force transducers (6) were posi-
tioned so the load transmits at the midline intersection of the upper beam and the col-
umns. There were 3 pairs of linear variable differential transducers (LVDT) (7) positioned 
on the specimen. One pair was set right beside the load input, second at the top, and 
last at the bottom of the lower beam. The LVDTs (7) at the lower beam were set to 
measure rotations and slipping that could occur.

Figure 2. Experimental setup

The specimens were set in place by a pair of steel restrains (8) set at the lower beam 
beneath the columns. The restraints were placed on opposite sides of the lower beam 
and mutually connected by two M20 fully threaded studs. Additionally, the restrains 
were fixed in place by fastening them to the rails.
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3 Results and discussion 

The capacity curves (envelopes) of all specimens are plotted in Fig. 3, that includes av-
eraged displacement of both columns as recorded by the ARAMIS system. Since force 
transducers were not connected to ARAMIS, forces were read from DAQ, averaged and 
multiplied by 2. From the figure, it is visible that the curves are relatively similar in terms 
of load-bearing capacity, initial stiffness and yielding point (at about 2 % drift). When 
OoP were compared to IP hysteresis from the test series described in [14] it was evi-
dent that OoP tests had more of a linear response. The same was observed in the dy-
namical study on a shaking table by [2]. Note that the FI specimen had the substandard 
capacity curve. This can be added to the fact that specimens had various levels of dam-
ages, repairing efficiencies and mechanical properties, rather than the infill wall – frame 
interaction.

Figure 3. Capacity curves from ARAMIS

In Fig. 4, differences in rotation between elements and are plotted against the inter-
storey drift. The rotations were measured by ARAMIS optics, and they show differences 
between the two columns, opposite strips of the infill wall and between average rota-
tions of both columns and infill wall. From the figure, it is observable that there is evi-
dence of torsion and segregation between the frame and infill wall joint action at higher 
drift ratios. Also, both LVDTs on the lower beam and ARAMIS captured evidence of rigid-
body movement, i.e. rotation. The results were corrected for the rigid body movement 
by determining relative displacements in relation to the frame base beam.
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Figure 4. Differences in rotation between the specimen’s elements of the ED model

In Fig. 5, cracks patterns of each specimen are plotted at the last step (approx. 10 % 
drift). The cracks on the tension side progressed from the bottom upwards, mostly cov-
ering bedjoints on the infill wall and columns. The cracks on the compression side were 
mostly due to the crushing of the columns concrete and along with the cracks on the 
tension side showing evidence of plastic hinge formation. Infill walls of all specimens 
started cracking at an inter-storey drift ratio of ≈1.25 %, the separation of infill wall 
from the columns occurred between 1.25 – 2.25 % likewise, detachment from the lower 
beam at about 1.25 – 2.50 %. 

Figure 5. Crack patterns
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Displacement map of ED model is presented in Fig. 6a, where it is visible that the frame 
and infill wall followed the same displacement patterns. In Fig. 6b, Von Mieses strains 
are plotted. Since clay blocks have heterogeneous mechanical properties in different di-
rections, the values are not representative physically. Nevertheless, the figure provides 
a clue of stress accumulation, that is visible at frame infill wall connections and the bot-
tom of the columns (crushing). 

Figure 6. Overlay of results from ARAMIS optics on the ED model: a) Displacements, b) Von Mieses strain

4  Conclusions

During a seismic event, multistorey buildings are loaded by both the inter-storey drift 
and inertial forces. In the field of Out-of-Plane action on the structural systems made of 
frames with masonry infill walls, the research was mostly focused on using the inertial 
force methods. Therefore, the experimental campaign herein was concluded to cover 
the largely unexplored Out-of-Plane drift force action and to aid the previous In-Plane 
experimental campaigns done by [15]. All tests were concluded in the laboratory of the 
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture Osijek. 
The test series included 6 specimens as a bare and fully infilled frame, while also infilled 
frames with window and door openings positioned centrically and eccentrically. The 
specimens were loaded in a single direction by cyclic, quasi-static drift forces located 
at upper beam and columns midline intersections. Force control was used until yielding 
was reached; after which, pushover displacement control was used. Two systems of 
measurements were used, one was optical ARAMIS and the other physical DAQ.
Overall, the specimens showed great deformation capabilities, enduring up to 9 % drift 
ratios. Results showed a good amount of correlation between the other two inter-sto-
rey drift force [9,10] and dynamical [2] experiments. From the analysis of the results, it 
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was visible that there was a one-way infill wall and frame interaction. That is, the infill 
wall did not significantly affect neither the overall behaviour of the specimens nor the 
frame. Rather, the frame only affected the infill wall’s behaviour. The stated is observ-
able in several points, being: the hysteresis was mostly linear; there were insignificant 
differences between the specimens capacity curves; the Von Mieses did not show sig-
nificant accumulation of strain nor were there differences in displacements between 
the wall and the frame; the infill wall received a high amount of damages, i.e. cracks; at 
higher drift ratios the differences in rotation between the frame and infill wall increased. 
Furthermore, from the analysis of crack occurrences, it is expected that the infill wall 
with consideration of openings withstands light damage up to a 1.25 % storey drift, 
from 1.25 – 2.00 % heavy but usable damage and > 2.00 % heavy but unusable damage. 
Therefore, frames with masonry infill walls when subjected to purely Out-of-Plane drift 
forces still pose a life and socio-economical risks. 
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Abstract
In this paper a fully automated optimization procedure of reinforced concrete structures exposed 
to earthquakes by using genetic algorithm-GA optimization method is implemented. Given 
the highly stochastic nature of the earthquake, its extreme effects and possible catastrophic 
consequences, special attention must be paid to solving this problem. The behaviour of structural 
systems was assessed employing nonlinear dynamic analysis. Localized nonlinearities are taken 
into account by using finite elements that are able to realistically describe the hysteresis behaviour 
of reinforced concrete structures under cyclic loading. The problem of structural optimization 
comes down to achieving the optimal response under earthquake load with minimal material 
consumption. However, the main goal of optimization is to achieve a favourable response in the 
sense of performance-based design and the minimum consumption of materials is a criterion 
of lesser importance. Seismic load is modelled using an artificially generated accelerogram 
whose response spectrum closely approximates the design acceleration spectrum defined by 
relevant seismic code. The optimization procedure defines the target performance levels, with 
the imposed limits of the largest interstory drifts. The first target performance level refers to 
earthquakes of lower intensity and shorter return periods and must prevent excessive damages. 
The second target performance level represents earthquakes with the highest expected intensity 
in the observed area. Damage limitation is the primary goal of the optimization procedure, which 
is then followed by ultimate limit state verification. Numerical examples cover both simple, 
geometrically regular and uniform systems as well as irregular structures. For all analysed 
examples, optimization by using the GA method resulted in structures that fully meet the SLS 
and ULS constraints. Structures optimized in this manner easily achieve a desired response to 
earthquakes.

Key words:  earthquake, reinforced concrete, optimization, genetic algorithm, nonlinear time 
history analysis
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1 Introduction

As a natural phenomenon, earthquake belongs to the group of extreme loads that can 
cause excessive damage to the load-bearing structure. They can cause the collapse of 
buildings, infrastructure facilities etc. with catastrophic economic consequences with 
possible loss of human lives. Design of structural bearing systems to full (elastic) seis-
mic load is uneconomical and often unable to meet the performance-based criteria pre-
scribed by modern design codes. Catastrophic earthquakes in the recent past (Loma 
Prieta 1989, Kobe 1995) have shown that the proper design and construction of details 
can provide adequate safety of the building’s load-bearing structure. 
The load-bearing seismic system must maintain capacity and stability during the earth-
quake, with no loss of human lives for the most significant expected load. Nevertheless, 
there is a possibility of significant damage in predetermined places across the building. 
The calculation according to modern standards cannot include all the nonlinearities that 
the actual structure has. One must also consider the extremely stochastic nature of 
the earthquake load. Buildings that comply with modern codes result in relatively safe 
structures for protecting human lives during catastrophic earthquakes. However, the 
economic damage caused by these earthquakes, and more importantly, by the action of 
earthquakes of lower intensity, was unacceptably extensive, where many buildings suf-
fered damage whose repair was economically unacceptable. When an earthquake oc-
curs, the building should achieve a target performance level that includes load-bearing 
and non-load-bearing elements (for different seismic load levels). In the literature, [1], 
there are various levels of targeted behaviour: for example, “immediate occupancy” (IO), 
“life safety” (LS), and “collapse prevention (CP) “. 
Structural optimization of seismically resistant structures aims to optimize the struc-
tural system’s response under earthquake (performance-based earthquake design) 
with minimal material consumption (an optimal combination of cross-sections). To ob-
tain the most realistic structural response under earthquake load, one must model a 
structural system with nonlinear finite elements (with the so-called plastic hinges lo-
cated at the elements’ ends). The plastic hinges represent localized hysteretic material 
behaviour under cyclic load. 
The earthquake loading can be modelled as time series (accelerogram) of the real or 
artificially generated earthquake. This paper uses an artificially generated accelerogram 
(matched with specific target response spectra from [2]. The numerical model prepared 
in this way is subjected to a nonlinear time history analysis (nonlinear dynamic analy-
sis). The primary goal of optimization is to achieve the building’s excellent behaviour for 
the level of seismic load on the verge of damage (excessive cracking). This performance 
level corresponds to level: “immediate occupancy” (IO). Only minor damage is allowed, 
and the building is safe to reuse immediately after the earthquake ends. 
The seismic load level corresponding to this target behaviour level is 50 % of the maxi-
mum (ULS) seismic load. As the primary indication of the building’s performance, one 
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must control interstory drift. For the buildings where the non-structural elements (for 
example, drywalls) are directly connected to the main structural elements (beams and 
columns), interstory drift must be smaller than 0,5 % to prevent excessive damage of 
non-structural elements. If there is no automation in this design process, one must 
manually change the element’s cross-sections, re-run nonlinear time history analysis, 
evaluate results, check the violation of the imposed interstory drift limitations and con-
tinue with iterations until the optimal combination of cross-sections is found. 
Achieving the optimal combination of cross-sections is not an easy task, and it takes 
many iterative steps by trial and error to achieve an approximately optimal design. This 
paper presents the process of automation of the above steps to achieve the optimal 
structural system under earthquake loads. To solve the optimization problem under 
constraints provided by [2] it has been implemented Genetic Algorithm (GA). Software 
used for nonlinear dynamic analysis is SAP2000 [4] with an implementation of GA 
method in MATLAB [5]. 

2 Optimization

In our paper we have analysed a multi-story reinforced concrete frame with i=1, 2…,N 
members. As design variables are taken cross section dimensions: width bi and depth 
hi. Objective function is defined as total cost of all concrete elements:

Minimize: Total Cost =  (1)

Design procedure must result with the reinforced concrete frame that is sufficiently 
strong and ductile under strong earthquakes. On the other hand, building serviceability 
under moderate and minor earthquakes must be provided without significant damage to 
structural and non-structural parts of the building. Interstory drift is defined as follows:

  (2)

∆ui is the interstory drift of the i-th story, ui and ui-1 are the displacement of two adjacent 
floors, hi is the height of the i-th story and di is the drift limit ratio specified by code. The 
problem of optimal design (optimal response of the building under earthquake load) can 
be generally defined as:
 - Minimize the objective function:

   (3)

 - Under prescribed constraints (interstory drift):

  (4)
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 - The variables are also constrained; they have predefined range (lower and upper li-
mit):

  (5)

Optimization analysis has been done using a genetic algorithm (GA). GA method [3] is a 
suitable tool for real engineering, highly nonlinear problems, while it is a robust method 
and not prone to get locked around local minimum point. The simulation starts with a 
population of random strings, and each of them is then evaluated to calculate the fit-
ness value. 
Thereafter, the population is operated by three operators: reproduction, crossover, and 
mutation. The new population of points is created and evaluated. If the termination 
criterion is not met, the population is operated by the above three operators with a 
new fitness evaluation. When the GA algorithm converges to the proximity of the global 
minimum point, then we can use the gradient method and quickly calculate the exact 
value of the global minimum.

3 Numerical examples

A six-story (6*3,5m), three-bay (3*6,0m) building is analysed to illustrate the inelastic 
optimal design method. Nonlinear time history analysis has been used to implement the 
genetic algorithm method. Assuming that non-structural brittle elements are attached 
to the structure (no special details with construction joints to allow for relative move-
ments without damage) conservative value of 0,5 % interstory drift is chosen. Artificial 
accelerogram has response spectra, which is a good match to response spectra from [2] 
(type 1, soil type B, ag=0,3g). For all members concrete with the compressive strength, 
fc, of 50 MPa and steel reinforcement with the yield strength, fy, of 500 MPa are used.
After initial calculation, see Fig1, we can see that building does not satisfy imposed 
limitations on maximal interstory drifts. At the end of the optimization process, it has 
been realized structure that fully satisfies the imposed restrictions and, in that sense, 
achieves the best behavior in the event of an earthquake, see Fig2.
Same effectiveness has been achieved at structural system with irregular geometry and 
unfavourable distribution of stiffness in elevation, see Fig 3 and Fig 4.
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Figure 1. a) Initial geometry, b) Initial 2D view; c) Loads, d) Initial interstory drifts
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Figure 2. a) Final geometry, b) Final 2D view; c) Final interstory drifts

Figure 3. a) Initial geometry, b)Initial 2D view, c) Loads, d) Initial interstory drifts
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Figure 4. a) Final geometry , b) Final 2D view, c) Final interstory drifts

4 Concluding remarks

The optimization method can achieve a cost-effective design, with minimal use of con-
crete, and produce an optimal final design with a uniform distribution of ductility along 
the building. With the implementation of an effective optimization procedure, it is possi-
ble to gain a better insight into the behavior of the structure during earthquakes, detect 
weak points of the structure and achieve a more robust design.
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Abstract
Infill walls significantly affect the resistance of structure. However, in the design it is generally 
neglected which leads to erroneous assessment of stiffness, load bearing capacity and 
serviceability. Seismic response of reinforced concrete frames with masonry infill can be analysed 
employing models of different complexity: micro-, meso- and macromodels. Macromodelling 
strategy, where masonry infill is represented by homogenized orthotropic continuum, requires 
low computational effort and basic material information without losing accuracy of global 
structural behaviour. Highly nonlinear behaviour of RC frame and masonry infill as well as their 
mutual interaction was modelled using quadratic membrane elements in DIANA FEA. Total strain 
rotating crack constitutive model was used for concrete, von Mises for embedded rebars and 
engineering masonry model for hollow infill. Mohr-Coulomb contact elements with gapping, 
applied at the interface between frame and infill, had significant influence on the structural 
response. The sensitive interface properties were calibrated after experimental tests which 
included masonry infilled frame with and without opening as well as bare frame. In order to match 
the response of the model and the experiment, it was necessary to model friction between rollers 
and the columns using bilinear springs. Cyclic static loading was imposed on the structure under 
constant vertical precompression. Failure modes pertain to crushing of infill corners and gradual 
separation of brittle masonry from the frame which further leads to formation of diagonal strut. 
The development of damage in the reinforced concrete frame and masonry infill according to the 
EMS-98 scale is described and recommendations for numerical modelling are given. 

Key words:  macromodel, reinforced concrete frame, masonry infill, DIANA FEA, experimental 
testing
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1 Introduction

Reinforced-concrete (R-C) frames infilled with masonry walls, with- or without open-
ings, are a common architectural element in low- and medium-height buildings. The 
infill walls stiffen the frame and reduce the first-mode period, leading to a reduction of 
drift response to strong ground motion. At the same time, the addition of masonry wall 
within the frame tends to increase the base-shear response and reduce the drift capac-
ity of the structure. The increase of shear force and reduction of drift capacity leads 
to serious vulnerabilities unless proper proportioning is exercised. The specific flaws in 
unintentional frame-wall systems were identified in the aftermath of the Skopje earth-
quake of 1963. These were: (1) weaknesses introduced by openings in the wall, (2) cap-
tive columns, (3) out-of-plane collapse of walls, and (4) column failures under reversals 
of combinations of shear and tensile or compressive forces. These flaws have continued 
to cause tragic consequences in subsequent urban earthquakes [1].
The influence of openings in infill on the behaviour of reinforced-concrete frames in-
filled with masonry (“framed-wall”) was experimentally investigated. Openings were 
of different types and positions and were executed with and without vertical confining 
elements around them. Ten specimens produced at a scale of 1:2.5, as practical true 
models, were tested under constant vertical and quasi-static cyclic lateral loading up 
to drifts when the infill failed. The frames were designed as medium ductility (DCM) 
bare frames. Masonry wall was produced with hollow-clay units and general-purpose 
mortar. The frame and masonry were connected only by cohesion (Fig. 1) [2]. Based on 
the experimental research, a macromodel was set up in the computer program DIANA 
FEA [3] and the analysis of a reinforced concrete frame with a masonry infill without 
openings was performed [4].

Figure 1. Specimens for laboratory investigation [2]
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2 Macromodel

Due to the heterogeneity of the masonry infill, the construction of the computational 
model is more demanding. The requirement to know the properties of the material de-
pends on the level of modelling and the type of calculation performed (e.g., linear or 
nonlinear). There are several possibilities or approaches to the modelling of masonry, 
such as those listed in [5-7], which are as follows: detailed micromodel; simplified mi-
cromodel or mesomodel and macromodel (Fig. 2).
The macromodelling approach selected and applied in this paper does not distinguish 
between individual wall elements and mortar joints and the infill wall is presented as a 
homogeneous anisotropic continuum. The chosen approach, in relation to the others, 
requires a significantly smaller number of material properties to feed the constitutive 
model, without consequences for accuracy in presenting the response of the structure. 
This simplification has made the modelling process more practical and it can be applied 
for analysis of not only individual walls but also complete buildings [8].

Figure 2.  Modelling strategies for masonry: a) masonry wall, b) detailed micromodel, c) mesomodel 
(simplified micromodel), d) macromodel [5]

After earthquakes, field investigations and research results have shown that masonry infill 
placed within a structural RC frame (‘‘framed-masonry’’) has both positive and negative ef-
fects on the seismic performance of the system. The new composite ‘‘framed-masonry’’ 
system has smaller drifts and deformations in structural members, together with shear 
resistance of higher storey and global energy dissipation. On the other hand, the infill wall 
presence can have an extremely negative effect on the surrounding frame in terms of shear 
failure of captive columns, depending on the wall strength, as given in [9] and [10]. 
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Previous experiments have shown that even at small drifts (approximately 0.05 %) the 
infill wall behaves like a monolithic structure and the infill wall separates from the re-
inforced concrete frame. Increasing the floor displacement creates cracks along the 
formed compressive strut in the infill wall. In order to correctly present the separation 
of the infill wall from the reinforced concrete frame in the macromodel, it is necessary 
to apply a contact element at the joint of the frame and the wall, which has the possibil-
ity of gapping in tension. A detailed overview of the properties of constitutive models 
is given in [4], and due to the scope and lack of space it is not covered by this paper. 
The adopted macromodel is shown in Fig. 3. A mesh 100x100 mm was chosen using 
CQ16MEM membrane elements with quadratic interpolation (compatible with geomet-
ric nonlinearity).

Figure 3. Macromodel and FE mesh (100x100mm) in DIANAFEA

3 Results

As in the experiment, the calculation was carried out entirely with force control. High 
sensitivity of the model to the properties of the contact elements placed between the 
frame and the infill wall was observed, which, in addition to physical ones such as initial 
shear strength, internal friction angle and tensile strength, also contain the so-called 
non-physical properties such as normal and tangential stiffness, the value of which 
needs to be assumed. For this reason, calibration was required. An additional problem 
arose when loading the structure model in the opposite direction (negative x-direction). 
It has been observed that during loading (when the beam is pulled) tensile stresses 
occur in the beam that exceed the value of tensile strength of the material, with large 
displacements. This problem was solved by introducing a rigid kinematic constraint, i.e., 
by equalizing the displacements in the longitudinal direction of the left and right ends 
of the beam. 
Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the responses obtained from the experimental tests and 
the computational macromodel. The highest achieved load capacity and initial stiffness 
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in positive load cycles (positive x-direction) are in accordance with the results obtained 
by the test, while the corresponding values in negative cycles are 16 % lower. The dif-
ference in values arises from the ability to maintain a constant value of the longitudinal 
compressive force, and thus from the effect of friction of the movable supports with 
the tops of the columns (rollers). In the representation of the model given in Fig. 5, it is 
noticeable how the infill wall is crushed along the height of the column as well as in the 
corners of the frame (in red areas), which corresponds to the assumed behaviour of the 
structure and test results. Fig. 6 shows the separation of the infill from the surrounding 
concrete. 

Figure 4. Hysteretic curves - comparison of experimental and numerical results

Figure 5. Crushing of masonry infill obtained by macromodel
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Figure 6. Separation of infill from RC frame in the opposite corners for imposed displacement of 2.30 mm

Development of damage in RC frame and masonry infill can be traced according to EMS-
98 scale [11]. Key inter-story drift ratios (IDR) established by the experimental testing 
pertain to:
1. no damage
2. slight damage: IDR = 0.10 %
3. moderate damage: IDR = 0.25-0.30 %
4. heavy damage: IDR = 0.50-0.75 %
5. collapse: IDR = 1.0-1.25 %

Fig. 7 shows the degradation of stiffness for selected drifts. Specimens with full ma-
sonry infill (type III/2) and without masonry infill (type III/1) represent boundary cases. It 
can be noticed that the openings in the masonry infill reduce the stiffness of the system, 
but in relation to the frame without the masonry infill the stiffness is still significantly 
higher. As the damage increases, that is, the horizontal displacement, the rigidity of the 
system is expected to decrease. The largest differences in stiffness are at lower floor 
displacements. With a higher floor displacement, there is a small difference in stiffness 
for all specimens in relation to the reinforced concrete frame. With increasing damage 
to the masonry infill and larger floor displacement, there is a significant degradation of 
the system stiffness.
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Figure 7. Degradation of secant stiffness for selected inter-story drifts

4 Conclusion

The described macromodel of the reinforced concrete frame with masonry infill, cali-
brated according to the test results, is able to present the most important response 
characteristics of these types of structures, which are: load-bearing capacity, stiffness 
and type of masonry failure. The calibration procedure showed a high sensitivity of 
the computational macromodel to the properties of the contact elements that repre-
sent the joints of the mortar at the contact of the infill wall and the reinforced concrete 
frame. Additionally, it was necessary to take into account the occurrence of friction on 
the rollers on the tops of the columns as described in [12], which is enabled by a spring 
with a bilinear constitutive model.
The selected macromodel is the simplest approach that can describe the behaviour of 
the infill wall using a computer program. It is capable of simulating test results with 
acceptable deviations. It does not require large data set of input parameters as with 
computational micromodels, which makes it more practical and the calculation faster.
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Abstract
Reinforced-concrete walls have been frequently used as a bearing system for seismic loads in the 
last half of the century. They partially replaced the traditional European way of building with brick 
walls, and they are most often used for the construction of residential and business buildings 
of medium height. The aim of this study is to numerically examine the influence of different 
reinforcement layouts on the load bearing capacity and ductility of slender shear walls. Three walls 
experimentally tested at ETH-Zürich under in-plane static cyclic action were used for comparison 
with finite element models. The walls were designed for different ductility classes according to 
Eurocode 8. Two types of modelling techniques were made employing SAP2000nl. A frame model 
with nonlinearity localized in a plastic hinge was made using Takeda and Pivot hysteretic rules. A 
nonlinear layered shell model was applied using Mander’s definition of confined and unconfined 
concrete while reinforcement was assumed as hardening plasticity. Advanced numerical analysis 
on 2D models was performed using DIANAFEA software package assuming smeared cracking 
approach. Behaviour of concrete was described with total strain rotating crack constitutive law 
while von Mises yield criterion defines the stress-strain relationship of embedded reinforcement. 
Plastic hinge models are simple, require short calculation time and predict load-bearing capacity 
quite well. Shell layered model was mesh dependent and extremely time-consuming resulting 
in premature failure or mismatch in energy dissipation with respect to experimental findings. 
Refined numerical modelling using powerful solvers in DIANA proved to be the most successful 
regarding computational time and feasible mesh densities. Good agreement of dissipated energy, 
load bearing capacity and crack layout with test results was obtained.

Key words: reinforced-concrete wall, earthquake, capacity design method, nonlinear analysis
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1 Introduction

Reinforced-concrete walls have been used frequently as a bearing system for seismic 
loads in the last half of the century. They partially replaced the traditional European 
way of building with brick walls, and they are most often used for the construction of 
residential and business buildings of medium height. Generally, they possess sufficient 
resistance to withstand the earthquake loads and adequate stiffness to limit the hori-
zontal floor drifts. Slender walls (with a height to length ratio of h/l>2) are mainly loaded 
in bending and as such are suitable for ductile shaping. Ductile shaping of reinforce-
ment and proper choice of concrete geometry are the basic features of capacity design 
method, whose main task is to avoid a sudden, unannounced failure. Even for moder-
ate earthquake intensities, some parts of structures exhibit non-linear behaviour. It is 
important to develop acceptable plastic mechanisms and to achieve energy dissipation 
mostly by flexure, which is obtained by the formation of plastic hinges at the bottom of 
the wall. Experiments on scaled or even full-scale models subjected to dynamic or cyclic 
static loading are a reliable way to examine seismic response of reinforced-concrete 
walls. Series of such experiments on scaled walls were performed at ETH-Zürich [1,2]. 
The specimens were designed according to contemporary European seismic codes re-
specting the rules of capacity design method. 
The 6 wall specimens WSH1 to WSH6 were tested under static-cyclic action simulat-
ing the lower half of a wall of a 6-storey prototype building as shown in Fig. 1. The test 
set-up is shown in Fig 2. The wall footing is rigidly connected to the strong floor, and 
the wall is laterally guided by low friction sliding bearings at the levels of the first and 
second floor. In reality, the seismic forces acting at the floor levels of the prototype 
building are distributed nearly triangularly with height. However, for testing purposes, 
the seismic forces are concentrated into a resultant Fk at one level near the top of the 
wall and simulated by a two-way acting hydraulic actuator (Fig. 2). 

Figure 1. Real building (left) and scaled model (right) [1]
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Figure 2. Front view of the test set-up [1]

Tests on concrete and reinforcement were performed to determine mechanical proper-
ties of the materials used in the experiment. The properties of concrete for three typical 
walls (WSH1, WSH3, WSH6) are provided in Table 1 and the properties of reinforcement 
are given in Table 2 [1]. 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of concrete

Table 2. Mechanical properties of reinforcement

Model WSH1 WSH3 WSH6

Group 1-4 5-7 1-4 5-7 1-4 5-7

Age [day] 59 48 192 178 227 216

Density ρc [kg/m3] 2397
±28

2399
±22

2381
±18

2373
±15

2383
±22

2384
±8

Cylinder compression strength 
f’c [MPa]

45.0
±2.1

46.0
±0.5

39.2
±2.2

39.6
±2.1

45.6
±0.3

44.7
±1.2

Ultimate deformation ε’cu [‰] 1.96
±0.03

2.10
±0.17

1.81
±0.20

2.04
±0.26

1.99
±0.18

2.02
±0.13

Elasticity modulus Ec [GPa] 44.4
±5.1

41.4
±5.5

35.2
±1.5

36.2
±3.8

36.9
±0.7

38.0
±0.3

Ønom
[mm]

Rp0,2
[MPa]

Rm
[MPa]

Es,nom
[GPa]

fyi,stat
[MPa]

fti
[MPa]

Es,eff
[GPa]

12 576.0
±2.6

674.9
±1.8

210.3
±4.4

542.2
±3.6

663.2
±2.1

206.6
±4.2

8 583.7
±5.5

714.4
±5.1

219.5
±2.3

539.6
±4.5

689.7
±4.7

211.9
±2.3

6 518.9
±13.8

558.7
±6.7

210.3
±2.3

501.6
±13.3

562.7
±7.1

211.8
±2.4
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The specimen dimensions were 2.00 m (horizontal wall length lw) x 0.15 m (wall width 
bw) x 5.55 m (total height including footing). The vertical reinforcement in the web region 
consisted of bars with a diameter of either 6 mm or 8 mm and a horizontal spacing of 
12.5 cm or 14 cm. The horizontal web reinforcement consisted of bars Ø 6 mm and a 
vertical spacing of 15 cm (minimum reinforcement). In the boundary regions 6 vertical 
bars had a larger diameter (Ø up to 12 mm) than the vertical bars in the web region. With 
the exception of wall WSH4 these bars were stabilized against buckling by additional 
closed ties and S-shaped ties with a diameter of 6 mm or 4.2 mm and a vertical spac-
ing sh of 5 cm or 7.5 cm, acting also as confinement for the concrete compression zone 
(Fig. 3). 

Figure 3. Reinforcement drawing for Wall 6 - Cross Section and front view [1]

By measuring the applied force and displacements of the walls, the Fk-∆w force-dis-
placement curves were determined for all the specimens separately. Besides this, 
wall deformations, formation of cracks and crack width were monitored. This work is 
focused on force-displacement curves i.e., determining the load bearing capacity and 
energy dissipation of the walls. Example of the force-displacement curve, and crack 
formation from the experimental research can be seen in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4. a) Force-displacement curve, b) crack pattern for Wall 6 [1]. 

2 Numerical models

Numerical modelling was performed using SAP2000nl (link element, nonlinear shell el-
ements) [3] and DIANA FEA (regular plane stress elements) [4]. 

2.1 Numerical analysis in SAP2000

The walls tested in SAP2000nl were modelled in two basic ways [5]. The first way is 
by using a “Frame element”, i.e., a beam element with the wall of a cantilever statical 
system. The second method of modelling was made with “Layered Shell” elements, i.e., 
a surface element made of “layers” of concrete and reinforcement. Takeda and Pivot 
models were used for modelling [6, 7] hysteretic behaviour localized in the plastic hinge 
at the bottom of the cantilever. For these models the length of the plastic hinge was an 
essential value. First, the moment – curvature diagram was calculated discretizing the 
section into fibers using Section designer subprogram and Mander confined and uncon-
fined concrete models [8]. Then, the moment-curvature curves had to be transformed 
into moment-rotation curves by multiplying the curvature with the length of the critical 
region, Ø = κ · lp, in order to be used in the program. In this work, the length of the critical 
region (plastic hinge) was determined observing the formation of cracks from experi-
mental tests as well as using recommendations from literature [9-11]:
 - lp = lw,
 - lp = 0.5·d + 0.05·a,
 - lp = 0.25·d + 0.075·a

where, lp is height of the plastic region, h is height of the cross section, d is static height 
and a is a distance between the zero point of the moment diagram and the support axis 
(critical section). For Wall 1 the length of the plastic hinge was 80 cm, which best cor-
responds to the third recommendation and amounts to less than a half wall length. As a 
comparison, it was found that the length of the critical region is equal to the beam depth 
for reinforced concrete beams investigated in [12]. 
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For the Takeda model, aside from moment-curvature relationship, no additional coeffi-
cients need to be provided for definition of the hysteretic behaviour. Although the model 
is simple, it cannot describe the energy dissipation of reinforced concrete structure well. 
Pivot model offers more possibilities for description of structural behaviour. However, the 
choice of parameters is not simple and they should be calibrated with respect to experi-
ment. Using the experimental results, coefficients α and b that define the so-called pivot 
points and define the shape of the curve in the Pivot model, were calibrated iteratively. 
As an example, specific values for Wall 1 are α1 = 1.6, α2 = 1.5, b1 = 0.5 and b2 = 0.7. It can 
be seen in Fig. 5. that this model shows much better agreement. However, it is clear that 
without prior knowledge and analytical experience with similar structures it is difficult 
to apply the Pivot hysteretic model for response prediction. Shell layered model resulted 
in hysteretic response quite different from the experimental (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Comparison of Fk-Δw diagrams for Wall 1 (Takeda and Pivot model)

Figure 6. Comparison of Fk-Δw diagrams for Wall 1 (shell layered)
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2.2 Numerical analysis in DIANA FEA

Concrete was modelled using Total strain rotating crack model [4], embedded reinforce-
ment was assumed von Mises with isotropic hardening. The constitutive model of con-
crete used is based on total strain and it was developed along the lines of the Modi-
fied Compression Field Theory, originally proposed by Vecchio and Collins [13]. Like the 
multidirectional fixed crack model, the total strain-based crack models follow a smeared 
approach for the fracture energy. The three-dimensional extension to this theory is pro-
posed by Selby and Vecchio [14]. The hypoelastic concept is used for description of the 
stress as a function of the strain, with a modification which includes secant unloading. 
Stress and strain are coaxial, which means that the stress-strain relations are evalu-
ated in the principal directions of the strain vector. There are two approaches regarding 
the crack model which pertain to calculation of stress-strain law in a fixed (fixed upon 
cracking) or a rotating (cracks can continuously rotate with the principal directions of 
the strain vector) coordinate system. The parameters of the model are given in Table 3 
and Table 4.

Table 3. Mechanical properties of concrete

Material Unconfined concrete Confined concrete

Elasticity modulus [N/mm2] 38000 38000
Poisson coefficient 0.2 0.2

Mass density [T/mm3] 2.384 · 10-9 2.384 · 10-9

Crack orientation rotating rotating

Tensile curve linear ultimate crack 
strain

linear ultimate crack 
strain

Tensile strength [N/mm2] 4 4
Ultimate strain 0.0029 0.0029

Compression behaviour fib Model 
for Concrete 2010

fib Model 
for Concrete 2010

Compressive strength [N/mm2] 45 63
Strain at ultimate stress 0.002 0.006

Ultimate strain 0.0023 0.013
Reduction model due to lateral cracking no reduction no reduction

Confinement model no increase no increase
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Table 4. Mechanical properties of reinforcement

The model is shown in Fig. 7, the numerically obtained hysteretic curve and compari-
son with the experimental results are given in Fig. 8. The cracking pattern for different 
stages is provided in Fig. 9. 

Figure 7. Numerical model

Material Reinforcement Ø8 Reinforcement Ø12

Elasticity modulus [N/mm
2
] 219500 210000

Plastic hardening plastic strain-yield stress plastic strain-yield stress

σ-ε diagram 0 583 0.124 715 0 550 0.108 675

Hardening hypothesis Strain hardening Strain hardening

Hardening type Isotropic hardening Isotropic hardening
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Figure 8. Comparison of response: experiment and FE model

Figure 9. Cracking pattern for different stages of the loading program

3 Conclusion

The establishment of an appropriate mathematical model for the analysis of an en-
gineering problem is to a large degree based on sufficient understanding of the prob-
lem under consideration and a reasonable knowledge of the finite element procedures 
available for solutions. This observation is particularly applicable in nonlinear analysis 
because the appropriate nonlinear kinematic formulations, material models and solu-
tion strategies need to be selected. 
Accurate results using a beam model can be obtained if we use a Pivot model of hyster-
esis behaviour for the link element. Using the coefficients that define the position of the 
characteristic points on the hysteresis diagram, the model can describe the behaviour 
from the test very well; for example, dissipated energy is much more similar to that of 
the test. However, the key disadvantage is that such a model is not predictive. Namely, 
the mentioned coefficients of the model are determined solely by using items from the 
results of the experimental test itself. In engineering practice these “finished” results 
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are exactly what we are trying to get, and in this sense this model is useless. The model 
can be useful in the case of very structures where we expect similar behaviour, and we 
have experimental test results for some of these structures. Generally speaking, a beam 
model can describe the load-bearing capacity of a structure, requires a short calculation 
time, is easily formed and is nicely interpreted using the concept of stress resultants 
(sectional forces), and therefore can serve as a good engineering basis for modelling 
these kinds of walls. The disadvantage of the model is the inability to perform more 
complex analyses and the inaccuracy of the results regarding the decrease in stiffness 
and energy dissipation, as well as the difficulty in determining the height of the plastic 
joint.
In DIANA, numerical modelling was done with regular plane stress elements. The di-
versity of material modelling capabilities and the ease of defining the finite element 
mesh make it practical and useful for engineering tasks. The analysis was performed 
on models with different finite element dimensions (10 x 10 cm, 20 x 20 cm, 40 x 40 
cm, and 80x80cm). All calculations were successfully completed using powerful solvers, 
and the longest (for Wall 6, 12 load cycles, about 2600 steps) was no longer than 120 
minutes. Relatively simple models for concrete and reinforcement were selected, where 
it was necessary to define strength and deformation values without additional damage 
parameters. However, with this model, very good agreement with the test results was 
achieved for the load capacity as well as for the formation and propagation of cracks. 
The model showed good agreement on dissipated energy for Wall 6, while for Wall 1 
there was some difference due to higher rigidity at unloading. Initial stiffness is the only 
parameter that does not have a nice matching with experimental tests, which might be 
due to slight deformation of the footing in the experiment itself. 
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The role of masonry infill on seismic behaviour of RC 
buildings 

Abstract
In a large number of seismic-prone regions, the reinforced concrete frames of the buildings are 
filled with masonry and in this way, a composite constructive composition is created whose 
behaviour can be hardly predicted and modelled, which leads to flaws in the design regulations. 
Masonry infill is often presented as a non-constructive element and often is not included in the 
analyses, which creates a problem, a constructed building, in reality, can have different dynamic 
characteristics from the project ones, and thus different seismic behaviour than predicted. 
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to investigate how buildings behave in seismic activities 
when the masonry infill is included in the model and calculations. A comprehensive comparative 
analysis has been performed involving linear and nonlinear-Pushover static analyses and the 
obtained results from hypothetical models with 5 and 8 floors, with and without modelling the 
infill, according to the Macedonian regulations and according to Eurocodes were compared. For 
modelling the infill, the recommendations according to FEMA 356 for macro-modelling were used, 
where the masonry is modelled with an equivalent diagonal strut. From the conducted analyses, 
it can be generally concluded that the masonry infill has a very favourable effect on the behaviour 
of the buildings when it is evenly distributed. Although the ductility of the building decreased, 
however, the initial rigidity is substantially increased (almost 2 times in the presented paper). It 
can be freely recommended that when we have such a case of evenly and regularly distributed 
masonry infill, it should be included in the analysis as the first line of defence in overcoming 
seismic forces. In the model Ekopen 1-st story, it can be seen that the infill has a negative impact 
on the overall behaviour with a tendency to form a soft story on the ground floor. 

Key words: Masonry infill, Soft story, Non-linear static analysis - Pushover 
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1 Introduction

With the development and globalization of reinforced concrete, building norms and 
regulations have evolved, improving the safety and stability of structures as well as 
a better understanding of phenomena such as earthquakes and finding solutions to 
deal with them. However, the development of standards is generally aimed at improv-
ing the construction of structural elements, while largely neglecting non-constructive 
ones such as masonry. It is still the most common solution in high-rise construction 
where the masonry infill is used to form partition walls or a facade. These elements 
have been upgraded over time as well as the standards and regulations for them, 
but still usually referred only to the improvement of their insulation characteristics, 
while forgetting the rigidity and the ability to take part of the loads. Non-constructive 
elements, by definition, are not designed to carry any forces other than those arising 
from their own mass. They are also, in principle, elements that construction design-
ers do not design and for which architects and mechanical or electrical engineers take 
responsibility. Non-structural elements transform the construction into a habitable 
and functional building. Tenants, building materials and the contents of buildings 
and the activities that take place in them are the lifeblood of society. Therefore, non-
structural elements should behave well during an earthquake, as they pose a serious 
risk to human safety. The description of most of the infill walls as “unconstructive” 
is the least misinterpreted. Any rigid and strong element of a building, whether de-
signed by a builder or not, attracts forces to itself. In the process of accepting seismic 
forces, the infill walls can cause serious structural damage to the building. Therefore, 
the problems they create and the solutions to overcome them require careful con-
sideration. Our territory, which belongs to seismically active areas, has requirements 
for design and construction of seismically resistant structures. In the world, modern 
construction tends to adequately respond to such requirements, in order to obtain 
safe, durable, economical and functional facilities. European and world regulations for 
seismic design recognize this problem and pay great attention to the masonry infill 
through appropriate criteria and constraints that reduce the negative and undesirable 
impacts of local and global character in terms of construction. In contrast, our current 
regulations do not take into account the performance of masonry, nor are there any 
guidelines for its proper design. Therefore, the purpose of this paper will be to find out 
what and how much impact the masonry infill has when it is included in the analysis, 
in the overall behaviour of the buildings. 
Extensive analytical linear analyses have been performed. First, an 8-storey building 
with and without modelling the infill, according to MK regulations was analysed. Fur-
thermore, several linear analyses of a 5-storey building with and without modelled infill, 
were performed according to MK [1, 2] and EC [4, 5] regulations. A case of the same 
building with 5 storeys was presented, only without infill on the ground floor (bare 1st 
storey). 
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A comparison of the results obtained from the performed linear analyses was made. 
The dynamic characteristics, design seismic forces, displacements and storey stiffness 
of all models are considered. In the next chapter, a static nonlinear (Pushover) analysis 
of 3 models with 5 storeys designed according to EC regulations was performed. The 
analyses were performed in both orthogonal directions with two loading schemes and 
the load-bearing capacities were obtained, as well as the development of the plastic 
joints and the fracture mechanisms of all 3 analysed models. The obtained results jus-
tify the purpose of the research in this paper.

2 Characteristics of the models

In order to show the differences in RC buildings with infill and without, and designed ac-
cording to different regulations (MK regulations [1, 2] and Eurocode [4, 5]), linear static 
analyses of regular RC building with 5 and 8 storeys are made Table 1:

Table 1. Tabular overview of all analysed models

The construction is a residential building with a ground floor and seven floors (Gr + 7). 
In the base is with dimensions 15 x 12 m with a storey height of 3 m. Structurally, the 
building is a reinforced concrete skeletal frame system consisting of beams and col-
umns. The building is symmetrical along the two orthogonal axes with spans 6m-3m-6 
m in X-direction and 3 x 4 m in Y-direction. In the first two storeys, the columns have 
dimensions of 85/85 cm, and the beams with 40/50 cm, while in the other floors, the 
columns are reduced by 10 cm every two floors, so that the upper two floors have di-
mensions of 55/55 cm, and the slab is RC with a thickness of 14 cm.
As for the 5-storey models, Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3, they have exactly the same 
dimensions and the same layout of the masonry, the number of storeys is different and 
of course the dimensions of the columns and beams. Thus, in the first two storeys the 
columns are with dimensions 60/60 cm, and the beams with 40/50 cm, while in the 
other floors upwards the columns are with dimensions 50/50 cm, and the beams 30/50 
cm, and the slab is 14 cm.

M
K 

re
gu

la
tio

ns 8-storeys 5-storeys description

EC
 re

gu
la

tio
ns

5-storeys description

Model A MKno infill -no infill ECno infill -no infill

Model B MKinfill -with infill ECinfill -with infill

ECbare 1st storey -bare 1st storey
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Figure 1. Geometric features of 5-storey models

Figure 2. Layout of masonry-infill Figure 3.  3D view of a mathematical model in SAP 
2000

2.1 Modelling of the masonry infill

There are generally two approaches to modelling the infill, micro and macro modelling. 
In micro modelling it is necessary to define a number of parameters, because the wall 
is modelled as a discontinuous set of blocks that are interconnected by discrete nodes. 
Because it is complex, micro modelling is often used experimentally. In macro model-
ling, homogenization is performed, the mortar and bricks are not modelled separately, 
but the infill is a homogeneous material. This method is much simpler than the previous 
one and is often used. In this approach, two methods are most common: MKE and the 
method with equivalent diagonal strut, which will be used in further analyses. The rules 
for modelling the equivalent diagonal strut are same in FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI 41-17. 
Namely, in these codes, the masonry infill is elaborated in much more detail than in the 
Eurocodes. 
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;  (1)

In addition to the irregularities in the base and height, the openings are taken into ac-
count, the stability of the infill is checked, cases of damage are given, etc. Since they 
are most appropriate, the following Equation 1 will be used to define the equivalent 
diagonal strut given in FEMA 356 (7.5.2.1) codes [3]: (2). Figure 4 is an explanation to 
the aforementioned equation.

Figure 4. Excerpt from FEMA 356 [3] to explain the parameters in Equation (1)

There are three masonry infill panels in the presented building, so according to that, 
there will be three different widths of the diagonal strut which are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Widths of the diagonal struts

3 x 6 m 3 x 3 m 3 x 4 m

λ1 0.6641 λ1 0.7128 λ1 0.7030

a [m] 0.80 a [m] 0.46 a [m] 0.56
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3 Comparison of the results obtained from linear analysis

3.1 Comparison of the 8-storey models

The first mode shape of the model without infill A) is 0.912 sec and represents an X-
direction translation, while the first mode shape of the model with infill B) is 0.628sec 
or 31 % less than the model without masonry and represents a Y-direction translation. 
Because the stiffness of the infill is greater in the X-direction, the orthogonal direction 
of the first mode shape changes, and therefore the first mode shape of model B) has a 
Y-direction translation. Due to the increased rigidity, there is a lower value of the first 
period of the model B), so on the other hand the total seismic force is higher than the 
model without infill A). See Figure 5. From Figure 6 and Figure 7. it can be seen that the 
model with infill B) has almost twice the rigidity of the model without infill A).

Figure 5. Comparison of design seismic force

Figure 6. Comparison of interstorey drifts (red line-model with infill); (blue line-model without infill
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Figure 7. Comparison of stiffnesses

3.2 Comparison of the 5-storey models

Table 3 presents a comparison of the first two periods for all analysed 5-storey mod-
els. There is a difference between MK regulation and the Eurocode for the calculation 
of the effective mass. The main difference is in determining the effective mass that is 
activated. The MK regulations use the full value of the gravitational loads and the snow 
plus half of the value of the variable ones. 

Table 3. Tabular overview of the values of the first periods of the compared models

In the Eurocodes it is given with the following Equation 2:

M = ΣGk,i”+” ΣΨE,i x Qk,j (2)

Although the model MKinfill, in this case has 26 % less period than MKno infill, so it is stiffer, 
still the seismic force will be the same for both cases, because Kd - dynamic coefficient 
remains the same with a value of 1.0.

Model 1-st period [s] 2-nd period [s]

MKno infill 0.533 0.505

MKinfill 0.397 0.391

ECno infill 0.524 0.497

ECinfill 0.385 0.384

ECbare 1st storey 0.342 0.337
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Table 4. Tabular overview of the values of design seismic forces

Figure 8. Comparison of stiffnesses for 5-storeys models

The first thing that can be noticed from Table 4 and Figure 8, is that the masonry infill 
does not play any role at all in generating seismic forces in the models designed ac-
cording to Macedonian standards. It can be noticed that the design seismic forces in 
the model ECinfill are about 5 % higher than the model ECno infill. Although the infill model 
is stiffer, it has a shorter period than the non-infill model, the design seismic forces 
are almost the same because the first periods of both models are on the horizontal 
part, between the TB and TC points of the design spectrum. Another thing that can be 
noticed is that in the buildings designed according to the European regulations, are di-
mensioned with higher seismic force compared to MK regulations, so the total seismic 
force in the ECno infill model is 10 % higher than that MKno infill model, and if we compare 
the models with the infill, difference is about 14 %. Also it should be taken into account 
that buildings are calculated with high ductility class (DCH) and a large behaviour fac-
tor q-5.85, which greatly reduces the design seismic forces. The difference of the total 
seismic force between the model ECbare 1st storey, and the ECinfill is 25 % and is mostly due 
to the rules in the EC to reduce the factor of behaviour by 20 % (q = 4.68), in this type of 
buildings where which has a sharp change in stiffness. The displacements are almost 2 
times larger in objects without modelled infill than those with.

X-direction [kN]

Level Z [m] MKno infill MKinfill ECno infill ECinfill ECbare 1st storey

Storey 5 15 483.44 483.44 362.64 387.31 372.78

Storey 4 12 856.58 856.58 872.28 947.79 998.34

Storey 3 9 1139.18 1139.18 1246.04 1383.71 1488.17

Storey 2 6 1338.48 1338.48 1492.48 1550.71 1946.95

Storey 1 3 1442.04 1442.04 1607.92 1678.58 2251.60
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Models without modelled infill have almost 2 times less rigidity than those with. In the 
last model, although we did not get a classic “soft storey”, the behaviour still goes in 
that direction, especially when comparing the rigidity of the models with infill in the first 
floor. It should be noted that such a case with a bare 1st storey, in reality, very often 
occurs due to architectural requirements, and even the storey height is higher than the 
other storeys of the building. Despite the observed differences and anomalies of the 
structures, such an analysis cannot draw a detailed conclusion. In order not to base all 
further comments on estimates and assumptions, we will continue with the analysis to 
see what happens in the nonlinear area.

4  Comparison of the results obtained from nonlinear pushover 
analysis

A non-linear static analysis (pushover) of the previously presented models was made, 
ECinfill, ECno infill, and ECbare 1st storey. The obtained results are shown in Table 5.

Figure 9. Development of plastic hinges (ECinfill model)

Figure 10. Development of plastic hinges (ECno infill model)

Figure 11. Development of plastic hinges (ECbare 1st storey model)
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Table 5. Tabular Comparison of the values of obtained capacity curves

In the ECno infill model, the first plastic joint appears at a displacement of 3.5 cm at 3234 
kN force, while the maximum force is 9447 kN at a displacement of 23.54 cm, Figure 9.
In the ECinfill model, the first plastic joint appears at a displacement of 2.74 cm at 4838 
kN force. Furthermore, the diagonals on the lower three floors lose their bearing capac-
ity without any major damage to the 4th or 5th floor. The failure is through the columns 
on the ground floor with a maximum force of 11716 kN and a maximum displacement 
of 14.44 cm, Figure 10.
In the model EC bare 1st storey, the first plastic joint appears at a displacement of 2.50 cm. 
The value of displacement ductility is the lowest compared to other analysed models. 
The capacity of the building is unused. The 4th and 5th floors are in a linear area and the 
infill is undamaged Figure 11. Comparison of capacity curve for all 3 models are shown 
on Figure 12.

Figure 12. Comparison of capacity curve for all 3 models

5 Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to investigate the impact of masonry infill on the behav-
iour of an RC buildings. From the linear static analyses and the performed comparisons 
it can be concluded that the masonry significantly hardens the construction. In the pre-
sented examples, the stiffness of the models with included infill was twice as high as 
those without. In the ECbare 1st storey model. We see that the infill has a negative impact on 

X-direction
ECinfill ECno infill ECbare 1st storey

[cm] [kN] [cm] [kN] [cm] [kN]

yelding 2.74 4837.85 2.50 5345.20 3.50 3234.51

ultimative 14.44 11716.39 10.77 11313.96 23.54 9447.95

ductility 5.26 2.42 4.31 2.12 6.73 2.92
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the overall behaviour, which results in increased values of displacement and internal 
static values in the columns of the first storey. From the performed nonlinear analyses 
Figure 12, it can be best concluded that the masonry infill has a favourable effect on the 
behaviour when it is evenly distributed. Although the ductility of the building decreases, 
the initial stiffness is significantly increased. If we want to know how the buildings will 
behave during the earthquake when we have masonry infill, it is necessary to model it 
and make a nonlinear analysis. The most common case in reality is when there is a need 
for an open first floor. From the nonlinear analyses we saw that this type behaves un-
favorably, because the capacity of the structure is not fully utilized. Although in our case 
the building was in a linear area at the design seismic forces, it can still be concluded 
and recommended when we have such a case, to design the building with the recom-
mendations for “soft storey”, or at least to add additional reinforcement against shear 
of the columns of that floor, whether the storey height of the bare floor is the same or 
greater than the others. Based on these analyses, it can be generally concluded that we 
should not neglect the masonry infill, both because of the positive and because of the 
negative effects.
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Abstract
Earthquake resistance of structures is guaranteed through their proper design according to 
the seismic codes in power. In the Republic of North Macedonia, since 1981, the regulative for 
construction of high-rise buildings in seismic locations together with the regulative for concrete 
and reinforced concrete (1987) are applied, herein called Macedonian Codes. On the other hand, 
for seismic design of structures, in member states of European Union, Eurocode 8 (accompanied 
with other parts of Eurocodes) is implemented. In this paper the differences and similarities in 
concepts as well as in requirements between Macedonian Codes and Eurocodes are highlighted. 
Then, an example RC frame building is analyzed and designed separately in accordance with 
Macedonian Codes and Eurocodes, so that to satisfy the minimal requirements. The structural 
dimensions of both buildings (in terms of stories, bays, slab thickness and beams’ cross-sections) 
are intentionally taken to be the same, in order to simplify and clarify the comparison, but because 
codes have different strictness for certain criteria, i.e. interstorey drifts and normalized axial load, 
there are some differences in reinforcement quantities or even in column cross-sections. Because 
the elastic analysis of the building does not give a clear picture about the building behaviour after 
its yielding point, another type of analysis was performed, namely, nonlinear static (pushover) 
analysis. Performing this analysis, it is confirmed whether the calculated levels of strength and 
deformation (in terms of base shear force and top-storey displacement, respectively) based on 
codes are achieved.

Key words: analysis, design, RC structure, capacity, ductility, Macedonian Codes, Eurocodes
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1 Introduction

In North Macedonia, seismic design of structures is performed through the application 
of Macedonian Codes. Starting from the last year, in North Macedonia, among Mace-
donian Codes, the designers can also follow the procedures of Eurocodes for structural 
design, and after three years, only Eurocodes will apply. This paper is mainly focused on 
seismic design of structures, which is covered by Eurocode 8 (EC8) [1] in Eurocodes (EC), 
and by the Regulative of technical normatives for construction of high-rise buildings in 
seismic locations [2] in Macedonian Codes (MC).
The development of materials, construction technologies or methods of construction 
are some of many reasons why codes are upgraded in certain periods of time. The last 
upgrades of Eurocodes were made in less than twenty years, whereas no significant de-
velopment was done in case of Macedonian Codes since 1981 [3]. Taking into consider-
ation this difference in time between the last upgrades of these codes, it is important to 
recognise their approaches, differences and similarities. However, in this paper, general 
concepts rather than detailed design procedures are discussed, which then are applied 
in designing of an example RC frame building structure. Normally, the quantitative pa-
rameters of the codes may differ, but they are represented so that the comparison of 
the results to be easier. The result shown indicate the required reinforcement contents 
in beams and columns, which are then adopted as a provided reinforcement in order to 
ensure the compliance with the corresponding code.
Finally, a nonlinear static (pushover) analysis was performed to estimate the strength 
and the deformation capacity of the same structure designed according to MC as well 
as EC.

2 Building description and input data

The example building is a 5-storey regular and symmetric building with 3 bays of in both 
directions and storey height of . Its 3D model representation, generated from software 
Robot Structural Analysis Profesional 2021 [3] with whom the elastic analysis was per-
formed, are shown in Fig. 1. It is important to highlight that, in EC8, there are quantita-
tive parameters through which the regularity and/or the symmetry of the building can 
be verified. There are no such criteria in MC. The concrete class is C25/30 and the steel 
grade is B500. For the model designed to MC, concrete and steel grades are MB30 and 
DR 400/500-2, respectively. The building is assumed to be located in Skopje - capital 
of North Macedonia, where the reference peak ground acceleration is, or seismic zone 
X [5] - according to MC.
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Figure 1. 3D represantation of the building and member sections

3 Structural analysis of the example building

3.1 Structural modeling

Due to the identical geometry in X and Y direction, in the following discussion, only the 
X - direction of the building will be considered. Beams and columns are idealized as line 
elements, whereas slabs are idealized as plate elements. Cracked sections were consi-
dered as required by [1].

3.2 Dynamic characteristics and seismic forces

When determinig the mass of the structure, besides full permanent load, 30 % of the 
variable load has to be taken into account according to EC8 [1]. However, in accordance 
with MC, the mass of the structure consists of full permanent load and half the variable 
load [2]. This difference will, normally, lead to different fundamental periods. The dis-
tribution of masses (in tons) through the building height are shown in Table 1. It is clear 
that the difference in mass is less than 5 %. So, it is expected that the dynamic charac-
teristics of the structures to be very close. Their natural periods and frequencies, are 
shown in the Table 2. As expected, these quantities are almost identical.
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According to EC8 [1], it is possible to design earthquake resistant structures with diffe-
rent ductility classes (DCM or DCH), while in MC [2] there are no options for ductility cla-
sses. The example structures is designed for medium ductility (DCM), for which the va-
lue of the behaviour factor is. Using the expressions of lateral force method of analysis 
given by the codes, the seismic base shear forces can be obtained. These forces and 
their distribution along the height of the structure are shown in Fig. 2. Expressed as a 
percentage of the building weight, these forces amount to 9.52 % (EC8) [1] and 8.04 % 
(MC) [2]. Note that the base shear obtained in accordance with EC8 [1] is 13.4 % larger.

Figure 2.  Distribution of seismic shear forces along the height of structure according to Eurocode 8 (left) 
and Macedonian Regulations (right)

3.3 Safety verification

Before proceeding to the design of members, some criteria related to geometry and 
stiffness of the structure and of its members should be checked. Only some criteria 
which are common for both codes are shown. Even though these criteria are common, 
the way they are expressed in codes is different. For example, lateral displacements 
obtained from elastic analysis are multiplied by the behaviour factor in EC8, which is 
not the case in MC [3]. EC8 also takes into account torsional effects when checking 
displacements, interstorey drift, or interstorey drift sensitivity coefficient. On the other 
hand, when the structure is symmetric, no accidental torsion is taken into account in 
the MC [2].

Storey EC8 MC

5 299.33 312.54

4 299.33 312.54

3 299.33 312.54

2 299.33 312.54

1 299.33 312.54

EC8 MC

Period [sec] 0.86 0.87

Frequency [Hz] 1.17 1.149

Table 1.  Distribution of mass through the height of 
the building

Table 2.  Natural fundamental periods and 
frequencies of structures
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Interstorey drift limit obtained from EC8 [1] (for the case of brittle nonstructural ele-
ments and storey height of ) amounts to , whereas its counterpart from MC [2] is . As 
discussed in the previous paragraph, the former is multiplied by the behaviour factor 
and the latter is taken directly from linear analysis. If the former was taken directly from 
linear analysis, its value would have been , which is not too far from . The difference is . 
EC8 [1] also gives other drift limits for buildings having ductile nonstructural elements 
or nonstructural elements not influenced by structural displacements. 
In Fig. 3, the interstorey drifts obtained from the seismic actions are shown. The largest 
values of drifts were obtained in the second story in both cases. But, in case of EC8, 
the drift is closer to the limit. On the right-hand side of the figure, with dotted line are 
shown the same drifts of left-hand side, and with the dashed line, its corresponding 
limit is shown. Both divided by the behaviour factor in order to be comparable with the 
drift obtained from the MC. Clearly, it is not only the drift limit which is stricter in EC8, 
but also the values of drifts caused by the design seismic forces. This criterion governed 
the preliminary design of members as well.

Figure 3. Interstorey drifts. Eurocode 8 (left) and Macedonian Code (right)

Except interstorey drifts, the top-storey displacement of the building is also limited in 
MC. The top-storey displacement of the building must not exceed the quotient of buil-
ding height and 600 [6]. So, the limit is equal to 25 mm. The addition of story drifts from 
right-hand side of Fig. 3 gives the value of top-storey displacement (23.75 mm), which 
is smaller than the limit. Apparently, this criterion would have not been fulfilled by the 
building designed to EC8. Interstorey drift sensitivity coefficient is another important 
parameter related to the displacement, or, more precisely, to the second-order effects, 
in EC8 [1]. However, since this criterion is not directly applicable in MC [2], it will not be 
compared here.
When designing structures in accordance with MC, it is usual practice to check the 
so-called S-factor in columns. In many cases, it is also used for the preliminary desi-
gn of columns. The reasons are two: first, it is the most critical criterion, and second, 
the corresponding load combination is due only to gravity, which means that it can be 
hand-calculated. S-factor is an utilization factor, which presents the ratio of axial stress 
and of concrete design compressive strength in columns, similar to normalized axial 
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load in EC8 [1]. They differ not only in numerical values, but also in the governing load 
combinations. Normalized axial load is checked under the seismic design situation [6].
The levels of normalized axial load and S-factor for all (80) columns of the structure, are 
shown in Fig. 4. The horizontal lines represent their limits. Note that in case of norma-
lized axial load there are two limits, depending on the ductility class. It means that for 
larger ductility classes, smaller axial loads are allowed in columns, or vice versa. 

Figure 4. Normalized axial load (left) and S-factor (right)

Although axial loads are somewhat larger in case of S-factor, its strictness seems to be 
considerably larger than that of normalized axial load. That is why this factor is used 
since the preliminary design of columns. Some columns exceeded the limit by about , 
but it is estimated to be negligible. Moreover, it can be covered by an increase in stren-
gth of the concrete core due to its confinement, which is also neglected in this code. 
Comparing the graphs, it is noted that for almost every single column, different levels of 
normalized axial load have been obtained. On the other hand, there are several groups 
of columns having the same level of S-factor. This difference is due to the different load 
combinations.

4 Design of members

Once the confirmation that the member sections are chosen so that the building satis-
fies all the previous checks, one can continue to the design phase. The design of mem-
bers in Macedonian Codes is straightforward, for example, the design of a column does 
not depend on the capacity of adjoining beams, but rather, it is designed directly, based 
on the action effects from static analysis of the structure. On the other hand, in Euroco-
des, the design phase should pass through capacity design checks [1]. The application 
of these checks provides failure mechanism, which is capable to develop considerable 
plastic deformations.

4.1 Provided reinforcement

The critical sections of characteristic members designed in accordance with Eurocodes 
and Macedonian Codes are shown in Figures 5.a and 5.b, respectively. Note the relati-
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vely low reinforcement content in members. In fact, almost all members were designed 
with minimal reinforcement requirement, since the required reinforcement percentage 
was low. The minimal reinforcement contents according to Eurocode 8 and Macedonian 
Codes are 1 %, and 0.6 %, respectively [1, 2]. However, in beams, the situation seems to 
be different: larger reinforcement content was provided in case of beams designed to 
Macedonian Code. One of the reasons is the smaller design yield strength of the steel, 
and the other is the dominance of gravity load combination over the seismic load com-
bination. The load factors for dead and live loads, for the gravity combination, according 
to this code are 1.6 and 1.8, respectively [6].

Figure 5. Provided member reinforcement in accordance with: a). Eurocodes, and b). Macedonian Codes

4.2 Capacity design

Analysing the sections designed to Macedonian Codes, and comparing them with their 
counterparts of Eurocodes, it can be said that, even not checked, sections designed to 
Macedonian Code, due to the more congested transverse reinforcement, probably fulfil 
the capacity design requirement related to the failure mode, namely, it is ensured that 
the member will fail in flexural rather than shear manner. This is valid for both beam 
and column sections. However, it is not clear whether the soft beam-strong column 
requirement is satisfied.
While in Eurocode 8 it is clearly defined the minimal required ratio of colum-to-beam 
flexural resistances [1], in MC, this requirement is deemed to be satisfied if the column 
stiffness is larger than the beam stiffness [2]. Based on Fig. 1, the most critical to this 
requirement are the central joints. Since, toward the upper stories, the axial force re-
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duces and the requirement is waived, an internal joint of third floor was decided to be 
checked. In Fig. 6, the axial load-bending moment interaction diagrams are shown, for 
columns designed to both codes. Also, shown in the figure are the levels of axial forces 
from the most unfavourable combinations of seismic design combinations on third and 
four floor columns. Because, in EC, the design strength of concrete is smaller and, both 
the amount as well as the design yield strength of the reinforcing steel are larger, the-
re is a “shift” of the corresponding interaction curve downwards. In the tension failure 
zone, this shift increases the bending moment capacity of columns designed to EC, as 
compared with those designed to MC.

Figure 6. Axial force – bending moment interaction diagrams

The calculated bending capacities of beams and columns connected in the third floor 
of an internal joint are given in Fig. 7. Although this criterion is required only by EC8, it 
is also satisfied by the MC. However, due to larger reinforcement percentage on beams 
and smaller reinforcement percentage in columns, the value obtained in case of Mace-
donian Code is smaller.
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5 Nonlinear static analysis results

So far, only the results from the linear analysis have been presented, and their compli-
ance to corresponding codes was discussed. In some cases, the members designed to 
EC showed better performance, whereas in other cases their counterparts to MC were 
in the safe side. However, to obtain a better view on general performance of structures, 
a nonlinear static (pushover) analysis was performed for both cases, using the comercial 
software SAP2000 [8]. The results of pushover analysis, namely, the capacity curves 
and their characteristic points, are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Capacity curves

Although in some cases, there was a considerably discrepancy, the general results 
show that both structures performed well and very similarly. However, there are some 
small differences in pushover curves. The building designed to EC has both larger initial 
stiffness and larger ultimate deformation capacity. On ther other hand, the building de-
signed to MC has slightly larger strength. Also, it is noted the difference between base 
shear forces obtained from code expressions and pushover analysis. This difference is 
smaller in case of EC. Expressed in numerical values, the differences are 1.81 and 2.17, 
for EC and MC, respectively.

6 Conclusions 

The comparative analysis between Eurocodes and Macedonian Codes through an 
example building showed that in Eurocodes many aspects are given quantitatively and 
the design procedure is continuous. On the other hand, Macedonian Codes are implicit, 
with some criteria being overconservative. However, taking into account that Macedo-
nian Codes were formulated relatively long time before Eurocodes, for simple, regular 
buildings, their results are quite satisfactory.
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Abstract
Available evidence classifies traditional earth architecture as Croatia’s treasure as they embody 
authenticity and uniqueness. Thereunto, Baranja’s earth houses are presented as the best 
realizations of traditional Croatian rural architecture. Although present in Croatia, earth houses 
are often relinquished, damaged, or in an adverse state. The Act on Protection and Preservation of 
Cultural Goods defines the traditional earth house as an immovable cultural good which, as such, 
needs to be protected from disappearing. Nevertheless, until today there has been no conducted 
research on traditional Croatian earth architecture to assess their behaviour and performance. 
Croatia is situated in an earthquake-prone area, thus the design of all load-bearing structures has 
to be done in accordance with standards from the HRN EN 1998 series. In this paper, the seismic 
behaviour and dynamic properties of a typical Croatian earth house were investigated. The paper 
consists of three main parts. The first part is dedicated to the description of the geometry and 
materials of a typical traditional Croatian house. The second part presents numerical model 
developed using the ANSYS software package, which allowed assessment of the dynamic 
properties and seismic capacity of the house. The third and last part of the paper provides a 
discussion on results considering the nonlinear behaviour of the traditional earth house. 

Key words:  traditional architecture, Croatian house, rammed earth, seismic behaviour, 3D 
numerical model, ANSYS, force-displacement response, scaling rules
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1 Introduction

Earth houses provide a housing solution for 30 % of the world’s population [1]. It is 
possible to find them in least developed countries, but also in most technologically ad-
vanced countries. The authors located earthen houses in the villages of Slavonia and 
Baranja (e.g. in Erdut, Lug, Dopsin, and Karanac), in the urban fabric of the city of Osi-
jek (e.g. Ivana Gundulića Street and Ružina Street), but also in Bjelovar-Bilogora County 
(e.g. in Velika Barna). Available evidence (e.g., [2, 3]) asserts Baranja earth houses as 
masterpieces of Croatian rural building and places vernacular Croatian earth houses as 
the national wealth as they embody authenticity. According to those evidences, Baranja 
rammed earth houses are amongst the best realizations of traditional rural building in 
Croatia. Although present, earthen houses in Croatia have been abandoned (Fig.1 and 
Fig.2), and as potential homes for modern housing, they are being bypassed because 
of their connection to poverty. This negative trend is supported by the fact that there 
are no Croatian norms that would allow building of new or rehabilitation of existing 
traditional earth houses. Moreover, during the post-war reconstruction, at the end of 
the 20th century, many earthen houses in Slavonia and Baranja were demolished due 
to dilapidation and damage. They have been replaced by new houses made of brick and 
concrete. However, according to the Act on Protection and Preservation of Cultural Go-
ods (Official Gazette 69/99) the traditional earth house is considered as an immovable 
cultural good, and as such, it is necessary to protect it from disappearing.
Earth-based building is inexpensive and supports sustainability because it contains low 
embodied energy. Although superior in terms of ecological and sustainable building, 
earth’s Kryptonite are its low stiffness and strength. Croatia is located in a seismic-
prone area where it is binding to design earthquake resistant houses. However, current 
Croatian design standards do not recognize rammed earth as a load-bearing element 
in earthquake-prone areas, and thus do not support the construction of new or recon-
struction of existing earth houses. To support the development of such standards, it is 
necessary to conduct meticulous numerical and experimental research.

Figure 1. Ground floor of an earth house in Dopsin, shortly before the demolition (taken: July 2020)
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Figure 2. Floor structure of an earth house in Dopsin, shortly before the demolition (taken: July 2020)

To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt to investigate nonlinear seismic 
behaviour of traditional Croatian earth architecture. To date, however, much research 
on earth architecture has been conducted in other European countries, e.g. France [4], 
Germany [5], and Portugal [6].
Structural systems of earthen architecture [3] included rammed earth walls, walls 
made of adobe brick (hr. ćerpič), and walls with wooden skeleton (hr. kanat, bondruk) and 
earthen infill. Here, the research is focused on houses with rammed earth walls.

2 Computational model

Nonlinear spatial model was made using the ANSYS software package [7]. The model 
represents a three-part earth house, resembling a typical traditional Croatian earth ho-
use (Fig. 1), as described in [2] and [3]. A house with a three-part ground plan was also 
found by the authors in the village of Dopsin, near Osijek. However, this house was de-
molished by the owner (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) and was not observed in this study. Instead, an 
earthen house for which a detailed technical drawing was found in [3] was used in this 
study. The dimensions of the floor plan of the house are 16,5 x 5,6 m. A typical traditio-
nal Croatian earth house comprises three rooms, with the main entrance located in the 
central room. The house observed is regular both in elevation and in plane.

2.1 Geometry and material

The computational model was developed as a part of graduation thesis using the stu-
dent version of ANSYS software package [7]. Due to limitations of the student license, 
the house was modelled in small scale 1:2 (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) following the principles of 
scaling physical models [8]. 
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Figure 3. Vertical cross section of the rammed earth house model (scale 1:2), in cm

Figure 4. Ground plan of the rammed earth house model (scale 1:2), in cm

The material collected by the authors in the field in Dopsin could not be thoroughly 
analysed, so its properties were not used here. According to [2] and [3], traditional 
rammed earth house in Croatia were usually built using loam, combined with clay if nee-
ded. Due to the lack of specific information about material used traditionally in Croatia, 
the earth material with known mechanical properties and grain distribution described 
in [4] was used in this study. Mechanical properties that were not available in [4] whe-
re taken from [9]. Namely, both studies considered soil from the Rhone-Alpine region, 
France. The soil used consists of around 20 % clay, around 70 % silt and around 10 % sand 
(Fig. 5). Average material properties of the material used here are listed in Table 1.
The literature review showed that the moisture content and particle size distribution 
can affect earth compaction during the manufacturing process ([5, 10]). Moreover, high 
percentages of fine grains can cause better compaction and thus higher cohesion of 
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earth material. In addition, it is known that the modulus of elasticity and compressive 
strength change with the aging of the material ([10]). These findings will be additionally 
researched within the research project RE-forMS, funded by the Croatian Science Fo-
undation. The project started at the end of 2020 and is led by Dr. sc. Kraus, Faculty of 
Civil Engineering and Architecture Osijek. The project deals with traditional soil mixtures 
from the area of Slavonia and Baranja.

Figure 5. Grain size distribution adopted from [4]

Table 1. Average material properties used

Quantity Units Value Reference

ρ Density kg/m3 2300 [9]

E Modulus of elasticity N/mm2 400 [4, 9]

ν Poisson’s ratio - 0,22 [9]

fc Compressive strength (cylinder) N/mm2 2,0 [4, 9]

ft Tensile strength N/mm2 0,13 [9]

φ Friction angle ° 45 [9]

ψ Dilatancy angle ° 12 [9]

2.2 Loading

The gable walls, double-pitched tiled roof, and the floor diaphragm were not modelled 
directly using finite elements. However, they were considered as loads. The self-weight 
of the structural walls was automatically considered by the computer program.
The weight of the roof, gable walls, and snow was applied to the model as a stress along 
the upper edge of the wall. All loads applied to the model were selected and defined in 
accordance with HRN EN 1991 [11]. The load combinations were defined in accordance 
with HRN EN 1990 [12] for seismic design situations. Only the load combination resul-
ting in the maximum vertical stress on the walls was observed in this paper. The scaled 
vertical stress of 57 kPa was applied to the exterior walls along the longer side of the 
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house, while the scaled vertical stress of 16 kPa was applied to the exterior walls along 
the shorter side of the house. In this way, the longer walls take the load from the roof 
and snow, while the shorter walls take over the load from the gable walls.
The seismic load was modelled using the pushover method [13]. The horizontal force 
was applied at the top of a shorter exterior wall perpendicular to its plane. The horizon-
tal load monotonically increased until reaching the predetermined target displacement 
of 10 mm at the top of the wall. Pushover analysis was used to evaluate the seismic ca-
pacity of the structure. The target displacement was selected following the recommen-
dations and observations provided in [4, 9].

2.3 Finite elements and assumptions

Computational model (Fig.6) consists of rammed earth walls, rigidly connected to the 
ground. The deformability of the foundation was not considered in the model. The walls 
incorporate openings for doors and windows.
Finite element model shown in Fig. 6, was built using SOLID186 elements from ho-
mogeneous material. Each finite element has the shape of a cube with side length of 
approximately 180 mm. Finite element size was selected according to the limitations of 
the student license of ANSYS software package. Thus, the height of one finite element 
corresponds approximately to the height of three layers of rammed earth in an actual 
house. Namely, in Slavonia and Baranja rammed earth layers are usually performed in 
layers of 100 to 150 mm.
A Mohr-Coulomb model was employed to model the behaviour of the rammed earth. In 
[14], the cohesion of rammed earth is defined as a function of compression strength.

Figure 6. Finite element model of the rammed earth house observed
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3 Results and discussion 

The capacity curve, or pushover curve, represents the non-linear behaviour of the 
structure under the horizontal load but also the deformation capacity of the structure. 
Fig. 7 depicts the capacity curve (average top displacement against base shear) for loa-
ding applied parallel to the longer side of the house. The capacity curve is plotted up to 
the attainment of the target displacement. 

Figure 7. Capacity curve (in scale 1:2)

The model exhibits elastic behaviour until the base shear corresponding to approxima-
tely double the total gravitational load is reached. Fig.7 indicates the onset of yielding 
starts at the top displacement of approximately 1 mm, that is at the interstory drift of 
approximately 0,08 %. A sharp drop in stiffness occurs at a peak displacement of about 
4,5 mm, viz. at the interstory drift of approximately 0,36 %. The onset of the sharp drop 
in the stiffness of the structure is observed at a moment when the base shear force is 
approximately equal to three times the value of the total gravity load for seismic design 
situation.
Limit values of interstory drifts are defined in [4] according to which it is possible to 
assess structural damage. Interstory drifts up to a value of 0,1 % suggest minor structu-
ral damage and/or moderate damage to nonstructural elements. If interstory drifts of 
up to 0,1 % have been achieved, the building can be used after an earthquake without 
the need for significant remediation or repairs to the structural elements. Interstory 
drifts with values between 0,1 % and 0,3 % suggest significant structural damage and 
extensive damage to nonstructural elements. In such a case, the structure needs to be 
significantly repaired after an earthquake. Exceeding the value of the interstory drift of 
0,3 % suggests that the structure has suffered very severe damage so that the repair is 
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uneconomical or not feasible. In such a case, it is proposed to demolish the building in 
order to prevent endangering people’s lives.
In Fig. 7, it is interesting to note that after reaching a displacement of 6 mm, which 
corresponds to the interstory drift of 0,5 %, the increase in stiffness occurs again. Howe-
ver, this observation needs to be checked against experimental results.
Higher values of total deformation were observed at the corners of the house, above 
the openings and at wall junctions (Fig. 8). The total deformations decrease gradually by 
approaching the base of walls. 

Figure 8. Total deformation

Furthermore, modal analysis was conducted to better understand seismic behaviour 
of the rammed earth house observed. The fundamental period of vibration T1 of the 
house in small scale was calculated equal to 0,20 s. Thus, for the real house, following 
the scaling rules, the fundamental period of vibration is 0,10 s. To verify the calculated 
fundamental period of vibration two different coded expressions were employed. 
According to HRN EN 1998-1 [13] the fundamental period of vibration for general type 
of structures can be estimated for the real house using the following expression:

T1 = 0,050 · H0,75 (1)

where H is the height of the building, in m, from the foundation. Using expression (1), the fun-
damental period of vibration calculated is equal to 0,099 s, providing that the height of the real 
structure is equal to 2,50 m. Moreover, according to HRN EN 1998-1 [13] the fundamental pe-
riod of vibration for general type of structures can be estimated using the following expression:

T1 = 2 · d0,5 (2)

where d is the lateral elastic displacement of the top of the building, in m, due to the gra-
vity load applied in the horizontal direction. Using expression (2), the fundamental peri-
od of vibration calculated for the real house is equal to 0,08 s, providing that the lateral 
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elastic displacement of the top of the real structure is 1,6 mm due to the gravity load 
applied in the horizontal direction. Finally, it was found that the fundamental periods of 
vibration estimated using expressions (1) and (2) match well with the value determined 
using the computational model.

4 Conclusion 

In the Republic of Croatia, it is still possible to find rammed earth houses and other earth 
architecture made using traditional technologies. However, such houses are often aban-
doned, unmaintained and prone to decay. Moreover, during the post-war reconstruction, 
at the end of the 20th century, many earth houses in Slavonia and Baranja were demolis-
hed due to dilapidation and damage. Only meticulous numerical and experimental resear-
ch followed by the development of Croatian norms for rammed earth would allow building 
of new and/or rehabilitation of existing traditional earth houses. This could prevent the 
complete disappearance of earth architecture in the Republic of Croatia.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to investigate nonline-
ar seismic behaviour of traditional Croatian earth architecture. To date, however, much 
research on earth architecture has been conducted in other European countries, e.g. 
France, Germany, and Portugal. For the needs of this research, a spatial model of a sin-
gle-story traditional rammed earth house of Slavonia and Baranja was made. The nu-
merical model was created as a part of graduation thesis using the student version of 
the ANSYS computer package. Due to the restrictions of the computer package used, 
the model was made in a scale of 1:2 using the rules for scaling physical models. All the 
gravity and seismic loads on the model were defined according to the actual Croatian 
norms. A modal and pushover analysis was carried out to determine the behaviour of 
the structure observed. The results of this study underline that:
 - the traditional Croatian earth house may exhibit elastic behaviour until the base she-

ar reaches approximately double the gravitational load;
 - the onset of yielding of the rammed earth house observed starts at the interstory 

drift of approximately 0,08 %;
 - a sharp drop in stiffness of the rammed earth house observed occurs at the inter-

story drift of approximately 0,36 %;
 - the onset of the sharp drop in stiffness of the rammed earth house observed starts 

when the base shear force is approximately equal to three times the value of the total 
gravity load;

 - expressions from HRN EN 1998-1 defined for concrete structures can estimate the 
fundamental period of vibration of a single-story rammed earth structure. 

These results provide a significant first step towards the understanding of seismic be-
haviour of traditional Croatian earth architecture. Further researched will be conducted 
by the authors within the ongoing research project RE-forMS, funded by the Croatian 
Science Foundation.
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Abstract
In this paper a nonlinear finite element analysis of reinforced concrete frame elements exposed 
to monotonic and cyclic loading is presented. The analysis was executed using 3D solid elements 
in DIANA FEA and frame elements with localized nonlinearities in SAP 2000. The results were 
verified against the experimental testing conducted at the Institute for Materials and Structures 
of the Faculty of Civil Engineering University of Sarajevo. The static cyclic tests include nine 
cantilever beams (20/20/200 cm) reinforced with the same longitudinal reinforcement and 
different transverse confining reinforcement. Occurrence and development of cracks on the 
beams were monitored and mapped during the experiments. Major cracks localize in the plastic 
hinge whose length is roughly equal to cross-sectional height. This observation matches well 
with the recommendations given in EC 8. The influence of the normal force according to the 
first and second order theory, the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement, the arrangement 
of stirrups on the load bearing capacity and ductility of the elements were analysed. Maekawa 
- Fukuura constitutive model was assumed for concrete while embedded reinforcement was 
simulated using von Mises, Menegotto - Pinto, Monti - Nuti and JSCE 2012 material models 
depending on monotonic or cyclic loading protocol. The effect of simple and specially dedicated 
reinforcement models capable of reproducing buckling or Bauschinger effect on the column 
behaviour is significant. The influence of mesh density and iterative approach on crack localization 
and crack width was investigated. The performance of smeared cracking approach and localized 
nonlinearity concept was critically assessed. 

Key words:  Experimental testing, nonlinear FEA, RC column, smeared cracking, 3D solid, DIANA 
FEA, SAP2000
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1 Introduction

In earthquake design it is often required to carefully shape the potential plastic hinge 
zone in order to avoid brittle failure of load-bearing elements or collapse of entire build-
ing. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the redistribution of bending moments from 
more stressed to less stressed elements.
Generally, the ductile behaviour of a cross-section (local ductility) causes a ductile re-
sponse of the entire structure (global ductility). Sections tend to behave in a ductile 
manner if tensile reinforcement yields before concrete starts to crush. The combina-
tion of high compressive stress and large reinforcement area (over reinforced section) 
reduces cross-sectional curvature capacity and leads to brittle or unannounced failure. 
In order to achieve the desired ductility of a plastic hinge where major cracks localize, it 
is important to provide sufficient transverse reinforcement. The role of transverse rein-
forcement is not only to resist shear forces but also to confine concrete, i.e., to prevent 
transverse deformation and introduce triaxial compression stress state in concrete. 
Theoretical M-N-κ curve can be obtained if constitutive laws of concrete and reinforc-
ing steel are given. The concrete cover is unconfined and it is assumed to be ineffective 
upon reaching the ultimate compressive stress of concrete. On the other hand, the tri-
axially compressed (confined) area of concrete cross-section provides resistance even 
for very large strains. The effect of compressive normal force is twofold: it increases the 
load bearing capacity and reduces the ductility. 
The aim of this research is to experimentally and numerically analyse the effects of dif-
ferent transverse reinforcement layouts on the behaviour of concrete beams subjected 
to cyclic loading without axial force. A total number of tested beams is nine and ex-
perimental research was conducted using specially designed auxiliary steel structure in 
the laboratory of the Institute for Materials and Structures, Faculty of Civil Engineering, 
University of Sarajevo. Dimensions of a typical beam are 20x20x200 cm and in terms of 
the static system the beam can be assumed as a cantilever. All beams have the same 
longitudinal reinforcement. The difference between the groups lies in the form and ar-
rangement of transverse reinforcement. The first group was reinforced according to EC 
2 [1] where low ductility is assumed. The second and the third group of beams were 
reinforced according to the rules of EC 8 [2] for DCM (medium class ductility).

2 Experiments

Beams were divided into three groups as follows: S1, S2 and S3 (Fig.1). Typical cracking 
pattern is displayed in Fig.2 with localization of damage in the plastic hinge zone. Crush-
ing of concrete cover was observed, however, concrete confined by stirrups retained its 
integrity. Details of experimental campaign are explained in [3]. 
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Figure 1. Reinforcement plan of the tested beams

Figure 2. Localization of cracks in the plastic hinge zone of S3-A beam (front and side view)

3 Numerical modelling

The establishment of an appropriate mathematical model for the analysis of an en-
gineering problem is to a large degree based on sufficient understanding of the prob-
lem under consideration and a reasonable knowledge of the finite element procedures 
available for solutions. This observation is particularly applicable in nonlinear analysis 
because the appropriate nonlinear kinematic formulations, material models and solu-
tion strategies need to be selected.
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3.1 SAP 2000

Beams consist of three different materials: confined concrete, unconfined concrete 
(cover) and reinforcement. Nonlinear behaviour within the cross-section affects the 
nonlinear behaviour of the entire load bearing structure. This is especially true for struc-
tural elements such as frames, where extreme internal forces are often concentrated 
on the element ends. Hence, one can assume that the nonlinear behaviour can be con-
centrated in a single cross-section (plastic hinge). Integration of normal stresses in fib-
ers along the height of cross-section with respect to deformations yields a moment-
curvature (M-κ) diagram [4]. However, if analysis with localized nonlinearity in a plastic 
hinge is applied, M-Ø (moment-rotation) relation must be defined instead of M-κ rela-
tion by multiplying the curvature with the assumed length of the plastic hinge. This 
length can only be estimated. According to [2], the length of the critical area lcr (plastic 
hinge) is equal to the beam depth hw. 
Linear σ-ε diagrams for concrete are largely used to obtain cross-sectional forces in rein-
forced concrete structures while the reinforcement is ignored. However, the actual behav-
iour of materials (concrete, reinforcement) described by σ-ε diagrams is nonlinear and ad-
equate constitutive relations should be used for accurate determination of cross-sectional 
forces. Mander’s model for concrete [5] and Simple model [6] for reinforcing steel were 
used in this paper. According to Mander, confined and unconfined concrete have different 
compressive stress and strain limits due to the presence of confining reinforcement. The 
cross-section is divided in the corresponding materials as shown in Fig. 3a.
Nonlinear properties of the plastic hinge placed at the beam fixed end were assigned us-
ing a link element. Time record of imposed displacements on the beam top was used for 
Time-History analysis. Takeda model was selected for modelling hysteretic behaviour of 
reinforced concrete (Fig. 3a). It is a sophisticated model that takes into account the stiffness 
degradation and makes a distinction between big and small cycles of hysteretic curve [7]. 
When maximum forces (reaction at the fixed end) obtained using numerical model are 
compared against the experiment, there are no significant differences as it is shown in 
Fig. 3b. The maximum force of 31.76 kN was obtained using the numerical model while 
the maximum force of 35.36 kN was obtained in the experiment. 

Figure 3.  a) Definition of the cross-section: confined concrete, unconfined concrete (cover) and 
reinforcement and Takeda hysteretic model, b) Comparison of hysteresis loops for S3-B beam
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3.2 DIANA FEA

Modelling of the beam was performed using solid elements with Maekawa – Fukuura 
constitutive model for concrete in DIANA FEA [8] (Fig. 4). The Maekawa-Fukuura con-
crete model in DIANA is a combination of the Total Strain crack model combined with 
the Maekawa Cracked Concrete curves, and the Elasto-Plastic Fracture model. In con-
trary to the Total Strain crack model the Maekawa-Fukuura concrete model makes use 
of a non-orthogonal crack definition [9]. 
The Maekawa Cracked Concrete curves are uniaxial stress-strain relations for loading, 
unloading and reloading conditions in respectively the tensile and compressive strain 
domains. In the main directions of the coordinate system related to the active crack the 
stresses are calculated with these equations using the equivalent uniaxial strain [10]. 
Typical stress distribution in reinforcement and crack localization are shown in Fig. 5. 
Constitutive laws for reinforcement include Menegotto-Pinto and Monti-Nuti models 
[11, 12]. However, buckling of reinforcement was not detected and both models yield 
the same response (hysteretic behaviour in Fig. 6). Influence of compressive force and 
geometric nonlinearity is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 using JSCE model [13] where reduc-
tion of load bearing capacity can be noticed.

Figure 4. a) Geometry of the beam, b) reinforcement truss elements, c) FE mesh with CHX60 h = 5 cm
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Figure 5. a) Stresses and deformations in reinforcement, b) crack strains and crack widths in concrete

Figure 6. Comparison of test results and numerical modelling

Figure 7. Influence of geometric nonlinearity
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Figure 8. Influence of compressive stress

5 Conclusion

During stronger earthquakes structures can be shifted well in the nonlinear range of 
behaviour which is mostly characterized by cracking. Damages should occur in care-
fully shaped zones (plastic hinges) so that adequate load-bearing capacity and ductility 
are provided. The total load-bearing capacity of a cross-section or an element cannot 
always be accurately estimated from the allowable stress or the coefficient of safety. 
Namely, not only the load bearing capacity but also the ductility is of crucial importance 
for dissipation of energy released by ground motion. The main result of the cyclic testing 
is represented through a force-displacement diagram. The difference between the hys-
teresis curves of beams reinforced with different transverse reinforcement is almost 
non-existent. It was concluded that the additional confinement reinforcement does not 
provide larger load bearing capacity and ductility in comparison to the beams reinforced 
for low ductility when the beams are exposed to bending without axial force. Occurrence 
and development of cracks on the beams were also monitored and mapped during the 
experiments. Typical cracking due to bending was observed. Major cracks localize in the 
plastic hinge whose length is roughly equal to cross-sectional height. This observation 
matches well with the recommendations given in EC 8. Models with localized nonlinear-
ity within link element are quite good for practical engineering analysis. Refined models 
using DIANA FEA provide deeper insight into structural response. Sophisticated models 
employing nonlinear concrete and reinforcement constitutive laws provide information 
on cracking and local stresses. However, they require experience and one should ap-
ply complex modelling with due care, paying attention to discretization, iterative proce-
dures and convergence criteria which can be serious source of error. 
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Abstract
Over the past decade, the market for cold-formed steel (CFS) systems has significantly expanded, 
especially for the construction of low to mid-rise buildings. CFS moment-resisting frame systems 
have become popular even in seismic-prone regions, mainly for single-storey portal-framed 
buildings of industrial use. However, their application in multi-storey structures is still limited by 
the behaviour of the beam-to-column joints, which are prone to premature local buckling failure of 
the connected elements. This study aimed to develop a more practical type of moment-resisting 
CFS joint, which is fast and easy to assemble, while providing satisfactory seismic performance. In 
the proposed connection system, the beam and column elements are built-up from CFS channels 
and their webs are bolted to a web through-plate. In a first step, the seismic moment-rotation 
behaviour of CFS beam-column joints with various configurations was investigated. Detailed 
FE models were developed in ABAQUS, taking into account material nonlinearity and geometric 
imperfections, which were validated against available experimental data. The validated FE 
models were subsequently used to perform monotonic and cyclic analyses of CFS bolted joints 
with different beam slenderness values, and various web through-plate shapes and slenderness 
values. The moment-rotation behaviour of the studied joints was then evaluated in terms of its 
seismic characteristics, including bending moment capacity, rotational stiffness, ductility, energy 
dissipation capacity and damping coefficient. Finally, following comparison of the results, more 
structurally efficient CFS bolted joints suitable for multi-storey moment-resisting frame systems 
in earthquake regions were proposed.

Key words:  Cold-formed steel (CFS), Bolted moment-resisting connections, FE analysis, Stiffness, 
Ductility
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1 Introduction

Cold-formed steel (CFS) systems have become a popular option in the construction 
industry, offering tangible benefits, such as low material use, speedy erection, high 
strength-to-weight ratios and durability. CFS moment-resistant frame systems are 
currently seeing an uptake even in seismic-prone regions, mainly for single-storey, 
industrial-use portal frame buildings. However, their application in multi-storey struc-
tures is still mainly limited by the behaviour of the beam-to-column joints, which are 
prone to premature buckling failure of the connecting plate elements. These joints gen-
erally include a bolted gusset plate, which connects the beam and column webs. 
Although limited research has been conducted so far on this type of connections, pre-
liminary indications point to potentially satisfactory use in seismic applications. Experi-
ments under monotonic loading, conducted by Chung and Lau [1] and Wong and Chung 
[2], have demonstrated that through-plate connections can be used in CFS moment-
resisting frames, reaching a bending moment resistance equal to 42-84 % of the beam 
capacity. However, experiments on portal frame joints, conducted by Lim and Nethercot 
[3] and Dubina et al. [4] showed premature local buckling of the beam web, which led 
to a rapid drop in the frame capacity. In experimental and analytical work conducted by 
Mojtabaei et al. [5], a CFS portal frame was shown to be able to achieve 4 % inter-storey 
drift, thus classifying as a Special Moment Frame (SMF), as per AISC 314-16 [6]. Sab-
bagh [7] and Sabbagh et al. [8,9] also studied the structural performance of CFS beam-
column joint assemblies under cyclic loading. The results of their studies showed that 
using curved flanges and additional vertical stiffeners can improve the bending mo-
ment capacity and ductility of the joints by 35 % and 75 %, respectively. According to the 
rotational rigidity, they classified their tested connections as either semi-rigid or rigid 
according to EC3 [10]. 
The present study aimed to develop a new type of CFS moment-resisting joint that 
provides improved seismic performance, while being fast and easy to assemble and in-
stall. The proposed connection system comprises back-to-back channel beam and col-
umn elements, connected through a bolted gusset plate passing between their webs. 
Various joint configurations were numerically investigated and, based on their moment-
rotation behaviour, the best design solution was determined. For this purpose, detailed 
FE models were developed in ABAQUS, allowing for material nonlinearities and geo-
metric imperfections. After validation against experimental results, parametric studies 
of the behaviour of joints with different web through-plate geometries and thicknesses 
and various beam web slenderness ratios were conducted. Their seismic characteristics 
were evaluated under monotonic and cyclic loading in terms of bending moment capac-
ity, rotational stiffness, ductility, energy dissipation capacity and damping coefficient. 
Drawing on the conclusions, more efficient CFS bolted joints were proposed for use in 
multi-storey moment-resisting frames in earthquake regions.
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2 Numerical model and validation

A detailed FE model was developed in ABAQUS [11] and validated against experiments 
A1 and B1, reported by Sabbagh in [7]. The test set-up comprised a cantilever beam, 
connected to a column stub, as shown in Figure 1. The general purpose S4R element 
was used, which has previously been proven to accurately capture the flexural response 
of CFS assemblies [5,12–16]. Following a mesh sensitivity analysis, a mesh size of 10 
× 10 mm was adopted, balancing high numerical accuracy against manageable compu-
tational demands. 

Figure 1. FE model 

The beam and column consisted of two CFS channel sections, whose webs were con-
nected back-to-back through a bolted gusset plate. The beam flanges were curved, as 
shown in Fig. 1. A cross-section with substantial thickness (10 mm) was chosen for the 
column, so it would remain elastic throughout the whole loading range. Stiffeners were 
rigidly connected to the column and the beam ends, to prevent local buckling at those 
locations. The beam was also laterally restrained at several locations against out-of-
plane deformation. The loading was applied as a vertical displacement at a reference 
point, placed at the centroid of the beam end section. In the cyclic analyses, the loading 
protocol prescribed by AISC 341-16 [17], shown in Figure 2, was adopted. The nonlin-
ear material properties were used in the model, with fy = 313 MPa and fu = 479 MPa 
for the beam and fy = 308 MPa and fu = 474 MPa for the gusset plate; initial geometric 
imperfections were generated through an elastic eigenvalue buckling analysis. The bolt 
behaviour was modelled with discrete fasteners, which use attachment lines between 
the connected surfaces. Around the fastening points, an influence radius of 8 mm was 
defined, equal to half the bolt diameter. The connectors between the gusset plate and 
the column were set to behave rigidly, whereas for the connectors connecting the gus-
set plate and the beam, friction and bearing behaviour were defined.
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Figure 2. Cyclic loading protocol, adopted from AISC 341-16

The Static General Analysis option provided by ABAQUS was employed and the analyses 
were carried out using the High-Performance Computing (HPC) facilities at the Univer-
sity of Sheffield. Fig. 3 compares the FE model output to the experimental data for the 
CFS bolted connection tested by Sabbagh et al. [7]. It shows the ratio of the applied 
bending moment over the plastic moment of the CFS beam (M/MP) versus the rota-
tions, as obtained from the experiment and the detailed FE model under both cyclic and 
monotonic loading conditions. The rotation of the connection was determined as the 
ratio of beam tip displacement to the length of the beam up to the edge of the gusset 
plate. In general, it is seen that the FE model was able to simulate the behaviour of the 
connection with good accuracy over the whole loading range.

Figure 3. Comparison between test results and FE analyses of a CFS connection
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3 Performance under monotonic loading

The previously validated numerical model was used to study different CFS beam-col-
umn joint configurations, shown in Figure 4, deemed suitable for multi-storey moment-
resisting CFS frames. Based on the shape of the through-plate, three groups of models 
were considered, namely: Group A, where the through-plate was T-shaped; Group B, 
where the through-plate had rounded corners, and Group C, where the through-plate 
was approximately triangular (Figure 4). The column thickness remained at 10 mm in 
all analyses, while the beam thickness (tb) was varied between 1, 2, 4 and 6 mm. The 
gusset plate thickness (tg) was a multiple of the beam thickness, and equal to (1.5 × tb) 
or (2.0 × tb). 
The efficiency of the design solutions was evaluated based on the bending moment 
capacity, ultimate rotation and rotational stiffness, derived from the moment-rotation 
responses. The (Mmax/MRb) ratio was calculated, where (Mmax) stands for the maximum 
bending moment capacity of the connection and (MRb) represents the bending moment 
capacity of the beam cross-section, both calculated using FE models. The beam cross-
section classes were calculated to be Class 4 for (tb = 1 mm), Class 3 for (tb = 2 mm), 
Class 2 for (tb = 4 mm), and Class 1 for (tb = 6 mm), in accordance with Eurocode 3 [18].

Figure 4. Beam-column joint geometry

The joints were also classified based on the criteria of AISC 341-16 [17] for seismic 
applications. This standard imposes various design and detailing requirements for 
structural members and connections in moment-resisting frames, related to their in-
elastic deformation capacity. It distinguishes between three categories: Special Mo-
ment Frames (SMF), with a minimum storey drift angle (θ = 0.04 rad), Intermediate Mo-
ment Frames (IMF), with storey drift angles (0.02 ≤ θ < 0.04 rad), and Ordinary Moment 
Frames (OMF), with (θ < 0.02 rad). 
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In addition, a classification of the joints based on the provisions of EN 1993-1-8 [10] 
was carried out, where three classes are considered according to defined limits of the 
initial stiffness (Sj,ini): Rigid (R), Semi-rigid (S-R) and Pinned (P). The initial stiffness was 
calculated as the secant slope of the moment-rotation curve at a value of 2/3 × Mj,R, 
where (Mj,R) is the bending moment capacity of the joint. A joint classifies as Rigid if 
the initial stiffness (Sj,ini ≥ kb×E×Ib/Lb), where kb = 25 for cases where there is no brac-
ing system. (E) stands for the elastic modulus, (Ib) is the second moment of area of the 
beam and (Lb) represents the span length between the column centre lines. If the initial 
stiffness (Sj,ini ≤ 0.5×E×Ib/Lb), the joint classifies as Pinned. For the intermediate values 
the joint is considered to be Semi-rigid. 
Figure 5 depicts the moment-rotation curves of the Group A, B and C joints, for beam 
thicknesses (tb) of 1, 2, 4 and 6 mm and gusset plate thicknesses (tg = 1.5 × tb) and (tg = 
2 × tb). Table 1 summarises the (Mmax/MRb) ratios, along with the AISC 341-16 and EN 
1993-1-8 classes. Group A joints developed the lowest bending moment resistance, 
with the (Mmax/MRb) ratio not exceeding 0.33. On the other hand, Group B and C joints 
reached similar bending moment capacities for a gusset plate thickness (tg = 2 × tb). For 
(tb = 1 mm) the (Mmax/MRb) ratio was 0.67, whereas for (tb = 2 mm to tb = 6 mm) this ratio 
achieved values between 0.80 to 0.90. 
All joints with beam thicknesses (tb = 4 mm and tb = 6 mm) exceeded rotations of 0.04 rad, 
classifying as SMFs. Joints in Group C with beam thicknesses (tb = 1 mm and tb = 2 mm) 
reached ultimate rotations greater than 0.02 rad, qualifying as IMFs, whereas Group A and 
B joints, for the same beam thicknesses, qualified predominantly as OMFs. Group A and 
B joints also classified as Semi-rigid for all beam and gusset plate thicknesses, whereas 
Group C joints exhibited Rigid behaviour for beam thicknesses (tb = 1 mm and tb = 2 mm), 
and Semi-rigid behaviour for beam thicknesses (tb = 4 mm and tb = 6 mm).

Figure 5.  Moment-rotation curves of joints with beam thicknesses tb: a) 1 mm, b) 2 mm, c) 4 mm, d) 6 mm
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Table 1. Moment capacity ratios and joint classification per AISC 341-16 and EN 1993-1-8

4 Performance under cyclic loading

Among the three joint groups A, B and C, the Group B connections with a gusset plate 
thickness of (tg = 2 × tb) were selected to further have their performance evaluated un-
der cyclic loading. Based on the monotonic responses, they performed well in terms of 
bending moment capacity, ultimate rotation, and rotational stiffness, while their con-
cave shape offers more flexibility when installing the floor system. 
The various design options were evaluated with respect to their moment-rotation re-
sponse, rotational ductility, energy dissipation and equivalent damping coefficient. The 
ductility was calculated as (μφ = φu/φy), where (φu) is the ultimate rotation and (φy) is the 
rotation at yield. The ultimate rotation (φu) was taken as the minimum of the rotation 
corresponding to a 20 % drop from the maximum moment (Mmax) or 0.06 rad, as speci-
fied by FEMA 350 [19]. The rotation at yield (φy) was determined from a bilinear ap-
proximation of the backbone curve, based on the recommendations of FEMA 356 [20]. 
The dissipated energy is the total area contributed by all cycles in the moment-rotation 
curve, up to the ultimate point. Finally, the equivalent damping coefficient expresses 
the loss of energy per cycle, and for any cycle, it is calculated by equating the dissipated 
energy in the hysteresis loop with the energy dissipated in viscous damping [21]. In this 
study, the cycles of primary interest corresponded to the maximum moment and the 
ultimate point, respectively.

Beam 
thickness

tb

Plate 
thickness

tg

Group A Group B Group C

AISC 
Class

EC3 
Class

AISC 
Class

EC3 
Class

AISC 
Class

EC3 
Class

1 mm
1.5×tb 0.18 OMF S-R 0.63 OMF S-R 0.66 IMF R

2×tb 0.30 OMF S-R 0.67 IMF S-R 0.67 IMF R

2 mm
1.5×tb 0.20 OMF S-R 0.62 OMF S-R 0.78 IMF R

2×tb 0.31 IMF S-R 0.79 IMF S-R 0.79 IMF R

4 mm
1.5×tb 0.20 SMF S-R 0.60 SMF S-R 0.82 SMF S-R

2×tb 0.29 SMF S-R 0.82 SMF S-R 0.82 SMF R

6 mm
1.5×tb 0.22 SMF S-R 0.64 SMF S-R 0.90 SMF S-R

2×tb 0.33 SMF S-R 0.89 SMF S-R 0.91 SMF S-R
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Figure 6.  Moment-rotation curves of Group B joints with beam thicknesses tb of a) 1 mm, b) 2 mm, c) 4 mm 
and d) 6 mm and a gusset plate thickness of 2×tb

Figure 6 presents the cyclic moment-rotation curves of the Group B joints with beam 
thicknesses (tb) of 1, 2, 4 and 6 mm and gusset plate thicknesses (tg = 2 × tb), alongside 
the corresponding backbone curves. The joints with thicknesses (tb = 1, 2 and 4 mm) 
experienced significant plastic strength degradation after reaching their maximum mo-
ment capacity, while the joint with tb = 6 mm was the only connection undergoing plas-
tic strain hardening. As an example, Figure 7 depicts the local buckling failure mode of 
the joint with beam thickness (tb = 4 mm). 
Table 2 shows the values of the ductility, the dissipated energy and the equivalent damping 
coefficient for the studied connections. The ductility is greater than 4, except for a beam 
thickness equal to 2 mm. The dissipated energy was very low for the beams with thickness-
es (tb = 1 mm and tb = 2 mm), but increased dramatically for (tb = 4 mm and tb = 6 mm). It was 
also observed that the equivalent damping coefficients corresponding to the ultimate cycle 
were almost 60 % greater than the values corresponding to the maximum moment cycle for 
joints with beam thicknesses (tb = 2 mm and tb = 4 mm). For the beam with 1 mm thickness, 
on the other hand, the damping coefficient was roughly five times lower at the maximum 
moment cycle than in the ultimate cycle, whereas for the beam with 6 mm thickness both 
values were very similar. From the above, it can be concluded that the most suitable joints 
for seismic applications were those with beam thicknesses ≥ 4 mm.
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Figure 7. Failure mode and von Mises stresses in a joint with beam thickness (tb = 4 mm)

Beam 
thickness

tb

Plate 
thickness

tg

Dissipated Energy 
[kJ]

Damping coefficient[kJ]

Mmax
0.8Mmax or φu = 0.06 

rad

1 mm

2×tb

4.5 1.01 8.4 % 40.2 %

2 mm 2 2.51 27.4 % 43.4 %

4 mm 4.3 28.86 21.9 % 35.1 %

6 mm 4.2 78.57 38.6 % 38.6 %

Table 2. Ductility, dissipated energy and equivalent damping coefficients

5 Conclusions

This work aimed to develop a new type of moment-resisting CFS joint, which is easy 
and fast to assemble, while providing good seismic performance. A detailed numerical 
model of a CFS beam-column joint was developed in ABAQUS, accounting for mate-
rial nonlinearities and initial geometric imperfections. The beam and column elements 
consisted of double channels, connected back-to-back through their webs, while the 
beam-column connection was made by a bolted gusset plate. The developed model was 
validated against experimental results, and further used to study the effects of various 
geometric configurations and beam and gusset plate thicknesses on the seismic perfor-
mance of the connection. A Group A of connections had T-shaped gusset plates, Group 
B had gusset plates with rounded corners, and Group C had approximately triangular 
gusset plates. The most suitable connection configuration for multi-storey moment-
resisting frames in seismic regions was deemed to be the Group B design solution with 
a beam thickness greater than 4 mm (Class 1 and 2) and a gusset plate with rounded 
corners. This connection combines high moment capacity, ductility, energy dissipation 
and equivalent damping coefficient and facilitates construction.
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Abstract
Nowadays, many Codes develop a force-based design approach, which accounts for the inelastic 
capacity of structures by means of a reduction coefficient, i.e. behaviour factor. At the same time, 
in earthquake engineering there is an ever-increasing interest on the evaluation of structural 
safety, through the so-called reliability analysis. Consequently, some studies analysed failure 
probability of some code-conforming buildings and they pointed out that actual code’s provisions 
lead to a non-uniform structural safety level. For this reason, the first main objective of this study 
is to investigate extensively the failure rates of Italian code-conforming frame RC buildings, 
in order to establish how the rate of failure varies along the Italian territory. For this purpose, 
buildings with different number of floors, i.e. 3-6-9, with both levels of ductility (DCM-DCH) and 
in bare or infilled configuration have been studied, carrying on parametrically both the design and 
non-linear dynamic analyses in order to define frames vulnerability. Next generation of Eurocodes 
will explicit define the target reliability level that must be ensured by code’s provisions. For this 
reason, has been developed a framework to obtain a risk-targeted spectral acceleration for the 
design of uniform reliability frames, which is one of the main aims of a risk-oriented earthquake 
engineering. In particular, this acceleration has been related to the code’s workflow by the 
formulation of an alternative behaviour factor, that depends not only on structural features but 
also on the target failure’s rate. This task is achieved by means of a hands-on approach, in fact the 
proportional relationship between elastic and targeted spectral acceleration is exploited. 

Key words: RC frames, seismic reliability, reliability-targeted, behaviour factor
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1 Introduction

In earthquake engineering, scientific community is showing increased interest on the 
evaluation of structural safety, which is commonly estimated through the use of relia-
bility analysis theory [1-4]. A structural reliability analysis is able to capture different 
sources of uncertainty on both demand and capacity sides and quantify as relevant 
output the safety margin of a structural system via the use of synthetic indicators like 
failure probability [5], which quantify structural performance referred to target perfor-
mance levels or damage states. Modern building codes (e.g. [6-8]) are based on a design 
process philosophy oriented at ensuring tolerable safety margins, with the use of so-
called semi-probabilistic methods and prescriptive requirements. In this way, engineers 
can design structural systems avoiding the development of complex fully-probabilistic 
analyses, like those required in a Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) [9], which 
is based on either full probabilistic frameworks or simplified and less computationally 
demanding methodologies. In fact, the majority of modern building codes are currently 
based on a simplified force-based approach, which considers only in an implicit way the 
failure probability. In this scenario, a structural designer following qualitative and quan-
titative code requirements ensures the compliance of the designed building, i.e. he/she 
follows a classic design process where a design is “checked” at the element level looking 
at different parameters. This conceptual approach takes seismic actions provided by 
the codes for estimating seismic demand at the element level, and further compare it 
with seismic capacity offered by the sized element, with geometrical and mechanical 
characteristics higher than the code minimum prescriptive requirements. However, no 
information can be derived from the design process on the seismic performance of the 
sized building, i.e. the physical way in which the structural system performs when it 
experiences earthquake shaking [10].
Code compliance and seismic performance must be therefore strictly coupled, i.e. a de-
signer following code prescriptions must implicitly satisfy target performance levels. 
In United States, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) recently publis-
hed the FEMA P-58-5 Guideline summarizing the results of an in-depth investigation 
aimed to quantify seismic reliability and risk categories for different code-conforming 
structural archetypes considering various consequences, e.g. causalities, loss of use or 
occupancy, repair and reconstruction costs [11]. In the Italian context, Iervolino et al. 
[12] quantified the seismic reliability of some case studies of building archetypes desi-
gned for three different sites according to the Italian Building Code, suggesting how this 
method fails in ensuring a uniform reliability indicator for code-conforming buildings. 
In order to overcome complexity of the use of PBSD, some researchers recently pro-
posed an alternative methodology able to maintain the commonly used force-based 
approach, but at the same time to guarantee the achievement of adequate performance 
levels via the formulation and use of a risk-targeted spectral acceleration [13]. In other 
words, such methodology consists in a redefinition of the behaviour factor q to be used 
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in the seismic design force evaluation. Such new paradigm in the seismic design pano-
rama makes clearer the link between code compliance and expected performance. 
In this context, the present study aims at filling this gap by means of an extensive com-
putational analysis of the seismic reliability of different configurations of RC bare and 
masonry-infilled buildings compliant with the Italian Building Code requirements [8] to 
derive reliability-targeted behaviour factors qRT to be used by designers in Italy. For this 
purpose, a prototype seismic design software was developed in order to automatically 
design frames with different geometric characteristics against increasing seismic acti-
ons consistent with the current range of spectral accelerations derived from the Italian 
seismic hazard maps. Hence, a second tool for the seismic reliability assessment was 
carried out to quickly obtain seismic failure rates. Based on these outcomes, the aut-
hors investigated the correlation between seismic hazard and other relevant features 
like required ductility levels or number of floors with the resulting seismic safety quan-
tified in terms of failure rate values. As second relevant outcome, reliability-targeted 
behaviour factors were derived for the different archetypes, showing also how future 
seismic design codes may propose to designers some design qRT-curves able to provide 
the value of the reliability-targeted behaviour factor qRT as a function of the expected 
seismic performance represented by a pre-set target seismic reliability indicator.

2 Description of case-studies and application 

The structural archetype herein considered is represented by a residential building with 
RC frame resisting scheme (Fig1). The archetype layout is characterized by a rectan-
gular plan shape and it consists of five bays in longitudinal direction and three in the 
transversal one, where all spans are 5 meters long. Three different elevation configu-
rations have been considered, namely 3-, 6-, 9- storeys with a constant inter-storey 
height of 3 meters. As regards loading actions, a 5.5 kN/m2 dead load and a 0.5 kN/
m2 live load have been accounted for the roof, whereas a 6.5 kN/m2 and 2 kN/m2 have 
been respectively considered as dead and live loads for the remaining floors. A Concrete 
C25/30 with characteristic compressive strength fck equal to 25 MPa, and a reinforcing 
steel B450C with characteristic yielding tensile strength fyk equal to 450 MPa have been 
identified as relevant mechanical properties required by the prototype seismic design 
software. The presence of the staircase has not been considered. As regards masonry 
infilled frames, traditional masonry infills have been selected with bricks of 20 x 25 x 19 
cm uniformly distributed over the perimeter of the archetypes. Both high ductility class 
(DCH) and medium ductility class (DCM) have been analysed, thus investigating also the 
impact of this choice on the final results. 
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Figure 1.  Bare and infilled RC frames and adopted constitutive laws for unconfined – confined concrete, 
steel rebars and masonry infills

Since the considered archetypes fulfil regularity conditions both in plan and in elevation, 
it is possible to ignore 3D effects and so designing frames in 2D on the smaller direction 
without loss of generality [14]. RSA method has been taken into account in the prototy-
pe seismic design software: to this aim, the fundamental period T1 has been estimated 
with the simplified expression provided in the Italian Building Code [8]:

T1 = 0.075H3/4 (1)

where H is the building height in meters. Hence, the UHS elastic spectral acceleration 
Sae(T1) based on T1 can be derived considering UHS for the site of interest. In this work, 
10 % exceedance probability in 50 years UHSs have been considered as reference input 
for the determination of the seismic actions as usually done in the majority of designs 
of buildings with residential use. For a proper parametrization of the design cases to be 
investigated, trials have been carried out starting from the Italian seismic hazard map 
to identify the range of UHS elastic spectral accelerations for each of the three different 
elevation layouts covering all the possible design scenarios that a structural engineer 
can face in Italy. In particular, the 3-storeys archetype is characterized by a range of 
Sae(T1) between 0.1g and 1g, whereas the 6- and 9-storeys are enclosed in the intervals 
0.1g – 0.75g and 0.1g – 0.5g, respectively. 
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Hence, the design-assessment framework has been launched for each combination of 
elevation layout, ductility class and location. The design process has been implemen-
ted so as the resultant sizing may fulfils code minimum requirements, but at the same 
time trying to optimize as much as possible elements’ sections. All these data have 
been used as input for the seismic reliability assessment tool. In particular, geometrical 
and mechanical features are used to automatically define the nonlinear models for both 
bare and infilled frames, later tested with pushover analyses. 
Pushover analyses have been subsequently carried out for the infilled RC frames. In 
this case, a significantly reduced ductile behaviour has been observed if compared with 
the RC bare configurations, with ultimate displacement values around a tenth of the RC 
bare ones, whereas the maximum base shear capacity is characterized by increments 
ranging between about 160 % and 220 %. These evidences can be directly attributed to 
the presence of the masonry infill panels enhancing the overall stiffness of the structu-
ral system and at the same time reducing the displacement capacity of the RC frame. 
Starting from the trilinear backbone capacity curves, the hysteretic behaviour of the 
equivalent SDOF systems as well as relevant points useful for the damage state (DS) 
definition have been derived. In particular, three DSs have been fixed: the first one is 
Slow Damage (SD) which depicts the yielding point in the SDOF’s behaviour curves, 
secondly there is Near Collapse (NC) that is placed at the beginning of the descending 
branch and lastly Collapse (C) when base shear is approximately equal to the 80 % of the 
maximum shear capacity. Hence, lumped models have been automatically created in 
OpenSees [15] and used for the execution of a huge number of NLTHAs. For this purpo-
se, a dataset of 400 unscaled ground motion horizontal components recorded by 200 
accelerometric stations has been built up, mainly considering records collected from 
the Italian Accelerometric Archive [16], and selected in order to obtain a widespread 
distribution of samples over the moment magnitude Mw vs epicentral distance Repi pla-
ne. For each combination of elevation layout, ductility class and location, 400 NLTHAs 
have been subsequently executed deriving samples of the overall seismic response 
and storing the maximum displacement at the free end of the SDOF system due to the 
application of each ground motion record, as relevant edp. Fragility curves have been 
later derived with the use of Cloud Analysis method, first fitting with linear regression 
models the clouds of 400 im-edp data pairs, where PGA has been considered as relevant 
im, and then assuming as functional form a lognormal cumulative distribution function.
A significant discrepancy between bare and infilled configurations was observed, in 
support of the considerations previously done when looking at the comparison between 
capacity curves. However, in this case, the higher is the number of floors and the lower 
is the probability to meet or exceed a damage state. It is worth to underline also how 
RC frames designed in sites characterized by low seismicity generally point out a wor-
se performance than the ones sized in high seismic hazard locations: such difference 
seems to be more noticeable for the infilled frames rather than the bare ones.
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3 Results

Seismic fragility curves have been finally convoluted with the fitted seismic hazard 
curves to obtain a seismic failure rate λf for all the investigated code-conforming RC 
archetype. Code-compliant Italian RC bare archetypes are characterized by seismic fail-
ure rates ranging from 4.11·10-7–2.75·10-4 for NC damage state. This evidences how 
seismic failure rates increase as far as higher elastic spectral acceleration Sae(T1) values 
are considered: such expected correlations are confirmed by results, showing also how 
a less marked increase can be observed for the higher part of the Sae(T1) range. It is worth 
to recall how data points shown in Fig2 are strictly related to the selected location, i.e. 
in other terms considering a different site characterized by the same Sae(T1) value may 
lead to a different seismic failure rate. This issue has to be attributed to the specific 
characteristics of the slope of the hazard curve, that impacts the final result since it 
directly enters in the convolution integral. However, it can be noted how Italian regula-
tions lead to design RC frames whose seismic reliability is directly proportional to the 
seismic hazard of the sites, thus failing to ensure a uniform level of seismic safety over 
the entire nation. In addition, Fig2 highlights how a significant reduction of the seismic 
safety (i.e. seismic higher failure rates) characterizes the RC infilled frames when com-
pared to the bare ones, more proportional in low-to-medium seismicity locations. 

4 Reliability-targeted behaviour factors evaluation

As aforementioned shown, code-conforming RC frames behave in a hazard-targeted 
way rather than in a reliability-targeted one. In order to overcome such underlying flaw, 
the design-assessment framework has been subsequently used for sizing and further 
assess seismic performance of RC frames designed with a wider range of fictitious ine-
lastic spectral acceleration Sad

*(T1) values (i.e. elastic spectral acceleration Sae(T1) divided 
by a unitary behaviour factor) in order to later quantify the reliability-targeted behaviour 
factor qRT to be considered for each design action to get the expected target seismic 
reliability.
The Sad(T1) values spans up to maxima that are automatically identified by the prototype 
design software by setting upper bound limits in terms of geometrical features for the 
designed main structural members (e.g. on beams’ height): for higher values, in fact, 
it may be more convenient to change the horizontal resisting system into a stiffer RC 
shear-walls solution. The new wider set of fragilities is in such a way “site independent” 
since the link with the design phase is only made with the previously defined fictitious 
Sad

*(T1). Each fragility can thus be convoluted with a fixed hazard curve of a location of 
interest to get its related seismic failure rate. Based on these outcomes, by fixing a priori 
a target performance seismic reliability with reference to a specific DS, it has been po-
ssible to identify among all the fragility curve that convolved with the hazard of the site 
of interest it is able to achieve the required performance, and thus identify the related 
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Sad
*(T1) that it should be quantified in the classic design process. Hence, the associated 

reliability-targeted behaviour factor qRT may be easily derived by diving the UHS elastic 
spectral acceleration Sad(T1) with the sizing one Sad

*(T1). 

Figure 2. Comparison between NC seismic failure rates of bare and infilled RC frames

In this context, the selection of different target performance levels involves a conse-
quent variation of the value of the reliability-targeted behaviour factor qRT to be used in 
the design process. To clarify this relationship, a transformation of the failure rate in the 
Cornell’s target seismic reliability index bt,1 related to a 1-year reference time-window 
has been adopted in order to get a parameter with the same magnitude of qRT, by means 
of the following equation:

bt,1 = -Φ-1(Pt,1) (2)

Pt,1 = 1-e-λt (3)

where Φ-1 is the inverse of the standard normal distribution function, Pt,1 stands for the 
target failure probability in a yearly time-window, and λt is the target seismic failure 
rate. 
Based on these considerations, it is possible to change the seismic design paradigm 
by starting from a desirable seismic safety (i.e. fixing a bt,1 value) and thus identify the 
reliability-targeted behaviour factor qRT for the derivation of a consequent reliability-
targeted seismic action to be used in the classic force-based approach. 
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Figure 3. Adopted bridge FE model strategy 

Figure 4. Adopted bridge FE model strategy
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The qRT-bt,1 curves shown in Fig3 and Fig4 highlight an inverse proportional relation-
ship between the reliability-targeted behaviour factor qRT and the yearly target seismic 
reliability index bt,1. It can be noted how low values of desirable seismic safety level 
correspond to high qRT factors, given that it is sufficient to design with small spectral 
acceleration, and thus the UHS elastic spectral acceleration Sae(T1) at the first period T1 
can be significantly reduced by qRT to obtain the sizing Sad(T1). On the contrary, high target 
seismic reliability indexes are related to low qRT factors, since in those cases it may be 
necessary to increase the UHS elastic spectral acceleration Sae((T1).
However, a limited range of desirable seismic reliability indexes must be considered for 
a specific site of interest, due to some constraints directly linked to code provisions and 
geometrical limitations. In particular, lower bound is governed by minimum provisions, 
given that below a certain spectral acceleration, seismic design is negligible if compared 
to the static one and so only minimum detailing provisions are the key elements that 
can contribute to the definition of the horizontal capacity of the structural system. On 
the opposite side, the upper bound is limited since elements sections cannot be in-
creased indefinitely. Consequently, it is also not possible to satisfy higher values of bt,1 
than the one linked with the first sizing case where maxima in terms of geometrical 
dimensions of beams or columns are exceeded: for higher values.
The allowable bt,1 values for RC bare frames placed in the locations shown in Fig3 are 
enclosed in the interval 3.5 to 5.2, whereas for the infilled configurations the reference 
range is between 2.3 and 5.0. It is worth to recall also how qRT-bt,1 curves seem to shift 
left-side as far as the seismicity of the location increases. 
Lastly in the infilled frames a difference can be appreciated when looking at results for 
the 3-stories configurations with respect to the latter 6- and 9-stories ones. In particu-
lar, it seems that in the first case it is not possible to reach configurations whose their 
horizontal capacity is given by code minima detailing provisions, and such issue may be 
strictly linked to the enhanced impact of the infilled frames in the 3-stories configurati-
on that already in itself is the most stiff among those analysed. 

5 Conclusions

The present work illustrated the effects of current Italian Building Code provisions on 
the resulting performance of RC bare and infilled frames designed in different Italian 
locations. To this purpose, a general framework was built up and composed by an au-
tomatized prototype seismic design software coupled with a seismic reliability asse-
ssment tool in order to link seismic design actions to resulting failure rates. A wide nu-
merical campaign based on the execution of NLTHAs was carried out investigating a 
large set of archetypes characterized by different design ductility classes and number 
of floors, as well as various locations over the Italian territory with the aim to consider 
different seismicity levels. Results highlighted how the seismic performance of code-
compliant RC frames in Italy is strictly related to seismic hazard of construction’s site, 
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whereas a negligible influence on the failure rates can be attributed to the elevation of 
the buildings as well as the design ductility class. The work demonstrated in such a way 
how current code provisions fail in ensuring a uniform seismic performance in Italy. 
Moreover, to fill this serious shortcoming, the second part of the study was focused 
in developing qRT-bt,1 curves able to provide a new set of reliability-targeted behaviour 
factors qRT for designers interested in achieving a desirable seismic safety a priori set by 
fixing a bt,1 value of interest. Such new qRT factors are in this way able to account for both 
the seismic hazard of the site as well as the target seismic safety acceptable for the de-
signer. Results stressed the attention also on the role of masonry panels on the overall 
performance of the infilled RC frames, highlighting how even if current code provisions 
not explicitly indicate to account them as structural elements, they effectively interact 
with the RC frame providing a non-negligible stiffening contribution that reflects in a 
worsening of the seismic safety of such building archetypes. For this reason, it is sug-
gested to consider as effective qRT values those proposed from the results of the analy-
ses carried out on the infilled configurations, so as to better capture the real seismic 
behaviour of the structural system. 
This hands-on approach adopted in the present work could sound too hard-working 
because of the huge amount of analyses required to obtain such reliability-targeted 
behaviour factors. Future efforts will be therefore oriented in the development of ana-
lytical formulations that could immediately determine their values, and so facilitate the 
use also over the technical community of structural design engineers.
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Abstract
With the development of the new technologies and the modern residential and industrial 
buildings typology the non-structural components and systems become major part of the total 
value in building construction. This damage may result in loss of functionality, economic loss due 
to damage and even life safety hazards. Since they are not amenable to traditional structural 
analysis, full-scale experimental testing is crucial to understand their behavior under earthquake. 
In this paper, results of the experimental testing of non-structural elements including raised 
floors, ceilings and cleanroom systems, performed at the Dynamic Testing Laboratory in the 
Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology - IZIIS, Skopje, Republic of North 
Macedonia will be presented. Seismic certification of this systems has been conducted according 
to AC-156 - Acceptance criteria for seismic qualification by shake table testing for non-structural 
components. For this reason, a steel cube structure was properly designed in order to simulate 
the seismic effects at a generic building story where different types and configurations of non-
structural elements were implemented. Results have been obtained in terms of accelerations, 
displacements and strains in characteristic points. The systems showed good performance and it 
was confirmed that all acceptance criteria have been fulfilled during and after the seismic tests. 
Based on the experimental research it was observed that most of the tested non-structural 
elements successfully passed the seismic acceptance criteria for shake table testing of non-
structural components and systems according to ICC AC-156.

Key words: partition walls, shake table test, non-structural elements, AC-156
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1 General appearance

The use of non-structural elements in modern buildings like industrial and business 
centers or in laboratories and hospitals with precious equipment is constantly gaining 
attention due to the intensity of their implementation as well as their value. Even tho-
ugh they are considered as completely non-structural elements, in the events of ear-
thquakes, they are more vulnerable than the primary system. Their damage may re-
sult in loss of functionality, economic loss due to damage and even life safety hazards 
[1,2]. Since there are many different types of products whose seismic response has 
not been fully experimentally investigated and there is lack of strict design standards, 
the investors require seismic certification by shake table testing. For the purpose of 
seismic qualification of specific types of raised floors, ceilings and cleanroom systems 
by shake table testing in the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Sei-
smology in Skopje, Republic of N. Macedonia, a series of shake table seismic tests have 
been performed according to the ICC AC-156 criteria [3]. Analysis of dynamic behavior 
has been performed and results on earthquake response of the considered elements 
have been obtained. Many different configurations of products were tested based on 
the most frequent installation scenarios. Hence, there were 32 different raised floor 
configurations, varying in height, constraints, etc., 6 ceiling configurations and 11 clean-
room system configurations. All of them were subjected to biaxial, artificially produced 
earthquake excitation time history. Although most of the tested elements successfully 
fulfilled the standard requirements, valuable data regarding the seismic response of the 
specific nonstructural elements was also acquired. The testing procedure and selected 
results are briefly presented in this paper.

2 Testing procedure

The testing program has been selected to comply with the seismic certification test 
procedure described in chapter 6 of AC156 - Acceptance Criteria for Seismic Certifica-
tion by Shake Table Testing of Non-structural Components [3]. Specifically, the criteria 
require simultaneous testing in both horizontal and vertical direction. Each specimen 
was tested under two different types of excitations, resonant frequency search excita-
tions and time-history seismic excitations, for determination of the natural frequencies 
of the specimens and the global dynamic response, respectively. All non-structural ele-
ments were tested in the Laboratory for Dynamic Testing in the Institute of Earthquake 
Engineering and Engineering Seismology. The IZIIS’ shake table comprises a 5m by 5m 
platform supported by two lateral and four vertical actuators, providing 5 degrees-of-
freedom (DOF). The table can carry up to 40 tons and a peak table acceleration of 3.0g 
with peak displacements of ±125 mm in horizontal direction and acceleration of 1.5g 
with peak displacement of ±60 mm in vertical direction. The shake table uses new, sta-
te-of-the-art digital control system produced by MTS and data acquisition system pro-
duced by National Instruments.
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2.1 Resonant frequency test 

For the resonant frequency search tests, random and sine sweep excitations have been 
applied in each direction, horizontally and vertically independently, before testing of each 
specimen (initial state), after certain biaxial tests and after all performed tests (final state). 
The performed random and harmonic tests were in a frequency domain of 1.0-35.0(40.0) 
Hz, with sweep rate of 2.0 octave/min and with peak excitation level of 0.01g-0.05g, in ho-
rizontal and vertical direction. Beside the standard resonant tests performed for each type 
of non-structural elements, additional sine-sweep tests were carried out for determination 
of the dynamic characteristics for different sizes and heights of raised floor systems. These 
excitations were performed with 0.02g input acceleration in both X and Z direction, in frequ-
ency range of 1.0-40 Hz and 1.0-45.0 Hz for Y and Z direction, respectively. 

2.2 Seismic tests

The main purpose of the testing procedure is to generate acceleration or test spectrum 
time histories in accordance with the prescribed standardized spectra in vertical and 
horizontal directions, respectively. Bi-axial time history tests, in accordance with the 
6.5 Multi-frequency Seismic Simulation Tests of AC156 [3], were carried out by simul-
taneous, but independent inputs in the horizontal and vertical axes, each producing the 
Required Response Spectrum (RRS) along the respective reference axis calculated with 
1/12 octave of frequency bandwidth, 5 % damping and prescriptions reported in AC156. 
The non-symmetric, non-structural elements were rotated for 90° in order each direc-
tion to be tested. The tests were conducted by gradually increasing the intensity of the 
time history earthquake, starting with 0.23g and 0.17g and finishing with 0.92g and 
0.64g in Y and Z direction, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the maximum input acceleration 
time history plots in horizontal and vertical direction as well as the corresponding Test 
Response Spectra (TRS) that match the Required Response Spectra given in AC 156.

Figure 1. Input time histories of the test with the highest excitation and TRS vs RRS
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3 Raised floors

3.1 Description of the tested specimen

The tested units consisted of vertical bearing support elements, steel pedestals with 
varying heights of 0.5 m, 1.0 m and 1.5 m, fixed on the bottom and on the top, connec-
ted by a grid of perpendicular steel beams, each one of them intersecting the longitu-
dinal axis of the pedestals [4-6]. The longitudinal and transverse distance between the 
pedestals was 0.6 m, i.e., the same as the sides of the floor panels. The only difference 
between the setups were the 0.5 m high raised floors, where on the top of the pede-
stals, the floor panels were put directly on special shaped joints on the pedestals, wit-
hout the steel beam grid substructure. Additionally, the different configurations varied 
in terms of bracings, i.e., they were without and with adjustable steel bracings inserted 
in order to limit the horizontal motions of the raised floor sub-structure. Depending on 
the type of the raised floor, different bracings were used. 
In order to additionally explore the behavior of the increasing number of modules, a 
varying number of panels were tested, i.e. one panel, three by three, five by five and 
seven by seven panels, filling the space in the steel cube representing a real life scenario 
where the floor is constrained by the elements of the primary structural system, resul-
ting in 32 different configurations. 
The last variation considered in the investigation was the type and amount of additional 
load added to the floor panels, simulating distributed and concentrated load. 
In Fig. 2, a five by five panel configuration without the additional load from the 1.0m tall 
pedestals is shown on the left and a view of a raised floor structure from the bottom is 
shown on the right side.

Figure 2. Five by five panel configuration – left. Raised floor structure – right
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3.2 Instrumentation

The specific and numerous experimentally tested raised floor configurations had a type 
of modular instrumentation that was easily adjustable as the number of panels was 
increasing. Four different types of transducers, namely, accelerometers (ACC), linear 
potentiometers (LP), linear variable differential transformers (LVDT) and strain gauges 
(SG) were installed to measure acceleration, absolute displacement and relative displa-
cement. Their precise placement on the raised floor structure and steel cube is shown 
in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Instrumentation set up for a raised floor system

3.3 Selected results

For the raised floor systems 1.0 m high, based on the presented results, the following 
frequencies in horizontal direction were obtained: for the configuration with bracings 
starting from 1x1 panel, 3x3 panels, 5x5 panels and 7x7 panels, frequencies of 30.02 
Hz, 11.35 Hz, 7.32 Hz, 6.19 Hz respectively were measured (Fig. 4a). It was observed 
that the increase of the number of panels led to a decrease of the value of the reso-
nant frequency. The same tendency is visible for the panels without bracings where, 
in the same configurations, the measured respective frequencies of 6.36 Hz, 4.25 Hz, 
3.81 Hz, 4.67 Hz are significantly lower compared to the previous ones (configurations 
with bracings) due to the lower stiffness. If the results obtained for the frequencies are 
compared, it is obvious that the increased number of panels and the use of bracings 
significantly reduce the value of the resonant frequency.
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Figure 4. Change of dynamic characteristics of raised floors a) 1.0m high, b) 1.5m high

Analyzing the 1.5 m high raised floor system, the following frequencies in horizontal 
direction were obtained: for the configuration with bracings starting with 1x1 panel, 
2x2 panels, 3x3 panels and 5x5 panels, frequencies of 33.1 Hz, 20.1 Hz, 11.1 Hz, 5.3 
Hz were measured, respectively (Fig. 4b). It can also be observed that the increase of 
the number of panels leads to a decrease of the value of the resonant frequency. The 
presence of bracings had a clear influence on the frequency value. The removal of the 
bracings leads to stiffness degradation of the floor and lower frequency value. A simi-
lar tendency is also visible in the case of panels without bracings where, for the same 
configurations, the measured frequencies of 4.8 Hz, 4.3 Hz, 3.5 Hz, 3.3 Hz, respectively, 
are significantly lower compared to the configurations with bracings due to the lower 
stiffness.
The plots in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the input acceleration time history versus the accele-
ration time history at the level of floor panels. The maximum input acceleration is 0.85g 
and the top acceleration with certain amplification ranges from 3.7g to 5.1g for the 
specific measured points.

Figure 5. Input TH vs output TH of acceleration at point 5, a) braced, b) unbraced, 1.0m high

Figure 6. Input TH vs output TH of acceleration at point 5, a) braced, b) unbraced, 0.5m high
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Related to the dynamic behavior during the most intensive seismic tests, there was 
noticeable sliding and slight separation of the panels, but there was no damage of the 
elements of the system and no change in the stability of the tested configurations.

4 Ceiling systems

Ceiling systems represent suspended nonstructural elements intended to architectu-
rally form space and simultaneously provide space for the necessary air ventilation 
systems or other types of installations. 

4.1 Description of the tested specimen

Testing of ceiling systems has been carried out by examining 10 different types of pa-
nels divided into two layouts [7]. Each layout consisted of 5 different types of panels, 
supported by steel profiles set in a basic steel cube. Both layouts were tested biaxially 
in both orthogonal directions (Y-Z and X-Z). For the ceilings of layout 1, some additional 
components as seismic clips, screws and stoppers were used, while for the ceilings of 
layout 2, stoppers and ropes were used. During the tests, additional load of different 
weight was added to some of the panels simulating real-life exploitation scenarios.

4.2 Instrumentation

The testing protocol consisted of sine sweep tests and biaxial test, simultaneously in 
horizontal and vertical direction, according to the general testing methodology. A total 
number of 46 tests were performed for testing all 6 configurations. The response of 
the models was monitored by data acquisition system and transducers consisting of 20 
accelerometers (ACC), 12 linear variable differential transducers (LVDT), 1 linear poten-
tiometer (LP) and 5 strain gages (SG), providing information about accelerations, relative 
and absolute displacement and deformation at different points. Graphical representati-
on as well as photo of the test setup and instrumentation are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Ceiling systems - test setup and instrumentation

4.3 Selected results

The maximum relative horizontal displacement of the most flexible ceiling panel was 
13.5 mm measured by LVDT 1 (Layout 1 – Configuration 1), while the maximum re-
lative vertical displacement between the steel profile and the panel was 14.9 mm as 
measured by LVDT1 (Layout 1 – Configuration 2), Fig. 8. The maximum measured acce-
leration in horizontal direction was 4.25g (accelerometer ACC01) and the maximum 
measured acceleration in vertical direction was 3.20g (accelerometer ACC02) (Layout 
1 – Configuration 2). The selected time histories are shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 8. Time histories of maximum relative displacement, a) configuration 1, b) configuration 2

Figure 9. Time histories of maximum measured accelerations, a) ACC 01, b) ACC 02
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During and after the seismic test, all units of the ceiling systems and their supporting 
structures showed neither damage nor loss of function, except two different types of 
panels, which fell during the strongest tests.

5 Cleanroom systems

Cleanroom systems are special type of closed rooms inside the main structural systems. 
They have specific dust-proof, humidity-proof or some other special characteristics. 

5.1 Description of the tested specimen

Cleanroom systems are generally more complicated non-structural systems than ra-
ised floors and ceilings because they contain more non-structural elements, ceilings, 
partitions, raised floors, etc. The tested specimen for clean room systems were divided 
into two different layouts [8]. The first layout consisted of one type of a ceiling system, 
15 different partition walls, 2 different types of doors and one type of installations. The 
second layout consisted of one type of a ceiling system, 20 different partition walls, 
2 different types of doors and one type of installations. Each layout had an additional 
or optional component as silicone wall or bracing system. Moreover, an imposed load 
of 150 kg/m2 or a point load of 4x150 kg were used for testing of the systems. Since 
the cleanroom systems were not symmetrical, they were rotated for 90° in order both 
horizontal directions to be tested. Taking into consideration combinations of variables 
including non-structural element, silicone wall, bracing systems, type of load and rota-
tion of specimens, eleven different configurations of clean-room systems were tested. 

5.2 Instrumentation

Fig. 10 presents a photo of one of the tested configurations as well as the specific in-
strumentation. Each configuration was tested biaxially, simultaneously in horizontal 
and vertical direction, according to the general testing methodology described in section 
2. A total number of 62 tests were performed for testing all 11 configurations. To obtain 
valuable data, 26 different transducers were used, out of which 11 accelerometers, 4 
strain gauges and 11 linear variable differential transformers.

Figure 10. Photo of the tested clean room and instrumentation scheme
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5.3 Selected results

Maximum relative displacement of 19.6 mm and maximum acceleration of 6.4g were 
measured during the intensive seismic tests. The corresponding time histories are pre-
sented in Fig. 11. After the test performed according to the test procedure, no visible 
damage nor loss of function was noticed in 9 configurations. In the remaining 2 configu-
rations, slight bending of some panels and braces of the ceiling system was observed. 

Figure 11. Time histories of maximum rel. displacement and acceleration during the seismic tests

6 Conclusions

During earthquakes, non-structural components can be seriously damaged, and their 
failure can result in loss of human lives and extensive repair costs. Their stability and 
seismic performance are necessary to be verified according to the acceptance criteria in 
the prescribed standards. 
The presented testing of different configurations and layouts of raised floors, ceilings 
and cleanroom systems was performed at the Dynamic Testing Laboratory of the In-
stitute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology, “Ss. Cyril and Methodi-
us” University in Skopje, Republic of N. Macedonia according to the AC156 acceptance 
criteria for seismic qualification by shake table testing of non-structural components. 
Qualification by biaxial testing in horizontal and vertical direction was simultaneously 
performed with corresponding Test Response Spectra (TRS) that match the Required 
Response Spectra (RRS) given in AC156. 
The obtained results of this complex experimental research showed that almost all te-
sted systems successfully passed the seismic acceptance criteria for shake table te-
sting of non-structural components and systems according to the applied standard.
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Abstract
During the past earthquakes, we have witnessed extensive structural damage on modern high-
rise buildings. The use of flat-slab or partially flat-slab system, inadequate seismic dilatation joints, 
occurrence of plastic hinges in columns, short columns mechanism, building additional storeys on 
already designed/constructed structures, inadequate transverse reinforcement in columns and 
beams and so on. The solution to the problem is in implementing the most recent knowledge 
in analysis, design and construction. The Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering 
Seismology has established a methodology to improve the current practice procedures, enabling 
analysis and design of robust and economical reinforced concrete structures with controlled 
and conducted ductile behaviour of elements and systems in general, up to ultimate limit states 
of the strength and deformability. The process of designing stable and economic structures is 
extremely complex, due to the necessary harmonization of a series of parameters related to the 
construction on one hand and its response to actual earthquakes on the other.
The methodology and the dynamic response of real reinforced concrete buildings is presented 
here, through block diagrams and results from analysed examples. The reinforced concrete 
structures are designed with controlled and dictated ductile behaviour of the structural elements 
and the structure as a whole, for gravity/static loads and also for seismic/dynamic impacts that 
are expected for the defined location.

Key words: dynamic response, ductile behaviour, reinforced concrete structures
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1 Introduction

The methodology of analysis, design, construction and control of stable masonry and 
reinforced concrete structures with controlled and dictated behaviour under gravity and 
seismic effects has been developing continuously since the nineties of the last century. 
The engineers recognized the need for controlled dynamic response of newly designed 
structures so that a major part of the designed and constructed structures are with 
optimized strength and deformability under seismic effects expected on the considered 
sites.
With the break-up of Yugoslavia and privatization of large construction companies, 
there have occurred a number of inconsistencies in organization, staff competency and 
staff availability, for both analysis and design and even more so for realization and con-
trol of construction. In addition to this, insufficient control of quality of materials, mainly 
cement, concrete and reinforcement was common.
The practice of design of controlled dynamic response was effectively stopped. Only 
IZIIS has been consistently applying modern practices and knowledge, but only in a 
small number of structures in which it has been involved in the design process.
Due to a lack of continuity in the training of young engineers, by the more experienced 
engineers, a gap of knowledge appears, in designing earthquake resistant structures. 
Also, the occurrence of modern software packages that are relatively accessible for use, 
but utterly unfavourable if a structure is improperly positioned, referring mainly to di-
mensions and ratios between dimensions of slabs, beams, columns and foundations.
On the other hand, the obligation imposed to institutions and engineering staff by legal 
technical regulations regarding their contribution to protection of occupants of struc-
tures against earthquakes seems to have been forgotten.
Damages and failure of modern buildings during recent earthquakes have shown all the 
weaknesses due to inconsistent observation of modern knowledge of analysis, design 
and construction of earthquake resistant structures. 

Figure 1. a); b) Failure of modern buildings during recent earthquakes 
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Most frequently constructed and designed are reinforced concrete structures, frame 
reinforced concrete structures, reinforced concrete structures with shear walls and pre-
fabricated large panel structures. As recent earthquakes have shown, most vulnerable 
are stone masonry structures and masonry structures with solid brick with or without 
horizontal and vertical reinforced concrete belts, and most of the existing structures in 
our regions are of this type. 

2  IZIIS Methodology for design and analysis of new structures as 
well as repair and strengthening of damaged or non-damaged 
masonry and reinforced concrete structures

Based on the performed synthesis of results from analytical and experimental inves-
tigations of elements of masonry systems and reinforced concrete structures in the 
world and in our country, IZIIS has proposed and developed a procedure for design and 
analysis of new structures as well as repair and strengthening of damaged masonry 
systems and reinforced concrete structures exposed to static and dynamic effects.
State of the art knowledge for designing and constructing, stable and economically jus-
tified structural systems, point out that the current practice and regulations do not pro-
vide sufficient analysis and checks to achieve the desired goal, controlled and dictated 
ductile structural behaviour of the structural elements and the system as a whole. 
IZIIS has established a methodology to improve the current practice procedures, ena-
bling analysis and design of robust and economical masonry and reinforced concrete 
structures with controlled and conducted ductile behaviour of elements and systems 
in general, up to ultimate limit states of the strength and deformability. The process of 
designing stable and economic structures is extremely complex, due to the necessary 
harmonization of a series of parameters related to the construction on one hand and its 
response to actual earthquakes on the other.
The methodology and the dynamic response of real reinforced concrete buildings is pre-
sented here, through flow chart shown in Figure 2.
As an example to explain the methodology, here presented are prefabricated large panel 
reinforced concrete structures, due to their complex behaviour under seismic effects. 
The purpose of the methodology is to design structural elements with controlled and 
dictated ductile behaviour up to ultimate states (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. Flow chart of proposed procedure 

Figure 3. Ductile mechanism of behaviour of panel/wall
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The proposed mathematical relationship, through a polygonal strength - deformability 
diagram provides the possibility to include all the phases of the mechanism of behav-
iour during the creation and the opening of cracks, yielding of the main reinforcement, 
crushing of concrete in the compressed part of the joint with more or less sliding along 
the length of the horizontal or the vertical joint up to complete failure mechanism (Fig-
ure 4).

Figure 4. “BOZINOVSKI” hysteretic model P - δ

With the proposed polygonal diagram, the effect of initial stiffness, the effect of stiff-
ness deterioration depending on deformation and number of cycles, the effect of stiff-
ness and deformability in reversible cyclic loading and finally the effect of sliding at each 
loading cycle could be considered.

3 Example 

Characteristic large panel structure (Figure 5) has been selected to demonstrate the 
proposed procedure. Figures 6 to 10 show some final results from the analysis.
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Figure 5. Layout of the three-story panel structure

Figure 6. Structural system response for amax = 0.427g(Petrovac N-S), Storey 2. P - d diagram
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Figure 7. Structural system response for amax = 0.336g(Petrovac N-S), Storey 2. P - d diagram

Figure 8. Structural system response for amax = 0.427g(Petrovac N-S), Storey 1. St - t diagram

Most frequently the structures are subjected to foreshock and main shock (Figure 9), so 
the procedure enables to obtain dynamic response of the structure for several earth-
quakes in order to show degradation of the stiffness and strength parameters. Fig. 10 
and 11 show the results from the analyses for the chosen earthquake.
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Figure 9. Main shock and aftershock Umbro Marchigiano, time - history

Figure 10. Structural response: a) time - displacement; b) time - stiffness, 

Figure 11. Structural response Force - Displacement
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4  Contribution to the methodology for analysis, design, 
construction and control of stable reinforced concrete structures 
with controlled and dictated behaviour under gravity and seismic 
effects

Motivated by the manifested damages and failure of modern high rise RC structures, in 
addition to analyses that have so far been performed, two characteristic RC structures 
designed and constructed by different design firms, contractors and producers of con-
crete and reinforcement, has been analysed. 

Figure 12. Structural response Storey - Ductility Figure 13. Structural response Storey - Ductility

The results from the analyses show that the structure with more acceptable dimen-
sions of columns and walls and more acceptable concrete classes achieved during con-
struction, exhibited a considerably more favourable behaviour referring to both strength 
and deformability capacity and dynamic response to real seismic effects. In addition, it is 
generally concluded that both structures do not completely satisfy the criteria referring 
to controlled and dictated dynamic response (Figures 12 and 13).

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we consider that it is necessary that the engineers and the competent 
institutions recognize the need for explicit realization of the methodology for analysis, 
design, construction and control of stable RC structures with controlled and dictated 
ductile behaviour of elements and entire structural systems under external gravity/
static and seismic/dynamic effects expected at the considered sites, with intensity and 
frequency content.
The results from the analyses show that the structure with more acceptable dimen-
sions of columns and walls and more acceptable concrete classes achieved during con-
struction, exhibited a considerably more favourable behaviour referring to both strength 
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and deformability capacity and dynamic response to real seismic effects. In addition, it is 
generally concluded that both structures do not completely satisfy the criteria referring 
to controlled and dictated dynamic response.
Based on performed analytical and experimental tests on RC structural systems, mod-
ern knowledge and manifested unfavourable behaviour of structures during recent 
earthquakes, we consider that it is necessary to emphasize, once again, the key mo-
ments in the process of design and construction and amend the procedure with an addi-
tional step: analysis of stability of the constructed structure. The analysis could be done 
based on constructed elements with cross-section, reinforcement, quality of concrete 
and built-in reinforcement. The analysis will define, the stability of a constructed struc-
ture and the level of its vulnerability. Depending on the vulnerability of the structure, the 
constructed structure will be either accepted or structurally improved. It is the best if 
this phase is done as early as in the process of construction or upon the finishing of the 
structural part, prior to proceeding with the remaining phases.
The analyses show that it is of a great importance to optimize structures based on dy-
namic response in the process of design and control dynamic response based on con-
structed structural elements and integral systems. We are continuing with analysis of a 
numerous structures, in order to diagnose the weak steps in the process of design and 
construction and verify the knowledge that has been gained so far.
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Many historical centres in Europe, including the city centre of Zagreb, feature masonry 
building aggregates, which developed as the building layout of the city was densified. 
Adjacent buildings in aggregates often share a structural wall and the building that was 
constructed second connects to the wall of the first building through a dry joint. When 
compared to the response of single free-standing buildings, several factors make the 
seismic response of masonry building aggregates more complex: It is not unusual for 
adjacent units to have different material properties, area and distribution of openings, 
roof and floor heights and orientations, and construction details. All these factors can 
result in an out-of-phase behaviour of adjacent units and potential separation and po-
unding of the units. The interface behaviour which needs to account for this interaction 
adds another level of uncertainty to the already complex behaviour.
The advances in the modelling of unreinforced masonry aggregates were impeded by 
the scarce experimental data. A stone masonry aggregate was designed in the EUCEN-
TRE laboratory in Pavia, Italy to reproduce the features typical for existing unreinforced 
masonry aggregates in Basel, Switzerland. It was subjected to a unidirectional seis-
mic excitation in both the original and strengthened configuration [1, 2]. Senaldi et al. 
[3, 4], Formisano et al. [5-7], and Maio [8] modelled unreinforced masonry aggregates 
with equivalent frame approach, using non-linear macroelements [9] implemented in 
TREMURI software [10]. Even with some disagreements on the demands imposed on 
the units of an aggregate, overall, the studies found the influence of adjacent units to be 
important for the evaluation of the seismic behaviour of masonry aggregates. However, 
all the models featured a perfect connection between the units of an aggregate. Model-
ling the adjacent units as isolated or fully connected can result in conservative approxi-
mations regarding the PGA at failure, but ignores the complex response stemming from 
adjacent unit interaction. Interaction includes relative displacements in the longitudinal 
and transversal direction and potential pounding. To account for this, a new nD interface 
material model was developed and implemented into OpenSEES software [11]. 
To study the effect of interface modelling on the seismic response of a building ag-
gregate, a case study aggregate was modelled using the Equivalent Frame Approach 
and a newly developed macroelement for modelling the in-plane and out-of-plane re-
sponse of masonry walls [12]. The model was subjected to a bi-directional non-linear 
time history analysis using different modelling approaches regarding the interface: fully 
connected units, isolated units, 1D non-linear interface, and a newly developed nD non-
linear interface material model. Uncertainty of the masonry and interface parameters is 
taken into account to give a stochastic response. 
The results are reported in terms of the force-displacement response of the aggregate 
and failure mechanisms with regards to the interface model. Special attention is paid to 
the aggregate behaviour in relation to the interface separation. The results show that 
the PGA leading to failure is the least sensitive of the investigated response parame-
ters. A simplification in the representation of the interface behaviour can, however, lead 
to a different failure mode and failure location in the building. This becomes especially 
relevant when the analysis serves as input for the design of retrofit interventions.
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Estimation of the seismic capacity of existing buildings is of great importance for the 
safety of inhabitants in the old cities and settlements. This paper presents estimation 
of the seismic bearing capacity and collapse mechanism of several masonry buildings 
typical for the historical city centres and surrounding areas along Dalmatian costs (Fig1). 
The evaluation is performed according to Eurocode 8 [1] and corresponding Croatian 
standard [2, 3] using static non-linear pushover analysis. Complete 3D models of ma-
sonry structures were made by TREMURI software [4] assembling 2-nodes macro-
elements, representing the non-linear behaviour of masonry panels and piers. The 
macro-element considers both the shear-sliding damage failure mode and its evolu-
tion, controlling the strength deterioration and the stiffness degradation, and rocking 
mechanisms, with toe crushing effect, modelled by means of phenomenological non-
linear constitutive law with stiffness deterioration in compression.
The response of the structure is investigated along the two orthogonal axes, in both the 
positive and negative directions. Non-regular distribution of the masses is considered 
by the assumption of an eccentricity of the lateral loads equal to ±5 % of the maximum 
floor dimension at each level. Three lateral load distributions (uniform, linear and modal) 
with the presence of eccentricity give in total 24 analyses. Each pushover analysis re-
sults with the MDOF capacity curve which transform in bilinear SDOF ones. The capacity 
of the structure is expressed in peak ground acceleration corresponding to the end of 
bilinear curve. Type 1 response spectrum [1, 2] and soil class A are used. The design 
ground acceleration defined by seismic hazard map for the return period of 475 years 
is equal to ag=0.22g. The seismic capacity of the buildings is defined by checking if the 
seismic demand represents with 475 years is satisfied. Local mechanism failure was 
analysed in order to check local behaviour, such us the lack of connection among per-
pendicular walls, poor connection among floors/roofs and walls, etc.

 

Figure 1.  a) Historical centre of Kaštel Kambelovac with stone masonry buildings; b) Typical family houses 
outside of historical centre

The first group of examples considers stone masonry buildings in the historical city cen-
tre of Kaštel Kambelovac (Fig. 1a) built between the 15th and 19th centuries. They were 
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made of stone blocks with mortar joints with a thickness of the walls between 45 and 
75 cm and flexible wooden floors. Numerical predictions of the collapse acceleration by 
non-linear static analyses show that no building meets the seismic requirement equal 
to ag = 0.22g in either direction. Namely, the peak ground acceleration corresponding to 
the collapse of the buildings are in the range of 0.07g and 0.10g. The failure occurs due 
to different collapse modes such as shear, bending, tension and compression failures. 
Evaluation of the local mechanism failure shows that critical acceleration yet it arises 
for the global behaviour. For example, analysis of public library showed that the lowest 
collapse acceleration is obtained for linear distribution of lateral forces and it is equal to 
0.079g, while the lowest value of the failure acceleration in analysis of local mechanism 
is 0.130g (Fig. 2).

Figure 2.  Results of global and local analysis of Public Library: a) Critical pushover curve; b) Critical local 
mechanism failure

The second group of buildings are typical family houses (Fig. 1b) outside of the historical 
core made as masonry structures consist of concrete or clay blocks without or with con-
crete boundary elements (beam or/and columns) depending on the construction period. 
The results for collapse accelerations obtained by pushover analysis are compared for 
2-floor and 3-floor buildings made of: (1) unbounded concrete masonry built before the 
first seismic regulation in 1964; (2) concrete masonry with horizontal RC beams typical 
for the period between 1964. and 1980.; (3) concrete masonry with horizontal RC beams 
and RC columns built between 1980. and 2005. and (4) clay masonry with horizontal RC 
beams and RC columns which are seismically resistant structures due to the applications 
of modern design standards based on Eurocode 8. Calculated capacity accelerations show 
that only buildings built according Eurocode 8 meet the seismic requirement.
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Abstract
In this paper, the seismic response of a 5 story reinforced concrete (RC) frame system building 
is analysed through the fragility analysis. The construction is designed in accordance with 
structural Eurocodes: EN1990; EN1991; EN1992; EN1998, as a ductility class high (DCH) system. 
For the analysis of the response of structural system to the earthquake actions, the methods 
of nonlinear static (NSA) and nonlinear dynamic analyses (NDA) were applied and, based on the 
obtained results, fragility curves were constructed using statistical methods. Fragility curves are 
functions of intensity measure (IM) and engineering demand parameter (EDP). Fragility functions 
represent a possibility for different states of damage to occur in certain structural system, at 
observed value of specified IM. Pushover analysis was performed as a part of NSA and time 
history (TH) procedure was used as a part of incremental NDA. Ten accelerograms, used in NDA, 
are selected and scaled according to EN1998 provisions, for the chosen elastic response spectrum 
and referent PGA. Obtained results were used for the statistical analysis and construction of 
fragility curves. Structural damage state threshold parameters are determined based on the 
methodologies described by Park and Ang and in FEMA, HAZUS and EN codes. Comparative 
analysis of the structural damage probability for the analysed RC building, calculated using 
different methodologies to determine damage states, is applied. Based on the analysis results, 
final remarks and conclusions were formulated.

Key words:  RC building, seismic nonlinear analyses, fragility, FEMA, Eurocode, HAZUS, Damage 
index
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1 Introduction

In the domain of seismic engineering, fragility function can be used to calculate the pos-
sibility for different states of damage to occur in certain construction, at observed value 
of intensity measure. According to [1], one can define a fragility function as a math-
ematical function that expresses the probability that some undesirable event occurs as 
a function of some measure of environmental excitation. Fragility function represents 
the cumulative distribution function of the capacity of an asset to resist an undesirable 
limit state.
In this paper, fragility curves for different types of damage (in term of severity) are func-
tions of intensity measure (IM) represented through values of peak ground accelera-
tion (PGA) and engineering demand parameter (EDP) which is represented through the 
response of the analysed construction. The limit state (LS) values used in this paper as 
EDP, for determination of structural damage, are functions of inter-story drifts (IDR) 
[2, 3], damage index (DI) [4], and PGA [5, 6]. Seismic structural response is analysed 
through nonlinear pushover and time history analysis (THA), using the incremental 
non-linear static analysis (INDA) method. Fragility curves were constructed using math-
ematical statistic and probability methods, based on the obtained results and IM-EDP 
relationship.
In this paper, fragility curves are calculated for a 5 story reinforced concrete (RC) building 
that exhibits the properties of the frame structural system [5]. The structural system 
was designed according to set of structural Eurocodes [5, 7, 8, 9]. Based on the analysis, 
obtained results are compared and final remarks and conclusions were formulated.

2 Methodology of the analysis and structural modelling

2.1 Geometric and material properties of the structure

The subject of the analysis is office-residential building (Fig. 1) with 5 levels (ground 
floor+4 stories). The structural system exhibits the properties of a frame structural sys-
tem [5]. The plan view and the 3D model of the structure are shown in Figure 1. The 
length of one span in both directions is 4.8 m which makes the total length of the build-
ing 19.2 m in both directions. The height of the first story is 3.6 m and the height of the 
other stories is 3.2 m which makes the total height of the building 16.4 m. In order to 
simplify the modelling and calculation process, all vertical elements are fixed at the bot-
tom level of the structure, i.e. soil-structure interaction is not included in the calculation 
and design.
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Figure 1. a) Building plan; b) Numerical model

The design of the structure is done according to the recommendations given in the set 
of structural Eurocodes [5, 7, 8, 9] using linear-elastic analysis methods. Material prop-
erties of concrete C35/45 and reinforcing steel class C (fyk = 500 MPa, Ey = 200 GPa) [9] 
have been adopted for model analysis. 

Figure 2.  Geometric and reinforcement characteristics of the cross-section properties of the beams (left) 
and columns (right) 

The structural design is done according to the European building design standards, for 
the structure that has ductility class high (DCH) behaviour [5]. The calculations are per-
formed using [10]. Geometric and reinforcement characteristics of the cross-section 
properties of the beams and columns are shown in Fig. 2.
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2.2 Loads and actions

The loads acting on the structure are as follows: permanent loads (Gi) – self-weight of 
structural elements and an additional permanent load; the variable-live load (Qi) and 
the seismic load (Si). The adopted value of the permanent constant load is gpl = 3.0 kN/
m2 and the load intensity of the variable-live load amounts q = 2.0 kN/m2 on all floors 
except the roof, where it amounts qR = 1.0 kN/m2. The self-weight load of façade ele-
ments, which is imposed on all façade elements except on the roof is equal to gf = 10.0 
kN/m. The value of the reduction factor of the live loads is ψ2,i = 0.3 [8]. To calculate the 
earthquake impact on the structure, an elastic response spectrum, type 1 was used, for 
ground type C, with the PGA ag = 0.2g. Behaviour factor q of the design response spec-
trum for a frame structural system is equal to 5.85 [5].

2.3 Modal analysis

Modal analysis was performed to determine the fundamental periods of vibrations of 
the system, modes (Fig. 3) and system rigidity or flexibility [5]. It is established that 
the system is torsionally rigid and that translational modes are dominant. Rayleigh vis-
cous (mass – tangent stiffness) proportional damping was used in THA. An overview 
of modern seismic analyses with different damping models is explained in [11]. The 
appropriate values of periods of vibration in both directions for T1 correspond to the 
first translation period in X or Y direction (the structure is orthogonal in the plane and 
its behaviour will be the same in the both main directions). The value of T2 corresponds 
to the period of vibration in which the structure reaches at least 90 % of the sum of the 
effective modal masses [5]. Values of the used periods are T1 = 0.735 s (80.41 % mass), 
T2 = 0.213 s (92.69 % mass in sum).

Figure 3.  Fundamental periods of vibration of nonlinear model: a) translational T1,X ; b) translational T1,Y; 
c) rotational T1,R 
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2.4 Nonlinear dynamic analysis

THA is conducted by using ten particular accelerograms in only one direction at the time 
and not by combining their N-S, W-E and vertical components for 3-directional analysis, 
because of its simplicity and wide application of this method of analysis. The accelero-
grams were chosen from [12, 13] and scaled according to elastic response spectrum for 
the intensity level of 10 % of possibility of exceedance in 50 years (Fig. 4). 
EQ01-EQ06 are selected from [12] and EQ07-EQ10 are selected from [13]. The criteria 
for time-history data selection was that magnitude M>5.5Ms (Type 1 RS [5]), the re-
cords correspond to soil Type C and vs,30 = 180 – 360 m/s [5]. In addition, records from 
[13] are obtained using REXELite tool that allows searching for a suite of waveforms 
compatible with a target spectrum, generated according to [5]. According to [5] the con-
ditions  (T0)≥ag·S and  ≥ 0.9  on the interval of [0.2·T1-2·T2] are satis-
fied (Fig. 4). Selected earthquake data is shown in Table 1. THA data was scaled (Fig. 4) 
with the common scale factor FS = 1.61, which was obtained using the least square 
method (LSM). The whole procedure is very detailed described in [14, 15]. Scaled accel-
erograms are used for INDA, with the increment of ∆PGA = 0.1g, in total scaling factor 
range of 0.1g – 1.0g. 

Figure 4. Response spectrums used in the analysis (scaled RSi, mean RS and mean scaled RS) 
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Table 1. Main properties of the earthquakes that were used in NDA

3 Structural model

3.1 Model for linear-elastic analysis

For calculation and design of the structure in [10], a spatial (3D) model was used. The 
following parameters, assumptions and simplifications were adopted:
 - The calculation includes the effects of second order logic (P-∆);
 - Occurrence of cracks in structural elements was included in the calculation with the 

stiffness reduction of the elements according to [5].
 - The elastic bending stiffness and shear stiffness of columns and beams was reduced 

to 50 %;
 - Torsion stiffness of columns and beams was reduced to 10 % of their elastic stiffness;
 - The elastic bending stiffness of the RC plate was reduced to 50 %.

ID Earthquake 
location

Earthquake ID
(component/orientation)

Station ID/
Code Date/Time MW

Original 
PHA 

[cm/s2]

EQ01 Spitak, 
Armenia 213 (Y) 173 07/12/1988

07:41:24 6.7 179.580

EQ02 Manjil, 
Western Iran 230 (Y) 189 20/6/1990

21:00:08 7.4 87.045

EQ03
Umbria 
Marche, 

Central Italy
286 (Y) 221 26/9/1997

09:40:30 6.0 218.340

EQ04
Umbria 
Marche, 

Central Italy
286 (Y) 224 26/9/1997

09:40:30 6.0 106.660

EQ05 Alkion, Greece 559 (X) 214 15/6/1995
00:15:51 6.5 55.501

EQ06 Düzce, Turkey 497 (Y) 3139 12/11/1999
16:57:20 7.2 112.320

EQ07 Umbria, 
Central Italy

EMSC-
20161030_0000029 

(N-S)
CNE 30/10/2016

06:40:18 6.5 288.280

EQ08
Emilia-

Romagna, 
Italy

IT-2012-0011 (N-S) MOG0 29/5/2012
07:00:02 6.0 167.075

EQ09 Adana, Turkey TK-1998-0063 (E-W) 0105 27/6/1998
13:55:53 6.2 271.955

EQ10
Emilia-

Romagna, 
Italy

IT-2012-0011 (N-S) MIR08 29/5/2012
07:00:02 6.0 242.970
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3.2 Model for nonlinear analysis

In models for post-elastic analysis of structural response to the removal of individual 
vertical elements, the following assumptions and simplifications were used:
 - The calculation includes the effects of second order logic (P-∆);
 - To describe the nonlinear behaviour of the material, the nonlinear properties of the 

material were used to describe the behaviour of concrete (Fig. 5) and reinforcement 
steel [9, 16, 17];

 - Parameters describing the appearance of cracks as a result of elastic bending stiffne-
ss in structural elements from the linear-elastic model were not included in the 
nonlinear model, because plastic hinges are modelled as fiber elements, whereas the 
properties of fibers are described by stress-strain relations in concrete and reinfor-
cement steel (Fig. 5);

 - Columns and beams were modelled as confined RC elements with a protective layer 
of concrete [16];

 - The beams are modelled as “L” and “T” cross sections, with the effective width of the 
RC plate.

 - RC plates are modelled as rigid diaphragms.

Figure 5. Material properties of concrete (left) and rebar (right) 

3.3  Properties of plastic hinges

Plastic hinges are modelled as fiber cross sections. They are modelled by automatic se-
lection of fiber division in the cross section of elements [10]. Among many expressions 
for the calculation of plastic hinge length [18] and because of the inconsistency among 
the values obtained by different expressions, the equations suggested by [19] and [20] 
are the most practical for the modelling and the analysis. It is estimated that the lengths 
of plastic hinges, calculated according to [19] and [20] correspond approximately to the 
relative lengths of columns and beams of 0.1L, where L is the length of the element. 
Therefore, the locations of the hinges are assigned as 0.05L and 0.95L to columns and 
beams in [10]. Behaviour of the fiber plastic hinges used in the calculations is a function 
of auto-discretised group of fibers and their stress-strain relationship for the materials 
which are used in the formation of the structure’s cross-sections (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6.  Schematic representation of column (left) and L beam (right) auto-discretised sections with 
appropriate stress-strain properties depending on material used) 

4 Non-linear analysis results and calculation of fragility curves

4.1 INDA analysis

The results of NSA for mass-proportional and modal load distributions and INDA are 
shown in Fig. 7. Modal pushover curve has a better fit to INDA values, so it was chosen 
as a referent curve for the calculation of fragility curves, using DIPA as EDP, according to 
[4]. To perform the calculation of DIPA, it was necessary to do an bilinear approximation 
of NSA pushover curve, using Equivalent Energy Elastic-Plastic (EEEP) method and de-
termine yielding (dY,FY) = (8.03 cm, 8235.59 kN) and ultimate capacity (dU,FU) = (31.86 cm, 
8235.59 kN) points. Displacement (d), IDR and their mean values in arithmetic space for 
lognormal distribution, obtained using INDA are displayed in Fig. 8. 

Figure 7. NSA and INDA results (left) and pushover curve bilinear approximation (right) 
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Figure 8. Roof displacement (left) and IDR results (right) obtained using INDA

4.2 Damage state performance points

Damage of a structural system may be quantified through threshold performance 
points, which represent the values of EDP, which are obtained by NSA and INDA in this 
paper. There are several methods to define damage state performance points. The ones 
described in [2-6] were used to calculate fragility curves. Park and Ang damage index [4] 
for structural damage (DIPA) is calculated according to following formula:

 (1)

Where dM represents maximum deformation under earthquake in THA, dU ultimate de-
formation capacity under monotonic loading; QY yield strength under monotonic loading; 
dE incremental absorbed hysteretic energy during the earthquake and b is non-negative 
parameter representing the effect of cyclic loading on structural damage, usually equal 
to 0.15 for RC structures [21]. 

Figure 9. DI, DImod1, DImod2 (left) and their comparison to referent DI (right)
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Figure 10. Relationship between DIPA – d and DIPA – IDR

Modified Park and Ang damage index [4], proposed by [22] is calculated by the following 
equation:
  

 (if FU < FY, FY is replaced by FU) (2)

Where DM represents the maximum roof displacement under earthquake in THA, DU ul-
timate roof displacement on bilinearized pushover curve (Fig. 7, right); FY yield roof dis-
placement on bilinearized pushover curve (Fig. 7, right);  absorbed hysteretic energy 
during the earthquake (from t = 0 to t = n, where n is the last integration point of the 
accelerogram). An alternative value for DY may be taken as the first yield displacement 
from THA, at the point of first non-zero value of Eh. Modified DIPA with DY value from the 
bilinearized pushover curve (DImod1) and with DY value from THA (DImod2) are compared to 
the original DIPA (eq.) and it is concluded that the DImod2 has much better fit. More accu-
rate and complex modified DI model was proposed and discussed in [21]. The calculated 
values and their comparation to DIPA (eq. 2) are shown in Fig. 9.
DIPA from the (eq. 1) is chosen for the fragility analysis because it will give the values 
on the safety side. Relation between performance points threshold and EDP values are 
given in Table 2. After the values of DIPA were calculated, it was possible to find a rela-
tionship between d and DIPA and also IDR and DIPA (Fig. 10) using regression analysis in 
[23]. In that way, it was possible to compare damage state thresholds through different 
EDP parameters (Table 2).
In terms of the severity of the structural damage, structural damage states are defined 
as:
 - FEMA: IO – immediate occupancy; LS – life safety; CP – collapse prevention [2],
 - EN1998: DL – damage limitation; SD – significant damage; NC – near collapse [5, 6],
 - DIPA and HAZUS: SD – small damage; MD – moderate damage; ED – extensive dama-

ge; CD – complete damage [3, 4].
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Table 2. Structural damage state threshold values, according to [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

4.3 Statistical analysis of the results 

It is generally assumed that fragility curve is a lognormal distribution function, which 
means that “If a variable is lognormally distributed, its natural logarithm is normally distrib-
uted. Which means it must take on a positive real value, and the probability of it being zero or 
negative is zero.” [1] Using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling tests in [24] on the 
results obtained through INDA method, it is established that for each IM and EDP distri-
bution, the values fit the lognormal distribution. That also means that the relationship 
between ln(IM) and ln(EDP) has normal distribution for each ln(IM) in log-log space (l.l.s.). 
If each probability density function (PDF) in log-log space can be described as Y∼N (μ, σ2) 
and each PDF in arithmetic space (a.s.) as X∼lnN (μ, σ2) , conversion of l.l.s. values to a.s. 
can be performed by following expressions:

 (3)

Where ma.s, μa.s and σa.s represent the mean, median and the standard deviation value of 
the variable in arithmetic space and μ1.1.s represent the mean and median value and σ1.1.s 
represent the standard deviation value of the variable in the log-log space.

4.4 Calculation of fragility curves

Since it is established that for each distribution of IM or EDP, values fit the lognormal 
distribution, probability density function (PDF) will be expressed with the equation:

 (4)

FEMA IO LS CP

IDR [ %] 1 2 4

EN DL SD NC

0.794 1 1.710

PGAg
DS [g] γDL PGAEL = 0.159 γSD PGAEL = 0.2 γNC PGAEL = 0.342

Damage Index SD MD ED CD

DI [-] 0.1 0.25 0.4 1

IDR [ %] 0.262 0.654 1.038 2.573

HAZUS SD MD ED CD

IDR [ %] 0.333 0.6 1.533 4
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where  and  represent the median and the standard devia-
tion value of the variable lnIM for each damage state (DS). 
In case of the calculation of fragility curves, using IM as a referent value for the DS 
threshold [5, 6], the fragility function is calculated as analytical cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) for lognormal distribution:

  (5)

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. 
However, these fragility curves [5, 6] will be a functions of DS probability and IM = IDR or 
IM = d and not IM = PGA, which is characteristic for other DS fragility functions.

Figure 11. Fragility curves calculated according to FEMA [2] (left) and Eurocode [5, 6] (right) DS tresholds

Figure 12. Fragility curves calculated according to Park and Ang [4] (left) and HAZUS [3] (right) DS thresholds

In case of the calculation of fragility curves, using EDP as a referent values, the probabil-
ity of the occurrence of a defined damage state at a particular intensity measure value 
(PDSi|IMj) can be calculated using the expression: 
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  (6)

where  and  are mean and standard deviation in l.l.s. of PDF of the variable 
lnEDPi for a particular lnIMj value. lnEDPi is the lognormal value of a DS threshold. These 
fragility curves are calculated using multiple stripe analysis (MSA) method [25]. Proba-
bility values are calculated at each IMj, for each DSi. When all the probability values are 
calculated, the set of obtained points is fitted for each DS, by using maximum likelihood 
estimation (MLE) method [1, 25]. After applying MLE, we can obtain mean and standard 
deviation  as a function of IM, for both log-log and arithmetic space. 
Because the relationship between PGA and IDR or d is calculated, the fragility curves for 
DS according to [5, 6] can now be converted to functions which have PGA as IM, using 
the described procedure. Calculated fragility curves are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. 
Probability density functions for the occurrence of different states of damage are calcu-
lated using the equations [1, 25]:

  
(7)

Where PDS0 is a probability of no damage to occur and i = 1, …, n and IMj = (0g-1.0g). i is 
an index of a particular DS, and j is an index of a particular IM (PGA). n is a total number 
of damage states. 

Figure 13. Probability for DS to occur at PGA(DL)
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Figure 14. Probability for DS to occur at PGA(SD)

Figure 15. Probability for DS to occur at PGA(NC)

Probability of the occurrence of damage according to [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] is presented for the 
PGA at which the damage states DL (Fig. 13), SD (Fig. 14) and NC (Fig. 15) occur, accord-
ing to [5, 6].

5 Discussion of the results

The analysis shows the difference between the results of the fragility analysis accord-
ing to different DS thresholds. Fragility curves and DS occurrence probability calculated 
according to FEMA [2] will result in the least conservative values, opposing to the pro-
cedure according to Eurocodes [5, 6], which gives the results that are the most on the 
side of safety among all four procedures. Fragility curves and DS occurrence probability 
calculated according to Park and Ang [4] and HAZUS [3] give the similar results, but the 
values according to [4] are a bit more on the safety side.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the comparative analysis of the seismic fragility of a RC frame structure, 
with damage state thresholds, calculated according to different codes [2-6] is per-
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formed. The construction is designed as a DCH system, with behaviour factor q = 5.85. 
The system’s fragility curves were derived from the results of NSA and INDA, using sta-
tistical methods. Different EDP values were selected for the assessment of damage 
states, while PGA was selected as the intensity measure IM. Probabilities of the occur-
rence of each DS for all mentioned codes are determined and compared.
Based on the comparative analysis, it can be concluded that based on the approach for 
determination of EDP values, according to different code, results may wary significantly 
in the range where it can be concluded that the structure is overstrengthened [2] or de-
signed close to its full bearing capacities [5, 6] for design PGA. More descriptive and a bit 
more complex procedures described in [3] and [4], where the fragility results are related 
to IDR [4] and displacement and hysteretic energy [3] values are more in between the 
values obtained by [2] and [5, 6] and they give the most satisfying results in the fragility 
analysis.
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Abstract
Unreinforced masonry building (URM) are rather vulnerable to the influence of stronger earthquake 
motions. This was confirmed during recent earthquake which hit the capital of Croatia Zagreb on 
22nd of March 2020, as well. The most damages were registered on older masonry structures. 
During great rebuild after the World War II large stock of multi-storey residential buildings, mostly 
3 to 6 storeys high, made of unreinforced masonry, were built all over Europe. They are relatively 
stiff with limited ductile behaviour. Considering composite structure and relatively uncertain 
material properties seismic evaluation of existing buildings is not simple engineering task. To 
gain the knowledge about seismic performance of masonry walls experimental tests followed 
by numerical analysis are considered as a logical solution. The full-scale tests on unreinforced 
masonry walls were conducted at the Institute for Materials and Structures at the Faculty of Civil 
Engineering University of Sarajevo. The wall components, full bricks and mortar, were selected in 
way to match the material properties of existing multi-storey masonry buildings in Sarajevo, as 
far as it was possible. The buildings were built in 50’s and early 60’s of the last century, with main 
bearing structure consisting of prefabricated concrete floors and URM walls. The experimental 
results are used to calibrate engineering masonry model, implemented in nonlinear analysis, 
conducted after the experimental research. Some interesting conclusions about seismic response 
of existing unreinforced masonry walls, as well as the need for strengthening of the walls, are 
discussed.

Key words:  unreinforced masonry, earthquake, seismic response, experimental test, nonlinear 
analysis
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1 Introduction

The existing buildings in many parts of the European continent are traditionally built as 
masonry buildings. This is also true for the most of historical buildings, a lot of them be-
longing to cultural heritage of different countries and regions. If we wanted to calculate, 
masonry buildings represent the majority of all built residential buildings, even today 
after decades of expansion of concrete and steel structures [1-3]. 
The West-Balkan is situated in an active seismic region of South-East Europe. This has 
been proven with several strong earthquakes that have hit the region in last 50-60 ye-
ars. Older masonry building are rather vulnerable to the influence of the stronger ear-
thquake motion. This was confirmed during recent earthquake which hit the capital of 
Croatia Zagreb on 22nd of March 2020, as well as due to the earthquakes in the region of 
Petrinja (not far from Zagreb) at the end of December 2020.
Leaving aside simple masonry houses made of earth brick or field stone, traditional way 
of construction of multi-story building, for many decades before the World War II, was 
masonry building, built as unreinforced masonry (URM) with wooden floors. By the mid 
30’s of the last century the first art of half-prefabricated reinforced concrete floors were 
applied in west-Balkan region, which was continued during the great reconstruction 
immediately after the World War II [2]. Many residential areas, composed of buildings of 
that type, were erected in all major cities in the region (Fig. 1). Some of them have been 
even upgraded by one floor in later years. 

Figure 1. Residential area “Grbavica” in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
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2 Typical URM building from 1950’s

The most residential masonry buildings in 1950’s had up to 5 stories, but without verti-
cal reinforced concrete confining elements. Seismic resistance was provided by structu-
ral walls laid in two mutually orthogonal directions viewed in a plan. Whereby, smaller 
number of walls in longitudinal direction was caused by functional demands (Fig. 2). 
After the earthquake in Skopje in 1963, first seismic codes were published and vertical 
reinforced concrete confining elements were introduced in masonry building. Presently, 
confined masonry is the common art of masonry structures, applied in construction of 
multi-story residential buildings [2-4].

Figure 2. Layout of typical multi-story masonry building from 1950’s, ground floor + 4 or 5 floors

The masonry buildings are generally brittle structures, which show relatively satisfac-
tory behaviour up to moderate seismicity. In that case most damages can be predicted 
and also repaired. But, exposed to very strong earthquakes most of the traditional ma-
sonry buildings could suffer heavy structural damages. Within the European Macro-
seismic Scale [5] there are short descriptions of effects that could be expected for the 
specific degree of seismic intensity. The classification of damage degrees for buildings 
is also given within the same scale. Damage degrees are from 1 to 5 that means from 
irrelevant damages or only damages of non-structural elements that correspond to da-
mage 1, to destruction or even building collapse that corresponds to damage degree 5. 
The correlations between seismic vulnerability, damage degrees and damages corres-
ponding for various seismic intensities can be analysed. Typical multi-story buildings 
constructed in 1950’s belong to unreinforced masonry (URM) with reinforced concrete 
floors. It means that in the case of earthquakes corresponding to the seismic intensities 
VIII and IX, roughly PGA between 0.20 and 0.30-0.35 of g (gravitational acceleration), 
damage grades 3 to 4 could be expected. More precisely, grade 3 means: substantial to 
heavy damage (moderate structural damage), large and extensive cracks in most walls, 
roof tiles detach, while grade 4 means: very heavy damage (heavy structural damage), 
serious failure of walls, partial structural failure of roofs and floors. Damages of URM 
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buildings with timber floors are classified even worse, damage degrees from 3 to 5. On 
the contrary, built in of reinforced concrete confinement reduces possible damages at 
least for one grade [1-5]. 
The most severe consequences after a strong earthquake are total or partial collapse of 
the URM building structures, which were observed during Skopje and Banja Luka ear-
thquake (Fig. 3 and 4). Five-story masonry building without vertical reinforced concrete 
confining elements could not withstand earthquake of the seismic intensity 9 (estima-
tion) and collapsed (Fig. 3). Similar observation can be confirmed by failure of the corner 
building (Fig. 4).

Previous considerations have contributed to the decision to conduct tests on unreinfor-
ced masonry wall models, typical for the bearing structure of the multi-story masonry 
buildings from 1950’s, in order to gain closer insight in seismic performance of those 
structure. 

3 Tests on unreinforced masonry walls

An extensive program of experimental research has been conducted at the Institute 
for Materials and Structures of the Faculty of Civil Engineering University of Sarajevo 
between 2014 and 2017 [6-9]. The ideas was to build the testing model (specimen) 
that correspond as much as possible to the masonry walls typical for the residential 
buildings erected in 1950’s and beginning of 1960’s. This assumed full bricks with the 
traditional dimensions 250/120/65 mm (length/width/height) and relatively “weak” 
cement-lime mortar corresponding to the class M2-2.5. The walls and other test ele-
ments were built in the traditional way in the test hall of the Institute mentioned above. 
Firstly, the main mechanical properties of the wall components, brick and mortar were 
tested. This was followed by testing of masonry prisms (wallets) according to newer 
European regulations. According to the information available to us, this was the first 
implementation of masonry prisms testing in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Series of tests 

Figure 3.  Total collapse of URM building, Skopje 
1963

Figure 4.  Partial failure of the masonry building, 
Banja Luka 1969
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are performed at the Institute for Material and Structures in Sarajevo. Tests set up is 
shown on the Fig. 5, on the left side before imposing the loading and on the right side 
after the failure.

Figure 5. Testing of masonry prisms, Institute for Materials and Structures, Sarajevo

Four measuring instruments – LDVTs were installed on the both sides. The average 
compressive strength is 6.48 N/mm2 and the coefficient of variation amounts to 36 %. 
Significant deviation of results can be attributed to numerous factors, not only to varia-
tion of pure mechanical properties of masonry constituents (geometric imperfections 
of specimens and testing machine, transport, varying execution of the mason etc.) The 
average value of the modulus of elasticity is 4024 N/mm2, while the coefficient of va-
riation equals to 46 %. Based on the measured values, it can be concluded that the mo-
dulus of elasticity is considerably smaller than the recommendation given in EC6 [10] 
according to which Em = 1000 fk. However, according to some authors [11] the modulus 
of elasticity may vary within the limits 100 fk ≤ Em ≤ 1000 fk. 

Figure 6. Masonry prisms: stress-strain diagrams due to vertical compression 

As it was mentioned in introduction, unreinforced masonry wall without vertical con-
finement is a typical way of construction for multi-story residential buildings, erected 
after the World War II. That was the reason to build full scale models (specimens) of 
typical bearing wall from those buildings. It is made of full brick and mortar, previously 
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described and tested, taking into account the typical story height of 2.5 m and the wall 
thickness of 25 cm. Two full scale cyclic tests were performed on unreinforced masonry 
walls with dimensions length/height/thickness = 233/237/25 cm, see Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Full scale model (specimen) of URM wall, before and after the test 

The wall specimen was exposed to constant vertical compression equal to 0.4 N/mm2. 
Horizontal load was applied at the top of the wall in the wall plane direction as static 
cycle loading. Following Fig. 8 illustrates the testing protocol, displacement at the top of 
the wall vs. time, in the form of controlled displacement, gradually increased up to 2 cm, 
whereby the identical shift is repeated three times in both directions. 

Figure 8. Protocol for horizontal loading at the top of the wall
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The obtained hysteretic loop is shown in Fig. 9. One can notice significant capacity of 
ductile behavior of the tested URM wall. This differs significantly from traditional re-
commendations on very limited ductile behaviour of the unreinforced masonry walls 
without confinement. It is to repeat here that seismic codes prescribe average beha-
viour factor for URM walls without confinement equal to 1.5, which seems to be rather 
conservative, when compared to the results of the test. 

Figure 9. Horizontal force vs. horizontal displacement at the top of the wall W1

Diagonal cracks, typical damage on masonry walls caused by earthquake motion, were 
observed at the end of the test (see right photo on Fig. 7). Diagonal cracks generally 
follows the vertical and horizontal mortar joints. The crack width reaches several cm at 
some specific points. The diagonal cracks could be more clearly observed on the Fig. 10 
for one side of the wall specimen.

Figure 10. Diagonal cracking pattern and crack width
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In order to increase seismic resistance and to improve seismic performance of the URM 
walls, they could be strengthened with reinforced concrete jacketing. In normal case 
R.C. jacketing is built in on the both sides of the wall. However there are some exception, 
e.g. historical buildings, where it could be applied one sided. Series of experiments were 
conducted on strengthened wall specimen at the Institute for material and Structures 
in Sarajevo, two strengthened full scale walls jacketed on both sides with 5cm thick 
concrete and reinforced with Q196 steel mesh, as well as twelve reduced scale walls 
L/H/D = 100/100/25 cm. Some of the results are discussed in [8]. 

4 Numerical analysis

Masonry is a highly heterogeneous material, composed of bricks and mortar, two bu-
ilding materials with rather different mechanical properties. And already by moderate 
earthquake the structure moves to the nonlinear range of the behavior. This means that 
numerical modelling of the masonry wall is not an easy task. One of the solution is to 
implement macro-modeling or to approximate masonry as homogeneous building ma-
terial. The mechanical properties should be estimated by appropriate tests on masonry 
wall models or wallets. Engineering masonry model from FEM software DIANA [12] 
was implemented in this research. It is calibrated with previously described test results. 
Detailed descriptions of the model could be found in the literature [6, 8, 9]. Horizontal 
loading scheme (Fig. 11) is similar or equivalent to the experimental loading protocol. 

Figure 11. Horizontal loading scheme for the numerical analysis

Engineering masonry model can simulate compression, tension and shear failure 
mechanism and present development of the cracks. Hysteretic curve showing relation 
between total horizontal force and displacement at the top of the wall is presented on 
the Fig. 12. 
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Figure 12. Numerical analysis of the masonry wall, horizontal force vs. top displacement 

One of the advantage of the engineering masonry model is that it can be implemented 
in the seismic analysis of the whole masonry building, comprising several floors. The 
application could be extended for seismic evaluation of existing masonry building and 
implementation of different strengthening methods. This is shown in [12] on the exam-
ple of the building damaged during the war actions. 

6 Conclusions 

A lot of multi-story masonry buildings built in the immediately after the World War II be-
long to the class of unreinforced masonry without vertical reinforced concrete confining 
elements. It is of interest to estimate their seismic resistance and performance. The re-
sults of comprehensive tests on full scale models of masonry walls, representing typical 
bearing wall structure, were presented in the paper, as well as some major results of the 
numerical analysis of the same walls. Unreinforced masonry is considered as relatively 
brittle structure, with very limited ductile behaviour. However, the experimental results 
of the wall subjected to horizontal cyclic loading show that the ductile behaviour of the 
unreinforced masonry was somehow underestimated. 
The hysteretic curves obtained by experimental and numerical analysis showing rela-
tions between total horizontal force and displacement at the top of the wall are over-
lapped and presented on the Fig. 13. Good matching between experiments and nume-
rical analysis can be observed.
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Figure 13. Experimental vs. numerical results, hysteretic nonlinear behaviour of URM wall
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Abstract
The behaviour of structures subjected to earthquake excitation is mostly defined by their dynamic 
properties. Also, they indicate the potential structural response to any unwanted dynamic excitations 
which may lead to uncomfortable feeling of the occupants. One of the factors that influences the 
structure’s dynamic properties of cast-in-place concrete systems is the construction technology. 
Furthermore, there is concern about matching the analytically obtained dynamic properties in 
the design stage with the ones of the real structure. The dynamic response of the structure is 
completely determined by the structural natural frequencies, damping and corresponding mode 
shapes which can be evaluated by ambient and forced vibration measurements. The objective 
of this study is experimental determination of the dynamic properties of full-scale RC building 
structures right after their construction.
In this study three residential buildings in Skopje were selected for in-situ determination of their 
dynamic properties. First one was a 9-story RC frame structure with central shear wall core. 
Second one was a 10-story building with similar structural system to the first one. The last one 
was a high-rise shear wall 42-story RC building. The dynamic properties of all three buildings 
were identified and conclusions regarding the construction quality were drawn. These results will 
be used as reference values in their continuous structural health monitoring process.

Key words: structural health monitoring, forced vibration, ambient vibration, dynamic parameters
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1. Introduction

The assessment of the dynamic properties of existing buildings are mainly performed 
to discover any uncertainties during construction or to confirm analytically used values 
during design process. Also, the dynamic properties indicate the potential structural re-
sponse to any unwanted dynamic excitations which may lead to uncomfortable feeling 
of the occupants. Because the dynamic response of the structure is completely deter-
mined by the structural natural frequencies, damping and corresponding mode shapes, 
it is very important for structural analysis those values to be close to the expected and 
designed ones. Those parameters can be evaluated by using non-destructive in-situ 
tests such as ambient and forced vibration tests.
The forced vibration testing methodology is based on the resonant concept. By appli-
cation of a dynamic harmonic force, most convenient on the top of the building, the 
resonant frequencies are excited, if the excitation frequency is equal to one of the struc-
ture’s natural frequencies in the corresponding direction. The excitation frequency can 
be gradually changed in small steps. The resonant state is reached when the response 
at a particular excitation frequency is maximum in this manner, accurate frequency re-
sponse curves can be obtained for each orthogonal direction and torsion. On the other 
hand, the ambient vibration testing methodology is based on ambiental excitation such 
as wind, traffic, influences from the regular usage of the building, etc. Sensitive acceler-
ometers are used to register the micro-vibrations in a form of a signal which, containing 
building’s natural frequencies.
The objective of this study is to present the experimentally identified dynamic proper-
ties of three full scale residential buildings obtained by non-destructive in-situ tests [1-
4]. These parameters (natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping coefficients) are 
important for next stages of the investigations such as prediction of seismic behaviors 
of the structure under earthquake excitation as well as for calibration of the numerical 
model to be used for analysis. First residential building was a 9-story RC frame structure 
with central shear wall core. Second one was a 10-story building with similar structural 
system to the first one and the last one was a high-rise shear wall 42-story RC building. 
The dynamic properties of all three buildings were identified. These results will be used 
as reference values in their structural health monitoring process. 

2 Description of structural systems of tested residential buildings

All three tested building were newly constructed without occupants. The structural sys-
tem for 9 story building (Figure 1a) consists of 18 cm thick reinforced concrete slabs, re-
inforced concrete beams with cross sectional dimensions 60/60 cm, reinforced concrete 
columns with cross sectional dimensions 60/60 cm in the two underground basement 
levels and 60/80 cm in the ground level and upper storeys and 20 cm thick reinforced 
concrete shear walls surrounding the stairs and the elevator utilities. The foundation 
consists of 100 cm thick reinforced concrete foundation plate. 
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Figure 1. a) 9 story building; b) 10 story building under construction; c) 42 story buildings

The structural system of the 10-story building (Figure 1b) is a reinforced concrete frame 
structure combined with stair core and reinforced concrete share walls. The floor con-
sists of two underground levels, ground floor level and ten floors. The two shear walls 
with thickness of 20 cm are placed along the outer contours of the building. The rein-
forced concrete slabs are 16 cm thick, reinforced concrete beams are with dimensions 
55/60 cm and columns are with dimensions 60/90, 60/60, 60/80 cm. The building was 
tested while still was under construction.
The last tested building – one of the four skyscrapers (Figure 1c), a reinforced concrete 
shear wall structural systems, consisted of 40 cm, 30 cm and 25 cm thick reinforced 
concrete shear walls, 20 cm thick reinforced concrete story slabs and reinforced con-
crete foundation piles with a diameter of 100 cm and a length of 24 m, interconnected 
with 175 cm thick reinforced concrete foundation slab. The story scheme consists of 
two basement levels, ground floor and 40 stories. The full structural height is 134 m.
Regarding the Macedonian national seismic codes, the adequate seismic load was in-
cluded in the design process.

3 Testing program

Forced vibration testing was carried out for 
determination of the structure’s dynamic 
characteristics in both horizontal orthogonal 
directions and torsion, in frequency range from 
1.0 up to 8.0 Hz. Therefore, two GSV-101 (Ge-
otronix, USA) vibration generators were used 
for generating sinusoidal excitation force with 
frequencies in the range from 0.4 to 8.0 Hz. 
Each generator can produce excitation force 
with an amplitude of up to 2.5 tons (Figure 2).

Figure 2.  GSV-101 (Geotronix, USA) – display 
of the shaker
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For the purpose of forced vibration testing, the force was applied at the top of the build-
ing where zero point of any mode shape never occurs and the values of the mode shape 
vectors are the highest for the first mode and among the highest for the higher modes. 
For all tests, the shakers were mounted symmetrically around both orthogonal axes. 
This configuration allows exciting the structure in both orthogonal directions and simu-
lation of torsional loading without changing shakers position. The excitation forces were 
harmonic in transversal, longitudinal and torsional direction, with a frequency range es-
timated to include the natural frequency of the structure in the corresponding direction. 
The measuring instruments were located at the two diagonal edges of the building in 
two orthogonal directions.
Ambient vibration measurements were carried out along with the forced vibration tests 
for the purpose of verification of the obtained results and identifying dynamic proper-
ties that were unable to be identified by forced vibration testing due to higher frequen-
cies that the shakers were unable to withstand. 
A total of 12 sensors were used (6 in each orthogonal direction). Four sensors were used 
as referent on the top floor and the remaining 8 were relocated on the lower floors for 
mode shape determination in both, forced and ambient vibration tests. The acceler-
ometers PCB Piesotronics Model 393B12 with sensitivity of 10000 mV/g, with a range 
of up to 4.9 m/sec2 (0.5g) are used for registration of the structures’ response. The 
vibrations were registered with a sampling frequency of 2048 Hz. The data acquisition 
system consists of module NI cDAQ-9178 and 3 card module NI 9234.
The data of the measurements were processed in custom made software developed in 
IZIIS for real time data processing and post processing. 

4 Dynamic properties of residential RC buildings

The dynamic properties (natural frequency, damping and mode shapes) of three resi-
dential buildings with 9, 10 and 42 stories were identified by forced vibration tests and 
ambient vibration measurements. 

4.1 Forced vibration test

The natural frequencies for the first three mode shapes (X-X, Y-Y and torsion) of the 
structure were obtained by gradually increasing the excitation frequency and locating 
the frequency of the most intense structural response, which is the natural frequency 
of the structure. By generation of forced vibrations in both orthogonal directions, as 
well as torsional vibrations, the resonant frequencies and the vibration modes in these 
directions were defined. 
The measured acceleration in respect to the excitation frequency for the first modes for 
9 and 10 story buildings and for second modes for 40-story building in two horizontal 
orthogonal directions and torsion are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3.  Frequency response from force vibration tests a) 9 story building; b) 10 story building; c) 42 story 
building
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Damping coefficient ξ of each identified mode in the state of resonance was obtained 
applying the half-power method and the logarithmic decrement method. The half-
power bandwidth method consists of defining the resonant frequency and two nearby 
frequencies ω1 and ω2 located in the frequency spectrum by application of equation 1:

  (1)

After defining the required frequency values (ωn, ω1 and ω2) in the frequency spectra the 
damping value can be calculated applying equation 2.

  (2)

In order to obtain the damping coefficient by logarithmic decrement method, the decay-
ing response of the structure was measured after stopping the excitation force in the 
resonant state. The exponential function of the decaying curve that fits the amplitudes 
of the damped vibration is defined by equation 3.

 (3)

where ξ represents the damping coefficient, ωn is the oscillation angular frequency 
measured in rad/sec2 (f = ωn/2π), t is the duration of the observed signal in seconds.
The modal damping coefficient for the measured modes of vibration for all three resi-
dential buildings are presented from Table 1 to Table 3.

Table 1. Natural frequencies and damping ratios from forced vibration testing of 9-story building

Table 2. Natural frequencies and damping ratios from forced vibration testing of 10-story building

Table 3. Natural frequencies and damping ratios from forced vibration testing of 42-story building

Direction / Mode Freq. [Hz] Half-power [ %] Logarithmic decrement [ %]

Y / I 2.15 1.8 1.5

X / I 2.45 2.3 2.1

T / I 2.75 1.6 1.2

Direction / Mode Freq. [Hz] Half-power [ %] Logarithmic decrement [ %]

Y / I 2.00 1.75 1.6

X / I 2.17 1.57 1.7

T / I 2.35 1.02 1.0

Direction / Mode Freq. [Hz] Half-power [ %] Logarithmic decrement [ %]

Y / II 1.89 1.5 0.5

T / II 1.98 0.8 0.4

X / II 2.25 1.3 0.6
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4.2 Ambient vibration measurements

The ambient measurements were performed along with the forced vibration measure-
ments with the same instrumentation scheme for verification of the forced vibration 
testing results. This method enables capturing the modes that forced vibration testing 
was unable to detect because are outside the shaker’s vibration frequency range.
The recorded ambient vibration data were processed in custom-made application 
where the Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) identification method 
was included. The aim of developed custom application is to create an advanced tool for 
signal processing and EFDD analysis. The algorithm is written in C++ language with full 
support for parallel processing. The graphical visualization of the input and output data 
is created in order to present a 3D mode shapes. The main graphical user interface of 
custom developed application used for operational modal analysis is shown in Figure 4. 
he developed software tool contains the following functions:
 - Signal analysis and processing functions: signal decimation, signal detrending, seve-

ral types of digital filters in the form of high-pass, low-pass, band-pass and band-
stop zero-phase and non-zero-phase filter functions with manually predefined order 
and cut-off frequencies;

 - Functions for Fourier transforms (FFT), power spectra (PS), power spectral density 
(PSD) with support of additional functions for averaging;

 - Signal windowing functions (Hamming, Hann and Bartlett);
 - Fully automated operational modal analysis in real time applying singular value de-

composition (SVD) and frequency domain decomposition (FDD);
 - Calculation of the damping coeffitient(half-power, logarithmic decrement method 

and modal damping estimation - IRF);

Figure 4. Custom developed application for operational modal analysis
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The frequency domain decomposition FDD method is a simple and user-friendly tech-
nique that allows separation of closely spaced modes and identification of the corre-
sponding modal damping coefficients. It is a frequency domain non-parametric method 
that interprets output spectrum matrices estimated with the cross power spectral 
density CPSD method. The singular value decomposition (SVD) of the complete output 
spectrum matrix are calculated from the measured signals by applying equation 4.

  (4)

where Uj is an orthogonal matrix (UjUjH=I) containing the singular vectors of  
and Sj is a diagonal matrix holding the corresponding singular values.
The calculated SVD values from ambient vibration tests for all three residential building 
are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5.  SVD values calculated from ambient vibration tests a) 9 story building; b) 10 story building; c) 
42 story building
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For each detected structural frequency, a segment of an auto-spectrum is converted to 
a time domain and an auto-correlation function with the contribution of a single mode 
is obtained. As the output correlation of a dynamic system excited by white noise is 
proportional to its impulse response, it is possible to estimate the modal damping coef-
ficient (Figure 6). This can simply be performed by fitting an exponential function to the 
relative maxima of the correlation function and extracting the modal damping ratios 
from the parameters of the fitted expression taking into account the classical expres-
sion for the impulse response of a single degree of freedom (equation 5):

 (5)

where a is a constant. The parameters ξk and fk are the damping coefficient and the cor-
responding natural frequency in Hz.

Figure 6. Estimation of the modal damping ratio

The estimated damping for each detected natural frequency for all three residential 
buildings are presented from Table 4 to Table 6.

Table 4. Natural frequencies and damping ratios from ambient vibration testing of 9-story building

Table 5. Natural frequencies and damping ratios from ambient vibration testing of 10-story building

Direction / Mode Freq. [Hz] Damping ratio [ %]

Y1 2.20 1.79

X1 2.44 0.71

T1 2.83 0.79

Direction / Mode Freq. [Hz] Damping ratio [ %]

Y1 2.06 1.03

X1 2.13 0.98

T1 2.40 0.68
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Table 6. Natural frequencies and damping ratios from ambient vibration testing of 42-story building

Direction / Mode Freq. [Hz] Damping ratio [ %]

Y2 1.89 0.75

T2 2.01 0.71

X2 2.28 0.88

4.3 Test result summary 

The first comparison of dynamic properties obtained from force and ambient vibration 
tests is made for natural frequencies. Considering 9-story building the calculated error 
of frequency obtained from vibration test in respect to force vibration test is -2.3 %, 0.41 
% and -2.91 % for mode directions Y1, X1 and T1, respectively. In the case of 10-story 
building the calculated error is -3.0 %, 1.84 % and -2.13 % for mode directions Y1, X1 and 
T1. For 42-story building the error is 0.0 %, -1.51 % and -1.33 % for mode directions Y2, 
T2 and X2. The obtained errors in estimated frequencies between forced and ambient 
vibration test are less than 3 %, which belongs in range of high accuracy. 
The damping coefficient ξ of each identified mode in the state of resonance was cal-
culated by using half-power and logarithmic decrement method. It has been observed 
that the damping coefficient obtained by logarithmic decrement method is lover that 
value calculated by half-power method. The largest difference is observed for 42-story 
building which is due to the lack of data in frequency response curve obtained by force 
vibration test. Also, an acceptable difference in estimated modal damping coefficients 
from ambient vibration method was observed. Generally, the damping coefficient ob-
tained from free vibration tests (using logarithmic decrement method in force vibration 
test) for first mode shape for 9 and 10 story buildings ranges between 1 % and 2 %. The 
equivalent damping coefficient for second mode shape for 42-story buildings ranges 
between 0.4 % and 0.6 %.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the results obtained from experimental in-situ testing of three residen-
tial buildings are presented. A forced and ambient vibration testing were performed to 
identify the structural dynamic properties such as natural frequencies, mode shapes 
and damping coefficients. Additionally, a custom application for signal processing and 
frequency domain decomposition and modal analysis was developed to perform an 
advanced analysis of recorded data. The benefit of this application compared to com-
mercial software is the ability to improve the methodology and to implement some ad-
ditional methods for obtaining more reliable results. 
From the presented results, it is concluded that there was a good correlation between 
the results obtained from force and ambient vibration tests. The natural frequencies 
of all buildings are similar, which indicates that there have been no temporary or local 
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imperfections in the construction process. The estimated modal damping coefficients 
by three different methods fits quite well and all obtained values are in the range of 
expected modal damping values. It is also, concluded that the developed application for 
signal processing and FDD analysis has sufficient accuracy and speed for its applica-
tion in real time processing. Finally, the identified natural frequencies are indicating to 
the conclusion that there have been no imperfections in the construction process. The 
identified structural mode shapes indicated that the structural stiffness distribution for 
all buildings is favourable and it follows the structural design recommendations for such 
building in seismic prone regions.
It can be emphasized that the performed experimental investigations enabled under-
standing of the response of the building. For further research, it is recommended to in-
vestigate the need and methods of structural modelling the influence of non-structural 
infill walls. The importance of gathering information about the state of the structures 
right after they are constructed, is of crucial importance since provides important refer-
ence values which represent the healthy state of the structure. Information about the 
dynamic properties of the buildings, gathered by performing non-destructive tests of 
forced and ambient vibration tests combined, will be further used for continuous build-
ings’ structural health monitoring process during exploitation period of those buildings.
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Abstract
Croatian bridges have been built in different times, always in step with or even ahead of the 
world’s achievements. In seismically active areas it is of paramount importance to design bridges 
with ductile behaviour. Many bridges built before the modern Eurocodes came into force, were 
designed according to standards which did not offer provisions for structural detailing facilitating 
their ductile behaviour. Unfortunately, we learnt hard way that earthquake is a natural phenomenon 
which can be expected to happen in our country, and which needs to be appropriately considered 
in the management of the existing transport infrastructure. This is because bridges are often its 
key elements, and the ability to use them immediately after an earthquake is extremely important. 
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Croatian bridges have been built in different times, always in step with or even ahead of 
the world’s achievements. In seismically active areas it is of paramount importance to 
design bridges with ductile behaviour. Many bridges built before the modern Eurocodes 
came into force, were designed according to standards which did not offer provisions 
for structural detailing facilitating their ductile behaviour. Unfortunately, we learnt hard 
way that earthquake is a natural phenomenon which can be expected to happen in our 
country, and which needs to be appropriately considered in the management of the 
existing transport infrastructure. This is because bridges are often its key elements, and 
the ability to use them immediately after an earthquake is extremely important. The 
first and most important step in the strategy of bridge infrastructure anti-seismic man-
agement is to determine the present state and capacity of existing bridges in regard to 
their seismic resistance. Depending on the structural system and the materials used, 
existing bridges may have advantages (e.g., hidden reserves in integral/frame bridg-
es), but also disadvantages (large displacements, insufficient overlap lengths in girder 
bridges). Ductility levels of older bridges columns with neglected current structural de-
tailing for ductile behaviour, especially those of non-standard cross-sections, the de-
velopment of plastic hinges and in general their non-linear behaviour, are still subject of 
research. Thereby, one of the key indicators of seismic capacity is the bending moment-
curvature curve. One of the best ways to gain insight into the condition of bridges and 
to assess seismic vulnerability are fragility curves, which express the probability of a 
bridge element reaching a certain damage state for a given earthquake parameter [1]. 
The process of obtaining data for fragility curves involves performing static and/or dy-
namic analyses on a bridge model for different levels of seismic intensity. Thereby, it is 
important to determine the input parameters, especially the properties of the elements, 
as accurate as possible, in order to determine advantages or disadvantages of a single 
bridge or a group of bridges with similar properties. Two typical bridges are discussed in 
the following text, regarding seismic behaviour. The bridges are located in high seismic-
ity area with the peak ground acceleration of ag = 0.3g.
The first one is one of the most commonly built bridge types, made of precast pre-
stressed girders, that were built in 1980’s [2]. Initially, the cross-section of such bridges 
consisted only of precast girders, without in-situ concreted slab, such as that compris-
ing precast “SAN” type girders, utilized especially in overpasses and smaller bridges. 
The static system of each span is simple supported beam, and the girders are supported 
by elastomeric bearings. These bearings are anchored neither to the superstructure nor 
to the substructure. The typical span of the bridge is 19,9 m (Fig. 1). The critical el-
ements under the seismic load are bearings, which, at that time, were not designed 
for displacements due to the earthquake actions. To gain insight into the behaviour of 
such bridges, linear dynamic analysis – response spectrum method was performed. 
The analysis was made for different intensities of seismic action and for ground type 
A. The bearings’ displacement (ux, uy) for different seismic intensities, represented by 
ag (peak ground acceleration), are shown on Fig. 1. The bearings that were installed on 
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such bridges are elastomeric 200*150*50 mm, so that the maximum displacement due 
to the earthquake is 70 mm, and it is reached at approximately ag=0.25g. In longitudinal 
direction, the movement of the superstructure is limited by the abutment, and every 
displacement larger than the one allowed by the expansion joint, would result in bridge 
deck pounding into the abutment wall, with probable damage to both, and with crushing 
of expansion joint device. In the transverse direction, there are no elements limiting the 
displacements of the bridge deck, so that after breakage of bearings, large displace-
ments may occur, depending on the intensity of the seismic action.
The second bridge type is reinforced concrete frame bridge with “V” shaped piers built 
in 1963 [3]. The seismic assessement is discussed in [3]. The bridge deck is a rein-
forced concrete voided slab with the longest span of 27 m. It is supported by V-shaped 
pier bents and concrete hinge bearings at the abutments. In this case, a linear dynam-
ic analysis does not give a complete insight into the behaviour of the bridge. It was 
more appropriate to perform a nonlinear static analysis (pushover analysis), in which 
the bridge structure was loaded with a horizontal load until the target displacement of 
the reference point was reached. The target displacement was obtained from the linear 
response spectrum analysis. Pushover analysis was performed in both horizontal direc-
tions, longitudinal and transverse. One of the main objectives of the static nonlinear 
pushover analysis was to determine the force-displacement curve of the structure (“ca-
pacity curve”) and the deformation requirements of the plastic hinges up to the target 
displacement. The capacity curves of the bridge in the x-longitudinal and y-transverse 
directions obtained from the pushover analysis are shown in Fig. 1. For both directions, 
the target displacement was attained at a level of horizontal seismic force smaller than 
the largest seismic design load Sd.

Figure 1.  a) Prestressed girder bridge: Longitudinal layout, cross-section and displacements of bearings 
Reinforced concrete frame bridge: Longitudinal layout, cross-section and capacity curves 
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Results of analyses of these two bridge types reveal that they both do not possess 
sufficient load-bearing capacity for seismic actions, according to currently valid seismic 
codes. Future investigations should cover analyses of other bridge types in order to ob-
tain data for the construction of fragility curves. Detailing and boundary conditions of 
each examined bridge type should be considered to find out the appropriate method of 
analysis and the critical limit states to be investigated.
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Abstract
Over the last 20 years, beside their primary educational activities, members of the Bridge Chair of 
the Zagreb Faculty of Civil Engineering Structural Department also worked professionally on main 
and execution designs of many bridges. Most of them are mid-span to large span bridges, requiring 
detailed seismic design, especially since their locations are predominantly in highly seismic active 
regions. These bridges were designed during the transition period from old seismic standards, to 
ENV pre-standards, and finally to EC8 standards. The evolution of these codes had a great impact 
on the design. New demands in terms of seismic behaviour influenced all aspects of design, 
from conceptual design (structural system and material options), sizing of elements, foundation 
type, bearing and damper layouts, special equipment selection, erection details, to maintenance 
requirements. An overview of seismic design requirements, solutions, and peculiarities for each of 
these bridges, which were recently constructed or are currently under construction, is presented 
in the paper. Since the design of the cable stayed bridge Franjo Tuđman in Dubrovnik, where fluid 
viscous dampers were first employed in Croatia, to the recent bridge designs, various approaches 
were utilized to mitigate and take over the seismic actions. Adequate solutions were found either 
by structural detailing and/or by installation of seismic isolators, depending on bridge structural 
systems, utilized materials, but also on the characteristics of foundation soil. 
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detailing 
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1 Introduction 

Teams from the Bridge Chair of the Zagreb Faculty of Civil Engineering Structural De-
partment worked professionally on main and execution designs of many bridges. Many 
Croatian bridges were destroyed during the Homeland War and reconstruction de-
signs of many of them, such as Hasan Brkić Bridge in Mostar (1996) were done, but 
the highlight was the design of the Maslenica Arch Bridge [1], signalling the beginning 
of construction of the new Adriatic Highway, opened to traffic in 1997. Reconstruction 
designs were based on then valid seismic codes, which did not consider specific prop-
erties of bridges, but rather uncritically utilized methodologies developed primarily for 
the analysis and design of buildings, but already in the design of Maslenica Arch Bridge 
provisions of EC-8 pre-standard [2] were adhered to, although this standard was not 
officially accepted in Croatia until 2005. Since the arrival of the contemporary design 
codes, with major changes regarding earthquake design, bridges are to be designed ac-
cording to their provisions. Calculations of these new bridges were considerably aided 
by computer analysis software, allowing more complex studies of their behaviour under 
seismic loads. Over the last 20 years quite a few bridges were designed by teams from 
the Bridge Chair of the Zagreb Faculty of Civil Engineering Structural Department, with 
some of them belonging to the category of mid-span to large span bridges (shown in 
Table 1). These bridges will be the subject of this paper. An overview of the earthquake 
design concepts and solutions for each of them shall be provided. 

Table 1. Major bridges designed in the last 20 years by the Bridge Chair of Zagreb Faculty of Civ. Eng.

2 Overview of the Design Codes

In the past bridges were considered as rather simple structures, whose seismic re-
sponse could be easily predicted. Design methodologies, developed primarily for the 
seismic analysis and design of buildings, were usually incautiously also applied to bridg-
es. This approach was in many cases inappropriate because the seismic response of 
bridges is considerably different from that of buildings. Bridges are specific structures 
and seismic design methodologies had to be modified to pertain to their properties, 

Bridge Design documentation year Seismic Design Code Open for Traffic

Dubrovnik 2000 ENV 1998-2 [2] 2002

Jasenovac 2003 ENV 1998-2 [2] 2005

Krka 2002 ENV 1998-2 [2] 2005

Mirna 2002 ENV 1998-2 [2] 2005

Rječina 2007 HRN ENV 1998-2 [3] 2009

Trogir 2010 HRN EN 1998-2 [4] 2018

Gradiška 2018 HRN EN 1998-2 [4] in construction
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such as the structural system, their dimensions and expected seismic response. The 
bridge seismic design practice in Europe has been fundamentally changed when the 
pre-standard EC8/2 [2] was issued. This pre-standard already included many modern 
design principles of the seismic engineering, which represent a vast improvement over 
the seismic design practices in the past. We have utilized its requirements since it came 
out, although it was not officially accepted in Croatia until 2005, as shown in Table 1. 
Nowadays, the application of Eurocodes is mandatory in Croatia, and the seismic design 
of all new bridges should be done in compliance with provisions of HRN EN 1998-1 and 
HRN EN 1998-2, and also Croatian National Application Documents HRN EN 1998-1/
NA and HRN EN 1998-2/NA. 

3 Bridges seismic design

3.1 Dubrovnik Bridge

For the purposes of designing the Dubrovnik Bridge, the site-specific seismological and 
seismotectonic Study was conducted at the Faculty of Science of Zagreb University, and 
the peak design ground acceleration of 0,38g was defined for 500-year return period. 
The bridge consists of two structurally different parts, a PC box single span with long 
cantilever girder and a cable stayed bridge (Fig. 1) [5]. The dynamic seismic analysis was 
performed utilizing the spectrum analysis procedure, according to EC 8, for soil class B 
[6]. The cable stayed superstructure was analyzed as limited ductile with the behavior 
factor q=1,5. This behavior factor was utilized for the composite superstructure, the 
pylon and east bank abutment. The seismic design of the PC beam bridge on the west 
coast was especially demanding. It was performed using equivalent linear dynamic 
analysis of the bridge. Obtained forces were modified by behavior factors, according to 
EC 8/2 [2]. The reduction of the seismic forces, by the behavior factor q > 1,2 could have 
been performed under the condition that adequate measures were provided to avoid 
premature damage in the dissipative zone. The additional non-linear analysis by direct 
integration procedure was performed by the RWTH (Institute for Steel Structures) in 
Aachen using artificial accelerograms, based on records of actual earthquakes around   
Dubrovnik has shown that the behavior factor q = 3,5 may be applied [5]. The most 
sensitive part is the dissipative zone at the pier bottom. Preliminary studies showed 
that sufficient ductility must be achieved by introducing the plastic hinge at the base 
of the pier. The RWTH study concluded that the design horizontal displacements must 
be increased by 1,43 times elastic movements (q=1) [6]. The connection of the pier to 
the foundation and the part of the pier above the plastic joint was calculated for bear-
ing capacity factored by 1,4, i.e. with the behaviour factor of 3,5 / 1,4 = 2,5. The entire 
concrete box was dimensioned with the same factor. For the vertical earthquake ac-
tion all elements were calculated with the behaviour factor of 1,0 (elastic behaviour). 
To prevent large longitudinal displacements of PC superstructure hydraulic dampers, 
manufactured by the company Maurer&Söhne, were installed on abutment U1 (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Dubrovnik Bridge: Layout and specific details

Two units with a load capacity of 2.000 kN in the longitudinal direction were placed, 
which should reduce the displacement and pier bending moment by 50 %. The damping 
coefficient of these devices is up to ξ = 0,61 (for comparison the damping of the con-
crete bridge is ξ = 0,05). On the abutment U1 two pot bearings (A and B) are installed 
for vertical reactions. However, as seismic calculations have shown that large tensile 
(uplift) reactions can occur, two more neoprene bearings (A1 and B1) have been added 
(Fig. 1). The adequate overlap length was adopted to ensure that the function of the 
PC superstructure support on the abutment is maintained under extreme seismic dis-
placements. An even larger overlap (seat) length was needed at the connection of the 
cable stayed superstructure and the PC box girder to prevent the separation of the two 
span assemblies due to seismic action. The cable stayed girder is supported on the PC 
box girder by two vertical pot bearings and by two lateral neoprene bearings to absorb 
horizontal forces transversely to the bridge (Fig. 1). There are also a total of four bear-
ings on the pylon P4, two pot bearings for taking over the vertical reaction and two side 
bearings between the structure and the pylon for taking over the transverse horizontal 
forces.

3.2 Jasenovac Bridge

The original main bridge superstructure (1973) over the Sava River was a three-span PC 
continuous box type girder, destroyed in 1990 during the Independence War, designed 
without consideration of seismic actions. The superstructure and two piers were com-
pletely destroyed, while two piers and all foundations were in good condition and could 
be utilized to support the new superstructure. The bridge lies in seismic zone VIII and 
the design ground acceleration is 0,2g. An analysis was performed for the conditions 
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of different technical solutions for the reconstruction of the bridge. The basic param-
eter of the analysis was the acceptability of a particular solution regarding the seis-
mic behaviour. The reference peak ground acceleration for the bridge location seismic 
zone is agR=0,20g for the return period of 475 years and the adopted importance factor 
amounts to γI = 1,0. The ground type is C. The Response Spectrum Analysis was utilized 
to calculate the response of the bridge to seismic action, based on ENV 1998-2 [2]. The 
performed analyses revealed that the best solution, technically and economically, is a 
steel superstructure on existing foundations, which do not need to be strengthened 
[7]. A continuous steel box girder with spans L=60,55+120,0+55,35=235,9 m was de-
signed and built (Fig. 2). No special anti-seismic devices were necessary, because the 
steel superstructure has small weight and piers are relatively high, so that stability un-
der seismic actions is assured. The longitudinally fixed bearing is positioned on the pier 
S7 near the left Sava Riverbank (Fig 2.). The longitudinal horizontal force due to the 
seismic action amounts to Hx=3,7 MN. 

Figure 2. Jasenovac Bridge: Longitudinal layout and layout of bearings

3.3 Krka Bridge

A concrete arch bridge with 204 m span was constructed across the Krka River canyon 
on the section Skradin–Šibenik of the Adriatic highway. The superstructure is continu-
ous with spans L=3x32+3x28+3x32+28+24=360 m, comprising two main steel box-
type beams spaced at 7,6 m, strong steel cross beams and a concrete deck plate in 
composite action with both main and cross beams [8]. The adopted system of struc-
tural bearings allows the bridge structure to respond differently to normal working 
conditions (permanent and live loading, temperature and wind) and to seismic events. 
Bearings and seismic devices comprise the following (Fig. 3): permanent fixed bearings 
on piers S3, S4, S5, S10, S11 and S12 (pot type with vertical capacity of 9.000 kN and 
horizontal capacity of 940 kN); special device in pier S8 northbound, fixed under normal 
working conditions and longitudinally sliding for large seismic event (pot type with verti-
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cal capacity of 7.000 kN), special device in pier S8 southbound, transverse sliding under 
normal working conditions and free sliding for large seismic event (pot type with vertical 
capacity of 9.000 kN); permanent longitudinally guided bearings in all other positions 
except U1, S6, S7, S9 and U14 southbound where free sliding bearings are installed (pot 
type with vertical capacity varying from 3.550 kN to 7.500 kN); viscous dampers seismic 
protection devices at both abutments. Since the concrete arch is the stiffest bridge ele-
ment, practically the whole longitudinal horizontal force is resisted by the two bearings 
in pier S8, but up to the maximum value of 1.000 kN each [9]. 

Figure 3. Krka Bridge: Longitudinal layout and bearings and dampers device layout

The calibrated pins (sacrificial elements) on pier S8 bearings allow the transmission of 
the longitudinal horizontal forces only up to this predefined value, so that the arch re-
sistance only needs to be designed up to this threshold. All other fixed bearings take 
up only small horizontal forces in the direction of the bridge axis due to relatively large 
flexibility of piers S3, S4, S5, S10, S11 and S12. When the horizontal longitudinal force 
exceeds the value of 1.000 kN, the special fixed and transverse sliding bearings in pier 
S8 become free to move in longitudinal direction, thus activating the seismic viscous 
dampers at both abutments. Due to flexibility of piers with longitudinally fixed bearings, 
the bridge can almost freely move longitudinally. Thus, for normal working conditions 
the bridge is fixed at pier S8 and is free to contract/expand for thermal variations in all 
other positions due to flexibility of tall arch piers or presence of sliding bearings (short 
piers), while for seismic events the fixed bearings in S8 become movable and the whole 
bridge is free to displace longitudinally. So, base isolation is achieved, and the longitu-
dinal movements are controlled by means of viscous dampers at the abutments, which 
dissipate seismic energy. The dampers installed at both abutments (2 each) are of type 
OTP 200/460 and have been designed to accommodate the maximum seismic force of 
2.000 kN and allow the total longitudinal movements of ± 230 mm [9]. 
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3.4 Mirna Viaduct

The Mirna Viaduct crosses the Mirna River valley on Nova Vas – Višnjan section of the 
Istrian “Y” west leg state road. The overall viaduct length is 1.378,03 m, with spans L= 
51 + 15x66,5 + 70 + 2x50 + 63 + 42,5 + 30,5 = 1354,5 m (Fig. 4). The relatively slender 
continuous superstructure comprises two main steel plate girders spaced, cross beams 
in frame action and a concrete deck plate in composite action with main girders [10]. 
A relatively unusual structural bearing layout was adopted, made possible by the low 
horizontal stiffness of friction steel pile foundations in adverse soil conditions. On piers 
P5 to P17 pairs of longitudinally fixed structural bearings were installed with one of 
them movable in the transverse direction and the other fixed. The fixity of both bearings 
on a particular pier in the bridge axis direction was necessary to limit torsional effects 
on torsional weak piers of H shaped cross section. One of structural bearings on both 
abutments C0 and C22, and piers P1 to P4 and P18 to P21 is free sliding and the other 
longitudinally guided (Fig. 4). The superstructure is longitudinally restrained at both 
abutments by two installed viscous dampers of 1.000 kN allowable capacity each [10].

Figure 4. Mirna Bridge: Longitudinal layout and bearings and dampers device layout

3.5 Rječina Bridge

A new southern bridge has been completed parallel to the existing (1984) northern 
Rječina Bridge of the Rijeka city beltway. The new Rječina Bridge is a PC rigid strut frame 
structure with the box type superstructure. The superstructure is continuous over three 
spans, with the main span of 108,5 m and with two identical side spans of 50 m each 
[11]. 
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Figure 5. Rječina bridge: longitudinal layout and bearings layout 

Its new design exemplifies more stringent requirements on bridge structures, incorpo-
rated in current structural standards in comparison to standards valid about thirty years 
ago for the old bridge. Seismic actions on the old bridge were accounted for by apply-
ing 7 % of the dead load horizontally, while for the new bridge the Response Spectrum 
Analysis, according to pre-standard Eurocode 8 was conducted with the peak ground 
acceleration of 0,2g and the behaviour factor of 1,2. Also, the total dead weight of the 
new bridge is significantly larger of the existing bridge dead weight, while outer dimen-
sions of all structural elements were kept the same. Due to the frame action and appro-
priately conceived bridge structure, no special devices were necessary to take over seis-
mic actions, except that one structural bearing on each abutment had to be designed for 
large horizontal force in the transverse direction (V=6,0 MN, Hy=1,7 MN) (Fig. 5).

3.6 Trogir Bridge

The first part of the Trogir - Čiovo Island bridge from the Mainland to the bascule bridge 
is continuous over nine spans with the total length L=20,58+28,0+32,0+5*40,0+34,8
=315,38 m. The second part comprises the bascule bridge with a 41,2 m span, and the 
third part is continuous bridge over 4 spans L=34,8+2*40,0+32,0=146,8 m, extending 
from the bascule bridge to the Čiovo Island (Fig. 6). 
The superstructure cross-section is a three-cell steel box with vertical webs and curved 
intrados [12]. The seismic action was based on design ground acceleration ag=0,25g 
and soil type A. Seismic effects were obtained by using linear dynamical modal response 
spectrum analysis with sufficient number of modes, so that the active mass was more 
than 95 % of total mass of the bridge. Fixed bridges are supported on special elasto-
meric laminated bearings adapted for large seismic movements, i.e. seismic isolators 
(Fig. 5.). Bearings are designed for maximum vertical force of 4.200 kN (SLS) and maxi-
mum movements of ±91 mm for persistent design situations and ±202 mm for seismic 
design situations [12]. These bearings enable re-centering of the superstructure after 
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and during seismic actions. Additional bearings are installed at all ends of fixed bridges 
to carry over transverse horizontal forces due to wind and earthquake. Elastomeric ex-
pansion joints reinforced with metal plates fixed on both sides are installed at all ends 
of fixed bridges, designed to accommodate movements of ±100 mm [12].

Figure 6. Trogir Bridge: Longitudinal layout, cross section and seismic isolator

3.7 Gradiška Bridge

The latest bridge currently being built is a continuous steel box girder with orthotropic 
deck plate across three spans: L = 128 + 170 + 128 = 426 m (Fig. 7) [13]. The refer-
ence peak ground acceleration for the bridge location seismic zone is agR=0,20g and the 
adopted importance factor amounts to γI = 1,3, both as specified in the Croatian National 
Annex HRN EN 1998-1/NA. The ground type is C. The Response Spectrum Analysis was 
utilized to calculate the response of the bridge to seismic action. In order to mitigate 
seismic effects, the following elastomeric bearings were designed: HDN=Ø*Te*H*Kr*
Rz*dX=1600*256*498*6,3*51.200,0*520 (mm, kN) on piers S2 and S3 and HDH=Ø*T
e*H*Kr*Rz*dX=1100*220*458*6,0*25.600,0*440 (mm, kN) on abutments U1 and U4. 
Their damping is ξ =14-16 %. The maximum design seismic displacement amounts to 
dE=375 mm [14]. Transverse horizontal forces are carried by seismic blocks at abut-
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ments.

Figure 8.  Gradiška Bridge: Longitudinal layout (above), cross section (bottom left) and current progress in 
construction (bottom right) 

5 Conclusion

Over the last 20 years requirements for earthquake design have significantly changed. 
Bridges designed by teams of the Bridge Chair of Zagreb University Faculty of Civil En-
gineering have fulfilled these requirements by employing modern solutions comprising 
resourceful conceptual design, including seismic isolation, increased damping, seismic 
dissipation by plastic joint formation, and sometimes soil strengthening. In seismic de-
sign the Response Spectrum Analysis method was mostly utilized. Only when nonlinear 
devices, such as fluid viscous dampers were employed, did we have to resort to nonlin-
ear methods.
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Abstract
Every man-made structure induce more or less seismic energy through it’s foundations, but the 
most of the human casualties happens in residential buildings. Unfortunately, although most 
of the old houses and buildings are seismically vulnerable by default, many of the new design 
structures also represent threat during seismic event to their residents. Conventional aseismic 
standards imply the concept of increasing resistance capacity for all structural members, with 
fixed support to the foundation. Modern, but not yet widely accepted aseismic approach is to apply 
systems for base isolation, which can be active or passive. Both types can be used in residential 
buildings, but the cheaper investment and easier maintenance provides initial advantages to 
passive base isolation. This paper presents the results of nonlinear response of a multi-storey 
reinforced concrete building imposed to seismic actions, which is modelled using ETABS software. 
Comparative behaviour analysis has been established onto two separate models: one with the 
fixed supports and the other with base isolation system incorporated into foundations. This 
system consists of rubber isolators and energy dissipaters, and experimental data for their 
nonlinear stiffness and yield strength are inputted into time-history analysis. The behaviour 
of structural elements in plastic range is defined through performance-based seismic design. 
Comparative diagrams of vibration modes, required reinforcement, frame displacement and 
inter-story drifts are given as results of behaviour analysis. Also, obtained results are compared 
with EC8 criteria, focusing on limit drifts in both models and their role in preventing and limiting 
structural damage depending on desired structural performance.
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1 Introduction

From all load cases, correct seismic loading is the most significant input regarding global 
stability and optimization of the structural model for frame residential building. The use 
of computers has enabled working in the field of nonlinear analysis and plastic defor-
mations through many iterations, especially in the case of reinforced concrete struc-
tures; in order to maximize the potential of all structural materials applied [1]. The use 
of such iterative steps quickly results in a new stiffness matrix at each stage of the 
nonlinear analysis. 
Still, linear analysis can also provide the correct results for dimensioning typical struc-
tures. Whether it is a linear analysis based on strength (linear-static analysis), or on 
the basis of response-spectrum (dynamic linear analysis) [2], the method of calcula-
tion is much simpler compared to non-linear analysis, with a shorter calculation time. 
The best results are obtained by using time-history-analysis, because the load in this 
case is a function of time, and so the equations of motion can be set for each time step. 
The application of time-history-analysis can simultaneously take into account material 
nonlinearity and P-∆ effects [3].
Since the earthquake primarily represents a process of transmission, absorption and 
dissipation of energy where structures are mainly demolished due to the high input 
energy, this fact has led to a new philosophy in seismic engineering, which consists of 
developing methods for identifying possibilities for modification and reduction of seis-
mic effects on structures [2]. As important public buildings, (like hospitals, schools, po-
lice and fire stations, bridges), should remain functional after the earthquake event, the 
concept of protection using base isolation, i.e. passive control of structures, has been 
widely applied [4]. Flexible structures are more susceptible to seismic actions, especial-
ly when there is no possibility of additional energy dissipation. Depending on the control 
mode, there are three main systems of protection against the earthquakes: passive, ac-
tive and hybrid (semi-active) [5]. Passive systems do not use additional external energy 
for their work, while active systems use controllable systems which induce additional 
energy. Hybrid systems combine passive and active systems of protection.
In this paper, passive system has been used for numerical modelling [6]. Base isolation 
is installed at the base of the building, uncoupling a structure from the ground and re-
ducing thereby the transmission of seismic forces from the ground. Comparative analy-
sis of 3D structural behaviour of RC building is also provided with and without using 
passive system of protection and includes composite isolators and steel dissipaters.

2 Materials and methods

After several strong earthquakes in major cities (Loma Prieta in 1989 and Northridge 
in 1994 in California, as well as the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan), human casualties 
with material damage (especially technical equipment in buildings), as well as costs of 
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repairs and relocation of business and commercial activities in densely populated urban 
areas became unacceptably high [7]. Seismic design based on performances represents 
new flexible philosophy [5] and modern comprehensive approach to seismic design of 
buildings and other structures, which enables structural performances to be ensured 
for several different levels of seismic hazard. In 1995, under the supervision of the Fed-
eral Emergency Management Agency, recommendations and guidelines were issued for 
the first time in the United States for seismic design as a document FEMA-273, along 
with the later released documents the US/FEMA-350, FEMA-356, FEMA-440, ASCE-
31 and ASCE-41 [7]. 
With dynamic nonlinear analysis (Time history) a detailed calculation can be generated 
using either Fast Nonlinear Analysis (FNA) based on modal analysis, or the method of 
direct integration, where the equations of motion are set at each iterative step [8]. By 
assigning seismic loads on the structure through ground displacement, velocity or ac-
celeration based on time histories records, behaviour of connections, elements and the 
structure as a whole under the effect of a given earthquake can be accurately calcu-
lated [9]. Depending on the type of building importance (residential, hospitals, schools, 
public institutions, ancillary buildings, temporary facilities) and estimated intensity of 
potential earthquakes, a designer determines how the structure should be ”protected” 
or which degree of damage is permissible for permanent deformations [10].
The philosophy of the base isolated structure is aimed at extending the fundamental 
period of vibration, which reduces the earthquake induced shear force at the base, pro-
viding additional damping of or reducing the relative displacement along the isolator 
itself. More benefit from base isolation system is achieved in rigid structures where the 
fundamental period of vibration of the fixed structure is less than 1.0 second. In these 
structures, the fundamental period can be extended to 1.5 to 2.5 seconds by installing 
a base isolation system [4]. This technique is applicable in low and medium-high build-
ings, and is less effective in very tall buildings, given that the fundamental periods of 
vibration increase with the height of the building.

3  Structural response with and without base isolation – a case 
study

Using all previous research and methods, a numerical sample of an RC multi-storey 
building is made here by using the ETABS software [11]. A comparative analysis of re-
sults provides better insight in nonlinear response of building structure, with useful 
conclusions and recommendations. Results will be given for modelling with and without 
base isolation. 
The case study concerns a multi-story RC building shown in Fig. 1. The building has a 
basement with height of 3.0m, ground floor with height of 4.5m and 4 stories each with 
height of 3.0m. The building appears a mostly regular story plan, with 5 frames on 5.0 
m in the X direction, and 5 frames on 4.0 m in the Y direction. 
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Figure 1. Building plan and isometric view

The section dimensions of all columns are 40 x 40 cm, while the cross-section of beams 
is 25/40 cm. RC slabs have thickness of 20cm. Every structural element is made of con-
crete class C30/37 and reinforcement class B500. In the first sample there is no base 
isolation at the basement level, while in the second sample there are rubber isolators 
and energy dissipaters above the ground floor slab.
The nonlinear analysis was conducted in the CSI ETABS 2015 software (CSI Knowl-
edge base, 2014) using time-history record for El Centro earthquake (Imperial Valley, 
California, 1940), for duration of 12 s, with the maximum acceleration peaks occurring 
between 1.5 s and 2.5 s of the earthquake duration. The time-step of applying the ac-
celeration is 0.01 sec. 

Figure 2.  Force-displacement diagram used in ETABS 2015 (left), with points of acceptance criteria for 
seismic performance on M-φ diagram (right)

Plastic hinges at beam ends were set for the bending moment around the major axis 
M3, while in columns concentrated plastic hinges at the nodes were set for three de-
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grees of freedom (P-M2-M3). The behaviour of structural elements in the plastic range 
is defined using a force-displacement diagram (Figure 2), with the marked points that 
correspond to the limit states defined through performance-based seismic design 
(PBSD) as: immediate occupancy (IO), life safety (LS) and collapse prevention (CP). 

Figure 3. First vibration mode on sample without isolation (left) and with isolation (right)

Firstly, a modal analysis was conducted on both samples – without and with base iso-
lation. Rubber isolators are modelled with linear effective stiffness and nonlinear stiff-
ness and yield strength in X and Y direction, while in Z direction they behave linearly and 
have only effective stiffness. These isolators are placed under each supporting column. 
The modal analysis results in a very different behaviour and response values. 
As can be seen on Figure 3, the forms for the first vibration mode are very different for 
the regular structure in comparison to the seismically isolated structure. The main dif-
ference is in the first modal period, since it is expected that devices for base isolation 
enlarge the horizontal movement of the entire structure. The second and third periods 
of vibration are also similar in comparison, see Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison between periods of vibration for samples with and without isolation

Mode First period of 
vibration [s]

Second period of 
vibration [s]

Third period of 
vibration [s]

Structure without isolation 0,659 0,611 0,598

Structure with isolation 0,980 0,730 0,689

Axial forces can also be compared between models (Figure 4). In both cases, central 
columns accumulate greater axial forces, but range of minimum and maximum forces 
are quite different. Namely, while in the model without isolators peak axial forces in one 
of the central columns are from 2500 kN to 803 kN (in pressure), in the same column 
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these values goes from 1615 kN to 1339 kN in the model with isolators. It means that 
during seismic event columns in bottom stories of isolated building will be compressed 
with smaller deviations in peak values about 20 %, relative to the columns in unisolated 
building which will could have deviations in absolute pressure forces up to 300 %.
The differences between designing conventional and seismically isolated structure can 
be seen also in the required longitudinal reinforcement (Figure 5). In the sample without 
isolators, the required longitudinal reinforcement reaches 2 % of column cross section, 
while in the sample with isolators the main reinforcement is accepted as 1 % of column 
cross section.

Figure 4. Axial forces in central frame of two models, depending on minimum and maximum values
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At the beams, the situation is the same: although at the middle span the required re-
inforcement is almost the same in both cases, on supports 2 to 3 times as much rein-
forcement is required in the sample without isolators. Since the structural members are 
the same in both samples, it can be concluded that dimensions and reinforcement of 
the structural members in combination with seismic isolator can be reduced, which in 
most cases will justify slightly higher costs of isolation.

Figure 5.  Longitudinal reinforcement in the central frame of the two samples (left – sample without 
isolation, right -sample with isolation)

The frame global displacement differences between the two samples can be also ana-
lysed. For weak and relatively moderate earthquakes, the displacements on all building 
floors, and especially on upper floors, are mostly larger when seismic isolators are used. 
This is the first and main guidance point when an engineer decides which system will be 
used for reducing seismic input into the building. But, when a structure is subjected to a 
moderate or strong earthquake, a seismically isolated structure remains within an ac-
ceptable domain of lateral movement, while conventional buildings do experience large 
lateral movement, which, in combination with P-∆ effect, can induce unacceptable influ-
ences into structural members, mostly into columns. 
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Figure 6.  Frame C displacements of the two samples under the El Centro seismic load case (left - sample 
without isolation, right -sample with isolation)

The two samples frame displacements under El Centro earthquake are shown on Figure 
6, and it can be seen that they are almost doubled in the sample without isolation. But, it 
is not only that: the inter-story drift is also a problem which appears next to large scale 
frame displacement on the sample without isolators. In Figure 7 the maximum story 
drifts are displayed in unit less diagrams. On the isolated sample, the maximum inter-
story drift appears on the ground level (where isolators end) and on the upper floors it 
is almost negligible. On the sample without isolators, the inter-story drifts are at maxi-
mum on the first floors above ground. This results in much lower bending and shears 
forces in columns of the isolated structure, which is in correlation with the required 
reinforcement and dimensions of structural members.
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Figure 7.  Inter-story drifts of the two samples under the El Centro seismic load case (left - sample without 
isolation, right -sample with isolation)

4 Conclusions and sugestions

 - Ductility of columns should always be high, and their brittle failure should be avoided 
(especially of short columns resulting from parapets, and the like). The largest axial 
gravity load in columns should be at the level of “balance point’’ in order to enable 
equal expansion to occur in concrete and reinforcement, which is necessary for the 
simultaneous failure across the concrete and reinforcement. The bending stiffness of 
beams should be minimum 25 to 40 % lower than that of the column in the joints in 
order to ensure proper development of plastic hinge and reception of the moment of 
plasticity in the beam instead of the column. 

 - The nonlinear response of a reinforced concrete building, after applying a base isola-
tion system in combination with devices for energy dissipation, has been computati-
onally investigated by the ETABS rule. On the example of two 3D structural samples 
exposed to the El Centro earthquake, the main difference is in the first modal period 
in the two samples. As it is expected, devices for base isolation enlarge horizontal 
movement of entire structure compared to non-isolated sample. Second and third 
period of vibration have also similar comparison. 

 - In the sample without seismic isolation difference between minimum and maximum 
values of pressure forces in bottom column are enormous, which results in requi-
red longitudinal reinforcement up to 2 % of column cross section in the non-isolated 
sample, while in the sample with isolation the main reinforcement is accepted as 1 % 
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of column cross section. The situation is the same for beams: although at the middle 
span required reinforcement is almost identical in both cases, on supports there is 2 
to 3 times more reinforcement in the sample without isolators. 

 - On the isolated sample, the maximum story displacement appears on the ground 
level, where isolation ends, whereas on the upper floors it is almost negligible. On 
the sample without isolators, the drifts are at maximum on first floors above gro-
und. This results in a much lower bending and shears forces in columns of the isola-
ted structure, which is in correlation with required reinforcement and dimensions of 
structural members. 

 - Since the structural members are the same in both models, it can be concluded that 
structural members in combination with passive seismic isolation can be reduced in 
dimensions and reinforcement, which will justify slightly higher costs for isolation 
system purchase in most cases.
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Abstract
Wall Index (WI), also known as “wall density”, is a ratio of the total cross-sectional area for all 
structural walls aligned in one direction of the building’s floor plan and the gross floor plan 
area. Reconnaissance studies after past earthquakes in countries like Chile, Mexico, and China, 
confirmed that WI is one of the key parameters related to seismic performance of loadbearing 
masonry structures which influences the extent of earthquake damage. The WI requirements 
have been included in several international codes and guidelines. According to Eurocode 8 (EN 
1998:1-2005), WI can be used as a design parameter for seismic design of simple masonry 
buildings with regular configuration and limited height up to 5 storeys, as an alternative to a more 
elaborate and complex seismic analyses approaches. The required WI for a building depends 
on the seismic hazard for the building site, number of storeys, type of masonry (unreinforced/
reinforced/confined) and the mechanical properties of masonry (compressive/shear strength). 
WI can be also used for seismic assessment of existing masonry buildings in pre- and post-
earthquake situations, as documented by studies from Chile and Mexico. The paper will provide 
a comparison of the masonry design requirements from selected codes, including the 1964 and 
1981 Yugoslav technical regulations for design and construction of buildings in seismic regions 
and Eurocode 8. A case study of a masonry residential building which was damaged in the 2010 
Kraljevo earthquake (M 5.5) and evaluated using different codes is also presented in the paper. 

Key words:  masonry buildings, seismic design, earthquake damage, wall density, wall index, 
Eurocode 8, Serbia
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1 Background

Masonry is a traditional construction technology which has been used for housing con-
struction in many European countries, including Serbia. Ancient masonry structures 
were usually constructed using stone masonry, but since the second half of 19th century 
clay bricks have been used for construction of residential and public buildings. Although 
reinforced concrete (RC) has emerged as a technology of choice for construction of mid-
rise and high-rise buildings, including residential buildings, masonry remained prevalent 
construction technology for low-rise single-family housing and also smaller mid-rise 
apartment buildings in Serbia and other European countries located in the moderate 
to high seismic hazard areas. Serbia is located in a region of moderate seismic activity, 
however its territory is close to regions of high seismic hazard which triggered major 
earthquakes in recent history, e.g. the 1979 Montenegro earthquake (M 6.9), the 1977 
Vrancea, Romania earthquake (M 7.2), and most recently the 2020 Petrinja, Croatia ear-
thquake (M 6.4). In the last 100 years more than 10 earthquakes with magnitude 5.0 or 
higher occurred in Serbia. The most significant earthquake in the 20th century occurred 
in 1922, had magnitude 6.0 and epicentre near Lazarevac (approximately 60 km aerial 
distance from the capital Belgrade). 
According to the 2011 Census of Serbia data [1], low-rise single family buildings con-
stitute 95 % of the national residential building stock, corresponding to 65.9 % housing 
units. Multi-family housing accounts for only 2.6 % of the housing stock in terms of the 
number of buildings, but the proportion is significantly higher (33 %) in terms of the 
number of housing units [2]. Although official information is not available it is expected 
that large majority of single-family buildings were constructed using masonry tech-
nology, and also a large portion of the multi-family residential buildings, particularly in 
the period from 1945-1990, when Serbia was a part of the SFRY (former Yugoslavia). 
It is estimated that 72 % of all residential buildings in Serbia were constructed betwe-
en 1946 and 1990. Majority of multi-family residential buildings from the pre-1963 
vintage, mostly 3 to 5 storeys high, were constructed as URM buildings. After the first 
national seismic design code was issued in 1964 the construction of multi-family ma-
sonry housing continued at a smaller scale. Period from 1964-1980 was characterized 
by a construction boom. Reinforced concrete (RC) technology was widely used both for 
prefabricated and cast-in-situ housing construction. Loadbearing masonry continued to 
be a prevalent system for construction of low-rise buildings. Masonry walls in buildings 
located in high seismic zones (VIII and IX) had to be reinforced with horizontal and verti-
cal RC confining elements (confined masonry). In the 1960s solid clay bricks were slowly 
replaced by modular masonry blocks. It is expected that masonry structures account for 
a significant fraction of the housing stock in other countries which were a part of the 
former Yugoslavia.
Seismic vulnerability of unreinforced masonry buildings (URM) has been confirmed by 
numerous earthquakes around the globe. These buildings are heavy due to relatively 
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thick and massive masonry walls, and are robust and rigid. As a result, spectral accele-
rations and the corresponding earthquake-induced inertial forces are higher than those 
in light-weight buildings of similar size, e.g. timber buildings. URM structures are par-
ticularly vulnerable to earthquake effects due to limited masonry tensile strength. Sei-
smic behaviour of URM walls can be characterized as brittle, since cracks develop when 
the tensile stresses exceed the masonry tensile strength; this is frequently the case in 
URM buildings located in epicentral regions of moderate earthquakes with magnitudes 
in the range of 5.0 and higher. Although these URM structures may exhibit nonlinear be-
haviour in the post-cracking stage, their ductility is limited and the overall performance 
is inferior when compared to otherwise similar RC and steel structures. Although Serbia 
was not exposed to major earthquakes since 1945, the 2010 Kraljevo earthquake (M 
5.4) confirmed vulnerability of URM buildings [3]. 
This paper presents an overview of past and present code provisions related to seismic 
design of masonry buildings, with a special focus on multi-storey URM buildings typical 
for Serbian urban centres. Besides the past seismic design codes which were followed 
in the design of existing masonry buildings in Serbia, provisions of Eurocode 8 pertai-
ning to seismic design of masonry buildings have also been discussed, with the focus on 
rules for simple masonry buildings. Finally, a case study of a multi-family URM building 
damaged in the 2010 Kraljevo earthquake presented.

2  Historic overview of seismic design provisions for masonry 
buildings 

The first comprehensive seismic design code in the SFRY was published in 1964 [4] and 
was prompted by the 1963 Skopje earthquake. Subsequent version of the code was 
issued in 1981 [5] and it was the governing design code in Serbia until 2019, when Eu-
rocodes were officially adopted as governing codes for the design of building structures 
in the country [6]. In particular, Eurocode 8 – Part 1 [7] has been adopted for seismic 
design of new structures in Serbia (SRPS EN 1998-1/NA:2018) [8]. Masonry buildings 
addressed by seismic design codes in Serbia can be classfied as ordinary (unreinforced) 
masonry, confined masonry, and reinforced masonry. Ordinary masonry buildings have 
horizontal RC confining elements at floor levels, which are often called seismic belts 
or ring beams. These elements are integrated with floor/roof slabs. Confined masonry 
buildings have horizontal and vertical RC confining elements, hence the main difference 
between ordinary and confined masonry buildings is the provision of vertical confining 
elements. Finally, reinforced masonry buildings have horizontal reinforcement placed in 
mortar bed joints, in addition to horizontal and vertical confining elements. Table 1 pre-
sents a summary of building height restrictions applicable to ordinary (OM) and confined 
masonry (CM) buildings. 
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Design of masonry structures has been governed by applicable codes, starting with the 
1949 design code for masonry walls [9] to the latest code in former Yugoslavia issued 
in 1991 [10, 11]. Eurocode 6 (EN1996-1-1:2004) [12] has been recently adopted as 
official code for the design of masonry structures in Serbia [13]. A comparison of pro-
visions related to seismic design of ordinary masonry buildings from various codes is 
presented in Table 2.

Table 1.  Height limits (max number of storeys) for ordinary masonry (OM) and confined masonry (CM) 
buildings prescribed by the codes in Serbia from 1945-present 

Table 2. Overview of seismic design provisions for ordinary masonry buildings in Serbia from 1964-present 

Seismic 
intensity (MCS)

PTP-12 [4] 
(1964-1980)

OM | CM

PTN-S [5]
(1981-2019)

OM | CM

EN 1998-1:2005 [7]* 
(2020-present)

OM | CM

VII 5 6 3 5 3 4

VIII 4 6 2 4 2 3

IX 3 5 n/a 3 n/a 2

Notes: * - simple masonry buildings according to Cl 9.7; n/a - not acceptable

Provision PTP-12 [4]
(1964-1980)

PTN-S [5] 
(1981-2019)

PTN-Z [10]
(1991-2019)

EN 1998-1:2005 
[7, 8]

(2020-present)

Materials

Cement:lime:sand 
mortar mandatory, 

except single-storey 
bldgs in zones VII 

and VIII

Cement:lime:sand 
mortar mandatory; 

grade M25-M50 
(2.5-5.0 MPa)

Cement:lime:sand 
mortar grade M2 

(2.0 MPa) or cement 
mortar grade M10 

(10.0 MPa)

Min mortar 
compressive 

strength 5.0 MPa

Masonry units with 
horizontal holes not 

permitted

Solid clay bricks, 
modular clay blocks 

permitted

Detailed 
classification of 
masonry units

Min strength for 
solid clay bricks 
MO100-MO150 

(10-15 MPa); 
modular clay blocks 

MO150 (15 MPa)

Min strength for 
solid clay bricks and 
modular clay blocks 

10 MPa

Min unit 
compressive 

strength 5.0 MPa 

Walls-
Thickness 25-38 cm min 19 cm

min 24 cm (exterior 
walls) and 19 cm 

(interior walls)
min 24 cm

Floor/roof 
diaphragms

Rigid diaphragms 
required

Rigid diaphragms 
required

Rigid diaphragms 
required

Design 
method

Allowable Stress 
Design

Allowable Stress 
Design; Ultimate 

Limit States Design 
(strength only).

Allowable Stress 
Design; Ultimate 

Limit States Design 
(strength only)

Ultimate Limit 
States Design 
(strength plus 
serviceability)
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According to Section 9.6 of Eurocode 8, Part 1 [7], seismic design of masonry buildin-
gs can be performed by one of the following approaches: a) a prescriptive approach 
called “Rules for simple buildings”, which is applicable to regular low-rise buildings and 
different seismic hazard levels (Section 9.7 of Eurocode 8, Part 1), or b) an engineered 
analysis and design approach, which requires verification of safety against collapse to 
be performed for each structural element in a building, while the design resistance is 
determined according to Eurocode 6 [12]. The latter approach (engineered analysis and 
design according to Eurocode 6) needs to be followed for design of all buildings which 
do not meet the requirements for “simple buildings” as specified in Sections 9.2, 9.5 and 
9.7.2 of Eurocode 8, Part 1. It should be noted that masonry walls designed according 
to either approach need to meet seismic detailing requirements prescribed in Section 
9.5 of the code.

3 Rules for seismic design of simple masonry buildings: Wall Index

Rules for simple buildings outlined in Section 9.7 of Eurocode 8, Part 1 [7] prescribe 
the required amount of walls in each horizontal direction of the building plan, which is 
expressed as a percentage of the floor plan area (pA,min), and is referred to as Wall Index 
(WI) in this paper; note that an alternative term “wall density” is also used in tehnical 
literature. WI for a given building can be determined as a sum of cross-sectional areas 
of all walls in the direction of considered earthquake action relative to the ground floor 
plan area (Figure 1), that is,

where AW is the cross-sectional area of walls with their lengths parallel to one direction 
at the ground floor level, and AP is ground floor plan area. The required WI value for a 
specific building increases with the number of storeys (it is higher for taller buildings) 
and seismic hazard level, which is expressed as a product of design site acceleration 
(agS) and a corrective factor k. Note that the k value ranges from 1.0 to 2.0, depending on 
the average wall length. For example, k = 1.5 when average wall length is 4.0 m. Table 3 
contains WI values for ordinary masonry buildings according to Eurocode 8, Part 1 (Table 
9.3). The values were calculated assuming the minimum compressive strength for ma-
sonry units (e.g. modular clay blocks) of 5.0 MPa. For a three-storey ordinary masonry 
building, WI values range from 3.0 to 5.0 % when ground acceleration agS increases from 
0.07 to 0.15g (provided that k = 1.0). Note that the WI values presented in Table 9.3 are 
recommended values, however different values can be determined by a country-speci-
fic National Annex.
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Table 3.  Recommended allowable number of stories above ground and the required WI values for 
unreinforced/ordinary masonry buildings (Eurocode 8, Part 1) 

A WI value indicates seismic load-resisting capacity of a masonry building for the sei-
smic force direction under consideration. A building must have sufficient shear capacity 
to resist the seismic forces at each storey level. The shear capacity depends on the 
number of shear walls in each horizontal direction, and the capacity of each wall to 
resist seismic forces. On the other hand, seismic demand, that is, applied seismic shear 
force at ground floor level, is resisted by the floor system (diaphragm) and then tran-
sferred to the individual walls. In most cases, masonry buildings have RC floors that 
act as rigid diaphragms. Consequently, internal seismic shear force in a specific wall is 
proportional to its stiffness relative to the sum of the stiffnesses of all walls aligned in 
the same direction. In low-rise masonry buildings, seismic behaviour of the walls is usu-
ally governed by shear. Shear stiffness of the wall is proportional to its cross-sectional 
area (length x thickness), and this can be used to establish the required ratio between 
the amount of walls (sum of cross-sectional areas of all walls in one direction) and the 
floor plan area. The above explanation is based on the strength-based design approach, 
which gives conservative (higher) WI values. Alternatively, WI values can be determined 
based on the displacement-based design approach which gives lower and more realistic 
WI values, but requires the knowledge of deformation-based nonlinear performance 
parameters for masonry walls.
Several research studies in countries like Mexico and Chile have confirmed correlation 
between the WI and the extent of earthquake damage in masonry and RC wall structu-
res [14]. Chilean researchers have correlated the WI value and the observed damage 
for more than 280 masonry buildings affected by the 1985 Llolleo, Chile earthquake 
(M 7.8) [15]. The surveyed buildings were of reinforced, confined, and hybrid masonry 
construction. The buildings were one- to four-storey high. It was concluded that a mini-
mum WI of 1.15 % or higher was required in each direction to avoid earthquake damage 
in these buildings. Masonry buildings with a WI per floor in the range of 0.50 to 1.15 % 
suffered moderate damage, while buildings with a WI per floor of less than 0.50 % suffe-
red heavy damage. A study of confined masonry buildings affected by the 2010 Maule, 
Chile earthquake (M 8.8) showed that, in general, the buildings with a WI per floor of 0.9 
% and higher remained undamaged, while buildings with a WI of 0.75 % or less experien-
ced severe damage at the MSK shaking intensity of VII or higher [16].

Number of 
storeys

Acceleration at site agS

≤ 0.07k∙g ≤ 0.10k∙g ≤ 0.15k∙g ≤ 0.20k∙g

1 2.0 % 2.0 % 3.5 % n/a

2 2.0 % 2.5 % 5.0 % n/a

3 3.0 % 5.0 % n/a n/a

4 5.0 % n/a n/a n/a

Notes: n/a - not acceptable
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Figure 1. Input parameter for the Wall Index (WI) calculation (Brzev and Mitra 2018)

4  Case study of a masonry building damaged in the 2010 Kraljevo 
earthquake 

The case study building is located in the Njegoševa Street No. 2 in Kraljevo, and it was 
damaged in the 2010 Kraljevo earthquake which caused 2 fatalities and more than 
$100 million in damages [17]. The building was constructed around 1950 as a 3-storey 
residential building with a basement and a half-floor at the top, see Figure 2a. The lower 
three floors have a plan with 22.2 m length and 16.0 m width. The top floor has smaller 
plan dimensions (11.0 m length and 10.9 m width). Typical floor height is 2.8 m. Walls at 
the lower 3 floors were constructed using 25 cm solid clay bricks in cement:lime mortar, 
while the walls at the top floor were constructed using modular clay blocks and concre-
te blocks. Floor and roof structures in the original building are ribbed RC slabs. Although 
the original construction documentation was not available, post-earthquake building 
survey confirmed the presence of RC tie-beams at each floor level. It is assumed that 
the building has RC strip footings. Floor plan at the ground floor level is shown in Figure 
2b. Note that longitudinal walls are aligned in the N-S direction.
This is a loadbearing masonry structure typical for the post-World War II period. The 
walls are of URM construction and there are rigid floor/roof diaphragms. Since the bu-
ilding was constructed around 1950 it is assumed that seismic design was not perfor-
med. The building experienced moderate damage in the 2010 Kraljevo earthquake. The 
damage in the lower portion of the building was moderate. Minor cracking was obser-
ved in the walls aligned in transverse direction, mostly in the form of inclined cracks due 
to in-plane seismic effects. Horizontal cracks in longitudinal walls, particularly at the se-
cond floor level along gridline 5, were most prominent. These cracks were likely caused 
by the out-of-plane earthquake effects. The most significant damage was observed in 
the walls at the top floor level, particularly in partition walls constructed using modular 
clay blocks with horizontally aligned holes.
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Figure 2. Case study building in Kraljevo, Serbia: a) exterior views and b) floor plan at ground floor level 

Figure 3.  Earthquake damage patterns: a) horizontal crack at the wall-to-RC tie-beam interface, 
longitudinal wall (gridline 5) at the 2nd floor level and b) horizontal and diagonal cracks in a 
longitudinal wall (gridline 6 adjacent to the staircase), top floor level

Seismic evaluation of the building was performed to verify its seismic safety. The 
analysis was performed according to the seismic design code PTN-S [5] which was in 
place at the time of the earthquake. The building is located in seismic zone VIII accor-
ding to the MCS scale [18]. Seismic forces were determined considering the following 
parameters: building category coefficient Ko = 1.0, seismic intensity coefficient Ks = 0.05, 
dynamic response coefficient Kd = 1.0, and ductility and damping coefficient Kp = 2.0. The 
ratio of seismic force at the base of the structure (V) and seismic weight (W), that is, 
V/W, is 0.09, which is the total seismic coefficient for this building. Since this is a low-
rise building with rigid diaphragms, seismic forces were distributed to individual walls in 
proportion to their respective shear stiffness.
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Seismic safety evaluation for masonry walls was performed according to the Allowable 
Stress Design approach per PTN-Z [10], and also according to the ultimate strength ve-
rification prescribed by PTN-S [5]. Since the mechanical properties of masonry were not 
known at the time of evaluation, the characteristic masonry compressive strength was 
determined based on the assumed mortar and brick compressive strengths according 
to PTN-Z [10], and the resulting fk value was 2.4 MPa. The maximum allowable principal 
tensile stress of 0.09 MPa and the ultimate tensile strength of 0.18 MPa were prescri-
bed by PTN-S [5]. The analysis results showed that the seismic safety of the building 
was satisfactory according to the current codes, both in terms of the allowable stresses 
and ultimate strengths.
This building has a regular plan shape and wall layout and could be treated as a simple 
masonry building according to Eurocode 8, Part 1 [7]. The WI values per floor were cal-
culated as 5.27 and 3.11 % for transverse and longitudinal direction respectively. Based 
on the seismic hazard and number of storeys it is prescribed that the minimum WI value 
of 5 % needs to be ensured in each horizontal direction for a 3-storey URM building in 
seismic zone VIII; this corresponds to agS value in the range from 0.1 to 0.2 g, depending 
on the wall length parameter k. The WI in longitudinal direction (3.11 %) appears to be 
significantly deficient according to Eurocode 8, Part 1 (5.0 %). Interestingly, the building 
experienced cracking in the longitudinal walls due to the 2010 Kraljevo earthquake, as 
discussed above.

5 Conclusions 

Unreinforced (URM) masonry low- and mid-rise buildings constitute a significant por-
tion of the housing stock in Serbia and other European countries. Multi-family URM 
buildings (usually 3-5 stories high) are of particular concerns due to higher occupancy 
and vulnerability to earthquake effects. Recent earthquakes in Albania (Nov 26, 2019 
Durres earthquake) and Croatia (March 22, 2020 Zagreb earthquake and December 29, 
2020 Petrinja earthquake) showed that multi-family residential URM buildings experi-
enced damage and had to be vacated after the earthquake. Many buildings of this type 
which were constructed before 1964 were not designed for seismic actions. The paper 
presented an overview of past seismic design codes and provisions for URM structures 
which were used in Serbia and other countries which were a part of the former Yugo-
slavia.
Seismic design provisions for URM buildings contained in Eurocode 8, Part 1 have also 
been reviewed. The focus is on design provisions for simple buildings, which can be 
designed by following a simplified design procedure provided that the building is regular 
and that the minimum Wall Index (WI) requirement has been met. 
Provisions of past seismic and masonry design codes from Serbia have been applied for 
seismic evaluation of a typical multi-family URM building which was damaged in the 
2010 Kraljevo, Serbia earthquake. The study showed that the code requirements have 
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been satisfied for the design seismic hazard level for the building site (zone VIII), altho-
ugh seismic design was likely not performed for this building. The design did not meet 
minimum WI requirements for simple masonry buildings based on Eurocode, Part 1 for 
walls in longitudinal direction. This deficiency is in line with the observed earthquake 
damage.
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Seismic performance of a RC building founded on soft 
stratified soils

Abstract
The seismic performance of a structure is determined by a series of factors that are related with 
the earthquake source characteristics, site effects and structural capacity, among others. The 
state of the art of seismic vulnerability assessment methods, using probabilistic approach, are 
capable of incorporate the effect of some of these factors. Within the epistemic uncertainties, the 
soil effects have an important contribution as soil profile characteristics have a major influence 
on spectral amplification results. This is more evident in case of the softer soil types. Eurocode 8 
specifications for seismic design of structures founded on very soft (stratified) soils, classified as 
S1, requires special studies to define the seismic action. In this work the seismic performance of a 
9 story (7 stories and 2 underground stories) RC structure, founded on an S1 type soil, located in 
Lisbon, Portugal is evaluate by means of nonlinear static results (N2 method). Global performance 
is evaluated and damage limitation control, in terms of interstorey drifts according to Eurocode 8, 
is verified in the central members for the different soil profiles.

Key words:  Local site effects, equivalent linear analysis, DeepSoil, seismic assessment, capacity 
curves
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1  Introduction

Soil conditions at a location can substantially modify the intensity of soil movements 
caused by earthquakes, through the succession of soil layers towards the surface. 
Therefore, it is important to understand how soil properties modify the behaviour of 
the structure above. Such modifications in the ground motion that alter between the 
bedrock and the surface are termed as local site effects. These are responsible for the 
amplification of seismic waves which is greater in cases of wave propagation in soft 
soils (S1) [1]. This phenomenon is mainly due to the great discontinuities that these 
soil profiles may present, resulting in stratification and different properties that lead 
to high degree of seismic amplification. Eurocode 8 [2] does not establish guidelines 
to be followed in the seismic design of structures founded on type S1 soils (soft strati-
fied soils), instead stipulates that a special study should be carried out to establish the 
dependence of the response spectrum on the thickness and shear wave velocity value, 
stratification of clays or soft silts and on the stiffness contrast between this layer and 
the underlying materials. 
The response spectra so derived can be further used for the seismic design and assess-
ment. According to EC8-3, the nonlinear pushover procedure, namely the N2 method 
developed by Fajfar [3], maybe used to verify the structural performance of the new-
ly designed and of the existing buildings. When a building presents plan-asymmetry 
the original N2 method is unable to capture the torsional effects, thus distorting the 
structural response. The results can be corrected using the modified N2 method [4] 
by multiplying the target displacements obtained from the pushover analyses by an 
amplification factor that results from an elastic modal analysis. In this work preliminary 
results are presented for the seismic performance assessment of a 9 story (7 stories 
and 2 underground stories) RC structure, founded on an S1 type soil, located in Lisbon, 
Portugal trough the (original) N2 method. Global performance is evaluated and damage 
limitation control, in terms of interstorey drifts according to Eurocode 8, is verified in the 
central members for the different soil profiles.

2  Description of the structure and numerical modelling approach

The case study is a residential reinforced concrete nine story (7 upper stories and 2 
basement) building located in Lisbon, founded on soil type S1 and class of importance. 
All upper story floors have the same geometry, same element dimension and same 
reinforcement features, except for the top floor and the roof floor, which have smaller 
dimensions. The height of the regular floors is 3.0 m and basement floors’ height ranges 
from and 2.67 m to 3.85 m. The general layout of a typical floor is illustrated in Fig. 1a. 
The reinforced concrete superstructure consists of columns, beams, slabs, with a cen-
trally located elevator core and additional shear walls, and lateral retaining walls in the 
basement. The cross sections of vertical structural elements (columns and walls) have 
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different dimensions and reinforcement in the plan of the building. The beam sections 
range from 0.30x0.45m to 0.30x1.70m. The slabs are 0.22 m thick and the thickness 
of the shear walls is 0.20m. More detailed information is available by request from the 
authors. A 3D numerical model of the structures was created using Seismostruct pro-
gram [5], Fig. 1 b):

Figure 1. a) Typical floor plan; b) Seismostruct 3D model of the structure

The structural elements, namely beams, columns and shear walls, were modelled us-
ing the inelastic plastic hinge frame element, called infrmFBPH, with the non-linearity 
concentrated within a fixed length of the element (plastic hinge): The infrmFBPH has a 
force-based formulation idealized for fiber cross-sections. In total, 150 fibers were de-
fined for the simpler sections and 200 for the more complex ones. Plastic-hinge length 
(Lp/L) was chosen as 16.67 %. The slabs were considered as rigid diaphragms and the 
weight of the slabs was distributed along the beams according to the respective tribu-
tary area.
To model the behaviour of the soil surrounding the retaining walls, distributed springs 
were considered. The soil springs are assumed to exhibit a linear-elastic load-displace-
ment relationship (defined by stiffness KH) regardless of how much they are compressed. 
The stiffness [kN/m] is given by equation (1) according to Bohnhoff, [6], where z [m] is 
the thickness of a soil layer that is represented by the soil spring, [m/s] is the maximum 
shear wave velocity of the soil, [ton/m3] is the soil density and the Poisson’s ratio.

KH = 1(1+v)ρzV2
smax (1)

The concrete is represented by a uniaxial model proposed by Mander et al. [7] and the 
cyclic rules proposed by Martinez-Rueda and Elnashai [8]. The constitutive model pro-
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posed by Menegotto and Pinto [9] was used to represent the steel behaviour coupled 
with the isotropic hardening rules proposed by Filippou et al. [10]. The materials used 
for reinforced concrete elements were C25/30 concrete and A500 NR steel, with the 
properties listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Steel and concrete properties

Linear elastic analysis was conducted to obtain the dynamic characteristics (natural fre-
quencies and vibration modes) of the structure. Three modes of vibration with a more 
relevant modal participation were identified, the first corresponding to a mode in the Y 
direction and two corresponding to modes with significant participation in the X direc-
tion, with periods of 1.01s , 0.68s and 0.55s, respectively. A significant influence of the 
torsion, due to the asymmetry property of the structure affecting mainly the 1st mode in 
the X direction is verified. As a consequence, according to EC8 [2] classification criterion 
the structure is classified as a torsionally flexible system in X direction. 

3 Seismic assessment 

The global seismic capacity of the structure is assessed by the N2 method prescribed 
by the EC8 [2]. The ground type S1, used in this study, can produce anomalous effects 
of amplification of the local seismic movement and interaction between the soil and the 
structure. Being so, EC 8 does not propose a design response spectra and states that 
particular attention should be paid in this case. Taking into account these particular soil 
conditions, a special study is carried out to define the seismic action.

3.1 Seismic action

To conduct the analysis, two soil profiles were chosen for comparison using ground 
types D and S1 that matches the required specifications of EC8 [2]. Profile 1 is a ho-
mogenous soil layer of ground type D of medium cohesionless soil and profile 2 consists 
of two layers: the top layer of the same type of soil of profile 1 and a second layer of 
ground type S1 of a soft clay with high plasticity index. A profile 2b) is taken into consid-
eration in this analysis, quite similar to profile 2, being the only difference a new value 
of the plasticity index of the clay layer. In both examples it was specified a value for the 
bedrock damping ratio but has negligible effect on the results. Both profiles along with 
the properties and parameters used in the analysys for each layer can be seen in Fig. 2.
The shear wave velocities (Vs) and plastic indexes (PI) are taken according to EC 8 values 
for each soil type. The other soil parameters are average values taken from literature 
and experience. 

A500
fyd εyd 

C25/30
fck fcd fctm Ecm

435 MPa 2.18 10-3 25 MPa 16.7 MPa 2.6 MPa 30 GPa
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Figure 2. Soil profiles

The soils are modelled in DeepSoil [11] that uses an equivalent linear methodology in 
the frequency domain. The bedrock is defined as an elastic half space and the sand and 
clay layers are modelled with an equivalent linear model that employs an iterative pro-
cedure in the selection of the shear modulus, (G/Gmax) and damping ratio ( %) soil prop-
erties defined as functions of shear strain ( %): These properties are defined by discrete 
points model of the curves suggested by Seed & Idriss (1970) [12], for the sand, and 
Vucetic & Dobry (1991) [13], for the clay to take into account the PI index. The iterative 
procedure quantifies the stiffness degradation and damping increase of the soils with 
the increase of the soil deformation.
For the ground motion at the bedrock, a set of 8 ground motions was selected from 
ESM - (PEER’ s) [14], and NGA – West 2 [15] databases website, using SeismoSelect 
[16] software. The following criteria was used: magnitude between around 5.5, source 
(epicenter distance < 40 km) and shear wave velocities higher than 800 m/s (bedrock): 
As each ground motion has accelerograms in two directions, a total of 16 records were 
used. This is in accordance with type 2 earthquake ground motion of EC 8. 
All selected ground motions were fitted to the Eurocode 8 elastic design spectrum with 
the Portuguese code feature for type 2 soil A (η = 1, S = 1, b0 = 0.05, TB = 0.1 sec, TC = 
0.25 sec, TD = 2 sec) using the software SeismoMatch [17]. It was considered the site in 
Lisbon with the value of the reference peak ground acceleration, agR = 1.7g . Fig. 3 pre-
sents the original ground motions spectrum and the adjusted ones. The red line is the 
EC 8 elastic design spectrum type 2 for ground type A.
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Figure 3. Average response spectrum of the original (left) and adjusted ground motions (right)

Then it is performed the site response analysis with DeepSoil [11] software where the 
ground input motions are filtered by each layer of each profile in order to obtain the 
average response spectrum at the surface. In Fig. 4 are presented the average response 
spectrum for each profile, as well as the red line response spectrum reference A that 
represents the average unfiltered response spectrum of the ground motions at the bed-
rock. 

Figure 4. Response spectra of each soil profile at the surface and reference spectrum at the bedrock

It can be seen that profile 2 with the S1 soil type induces higher values of spectral ac-
celerations at the than profile 1. Nevertheless, both profiles mitigate accelerations for 
low periods but for periods above 0,8 s there is considerable amplification. The average 
response spectrum of each set of ground motions is used to compute the nonlinear 
static procedures response.
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3.2 Structural analysis 

3D pushover analyses of the structure were carried out to evaluate the seismic capacity 
of the structure considering the variation in the soil profiles. According to N2 meth-
od at least two different load pattern should be considered. Here the proportional to 
fundamental mode shape and proportional to mass distribution over the height was 
considered. The loads were applied independently in the two horizontal directions. The 
resulting capacity curves are shown in Fig. 5 for modal and mass proportional load dis-
tributions for the X and Y directions. 

Figure 5. Capacity Curves of the structure

In both directions the two curves for the modal proportional load pattern presents lower 
values of base shear than the uniform load pattern curve for the same top displace-
ment. However in the elastic range are equal. The structure presents more strength 
along X direction due to the presence of the shear walls and elongated columns devel-
oping in along this direction.

4 Analysis results 

The seismic assessment of the building is done by comparing the capacity and the corre-
sponding demand. For the calculation of the target displacements the earthquake spectra 
presented in Fig. 4 were used. The results obtained for the considered soil profiles are 
compared with ones obtained for soil type A in order to better understand how site effects 
condition the structural response. The seismic demand of the equivalent SDOF system is 
calculated using the EC8 graphical procedure for each considered soil profile. The target 
displacement for each response spectrum and direction is given on Table 2, where “Refer-
ence (A)” represents the results obtained for the mean response spectrum of the ground 
motions scaled to match the response spectrum for a soil type A.
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Table 2. Roof target displacement for each response spectrum for the X and Y directions 

The target displacements obtained for the two soil profiles show that the site effect 
have a significant influence on the capacity of the structure with more expression in the 
Y direction with the lower strength. 
Additionally, damage limitation control in terms of interstorey drifts according to Euroc-
ode 8 is verified in the central members, where the torsional effects are not significant. 
Fig. 6 represents the lateral displacement profiles of the mass center of the structure 
for the three soil profiles and for the soil type A, Reference (A): It can be observed that 
the results in the X direction are less sensitive to the variation of the soil type, while 
direction Y show a great dependence on the site conditions and consequently feature 
considerable amplification of the displacements. In both directions soil Profile 2 is more 
demanding.

Figure 6. Lateral displacement profiles of mass center of the building

In Fig. 7 the interstory drifts are presented along with the EC8 drift limit (in red): One 
can be observed that in both directions the structure complies with damage limitation 
defined according to EC8, at the DL. However, further study is required in order to better 
understand the behaviour of the structure. 

Target Displacement [m]

Direction X

Reference (A) Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 2b

0.034 0.031 0.041 0.043

Direction Y

Reference (A) Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 2b

0.070 0.226 0.261 0.251
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Figure 7. Drifts of each storey mass center

5 Conclusions

This study showed the importance of considering soil conditions in the seismic assess-
ment of buildings. Especially soft soils and stratified can modify the intensity of ground 
motions through the succession of soil layers towards the surface. Soils classified as 
S1 in EC 8 were studied in this work as they meet those characteristics. The stiffness 
degradation and damping increase with the increase of the soil deformation were quan-
tified by using a linear equivalent method in the frequency domain. For the soil profile 
adopted and for the ground motion type considered it was clear that, for periods above 
0,8s, soil type S1 induced higher values of spectral accelerations. 
The original N2 method was used for the seismic assessment of the structure, in terms 
of the global and interstorey drift limit checks. The results show that they comply with 
the global and damage limitation levels established in the Portuguese National Annex of 
the EC8-3, but much higher values of story drifts and target displacements are obtained 
for the studied soft soil types. 
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Abstract
Generation of Fragility Curves (FCs) forms the primary basis for seismic vulnerability assessment 
of structures within a probabilistic framework, which can effectively aid in seismic damage 
mitigation. This paper presents the system-level FCs generated for a class of reinforced 
concrete integral abutment bridges, in succession to the component-level FCs developed for 
the damageable components of the bridge class, namely piers, elastomeric bearings with dowel 
bars, abutment-backfill system and pile-soil system. System-level FCs have not been studied 
extensively and while incorporating explicitly the contributions of different components. From the 
evaluated probabilistic component-level seismic demand data, demand correlation coefficient 
between every two components at the respective ith Damage State (DS) rank is computed. The 
joint demand cumulative probability distribution surface is derived using the correlation matrix 
and the demand distributions at each DS, while the evaluated probabilistic seismic DS capacities 
of the individual components are considered to be mutually independent. Using Latin Hypercube 
sampling technique on the joint demand surface and the individual component capacities, the 
generated sample values for the Joint Demands (JDs) are randomly paired with those for the 
Capacity Quartets (CQs). Probability of failure of the Bridge System (BS) is computed as the ratio 
of the cases (JD-CQ pairs) wherein the BS DS is reached (if at least one of the capacity values is 
exceeded by one or all the demand values in a pair) to the total cases. Computation is repeated 
at each increasing value of the adopted earthquake Intensity Measure (IM) and for all the DSs to 
obtain the BS FCs. BS at a DS rank is found more vulnerable than the individual components at 
the respective same DS ranks. BS at DSs of higher ranks than those of the individual components 
shows more or less vulnerabilities upto certain IM ranges and vice versa beyond as compared to 
the individual components.
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1 Introduction

Past earthquakes have demonstrated bridges to be vulnerable to seismic damages and 
failure; non-functionality causes disruption to social-economic as well as emergency 
rescue and recovery activities. This has led to the seismic vulnerability assessment of 
bridges becoming a major research area in earthquake engineering. Fragility Curves 
(FCs), as its output within a probabilistic perspective, are essential for reasonable deci-
sion making on structural designs, retrofits, repairs and damage mitigations [1]; it also 
enables comparison of various bridge types [2]. The present study aims to generate 
the FCs for the overall Bridge System (BS) conforming to a class of Integral Abutment 
Bridges (IABs).
Seismic vulnerability of the BS is contributed by the individual vulnerability effects of its 
components; it is strongly affected by the coupling between simultaneously developing 
various damage modes in different components [3]. However, many of the previous 
studies like [4-8] have represented BS fragility in terms of the seemingly most vul-
nerable component, such as the columns. BS is more fragile than any of the individual 
components and ignoring their contributions can lead to misrepresentation of the BS 
fragility and result in errors as large as 50 % at higher DSs [9].
Thus, some research studies have estimated the BS fragility at a particular DS by com-
bining the individual component fragilities, with the convenience of treating it as a se-
ries or a parallel combination, as any or all of the components reach the respective DSs 
of the same rank correspondingly. In reality, the responses of the components are of-
ten correlated with each other to a certain extent and the fragility estimated will be in 
between the bounds corresponding to the total correlation and complete independence 
associated with both the series and parallel assumptions for the BS. Nevertheless, the 
first order bounds considering the series system were adopted by [2]. Second-order 
reliability was adopted by [10] where some correlation was evaluated and found to yield 
narrower bounds. 
Other than the above approaches, [11] evaluated the BS fragilities considering the com-
posite behaviour of the component DSs, which were assigned weightages based on 
their relative importance. [12] defined the BS performances based on traffic capacity 
reduction against the post event component damages for the evaluation. [13] gene-
rated the joint demand surface based on correlations among the demands of the brid-
ge components and employed the Monte Carlo simulation on it and as well as on the 
mutually independent capacities, for evaluating the BS fragilities; later adopted by [14, 
15]. To have similar functionality and repair consequences at the BS level, [16], while 
adopting the approach of [13], classified the bridge components into primary (contri-
bute to all the BS DSs and affect the bridge vertical stability and load carrying capacity) 
and secondary (contribute to the initial BS DSs and cause traffic restriction) ones. This 
principle was followed by [17] and so has been followed in the present study. 
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2  Seismic modeling, capacity and demand evaluation for the iab 
class

The IAB class in the study (Fig. 1) consists of a multispan continuous Reinforced Concre-
te (RC) deck with prestressed concrete I-girders, supported on elastomeric rubber be-
arings. Each bearing has two steel dowel bars passing through it which are embedded 
into the cap beam and loosely inserted into the underside of the girder diaphragm. The 
bearings in turn rest on RC multicolumn bents and integral abutments with dense sandy 
backfill. The bents and the abutments are supported on groups of piles and single rows 
respectively, of fixed-headed piles in loose sand. 

Figure 1. A typical IAB configuration in the study

Employing the Latin Hypercube Sampling Technique (LHST) on the ranges of the pro-
bability distributions of the structural and geotechnical parameters, 144 samples for 
the BS are generated. The numerical models are developed, based on the structural 
components modeling analogy [18], wherein the BS is modeled as a spline, with elasti-
cBeamColumn elements supported on a series of ZeroLength springs in OpenSees [19] 
representing the lateral capacity curves of the IAB components, at the respective loca-
tions. These curves are generated through the appropriate analytical models developed 
for (a) pier in OpenSees, (b) Pile-Soil System (PSS) while linking the finite element mo-
del analysis of the PSS in OpenSees with the pile-soil interaction model [20], (c) bea-
ring in the study itself, and (d) Abutment-Backfill System (ABS) while simulating the 
abutment-backfill interaction based on [21]. A typical fibre section of the pier element, 
the output lateral force deformation curves for pier and bearing constituents are shown 
in Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) respectively.
Analyses of the respective damage models (developed in [22]) of the components for 
the corresponding samples, yield the Limit State Threshold (LST) ) (denoted as LST1, 
LST2, LST3 and LST4 against the first four DSs) data against the respective DS (denoted 
as DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4 against the four DSs) capacities (Cs). These are characterised 
in terms of probability distributions; one such distribution with respect to PSS DS2 is 
shown in Fig. 2(d). Seismic demand (D) against each component DS is assessed, while 
extending the inverse application of the adaptive capacity spectrum method [23], with 
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respect to the earthquake Intensity Measures (IMs) as the Peak Ground Acceleration 
(PGA) and the spectral acceleration at 0.7s Sa (0.7s) based on the near average values 
of the time periods for the BS samples herein, from damage initiation till collapse). The 
demand data is obtained from the analyses of all the BS samples, against each of the 
specified IM values within 0 to 1.8g (to which the PGA and Sa (0.7s) values of the input 
ground motions are scaled) of all the ground motions. One such distribution is shown 
in Fig. 2(e) against the bearing DS4 with respect to Sa (0.7s) value of 0.1g. The study 
employs nine ground motions selected over wide ranges of frequency contents; one 
such 5 % damped ground motion acceleration-time period response spectrum is shown 
in Fig. 2(f).

Figure 2.  a) A pier fibre section; lateral capacity curves for b) pier and c) bearing constituents; data 
distributions of d) capacity and e) demand; f) ground motion response spectrum

3. Generation of the Bridge System Fragility Curves

BS FCs in the present study are generated, in succession to the component-level FCs 
using the evaluated respective C and D distributions, as discussed in the following su-
bsections: 

3.1 Definition of the BS DSs 

Four BS DSs are considered (with the LSTs denoted as BS-LST1, BS-LST2, BS-LST3 
and BS-LST4), based on the mapping at the system level, of the different component-
level DSs [16] (with the LSTs denoted as PC-LST1, PC-LST2, PC-LST3 and PC-LST4 for 
primary components; and as SC-LST1, SC-LST2, SC-LST3 and SC-LST4 for secondary 
components). DS descriptions and the mapping are elaborated in a flowchart in Fig. 3. 
While developing the damage models for the components, DS of a component with the 
assigned rank is designed such that it has the same functionality consequences at the 
BS level with respect to the same DS rank. Hence, the BD DS1; DS2; DS3; and DS4 are 
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defined by the mapped contributions of the DS1s of PSS, ABS, bearing and pier; DS2s 
of PSS, ABS, bearing and pier; DS3s of ABS, bearing and pier; and DS4s of bearing and 
pier respectively. 

3.2  Evaluation of the joint demand cumulative distribution surface of the IAB 
components 

Seismic demands of the components being correlated, BS fragility evaluation requires 
derivation of the joint demand cumulative probability distribution surface (JDS). Thus, 
the correlation coefficient ρi,p-q between every two (pth and qth) components (PSS, ABS, 
bearing  and pier, denoted as ‘pl’, ‘ab’, ‘br’ and ‘pr’ respectively) at ith DS rank is computed 
from the respective ln(D) data (1296 values) (i.e., ln(Di,p) and ln(Di,q), as in Eq. (1), and listed 
in Table 1 for all the cases. Employing ρi,p-q s and standard deviations of ln(Di,p) and ln(Di,q) 
data (i.e., bDi,p and bDi,q), the demand correlation matrix is evaluated. Thereby, JDS against 
the ith BS DS is generated using MATLAB [24] with the correlation matrix and the indi-
vidual component demand distributions at that DS as the input. 

Figure 3. Descriptions of the DSs and mapping of the component-level DSs onto the BS DSs
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 (1)

Table 1. Correlation coefficients among the bridge component demands

3.3 Computation of the system-level FC

Probability of reaching the ith BS DS is obtained by comparing the joint demands of the 
components with the mutually independent component capacities Cs (denoted as Ci,pl, 
Ci,ab,, Ci,br, and Ci,pr respectively for PSS, ABS, bearing and pier) at their respective ith DSs, 
while assuming a series system failure. Employing LHST on the JDS and the individual 
C distributions, 102 samples for joint demands as well as individual component Cs are 
obtained, while dividing each into 100 equal probability intervals and extracting the me-
dian values of the intervals along with the boundary values. Samples for the individual 
component Cs are paired up randomly among them to have 102 quartets of Cs. 102 joint 
demand sets are randomly paired with 102 capacity quartets. For a joint demand-capa-
city quartet pair, the BS DS is considered to have reached, if the C values are exceeded by 
the respective D values within the pair, at least for one component. The corresponding 
probability Pi,BS is computed as the ratio of the number of pairs wherein the DS is re-
ached to the total number of pairs (i.e., 102). Computation is repeated at each increasing 
value of both the adopted IMs and for all the BS DSs to obtain the corresponding BS FCs. 
The BS FC generation procedure is depicted in a flowchart, as in Fig. 4 and the generated 
BS FCs with respect to PGA and Sa (0.7s) are displayed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) respectively.

DS1 IM Value DS2 IM Value DS3 IM Value

ρ1,pl-ab

PGA 0.938
ρ2,pl-ab

PGA 0.914
ρ3,ab-pr

PGA 0.697

Sa (0.7s) 0.738 Sa (0.7s) 0.614 Sa (0.7s) 0.521

ρ1,pl-pr

PGA 0.725
ρ2,pl-pr

PGA 0.735
ρ3,ab-pr

PGA 0.797

Sa (0.7s) 0.216 Sa (0.7s) 0.468 Sa (0.7s) 0.493

ρ1,pl-br

PGA 0.555
ρ2,pl-br

PGA 0.781
ρ3,br-pr

PGA 0

Sa (0.7s) 0.250 Sa (0.7s) 0.328 Sa (0.7s) 0

ρ1,ab-pr

PGA 0.683
ρ2,ab-pr

PGA 0.777
DS4 PGA Sa (0.7s)

Sa (0.7s) 0.177 Sa (0.7s) 0.532

ρ1,ab-br

PGA 0.544
ρ2,ab-pr

PGA 0.778

ρ4,br-pr 0 0
Sa (0.7s) 0.243 Sa (0.7s) 0.339

ρ1,br-pr

PGA 0.418
ρ2,br-pr

PGA 0.786

Sa (0.7s) 0.487 Sa (0.7s) 0.916
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Figure 4. Flowchart describing the generation of the BS FCs

4  Comparison of the BS FCs with the individual component FCs and 
with respect to the adopted IMs

Vulnerability of the BS with respect to the individual components is examined through 
the comparisons of the respective FCs. BS is observed to be more vulnerable than all the 
components at the respective same DS rank, while at the DSs of higher ranks than 
those of the individual components, it shows more or less vulnerabilities upto certain 
ranges of IM and vice versa beyond as compared to the components. One such observa-
tion is shown in Fig. 5(c), displaying the differences in the generated FCs of the individ-
ual components at their respective DS1s with those of the BS at all its DSs, with respect 
to Sa (0.7s). Since, the differences between any two FCs vary with respect to IM, the 
comparisons are drawn as the percentage difference in fragility with respect to IM (δ ) 
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between two FCs. BS at DS1 is observed to be more fragile than the most vulnerable 
one of all the components throughout the IM values; even at its DS2, BS is found to be 
more vulnerable than ABS, A-PSS and bearing at various IM values for this IAB class. 
Quantitatively, at the respective DS1s of the components and the BS, the maximum δ 
(δmax ) between the BS and A-PSS; BS and ABS; BS and bearing; BS and pier are observed 
to be 457 %; 452 %; 238 %; and 458 % at Sa (0.7s) values of 0.06g; 0.06g; 0.05g; and 0.06g 
respectively. At all its DSs, the BS FCs with respect to PGA show higher values as com-
pared to those with respect to Sa (0.7s), as can be observed from Fig. 5(d) and Table 2 
listing the respective δmax.

Figure 5.  BS FCs with respect to a) PGA and b)Sa (0.7s); c) comparisons of BS FCs with respect to the 
individual components at the corresponding DS1s, and d) comparison between a) and b)

Table 2. Comparison of BS fragilities with respect to the IMs in the study

System-level FCs
DS1 DS2

IM value δmax IM value δmax

PGA > Sa (0.7s) ≤ 0.30g 686 % (0.02g) ≤ 0.500g 161 % (0.14g)

PGA < Sa (0.7s) > 0.30g 16 % (0.36g) ≤ 0.500g 7 % (0.74g)

System-level FCs
DS3 DS4

IM value δmax IM value δmax

PGA > Sa (0.7s) throughout 77 % (0.28g) throughout 27 % (0.62g)
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System-level FCs
DS1 DS2

IM value δmax IM value δmax

PGA > Sa (0.7s) ≤ 0.30g 686 % (0.02g) ≤ 0.500g 161 % (0.14g)

PGA < Sa (0.7s) > 0.30g 16 % (0.36g) ≤ 0.500g 7 % (0.74g)

System-level FCs
DS3 DS4

IM value δmax IM value δmax

PGA > Sa (0.7s) throughout 77 % (0.28g) throughout 27 % (0.62g)

5 Conclusions

The present study derives the bridge system fragility curves for a class of reinforced 
concrete integral abutment bridges, in line with the current focus of the earthquake en-
gineering research on the seismic vulnerability assessment of bridges. The bridge class 
constitutes multiple components, which are found to be vulnerable upto different de-
grees to various levels of the earthquake intensity measures taken as the peak ground 
acceleration (PGA) and spectral acceleration at time period of 7sec Sa (0.7s). Thus, the 
system fragility curves are derived by using the joint demand cumulative distribution 
surface generated from the correlated demands and the mutually independent capa-
city distributions of the individual components, assessed while evaluating the compo-
nent-level fragility curves. Employing the Latin hypercube sampling techniques on the 
joint demands and the individual component capacities and assuming a series system 
assumption, the probability of reaching a bridge system damage state is obtained. Re-
petition of the procedure for each increasing level of both PGA and Sa (0.7s), and for all 
the bridge system damage states defined in the study, the respective fragility curves 
are derived. The salient conclusions drawn from the present study are:
Component-level demands show higher values with respect to PGA than Sa (0.7s) for 
most of the intensity measure levels. Consequently, for all the IAB components, fragili-
ties estimated with respect to PGA are more than those with respect to Sa (0.7s) in most 
cases. This trend is also reflected in case of the bridge system fragility curves.
Degrees of correlations among the component demands assessed with respect to Sa 
(0.7s) are found to be less as compared to those obtained with respect to PGA at all 
DSs, except for the pier-bearing pair. Abutment backfill system and the pile soil system 
have the highest correlations in their demands among all the components, with respect 
to both PGA and Sa (0.7s); correlation slightly decreases with increasing DS rank. Corre-
lations between pier and bearing demands increase significantly with the increasing DS 
ranks. However, these have zero correlations at higher damage states, owing to non-
coexistence of their damage states together in any bridge system sample. 
The three-span continuous reinforced concrete integral abutment bridge class is found 
to be more vulnerable as compared to all the individual components, at their respective 
damage states of the same ranks, as stated in a few past studies. Bridge system dama-
ge states of higher ranks either show more or less vulnerabilities upto certain ranges 
and vice versa beyond certain ranges of the intensity measure, with respect to the in-
dividual components. 
Bridge system fragility curves generated with respect to PGA show maximum deviation 
from those with respect to Sa (0.7s) at the bridge system first damage state, which de-
crease with the increasing damage state rank; also, the point where the peak deviation 
occurs within a curve shifts to a higher intensity measure value. These trends follow 
similar patterns, as observed for all the components.
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BS FCs evaluated, while incorporating the amount of correlations existing among the 
component demands, are expected to be more reliable rather than using the traditio-
nal series or parallel combination philosophy for the bridge component fragilities which 
might lead to their possible underestimation or overestimation.
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Abstract
Aseismic design of structures in seismic prone regions is a complex process consisting of 
structural system definition, selection of foundation depth and type, definition of external impacts 
– both, gravitational and seismic, proper detailing and definition of stability and vulnerability level. 
Stability of a structure is controlled by the structural dynamic response under real seismic loads.
In the period from 11.11.2020 to 12.11.2020 in the immediate vicinity of the national park 
“Mavrovo”, a series of earthquakes occurred, which were felt by the local population. The main 
shock occurred on 11.11.2020 at 04:54 local time, with a moment magnitude MW = 5.0, and 
was followed by a series of aftershocks with a local magnitude in the range of 1.5 to 4.9. As a 
result of the seismic activity in this period, the instruments, which are part of the strong motion 
network in Republic of North Macedonia were activated. Strong motion data were recorded at 
fourteen different locations of instruments installed on bedrock. In the affected region, ground 
floor wooden structures are prevailing and therefore the damages due to the earthquake were 
very light. In this paper, comprehensive investigations regarding recorded time histories and 
different structural types are presented. Three structures of different geometry, structural 
system, different number of stories subjected to real accelerograms from Mavrovo earthquake 
have been analysed. Comparison and comments in respect to the results are made. Finally, based 
on the analysis results, a recommendation of the most appropriate time histories records from 
Mavrovo earthquake for specific types of structures have been defined.

Key words: aseismic design, seismic design parameters, real accelerogram selection
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1 Introduction

Republic of North Macedonia is a seismic prone region and seismic safety of the buildins 
and protection of people and goods are of major concern. Therefore continuos research 
in the field of earthquake engineering and engineering seismology is of utmost impor-
tance. 
In the period from 11.11.2020 to 12.11.2020 in the immediate vicinity of the national 
park “Mavrovo”, a series of earthquakes occurred, which were felt by the local popula-
tion. The main shock occurred on 11.11.2020 at 04:54 local time, with a local Richter 
magnitude MW = 5.0, and it was followed by a series of aftershocks with a local magni-
tude in the range of 1.5 to 4.9.
According to the tectonic regionalization of R. N. Macedonia, the location of the occurred 
earthquake was in the Western Macedonian tectonic zone. The surrounding seismic 
sources of strong earthquakes are associated with an area where intensive geological 
transformation occurs, with the formation of neotectonic depressions in tectonic nodes, 
where the processes that condition the high lability of rock masses continue today. This 
is especially characteristic for Elbasan-Debar, Skopje, Urosevac and Pehchevo-Kresna 
areas, whose impact on the   Mavrovo area is manifested with intensity up to I0 = 6.0 - 
7.0 on the MCS scale, while other seismic sources have a weaker impact.
Three structures of different number of stories subjected to real accelerograms from 
Mavrovo earthquake have been analysed. As an input parameter for the dynamic analy-
sis the component with maximum acceleration was taken. A comparison was made of 
the relative displacement and acceleration amplification along the building’s height de-
pending on the distance and maximum acceleration obtained from the record.

2 Earthquake information 

On 11th November 2020, an earthquake with Mw = 5.0 (EMSC) at 03 h 54 min (GMT) 
struck Republic of North Macedonia, more precisely the immediate vicinity of the na-
tional park “Mavrovo”. The epicentre was located near Mavrovo lake (41.63 N 20.82E) 
with focal depth estimated at 10 km (EMSC). Its seismic intensity was VII degrees on 
EMS-98 scale and it was estimated based on the general panic associated with the 
stress in population.
The epicentre of the earthquake was in a so-called Drim seismic zone. This zone is seis-
mically active since 1901 and it is characterized by several epicenter areas, for which 
there are data of occurred earthquakes. The largest earthquake evidenced in this area 
was in 1967 with local Richter magnitude of ML=6.5.
The earthquake happened near a region where ground floor wooden structures are pre-
vailing and the damages due to the earthquake were light. 
Mavrovo earthquake was associated with a long aftershock sequence with a local mag-
nitude of 1.5 to 4.9. 
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Figure 1.  Regional map of the earthquake from 11.11.2020 at 03:54:14 (UTC) marked with red star (EMSC-
CSEM, 2020)

3 Strong motion instruments location 

Due to the above-mentioned earthquake that occurred on November 11, accelerom-
eters type Episensor ES-T that are part of the strong motion network in the Republic 
of North Macedonia were activated. Strong motion data were recorded at ten different 
locations of instruments installed on bedrock. In figure 1 the stations’ locations and the 
epicenter of the earthquake are presented.
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Figure 2. Strong motion instruments location 

Table 1. Strong motion instruments network information

The closest station was at 9.6 km from the occurred earthquake with a maximum re-
corded acceleration of 1.05784 m/s2. The farthest station was located 173.6 km from 
the epicentre with a maximum recorded acceleration of 0.008479 m/s2.

Station Max. acc. [m/s2] Distance [km]

S1 - Belica E-W 0.102104 38.2

S2 – Resen E-W 0.029380 62.1

S3 – Ohrid E-W 0.012049 57.9

S4 – Debar N-S 0.187309 27.2

S5 – Lisice N-S 0.137293 65.1

S6 – Pehcevo E-W 0.008479 173.6

S7 – Valandovo N-S 0.003522 149.3

S8 – Zletovica E-W 0.002758 136.9

S9 – Skopje IZIIS N-S 0.066572 63.5

S10 – Kriva Palanka N-S 0.008066 140.8

S11 – Kozjak N-S 0.068227 41.6

S12 – Mavrovo Z 1.057843 9.6

S13 – Spilje N-S 0.071858 30.7

S14 – Tikves Z 0.009048 96.2
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4 Analysed structures

4.1 Structure geometry

Structural dynamic response analysis of low-rise (GF+2), mid-rise (GF+8) and high-rise 
(GF+13) buildings was conducted. Structural systems have been adopted as regular and 
irregular at the base, as well as along the height of the building. The floor height is 
2.90m for all regular structures, while for the irregular ones a floor height of 4.20m at 
the ground floor has been adopted, and the other floors had a floor height of 2.90m. The 
low-rise building was consisted only in terms of frame elements whereas, the mid-rise 
and high-rise structures consisted of frame and wall elements along the height. In fig-
ures 3 and 4 mathematical 3D models and plans of different storeys are shown.

Figure 3.  3D model of irregular low-rise (GF+2), regular mid-rise (GF+8) and irregular high-rise (GF+13) 
building

Figure 4. Building plan on different storey for irregular high-rise (GF+13) building 
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4.2 Applied loads – static and dynamic

Gravitational loads acting on the structure were divided into permanent (dead) loads “g” 
and variable (live) loads “p”. Self-weight of the structural elements was automatically 
considered in the mathematical model depending on the dimensions of the elements 
and volumetric weight of concrete. Additional permanent loads with constant intensity 
of 4.0 kN/m2 are applied as uniformly distributed load on all platforms, except for the 
roof where additional permanent load was with an intensity of 1.5 kN/m2. The exterior 
beams with exception of the roof were loaded with additional linear loads with an inten-
sity of 8 kN/m’, representing the impact of the exterior walls. The intensity of the vari-
able load was adopted in accordance with the regulation as for residential buildings with 
values of 1.50 kN/m2 for all the platforms except for the roof with value of 1.0 kN/m2. 
The dynamic loads were applied as a time-histoy accelerograms in SAP 2000 using the 
direct integration method. The original, filtered accelerograms were used, without scal-
ing. These accelerograms are presented in figure 5 with different colours.

Figure 5. Input parameters for dynamic analysis – time histories recorded at different locations

5 Analysis and results

Dynamic non-linear analysis of the selected structural systems subjected to obtained 
earthquake records was performed. For a proper overview of the results, floor-intersto-
rey drift and floor – acceleration diagrams are presented. Diagrams are shown in scale 
so that the values can be compared according to structural type and storeys. Figure 6 
presents the deformed shapes in terms of absolute displacements of the structures 
subjected to Mavrovo accelerogram recorded on the station nearest to the earthquake 
epicentre. In figures 7-9 are presented the acceleration amplifications at different sto-
reys whereas the interstorey drifts diagrams of the structures are presented on the 
figures 10-12, respectively. 
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5.1 Deformed shape of the structure 

Figure 6. Deformed shape in terms of absolute displacements from Mavrovo earthquake

5.2 Acceleration results

Figure 7.  Acceleration amplification of irregular low-rise (GF+2) building along height subjected on 
different earthquake records

Figure 8.  Acceleration amplification of regular mid-rise (GF+8) building along height subjected on different 
earthquake records
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Figure 9.  Acceleration amplification of regular high-rise (GF+13) building along height subjected on 
different earthquake records

5.3 Displacement results

Figure 10. Interstorey drift of irregular low-rise (GF+2) building subjected on different earthquakes records

Figure 11. Interstorey drift of regular mid-rise (GF+8) building subjected on different earthquakes records

Figure 12.  Interstorey drift of irregular high-rise (GF+13) building subjected on different earthquakes 
records
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6 Conclusion

Three different buildings are analyzed in terms of number of storeys and regularity. The 
analysis is performed using maximum horizontal components of the obtained earth-
quakes recordings, except for the one obtained closest to the epicentre (d=9.6km), since 
the vertical component has the highest value.
From the presented results it is shown that the values of the relative floor displace-
ments of the structures vary for different type of structure and different input time 
histories.
For the irregular low-rise structure in which there is a higher floor height, and no re-
inforced concrete walls are provided along the height, displacements are the biggest. 
Input motions have low acceleration values, so the maximum allowed drifts are not ex-
ceeded.
For the structure that has irregularities along the height, and in plan the distribution of 
the relative floor displacements depends on the variation in stiffness from one floor to 
another. Degradation of stiffness leads to larger observed displacements.
The biggest acceleration amplification is noticed for the irregular high-rise structure, 
and for accelerograms with lower acceleration values recorded at distant stations. Ac-
celeration amplification of 10 to 16 times is noticed for input acceleration of 0.003 to 
0.0072 m/s2 recorded on stations 62-173 km from the earthquake epicenter.
For the low-rise building, the biggest acceleration amplification for the low-rise building 
is noticed for input records of 0.029 and 0.008 m/s2 recorded on stations 62 km and 
173 km from the earthquake epicenter, while the mid-rise building has amplification of 
12 and 14 times from the input acceleration of 0.012 and 0.003 m/s2, recorded on sta-
tions 57 and 137 km from the epicenter. 
Regarding the recorded acceleration of the closest station, acceleration amplifications 
of 3-4 times the input acceleration are observed. 
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Abstract
Extensive experimental and analytical research have been performed, led by the third author during 
three and a half years, in the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology 
(IZIIS), Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje, in the frame of the innovative NATO Science 
for Peace Project “Seismic Upgrading of Bridges in South-East Europe by Innovative Technologies 
(SFP: 983828)”, involving five countries. The specific project part included development of the 
innovative USI-V-MG system representing advanced technology for seismic isolation and 
seismic protection of bridges. By integrating the new uniform vertical multi-gap (V-MG) energy 
dissipation devices, qualitative advances of the USI-V-MG system have been achieved. The 
seismic response of the isolated bridge segment becomes controlled by simultaneous effects 
of the present isolation system and the new uniform multi-gap added damping system. Initially, 
in the paper are presented the original concept, device creation process, production of the first 
model prototypes, as well as, the original experimental laboratory tests of the main components 
of the integral prototypes of the developed new uniform V-MG energy dissipation devices. The 
new multi-gap V-MG devices provide added “adaptive” damping to the common seismically 
isolated system which generally does not possess sufficient damping capacity. In the following 
part of the paper, shortly are discussed some unique and original observations resulting from 
conducted complex shaking table tests of constructed large-scale bridge model. The extensive 
experimental research program is realized on a bridge model constructed by using the seismically 
isolated system upgraded with uniform vertical multi-gap energy dissipation devices (USI-V-MG). 
The installed adaptive system for seismic protection of bridges utilizes originally produced double 
spherical rolling seismic bearings (DSRSB) as seismic isolators, while qualitative improvement 
of seismic performances is achieved through the use of novel uniform vertical multi-gap energy 
dissipation (V-MG-ED) devices.
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1 Introduction

In the past, extensive studies in the field of seismic isolation of bridges have been most-
ly performed in the world’s renowned research centers in Japan, USA, Italy, and New 
Zealand. However, in the recent years, contributions from many other countries are in-
creased and have resulted in proposing of many new ideas and concepts. The intolerable 
severe impacts to modern bridge systems during strong recent earthquakes [1, 2], have 
been observed. It has given rise to strong arguments about the further needs for devel-
opment and practical implementation of seismic isolation systems in seismic protection 
of bridges, [3-7]. This paper shows the obtained important results from the realized 
creative research part of the innovative long-term study devoted to development of a 
new, experimentally verified, advanced USI-V-MG system that can provide qualitative 
seismic upgrading of isolated bridges by using of innovative V-MG-ED energy dissipa-
tion devices [8]. The conducted initial experimental part of the study included realization 
of original nonlinear quasi-static tests of the created individual energy dissipation com-
ponents. Unique original experimental data have been obtained, enabling development 
of an advanced, experimentally validated, nonlinear micro-model for hysteretic behav-
ior study of the complete new vertical multi-gap energy dissipation (V-MG-ED) devices 
with possibility of optionally different arrangement of ED components. Following some 
recent author’s developments [8], created were conditions for realization of the final 
original study involving shaking table tests of the constructed large-scale bridge pro-
totype model with the applied new USI-V-MG system. The tested uniform upgrading 
system for seismic protection of bridges, USI-V-MG system, utilizes originally produced 
double spherical rolling seismic bearings (DSRSB) as seismic isolation system, while 
qualitative improvement of seismic performances is achieved through the use of novel 
uniform vertical multi-gap energy dissipation (V-MG-ED) devices.

2 Concept of new USI-V-MG bridge system

The upgraded seismically isolated (USI) system with vertical multi gap (V-MG) energy 
dissipation (ED) devices represent newly created advanced technical concept providing 
harmonized modification and improvement of structural seismic response, Fig. 6. The 
USI-V-MG system is advanced alternative method for qualitative improvement of seis-
mic protection of bridge structures through introduced concept of global optimization of 
seismic energy balance. The USI-V-MG system is created through obligatory incorpora-
tion of the following three complementary systems: (1) Incorporation of seismic isola-
tion (SI) system: The applied system for seismic isolation of bridge superstructure should 
contain adequately selected seismic isolators that will provide very low stiffness in hor-
izontal direction and will be capable of sustaining safely the total weight of the entire 
superstructure. In that way, it is enabled for an appropriately designed seismic isolation 
(SI) device to be installed at each supporting point of bridge superstructure whereas the 
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total isolated weight will be directly transferred to the supporting middle piers and/or 
to the rigid supporting abutments of the bridge. Under such conditions, a wide range of 
possibilities of selecting the proper system for seismic isolation of bridge superstruc-
ture is given, including application of any newly developed advanced solutions for seis-
mic isolation; (2) Incorporation of seismic energy dissipation (ED) system: Seismic isolators 
are characterized by insufficient damping for seismic energy dissipation, so additional 
seismic energy dissipaters have been introduced. For this reason, the ED devices should 
possess optimal stiffness, optimal bearing capacity and high ductility in relation to the 
seismic performances of implemented seismic isolators. Considered very large stiffness 
of the ED devices leads to undesired impact and impulsive transfer of inertial forces. To 
avoid such problem, it is favorable to reduce the initial stiffness of ED devices to an op-
timal level. In addition, if bearing capacity of ED devices is considered very high, large or 
critical forces will be transferred to the piers. To avoid related problem, bearing capacity 
of energy dissipation devices should be reduced to a design limit. Finally, the ductility 
capacity of ED devices should be sufficiently large. In the case of generated large inertial 
forces, relative displacements in full scale bridges can become quite large, of the order 
of 25-30 cm or larger. Therefore, the ED devices should possess the ability of sustaining 
large deformations without damage. Generally, it is necessary to introduce ED devices 
with greater capacity of seismic energy dissipation through nonlinear deformations and 
creation of pronounced hysteresis curves. In the frameworks of this study, very sig-
nificant advances of the three above specified properties are achieved by formulation 
of the proposed advanced V-MG multi-directional energy dissipation devices, and (3) 
Incorporation of displacement limiting (DL) system: In the course of very strong earth-
quake large relative displacements may occur and sometimes they are not successfully 
controlled in a reliable engineering mode. By introducing specific displacement limiting 
devices (DLD), strong impact and negative effects will be reduced or avoided.

3  Creation and testing of prototypes of V-MG energy dissipation 
devices

Within the frames of the conducted study, special attention has been paid to the formu-
lation of integrated compact unit providing highly ductile response, as well as, structur-
ally to represent innovative multi-gap (MG) and multi-directional (MD) energy dissipa-
tion (ED) device of a unique and large seismic energy dissipation capacity. Here, briefly 
are described the main creation steps, original structure and testing of prototypes of 
new V-MG-MD-ED energy dissipation devices:
1) Structure of multi-directional V-MG-ED devices: The structure of multi-directional 
V-MG-ED device generally consists of: (1) base metal plate for fixation of the vertical 
cantilever components; (2) adequately distributed vertical energy dissipation compo-
nents (EDC); and (3) upper metal plate with openings through which the energy dissipa-
tion components are activated based on gaps in different phases. Characteristic activa-
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tion modes include very frequent weak earthquakes, reduced number of moderately 
strong earthquakes and rare, but possible, very strong and destructive earthquakes. 
The prototype model of the proposed VF-MG-MD energy dissipation device, Figure 1, 
has been created considering several constituent parts that form a compact ED unit, 
including: 
a) Base plate: The base plate of the VF-MG-MD energy dissipation device is manufac-
tured in the form of a base circular metal plate (d = 25 mm) with a diameter of D = 450 
mm. In the base metal plate, in each of the two concentric circles, eight regularly spaced 
equal openings with windings are made. The openings with windings are used to fix 
the vertical components by screwing. In the outer concentric circle with a diameter of 
d1 = 340 mm, eight openings with windings are made for the fixation of the external 
eight vertical (V) energy dissipation components. In the internal concentric circle with a 
diameter of d2 = 190 mm, spaced are other eight openings with windings for the fixa-
tion of the internal eight vertical (V) energy dissipation components. The diameter of the 
opening with winding is considered standard and provides the possibility of assembling 
different combinations of produced different types of vertical energy dissipation com-
ponents, Table 1. 

Figure 1.  Prototype model of V-MG-ED device with installed V-MG-ED components: 1. Bottom fixing 

plate; 2. Outer V-MG components; 3. Bottom common fixing part; 4. Inner V-MG components; 
5. Stiff central body; 6. Upper activating plate; 7. Gaps with distance protector; 8. Fixing bolts 
of base plate to substructure; 9. Substructure; 10. Upper plate fixed to superstructure; 11. 
Superstructure of prototype bridge

Table 1. Prototype models of V-MG-ED components
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b) Vertical ED components: The vertical energy dissipation components are made of a 

ductile metal in the form of a moderately steep cut cone. According to the diameter of 
the cone base (Db), there have been adopted a total of four options from which there 
have arisen four prototype types of energy dissipation devices, Table 1 and Fig. 2. For 
each type of energy dissipation device, there have been designed vertical elements with 
two alternative variants of cones, regarding the considered different diameters of the top 
(Dt), whereat the diameter of the element at the base has been kept the same. In that 
way, four base-type prototypes of energy dissipation devices have been formed, Table 
1, each type with two variants of cones of vertical energy dissipation components as fol-
lows: (1) Base type-1 with options: a) prototype model T11 with base and top diameters 
Db/Dt = 32.0/25.6 mm and b) prototype model T12 with base and top diameters Db/Dt 
= 32.0/19.2 mm; (2) Base type-2 with options: a) prototype model T21 with base and top 
diameters Db/Dt = 28.0/22.4 mm and b) prototype model T22 with base and top diam-
eters Db/Dt = 28.0/16.0 mm; (3) Base type-3 with options: a) prototype model T31 with 
base and top diameters Db/Dt = 24.0/19.2 mm and b) prototype model T32 with base and 
top diameters Db/Dt = 24.0/14.4 mm; 3) Base type-4 with options: a) prototype model 
T41 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 20.0/16.0 mm and b) prototype model T42 with 
base and top diameters Db/Dt = 20.0/12.0 mm. All vertical components have the same 
height of the cone body of h1 = 190 mm and end with an identical cylinder with a diameter 
d = 24.0 mm with a constant height of h2 = 60.0 mm. With the adapted geometry of V-MG 
components, provided were equivalent conditions for fixation into the base plate, while 
the standard cylinder at the top provided equivalent gap-G1 and gap-G2 conditions for 
gap-based excitation (alternatively repeated contact and activation). 
c) Activating plate with holes: On the upper side of V-MG device, metal plate with thick-
ness d = 20.0 mm is constructed with openings with different diameters distributed 
along two concentric circles. The inner 8 openings are constructed with diameter d3 = 
34.0 mm. Having standard top cylinders with diameter of d = 24.0 mm, a gap of G1 = 
5.0 mm was provided in all directions. However, the external 8 openings are constructed 
with diameter d4 = 60.0 mm. Having top cylinders with diameter of do = 24.0 mm, a 

Prototype 
base-type

Prototype 
Notation

Geometry
form

Geometry 
of gaps

Activation 
direction

Base-Db
[mm]

Top-Dt
[mm]

1
V-MG-MD-T11 T11 G1 & G2 MD 32.0 25.6

V-MG-MD-T12 T12 G1 & G2 MD 32.0 19.2

2
V-MG-MD-T21 T21 G1 & G2 MD 28.0 22.4

V-MG-MD-T22 T22 G1 & G2 MD 28.0 16.0

3
V-MG-MD-T31 T31 G1 & G2 MD 24.0 19.2

V-MG-MD-T32 T32 G1 & G2 MD 24.0 14.4

4
V-MG-MD-T41 T41 G1 & G2 MD 20.0 16.0

V-MG-MD-T42 T42 G1 & G2 MD 20.0 12.0
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gap of G2 = 18.0 mm was obtained in all directions. The upper metal plate is fixed to the 
central stiff body for which is assured strong connection to the superstructure of the 
large-scale bridge model. With presented original structure of V-MG device, activation 
of the inner ED components will start after relative displacement becomes larger than 5 
mm in all directions. If relative displacement exceeds 18.0 mm, then activation of all ED 
components located on the external concentric circle takes place.
2) Testing of prototype models under cyclic loads: Within the frames of experimental 
testing of produced model prototypes of V-MG energy dissipation components, an am-
ple experimental program has been realized. Each individual V-MG component has been 
tested twice. First test-1, representing original test, was conducted to define hysteretic 
response of V-MG component under the initial conditions. Second test-2, representing 
repeated test was performed to get an insight into the hysteretic response of the model 
that has already been tested. 

Figure 2. Cyclic testing of V-MG-ED devices (left) and Performance of EDC with simulated gap-G2 (right)

For testing of 8 prototypes of the V-MG components under cyclic loads, simulating gap-
G1 in the first case and gap-G2 in the second case, a total of 16 components of type-V 
have been produced. With the anticipated realization of the original and the repeated 
tests of each component, a total of 32 nonlinear cyclic tests have been done. Based on 
performed detailed analysis the recorded extensive volume of original test results, hys-
teretic gap-based response and high energy dissipation properties have been defined 
for all V-MG component prototype models, Fig. 2.

4 Refined modelling of V-MG-ED devices and components

An important research part included refined modelling and hysteretic response simula-
tion of innovative prototypes of V-MG-ED devices and components, Fig. 3. Nonlinear 
numerical analysis has been carried out using the formulated refined or micro-models 
of the created and tested model prototypes. Commonly, cyclic displacement of up to 
±45mm in X direction has been simulated through the upper plate, with a step of 5mm 
increase in each cycle. The mathematical model represented refined 3D finite element 
mesh of installed cantilevers (vertical components), fixing base plate and upper plate 
used to simulate cyclic top displacements. Modeling and analysis of the hysteretic re-
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sponse and energy dissipation capacity of V-MG-ED devices and components has been 
done by the use of ABAQUS CAE software. With setting the real material characteristics, 
the element geometry, the contour conditions, the contact conditions, the imposed dis-
placement conditions and other needed information, as well as, with providing refined 
discretization of the structure into fine finite element mesh, provided were correspond-
ing conditions to compute results as exact as possible.

Figure 3.  Formulated refined 3D ABAQUS) model of full V-MG-MD-ED device (left) and computed hysteretic 
response of two V-MG-MD-T11 components installed with gaps G1 & G2 (right)

The calculations have been performed successfully, without shown any error during the 
step-by-step analysis process. Following the process of nonlinear micro-model formu-
lation, considered and analyzed was the specific example of partial device, assembled 
with two identical V-MG-MD-T11 components with different gaps G1 & G2. The result-
ing original and characteristic gap-based hysteretic response of the system was suc-
cessfully computed, Fig. 3, right.

5 Prototype testing of DSRSB seismic isolation devices

The seismic isolation (SI) system used within the USI-V-MG bridge model was assem-
bled by the use of prototype models of double spherical rolling seismic bearing (DSRSB) 
devices having two large-radius spherical surfaces (Fig. 4), which were originally de-
signed for the purposes of the planned various experimental investigation phases [5].

Figure 4.  Prototype of designed, constructed and tested DSRSB devices: (1) Cross-section with geometrical 
properties and (2) Device view with characteristic cross-section (Commonly re-used prototype)
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The design of such device was conditioned by several requirements: to provide the suf-
ficient bearing capacity for vertical loads; to provide the sufficient displacement capaci-
ty; to have radii of curvatures of the spherical surfaces adequate to achieve the targeted 
period of vibration; to have a sliding surface generating minimal friction and to have 
a central rolling part providing minimum reactive friction force. The resulting device is 
shown in Fig. 4. The lower (2) and upper (4) spherical plates were constructed of a hard 
inox polished to a mirror shine, providing durability and very low friction. Its diameter 
was 250mm, while the radii of the spherical surfaces were 1000 mm. Both plates were 
fixed to the lower (1) and upper (3) steel end plates with diameter of 310 mm. The in-
serted central rolling part (5) was constructed in the form of a ring of twelve balls with 
a diameter of 18mm, distributed uniformly along the circle around cylindrical slider and 
spaced with their opposite centers at 74mm.

Figure 5. Hysteretic response of tested DSRSB prototype [5]

From the response, it is clear that the device has a sufficient capacity for horizontal de-
formation, amounting to over 45mm and that the shape of the hysteretic loops forms a 
skewed rectangle, which leads to its representation with bilinear model, Fig. 5.

6 Seismic shaking table tests of large-scale USI-V-MG bridge model

Due to the size of the seismic shaking table (5.0mx5.0m) and payload capacity, the 
originally designed USI-V-MG bridge prototype model had to be geometrically reduced 
in respect to the selected prototype. From those reasons, adopted was geometrical 
scale factor of 1:9, which verified the referred constraints in this case, but with adopted 
specific model design concept. As a consequence of the scale reduction, the relevant 
properties involved in the dynamic (seismic) tests were scaled according to a similitude 
law. Considering the main related factors, an adequate combined true replica-artificial 
mass simulation model was adopted. For simulation of the stiff RC superstructure, the 
stiff slab with added mass was adopted using the same material as that of the proto-
type structure. For simulation of the middle piers, steel material was used. The seismic 
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isolation and energy dissipation devices were designed and produced in reduced scale. 
The similitude law implies the adopted relations for the different parameters, all given in 
terms of the geometrical scale factor (lr). Concrete material type C25/30 has been used 
for construction of RC segments of bridge model, while for construction of steel V-MG 
devices, steel material type S355 was selected and applied. Considering final propor-
tions at the top level, the total length of the entire experimental bridge model is L = 740.0 
cm + 2 * 20.0 cm + 2 * 25.0 cm = 830.0 cm. The RC deck is placed at a height distance of 
hd = 40.0 cm from the highest RC substructure surfaces. This space (seismic gap) is used 
to install both, originally produced DSRSB devices, as well as the new V-MG-MD-ED 
devices, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. After fabrication of all model segments and specific SI, ED and 
DL devices, as well as, after preparing the other testing connections and instrumen-
tation devices, the large-scale USI-V-MG bridge prototype model was assembled and 
tested in the Dynamic testing laboratory of the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and 
Engineering Seismology (IZIIS) in Skopje. With adopted 20 active recording channels, 
approximately 5.000.000 numerical values were recorded in each single test. Realizing 
four original and four repeated tests, large experimental data volume, containing about 
40 million numerical values, have been recorded, integrally processed and analyzed. In 
Fig. 8, as example, presented are time history responses of displacements and accel-
erations recorded during seismic test under simulated real strong El-Centro earthquake 
scaled to PGA = 0.78g. The conducted seismic shaking table tests have shown that up-
grading of seismically isolated bridges with vertical multi gap energy dissipation devices 
represent a highly efficient and practical engineering option.

Figure 6.  USI-V-MG (BM-V) bridge prototype model on IZIIS seismic shaking table: Left end support (1); 
right end support (2); support above shorter piers (3); support above longer piers (4); actuator 
supporting structure (5); actuator (6); DL devices (7); computer controlling cyclic tests (8), (Left); 
and Right: Disposition of DSRSB devices (superstructure supports) and partially between set new 
V-MG-ED device
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Figure 7.  Defined positions of DSRSB devices (1 to 4, with details right) and V-MG-ED devices (A and B) of 
the tested one-span large-scale USI-V-MG (BM-V) bridge prototype model on seismic shaking 
table

Figure 8.  Relative superstructure displacement responses recorded by LVDT-03 & LVDT-04 (left) and 
acceleration responses recorded by ACC-03 & ACC-04 (right) during USI-V-MG (BM-V) shaking 
table bridge model test conducted with simulated strong El-Centro earthquake

7 Conclusions

Based on research results obtained from the conducted extensive experimental and 
theoretical studies using designed innovative USI-V-MG bridge model prototype, the 
following main conclusions are derived: (1) The constructed and investigated novel 
DSRSB seismic isolation devices are very attractive and effective passive devices for 
seismic vibration isolation of bridges in arbitrary direction; (2) The new vertical multi-
gap multi-directional hysteretic V-MG energy dissipation devices possess unique en-
ergy absorption features since they are capable of adapting their stable behaviour to 
the arbitrary earthquake direction and to the actual level of seismic input energy. The 
new V-MG energy dissipation devices provided innovative, very stable and advanced 3D 
hysteretic response in the most critical cases of repeated strong earthquake effects in 
all directions; (3) The displacement limiting devices, DLD, represent very effective ob-
ligatory measure in function of the last line of defense from excessive displacements 
of the bridge superstructure. DLD actually represent efficient passive system providing 
improvement of the bridge seismic safety with eventual activation only in critical cases 
of very strong earthquakes; (4) With the results from the conducted experimental tests 
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confirmed is that the new USI-V-MG system represents the upgraded high performance 
seismic isolation option for bridges. The system is created based on optimized seismic 
energy balance and represents effective technical innovation capable of integrating the 
advantages of seismic isolation, seismic energy dissipation and effective displacement 
control. The developed and tested USI-V-MG system shows very high seismic response 
modification performances and could be used for efficient seismic protection of bridges 
in all directions under the effect of very strong repeated earthquakes; and (5) During the 
further study phases, creative analytical research and simulation activities will be caried 
out, specifically directed to development of practical design rules of the developed new 
seismically safe USI-V-MG bridge system. 
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Abstract
Earthquake swarms are catastrophic events that affect the global strength, stiffness and ductility 
of existing reinforced concrete (RC) structures due to the effects of damage accumulation. Such 
multiple excitations can be more critical if RC buildings are exposed to highly aggressive envi-
ronments. In this study, the seismic performance of a four-story RC framed structure exposed to 
corrosion and subjected to multiple earthquakes is assessed and compared in terms of fragility. 
A finite element model for the RC frame is adopted and implemented in an advanced software 
platform for seismic simulations. To provide a complete prediction and understanding of structu-
ral response uncertainties, the geometrical and the mechanical properties of steel and concrete 
constitutive models are defined independent random variables with specific probabilistic distri-
butions. The long-term exposure to aggressive environments is simulated through the pitting 
corrosion with its probabilistic time initiation and propagation. Such pitting corrosion is applied to 
beams and columns. 
Montecarlo simulations are then performed to investigate the seismic performance of the te-
stbed RC frame through Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDA). The chord rotation and shear for-
ces of RC components, accounting for brittle and ductile mechanisms, are used as engineering 
demand and capacity parameters. The robust fragility assessment is then conducted for a range 
of seismic intensity, i.e., (a) the spectral acceleration for the first fundamental frequency of the 
structure and (b) the modified spectral acceleration intensity accounting for the elongation period. 
Finally, the fragility assessment of environmental marine exposure is presented and compared to 
the pristine structure.
Key words:  corrosion, RC structures, earthquake engineering, numerical modelling, probabilistic 

assessment, fragility analysis 
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1 Introduction

Over the last decades, many RC structures have experienced multiple aftershocks af-
ter a main earthquake event [1]. Such multiple excitations are extremely detrimental 
phenomena that may affect significantly the seismic resistance of existing RC buildin-
gs, namely due to the short time of occurrence between mainshocks and aftershocks 
[3-5]. It is recognized that old RC structures were designed to withstand single strong 
motions and with poor seismic details (i.e., bar lap length, stirrups spacing, diameter of 
transverse reinforcement, low compressive strength for concrete). In addition, a signi-
ficant percentage of such ordinary buildings is facing severe serviceability and durabi-
lity conditions due to highly-corrosive environments [2]. Potentially, the environmental 
deterioration attack coupled with strong multiple ground motions could have large ne-
gative effects on the mechanical and geometrical properties of RC components which 
may cause extensive damage and structural collapse [6, 7]. Yet, the environmental 
exposure over the lifetime of RC structures necessitates the time-dependent fragility 
assessment to account for the corrosion initiation and propagation, alongside a proba-
bilistic approach to include the uncertainty in the model parameters and deterioration 
variables. This study investigates the seismic vulnerability of a typical RC frame, built 
in Italy between the 60s and 70s, exposed to corrosion and subjected to earthquake 
sequences. Firstly, fifteen mainshocks and aftershock are collected from international 
databases. Mainshocks and aftershocks are merged with a time gap equal to ten times 
the first natural period of the structure to simulate multiple excitations and cease any 
move due to damping. Then, the description of the finite element (FE) model of the RC 
frame is presented. The FE model is implemented in an advance software platform for 
earthquake engineering analyses (Opensees, https://opensees.berkeley.edu/). An intro-
duction to the probabilistic modelling approach for the pitting corrosion and the seismic 
fragility assessment is provided. Finally, the fragility curves are built based on the pro-
babilistic approach of the IDA by using the limit state of near collapse and two seismic 
intensity measure (IM) (i.e., (a) the spectral acceleration at the first natural period of the 
un-corroded and corroded structure (Sa[T1]), and (b) the modified acceleration spectrum 
intensity (MASI) between the first natural period and the elongated period from the 
time history analysis)

2 Ground motions selection and limit states definition

Within the framework of seismic risk assessment, the selection of ground motions is a 
crucial task to provide reliable and accurate inelastic responses of RC framed structures. 
Despite the selection of earthquake signals is based on the soil specification, structure 
location and target response spectrum, a set of fifteen as-recorded ground motions 
(mainshocks and aftershocks) were collected from international database to simulate 
real earthquake swarms. The latter allows a proper identification of the structural res-
ponse in comparison with the use of either artificial or scaled records. 
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Furthermore, the choice of an adequate seismic IM, which complies with recognized 
feasible criteria for optimal parameters (i.e., efficiency, proficiency, sufficiency and prac-
ticality), is essential for the vulnerability assessment of RC structures over their lifetime 
[10]. As a result, the 5 % damped spectral acceleration at the first natural period (Sa[T1]) 
and the modified acceleration spectral intensity (MASI) are adopted for the fragility 
analysis. The limit state of near collapse was considered for the structural performance 
assessment of the testbed RC frame. Such a limit state complies with Eurocode 8 [11]. 
According to such selection, the flexural capacity and shear capacity were examined. 
Such structural behaviours were included to account for ductile mechanisms (by means 
of the chord rotation) and brittle mechanisms (by means of shear strength). It is assu-
med that the formulations by [11] still apply when corrosion occurs; while, the yielding 
and the ultimate curvature, as well as the mechanical properties of RC cross-section 
are computed according to the level of the corrosion rate. The demand-capacity ratio is 
taken as structural performance for the examined limit state and denoted as YLS (YLSb for 
brittle mechanisms YLSd for ductile mechanisms).

 (1)

3 Chloride Corrosion Modelling

High chloride contents on steel reinforcement is one of the most critical factors for the 
reduced performance of RC structures exposed to harsh environments. The chloride-in-
duced corrosion process can be divided into three subcategories that include: corrosion 
initiation, propagation and deterioration. 

3.1 Corrosion initiation

The most adopted and recognized model for the time initiation [12] is based on the 
diffusion process defined by Fick ‘second law. Such a probabilistic model assumes that 
the initial value of the chloride content inside the concrete is zero, while the initiation 
of corrosion occurs when the chloride concentration on the steel bars reaches a critical 
value. The time initiation can be expressed as:

 (2)

Further details on statistical distributions of the model parameters in eq. (2) can be fo-
und in [12]. Moreover, depending on the type of exposure (i.e., (a) submerged, (b) tidal, 
(c) splash and (d) atmospheric), such model parameters tend to change. Performing a 
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Montecarlo simulation over 100000 samples (Fig. 1a), the predicted time initiation of 
corrosion can be estimated by a lognormal statistical distribution (Fig 1a-1b). The lo-
gnormal distribution refers herein to the splash exposure.

Figure 1.  a) Numerical Evaluation (ECDF vs Fitting) of the time initiation, b) Lognormal PDF fitting 
distribution for time initiation

3.2 Corrosion Propagation and deterioration

Once corrosion initiates, the chloride ingress leads to a de-passivation of the protective 
film surrounding the steel reinforcement. As a result, the velocity of corrosion rate be-
comes the key factor in the deterioration of steel rebars. Although harsh environments 
may lead to (a) uniform or (b) pitting corrosion, several investigations have indicated 
that localized corrosion (b) is most likely to occur in RC elements [2]. The end of corrosi-
on propagation phase coincides with the onset of the cracking initiation (time for crack 
initiation, tcr), which can be expressed by:

 (3)

When the pitting depth p(t) reaches the critical penetration (pcrit(t)), the concrete co-
ver begins to crack. The experimental results of [13] were taken herein to determine 
whether or not the data followed a specific probabilistic distribution for the cover crac-
king initiation. More specifically, it is assumed that the variance of residuals of the re-
gression model is homoscedastic (constant variance), while a lognormal regression is 
used to interpolate the data. Figure 2a shows that the outcomes of such a regression 
model well fit the experimental results. Therefore, the critical crack penetration can be 
defined by a lognormal distribution with mean computed through the equation in Figure 
2a and a constant standard deviation equal to 0.18.
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Figure 2.  a) Regression model for the critical crack initiation, b) Pitting Factor statistical distribution 
(keynote: GEV – Generalized Extreme Value)

The pitting factor R, likewise, is paramount for the assessment of RC structures as its 
use is intend to define the critical pit depth and influence the residual capacity of re-
inforcing bars. Some experimental studies were carried in the literature to study the 
realistic range of such a factor, but only few focussed on diameters of interest in the fra-
mework assessment of typical RC components ([14-16]). Thus, only the experimental 
campaigns with longitudinal steel bar diameters (12mm, 13mm and 16mm) complying 
with existing RC structures were collected to identify the statistical distribution of the 
pitting factor. The generalized extreme value seems (Figure 2b) to accurately and relia-
bly fit the values of R obtained from short- and long-term experimental studies. Using 
the equation for the critical pitting depth in Fig. 2a and the factor R from the statistical 
distribution, the formulation (3) can be solved for the time-to-cracking initiation, which 
represents the mean of a lognormal distribution. The standard deviation instead was 
computed from the results given by [19], by performing a Montecarlo simulation over 
50000 samples. Thus, the time-to-cracking could be described by a lognormal distribu-
tion with the coefficient of variation equal to 0.53, which is used in this study.

Figure 3. Numerical fitting of time-to-cracking

After cracking initiation and degradation of the protective passive film layer around the 
steel bars, corrosion leads to two specific phases, such as severe cracking and spalling 
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of the concrete cover. The severe cracking is typically associated with a crack width 
equal to 0.3mm (Eurocode 2), while the spalling of the concrete cover is 1mm according 
to [17]. The reduction of the steel rebar area due to pitting corrosion can be calculated 
using the model proposed by [18]:

 (4)

Once the value of Ai+1 is obtained from eq. (4), it is then possible to compute the pit 
depth at either cover severe cracking or cover spalling, solving the following formulation 
for ti+1:

 (5)

4 Case study analysis

4.1 RC Frame description

An existing 4-storey RC frame was used as testbed in this study. Such a frame repre-
sents a typical configuration used in Italy between the 60 s and 70 s. The RC columns 
had a cross-section of 350 x 350 mm2 at the ground floor and 300x300 mm2 for the 
remaining floors, reinforced with 6j16 longitudinal rebars and φ6 transversal stirrups 
with 200 mm spacing. The beams had cross-sections of 300x500 mm2 at the first and 
the fourth floor, reinforced with 8j14 longitudinal rebars, and 800x200 mm2 at the sec-
ond and third floors with 12j14 longitudinal bars. All the beams had j6 transversal 
stirrups with 150 mm spacing. 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the materials

The compressive strength of concrete and the yielding stress of steel reinforcement 
were set at 20 MPa and 440 MPa according to original specifications, while a confiden-
tial factor of 1.2 was applied for the uncertainties related to the material properties 
(Table 1). The distributed plasticity through force-based elements with five integrations 
point was adopted for beams and columns. Each of integration points includes the RC 
cross-section discretized into small fibres with a specific mesh density (200 fibres) and 
stress-strain relationship. The Kent-Park Concrete01 and Giuffre-Menegotto Steel02 in 
Opensees were used to simulate the constitutive models for the concrete and the steel 

Parameter Mean [MPa] COV Probabilistic Distribution type

fc 16.73 0.10 Lognormal

fy 440 0.10 Lognormal

Es 200000 0,20 Lognormal

cover 30 0.15 Normal
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reinforcement and modified according to the corrosion rate. Moreover, the zero-length 
section element was implemented at the base of the structure for the strain penetrati-
on and bar slipping. The models of concrete and steel reinforcement in the zero-length 
were used as Force-displacement: the concrete strains were multiplied by 5 times the 
diameter of the mean steel bar, while the model of Zhang was adopted for the steel 
reinforcement. The FE model of the RC frame is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Model Layout

5 Seismic fragility assessment

The seismic fragility assessment is the conditional probability of a specific intensity me-
asure at a given limit state, which represents the occurrence of the seismic demand 
exceeding the structural capacity. The fragility curves can be expressed as the cumula-
tive density function for a given IM that reaches the limit state threshold. Such fragility 
curves are obtained by performing nonlinear dynamic analyses IDA-based. This tech-
nique involves scaled-ground motions until the onset of the specified limit is reached.

 (6)
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 (7)

where  and  are the mean and the standard deviation of the intensity measu-
re at the onset of the limit state.

5.1 Fragility curves IDA-based

The outcomes from the numerical simulations of the case-study RC frame exposed to 
corrosion and subjected to single and multiple earthquakes are shown in Figures 4 and 
Figures 5. Such results show how the probability of exceeding the limit state of near 
collapse increases over the lifetime of the RC frame due to the non-uniform chloride 
attacks. The effects of pitting corrosion, in fact, may lead to a strong deterioration and 
extensive damage, which is different if RC structures are subjected to single or multiple 
earthquake excitations. Although the RC frame exhibits an increase in the failure pro-
bability for all earthquake conditions, multiple excitations have a higher impact on the 
seismic vulnerability compared to mainshock and aftershock motions. For instance, the 
increase in the failure probability for the sequential motions is equal to 43 % at time of 
10 years in comparison with 25 % for mainshocks and 19 % for aftershocks for the IM of 
the spectral acceleration. 

Figure 5. Fragility Curves and fragility difference: (a-d) Aftershocks, (b-e) Mainshocks and (c-f) Sequences 

The mean values of the fragility curve that would cause collapse of the RC frame with 
a probability of 50 % decreases over time. For instance, such a value was reduced by 
65 % (Sa(T1) = 0.32g) at time of 20 years for earthquake sequences, while 60 % for ma-
inshocks and aftershocks. It is also worth noticing that the fragility curves move closer 
with the increase of time; this is because the corrosion rate decreases and results in 
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smaller deterioration effects on the RC frame. For example, the fragility curves at time 
40 and 50 years are closer than the curves for 10 years and 20 years, regardless of the 
IM used for the fragility assessment. 

Figure 6. (Fragility Curves and fragility difference: (a-d) Aftershocks, (b-e) Mainshocks and (c-f) Sequences

RC structures with a long-term exposure to marine chlorides (i.e. severe cracking and 
spalling of the concrete cover) exhibit low seismic resistance to earthquake events; this 
observation is clear at time of 40 and 50 years where the structure reduces its capacity 
by 100 % compared to the pristine condition. Yet, the latter is also due to poor concrete 
quality, seismic details and structural design according to old non-seismic codes. The 
fragility curves in Figures 5, according to the modified spectral acceleration intensity, 
confirms the significant impact of the pitting corrosion on RC framed structures. Such 
effects decrease the seismic vulnerability over time, demonstrating that the multiple 
excitations are more detrimental than single strong motions. Particularly, the fragility 
curve at time of 30 years exhibits an increment of the vulnerability equal to 95 % for 
sequential motions with a mean value of 0.065 m/s, compared to 90 % and 85 % for 
mainshocks and aftershocks, respectively. Furthermore, the extended plateau in the 
difference between fragility curves demonstrates how the earthquake sequences for-
ce the structure to accumulate more damage than the single motions. As a result, the 
probability of exceeding the limit state of near collapse at different time is extended for 
IM values greater than the case study of mainshocks and aftershocks (Figures 4d,4e, 
4f, 5d, 5e, 5f).
The outcomes of the comprehensive numerical simulations on the vulnerability investi-
gation of the RC frame through the time-dependent fragility analysis reflects explicitly 
the capacity degradation and demand increment that the structure would undergo over 
its service life, but also the need for further studies on the capacity parameters for a 
better prediction of the seismic vulnerability of such existing RC structures.
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6 Conclusions

This paper investigates the time-dependent seismic performance of a typical 4-story 
RC frame located in aggressive coastal environment in Italy and subjected to single and 
multiple excitations. The finite element model of the RC frame accounts for the effects 
of pitting corrosion on the mechanical and geometrical properties of the concrete and 
the steel reinforcement. Probabilistic approach is herein considered both for the mecha-
nical and geometrical properties of steel and concrete, and the time initiation and pro-
pagation of pitting corrosion. Fifteen natural ground motions are collected from interna-
tional database and a time gap of ten times the first natural periods of the RC frame is 
employed between the mainshock and aftershocks to simulate seismic sequences. The 
fragility assessment is conducted through the incremental dynamic analysis for two 
seismic intensity measure and considering the limit state of near collapse. The following 
conclusions are drawn by analysis of the obtained results:
The multiple excitations produced larger impacts on the corroded RC frame structure. 
Both intensity measure, in fact, showed the highest decrease in the seismic vulnerabi-
lity of such earthquake swarms compared to single ground motions. For instance, the 
decrease was equal to 65 % at time of 30 years for the seismic sequences in comparison 
with 60 % for aftershock and mainshock motions
The mean that would cause a failure probability of 50 % decreases over the lifetime of 
the RC frame, both for single and multiple motions. For example, sequential earthqua-
kes produced a reduction of the mean equal to 95 %, while 90 % and 88 % were recorded 
for mainshocks and aftershocks, respectively.
Both the flexural and the shear capacity had a significant reduction due to pitting corro-
sion. The last observation can be found in the decrease of the mechanical parameters of 
the steel and concrete. As a result, further studies should focus on the capacity formu-
lations to find whether or not they still hold when corrosion occurs.
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Abstract
Due to the rapid expansion of urban areas around the world and the ever-increasing number of 
reinforced concrete (RC) structures serving a variety of functional purposes, their behaviour in case 
of major seismic events has become of great interest to researchers and decision makers alike. 
Although initially designed to ensure certain levels of safety in case of earthquakes, the damage 
accumulated in a reinforced concrete structure during its lifetime due to seismic events will 
ultimately require its strengthening in order to comply with the new seismic design regulations. 
The paper presents the results obtained by numerical analyses of the seismic performance of 
a scaled-down RC frame structure retrofitted with a composite membrane. The 1/3-scale 
symmetric structure was designed according to the specifications of the European norms and 
following the guidelines in the national annex for Romania. The RC frame structure was previously 
damaged during a series of shake table tests. The numerical model was developed based on the 
initial undamaged state of the frame structure and was validated by comparing the numerical 
results to the experimentally obtained results. A non-linear time history analysis (THA) was used 
in order to account for the damage accumulation in the model from one seismic record to the next. 
Modal analysis was run after each non-linear THA to determine any change in the fundamental 
period of vibration. The seismic record consisted in an artificial earthquake generated according 
to Eurocode 8 using soil type C spectrum, the amplitude of which was gradually increased from 
one loading scenario to the next. The numerical model was then updated to include the effect of 
strengthening by means of composite membrane. The obtained results were used to estimate 
the outcomes of a new series of shake table tests on the strengthened model following the same 
loading set-up in terms of seismic motions.

Key words: numerical model, nonlinear THA, seismic performance, composite membrane
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1 Introduction

Urban areas continue to attract more and more inhabitants due to better life conditions 
in terms of comfort and convenience. This prompted an increase in the housing and offi-
ce buildings demand. Reinforced concrete (RC) structures represent a large percentage 
of the built stock in all densely populated areas or areas where human activity is met. 
A significant number of cities around the world were built in highly active seismic are-
as and are constantly subjected to severe earthquakes but mostly to frequent seismic 
motions of medium and small magnitudes [1-3]. Every structure is designed to fulfil its 
intended purpose and to ensure the safety of its occupants. However, the accumulation 
of damage due to severe or moderate loading scenarios, e.g. earthquakes, during its 
lifetime may require that the structure be repaired or strengthened to either continue 
to serve its purpose or to comply with the new safety demands stipulated in the design 
codes [4].
Initially developed for and used in aerospace engineering, fibre reinforced polymeric 
(FRP) composite materials quickly became the material of choice for designers when it 
came to strengthening the structural components for infrastructure applications. These 
new materials are now being used worldwide for new civil engineering structures as 
well as for the rehabilitation of the existing ones [5]. FRP composite materials possess 
excellent properties, such as high tensile strength, high stiffness, corrosion resistance 
and, perhaps the most important one, light weightiness.
Columns are considered to play a significant role in the overall stability of structures 
during seismic events because they are expected to resist both the lateral cyclic loads 
induced by the earthquake and the gravitational loads. FRP composite materials proved 
their effectiveness [6] in strengthening the already damaged columns due to past sei-
smic events, as demonstrated by a series of recent shake table tests [7, 8].
The advancement of knowledge regarding the seismic behaviour of RC frame structu-
res is slowed by the lack of experimental data documenting the realistic responses of 
structures tested under seismic scenarios and is mainly caused by the expensive nature 
of the involved testing equipment (shake tables) as well as by the complexity of such 
experimental investigations. Numerical simulations came as an alternative to experi-
mental investigation in many research areas of civil engineering [9]. Perhaps the main 
advantage of numerical simulations is the possibility of investigating the influence of a 
large number of parameters varying over large intervals on the behaviour of structural 
systems subjected to seismic motions. However, the numerical model needs to be cali-
brated and validated by means of experimental results in order to obtain reliable results. 
Currently, there are two approaches to the numerical modelling of RC frame structures 
by means of the finite element method (FEM): linear elements (beam elements) or 3D 
continuum elements for the concrete coupled with 1D truss elements for the reinfor-
cement [10]. The first approach is computationally much cheaper and, therefore, quite 
often used in earthquake engineering to numerically simulate the structural response 
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during an earthquake excitation, yet it fails to deliver sufficient information. The latter 
approach is computationally more expensive but it provides detailed information of the 
damage evolution in the concrete and of the stresses in the reinforcement.
The paper presents the results obtained by the numerical analyses on the seismic be-
haviour of a damaged RC frame structure pre- and post-strengthening with composite 
membrane. The RC frame structure was previously damaged during a series of shake 
table tests aimed at investigating the short column behaviour during seismic excitations 
[11]. The numerical model was developed based on the initial undamaged state of the 
RC frame structure and was validated by comparing the numerical results to the expe-
rimentally obtained results.

2 Materials

2.1 Concrete

A C25/30 concrete strength class was considered as it represents one of the most 
widely used types of concrete in the construction industry. The average compressive 
strength, obtained from uniaxial compression tests on 9 cylindrical specimens (100 mm 
x 200 mm) was fc’ = 35 MPa at 28 days. The modulus of elasticity, computed as an ave-
rage of 8 measurements, was Ec,28 = 34.03 GPa [11].

2.2 Reinforcement

The longitudinal reinforcement was made of BST500 steel, ductility class C, commonly 
available and used on the construction market. The yield and the ultimate tensile stren-
gths were determined by means of direct tensile tests and they were fy = 513 MPa 
and fu = 626 MPa, respectively [11]. The stirrups (shear reinforcement) were made of 
Grade250 steel.

2.3 Repairing mortar and composite membrane

The damaged part of the columns were repaired by means of MAPEGROUT HI-FLOW 
fibre reinforced mortar. According to the data sheet supplied by the producer, the flexu-
ral tensile strength at 28 days is 12 MPa and the modulus of elasticity in compression 
is 27 GPa.
The basalt fibre reinforced polymer strengthening solution consisted in a unidirectional 
high strength basalt fibre membrane that was applied at the level of the short colu-
mns where most of the damage occurred, the ends of both longitudinal and transversal 
beams and the node of the RC frame structure. The mechanical properties of the basalt 
fibres and of the composite material, fabric and resin, are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Material properties of the FRP composite (as supplied by the producer)

3 Numerical model

3.1 Geometry

The geometry of the model is shown in Fig. 1. The building model was a one-bay one-
storey frame, with a storey height of 1360 mm and in-plane dimensions of 2550×1950 
mm. The slab was 60 mm thick and was reinforced with steel mesh with the diameter 
of 5 mm spaced at 100 mm in both directions. 
The columns had a cross-section of 150 × 150 mm, reinforced with four 14 mm bars as 
longitudinal reinforcement, and 4 mm stirrups spaced at 100 mm as shear reinforce-
ment [11]. The beams in the X and Y directions, in-plane directions, had a cross-section 
of 150×260 mm (b×h). They were reinforced with four 12 mm and four 10 mm bars, 
respectively, as longitudinal reinforcement and 6 mm stirrups spaced at 100 mm in the 
shear spans and at 200 mm in the middle for both beams.
In the case of the numerical model, the fixed supports were considered at the level of 
the steel frame used to fix the model on the shake table, resulting in a total height of 
1360 mm.

Figure 1. Geometry of the model (steel frame to simulate the partial infill wall is shown in red)

Basalt fabric – MAPEWRAP B-UNIX-AX-400 FRP composite – fabric + MapeWrap 21 resin
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3.2 Material models

The concrete part of the model was considered with the mechanical properties previo-
usly presented. Since the short columns were rebuilt using fibre reinforced mortar and 
then confined with basalt fabric, different levels of restoring the initial strength were 
assumed: 70 %, 80 %, 90 % and full strength.
The cross-sections of both the beams and the columns were modelled by means of 
layered-section option. In this way, any nonlinear behaviour could be captured during 
the analysis. The concrete located inside the reinforcement cage was modelled as con-
fined-concrete taking into account the Takeda model whereas the cover concrete was 
modelled as unconfined concrete. For the confined part of the columns, located betwe-
en the steel frame and the lower face of the beams, the whole concrete part was mo-
delled as confined concrete. A bilinear stress-strain model was adopted for both the 
longitudinal and the shear reinforcements. The numerical model is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Numerical model (SAP2000)

The connection between the steel frame, simulating the partial infill wall, and the co-
lumns of the model were considered in the form of “gap” connections. This type of 
connection allowed for high stiffness in compression and zero stiffness in tension and 
alternatively allows for the contact between the columns and the steel frame or their 
complete separation during the seismic motion. It has been successfully used in pre-
vious research works to simulate the pounding effect between buildings or structural 
components in a building in case of severe earthquakes [12].

3.3 Loading scenarios

The self-weight of the model was automatically computed from the geometry of the 
structure and the material characteristics. The additional weight added on the slab for 
the experimental set-up [11] was considered as a uniformly distributed load over the 
entire surface of the slab. 
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Generally, shake table experiments use one of the following wave forms: sine-beat, sine 
sweep, time history, continuous sinusoidal input. According to previous observations 
reported in the scientific literature [13], if there was no significant coupling between the 
orthogonal test axes of the specimen, single axes testing with sine beat is the preferred 
method of testing. Hence, the numerical model included time history analysis cases in 
the form of sine-beat functions. 
There were two cases considered in the generation of the sine function, namely two 
frequencies of the input motion: 1 Hz and 5 Hz. The starting amplitude of the uniaxial 
shaking, in the longitudinal direction of the model, was 0.1g and gradually increased. In 
order to match the subsequent experimental program, the following loading scenarios 
were also considered in the numerical model, as shown in Table 2. At the end of the 
sine-beat loading scenarios, the model was subjected to an artificial earthquake gene-
rated according to Eurocode8, soil type C spectrum, with a PGA of 0.14g.
After each sine-beat and time history analysis, a modal analysis case was run in order 
to determine any changes in the period of vibration of the model along the longitudinal 
axis. This would allow for the assessment of any potential damage that could occur in 
the real RC model during the shaking motions.

Table 2. Loading scenarios (sine-beat function) and artificial earthquake

4 Results and discussions

4.1 Fundamental period of vibration

Before proceeding with the numerical analysis, the fundamental period of vibration was 
determined and compared to that of the scaled down model to be tested on the shake 
table test. The results obtained are Texp = 0.0411 seconds, whereas Tnumerical = 0.0434 
seconds, with only 7.53 % difference between them. 
The four graphs shown in Fig. 3 shown the change in the fundamental period of vibrati-
on, for each restoring degree of strength and stiffness, with each loading scenario from 
Table 2. As mentioned previously, the degree of restoring the strength and stiffness 
after strengthening with the FRP composite membrane was assumed to vary between 
70 % and 100 % (fully restored) from the initial, undamaged model. 

Load case Scenario PGA
[g] Load case Scenario PGA

[g]

1 1Hz_0dB 0.10 5 5Hz_+6dB 0.20

2 1Hz_+6dB 0.20 6 5Hz_+9dB 0.28

3 1Hz_+9dB 0.28 7 5Hz_+18dB 0.56

4 5Hz_0dB 0.10 8 EQ_0dB 0.14
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Figure 3. Change in the fundamental period of vibration considering the loading scenarios

The modal analysis cases were named in such a way so as to reflect the input frequency 
of the shaking motion and the amplitude of the input signal in dB. Hence, Modal5_6, for 
example, represents the modal analysis run after the sine-beat with an input frequency 
of 5 Hz and a signal amplitude of 6 dB, 0.20g, as shown in Table 2, was applied.
In Fig. 3 it can be observed that the shaking motions with the input frequency of 1 Hz 
and the PGA of up to 0.28g will create virtually no change in the period of vibration, for 
restoring levels of 80 %, 90 % and 100 %. When the level of restoring was assumed to be 
70 %, there was a slight increase in the fundamental period of vibration with increasing 
the amplitude of the input signal. A slight increase is observed for shaking motions with 
input frequency of 5 Hz. Almost constant values of the period of vibration in the longitu-
dinal direction were obtained for all subsequent modal analyses, including the artificial 
earthquake, especially for 0.9Initial and 1.0Initial cases. Based on the results obtained, it 
can be concluded that there is a clear accumulation of damage which can be seen from 
the increase in the value of the period of vibration. Moreover, the lower the assumed 
restoring level strength and stiffness of the short columns, the higher the fundamental 
period of vibration because the model becomes more flexible.

4.2 Maximum drift in the short columns

Fig. 4 presents the change of the maximum drift ratio in the short columns, due to repea-
ted shaking motions, for each of the assumed restoring levels. The lateral displacements 
at the lower and top sections of the short columns were recorded during the numerical 
analyses, e.g. for nodes 27 and 61 from Fig. 2. The data obtained was used to compute 
the drift ratio corresponding to the 300 mm height of the short columns, as seen in Fig. 1.
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Figure 4. Maximum drift ratio in the short columns

Fig. 4 shows that all four restoring levels have a similar trend in terms of maximum drift 
ratio in the short columns. The increase in the values of the drift ratio from the first non-
linear THA case to the last one ranges between 487 % and 535 %.
Even though this change may seem significant and rather difficult to obtain in real life 
scenarios, the maximum drift ratio at the end of last sine-beat shaking motion was 
between 0.01 % and 0.016 %. This means that the model is very stiff, also proven by the 
values of the dynamic properties, and that there is little to no damage in the concrete 
columns due to repeated non-linear time history analyses.

5 Conclusions

The paper presents the results obtained by numerical analyses on the seismic behaviour 
pre- and post-strengthening with a FRP composite membrane. The RC frame structure 
was previously damaged during a series of shake table tests aimed at investigating the 
short column behaviour during seismic excitations. The numerical model was developed 
based on the initial undamaged state of the RC frame structure and was validated by 
comparing the numerical results to the experimentally obtained results.
The numerical analyses were conducted in order to obtain a broad image of what is 
expected of the strengthened model during a subsequent series of shake table tests after 
strengthening. Since the strengthened part cannot be removed from the structure, four 
levels of restoring the strength and stiffness are assumed for the numerical analyses.
Based on the obtained results it can be concluded that there is a clear accumulation 
of damage which can be seen from the increase in the value of the period of vibration. 
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Moreover, the lower the assumed restoring level strength and stiffness of the short 
columns, the higher the fundamental period of vibration because the model becomes 
more flexible.
The short column drift ratio shows significant changes in its values by as much as 535 % 
from the first to the last time sine-beat history analysis case. Even though this change 
may seem significant and rather difficult to obtain in real life scenarios, the maximum 
drift ratio at the end of last sine-beat shaking motions is between 0.01 % and 0.016 %, 
depending on the considered restoring level. This means that the model is very stiff, 
also proven by the values of the dynamic properties, and that there is little to no dama-
ge in the concrete columns due to repeated non-linear time history analyses.
The numerical model needs further calibration with the results obtained from the shake 
table tests on the scaled down model.
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Abstract
The continuous increase in population coupled with migration towards urban areas put pressure 
on the building stock and increased the demand for housing and office buildings. Some of 
the most densely populated regions are located in areas prone to natural disasters out of 
which earthquakes are of particular interest for designers and researchers in the field of civil 
engineering because of their consequences in terms of human casualties, property and economic 
losses. There are several approaches to mitigate such losses and experimental investigations 
on the behaviour of different structural systems to seismic excitations is an indispensable tool, 
albeit it being, sometimes, an expensive one. Most often this represents a significant obstacle 
in advancing the knowledge in the field due to the lack of experimental data documenting the 
realistic dynamic responses of structures tested under real or artificial seismic loads. The paper 
presents a comprehensive overview of the experimental investigations on the seismic behaviour 
of several structural systems by means of shake-table tests conducted at the Technical University 
“Gheorghe Asachi” of Iasi in the general context of the state of the art in the field. The experiments 
highlighted the importance of such investigation methods in understanding the behaviour of real 
buildings subjected to earthquake loads. The obtained results could also serve as calibration data 
for the numerical models that may be used to explore a wide range of varying parameters.
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1 Introduction

Earthquakes have always been one of the major natural disasters capable of causing 
casualties and significant economic losses, especially with the rapid development of 
densely populated areas. This has lead to a gradual increase in the awareness of the 
general public on the destructive potential of such natural disasters. A significant num-
ber of cities around the world were built in highly active seismic areas and are constant-
ly subjected to severe earthquakes but mostly to frequent moderate magnitude seismic 
motions [1-3]. The scientific community intensified the efforts to better understand the 
way different types of structures behave under seismic excitation. Their main objectives 
were to increase structural safety and mitigate the risk of structures being damaged 
beyond repair or collapse during earthquakes [4, 5]. Every structure is designed to fulfil 
its intended purpose and to ensure the safety of its occupants. However, due to repeat-
ed seismic actions of moderate to high intensity during its lifetime, the structure may 
require repairing or strengthening interventions to either continue to serve its purpose 
or to comply with the new safety demands stipulated in the design codes [6].
Understanding the complex behaviour of new or existing buildings during seismic motions 
is of paramount importance for structural engineers because it helps them understand 
how to ensure the safety of occupants and prevent significant material losses. There are 
three possible scenarios that can lead to gathering the necessary knowledge: 1.The oc-
currence of the natural disaster, which offers real life data [1, 2, 7, 8] but may also prove 
disastrous; 2. Experimental investigations using specialized equipment (e.g. shake table 
tests, pseudo dynamic testing) [5, 9, 10] and 3. Numerical simulations using specialized 
software packages that are able to account for all complex phenomena in a structure 
during a seismic motion [11, 12]. While the first mentioned scenario produces the most 
accurate data, it is the least desired one because of its disastrous potential in terms of 
casualties and property damage. There is no control whatsoever in the “input parameters” 
in terms of occurrence, duration, direction and the intensity of the shaking motion. The 
second scenario requires specialized equipment and highly trained personnel to be able 
to simulate real life events. Due mostly to financial constraints coupled with the complex 
nature of such experiments, investigations on the behaviour of full-size models are lim-
ited [13-15]. However, there are numerous studies on scaled down models of various 
types of structures [5, 9, 10, 16-22]. The last scenario offers the largest flexibility in terms 
of the number of parameters that can be investigated. It has also become quite afford-
able in terms of raw calculation power with the advancements in the computer hardware. 
There are, however, limitations due to simplifying assumptions and the need to validate 
the models by means of experimental tests [23-25]. The paper presents an overview of 
the experimental investigations on the seismic behaviour of several structural systems by 
means of shake-table tests conducted at the Technical University “Gheorghe Asachi” of 
Iasi. The experiments highlighted the importance of such investigation methods in under-
standing the behaviour of real buildings subjected to earthquake loads.
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2 Thin-walled cold-formed steel structure with wood fibre panels

The structural frame was made of thin walled steel profiles of type CW 147/52/1.5. 
These elements were used as ribs for holding together the wall panels and the slabs. 
The frame beams for the wall and slab panels consisted of UW 150/40/1.5 profiles. The 
braces were made of type MP275 elements with a thickness of 1.5 mm. The structural 
model is shown in Fig. 1a. A typical wall panel is presented in Fig. 1b, whereas Fig. 1c 
presents the structural system of the floor. 
The seismic motions consisted in a sine-sweep function from 2 Hz to 10 Hz, with a rate 
of increasing of 0.5 Hz and varying amplitudes of the signal and two earthquake sce-
narios scaled to different amplitudes for accelerations (El Centro, 1940; Vrancea, 1986). 
The input signals are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. Hardell Type structures to be tested on the shake table [16]

Figure 2. Seismic motions [16]

The obtained data were post-processed and the dynamic characteristics of the model 
were determined after each seismic motion. The results showed a 29 % increase in the 
fundamental period of vibration at the end of the sine-sweep loading scenarios which 
meant that the model suffered some damages. They were confirmed by visual inspec-
tion and a detailed presentation can be seen in [16].
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3 Hybrid structural system with mineral matrix

The hybrid structure consisted of a modulated system of 60 cm wide and 3.00 m tall 
cast-in-place panels. The resulted structural model is shown in Fig. 3. The experiment 
on the shaking table started from a set of diagnostic low-level tests on intact specimen 
including impulse loading and white noise excitation. The base motion records were ap-
plied to the building progressively. The loading scenarios taken into consideration were 
two sine-beat motions (SB) of different frequencies and duration as well as two earth-
quake records for Vrancea 1986 earthquake and El Centro 1940 earthquake, presented 
in Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c. 

Figure 3. Hybrid structural system with mineral matrix [18]

The obtained data suggest that even though several shaking motions with different 
amplitudes were considered, the model behaved very well with very small degrada-
tions. Another advantage was the light weightiness of the structure compared to an 
equivalent model made of traditional concrete.

4 Unreinforced masonry structure 

The model designed for the experimental program aims at the most accurate replication 
of the structural typology, using masonry made of solid ceramic bricks and weak mor-
tars based on lime and local aggregates. The structural model proposed for testing is a 
building made of unreinforced brick masonry, ground-floor only, with a flexible ceiling 
supported by wooden beams and a classic roof, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. a) Building perspective view b) plan view of the model [26]

The damage to the corner area of the walls occurred because of two factors: the first 
was the connection between the floor and the structural walls (lack of shear transfer 
connections can lead to lateral forces acting perpendicular to the wall plane) and the 
second factor was determined by the existence of window and door gaps in the im-
mediate vicinity of the corner area. The latter is produced due to the in-plane motion of 
the longitudinal walls leading to the occurrence of a rocking moment at the joints that 
connect the parapet and the lintel related to the gap.

5 Base isolated structure with multi-stage system

The model was a one-bay one-span steel frame structure with the in-plane dimensions 
of 1.4 m × 1.0 m and a height of 1.5 m, as shown in Fig. 5. The columns and the beams 
of the structure were made of INP steel profiles [19]. 
The multi-stage isolation system consisted of three steel frames made of HEB180 steel 
profiles having the dimensions of 1.5 m × 1.21 m. The base isolation was achieved by 
means of elastomeric bearings have 100 mm ×100 mm plane dimensions and a thick-
ness 79 mm. The bearings were weakened following a pattern of nine circular holes 20 
mm in diameter and the hardness of the elastomer was 60 ShA. The additional mass 
consisted of three concrete slabs at the top of the structure and four concrete slabs at 
the base of the structure, each of them weighing 360 kg [19]. 
Sine-beat actions and an artificial accelerogram were applied in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the experimental model (the x direction of the shaking table): Test 1 - a sine-beat 
action with a frequency of 10 Hz and a maximum acceleration of 0.5g; Test 2 – a sine-
beat action with a frequency of 10 Hz and a maximum acceleration of 0.6g; Test 3 – a si-
nus beat action with a frequency of 10 Hz and a maximum acceleration of 0.8g; and Test 
4 – an artificial accelerogram with a maximum acceleration equal to 2.5 g. The response 
of the model was recorded by means of displacement transducers and accelerometers 
positioned as shown in Fig. 6.
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A comparison of the acceleration amplitudes at the level of the shake table (A0) and at 
the base of the model (A1) rendered evident the efficiency of the solution for dampening 
the seismic motions [19], as seen from Fig. 7.

Figure 5. Base isolated structure [19] Figure 6. Location of recording equipment [19]

Figure 7.  Acceleration amplitudes at the level of the shake table (top) and at the base of the model (bottom) 
[19]

A significant reduction of the accelerations recorded at the top of the structure was 
noticed compared to the maximum acceleration recorded at the level of the shake table. 
The peak acceleration was about three times lower in the case of Test 1, approximately 
four times lower for Test 2, three times lower for Test 3 and two times lower for Test 
4. The experimental model behaved like a rigid body (the displacement values from the 
top and the bottom of the structure were approximately equal) and the structure did not 
show any degradations, even during severe action with PGA equal to 2.5g.
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6  Steel frame structure with energy dissipation device at the nodes

Steel structures are widespread in seismic areas due to their ductile behaviour and in-
creased energy dissipation capacity. The steel beam-to-column joints must be capable 
of simultaneously providing the strength and deformation capacity of the structures 
[27]. The model was a one-bay one-span steel frame structure with energy dissipa-
tion devices at the beam-column nodes in the longitudinal direction (direction of the 
shaking motion) and was stiffened by means of braces in the transversal direction, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The experimental data was recorded by means of 4 accelerometers and 
4 displacement transducers. The latter were positioned in such a way so as to record the 
relative displacements between the upper end of the column and the end of the beam 
in order to assess the effectiveness of the adopted seismic energy dissipation solution.

Figure 8. Frame structure on the shake table (left) and the location of the recording equipment (right) [27]

The damping characteristics of the model subjected to different seismic scenarios, both 
artificially generated and records of real earthquakes, were determined from the free 
vibrations at the end of each shaking motion, as shown in Fig. 9. The proposed solu-
tion for the seismic energy dissipation devices at the nodes proved to be effective in 
reducing the effects of the shaking motion and a patent application was filed, pending 
acceptance.
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Figure 9. Assessment of the damping ratio from the free vibration decay

7 Reinforced concrete frame structure with short columns

The 1/3-scale symmetric structure was designed according to the specifications of Eu-
ropean norms and following the guidelines in the national annex for Romania. The “short 
column scenario”, as seen in Fig. 10, was considered to account for RC frame structures 
that have partial infill walls. The model was tested as part of the FP7 Anagennisi project. 
The frame was designed to have shear failure in the short column span, to simulate 
cases where a column is restrained along its height. The frames were tested using uni-
axial shaking, with Peak Ground Accelerations (PGA) starting at 0.14g and incrementally 
increased depending on the response of the shake table and the strain measurement on 
the longitudinal rebar in the column [10].

Figure 10. Geometry of the model (steel frame to simulate the partial infill wall is shown in red)
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The reduction in the fundamental frequency of the structure with each seismic input 
was a clear sign of damage accumulation. The structure however, being very stiff took 
little damage during the first few tests. At 0.41g and 0.81g few hairline shear cracks be-
gan to propagate, decreasing the natural frequency by 24 % and 35 %, respectively. Dur-
ing the 1.62g test, the shear cracks opened and closed until cracks extended over the 
full strut zone and total collapse of the short column occurred. The part of the column 
below the restraining section remained intact with no visible cracks [10]. 

8 Conclusions

The paper presents an overview of the experimental investigations on the seismic be-
haviour of several structural systems by means of shake-table tests conducted at the 
Technical University “Gheorghe Asachi” of Iasi. The experiments highlighted the impor-
tance of such investigation methods in understanding the behaviour of real buildings 
subjected to earthquake loads. As it can be seen, a wide range of structural typologies 
were tested on the shake table to assess their behaviour during seismic motions. Each 
test had its own particularities and the amount of data collected differed from one case 
to another depending on what was investigated. The shake table tests provide insight-
ful information on the behaviour of the structural models subjected to seismic loads. 
However, as previously mentioned, such tests require specialized equipment and highly 
qualified personnel in order to obtain the best results. The research team at the “Gheo-
rghe Asachi” Technical University of Iasi is always giving its best to obtain accurate and 
meaningful results that can be used to validate observations made in the field during 
each seismic even or be used as calibration tools for numerical models. Such valuable 
experience was gathered during the past 15 years by a team of dedicated researchers 
in the field of civil engineering.
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Abstract
The paper presents the results regarding the behaviour of a structural model made of Glass Fibre 
Reinforced Mineral Matrix Composite tested to various seismic actions on the shaking table. The 
model dimensions are 3.40 m x 3.40 m x 3.00 m meaning width x length x height. The structure 
was made of multiple prefabricated panels pre-assembled directly on the shaking table. The final 
shape of the panel bearing structure is a ribbed thin plate type in both vertical and horizontal 
directions. These were obtained by casting the mineral matrix on the glass fibre reinforced 
prefabricated panels. The recorded results show the maximum relative displacements and the 
maximum accelerations revealing the structure’s stiff behaviour.

Key words: composite material, seismic action, structural behaviour
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1 Introduction

The use of glass fibre reinforced mesh as structural material in the construction in-
dustry has significantly increased in recent years. Various mixtures for mineral matrix 
required for composite structural elements were developed. Cementitious materials, 
such as mortar and concrete, are brittle materials, very weak in tension. This weakness 
is conventionally overcome by reinforcing concrete with steel, either in the form of tra-
ditional reinforcement or as fibre reinforcement. Additionally, in case of conventionally 
reinforced concrete structures, a certain minimum cover thickness is required in order 
to protect the reinforcement from the deleterious effects of environmental factors. This 
only adds to the weight of the structure, which is quite significant in the case of rein-
forced concrete. Hence, the need to develop a lighter material and structural elements 
based on inexpensive cements with high structural and impact strength has grown in 
recent years both for engineering and architectural reasons [1, 2].
Shaking table tests have many advantages. They help researchers to observe the seis-
mic damage mechanisms and to evaluate the maximum capacity as well as how the 
seismic forces are distributed. Moreover, locating the weak points in the structure and 
verifying the dynamic analytical models for the new structural systems are very im-
portant aspects [3, 4]. This study investigates the behaviour of a full-scale one-storey 
building made of structural composite panels. One of the objectives of making the struc-
tural model was to obtain a resistant, rigid and light-weight construction. Low weight 
means lower seismic forces that need to be borne by the structure.

2 Materials and model testing

The mineral matrix is a combination of super sulphated cement in addition with Port-
land cement and sand in proportion of 1:1:2, 2 % calcium stearate, 1 % setting retardant, 
2 % superplasticizer and 20 % water. After the components had been mixed, the fluid 
mixture was cast in place in the assembled glass fibre reinforced panels (Fig. 1). The 
layer thickness was 20 mm. The panels were modulated to 60 cm length and 3.00 m 
height. The structural model was built in a week. After the panels had been positioned in 
their places next to each other, the binder was cast in the rib network. The distance be-
tween the ribs was 30 cm and 60 cm in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 
A more detailed description of the model layout and dimensions can be found in [5].

Table 1. Structural materials properties

MATERIALS Tensile E - modulus 
[MPa]

Compressive E – 
modulus [MPa]

Tensile Strength 
[MPa]

Compressive 
Strength [MPa]

Mineral matrix 1460 6320 1.7 25

E-Glass fibre 
reinforcement 72413 - 1950 -

Composite material 51240 7120 8.7 27.6
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Figure 1. a) Building model assembly; b) Glass fibre reinforced polystyrene wall panels

Figure 2. Structural model mounted on the shaking table
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Figure 3. Position of the transducers A- accelerometers; TD-Displacement transducers

Table 2. Seismic action applied

Figure 4. The seismic records for Vrancea 1986 (left) and El Centro 1940 (right) earthquakes

Name Frequency [Hz] Duration [s]
X - direction

PGA [g] PGD[mm]

SB 7 7 10 0.40 45

SB 10 10 15 0.40 42

Vrancea 1986 (ELC) - 25 0.29 50

El Centro 1940 (VN) - 30 0.31 65
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In Fig. 3 the displacement transducers TD1 and TD2 are located at the base of the 
model, whereas TD3 and TD4 were set to measure the displacements at the top of the 
structure which is the base of the attic. The acquisition of the test data has been done 
digitally by simultaneously recording signals from two types of transducers: Dytran 
3202A1 LIVM (accelerometer) and PT5AV (displacement transducer).
The experiment on the shaking table started from a set of diagnostic low-level tests on 
intact specimen including impulse loading and white noise excitation. The base motion 
records were applied to the building progressively. The applied ground motion data is 
shown in Table 2. The loading scenarios taken into consideration were two sine-beat 
motions (SB) of different frequencies and duration as well as two earthquake records 
for Vrancea 1986 earthquake and El Centro 1940 earthquake. The seismic records used 
in the research are shown in Fig. 4. 

3 Experimental results and discussions

The model was excited progressively with PGA ranging from 0.1 to 0.4g. At each level 
of acceleration, the specimen behaved completely linearly and no visible cracks were 
observed in any of the walls. Figures 5 to 7 present the graphs with comparative re-
sults. In the case of Vrancea 1986 seismic motion, the maximum relative displacement 
produced was 5.00 mm while the maximum acceleration, as recorded by the accelerom-
eters, was 0.72g. Visible damages during the tests were not observed.
The initial fundamental frequency of the test building was 7 Hz and 7.85 Hz in the X and 
Y directions, respectively. At the 0.3g and 0.5g levels of acceleration in cases of sine-
beat dynamic actions, no visible cracks occurred. At the 0.32g and 0.72g, the maximum 
level of acceleration in the case of El Centro 1940 and Vrancea 1986 seismic actions, no 
visible damages occurred. The structure remained stable and stiff. 
Although the maximum level of response acceleration, 0.72g, was recorded for Vran-
cea earthquake, the maximum displacement was recorded for El Centro earthquake, 47 
mm at the top of the model. However, the relative displacements between the top and 
the base of the structure were maximum for the two seismic scenarios based on real 
records, as it can be seen in Fig. 7. The maximum value of the lateral displacement at 
the top of the structure did not exceed the limits prescribed in the seismic design codes 
[6, 7].
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Figure 5. Comparative results of the maximum accelerations in the longitudinal direction

Figure 6. Comparative results of the maximum absolute displacements in the longitudinal direction

The relatively high values of the response accelerations in the model, Fig. 5, compared 
to the PGA of the input motion, Table 2, as well as the small values of the relative dis-
placements between the top and the base of the model, Fig. 7, suggest that the building 
was very stiff from the beginning to the end of the experimental program. No visible 
degradations could be detected in the ribbed wall panels or at the corners of openings, 
one of the most vulnerable points in terms of stress concentrations [8, 9]. 
The model was subsequently subjected to additional shake table tests in order to as-
sess its behaviour under repeated seismic motions of different amplitudes and fre-
quency content [5[.
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Figure 7. Comparative results of the relative displacements in longitudinal direction

4 Conclusions

This paper presents the results of an experimental programme with different dynamic 
actions on the shaking table. The structural model is at a natural scale and is made of a 
mineral composite material reinforced with fiberglass mesh. The model was fixed to the 
base and instrumented with displacement transducers and accelerometer. The model 
has low weight due to the reduced sections and very high rigidity due to the fiberglass 
reinforcement and the ribbed walls respectively. 
Following the tests performed, records of accelerations and absolute displacements 
were recorded for the post-processing stage. According to these records, the structural 
model has a good seismic behaviour in all the considered seismic scenarios. Regard-
ing the damages of the construction, it did not show visible structural degradation as 
it remained intact after all tests. The maximum relative displacement between the top 
and the base of the model is 5 mm, which means 0.17 % of the construction height. The 
different values of the displacements recorded on the longitudinal walls show that the 
wall with the door opening had larger flexibility compared to the opposite longitudinal 
wall without any openings.
From a structural point of view, the solution can be considered successful in the case of 
constructions with a level or maximum two storeys and, therefore, regarded as an alter-
native to traditional materials like masonry, wood or reinforced concrete when building 
houses.
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Abstract
Capacity design concept for reinforced concrete frame systems is based on a hierarchy of the 
strength and stiffness properties of the structural elements so that the seismic energy dissipation 
mechanism occurs in a certain way. This theoretical concept of seismic energy dissipation by 
allowing the occurrence of plastic hinges at the end of the beams and the columns located at the 
ground floor was not observed / identified in post-earthquake inspection of damaged RC frame 
structures. On the other hand, various failure mechanisms were observed that are not compliant 
with theoretical considerations specified in the seismic design codes. The damages produced 
during the latest seismic events, (2020 Zagreb earthquake, 2020 Aegean Sea earthquake, 2020 
Caribbean earthquake, 2020 Puerto Rico earthquake, 2020 Mexico earthquake, etc.) raised some 
concerns related to the theoretical ductile failure mechanism (Strong Column – Weak Beams, 
SCWB) versus the practical approach. Consequently, a possible improvement of the capacity 
design concept through the consideration of different values for the behaviour factor “q” applied to 
structural elements (beams and columns) was investigated and presented in this paper. The goal 
was to reach the expected theoretical structural degradation mechanism. Thus, by considering 
different values for the behaviour factor “q”, at the design stage, for beams and columns, it was 
possible to reach a favourable value for the ratio Kc/Kb between the bending stiffness of columns 
(Kc) and beams (Kb). Consequently, a good correlation between the real seismic response and the 
theoretical mechanism of structural deformation was obtained.

Key words:  Behaviour factor, soft storey, bending stiffness, over-strength, ductile failure 
mechanism
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1 Introduction

The earthquakes that took place all over the world during the last decades resulted in 
many casualties, material and financial losses. The year 2020 went down in history with 
a series of earthquakes that caused the collapse of countless old buildings and the se-
vere damage of various structural systems, including multi-storey reinforced concrete 
(RC) frame structures. In all these cases, the earthquakes action develops unfavourable 
seismic energy dissipation mechanisms in the structural (lateral) system of buildings. In 
these conditions, arise many uncertainties regarding the seismic design effectiveness 
of seismic-resistant structures. Thus, in some recent research papers [1, 2] a theoreti-
cal method to improve the design capacity concept (Fig.1) for the RC frame systems 
located in seismic areas is presented in terms of analytical results. 

2  Bending stiffness ratio effects for Strong Columns – Weak Beams 
(SCWB) 

The design capacity concept has suffered many improvements due to the observations 
of earthquake effects produced in the last 50 years. Currently, there are two approaches 
to the concept of Strong Columns – Weak Beams (SCWB) seismic energy dissipation 
mechanism (Fig.1) for RC moment resisting frame systems that are used in practice [3, 
4]: 1) the beams have a superior bending stiffness compared to that of the columns [5] 
and 2) it is proposed to use a higher base shear force than the value resulting from the 
calculation [6], in order to minimize the consequences of design deficiencies [7].
Haselton et al. [1] performed an extensive study on the seismic response of the RC 
frame structures with GF to GF+19F height regime using nonlinear dynamic analysis. 
The study revealed that the RC columns were the main source of seismic energy dis-
sipation by large deformations in nonlinear inelastic domain for each of the considered 
RC frame structures. The same effects regarding inelastic RC columns strains were ob-
served in more recent research works[5, 8, 9] for a series of GF+1F moment resisting 
RC frame models without considering the influence of the infill walls on the seismic re-
sponse [10]. Moreover, the initial study illustrates the influence of the bending stiffness 
ratio between beams and columns on the seismic response of RC frame structures and 
the risk of collapse. Thus, for a set of RC moment resisting frame structures designed 
according to the ductile concept with GF+3F and GF+11F height regime, the bending 
stiffness ratio had a special influence for the assessment of the seismic energy dissipa-
tion mode, as seen in Fig.2. In this situation, for Kc/Kb = 0.4 - 0.8 and the GF+3F set of RC 
moment resisting frame systems, the risk of collapse was major due to the formation of 
a weak ground floor mechanism.
As the ratio between Kc/Kb increased to 1.0-1.2, the risk of collapse of the set of RC 
frame structures decreased. Thus, the seismic energy dissipation mechanism included 
the formation of plastic hinges not only on the ground-floor columns but also at the end 
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of beams (Fig.2). The most adequate seismic behaviour for this type of RC frame struc-
tures was recorded for Kc/Kb = 2.0-3.0. The number of dissipative elements (the number 
of RC beams with nonlinear inelastic deformations) increased and the distribution of 
the plastic hinges matched the theoretical one generally assumed for the ductile design 
concept. The risk of collapse decreased [1] and the RC columns recorded some local 
deformations without significant incursions in the nonlinear inelastic domain.

Figure 1. The idealized global seismic response for pure RC moment resisting frame structure [11, 12]

Figure 2.  Dominant collapse mechanisms for GF+3F RC frame structures set with different values of Kc/
Kb [1]

The Romanian seismic design norm P100-1/2013 [3] uses a Kc/Kb = 1 ratio (equal 
bending stiffness for both RC columns and RC beams) for a single value of the seismic 
load reduction factor “q”. This design principle could present a real problem as it can lead 
to an increase in the risk of collapse risk of the RC moment resisting frame structures 
[1]. Moreover, the seismic energy dissipation mechanism does not correspond, con-
ceptually, to the ductile concept [13]. Therefore, a different approach may be needed to 
improve the capacity design, using much higher Kc/Kb values (2.0-3.0).
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3  Capacity design concept of the RC moment resisting frame 
systems

3.1  Main aspects regarding the practical problems of the capacity design con-
cept

As mentioned in previous research works [14, 15] it was deemed necessary to eliminate 
the P-δ effect by introducing linear elastic elements in the RC frame structure to avoid 
the global collapse. This RC moment resisting frame structure with mixed stiffness con-
sidered in the current seismic design norms [3, 16] can be represented as shown in 
Fig. 1. The SCWB seismic response mechanism [11, 12] theoretically represents the RC 
frame structure with mixed stiffness described in [14]. The RC columns form a common 
body with RC beam-column joints and become vertical linear elastic elements. Moreo-
ver, the RC beams become the primary role of the seismic energy dissipation through 
local deformations, e.g. plastic hinges. In real life practice, there is a large slab influence 
on the overall stiffness of the RC beams and the RC beam-column joints rigidity [5, 8, 9, 
17-22]. These structural aspects can be observed by means of the nonlinear inelastic 
seismic response of the RC frame structures designed only for gravitational loads [23-
25]. Similar observations could be made based on the analytical approach for assessing 
the seismic response of the RC frame systems designed according to current seismic 
norms, especially when applying the method according to the Japanese seismic code 
[26]. Finally, it can be concluded that the design of these RC structural systems requires 
special attention when designing the RC columns [27].

3.2  Theoretical and analytical aspects regarding the improvement of the duc-
tile design concept

The theoretical aspect outlined in the study of Haselton et al. [1] for the implications 
of Kc/Kb = 2.0-3.0 ratio could become the solution for a favourable seismic response 
without significant nonlinear post-elastic behaviour of the RC columns. Thus, the linear 
elastic structural elements (RC columns, RC beam-column joints) maintain their integ-
rity through oversizing and the ductile structural elements dissipate the seismic energy 
by means of plastic hinges. This aspect was emphasized in a recent research work [2] 
on assessing the seismic behaviour of a GF+3F RC moment resisting frame. The 2D 
model considered a single value for the behaviour factor, in accordance with the ac-
tual seismic regulations [3, 26]. The investigated RC frame structure corresponds to 
the class of RC moment resisting frame systems studied by Haselton et al. [1]. In these 
conditions, the capacity curve presents the ductility of RC beams, the main dissipative 
elements, and the reaching of the entire overstrength capacity, as seen in Fig. 3. Conse-
quently, the ductility source can be directly expressed through the reduction factor “q” 
of seismic forces (Eq. (1), Eq. (2)).
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q = qμ·qs = qμ·qSd qR (1)

qs = qSd qR (2)

where [3]: “q” – total reduction factor for the seismic forces; “qμ” - reduction factor for 
the seismic forces depending on the ductility of the structure; “qS” – overstrength factor 
for the structure, depending on: “qSd” – design overstrength and “qR” – redundancy or 
plastic redistribution capacity of depending on the load carrying capacity.
According to the design concept and the “F-d” curve shown in Fig. 3, it is not possible 
to include the influence of the seismic energy dissipation capacity to the RC columns 
because these RC structural elements present linear elastic response. Under these cir-
cumstances, the RC columns can be designed for Fy force corresponding to the global 
nonlinear inelastic response of the RC frame system. There is, however, a slight chance 
that the RC frame structure will not form the maximum number of plastic hinges at the 
end regions of the RC beams.
Consequently, the design of the superstructure depends on two calculation steps with 
two different “q” values: step 1) using the seismic load reduction value proposed by 
P100-1 [3] that is the Fd value of the seismic force and step 2) using the seismic load 
reduction value corresponding to the yielding of the structural RC frame system. In the 
latter case, the RC columns should be designed for a minimum value of Fy of the seismic 
force.
This idea is also found in the P100-1 norm [3] for unbraced steel frame structures yet 
in another form. The value of over-strength factor ΩT initially assigned to design values 
of internal forces and moment in the seismic design stage of the steel columns (Eq. (3), 
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)), is used as a value that affects the contribution of the seismic action 
from the very stage of generating the load combination that includes the seismic force.
Under these conditions, a linear dependency was obtained between the equivalent lat-
eral static loads and the design values of the internal forces and moments (Note 2, point 
6.6.3. (2), P100-1 norm [3]). However, this linear relationship could not be validated ei-
ther in the design practice or by means of analytical procedures. It still reflects the need 
to simplify the design process of structural systems by directly obtaining the design 
values for the internal forces and moments from a simple algebraic equation.

NEd = NEd,G + ΩT ·NEd,E  (3)

MEd = MEd,G + ΩT ·MEd,E  (4)

VEd = VEd,G + ΩT ·VEd,E  (5)
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Figure 3.  “F-d” capacity curve and notation of seismic reduction factors (where: F – lateral force; Fd - 
design base shear force; F1 - – base shear force corresponding to the formation of the first plastic 
hinge in the structural system; Fy - force corresponding to the global nonlinear inelastic response 
of the RC frame system; Fe - force corresponding to infinitely linear elastic response of the RC 
frame system; d – lateral displacement [3]

According to the Romanian seismic design norm P100-1:2013, point 6.6.3. (2), Note 2 
[3]: the values of NEd, MEd and VEd are obtained from the seismic load combination, where 
the seismic action is multiplied by ΩT. It is, therefore, also possible to specify a different 
required bending stiffness constant (and not an equivalent stiffness) for the RC columns 
and the RC beams to ensure the SCWB seismic response mechanism by means of the 
“k” factor (Eq. (6)):

k = Fy/F1 (6)

For the case presented in a recent study [2] and considering the graph shown in Fig. 3, 
the bending constant stiffness difference between RC columns and RC beams is given 
in Eq. (7):

k = Fy/F1 = 476.22 kN / 299.15 kN = 1.59 times (7)

Under these conditions the RC columns would be designed for Fy horizontal force and 
the RC beams for Fd lateral force. Consequently, the RC columns would have a bend-
ing stiffness 1.59 times higher than the RC beams. This aspect can be specified due to 
the fact that the pure RC moment resisting frame structure was designed for a single 
“q” value and a single value of the bending stiffness 0.5EI for both the beams and the 
columns.
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A very important aspect that needs to be specified for this improved design method 
is the by default fulfilment of the majority of seismic conditions present in the current 
design norm [3] without the need for all verification steps (e.g., sum of the moments 
for RC columns around the beam-column joint is greater than the moments for the 
RC beams). Theoretically, this laborious method of nonlinear static design should be 
performed for every RC moment resisting frame structure because it is a fundamental 
step to assess Fe, Fy, F1 and Fd forces. The improved design concept is not an ordinary 
method for the structural engineer. There is also uncertainty about the formation of the 
maximum number of plastic hinges at the end regions of RC beams and their deforma-
tion capabilities due to seismic action. Therefore, the over-strength factor for the design 
of the RC columns needs to be considered, as given in Eq. (8):

α = qu = Fe/Fy  (8)

which for the study presented in [2] would mean:

α = qu = Fe/Fy = 788.88 kN / 476.22 kN = 1.65 (9)

Consequently, the design base force for the RC columns becomes (Eq. (10)):

Fcolumns = α·Fy = Fe or q = 1 (10)

Under these conditions, the ratio between the bending stiffness of the columns and the 
beams for a GF+3F reinforced concrete frame structure [2] (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) as consid-
ered in the current research is (Eq. (11)):

k = Fe/F1 = 788.88 kN / 299.15 kN = 2.64 times (11)

Thus, Kc/Kb ratio falls in the 2.0-3.0 range. This valid value range for a favourable seis-
mic response of the GF+3F moment resisting RC frame structure was also obtained in 
the analytical study conducted by Haselton et al. [1]. So, the improved design capacity 
concept through lateral forces is validated from a theoretical and analytical perspective.
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Figure 4.  “F-Δ” (F-d) capacity curve for the same Δy (dy) lateral displacement of the structure in the case of 
different behaviour factors utilization for beams and columns during the seismic design stage

From the practical perspective of implementing the improved design capacity concept 
in the future seismic design normative (with application of 3 different behaviour factors 
during the design for the superstructure and infrastructure, respectively), it should be 
mentioned that:

qinf < qc < qb (12)

where:
 - the RC beams should be designed considering the “qb” value proposed by P100-1 

norm [3];
 - the RC columns should be designed considering the “qc” value (where: qc < qb);
 - the infrastructure design with qinf < qc condition.

4 Conclusions

The improvement of the ductile design concept facilitates the calculation methodology 
and leads to the verification of all the mathematical equations from the seismic de-
sign regulations. The approach facilitates the occurrence of the Strong Columns-Weak 
Beams (SCWB) seismic energy dissipation mechanism without major changes of the 
ductile concept and seismic response of the “mixed” RC moment resisting frame struc-
ture with linear elastic RC elements and nonlinear inelastic RC structural components.
The research study conducted by the authors, based on previous data from the scientific 
literature, highlights the possibility of introducing an over-strength factor during the 
design step of the RC columns with two general consequences: a) for the RC structural 
elements designed to exhibit a linear elastic response, the over-strength factor equates 
to an increase in the horizontal lateral force (behaviour factor decrease); b) for the RC 
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structural elements designed to respond in the nonlinear inelastic domain, the over-
strength factor leads to a decrease in the magnitude of the horizontal lateral force (be-
haviour factor increase). Under these circumstances, the design of the RC columns with 
low “q” values leads to a nonlinear inelastic response and a fragile behaviour.
The over-strength factor leads to a larger cross section for the RC columns. Therefore, 
this type of RC structural system tends to be similar to the RC coupled walls structures. 
Evidence of this structural orientation is provided in the retrofitting method according 
to the Japanese norm [26] of the RC frame structures with RC coupled wall systems by 
means of RC columns consolidation / strengthening.
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Abstract
In the countries of the former Yugoslavia, the first regulations for the design of seismically resistant 
structures date back to 1964, and the reason for their adoption was the Skopje earthquake in 1963. 
The next, much more advanced structural code dates from 1981 with a few additions. Many RC multi-
storey buildings were designed and built according to the mentioned code for high-rise buildings from 
1981, especially in larger cities. Some of the reasons were that they are mainly calculated according 
to their bearing capacity and global displacements values, and not according to the interstory lateral 
deformations. However, there was no possibility to correlate their reliability to resist earthquake actions 
with modern International documents (starting from ATC 40 (1996) - until the latest one from 2017, EC 
8-part 3, FEMA 273, etc.), nor was it checked later. Recent earthquakes, including the Montenegrin (1979) 
earthquake, shortly before the 1981 Regulations, showed the vulnerability and even progressive collapse 
of reinforced concrete (RC) structures. In many countries, for more significant structures, an assessment 
of their condition from the aspect of vulnerability and/or robustness is performed. It is significant 
that many seismically resistant structures have shown less sensitivity to progressive collapse 
because their integrity is, to some extent, a barrier against the occurrence of progressive collapse. 
Such analyses precede the reinforcement detailing of existing structures to the calculated seismic 
action characterized, above all, by the intensity and return period. In this paper, a brief application of 
nonlinear modern methods of analysis and reliability assessment of these structures, with risk analysis 
according to the performance limit states of the building is performed. The robustness and seismic 
fragility of two models of an RC building with the same geometric characteristics were analysed, with 
one building designed according to European building design standards and the other according to 
Yugoslav regulations from 1981. The goal was to establish the difference in the performance of the 
two structures, because there is a large number of a reinforced concrete buildings designed by applying 
old codes in this region. The methodology of calculation and design of RC buildings, necessary for the 
mentioned analyses, is described in the paper. Numerical analyses were conducted on RC building 
designed according to Yugoslav standards from 1981 and according to the mentioned modern norms 
(Eurocode) with a comparison of the important indicators in the obtained results.

Key words:  RC building structure, nonlinear analysis, seismic analysis, robustness, fragility, comparative 
analysis
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1 Introduction

In the domain of seismic engineering, fragility function can be used to calculate the pos-
sibility for different states of damage to occur in certain construction, at observed value 
of intensity measure (IM). This methodology can as well be applied to robustness analy-
sis. According to [1], one can define a fragility function as a mathematical function that 
expresses the probability that some undesirable event occurs as a function of some 
measure of environmental excitation. Fragility function represents the cumulative dis-
tribution function of the capacity of an asset to resist an undesirable limit state. 
Most frequently, progressive collapse of buildings structures is initiated when one or 
more vertical bearing element is removed under extreme events (terrorist attacks, ve-
hicle impacts, explosion, etc.). The chain reaction which occurs after a local failure is 
transferred to adjacent elements and leads to a progressive collapse of most part of the 
structure, or entire structure. The most extensive review of numerical and experimental 
research and codes devoted to progressive collapse, with comparative analyses is pre-
sented in [2, 3]. 
In this paper, fragility curves are calculated for two types of 5 story reinforced concrete 
(RC) building that exhibits the properties of the frame structural system [4], which is 
the most common type in Balkan region. The first structural system was designed ac-
cording to set of structural Eurocodes [4-7] and the other according to Yugoslav regula-
tions from 1981 (JUS) [8]. The goal was to establish the difference in the performance 
of the two structures, because there is a large number of a reinforced concrete build-
ings designed by applying old codes in this region. Seismic fragility curves for different 
types of damage are calculated using the damage state (DS) values according to [9]. 
Seismic structural response is analysed through nonlinear static analysis (NSA) method. 
Fragility curves were constructed using the methodology described in [9]. Robustness 
fragility curves are calculated for different scenarios in which the vertical column was 
completely removed by incidental actions were analysed, as the most critical cases. 
Structural response of the structure is obtained using NSA and NDA. NDA results were 
used to observe the occurrence of damage limit states (LS) in each model and calculate 
the fragility curves of the system. Based on the analysis, obtained results are compared 
and final remarks and conclusions were formulated. 

2 Methodology of the analysis and structural modelling

2.1 Geometric and material properties of the structure

The subject of the analysis is office-residential building (Fig. 1) with 5 levels (ground 
floor+4 stories). The structural system exhibits the properties of a frame structural sys-
tem [4]. The plan view and the 3D model of the structure are shown in Fig. 1. The length 
of one span in both directions is 4.8 m which makes the total length of the building 19.2 
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m in both directions. The height of the first story is 3.6 m and the height of the other 
stories is 3.2 m which makes the total height of the building 16.4 m. In order to simplify 
the modelling and calculation process, all vertical elements are fixed at the bottom level 
of the structure, i.e. soil-structure interaction is not included in the calculation and de-
sign.

Figure 1. a) Building plan; b) Numerical model [10]

The design of the structural model M1 is done according to the recommendations given 
in the set of structural Eurocodes [4, 5, 6, 7] and the design of the structural model M2 
is done according to [8], using linear-elastic analysis methods. Model M1 is designed 
with concrete C30/37 (fck = 30 MPa, E = 33 GPa) [5] and model M2 with the concrete 
MB30 (fck = 30 MPa, E = 31.5 GPa) [8] and rebar that corresponds to steel class C [5] 
and RA400/500 [8] (fyk = 400 MPa, Es = 200 GPa) with the ultimate strain limit equal to 
εsu = 7.5 % [4]. 
The structural design is done according to the European building design standards, for 
the structure that has ductility class high (DCH) behaviour [4]. The calculations are per-
formed using [10]. Geometric and reinforcement characteristics of the cross-section 
properties of the beams and columns are shown in Fig. 2, where beff,S represents the 
effective plate width for the seismic [4] and beff,R represents the effective plate width for 
the robustness [5] analysis.
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Figure 2. Geometric and reinforcement characteristics of the cross-section properties a) for M1 and b) for M2

2.2 Loads and actions

The loads acting on the structure are as follows: permanent loads (Gi) – self-weight of 
structural elements and an additional permanent load; the variable-live load (Qi) and 
the seismic load (Si). The adopted value of the permanent constant load is gpl = 3.0 kN/
m2 and the load intensity of the variable-live load amounts q = 2.0 kN/m2 on all floors 
except the roof, where it amounts qR = 1.0 kN/m2. The self-weight load of façade ele-
ments, which is imposed on all façade elements except on the roof is equal to gf = 10.0 
kN/m. The value of the reduction factor of the live loads is ψ2,i = 0.3 [6]. To calculate the 
earthquake impact on the structure, an elastic response spectrum, type 1 was used, for 
ground type C, with the PGA ag = 0.2·g. Behaviour factor q of the design response spec-
trum for a frame structural system is equal to 5.85 [4]. Load combinations and design 
values of actions for calculations are used according [6] for model M1 and according to 
[8] for model M2. Load combinations, for nonlinear seismic analysis, is used according 
to [6] for both models. For the nonlinear robustness analysis, load combinations are 
[11, 12]:

 (1)

 (2)

where represents the gravity loads combination and represents additional gravity loads 
parameter or dynamic increase factor (DIF) of the additional gravity load for the analysis 
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of the non-linear behaviour of the structural system. DIF is incrementally increased for 
the robustness analysis until the collapse, demanded state or non-convergence of the 
model is reached. In both NSA and NDA procedures, loading of the structure and the 
column removal scenario in the NDA are done according to the [11, 12] provisions. This 
procedure [11, 12] is described in detail in [13].

2.3 Modal analysis

Rayleigh viscous (mass – tangent stiffness) proportional damping was used in THA. An 
overview of modern seismic analyses with different damping models is explained in 
[14]. The appropriate values of periods of vibration in both directions for T1 correspond 
to the first translation period in X or Y direction (the structure is orthogonal in the plane 
and its behaviour will be the same in the both main directions). The value of T2 corre-
sponds to the period of vibration in which the structure reaches at least 90 % of the sum 
of the effective modal masses [4]. 
Calculation parameters of interest for the robustness analysis are the first and the last 
period of vibrations T1,i and T2,i. T1 corresponds to the first vertical translation period in 
Z direction, related to the removed column node’s vertical displacement. The value of 
T2 corresponds to the vertical translation period in Z direction, related to the removed 
column node’s vertical displacement in which the structure reaches at least 90 % of the 
sum of the effective modal masses in the Z direction. Values of the used periods in seis-
mic and robustness analysis are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Vibration periods for seismic and robustness analysis

Model (Design Code) M1 (EN) M2 (JUS)

Vibration periods [s] T1 (ΣMeff) T2 (ΣMeff) T1 (ΣMeff) T2 (ΣMeff)

Seismic analysis 0.742 (80.53 % M) 0.215 (92.75 % M) 0.880 (78.85 % M) 0.245 (92.12 % M)

Robustness analysis T1 T2 T1 T2

A1 0.220 0.023 0.326 0.024

B1 0.195 0.023 0.321 0.024

C1 0.193 0.022 0.321 0.023

B2 0.210 0.023 0.333 0.024

C2 0.205 0.024 0.322 0.026

C3 0.199 0.023 0.322 0.029
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3 Structural model

3.1 Model for linear-elastic analysis

For calculation and design of the structure in [10], a spatial (3D) model was used. The 
following parameters, assumptions and simplifications were adopted:
 - The calculation includes the effects of second order logic (P-∆);
 - Occurrence of cracks in structural elements was included in the calculation with the 

stiffness reduction of the elements according to [4].
 - The elastic bending stiffness and shear stiffness of columns and beams was reduced 

to 50 %;
 - Torsion stiffness of columns and beams was reduced to 10 % of their elastic stiffness;
 - The elastic stiffness of the RC plate was reduced to 50 %.

3.2 Model for nonlinear analysis

In models for post-elastic analysis of structural response to the removal of individual 
vertical elements, the following assumptions and simplifications were used:
 - The calculation includes the effects of second order logic (P-∆);
 - To describe the nonlinear behaviour of the material, the nonlinear properties of the 

material were used to describe the behaviour of concrete (Fig. 3) and reinforcement 
steel [5, 15, 16];

 - Parameters describing the appearance of cracks as a result of elastic bending stiffne-
ss in structural elements from the linear-elastic model were not included in the 
nonlinear model, because plastic hinges are modelled as fiber elements, whereas the 
properties of fibers are described by stress-strain relations in concrete and reinfor-
cement steel (Fig. 3);

 - Columns and beams were modelled as confined RC elements with a protective layer 
of concrete [15,16];

 - The beams are modelled as “L” and “T” cross sections, with the effective width of 
the RC plate. beff,S [4] was used for seismic and beff,R [5] for robustness analysis (Fig.2).

 - RC plates are modelled as rigid diaphragms in seismic analysis.
 - In robustness analysis, RC plates are included in the calculation models through 

corresponding effective widths within beams, i.e., the plates are not treated as sur-
face elements. The consequence of this simplification is that the results may indicate 
lower system robustness than the actual one, but the calculation favours safety.
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Figure 3. Material properties of concrete (left) and rebar (right) 

3.3 Properties of plastic hinges

Plastic hinges are modelled as fiber cross sections. They are modelled by automatic 
selection of fiber division in the cross section of elements [10] for seismic analysis. For 
robustness analysis, column hinges are modelled using automatic discretization option, 
while beam plastic hinges are modelled “manually” (fiber discretization is shown in Fig. 
2, left). Among many expressions for the calculation of plastic hinge length [17] and 
because of the inconsistency among the values obtained by different expressions, the 
equations suggested by [18] and [19] are the most practical for the modelling and the 
analysis. It is estimated that the lengths of plastic hinges, calculated according to [18] 
and [19] correspond approximately to the relative lengths of columns and beams of 
0.1L, where L is the length of the element. Therefore, the locations of the hinges are as-
signed as 0.05L and 0.95L to columns and beams in [10].

4 Non-linear analysis results and calculation of fragility curves

4.1 Seismic analysis

The results of NSA for mass-proportional (PROP) and modal (MOD) load distributions 
are shown in Fig. 5. Modal pushover curve was chosen as a referent curve for the calcu-
lation of fragility curves, according to [9]. 
To calculate damage state (DS) threshold values, it was necessary to do a bilinear ap-
proximation of NSA pushover curve, using Equivalent Energy Elastic-Plastic (EEEP) 
method and determine yielding (SdY,SaY) and ultimate capacity (SdU,SaU) points on capac-
ity (spectral displacement – spectral acceleration) curve of SDOF system for both M1 
and M2 (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4. Pushover curves for mass-proportional (left) and modal (right) load distribution

Figure 5. Capacity curves and their bilinear approximation for M1 (left) and M2 (right)

4.2 Robustness analysis

The results of nonlinear static and dynamic pushdown analyses are shown in Fig. 6. The 
main difference between the pushdown curves obtained using NSA and NDA is the lack 
of the visual insight into the stages of the beam, transient and catenary phase in NDA. 
Robustness analysis results still have similar form and their main difference is in the 
transient (plastic) phase, between flexural action in elastic and early plastic zone (beam 
phase) and catenary phase. 
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Figure 6. Pushdown curves obtained using NSA (left) and NDA (right) methods

4.3 Damage state performance points

Damage of a structural system may be quantified through threshold performance points 
(small damage – SD; moderate damage – MD; extensive damage – ED; complete dam-
age – CD), which are determined according to [9] for seismic fragility analysis, where μDS 
= SdDS and μU = SdU/SdY (Table 2) and according to [20] for robustness analysis (Fig. 7). 

Table 2. Seismic structural DS threshold values, according to [9]

To quantify and compare the results of the column removal scenarios, from the perspective 
of the progressive collapse risk, methods proposed by [20] for the determination of damage 
LS, based on NDA are used. Limit states in this paper are defined in a following way:
 - LS1 (minor damage): LS1 occurs either in the first step, when reaching the reinforce-

ment creep limit  or the stress limit of concrete with maximum strength 
in the protective layer of concrete .

 - LS2 (moderate damage): Occurs when the vertical displacement, obtained as the 
ratio of displacement of the top above the removed column and the length of the 
beam span, exceeds the determined threshold dY = 1.0 %.

DS SD [EN / JUS] MD [EN / JUS] ED [EN / JUS] CD [EN / JUS]

μDS 0.7 · SdY SdY SdY + 0.25 · (SdU - SdY) SdU

σLN,DS 0.25 + 0.07 · ln(μU) 0.2 + 0.18 · ln(μU) 0.1 + 0.4 · ln(μU) 0.15 + 0.5 · ln(μU)

μDS
Sd 

[cm] 3.56 3.50 5.08 5.00 8.92 6.96 20.43 12.83

σLN,DS 
[cm] 0.347 0.316 0.450 0.369 0.657 0.477 0.846 0.621

μDS
PGA 

[g] 0.109 0.098 0.154 0.137 0.264 0.185 0.592 0.319

σLN,DS 
[g] 0.331 0.298 0.430 0.339 0.634 0.432 0.823 0.558
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 - LS3 (significant damage): This level of damage is assumed to occur when reaching the 
stress limit in the protective layer of concrete  or the maximum stress of 
the confined concrete core .

 - LS4 (severe damage): Occurs in the first step, when the ultimate stress is reached in 
the confined concrete core .

 - LS5 (progressive collapse): It is determined as the state at the dilatation value in 
steel at which tensile fracture in the longitudinal reinforcement bar occurs 

.

Figure 7. LS values for model M1 (left) and model M2 (right) obtained using NDA

4.3 Statistical analysis of the results 

It is generally assumed that fragility curve is a lognormal distribution function, which 
means that “If a variable is log-normally distributed, its natural logarithm is normally 
distributed. Which means it must take on a positive real value, and the probability of it 
being zero or negative is zero.” [1] For seismic fragility analysis, lognormal distribution is 
adopted [9]. For robustness fragility analysis, using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-
Darling tests in [21] on the results obtained through NDA method, it is established that 
for each LS distribution, the values of fit both normal and lognormal distribution, but 
they have a better fit with normal distribution and it was adopted for the robustness 
fragility curves calculation. 

4.4 Calculation of fragility curves

In case of the calculation of seismic fragility curves, using spectral displacement (Sd) 
as a referent IM value for the DS threshold [9], the fragility functions are calculated as 
analytical cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for lognormal (LN) distribution:

 (3)
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where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, and 
are the mean and standard deviation of LN distribution values shown in Table 2. How-
ever, because it is possible to determine the relation between Sd and PGA, it is possible 
to present the fragility curves with the PGA as the IM, using the Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation (MLE) method [1, 22] (Fig. 8, left).

Figure 8. Seismic fragility curves (left) and DS probabilities for design PGA (right)

Probability density functions for the occurrence of different states of damage for the 
design PGA = 0.2g (Fig. 8, right) are calculated using the equations [1, 22]:

 (4)

where is a probability of no damage to occur and and . is an index of a particular DS, and 
is an index of a particular IM (PGA). is a total number of damage states. 
In case of the calculation of robustness fragility curves, using as a referent value for the 
LS threshold [21], the fragility function is calculated as analytical cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) for normal distribution:

 (5)

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, and 
are the mean and standard deviation of normal distribution values shown in Fig. 9. 
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Table 3. Robustness fragility parameters (mean and standard deviation)

To avoid the overlapping of the fragility functions, their correction is performed by 
adopting the same standard deviation value for all LS, using the MLE method described 
in [1, 22]. Another method to avoid the overlapping of the fragility functions is suggest-
ed and discussed in [13]. and for uncorrected and corrected fragility curves are shown 
in Table 3 and robustness fragility curves are displayed in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Robustness fragility curves for model M1 (left) and model M2 (right)

5 Discussion of the results

The results show the difference between the structural response of models M1 and M2, 
but both models have good response for design PGA. Seismic NSA pushover and fragil-
ity curves for M1 show a better structural response and greater seismic resilience of the 
system, than for M2 (Fig. 4 and Fig. 8, left). MD occurrence probability is the highest for 
M1, and ED occurrence probability is the highest for M2, which means that M1 is a bit 
more on the safety side, from the aspect of the structural design (Fig. 8, right).
From the aspect of the capacity of building to resist progressive collapse, M1 have much 
better structural response than M2 (Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 9). For the each column re-
moval scenario in M2, the structure will reach LS1 almost at the same time when the 
column is removed, unlike in M1 where it will happen only in cases A1 and B1 (Fig. 7). 
The range between the lowest and the highest value of for the ultimate capacity limit 

WR [ %]  [EN / JUS]  [EN / JUS]  [EN / JUS]

LS1 55.033 1.433 41.949 0.151

25.600 12.905

LS2 131.700 21.533 13.876 18.922

LS3 146.233 48.700 18.409 8.790

LS4 160.467 58.733 19.181 8.539

LS5 166.300 64.667 17.903 9.454
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state (LS5) is 138.4 % - 187.4 % for M1 and 51.2 % - 75.6 % for M2 (Fig. 7), which means 
that M1 response to resist progressive collapse is much more on the safety side, than 
the M2 (Fig. 9).

6 Conclusions

Since buildings cannot be designed for every hazard to which the structural system may 
be exposed during its lifetime, a general design approach should take into account the 
action associated with low probability events and huge consequences for the structural 
system, which is characteristic of progressive collapse [23]. It is very important to pro-
vide a sufficient nonlinear capacity of the system for its seismic response, but as well 
as in order to provide necessary force redistribution in case of the loss of one or more 
elements. 
In this paper, the comparative analysis of two models of RC frame structure, designed 
using set of Eurocodes [4, 5, 6, 7] and JUS [8] is performed from the aspect of seis-
mic and robustness fragility. The system fragility curves were derived from the results 
of NSA (seismic analysis) and NDA (robustness analysis), using statistical methods. In 
seismic analysis, probabilities of the occurrence of each DS are determined and com-
pared, and in robustness analysis, the LS values are compared and discussed.
Based on the results of the analysis, it can be concluded that structural response of 
the structure designed using the recommendations given in structural Eurocodes [4, 
5, 6, 7] (M1) will have better seismic response and better response to resist progres-
sive collapse as well, than the structure designed using the recommendations given in 
Yugoslav regulations from 1981 (JUS) [8] (M2). Recent implementation of Eurocodes in 
some of the countries of ex-Yugoslavia (ex-Yu) and future, planned implementation in 
the ones that still use the old regulations in the design of RC buildings (such as modified 
versions of JUS [8]), should lead to better performance of the new buildings subjected to 
the seismic excitation or the incidental situation which can lead to progressive collapse. 
When it comes to the analysis of the existing structures in ex-Yu Republics, designed 
using the old codes, several researches were conducted [24, 25, 26, 27] but after recent 
developments and devastating consequences of the earthquake in Petrinja, Croatia, 
there is a definite necessity to investigate the risks of the damage, caused by strong 
earthquakes, on macro and micro levels in both urban and rural areas of the ex-Yu and 
wider Balkan region.
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Abstract
The latest middle and high intensity seismic events have demonstrated that the potential seismic 
risk of nonstructural elements compromises a building’s overall seismic performance, affecting 
especially the building operability. Additionally, nonstructural elements account for a considerably 
large fraction of the total earthquake economic losses and total building costs. Several 
international building codes provide methods to approximate the seismic acceleration demand 
on nonstructural elements; however, the provided guidelines may not accurately estimate the 
actual seismic demand leading to unconservative designs of acceleration-sensitive nonstructural 
elements. This study compares the acceleration demand on nonstructural elements calculated 
by using international building codes and state-of-the-art estimation methodologies with actual 
floor acceleration response spectra from nonlinear time history analysis. Two moment-resisting 
steel frames of three and nine stories were selected as case-study buildings. The FEMA P-695 
far-field ground motion set was scaled to an equivalent design intensity and it was used as the 
input seismic load. The floor absolute accelerations were recorded on the first and last stories 
of both buildings and the median floor absolute acceleration response spectra were calculated. 
The spectral floor accelerations were determined considering a wide range of nonstructural 
periods and the results were compared with the estimated floor spectral acceleration obtained 
from the building code provisions and the novel methodologies. The results point out that 
current building codes tend to mislead the design of nonstructural elements by underestimating 
the actual acceleration demand on these components. On the other hand, the state-of-the-art 
methodologies provide a better estimation of the acceleration demand on nonstructural elements 
without the need for conducting nonlinear time history analyses.
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spectral acceleration
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1 Introduction

The last decade seismic events have demonstrated that nonstructural elements (NSEs) 
are still largely affected by seismic excitations representing a significant portion of the 
total economic losses and thus altering the overall seismic performance of a building 
[1, 2]. Most current building codes present a rough procedure to calculate the seismic 
demand on acceleration-sensitive NSEs. For instance, the ASCE 7-16 [3] and the Eu-
rocode 8 [4] include a section dedicated to estimate the design force for NSEs, how-
ever, several studies have demonstrated that these approaches can miscalculate the 
seismic demand leading to non-conservative designs of NSEs [5-8]. Several authors 
have proposed methodologies to predict the floor acceleration spectra based on the 
structural dynamic properties without carrying out extensive and time consuming non-
linear time-history analyses [9-10]. These methods are better suitable to approximate 
the seismic demand on a large variety of NSEs, ensuring more accurate designs and 
an improvement of the overall building seismic performance. To assess the different 
methodologies for the estimation of the acceleration seismic demand on NSEs, two 
moment-resisting steel frames of three and nine stories were modeled and subjected 
to the 44 records of the FEMA P-695 far-field ground motion set [11]. The absolute 
acceleration floor response spectra were calculated at the first and top floor of each 
building, and the results were compared with the floor acceleration estimations ob-
tained from the ASCE 7-16 [3] and Eurocode 8 [4] building codes, and the methodolo-
gies proposed by Vukobratović and Fajfar [9] and Merino et al. [10]. Four nonstructural 
periods (i.e., 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 seconds) were used as reference points to cover a large 
range of NSE periods.

2 Case study buildings and seismic input

The results determined through building code procedures and simplified methodologies 
were compared and evaluated with respect to nonlinear time-history analyses, which 
were carried out in two moment-resisting steel frames of three and nine stories. The 
44 records of the FEMA P-695 far-field ground motion set [11] were used. The records 
were scaled to an equivalent design intensity for the city of Los Angeles (US). The build-
ings were modeled by using the software OpenSees V3.2.2 [12], further details of the 
modeling assumptions can be found in [13].

2.1 Case-study buildings

Two 2-D moment-resisting steel frame buildings of three and nine stories were select-
ed from the SAC Steel project [14] as case study buildings. These buildings are charac-
terized by brittle beam-column joint connections typical of the pre-Northridge seismic 
designs. The three-story building was adapted from the FEMA 440 [15], the structure 
is composed of three bays in the north-south direction (selected for this study) and six 
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bays in the east-west direction, the fundamental period is equal to 0.79 s. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the configuration of the three-story case study building. The nine-story building 
was adapted from the FEMA 440 [15]. The structure is composed of five bays in both 
directions, the fundamental period is equal to 1.89 s. Fig. 2 illustrates the configuration 
of the nine-story case study building. Further details about the case study buildings are 
reported in [13].

Figure 1. Three-story case study building

Figure 2. Nine-story case study building
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2.2 FEMA P-695 far-field ground motion set

The FEMA P-695 far-field ground motion set [11] is composed of 22 pairs of historical 
horizontal ground motions (44 individual records) that represent the seismicity of the 
western United States. The records were scaled based on the median spectral accelera-
tion at a period of one second matching the ASCE 7-16 [3] design spectrum for the city 
of Los Angeles (US) with a soil type Dmax. Fig. 3 shows the acceleration spectra of the 
FEMA P-695 far-field ground motion set, and the target design spectrum used to scale 
the records.

Figure 3. 5 % damping FEMA P-695 far-field and ASCE 7-16 design acceleration spectra

3 Estimation of acceleration demand

The estimation of the acceleration demand for the case study buildings was carried out 
through three methodologies. The first one involves two international building codes, 
the ASCE 7-16 [3] and the Eurocode 8 [4], which are commonly used as a reference 
for the seismic design of NSEs, especially in countries without official requirements. 
The second approach includes the studies of Vukobratović and Fajfar [9] and Merino et 
al. [10], who proposed state-of-the-art methods to estimate floor acceleration spec-
tra. The last methodology calculates the floor response spectra from floor acceleration 
time-histories obtained after carrying out nonlinear time-history (NLTH) analyses.

3.1 International building codes

Generally, building codes address the seismic design of acceleration-sensitive NSEs by 
estimating the design force to be applied to the component. The ASCE 7-16 [3] in its 
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chapter 13 describes how to calculate the seismic design force. However, it is not nec-
essary to compute the component weight, hence, the calculations can be expressed 
in terms of spectral acceleration. The estimated spectral acceleration depends mainly 
on the site conditions (i.e., maximum spectral acceleration), and on the relative loca-
tion of the NSE regarding the total height of the building. Additionally, chapter C13 [3] 
proposes an amplification factor according to the period of vibration of the NSE and the 
supporting structure. Likewise, ASCE 7-16 [3] limits the floor spectral acceleration to an 
upper and lower bound. 
Eurocode 8 [4] specifies a procedure to estimate the seismic design force. Yet, similarly 
to the ASCE method, the NSE weight can be omitted to obtain the equivalent spectral 
acceleration. The method takes into account the seismicity of the site (i.e., peak ground 
acceleration) and the relative location of the NSE with respect to the total height of the 
building. However, the formulation directly integrates the fundamental vibration period 
of the NSE and the supporting structure. In this way, the absolute acceleration floor 
response spectra are obtained. In addition, the spectral acceleration is conditioned to 
be at least equal to the peak ground acceleration. It is noteworthy that although both 
building codes use the seismic input and the relative position of the NSEs, they do not 
consider either the effects of higher modes or the inelastic behavior of the supporting 
structure.

3.2 Current approximate methodologies

Simplified methodologies can better estimate the floor spectral acceleration demand 
by integrating not only higher mode effects but also the nonlinear behavior of the sup-
porting structure. The procedures proposed by Vukobratović and Fajfar [9] and Merino 
et al. [10] are based on four factors that have a significant impact on the floor response 
spectrum [10]: 1. The dynamic interaction between the NSE and the supporting struc-
ture, in which the dynamic properties of both systems can increase or decrease the 
seismic acceleration demand. 2. The influence of the nonstructural damping that highly 
affects the acceleration demand on NSEs. 3. The influence of the nonlinear response 
of the supporting structure, and 4. The response of the NSE that can also present an 
inelastic response. Due to length limitations, both procedures are not explained herein, 
the authors highly recommend revising the original publications for a complete descrip-
tion and better comprehension of the methodologies.

3.3 Nonlinear time-history analysis

The case study buildings were subjected to NLTH analysis using the 44 records of the 
FEMA P-695 far-field ground motion set [11]. The absolute horizontal floor accelera-
tion time-histories were recorded and the 5 % damping elastic absolute acceleration 
floor response spectra (AAFRS) were calculated for the first and top floors. Finally, the 
median spectrum was obtained to be used as a reference value for the previously de-
scribed methodologies.
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4 Analysis results 

Fig. 4 illustrates the AAFRS for both case-study buildings at the first and top floors, cal-
culated with the procedures detailed in section 3. In Table 1 is listed the comparison of 
the spectral accelerations for the selected four nonstructural periods normalized with 
respect to the NLTH results. The ASCE 7-16 and the Eurocode 8 procedures overesti-
mate the spectral acceleration on the first floor, especially for periods higher than the 
fundamental period of vibration of the supporting structure (i.e., 0.79 s and 1.89 s for 
the three-story and nine-story buildings, respectively). A better approximation is re-
ported for the fundamental period of the three-story building on the top floor, in which 
the ASCE 7-16 provides a closer floor spectral acceleration to that of the NLTH analysis. 
To determine the AAFRS through the ASCE 7-16 procedure, it was necessary to assume 
a component response modification factor of 2.5, considered as a common factor for 
most of NSEs [3], since the ASCE 7-16 contemplates only inelastic spectral accelera-
tions for the design of NSEs. Indeed, the limit imposed by ASCE 7-16 represents the 
maximum inelastic spectral acceleration, which is independent of the component re-
sponse modification factor. Furthermore, Eurocode 8 provides closer values of AAFRS 
with respect to the NLTH results. As observed in Table 1, Eurocode 8 produces almost 
the same peak floor acceleration for the first floor in both case-study buildings. How-
ever, Eurocode 8 exaggerates the demand for very flexible NSEs and underestimates 
it for the case of rigid components. Additionally, the minimum floor spectral accelera-
tion (i.e., peak ground acceleration) imposed by the code overestimates the demand for 
NSEs with large periods. Although the code procedures can be easily implemented, the 
results show large divergences when compared to the NLTH. Consequently, the code 
results can mislead the seismic design of the NSEs. 
The simplified methodologies (i.e., Vukobratović and Fajfar [9] and Merino et al. [10]) 
are better suitable to approximate the shape of AAFRS obtained from the NLTH analy-
sis. However, both methodologies tend to overestimate the spectral floor acceleration 
at the periods associated with the fundamental and second mode of vibration of the 
supporting structure and to underestimate the demand at the following higher modes. 
The last trend is especially evident for the methodology proposed by Vukobratović and 
Fajfar [9]. One of the main differences between both simplified methodologies is the 
fact that Vukobratović and Fajfar [9] generates large plateaus at the spectral peaks 
simulating the period elongation presented by the inelastic behavior of the support-
ing structure. Although this characteristic is desirable, it is not always representative 
of reality, particularly for steel structures [10]. In comparison, the procedure proposed 
by Merino et al. [10] allows the modification of the peaks plateaus to get a spectral 
shape closer to the expected response. Both methods tend to underestimate the peak 
floor acceleration at the first floor and show a good approximation at the top floor. In 
general, the methodology proposed by Merino et al. [10] is more conservative showing 
larger spectral accelerations than Vukobratović and Fajfar’s [9] method. Even though 
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the application of the described methodologies is not as simple and straightforward as 
implementing the code procedures, the accuracy of the results supports the extra steps 
to have a better estimation of the seismic demand.

Table 1. Normalized Spectral accelerations with respect to NLTH results 

Nonstructural period [s] ASCE 7-16 Eurocode 8 Vukobratović and Fajfar Merino et al.

Three-story first floor

0.0 1.52 0.96 0.85 0.86

0.5 2.86 1.81 1.12 1.61

1.0 3.30 2.24 1.44 1.14

2.0 4.14 1.73 1.33 1.17

Three-story top floor

0.0 2.51 1.46 1.02 0.97

0.5 1.47 1.47 1.05 1.17

1.0 1.31 1.40 1.62 1.04

2.0 5.41 1.63 1.74 0.85

Nine-story first floor

0.0 1.34 0.88 0.61 0.72

0.5 0.77 0.72 0.88 1.11

1.0 1.99 2.04 0.69 1.18

2.0 8.74 5.52 1.14 1.27

Nine-story top floor

0.0 2.67 1.55 0.96 0.93

0.5 1.25 0.98 1.08 1.36

1.0 2.21 2.04 1.04 0.94

2.0 1.97 2.26 1.17 1.14
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Figure 4. Comparison of the different 5 % AAFRS for both case-study buildings

5 Conclusions 

The results obtained from the nonlinear time-history analysis show that the absolute 
acceleration floor response spectra are remarkably affected by higher modes, the first 
and top floor shows larger spectral accelerations at shorter periods, this trend can be 
explained by the inelastic response of the buildings which significantly influences the 
acceleration demand at the fundamental mode of vibration. The peak spectral accelera-
tions are located at the higher modes of vibrations (up to 4.3 g) and the acceleration 
demand decreases rapidly after the fundamental period of the structure. The results 
obtained from the building code procedures show that the absolute acceleration floor 
response spectra are controlled by the fundamental mode, especially the one developed 
from the Eurocode 8 [4]. The approaches presented by the building codes (ASCE 7-16 
[3] and Eurocode 8 [4]) account for neither higher modes effects nor inelastic behavior 
of the supporting structure. In general, the acceleration demand is highly overestimated 
from the fundamental to longer periods and underestimated at shorter periods. The 
ASCE 7-16 [3] and Eurocode 8 [4] provide a decent estimate of the floor spectral ac-
celeration in the last floor of the three-story building when the nonstructural period and 
the supporting structure period are similar. Additionally, Eurocode 8 [4] shows a good 
prediction of the peak floor acceleration on the first floor of both case study buildings, 
especially for the three-story building.
The method proposed by Vukobratović and Fajfar [9] matches closely the spectral shape 
of the nonlinear time-history analysis results, coinciding with most of the peak posi-
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tions. The method tends to be conservative at the fundamental and longer periods and 
slightly underestimated the spectral acceleration at shorter periods. On the other hand, 
the method of Merino et al. [10] shows a more conservative absolute acceleration floor 
response spectrum. The spectral shape matches fine the nonlinear time-history analy-
sis results showing slightly larger peak spectral accelerations. Similar to Vukobratović 
and Fajfar [9], the spectral acceleration is slightly underestimated at very short non-
structural periods. Despite this, the peak floor acceleration is accurately predicted. It 
is noteworthy that the simplified methodologies show a better approximation of the 
absolute acceleration floor response spectra. Indeed, for some periods the simplified 
methodologies provided a perfect match with respect to the results from the nonlinear 
time-history analysis. Nevertheless, the approach of Merino et al. [10] shows a bet-
ter estimation of the acceleration demand compared to Vukobratović and Fajfar [9]. 
In view of the outcomes, the simplified methodologies such as the ones proposed by 
Vukobratović and Fajfar [9] and Merino et al. [10] should be adopted to address the seis-
mic design of acceleration-sensitive nonstructural elements since they produce closer 
estimations of the floor spectral accelerations when compared to the results from non-
linear time history analyses. Therefore, reliable floor spectral acceleration can be de-
termined without the need for exhaustive calculations and detailed models required in 
such type of analysis.
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Abstract
With the increase of the population in densely populated areas, the lack of living space leads 
to an increase of need for upgrades to existing buildings. The problem related to upgrades is of 
greater importance in seismically active areas, especially in older buildings designed according 
to old codes. Depending on the type of upgrade, it may affect the existing structure differently, 
but on the other hand, the existing structure affects the upgrade as well. In the paper first a 
short review of achievements in the world regarding this problem has been discussed and 
then the activities conducted in IZIIS related to the investigation of the influence of different 
material upgrade systems on the integral structural behaviour have been briefly described. This 
comparative investigation has been performed by conducting a total of 177 dynamic tests on 
the 5x5 m shaking-table at the IZIIS Laboratory, using harmonics, synthetic and real earthquake 
records as input in one horizontal direction. Elastic tests with low level of excitation without 
occurrence of damages and plastic deformations have been conducted first and then capacity 
tests have been performed up to the failure of the models. The various upgrade systems were 
constructed of steel frame, light- frame timber, cross-laminated wooden panels and composite 
systems of wood and glass. The first two floors represented the existing reinforced concrete, and 
the third floor was the upgrade system which was changed during all the tests. The main purpose 
of the investigation was to investigate the behavior of this kind of upgrades systems subjected 
to seismic loadings and their applicability in seismic prone areas. Important output regarding 
the National annex parameters needed for Eurocode design has been also expected from this 
investigation. This investigation will be realized within the frame of a part of the doctoral thesis 
that is to be proposed.

Key words:  Added floors, cross-laminated timber, light timber frame, shaking-table tests, FEM 
analysis
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1 Introduction

Adding new floors involves additional loads on the old structure and the soil, but of 
course more important is the problem of increasing mass which also causes an increase 
in seismic force. Therefore, the problem with floor upgrades is greater in seismically ac-
tive areas, especially in older buildings that are designed according to old regulations. 
On the other hand, depending on the type of upgrade, it may affect the existing struc-
ture differently, but on the other hand it should not be forgotten that the existing struc-
ture affects the upgrade. In our current regulation, superstructures are regulated only 
by Article 115a of the Rulebook on construction of buildings in seismically active areas 
(PIOVS 81 with amendments): However, apart from the fact that this single article does 
not solve the problem of designing upgrades, it is also quite ambiguous and confusing, 
which often causes misinterpretation and application.

2  Brief overview of research in the world for solving the problem 
with upgrades 

Larger cities in the world lack space, as available space can be quite expensive. Thus, 
adding levels to existing structures is one of the most appropriate ways to increase the 
functional space of residential and administrative buildings. Thus, with the increase in 
population in densely populated areas, the lack of living space leads to an increase in 
upgrades to existing buildings. From an architectural point of view, this may mean add-
ing a unique and modern space above the existing building or, preserving the continuity 
in the construction and adding the existing floors to the additional levels [1].
Very often, the calculation of the additional soil load and the additional seismic force 
that results from the increase in mass leads to the conclusion that the only solution is 
an easy upgrade. One such solution is already proposed in the world with a prefabricat-
ed steel frame-panel system SUNDAY TM which includes prefabricated wall panels, roof 
grilles and more. [2]. From an engineering point of view, this system is advantageous 
because it allows the use of various lightweight building materials and techniques for 
new levels, including timber systems, such as cross-laminated timber (XLAM or CLT), 
laminated timber (Glulam) or lightweight timber frames (LFT), then using steel frames 
with composite plate, as well as reinforced concrete and prestressed structures. Thus, 
the idea of   lightweight upgrades is already gaining popularity around the world in order 
that building owners and investors to add value to existing buildings.
In this area there are many innovative solutions that differ depending on the height of 
existing buildings, as well as the capacity of the structure and the materials available for 
use in the construction of new levels. However, there are several principles that are con-
sistent with all and should be taken into account when evaluating an existing new load 
structure [3]. These principles include: 1. Defining the life of the structure; 2. Assess-
ment of the condition of the construction, i.e., the stability of the skeleton, and at the 
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same time, the simpler the existing construction, the easier it is to add more load and 
any additional reinforcement of the structural elements; 3. For multi-storey garages or 
office buildings it is necessary that there is no interruption in the vertical elements; 4. 
For new floors it is important to evaluate what materials are available for use.
Regarding the fourth principle in the reference [3], it is estimated that if a wooden struc-
ture is used for the new floors, they would weigh approximately 20% of the weight of 
the concrete structure with about one third during operation, together with the payload. 
However, for every location in the world there are restrictions in terms of the possibility 
of what material can be used, then in terms of construction legislation, fire protection 
regulations, which change based on the location of the building, height and local regula-
tions, etc. The vertical upgrade can be grouped into three categories [4]:
 - Category I: This type of upgrade was previously planned during the calculation of 

the existing construction. The original documentation is readily available and the fo-
undations and structural elements are designed to withstand a certain amount of 
additional floors. Minimal constructive analysis and verification is required to proceed 
with the upgrade.

 - Category II: In this case, the original structure is not designed with a view to future 
upgrades. Original formwork, cross-sections and details or drawings are available. 
It is necessary to check the existing structural elements, and it is also necessary to 
check the accuracy of the drawings in relation to the real performance and condition 
of the construction. In general, analysis is needed to assess the impact of the upgra-
de, as well as to dimension the upgrade itself.

 - Category III: In this case, the structure was not originally designed with a view to 
future upgrades. There is no technical documentation available for the constructi-
on - project graphic bases, sections and details. This case requires detailed on-site 
diagnostic investigations to determine the geometry, physical and mechanical pro-
perties of the materials in order to assess the condition of the existing structure. In 
addition, numerical modelling and analysis of the existing building is required in order 
to assess the condition and capacity of the existing system, as well as analysis of the 
integrated system: existing building + upgrade.

3 Test models

A total of 177 dynamic tests were performed on the shaking table in the IZIIS labora-
tory. The research consisted of harmonics, synthetic and real earthquakes, as an input 
in a horizontal direction. From the point of view of the intensity of input excitations, two 
groups of tests were performed: 1. Elastic tests with low excitation level and without 
the occurrence of damage and plastic deformations; and 2. Tests to determine the ca-
pacity of models or to evaluate their nonlinear behavior in order to investigate the fail-
ure mechanisms of the various upgrade systems under consideration. Steel frame (STL), 
light wood (LFT), cross-laminated wood panel (XLAM) and wood and glass composite 
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(GLS) systems are considered. The research is planned to be analytical and experimen-
tal. The FELISA / 3M software package will be used in the analytical research.
In the experimental research, the tested construction, including all combinations with 
the upgrades, is treated as a life-size model. The existing RC frame system (hereinafter 
referred to as sample RCF1) is a two-storey single-span structure with dimensions of 
340cm x 240 cm (Figure 1), consisting of 20/20 cm RC columns, 20/20 cm RC beams 
and RC slabs with a thickness of 7 cm. Each of the columns is dimensioned with 4 longi-
tudinal reinforcement bars F16 mm and stirrups F8 mm / 10 (20) cm. The reinforcement 
in the beams is placed symmetrically in the upper and lower zone, with a total of 4 longi-
tudinal reinforcement bars F14 and stirrups F8 mm / 10 (20) cm. The foundation beams 
are dimensioned with a height of 20 cm and are fastened to the vibrating platform using 
special screws. The foundation beams are reinforced symmetrically with longitudinal 
reinforcement of 4 bars F14 with stirrups F8 mm / 10 (20) cm.

Figure 1. Plan view of the model placed on the shaking table 

Figure 2.  a) Storey hights on the model with added floor of CLAM; b) The model with added loads in order 
to simulate live load 
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4. Results from the research in IZIIS-Skopje

Some of the comparative results from the performed dynamic tests on the vibrating 
platform are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 refers to the response of the basic model 
with two floors (RCF1), while Figure 4 shows the response of the three-storey model 
with light steel upgrade (designated RCF1 + STL): It can be noticed that the amplitudes 
of the movements on the third floor of the upgraded model RCF1 + STL are less than 
those on the second floor. This leads to the conclusion that higher mode shapes be-
come more significant in the dynamic response when material such as steel is used to 
upgrade the RC structure. This phenomenon was also observed visually during the test.
Figure 5 refers to the response of the three-story model with cross-laminated wood 
upgrade (RCF1 + XLAM2): Unlike the previous case with the steel upgrade, it can be seen 
that, in the case of cross-laminated upgrade, the usual amplitudes of displacements 
and accelerations (by gradually increasing their values   from the first to the third floor) 
show that as a result of uniform stiffness throughout height of the structure, the first 
mode shape becomes dominant in the dynamic response of the integral system. Light-
weight LFT light frame integral systems (Fig. 6) and GLS glass module superstructure 
(Fig. 7) show similar behaviour. The blue line graphs show the results for the first floor, 
the red line for the second floor, and the green line for the third floor. The upper graphs 
show the displacements, and the lower graphs show the accelerations.

Figure 3.  Experimentally obtained time histories of relative displacements and accelerations for RCF1 (test 
03, EQ Petrovac)
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Figure 4.  Experimentally obtained time histories of relative displacements and accelerations for RCF1 + 
STL (test 08, EQ: Landers)

Figure 5.  Experimentally obtained relative displacement and acceleration time histories for the RCF1 + 
XLAM2 model (test 17, EQ Landers)
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Figure 6.  Experimentally obtained time history of relative displacement and accelerations for the RCF1 + 
LFT2 model (test 26, EQ Landers)

Figure 7.  Experimentally obtained time history of relative displacements and accelerations for the RCF1 + 
GLS model (test 30, EQ Landers)
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5 Conclusion

From this research, as observed from the tested specimens, it can be concluded that all 
upgrades differently contribute to the overall dynamic response of the integral systems. 
The steel frame (STL) upgrade has been shown to behave in a very flexible manner (par-
ticularly at the connections) because of its smaller stiffness compared to the stiffness of 
the two-story RC structure. In this case, the influence of higher modes has been shown 
to be significant. The light-frame timber upgrade (LFT) showed a somewhat improved 
behavior compared to the steel frame, however, the most favorable behavior due to 
compactness and properly distributed stiffness along the height has been observed in 
the case of the X-Lam panel upgrade (XLAM): 
The connections with the concrete slab had certainly an impact on the response mecha-
nism in the case of all types of upgrades that varied depending on whether they were 
strong or flexible. In future, a more detailed elaboration of these conclusions supported 
by numerical verification will be presented.
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Abstract
The paper shows aspects of damping modelling in nonlinear static pushover analysis (NSPA) of 
structures through systematization of damping types and formed flow diagram, depending on 
the type of applied target displacement analysis. By applying the developed flow diagram, in the 
process of creating and analysing numerical models of structures, it is possible to very efficiently 
consider which type of damping should be selected and how to introduce damping in nonlinear 
static pushover analysis. Generally speaking, in nonlinear static pushover analysis (NSPA) damping 
is introduced indirectly by reducing the response spectrum. The problem of introducing damping 
is considered taking into account the soil-structure interaction, modelling the kinematic effects 
and the damping effects of the foundation, i.e., the ground. Parametric analysis was performed 
by varying the parameters: the effect of foundation depth, i.e., the impact of the existence of 
underground floors and the impact of damping. Based on the developed pushover curves, the 
levels of target displacements for each individual condition were determined, and then these 
discrete values were classified according to soil categories. By connecting such discrete values of 
the target displacement, a cumulative curve was constructed, i.e., an envelope of possible states 
of drifts and forces. By applying the proposed procedure, it is possible to consider the possible 
level of nonlinear deformations of the system, taking into account the effect of interaction 
with the soil and damping. The research established that the introduction of the soil-structure 
interaction can significantly affect the values of global drift, and thus partially the correction of 
the relevant total lateral seismic force. The sensitivity of the change in the relevant total lateral 
seismic force is much lower than the displacement, because in the nonlinear domain the system 
has much less stiffness, even in certain situations the stiffness is zero, so a small increase in load 
can produce much greater deformation. Also, the research found that for different types of soil 
and different damping values, the fragments of the pushover curves, obtained by interpolating 
the target displacements for the same soil types, overlap at certain intervals.

Key words: damping, flowchart, NSPA, pushover curve, drift, seismic
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1 Introduction

A more realistic description of the behaviour of structures during the earthquake re-
quires the modelling and introduction of the soil structure interaction (SSI). This intro-
duces the influence of the flexibility of the foundation structure and the soil. For the 
earthquake effect, deformation and displacement of the structure are the function of 
the interaction of three connected systems: the structure, the foundation structure and 
the geological environment in which the structure is founded. Methods that introduce 
the influence of structure-soil interaction into the nonlinear static pushover analysis 
(NSPA) are defined in FEMA 440 [1]. When determining the level of target displacement 
(TD) in NSPA, the effects of SSI and damping due to interaction with the ground are 
introduced indirectly.
When the displacement of the system is caused by the action of an earthquake, it is nec-
essary, in addition to the viscous one, to consider hysteretic damping, which occurs due 
to the development of nonlinear deformations. Damping is most often introduced in the 
analysis of structures as an element of the critical damping whose values are a function 
of the type of material, and independent of the mass and stiffness of the system [2]. 
On the other hand, by applying an equivalent relative damping coefficient, damping can 
be considered on different types of materials, introducing it in the form of composite 
damping [3]. Also, by implementing a single equivalent relative damping coefficient, it 
is possible to take into account both viscous and hysteretic damping in the nonlinear 
analysis of structures [4]. In [5], the damping was analysed on the basis of the material 
nonlinear response of the system under cyclic action with a heterogeneous composi-
tion of the mechanical characteristics of the material. The research on the identification 
and analysis of building damping coefficients based on earthquake accelerometers is 
presented in [6], while the effect of viscous damping modelling on nonlinear seismic 
performance of multi-storey frame systems was considered in [7]. The introduction of 
damping effects in SSI and the analysis of the seismic response of the system were 
presented in [8]. Different soil characteristics, design seismic levels and SSI modelling 
techniques indicate a lower seismic response compared to the classical fixed structure 
model (restrained in foundations). The aim of the research presented in this paper is to 
consider in more detail the behaviour of the system during SSI for different levels of 
target displacement in NSPA and for different values of damping introduced into the 
system. A seismic performance analysis can show the level of sensitivity of variations of 
drift and seismic forces transmitted to the structure at SSI during an earthquake.

2 Damping modelling in NSPA

In the process of structure modelling and preparation of seismic analysis, according to 
which the structure calculation will be performed, damping can be introduced through: 
damping of materials, damping originating from link elements and damping which is di-
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rectly defined in the analysis [9]. Material damping can be introduced as: modal damp-
ing, viscous damping and hysteretic damping. Link element damping can be introduced 
as: effective damping, nonlinear behaviour damping and damping of frequency depend-
ent link elements. Depending on the analysis type, the general classification of damping 
can be: modal, viscous and hysteretic.
In NSPA, generally speaking, damping is not introduced prior to calculation, but it is sub-
sequently defined after the structural design, in the target displacement analysis (TDA). 
Figure 1 shows the flowchart of introduction of damping in NSPA-TDA [10].

Figure 1. Flowchart of introduction of damping in NSPA [10]

The process of introducing damping is carried out via a single global coefficient which 
can take into account both viscous and hysteretic damping. Depending on the type of 
target displacement analysis, the following options are possible:
 - Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM) [11]:

  Damping is introduced via the global damping coefficient as inherent and additional 
damping, but additional influence can be made through the type of the structural 
system.

 - Displacement Coefficient Method (DCM) [12]:
  Damping is introduced via the effective damping coefficient which is used for genera-

tion of response spectra. In essence, this is a viscous damping, while the hysteretic 
damping is determined from the calculation, though an additional damping can be 
introduced by this coefficient.

 - Equivalent Linearization Method (ELM) [1]:
  Damping is introduced via the global damping coefficient (inherent and additional 

damping), but effective damping can be defined as alternative, presented via the 
relative damping coefficient for the hysteretic system response.

 - Displacement Modification Method (DMM) [1]:
  Damping is introduced in a similar fashion to DCM.
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3 SSI in NSPA-TDA with damping effects

Problems of SSI analysis refer to the definition of: seismic action, dynamic soil charac-
teristics, foundation stability in seismic conditions and SSI modelling. There are three 
key parameters that must be considered when introducing the effects of SSI according 
to FEMA 440 [1]:
 - introduction of flexible foundation effects (FFE),
 - kinematic interaction effects (KIE),
 - dissipation of energy from the soil-structure system by radiation and hysteretic soil 

damping - foundation damping effects (FDE).

The classical model, in which no SSI is introduced, defines the connection between the 
foundation structure and the ground as an absolutely rigid base model (RBM). Such a 
system is excited by free field motion (FFM) with conventional damping (foundation 
input motion). Structural systems that take into account vertical stiffening elements 
(bearing walls) can be particularly sensitive, even to small rotations and translations, 
which are not taken into account when assuming a rigid base. According to FEMA 440 
[1], for NSPA, SSI is modelled by introducing flexibility into the soil-foundation structure. 
Such an interaction model is called the flexible base model (FBM), whereby the impact 
of structural and geotechnical components of the foundations is introduced. The first 
component is introduced by modelling the flexible structure of the foundation, while 
the second component is introduced by modelling springs with associated stiffness 
components that substitute the soil effects. In this model too, the resulting recording 
of free field motion with 5 % of damping is used as a conventional initial value. Com-
parison of this model with the model which has an absolutely rigid foundation structure 
reveals that there is an increase of the vibration period of the structure and change in 
force distribution in cross-sections [13]. Additional improvement of SSI reflects in the 
introduction of kinematic interaction model (KIM) effects, so the filtered recording of 
the foundations, foundation input motion with (FIM) is taken into consideration. The 
final step in the improvement of SSI interaction in NSPA-TDA is introduced through the 
effects of the foundation damping model (FDM), and the ground acceleration record-
ing is generated taking into account the damping of the foundation structure, too. This 
damping is obtained from the relative displacement of foundations and the soil, so an 
affective reduction of the spectral curve ordinate is achieved. The last model defined in 
this way contains both the KIM and FDM effects.
In practical analyses, foundation damping model is introduced via the coefficient which 
represents the ratio of the basic vibration period of the flexible base model and of the 
rigid base model. Other factors that affect the damping of the foundation are the dimen-
sions of the foundation structure and the influence of the underground floors. Founda-
tion damping is combined with conventional initial damping of the structure, in order to 
correct the damping coefficient of the entire system including the structure, founda-
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tions and soil. The improved FIM recording of soil acceleration to which the foundation 
structure is exposed, of the KIM+FDM model, differs from the FFM recording, among 
other things, due to the statistics averaging of different ground acceleration recordings 
[14]. These effects belong to the group of KIM effects and they are important for the 
buildings with relatively short vibration periods (<0.5s), of large floor plan dimensions 
having underground floors. The ratio of response spectra (RRS) is used for presenta-
tion of KIM effects, via the ration of the FIM response spectra ordinate and the FFM 
response spectra ordinate. The effects of the existing foundation structure and under-
ground floors deeper than 3m participate in the determination of RRS. KIM effects can 
be efficiently included by the procedure defined in [15]:
 - determine the effective foundation size be = √ab, where a and b are dimensions of the 

foundation layout,
 - determine RRSbsa as a function of the vibration period T, where:

  za T ≥ 0.2 s (1)

 - if e is the depth to which there are underground floors, it is necessary to calculate the 
additional effects to RRSe caused by the existence of underground floors, which are 
the function of the vibration period T, where:

  za T ≥ 0.2 s (2)

where vs is the velocity of the shear wave for the local soil conditions, taken as an aver-
aged value of velocity at the depth e, n factor of shear wave reduction for the expected 
peak ground acceleration (PGA): PGA = 0.1g: n = 0.9, PGA = 0.15g: n = 0.8, PGA = 0.2g: n 
= 0.7 and PGA = 0.3g: n = 0.65,
 - multiply RRSbsa and RRSe in order to obtain the final value of RRS for the required vi-

bration period. The spectral acceleration recording ordinate is the product of free field 
recording spectrum and RRS.

 - in order to obtain the complete recording spectrum for the foundation structure, it is 
necessary to iterate the previous steps for different vibration periods.

The velocity of shear waves which are the function of the soil classes according to 
FEMA 273 are [16]: A: vs>1524m/s², B: 762<vs<1524, C: 366<vs<762, D: 183<vs<366, 
E: vs<183m/s². Foundation damping effects are presented through modified system 
damping coefficient. In the initial structure dumping coefficient bi the foundation damp-
ing bf, is not taken into consideration, and generally speaking bi is taken to be 5 %. The 
final value of the system damping coefficient b0 takes into consideration SSI, so that 
change from bi over to b0 has an effect on the correction of the elastic response spectra. 
Determining the foundation damping coefficient is conducted according to:
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 - period of structural vibrations is determined comprising that the foundation structu-
re is fixed Tfix, and afterwards, flexibility in determination of the period of vibrations 
Tflex is taken into consideration, whereby values of stiffness components are determi-
ned according to FEMA 356 [12]:

 - foundation damping coefficient is determined from:

  (3)

 - while the system damping coefficient b0 which takes into consideration SSI is deter-
mined from:

  (4)

The research presented in this paper is based on the application of the DMM method to 
determine the target displacement in NSPA. The DMM method is a newer generation 
of the DCM method, where certain coefficients that participate in the calculation were 
corrected, and parts of the calculation related to hysteretic behaviour models were 
further improved [10].

4 Multi-parameter numerical analysis

Applying the previously described mathematical formulation of the damping problem 
in SSI, NSPA analyses were performed first, and then the target displacements were 
determined using the DMM method. An 8-storey 4-span reinforced concrete (RC) frame 
modelled by linear finite elements was considered as a representative model, with non-
linear effects being involved in the development of geometric and material nonlinearity. 
The dimensions of the span are 5 m, and the height of the floor is 3 m. The columns 
are 40x60 cm on the first and second floors, 40x55 cm on the third and fourth floors, 
40x50 cm on the fifth and sixth floors and 40x40 cm on the seventh and eighth floors. 
The reinforcement of the columns of the first and second floors is 10RØ19, while the 
reinforcement of the remaining columns is 6RØ19. The beams are 30x60 cm on the first 
and second floors, 30x55 cm on the third and fourth floors, 30x45 cm on the fifth and 
sixth floors and 30x40 cm on the seventh and eighth floors. The class of concrete is MB 
30. The reinforcement of the beams from the first to the sixth floor is 11RØ19 at the 
ends and 6RØ19 in the middle, while the reinforcement of the beams of the seventh and 
eighth floors is 9RØ19 at the ends and 4RØ19 in the middle.
The design elastic response spectra, according to FEMA 273 [16], with the ordinate 
normalized to value 1 is presented in figure 2. In relation to these response spectra, the 
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acceleration spectra with KIE and FDE are generated. The impact of the coefficient e, 
which introduces the existence of underground floors, can be analysed by comparing 
the spectra developed for different values e = 0 and e = 9 m with the given constants: 
soil type C, vs = 600m/s², PGA = 0.3g, n = 0.65, b0 = 0.05. Reduction of values in the field 
of constant accelerations is up to 50 % in case of the development of response spectra 
for KIE and FDE.

Figure 2.  Diagrams of elastic response spectra for FFM, response spectra corrected by KIE and response 
spectra corrected with KIE and FDE for type C soil, vs = 600m/s², b0 = 0.05: a) e = 0, b) e = 9 m

Based on the conducted NSPAs, pushover curves are developed which represent the 
total horizontal shear force for the corresponding displacements of the highest node of 
the structure. Then, target displacements for different values of parameters were ana-
lysed, separating KIE from FDE and by finally joining them. Taking into consideration KIE 
only, the variation of the following parameters is considered: e = (0, 3, 9, 15) m, n = (0.65, 
0.7, 0.8, 0.9), soil = (A, B, C, D, E), while taking into consideration FDE only, the variation 
of the following parameters is considered: b0 = (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3), soil 
= (A, B, C, D, E). Taking into consideration both KIE and FDE, variation of the following 
parameters is considered: b0 = (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3), soil = (A, B, C, D, E), for 
e = 3 m, PGA = 0.3g, n = 0.65. In figure 3 is presented the impact of introduction of KIE 
by analysing the global drift of DR structure. The global drift parameter represents the 
ratio of the horizontal target displacement of the highest structural node, from NSPA 
and DMM analyses, and the building height (expressed in percentiles ). By increasing the 
coefficient e from e = 0 to e = 9 m the global drift is minimally reduced, while at e = 15m 
there is a considerable reduction of the global drift. The lowest values of the global drift 
are obtained for the type A soil, while the highest values are obtained for type E soil, 
which is to be expected, because the first soil type has the highest values of shear wave 
velocity vs >1524 m/s². In case of the higher values of the coefficient e ≥15 m, which is 
the effect of deep underground floors, the global drift is more considerably reduced for 
C, D and E soil types.
The impact of FDE is considered via the coefficient b0, which is varied within the lim-
its of possible values for the reinforced concrete frame system. The systems in which, 
conditionally speaking, there is no damping, develop global drifts several times higher 
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than the systems which have only 5 % damping. Figure 4 presents the variation of the 
global drift in the function of the variation of the coefficient b0. The multi-parameter 
research can confirm that, within the considered values, is dominant in relation to KIE 
of the frame system.
Joint effects (KIE and FDE) for PGA = 0.3g, n = 0.65 and e = 3 m are considered via push-
over curves and target displacements for all types of soil in the function of the total 
damping. Figure 5 shows developed pushover curves, levels of target displacements 
for all types of soil and damping coefficients, and separately considered are the target 
displacements which do not take into account the SSI effect.

Figure 3.  Variation of the global drift for the level of target displacement in the function of different types 
of soil A, B, C, D and E – introduction of KIE: a) e = 0, b) e = 3 m, c) e = 9 m, d) e = 15 m

Figure 4. Global drift variation depending on the coefficient b0
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The values on the abscissa are shown as a function of the global drift DR, while the 
values on the ordinate are shown as a function of the ratio of the total shear force at 
the base of the structure and the dead weight of the structure P/W. The model of the 
pushover curve, obtained by NSPA, consists of elastic and a nonlinear part. The stiffness 
in the nonlinear domain is significantly lower than the stiffness in the elastic domain, 
so a small increase in seismic force is sufficient to cause considerable deformations of 
the system. Realized levels of target displacement, in all soil types, except for certain 
situations in type E soil, are located on the pushover curve. The construction was de-
signed according to the regulations, but even for the conditions of foundation in type A 
soil, a global drift was achieved, for the level of the target displacement, bordering with 
the nonlinear part of the pushover curve. In soils with poorer physical and mechanical 
characteristics, the global drift, for the level of the target displacement, moves along 
the pushover curve, increasing. A special situation was obtained in the case of type E 
soil, where, in fact, certain target displacements were not achieved, because they are 
greater than the displacements defined by the push curve. This means that in these 
situations there is no sufficient available capacity of the structure in relation to the set 
seismic requirement. However, it should be noted that when the structure is modelled 
without SSI or with low damping, then this situation occurs, but when KIE and FDE are 
introduced into the system, the capacity of the structure is satisfactory in relation to the 
seismic requirement. The contribution of the effects of SSI with the introduction of the 
system damping reduces the global drift by up to 50 %.
Figure 6 shows isolated fragments of pushover curves only for the levels of target dis-
placements. By connecting such discrete values of target displacements, in the form 
of fragments, a cumulative curve is constructed, i.e., an envelope of possible states of 
drifts and the total shear force at the base of the structure. By applying the proposed 
procedure, it is possible to analyse the possible available level of nonlinear deforma-
tions of the system, taking into account the effect of interaction with the soil and damp-
ing. For soil type A the minimum value of global drift is 0.2 %, while for soil type E the 
maximum value of global drift is up to 1 %. Such a wide range of values indicates differ-
ences in the behaviour of the structure founded in different types of soil, regardless of 
the type of structural system. Considering that the envelope of target displacements is 
designed for various types of soil and various levels of damping b0, in certain situation 
the values of pushover curve fragments coincide.
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Figure 5. NSPA pushover curves and target displacements (TD) for soil types: a) A, b) B, c) C, d) D, e) E 

Figure 6.  Envelope of possible states of drifts and total shear force at the structure base: PGA = 0.3g, n = 
0.65, e = 3 m
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5 Conclusion

The research, presented through the multi-parameter analysis, found that the introduc-
tion of SSI significantly increases the global drift, and thus significantly less affects the 
overall shear force at the base of the structure. The sensitivity of the variation in the 
relevant total shear force is significantly lower than the displacement, because in the 
nonlinear domain the system has significantly less stiffness, so that a small increase in 
load can produce significantly greater deformations. At higher values of the coefficient 
e, the law of the variation of global drifts, as a function of soil types, is not unambiguous. 
In the case of dampening reduction, the values of global drifts increase significantly. It 
is recommended that the value of the damping involved in KIE and FDM be considered 
in detail before design.
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Abstract
In this paper, we will present the equipment and method by which we assess the natural 
frequencies on site. The data motivated us to start estimating the eigenfrequencies of structures 
and apply the results to calibrate FEM models. Several case studies will be presented in which 
the calibration method of FEM models via structural natural frequencies identified onsite were 
applied. The application of this method is very useful during the assessment of the safety of 
existing buildings and the design of their renovation, reinforcement or rehabilitation. FEM 
programs with very high possibilities of static and dynamic analysis of structures in the linear and 
nonlinear field are in use now. We can expect reliable analysis results from a well-calibrated model. 
Calibration is required to make the model, which includes, at least indirectly, any imperfection that 
exists in the structure, and which cannot be registered in any other way. Our experience with 
low-rise structures with great stiffness will be compared with the published experience of other 
authors. The possibilities of structural health monitoring will be shown also, by comparing the 
natural frequencies obtained by measurements at different times: before, during and after the 
structural rehabilitation. This method is not omnipotent, therefore, except for the advantages, we 
shall show limitations of method related to the type of structure, weather conditions and other. 
In second part we shall present some case studies from the literature. In order to motivate the 
owners, as well as the fellow designers, at the end some accidents that may have been avoided if 
this or other SHM methods had been used will be shown. 
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1 Introduction

The dynamic properties of structures are possible to evaluate by measurements on the 
structure excited by shaker or impulse hammer; or on the structure, which is excited 
by microtremors. Ambient vibrations or seismic noise (microtremors) are the results 
of processes and phenomena in nature as well as human activity, spreading in soil and 
transmitted to the structure. Buildings, as well as soil, vibrate in all three directions NS, 
EW and vertical. 

1.1 Motivation

During 2003 and 2004, we worked on the structural design for a business complex in 
Zagreb later called the Eurotower. Measurements on it were done in the first half of 
2007 by prof. Herak et al within the NATO SfP 980857 Project [1]. Comparing the meas-
urement and calculation results, we were very surprised by the 100 % match of the first 
tone as well as the drastic differences in the higher tones. This made us even more mo-
tivated to check and adopt, if it is possible, this method for the analysis and assessment 
of existing structures as well as to better understand the results of our calculations. 

Table 1. Comparison of measured and calculated values

For this structure, we checked only the three first frequencies. Later we calculated up to 
fifty. Table 1 shows the measured and calculated values and their comparison. On the 
other hand, we use very powerful programs for the analysis of structures by the finite 
element method. Without quality input data and results control, accurate results cannot 
be expected, which also directs us to other methods of testing structures.

1.2 HVSR Technique

By analysing strong motions, records in Japan found the H/V spectral ratio. On soft soils, 
horizontal displacement components are larger than on vertical ones, while on hard 
soils they are approximately equal in shape and intensity. Over the H/V spectral ratio, 
it is possible to estimate the dominant frequency [1]. Although this method has been 
known from earlier, after the Nakamuras article from 1989 it is an accepted practice of 
seismic micro zonation. 
Following wide applications in seismic micro zoning, it is later applied for the evaluation 
of natural frequencies of structures, especially after research carried out in the frame-
work of the SESAME project [1]. In order to apply this method to the structures, the 

Mode Measured f [Hz] [1] Calculated f[Hz] Difference Δf [Hz] Percentage

1 0.44 0.44 0.00 0

2 0.73 0.47 0.26 55,3

3 1.95 0.88 1.07 121.6

4 3.83 / / /
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following hypothesis should be adopted: the structure is a single-degree-of-freedom 
model and the vertical component does not change during the propagation in the struc-
ture. Besides the natural frequencies, the value of modal damping, amplification and 
modal shape can be assessed too. 
In relation to the other methods for estimating natural frequencies of structures, this 
technique has the following advantages: NDT, quick and simple (cheap) measurements, 
no time dependence, so one can perform a series of measurements on the structure 
with only one device. We use the TROMINO device for collecting data. The sampling 
frequency is 512 Hz with a sampling period from 10 to 20 minutes. For the analysis of 
collected data, we use GRILLA software [2].

2 Case Studies

We shall present a few case studies in which we used this technique for structural natu-
ral frequencies assessment. Each of them has something specific that is interesting to 
be presented as follows:

2.1 St. Anastasia Cathedral Bell Tower in Zadar

The bell tower of the cathedral in Zadar was built in two phases. The ground floor and 
the first floor (height of 16.6 m) were built in the 15th century; while the rest (height 
38.3 m - in total 54.9 m) was upgraded in 1885. The bell tower was built with carved 
stones of limestone, the older part from the local quarries, while the newer part mainly 
from Vrnik Quarry near the island of Korčula. Five years after the construction was com-
pleted, cracks appeared in the 15th century parts of the bell tower [3]. The natural fre-
quencies assessment was performed as part of very extensive examination works on 
the bell tower structure.

Figure 1. Modes
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We used the results for the calibration of the FEM model. During the multi-step cali-
bration process of the FEM model, it is necessary to change and adapt boundary con-
ditions, geometric properties, material properties. The model was calibrated in more 
than a few steps and modal analyses were performed (Fig. 1) whereby we have well 
matching between measured and calculated frequencies, differences from 0 to 10.7 % 
(Table 2). The same table compares our measurements with those performed by Herak 
et al which also match well, with differences ranging from 2.9 to 4.7 %. The monitoring 
of the cracks in the bell tower is ongoing. Upon completion of the monitoring, we plan to 
repeat the measurements to determine whether there are differences in relation to the 
first results of natural frequencies.

Table 2. Comparison of natural frequencies

2.2 Peristyle of Diocletian’s Palace in Split

The Peristyle is the central square of the palace, surrounded by the protiron and porch-
es. Throughout history, many buildings were constructed inside and beside the Peri-
style. Some of them are still preserved on the west colonnade. The eastern colonnade 
was set free from the attachments in the second half of the nineteenth century. Very 
complex boundary conditions were given to the original structure of the Peristyle. The 
present aggregate consists of five parts: St. Rocco Chapel, East colonnade, Vestibule 
with protiron, building block 1 and building block 2 (Fig. 2). Data for natural frequencies 
assessment, were registered on 104 sites, for a period of 20 minutes each, and grouped 
in 31 verticals. The FEM model was calibrated by these results. We needed to make 
many changes in the FEM model to calibrate it. The results of modal analyses of the 
calibrated model and assessed natural frequencies are shown in the diagram (Fig. 3). By 
comparing the registered natural frequencies with those obtained by modal analyses, 
it is evident that we have a very good match. Differences generally occur in the higher 
tones, which is not surprising considering the very complex structure. We did not recog-
nize the oscillations of roof and floor structures, but that was not our point of interest. In 
the first 14 modes, only one frequency was not recognized by measuring. A few modes 
are shown on Fig. 4, 5 and 6. 

Mode

Calculated 
after 

calibrating 
f [Hz]

Measured
f [Hz]

Difference 
Δf [Hz]

Percentage
[ %]

Measured 
by Herak et 

al [4]
f (Hz)

Difference 
Δf [Hz]

Percentage
[ %]

1 1.69 1.7 0.01 0.6 1.78 -0.08 4.7

2 1.70 1.7 0 0 1.78 -0.08 4.7

3 4.98 4.5 -0.48 10.7 4.71 -0.21 4.7

4 6.53 6.9 0.37 5.4 6,7 0.2 2.9

5 6.81 6.9 0.09 1.3 6,7 0.2 2.9
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2.3 St. Krševan (Chrysogonus) Church in Zadar

The church of St. Krševan is a Romanesque three-nave basilica with semicircular apses. 
It was built of ashlar masonry in lime mortar. In the early twentieth century, it was thor-
oughly reconstructed under the direction of Ć. Iveković. After a century, it was necessary 
to rehabilitate the church. Part of the remediation plan was to increase the seismic re-
sistance of the structure. Static and modal analyses were conducted. The structure was 
analysed in two FEM models, one with a complete roof structure (Fig. 7) and another 
without roof structure above the main nave. Measurements were carried out in three 
phases: prior to commencing the rehabilitation works, during the repair works (without 
roof structure above the main nave) and after the completion of the structural repair. 
Besides the calibration of the FEM structural model, we wanted to check the influence 
of interventions on the change of natural frequencies. The calibration of models satis-
fied only the first tones (Table 3). Matching higher tones failed for two reasons: the spe-
cific structure and relatively simple model with plate and shell elements. Changing the 
natural frequencies through three test phases were the lowest during reconstruction, 
greater before reconstruction and the highest after reconstruction. Natural frequencies 
after removing the roof fell by 27.5 to 10.2 %, an average of 18 %. After the reconstruc-
tion the first (42.9 %) and fourth (21.4 %) increased extremely (Fig. 8).

Table 3. Comparison of calculated and measured 1st natural frequency

Figure 2 Situation Figure 3 Comparison of frequencies

Figure 4 1st mode Figure 5 10th mode Figure 6 30th mode

Model Calculated f 
[Hz]

Measured
f [Hz]

Difference Δf 
[Hz]

Percentage
[ %]

Model 1 4.124 4 0.124 3.1

Model 2 2.44 2.5 -0.060 2.4
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2.4 The Ex Puppet Theatre in Zadar

The building of the former puppet theatre was built between the two world wars as part 
of GIL centre. The floor number of the building is GF+2. The basic structure consists of 
RC columns and beams in longitudinal facades, semi-prefabricated RC ceiling with brick 
infill, and infill brick walls at the ends of the building. There are no beams between the 
columns in traverse direction, so one cannot speak about the framework behaviour in 
this direction. In the longitudinal direction, the framework behaviour of the structure is 
also questionable.

Within the structural safety assessment, it was necessary to determine the structure 
behaviour between the two options, including infill walls with or without them (Fig. 9). 
So two FEM models defined in accordance with these options were made on which 
modal analyses were conducted. The results obtained by assessment of natural fre-
quencies showed a high degree of matching with the model with included infill walls 
(Fig. 10). 

2.5 St. John of Capistrano Monastery in Ilok

The monastery of St. John of Capistrano in Ilok is a complex building with centuries-old 
history. During that period, it was built, upgraded and reconstructed until it reached the 

Figure 7. FEM model 1 Figure 8. Comparison of natural frequencies

Figure 9. FEM model 1 Figure 10 .Comparison of natural frequencies
 and FEM model 2
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current layout, which includes part of the city walls with a round tower. It consists of 
three wings and a tower. The floor number of the building is GF +1. The walls are built of 
solid brick in lime mortar. Above the ground floor, there are brick vaults, above the first 
floor, there is a wooden structure, and the roof structure is wooden. The assessment 
of natural frequencies was carried out as part of extensive testing of the mechanical 
properties of the structure. We performed the measurements in two phases. In the first 
phase, we measured at 30 points. In the second phase, we performed 41 measure-
ments. Repeated measurements in the second phase were prompted by doubts about 
the accuracy of the first phase. From the results of the first analysis, it was not possible 
to estimate the natural frequencies of the structure. The reason for this is the structure 
of low height and high stiffness. Similar problems appeared when natural frequencies 
of low-rising building schools in Canada were assessed (Tischer et al [5]). With addi-
tional analyses, results were obtained that could be used to calibrate the FEM model. 
Comparing the natural frequencies, we can conclude that from 50 tones obtained with 
modal analysis (Fig. 11 and 12) by measuring on the structure, we identified 31 of them 
(Fig. 13).

Figure 11. 1st mode

Figure 12. 2nd mode Figure 13. Comparison of calculated and measured frequencies

3 Experiences of other authors 

3.1 Passive characterization of low rising School Buildings in Canada [5] 

In 16 schools, 101 buildings, located in Montreal were studied, determining their dy-
namic properties using ambient vibration testing. These tests were conducted with 
regard to the particularly significant purpose of schools during regular use and after 
earthquakes. Lessons learned from the earthquake have shown that school buildings 
are especially vulnerable. In the low rise building there is the problem of estimating 
natural frequencies. In 77 buildings it was possible to evaluate natural frequencies; of 
which in 22 it was possible to estimate only the first three modes.
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3.2 Dynamic properties of the Guglia Maggiore of the Duomo in Milan [6]

Guglia Maggiore is a carved stone bell tower structure on the roof of the cathedral in Mi-
lan. Overall, the structure extends to 40 meters in height. On Fig. 14 are marked the places 
where accelerometers were placed. The results of the research conducted by Busca et al 
[6] inter alia show the changing of natural frequencies depending on the wind speed and 
time of day: day or night (Fig. 15). The changes of day (high traffic) and night (low traffic) 
and the wind speed significantly affect the changing of natural frequencies.

3.3 Dynamic monitoring analysis of Mallorca Cathedral [7]

Headed by Prof Roca from Universidad Politécnica de Catalunya [7], an extensive multi-
year static (cracks, relative displacements or convergences, piers inclination, environ-
mental parameters: temperature, relative humidity, wind direction and velocity) and 
dynamic monitoring of the cathedral in Mallorca was conducted. We chose the results 
which show changes of natural frequencies during the year due to changes in tempera-
ture (Fig. 16) and surface of multiple regression for temperature, humidity and natu-
ral frequencies (Fig. 17). These studies have shown that the temperature and relative 
humidity had significantly affected the dynamic properties of the building so that the 
values of natural frequencies changed up to 3 %.

Figure 14. Guglia maggiore [6] Figure 15. Changes of natural frequencies [6]

Figure 16. Changes of natural frequencies [7] Figure 17. Regression surface [7]
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3.4 Wooden structure testing [8]

A series of testings was carried out on the timber building by shaking table in 2011 in 
EUCENTRE laboratories in Pavia. At the founding assembly of ISI on May 18th, 2011 the 
third test with accelogramme MONTENEGRO 15/4/1979 scaled to PGA 0.5 g was car-
ried out, which we attended. After processing, the test results were presented, including 
changes in natural frequencies of the intact structure to the state after the third trial [8]. 
Although there were no visible damages on the structure, the first natural frequency 
decreased by 7.14 % due to loosening fasteners. It is interesting to note that partial 
reduction after each test was approximately the same with an average value of 2.44 % 
(Table 4).

Table 4. Changes of the 1st natural frequency

3.5 Seismic surveillance of Cologne Cathedral [9]

Hinzen at al analysed data collected by five accelerometer stations mounted at Cologne 
Cathedral (Fig .18). They, as others, found that natural frequencies change depending on 
changes of external influences, but they also found two very interesting things. In peri-
ods when temperatures drop below 0° C, some natural frequencies change slightly but 
very clearly. They associated this with the freezing of moisture in the porous sandstones 
from which the cathedral was partially built. This is not surprising given the proportion 
of sandstone (marked as e and f on Fig. 19) in the walls of the cathedral. Analysing the 
effect of wind speed on the structure, they found that the spectral amplitudes increase 
exponentially with increasing wind speed (Fig. 20). With such shifts, it is possible for 
broken pieces of stone to fall from the cathedral, so they determined the wind speeds 
at which access to the cathedral is closed, in order to prevent injuries to pedestrians.

The 1st mode f [Hz] [8] Period [s] [8] Reduction [ %]

prior to 0.07 g 5.250 0.191 Partial Total

prior to 0.25 g 5.125 0.195 2.38 2.38

prior to 0.50 g 5.000 0.200 2.44 4.76

later on 0.50 g 4.875 0.210 2.50 7.14
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4. Before concluding, the question

Would it have been possible to prevent the collapse of the following buildings if continu-
ous or periodical dynamic monitoring had been implemented, parallel with, of course, 
other types of monitoring? 
 - Torre Civica in Pavia, Italy (March 17th 1989) - four killed (Fig 21)
 - The bell tower of St. Magdalene church in Goch, Germany (May 24th 1993) 
 - Cathedral of St. Nicholas in Noto, Sicily (March 13th 1996) 
 - Bell tower of St. George church in Pleškovec, Croatia (June 4th 2008) (Fig. 22).

Figure 18.  Cologne Cathedral with locations 
of five permanent accelerometer 
stations [9]

Figure 20.  Correlation between wind speed 
and logarithm of the spectral 
acceleration [9]

Figure 19.  The southern façade of Cologne Cathedral, 
types of built-in stone [10]
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Figure 21. Remains of Torre Civica in Pavia today Figure 22. St. George church Pleškovec [11]

5 Conclusions

FEM programs, with very high possibilities of static and dynamic analysis of structures 
in the linear and nonlinear field are in use now. Highly accurate and reliable results are 
expected of such programs. The quality of the results depends on the accuracy and reli-
ability of the input data. The issue of the accuracy of input data appears for the existing 
buildings. With various testing methods (DT, SDT, LDT, NDT), it is possible to determine 
material properties and stress states. Boundary conditions, the influence of infill walls, 
imperfections and possible structural damage cannot be determined without an evalu-
ation of natural frequencies and comparing the results with the structural analysis re-
sults. The problem is especially great in the cultural heritage, in which sometimes any 
one method of testing except non-destructive is to be used. The global behaviour of the 
structure is possible to determine on the basis of natural frequencies estimates. As the 
presented researches have shown, the natural frequencies change depending on the 
atmospheric changes. Therefore, it would be ideal to ensure continuous monitoring of 
significant buildings. It is often not possible to enable continuous monitoring, whereby 
periodical measurements should be carried out at certain time intervals in order to col-
lect as much data as possible on the behaviour of the structure. By comparing the re-
sults of measurements after an earthquake or other event with previously collected 
data, the degree of damage to the structure can be determined. 
Structural natural frequencies are good references for the calibration of the FEM mod-
el of structures. Natural frequencies of structures, combined with the results of other 
testing techniques, are a powerful tool for assessing the condition of the building and 
structural health monitoring.
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Abstract
The reconstruction project of an existing masonry building will be presented in this paper. The 
building was erected in 1911. It has a ground floor and three floors. Its façade is protected as 
cultural heritage. We will show that the applied solutions meet the basic conservation - restoration 
requirements: less is more, reversibility and compatibility; and the structural designers: rationality, 
simplicity and security. Due to the conversion of the building into a hotel, many interventions have 
to be performed on the existing structure, such as: all the floor structures must be replaced with 
new reinforced concrete slabs, new greater openings in walls, and new steel roof structure design 
to provide another floor. This significantly changes the properties of the structure and increases 
the weight of the building, and thus seismic forces. For structural assessment, the project was 
preceded by different on site structural tests: reinforced concrete tests, stone masonry tests and 
structural dynamic characteristics assessment. Soil mechanics and geophysical investigations 
was also performed. Based on the results of previous tests, a very detailed 3D FEM model with 
solid elements was created on which the analysis of the structure was carried out. The results of 
nonlinear analysis for vertical loads, modal (eigenvalue) analysis, response spectrum analysis and 
push-over analysis (nonlinear construction stage analyse “sequence analysis”) will be shown. Only 
when carbon fibres reinforcement is included in the FEM model after having applied vertical loads, 
it can be activated for earthquake forces. The comparison between the results for unreinforced 
and reinforced structure proves an increasing carrying capacity of the stone masonry walls after 
reinforcement with carbon fibres combined with the masonry walls grouting and deep repointing. 

Key words:  stone masonry, carbon fibres, cultural heritage, structural assessment, 3D FEM model, 
push-over
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1. Introduction

The former factory Maraska building has a façade protected as cultural heritage (Fig. 
1). The building has a main central section and two side asymmetrical wings. The plan 
dimensions are 60.5 x 10 m, west wing 15.7 x 6 m and the east wing of 12.5 x 17 m. 
The height of the building to the ridge is 20 m. There are the ground floor, two floors 
and an attic (Fig. 2). The structure was made up of several different materials. The walls 
are of roughly dressed stone with two faces and infill of stone fragments in the lime 
mortar. The foundations are concrete, while the lintels and pillars with beams on the 
second floor were made of reinforced concrete. Rigid reinforcement was embedded in 
the lintels on the ground floor. The ceiling structure above the ground floor is a shallow 
Prussian vault. Other inter-floor structures are wooden as well as the roof structure. 
The timber is decayed caused by fungi and woodworm. The floors and ceilings are dam-
aged. The steel elements, especially in the walls, are corroded.

Figure 1. Main façade

The drafting of the hotel reconstruction project is finished. Unfortunately, the recon-
struction work has not yet begun, and a near start is unlikely. Therefore, all the inter-
floor structures will be replaced with new reinforced concrete slabs. Some openings on 
the ground floor will be enhanced, and a dozen rooms and engine rooms will be built in 
the attic. Several walls in the wings will be disassembled. The new roof structure will 
be steel. All this will significantly increase not only the vertical force but the earthquake 
force also.
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Figure 2. Existing state: a) Floor plan, b) Cross section

2 Structural Assessment

Before starting the project, extensive tests of structure and foundation soil were con-
ducted. Soil mechanics and geophysical investigations of the wider area and foundation 
testing include:  investigation pits, exploratory drillings, multichannel analysis of surface 
waves, ground penetrating radar profiles and refraction seismic profiles. Structural as-
sessments consist of: reinforced concrete tests, stone masonry tests and structural 
dynamic characteristics assessment.  Reinforced concrete tests include: determining 
the amount and position of embedded reinforcement in lintels, testing compressive 
strength of concrete cores (Fig. 3a) and testing compressive strength of concrete by 
rebound hammer. Stone masonry tests: testing the shear strength of walls (Fig. 3b), 
testing compressive strains (Fig. 3c) and the strength of masonry and video endosco-
py (Fig. 3d). The stone masonry cohesion and angle of internal friction were estimated 
based on the data of shear strength and compressive stresses in the masonry. Large 
and numerous cavities in the walls were found by endoscopy examination, which con-
firmed the necessity of wall grouting. We performed measurements for the assessment 
of natural frequencies and damping on 32 points in 8 verticals, T1 – T8, (as shown on 
Fig 2a) using the TROMINO device (Fig. 3e). TROMINO is a device equipped with three 
orthogonal electrodynamic sensors (velocimeters). The results have been obtained 
through the standard software Grilla. After the motion was digitized for all the 3 motion 
components: the acquired signal was divided into windows, each window detrended, 
tapered with a Bartlett window and padded with zeros. The Fast Fourier Transformation 
(FFT) was then computed for each window, as well as the amplitude spectrum [1]. We 
needed this data for calibrating the 3D FEM model of the existing structure, comparing 
assessed natural frequencies with results of modal analysis.
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Figure 3.  Structural assessments methods: a) Core drilling,  b) Shear test, c) Flat jack, d) Endoscopy, e) 
Tromino

3 Design Solutions 

Guided by the fundamental principles of conservation and restoration: less is more, re-
versibility and compatibility [2]; a priori we opted for the following. The existing mason-
ry will be strengthened by grouting and deep mechanical repointing with mortars based 
on hydraulic lime. It will thus be possible to partly raise the capacity of the walls, and 
the rest needs to be compensated with carbon fibres [3]. Carbon fibres will be applied in 
the following manner: a one-direction textile in two orthogonal layers in the lime mortar 
based on hydraulic lime, vertical and horizontal strips in epoxy adhesive, and ropes in 
epoxy adhesive for ensuring the continuity of the strips, interconnecting wythes and 
preventing delamination. In situ and laboratory tests showed that the lack of connection 
between wythes caused the splitting breakdown of the wall in core [4, 5]. This can be 
prevented by wrapping walls around the range [6], which in our case was not possible. 
We, therefore, decided to connect the wythes with anchors [7]. Reinforcement with car-
bon fibres increases the carrying capacity of the walls, but does not increase the rigidity 
of structure, and therefore does not induce an increase in seismic forces, which was 
another important reason we opted for this solution. The biggest challenge was to ac-
tivate the carbon fibres to participate in the takeover of horizontal forces in the 3D FEM 
model. During the analysis of the model, the necessity to trim enhanced openings with 
RC frames and RC foundations was shown (Fig. 4). Mortars based on hydraulic lime are 
compatible with the existing masonry, and do not generate harmful minerals ettringite 
and thaumasite which are incurred in enforcing the cement mortar. Carbon fibres in lime 
mortar can be easily removed from the wall, as well as fibres in epoxy adhesive remover 
using industrial fans. Reversibility is thus ensured.

Figure 4.  Axis 2 (rear façade) - Deformations of the vertical load: a) without RC frames b) with RC 
frames and RC foundations
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4 3D FEM model

Contacts between structure and foundation soil were modelled as a surface spring ele-
ments. Stone walls and RC parts of the structure (beams, columns, floor structure plugs 
and foundations) were modelled as solid (tetrahedron) elements. New reinforced con-
crete slabs were modelled as plate elements as well as the steel roof structure with 
beam elements. Reinforcement in the existing and new parts of RC structure was mod-
elled as grid reinforcement sets, in the same way as carbon fibres walls reinforcement 
is modelled. 

Figure 5.  Modelled details: a) Walls, b) Lintels and plugs, c) Embedded INP, d) Foundations, e) Carbon fibres 
reinforcement

The details we paid attention to while making numerical models are: eccentricity of ma-
sonry walls per floors (the walls are asymmetrically thinner on the upper floors, Fig. 
5a); existing lintel concrete beams with embedded existing reinforcements (Fig. 5b); lin-
tel cross section is modelled like original “L” shape above the ground, first and second 
floors; lintels at ground floor are modelled with embedded INP steel profile (without 
reinforcement) as in the existing state (Fig. 5c); masonry parapet walls are thinner than 
the wall, with its eccentricity in relation to walls (Fig. 5b); RC plugs through which the 
floor slabs lean on walls; steel roof structure with its eccentricity in relation to the walls; 
steel reinforcement (longitudinal and stirrups) of new RC elements (foundations, col-
umns, beams); strengthening of the existing concrete and stone masonry foundation 
structure and new RC side foundation strips (Fig. 5d).
The question arises as to why we worked on such a complicated, complex and large 
structural model. This is the second project for the same building, since the investor 
who determined the new project task changed, which conditioned the change of the 
architectural project and thus the construction project. The first model was simpler, we 
used beam elements, with the possibility of hinges opening in vertical and horizontal el-
ements in push-over analyses. We concluded that the simplifications in the first model 
directed towards greater safety significantly reduce the load-bearing capacity of the 
structure. As we could not include all the specifics of the existing structure in the simple 
model, we decided to create the shown model (Fig. 4, 5).

2.1 Material properties 

Concerning the different types of materials, material properties and different nonlinear 
material behaviour laws, which we used in our model, these are shown in the following 
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tables: carbon fibres, hydraulic lime mortar and epoxy bond (Table 1); masonry and con-
crete (Table 2). For steel, we used Von Mises constitutive model and Tension Function 
(Hordijk model) “TSC”. We used appropriate characteristic tensile strength, from 185 to 
500 N/mm2 for different kinds of reinforcement and construction steel.

Table 1. Material properties of carbon fibres, bond and mortar

Table 2. Material properties of concrete and masonry

Material Carbon tapes 
TCU 800/100

Carbon ropes G 
FIOCCO j12

Carbon textile 
GV 160 UN TFX

Epoxy 
bond

Hydraulic 
lime mortar

Tensile strength [MPa] 4,900.0 4,900.0 4,700.0 30.0 3.1

Compressive strength [MPa] / / / / 10.6

Adhesion [MPa] / / / > 4.0 1.2

Young’s modulus [GPa] 240.0 230.0 230.0 4.5 6.8

Elongation at break [%] 2.0 2.1 2.0 0.9 /

Material Constitutive Model Von Mises Linear / /

Material Old concrete 
(C16/20)

New concrete 
(C30/37)

Existent 
masonry

Grouted 
masonry

Elastic Modulus [N/mm2] 27.402 31.938 1.650 2.475

Poisson’s Ratio 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.40

Weight Density [kN/m3] 23.53 2356 20.00 20.00

Material Constitutive Model Total Strain Crack

Crack Model Fixed

Stiffness Secant

Lateral Crack Effect Vecchio and Colins

Confinement Effect None

Tension Function (Hordijk model) “TSC”

Ft - characteristic tensile strength 
[N/mm2] 1.581 2.912 0.120 0.240

GfI - tensile fracture energy [N/mm] 0.0300 0.0500 0.0030 0.0005

h - crack band width [mm] 147 147 147 147

Compression Function (Thorenfeldt model) “TSC”

Fc - characteristic compressive 
strength ([N/mm2] 20.00 38.00 1.50 3.00

Gc - compressive fracture energy 
[N/mm] 0.0487351 0.0763783 0.0487351 0.0097470

h - characteristic element length 
[mm] 147 147 147 147

Dmax - maximum aggregate size [mm] 16 16 / /
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2.2 Analyses and results

In the Midas FEA we made the next type of analysis: nonlinear for vertical loads (self-
weight, dead load, live load); modal (eigenvalue analysis), response spectrum and push 
over (nonlinear construction stage analysis “sequence analysis”). Using this method of 
push over analysis, we activated carbon fibres for the absorption of horizontal loads. 
For the push over analysis, inertial forces were used and obtained from the response 
spectrum load case for modes (eigenvalues) which participated with more than 1.0% 
of the total mass. The acceleration on location peak ground (AgR) is: 0.185g for design 
spectrum Tp = 475 years, with base reaction 11,005 kN or 18.7% of vertical load, and 
0.091g for elastic spectrum Tp = 95 years. 

Figure 6.  Results of modal analysis: a) 1st mode T=0,3989 [s], b) 2nd mode T=0,2954 [s], c) 3rd  mode 
T=0,2531 [s], d) 4th mode T=0,1903 [s]

The results of modal analysis (Fig. 6) show that the first mode is a combination of trans-
lation in Y direction and torsion, the second mode is torsional and the third and the fourth 
modes are a combination of X and Y translation with torsion. The push over analysis 
was conducted as follows: in the first stage, vertical loads were applied in twenty steps, 
in the second stage carbon fibres were activated and horizontal earthquake loads were 
applied, also in 20 steps. The results of push over analyses show that reinforcement 
with carbon fibres has significantly reduced horizontal shifts and increased the carrying 
capacity of the walls. The overall displacements on the 10 controlled points on top of 
the building were reduced from an average of 84.9 mm to 20.6 whereby for 64.3 mm or 
75% (Fig. 6). The biggest difference is in point 7, which amounts to 15.1 mm (83.7%) and 
the smallest in point 2, which amounts to 27.9 mm (62.3%). Horizontal displacements 
change linearly with increasing horizontal loads up to 70% of the total horizontal force. 
Inter-story drifts have also been reduced by an average of 67%, from 85% on the ground 
floor to 14% on the third floor (Fig. 7). Inter-story drifts change linearly with increasing 
horizontal loads up to 80% of the total horizontal force.
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Figure 7.Horizontal displacements for earthquake -1Y-0.3X in points 2 and 7 (as shown on Figure 2a)

The comparison of the fissured state, without and with reinforced structure with carbon fibres, 
shows a significantly reduced number and size of cracks in reinforced structure. Efficiency is 
less pronounced on the walls, in line A (façade), which are unilaterally strengthened (Figures 
8 and 9), compared to those (in line B) that are reinforced on both sides with carbon fibres 
(Figures 10 and 11). On the same figures, we can see that high tensile stresses in carbon fibres 
correspond with the densest cracks in the walls (Figures 8b to 8d and Figures 10b to 10d). 
The connection between the longitudinal and transverse walls will be ensured by stainless 
steel anchors. Observing the growth of the cracks at the characteristic walls (Figures 9c and 
9d and Figures 11c and 11d), we notice a significant increase in cracking after reaching 60 % of 
the horizontal load due to the increase of horizontal loads. Due to the extremely large tensile 
stresses in horizontal carbon fibres on wall A, delamination of reinforcement can be expected.

Figure 8.  Line A extracted from 3D model (west façade; as shown on Fig 2a) - Cracks in wall and stresses 
in carbon fibres under 100 % horizontal loading - Legend for cracks as in Fig 9 f: a) Cracks without 
reinforcement, b) Cracks with reinforcement, c) Tensile stresses in CF horizontal direction, d) 
Tensile stresses in CF vertical direction, e) Tensile stresses in carbon tapes, f) Legend for tensile 
stresses in carbon fibers
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Figure 9.  Line A extracted from 3D model (as shown on Fig 2a) - Cracks in reinforced wall for different 
intensity of horizontal loading: a) 20 % loading b) 40 % loading, c) 60 % loading, d) 80 % loading, e) 
100 % loading, f) Legend for cracks in wall

Figure 10.  Line B extracted from 3D model (as shown on Fig 2a) - Cracks in wall and stresses in carbon 
fibres under 100 % horizontal loading - Legend for cracks as in Fig 9 f; Legend for tensile stresses 
as in Fig 8: a) Cracks without reinforcement, b) Cracks with reinforcement, c) Tensile stresses in 
CF horizontal direction, d) Tensile stresses in CF vertical direction, e) Tensile stresses in carbon 
tapesf

Figure 11.  Line B extracted from 3D model (as shown on Fig 2a) - Cracks in reinforced wall for different 
intensity of horizontal loading - Legend for cracks as in Fig 9 f: a) 20 % loading., b) 40 % loading, 
c) 60 % loading, d) 80 % loading, e) 100 % loading
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An interesting phenomenon is that in the longitudinal wall in axis 1, more cracks appear 
due to earthquake in transversal (orthogonal – Y) direction (Fig. 12 a) than due to earth-
quake in longitudinal (X) direction (Fig. 12 b). Owing to a relatively small percentage of 
the walls in the Y direction, parts of the walls in the X direction are activated as flanges 
of I profile which take a large part of the tensile stresses. The effect of reinforcing trans-
verse walls on the longitudinal walls is reflected by the difference in the image of the 
cracks without and with reinforcement (Figures 12d and 12e). The image of the cracks 
for the load in Y direction changed significantly in contrast to the load in the X direction 
where the differences are relatively small, relative to the unreinforced masonry.

Figure 12.  Line 1 (detail) extracted from 3D model (as shown on Figure 2a) - Cracks in unreinforced and 
reinforced wall for different directions of horizontal loading - Legend for cracks as in Fig 9 f; 
Legend for tensile stresses in CF as in Fig 8 f: a) 100% Y loading unreinforced, b) 100% X loading 
unreinforced, c) Tensile stresses in horizontal CF, d) 100% Y loading reinforced, e) 100% X loading 
reinforced, f) Tensile stresses in vertical CF 

Figure 13. Spectral acceleration vs. spectral displacements

Although the tapes of carbon fibres, by stress state, were not fully utilized, we decided 
to install them on the outside too: horizontally at the level of floor structures and verti-
cally at the ends of the walls, to ensure the effect of bounded walls. According to EC8 
spectral displacement and spectral acceleration, values were calculated for the Limit 
State of Significant Damage (SD), Damage Limitation (DL) and Near Collapse (NC) [7] 
(Fig. 13). DL is reached for the spectral displacement of 3.7 mm and the spectral ac-
celeration 0.0934 g. SD was reached for the displacement of 9.3 mm and 92% of the 
horizontal force. Structure reach NC for 13.9 mm displacement and 96% of the hori-
zontal force. By comparing previous data, it should be noted that the appearance of 
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DL coincides with the steep increase of stresses in the carbon fibres. SD occurs after a 
significant increase in the horizontal displacement and inter story drifts.

3 Conclusion

We have shown, with push over analysis on the 3D FEM model of stone masonry struc-
ture reinforced with carbon fibres, that masonry buildings height to four stories can 
successfully take seismic loads in accordance with the norms. It would be good to carry 
out laboratory tests with which to check the numerical results we acquired. Also, during 
laboratory tests, it would be interesting to follow stresses change, through embedded 
strain gages of the carbon fibres reinforcement, mortar and anchors, on both sides and 
single side reinforced walls with different dispositions and densities of anchors. Based 
on these results, one might develop a numerical model with which to enable an analysis 
of the impact of the number and position of the anchors on both sides and single side 
reinforced walls to delamination of reinforcement and appearance of wythes delamina-
tion. The installation of a structure monitoring system, during the reconstruction of this 
building, could provide very useful data on the behaviour of the reinforced structure due 
to usual actions, as well as due to earthquakes. Monitoring should include: two sets of 
triaxle accelerometers, one on the foundation rock and one in the attic; strain gauges in 
reinforcements whether they are textile, tapes or ropes in the areas where the highest 
tensions increase is expected, added to the reinforcement in the new RC parts of the 
structure.
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Abstract
In this paper, the procedure applied in the design of a 155 meter high telecommunication tower 
that is currently being built on Vodno mountain, in the immediate vicinity of Skopje, is discussed. 
The complex architectonic shape of the tower, the large number of users of the space with 
their own specific requirements and the expected flexibility of the structure made the design 
engineers define an objective and non-standard procedure of design and analysis of this complex 
structure. The design procedure defined by the design engineers was submitted to the Investor 
of the structure and it consisted from: a) Research works on the location involving geological 
and geotechnical investigations, geophysical surveys, definition of seismic design parameters, 
research for definition of wind effects and meteorological investigations; b) Definition of the 
technological requirements of users of the space with data on operational criteria, sensitivity to 
vibrations and technological loads; c) Definition of a modelling procedure, analysis and criteria of 
stability and serviceability. During analytical modelling, the complex structure was divided into 
substructures that were individually analysed and then integrated into a model consisting of a 
central reinforced concrete core, four independent working platforms covering an area of 200 m2 
each, an antenna unit, a truss placed on the top of the concrete core with a height of 28 m, four 
independent decorative elements (rafters) wrapped in a porous mesh and a foundation structure; 
d) An experimental programme consisting of tower model testing in an aerodynamic tunnel for 
definition of all possible wind effects, seismic shaking table testing of the tower model, quasi-
static tests of vital joints and a fragment of the main circular truss of the platforms and quasi-
static testing of the façade of the decorative elements. The application of the above stated in the 
design of the structure is briefly presented in this paper.

Key words:  structural design, earthquake engineering, wind engineering, wind tunnel testing, 
shaking table testing, mega structures
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1 Introduction

In structural engineering practice, there are structures for which certain assumptions that 
are necessarily used in their analysis and design require additional expert verification. This 
is particularly characteristic for complex or mega structures that may be exposed to wind 
and earthquakes or other dynamic effects in the course of their serviceability period. In 
such cases, in addition to application of valid standards, design engineers should propose 
realization of certain experimental investigations and application of the obtained results 
in the phase of improvement of the design procedure and selection of a corresponding 
technology of construction and control of construction quality. The authors of this paper 
have made an attempt to present the procedure of design of the telecommunication 
tower that is being built on Vodno hill, in the immediate vicinity of Skopje city. Consid-
ering the architectural shape of the tower [1], the terrain topography, the exposure to 
strong wind or earthquake effects, the specific requirements of users of the space, the 
design engineers were required to propose a non-standard design procedure. Within 
this limited space, the authors of this paper have tried to explain the applied procedure 
of design of the considered, relatively complex structure.

2 Basic architectural data

The architectural shape of the tower, as conceived by the architects, is shown in Fig. 
1. The tower is located at an altitude of 1034 m, on the top of Vodno hill, on the south 
side of Skopje city. So far, only the central reinforced concrete shaft has been built to the 
height of 112 m. 

Figure 1. View of the tower - Architectural composition Figure 2.  North view of the tower with 
elevation of platforms
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The geometrical data on the height of the tower are shown in Fig. 2, view from the 
North. The cross-section of the shaft is variable along height and it represents an irreg-
ular quadrangle. The view from the fifth façade can be seen in Fig. 5. The north façade 
of the tower is vertical, whereas the remaining three sides converge upwards under 
a constant angle of 1.3 cm at each meter along height. Fig. 4 shows the appearance 
of the shaft cross-section, namely the change of its shape from level 0.0 to the top. 
The tower, which is of a complex architectonic shape, consists of the following physical 
components: a central shaft accommodating the vertical communications (staircases, 
elevators), sanitary premises and channels through which the installations run. On the 
tower, there are four working platforms covering 200 m2 each, whereat the first three 
platforms are eccentrically drawn from the shaft (Fig. 3), while the fourth platform is 
centrically placed around the shaft. All platforms are of a circular shape or represent 
part of a circular segment with a diameter of 18.0 m. Fig. 5 shows the cross-section of 
the tower through platform 2 with a view downwards. Below platform 2, one can see 
the roof of platform 1 with the position of the tendons.
From level 112 where the reinforced concrete part of the tower ends, there starts the 
designed steel antenna truss ending at level 140.0 m with a special adapter for connec-
tion to an antenna, which is planned to be 15.0 m high. The antenna in this project is 
treated as an equipment. In addition to these functional components, the tower is also 
designed to have four decorative horn structures running from the terrain level and each 
ending below one of the platforms, incising the tower shaft. Around these decorative 
elements, a highly porous cable mesh is to be placed. The characteristic cross-section 
of the horn structures is displayed in Fig. 6. In the phase of construction of the shaft, 
the operators – users of platforms 1, 2 and 3 requested removal of the façade from 
the platform galleries to eliminate refraction of rays directed to the antennas installed 
in the galleries with a diameter of 2.5 m. To respond to this requirement, the architects 
made a new solution with an open gallery that substantially changed the wind effect. In 
the project, this phase is indicated as “new architectural design”.

Figure 3. Top view from cross-section at height of 103.36 m
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Figure 4. Cross-section of the shaft at different levels 

3 Basic structural data

The analysis and design of the tower structure were performed by dividing the structure 
into substructures that were independently modeled and then integrated into a com-
plex structural system. Considered as substructures were the following units:

Foundation structure. The geometry of the foundation structure at plan is shown in 
Fig. 7, whereas Fig. 8 displays its cross-section. The figures show that the foundation 
consists of two parts, namely a central stump that has the form of the tower plan at 
level 1034, descending to level 1028 and ending at level 1031.5 m above see level. It 
is designed and constructed by use of concrete class CS20 and, on its upper side, it has 
a sufficient number of anchors for connection to a reinforced concrete plate. Designed 
over this stump is a foundation RC slab with thickness of 2.5 m over the stump and 
thickness of 2.0 m at the ends. For the most unfavorable loading conditions, maximum 
stress of 801 kN/m2 < 1000 kN/m2 (allowed compressive stresses in the rock mass) 
was obtained. The overturning coefficient of the tower was defined to amount to 3.20.

Figure 5.  Cross-section at platform P2 (z = 66.88 m), 
platform below with position of the tendons

Figure 6. Cross-section of the horn
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Figure 7. Top view of foundation structure

Figure 8. Cross-section of the foundation structure

Reinforced concrete shaft. The cross-section of the shaft at level 3.04 m is presented 
in Fig. 9. The figure shows that the external walls of this irregular quadrangle have a 
thickness of 55.0 cm, whereas the thickness of all internal walls is 20 cm.
All walls are designed to be constructed of cast-in-place concrete class CS40 MPa. Dur-
ing construction, the value of 45-50 MPa was achieved. The thickness of the external 
walls is variable, ranging from 55 cm at the beginning, decreasing to 40 cm at the last 8 
levels. The thickness of the interior walls is not varied along height as is not varied the 
thickness of the floor slabs that constantly amounts to 15 cm. The total weight of the 
shaft is 86812 kN, i.e., approximately 3472 m3 concrete mass. The reinforcement of the 
shaft is produced by SAH Stahlwerk Annahutte company in Austria. It is class 500/550 
and its jointing for φ > 18 mm is done by a coupling system produced by the same com-
pany, while the jointing of the φ < 18 mm reinforcement is done by overlapping.
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Figure 9. Shape of the shaft at the base

Working platforms. The first three working platforms are designed as cantilevers. Each 
consists of two rigid discs, one with a height of 1.0 m measured from the floor downwards, 
while the second is from the ceiling of the working platform 1.0 m upwards. The effective 
storey height is 3.70 m, i.e., the height of the platform from the lower façade to the roof is 
5.70 m. The two discs are mutually connected and have identical structural solution that 
includes a small ring with a diameter of 3.0 m, a central circular truss and a façade frame. 
From the center of the small ring, radially in the lower and upper disc, 12 trusses with a 
height of 1.0 m are placed. Fig. 10 shows the top view of the platform structures. They are 
designed of steel class 355. Tendons are also designed for the platforms.

Figure 10. View of the platform structure from the top
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Antenna truss. The antenna truss represents a steel 3D structure with a square cross-
section and axial distance of the sides of 2.20 m. The storey height of the segments is 
2.8 m and there are 12 segments over level 112.0 m, meaning that the effective height is 
28.0 m. Additionally, two storey heights are anchored to the reinforced-concrete shaft, 
meaning that the total length of this truss is 33.6 m. It is designed of steel class 355.

Decorative elements – horns and mesh. The cross-section of the horns is variable 
along height and its shape is presented in Fig. 6. The bearing structure represents a 
quadrilateral 3D truss with added steel 3D structure to which the façade is mounted. 
Along length, the curvilinear horn structures are divided into rectilinear segments with a 
length of 1.75 m. Three segments form a fragment that is completely prepared on field 
and is mounted at the corresponding place by use of joints designed for the needs of 
this structure. All four horns are supported at four points on a reinforced concrete horn 
with a length of 7.0 m measured from the terrain and at four points on the shaft for each 
horn structure with bearings. For horn structures 2, 3 and 4, at half of the free height 
over the second support on the shaft, an additional horizontal truss is designed to con-
nect the horn structure with the shaft. This additional connection prevents the occur-
rence of vortex shedding [6]. Finally, each horn is connected by a horizontal truss to 
the platform – core connection at the level of the lower façade. The façade of the horn 
structures is designed of hard styropore strengthened by polyurea with thickness of 
3.0 mm from all sides. Fragments of the façade were quasi-statically tested in the IZIIS’ 
laboratory, while the results are presented in the report cited under [8]. The decorative 
mesh is highly porous and is designed to be constructed of cables φ 100 mm. The mesh 
is suspended from a certain number of points on the horn structures.

4 Preliminary investigation

For the needs of the project, at the request of the design engineers involved in the de-
sign of the structure, surveys of the tower site were done for the purpose of definition 
of the geological and geomechanical characteristics of the soil [1], the geophysical char-
acteristics [2] and study of the seismic hazard and seismic design parameters [3]. The 
values of the spectral acceleration for a period close to zero amount to PGA = 0.140 g 
and PGA = 0.228 g in horizontal direction, corresponding to return periods of 95 and 475 
years, while for vertical direction, these amount to PGA = 0.136 g and PGA = 0.222 g for 
return periods of 95 and 475 years, respectively.
The tower height and the terrain relief on which the structure is being built are particu-
larly sensitive to wind effects. For a return period of 50 years and an altitude exceeding 
1000 meters, for a 10 min- mean value in accordance with the regulations [11], the 
main wind velocity of Vm,50,10 = 38.0 m/s was defined. This velocity acts upon the first 
10 meters of the tower height and then it is increased depending on the dynamic fac-
tor and the turbulence. So, at level 112 meters, it reaches 53.33 m/s, whereas at level 
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140, it is 55.98 m/s. The complex geometry of the structure and its exposure to wind 
effects were sufficient arguments for the design engineers to request additional control 
of the aerodynamic coefficients defined according to the national standards [11]. The 
investor accepted the arguments of the design engineers and asked Prof. Hans-Jurgen 
Niemann from the University in Bochum, Germany, to perform a study for definition of 
the wind effect based on experimental testing of a model exposed to wind effect in an 
aerodynamic tunnel. The view of the model in the tunnel is shown in Fig. 11. The tests 
on the model enabled definition of the positive and negative wind pressure upon the 
shaft, the platforms and the horn structures. For all combinations of wind effect, these 
are presented in the report of 2014 [4]. In the course of the construction of the shaft, 
at the request of the operators – future users of platforms 1, 2 and 3, a change of the 
façade of these platforms was made leading to essential change of the aerodynamic 
coefficients for analysis of the platforms. Therefore, Prof. H. J. Niemann was asked to 
perform a new study for definition of the aerodynamic coefficients of the platforms 
that was finished in October 2020. The results are presented in report [5]. To check the 
safety of the connection of the main circular truss with the shaft, quasi-static tests on 
a fragment of two fields to the scale of 1:2 [7] was performed. Fig. 12 shows the char-
acteristic force – deformation relationship for the tested model no. 03. The results of 
these experimental tests were applied in preparation of the workshop documentation 
on the steel structure. The dynamic behavior of the tower structure exposed to earth-
quake effect was confirmed by testing of a physical model on a seismic shaking table on 
which the earthquakes defined in study [3] were simulated with a great accuracy. The 
results from the shaking table testing are presented in [9]. To check the safety of the 
façade of the horn structures against wind effects, quasi-static tests on a façade panel 
to the scale of 1:1 were carried out. The results from the tests are shown in [8].

Figure 11. Wind tunnel model – overview Figure 12.  Force deformation relationship for 
tested model No 03(7)
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5 Technological requirements of users of platforms

In the beginning, the design engineers involved in the design of the structure requested 
information from the potential users of the platforms about the technological require-
ments for proper functioning of their equipment. Each operator delivered information 
about the outline of the equipment, weight and operating conditions. None operator 
stated an acceleration criterion as an unfavorable criterion when their equipment is ex-
posed to wind or earthquake effect. However, all operators requested that the vertical 
deformation of the platform is as little as possible, i.e., close to zero. For gravity loads, 
technological loads, snow and wind effect, when rotation of the core cross-section is 
excluded, this requirement is fulfilled, but when rotation of the core cross-section at the 
points of the platform – core connection is included, the maximum vertical deformation 
will be approximately 10 cm, which will cause disturbance of the functioning of part of 
the equipment. These deformations take place in the case of wind with a return period 
of 50 years.

6 Procedure of structural design of complex structures

Under the notion “complex structure”, the authors of this paper mean a structure:
 - whose architectonic geometry has a number of non-standard components that are 

integrated into a whole, which in this case, are of a quite complex architectural form 
[Fig. 1];

 - whose structural system as a whole consists of more than one structural material;
 - for which dominant effects on the integral structure and individual structural compo-

nents cannot be a priori estimated as to which dynamic effect, earthquake or wind, 
it is more sensitive to;

 - for which there are different criteria for definition of the serviceability level and crite-
ria for acceptability of solutions.

Starting with the above stated arguments and the importance of the structure by which 
a higher level of quality of telecommunication services in the territory of the state is to 
be achieved, the design engineers of the tower structure proposed to the Investor of the 
structure a procedure of design consisting of traditional design based on the require-
ments contained in the national standards [11] and application of the corresponding 
Eurocodes [10] as an initial phase of elaboration of a working design of a higher quality. 
Based on the results from this phase, experimental investigations for correct definition 
of essential parameters were proposed for the purpose of objective prediction of the 
dynamic response of the structure. Following the performance of the investigations [4, 
5, 7-9] and the obtaining of relevant data, the analysis of the structure was repeated 
by application of the obtained experimental data. The procedure of design of this com-
plex structure can be presented in a simplified manner as design by application of valid 
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standards + experimental verification of vital parameters + redesign and re-analysis to 
obtain objective and optimal structural solution. It should be noted that this procedure is 
more time consuming and costlier compared to the traditional design, but the benefits 
in respect to safety of the structure and optimal solutions achieved with this procedure 
are greater.
Finally, what is of a particular interest for the professional public, is the proposal of the 
design engineers about installation of a health monitoring system upon completion of 
this structure for the purpose of monitoring its dynamic response to earthquake and 
wind effects at several vital points of the structure that was already accepted and en-
tered into the budget by the investor.

7 Conclusions

Based on the results and the knowledge gained in the phase of elaboration of the pro-
ject on the telecommunication tower structure in the vicinity of Skopje, the authors of 
this paper consider that elaboration of design documentation on complex structures re-
quires the use of a non-standard procedure of design in which it is necessary to experi-
mentally verify certain procedures. This non-standard procedure is more time consum-
ing and costly, but the benefits regarding the safety of the structure and optimization of 
the costs of construction completely justify this procedure.
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Abstract
This paper contains the results from the dynamic analysis carried out for the design of a flexible 
structure of a complex form for which it was difficult to estimate, a priori, whether earthquakes 
or winds have a more unfavourable effect upon its dynamic behaviour. The matter at stake is 
analysis of a telecommunication tower with a total height of 155 meters that is being built on 
Vodno mountain, in the vicinity of Skopje, at an altitude of 1034 meters. The central part of the 
tower is in the form of an irregular quadrangle designed as a reinforced concrete core from the 
terrain up to the level of 112 m. Above the RC core, there rises an antenna truss with a square 
cross-section running to the level of 140 m. Upon it, a multi-purpose antenna with a height of 
15 m will be mounted. The reinforced concrete core is designed to have four circular working 
platforms starting at 56 meters along height with the last one being at the level of 82 m with a 
diameter of 18 m. The first three platforms are placed on three different sides of the tower while 
their centres lie at distance of approximately 2.5 m beyond the face of the tower. The fourth 
platform is placed centrically around the tower, at the level of 82 m. All of them cover an area 
of approximately 200 m2 each. The structure of the platforms is designed as a 3D steel truss in 
the form of a cylinder that is rigidly anchored to the reinforced concrete core. Designed on the 
structure are also four decorative elements in the form of rafters that extend from the terrain 
to below the platforms on all four sides of the core. For the considered structure, a study for 
definition of the seismic effect of near- and far field seismic zones as well as a study for definition 
of the wind effect were carried out by testing of the tower model in an aerodynamic tunnel for 
the purpose of defining the aerodynamic pressures (both positive and negative) in eight directions 
of wind effect. The dynamic analysis of the structure showed presence of many modes along 
the three axes. During structural design, many analyses were carried out to obtain an objective 
response for definition of the most unfavourable dynamic effect and appropriate proportioning of 
the structural elements.

Key words:  structural design, mega structures, wind tunnel testing, numerical modelling, shaking table testing
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1 Introduction

To design a specific structure as is the Telecommunication Tower in Skopje, with a spe-
cific and non-standard, combined structural system, detailed investigations and input 
data are necessary for the purpose of appropriate, high quality analysis of the structure 
from the aspects of usability, stability and durability. If one takes into account the fact 
that the Telecommunication Tower is located in an active seismic zone of IX degree MCS, 
on the top of Vodno hill in Skopje, directly exposed to possible wind effects, the design 
of the structure required a special treatment. It should be based on detailed investi-
gations of the site seismicity as well as expected wind effects upon both the integral 
structure and its different structural parts. Analytical investigations of expected intensi-
ties and additional effects were verified through experimental tests on the model of the 
structure in a wind tunnel. These were the main input bases for design of the architec-
tonic structure of a specific form and purpose that also required corresponding criteria 
of design of a structural system that had to satisfy the parameters of seismic safety, 
behaviour and safety against wind effect as well as appropriate design of the structure 
and its elements of different materials and their connection into an integral structure 
and analytical modelling as the basis of final design and construction of the structure 
in the specific conditions presented in this paper. The authors of this paper have made 
an attempt to present the procedure of design of the telecommunication tower that is 
being built on Vodno hill, in the immediate vicinity of Skopje city. Considering the archi-
tectural shape of the tower [1], the terrain topography, the exposure to strong wind or 
earthquake effects, the specific requirements of users of the space, the design engi-
neers were required to propose a non-standard design procedure. Within this limited 
space, the authors of this paper have tried to explain the applied procedure of design of 
the considered, relatively complex structure.

2 Description of structural system and components

The Telecommunication Tower structure in Skopje financed by AEK (Agency for Elec-
tronic Communications of the Republic of North Macedonia) has been designed as an 
attractive architectonic structure of a unique form and shape by the design firm “Stone 
design” from Skopje (Fig. 1). The structure consists of three parts: a reinforced-concrete 
shaft, an antenna truss and four platforms as well as decorative “horn” elements. At 
plan, the reinforced concrete shaft represents an irregular quadrangle with a changed 
shape in the upper storeys. The dimensions of the quadrangle change along height 
since, architectonically, three out of four sides are inclined upwards by 1.4 cm per meter 
height.
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Figure 1. The Telecommunication Tower in Skopje

Only the north side of this structure is vertical. In the inner part, there are secondary 
vertical, reinforced concrete walls that shape the space forming the platforms, the ver-
tical channels for the installations, the staircase area, and the elevators. The thickness 
of the external walls is variable along height so that it amounts to 55 cm along the first 
ten heights (30 – 40 m), 50 cm along the second ten heights, 45 cm along the third 
ten heights and 45 cm along the last eight heights. The total height of the reinforced 
concrete shaft is 112.48 m. The interior walls have a constant thickness of 20 cm, while 
the platforms and the slabs at the staircases have a thickness of 15 cm. The antenna 
truss is anchored to the reinforced concrete shaft at level 112,48 m and has ten storey 
heights of 275 cm each, i.e., the upper part of the truss is at level 140,0 m. It is designed 
as a steel 3D truss with a square plan proportioned 250 x 250 x 12,5 cm (external di-
mensions). At the four corners, square hollow profiles 300 x 300 x 12,5 mm are placed 
along the first two heights and then the profiles are narrowed at 250 x 250 x 8.0. The 
four platforms have different purposes, namely, the first three are used for installation 
of the telecommunication equipment of the users of the telecommunication, as well 
as working area of the companies, while the fourth platform houses a café restaurant 
upon a rotational area. The shape of the three platforms is similar at plan. It represents 
part of a circular segment that has a circular form on the external peripheral side, while 
the shape of the interior part is governed by the intersection with the shaft. Structur-
ally, the three platforms are identically solved, namely the floor and the roof platform 
represent a structural system formed by a peripheral complex truss 2 x 1,0 + 3,70 m and 
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two, vertically interconnected inner rings with a height of 1,0 m. The inner rings and the 
external circular truss are anchored into the reinforced concrete shaft. The developed 
length of the external truss is 44,0 m, while the biggest cantilever dimension of the 
platform is 12,0 m. The diameter of the inner rings is 3,0 m, from which, radially toward 
the external truss, 11 trusses with a height of 1.0 m are designed. These radial trusses 
are horizontally and vertically mutually connected by bracings. Specific elements of 
the structure and the structural system are the so called “horns” that are designed on 
all sides of the base and extend from the foundations to the lower level of the corre-
sponding platforms. The horns are designed as spatial truss-like structures with vari-
able cross-section resting on contacts with the central concrete core through specially 
designed ties. The foundation structure of the central core is designed as a foundation 
slab, while the horns are founded on special foundation plates. The structural system of 
the tower is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Plane and cross section of the Tower.
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3 Analytical modelling

Complex geometry and different material used for shaft, platforms, and antenna re-
quires adoption of analytical model that will provide correct results for internal forces, 
stress state and level of deformations. High demands for the analytical model, as well 
as objectiveness of the results, should be guaranteed by verified and widely accepted 
computer program for structural analysis and design. 
This tower has been modelled and analysed as a 3D structure using SAP2000 computer 
program (Fig. 3). The shaft (exterior and interior shear walls, and slabs at each level) has 
been modelled by 31846 shell elements, each having area between 0.4 -0.6 m2. The 
steel structures, four platforms and the antenna truss have been modelled with 6944 
frame elements. So, the analytical model has, 29831 joints and 126813 edges.
The structure has been analysed and designed for the following loads: dead weight, 
serviceability technological load, live load, snow and ice, wind, and earthquake effect.
For gravity loads and wind loads, static analysis have been conducted, while for earth-
quake loads dynamic time history analysis have been performed.

Figure 3. Analytical model

Figure 4. Mode shapes: Mode 1, 2, 3 4, 5, 7 (from left to right)
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At first modal analysis has been conducted, and total 24 natural frequencies and cor-
responding mode shapes have been identified. In Table 1 first 10 natural periods and 
frequencies are presented, while on Figure 4 6 modes are graphically presented.

Table 1. Modal Periods and Frequencies

4  Design of structure for earthquake 
motion

The seismic design parameters of the site of the antenna 
tower have been defined based on detailed investigations 
of the site carried out by IZIIS Skopje [3], while the defined 
seismic effects correspond to return time periods of seis-
mic hazard of 95 and 475 years. In the uniform elastic ac-
celeration spectrum, 5 % of the critical damping has been 
adopted for two directions, namely horizontal and verti-
cal. The values of spectral acceleration for a period close to 
zero amount to PGA = 0.140g and PGA = 0.228 g for hori-
zontal direction and correspond to a return period of 95 
and 475 years. However, in vertical direction, they amount 
to PGA = 0.136 and PGA 0.222 g for the return periods of 
95 and 475 years, respectively. For the defined response 
spectra for both directions, time histories of acceleration 
have been obtained in a digital form.
Total 12 time histories of artificial earthquakes have 
been generated [3], set of three for return period of 95 
and 475 years, and for horizontal and vertical direction 
accordingly.

Mode Period
[s]

Frequency
[Hz] DESCRIPTION

1 2.08 0.48 core first-y

2 1.32 0.75 core first-x

3 0.57 1.77 antenna mast first - y 

4 0.54 1.85 antenna mast first - x 

5 0.41 2.44 core second - y

6 0.32 3.17 core torsion

7 0.28 3.53 core second - x

8 0.27 3.65 first platform vertical

9 0.26 3.87 third platform vertical

10 0.25 4.06 second platform vertical

Figure 5.  P-M interaction ratios for 
antenna elements
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For dynamic time history analysis of the tower one set of two horizontal and one vertical 
component have been selected, based on the unfavourable influence on the structural 
response. The combination of the horizontal and vertical components of the seismic ac-
tion has been done according to the chapter 4.3.3.5. of the EN 1998-1:2004 [10]. Total 
11 combinations have been made and used as input for time history analysis.

5 Design of structures for wind load

The design of standard structures for wind effect is regulated by the national stand-
ards of each country. Wind load upon structures depends on several factors as are the 
physical properties of air, the characteristics of winds, namely the direction and the ba-
sic wind velocity, the relief, and the altitude at which the structure is built, particularly 
the topography and the roughness of the terrain, as well as the characteristics of the 
structure in the sense of material of which it is built, stiffness of the structure, dynamic 
characteristics, and its form.
The wind velocity at each point of the territory of a country is defined in the national maps 
of wind velocity expressed in m/s. This basic wind velocity is usually given by mean value 
per hour, but the regulations for design of structures frequently require mean values per 
10 min or less, meaning that the basic wind velocity should be increased. The mean wind 
velocity Vm(z) at height z above the terrain depends on the terrain roughness, the orog-
raphy, and the basic wind velocity Vb. It is determined by the following expression (1):

Vm(z) = Kz . C0(z) . Vb (1)

where Kz is the roughness factor, while C0(z) is the orography factor, which is a terrain 
level equal to 1.
The roughness factor Kz accounts for the variability of the mean wind velocity at the site 
of a structure due to the height above the ground level and the roughness of the ter-
rain upwind of the structure, in the considered wind direction. The roughness factor is 
determined by the following expression:

 (2)

where b and α are the factor of roughness determined by the standards for the consid-
ered terrain category.
For the site of the tower and altitude higher than 1000 m, according to the code, the 
basic wind velocity is 35.0 m/s. The factor for time averaging interval of 10 min – mean 
value is 1.1, thus Vm,5010 = 38.0 m/s and this wind velocity is constant from level zero of 
the structure up to the height of 10 m. 
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The mean velocity pressure of the flow can be calculated from:

 (3)

where Sz is the topography factor. In accordance with the national code for structures at 
an altitude of over 1000 m, it should be 1, while,

 [kN/m2] (4)

where ρ is the air density.
The peak velocity pressure can be calculated from the following equation:

 (5)

where Gz is the dynamic coefficient, which depends on the wind effect and the struc-
tural characteristics like the first mode of vibration and the damping capacity. According 
to our code, the dynamic coefficient Gz is calculated from:

 (6)

where g is the gust factor, Iz is the intensity of the turbulence, B is a factor for the spatial 
correlation of the wind velocity and R is the resonance factor. In the case of this struc-
ture, Gz has been calculated to the value of 1,99.
The wind load on the structure can be calculated if eq. (5) is multiplied by the attached 
area and aerodynamic coefficient. The aerodynamic coefficients in this case are ob-
tained by wind tunnel test [4] and additionally, for the new architectural design of the 
platforms, by using the CFD method (Computational Fluid Dynamics) [5]. The aerody-
namic coefficients are evaluated for all structural components taken separately like the 
shaft, the platforms, and the horns from z = 0 to z = 140 m. Using the mean pressure 
coefficients evaluated in [4] and [5] and the peak velocity pressure (eq. 5.5), the wind 
load can be calculated for positive pressure, suction, and other wind effects.

w(z) = Coe .   (7)

where Coe are the aerodynamic coefficients, while qg,T,z is the peak velocity pressure.

For structural analysis, the wind load (Eq. 5.7) multiplied by the corresponding area has 
been applied for all mesh elements. Usually, the analysis of the wind load represents a 
linear, properly validated numerical procedure assuming the mode shape with one sign.
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For complex and large structures, all wind loads have to be properly simulated. Usually, 
this requires involvement of wind experts in evaluation of such effects. In this case, 
Prof. Dr. Hans-Jurgen Niemann, retired professor from the Bochum University, has been 
involved [4, 5].

Figure 6. Displacement due to wind combination Figure 7. Required reinforcement in the shaft

The gust factor is defined as the ratio between the static wind load, which gives the 
maximum response of the structure during a referent time interval, usually taken as 10 
minutes, and the mean wind load, which gives the mean response of the structure [4]. 
In our case, the gust effect was evident in the calculations of the wind load to the same 
façade walls of the platforms [4].
Another considered effect was the vortex shedding. Vortex shedding may occur in slen-
der structures like the horns in this case. The vortex shedding forcing mechanisms have 
proved to be so complex that there is no general analytical method available to calculate 
the vortex structural response. The best procedure is to do model tests in a wind tunnel. 
Wind tunnel tests have demonstrated that the horns are exposed to the risk of vortex-
induced vibrations. The critical velocity for vortex resonance is calculated by imposing fv 
= f1, horn in the equation for the Strouhal number and it can be written that

vcr = (f1,horn b1)/St (8)

where vcr is the critical velocity for vortex resonance; f1,horn is the natural frequency of 
vibration of the horn; b1 is the reference length of the horn (larger side of the cross-
section of the horn). To avoid vortex, Eurocode 1, part 1-4 requires

vcr ≥ 1,25 vm(zv) (9)
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where zv is height at which vortex shedding occurs and vm is the mean wind velocity at 
height zv. From equation 5.8 and 5.9, f1,horn frequency can be expressed as follows:

f1,horn ≥ 1.25 St/b1(zv) x vm(zv) (10)

To avoid vortex shedding in structural analysis of the horns, namely, three horns (H2, 
H3 and H4), additional support had to be designed in such a way that eq. (5.10) is fully 
satisfied. By wind tunnel tests, it has been demonstrated that all structural components 
are resistant to the galloping effect. The wind load has been used for structural analysis 
of the shaft, the platforms, and the horns.

6 Conclusion

It was difficult, a priori, to assess during design state, whether the structure of the tel-
ecommunication tower, which is under construction on the mountain Vodno, is more 
sensitive to wind or earthquake actions. This real case showed that parts of the struc-
ture are more sensitive to earthquake actions (antenna), while the horns are more sen-
sitive to wind actions. Analysis of vertical stability of the platforms showed that stress 
state as well as vertical deformations of the platforms are almost identical for both, 
wind, and earthquake actions. However, for design of the connections of the platforms 
with the shaft dominant action is the wind. In general, the authors of this paper recom-
mend that in design process of such, complex, structures, both actions, wind, and earth-
quake, should be considered equally. For design of each individual part of the structure 
the most unfavourable state should be taken as relevant.
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Abstract
A new simplified structural model, which is termed as the improved fish-bone model (IFB), is 
presented in the paper’s first part. The model is an extension of the conventional fish-bone model. 
It can be used for seismic analysis of older and contemporary predominantly plan-symmetric 
reinforced concrete frame buildings. The IFB model approximately accounts for the importance 
of structural elements and the potential redistribution of demands between frame buildings’ 
elements. The latter is crucial for the seismic analysis of older frame buildings. Because of reduced 
degrees of freedom, it can be easily used to perform numerous numerical simulations based on 
non-linear response history analysis, demonstrated in the second part of the paper. The IFB 
model capability and accuracy is shown for the most important engineering demand parameters 
of selected pseudo-dynamically tested full-scale frame buildings. Further on, the IFB model’s 
is used to estimate the fragility functions based on the response history analyses for a set of 
selected accelerograms. It is shown that the new IFB model is capable to accurately simulate 
the non-linear seismic response of a contemporary and older frame building compared to the 
simulated response of the conventional MDOF model. The main advantages of the IFB model 
are the computational robustness and computational efficiency, which becomes particularly 
pronounced for the buildings with many structural elements and seismic loss estimations of 
buildings and the response history analyses of building portfolios.

Key words:  improved fish-bone model, MDOF model, reinforced concrete frame, pseudo-dynamic 
test, seismic analysis, computational time efficiency
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1 Introduction

Seismic response of building structures is often evaluated by multi-degree-of-freedom 
(MDOF) models (Figure 1a), where one finite element model is used for each column, 
beam or wall in a storey. However, many simplified MDOF models [1-5] have been de-
veloped, where their main advantages are the computational efficiency and robustness, 
while the accuracy of the models is not excessively reduced. A significant number of 
models were developed as a variant of the generic frame (GF) (Figure 1c) and fish-bone 
(FB) models (Figure 1b) to study the response of frame buildings [1-5]. The GF model 
proposed by Nakashima et al. [1] was used for estimating the seismic demand of steel 
moment-resisting frames [2]. In contrast, the initial idea of the fish-bone model was 
presented by Ogawa et al. [3]. Later on, Khaloo and Khosravi [4] modified the fish-bone 
model to more accurately simulate storey drift demands of analysed moment-resisting 
frames. One of the last developments was the development of the improved fish-bone 
(IFB) model, which can predict the seismic response of older and contemporary rein-
forced concrete frame buildings with sufficient accuracy [5, 6].
Although simplified models are computationally efficient, their capacity for simulating 
phenomena observed during the seismic response of buildings is still not yet entirely 
understood. Although the detailed MDOF models can provide a reliable estimation of 
seismic demands in structural elements of building structures, there are several poten-
tial applications where analysts cannot afford to use the detailed MDOF models. One 
example is the seismic risk assessment and loss estimations of a building portfolio. The 
building models of building portfolio have to be simplified either due to the lack of data 
or limited resources available for seismic risk estimation [7]. 
In the first part of the paper, the IFB model [5] is briefly presented. It is developed as a 
variant of the fish-bone (FB) model (Figure 1b) [3]. The basic configuration of elements 
of the presented IFB model is equivalent to that of the FB model. The main novelty is 
related to the estimation of the parameters of the beams and columns of the IFB model. 
The latter is especially important if beams are stronger than columns, which can be the 
case for older frame buildings, or if columns or beams in one storey of a frame build-
ing differ significantly from each other. In the second part of the paper, the IFB model 
capabilities are demonstrated by means of the seismic response of two buildings, a 
contemporary four-storey frame building and an older four-storey frame building. Both 
buildings were tested in full scale [8, 9]. The IFB models are then used to predict IDA 
curves and fragility functions analyses for a set of selected ground motions. Additional 
capabilities of the IFB model, such as pushover and damage analyses, are demonstrat-
ed in previous studies [5, 6]. 
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2 A description of improved fish-bone model

Although several simplified MDOF models have been developed, the new IFB model’s 
development was mostly based on the FB model’s configuration [3]. The FB model con-
sists of a single column and a pair of beams per each storey. The beams of the fish-bone 
model are half the beams’ length and are restrained at one end to prevent vertical dis-
placements (Figure 1b) [3, 4]. The FB model was further simplified into a generic frame 
(GF) model [1], where all the beams are condensed into a single rotational spring. For 
both the FB and GF model, the point of contra-flexure of all beams is assumed at the 
middle of the span. The masses are assumed lumped at floor levels, and plastic hinges 
model material nonlinearity at member ends. The GF model’s main disadvantage is that 
the P-delta effects can only be considered as a first-order approximation where the 
storey shear resistance is subtracted by the effect of the axial force and storey displace-
ments [1]. Also, the use of the simplified models is limited, where one of the main limi-
tations studied by Nakashima et al. [1] was the neglection of the effect of the column 
and beam elongation and contraction. The same authors concluded that the prediction 
of seismic response obtained with the simplified model is not significantly affected if 
frames have more than 1-bay or the frame height is less than three times its length. 
All the frames analysed in this study fulfil these conditions. The second considerable 
limitation is that the presented model is limited to analyses of predominantly plan-
symmetrical frame buildings [5, 6].

Figure 1.  Example of 2D: a) MDOF model of a frame, b) equivalent fish-bone (FB) model, c) equivalent 
generic-frame (GF) model

2.1 Description of the IFB model

For the definition of the IFB model, the building’s information can be the same as that 
required for the definition of MDOF model. In the optimal case, the building’s required 
information is the building geometry in plan and elevation, reinforcement drawings, 
material characteristics of designed or built-in material, the storey masses, and the 
gravity loads. For the IFB model’s definition, some steps are the same as for the defini-
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tion of the input data of the MDOF model. This means that the geometrical constants 
of the structural elements (e.g. length L, cross-section area A, the moment of inertia I), 
gravity loads and calculate the corresponding loads on the beams and columns need 
to be defined. Then, the moment-rotation relationship in plastic hinges of columns and 
beams has to be estimated. 
When defining the IFB model of a building, there are two levels of assumptions. The first 
level of assumptions is already used for MDOF models [10], which are considered suf-
ficiently accurate to simulate the seismic response in the range up to the near-collapse 
[10]. It is usually assumed that the mass can be modelled by lumped storey mass in the 
centre of gravity and that floor is rigid in its plane. The strain-stress relationship for the 
moment-curvature analysis of the columns and beams’ cross-section can be calculated 
according to the code requirements (e.g. [11]). It was assumed that the moment-rota-
tion relationship in the plastic hinges is modelled by a bi-linear relationship with con-
sideration of the linear softening branch in the post-capping range (see Figure 2). Three 
characteristic points thus define the moment-rotation relationship. They correspond to 
yield (MY), maximum moment (MM) and ultimate moment (MU), which are from now on 
called characteristic moments, while the corresponding rotations are termed as char-
acteristic rotation (QY , QM, QU) (Figure 2). Note that the gravity analysis’s axial forces 
were considered for the calculation of yield and maximum moments. It was assumed 
that the variation of axial forces does not significantly impact the seismic response of 
columns. The axial force in the beams was considered zero. Additionally, the effective 
beam widths were assumed according to Eurocode 2 [11] and the columns’ and beams’ 
effective stiffness as 50 % of the initial stiffness [12]. 

Figure 2.  Bi-linear moment-rotation relationship with linear post-capping behaviour and three 
characteristic points needed for its definition.

The second level of assumptions refers to the definition of the IFB model. These as-
sumptions are related to the procedures used to condense the input data of the MDOF 
model to the input data of the IFB model. In order to distinguish between the structural 
elements of the MDOF model and the IFB model, the column and beam of the IFB model 
are from now on denoted as IFB column and IFB beam, respectively. In the definition of 
the IFB model, it is assumed that the length of IFB columns is equal to the storey height. 
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Simultaneously, the corresponding moment inertia is equal to the sum of moments of 
inertia of columns in the corresponding storey of a frame [1]. For the IFB beams’ length, 
it is assumed that it is equal to one half of the beams’ average length in a storey [5]. Half 
is used because the IFB model’s configuration is such that the beams are restrained at 
the mid-span, the same as proposed for the FB model [3, 4]. The vertical loads in the IFB 
model can be applied in the same manner as for the MDOF model [10], which means 
that applying point loads in joint IFB columns and beams and distributed line loads on 
the IFB beams [5].
The most important feature for estimating the seismic response of frame buildings with 
the new IFB model is the definition of the moment-rotation relationship of the plastic 
hinges of the IFB columns and beams, which is, however, also a subject of several sim-
plifications. For this study, the moment-rotation relationship in plastic hinges of the IFB 
columns and beams is assumed bi-linear with an additional linear post-capping behav-
iour as presented in Figure 2. The -th characteristic moment of the h-th plastic hinge of 
the i-th storey column  is defined as the sum of the characteristic moments of 
plastic hinges of the columns:

 (1)

where Mc,i,h,p in Eq. (1) is the p-th characteristic moment of the h-th plastic hinge of the 
j-th column of the i-th storey of a frame building. The estimation of the above-intro-
duced parameters of the model is straightforward. On the other hand, more attention 
was given to estimating the moment-rotation relationship of the IFB beams to improve 
the simulation of seismic response of frames. The latter was proven to be especially 
important for older frames, which were not designed considering the strong column – 
weak beam concept (e.g. without consideration of capacity design according to Euroco-
de 8 provisions [12]). In this case, a new procedure was defined, so that the reduced 
contribution of the beam strength is considered if the beams in a joint are stronger than 
corresponding columns. On the other hand, if columns in a joint are stronger than 
beams, the full contribution of beam strength can be considered. Therefore, the reduced 
or full contribution of beam strength  first needs to be defined for h-th hinge, 
k-th beam in the I-th storey of the analysed frame building [5]. The p-th characteristic 
moment of the h-th hinge in the i -th storey  is then estimated as the sum of cor-
responding characteristic moments: 

 (2)

More details are presented elsewhere [5, 6]. For a more straightforward presentation 
of indices, see Figure 3. 
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The characteristic rotations in plastic hinges of the IFB beams and IFB columns should 
be carefully defined [5] in order to define the model, which is capable of simulating the 
most important failure modes of the frames. It was observed that it is essential to con-
sider the variation of the characteristic moments and rotations from column-to-column 
and beam-to-beam. Therefore, it is was proposed that the characteristic rotations of 
the plastic hinge of the IFB model are defined as the weighted average of the character-
istic rotations of the corresponding plastic hinges of the MDOF model [5]. The weighted 
average of characteristic rotations of the IFB beam and column is proposed because the 
characteristic moments in plastic hinges of the columns and beams (MY, MM, MU) corre-
spond to different values of the corresponding characteristic rotations. The latter can-
not be directly accounted for by defining the IFB beam and column’s moment-rotation 
envelopes. With the proposed weights, the elements with greater strength significantly 
influence the characteristic rotations in the IFB columns and beams.
The proposed IFB model was investigated by OpenSees [13]. Hysteretic behaviour in 
plastic hinges was modelled by a uniaxial material Hysteretic, a typical peak-oriented 
model, with hysteretic rules similar to Takeda’s. The presented IFB model was incorpo-
rated and analysed with Performance-based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) Toolbox 
presented by Dolšek [14], which is based on OpenSees [13] and Matlab [15]. 

Figure 3. Presentation of indices for plastic hinges of columns and beams of (a) MDOF and (b) IFB model

3 Description of the analysed buildings

A 4-storey frame building [8] denoted PREC8 building (Figure 4a) and 4-storey frame 
[9] indicated ICONS building (Figure 4b) were used to demonstrate the capability of 
the IFB model. Both buildings were pseudo-dynamically tested in full-scale at ELSA 
Laboratory. The PREC8 building is a 4-storey reinforced concrete frame building (Fig-
ure 4a) designed following the pre-standard of the current Eurocode 8 by assum-
ing ductility class high (DCH, behaviour factor 5), the medium soil condition and the 
design PGA equal to 0.3 g. The building was constructed with concrete class C25/30 
and Tempcore reinforcement steel class B500. PREC8 building was tested by a series 
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of pseudo-dynamic tests in Y-direction [8]. In the definition of the building models 
of the investigated structure, the concrete strength was assumed to be equal to 42 
MPa, while the mean yield strength differed depending on the diameter of the re-
inforcing bar, while the average value amounted to approximately 580 MPa. Storey 
masses from the 1st to the 4th storey were equal to 87 t, 86 t, 83 t and 83 t, respec-
tively [14]. The second building analysed is the ICONS building (Figure 4b) designed to 
gravity loads only. The building was also pseudo-dynamically tested at ELSA Labora-
tory in Ispra [9]. The concrete strength of 16 MPa and the reinforcement steel tensile 
strength of longitudinal reinforcement of 343 MPa were assumed in the analysis. For 
the model’s definition the masses for 1st, 2nd and 3rd storeys amounted to 46 t, while 
the mass of the 4th storey was considered equal to 40 t. The pseudo-dynamic test 
was terminated prematurely because of severe damage observed at the top of the 
“strong” column in the 3rd storey, which induced a soft storey mechanism [9].

Figure 4. The elevation and plan views of the: a) PREC8; b) ICONS building

The IFB models of pseudo-dynamically tested buildings were validated for several en-
gineering demands parameters (i.e. storey drifts, storey accelerations and storey accel-
erations) estimated with the detailed MDOF model and the pseudo-dynamic (PsD) test 
results [5, 6]. Storey shear versus storey drift response history of pseudo-dynamically 
tested buildings is presented in Figure 5. The results are given for the most damaged 
storey of the buildings. It can be observed that the IFB model simulations are quite 
similar to that of detailed MDOF model and the experimental results. The IFB model 
slightly underestimated the maximum drift in the 3rd storey of ICONS building. However, 
the difference is not relevant to risk studies because ICONS building is susceptible to the 
variation of ground-motion intensity for the level of ground motions considered in the 
pseudo-dynamic test. More results are presented elsewhere (i.e. [5, 6]).

Figure 5.  Storey shear versus storey drift for: a) 2nd storey of PREC8 building; b) 3rd storey of ICONS building
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4  Capability of the IFB model for the incremental dynamic analysis 
and fragility analysis

The incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) and fragility analysis were performed for build-
ings described in Section 3 (Figure 4). The IFB model’s accuracy was estimated by rela-
tive error, i.e. by comparing the results of the seismic response of the IFB model to those 
estimated by the MDOF model. Please note that all the MDOF models were defined 
based on previous studies [14, 16].
The capabilities of the IFB model was verified for three limit states. The LS1, LS2 and 
LS3 were defined considering different levels of damage in the frame building. For the 
IFB model, it was assumed that the limit state is attained when the rotation in one of 
the plastic hinges of the IFB columns exceeds the limit-state characteristic rotations 
from the moment-rotation relationship of the IFB columns. In the case of the MDOF 
model, the limit-states were defined at the level of a storey to make the limit state 
definitions of the two structural models consistent. It is thus assumed that LS1, LS2 or 
LS3 of the MDOF model are attained when the weighted average rotation demand of 
the lower (h = 1) or upper (h = 2) plastic hinges of columns exceed the weighted aver-
age characteristic rotations of the moment-rotation relationship of the corresponding 
plastic hinges [5].
The incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) [17] were performed, taking into account a set 
of 30 hazard-consistent ground motions (GM) which are presented elsewhere [5]. The 
IDA curves for maximum storey drift obtained by utilising the IFB and MDOF models 
are very similar even if they are compared for a given ground motion (Figure 6). Con-
sequently, also the median IDA curves of the IFB and MDOF models match very well 
for PREC8 and ICONS building. The points in the IDA curves indicate the attainment 
of limit states LS1, LS2 and LS3 and define the limit-state spectral acceleration at the 
fundamental period of a building (Sae,LS) (Figure 6). With the IFB models the limit-state 
spectral accelerations Sae,LS are quite accurately estimated compared to those obtained 
by the MDOF model. However, a slightly more significant difference can be observed in 
the estimation of limit-state maximum storey drifts. However, this difference is not so 
relevant because a small increment in the spectral acceleration results in a considerable 
increment in the storey drift demands, especially in the near-collapse range. 
The fragility functions were then defined in the form of lognormal cumulative distribu-
tion functions (Figure 6). Therefore, it was necessary to estimate the median value of 
the limit-state spectral acceleration at the fundamental period of the building model 

 and the standard deviation of logarithmic values of limit-state spectral accelera-
tion at the fundamental period of the building bLS (e.g. [18]). Note that the fragility func-
tions are also presented in the form of the empirical cumulative distribution functions 
obtained directly from the limit-state spectral accelerations resulting from the response 
history analysis either using IFB or MDOF model (Figure 5). The median values of limit-
state spectral accelerations are presented for IFB and MDOF model of both analysed 
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buildings in Table 1. It can be observed that the highest relative error amounts to 13 % 
for the LS1 for PREC8 building, due to the small intensity measure level, while, for the 
LS2 and LS3 relative error is less than 2 %. On the other hand, for ICONS building, the 
relative errors amounted to less than 2 % for all limit-states.

Table 1.  The median value of limit-state spectral accelerations  estimated by using the IFB and MDOF 
models of the PREC8 and ICONS building and the corresponding relative error.

Figure 6.  IDA curves of each considered ground motion, the median, 16th and 84th percentile of IDA curves 
and points of the attained limit states. The empirical and lognormal fragility functions for the IFB 
and MDOF models of the PREC8 and ICONS building 

Limit state IFB MDOF Relative error

PREC8

LS1 0.48 0.42 +13 %

LS2 1.55 1.56 -0 %

LS3 2.79 2.83 -2 %

ICONS

LS1 0.13 0.13 +2 %

LS2 0.52 0.52 -1 %

LS3 0.65 0.64 +2 %
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In addition to the IFB model’s accuracy presented for both analysed buildings, the com-
putational efficiency and robustness of numerical analyses are also important for carry-
ing out the seismic fragility analysis, especially if the objective is a seismic risk assess-
ment of building portfolio. The computational time required for performing analyses 
by utilising IFB models is several times shorter to the time needed for carrying out the 
analyses by the conventional MDOF models, but for realistic buildings, where the num-
ber of elements is significantly higher, the computational time in the case of IFB models 
is only a fraction of that required to perform non-linear response history analysis of 
MDOF models [5, 6].

5 Conclusions

The IFB model was briefly presented, and its capability was demonstrated utilizing the 
seismic analyses of four-storey contemporary and four-storey older reinforced con-
crete frame building, which were pseudo-dynamically tested. The results of the simula-
tion of the seismic response the selected building structures proved that the IFB model 
provides results which are practically as accurate as those of the conventional MDOF 
model when applied to predominantly plan-symmetric frame buildings. It was shown 
that the IFB model could be used to estimate the capacity of the examined buildings by 
IDA and fragility analysis. The overall maximum relative error estimated for the median 
limit-state spectral accelerations obtained by IDA was observed less than 13 %, while 
an average overall error was observed only about 3 %. The presented IFB model’s main 
limitation is that its use is currently limited to analyses of predominantly plan-symmet-
rical frame buildings. Also, the IFB model cannot simulate all the potential failure modes 
of the structural elements of frame buildings, which may not significantly affect the 
model’s accuracy. 
The main advantage of the IFB model is in its computational efficiency and computa-
tional robustness, which means that it can be applied to large frame buildings and many 
ground motions. However, further studies are needed to fully understand the capabili-
ties and limitations of the IFB model when applied to plan-irregular buildings. Therefore, 
further studies will explore the IFB models’ possibilities for fragility analyses of plan-
irregular buildings structures and then to loss estimations of building portfolios. 
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Abstract
The lack of interest in replacing or strengthening unsafe buildings is primarily due to limited 
personal experience with the damage caused by major earthquakes. However, while strong 
earthquakes are rare, the seismic risk can be significant due to their potentially catastrophic 
consequences. To help establish an unbiased perception of seismic risk in society, we conducted 
a seismic stress test of the building stock of the University of Ljubljana (UL). The UL provided 
data that we improved by inspecting selected buildings and/or available project documentation. 
The developed exposure model of the UL building stock was then complemented by a seismic 
hazard model, a seismic fragility model and a consequence model. All models were coupled into 
the seismic stress test framework based on the seismic risk analysis. In this paper, the seismic 
stress test framework is briefly summarized with an emphasis on the exposure model. This is 
followed by the presentation of the results of the study. We show that the seismic fatality risk 
at the UL is too high. The average annual return period for loss of life among students is only 
six years, which exceeds the fatality risk of a code-conforming building stock by a factor of 26. 
Moreover, the expected annual losses are too high. The expected annual cost of repairing seismic 
damage to UL’s building stock was estimated at EUR 1 million, representing about a quarter of 
UL’s Development Fund.

Key words: Seismic stress test, building stock, seismic hazard, seismic fragility, seismic risk
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1 Introduction

The probability of the occurrence of strong earthquakes is not negligible in Slovenia. 
Such earthquakes can cause heavy damage to existing building stocks and fatalities [1]. 
Recent earthquakes in our surroundings are also a reminder that stronger earthquakes 
are a reality (e.g. in L’Aquila in 2009, Durrës in 2019, Zagreb and Petrinja in 2020). Due 
to the lack of personal experience, many people believe that Slovenia’s seismic risk is 
very low. To establish an unbiased perception of seismic risk among individuals and so-
ciety, the seismic stress test of the built environment, which is based on the seismic risk 
analysis, can be performed (e.g. [2, 3]).
When conducting stress tests against extreme earthquakes, it is useful to use proba-
bilistic analysis methods to evaluate adverse events with a certain degree of probability 
and account for all possible scenarios that contribute to seismic risk. A recent seismic 
stress test of the Slovenian building stock [3] showed that earthquakes threaten 88 to 
228 thousand lives, if considering only the residents of the Republic of Slovenia (RS). 
Therefore, it is necessary to raise awareness about the consequences of strong earth-
quakes, especially in critical infrastructures. One such critical infrastructure is the build-
ing stock of the University of Ljubljana (UL). For this purpose, a seismic stress test has 
been performed for the UL building stock, as well as for the so-called updated UL build-
ing stock, which is a hypothetical building stock consisting of code-conforming build-
ings. 
The following section presents the UL building stock by describing the exposure model 
used in seismic risk assessment. A framework for a seismic stress test is then pre-
sented in Section 3. The global outcome of the seismic stress test is given in Section 4, 
which is followed by the conclusions.

2 Building stock of the University of Ljubljana

The UL is the central higher education and scientific research institution in the RS. Its 
building stock can thus be classified as a critical infrastructure. For the sustainable op-
erability and development of UL, human resources development is crucial, which could 
only be achieved if the UL activities are carried out in functional and safe facilities. In 
developing the UL building stock database, the publicly available data were first inves-
tigated [4]. As the study progressed, a collaboration with UL was established. Based 
on UL’s data, we concluded that the university’s building stock included 156 buildings 
or 228 building parts. Despite all the information, the knowledge about the buildings, 
based on publicly available databases and the university database, was not sufficient 
for conducting a comprehensive seismic stress test. Nevertheless, the information col-
lected was considered sufficient for the first (i.e. low) level of building knowledge, as 
discussed later in Section 2. During the building stock database development, it was 
realised that the quality of information varies significantly from building to building. 
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Therefore the second and third level of building knowledge were introduced. The second 
level of building knowledge includes a visual inspection of the building and review of the 
project documentation, while the third level of building knowledge also comprises the 
results of previously conducted seismic analyses [5, 6, 7].
The initial building stock database was then established. The largest proportion of UL 
buildings are located in the city of Ljubljana (i.e. 119). Thirty-nine buildings are locat-
ed in other municipalities in Slovenia, as shown in Figure 1a. Based on the UL building 
stock analysis, we found that the real estate value of many buildings is relatively low. 
Therefore, it was decided to perform the seismic stress test only for the most impor-
tant facilities, including all buildings intended for educational or scientific research ac-
tivities estimated to at least 70,000 EUR. In this way, the majority of auxiliary facilities 
were excluded. The remaining UL building stock, which we refer to as the characteristic 
building stock, comprises 102 buildings. Although many UL buildings were omitted in 
the seismic stress test, the total real estate value of UL’s characteristic building stock 
amounts to 99.8 % of the estimated total real estate value of UL’s building stock. In 
order to develop the exposure model, the list of UL’s enrolled students and employees 
was evaluated based on the data for the 2019/2020 academic year. The obtained list of 
enrolled students showed that there are currently 37,615 students enrolled at the UL. 
UL employees defined the other part of the population model. Their number has fluctu-
ated slightly over the past few years. At the end of 2019, the number of employees was 
set to 6,296.

Figure 1.  Demonstration of (a) the number of UL buildings by municipalities and (b) the characteristic 
building stock of the UL in the Municipality of Ljubljana. Higher and lower importance buildings 
are presented respectively by red and white characters, while the other UL buildings are marked 
as blue

In order to gain a better insight into the characteristic building stock of the UL, the pre-
dominant material of the load-bearing structures and the years of construction of the 
buildings were analysed. These building characteristics were used for evaluating the 
seismic vulnerability of buildings, if the building knowledge was at the first level. It was 
found that the predominant material of the load-bearing structure of most of the fa-
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cilities of the building stock is either masonry or reinforced concrete. The latter mate-
rial is used for almost 60 % of the characteristic UL building stock. There are also quite 
a few buildings where the load-bearing structural material is defined as a combina-
tion of building materials. In these cases, it is likely that the material is a combination 
of masonry and concrete construction. Other materials can be assigned to particular 
buildings, but to a lesser extent. Based on these assumptions, it was concluded that 
the proportion of buildings that are either masonry or concrete is about 94 % of the 
characteristic building stock. Moreover, the year of construction is noted in the char-
acteristic building stock database, as the seismic resistance of buildings has changed 
significantly over time. Therefore, buildings were divided into five construction periods 
that relate to different standards for earthquake resistant design. Unfortunately, the UL 
building stock is relatively old, as half of the buildings in the characteristic building stock 
were built before 1964, when the standard for earthquake resistant design was first 
introduced. Interestingly, quite a few buildings have been constructed in the last twenty 
years, but these buildings represent only 9.8 % of the characteristic building stock. A 
more detailed analysis shows that most of the 26 faculties/academies of UL have build-
ings which were not designed to be earthquake resistant.
Note that for the simplicity of writing, the characteristic building stock is termed from 
now on as the existing building stock, although it comprises only the most relevant 
buildings of the UL as discussed in this section. We will also define the so-called up-
dated building stock, which comprises the same buildings as the existing building stock 
but their seismic capacity is upgraded to be earthquake-resistant according to Eurocode 
8 requirements.

3 Overview of the seismic stress test methodology

The seismic stress test methodology includes the seismic hazard model, the building 
stock exposure model, which consists of three levels of building knowledge, the seis-
mic fragility model of the building stock and the consequence model on buildings and 
people. Building Knowledge Levels 1 and 2 do not foresee conducting a seismic perfor-
mance analysis of the building. Thus we developed a parametric model for estimating 
the building’s pushover curve considering limited information about the building. Based 
on the result of the model, we then determined an equivalent system with one degree 
of freedom (SDOF) [8], which enables a nonlinear dynamic analysis (e.g. [9, 10]). Such an 
approach makes it possible to perform accurate seismic risk studies, although the input 
data are subject to epistemic uncertainty.

3.1 Seismic hazard model

The seismic hazard model consists of seismic hazard curves based on official proba-
bilistic seismic hazard analysis [11] and ground motions at buildings’ locations. The 
peak ground acceleration at the surface (PGA) of soil type A was used as the intensity 
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measure. As this is a measure independent of the building’s properties, a single seismic 
hazard curve was applied to all buildings in similar locations with the same soil type. 
Therefore, seismic hazard curves for soil type A were determined for six locations where 
the facilities are located. The effect of soil was taken into account with the soil factor ac-
cording to Eurocode, while the ground motion randomness was simulated with fifteen 
accelerograms, which differ according to the type of soil on which they were recorded 
(soil type A, B, C, D).

3.2 Building stock exposure model

The majority of building stock is described by publicly available data (i.e. Building Knowl-
edge Level 1), which includes the year of construction, building category of occupancy, 
net floor area, load-bearing structure material, number of floors above ground level and 
height of the building. In Slovenia, such data can be acquired from the real estate reg-
ister – REN [4]. Building Knowledge Level 2 provides additional data about the building 
obtained by onsite inspection and/or reviewing the building permit’s project documen-
tation. In this case, the parametric pushover curve data becomes more reliable, which is 
reflected in the building’s seismic fragility analysis. However, Building Knowledge Level 
3 foresees developing a detailed nonlinear numerical model and estimating the struc-
tural capacity in terms of load-bearing and deformation capacity. The pushover analysis 
is usually used for this purpose [8], according to the SIST EN 1998-1: 2005 standard. In 
this way, additional data about the building are obtained, which are essential for analys-
ing the building’s seismic fragility.

3.3 Seismic fragility model

A novel parametric model to estimate pushover curves for Building Knowledge Levels 1 
and 2 was developed. For brevity, the model is not described in this paper. However, it 
allows an approximation of the pushover curve (Figure 2a) without performing a pusho-
ver analysis. The obtained pushover curve is then used to define the equivalent SDOF 
model [8] and to perform the incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) [12] (see Figure 2b). 
The limit-state ground motion intensities are then used to estimate the fragility curves 
(Figure 2c). The parametric model for pushover curves has several advantages com-
pared to building class fragility functions (e.g. [13]). One of them is that the seismic 
loading for evaluating the seismic hazard curve is consistent with the seismic hazard at 
the facilities’ site, which is often not the case if a building’s fragility is simulated by pre-
defined fragility curves. However, the major advantage of the novel parametric model 
for pushover analysis is its ability to simulate the pushover curve of a strengthened 
building or an equivalent new (i.e. code-conforming) building. Thus it can be used as a 
tool to simulate the effect of strengthening or replacement of a building on the fragility 
curve and the building stock seismic risk. In this study, the fragility curves were calcu-
lated for four damage states determined by the HAZUS methodology [14]: the slight 
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damage state (see Figure 2, green), the moderate damage state (yellow), the extensive 
damage state (red), and the complete damage state (black).

Figure 2.  Schematic presentation of the: a) parametric pushover curves, b) the corresponding IDA curves, 
c) fragility curves related to four damage states

3.4 Earthquake consequence model on buildings

In this paper, time-based risk assessment is performed. Therefore, the consequence 
model includes risk indicators such as the exceedance probability of damage states ()) for 
a period of 50 years and the expected annual losses (e.g. in EUR/100 m2 net floor area). 
The novel fragility model made it possible to simulate the earthquake consequences 
for a hypothetically updated building stock that reflect the seismic performance of an 
earthquake-resistant building stock designed according to SIST EN 1998-1. Conse-
quently, the UL existing building stock’s seismic performance was not compared to the 
target seismic risk indicators, but to the assessed risk indicators in the hypothetically 
updated building stock case, which is considered consistent with the current legisla-
tion. For brevity, the details about the updated building stocks development are not 
presented.
A simplified seismic loss estimation method developed for the seismic stress test of 
the building stock of RS [3] was also used to estimate seismic losses of the existing and 
updated UL building stock. The standardised repair costs (relative to the reconstruc-
tion cost) for all four damage states and building reconstruction cost were defined and 
coupled with the fragility curves and the seismic hazard curve. The loss estimation thus 
involves several steps. In the first step, the probability of achieving damage states for 
a given PGA is calculated from the fragility curves (Figure 3a). The standard repair cost 
(losses) for a given damage state is then multiplied by a probability of experiencing the 
damage state, given PGA (Figure 3b). This process is repeated for all consider damage 
states. The resulting losses are then summed in order to obtain the expected loss given 
the level of PGA, which is termed the loss curve (Figure 3c). The loss curve can then be 
coupled with the seismic hazard curve (Figure 4), which results in the expected annual 
losses. The above description for the estimation of expected losses refers to a single 
building. By repeating it for all buildings and summing the results, the excepted losses 
for a building stock are obtained. 
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Figure 3.  a) the probability of exceedance of each damage state at a given PGA, b) the value of expected 
losses associated with damage states, c) the loss curve, representing expected losses as a 
function of PGA

Figure 4.  Determining the expected annual losses by coupling: a) the seismic hazard curve, b) the loss 
curve

3.5 Earthquake consequence model on people

The nominal occupancy of the buildings in the UL building stock is known. The UL de-
termined the nominal number of people in the buildings by clearly distinguishing be-
tween the number of employees, and the number of students enrolled relative to each 
UL member. An hourly building occupancy model was then developed (Figure 5c), to 
estimate the number of people in the UL building stock at each hour throughout the 
year. In the case of the time-based consequence model, the equivalent annual number 
of people in each building was estimated by assuming that the probability of an earth-
quake occurring at any time during the year is equally probable. 
The calculation of the expected annual number of fatalities is similar to calculating the 
expected annual losses. However, in addition to the exceedance probability of the se-
lected damage states for a given PGA (see Figure 5a), the probability of a building col-
lapse for a given damage state must also be known (see Figure 5b). In the performed 
stress test, it was considered that there is a 5 to 15 % chance that a building will collapse 
in the case of damage state 4 (Figure 5b) [14]. These probabilities are multiplied and the 
obtained probabilities are summed and multiplied by the equivalent annual number of 
people and by the proportion of the fatalities given the collapse of a building, assumed 
to be 0.1. The result is the expected number of fatalities given a designated PGA. The 
expected annual number of fatalities is then calculated by coupling the expected num-
ber of fatalities given the level of PGA and the seismic hazard curve. If the procedure is 
repeated for all UL building stock buildings, the expected number of fatalities refers to 
the UL building stock population.
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Figure 5.  a) the probability of exceeding the damage states given the level of PGA, b) the probability of 
collapse of a building given the damage state, c) the percent of occupancy at a given time unit

4 Results od the seismic stress test

The seismic stress test results are presented for the UL building stock in terms of time-
based seismic risk indicators of people and buildings’ consequences. First, the return 
period for a fatality event and the average expected number of fatalities over 50 years 
were evaluated. The consequences on buildings were assessed by the expected annual 
loss for the UL building stock and the probability of exceeding each damage state over 
a 50-year period. However, only the expected annual loss and the complete damage 
state’s exceedance probability are presented in the following.
The stress test results show that UL building stock is not earthquake resistant. The 
mean return period for a fatality among students is only about 6 years. Although em-
ployes have a lower chance of being fatally injured, the return period for a UL employee 
fatality is about 26 years. If annual fatality indicators are transformed into a period of 
50 years, the expected number of deaths is about eight and two, respectively, among 
students and employees. The total expected number of deaths in 50 years due to seis-
mic hazard is estimated to be about ten, undoubtedly due to the obsolete building stock. 
The outcome of the seismic stress test is thus negative. The stress test was also per-
formed for the updated building stock to get an insight into the tolerable level of risk. If 
the UL building stock were to be renewed, the return period for student fatality would 
increase to 158 years. This means that student lives in the UL existing building stock are 
endangered 25 times more comparing to an updated building stock. The return period 
for the employee fatality also increases to approximately 411 years. The UL employees 
are thus also at much more risk than they would be in an updated building stock.
In order to classify the UL building stock according to risk classes for loss of life, 16 
risk classes were defined based on intervals of return periods for loss of life (see Fig-
ure 6). The figure shows that there is one building in the existing building stock with a 
return period for a fatal event of less than 30 years. Such a low return period for loss 
of life from an earthquake is unacceptable because, for most updated buildings, the re-
turn period for loss of life is significantly increased. Most new buildings are classified in 
the interval of return periods between 60,000 and 120,000 years, while most existing 
buildings fall in the interval of return periods between 1000 and 2000 years.
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Figure 6.  Classification of buildings of the existing and updated UL building stock into classes of return 
periods for the fatality event

The outcome of the seismic stress test is negative also in terms of expected losses. 
The estimated expected annual loss is about 1,000,000 EUR. This risk indicator can 
be understood as the average annual repair cost resulting from earthquake damage in 
the long term. The value is not negligible as it represents about a quarter of the annual 
government funding UL receives for development [15]. However, the expected annual 
losses in the updated UL building stock case are reduced to 83,400 EUR, representing 
only 8 % of the existing buildings stock’s expected losses. It can also be concluded that 
the UL building stock’s seismic resilience is too low due to the high expected annual 
losses.
Additionally, the UL building stock facilities were classified into nine intervals of expect-
ed annual losses (see Figure 7). It should be noted that almost half of the buildings of 
the existing stock are in classes with an expected annual loss of more than 4,000 EUR, 
while there are only two such buildings in the updated building stock (1.9 % of the build-
ing stock). A significant reduction in the expected annual losses can be seen in the up-
dated building stock, with almost 76 % of all buildings being in classes with an expected 
annual losses of less than 1,000 EUR.
The probability of exceeding the damage states is calculated for a period of 50 years. 
The results of the analysis for the exceedance of the complete damage state () are 
shown in Figure 8. It can be observed that the risk of exceeding the complete damage 
state is significantly reduced for the updated building stock. The exceedance probability 
between 6 % and 25 % in the case of the complete damage state can be observed for 
33 buildings of the existing building stock. In the case of the updated building stock, the 
exceedance probability for practically the same number of buildings (i.e. 30) is only be-
tween 0.1 % and 0.4 %. It can be concluded that the probability of exceeding the state of 
complete damage is exceeded about 60 times for the existing building stock.
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Figure 7.  Classification of buildings of the existing and updated building stock into classes of expected 
annual losses in EUR

Figure 8.  Classification of buildings of existing and updated building stock according to the probability of 
exceeding the complete damage state, for a period of 50 years 

5 Conclusions

The seismic stress test of the UL building stock was performed during the summer of 
2020 as an application of basic research conducted within the project Seismic stress 
test of the built environment sponsored by Slovenian Research Agency. The study 
gained attention among the Deans and the Rector of UL after the Petrinja earthquake, 
which caused some minor damage to UL building stock although the PGA in Ljubljana 
was measured in the interval between 1 % to 3 % g. The stress test results were pre-
sented to the UL management, and the decision was made to establish the systematic 
approach for enhancing the seismic resilience of the UL and improve the seismic stress 
test by considering Building Knowledge Level 3 approach for all critical buildings.
Such a decision was inevitable because the seismic stress test results showed that the 
expected annual number of fatalities in a code-conforming building stock would be low-
er by a factor of 25, while the expected annual monetary losses of a code-conforming 
building stock would decrease by a factor of 12. Fortunately, the awareness of the prob-
lem is growing, which is reflected in the intention of the Republic of Slovenia’s Govern-
ment to start the construction of three new faculties by 2022 [16].
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1 Introduction

During the time period between May to December of 2019, there were multiple occa-
sions of recorded seismic activity in Albania. From this activity three cases pose special 
interest as case studies, namely the May earthquake in Korça and the two major ones in 
September and November, with the later one being the most devastating one in Durres 
region. The last one on the 26th of November was a 6.4 magnitude earthquake about 16 
km off the coast of Mamurras at 3.54 CET [1]. Most damage was caused in masonry 
and reinforced concrete buildings, which in some cases resulted in loss of life. In this 
study we have compared the predictions from numerical and analytical modelling re-
sults, regarding the collapse mechanism, to the real life in-situ situation after the strong 
ground motion, for a six floor R/C structure. 

2 Seismic activity

According to the data obtained from USGS Earthquake Hazards Program [1], the No-
vember 26, 2019 earthquake in Albania occurred as the result of thrust faulting near 
the convergent boundary of the Africa and Eurasia plates. This seismic activity had the 
following properties:
 - Event Time: 3.54 CET
 - Event Location: 15.6 km WSW of Mamurras and 22 km SSW of Durrës, Albania
 - Epicentre Depth: 22 km
 - Magnitude (ML / MW):  6.3 / 6.4

3 Description of the building 

In this paper is studied a building lo-
cated in Durrës. This was a six floor RC 
frame structure. The ground floor and 
the first one were used for restaurant 
and the other ones for hotel. According 
the legal documents, the building was 
constructed in 2008, based on a struc-
tural project, approved by the urban 
planning department of Durrës. 

Figure 1. Macroseismic intensity map [1]
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Figure 2. Building location in relation to the earthquake epicentre

Figure 3. Building location (orthophoto 2015, [2])
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Figure 4. a) Building before demolition; b) The plot after demolition 

3.1 Mechanical proprieties of materials

Referring to structural project, it results that the compressive strength of concrete is 
fck,cub = 25 MPa and the yield strength of the steel is fyk > 240 N/mm2. Therefore, for 
structural modelling are taken the characteristics of materials shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of materials

3.2 Description of the structure

To analyse the structural data of the building, the researchers refers to all the technical 
documentation, photos taken before and after the demolition, as well as inspecting the 
site after the collapse of the building by the earthquake.
The structure of the 6-storey building is a reinforced concrete frame system. The height 
of the ground floor and the first floor is 3.50 m, and the other floors 3.15 m. The pe-
rimeter walls of the building are made of solid brick, with a thickness of 25m, while 
the partition walls with a thickness of 25cm and 12 cm. The columns have a rectangu-
lar section 70 x 25 cm up to the quota +3.50 (ground floor), and further the section is 
reduced to 60x25 cm (first technical floor to the fifth). They are distributed uniformly 
in plan. Beams are designed with a rectangular section (hxb) 25 x 50 cm. The ribbed 
concrete slabs are filled with polystyrene (b=20 cm). The width of the rib is 10cm and 
the axial distance between ribs is 30 cm. The total height of the slabs is 25 cm (5 cm 
topping slab).

Material Class

Characteristic 
comp. cylinder 
strength  (fck) 

[MPa]

Characteristic 
yield strength 
(fyk) [N/mm2]

Partial 
factor

Compressive 
strain in the 
concrete [%]

Ultimate 
compressive 
strain in the 
concrete [%]

Characteristic 
strain of reinf. 

[%]

Concrete C20/25 20 - 1.5 0.2 0.35 -

Steel Ç-5 - 240 1.15 - - >10
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Figure 5. Layout in +3.50 m 

4. 3-D Modelling of structure and results

The structure is modelled using advanced software such 
as ETABS Ultimate 19. This mathematical model can 
capture to a satisfying degree all actions on structure 
exerted by self-weight, imposed loads, seismic events 
and the effects of their combinations. The analyses are 
conducted using provisions from EN 1998-3 (2005) [3], 
4.4.3 Multi-modal response spectrum analysis (1) P 
and 4.4.4.1 (1) P Nonlinear Static. Judging by the results 
obtained by both types of analyses it is clear that this 
building has major issues regarding ULS and SLS. 
The structure has large drifts, especially in ground 
and first floors, going up to 0.004 (ground floor) and 
0.006 (first floor), as shown in figure 7. These drift 
result from low structural rigidity, slender columns, 
incorrect column orientation and uneven distribution 
rigidity in plan and lack of shear walls. Due to the con-
siderable displacements, major damage was caused 
in structural and non-structural elements such as 
masonry walls during the strong ground motion.

Figure 6. 3D Modelling of structure 
using ETABS Ultimate 19
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Figure 7. a) Structure drifts in X direction; b) Structure drifts in Y direction

Columns dimensions are decreased from (bxh) 25x70 cm on ground floor to 25 x 60 cm 
on first and upper floors, which has caused an increase in plastic rotation in first story 
hinges. In the deformed shape it is visible that we have a concentration of strains (larger 
degree of deformation) in first story.

Table 2. Modal periods and frequencies

Case Mode Period
[sec]

Frequency
[cyc/sec]

CircFreq
[rad/sec]

Eigenvalue
[rad²/sec²]

Modal 1 1.479 0.676 4.248 18.048

Modal 2 1.091 0.916 5.757 33.141

Modal 3 1.025 0.976 6.130 37.579

Modal 4 0.480 2.085 13.098 171.552

Modal 5 0.345 2.901 18.229 332.297

Modal 6 0.328 3.048 19.152 366.783

Modal 7 0.278 3.595 22.588 510.211

Modal 8 0.200 4.996 31.394 985.578

Modal 9 0.191 5.248 32.974 1087.291

Modal 10 0.183 5.468 34.359 1180.562

Modal 11 0.156 6.430 40.399 1632.104

Modal 12 0.129 7.727 48.551 2357.229
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Figure 8. Typical interaction diagram for ground story column

Regarding ULS, analyses show that some of the columns in ground and first stories 
are overstressed, which means that the required reinforcement exceeds the maximum 
allowed. Furthermore, by comparing required longitudinal reinforcement of frames to 
the reinforcement provided by the designer, we can see that this design is insufficient 
and presents major structural issues (table 3). This is also demonstrated by pushover 
analysis results where structural capacity is smaller than structural demand by a large 
margin.

Figure 9. Structural capacity and demand curves for a) X direction; b) Y direction

In the table below is shown the need for reinforcement and the designed one for col-
umns in the ground and first floor (ref. Figure 5).
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Table 3. Reinforcement check

Plastic hinges are developed in a brittle manner as showed in figure 10. This phenom-
enon was also observed by in-situ investigations where near column joints on ground 
and first floors there were large cracks and concrete crushing of compression areas.

Figure 10. Typical plastic hinge development for ground story columns 

Columns
Longitudinal Reinforcement

Provided [cm2] Required [cm2]

C 1B (ground floor) 44 (2.51%) 70 (4.02%)

C 1D (ground floor) 44 (2.51%) 92 (5.25%)

C 1D (first floor)       36 (2.38%) 69 (4.61%)

C 2D (first floor)       36 (2.38%) 80 (5.32%)
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Figure 11. Structural damages by the November 26, 2019 earthquake

5 Conclusion

The collapse (damage) mechanism, resulting from the structural analysis, shows that the 
damage is localized on the first two floors. The first floor is the most damaged, due to the 
reduction of the dimensions of the columns and also the reduction of the amount of rein-
forcement. The 3-dimensional structural calculations and the collapse (damage) mecha-
nism resulting from the modelling, generally match the way the building was damaged by 
the November 26, 2019 earthquake. This technical interpretation clearly expresses the 
evidence of serious damage, with a plastic character, but not the collapse of the building.
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In nuclear power plants, diesel generator sets (gensets) are used for emergency si-
tuations, and regularly such gensets are consisted of a diesel engine, generator, and 
corresponding base frames mounted on elastic supports (usually spring-damper ele-
ments). Such dynamic systems should be properly designed to withstand combinations 
of different loadings like those originating from: earthquake, short circuit, synchroniza-
tion failure as well as unbalanced diesel engine internal forces, and the analysis should 
be done with respect to genset static deflection due to its weight. This work outlines a 
procedure to evaluate the structural integrity of diesel generator base frame supports 
subjected to combinations of static, seismic, short circuit and synchronization fault loa-
dings, for the needs of its installation in a Nuclear Power Plant in Ruppur, Bangladesh, 
Fig. 1.

Figure 1. a) Analysed genset; b) Geographical location of NPP Ruppur

The work is motivated by a practical engineering problem where two independent base 
frames belonging to diesel engine and generator, respectively, should be replaced with 
single common base frame supporting both devices. Detailed procedure is described in 
[1], while here basic idea and some specific results are shown. Fig. 2 shows the sche-
matic presentation of dynamic system with the layout of spring damper elements.

Figure 2. a) Schematic presentation of the system; b) Spring damper elements

All calculations are performed by the finite element method (FEM), by means of stan-
dard FE commercial package NASTRAN. The design earthquake for dynamic analysis is 
based on the earthquake in Nepal registered on April 25, 2015, with magnitude of 7.8 
Mw, [2], while other loadings are obtained from the generator producer [1] . The FE 
model and loadings are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3.  a) FE model; b) Total ground acceleration (design earthquake); c) 2-phase short circuit excitation 
moment; d) Synchronisation failure excitation moment

Strength criteria for elastic supports are given by the Russian Federal Codes and Stan-
dards in the Area of Atomic Energy Applications, [3], and based on them and calculated 
stresses, necessary number of springs for different load combinations is obtained, Table 
1.

Table 1. Dynamical properties of model
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Load combination Gravity 
load

Gravity load and 
seismic load

Gravity load, seismic 
load and 2-phase 

short circuit

Gravity load, 
seismic load and 
synchronisation 

failure

Number of required 
supports 8 16 18 20
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1. Introduction

Current version of Eurocode 8 [1] does not include a specific design procedure for steel 
buildings subjected either to near-fault or to long duration seismic motions. Near-fault 
seismic motions have been repeatedly reported in literature to impose large inelastic 
seismic demands to steel buildings, whereas long duration seismic motions are mainly 
associated with fatigue and deterioration/degradation phenomena to the structural 
members and connections of steel buildings. It is also known that for both these types 
of seismic motions, soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects may also be significant be-
cause they can alter the force and displacement distribution induced to a steel building 
and its foundation. SSI effects to steel buildings are usually taken account only for the 
case of very soft soil [1]. 
This paper discusses the overall seismic behavior of 2-, 5- and 8-storey steel buildings, 
designed according to Eurocode 8 [1, 2] provisions, when they are subjected to near-
fault or to long duration seismic motions. This overall behaviour is assessed on the basis 
of seismic response results with respect to both the steel building and its foundation. 
These response results are obtained by nonlinear time-history analyses and include the 
maximum values for: i) the residual interstorey drift ratio (RIDR) of the steel buildings 
and ii) the residual settlement and tilting of their foundation. In order to evaluate the po-
tential effects of SSI to seismic response, the steel buildings are assumed to be founded 
on a soil of class B, C or D, following the soil classification of Eurocode 8 [1]. The overall 
seismic behavior of the 2-, 5- and 8-storey steel buildings, when subjected to near-fault 
or to long duration seismic motions, is considered to be acceptable or unacceptable on 
the basis of satisfaction or not of specific seismic performance criteria.
It is concluded that the seismic behavior of the steel buildings under study is most likely 
unacceptable for the case of near-fault seismic motions, whereas it exhibits a mixed 
pattern for the case of long duration seismic motions. On the other hand, the seismic 
behavior of the foundation of the steel buildings under study is always acceptable for 
both types of seismic motions. 

2. Steel buildings, SSI effects and seismic motions

The 2-, 5- and 8-storey steel buildings under study, comprised by moment-resisting 
and concentrically braced frames (dual MRF-CBF), are shown in Fig. 1. They are regular 
in plan (in both orthogonal directions there are three bays of 6.0 m span each) and eleva-
tion (each storey has 3.0 m height). The orientation of columns for the steel buildings of 
Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. At each floor level a rigid composite slab is considered and the 
values assumed for dead and live loads are 8 kN/m2 and 3 kN/m2, respectively. The yield 
strength of columns is 355 MPa, whereas that of beams and braces is 235 MPa and 275 
MPa, respectively. All connections between main beams and columns are designed as 
moment-resisting ones, assigning to them an overstrength in order to ensure the for-
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mation of the plastic hinge to the beam. Simple shear connections are assigned to the 
ends of the secondary floor beams and pinned connections to the ends of the braces. 
The braces intersect at their mid length and are simulated as fixed in plane direction and 
pinned in out of plane direction. The design spectrum of Eurocode 8 [1] for an assumed 
peak ground acceleration (PGA = 0.36g), behavior (reduction) factor equal to 3 and soil 
class B, is considered for the calculation of the design seismic load. The sections of steel 
members obtained following the design requirements of Eurocodes 3 [3] and 8 [1] are 
shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. 2-, 5- and 8-storey steel buildings

Figure 2. Orientation of columns for the 2-, 5- and 8-storey steel buildings

Table 1. Sections of steel beams, braces and columns

Steel structure Beams Braces Columns

2-storey IPE 450 CHS 219.1 x 5.0 HEM 320

5-storey IPE 500 CHS 273.0 x 5.6 HEM 600

8-storey IPE 500 CHS 355.6 x 6.3 HEM 700
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For the 2-, 5- and 8-storey steel buildings of Fig. 1, the foundation type selected is that 
of a rigid mat having an area 20 x 20 m2 and thickness of 0.3 m, 0.6 m and 0.8 m, respec-
tively. The rigid mat foundations have been designed according to Eurocode 8 [2]. SSI is 
now introduced to the numerical model of the steel buildings of Fig.1 upon the assump-
tion that the rigid mat foundation is constructed on a soil of class B, C or D according to 
the soil classification adopted in [1]. Since SSI effects are expected to be negligible for 
soil class B and of importance for soil classes C and D, it is considered that fixed base 
conditions correspond to soil class B, whereas compliant base conditions correspond to 
soil classes C and D. 
To simulate the effects of SSI for the cases of soil classes C and D, the three-dimen-
sional discrete mass-stiffness-damping model of [4] is utilized. More specifically, a set 
of masses-dashpots-springs is assumed to act at the centre of the bottom area of the 
rigid mat and it is assigned to all its six modes of vibration. To calculate the values of 
mass-damping-stiffness parameters associated with each mode of vibration (i.e. two 
horizontal, one vertical, two rocking and one torsional) of the rigid mat foundation, Table 
2, taken from [4], is provided. In this table, ν, G, Vs are the Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus 
and shear wave velocity, respectively, of the soil medium, m and mv are the mass of the 
foundation and a virtual soil mass, respectively. The values of G, Vs and ρ assumed for 
soil classes C and D are shown in Table 3. It should be recalled that in order to take into 
account the non-linear soil deformations for soil classes C and D due to relative large 
values of ground acceleration, the effective values of G, i.e., those corresponding to a 
reduction of 84 % (most unfavorable case) from its initial value [2], are finally employed. 
Parameter in Table 2 is the half-length of a square foundation.

Table 2. Formulae for mass, springs and dashpots

Mass (inertia) 
ratio, b

Equivalent 
radius, r0

Virtual soil mass 
(inertia), mv

Static stiffness 
K

Damping 
C

Vertical

Horizontal

Rocking

Torsion 8.31Gα3
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Table 3. Shear modulus, shear velocity and density assumed for soil classes C and D

The design of steel buildings of Fig. 1 with SSI included (via the set of masses-dash-
pots-springs presented above) is performed using the design spectrum of Eurocode 8 
[1] (for PGA equal to 0.36g, and behaviour factor equal to 3) that corresponds first to 
soil class C and then to soil class D. The sections of steel members finally obtained for 
these soil class cases are the same with those given in Table 1 for soil class B (fixed 
base conditions) even though the stress ratios calculated from the interaction (member 
design) equations of [3] are different for each one of the soil classes considered. The 
only exception is the assignment of HEM700 columns to the 5-storey steel building for 
soil classes C and D.
The set of near-fault and long duration accelerograms used for the non-linear time-
history analyses of the steel buildings of Fig. 1 are shown in Table 4. In this table, some 
details associated with the recorded accelerograms, i.e., the earthquake name, location, 
year and moment magnitude, are also provided. The two, as recorded, horizontal com-
ponents of these accelerograms are applied to the structural axes of Fig. 2 with vary-
ing angle of seismic incidence θ, i.e., 0°, 45° and 90°. Thus, the number of nonlinear 
time-history analyses performed for each one of the steel buildings of Fig. 1 is 189 (21 
accelerograms x 3 values of θ x 3 base-soil conditions).

Table 4. Near-fault accelerograms considered

Soil Class Geff Vs ρ

C 0.16G 270 m/sec 1.8 Mg/m3

D 0.16G 180 m/sec 1.9 Mg/m3

No. Earthquake, Location, Year Recording station Mw

1. San Fernando, California, 1971 Pacoima Dam 6.6

2. Superstition Hills, California, 1987 Parachute Test Site 7.3

3. Loma Prieta, California, 1989 Los Gatos 6.5

4. Cape Mendocino, Alaska, 1992 Petrolia 7.0

5. Landers, California, 1992 Lucerne Valley 7.3

6. Northridge, California, 1994 Rinaldi Receiving St. 6.7

7. Northridge, California, 1994 Newhall 6.7

8. Northridge, California, 1994 Sylmar Converter St. 6.7

9. Kobe, Japan, 1995 Takatori 6.9

10. Christchurch, New Zealand, 2011 Resthaven 6.3
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Table 5. Long duration accelerograms considered

No. Earthquake, Location, Year Recording station Mw

1. Valparaiso, Chile, 1985 Llolleo 7.9

2. Michoachan, Mexico, 1985 SCT 8.0

3. El Salvador, El Salvador, 2001 Observatorio 7.6

4. El Salvador, El Salvador, 2001 Santa Tecla 7.6

5. Denali, Alaska, 2002 Taps Pump Station 10 7.9

6. Ica Pisca, Peru, 2007 ICA2 8.0

7. Maule, Chile, 2010 Angol 8.8

8. Maule, Chile, 2010 Constitution 8.8

9. Tohoku-Oki, Japan, 2011 Hirono 9.0

10. Tohoku-Oki, Japan, 2011 Sendai 9.0

11. Tohoku-Oki, Japan, 2011 Tsukidate 9.0

The non-linear time-history analyses are conducted in SAP 2000 [5], considering both 
material and geometrical nonlinearities. Beams and columns are modelled as standard 
frame elements assuming a bilinear hysteresis model and concentrated plastic hinges 
at their ends. For the case of columns, plastic hinges are formed as a result of the in-
teraction between axial load and biaxial bending while for the case of beams, plastic 
hinges are formed as a result of uniaxial bending only. For the case of long duration 
accelerograms, in order to account for the stiffness degradation of columns and beams, 
monotonic backbone curves, e.g., those proposed by Lignos et al. [6] are employed. The 
steel braces are modelled as truss elements to which concentrated plastic hinges with 
isotropic strain hardening are assigned to their ends and at their intersection. The lim-
its of permissible plastic rotations of the plastic hinges formed in beams, columns and 
braces are those defined in ASCE 41-17 [7] for specific seismic performance levels. 
The innate viscous damping is considered 3 % for the first and the last mode significant 
mode of the response. The non-linear time-history analyses for the steel buildings of 
Fig.1 are initially performed assuming fixed base conditions and then assuming a com-
pliant ground (soil classes C or D) where SSI has to be taken into account. The inclusion 
of SSI in non-linear time-history analyses is obtained with the aid of the ‘link element’ 
of SAP 2000 [5] which can effectively reproduce the set of masses-dashpots-springs 
presented above.

3 Assessment of seismic behavior

To assess the seismic behavior of the steel buildings of Fig. 1 for the cases of the seismic 
motions of Tables 4-5, the satisfaction or not of the following criteria is checked: i) the 
plastic hinge rotations of the bottom storey columns and of all storey beams are lower 
than the life-safety level [7] and there is no formation of a soft-storey mechanism; ii) 
the maximum value computed for the RIDR does not surpass the threshold value of 0.5 
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% [8]; iii) yielding of the braces takes place first and in line with the design principles. 
Brace fracture is an anticipated failure and it is traced by computing the plastic hinge 
(brace end) rotation and comparing it with the one provided by the empirical formula of 
[9] in which an upper bound of 0.25 rad is set; iv) the permissible level of deformation 
associated with the rigid mat foundation, i.e., its residual settlement δ and tilting ω, is 
defined by the moderate damage limits of [10]. The number of cases in which one or 
more of the above-mentioned criteria is violated, are considered as failures of the steel 
buildings studied.

3.1 2-storey steel buildings

Table 6 reveals the number of failures for the 2-storey steel buildings when subjected to 
the near-fault seismic motions of Table 4. It is observed that the fixed base steel build-
ings fail in total to 13 out of 30 near-fault seismic motions and θ combinations, whereas 
the steel buildings founded on compliant ground, i.e., on soil types C and D, do not fail. 
The mat foundation of the 2-storey steel buildings on compliant ground exhibits no 
damage. The maximum results found for settlement δ and tilting ω of the mat founda-
tion are δ = 6.6 · 10-3 (soil type C), δ = 1.56 · 10-2 (soil type D), ω = 4.61 · 10-4 (soil type C) 
and ω = 8.77· 10-4 (soil type D). 

Table 6. Number of failures for the 2-storey steel buildings under near-fault seismic motions.

Table 7 reveals the number of failures for the 2-storey steel buildings when subjected to 
the long duration seismic motions of Table 5. It is observed that the fixed base steel build-
ings fail in total to 3 out of 33 long duration seismic motions and θ combinations, whereas 
the steel buildings founded on compliant ground, i.e., on soil types C and D, do not fail. 
It should be also noted that in 9 out of 33 cases, the fixed base steel buildings respond 
elastically, whereas the steel buildings founded on soil classes C and D exhibit elastic re-
sponse in only 2 out of 66 cases. For the no failure cases, the maximum value computed 
for the brace end rotation is 0.051 rad indicating no fracture in view of the maximum 
permissible value of 0.133 rad obtained using the formula of [9]. This value of 0.133 rad is 

Steel structure-foundation, θ Number of failures 
Steel building

Number of failures 
Foundation

2-storey, fixed, 0° 4/10 -

2-storey, fixed, 45° 4/10 -

2-storey, fixed, 90° 5/10 -

2-storey, soil type C, 0° 0/10 0/10

2-storey, soil type C, 45° 0/10 0/10

2-storey, soil type C, 90° 0/10 0/10

2-storey, soil type D, 0° 0/10 0/10

2-storey, soil type D, 45° 0/10 0/10

2-storey, soil type D, 90° 0/10 0/10
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surpassed only in the 3 aforementioned failure cases. The mat foundation of the 2-storey 
steel building on compliant ground exhibits no damage. The maximum results found for 
settlement δ and tilting ω of the mat foundation are δ = 6.6 · 10-3 (soil type C), δ = 1.57 · 
10-2 (soil type D), ω = 5.4 · 10-4 (soil type C) and ω = 1.08· 10-3 (soil type D). 

Table 7. Number of failures for the 2-storey steel buildings under long duration seismic motions

3.2 5-storey steel buildings

Table 8 reveals the number of failures for the 5-storey steel buildings when subjected to 
the near-fault seismic motions of Table 4. It is observed that out of 30 near-fault seis-
mic motions and θ combinations, the fixed base steel structures fail to 27, whereas the 
steel buildings founded on compliant ground fail to 17 and 21, for soil categories C and 
D, respectively. The mat foundation of the 5-storey steel buildings on compliant ground 
exhibits no damage. The maximum results found for settlement δ and tilting ω of the 
mat foundation are δ = 1.5 · 10-2 (soil type C), δ = 3.7 · 10-2 (soil type D), ω = 1.05 · 10-3 

(soil type C) and ω = 2.25· 10-3 (soil type D). 

Table 8. Number of failures for the 5-storey steel buildings under near-fault seismic motions

Steel structure-foundation, θ Number of failures 
Steel building

Number of failures 
Foundation

2-storey, fixed, 0° 1/11 -

2-storey, fixed, 45° 1/11 -

2-storey, fixed, 90° 1/11 -

2-storey, soil type C, 0° 0/11 0/11

2-storey, soil type C, 45° 0/11 0/11

2-storey, soil type C, 90° 0/11 0/11

2-storey, soil type D, 0° 0/11 0/11

2-storey, soil type D, 45° 0/11 0/11

2-storey, soil type D, 90° 0/11 0/11

Steel structure-foundation, θ Number of failures 
Steel building

Number of failures 
Foundation

5-storey, fixed, 0° 9/10 -

5-storey, fixed, 45° 9/10 -

5-storey, fixed, 90° 9/10 -

5-storey, soil type C, 0° 5/10 0/10

5-storey, soil type C, 45° 6/10 0/10

5-storey, soil type C, 90° 6/10 0/10

5-storey, soil type D, 0° 7/10 0/10

5-storey, soil type D, 45° 7/10 0/10

5-storey, soil type D, 90° 7/10 0/10
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Table 9. Number of failures for the 5-storey steel buildings under long duration seismic motions

The total number of failure cases for the 5-storey steel buildings when subjected to the 
long duration earthquakes of Table 5, including the 3 values considered for the angle of 
seismic incidence θ, are presented in Table 9. According to this table, the fixed base steel 
buildings fail in total to 1 out of 33 cases studied, whereas the steel buildings founded 
on soil classes C and D, fail to 42 out of 66 cases studied. Moreover, in 3 out of 33 cases, 
the fixed base steel buildings respond elastically, whereas the steel buildings founded 
on soil classes C or D never exhibit an elastic response. For the no failure cases, the 
maximum value computed for the brace end rotation is 0.11rad indicating no fracture 
in view of the maximum permissible value of 0.122 rad obtained using the formula of 
[9]. It is stressed that in all 42 failure cases identified, at least four braces fractured, 
i.e., the brace end rotation surpassed the maximum permissible value of 0.122 rad. The 
maximum values computed for residual settlement δ and tilting ω of the mat founda-
tion are δ = 1.56 · 10-2 (soil type C), δ = 3.75 · 10-2 (soil type D), ω = 9.6 · 10-4 (soil type C) 
and ω = 2.02 · 10-3 (soil type D). These values indicate that the mat foundation exhibits 
no damage. 

3.3 8-storey steel buildings

Table 10 reveals the number of failures for the 8-storey steel buildings when subjected 
to the near-fault seismic motions of Table 4. It is observed that out of the 30 near-fault 
seismic motions - θ combinations considered for each base condition, the fixed base 
steel buildings fail to 28, whereas the steel buildings on compliant base fail to 18 and 
19, for soil categories C and D, respectively. Nevertheless, the mat foundation of the 
8-storey steel buildings on compliant ground, exhibits no damage. The maximum re-
sults found for settlement δ and tilting ω of the mat foundation are δ = 2.8 · 10-2 (soil 
type C), δ = 6.1 · 10-2 (soil type D), ω = 1.43 · 10-3 (soil type C) and ω = 3.16 · 10-3 (soil 
type D). 

Steel structure-foundation, θ Number of failures 
Steel building

Number of failures 
Foundation

5-storey, fixed, 0° 0/11 -

5-storey, fixed, 45° 1/11 -

5-storey, fixed, 90° 0/11 -

5-storey, soil type C, 0° 7/11 0/11

5-storey, soil type C, 45° 7/11 0/11

5-storey, soil type C, 90° 7/11 0/11

5-storey, soil type D, 0° 7/11 0/11

5-storey, soil type D, 45° 7/11 0/11

5-storey, soil type D, 90° 7/11 0/11
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Table 10. Number of failures for the 8-storey steel buildings under near-fault seismic motions

The total number of failure cases for the 8-storey steel building-foundation systems 
under the action of the 11 long duration seismic motions of Table 5, including the 3 
values considered for the angle of seismic incidence θ, are presented in Table 11. Ac-
cording to the results shown in this table, the fixed base steel buildings fail in total to 24 
out of 33 cases studied, whereas the steel buildings founded on soil classes C and D, fail 
to 54 out of 66 cases studied. For the no failure cases, the maximum value computed 
for the brace end rotation is 0.067rad indicating no fracture in view of the maximum 
permissible value of 0.109rad obtained using the formula of [9]. It should be stressed 
that in all 54 failure cases identified, at least eight braces fractured, i.e., the brace end 
rotation surpassed the maximum permissible value of 0.109rad. The maximum values 
computed for residual settlement δ and tilting ω of the mat foundation are δ = 2.8 · 10-2 
(soil type C), δ = 6.6 · 10-2 (soil type D), ω = 1.92 · 10-3 (soil type C) and ω = 3.91 · 10-3 
(soil type D). In view of these values for δ and ω, the mat foundation exhibits no damage.

Table 11. Number of failures for the 8-storey steel buildings under long duration seismic motions

Steel structure-foundation, θ Number of failures 
Steel building

Number of failures 
Foundation

8-storey, fixed, 0° 9/10 -

8-storey, fixed, 45° 9/10 -

8-storey, fixed, 90° 10/10 -

8-storey, soil type C, 0° 6/10 0/10

8-storey, soil type C, 45° 6/10 0/10

8-storey, soil type C, 90° 6/10 0/10

8-storey, soil type D, 0° 5/10 0/10

8-storey, soil type D, 45° 7/10 0/10

8-storey, soil type D, 90° 7/10 0/10

Steel structure-foundation, θ Number of failures 
Steel building

Number of failures 
Foundation

8-storey, fixed, 0° 8/11 -

8-storey, fixed, 45° 8/11 -

8-storey, fixed, 90° 8/11 -

8-storey, soil type C, 0° 9/11 0/11

8-storey, soil type C, 45° 9/11 0/11

8-storey, soil type C, 90° 9/11 0/11

8-storey, soil type D, 0° 9/11 0/11

8-storey, soil type D, 45° 9/11 0/11

8-storey, soil type D, 90° 9/11 0/11
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4. Discussion and conclusions

Regarding the seismic behaviour of steel buildings subjected to near-fault seismic mo-
tions the main type of failure observed, independent of the base conditions, is that of 
the creation of a soft-storey mechanism at higher stories, something that, as it seems, 
cannot be avoided by the dimensionless slenderness and overstrength requirements 
for the braces given in [1]. A second type of failure observed, mainly to the fixed base 
steel buildings, is that of the premature yielding of a column, i.e., before the yielding of 
the braces. This type of failure is interpreted as a violation of the axial resistance of the 
column because of increased seismic loads. Thus, the amplification factor of [1], used to 
obtain the design axial force of the column, has to be revised for the case of near-fault 
seismic action. 
The main type of failure for steel buildings subjected to long duration seismic motions 
is that of the formation of a soft-storey mechanism as a result of several simultaneous 
brace fractures in conjunction with major damage induced to the beams. The prolonged 
duration of the seismic motion further leads to drift concentration at specific storeys, 
rendering the distribution of deformation demands to other storeys impossible. Thus, 
to rely on the dimensionless slenderness and overstrength requirements for the braces 
as given in [1], does not seem to prevent the formation of soft-storey mechanism. 
The foundation design rules of [1, 2] are considered to be adequate for steel buildings 
subjected either to near-fault or to long duration seismic motions.
Taking into account the pronounced unfavourable seismic behavior of steel buildings 
studied, it is concluded that in the next version of Eurocode 8 [1]: a) a specific design 
methodology for steel buildings under near-fault and long duration seismic motions 
should be included and b) SSI effects should be taken into account in the seismic analy-
sis of steel buildings subjected to these two kinds of seismic motions.
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Abstract
Bridges are one of the main and most vulnerable components on the transport infrastructure 
network, due to aggressive environment, degradation during the years of service, steel corrosion, 
etc. A considerable number of existing Albanian bridges have been designed and constructed 
before 1989 year, according to the former design code. Nowadays the design seismic code and 
their requirement are change. Therefore we need to assess the seismic performance of bridges 
under different seismic loadings in different levels of reliability regard in requirements of new 
standards to seismic actions. Developing a fragility curve for assessing bridge performance is 
an effective methodology in the evaluation of vulnerabilities of existing reinforced bridges. This 
study concerns providing a new method of seismic bridge assessment for bridge typology in 
Albania utilizing fragility curves, considering columns as the most vulnerable component. Ductility 
analysis for circular section piers is estimated by moment-curvature curves. The proposed 
method is also illustrated by two application assessment presented the step by step procedure.

Key words: seismic assessment, fragility curve, reinforced bridges, moment curvature
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1 Introduction 

Most of the existing Albanian bridges have been designed according to former design 
codes, with no regard for requirements of new standards to seismic actions. Therefore 
we need to assess the seismic performance of bridges under different seismic loadings. 
The current European seismic code does not offer a procedure for seismic assessment 
of bridges, The European standard EN 1998-3, Part 2 focuses primarily on the seismic 
design of new bridges, [1]. A new seismic assessment procedure for column bridges is 
presented in the study. This paper aims of providing a new probabilistic framework for 
seismic assessment of highway/railway bridges after an earthquake by fragility curve 
[2]. The linear response spectrum analysis and the nonlinear static pushover methods 
are combined in this procedure through various assessment levels and appropriate 
checks. The assessment is performed for the existing reinforced concrete bridge with 
the column, girders, (multi-span simply supported bridges in Albania) [2]. This study is 
focused on performance assessment of reinforced concrete existing bridge (multi-span 
simply supported girder bridges) using fragility curves [2, 3]. The bridges are located in 
the strategic road network in the “Elbasan” and “Mifoli” Estacada bridge.

2  Seismic assessment procedure for existing reinforced-concrete 
bridge 

The seismic assessment framework is set up of four-step:

Step 1. Collection of data on geometrical properties of structural and non-structural 
elements which may affect the structural response, including structural details, such 
as the amount and detailing of reinforcement, concrete cover, a connection between 
members and their position on the seismic tectonic map, importance, etc. 

Step 2. Determination of the load-displacement characteristics at the top of the piers on 
a simplified model for column bridge bents. Based on the moment vs. curvature curves 
determined in two simplified analytical methods and on an assumption for the length 
of the plastic hinge, load-displacement curves for the top of the piers, considering the 
different maximum lateral displacement (ductility) levels, are constructed [4, 5]. 
Assessment of damaged stage based on available plastic rotation capacity, member 
ductility capacity, demand/capacity ratio, and the probabilistic point of view.

Step 3. Generation of analytical fragility curve obtained from the log-normal distribution 
of probability density function and the cumulative log-normal distribution.

Step 4. Assumption of the performance of the bridge.
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Figure 1.  Framework study proposed on the seismic assessment of reinforced existing bridges during a 
seismic event

3 Analytical bridge fragility methodology for seismic assessment

Fragility is defined as the conditional probability that a structure or a structural compo-
nent would meet or exceed a certain damage level for a given ground motion intensity 
[4]. Analytical methods allow both probabilistic demands (D) and capacities (C) to be 
derived and subsequently used to generate relevant fragilities. When the demand and 
capacity models follow a lognormal distribution the fragility curves takes the form of 
the below equation [6, 7, 8]: 

 (1)

The log-normal distribution has a probability density function as follows.

 (2)

The cumulative log-normal distribution is obtained by integration of the area below the 
density function as shown in equation (3).

 (3)

Where x is the value at which the function is evaluated, μ is the median value of PGA and 
σ is the log- standard deviation.
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4  Application during assessment of two existing reinforced bridges 
in Albania

All assessed bridges were designed and constructed before 1991 based on standards in 
place as of the construction time. These bridges are located in Elbasan and Vlora region, 
determined as a moderate seismic zone.
The simplified analysis method of seismic response for bridges according to Eurocode 
and AASHTO standards is given to assume pier capacity. EC8 currently uses moment 
demand to moment capacity ratios to somewhat guarantee simultaneous failure of 
piers on bridges [1]. They are assessed for seismic actions utilizing the linear dynamic 
response spectrum analysis and nonlinear static pushover analysis of the proposed as-
sessment procedure using a simplified model. Two example bridges used for the analy-
sis are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
Bridge 1 (Shkumbini bridge in Elbasan region) is a 10 span simply continuous concrete 
girders. Each span is 20 m length and an overall length of 200 m. The superstructure 
consists of by 6 precast beams. The deck width is 9 m. Intermediate supports are pro-
vided by one – columns bents and by an abutment at each end. The circular reinforced 
concrete (RC) bridge columns are 1200 mm in diameter with a concrete compressive 
strength of 30 MPa. Longitudinal reinforcement is provided by 20 Φ20 having a yield 
strength of 430 MPa, [9].
Bridge 2 (Mifoli estacade in Vlora region) is a 11 span simply continuous concrete gird-
ers. Each span is 25 m length and an overall length of m. The superstructure consists 
of by 6 precast beams. The deck width is 9 m. Intermediate supports are provided by 
four – columns bents and by an abutment at each end. The circular reinforced concrete 
(RC) bridge columns are 1000 mm in diameter with a concrete compressive strength of 
30 MPa. Longitudinal reinforcement is provided by 20 Φ16 having a yield strength of 
430 MPa, [9].

Figure 2.  Elevation and Plan View of Shkumbini Bridge 1 (“Design and study Institution of Tirana, Center 
Technic Inventory of Albania” ), [9]
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Figure 3.  Elevation and Plan View of Mifoli Bridge 2 (“Design and study Institution of Tirana, Center Technic 
Inventory’ Albania”), [9]

A single-column bridge pier model such as the one shown in Figure 4 is used to target 
the capacity/demand ratio during the design earthquake. The simplified design model 
is developed based on known dimensions, design details, effective section properties, 
and design material charachteristics. A summary of cross-section input data for two 
examples analysis is presented in Table 1.

Figure 4. Concrete bridge column [4]
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Table 1. Cross section input data for bridge 1 and 2 

5 Moment-curvature curves and damage states

Nonlinear response characteristics associated with the bridge are based on moment-
curvature curve analysis taking axial loads into account and uses the constitutive model 
proposed by Mander for the confined and unconfined concrete [10]. SE-MΦ software is 
used for the computed moment-curvature relationship [10]. Figures 5 and 6 are shown 
the plotted curve for bridge 1 and 2 columns. 

Figure 5. Moment curvature curve for bridge 1 column (SE-MΦ software)

Figure 6. Moment curvature relationship for bridge 2 column (moment curvature SE-MΦ software)

Cross section data for bridge 1 and 2

Axial Force Paxial = 1245 kN Paxial = 1355 kN

Cross section diameter D = 1200 mm D = 1000 mm

Reinforcement percent ρ [%] = 0.5554 ρ [ %] = 0.512

Compressive strength f’c = 25 MPa f’c = 25 MPa

Seismic mass m* = 126.9 t m* = 138 t
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Ultimate, yield moment and curvature (Mu, My , ju, jy ) values are taken from the curve 
with respective values for Bridge 1 shown in equations (4) and (5):

 (4)

 (5) 

Ultimate, yield moment and curvature (Mu, My , ju, jy ) values are taken from the curve 
with respective values for Bridge 2 shown in equations (6) and (7):

 (6)

 (7)

The column displacement ductility factor capacity for Bridge 1 is calculated in equation 
(8):

 (8)

The column displacement ductility factor capacity for Bridge 2 is calculated in equation 
(9):

 (9) 

Based on output data and respective spectral acceleration are computed seismic force, 
displacement, and ductility for each case. Table 2 presents a results summary. Table 3 
shows the spectral accelerations and maximum ground acceleration for 10 %/10 and 10 
%/50 year probability on Elbasan and Vlore position. Spectral of uniform hazard for 10 
%/50 probability or 475-year repetition is given in figure 7 [11].
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Table 2. A summary of computed results

Table 3.  Spectral accelerations and maximum ground acceleration for 10 %/10 year and 10 %/50 year 
probability, [11]

Figure 7. Spectral of uniform hazard for 10 %/50 year probability, [11]

A summary of the computed values in example is shown in table 4. Table 4 is divid-
ed into four columns. The first and third column gives the spectral acceleration of the 
bridge 1 and bridge 2. (S is a parameter conceptually related to seismic demand at the 
site where the bridge is located). The second and four column gives the damage state 

Time
[s]

Spectral 
coefficient Sa

Seismic force 
Ei [kN]

Stiffness
Keff[kN/m]

Displacement
[mm]

Ductility 
displacement μ

Bridge 1

2s 0.098 122.01 23043 5.294883 0.413663

1s 0.222 276.39 23043 11.99453 0.937073

0.5s 0.435 541.575 23043 23.5028 1.836156

0.2s 0.727 905.115 23043 39.27939 3.068702

Bridge 2

 2s 0.072 97.56 24163 4.037578 0.377344

1s 0.166 224.93 24163 9.308861 0.869987

0.5s 0.33 447.15 24163 18.50557 1.729492

0.2s 0.581 787.255 24163 32.58101 3.044954

Position
Coordinate

Probability
PGA Sa

V L 0.01s 0.2 s 0.5 s 1.0 s 2.0 s

Elbasan 41.12 20.05 10 %10
10 %50

0.162
0.296

0.375
0.727

0.21
0.435

0.102
0.222

0.044
0.098

Vlorë 40.46 19.48 10 %10
10 %50

0.121
0.249

0.281
0.581

0.144
0.33

0.073
0.166

0.03
0.072
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of the Bridge 1 and 2 assumed from the demand and the capacity model, and moment-
curvature section analysis. As shown in Table 4, for spectral acceleration values lower 
than 0.2 g is no damage or slight damage. Higher values of spectral acceleration of over 
0.4 g show moderate damage.

Table 4. Damage state level

6 Fragility analysis

The fragility curves for Bridges 1 and 2 associated with four damage states (no dam-
ages, minor damages, controlled damages, collapse) which have been determined in 
section 5 are plotted in Figures 8 and 9, respectively, as a function of peak ground ac-
celeration. These curves are developed using pushover and time history analyses for 
simplified bridge models.

Figure 8. Fragility curve for Shkumbini bridge

Bridge 1 Damage state Bridge 2 Ductility displacement limits

Sa(0.2s) = 0.635g Moderate Sa(0.2s) = 0.581g Moderate damage

Sa(0.5s) = 0.435g Slight damage Sa(0.5s) = 0.33g Slight damage

Sa(1s) = 0.222g Slight damage Sa(1s) = 0.166g No damage

Sa(2s) = 0.098g No damage Sa(2s) = 0.072g No damage
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Figure 9. Fragility curve for Mifoli estacade bridge

7 Conclusion

The study is providing a new probabilistic method and step by step procedure for seis-
mic assessment caused by seismic loadings and aims to provide useful information of 
damage state after an earthquake. This paper presents the seismic fragility analysis 
for a typical Albanian bridge designed before the 1989 year (Elbasan bridge and Mifoli 
Estacade). 
The ductility capacity is determined based on moment-curvature section analysis and 
displacement-based design methodologies, considering the column as the most vulner-
able component of the bridge. For different values of spectral acceleration are assessed 
damages state of column bridge for capacity/demand ratio and probability exceeding of 
damaged state, developing fragility curve.
It is observed from the results of the fragility analysis that these typical bridges in Al-
bania have more than 50 % probability of exhibiting slight damage, controlled damage, 
and collapse when subjected to earthquakes with PGAs equal to 0.187g; 0.33g; 0.581g; 
0.635g for each of the four damage states, respectively. 
The authors conclude that the presented seismic assessment procedure could easily 
find its place as an everyday tool in retrofit and seismic design decision making for rein-
forced concrete column bridges.
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Abstract
This paper presents a three-dimensional finite element (FE) modeling approach for predicting the 
response of rocking columns. The model is validated against experimental results, which involved 
testing three different cylindrical columns with different slenderness ratios under a set of 100 
bidirectional ground motions. Each column was free-standing and allowed to slide and rock in 
all directions. Since the developed stresses in the columns were low, all columns were modeled 
as rigid. The contact surface was simulated using Coulomb friction for the tangential behavior 
and stiff contact for the normal direction. Two energy dissipation mechanisms were modeled; 
friction and radiation damping. Inherent numerical damping, as well as Rayleigh damping, were 
set to zero, with this approach complying to the physical problem. Rocking is characterized as 
a chaotic and unpredictable problem, with tests being non-repeatable. Therefore, this study 
employs a statistical approach to validate the numerical results, using the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) for the main response quantity (i.e., maximum top displacement of the column). 
It was proved that the model performs poorly in the deterministic validation but demonstrates 
satisfying agreement with the experimental results when validated statistically. The influence 
of the main modeling parameters, meaning the friction coefficient and the radiation damping 
properties, was assessed through an extensive sensitivity analysis using non-linear time-history 
analyses. A small change of the value of these parameters leads to a different individual rocking 
oscillation but only smoothly influences the statistical response.
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1 Introduction

Rocking structures are the ones that are allowed to uplift when subjected to dynamic 
excitation. Uplifting occurs when the ratio of the acceleration of the excitation (üg) di-
vided by the gravity acceleration (g) is larger than the slenderness of the block (α) and 
the sliding surface is sufficiently rough. This uplifting effect acts as a fuse, limiting the 
inertial forces transmitted to the superstructure. After uplift, a rocking oscillator dem-
onstrates negative stiffness, making the description of such systems significantly dif-
ferent than the conventional ones.
The first analytical study of this phenomenon is dated back to 1885 [1, 2]. However, 
rocking structures have been systematically studied after 1963, when Housner pub-
lished his seminal paper entitled “The behavior of inverted pendulum structures during 
earthquakes” where two main properties of the rocking structures were elucidated: i) 
out of two geometrically similar rocking blocks (same α) the larger one (larger R) can 
survive an excitation which will topple the smaller one ii) longer period ground motions 
have a higher overturning potential [3]. 
The rocking oscillator has been used to describe the dynamic behavior of free-standing 
equipment [4-7], masonry structures [8-14] and ancient temples [15-19]. Rocking is 
also a promising seismic response modification technique, both for bridges and build-
ings, with limited practical applications in the former USSR and New Zealand [20, 21]. 
Applications in buildings may comprise a soft-rocking-story mechanism [22-24], or a 
rocking wall [25, 26], whereas in bridges, rocking piers [27-35]. Several analytical stud-
ies investigated the response of rocking structures combined with external dampers or 
restraining tendons [36-38]. The influence of the flexibility of the rocking body was also 
studied, both analytically and experimentally [39-42].
The analytical model proposed by Housner describes the planar rocking response of a 
rigid body when subjected to one-directional excitation. However, real rocking struc-
tures are subjected to bidirectional (or three-directional when the vertical acceleration is 
considered) excitation [43-46]. Under these conditions, an unanchored body may rock, 
uplift, translate with the ground, and/or wobble. When it is not restrained, it may also 
slide out of its initial position [47]. 
This study aims at developing a practical three-dimensional finite element model to 
predict the response of free-standing cylindrical rocking columns. The validity of the 
proposed model is assessed by statistically comparing numerical and experimental re-
sults. The experimental results comprise 100 shake table tests, using three cylindrical 
steel columns with varying slenderness. The number of tests performed is large enough 
to allow such a statistical comparison. The specimens were subjected to two-dimen-
sional excitation, and they were free to slide, rock and wobble in all directions. As the 
columns are free to slide and wobble out of their original position, they serve for valida-
tion of numerical models used for the description of the seismic behavior of equipment, 
rather than of structures that use rocking as a seismic isolation strategy.
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2 Statistical validation

Rocking is often characterized as “chaotic”, in the sense that the response of rocking ob-
jects is sensitive to the initial conditions, often making tests non-repeatable. Therefore, 
validating numerical models in a deterministic way does not even make sense.
Bachmann et al. [48] and Del Guidice et al. [49, 50] claimed that validating a numerical 
model using a single ground motion is a sufficient but not necessary validation pro-
cedure. The seismic response is inherently stochastic since the excitation is stochas-
tic. Therefore, a statistical (and not a deterministic) validation of the numerical model 
is proposed. During this statistical validation, the statistical distributions of the main 
response quantities of the model and the experiments are compared. This procedure 
requires an experimental benchmark dataset, where the same (or identical specimens) 
are excited by an ensemble of ground motions. Afterwards, a numerical model is used 
to create another dataset, using the same ensemble of excitations. The validity of the 
numerical model is assessed by comparing the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) 
of these two datasets for the same response quantity (i.e., maximum top displacement). 
This validation test is weaker (and easier to pass), yet sufficient for earthquake engi-
neering applications.
It is worth mentioning that this concept was first proposed by Yim, Chopra and Penzien 
who used it to compare different types of analyses (e.g., a simplified compared to a 
more refined) [51].

3 Numerical studies of rocking structures

During the last decade, both FEM and DEM numerical models were developed to pre-
dict the rocking problem [52-55]. A recent blind prediction contest organized by ETH 
Zurich, the University of Bristol and the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) 
Center, shed light on the efficiency of numerical models used to describe the statisti-
cal response of a rocking podium structure [56]. Unlike the tests discussed in this pa-
per, the tests of [56] concerned a rocking podium structure that was restrained not 
to slide or wobble out of its original position. Thirteen contestants participated, using 
FEM, DEM, and analytical rigid-body models [57-58]. One of the important outcomes 
of this contest is that there is no basis for recommending FEM or DEM to model the re-
sponse of wobbling structures; the accuracy of these models depends on the modeling 
assumptions. Moreover, it was proven that even though the winning models accurately 
captured the Cumulative Distribution Function of the maxima of the responses to each 
set of excitations, they were unable to accurately predict the response to each individual 
ground motion separately.
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4 Experimental procedure

This section briefly presents an experimental investigation designed at ETH Zurich and 
carried out at EQUALS Lab, University of Bristol [59]. This investigation includes 115 
shake table tests of cylindrical free-standing rocking bodies, which were free to slide 
and rock in all directions. More details about the tests can be found in [59]. The results 
of these experiments were used as a benchmark database to assess the efficiency of 
the numerical model proposed in the present study.
The rocking specimens were not chosen to represent specific free-standing rocking 
equipment but a class of free-standing rocking bodies. They were designed to remain 
elastic after each test, so they could be excited with a large number of earthquake ex-
citations to create a database suitable for a statistical validation. The specimens were 
made of round steel pipes, with different dimensions and slenderness (Figure 1).
The rocking response was induced by a di-directional dynamic excitation using a shake 
table. The applied ground motions were synthesized using a spectral version of the 
Rezaeian and Der Kiureghian stochastic ground motion model [60-61]. The 1989 Loma 
Prieta UCSC Lick Observatory ground motion record was used as a seed ground mo-
tion to generate an ensemble of 100 ground motions. The ground motions were scaled, 
with the frequency of ground motions increased by 2 without changing the amplitude. 
Therefore, in the prototype scale, the columns are 4 times larger.

5 Numerical model

The general-purpose finite element software ABAQUS [62] was utilized to create and 
solve the model. The model comprised the cylindrical rocking bodies, the moving flat 
base (which simulates the shake table), and a spring-dashpot system below the flat 
base to simulate the vertical stiffness of the shake table and the radiation/impact 
damping mechanism [63] (Figure 1, Left). All rotations of the base were fixed. The base 
moved parallel to x and y axis applying the ground motion. On the vertical axis (z axis), 
the base was supported by the spring-dashpot system.
A uniform mesh with a size of 5 mm was utilized in all analyses. This mesh size is con-
sidered adequate to avoid mesh-related errors. A 4-node 3D rigid quadrilateral finite 
element was used both for the rocking column and the flat base. The motion of the 
specimens was monitored with a reference point at the top of the column. The contact 
surface was simulated using Coulomb friction for the tangential behavior and ABAQUS 
stiff contact [62] for the normal direction. An explicit scheme with a fixed time incre-
ment of 10-6 sec was used in all cases.
The developed numerical model considers two main damping mechanisms; friction and 
radiation/impact damping. Inherent Rayleigh damping is set to zero since this energy 
dissipation mechanism is inconsistent with the physical problem. Energy dissipation 
through friction is considered through the friction coefficient, whereas radiation damp-
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ing through the utilized dashpot. Neither the friction nor the dashpot coefficient was not 
known a priori; therefore, the influence of these parameters was assessed through an 
extensive parametric analysis employing non-linear time history analysis. 

Figure 1. Left) Numerical model in ABAQUS. Right) Dimensions (in mm) of the tested specimens

6 Results

6.1 Deterministic comparison

Figures 2 and 3 present a comparison between experimental and numerical results for 
the different values of the critical modeling parameters (i.e., friction and dashpot coef-
ficient). The investigated response parameter is the maximum displacement (umax) at the 
top of the rocking column, measured in meters. In the following plots (Figures 2,3), “OT” 
denotes overturning of the specimen.
It is evident that the numerical results are moderately correlated to the experimental 
ones. Moreover, similarly to previous studies, the numerical model often fails to predict 
overturning. However, the relevant question in earthquake engineering is not whether 
the model is accurate but whether it is biased and whether it induces more uncertainty 
than the ground motion one. 

Figure 2.  Deterministic comparison for experimental and numerical results of the columns. Sensitivity 
Analysis for dashpot coefficient Left) Small column, Middle) Medium column, Right) Large column
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Figure 3.  Deterministic comparison for experimental and numerical results of the columns. Sensitivity 
analysis for friction coefficient Left) Small column, Middle) Medium column, Right) Large column

6.2 Statistical comparison

When the numerical results are statistically assessed, clear trends emerge, similarly to 
what was observed for the planar rocking model by Yim et al [50] as early as in 1980 
(Figures 4 and 5). In general, a high friction coefficient leads to higher maximum dis-
placements of the rocking column (Figure 5). A high friction coefficient means that it is 
harder for the column to slide. Therefore, the transmitted inertia forces are higher, lead-
ing to uplift and larger rocking displacements. 
The influence of radiation damping is also important, especially when high values are 
used. The CDF curves show that a high value of radiation damping makes the model 
conservative (Figure 5).

Figure 4.  Statistical comparison for experimental and numerical results of the columns. Sensitivity Analysis 
for dashpot coefficient Left) Small column, Middle) Medium column, Right) Large column
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Figure 5.  Statistical comparison for experimental and numerical results of the columns. Sensitivity 
Analysis for friction coefficient Left) Small column, Middle) Medium column, Right) Large column

7 Conclusions

The presented numerical model simulates the response of free-standing cylindrical col-
umns. These columns are free to slide and rock in all directions, with their dimensions. 
It is shown that the model performs poorly when it is assessed base on its ability to 
predict the maximum to an individual ground motion. However, it performs well, when 
it is evaluated based on its ability to predict the CDF of the maxima of the responses to 
a set of ground motions. 
The friction coefficient between the rocking block and the supporting surface and the 
dashpot used to model radiation damping were varied numerically and their influence 
was assessed with a large number of non-linear time-history analyses. These parame-
ters influence moderately the statistical response of the rocking bodies. The CDF curves 
show that an increase of the friction or the dashpot coefficient amplifies uplifting and 
leads to larger maximum rocking displacements, thus making the model more conserv-
ative. A friction coefficient equal to μ = 0.3 and a critical damping fraction equal to ζ = 1 
% leads to the optimal match between experimental and numerical results.
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Abstract
Seismic isolation and energy dissipation devices have been widely used in Italy since the seventies 
of the past century for the seismic protection of different structures, pioneered by applications on 
bridges and viaducts. At the end of the eighties, Italy was world leader for the number of bridges 
and viaducts protected with antiseismic devices. Since then, Italian antiseismic devices have been 
applied all over the world, from all European seismic-prone countries to South America and Asia.
Over the years, together with the development of new antiseismic devices and the increase in 
the number of their applications, in Europe there was a continuous development in guidelines 
and codes culminating in the Eurocode EN 1998, as well as the European Standard on antiseismic 
devices EN 15129:2009, that are a reference for many non-European countries. The most recent 
trend of seismic isolation foresees the use of pendulum isolators, alone or combined with fluid 
viscous dampers, in bridges as well as in other structures (buildings, tanks, etc.). The paper 
describes some examples of seismic isolation of bridges and viaducts. In particular it focuses 
on the Saina Ryskulova Bridge in Almaty, Kazakhstan, a curved concrete viaduct divided in 3 
sections, made of 11 spans supported by 10 piers plus the abutments. The seismic isolation 
system includes double concave curved surface sliders (also known as pendulum isolators) 
and non-linear fluid viscous dampers, the latter allow to increase the energy dissipation of the 
seismic isolation system and consequently to significantly reduce the horizontal displacements, 
otherwise too high due to the high seismicity of the area characterised by a PGA of 0.4 g.

Key words:  seismic isolation, energy dissipation, pendulum isolators, curved surface sliders, fluid 
viscous dampers, bridges
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1 Introduction

In bridges the seismic isolation system is usually located between piers and deck; its 
main aim is to keep the substructure, i.e. piers and foundations, in the elastic field, i.e. 
without any damage; consequently, the use of the bridge is guaranteed even immedi-
ately after a major earthquake. The use of pendulum isolators has been proven to be 
very effective for the seismic protection of bridges and viaducts. However, if a bridge 
is located in a high seismicity area, resorting only to pendulum isolators might lead to 
significant deck displacements that can be either difficult to accommodate or require 
the use of special expansion joints.
The paper reports on the design of a curved bridge located in Almaty (Kazakhstan) in 
which a combination of Double Concave Curved Surface Sliders (DCCSS) and Fluid Vis-
cous Dampers (FVD) has been successfully adopted in order to achieve a full seismic 
protection while, at the same time, limiting the horizontal displacements, otherwise too 
high because of the severe seismicity of the area.
The design of the isolators and dampers has been optimised through a series of non-
linear time history analyses carried out on a simplified, although sufficiently detailed 
to correctly reproduce the static and dynamic behaviour of the bridge, finite element 
model (FEM) in which nonlinearities are concentrated in the finite elements represent-
ing the seismic devices. In the following a detailed description of the devices used is 
reported along with the design methodology adopted and the main results obtained.

2 Combined seismic devices

The proposed solution for the seismic isolation of the bridge foresees the use of DCCSS 
in combination with FVDs.
Curved Surface Sliders is the European name for pendulum isolators, as per the Eu-
ropean Standard on Anti-seismic Devices EN 15129:2009 [1] which is the reference 
standard setting rules for the design, testing, manufacturing and certification of any 
antiseismic device. This type of isolators has been used in the USA since 1990 [2], while 
their manufacturing and use in Europe is more recent [3]; they are basically sliding iso-
lators based on the working principle of the simple pendulum, in which the period of 
oscillation does not depend on the mass but on the length of the pendulum. In a struc-
ture isolated with curved surface sliders, the period of oscillation therefore depends on 
the radius of curvature of the curved sliding surface, i.e., it is almost independent on the 
mass of the structure. The energy dissipation is given by friction due to movement on 
the sliding surface, while the re-centring capability is ensured by the curvature of the 
sliding surface itself.
There are two main types of curved surface sliders: simple (CSS) or Double Concave 
Curved Surface Sliders (DCCSS). CSS has a main sliding surface that accommodates the 
horizontal displacement, provides restoring force and energy dissipation through fric-
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tion, and a secondary sliding surface – lubricated – aimed at accommodating rotations 
only (Fig. 1, left). DCCSS is made of two facing primary sliding surfaces with the same 
radius of curvature, both contributing to the accommodation of both horizontal dis-
placement and rotation, as well as restoring force and energy dissipation (Fig. 1, right). 
In DCCSS each single sliding surface is designed to accommodate only one half of the 
total horizontal displacement, and consequently the plan size of the DCCSS devices may 
be significantly smaller compared to the CSS devices, for the same vertical load and 
horizontal displacement capacity.

Figure 1. CSS configuration (left); DCCSS configuration (right)

The use of CSS/DCCSS is continuously increasing in the last years and their use is now 
becoming even more common than elastomeric isolators (high damping rubber and/or 
lead rubber bearings) in any kind of structure, e.g. buildings, tanks, and bridge and via-
ducts. In particular, DCCSSs are widely used, thanks to their reduced dimension in plan 
compared to CSS. Pendulum isolators can be easily adapted to meet different project’s 
need, from load to seismicity level: actually, by changing the main design parameters, 
i.e. the friction coefficient and the radius of curvature, the hysteretic curve can be modi-
fied and optimized.
In Italy, pendulum isolators are frequently used in new bridges and viaducts as well as 
for seismic retrofit of old ones. Italian pendulum isolators have also been used in several 
bridges abroad, from South Korea to Greece, from Kazakhstan to Albania [4, 5].
Fluid Viscous Dampers (FVDs) are axial devices whose output force is proportional to the 
velocity through the relationship F = c va. For seismic protection of structures, strongly 
non-linear FVDs (typically with exponent α = 0.15) are commonly used in Italy and Eu-
rope, thanks to their high energy dissipation capacity within a wide range of velocities, 
i.e. during all the design earthquake duration, but also for earthquakes lower than the 
MCE which are more frequent. Fig. 2 shows the typical hysteresis loop of a fluid viscous 
damper with α = 0.15 tested using sinusoidal time-history input and the mathematical 
Maxwell model of the device. 
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Figure 2.  Hysteresis loop for nonlinear viscous damper with a = 0.15 (left) and its mathematical model 
(right)

Seismic protection of bridges with nonlinear FVDs started in Italy in 1984 and in Europe 
(outside Italy) in 1989, at that time FVDs were used in combination with structural bear-
ings. Italian nonlinear FVDs were also applied in Croatia, for example in the Krka arch 
bridge near Split [6]. The current trend is nowadays to combine FVDs with pendulum 
isolators instead simple structural bearings, in order to guarantee higher recentering 
capacity as well as additional energy dissipation.
FVD are also used in important long span bridges, either cable-stayed or suspended, 
located in high seismicity areas, to reduce the deck displacement. Some outstanding 
examples are the Rion Antirion Bridge in Greece [7], the Izmit Bay Bridge [8] and the 
Çanakkale 1915 Bridge in Turkey.

2 The Saina-Ryskulova bridge

2.1 Bridge description

The Saina-Ryskulova bridge (Fig. 3) is a curved bridge located in Almaty (Kazakhstan) at 
the intersection of Ryskulov avenue and Saina street, 2 km east of the Tastak historic 
district; design was carried out in 2014 and the bridge opened to traffic in 2016.
The bridge, with a total length of 311.43 m., rests on two abutments (P1 and P12) and 
10 piers, as shown in Fig. 4, and is divided in three sections by joints located over piers 
P5 and P9. Each pier consists of three reinforced concrete columns connected at their 
top by a pier cap.
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Figure 3. Aerial view of the Saina-Ryskulova bridge in Almaty (courtesy of Kazroadinnovation LLP) 

Figure 4. Lateral view of the Saina-Ryskulova bridge

2.2 Seismic input

About the 11 % (300 thousand km2) of the territory of Kazakhstan are classified as high 
seismic zone, including the largest industrial and cultural centre of the country, the city 
of Almaty. In the late XIX - early XX centuries Almaty was subjected to the strongest 
North Tian Shan earthquakes, i.e. the 1887 Verny Ms7.2 earthquake, the 1889 Chilik 
Ms8.3 earthquake, the 1911 Ms8.2 Kemin earthquake, and repeatedly experienced 
weaker events.
Seismic microzoning maps, in agreement with the seismic design principles of Eurocode 
8 and expressed in terms of not only seismic intensity, but also engineering parameters 
(peak ground acceleration - PGA), of Almaty city have been recently developed [9]. The 
map reported in Fig. 5 shows the PGA isolines of the territory of Almaty city for prob-
ability of exceedance 10 % in 50 years (return period of 475 years); it indicates that for 
the location of the Saina-Ryskulova bridge a PGA = 0.38g is to be considered. In the 
design, however, based on the recommendations made by the Kazakh Research and 
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Design Institute of Construction and Architecture (KazNIISSA), a PGA of 0.4g has been 
assumed. Given the horizontal and vertical design response spectra, a set of horizontal 
and vertical spectrum compatibles accelerograms has been generated. The duration of 
all the synthetic accelerograms is 30 s, with an initial part at increasing amplitude of 5 
s., a pseudo-stationary part of 10 s. while the final part at decreasing amplitude has a 
duration of 15 s.

Figure 5.  Seismic Hazard Maps of the territory of Almaty city for probability of exceedance 10 % in 50 years 
in PGA. The red circle shows the location of the bridge

2.3 Finite Element Model

The seismic isolation system has been optimised through a series of nonlinear time 
history analyses carried out on a simplified, albeit sufficiently detailed to correctly re-
produce the static and dynamic behaviour of the bridge, finite element model (FEM) 
in which nonlinearities are concentrated in the finite elements representing the seis-
mic devices. The following figure (Fig. 6) shows a partial view of the FEM depicting the 
bridge from the abutment to the first pier.
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Figure 6. FEM partial 3D view

2.3 Seismic isolation system

A first design, in which only DCCSSs were placed on the abutments and on the piers’ 
top already showed a significant reduction of seismic forces on piers and foundations 
compared to a conventional design solution but led, due the high seismicity of the site, 
to significantly high horizontal deck displacements hardly to accommodate without re-
sorting to complex and expensive expansion joints.
Therefore a seismic isolation system in which DCCSSs are combined with FVDs has been 
conceived. Design of isolators and dampers have been optimized by means of numerical 
simulations carried out on the previously described FEM.
The isolation system in its final configuration (Fig. 7) is made of 28 DCCSSs, of three differ-
ent types having all the same equivalent radius of curvature (4500 mm), the same maxi-
mum displacement capacity of ± 375 mm, but differing in the vertical load capacity (rang-
ing from 6500 kN to 16000 kN) and friction material, combined with 18 longitudinal FVDs 
and 9 transverse dampers, installed at selected locations; the maximum force for longi-
tudinal dampers is equal to 600 kN, while raises up to 1100 kN for the transverse ones.

Figure 7. Seismic isolators and viscous dampers layout
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The friction coefficient in the isolators was designed as very low (about 1 %, type XL) in 
the positions where the DCCSS are associated with viscous dampers, e.g. on the abut-
ments (P1 and P2), on the piers corresponding to the joints (P5 and P9), etc.; i.e., in 
positions where non-seismic displacements are higher. An higher value of friction coef-
ficient (about 8 %, type M) was selected for isolators in the positions without dampers 
(P2, P4, P7, P10, P11). See Figure 7 for the layout of DCCSS and FVDs. 
The displacement capacity of the isolation system of course takes into account the 
seismic displacement as well as the displacement induced by long-term deformations 
(shrinkage, creep) and 50 % of the thermal action. Figure 8 shows the isolation system 
as installed.

Figure 8. Viscous dampers and isolators as installed in the Saina-Ryskulova Bridge, Kazakhstan

3 Other examples of bridges protected with DCCSS

As discussed above, the design choice to combine DCCSS and non-linear viscous damp-
ers for the Saina-Ryskulova Bridge was due to the very high seismicity in Almaty, and 
the consequent need to reduce the horizontal displacement without increasing too 
much the friction coefficient. In effects, increasing the energy dissipation capacity of the 
isolation system (and thus decreasing the displacement) could be obtained increasing 
the friction coefficient in the isolators themselves; but when the friction coefficient is 
very high, also the horizontal forces associated to non-seismic horizontal displacements 
(e.g. due to thermal variations) result too high. This is why in such cases it is better to 
give part of the dissipation to viscous dampers, i.e. dampers with reaction proportional 
to velocity; when the velocity is very low, such as in thermal variations, the force results 
low as well. When the seismicity is not so high, DCCSS with low or medium values of 
friction coefficient can be used alone as in the examples shortly described here below. 

3.1 Rho-Monza Viaduct, Italy

The Rho-Monza Viaduct, on the northern outskirts of Milan, Italy, has 5 spans of 
length 40, 55, 110, 50, and 50 m respectively, overstepping a complex intersection of 
roads on several levels [10]. The viaduct, designed by the Italian Engineering Company 
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MATILDI+PARTNERS, has a curvilinear axis of an average radius of 7500 m, and was 
installed in a short time, between March and May 2017, thanks to specific design and 
mounting choices aimed at reducing as much as possible the interruption of the roads 
below the viaduct. The deck is 29.4 m wide, sustained by 3 beams having height of 4 m 
and span of 6.5 m. The choice of the 3 beams was related to the needs of deck launch, 
using external beams for pulling, while the main span is supported by the central beam 
only. 
The support system was selected as a seismic isolation system, despite the small seis-
micity of the area (PGA = 0.10g at the return period of 1898 years; PGA = 0.11g at the 
return period of 2475 years, the latter corresponding to the Collapse Limit State), in 
order to reduce as much as possible the horizontal forces on the piers and keep them 
elastic. The isolation system is composed by single curvature CSS on piers and by free 
sliding pot bearings plus a guided bearing on the abutments. In particular, the isolators 
supporting the central span have very large vertical load capacity, 80 MN, and are the 
largest manufactured in Italy. The isolators on the external piers have a vertical load 
capacity of 22 MN. All the isolators are characterized by an effective radius of curvature 
of 3.1 m and low friction coefficient. The isolation system guarantees an effective fun-
damental period of 2.63 s and consequently a very low horizontal force transmitted to 
the piers and foundations during earthquake. Figure 9 shows the isolators as installed 
in the viaduct.

Figure 9.  Pendulum isolators as installed in the Rho-Monza Viaduct, Italy (courtesy of Matildi+Partners, 
Italy)

3.2 Terzolle-Mugnone Viaduct, Firenze, Italy

The Terzolle-Mugnone Viaduct is located in the center of Firenze, Italy, and is part of the 
tramway line. The design PGA is 0.22g for the Life Safety Limit State and 0.26g for the 
Collapse Limit State (the latter to be used for verification of the seismic isolation sys-
tem, according to the Italian Seismic Code). The viaduct has been designed by the Ital-
ian Engineering Company MATILDI+PARTNERS. The viaduct is a slender structure with 
mixed steel/concrete deck (Figure 10) with four spans (76 - 51 - 65 - 40 m). On each 
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pier and abutment the deck is supported by a couple of pendulum isolators, character-
ized by maximum vertical load capacity of 16500 kN, maximum seismic load 15500 kN, 
radius of curvature 3.7 m. Of course the isolators were tested according to the European 
Standard EN 15129:2009, mandatory in every EU country. Some typical experimental 
hysteretic graphs are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10.  The Terzolle-Mugnone Viaduct, Italy (left), and detail of the pendulum isolators installed in it 
(right) (courtesy of Matildi+Partners, Italy)

Figure 11.  Examples of type test results, according to EN 15129:2009, on a pendulum isolator 
for the Terzolle-Mugnone Viaduct: a) benchmark test (50 mm/s); b) dynamic test at maximum 
design velocity, in this case equal to 0.4 m/s

4 Conclusions

The projects shortly described above are just few examples of the most recent trend 
of seismic isolation, that foresees the use of pendulum isolators (DCCSS or CSS), alone 
or combined with fluid viscous dampers. In the last 10 years, almost 8000 DCCSS or 
CSS designed according to EN 15129 and manufactured in Italy have been installed 
in bridges and viaducts, in Italy as well as in other countries. In most cases DCCSS are 
preferred because of their lower dimensions in plan (as compared with CSS). When they 
are used alone, the energy dissipation is controlled by the friction coefficient only. When 
the seismicity is very high, a big amount of energy dissipation is needed to reduce the 
displacement and the associated cost of expansion joints; if such energy dissipation 
is offered by friction only, the friction coefficient is high, and consequently the hori-
zontal forces due to non-seismic horizontal displacements (e.g. thermal displacements) 
could result too big. Conversely, when viscous dampers are used together with DCCSS 
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(or CSS), energy dissipation is offered partly through friction in the isolators, and partly 
through viscous damping in FVDs. Thus, through a proper selection of friction coeffi-
cient and viscous damping, the horizontal forces related to non-seismic actions can be 
reduced, because the reaction of viscous dampers to slow movements (e.g. thermal 
displacements) is small. Furthermore, giving part of the energy dissipation to FVDs also 
help in improving the bridge response to frequent earthquakes; otherwise, the isolation 
system could be not activated when the earthquake is not big enough to induce forces 
higher than the friction force. In conclusion, FVD combined with DCCSS or CSS offer to 
the Engineer an higher freedom to adapt the seismic isolation system behaviour to the 
needs of each bridge.
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Abstract
Seismic performance analysis of a stone masonry building dating back to the 15th century, a 
period in which seismic norms were non-existent, can give us invaluable information about the 
knowledge and expertise of builders from that time. By analyzing buildings made in previous 
centuries we find not only numerous aspects from which we can learn, but also many defects 
which we need to be aware of. Especially when those buildings have become a part of their 
respective cultural heritage, just like the building observed in this paper. The observed building 
is a monastery on the island of Badija in the Korčula archipelago in Croatia. Initially, the load-
bearing structure was built with massive three-layer stone walls and floors with wooden beams. 
Throughout the centuries the structure has undergone numerous reconstructions, the last of 
which involved strengthening with concrete walls and composite floor slab. The numerical model 
was made and showed that the building does not have sufficient load capacity to seismic load. 
The linear analysis was made in accordance with Eurocode 8-3 and the load capacity of the 
structure was determined. Further analysis showed that the critical load-bearing structure was 
not up to present seismic norms, even concluding that major parts of the building would be in 
danger of failure. Results show that in case of an earthquake with a return period of 475 years the 
building would sustain critical damage and possibly failure. The critical parts of the structure and 
dominant failure mechanisms are determined. Based on the obtained results, retrofit measures 
of seismic strengthening are proposed.

Key words: stone masonry, seismic analysis, retrofit measures, usability classification
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1 Introduction

1.1 Description of the building

The analyzed building is the main part of the Franciscan monastery complex located on 
the island of Badija in Croatia (Figure 1 and 3). The monastery complex showed on Figu-
re 2, is protected as a cultural monument by the Croatian Ministry of Culture. Originally 
it was built during the end of the 15th century. It was damaged and rebuilt several times, 
with the last major renovation in 2012. [1]

Figure 1. Photograph of the building Figure 2. The monastery complex (“visitkorcula.eu“)

The monastery is divided into the western part, which was built earlier, and the newer 
eastern part (Figure 4). The western part of the monastery has an L-shaped layout with 
dimensions of 26.0 x 28.7 m, while the eastern part of the monastery has a rectangular 
layout with dimensions of 50.0 x 10.0 m. The central part of the monastery consists of 
the ground floor, 1st floor, 2nd floor and attic, while the west and east wings consist of the 
ground floor, 1st floor and attic. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the building plan and cross-
section from the monastery reconstruction project. The height of the building from the 
ground level to the rooftop is about 15 m, with the ground type made of A-solid rock.

Figure 3. The location of the building (“Google Maps”)  Figure 4. Position of the cadastral parcel (“katastar.hr“)
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Figure 5. Characteristic building cross-section [1]

Figure 6. Plan view of the ground floor [1]

The load-bearing system consists of longitudinal and transversal massive three-leaf 
stone masonry walls, which are distributed along the outer line of the floor plan and in 
certain parts of the outer borders. The walls are three-leaf masonry walls made of dre-
ssed and semi-dressed rock, varying from 40 cm to 87 cm in thickness. The position of 
the stone walls for the ground, 1st and 2nd floor is presented in Figure 7. The area taken 
up by the stone walls for the ground floor is 11.5 % in direction X and 6.9 % in direction Y, 
for the first floor 8.1 % in direction X and 4.9 % in direction Y and for the second floor 8.6 
% in direction X and 6.0 % in direction Y. The original floor system was made of wooden 
beams, except for the northern annex of the building and the terrace, where there was 
an existent concrete slab of 15 cm thickness. Wooden beams were placed at axial dis-
tances varying from 70 to 80 cm, with a size of 20×24 cm in the western-old part and 
20×22 cm in the eastern-new part of the monastery.
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Figure 7. Stone load-bearing walls for the ground floor, first floor and second floor

In the last reconstruction of the year 2012, the building was strengthened using a com-
posite floor slab, with varying thickness depending on which part of the monastery 
it was used for. For the eastern part of the monastery, a new concrete slab of 6 cm 
thickness was added on every floor, with the exception of the aforementioned northern 
annex and the terrace where the old slab was already placed. For the western part of 
the monastery, a concrete slab of 10 cm thickness was constructed to cover each floor. 
According to the reconstruction project, reinforced concrete walls were added to support 
the existing load-bearing system. For the eastern part, 20 cm thick reinforced walls 
were added for each floor, along with a reinforced concrete beam for the ground floor. 
The reinforced concrete core for the elevator was constructed in the northern annex. For 
the eastern part, the new staircase was strengthened with a reinforced concrete wall 
and a reinforced concrete beam for each floor [1].
The paper presents a seismic analysis of the resistance of the monastery, including the 
old-western and new-eastern parts of the monastery, the distribution of load-bearing 
elements by groups depending on the level of usability and the possibility of retrofit me-
asures. The floor system in the numerical model of the building is made in accordance 
with the renovation project, including the new composite floor slab system, while the 
vertical load-bearing structure is observed in a state before the renovation, without the 
reinforced walls. Only massive three-leaf stone masonry walls will be included in the 
calculation, since the intention is to analyze their behaviour to the seismic load.

2 Numerical model and analysis method

2.1 Numerical model

The numerical model of the building was created in the ETABS software package (CSI 
2011) [2], based on the available documentation from the reconstruction of the Fran-
ciscan monastery [1]. The material properties adopted in the analysis of stone masonry 
were in accordance with Italian standards (MIT 2009): the modulus of elasticity Em = 
1200 MPa, shear modulus Gm = 480 MPa, compression strength fm = 2.0 MPa, initial 
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shear strength fv0 = 0.16 MPa, tensile strength ft = 0.06 MPa and density γ = 20 kN/m3 
[3]. The confidence factor was set to 1.0, even though no testing of the material has 
been done. Due to the simplification of the model, the walls were divided into several 
main thicknesses. The shear and flexural stiffness for walls was reduced to 50 % of the 
initial stiffness of the uncracked elements. The material of which the wooden beams 
were made is assumed to be holm oak, with a modulus of elasticity E = 14600 MPa 
and density γ = 500 kg/m3. All concrete elements were made of MB30 (C25/30), with 
reinforcement bars made of B500B. [4] The complete numerical model is presented in 
Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 8. Three-dimensional display of load-bearing structural elements (south facade)

Figure 9. Three-dimensional display of load-bearing structural elements (north facade)

The seismic load was determined according to valid Croatian standards HRN EN-1998, 
with reference peak ground acceleration on the bedrock of 0.268g for the return period 
of 475 years and 0.141 g for the return period of 95 years. 

2.2 Analysis method

The linear analysis with behaviour factor was made in accordance with HRN EN-1998-3 
[5]. The following numerical models were observed: 
 - Numerical model with behaviour factor q = 1.5 (in further text Model 1)
 - Numerical model with behaviour factor q = 2.0 (in further text Model 2). 

The bearing capacity of each pier was calculated according to HRN EN 1998-3. Two 
types of element failure were observed: shear force failure (1) and bending failure (2), 
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given in the equations below. VF represents bearing capacity, while VEd represents acting 
shear force in seismic combination, in which Weight of the structure, Additional con-
stant load and 30 % Live load were included.

Shear force bearing capacity: 

VFs = fvd · t · D’ > VEd (1) 

Flexural bearing capacity:

VFb =  · (1-1,15 νd) > VEd

where:
fvd  - shear strength
t, D, H - thickness, length and height of the element (“pier”)
H0  - the distance from the inflection point to the critical cross-section
NEd  - axial force from the vertical load
fd  - compressive strength

νd  - normalized axial load  

D’  - compressive length of the element .

3 Analysis results

3.1 Dynamic properties

As a result of the elongated form of the building and the position of load-bearing walls, 
the first modal shape is a translation in direction Y, the second modal shape is a torsion 
and the third modal shape is a translation in direction X (Figures 10, 11 and 12). The 
first 5 Modal periods and Modal participating mass ratios of the building are presented 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Modal periods and Modal Participating Mass Ratios

TABLE: Modal Periods And Modal Participating Mass Ratios

Case Mode Period (sec) Sum UX Sum UY

Modal 1 0.358 0.0000 0.5778

Modal 2 0.261 0.0006 0.6349

Modal 3 0.234 0.6692 0.6349

Modal 4 0.205 0.6725 0.7357

Modal 5 0.201 0.6731 0.7412
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Figure 10. First mode shape with period T = 0,358s

Figure 11. Second mode shape with period T = 0,261s

Figure 12. Third mode shape with period T = 0,234s

3.2 Distribution of the shear force

The weight of the building amounts to 49249 kN at the ground level, 26463 kN at the 
bottom of the first floor and 11427 kN at the bottom of the second floor. The calculated 
base shear coefficient amounts to 15.2 % for direction X and 13.6 % for direction Y for 
Model 1. For Model 2, base shear amounts 11.4 % for direction X and 10.2 % for direction 
Y. The results for additional floors of Model 1, as well as the results for Model 2 are li-
sted in Table 2. The reference shear force is determined for a return period of 95 years. 

Table 2. Shear force and base shear for Model 1 and Model 2

Model 1 with behaviour factor q = 1.5 Model 2 with behaviour factor q = 2

Direction Shear force 
[kN]

Base shear 
[ %] Direction Shear force 

[kN]
Base shear 

[ %]

GROUND 
FLOOR

X 7498.1 15.2 X 5624.6 11.4

Y 6683.8 13.6 Y 5013.0 10.2

FIRST FLOOR
X 5983.7 22.6 X 4487.8 17.0

Y 5318.3 20.1 Y 3988.7 15.1

SECOND 
FLOOR

X 3483.3 30.5 X 261.4 22.9

Y 3196.9 28.0 Y 2397.7 21.0
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3.3 Classification into groups

Two types of wall failure were observed: shear force failure and bending failure, the 
formulas and requirements for both are given in section 2.2. The walls in the numeri-
cal model were divided into 231 elements. The bearing capacity of each wall element 
(“pier”) was calculated according to HRN EN-1998-3. Elements for which the compre-
ssive length requirement was not satisfied were excluded from the calculation, with 
the remaining 201 elements for Model 1 and 207 elements for Model 2. The walls were 
categorized into 4 groups depending on the ratio of the acting force and capacity of 
the wall; Group 1 (green colour): less than 100 % ratio level, Group 2 (yellow colour): 100 
% - 150 % ratio level, Group 3 (orange colour): 150 % - 200 % ratio level and Group 4 (red 
colour): more than 200 % ratio level. The categorization of groups by colour is shown in 
Figure 13 for Model 1 and Figure 14 for Model 2.
The following results are presented for Model 1 and Model 2, with a return period of 
95 years for the control of the significant damage (HRN EN-1998-3). For Model 1, the 
calculations are satisfied by only 62 % of the walls. Most of the walls in the direction X 
were categorized in Group 1, while a large number of walls laid in the direction Y were 
categorized in Group 3 and Group 4. For Model 2, the number of the walls in Group 1 si-
gnificantly increases, leading to 82 % of the walls being categorized as Group 1 (Table 3).

Table 3. Group categorization for Model 1 and Model 2

Figure 13. Distribution of elements by groups for Model 1 (Ground floor, First floor and Second floor)

Model 1 with behaviour factor q = 1.5 Model 2 with behaviour factor q = 2

Number of elements 
in the group

Number of elements 
in the group [ %]

Number of elements 
in the group

Number of elements 
in the group [ %]

Group 1 125 62.19 170 82.13

Group 2 21 10.45 20 9.66

Group 3 25 12.44 10 4.83

Group 4 30 14.93 7 3.38

Total 201 100 207 100
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Figure 14. Distribution of elements by groups for Model 2 (Ground floor, First floor and Second floor)

3.4 Retrofit measures

A recommended measure in improving the resistance to seismic load is strengthening 
the building with reinforced concrete walls. For Model 1, with a return period of 95 years, 
longitudinal and transversal reinforced concrete walls were added to the model (Figu-
re 15). This resulted in increasing the stiffness of the building and leading to an 87 % 
increase of the wall elements which have not failed under seismic load. The results are 
shown in Table 4. for Model 1.
The critical three-leaf stone walls categorized in Group 3 and 4 are mostly short walls of 
great slenderness with no explicit pressure zone. They do not affect the global carrying 
capacity of the structure, even though they do not have enough capacity to withstand 
the bending collapse. Those walls can be locally strengthened by a very effective met-
hod-grout injection. This method significantly improves the load-bearing capacity of the 
stone walls [6].

Tablica 4. Categorization for Model 1 with reinforced concrete walls

Figure 15. The first floor of the model with reinforced concrete walls

Model 1 with reinforced 
concrete walls

Number of elements
in the group

Number of elements
in the group [ %]

Group 1 167 86.98

Group 2 9 4.69

Group 3 8 4.17

Group 4 8 4.17

Total 192 100
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4 Conclusion 

Based on the seismic analysis results, the conclusions of the building behaviour under 
seismic load may be presented. It should be taken into account that many of the mate-
rial and structural properties were assumed, which enlarged the differences between 
the numerical model and the existing building. This contributes to the imprecisions of 
the numerical model which should be considered when interpreting the analysis results.
The main problem with the concept of the building is in its elongated form, as well as the 
L shape of the western part, which resulted in an uneven load distribution. The distribu-
tion of wall elements into colour groups, based on the level of satisfaction ratio, gives an 
understandable and clear view of the critical parts of the building. For this building, most 
of the critical walls were placed in direction Y and the detached parts of the building. 
Based on the group categorization and base shear level, the critical floors were the 1st 
floor and 2nd floor.
Two models, Model 1 with behaviour factor 1.5 and Model 2 with behaviour factor 2.0, 
were observed and compared for a better understanding of the structure behaviour to 
seismic load. The massive three-layer stone walls, as the vertical load-bearing structu-
re, were categorized into 4 groups depending on the ratio of the acting force and capa-
city of the wall; Group 1: less than 100 % ratio level, Group 2: 100 % - 150 % ratio level, 
Group 3: 150 % - 200 % ratio level and Group 4: more than 200 % ratio level. For Model 
1, a significant amount of the stone walls was categorized into Group 3 and Group 4, 
generally placed in the problematic parts of the building. For Model 2, there is a signifi-
cant increase in the load-bearing capacity of the elements, which was expected due to 
the higher behaviour factor assumed for this numerical model. Although the results for 
Model 2 were improved, we have to take into account that the behaviour factor q = 2 
should be assured and confirmed for the results of this model to be relevant.
In conclusion, two different models were made to show the differences in their beha-
viour and resistance to seismic load. The numerical model with the higher behaviour 
factor confirmed the expected higher load-bearing capacity of the structure than Model 
1 with behaviour factor q = 1.5. For Model 1, retrofit measures are suggested in this 
paper. By strengthening the building with reinforced concrete walls and grout injecting, 
there is a significant increase in the stiffness of the structure and the number of ele-
ments that have sufficient load-bearing capacity to seismic load. However, considering 
the significant seismic activity of the region in which the building is located, the best 
solution would be the reconstruction of the entire building form to increase the load-
bearing capacity of the structure.
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Abstract
Following the destruction and panic caused by the earthquakes that rocked Croatia during the 
past year (all of which happening during a global pandemic), this work provides a brief description 
over the effectiveness of seismic isolation techniques in the region. To achieve that, we design, 
detail and analyse a six-story RC residential building, making use of the traditional capacity design 
approach and the seismic isolation approach, considering the local settings of seismic hazard and 
site characterization in the region of the capital city of Croatia, Zagreb. Furthermore, through Fast 
Nonlinear Analysis, the performance of seismically isolated building and the isolation system is 
verified with artificial Time Histories generated to match the spectrum of the design earthquake 
in the region. The shift in frequency of vibration and dissipation ability of the isolation system 
reduced the shear force induced in the superstructure in the case of the isolated building, allowing 
for a reduction in the cross-section and rebar area of the structural members which compensate 
for a part of the cost of isolation system. Moreover, the notably low interstory drifts in the case of 
seismically isolated building, ensure that no structural or non-structural member of the building 
sustain any damages at all, while the reduction of the floor acceleration enables a remarkable 
reduction in human perception of the seismic event, avoiding this way the panic or uncertainties 
that are common in the case of traditional design approach. Overall, given the country’s relatively 
high seismic hazard, the structural analysis revealed a significant enhancement in structural 
performance, indicating that seismic isolation is very relevant in the region.

Key words:  Zagreb earthquake, seismic isolation, base isolation, double concave curved surface 
sliders, pendulum isolators, fast nonlinear analysis, structural behaviour
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1 Introduction

The earthquakes that struck Croatia during the 2020 combined with the lockdown 
forced by what it is an ongoing global pandemic, posed a great challenge to the au-
thorities and the interdisciplinary scientific community to manage, analyse and over-
come the situation. Unfortunately, the consequences of such a combination were high 
in terms of both human life and economical loss, as well as panic and uncertainty spread 
among the population [1–3]. 
The first major earthquake (ML = 5.5) struck in the densely populated area of Zagreb on 
the 22nd of March 2020, causing extensive damages in the building stock and claiming 
the lives of two citizens [4]. Ironically, as people were continuously being asked to stay 
inside due to the pandemic, suddenly they were forced to get outside of their homes, 
dealing not only with the panic of the ground motions that continuously rocked the area, 
but also the fear and uncertainties already caused by the unprecedented pandemic. Fur-
thermore, there were damages reported to the hospitals, that also forced the medical 
staff and the patients (some of them were being treated for Covid-19) to stay in tends 
or outside of the damaged facilities (Fig. 1). As it was reported in [5, 6], this combination 
of circumstances increased the panic and uncertainties contributing negatively in the 
overall health of the patients. 
But just before the end of the year, on December 29, 2020, another earthquake, even 
more powerful (ML = 6.2) rocked the area of Sisak and Petrinja, just 50 km from Zagreb. 
Unfortunately, this seismic event claimed the lives of 7 more people and caused even 
more damages to the building stock [3,7] (the evaluation process is still undergoing as 
this report is being written, February 2021).

Figure 1.  Photo showing the medical staff and the 88 patients of a hospital in Zagreb evacuated from the 
damaged facility after the earthquake of 22nd of March. Source: [5]
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While certainly earthquakes are not something extraordinary in Croatia [8,9], this un-
precedented combination of a global pandemic and natural disasters is another remind-
er of the importance of not only to investigate and understand the reasons that lead to 
such consequences but most importantly to intervene in ways that mitigate or even 
avoid damages in such unacceptable rates in the future. 
As it is well known in the literature, seismic engineering offers two main ways to make 
the buildings able to withstand earthquakes: the capacity design approach and the 
seismic isolation approach. These two design procedures employ a completely differ-
ent strategy to withstand earthquakes which makes them render a completely differ-
ent structural behaviour. Unlike the capacity design approach [10–12], which fits the 
structure with the necessary resistance and ductility level to withstand the design 
earthquake without collapse (eventually it can develop structural damages that can 
also result in being unfeasible to repair), the seismic isolation approach [10,13,14], ma-
nipulates the impact that the seismic event induces to the structure and is able to bear 
multiple cycles of design earthquakes without compromising the structural integrity of 
the building and keeping it in operational phase.
This work analyses the effectiveness of seismic isolation approach in the Croatian ter-
ritory (more specifically in the Zagreb area) by designing, detailing, and analysing the 
structural behaviour of a residential RC building using the design provisions of the ca-
pacity design (as a benchmark), and the seismic isolation one. Taking into consideration 
the local settings of seismic hazard and site characterization of the Zagreb area, the 
analysis revealed a significant improvement of the structural behaviour indicating that 
the seismic isolation approach is perfectly relevant in the region. Moreover, the isolated 
structure is verified through FNA making use of artificial Time Histories generated from 
the spectrum of the design earthquake. The nonlinear analysis confirm the appropriate 
behaviour of the isolation system and the enhancement of the structural performance 
of the building.

2 Case of study 

The building under investigation is a conventional six story RC building, designated for 
residential purposes, and is composed of five above ground floors and one underground 
floor serving as a basement. The building is regular in plan and elevation, with a minor 
shrink of the area in the top floor. To better understand the effectiveness of the seis-
mic isolation approach in the region, the building is initially designed using the capacity 
design procedure (also referred as fixed base solution/building) whose performance is 
used as a benchmark. The architectural configuration of the building is the same in both 
solutions (capacity design and seismic isolation solution), while the structural configu-
rations differs as explained in the following subsections. For the sake of the simplicity 
and data available, the building is set in Zagreb, the city centre, and the site is selected 
such that the design earthquake is 0.25g (of PGARock in compliance with the Seismic Haz-
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ard map of Croatia [9], Fig. 2a) and the soil characterisation of Type C according to the 
EN 1998-1 [10] (Fig. 2b). 

Figure 2.  a) Seismic hazard map in the area of Zagreb for the 475 year return period earthquake in bed 
rock (Type A), acquired from [9], b) Soil type characterisation in terms of in the area of Zagreb, 
Source: [15]

2.1 Capacity design approach 

The structural solution adopted in this case consists in a combination of shear walls, 
relatively large cross-sectional columns and a system of light weighted flat slab and 
perimetral beams stiff enough to ensure the diaphragmatic behaviour of the floors. The 
structure contains a rigid elevator case, made of RC walls, which induces high torsional 
effects in the structural behaviour, but necessary to give the structure enough stiffness 
to withstand the design earthquake. To minimise the torsional effects, an additional 
shear wall is set in the perimeter of the structure with relatively large dimensions (Fig. 
2b). 

Figure 3.  a) The elastic and design spectrum for the PGARock = 0.25g in Type Soil C, b) Numerical model for 
the capacity design solution
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The design spectrum is defined in compliance with the provisions of EN 1998-1 [10] for 
PGARock = 0.25g in Type C category of soil, and the behaviour factor of the structure is 
selected q = 3 (Fig. 3a). Of course, such value of the behaviour factor means that dam-
age of the structural members is accepted, provided that the building does not collapse.

2.2 Seismic isolation approach 

In the case of the seismic isolation, the structural solution is simplified considerably due 
to the fact that the structural members of the superstructure don’t have to be ductile to 
partially dissipate the energy of the earthquake. 

Figure 4.  a) Elastic (design) spectrum for PGARock = 0.25g on Type Soil C, b) Numerical model of the seismic 
isolation solution

Instead, the seismic isolation system strongly reduces the energy transmitted to the 
building by the earthquake, thanks to the increase of fundamental period to an area 
of the elastic spectrum characterised by very low acceleration, thus leaving the super-
structure undamaged. The isolation system consists of 25 double concave curved sur-
face sliders designed by FIP MEC to provide an equivalent damping coefficient of 15 
% and a fundamental period of about 3 s at the horizontal displacement of about 15 
cm. This allows for the superstructure to be designed and detailed in the linear range 
(in fact the design norms do not exclude the possibility of using the Low Ductility level 
q ≤ 1.5, but, for the sake of simplicity and remaining on the safe side, in this work the 
superstructure is designed and detailed for q = 1) using a response spectrum that is a 
composition of the elastic spectrum with 5 % damping for the higher modes of vibration, 
and the elastic spectrum with 15 % of equivalent damping of the isolation system for the 
isolated modes of vibration (as depicted in Fig. 3a). 
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2.3 Verification of the isolation system through nonlinear analysis 

For design purposes, provided that the non-linearity of the isolation system is low 
enough to make the influence of the higher modes of vibration insignificant in the struc-
tural behaviour, a simple linear analysis is enough to properly design through the seis-
mic isolation approach. On the other hand, in case that condition is not met, EN1998-
1:2004 §10.9.5 (1)P [10] requires the verification of the behaviour of the structure 
through nonlinear analysis. 

Figure 5.  a) Response Spectrums of the artificial Time Histories generated from the design earthquake, b) 
Artificial Time Histories generated from the design earthquake spectrum

In the present case, the linearity conditions given by Eurocode 8 are satisfied, and con-
sequently, it would be sufficient to rely on the linear analysis only. But, to better as-
sess the effectiveness the isolation approach in the region, making use of artificial Time 
Histories generated from the spectrum of the design earthquake, the performance of 
the isolated building is verified through Fast Nonlinear Analysis carried out through the 
finite element software SAP2000 [16].

3 Results and discussions 

In this section the structural response from the linear and nonlinear analysis of the case 
of study is provided. 

3.1 Linear analysis

As expected, one of the most impressive differences in structural behaviour between 
the two solutions, stands in the principal modal parameters, as reported in Table 1. The 
shift in the period of vibration that the isolation system enables, significantly reduces 
the amount of shear force induced in the base of the structure (Fig. 6a). In the present 
case, the amount of shear force induced in the base of the structure is trimmed from 
about 5500 kN for the case of fixed base structure with behaviour factor q = 3, to about 
2300 kN in the case of seismically isolated structure (designed in the elastic range, q = 
1). Consequently, the reduced shear force allows for the reduction of the cross section 
and the rebar area of the structural members, which saves space and reduces the costs 
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of the superstructure. Moreover, the modal analysis reveals that the isolation system 
allows for almost a perfect balancing of the structure, avoiding completely torsional ef-
fects, which further facilitates the design, detailing and delivering of the superstructure 
of the isolated building.

Table 1. Modal information of the case of study

But the ability to shift the period of vibration comes with the consequence of having 
relatively large horizontal displacement to accommodate. However, in the case of base 
isolation solution, these displacements are concentrated in one single layer (while in 
the case of fixed base solution they are distributed in elevation as depicted in Fig. 6b). 
This causes the super structure to move as an entire rigid body on top of the isola-
tion system. Therefore, proper considerations must be done to accommodate such dis-
placements (accounting also for the safety factor recommended by the Eurocode): not 
just the isolation system but also the gap/infrastructure around the building must be 
configured in such a way that permits these displacements throughout the entire life 
span of the building.. 

Figure 6. a) Story shear force, b) Lateral displacements, c) Maximum interstory drifts ratio

Generally, in structural engineering, limitation of the potential damages that the struc-
ture can develop is measured through the value and the distribution of the maximum 
interstory drifts ratio. In the present case, the fixed base solution is designed such that 
the maximum drift ratio are in compliance with the recommendations of European 
norms for buildings having non-structural elements of brittle materials attached to it 
(Fig. 6c). Unsurprisingly, the linear analysis revealed a significant reduction in the in-
terstory drifts ratios induced in the super structure of the isolated building. It is worth 

Case | Mode
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3

T [s] M [ %] T [s] M [ %] T [s] M [ %]

Fixed Base 0.69 68 % - X 0.65 73 % - Y 0.51 Torsion

Isolated 3.04 95 % - X 3.03 99 % -Y 2.86 Torsion
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to bring to attention that not only these drifts are significantly smaller than the fixed 
base solution, but also, they are estimated completely in the linear range given that the 
superstructure is designed in that domain. This ensures that the superstructure in the 
case of the seismic isolation approach remains completely unaffected, and the building 
remains in the operational phase even during the earthquake. Moreover, the isolation 
system is able to bear multiple cycles of design earthquakes, unlike the capacity design 
approach which is expected to develop structural and non-structural damages which 
might result to be non-feasible to repair (in any case, provided that the design is done 
correctly, the lives of the occupants must remain safe). 

3.2 Fast Non-Linear Analysis

By means of FNA conducted in SAP2000, the numerical model of the isolated solution 
is analysed under the action of three artificially generated Time Histories. The artificial 
Time Histories are combined in artificial earthquake scenarios as reported in Table 2. 

Table 2. Combination of artificial Time Histories in simulated earthquakes cases

As expected, the superstructure moves as a rigid body above the isolation system, hav-
ing concentrated all the displacement in the isolation system (Fig 7a). While considering 
the floor accelerations, the isolation system prevents its amplification in elevation. In 
fact, Fig. 7 b) clearly depicts a reduction of the accelerations in the building (in absolute 
terms), from about 3.5 m/s2 to 4 m/s2 that the ground accelerates, the superstructure 
accelerates in the ranges of 1 m/s2. This represents an enhancement in behaviour of 
the structure, which in a real seismic event, would reduce the perception of the seismic 
event in such a rate that would have not caused any panic at all, and save the content, 
i.e. avoid the overturning of furniture. 

Earthquake Scenario X – Direction Y – Direction

Scenario 1 Artificial TH - 1 Artificial TH - 2

Scenario 2 Artificial TH - 2 Artificial TH - 3

Scenario 3 Artificial TH - 3 Artificial TH - 1
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Figure 7. a) Maximum horizontal displacement b) Distribution of the floor accelerations

Moreover, Fig. 8 depicts a comparison of the acceleration of the top floor of the build-
ing to the acceleration of the ground (Artificial TH - 1 of the first earthquake scenario), 
where it can be seen the significant reduction of the floor acceleration throw-out the 
whole seismic event. The decrease of frequency/increase of fundamental period is also 
evident in the graph.

Figure 8.  Comparison of the floor acceleration in the top floor of the building to the acceleration of the 
ground

Fig. 9 depicts the hysteretic loops of two isolators incorporated in the isolated build-
ing. Isolator in Fig. 9a attains a friction coefficient 2.8 % and therefore dissipates more 
energy compared to the isolator in Fig. 9b which attains a friction coefficient of 0.08 % 
attenuating the corresponding amount of energy. The average friction coefficient of the 
isolation system is 1.766 %. 
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Figure 9. Isolator Hysteresis: a) Friction Coefficient 2.8 %, b) Friction Coefficient 0.08 %

4 Conclusions 

The unprecedented combination of a global pandemic and the seismic events that 
struck Croatia during the past year, brought into attention the high seismic vulnerabil-
ity of the country, mainly a consequence of the old building stock and relatively high 
seismic hazard. Joining in the attempts to find ways to mitigate the effects of seismic 
events in Croatia, this work provides an overview of the effectivity of seismic isolation 
approach in the region as an alternative of designing/delivering buildings with seismic 
protection. For this reason, an ordinary midrise reinforced concrete building designated 
for residential purposes as a sample building and considering the regional settings of 
seismic hazard and site characterization. 
As expected, the seismic isolation offers a significant enhancement in the structural 
behaviour. The shift in the period of the vibration of the structure decreases the amount 
of the shear force induced in the superstructure to less than 50 % of the shear force that 
the same earthquake induces to the same building solved based on the capacity design 
approach. This allows for the reduction of the cross sections and rebar area of the struc-
tural members, increasing the overall useful area of the building and compensating for 
a part of the cost of the isolation system. The linear analysis revealed a significant re-
duction of the interstory drift ratio in the isolated building, which ensures the structural 
and non-structural members of the superstructure to remain completely unaffected 
even when the design earthquakes strikes. Moreover, the seismic isolation provides the 
opportunity to bear multiple cycles of design earthquakes, in contrast to the capacity 
design approach that is required to ensure the life safety performance level for only one 
design earthquake. 
The nonlinear analysis with the artificially generated time histories, confirmed the rel-
evance of seismic isolation in Croatia. The adequate behaviour of the seismic isolators 
is verified, as the nonlinear analysis rendered, with max horizontal displacement within 
the design values designed, no amplification of the floor accelerations in elevation. 
Overall, the analysis reveal that the level of seismic hazard in the Croatia is high enough 
to make seismic isolation an efficient building option in the region not just for strategic 
buildings such as hospitals, but for small residential buildings as well. The enhancement 
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in structural performance compared to the capacity design approach, also verified via 
nonlinear analysis with artificial spectrum based time histories, would strongly reduce 
the effects of future earthquakes.
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Abstract
The modal pushover analysis (MPA) is an improvement of the standard nonlinear performance-
based seismic evaluation of structures, based on the first mode constant force distribution over the 
height. The MPA is based on the theory of dynamics of structures, it retains conceptual simplicity 
and the computational attractiveness of a standard pushover analysis (SPA). MPA considers 
higher vibration modes using modal expansion procedure. It can evaluate displacements, inter-
storey drift ratios (IDR), and plastic hinge rotations with high accuracy. The total seismic demand 
is presented as the sum of the effective inertia forces which are in accordance with the invariant 
force distribution of each significant mode considered. The structure is incrementally pushed 
to the target displacement, whereby the relationship between force and roof-displacement is 
successively established, the yield point of the structure estimated, and the capacity curve derived 
for each mode separately. Target displacement is estimated by solving the governing differential 
equation of motion or from response spectra. Application of the method is shown on the example 
of the 10-storey parking garage located at the airport Zürich with dimensions in the plan view of 
85 x 105 m approximately.

Key words:  modal pushover analysis, nonlinear static analysis, seismic demand, modal expansion, 
target displacement, inter-storey drift ratio
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1 Introduction 

The response spectrum analysis (RSA) is currently the most used procedure for the 
determination of seismic demand and the design of structures; however, it has some 
known limitations. After numerically combining the modal responses, the physical 
meaning of the analysis results is difficult to interprete. Furthermore, the RSA proce-
dure is limited to elastic systems. More sophisticated nonlinear time history analysis 
(NTHA) is seldom used due to the application barriers, such as the necessity of select-
ing and scaling of ground motion records. Moreover, due to the variety in ground mo-
tion contents, the THA should be performed for at least three, usually seven ground 
motion records to gain reliable results. For the interpretation of the results obtained 
using NTHA experience and sophisticated software are required. The standard pusho-
ver analysis (SPA) is currently the best-established performance-based nonlinear static 
seismic design procedure based on the invariant first mode force distribution over the 
height of the structure. Nevertheless, the SPA is limited in that it is not able to account 
for local damage mechanisms such as inter-storey drift ratio and plastic rotations. As 
an improvement of the SPA the method, the MPA considers higher vibration modes and 
can estimate local damage mechanisms with high accuracy. 

1.1 Theoretical background 

The MPA has been developed by Chopra [4] and prepared for practical use by Chopra 
and Goel [1-3]. It is derived from the modal analysis of an elastic system in which the 
coupled displacement vector u of the MDF system can be expanded in terms of modal 
contributions. The basic idea is presented in Figure 1. The governing differential equa-
tion of motion is given with Eq. (1).

mü +cu̇ +ku = peff (t)  (1) 

u(t) = ∑un (t) = ∑Øn·qn(t) = ∑Γn·Øn·Dn(t)   (2)

Figure 1.  Free vibration in first natural mode a) structure b) vibration mode c) modale coordinate d) dis-
placement u1 i u2
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peff (t) = -mιüg(t)  (3)

 (4)

 (5)

The modal displacement and force expansion is given with Eq. (2), and Eq. (5), respec-
tively. The modal coordinate qn(t) can be understood as harmonic excitation with the 
same period of vibration as the mode investigated. The corresponding displacements 
ui,n, Øn is the modal vector, Dn(t) = Γn·qn (t) is the target displacement, sn is the mass vec-
tor as a modal contribution of the n-th mode in the effective modal force peff,n(t). Finally, 
ι is the influence vector defined as ∑Γn·Øn. 
Any response quantity rn(t) of the structure (member forces, displacements, rotations 
etc.) can be expressed as modal static response due to the external forces sn. 

 (6)

The results of the dynamic analysis of the structure in accordance with Eq. (6) can be 
obtained performing a few static nonlinear analyses, which is a simple procedure even 
for nonlinear responses. The entire response of the structure due to the force excitation 
peff(t) will be obtained by combining the results of the static analyses, using appropriate 
combination rule, e.g., SRSS. 

1.2 Modal pushover analysis 

In MPA the structure is in each mode subjected to the static lateral load distributed over 
the height of the structure in accordance with the vector s*

n. The intensity of the load is 
increased until the peak value of the roof displacement in the given mode urn0 is reached. 
The force which corresponds to the peak roof displacement urn0 of the building is fn0.

Øn (7)

urn0 = Γn·Ørn·Dn  (8)
 
fn0 = Γn·m·Øn·An  (9)

Both quantities of seismic demand, pseudo acceleration An and target displacement Dn 
are available from response spectra, with the relation between them:

  (10)
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The total response for any quantity required is estimated by combining the peak modal 
responses of the analysed nonlinear system rno,

 (11)

2 Seismic assessment of the parking garage at airport Zürich

2.1 Geometry 

The geometry and position of the building, as well as the analytical model, are present-
ed in Figure 2. The structure has been originally built in 1978 as a 14-storey building and 
2005 raised by three storeys. 

Figure 2. Parking garage at airport Zürich

The structure consists of steel frames braced with members eccentrically attached to 
the columns (see Figure 3). The structure is symmteric in plan view. Lateral load resist-
ing systems can be reduced to the single braced frame, with the related lateral loads, 
i.e. masses, the braced frame must take over in case of the earthquake excitation. The 
floor slabs are prefabricated. Due to the stacking of three additional floors, the weakest 
bracing members are those situated in the third storey from the top of the structure, 
consisting of 2[NP 80. The columns are heavy rolled HEB-profiles reinforced with steel 
plates. Out of 14 storeys, a total of 10 storeys lay above the fixing horizon.
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Figure 3. Bracing eccentric connected to the column

2.2 Earthquake excitation 

In comparison with seismic-prone regions worldwide, Zürich has low seismic risk with 
the design ground acceleration of 0.06g. The MPA performed for the actual hazard level 
has shown that the structure remains elastic in all three vibration modes considered. In 
order to present the use of MPA in seismic design beyond the yielding point of the brac-
ing, the design acceleration was scaled up to 0.13g. 

3 Application of the MPA Procedure 

3.1 Natural frequencies and modes of linear-elastic system

The MPA is performed focusing on the first three vibration modes, presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Significant vibration modes of the elastic system
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Table 1.  Period of vibrations, spectral accelerations, and spectral displacements of the elastic system 
(left), and the spatial force distribution Øn (right)

[s] [m/s2] [mm]

T1 3.294 A1 0.31 D1 98.8

T2 1.126 A2 1.58 D2 32.4

T3 0.604 A3 3.70 D3 25.5

s*
1 s*

2 s*
3

63,22 63,22 63,22

220,33 199,68 163,93

222,57 169,27 73,23

345,22 164,77 -95,30

241,29 -81,56 -283,31

192,89 -285,58 -241,30

149,28 -371,93 -0,61

100,80 -331,50 207,73

69,29 -271,94 297,37

30,45 -132,03 180,18

0,00 0,00 0,00

The dynamic properties of the structure are estimated as follows:

 ; Ln = m·Øn; *
n n nM L= Γ   Γ1 = 1.358 ; Γ2 = -0.509 ; Γ3 = 0.319 ;

, , 

3.2 Developing of the pushover and capacity curves for mode considered. 

The first step in the seismic assessment of the structure is development of the push-
over and capacity curves in ADRS format. Using the modal vector force distribution, 
the modal force is applied to the structure and increased incrementally. The base shear 
and roof displacement are recorded, and the pushover curve developed, as illustrated 
in Figure 5 on the left side. The procedure presented can be carried out with any soft-
ware (The Software Tower 8 has been used here. With the elastic-plastic link element 
force is limited to the bearing capacity of each bracing member. ) for nonlinear structural 
analysis. The only requirement is that a force limit in accordance with the bearing capac-
ity of a bracing member can be employed in the model. The pushover curves are then 
transformed into capacity curves as required (see [4]). The bilinear approximation of the 
modal capacity curves is presented in Figure 5 on the right side. In total, three modes 
have been considered in this paper covering more than 97 % of the total mass. 

The periods of vibration are related to the 
elastic structure, while the pseudo acce-
lerations and displacements are obtained 
from the behaviour of the actual inelastic 
structure (see also Figure 5).
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Figure 5.  Vb - Δroof relationship for the force distribution in accordance with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd mode, left, 
corresponding representation of the capacity curves in ADRS, right

3.3 Estimation of the maximum seismic demand of the inelastic system

The peak responses of the equivalent single degree of freedom (SDOF) systems are esti-
mated at the intersection of the inelastic capacity curve and RS. The peak deformations 
of the SDOF system are D1 = 98.8 mm, D2 = 63.7 and D3 = 25.5 mm, for the 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd mode, respectively. The corresponding peak roof displacements are then ∆r10 = Γ1·D1 = 
1.36·98.8 = 134.3 mm, ∆r20 = Γ2·D2 = 0.509·63.7 = 32.4 mm, and ∆r30 = Γ3·D3 = 0.319·25.5 = 
8.13 mm, whereby the bracings remain elastic in the third mode. The global, inelastic dis-
placement of the structure is governed by the brace yielding (Ny2UNP80 = 492.4 kN) in 6th and 
7th storey in both 1st and 2nd mode respectively, see Figure 6. From Figure 5 is obvious that 
the displacement capacity of the structure increases the seismic demand for each mode. 
The complete response of the structure is obtained by combining the modal contributions 
using appropriate combination rule. It is shown in section 3.4. 

3.4  Extraction of the corresponding member forces, displacements, and de-
formations 

The member forces, displacements, and inter-storey drift ratios are estimated for all 
three significant modes at each stage by reaching target displacement (see Figure 6), 
and then are combined using SRSS combination rule. The performance-based seismic 
design focused on the displacements and deformations which are consistent with ap-
plied lateral loads, but one can expand the matter of interest to the forces as well. After 
combining the modal contributions, two different member force results can be expected 
then: 1) the estimated forces are still in the elastic range, 2) or estimated forces exceed 
the elastic capacity of the member. The member forces in elements which are intended 
to remain elastic (columns, for instance) must not exceed elastic capacity after combin-
ing by SRSS-rule. For bracings as well, which are intended to develop inelastic deforma-
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tions, the forces cannot exceed their bearing capacity after modal combination is done. 
If they do, the force must be recalculated to correspond to the estimated displacements. 

3.4.1 The member forces at 6th and 7th storey 

Due to the addition of three storeys, the weakest bracing elements in the building are 
placed at 6th and 7th storey. Applying the SRSS combination rule to the member forces 
estimated at the target displacement one will obtain for the week members in the 6th 
and 7th floor:

The forces estimated in this manner exceed the member capacity, which is unrealistic. 
This is due to the deformations in inelastic range being inherently coupled with their 
bearing capacity. 
The realistic force should be recalculated from real force-deformation relationship. With 
the strain hardening of approximately 6 % the member force increases in inelastic range 
(∆pl = ∆tot-∆el = 23-14 = 9 mm) for 19 kN to the level of 511.4 kN, being then consist-
ent with the displacement profile estimated “exactly” for the modes considered. The 
displacement of the structure is governed by bracing elongation, which is estimated 
realistically and balanced with the force limitation. Some of the iterative analysis re-
quired can be performed using commercially available software (Drain -2DX, SAP200 
or OpenSees). Despite the behaviour of the structure satisfying all acceptance criteria, 
from a design point of view, it may be desirable to strengthen the bracings in the 6th and 
7th floors, which is a matter of engineer judgment. The comprehensive discussion on 
this subject can be found in [1]. 

Figure 6. Displacements and member forces according to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd mode at target displacement
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3.4.2 Check of the beam-column connection at the first floor

Using SRSS the axial force in the maximum loaded column, which is intend-
ed to remain elastic is: 2 2 21369.74 275.63 79.9 1400kN+ + = . The displace-
ment and bending moment in the node are: 2 2 211.2 10.8 6.2 16.74mm+ + =  and 

2 2 2
E,dM 335.96 357.96 232.25 543.1kNm= + + =  respectively (see also Figure 7).

Figure 7.Bending Moments at the basement level for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd mode

Even though the focus of the MPA is primary on displacements and deformations, the 
verification of the forces is shown here for completeness. 

Nd=4398.6 ± 1400= 5798.6 kN; resp. 2998.6 kN
Md= 543.1+N·∆= 503.4+5798.6·0.0167= 600.2 kNm

; ω = 0.6

MRd= 1093+372.67= 1465.66 kNm

According to SIA263 (2013) § 5.1.9.1 Eq. 49, the proof can 
be provided.

The proof of load car-
rying capacity and sta-
bility of the column on 
the first floor, which are 
modelled as linear elas-
tic elements, is carried 
out here for complete-
ness.

HEB 400 + 2xFL27 x 370
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4 Comparison of SPA vs MPA

The employment of the MPA aims at covering the contributions of the higher vibration 
modes to the total response of the structure subjected to the earthquake excitation. In 
Figure 8 the displacements and IDR for the first mode versus displacements and IDR 
for three significant modes are presented. However, the IDRs are generally regarded as 
the cause of the damage in the structure caused by an earthquake. As one can see from 
Figure 8 the roof displacements, which are the subject of the SPA, are well estimated 
with the small error of approximately 2.9 %. However, the huge error of approximately 
50 %, but small absolute value (merely 5.5 mm) is made on the level of the first floor. The 
error in IDR is in the range of 54 % on the first and 15-20 % on the 4th to 7th as well as on 
the 8th, 9th, and 10th level, if only first vibration mode would be considered. 

Figure 8. Displacement, IDRs and related Errors produced by considering only first mode

5 Conclusion 

The implementation of the MPA has been shown on a real building. The total responses 
are calculated at target displacements of the first three significant modes, combined 
by means of an appropriate combination rule and compared with acceptance design 
criteria. The MPA is easy to use. It si able to account for local damage mechanism such 
as IDR and plastic hinge rotations with high accuracy. 
The IDR, recognized as a significant damage source in the structure, are inherently con-
sidered. The method is performance based and governed by inelastic displacement ca-
pacity of the structure. The method can be extended to estimate the member forces as 
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well. If the member forces of those elements which are intended to behave in inelastic 
range, exceed their elastic capacity, the forces must be recalculated using their force-
deformation relationship to gain realistic results. 
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Abstract
The paper gives an overview of recent developments in the field of seismic assessment of 
unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings, drawing mainly from researches and coordinated projects 
recently carried out mostly in Italy. In particular, this work presents the latest findings on the 
available models and programs for the seismic assessment of masonry buildings, on the definition 
of rational criteria for the application of different strength expressions and on the evaluation 
of drift capacity of walls, specifically for the case of brick masonry. In order to investigate such 
aspects, a systematic comparison with past experimental data derived from in-plane cyclic tests 
on brick piers and its interpretation has been carried out. A recent benchmark study on different 
commercial software for seismic assessment of URM buildings has also been briefly presented. 
The findings of this study may provide a basis for the improvement of the codified approaches 
and a useful tool for professionals.

Key words:  seismic assessment, clay brick masonry, URM buildings, codified procedures, global 
analysis, strength criteria, wall drift limits
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1 Introduction

The large number and variety of Unreinforced Masonry (URM) buildings present in sei-
smic-prone areas around the world requires the need of finding rational approaches for 
their seismic assessment, which should be well supported and validated by numerical 
and experimental research. In fact, most of such buildings were constructed before the 
development of rational engineering design procedures and usually exhibit high seismic 
vulnerability, as demonstrated by several past seismic events, e.g. the 2020 Zagreb [1] 
and Petrinja earthquakes in Croatia, just to mention two of the recent strong ones. Wit-
hin the historical masonry building stock, the clay brick masonry surely represents one 
of the most common. 
Typical brick URM buildings are likely to be composed of several load-bearing masonry 
walls arranged in orthogonal planes, with relatively flexible floor diaphragms. Observed 
seismic damage in URM structures often includes out-of-plane failures of walls, driven 
by excessive deflections of diaphragms and insufficient connections between them. 
When the out-of-plane failure is prevented by proper measures, like reinforced concrete 
ring beams, steel ties at the floor levels and, in general, suitable connections between 
walls and diaphragms, the in-plane response of the walls may be exploited, providing 
robustness and stability to collapse. 
Indeed, the attention is here focused on the global seismic assessment of the masonry 
buildings, in particular on the modelling procedures and the structural programs cu-
rrently available (and their reliability), and on the issues regarding the choice of suitable 
in-plane strength criteria and displacement capacity levels of brick walls to be adopted 
in the structural analyses. 
In fact, although several studies and correlations between different existing strength 
formulations on brick walls have been performed in the past and are available in the li-
terature (e.g., [2, 3, 4]), an unanimous consensus is still lacking. This topic becomes even 
more relevant after the recent release of new structural codes (e.g., the Italian NTC2018 
[5] and the draft of EC8 part 3 [6]), which propose, for existing buildings, different al-
ternative formulations for the calculation of the in-plane shear strength of URM piers, 
making the choice of the more suitable formulation to adopt rather intricate, above all 
when dealing with brick masonry. 
An even more complex issue regards the evaluation of the in-plane displacement capacity 
of brick walls as a function of difference performance limits, where the current European 
codes define a unique value of drift at ultimate limit state, without differentiating between 
different masonry typologies, e.g., regular/irregular masonry, bond pattern. 
Therefore, this paper aims to present the latest findings on these aspects, in particular 
on the available models and programs for non-linear seismic assessment of masonry 
buildings and their validation, on the definition of rational criteria for the application 
of the different strength expressions and on the evaluation of drift capacity, specifi-
cally for the case of brick masonry walls; these two latter topics have been investigated 
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thorough a systematic comparison with experimental data of in-plane cyclic tests on 
brick piers. A very recent benchmark study on different commercial software for seismic 
assessment of URM buildings has also been briefly presented. The findings of this study 
can provide a basis for the improvement of the codified approaches and a useful tool 
for professionals. 

2  Overview on the available models for seismic assessment of 
masonry buildings and benchmark study on different commercial 
software

When the out-of-plane failure is prevented by proper measures and the in-plane stren-
gth of walls is exploited, in the seismic assessment of masonry buildings attention sho-
uld be paid mostly to methods of global analysis. In particular, EC8 and other modern 
seismic norms (e.g., the Italian NTC2018) consider four main methods of structural 
analysis: linear static (or simplified modal), linear dynamic (typically multimodal with 
response spectrum), non-linear static (“pushover”) and non-linear dynamic. The met-
hods of analysis that are used in common practice are essentially elastic linear (static 
or dynamic, usually through equivalent frame and FEM-based software) or non-linear 
static methods, originally mainly based on “storey mechanism” models [7] but in the 
last two decades characterized by equivalent frame or macro-element idealizations of 
the entire 3-D buildings (e.g., [8]). Despite macro-element procedures in the field of 
dynamic non-linear analyses have been recently developed, the use of such tools still 
requires high expertise and large computational burden and therefore are not suitable 
yet for everyday practice.
In the following lines, considerations on non-linear static analyses and related mo-
dels are reported, along with some results of a recent benchmark study on different 
commercial software for the seismic analysis of URM buildings.

2.1 Non-linear static analyses (pushover)

The last two decades have been characterized by a significant progress in non-linear 
methods of analyses of masonry structures, to the extent that now a rather reliable 
nonlinear pushover analysis of buildings is a real possibility also for practice. The need 
for non-linear seismic analysis of masonry buildings had been recognized in Italy and 
Slovenia as early as in the late 1970s, after the 1976 Friuli earthquake, after which 
an equivalent static, simplified non-linear assessment method was proposed and de-
veloped in Slovenia by Tomaževic ([7]), based on the so-called “storey-mechanism” 
approach. On the other side, recently, refined nonlinear finite element modelling has 
made significant progress (e.g., [9, 10]), although does not constitute yet a suitable tool 
for the analysis of whole buildings in everyday engineering practice. For this reason, se-
veral methods based on macro-element discretization have been developed, requiring 
a low to moderate computational burden. 
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As a development of several basic ideas of the “storey-mechanism” approach, a non-
linear method based on an equivalent frame idealization of multi-storey walls was de-
veloped and implemented at the University of Pavia and EUCENTRE (called SAM, see 
[8, 13]), followed by other programs, such as Tremuri [11] and 3D-Macro [12]. In this 
method, masonry buildings are modelled by a three-dimensional equivalent frame with 
walls, ring beams and masonry spandrels considered as beam-column elements placed 
in the centroid of the structural elements (see Figure 1a)). The walls and the horizontal 
elements are supposed to have an elastic-plastic behaviour with limited deformation 
expressed in terms of chord rotation θ, as illustrated in Figure 1b) and Figure 1c). The 
elements have a linear elastic behaviour until one of the possible failure criteria (flexure 
or shear) is met. This idealization can yield effective results on quite regular structures, 
also when compared with more refined nonlinear FEM analyses or experimental results 
[13].
Several software packages for nonlinear pushover analyses of masonry buildings have 
also become available to the public since mid-2000s above all in Italy (e.g., [14, 15, 16], 
among the others). These tools have been made available only for a limited time so far, 
therefore, there is a justified concern among professionals on their reliability, and on the 
type of results that such tools would produce in the hands of an average professional. 
However, it is the author’s opinion that the main problem lies not much in non-linear 
modelling procedures, but in how the engineer defines its model, as it would be also for 
a linear elastic analysis, understanding the meaning of the input parameters and of the 
default values suggested by the software and its input interface. 

Figure 1.  Non-linear method SAM: a) equivalent frame idealization; b) definition of chord rotation; c) 
bilinear behaviour of the walls for shear failures
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2.2 Benchmark study on different software for pushover analyses

If the model is consistently defined using different reliable and validated softwares, the 
differences in the results become minimal, in particular in terms of initial stiffness and 
global building strength prediction. In this context, a wide research program (named 
“URM nonlinear modelling - Benchmark project”) has been carried out by several Italian 
Universities involved in the Italian Network of Seismic Laboratories (ReLUIS) projects, 
funded by the Italian Department of Civil Protection ([17]). The final objectives of this 
research, started in 2014 and still in progress, are to support the professionals in acqu-
iring awareness in the use of commercial software packages available for the seismic 
assessment of masonry buildings and to provide them analytical tools for the critical 
evaluation of the obtained results. In particular, the research activity has been organi-
zed by defining various benchmark structures of increasing complexity (single panel, 
trilith, 2D wall, two floor single-cell building, real 3D building), each one accompanied 
by data sheets containing all the input data necessary to reproduce the structures by 
third parties, too. The analyses have been performed through different software, based 
both on equivalent frame, discrete and finite element modelling approaches, assuming, 
when possible, same assumptions in the definition of the numerical models, to reduce 
the dispersion of the results due to the intrinsic characteristics of the programs and to 
the arbitrariness of analysts. 
As an example of the obtained results, the comparison of the predicted numerical res-
ponses of some of the case studies are here reported. In this paper, two benchmark 
cases are considered (respectively named as “BS4” and “BS6”), inspired by a single-unit 
two-story brick unreinforced masonry building tested at the University of Pavia in mid 
1990s ([18]) and by an existing multi-storey masonry buildings, struck by the Central 
Italy earthquake sequence in 2016-17 (the Pizzoli Town Hall (AQ), [19]). 
For each structure, two configurations have been considered, respectively called “A” and 
“C”, the former characterized by weak spandrels (i.e. without tensile resistant elements 
coupled), the latter by spandrels coupled to RC beams. In Figure 2, 3D views of the two 
case studies are sketched, referring to configuration C.
In Figure 3 and Figure 4 the global capacity curves obtained by the different adopted 
commercial software packages (“SWi”) based on equivalent frame models are reported, 
referring in particular to the analyses performed assuming a “uniform” distribution of 
the lateral forces acting in the positive X-direction (see Figure 2). A quite good agree-
ment in the predicted numerical response of each structure can be observed, in terms 
of global initial stiffness, maximum shear strength and ultimate deformation capacity, 
despite the difference in the definition of some parameters like the deformation ca-
pacity of masonry elements (in some software expressed in terms of chord rotation 
in others in terms of drift). These effective results were also found on all the conside-
red different benchmark structures, proving that, if engineers make use of validated 
software with awareness, understanding the meaning of the input parameters, the re-
sults of the pushover analyses are sound and reliable.
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Figure 2. 3D view of the considered case studies

Figure 3. BS4: Comparison of the numerical results in terms of global capacity curves

Figure 4. BS6: Comparison of the numerical results in terms of global capacity curves
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3 In-plane cyclic tests on brick masonry walls

It is clear that, in the global assessment approach, besides the reliability of the calcula-
tion tools, two of the parameters that play a fundamental role are the strength and de-
formation properties of the members. However, despite the explicit possibility given by 
EC8 to use non-linear static procedures, little guidance is, in general, given for existing 
buildings in the current version of EC8 part 3 [20] and very few indications are reported 
on both the strength criteria and the drift limits of brick masonry walls. Therefore, to fill 
this gap, an investigation on the more suitable strength expressions and an evaluation 
of the drift capacity has been carried out through a systematic comparison with experi-
mental data of in-plane cyclic tests on masonry piers. The experimental results on brick 
walls have been extracted from a dataset recently published by Morandi et al. [21] and 
by other tests ([22][23][24]), leading to a total of 51 specimens. An example of in-plane 
cyclic test on brick masonry pier is reported in Figure 5.

Figure 5.  Example of an in-plane cyclic test of brick masonry wall: a) force-displacement hysteretic curve; 
b) shear failure mechanism ([25])

The tests were carried out on specimens having different heights and include both tests on real 
scale panels (between 2.5 and 3 m), and on reduced dimensions (around 1.5 m), as summari-
zed in Figure 6(a). Twenty-eight specimens are realized with a “running/stretcher bond” brick 
pattern, and twenty-three with an “English bond”. The tests cover a wide range of applied ver-
tical load values, as reported in Figure 6(b) in terms of normalized stress (σv/fd), such to include 
the values of mean stress acting on the walls in most of the real buildings with common height 
and categories of use. Considering the boundary conditions of the specimens (i.e., the static 
scheme assumed during the cyclic tests), there are 28 walls tested with double-fixed condition 
(DF), i.e., without rotation of the top beam, and 23 walls with cantilever configuration (C), i.e., 
with the top beam free to rotate. This information is essential for the choice of the shear span 
h0 to be used in some of the proposed formulations, equal to half of the height of the wall in the 
case of double-fixed and equal to the height of the panel in the case of cantilever. Regarding 
the characterisation of the material, the mechanical properties of units, mortar and masonry 
were measured according to the relevant Standards. 
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Figure 6.  a) Number of specimens at different wall height ranges (xinf < x ≤ xsup); b) number of specimens 
at different intervals of σv/f (xinf < x ≤ xsup)

4 Rational application of different strength criteria on brick walls

The lateral strength of the 51 brick masonry specimens here considered has been eva-
luated, for the estimation of the shear resistance, according to the approaches included 
in EC6 [26] and EC8 [20] (“Coulomb approach”), by Turnšek and Čačovič ([27] and [28]), 
Mann and Müller [29] and Magenes and Calvi [2]. The lateral resistance determined by 
the Turnšek and Čačovič and Mann and Müller criteria has been estimated multiplying 
the unit shear strength by the area of the wall (thickness t x length l) divided by the pa-
rameter b, equal to the in-plane slenderness h/l of the panel and limited, as proposed by 
Benedetti and Tomaževič (1984), between 1.0 and 1.5. For the prediction of the flexural/
rocking resistance, the flexural criterion in NTC2018 [5] has been adopted. Such expre-
ssions have been properly applied on the cracked and whole wall sections according to 
the different approaches and boundary conditions. More in-deep information on the 
adopted strength approaches are reported in [30]. 
The actual geometrical parameters and vertical load values of each tested specimen 
have been considered in the calculations, adopting the mechanical properties of units, 
mortar and masonry obtained by the performed tests of characterization, without any 
estimation of the parameter to avoid other uncertainties in addition to those due to 
the intrinsic experimental variability. The values of the compression and shear masonry 
strength and of the unit strength have not been reduced by any partial material factor 
(gM = 1). 
The so-calculated values of resistance were then compared with the experimental re-
sults obtained from the in-plane cyclic tests, in order to evaluate the suitability and 
applicability of the different shear strength formulations in the case of brick walls. The 
comparisons are illustrated in Figure 7(a) to (e) in terms of ratio between calculated (Vt) 
and experimental (Vmax,exp) shear strength for the different expressions; a ratio equal to 
100 % provides a perfect coherence between the estimated and the experimental value, 
while lower or higher ratios indicate respectively under- and over-estimated predicti-
ons. The coloured marks show the failure modes attained in the tests (flexure, hybrid 
flexure-shear, hybrid flexure-sliding, hybrid shear-sliding, shear and sliding), whereas at 
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the bottom of each graph, “F” or “S” indicate the expected analytical failure, respectively 
for flexure or for shear, applying the different strength expressions.
Focusing on the criteria for the evaluation of the resistance associated to shear mecha-
nisms, a summary of the analytical vs experimental comparison applying the different 
approaches is reported in Figure 7(f). For each formulation, the mean value of the ratios 
between calculated and experimental shear strength, considering only the specimens 
characterized by experimental shear failures, is indicated with a marker, while the two 
values obtained by adding/subtracting to this value the mean of the absolute values of 
the positive or negative deviations from 100 % are represented with two dashes.
First of all, the expression for the calculation of the lateral strength corresponding to a 
flexural failure, besides being reliable in the case of “pure” flexural/rocking mechanisms, 
can safely also be extended with a good approximation to panels that exhibit hybrid 
mechanisms/failures involving flexure.
The application of the criteria by EC6/EC8, Turnšek-Čačovič and Mann-Müller for the 
shear strength leads to non-conservative estimate as respect to test results; the first 
two provide a mean calculated/experimental ratio of 108 % and the Mann-Müller expre-
ssion a ratio of 122 %, with an upper bound error of further 28 %.
On the other hand, the method proposed by Magenes and Calvi seems to be safe-sided, 
providing a mean calculated/experimental ratio of 88 %, which also allows a conserva-
tive prediction when the related deformation capacities are considered. Moreover, this 
approach is certainly more suitable conceptually than all the other criteria, because it 
applies more rationally the expressions involving the mortar joints failures on both crac-
ked and whole sections and it considers the actual global parameters of the masonry for 
the “Coulomb”-sliding approach on cracked sections ( and ) consistently to the Mann-
Müller formulation, which implies the assumption of weak head-joints. 
Based on the results of the comparison with the experimental tests, a refinement and 
optimization of the resistance criteria to be used for the assessment of brick walls in 
masonry buildings is presented in Table 1, which is also somehow in line with the pro-
cedure reported in the last draft of the new EC8-3 [30]. Regarding the shear mechani-
sms, for irregular brick masonry, the only formulation by Turnšek and Čačovič should be 
contemplated. For regular masonry instead, the minimum strength value between the 
expressions that involve joint and brick failures is adopted, according to the approach 
proposed by Magenes and Calvi, which derives by a rational application of the “Cou-
lomb” and Mann-Müller approaches. The strength criterion for flexural mode is identical 
for both the irregular and regular brick masonry. The strength of a wall undergoing sli-
ding, under seismic excitation, along a horizontal joint is sometimes expressed as mN, 
where m represents the sliding coefficient of friction of the masonry joint, and cohesion 
is neglected invoking the fact the joint is already cracked in tension due to flexure. In 
the case of regular masonry, if m is put equal to the residual friction of a sliding bed-
joint, mN tends to underestimate rather significantly the load, which corresponds to the 
onset of sliding, since the sliding resistance of a joint cracked in tension is higher than 
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the residual sliding strength of a bed-joint failing in shear. The expressions in Table 1 for 
regular masonry and shear involving joint failure could be considered more appropriate 
([2]).
For each wall, the safety verifications need to be performed at the top, at the base and 
at the centre of the panel according to the applied criteria. The minimum lateral resi-
stance between flexural and shear modes defines the lateral resistance and the failure 
mechanism of the wall. If, in a structural analysis of a building, the verifications are carri-
ed out only at the end sections of the walls, the more critical section of the two should 
be considered, anyhow taking also in account the expression in the uncracked section.
More information on this study on the application of the different strength criteria for 
brick masonry walls is included in [30].

Figure 7.  Calculated/experimental ratios of lateral resistance between the different strength criteria: (a) 
flexural criterion. Shear criteria: (b) EC6/EC8, (c) Turnšek and Čačovič, (d) Mann and Müller, (e) 
Magenes and Calvi. (f) Averaged calculated/experimental ratios for the different shear strength 
criteria
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Table 1. Proposal for the lateral resistance criteria for brick masonry walls for assessment procedures

5 Deformation capacity of clay brick walls

Regarding the displacement capacity of clay brick walls, the values of drift at peak force 
(θVmax), at 20 % of strength drop after the peak force (θ20 %drop) and at the maximum atta-
ined drift (θmax) have been derived from the cyclic tests, since they may be associated 
respectively to the Damage Limitation (DLLS), Life Preservation/Severe Damage (SDLS) 
and Near Collapse Limit States (NCLS), as suggested by some authors (see, e.g., [31]) 
and inferable from the damage pattern of walls observed during the tests. As an exam-
ple, Figure 8 reports an experimental envelope curve and the sequence of damage at 
corresponding points of the envelope for a clay brick wall failing in shear.
The drift values θVmax, θ20 %drop and θmax are plotted in Figure 9 for all the considered clay 
brick wall specimens, with the indication of the experimental failure mode. Figure 10 
reports the cumulative distribution functions (log-normal distributions) associated to 
the three drift levels applied to all specimens (“ALL”) and also to shear (“S”) and hybrid 
(“H”) mechanisms separately (the specimens with flexural and sliding modes were too 
limited to make any statistical processing). Table 2 finally reports the main statistical 
parameters, where em (median) and b are the parameters of the lognormal curves. The 
fragility curves in Figure 10 on drift capacity derived by the experimental results can be 
used in probabilistic seismic assessment. 
More information on the evaluation of the in-plane displacement capacity of masonry 
walls is reported in [21].

Brick 
masonry Flexural Shear

Irregular 
masonry

(relevant to cracked sections)

Shear involving masonry diagonal cracking

(relevant to whole sections)

Regular 
masonry

(relevant to cracked sections)

Shear involving joint failure Shear involving brick failure 

(relevant to cracked sections)

(relevant to whole sections)

(relevant to whole sections)

Notes l: wall length; t: wall thickness; h0: span ratio; αV: shear ratio (h0/l); b= 1.0≤h/l≤1.5; σ0: axial load 
stress; fd: masonry compression strength; ftb: tensile strength from diagonal compression; : equivalent 
initial shear strength; : equivalent friction coefficient; ftb: brick tensile strength.
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Figure 8.  Example of damage pattern sequence ([25]) at corresponding points on the experimental 
envelope

The values of drift at peak force θVmax have ranged in a wide interval between approxi-
mately 0.10 % and more than 1.00 %, with a mean value of 0.46 % (median=0.36 %), with 
lower values for shear modes (mean=0.28 %, median=0.24 %)).
The values of drift θ20 %drop differ significantly as a function of the different experimental 
failure modes; in particular, for pure shear failures, drifts between about 0.20 % and 0.80 
% have been obtained, with a mean value of 0.46 % and a median of 0.43 %. Converse-
ly, walls characterized by flexural/rocking mechanisms and pure sliding have provided 
higher values of drift θ20 %drop, but only few tests are available for these mechanisms. 
Specimens with hybrid modes have instead obtained intermediate values, with a mean 
drift of 1.07 % and a median of 0.95 %. 
The same trend of θ20 %drop was found for the values of the maximum drift capacity achie-
ved at the end of the test, θmax. In the case of pure shear mechanisms, the mean and 
median value of θmax were equal to 0.50 % and 0.47 %, respectively. Larger values of drifts 
were found for flexural and sliding, being the drift capacity for specimens with hybrid 
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modes lying between shear and non-shear mechanisms (mean and median of θmax equ-
al to 0.99 % and 0.91 % respectively).
The scatter of the drift values θ20 %drop and θmax for specimens failing in shear is found to 
be more limited than for hybrid mechanisms and for all the modes considered together. 
It is finally important to note that some results of drift, in particular in terms of θ20 %drop, 
are not available for lack of information in the original publications, as shown in Figure 
9; this clearly affects the results as reported in Figure 10 and Table 2, in particular for 
the case of hybrid failures.

Figure 9.  Experimental drift values for different failure mechanisms: at peak force θVmax (a), at 20 %-drop of 
Vmax θ20 %drop (b), and at the maximum θmax (c)

Figure 10.  Fragility curves of the experimental drift values for different failure mechanisms: at peak force 
θVmax (a), at 20 %-drop of Vmax θ20 %drop (b), and at the maximum θmax (c)

Anyhow, it is important to recall that the values of drifts at ultimate conditions (SDLS 
and NCLS) clearly depend on the axial load ratio on the walls and on the shear ratio 
(h0/h or h0/l) and expressions able to match the experimental test results as a function 
of such parameters are surely needed. Moreover, the question whether associating the 
drift limits to the failure mechanisms (i.e., for shear or for flexure) or not is still unsolved 
and needs to be further investigated. 
Finally, it is also useful to point out that the drift capacity determined in Figure 9 and in 
Table 2, in particular the ones failing in shear, should be considered conservative esti-
mates of the actual limits. This is due to many reasons, for example to the very large 
number of cycles carried out in the tests, much higher than an actual ground motion in 
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real cases [32], or to the actual occurrence of hybrid mechanisms instead of pure shear 
and of boundary conditions different by double-fixed that surely allows enhancing the 
effective displacement capacity as respect to the one obtained by the tests failing in 
pure shear.

Table 2.  Main statistical parameters of drifts associated with different failure mechanisms for clay brick 
walls

5.1 Implications in codified assessment procedures

In codified procedures for seismic assessment, non-probabilistic single values of drift 
limits are defined; therefore, in order to suggest drift values for codes, the reference to 
mean/median values from test results appears to be reasonable and sufficiently con-
servative. Besides the considerations related to the influence of the axial load and shear 
ratio, some findings can be drawn comparing the drift results discussed above with the 
drift limits imposed in current codes (i.e., the Italian Instruction of NTC2018 [33] and 
EC8-3) for existing masonry piers, which are summarized in Table 3 in relation with the 
different failure modes (shear and flexure) and limit states (Damage Limitation “DL”, Se-
vere Damage “SD” and Near Collapse “NC” Limit States). Such limits are also indicated 
in Figure 9. 

Table 3. Drift limits on brick URM piers in the Italian norms and EC8-3

ALL FLEXURAL SLIDING SHEAR HYBRID

θVmax

[ %]
θ20 %drop

[ %]
θmax

[ %]
θVmax

[ %]
θ20 %drop

[ %]
θmax 
[ %]

θVmax

[ %]
θ20 %drop

[ %]
θmax 
[ %]

θVmax

[ %]
θ20 %drop

[ %]
θmax 
[ %]

θVmax

[ %]
θ20 %drop

[ %]
θmax 
[ %]

median 
(em)

0.36 0.65 0.70 - - - - - - 0.24 0.43 0.47 0.56 0.95 0.91

b 0.69 0.63 0.57 - - - - - - 0.57 0.35 0.32 0.53 0.50 0.42

max 1.76 3.04 3.06 0.48 3.04 3.06 0.86 1.80 2.0 0.48 0.81 0.89 1.76 2.46 1.27

min 0.05 0.20 0.55 0.31 0.55 0.55 0.10 1.38 1.51 0.05 0.20 0.28 0.27 0.45 0.45

mean* 0.46 0.80 0.82 0.39 1.45 1.45 0.48 1.59 1.76 0.28 0.46 0.50 0.64 1.07 0.99

* Arithmetic mean

Damage 
Limitation
(DLLS) [ %]

Severe Damage
(SDLS) [ %]

Near Collapse
(NCLS) [ %]

Flexure Shear Flexure Shear

NTC2018-
Instructions 

NTC2018
0.20 - - 1.00 0.50

EC8-part 3 - 0.80·h0/l 0.40 1.07·h0/l 0.53
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If the values of drift at peak force θVmax can be assumed as a reference value for the 
Damage Limitation Limit State, a drift threshold of 0.20 % at DLLS, currently included in 
NTC 2018, appears to be safe-sided for brick walls also for piers failing in pure shear, 
as observable in Figure 9. However, no explicit limitation at DLLS for structural masonry 
buildings is present in the current version of EC8 and surely needs to be included in the 
new version of the code.
The values of drift θ20 %drop can be related to life preservation/severe damage. As eviden-
ced by Figure 9, the drift limits at SDLS proposed in EC8-3 (0.40 % for shear failures and 
0.8h0/l % for flexural modes) seem to be quite adequate for walls failing in shear but 
overestimate the displacement capacity in the case of flexural mechanism, unless the 
case of pure rocking modes. The application of the shear limit on specimens with hybrid 
modes would provide safe-sided results while the application of the flexural one would 
not; this demonstrates once again the importance of a proper estimation of the failu-
re modes based on strength criteria, to avoid an overestimation of the shear strength 
which would lead to the use of an unsafe deformation limit.
The drift limits currently recommended in the EC8 and in the current Italian norms for 
NCLS provide an unsafe value for flexural modes (safe-sided only for pure rocking), and 
a slightly unconservative threshold for shear failures, as shown in Figure 9 with referen-
ce to θmax. Also in this case, the codified shear limits applied on specimens failing with 
hybrid modes would be sufficiently conservative once the failure mechanism is adequ-
ately assessed. It is however important to remark that, on the comparison in terms of 
maximum displacements, the values of θmax may be affected by a degree of subjectivity 
and that many of the past tests may have been stopped before the attainment of actual 
near collapse conditions, underestimating the maximum attainable drift [31].

6 Conclusions

When the out-of-plane failure is prevented by proper measures and the in-plane stren-
gth of walls can be exploited, the seismic assessment of masonry buildings can be 
performed with methods of global analysis, for example resorting to static non-line-
ar analyses on equivalent-frame/macro-element models. Several software packages 
have been made available to professionals in the last 10-15 years and some of these 
have been used for a wide study of validation in a benchmark project, providing good 
results in terms of reliability in the estimation of the global response of the buildings. 
However, despite the explicit possibility given by EC8 to use non-linear static proce-
dures, little guidance is given for existing buildings in the current version of EC8 part 3, 
with the only reference to use strength expressions for new buildings and with gaunt 
information on deformation capacity of the masonry elements. 
In order to provide a rational approach to define the strength criteria and a proper evaluation 
of the in-plane deformation limits for brick masonry walls, a possible method was thought 
referring to the results of in-plane cyclic tests on masonry piers conducted in the past. 
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From a systematic comparison with the experimental data, an effective criterion for 
the application of the different strength expressions for brick masonry walls has been 
proposed as a function of the masonry typology, i.e., regular and irregular brick masonry, 
and expected failure modes, i.e., shear, flexural and sliding. 
The displacement capacity derived at different force levels on the experimental enve-
lopes of the in-plane tests has also permitted to provide first results of drift limits for 
brick walls. Drift limits associated to experimental drift at peak force (θVmax), drift at 20 
% of strength drop after the peak force (θ20 %drop) and at the maximum drift attained (θmax,f 
and θmax) have been analysed, assuming respectively as reference values for Damage 
Limitation (DLLS), Severe Damage (SDLS) and Near Collapse (NCLS) Limit States. With 
reference to mean values, drifts equal to 0.28, 0.46 and 0.50 % respectively for θVmax, 
θ20 %drop and θmax have been found for experimental shear failures, whereas larger values 
have been obtained for flexural, sliding and hybrid modes. Moreover, fragility curves on 
drift capacity derived by the experimental results have been derived for their possible 
use in probabilistic seismic assessment. 
If, on the one hand, the issue about the proper strength criteria to be used in the seismic 
assessment of masonry buildings made up by brick masonry walls is somehow now 
clarified and defined, on the other hand many aspects regarding the deformation limits 
of brick walls are still in discussion. First, the definition of the limit states based on 
the experimental results needs further investigation, although the presented approach 
seems rational and comforted by the attained damage levels. Then, if a unique value 
for codified procedure should be set, it is crucial to understand whether the use of the 
mean or median value of the tested specimens is appropriate or a lower percentile is 
necessary. In addition, the idea of defining a relationship of the deformation limits as a 
function of the axial load ratio and of the boundary conditions/shear ratio needs to be 
explored, in order to avoid selecting too conservative values for assessment procedu-
res. It would be finally also important to comprehend how and if the bond patterns used 
for the construction of the brick walls (for example, “stretcher or English bond”) may 
influence and eventually reduce the in-plane deformation capacity.
Although the aforementioned further developments are surely needed, the results 
of this research has provided useful information for the improvement of the codified 
approaches, in particular EC8-3, and for professionals when dealing with the seismic 
assessment of brick masonry buildings in terms of global in-plane response.
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Abstract
Tie rods are typically used to transfer axial forces and prevent unwanted displacement on 
vaults, walls, arches, and buttresses in historical buildings. In order to verify their load-bearing 
capacity and to identify potential structural damage risks, it is very important to determine the 
forces transferred by tie rods and the corresponding stresses. Due to the often lack of project 
documentation for historical buildings, determining the axial forces and verifying the load bearing 
capacity can be very challenging. This paper presents the determination of axial forces in tie rods 
and the analysis of seismic actions on it by combining experimental and numerical analysis and 
finite element model updating.

Key words:  operational modal analysis, Finite element model updating, tie-rods, dynamic 
parameters
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1 Introduction

Displacements that occur in historical buildings can be resisted by tie rods that support 
masonry walls, buttresses, arches, and vaults. They are subjected to axial tension and 
are an important element in controlling horizontal forces and displacements caused by 
static and dynamic loads associated with seismic action. In extreme cases, the tie rod 
can reach the maximum load bearing capacity due to high stress or pulling out of the 
anchorage (Figure 1). Both cases may result in a loss of structural integrity. Therefore, 
the value of internal tensile force in such systems is often a topic of discussion. 

Figure 1.  a) Damaged tie-rod (Reaching a maximum bearing capacity) b) Damaged vaults after a 
Construction disaster in a Cathedral of the Assumption of Mary, Zagreb

There are several uncertainties in determining the forces in these elements, which in-
clude complex boundary conditions [1-4], geometric and material properties [5].Several 
approaches are used in estimating the value of forces in tie rods and these are static[6], 
dynamic [7] and mixed approach [8]. In addition to the above approaches, a combination 
of experimental and numerical tests based on the model updating approach is often 
used. Model updating has emerged in the 1990s as a topic of great importance in the 
design, construction and maintenance of mechanical systems and structures. It refers 
to the update of the finite element numerical model to adopt more precise and accurate 
structural dynamic. In this approach, the numerical model is updated based on known 
dynamic parameters obtained through experimental tests. The finite element model 
updating is performed through the correction of material and geometric characteristics 
and boundary conditions. The paper presents an analysis of seismic actions on iron tie 
rods in the Cathedral of St. Jacobs in Šibenik (Figure 2).
Based on the experimental testing and the application of the operational modal analy-
sis, the dynamic parameters - frequencies and mode shapes of the structure and tie 
rods were determined. A local initial model of the reference iron tie rod was developed. 
Based on the dynamic parameters and the application of the corrected analytical equa-
tion [9], the local initial model was updated and the value of the force in the reference tie 
rod was determined. The methodology applied to the reference tie rod was extended to 
other tie rods and thus the values of the forces in the tie rods were determined. 
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Figure 2. a) Cathedral of St. James in Šibenik b) Tie rods in cathedral of St. James in Šibenik 

After updating the local numerical model of the reference tie rod, the initial global model 
of the cathedral was updated by varying the modulus of elasticity of the stone and the 
boundary conditions. An analysis of the internal forces and stresses in the tie rods of the 
updated global model of the cathedral was performed, taking into account the seismic 
action characteristic for Šibenik. In the following, Chapter 2 describes the procedure of 
the performed experimental determination of the dynamic properties of tie rods and 
the cathedral. Chapter 3 describes the performed numerical analysis of the initial and 
updated local and global numerical models of the tie rod and cathedral. Chapter 4 pre-
sents the results of the analysis of the internal forces and stresses in tie rods caused 
by seismic action.

2 Experimental analyse

Within the experimental analysis of the Cathedral of St. Jacobs in Šibenik by classical 
experimental (EMA) and operational modal analysis (OMA), the dynamic parameters of 
the structure and a certain number of tie rods were determined. The OMA of cathedral 
was conducted by roving three accelerometers in several points on structure and using 
two accelerometers as a referent. Frequency domain decomposition (FDD) were used 
to estimate natural frequency (Table 1.) which were read from the characteristic record 
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Characteristic record of frequency domain decomposition for cathedral

Table 1. Experimentally obtained natural frequencies of cathedral

In addition to the natural frequency of the whole structure, dynamic parameters for 24 
tie rods were also obtained. The natural frequencies were determined for 24 tie rods, 
while both the natural frequencies and mode shapes were determined for six tie rods, 
which are the subject of this paper. For the sake of the simplicity, of the tested tie rods, 
one was taken as a reference for which a detailed analysis was conducted. The arrange-
ment of measuring points on the reference tie rod is shown on the Figure 3.

Figure 4. Reference tie rod with measuring points and dimensions

The OMA was performed by roving four accelerometers through two measurement 
stages, using a one as a reference. The tie rod was excited by randomly using a rub-
ber impact hammer. Frequency domain decomposition and enhanced frequency domain 
decomposition were used to estimate the modal parameters (Figure 4). The values of 

Mode Natural frequency [Hz]

1 3,75

2 5,55

3 6,56

4 8,06
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the experimentally obtained natural frequencies for concerned mode shapes were read 
from the characteristics record (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Experimentally obtained mode shapes for reference tie rod

Figure 6. Characteristic record of frequency domain decomposition for reference tie rod

3 Numerical analysis 

The experimentally obtained results were used to update the numerical models of tie 
rod and cathedral. Both local and global numerical model was developed in SAP2000 
software (Computers and Structures, Walnut Creek, CA, USA). The numerical model of 
the tie rod was developed as the Euler-Bernoulli beam element. In a global model of 
cathedral columns, arches and tie rods were developed as beam element, while walls, 
roof, and floors were developed as a shell-tick element. A detailed description of the 
initial local and global model and the process of their model updating is described in the 
next chapter.

3.1 Tie rod numerical modal 

Based on the available data, a local initial numerical model of the reference tie rod was 
first developed. The performed numerical modal analysis determined the dynamic prop-
erties of the tie rod, which were compared with the experimentally obtained properties. 
The comparison of these two data sets were carried out in the form of comparison of 
numerical values of natural frequencies, overlap of mode shapes and by applying RMSE 
factors [10]. Based on the comparison results, the numerical model was update by add-
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ing rotational springs whose stiffness value was determined by an iterative procedure. 
During the iterative procedure, a change in the RMSE factor values was monitored as a 
function of the spring stiffness values (Figure 6).

Figure 7. Changing the RMSE coefficient values as function of the spring stiffness values

The appropriate spring stiffness for observed mode shapes were selected when the 
RMSE factors reached the minimum values. For the selected spring stiffness, the force 
value in the reference tie rod was determined using a numerical model. Based on the 
well-known equation for determining the axial force [11, 12] the boundary condition 
parameter κ proposed in the literature [11, 12] is adjusted to the corresponding spring 
stiffness of the reference tie rod. Based on a certain dimensionless coefficient κ, known 
experimentally determined values of natural frequency, the values of forces and stress-
es in the remaining tie rods are determined (Table 2).

Table 2. Values of forces and stress level in iron tie rod for the observed mode shapes

2B-C 3B-C 4B-C 5B-C

Mode
Num. κ Pn

[kN]
σn
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn
[MPa]

1 3.534 115,8 38,3 149.6 36.5 132.1 36.7 159.4 34.5

2 6.777 144.7 47.8 158.8 38.8 167.7 46.6 207.9 45.0

Mean values 130.3 43.1 154.2 37.7 149.9 41.6 183.6 39.7

6B-C 7B-C 7-8B 7-8C

Mode
Num. κ Pn 

[kN]
σn 
[MPa]

Pn 
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

1 3.534 122.8 33.0 170.8 54.5 166.3 53.0 215.2 59.8

2 6.777 137.2 36.9 188.7 60.2 208.1 66.4 219.6 61.0

Mean values 130.0 34.9 179.8 57,3 187.2 59.7 217.4 60.4
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3.2 Cathedral numerical model

After the force values in tie rods are determined, the global initial model of the cathedral 
is approached. Based on the known structural characteristics and the available data, 
a global initial model was developed. The natural frequency values were determined 
during the numerical modal analysis performed. The numerically determined values 
were compared with the experimentally one. Based on the comparison results, it was 
concluded that the numerical model needed to be updated. For the known experimen-
tally determined natural frequency values, the initial global model of the cathedral was 
updated by correcting the boundary conditions and the modulus. There were three pos-
sible cases of boundary conditions. The first case was a hinge, the second was a clamp 
and in the third case the boundary condition was simulated as a Winkler spring [13]. The 
natural frequency of the first model was closest to the experimentally obtained values. 
This model was taken as a reference for the next step of the model updating procedure. 
In the second step, the value of the elastic modulus of the stone was iterated on the 
selected numerical model. In this way it was ensured that the numerically determined 
natural frequencies corresponded to those determined experimentally. During the it-
eration, the change in natural frequency as a function of elastic modulus was monitored 
(Figure 9.).

Figure 8. Changing the natural frequency values as function modulus of elasticity

For the sake of simplicity, the first three mode shapes were considered. From the up-
dated numerical model, the corresponding mode shapes were determined (Table 3.). 
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Table 3.  Numerically obtained mode shape of the cathedral for the corresponding experimentally obtained 
values of natural frequencies

The final value of the modulus of elasticity was determined as the mean value of the 
readings for each mode shape (Figure 9.). After the numerical model and its properties 
were obtained, the observed iron tie-rods of the updated global numerical model were 
subjected to axial tension (Table 2). Then, the global numerical model was subjected to 
seismic load according to EN 1998-1:2004 [14] and the values of the force in the tie rod 
were determined for this load case (Table 3).

Mode
Mode shape Mode shape 

descriptionTop view 3D view

1
Bending around 

the X axis, 
symmetric

2
Bending around 

the X axis, 
antimetric

3 2.bending mode 
around X axis
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Table 4. Values of forces and stress level in iron tie rod for the seismic actions in x and y direction

Figure 9.  Comparison of stress level in iron tie-rods for the initial state and seismic actions in x and 
y-direction

4 Conclusion

Tie rods in historic buildings support masonry walls, buttresses, vaults, and arches to 
resist displacement. Consequently, they are subjected to axial tension and are in con-
trolling horizontal forces and displacements caused by static and dynamic loads as-
sociated with seismic actions. The determination of these loads and the corresponding 
stress levels is very important. This paper presents a determination of axial forces and 
analysis of seismic actions on tie rods through a combination of experimental tests, 
numerical analysis and finite element model updating. Based on the experimental tests, 
model updating of local numerical model of tie rod and global model of structure, and 
numerical analysis, it can be concluded that due to the seismic action, the axial forces 
in the tie-rods increases (Figure 9.). Also, the bearing capacity of the observed tie rod 
should not be cancelled because the maximum stress value in the most loaded tie rod 
(tie rod 7-8C) is only 36.1% of the tensile strength of the cast steel.

Tie rod 2B-C 3B-C 4B-C 5B-C

Earthquake
Direction

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

x 152.0 50.26 167.3 40.85 162.7 45.19 244.4 52.85

y 149.9 49.54 192.9 47.10 168.6 46.82 218.4 47.23

Tie rod 6B-C 7B-C 7-8B 7-8C

Earthquake
Direction

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

Pn
[kN]

σn 
[MPa]

x 150.8 40.51 209.6 66.83 218.2 69.58 [kN] 70.39

y 164.0 44.06 214.9 68.53 223.8 71.35 259.9 72.18
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Case-study of a typical residential building in the Lower 
town district of the city of Zagreb, Croatia

Abstract
The paper presents a case-study of a typical residential building in the district Lower town in Zagreb 
historical center. The building is the representative example of unreinforced masonry buildings 
that were built at the end of nineteenth and at the beginning of twentieth century. Many buildings 
of this typology, as well as the case-study building, suffered moderate to severe damage due to 
ML5.5 earthquake that struck Zagreb in March 2020. Due to large number of these buildings, it 
is unrealistic to expect their quick replacement with new buildings or even higher investments 
in retrofitting to achieve the level of seismic performance prescribed by today’s standards. 
Therefore, the modifications were made to Croatian Technical Regulation for Building Structures 
concerning seismic requirements. Depending on the building use, a certain level of safety needs 
to be fulfilled. There are in total four levels and for the residential buildings, the regulations 
propose the so-called Level 2 seismic requirements. Results of numerical analyses based on the 
pushover method which are performed to obtain seismic capacity level that is validated with the 
proposed demand, are presented in this paper. The seismic capacity of the building is discussed 
and necessary strengthening measures for this building typology are recommended. 

Key words: unreinforced masonry, nonlinear modelling, pushover method, retrofitting measures
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1 Introduction

In the Lower town, the district in the historic center of the city of Zagreb, the capi-
tal of Croatia, most of the buildings are unreinforced masonry buildings (URM) built in 
blocks at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century. Building 
heights are usually between 15 and 25 meters, having 3 to 4 storeys. In the earthquake 
of March 22nd, 2020 the most frequent damage that occurred in this typology of build-
ings involves collapse of chimneys, gable walls at attic level, and other cantilever parts 
at the top of the building (parapet walls, various cantilevers, etc.), and damage to roof 
structure [1]. Furthermore, separation of walls along the height caused detachment 
of floor structures, and extraction of joists from their supports. Many buildings were 
affected by formation of diagonal cracks in load-bearing (structural) and non-bearing 
(non-structural) walls and lintels due to exceedance of in-plane load-bearing capacity.
The survey of earthquake damage to buildings in Zagreb according to the procedure 
described in [2] showed that comprehensive retrofitting or replacement of the affected 
buildings with the new ones would be hard to achieve and that substantial investments 
were required to ensure the modern standards of seismic resistance. Therefore, to en-
sure that reconstruction measures will lead to a certain level of seismic resistance of 
old URM buildings, the Croatian Technical Regulation for Building Structures (CTRBS) 
has prescribed levels of seismic performance requirements depending on the building 
use, which may be applied only to buildings subjected to post-earthquake reconstruc-
tion. Although the Croatian standard for seismic assessment and retrofitting of build-
ings HRN EN 1998–3 requires two limit states (significant damage, SD, and damage 
limitation, DL), the CTRBS defines only one limit state - significant damage. The levels 
defined by the regulation roughly correspond to the following safety indices: for level 2 
the safety index is approximately 0.5, for level 3 the safety index is about 0.75, while for 
level 4 it is 1.0.
Level 2:  Building structural repairs and local strengthening measures, necessary to 

achieve mechanical resistance and stability of the building for seismic action 
associated with a reference probability of exceedance of 10 % in 10 years (re-
turn period of 95 years), for the limit state of significant damage.

Level 3:  Retrofit of the building structure using methods and measures which ensure 
mechanical resistance and stability of the building for seismic action associated 
with a reference probability of exceedance of 20 % in 50 years (return period of 
225 years), for the limit state of significant damage.

Level 4:  Building mechanical resistance and stability needs to be in accordance with the 
relevant seismic standards of the HRN EN 1998 series. Retrofit of the build-
ing structure using methods and measures which ensure mechanical resist-
ance and stability of the building for seismic action associated with a reference 
probability of exceedance of 10 % in 50 years (return period 475 years).
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This paper presents a detailed analysis of a URM residential building. Significant dam-
age limit state is computed by pushover analysis using different seismic force patterns. 
The analysis is carried out by considering the seismic retrofitting measures that are 
necessary to achieve Level 2 seismic performance according to CTRBS.

2 Description of the numerical model and analysis methods

The case-study building shown in Figure 1 is the representative example of the build-
ing typology in the Lower town in Zagreb. The building was built in 1922 and has a 
basement, ground floor, 3 storeys, and an attic. Plan dimensions are 24.4 × 12 m on 
the street side and 10.6 × 12 m in the courtyard, with the total gross plan area of ap-
proximately 407 m2. The building height is 22.7 m. Annexes are connected with the 
main part of the building that is oriented to the street. The structure satisfies the crite-
rion of regularity in height, while the criterion of regularity in the floor plan is not fully 
met. The floor plan of the building is irregular, with heterogeneous floor systems that 
do not have the required properties of rigid diaphragms, so such an overall condition is 
particularly unfavorable and susceptible to undesirable response to earthquakes. The 
external and internal load-bearing walls are made of solid bricks of the old format (290 
× 140 × 65 mm) with a thickness of 90, 60, 45, 30 and 15 cm. The partition walls are 7 
and 15 cm thick, and also built with solid bricks. The walls are interconnected by lintels, 
parapets and beams of which composition and quality are not fully known. The floor 
system above the basement at the street side of the building is a reinforced concrete 
slab with a system of reinforced concrete beams (otherwise, masonry vaults are often 
used instead of slabs for this building typology), and in the above stories there are tim-
ber joists oriented in transverse directions with a rubble filling inside the floor structure. 
The staircase is in the central part of the building between two annexes.

Figure 1. a) Photograph of the building; b) Archive architectural drawings. 

Numerical model shown in Figure 2 is created in the software package based on the fi-
nite element method Etabs v17. [3], specialized for the design of buildings in seismically 
active areas. Program allows for adopting material characteristics and user definition 
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of element capacity curves, so it can be efficiently used to model nonlinear behavior of 
brick or stone masonry buildings [4]. In the model, the cracking of cross sections that 
occurs during an earthquake is taken into account according to Croatian standards HRN 
EN 1998–1 and HRN EN 1998–3, and American guidelines for seismic assessment of 
existing buildings ASCE / SEI 41–13, ASCE / SEI 41–17 and ATC-40. According to these 
regulations the bending stiffness of reinforced concrete beams was reduced to 30 % of 
the initial stiffness, while for columns and walls this stiffness was reduced to 50 % of 
the initial stiffness. The shear stiffness of all elements was taken with 50 % of the initial 
stiffness. The nonlinear behavior of the elements was taken into account using plastic 
hinges at critical points in the structure. The load-bearing capacity of walls and lintels 
is analyzed for different failure mechanisms and dominant type of failure is selected 
for the definition of load-bearing wall capacity curve. Shear failure that is induced by 
the development of diagonal cracks in the wall or shear failure by wall sliding has been 
shown to be dominant. Wall failure initiated by material crushing at the bottom of the 
element is also present. The rigid diaphragms assumption is assigned to the floor struc-
tures. Hence, this is one of the main properties that needs to be ensured by retrofitting 
measures in a set of interventions related to the post-earthquake building repairs.

Figure 2. Numerical model of the building [3]

The pushover analysis is carried out by using the target displacement of mass center 
(CM) (Figure 3.a). Six different patterns of lateral force distribution that are displayed in 
Figure 3.b are applied to the model. For each pattern of the load, both directions with 
positive and negative sign are considered, and for each direction, a centric action and 
additional two with the eccentricity value of ± 5 % of perpendicular plan dimension are 
defined. A total of 72 calculations were carried out, but the results will be presented 
only for the relevant cases.
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Figure 3.  a) Building plan with the target point; b) Lateral force patterns; c) Schematic view of the lateral 
force application to the building model

3 Analysis results

The analysis revealed which patterns of lateral load distribution are the most unfavora-
ble for the building response. It has been shown that the same patterns are relevant for 
both directions of loading (with a somewhat smaller or larger difference), and due to the 
high extent of the results only the most significant ones are presented below. The linear 
distribution (LIN) proved to be the most significant. It approximately corresponds to the 
distribution of horizontal forces according to the lateral force analysis method. A similar 
response of the structure, but somewhat more favorable, is for the distribution of the 
load according to the shear building deformation line, which is a parabola (CP). The most 
favorable response and the maximum load-bearing capacity of the building structure 
was obtained for the lateral load that is proportional to the inertial forces caused by the 
constant acceleration of the masses (CON). This pattern, along with the first vibration 
mode in that direction, is obligatory for the control of computation when doing pushover 
analysis. The pattern that is proportional to the mode that has significant mass partici-
pation in a certain direction (1st mode_X, 1st mode_Y) proved to be almost equal to the 
linear distribution. The results for these patterns are not shown in the final diagrams.

3.1 Building capacity curves for direction X

Figure 4 shows the capacity curves of the building for X direction of the lateral force. 
Only the most significant curves are shown and marked, and those curves obtained 
for the load pattern according to the force distribution by the method of lateral forces 
(green curves X (Y) _P) and the linear shape of the load (blue curves X (Y) _P_lin) are 
shown to be relevant. The number in front of the mark indicates different directions 
and eccentricity of the load. For the purpose of a qualitative presentation of the failure 
mechanism and critical elements in the structure, significant points on the curve are 
marked and the state of the structure for this level of lateral load is shown.
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It can be noticed in Figure 4.a that several structural elements reach DL limit state, 
which is manifested on the curve as a decrease in stiffness for the lateral force value 
of 2000 kN (base shear - BS = 6.2 %) and displacement of the CM on the 3rd floor of 1.5 
cm. The first failures of structural elements occur at a value of lateral force of 3200 kN 
(B.S. = 10 %) and the 3rd floor CM displacement of 3.1 cm. It can be observed that the 
several lintels are in the SD limit state. The next significant point marks the failure of 
the lintels on the street facade of the building for 3700 kN force value and the 3rd floor 
CM displacement of 4.2 cm. At this point in the curve, all the walls are still in a DL limit 
state. The first wall failure occurs at a force value of 4000 kN (B.S. = 12.5 %) and the 3rd 
floor CM displacement of 5.1 cm. These are the walls on the 3rd floor of the central lon-
gitudinal axis of the building. Consequently, local failure of the floor structure may occur. 
It may even be stated that the building is in a near collapse (NC) limit state and it may 
be classified with the highest degree of damage. However, even in the event of a local 
failure, the rest of the structure is unlikely to collapse for this load level. The next key 
point marks the exceedance of the SD limit state due to failure of the walls on the lower 
floors. Critical elements are marked by red color in the Figure 4.a. Global failure occurs 
at a lateral force value of 4200 kN (B.S. = 13 %) and the 3rd floor CM displacement of 6.3 
cm. In addition to the elements in the central axis, the walls of the higher floors on the 
courtyard façade (west wall) also reached SD limit state.
Figure 4.b shows the capacity curves for the negative direction X of the lateral load. 
Similar as in the previous case, the lintels that first reach the SD limit state, proved to be 
critical. It can be observed that in this case the failure mechanism of the load-bearing 
system begins with a failure of the west courtyard wall on the 1st and 2nd floor. They 
reach the SD limit state at the level of the lateral force of 3900 kN and the 3rd floor CM 
displacement of 5.1 cm. The final failure of these walls occur at a displacement of 5.6 
cm. These walls are relatively rigid and are located far from the floor CM, and they are 
affected by a significant lateral force due to torsional effects caused by asymmetry and 
eccentricity of the load.
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Figure 4. Capacity curves for direction X of lateral load

3.2 Building capacity curves for direction Y

Figure 5.a shows the capacity curves of the structure for the Y direction of lateral force. 
It can be observed that certain structural elements reach the DL limit state at a force 
value of 2600 kN (B.S. = 8.1 %) and a displacement of the 3rd floor CM of 1.6 cm. These 
elements are mostly located on the 3rd floor. Similar as in the previous load case, for Y 
direction of load application there is a regular occurrence of exceedance of the SD limit 
state for lintels, which requires engineering attention and a plan of their strengthening. 
The critical lintels that have a limited rotation capacity are located at the edge of the 
central transverse walls along the staircase towards the west side of the building. The 
onset of failure of structural elements occurs at a force of 4500 kN (B.S. = 14 %) and 
the 3rd floor CM displacement of 4.3 cm. The critical elements that first reach SD limit 
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state are the gable walls of the 1st floor on the north side of the building, followed by 
the gable walls on the 2nd floor. As the load increases further, the base shear force of the 
building continues to increase regardless of the wall failure. The next elements in which 
the SD limit state is exceeded are the courtyard facade walls in the transverse direction 
on the 2nd and 3rd floor. As for direction X, the critical wall failures may be observed on 
the higher floors of the building. It should be noted that the limit state verification is 
carried out at the level of the whole structure and at the level of the element. If an ele-
ment fails before the global load-bearing reserves are utilized, that element should be 
strengthened and ensured with a sufficient deformation capacity. Ultimate 3rd floor CM 
displacement when a global building collapse occurs is approximately 6.0 cm. 

Figure 5. Capacity curves for direction Y of lateral load
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Capacity curves of the structure for the negative Y direction (Figure 5.b) of the lateral 
load also show that the lintels, which first reach the SD limit state, proved to be critical. 
In addition to the gable walls, the courtyard part of the staircase wall on the 1st floor of 
the building also proved to be critical for this load direction. The failure mechanism of 
the vertical load-bearing system begins with the south gable wall on the 3rd floor or in 
the western part when it is initiated by the damage of staircase wall on the 1st floor of 
the building. They reach a SD limit state at the level of lateral force of approximately 
4300 kN and the 3rd floor CM displacement of 3.9 cm. This is followed by the failure of 
these walls. The gable walls are relatively rigid and are located far from the floor CM, 
and due to torsional effects caused by asymmetry and eccentricity of the load, they 
carry significant shear force.

3.3 Capacity and building deformation requirement

The building capacity curves reduced to an equivalent single degree of freedom (SDOF) 
system are presented below. The procedure is performed according to the N2 method 
[5, 6]. For each of the 72 load cases, capacity curves were determined and the pro-
cedure of verification to the peak ground acceleration is made. However, due to high 
extent of the results, only the relevant curves and important parameters are presented.
Figure 7. Capacity curve and displacement requirement of an equivalent SDOF system
Diagrams in Figures 7.a and b show idealized capacity curves of an equivalent SDOF 
system for ground acceleration of 0.125 g on a bedrock which corresponds to a return 
period of 95 years according to the CTRBS Level 2 requirement for residential build-
ings. The results for the X and Y directions for the case of a linear lateral force pattern 
and without eccentricity are presented. Important parameters are marked, and it can be 
concluded that the deformation capacity of the system is higher than demand for both 
directions and that there are some load-bearing reserves. If we were to carry out the 
same procedure by increasing the ground acceleration, a maximum ground acceleration 
that would satisfy the displacement requirement can be determined. In that case, the 
maximum ground acceleration of approximately 0.17 g for the X direction and 0.16 g for 
the Y direction is obtained. 
If eccentricity is considered, the capacity of the building drops significantly. Diagram in 
Fig. 7.c shows an idealized capacity curve of SDOF system for peak ground acceleration 
of 0.125 g considering X direction of lateral force distribution (X_P) with the presence 
of an eccentricity of 5 % of the building plan dimension. The deformation capacity of 
the system is approximately the same as the demand and for this case the system has 
no additional load capacity. The peak ground acceleration that satisfies the displace-
ment requirement is approximately 0.125g, and this load case has proven to be most 
relevant. Diagram in Fig. 7.d shows an idealized capacity curve of an equivalent SDOF 
system ground acceleration of 0.125 g and Y direction of lateral load distribution ac-
cording to the lateral force method (Y_P) with the presence of an eccentricity of 5 % of 
the building length. Here again, it can be concluded that the deformation capacity of 
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the system is approximately the same as the demand and the system has no additional 
load capacity. Finally, it can be stated that the peak ground acceleration on the bedrock 
at which the displacement requirement is met is approximately 0.125 g for both direc-
tions, provided that the design assumptions are met and the capacity according to the 
load capacity curve of the system in the relevant load case is enabled. This implies the 
strengthening of individual elements that should ensure a certain level of SD limit state 
before reaching the maximum load-bearing capacity of the building.

4 Necessary retrofitting measures and concluding remarks

The case-study building was significantly damaged in the Zagreb earthquake and in 
order to meet the necessary assumptions and constraints on which the global building 
response is based, it is necessary to carry out repairs and implement certain strength-
ening measures to reach the Level 2 seismic performance requirement according to 
CTRBS. The summary of the seismic retrofitting measures includes the following:
 - Floor structures need to be strengthened and properly anchored to the walls in order 

to perform as rigid or semi-rigid diaphragms. This is one of the crucial measures be-
cause diaphragms ensure box-like behavior of the building, even distribution of the 
seismic load to the walls and prevent formation of the local out-of-plane failures of 
walls. It is especially important to provide a connection with the gable walls.

 - Continuous connection of all perpendicular walls needs to be ensured.
 - Targeted repair and strengthening of all load-bearing elements damaged in the ear-

thquake should be performed. Elements need to be repaired to their original load-
bearing capacity.

 - Targeted strengthening of critical walls should be carried out.
 - Systematic retrofit of lintels that represent a weak links in the load chain should be 

carried out. Reinforcement of the lintels is recommended in order to prevent their 
complete disintegration, which could endanger human lives. The purpose of the in-
tervention on lintels is to ensure compactness during an earthquake. Strengthening 
may be performed using reinforced concrete, FRP materials, or adding new structural 
elements where possible.

 - In addition to the strengthening of the primary seismic elements, it is important to 
consider the secondary elements (non-structural walls) that need to be properly 
connected to the load-bearing structure to ensure its local stability.

Finally, the recommended strengthening measures should improve the seismic perfor-
mance of the building that was presented herein. The decision on the type and extent 
of the retrofitting should also take into account socio-economic aspects, such as inter-
vention costs, the importance of the building, the usability of the building during the 
reconstruction period, etc.
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Abstract
Out-of-plane wall failures was recognized as the most common form of earthquake damage to 
buildings that occurred during ML 5.5 earthquake that hit the City of Zagreb on Sunday, 22nd March 
2020. In this paper, a typical residential building in city centre known as Lower Town is studied. 
Post-earthquake building survey showed that one gable wall partially failed, while damage on 
several other walls showed a tendency to separation with the possibility of overturning. In the 
numerical analysis, a linear and nonlinear procedure that are based on rigid body model and the 
method of virtual work is used. Requirements for spectral acceleration and spectral displacement 
are based on recommendations given in Italian regulation NTC2008. Peak ground acceleration 
recorded in Zagreb earthquake is used for the verification of the results.

Key words: unreinforced masonry, local mechanisms, linear model, nonlinear model
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1. Introduction

The earthquake that hit Zagreb, the capital city of Croatia, on March 22, 2020 at 6:24 lo-
cal time was magnitude 5.5, according to Richter. The epicenter was located 7 km north 
of the Zagreb historic centre. The earthquake, although of moderate magnitude, caused 
great material damage, especially to the buildings in the historic core of the city. The 
building fund of the City of Zagreb includes a large number of traditional unreinforced 
masonry buildings. This kind of buildings are most often consisting of interconnected 
load-bearing masonry walls and flexible horizontal structures with wooden beam ele-
ments. The damage to this type of structures during earthquakes most often occurs 
due to uneven distribution of seismic forces due to flexible floor structures, inappropri-
ate or non-existent interconnections of elements, and poor contact with the roof and 
floor structure [1]. Postearthquake survey of buildings in Zagreb showed that the most 
common damage to this kind of masonry buildings in the city center is associated with 
local damage to the roof (Figure 1.b.), collapse of attic chimneys (Figure 1.a), and partial 
or complete collapse of gable attic walls (Figure 1.c) [2].

Figure 1. a) Collapse of chimneys; b) roof damage; c) collapse of attic gable wall [2]

In addition to the damage of the gable walls and roof, the damage to the walls due to 
exceedance of in-plane bearing capacity in its own plane is also observed. It manifested 
as diagonal cracks in the partitional and load-bearing walls, and as cracks of the lintels. 
The cracks were also evidenced along the connections of perpendicular walls that can 
seriously endanger structural integrity by making walls susceptible to the out-of-plane 
failure.
One of the main observed seismic vulnerability of buildings in the Zagreb center is the 
appearance of local mechanisms, known as out-of-plane wall failure. For such mecha-
nisms are characterized with vertical cracks that appear at the wall connections and the 
horizontal cracks at the connection of the floor structure and the wall [2]. If a rocking 
of the wall occurs, it poses a great danger to the structural stability and human lives. 
It is one of the reasons that make the out-of-plane wall failure one of the key aspects 
in assessing the seismic vulnerability of unreinforced masonry structures. The purpose 
of this paper is to provide a critical overview of methods used for determining the con-
ditions of out-of-plane wall failure applied to existing masonry downtown building in 
Zagreb. 
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During the recent years, extensive research is ongoing regarding out-of-plane wall fail-
ures [3,4]. Some countries, such as Italy, have gone a step further by including veri-
fication procedures for this kind of mechanisms in technical guidelines [5]. Although 
Eurocode 1998-3 guidelines currently does not prescribe these checks, it is known that 
the new version will contain procedures for out-of-plane wall failure.
In this paper, a case-study of out-of-plane wall failures of a typical unreinforced ma-
sonry building is presented. For several walls, the out-of-plane mechanisms were rec-
ognized and analysed using linear and nonlinear model.

2. Analysis procedure 

Separation of the walls from the rest of the structure due to cracks cause the formation 
of a mechanism that is susceptible to motion due to inertial action. In the analysis, for 
these walls is assumed that a kinematic chain if formed composed of rigid or semi-rigid 
blocks (Figure 3.a). The selection of the type of mechanism is based on engineering as-
sessment and experience gained in previous earthquakes, inspection and analysis of 
cracks, and the typology of buildings in the area [6]. For example, connections with the 
vertical (perpendicular walls) and horizontal (floors) elements, material and type of con-
nections between elements, weakening of elements such as smaller wall thickness at 
parapets, anchoring of elements, tension and friction, arch and roof induced horizontal 
forces and other specific influences. Direct observation of crack patterns to the build-
ings due to earthquakes helped to identify several characteristic mechanisms, which 
are shown in Figure 2 [2].

Figure 2. Out-of-plane failure patterns [2]

Kinematic chain of blocks is defined as the one-degree-of-freedom system (Figure 3.a). 
After determining the geometry of the kinematic chain and boundary conditions, it is 
important to take into account all the forces that affect it, including the inertial force 
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induced by the acceleration of the block. The activation of the mechanism is determined 
by employing the equation of virtual work:

 (1)

In Equation (1), Pi are the weights of the blocks involved in mechanism, Pj are the forces 
that are transmitted to the certain block, Fh is the general horizontal force that act on 
the block (usually induced by the thrust of vaults), δx,i is the horizontal virtual displace-
ment, and δy,i vertical virtual displacement. Lfi is the virtual work of the internal forces 
(eq. friction, tenson forces). The coefficient α0 multiplies all forces that are induced by 
block interion. 
In order to determine the acceleration that activates the mechanism, the effective mass 
M* and effective mass ratio e* of the 1DOF system needs to be determined by the fol-
lowing expression:

       (2)

Finally, spectral acceleration of 1DOF system that activates mechanism in motion is 
determined from the expression:

 (3)

In the expression (3) the FC represents the confidence factor. When using assumption of 
the rigid blocks the NTC2008 guidelines [5] propose the value of 1,35. The value of spec-
tral acceleration a*

0 is used for the verification of mechanism activation according to the 
linear procedure. The model that assumes absolutely rigid blocks is bi-linear (Figure 3.b). 
The initial stiffness is infinite until the maximum value of the lateral force is reached. This 
value of force activates the mechanism in motion. In the limit position in which the system 
is unstable the value of the force vanishes. However, several investigations showed that 
this kind of verification proved to be conservative since the activated blocks have a cer-
tain displacement capacity before overturning (Figure 3.b). Research done by Doherty [4] 
confirmed that individual masonry blocks can deform significantly when exposed to high 
load values from the upper storeys. Therefore, the semi-rigid block model has tri-linear 
diagram and based on this behaviour, the basic idea of a nonlinear model follows. In the 
region of the plateau the system can still be considered stable.
To take into account nonlinear behaviour of the mechanism the control displacement 
dk is introduced and equivalent spectral displacement d* is determined by the following 
transformation:
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 (4)

In the simplified case, when all actions (weight, external or internal forces) remain al-
most constant as the kinematics of the mechanism develop, the curve that describes 
relation of the activation factor and control displacement is almost linear, so it can be 
defined by α = α0(1– dk / dk,0). dk,0 is the maximum displacement that corresponds to the 
vanishing value of activation coefficient α. Therefore, the value of the spectral displace-
ment that corresponds to the spectral acceleration of equivalent system can also be 
determined using linear relation:

 (5)

Finally, the displacement capacity demand prescribe the value of the ultimate spectral 
displacement as well as value of spectral displacement and spectral acceleration for the 
determination of secant period of the equivalent system. In the Italian NTC 2008 guide-
lines [5] the following values are used: for ultimate displacement d*

u = 0.4 d*
0, where d*

0 
is the limit displacement of equivalent system that is related to the limit displacement 
of the kinematic chain d0, and the value of the displacement d*

s = 0.4 d*
u.

Figure 3. a) Rigid blocks mechanisms; b) Force-displacement relation for the mechanisms [4]

To conduct the verification checks, it should be noted that accelerations on higher floors 
contain different frequencies and have different acceleration amplitudes than those at 
ground level. This occurs due to the building dynamic response which has a filtering ef-
fect on the accelerations of individual floors [7]. Therefore, the accelerations that cause 
the walls to overturn depend on the position of the wall within the structure. Usually, 
the acceleration amplitudes increase with the height of the structure and while the exci-
tation on the ground floor of the building has a very diverse frequency composition, the 
response on higher floors is usually influenced by the first mode of oscillation. Accord-
ing to the [5], the spectral acceleration of equivalent system needs to satisfy following 
expression:
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 (6)

When nonlinear procedure is used, the spectral displacement capacity of the mecha-
nism according to [5] is estimated from the expression:

 (7)

3 Case study: Buidling in Mrazoviceva street

The case-study unreinforced masonry building is built 1911 and it is located in the 
center of Zagreb. The building is built in block (Figure 4.a). The building has a basement, 
4 storeys and the attic. The plan dimensions are 18,20 x 11,35 m (Figure 4.b) and the 
building height is 17,5 m. The structural system consists of interconnected solid brick 
walls and floor system are timber joists except for the basement where it consists of 
concrete slab with steel girders. The load-bearing walls are made of solid brick of the 
old format (290 × 140 × 65 mm) that are 75, 60, 45 and 30 cm thick. The thickness 
of the walls narrows with the height of the building. The layout of the walls and the 
structural system are classic for this period of construction. The post-earthquake sur-
vey showed that cracks are mostly present on the non-structural elements, parapets, 
partition walls, and lintels. Severe damage suffered chimneys and the west gable wall 
that partially collapsed (Figure 5.a). During inspection, the cracks were observed along 
the connection of façade wall with floors and perpendicular wall which indicated out-of-
plane displacement of the façade wall (Figure 5.c).

Figure 4. a) Case-study building in Mrazoviceva Street; b) Archive architectural drawings

3.1 Out-of-plane vulnerability assessment 

Figure 6.a) shows a three-dimensional view of selected walls that are analysed. All 
walls were modelled as single rigid block since there is no strengthening elements in the 
levels of floors that could lead two body motion. For all mechanisms, the plan of virtual 
displacement is determined for the unit value of control node displacement. This point is 
also used as control point in the nonlinear analysis. Detail numerical model of the build-
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ing can be found in the reference [8], and here we use only the following parameters: 
volume weight of masonry γ = 18 kN/m3, first period value T1 = 0,603 s, and modal 
participation factor Γ1 = 1,364. The following walls are considered: mechanism 1 – attic 
gable wall; mechanism 2 – gable wall of 3rd floor including attic; mechanism 3 – façade 
wall on street side; mechanism 4 – façade wall on courtyard side. The verification is 
based on the NTC2008 guidelines [5] for which we used recommended parameters: 
structural coefficient q=2 and confidence factor FC=1,35. Peak ground acceleration used 
in the analysis is ag =0,22g which was the maximum acceleration that was recorded dur-
ing the Zagreb earthquake in March 2020 [1].

Figure 5.  a) Gable wall inside the attic; b) Crack patterns of gable wall; c) Cracks on the connection of facade 
wall and perpendicular wall

Figure 6. a) 3D view of the analyzed mechanism; b) Acceleration level requirement
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Table 1. Mechanism 1 – attic gable wall

Table 2. Mechanism 2 – gable wall of 3rd floor including attic

Model parameters Linear model parameters Nonlinear model parameters

G1 = 66,42 kN; G2=56,16 kN

δG1, x= δG2,x = 0,333, δG1,y=δG2,y = 0,037

z=17,50 m

α0=0,11;   a*
0=0,81 m/s2

a*
0,min = 4,75 m/s2

a*
0/ a*

0,min =0,17

dk,0 = 0,45 m;   d*
0 = 0,15 m

d*
u = 0,66 m     d*

s = 0,024 m

Ts=1,18 s

d*
u,min = 0,3 m

d*
u/ d*

u,min = 0,2

Model parameters Linear model parameters Nonlinear model parameters

G1 = 66,42 kN; G2=56,16 kN; 

G3=214,98 kN

δG1, x= δG2,x = 0,653, δG1,y=δG2,y = 0,019

δG3, x= 0,240, δG3,y = 0,0,019

z=13,70 m

α0=0,049;   a*
0=0,451 m/s2

a*
0,min = 3,74 m/s2

a*
0/ a*

0,min =0,12

dk,0 = 0,385 m;   d*
0 = 0,19 m

d*
u = 0,08 m     d*

s = 0,03 m

Ts=1,77 s

d*
u,min = 0,17 m

d*
u/ d*

u,min = 0,47
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Table 3. Mechanism 3 – façade wall on street side

Table 4. Mechanism 4 – façade wall on courtyard side

Model parameters

G1 = G2 = 92,91 kN; G3 = 123,87 kN; P = 16, 93 kN;

δG1,x = 0,83; δG2,x = 0,5; δG3,x = 0,167;

δP1,x = 1,0; δP2,x = 0,666; δP3,x = 0,333;

δG1,y = 0,02; δG2,y = 0,02; δG3,y = 0,027;

δP1,y = 0,03;δP2,y = 0,03; δP3,y = 0,045;

z=6,40 m. 

Linear model parameters

α0=0,049;   a*
0=0,47 m/s2

a*
0,min = 1,56  m/s2

a*
0/ a*

0,min =0,30

Nonlinear model parameters

dk,0 = 0,556 m;   d*
0 = 0,366 m

d*
u = 0,146 m     d*

s = 0,06 m

Ts=2,43 s

d*
u,min = 0,149m

d*
u/ d*

u,min = 0,98

Model parameters

G1 = 11,66 kN; G2 = 20,90 kN; G3 = 20,41 kN; G4 = 20,41 kN; 

G5 = 20,82 kN; GN = 3,89 kN; GP1 = 10,37 kN; GP2 =  9,72 kN; 

GP3 =  9,72 kN; GP4 =  15,98 kN; 

δG1,x = 0,942;  δG2,x =  0,769; δG3,x =  0,547; δG4,x =  0,328;

δG5,x =  0,110; δGN,x =  0,991; δP1,x =  0,880, δP2,x =  0,658;

δP3,x =  0,436; δP4,x =  0,220;

δP1,y = δP2,y = δP3,y = δP4,y =  0,009;

z = 0 m

Linear model parameters

α0 = 0,107;   a*
0 = 0,47 m/s2

a*
0,min  =  1,24  m/s2

a*
0/ a*

0,min  = 1,01
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For mechanism 1, only 17 % of the linear model demand and 20 % of the nonlinear mod-
el demand is fulfilled. This wall, however, only partially collapsed in the earthquake in 
March 2020. The model used in the analysis assumes complete separation of the wall 
from the rest of the structure, but it can be seen from the photographs on Figure 5. a) 
and b) that in the thirds of the length the wall was thickened with an additional layer 
of bricks, that certainly helped to prevent complete separation. It should be noted that 
cracks exist in these parts of wall that are visible from the outside (Figure 5.b). We also 
emphasize here that the main direction of the earthquake that happened, was approxi-
mately parallel to the gable wall plane, which certainly influenced the maximum value 
of the acceleration that affected this wall. The same wall was analysed in mechanism 
2 were it includes the part of the wall on the storey below the attic. In the linear model, 
there is the fulfilment of 12 % of the demand, while the displacement capacity demand 
is fulfilled with 47 %. For this wall the connections with perpendicular walls is not com-
pletely impaired, so there are some reserves in terms of friction force that is present at 
the junction of the walls that was not considered in the analysis. The results of street 
façade wall considered in mechanism 3 showed that the wall should have been most 
likely activated during earthquake since linear model had fulfilment of 30 %. However, in 
the nonlinear model, the model had almost complete fulfilment of the demand that was 
98 %. This wall, unlike the gable wall, was exposed to a greater acceleration values when 
considering the main direction of the earthquake. The façade wall on the courtyard side, 
mechanism 4, have satisfied requirement of the linear model so it was concluded that 
it was not activated in earthquake, therefore, the nonlinear model was not considered.

4 Discussion

This paper showed a case-study of out-of-plane seismic behaviour of unreinforced ma-
sonry walls by different methods of local analysis. The linear analysis proved to be more 
conservative than the nonlinear analysis. It was showed that all considered walls except 
the façade wall on the courtyard side can be activated due to peak ground acceleration 
of 0,22g. The gable wall that partially collapsed in the earthquake is the most vulnerable 
to out-of-plane failure that was confirmed by linear and nonlinear procedure.
Out-of-plane wall failure is the primary analysis when considering unreinforced masonry 
buildings, especially when it comes to the buildings that are damaged in an earthquake. 
If the verifications done by linear or nonlinear procedure is not fulfilled the results of the 
global structural response become unreliable. Although most of technical guidelines, 
including Croatian regulations, does not require these verifications, so the engineers 
must take into account the structural retrofitting measures which prevent the activa-
tion of local mechanisms and ensure a global structural response during earthquakes. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a failure analysis of the bell tower of The Church of St. Francis of Assisi 
on Kaptol in Zagreb on seismic action using the Finite-Discrete Element method - FDEM. The 
bell tower is made of masonry, and throughout history it has had a number of damages and 
reconstructions. It was significantly damaged in the Zagreb and Petrinja earthquakes. The 
analysis was performed on a simplified FDEM 2D model, and the obtained results showed a good 
match between the direction of cracks in the numerical model and the cracks that occurred due 
to these earthquakes.

Key words: belfry, FDEM analysis, masonry, earthquake
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1 Introduction

The Church of St. Francis was built during the period from 1255 to 1264. In 1435 the 
monastery, church, bells and workshops burned down in a fire. The church was rebuilt 
throughout the middle of the 15th century at which time the bell is assumed to be built. 
Over its long history, the bell tower was damaged several times, especially in the earth-
quake of 1880 when it had to be removed to the height of the church cornice. It was 
restored by Herman Bollé to its present form. It was significantly damaged in the Zagreb 
and Petrinja earthquakes.

Figure 1.  The bell tower of The Church of St. Francis of Assisi on Kaptol in Zagreb throughout history: a) 
Bell tower until 1880, b) Bell tower 1885, c) Bell tower 2020, d) Some damage of the bell tower

2 FDEM numerical modelling

Combined Finite-Discrete Element method is intended for the dynamic analysis of a 
large number of mutually interacting discrete elements, where the elements can frac-
ture and fragment thus increasing the total number of discrete elements [1]. Within 
FDEM, each discrete element is discretised with its own finite element mesh thus en-
abling the deformability of discrete elements. Fracture and fragmentation processes 
are also implemented within the finite element mesh. The mass of discrete elements 
is lumped into the nodes of finite elements, while the time integration of the motion 
equation is applied node by node and degree-of-freedom by degree-of-freedom. This is 
performed in explicit form by using the central difference time integration scheme. The 
contact forces resulting from the interaction process between two discrete elements 
are determined by the numerical representation of contact impact, which is executed by 
employing contact detection and contact interaction procedures [1-3].
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2.1 Contact detection and interaction

A contact detection algorithm is aimed at de-
tecting the pairs of mutually contacting dis-
crete elements and eliminate the non-con-
tacting pairs that are far apart. Munjiza-NBS 
contact detection algorithm is implemented 
in Y code based on FDEM [2]. The total CPU 
time required by this algorithm to detect all 
contacting pairs of discrete elements is pro-
portional to the total number of discrete ele-
ments.Once the contacting couples are de-
tected by the contact detection algorithm, the 
contact interaction algorithm is applied to cal-
culate the contact forces between them.
The contact interaction between the discrete elements is calculated by using the distrib-
uted potential contact force based on the penalty function method [3] which is based 
on the assumption that two contacting bodies, one denoted as the contactor and the 
other as the target, penetrate into each other thus generating the distributed contact 
force. As the contactor penetrates an elemental surface dS into the target, it generates 
the infinitesimal contact force given by:

  (1)

where Pt and Pc represent the points in which the target and the contactor overlap, while 
φ is a potential field assuming the zero-equalling value on the edge and the maximum 
value at the centre of the discrete element.
The total contact force exerted by the target onto the contactor is obtained by the in-
tegration of the infinitesimal contact force dfc over the overlap surface S (Fig. 2), which 
leads to:

  (2)

The previous equation can also be written as an integral over the line Γ of the overlap-
ping surface as follows:

  (3)

It should be emphasised that each triangle is considered twice, once as a contactor and 
once as a target. Within the contact interaction algorithm, Coulomb-type law of friction 
is also implemented.

Figure 2.  Contact force due to an infinitesimal 
overlap around points Pt and Pc
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2.2 Fracture and fragmentation

There are several approaches to fracture and fragmentation in the numerical analysis. 
The early solutions were based on the smeared crack model. Later, these were substi-
tuted by the discrete crack model. The model adopted within FDEM is actually a com-
bination of smeared and discrete crack approaches [4]. It was designed with the aim 
of modelling progressive fracture and failure including fragmentation and of creating a 
large number of rock fragments. For that purpose, the strain softening which appears 
in the material after reaching the tensile or shear strength is described in terms of dis-
placement. The separation of the surfaces of the adjacent finite elements induces a 
bonding stress (see Fig. 3a) which is assumed as a function of the size of separation δ 
(see Fig. 3b). 

Figure 3. a) Single crack model [4], b) Strain softening defined in terms of displacement [4]

The area under the stress-displacement curve represents the energy release rate Gf 
=2γ, where γ is the surface energy, i.e. the energy needed to extend the crack surface by 
a unit area. Theoretically, there is no separation δ before reaching the tensile strength. 
In the actual implementation, it is enforced by the penalty method. For the separation δ 
≤ δt, the bonding stress is given by:

  (4)

where δt=2hft/p is the normal separation inducing the bonding stress equal to the ten-
sile strength ft, h is the size of the finite element, and p is the penalty term. Hence, the 
relative displacement error is independent of the finite element size.
After reaching the tensile strength ft, the stress decreases with an increase of the nor-
mal separation δ, whereas at δ = δc the bonding stress tends to zero. For the separation 
δt < δ < δc, the bonding stress is given by: 

  (5)
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where z is the scaling function representing the softening behaviour of the concrete. 
According to Hillerborg [1], it is used for approximating the experimental stress-dis-
placement curves for the concrete:

  (6)

where a=0.63, b=1.8 and c=6.0, while the damage parameter D is determined according 
to the expression:

  (7)

The same formulation can be used for other semi-brittle materials using appropriate 
parameters, as obtained by experimental research.

2.3 Description of the numerical model

The bell tower is made of masonry where bricks are bonded with lime mortar [7, 8, 9]. 
In order to shorten the calculation time, the calculation was made at the macro level, 
which means that the discretization of each block and mortar was not performed sepa-
rately, but the discretization of the structure was made by an irregular finite element 
network with average properties in terms of modulus of elasticity, tensile strength and 
shear to expect for this type of structure. For the purposes of numerical analysis, the 
bell tower is discretized with 1220 triangular finite elements. 
The geometry of the model itself is shown in Figure 4 (a), and the finite element grid 
used in the numerical analyses in Figure 4 (b). Contact elements have been implement-
ed between the finite elements for the purpose of simulating the occurrence and devel-
opment of cracks in the structure. 
The tensile strength of the contact elements taken was selected in the amount of 0.2 
MPa, and the shear strength in the amount of 0.8 MPa. The coefficient of friction was 
adopted in the amount of 0.7. In order to take into account the spatial geometry in the 
plane analysis, the thickness of the edge finite elements at a width of one meter from 
the edge was selected in the amount of 5.8 m while the thickness of the middle finite 
elements was selected in the amount of 2.0 m which is actually twice the width of the 
wall that simulates a front wall parallel to it. The modulus of elasticity of finite elements 
was chosen in the amount of 2000 MPa and the Poisson’s ratio in the amount of 0.3. 
The corresponding masses were added and the nodes of the mesh at the elevation of 
the church cornice were retained, and the transmission acceleration to that elevation 
was not taken into account.
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Figure 4. The bell tower: a) model geometry; b) finite element mesh

The Petrovac earthquake accelerometer, often used in the literature, was chosen for 
the earthquake acceleration diagram. The acceleration diagram is shown in Figure 5, 
and is proportionally increased (‘scaled’) to 0.2 g, which corresponds to the maximum 
acceleration that occurred in the Zagreb earthquake (0.17 g).

Figure 5. Earthquake acceleration diagram - accelerogram Petrovac
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3 Results and conclusion

The cracks that appeared in the numerical model during the action of the given accel-
erogram (with the largest ordinate 0.2g), and then the collapse of the structure, are 
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6.  The time history of the cracks on the numerical model and the failure under the accelerogram 
(agr.max= 0.2g)
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Although the accelerogram of the earthquake that occurred in Zagreb was not applied, 
in the qualitative calculation of the bell tower by the FDEM method, the cracks in ma-
sonry were very similar to the cracks that occurred as a result of the earthquake were 
obtained, as shown in Figure 7. 
The numerical model did not have sufficient mechanical resistance for the applied 
earthquake with a maximum acceleration of 0.2g.
From the coincidence of the positions of the cracks obtained on the numerical model 
and the cracks on the bell tower, it can be concluded that the bell tower did not have any 
significant reserves in bearing capacity during the Zagreb earthquake (March 22, 2020). 
According to a free estimate, a 20-25% higher earthquake intensity or an earthquake 
with less favorable dynamic properties (more waves with a predominant period of oscil-
lation) would have caused a complete collapse of the bell tower.
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Figure 7. Comparison of cracks on the bell tower and on the numerical model
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Abstract
Significant characteristics and main consequences of the 5.5 magnitude earthquake that struck 
Zagreb and its surroundings in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic are presented in the paper. 
Although, from the seismologic aspect, the earthquake was of moderate magnitude, it caused 
the loss of one life and considerable material damage. An overview of the situation before the 
quake is given, and information about the location, seismic activity, and organisation of building 
inspection activity, is presented. The data on damage are roughly classified, with the focus on 
historic core of the city and districts situated close to the epicentre. A strong emphasis is placed 
on indispensable activities that should have been carried out a long time ago, in the hope that 
they will be prompted by this earthquake.

Key words:  Zagreb earthquake, post-earthquake building inspections, masonry buildings, damage, 
historic core, cultural heritage
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Abstract
Zagreb 2020 earthquake severely damaged the historic centre of the City. Most of the damage 
occurred on historic masonry residential buildings of which many are situated in very close vicinity 
to the tram track. Vibrations generated by traffic can be harmful to buildings if they have been 
damaged by a previous earthquake. Vibrations could attribute to propagation of existing cracks. 
The effect of vibration depends on many factors, and one of the most important is the distance 
between the track and the building. The vibrations are highest at the source and their energy 
loss is due to transport through the soil to the recipients, so the vibrations at the recipients can 
be reduced by 2 to 15 dB. In this paper, the impact of tramway induced vibrations on earthquake 
damaged buildings in the city of Zagreb is described. In the first step of analysis, a track 
segmentation was performed based on the distance between the track and damaged buildings. 
Each segment was assigned a score based on the risk of vibration exposure. Vibrations were 
measured continuously on the entire length of tram track in earthquake affected area. Further 
analysis of vibrations transmitted to buildings is carried out in areas with high vibration levels.

Key words: tram track, vibrations, earthquake, traffic safety, earthquake damage
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1 Introduction

Vibration generated by traffic can in extreme cases be harmful to historic masonry 
building. Since these buildings are not resistant to tensile stress, vibrations may effect 
negative on structure due to high number of loading cycles [1]. Inability of masonry 
to accommodate tensile stresses causes mortar deterioration and masonry unit de-
tachment. This can lead to strength reduction of the whole structure. At the structures 
with foundation settlement problems or structures damaged in previous earthquake 
traffic vibration can represent great risk [1]. It is stated in [2] that traffic vibrations do 
not cause visible damage to the structure, but they can caused propagation of cracks 
if structure has been previously damaged. Traffic vibrations causes invisible changes of 
the walls’ structure. Noticeable changes in the walls characteristics happens after the 
exposure to several tens or thousands of vibrations cycles, which means that vibration 
amplitudes and duration represent significant parameter. As a result of microcracks in 
plaster and disintegration of walls, the vibrations generated by traffic cause reduced 
ductility, which may lead to reduced seismic resistance of buildings [2]. Vibrations are 
also disturbing building occupant. In analysis conducted in [3] it was concluded that the 
greatest concern about the effect of vibrations is expressed during sleeping and daily 
house activities – 68 % of the interviewees were disturbed by traffic vibrations at least 
ones. 
Vibration energy loss occurs during transport of vibrations from source through the sur-
rounding soil to the final recipient (building foundations). As vibrations pass through 
sleeper their value is reduced to 90 % of their initial value. As they transmit through the 
soil, reduction is much slower so vibrations at the recipient can be reduced by 2 to 15 dB 
(figure 1a) [4]. According to [5] the worst damage will occur to buildings whose distance 
from the track is less than 7 meters, and at a distance greater than 25 meters the im-
pact on buildings is negligible. Vibrations caused by rail vehicle in various distance from 
the track was measured in [6]. The testing was conducted on ballasted track and slab 
track and results have shown that the level of vibrations from the source to the recipi-
ent reduced by 10 dB. Also, slabs track exhibited better results compared to ballasted 
tack. After the vibrations reach the foundation, they transmit to other parts of structure, 
causing the floors, ceilings, and walls to vibrate. As it is shown in [4] horizontal particle 
velocities increase upwards the building, while vertical velocities and acceleration are 
constant (figure 1b). It can be concluded that vibrations are invariably higher in the up-
per floors of the building. Measurements in [7] showed that for foundation slabs, the 
vertical velocity levels are larger than the horizontal vibration components, which corre-
sponds to the diagram in Figure 2. Therefore, the vertical vibrations are more important 
in design of mitigation to reduce transmission of vibrations to the upper floors [7].
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Figure 1.  a) Soil particle acceleration and velocities at different distances to the track, b) ,aximum particle 
velocities and acceleration in different floors of the building [4]

In the paper [7] traffic vibration effect was analysed on masonry building located near 
railway track. The building is built in 1936. Vibrations were measured in three vertical 
dimensions at the source and at the building were ware separated on load bearing walls 
and floor structures. Based on the result analysis it was concluded that the velocity of 
particles reduces from 1 - 1.5 mm/s at the railway tracks, to below 0.5 mm/s at the 
basement of the building. Vertical components of vibrations are greater at floor structu-
res compared to load bearing walls. Maximum vibrations were observed at the floor 
structure of the first floor - 2.41 mm/s. They were 1.6 times greater compared to those 
on load bearing walls.
According to HRN DIN 4150-3 [8] maximum vibration at which historic or sensitive bu-
ilding will suffer no damage is 2.5 mm/s. In the case of continuous vibrations, maximum 
values of vibrations depend on the type of structure. Maximum vibrations suggested by 
DIN 4150 and UNI 9916 for sensitive buildings are show in table 1. 

Table 1.  Limit values for vibration velocity in mm/s according to DIN 4150 and UNI 9916 for sensitive 
buildings [9]

From 1 to 
10 Hz

From 10 to 
50 Hz > 50 Hz Global

Structural damage induced by 
short duration vibration 3a 3 (10 Hz)

to 8 (50) Hz a
8 (50 Hz) 

to 10 (100 Hz and more) a 8b

Structural damage induced by 
permanent vibration - - - 2.5c

afoundations, bhigh points, call structure
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2  Risk analysis of the impact of traffic vibrations on buildings damaged in 
the earthquake 

After the earthquake that hit Zagreb in March 2020, great number of building in the city 
centre was damaged. Rapid inspection of damage and usability of building was carried 
out and building damages was categorised in six categories (U1 – can be used without 
limitations, U2 – can be used with recommendation for short-term counter measu-
re, PN1 - temporarily unusable, detailed inspection needed, PN2- building can become 
usable after performing urgent interventions, N1 - unusable due to external risks, N2 
- unusable due to damage) [10].
Significant part of the Zagreb old town is integrated into the public urban transport 
system via a tram network and tram passes through narrow streets very close to the 
surrounding buildings [11]. At the time earthquake hit Zagreb, tram traffic was sus-
pended due the COVID-19 pandemic, but before resumption of traffic, preliminary risk 
analysis of the impact of traffic vibrations on buildings damaged in the earthquake was 
conduces.

Figure 2. Tram network and earthquake damage to buildings based on initial inspection

2.1  Track segmentation based on the distance between track and buildings 
damaged in the earthquake

A part of analysis of influence of tramway vibrations on surrounding buildings, track 
segmentation was performed in GIS platform based on the distance of the track from 
the building and assessment of building damage. Distance between building and track 
was categorised in four categories:
 - smaller or equal to 7 m
 - between 7 and 15 m
 - between 15 and 25 m
 - larger than 25 m.
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The analysis has shown that 35 % of tram track are located less than 7 meters away 
from building, 38 % of tracks are at 7-15 m, 12 % of tracks are 15-25 away and only 15 
% of tracks are situated more than 25 m away from building [11]. Based on the distance 
between track and buildings and information on building damages, assessment of tram 
track vibration risk was determinate as it is shown in table 2.

Table 2. Assessment of tram track vibration risk and its impact on earthquake-damaged buildings [11]

2.2 Analysis of vibrations at wheel-rail interface

Vibrations that spread from rail vehicle to surrounding buildings originate from the rail-
wheel contact surface. Therefore, initial measurement to cover entire length of track 
have been made using a test vehicle of type TMK2200 with accelerometer sensors 
fitted to tram bogie. This test gives a detailed insight into the dynamics of the tram 
vehicle on the existing track infrastructure, indicates irregularities on the track that in 
interaction with the tram wheels induce vibrations. During the tram test drive, vehicle 
vibrations were measured to identify potential track sections where tram travel could 
cause unwanted vibrations to buildings in the vicinity. 
To identify if vibration levels on the tram track have changed after earthquake, compa-
rative analysis with vibrations measured within the Study of Tram Traffic Development in 
the City of Zagreb, Report I [12]. It was therefore necessary to preform same experiment. 
For this purpose, a measurement setup equal to that in the Study was used. The TMK 
2224 tram vehicle with departure from the Ljubljanica depot was used to perform the 
measurements. The laptop and the multi-channel vibration analyser were located in 
the passenger compartment near the second (middle) bogie and 4 accelerometers were 
installed on the middle bogie of the vehicle. On the vehicle’s bogie, two uniaxial acce-
lerometers are placed near the front left wheel and two accelerometers near the rear 
right wheel, and the positions are selected to allow analysis of the impact of left and 
right rail irregularities and rail welds. In addition to the vibration data collection system, 
a precision GPS receiver located on the roof of the vehicle was used to geo-reference 
the measurement data and a high-resolution video camera in the control panel for visu-
al inspection and signal coordination.

Risk Assessment Level of building damage Distance from track

1 N1, N2 < 7 m, 7-15 m, 15-25 m

2 N1, N2 > 25m

3 PN1, PN2 < 7 m, 7-15 m

4 PN1, PN2 15-25 m, > 25 m

5 U < 7 m, 7-15 m, 15-25 m, > 25m
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Figure 3. Accelerometer position on the TMK 2200 tram (section A-A)

Vibration analysis during tram vehicle traffic was conducted with the aim of assessing 
the risk of vibration impact on buildings damaged in the earthquake. Measurements and 
analysis were conducted in a way that included the following objectives:
 - Determine the level of vibrations on tram track in standard traffic conditions after the 

earthquake (vibration measurement at normal travel speed Vnorm)
 - Determine the level of vibrations on tram track in continuous uniform speed test at 

20km/h as performed in 2019 study (vibration measurement at normal travel speed 
V20).

 - Determine the difference between the levels of vibration in the standard traffic con-
ditions Vnorm and reduced speed continuous driving speed of 20 km/h (V20)

 - Determine the difference between vibration levels measured before and after the 
earthquake in order to analyse possible weak spots on the track - Comparison of 
measured vibration levels at a speed of 20 km/h (V20) before the earthquake (Study 
from 2019) and after the earthquake (June 2020).

By analysing the recorded acceleration signals in the third frequency range from 0.5 Hz 
to 31.5 Hz, the acceleration levels were determined in time intervals of 1 second:

where are they: La - acceleration level (dB); a - effective acceleration value (m/s2); a0 - 
reference acceleration 10-6 m/s2; so level 120 dB represents acceleration from 1 m/s2.
Acceleration levels were continuously analysed on complete track test sections at one 
second intervals. Signals were processed for accelerometers PLY, PLZ, PDY and PDZ and 
the maximum vibration values  of all measured signals are calculated. Such maximum 
values  of vibrations (regardless of their direction and position - left or right) are indica-
ted in figure 5 for 1 test section. 

1. Trimble Catalysti GPS receiver
2. Vibration analyzer - Pulse
3. Right side of the bogie – Accelerometers in vertical (PLZ) and transverse direction (PLY)
4. Right side of the bogie – Accelerometers in vertical (PDZ) and transverse direction (PDY)
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Figure 4.  Vibration during tram passage along the section: Glavni kolodvor – Mihanovićeva – Vodnikova – 
Savska cesta (2018 = marked in blue, 2020 = marked in red), with marked passage in front of the 
HŽ Infrastructure building 

Based on the analysis of vibrations generated by tram vehicles operating at 20 km/h, 
it is possible to detect points elevated vibration levels, as compared to vibrations regi-
stered in 2018, which points to possible new damage, i.e. damage possibly caused by 
earthquake.

2.3 Analysis of vibrations in buildings

The influence of tram traffic vibrations on earthquake-damaged buildings is a long-
term process because of low-level vibrations that do no cause any immediate damage. 
It is only the accumulated action of a considerable number of repeated vibrations that 
can have an influence on masonry buildings of the type that mostly suffered damage in 
the earthquake that hit the city of Zagreb, as documented in [2]. Thus an initial testing 
of the influence of tram traffic vibrations on buildings was conducted for the purpose of 
conducting a long term monitoring of buildings that suffered damage in this earthquake. 
The testing was conducted on the HŽ Infrastructure head-office building built in 1903, 
which is situated at Mihanovićeva 12. As a result of the earthquake, the building suffe-
red considerable damage to central staircase, partition walls, and load bearing walls on 
higher floors of the building. The building is also situated in the immediate vicinity of the 
tram track passing through Mihanovićeva street. The axis of the closer track is situated 
only 5 m away from the facade of this building.
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Figure 5. Tram passing in front of HŽ Infrastructure head-office building

The measurement setup consisted of ten vibration measuring points (triaxial accele-
rometers) and five crack-width measuring points (extensometers) elaborated in [11]. 
The passage of all tram types, and subsequent aftershocks of varying intensity, were 
registered at these points.

Figure 6.  Vibration levels measured in vertical direction during passage of tram type TMK2200 at 
measuring points MMa1, MMa8, and MMa10

Some differences in vibrations generated by passage of tram vehicles were observed 
during preliminary investigations at some points within the building. In this respect, it is 
interesting to note that the highest levels of vibrations in this building were registered 
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at points MMa8 and MMa10, which are situated at the eastern corner of the building 
(Figure 5). Higher vibration levels were also registered at this locality (intersection with 
Ljudevita Gaja street) during vibration measurements in tram vehicle (Figure 4). 
Rail induced vibrations in HŽ Infrastructure building have also been calculated according 
to HRN DIN 4150 [8] for all tram types and speeds that passed in front of the building 
in 5 days of monitoring (more than 9500 tram passes). Peak vibration velocities recor-
ded reached 0,67 mm/s. It is important to notice that peak vibration velocity calculated 
according to [8] never reached values that would be marked as harmful for sensitive 
buildings (2,5 mm/s).

3 Further analysis and monitoring

Although preliminary analysis on one of damaged buildings in Zagreb showed that vi-
brations were not harmful according to [8], other locations with different levels of vi-
bration at source (railway track) should also be considered. Critical locations for further 
detailed analysis are being investigated according to criteria described in Figure 6. 

Figure 7.  Detecting the most critical locations based on building damage, vehicle vibrations and distance 
betweeen buildings and tram track

To analyse nature of low frequency vibrations generated by tram vehicles detailed 
spectral analysis will be performed at locations that are in focus due to the recorded 
higher levels of vibration and due to the proximity of buildings. The three-dimensional 
representation of vibrations consists of frequency bands in one axis, a time period in 
another, and values   of acceleration or velocity in the third axis (as shown in figure 6.). 
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Figure 8. Joint time frequency spectrum analysis of vibration velocity on tram track near HŽ Infrastructure 

On critical locations, long-term monitoring of vibrations according to [8] is planed to 
identify if levels can reach critical velocities that could be marked as harmful for the 
buildings. 
In order to monitor excessive vibration events on entire ZET tram network, a new mo-
nitoring device has been installed on a tram vehicle that will allow real-time monitoring 
and assessment of vibration amplitudes on tram network. Results of such analysis will 
be valuable for identifying new critical locations that, if not properly maintained, could 
result in elevated vibration levels in surrounding buildings.

4 Conclusion

Rail infrastructure must be inspected after earthquake events to determine if it has 
incurred any damage. Measures that must be taken on rail infrastructure, depending on 
the distance from epicentre and earthquake magnitude, are defined in numerous guide-
lines. In case of strong earthquakes, damage occurs at the substructure level, which is 
why the entire track structure has to be repaired. On the other hand, in case of weaker 
earthquakes, permanent way must be checked for possible damage. If it is established 
during inspection that track infrastructure did not suffer any damage during the earth-
quake, then an analysis of the influence of rail vehicle vibrations on nearby buildings will 
have to be conducted before and after resumption of rail traffic. In effect, the influence 
of rail traffic vibrations on earthquake damaged buildings has to be analysed with spe-
cial care. The Faculty of Civil Engineering of the University of Zagreb conducts, in coop-
eration with Končar Institut za elektrotehniku d.o.o. and Veski d.o.o., detailed analyses 
of such influence through long-term monitoring of typical buildings in the city of Zagreb 
in the vicinity of tram tracks. The analysis of results of such long-term monitoring will 
enable estimation of accumulated effects the frequent tram traffic has on nearby build-
ings.
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Abstract
The article presents the results of the research work “Certification of real estate objects of the city 
of Almaty for the purpose of their survey for earthquake resistance” carried out in 2017-2018 in 
the Republic of Kazakhstan. Almaty is located in the zone of high seismic risk. The main purpose 
of the work is to obtain up-to-date data on the seismic vulnerability of buildings and structures 
of existing buildings, primarily residential and social facilities, which is an urgent task not only 
for Almaty, but also for all settlements located in earthquake-prone regions of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan. According to the results of the work, up-to-date data were obtained and electronic 
passports were compiled for 10525 social and residential facilities. The results of the certification 
made it possible to identify earthquake-prone buildings, assign priority objects for their seismic 
reinforcement or demolition, determine the amount of costs for strengthening earthquake-prone 
buildings and demolishing dilapidated housing.
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1 Introduction

The seismic areas of Kazakhstan occupy about 510 thousand km2, which is about 42 % 
of the total area of the republic. The largest cultural and industrial centers of the Repub-
lic of Kazakhstan, such as Almaty, Taraz, Shymkent and Oskemen, are located in areas 
of high seismic danger.
The city of Almaty (Verny, Alma-Ata) was founded in 1867 and is currently the largest 
administrative, economic and cultural center of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The city is 
located north of the Zailiysky Alatau ridge on the territory of the cones of the Bolshaya 
and Malaya Almatinka rivers and the adjacent sloping plain. Almaty seismogenic zone is 
bordered on the South by the TRANS-ili, in the South-East from the North-Kengashi, in 
the South-West with Kemin, which was located in the centers of the strongest earth-
quakes [1].
The city’s territory is located in one of the most seismically active regions of Central 
Asia. Over the past 100 years there were three strongest earthquakes: Verny, 1887, 
1889 Chilik and Kamenskoe 1911 Magnitude (M) of the last of them was close to 8,2 
when the intensity at the epicenter of 10 to 11 points. In Verny, these earthquakes were 
accompanied by the destruction of buildings and the death of people [2].
The largest city of the republic – Almaty is located in the zone of possible earthquake 
foci and has a high population density. The territory of Almaty includes areas that are 
sufficiently favorable for construction (according to ground conditions), and located in 
zones of possible occurrence of faults on the earth’s surface, with a slope steepness 
of more than 15 %, composed of loose water-saturated and subsident soils. According 
to the comprehensive map of seismic zoning, the area of the city Almaty is divided into 
zones with different intensity of predicted seismic impacts: zone I-8 points, zone II-9 
points, zone III-10 points. Every year, on average, 15-20 earthquakes with an intensity 
of up to 3-4 points occur in Kazakhstan [3].
In the earthquake-prone regions of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in Almaty, at differ-
ent times, work was carried out on the expert assessment of the state of the existing 
development.

2 General provisions

An enlarged expert assessment of the state of existing buildings in seismically dan-
gerous areas of Kazakhstan, carried out in 1990, showed that, for example, residential 
buildings with a total area of 16.5 million m2 (19 %) required seismic reinforcement; 10 
million m2 (12 %) - were subject to demolition. A sample survey of residential apartment 
buildings in the city of Almaty, carried out in 2008 in accordance with an Agreement 
with OYO International Corporation as part of the ongoing “Study on risk management 
related to seismic disasters in the city of Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan”, showed that 
at least 30 % of existing residential apartment buildings are not earthquake-resistant. 
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Approximately the same proportion of non-earthquake-resistant buildings in the group 
of objects related to the social sphere (schools, kindergartens, hospitals).
International experience shows that every devastating earthquake leads to a change 
in building codes in the direction of stricter requirements. Due to the observed tight-
ening of the requirements of the standards, researchers and designers face problems 
related to the assessment of earthquake resistance and seismic safety of previously 
constructed objects [4].

3 The purpose of the work

According to the Roadmap 2016-2018 “A set of measures to improve the efficiency of 
work to ensure the seismic safety of the Republic of Kazakhstan”, the specialists of JSC 
“KazNIISA” carried out a research work Certification of buildings and structures of the 
existing development in Almaty.
The scientific work was carried out in 2017-2018 and consisted of two stages. At the 
first stage, in 2017, 7,027 objects are being surveyed. Of these, 6492 objects of housing 
and civil purposes and 535 social objects (preschool institutions, schools, hospitals and 
polyclinics) in the context of the administrative districts of the city of Almaty.
In 2018, a survey was conducted of 3,169 residential and civil facilities in Almaty, in-
cluding 1,683 multi-apartment residential buildings, 1,486 civil and public buildings (ad-
ministrative buildings, shopping centers, sports facilities, school and preschool build-
ings, sanatorium and resort buildings, recreation and tourism buildings, polyclinics). The 
main purpose of this work is to:
 - create conditions for the sustainable functioning of the main social infrastructure 

facilities, life support systems and housing stock in Almaty;
 - achieving an acceptable level of seismic safety of buildings and structures in Almaty;
 - determination of the need to implement priority measures to account for seismic 

risk, prevent socio-economic losses, to ensure safety and improve the quality of life 
of the population, sustainable socio-economic development;

 - reduction of possible economic, social and environmental damage from seismic im-
pacts;

 - creation of passports of survey on earthquake resistance of real estate objects in 
Almaty;

 - creating a risk map with reference to the certification materials of the surveyed ob-
jects in Almaty.

4 Tasks and stages of work

To achieve this goal, the certification of real estate objects in Almaty included the fol-
lowing stages of work:
 - visual inspection of buildings in Almaty in the context of administrative districts;
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 - creation of electronic passports of real estate objects in the GIS program with refer-
ence of objects to the local coordinate system of Almaty;

 - identification of seismically vulnerable objects, in relation to which measures should 
first be developed to reduce the seismic risk of their further operation to an accept-
able level;

 - identification of the most earthquake-prone objects that require priority demolition 
or reinforcement;

 - development of recommendations for further operation, seismic reinforcement or 
demolition of the object;

 - assessment of the expected degree of damage to buildings and structures, depend-
ing on their design solutions, wear and seismic strength at maximum seismic im-
pacts;

 - assessment of economic and social damage from the consequences of possible 
earthquakes, assessment of the economic costs of seismic reinforcement by indica-
tors of the degree of damage to buildings in possible calculated earthquakes.

5 Results of the work

Figure 1. structure of certification of municipal property objects by type of service

According to the results of the work carried out in 2017-2018 on the certification of real 
estate objects in Almaty, it was revealed:
2107 g. - of the total number of the surveyed buildings are earthquake resistant schools 
– 190 of 323 (58.9 per cent), kindergartens 129 of 246 (52,5 %), hospital – 76 of 191 
(39,8 %), clinic – 69 of 89 (77,6 %), multifamily residential building – 4147 from 6490 
(62,5 %). In terms of construction volume (total area), 73.6 % of schools, 62.1 % of kinder-
gartens, 77.6 % of hospitals, 91.5 % of polyclinics, and 82.1 % of multi-family residential 
buildings are earthquake-resistant.
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Figure 2. The Structure of apartment buildings by administrative districts and by type series

2018-earthquake-resistant: schools – 80 out of 96 (83.4 %), kindergartens – 84 out 
of 104 (80.8 %), medical and health facilities – 267 out of 365 (73.2 %), other buildings 
(multifunctional, administrative, shopping and entertainment centers, shops, sports, 
etc.) -778 out of 922 (84.4 %), multi – apartment residential buildings-1662 out of 1683 
(98.8 %). By construction volume (total area), 81.5 % of kindergartens, 91.2 % of schools, 
other buildings (multifunctional, administrative, shopping and entertainment centers, 
shops, sports, etc.), and 99.6 % of multi-apartment residential buildings are earthquake-
resistant.

Figure 3. Structure of municipal property by type of service

6 Conclusion

Based on the results of the certification, electronic passports of the surveyed buildings 
were created with an assessment of their seismic vulnerability.
The results of passportization made it possible to identify earthquake-prone buildings, 
assign priority objects for their seismic strengthening or demolition, and determine the 
amount of costs for strengthening earthquake-prone buildings and demolishing dilapi-
dated housing [5]. 
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According to the data of Passportization was revised to state program (for demolition of 
residential houses) and the old residential houses in Almaty are being demolished and in 
place of them to build new earthquake-resistant houses.
A spatial-territorial analysis of the data obtained with a seismic micro-zoning scheme 
was performed.
The classification of construction objects is based on the MSK-64 (K) seismic scale.
Based on the results of passportization, electronic passports of the surveyed buildings 
were created with an assessment of their seismic vulnerability.
An expert assessment of the economic costs of seismic reinforcement, economic dam-
age and social losses from the consequences of possible earthquakes of different in-
tensity is given. 
Based on the results of certification, an electronic database on the seismic vulnerability 
of buildings and structures in Almaty was created, which will improve the reliability of 
life support systems, reduce damage to buildings and structures, and reduce the loss of 
population from destructive earthquakes. 
An information model of urban development was created in the ArcGIS “ArcScene” pro-
gram.
Based on the results of the research work, work will continue on creating an electronic 
map of the seismic risk of Almaty.
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Abstract
The paper explains in more detail the fifteen-year agreement of the Sendai Framework for Risk 
Reduction through seven global goals and four priority actions. Relevant are the experiences of 
earthquakes in Skopje, Dubrovnik and the Montenegrin coast, which resulted in stricter regulations 
for securing buildings from seismic destruction in the SFRY regulations. In the case of Skopje in 
1963, a world urban-architectural competition for the reconstruction of the city was organized 
by the UN. In the case of Dubrovnik the 1979 earthquake coincided with the city’s entry in the 
UNESCO World Heritage Register so the reconstruction model was based on defined postulates. 
The aftermath of the earthquake on the Montenegrin coast has resulted in further tightening of 
federal regulations. The experience of working on the development of a City Management Plan in 
the field of safety on the example of the city of Dubrovnik is also briefly described. The devastating 
consequences on the structures after the earthquake in Zagreb, neighboring counties and in 
Banovina are evident on the buildings (or their parts) that were performed without the necessary 
mandatory projects in accordance with the Legal Framework (illegal construction). On buildings 
that are constructed according to the prescribed requirements for resistance to seismic stresses, 
the damage is significantly less, depending on the year of construction and regulations from that 
time. Based on such experiences after the earthquakes in Zagreb and Banovina, no changes in 
the existing regulations are envisaged for the time being in terms of more rigorous requirements, 
but it is certainly necessary to revise the marking of some spatial earthquake zones according to 
existing displays. Deep, complete and integral high-energy renovation is possible and expected 
as a “Build Back Better” model of renovation which achieves tenfold energy savings (“factor 10”), 
while achieving thermal, visual and acoustic comfort and a high level of sustainability, accessibility 
and security. The paper also briefly presents one of the proposed models of typical houses for 
reconstruction after the earthquake in Banovina. In this system of modular new construction, 
it is proposed to represent all the requirements of advanced sustainability (choice of materials, 
construction systems and technologies, circular management, etc.) and high energy efficiency 
with a starting level of passive house energy standard plus (energy class A ++), which is more 
advanced than prescribed nZEB standards according to the current definition in Croatia.

Key words:  Sendai framework, reducing disaster risks,” factor 10” renovation, energy efficiency, 
“Build Back Better” renovation model, city management plan, sustainability, safety 
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1 Introduction

The first part of the paper explains the Sendai framework for disaster risk reduction 
for the coming period until 2030. To understand the document, it is necessary to know 
and understand the key words; Climate Change, Community-based DRR, Environment 
& Ecosystems, Health & Health Facilities, Recovery, Risk Identification & Assessment, 
Urban Risk & Planning, Governance, Economics of DRR, Disaster Risk Management, So-
cial Impacts & Social Resilience, Inclusion and Cultural Heritage.
The second part of the paper lists various selected activities and proposals that can 
serve as elements of a platform for further development and continuous improvement 
of regulations in the Republic of Croatia and the implementation of measures based on 
advanced professional models and experiences after two earthquakes in Zagreb, March 
22 and December 29 and in Banovina December 29 2020.

2 Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030

The Sendai Framework is an excellent and binding document as the most professionally 
conceived and applicable globally. The specifics of individual threats in (micro) location 
areas must be additionally noticed, analyzed and timely prevented by the responsibility 
of local, regional and state administration.
The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 outlines seven clear 
targets and four priorities for action to prevent new and reduce existing disaster risks: 
1. Understanding disaster risk
2. Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk
3. Investing in disaster reduction for resilience
4. Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response, and to “Build Back Better” 

in recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction.

It aims to achieve the substantial reduction of disaster risk and losses in lives, liveli-
hoods and health and in the economic, physical, social, cultural and environmental as-
sets of persons, businesses, communities and countries over the next 15 years.
The Framework was adopted at the Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduc-
tion in Sendai, Japan, on March 18, 2015.
The recommendations of the Sendai framework have been implemented in the Du-
brovnik City Management Plan, which will be adopted in early 2021.

3 Selected presentations of the author reference for the paper

At the invitation of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia to participate in a 
three-day international conference co-organized by UNESCO Croatia, I gave a lecture 
entitled: Recent research, declarations and agreements as a platform for the future Dis-
aster Risks Reduction and Management criteria. In the part of the expert workshop, the 
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conference also had the task of transferring knowledge in the context of joint action 
from the field of education to operable models in the field for the purpose of prevention, 
ie reduction and mitigation of the consequences of disasters (1.b).

Figure 1. The first pages of selected lectures reference for work

4 Previous catastrophic earthquakes in the region

Catastrophic earthquake in Skopje, July 26, 1963. 6.1 on the Richter scale (9 degrees 
on the Marcalli scale) resulted in the horrific destruction of the city with 1,070 dead 
and about 4,000 injured. (9 on the Mercalli scale), more than 100 people were killed, 
and there were no casualties in Dubrovnik, which was inscribed on the UNESCO World 
Heritage List that year.
These earthquakes significantly affected the urgent tightening of legislation in the field 
of prevention of earthquake destruction in the SFRY.

5 Superposition of seismic maps in the Republic of Croatia

Superposition of all threats is necessary for a comprehensive risk assessment that 
includes specific geological and morphological consequences. The synthesis of repre-
sentations in addition to natural threats must also include previously predicted anthro-
pogenic threats and consequences, such as sociological ones due to population emigra-
tion, reduction of economic activities, etc.
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The images from the Ordinance on the methodology for drafting vulnerability assess-
ments and protection and rescue plans, adopted by the State Administration for Protec-
tion and Rescue (OG 174/04 and 79/07), are an excellent starting point for preventive 
and post-threat, consequential risk assessment. 

Figure 2.  a) Assessment of vulnerability to natural and technical technological disasters and major 
accidents, Map of possible threats in the Republic of Croatia (DUZS, 2009), b) III.2: Earthquake, 
c) Map of seismic areas

6 Geological phenomenon as a consequence of earthquakes

Earthquakes often cause subsidence, faults and landslides depending on the geological 
characteristics and consequent deformations of the terrain on the surfaces in certain 
areas. Since the earthquake in Sisak-Moslavina County on December 29, 2020, unprec-
edented holes have opened up in the ground as a geological phenomenon. In the village 
of Mečenčani, which is about 25 kilometers away from Petrinja, they appeared in the 
largest number. The holes widened daily and new ones appeared, and the ground con-
tinued to tremble. Geologists discover, monitor, measure and supervise them accompa-
nied by the police who surrounded them. Gardens collapsed, and in some places holes 
opened up near or even under houses.
The holes are still increasing, and based on previous geomechanical tests, it is difficult 
to predict where and in what size it will open. In addition to arable land, wells, communi-
cations and buildings are endangered. Soil subsidence is not the same in all parts of the 
county. Where it appeared, the buildings tilted. The method and time of terrain remedia-
tion is questionable, especially if deeper limestone and other soil layers (eg aquifers) are 
deformed and collapsed. Restoration can only begin in areas where there have been no 
major soil changes.
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Figure 3.  Holes in the ground as a result of the earthquake in the village of Mečenčani. a) Aerial view, b) 
Hole next to the house (source: Damir Krajac / Cropix), c) Hole under the house (source: Darko 
Tomas / Cropix)

In addition to the complexity of the overall consequences of earthquake destruction, 
this rare phenomenon is an additional burden in finding intervention measures to pro-
tect people, domestic animals and open space.
Before the start of reconstruction on this and similar sites, it is certainly mandatory to 
make geological maps as basic spatial planning bases with an assessment of the risk 
of reconstruction of buildings and possible further new construction and superimpose 
them with other maps relevant to risk assessments.

7 Tender for architectural reconstruction after the Homeland War

War destruction during the Homeland War in the Republic of Croatia was caused in all 
regions, diverse in climatic conditions, traditional and modern building materials and 
construction methods. In order for the construction reconstruction to be of the highest 
quality and efficient and timely prepared, even during the war operations, in September 
1992, under the auspices of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts (HAZU), a ten-
der was announced for the implementation of practically tested (!) projects that can be 
type renovation projects. Out of 150 submitted works, in the category of small detached 
family houses, semi-detached, residential rows and small apartment buildings, a total 
of 50 were selected, of which 11 apartment buildings. In March 1993, the Catalog of 
Selected Projects with economic indicators of all and with the prices of project docu-
mentation was published.
Unfortunately, the expected interest and implementation of the selected projects by the 
twelve-member jury did not materialize for several reasons. These reasons were largely 
unexpected, though predictable.

8 Legalization of illegal construction

The process of legalization of illegal construction in the Republic of Croatia began as an 
important precondition for the membership of the Republic of Croatia in the EU. In the 
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urban-architectural, constructional infrastructural context, one must be aware of the 
fact that the so-called legalized construction, which was previously an illegal, large and 
permanent threat to the safety of citizens in several possible types of threats, until it is 
restored in an appropriate manner.
It was the illegal construction that suffered the most, which does not meet even the 
basic requirements of the structure for resistance to seismic stresses.

9 Experiences after the earthquake in Zagreb

The Office for Emergency Situations of the City of Zagreb (UHS) has been continuously 
warning about various threats for many years and assessing the risks of their possible 
effects, especially earthquakes. It continuously proposes and implements prevention 
measures in order to reduce the consequences of possible natural and anthropogenical-
ly caused disasters, organizing and conducting conferences, demonstration exercises 
and dissemination of various thematic leaflets. A few years ago, in all public spaces of 
city administration institutions, buildings for education, health, in business and com-
mercial complexes, etc., maps with areas for evacuation of citizens in case of a devas-
tating earthquake similar to what happened after 140 years, on Sunday, March 22 at 
06:24 with a magnitude of 5.5 on the Richter scale.
The headquarters of this City Office was also the operational headquarters of the Croa-
tian Center for Earthquake Engineering (HCPI), which was also an educational and lo-
gistical center for hundreds of members of the Civil Protection of the City of Zagreb, 
primarily civil and architectural engineers, as well as other volunteers who began with 
rapid inspections of demolished and damaged buildings in the epicenter (Markuševec) 
and in the wider area of the central historical protected ensemble of architectural herit-
age with individually protected buildings. Nearly a thousand experts and other regis-
tered volunteers participated in rapid inspections and individual logistical interventions, 
including tours in two neighboring counties. The earthquake that occurred in Zagreb on 
Tuesday, December 29 at 12:19 was as a consequence of a stronger earthquake in the 
area of Banovina near Petrinja of 6.2 on the Richter scale.
When the system is not built in a timely manner and verified by prevention practices, 
unintended and harmful consequences of management that are not coordinated for a 
number of reasons result in professionals and people with experience. It is in crisis situ-
ations that the behavior of individuals - natural persons as well as all institutional levels 
as legal entities is best observed.
The earthquake in Zagreb was marked by incredible activity and efforts of volunteer 
engineers and students of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, Architecture and other fac-
ulties and other experts, in the organizational and logistical framework of the Zagreb 
Emergency Office, which is the seat of the Civil Protection of Zagreb. The participation 
of fire brigades, police, ambulance, army, Croatian Mountain Rescue Service (HGSS) and 
others, including citizens who are in solidarity then and still help fellow citizens, must 
certainly be emphasized.
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As in the case of Zagreb, with the incredible volunteer activities and efforts of engineers 
organized by HCPI, enriched by the experience of earthquakes in Zagreb, the earthquake 
in Banovina confirmed the existence of the Croatian “Big Heart”. This is a previously ac-
cepted term for solidarity of the citizens of the Republic of Croatia who, first of all, lived 
and experienced true human solidarity based on the experience of the Homeland War 
and turned it into a spontaneous large-scale public action starting a few hours after the 
earthquake.
The unwillingness to mitigate the consequences after the earthquake devastation in 
the rural area of Banovina is fortunately mitigated by temporary logistics for housing 
people.
The peculiarity of the consequences of the earthquake in the Banovina in rural and often 
difficult to access areas is in the fact that the requirements are completely different 
from the urban space. Continuous care for livestock and other domestic animals is more 
important for some residents than a roof over their own head, because livestock and 
agriculture are their only livelihood.
The Law on the Reconstruction of Zagreb cannot for the most part be complementary 
to the Law or bylaw for the rural area of Sisak-Moslavina and neighboring counties. The 
example of the earthquake in Zagreb shows how long it takes for the Law on Recon-
struction to come to life.

Figure 4.  The first articles by the author about the earthquake published in the professional magazine 
Gospodarski list

10 High energy efficient deep renovation

Deep, complete and integral highly energy efficient renovation is possible and expected 
as a “Build Back Better” model of renovation. In the restoration of the architectural her-
itage, it is possible to achieve tenfold energy savings up to “factor 10”, as well as achieve 
thermal, visual and acoustic comfort and a high level of sustainability, accessibility and 
safety.
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10.1  Proposal in the public debate for the amendment of the Law on recon-
struction after the earthquake in Zagreb

Many individuals, groups of citizens and institutions participated in the public consul-
tation process on the draft Law on Reconstruction after the earthquake in Zagreb and 
neighboring counties, who wanted to contribute to the quality of the document with 
their proposals and advice to supplement or amend it. I quote my proposed amendment 
with a clear analysis of the draft Law which does not even understand the need to com-
bine energy renovation with structural renovation, let alone the implementation of the 
advanced concept of high energy efficiency.
“I suggest listing the term / terms; sustainable energy efficient renovation, its / their 
elaboration at the level of an additional article of the Law. Unfortunately, there are no 
key words in the entire Bill such as energy, energy efficiency, etc., except in the context 
of condensing heaters.
Post-earthquake reconstruction in Zagreb must include advanced energy efficiency 
models (recommended for individual buildings and reconstruction up to “factor 10”), 
because through the long-term process of this reconstruction, after its completion, the 
requirements assumed and prescribed by the scenarios for 2030 and 2050 year, ac-
cording to the currently adopted obligations of the EU member states. Reconstruction 
of Zagreb can be an example of possible achievement of UN development goals, EU 
Green Plan until 2050 and other advanced scenarios in the field of circular economy, 
decarbonisation, adaptation to climate change - as a model of reconstruction for cli-
mate neutrality, etc. The final version of this Law will confirm responsibility of individual 
stakeholders.”
Ljubomir Miščević, 14th June 2020, 23:59

The potential for savings in existing buildings is obvious. With conventional renovations, 
it is possible to achieve 20-30% energy savings for heating compared to the previous 
state, while the “factor 10” renovations (up to the passive house standard) achieve up 
to 90% savings! (Source: CPD)

10.2  “Factor 10” and the new perception diagram with addition of plus energy 
buildings

The Colummne “F“ on diagram shows passive house data with addition of renewable 
energy sources (RES), where is a huge amount of solar radiation as in south region of 
Croatia (according to REHVA it is in zones 1 & 2 for nZEB), that easily secure the jump 
over zero level and becomes “+ energy“ or “Passive house plus“ or “Passive house Pre-
mium“ as it is defined by Passive House Institute in Darmstadt. 
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Figure 5.  a) Passive House renovation model up to “factor 10”, b) Diagram of energy consumption with 
addition of plus energy buildings. Author: Ljubomir Miščević, 2013

11  Catalog of projects of typical houses for reconstruction after the 
earthquake in Banovina

Organized by the Faculty of Architecture, University of Zagreb and the Ministry of Physi-
cal Planning, Construction and State Assets it is planned to make a catalog of projects of 
typical houses for reconstruction after the earthquake in Banovina.
One of the three proposed models (2A) of different net usable living space with a total of 
twenty variants in a system called PGS, shown in the pictures was designed by Full Prof. 
Art. Ljubomir Miščević M. Arch. And Mark Miščević Mag. Eng. Arch. The linear growth of 
the house is assumed, primarily as prefabricated modular wooden houses, but possibly 
feasible from other materials and systems such as semi-prefabricated.
In this system of modular new construction, it is proposed to represent all the require-
ments of advanced sustainability (choice of materials, construction systems and tech-
nologies, circular management, etc.) and high energy efficiency with a starting level of 
passive house energy standard (energy class A+), which is more advanced than pre-
scribed nZEB standards according to the current definition in Croatia.
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Figure 6.  a) Proposed ground floor plan and b), c) 3D models (type 2A) of the System called PGS, shown in 
the pictures was designed by Full Prof. Art. Ljubomir Miščević M. Arch. and Mark Miščević Mag. 
Eng. Arch., 2021.

12 Conclusion

The Sendai Framework is an excellent and binding document as the most professionally 
conceived and applicable globally. The specifics of individual threats in (micro) location 
areas must be additionally noticed, analyzed and timely prevented by the responsibility 
of local, regional and state administration.
Energy renovation is underway in the Republic of Croatia. The feasibility of the set goals 
has significantly failed, so one of the opportunities in the experienced difficulties is to 
combine energy reconstruction with construction after earthquake destruction, but at 
the level of energy efficiency that will certainly be even higher than the current regu-
lations (so-called nZEB), because the process achieving quality renovation is certainly 
time consuming.
The Prime Minister of the Republic of Croatia, according to the envisaged concept of 
development, describes Croatia until 2030 in three words as; competitive, safe and in-
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novative. EU funding for the National Recovery and Resilience Program will certainly 
support this effort.
The Banovina earthquake raised awareness of the actual level of development policies 
and their implementation. The naturally caused catastrophic consequence is the driver 
of decisions for urgent investments in critical infrastructure, such as the continuation or 
completion of the construction of the highway from Zagreb to Sisak.
In order to get as close as possible to the set goals in the coming years, less than nine 
years, including the seventeen goals of global sustainable development by 2030, ac-
cording to the United Nations (UN) and the Green Plan of the European Union (EU) by 
2050, which is officially announced by the Republic of Croatia at the beginning of the EU 
presidency on 1 January 2020, many urgent measures need to be taken to achieve bind-
ing quantitative scenarios of member states, but also the expected possible qualita-
tive and innovative advanced models that can only ensure the implementation of these 
programs.
The author proposes the need to implement a possible in-depth, comprehensive and 
integral highly energy efficient renovation, especially due to the experience in the Re-
public of Croatia after the earthquake in 2020 and the synergy of mental, organiza-
tional, financial, professional design and implementation development and adoption of 
reconstruction models, based on the experience of the best global practice, at the level 
of the energy standard of the passive house (A + and more), which is known to the wider 
professional and self-public as the “factor 10” renovation.
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Seismic stress test of building stock in Slovenia

Abstract
The physics-based assessment of seismic risk and its unbiased perception in the community is 
necessary to enhance community seismic resilience. As a step towards this objective, a seismic 
stress test of building stock in Slovenia was performed last year. The stress test outcome was 
negative, which was communicated to the Ministry by means of a preliminary seismic performance 
certificate of building stock at the national level. The seismic stress showed that the seismic risk 
in Slovenia is too high. About 20 % of citizens live in buildings for which the seismic risk expressed 
by median estimates of time-based risk measures is beyond the acceptable long-term risk. The 
real estate value of these buildings is estimated at 18 billion euros. Consequences of a major 
earthquake (Mw=6.4) close to Ljubljana were simulated informatively by the physics-based 
method. It was realised for the first time in Slovenia that such an earthquake would likely cause a 
national catastrophe. The median number of fatalities and direct losses due to damaged building 
stock was estimated, respectively, to about 600 and 10.5 billion euros, which is more than 20 
% of Slovenia gross domestic product. It was recommended that seismic resilience in Slovenia 
is enhanced in two phases: the preparatory and implementation phase. The former phase also 
foresees seismic performance certificates to improve risk communication and risk management 
enabled by the novel grading system.
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1 Introduction

The perception of seismic risk in communities is biased. Citizens and some other stake-
holders responsible for earthquake-resistance of the built environment are not aware 
that major earthquakes can cause very severe ground motions. Recent earthquakes 
in Croatia represented natural experiments to test whether the perception of ground 
shaking and seismic vulnerability in Slovenia is correct or not. Many people in Ljublja-
na were quite shocked and afraid because of the shaking felt in Ljubljana due to the 
Petrinja earthquake, but the horizontal peak ground accelerations in Ljubljana were very 
low, between 1 % to 3 % g [1]. It was also realised that some engineers’ beliefs are also 
false but in the opposite direction. For example, on the evening of December 29th 2020 
the opinion of the head of certified engineers was broadcasted on television, as sum-
marised online the next day [2]. By answering on how much damage would be caused 
if an earthquake of a magnitude similar to the one from the Petrinja earthquake hit 
Ljubljana, the head of certified engineers concluded that there would be some damage, 
but mainly on chimneys, roofs, and on some buildings that are not earthquake resist-
ant. Diametrically opposite false beliefs about seismic vulnerability showed once more 
that the unbiased perception of seismic risk is not possible to be achieved by evidence 
because major earthquakes are fortunately rare. 
The problem of a false perception of seismic vulnerability and risk drives incorrect 
decision-making towards community seismic resilience. This issue can be solved by 
providing physics-based seismic risk information to all stakeholders. For this purpose, 
the seismic stress test methodology was developed [3]. The methodology goes be-
yond conventional risk assessment because it also includes a novel grading system for 
evaluating and communicating short-term and long-term risks [4]. As such, it can also 
be used as a tool for long-term risk management. 
The simplified version of the seismic stress test was recently applied to building stock 
in Slovenia [5]. The methodology was developed as a part of the basic research project 
Seismic stress test of built environment sponsored by Slovenian Research Agency.
In the paper, the seismic stress test methodology is summarised. The stress test out-
come is then presented for the time-based earthquake consequences and the scenario-
based consequences assuming that the earthquake Mw=6.4 occurs 5 km north of the 
centre of Ljubljana. The proposed actions for enhancing the seismic resilience of Slove-
nia in the long-term are briefly presented and discussed.

2 Development of seismic stress test of building stock in Slovenia 

The seismic stress test methodology of building stock in Slovenia is an adjusted version 
of the methodology developed for critical infrastructures [3]. The workflow of the ad-
justed methodology foresees four phases: (1) Preassessment, (2) Assessment, (3) Deci-
sion, and (4) Report phase. Some phases are divided into several steps, which results in 
a total of six steps, presented in the following.
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Phase 1: Preassessment 
Step 1: Data collection. The objective is to collect the data needed to perform the seismic 
stress test: building stock data, occupancy data, seismic hazard data and the results of 
any potential previous stress tests. The data is used to develop the exposure model, the 
building stock fragility model, the seismic hazard model and the consequence model.
Step 2: Definition of risk measures and acceptance criteria. Seismic risk measures that 
are going to be used in risk evaluation and the corresponding acceptance criteria are 
defined in this step. The acceptance criteria are defined based on guidelines from stand-
ards, as well as by considering the society’s financial capacity and results of previous 
stress tests. In addition, informative risk measures may be defined. The informative risk 
measures are those that are not going to be considered in risk evaluation but will be 
used informatively. Moreover, this step may also include an analysis of the uncertainty 
in defining the acceptance criteria. 

Phase 2: Assessment 
Step 3: Risk assessment. This step includes the estimation of seismic risk for each build-
ing and the classification of buildings into risk classes (A-G) defined based on the ac-
ceptance criteria. Seismic risk estimation includes seismic hazard analysis, seismic 
fragility analysis and consequence analysis. However, the risk evaluation is performed 
from the point of view of the acceptance criteria. Each building is classified into the 
risk class. Because of the uncertainties, the building stock risk classification is based on 
many simulations. After performing all simulations, the number of buildings in each risk 
class is estimated with a selected level of confidence. Results are presented in terms 
of seismic performance certificate of building stock at the national level. Additionally, 
the informative risk measures are quantified. In this case, as well, the simulation-based 
approach for risk assessment can be used. In this study, all simulations were performed 
with IKPIR application. 

Phase 3: Decision 
Step 4: Determination of critical buildings. The critical buildings are determined based on 
the allocation of buildings into the risk classes performed in Step 3. The critical buildings 
are those classified into the risk classes associated with long-term intolerable risk (risk 
classes C-G). Only risk classes A and B are considered long-term acceptable. 

Step 5: Development of risk mitigation guidelines. Risk mitigation guidelines developed in 
this step recommend measures for building stock strengthening, reducing uncertainties 
related to the estimation of risk and definition of acceptance criteria, and other meas-
ures that may gradually enhance community seismic resilience. 
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Phase 4: Report 
Step 6: Presentation of the results. The outcome of the stress test and the guidelines are 
presented to the entity that requested the seismic stress test.
The described workflow was executed for the purpose of the seismic stress test in Slo-
venia [5]. The Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning, Ministry of Education, 
Science and Sport, and Ministry of the Interior provided the building stock and occu-
pancy data. However, the seismic hazard data was obtained directly from the national 
hazard analysis [6] and SHARE hazard analysis [7] using the logic tree approach for the 
risk estimated. 
For simplicity, only three time-based risk measures were considered in the stress test. 
The annual probability of exceeding the complete damage state and the expected an-
nual loss addressed seismic risk at the building level. The third risk measure was defined 
as the number of buildings exceeding the long-term intolerable risk to communicate 
seismic risk at the building stock level. The acceptance criteria for each of these risk 
measures included three risk boundaries (i.e. the values of acceptable risk) correspond-
ing to the negligible risk, long-term tolerable risk and short-term tolerable risk, whereby 
the latter referred to the maximum risk tolerated within the next 30 years. Such a defi-
nition of acceptable risk is the consequence of the novel decision model [4]. In addition, 
three informative risk measures were defined to be used in a scenario-based risk as-
sessment: the number of buildings in each of the designated damage states, the num-
ber of fatalities, and the direct seismic loss. 
Two seismic hazard models were taken into account in the case of time-based risk as-
sessment [6,7]. Due to the lack of building data, the peak ground acceleration (PGA), 
which is a building-independent ground-motion intensity measure, was considered. 
The informative scenario-based risk assessment involved only one ground motion 
model [8], which enables PGA spatial simulation based on a selected magnitude, epi-
centre and other fault parameters 
The exposure model was defined based on limited knowledge of the building stock. It 
consisted of twenty building classes considering the impact of the load-bearing struc-
ture material, the year of construction, and the number of storeys. Most of the building 
classes consisted of masonry or reinforced concrete buildings. All buildings with the 
real estate value above 50,000 € according to the mass real estate valuation model and 
all buildings occupied by people were considered in the stress test. The building stock 
database included about 500,000 buildings or parts of buildings, representing 97 % of 
the entire building stock value. 
The building stock fragility was modelled stochastically. Four damage states were tak-
en into account, representing slight damage (DS1), moderate damage (DS2), extensive 
damage (DS3) and total damage (DS4) [9]. For each of the twenty building classes and 
each damage state, an interval for the median fragility curve was defined based on ex-
isting studies (e.g. [9,10]). The fragility of a particular building within a given building 
class was then considered uncertain. The median fragility of a building was thus mod-
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elled as a random variable centred around the median fragility of the building class. 
Moreover, the effects of the soil type, design level, and conservatism in the seismic load 
considered in the reference studies were taken into account by adjusting the adopted 
fragility curves. 
The consequence model was developed separately for buildings and people. In the case 
of buildings, an economic loss was assigned to each of the four damage states, as rec-
ommended in [9]. The consequences on the people were modelled by the number of fa-
talities, by taking into account the damage state, the building occupancy and the fatality 
rate as a function of the building class [5]. 
An important element of the stress test was also the risk evaluation and communication 
model, taking into account the novel grading system [4]. It is foreseen that a grade from A 
to G is assigned to each risk measure based on the comparison of the estimated risk and 
acceptance criteria. As already mentioned, grades A and B correspond to long-term toler-
able risk, while the lower grades correspond to long-term intolerable risk. However, each 
grade from C to G is associated with a different short-term risk tolerance, which enables 
that the grade is gradually reduced over time if the risk is not sufficiently reduced in a pre-
defined period. The grading system can thus be understood as a risk management tool. 

3  Outcome of seismic stress test: Time-based seismic risk 
assessment 

The seismic stress test outcome in terms of time-based consequences is presented 
herein only by classifying the building stock into the risk classes based on the probability 
of exceedance of complete damage state (DS4) for a period of 50 years. The results are 
presented in terms of a seismic performance certificate of building stock at the national 
level (Figure 1). The building stock classification into the risk classes is presented by the 
number of buildings or parts of buildings for each risk class. Because the seismic risk 
assessment is uncertain due to the use of building class fragility functions, the results 
are presented by the median values and the 5th and 95th percentiles. Figure 1 shows 
that about 100,000 buildings or parts of buildings are classified in risk class C, D, E or 
F, for which the risk is not long-term acceptable. There are no buildings in risk class G. 
This risk class is reserved for the next periodical execution of the stress test. The real 
estate value corresponding to risk classes C-F is about 20 % of the estimated value of 
all building stock in Slovenia. Based on the central population register, about 400,000 
people (about 20 % of the population) live in buildings for which risk is not acceptable in 
the long-term. In risk class F, there are from 5.4 thousand to 18.5 thousand buildings 
or building parts. These buildings and building parts require immediate actions towards 
the improvement of earthquake resistance. Because only risk classes A and B refer to 
the acceptable long-term risk, it can be concluded that the Republic of Slovenia is not 
safe against earthquakes in the long-term. Thus the outcome of the seismic stress test 
is negative, and actions for enhancing seismic resilience are proposed.
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Figure 1.  The number of building or parts of buildings for risk classes A-G based on a target probability of 
exceedance of damage state of complete damage (DS4). In addition to median estimates, the 5th 
and 95th percentile values are also shown

4  Informative outcome of seismic stress test: Scenario-based 
seismic risk assessment 

Scenario-based risk assessment is much easier to be communicated to the stake-
holders because it simulates consequences in the case of a critical earthquake event. 
However, the outcome of scenario-based risk assessment is considered informative 
because the critical earthquake event was selected arbitrarily by assuming magnitude 
Mw=6.4 and an epicentre approximately 5 km north of the centre of Ljubljana (see Fig-
ure 2a). The magnitude of the event corresponds to the magnitude of the earthquake 
which hit Petrinja on 29th December 2020, whereas the location of the epicentre of the 
assumed event roughly corresponds to the epicentre of the Ljubljana earthquake from 
1895. This simulation was performed for the purpose of the conference. In the stress 
test [5], a critical earthquake event was approximately simulated by ground motions 
from the 1895 Ljubljana earthquake.
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Figure 2.  a) The assumed location of the epicentre (yellow star) and the exposure area of influence of the 
critical earthquake scenario, b) maps of one simulation of the spatially correlated PGA compatible 
with assumed epicentre and activated fault

Ground-motion fields of the considered critical earthquake were simulated 500 times. 
PGA on rock soil was considered as the ground-motion intensity measure. The intra- 
and inter-event variation and spatial correlation of PGA were taken into account. The 
PGAs on rock soil were multiplied by the soil amplification factors based on the draft of 
the new Eurocode 8. An example of a ground-motion field is presented in Figure 2b. The 
PGA ground motion field is presented only for the areas with buildings where the soil 
type is defined.
In addition to the PGA ground-motion fields, the building capacities for different dam-
age states were simulated for each building using the uncertain building class fragility 
model. For each of 500 ground-motion fields, 20 sets of PGA capacities were simulated 
for each damage state and each building from the building exposure model. Conse-
quently, 10,000 damages states were estimated for each building. The spatially dis-
tributed average damage of building stock is presented in Figure 3 for two simulations. 
The direct loss due to buildings’ damage state was then assessed, and the expected 
fatalities were estimated. It was considered that 5-15 % of buildings in DS4 collapsed 
depending on the building class, and assumed that the collapse of the building is fatal 
for 10 % of the people inside of the building.
For the considered critical earthquake, it was found that 151,000 buildings or build-
ing parts are located within 30 km from the projection of the fault rupture area to the 
surface. The real estate value of the exposed building stock is approximately 45 billion 
euros. The exposed area is populated by 700,000 people.
The consequences of the critical earthquake are presented in Table 1. Due to the uncer-
tainty associated with seismic action and the capacities of the buildings, the results are 
presented for three percentile values (5th, 50th (median) and 95th percentile). The direct 
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seismic loss due to building stock damage was estimated between 3.6 (5th percentile) 
and 21.7 (95th percentile) billion euros, with the median loss equal to 10.5 billion euros. 
The median value of fatalities was estimated to 568, while the fatalities for a 90 per-
cent confidence level were observed in the interval from 99 to 1662. The results of the 
simulation show that the consequences of the considered earthquake event would be 
catastrophic not only for the Ljubljana region but for the entire Slovenia. The amount of 
fatalities, displaced people and losses would be enormous. Namely, in the buildings that 
would achieve damage state DS4, between 8,605 and 123,384 people (median 45,377) 
are registered, which is a rough estimate of the displaced people due to the considered 
earthquake event. The direct seismic losses would be between 7 % and 45 % (median 22 
%) of the gross domestic product from 2019. 
The informative outcome of the seismic stress test showed that the consequences of 
such a major earthquake are very likely to be catastrophic. Probably Slovenia would 
need decades to recover, which would reduce the societal well-being of the citizens of 
the Republic of Slovenia, regardless of help from other countries. 

Table 1. Results of the simulation of the critical earthquake (Mw=6.4, 5 km north of Ljubljana centre).

Figure 3.  The spatial distribution of average damage of building stock for the simulations refers 
approximately to a) 5th percentile of direct losses and b) 50th percentile of direct losses

 5th percentile 50th percentile 95th percentile

No. of buildings in DS1 19,928 24,274 27,948

No. of buildings in DS2 24,354 38,233 48,684

No. of buildings in DS3 6,317 17,268 29,596

No. of buildings in DS4 1,638 8,404 22,982

Number of fatalities 99 568 1,662

Direct seismic loss due to building 
damage (in euros) 3.6 billion 10.5 billion 21.7 billion
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5 Proposed actions for enhancing seismic resilience in Slovenia 

Based on the outcome of the stress test, four groups of actions were recommended to 
the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning: (1) actions to strengthen the build-
ing stock, (2) actions to reduce uncertainty in the seismic risk estimation, (3) actions to 
improve public awareness of seismic risk, and (4) actions to provide financial incentives 
for enhancing seismic safety. It was proposed that the actions are introduced in two 
phases: the preparatory and implementation phase. The preparatory phase is foreseen 
for five years, while the implementation phase is foreseen until 2050. 
Each group of actions has a different purpose, but the groups are interconnected. Herein 
we focus briefly only on the seismic performance certificate of building, which is one 
action that helps to improve the public perception and awareness about the seismic 
risk but can be used together with other actions. The seismic performance certificate of 
a building partially solves the issue of uncertainty in the seismic risk estimation at the 
national level. However, the certificate could also be used to plan the owner contribu-
tion to the fund for financial incentives for enhancing seismic resilience at the national 
level. Thus, it was recommended that a seismic performance certificate of a building is 
developed and implemented in the preparatory phase of enhancing the seismic resil-
ience of Slovenia. 
An example of the graphical part of the proposed seismic performance certificate of 
a building [5] is presented in Figure 4. It is obvious that the grades are harmonised 
with the energy performance certificate. However, the grading system is novel because 
grade reduction is introduced due to the adopted concept of long-term and short-term 
risk tolerance [4]. The results correspond to an older school building in Ljubljana [5,11], 
for which the certificate was obtained on the basis of a detailed seismic analysis. How-
ever, note that at least four levels of details for calculating risk measures used in the 
building certificate were already developed (e.g. [11], [12]). 
From the seismic performance certificate of the building, it can be concluded that the 
building is classified in risk class D, which means that the risk is intolerable in the long-
term. Therefore the outcome of the stress test is negative. The certificate foresees that 
the initial grade D will be reduced over time (Figure 4). Based on the proposed method-
ology ([4],[5]), grade D will be reduced to grade E in 1 year, into grade F in 11 years and 
finally to grade G in 21 years. If the final grade G is reached, even the short-term risk 
would be considered intolerable. In such cases, immediate actions should be taken so 
that the seismic risk is reduced.
As a consequence of the Petrinja earthquake, quite some Ljubljana citizens asked for 
information about the earthquake-resistance of their homes. For that purpose, inform-
ative seismic performance certificates of buildings were issued based on the seismic 
stress test of building stock in Slovenia. However, because the level of detail of seismic 
risk assessment of building stock is low, the certificate in such cases foresees the inter-
val of grades and not only one grade, as presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  An example of seismic certificate of a school building in Ljubljana with the consideration of two 
seismic risk measures: collapse probability in 50 years and expected annual loss per 100 m2 of 
floor area with the risk boundaries and the outcome of a stress test and the grade reduction ([5], 
[10])

6 Conclusions

The seismic stress test of the building stock in Slovenia was developed slightly before 
the 2020 earthquake hit Zagreb. Since then, the seismic stress test outcome was deliv-
ered and presented to the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning of the Republic 
of Slovenia. Soon after the Petrinja earthquake, the results were again communicated 
to the stakeholders through media and in the Slovenian Parliament. After a five-hour 
debate, the Committee on Infrastructure, Environment and Spatial Planning unani-
mously decided that the Government of the Republic of Slovenia should prepare by the 
end of the year a resolution on strengthening earthquake resistance in the Republic of 
Slovenia. It is hoped that the resolution will be prepared in a broad context, which will 
enhance seismic community resilience comprehensively. In such a context, the physics-
based simulations of seismic risk and related digitalised seismic performance certifi-
cates are key factors for establishing unbiased seismic risk perception and communica-
tion and provide a basis for risk management towards community seismic resilience.
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Abstract
The wider area around the city of Zagreb is one of the seismically most active regions in Croatia 
where many strong events have been reported in the past. Due to the large population and socio-
economic importance of this region, advanced seismic hazard and risk assessment for this area 
is of high importance. While seismic hazard gives probability that an earthquake will occur and 
outlines possible levels of shaking it lacks detailed information about the impact of a specific, 
usually stronger event. Therefore, this information must be supplemented in some other way in 
order to obtain reliable ground-motion prediction. Since the 1880 Mw = 6.2 historic earthquake is 
the most significant event, de-facto governing hazard assessment for the wider Zagreb area, our 
goal is to explore effects of such an occurrence happening today. To facilitate this, we simulated 
two ground shaking scenarios stemming from a large earthquake happening on two different 
hypocentre locations (Kašina and North Medvednica fault).
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The wider area around the city of Zagreb is one of the seismically most active regions 
in Croatia where many strong events have been reported in the past. Due to the large 
population and socio-economic importance of this region, advanced seismic hazard and 
risk assessment for this area is of high importance. While seismic hazard gives probabil-
ity that an earthquake will occur and outlines possible levels of shaking it lacks detailed 
information about the impact of a specific, usually stronger event. Therefore, this infor-
mation must be supplemented in some other way in order to obtain reliable ground-
motion prediction. Since the 1880 Mw = 6.2 historic earthquake is the most significant 
event, de-facto governing hazard assessment for the wider Zagreb area, our goal is to 
explore effects of such an occurrence happening today. To facilitate this, we simulated 
two ground shaking scenarios stemming from a large earthquake happening on two 
different hypocentre locations (Kašina and North Medvednica fault).
In this work, we assessed ground shaking in the wider region around the city of Zagreb 
by computing broadband seismograms using a hybrid technique. In a hybrid technique, 
low frequency (LF, f < 1 Hz) and high frequency (HF, f = 1–10 Hz) seismograms are ob-
tained separately and then reconciled into a single time series. The LF simulation of the 
wave propagation in the complex 3D media is computed using a deterministic method 
while the HF part is estimated using the stochastic methodology of [1]. For the pur-
poses of the simulation, we assembled the 3D velocity and density model of the crust 
in the wider Zagreb region (Fig.1). 

Figure 1.  a) 3D shear wave (Vs) velocity model for the wider Zagreb area; b) Four cross sections of the 
model (only top 10 km are shown)

The model consists of a detailed description of the main geologic structures that are 
observed in the upper crust. It covers 60 km × 80 km area around the city of Zagreb, ex-
tends to the depth of 60 km and is embedded within a greater regional EPCrust crustal 
model [2]. To test and evaluate the model accuracy, we apply the hybrid technique to 
the March 22nd, 2020 Mw = 5.3 event and four smaller (3.0 < Mw < 5.0) events. We 
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compare the measured seismograms with the synthetic data and validate our results by 
calculating the goodness of fit for the peak ground velocity values and the shaking dura-
tion. Lastly, we calculate broadband waveforms on a dense grid of points for the Mw = 
5.3, March 22nd 2020 and Mw = 6.2, 1880 historic event. From computed waveforms, 
we generate the shakemaps (Fig.2) to determine if the main expected ground-motion 
features are well-represented and whether the results of our approach can be applied 
in other disciplines.

Figure 2.  Peak ground acceleration (%g) for periods T > 1s for a) Mw = 5.3, 2020 event; Mw = 6.2, 1880 
historic event on b) North Medvednica fault and c) Kašina fault
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The lecture will give a concise overview of development of the disciplines of engineer-
ing seismology (and to a lesser extent, also earthquake engineering) in Croatia from 
a perspective of a seismologist. A significant part of the talk is dedicated to the role 
that Andrija Mohorovičić played in establishing the framework of research related to 
the seismic safety of buildings, not just in Croatia – his analyses, ideas, and suggestions 
on the ways to deal with the threats earthquakes pose to our buildings, although over 
110 years old, still sound modern and fresh, and were in several aspects truly visionary 
(Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Mohorovičić’s analyses of the building’s motion during earthquake excitation [2]

Mohorovičić [1, 2] introduced into the Croatian practice the concepts of seismic hazard, 
response spectra, as well as a number of basic principles of aseismic building design.
After a lull of several decades after Mohorovičić’s retirement, the applied seismological 
investigations related to hazard estimation were revived in 1980-ies, and were further 
intensified in the beginning of the 21st century. Those included using microtremors for 
the estimation of soil amplification properties, derivation of local ground-motion pre-
diction equations (for PGA), hazard estimation for the Croatian territory (both in terms 
of intensity and PGA), advanced methods for soil characterisation and microzonation 
studies (e.g. Fig. 2), assessment of building’s dynamical parameters and of the potential 
of soil-structure resonance, etc. 
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Figure 2.  Comparison of observed damage to the building stock in Ston after the 1996 M6.0 earthquake, 
and computed local soil amplification of PGA, after [3]

The future presents many challenges – from further densification of the National 
strong-motion network, to compilation of the new earthquake hazard maps in accor-
dance with the recent advances in the engineering seismology, improved knowledge of 
seismicity and the activity of seismogenic faults, and relevant changes in legislation.
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Abstract
Seismic energy propagation and dissipation within a soil-structure interacting (SSI) system 
controls response of infrastructure objects (buildings, bridges, dams, tunnels, etc.) to seismic/
earthquake response. Seismic energy is radiated from the earthquake hypocenter zone, passes 
through deep and shallow geology, and excites embedded and surface infrastructure objects 
(IOs). Energy of incoming earthquake waves, in the vicinity of IOs, is then dissipated through a 
number of physical and numerical mechanisms. 
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1 Introduction

Seismic energy propagation and dissipation within a soil-structure interacting (SSI) 
system controls response of infrastructure objects (buildings, bridges, dams, tunnels, 
etc.) to seismic/earthquake response. Seismic energy is radiated from the earthquake 
hypocenter zone, passes through deep and shallow geology, and excites embedded and 
surface infrastructure objects (IOs). Energy of incoming earthquake waves, in the vicinity 
of IOs, is then dissipated through a number of physical and numerical mechanisms [Yang 
et al., 2019c]:
 - Seismic wave reflections, incoming waves reflect from the free surface and from struc-

tural foundations, back into the shallow and deep soil and rock domain,
 - Structural oscillations, radiation damping, send waves from dynamically excited, os-

cillating structure, back into the shallow and deep soil and rock domain,
 - Viscous coupling of porous material with internal pore fluids is particularly important 

for saturate soil,
 - Viscous coupling of external fluids in reservoirs and pools,
 - Inelastic behavior of rock, soil, concrete, steel, interfaces/joints and energy dissipator 

devices is the main source of energy dissipation for earthquakes of any significance, 
with occurrence of even small amount of damage in structures,

 - Numerical, algorithmic energy dissipation and production, is usually neglected, al-
though this, artificial, numerical damping mechanism can dissipate and/or produce 
energy in an SSI system [Argyris and Mlejnek, 1991, Krenk, 2014].

Of particular interest is accurate modeling and simulation of the most significant en-
ergy dissipation mechanisms for larger earthquakes, the plastic dissipation, within en-
gineering solids and structures. Plastic dissipation is responsible for damage in solids 
and structures and, as such, it is important to be modeled properly inn order to improve 
safety and economy of infrastructure objects.

2 Seismic Energy Computation Framework

Significant amount of potential energy is released at the earthquake source, fault, when 
the earthquake initiates [Aki and Richards, 2002], and is radiated in all directions. Small 
amount of seismic energy from fault rupture that is radiated toward surface finds its 
way to the location of SSI system of interest. As noted above, of particular interest is 
modeling of the plastic dissipation within engineering solids and structures. Detailed 
discussion of energy propagation and dissipation for SSI system is presented in previ-
ous studies [Yang et al., 2018, 2019c,a,b]. It is important to note the difference between 
plastic work and plastic dissipation, that was experimentally discovered and then theo-
retically explained by Farren and Taylor [1925] and Taylor and Quinney [1934].
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3 Numerical Example

Energy calculation methodology has been implemented in the Real-ESSI Simulator 
[Jeremić et al., 1988-2021], a software, hardware and documentation system for high 
fidelity, high performance, time domain, linear or nonlinear/inelastic, deterministic or 
probabilistic, FE modeling and simulation (http://real-essi.us). An SSI model, com-
posed of a moment frame structure, foundation and the underlying soils, is used to 
illustrate energy calculation methodology. A variation in foundation design is used to 
illustrate how presented methodology can by used in design and retrofit assessment. An 
overview of the SSI model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Numerical model of the reinforced concrete frame, inelastic soil, and foundation-soil interfaces

The main components of the model are:
1. A nonlinear/inelastic reinforced concrete frame, that is based on a code-conforming 

designs by Haselton et al. [2008], is modeled using beam-column elements
2. The underlying soil that is modeled using standard 27-node-brick elements and 

Drucker-Prager inelastic material model with Armstrong-Frederick kinematic hard-
ening [Jeremić et al., 1989-2021],

3. The interfaces between soil and foundation is modeled using the nonlinear, stress-
based, frictional, gap open-close interface elements.
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4. A layer of Domain Reduction Method (DRM) elements, for applying earthquake load-
ing [Bielak et al., 2003], is modeled using 27-node-brick elements and linear elastic 
material.

5. A few damping layers outside of the DRM layer, to absorb the very small outgoing 
waves, representing radi- ation damping from oscillations of the structure, are used, 
with progressively increasing Rayleigh damping.

Details of the developed model and illustrative results are presented by Yang et al. 
[2020] and will not be repeated here. Select results will be used to illustrate design 
alternative.

3.1 Influence of Foundation Type

It is common to have multiple preliminary designs for an engineering project, and then 
choose the best one by comparing their performances. One possible design change for 
SSI system is the change in the type of foundation. In this section, the influence of foun-
dation type on SSI performance is analyzed. As seen in Figure 1, the benchmark case 
has separate, spread foundation underneath each column. For comparison, a case with 
continuous, slab foundation is analyzed as well.
Figures 2 shows the displacement responses and maximum IDR results of the frame 
with different foundation designs. Figure 3 shows the distribution of plastic energy dis-
sipation for the two cases with different foundation types. Visible differences in plastic 
dissipation density can be observed in the frame, soil, and interface elements. For con-
tinuous, slab foundation, more energy is dissipated in the soil and soil-foundation inter-
face before reaching the structure. This means that less energy dissipation, or material 
damage, is accumulated within the frame elements. Please note that the same scale 
is used for energy dissipation density color in both figures, in order to visually compare 
dissipation. For example, for a spread foundation case, Figure 3a, more dissipation is 
observed in columns on third and fourth floor, in comparison with slab, continuous foun-
dation case, as seen in Figure 3b.

Figure 2.  Horizontal displacement and interstory drift responses for benchmark (spread) and continuous/
slab foundation
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Figure 3.  Distribution of plastic energy dissipation for different foundation types: a) Separate foundations 
(Benchmark), b) Continuous foundation

By comparing traditional design parameters, such as peak displacement or maximum 
IDR, with energy analysis results, it is clear that the former tends to underestimate the 
variation in system performance when evaluating design changes. This is especially true 
if seismic performance is the main concern. The source of such underestimation can 
be largely attributed to the fact that traditional, displacement-based design concepts 
focus on peak response, while EBD follows accumulated material damage and system 
performance as a time history throughout the entire loading event.

4 Conclusions

Modeling and simulation of a seismic energy propagation within earthquake-soil-struc-
ture interacting (ESSI) system is used as a method to improve safety and economy of 
infrastructure objects. Brief overview of methodology was presented, with a number of 
references for further investigation of the methods used. Simple frame ESSI example 
was used to illustrate seismic energy calculations. It was shown that energy dissipation 
calculations can be used to explore design alternatives. Presented design and assess-
ment methodology is promoted over traditional analysis methods that cannot account 
for the continuous accumulation of material damage.
It is noted that full, detailed ESSI modeling and simulation that properly models all the 
components, including earthquake, soil, structure, and soil-foundation interface ele-
ments is available and can/should be used to improve safety and economy of infrastruc-
ture objects. The presented analysis approach is developed, implemented and available 
within the Real-ESSI Simulator [Jeremić et al., 1988-2021]. Moreover, examples used in 
this work are available at the Real-ESSI Simulator web site http://real-essi.us.
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Abstract
The foundation soil is the last structural element to which seismic forces are transmitted and is 
an unavoidable factor of stability, but also a threat to some buildings. Many years of experience 
in testing and repairing the foundations of buildings in the urban area of   Zagreb and Banovina 
has shown that the soil is degraded in many cases, primarily by secondary influences. Among 
the most pronounced are the impacts of water resulting from outdated water supply and 
sewerage infrastructure and climate change causing long droughts and heavy rains. Such soil 
has poorer geomechanical properties than those according to which the building was designed 
before construction, and thus does not provide sufficient load-bearing capacity of the building 
located on it. This problem is even more pronounced during seismic oscillations because it creates 
an additional load on the foundation soil, resulting in greater displacement of objects, and thus 
greater risks to people and structures of objects. In this paper, through mathematical models, but 
also examples from practice, the impact of earthquakes on buildings with degraded foundation 
soil, and also the impact on those where foundation soil is strengthened or rehabilitated by the 
method of expanding resin injection, will be presented. Regardless of the method of improving 
the foundation soil, each of them contributes to the stability of the building, and thus to seismic 
resistance; especially in cases where there has been degradation of the foundation soil after its 
construction.
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1 Introduction

The foundation soil represents the area of   the soil just below the foundation and is 
the last construction medium into which all static and dynamic loads of the building 
are transferred. The foundation is the lowest structural element of the structure which 
transfers the load of the building to the foundation load-bearing ground and distrib-
utes it evenly on a sufficiently large load-bearing surface thus keeping soil compaction 
within acceptable values and preventing excessive subsidence, tilting or damage. When 
designing / rehabilitating a building, soil conditions and / or soil properties may not be 
good enough, i.e., the bearing capacity of the foundation soil under the foundation may 
be inadequate, and therefore soil improvement measures are required. The action of 
natural disasters such as earthquakes, due to the induction of large inertial forces and 
the propagation of seismic waves, consequently reduces the bearing capacity of the 
foundation soil and the consequent impact on exceeding some boundary conditions of 
geotechnical structure which can lead to intense damage to the structure. Due to the di-
rect connection between the structure and the ground, the reduction of the load-bear-
ing capacity of the foundation soil (soil degradation) under the foundation, the soil is 
directly related to the structure and a certain displacement of the foundation will result 
in cracks, very often in the lower floors of the object itself. Different types of soil during 
earthquakes conduct differently generated seismic waves of earthquakes and their im-
pact on objects therefore largely depends on the very characteristics of the foundation 
soil. This indicates the importance of the characteristics of the foundation soil and its 
role in the stability of structures [1].
Basic soils in our climate are subject to wetting and drying, and thus change in volume 
and geomechanical characteristics. The soil under the buildings in the city of Zagreb is 
often degraded by poor drainage systems. Poor foundation soils and local liquefaction 
are most often caused by poor and outdated water and sewerage infrastructure instal-
lations. Poor stormwater drainage and outdated sanitary water drainage systems with 
vibrations caused by traffic and earthquakes are a huge ‘culprit’ of poor soil, which then 
in an earthquake state can not withstand dynamic loads.

2 Foundation soil as an important factor in building damage

Unlike secondary influences that can lead to cracks in “quiet” conditions, earthquakes 
represent an additional dynamic load that can result in a significantly greater damage 
to the structure. As seismic waves are transmitted over the foundation soil; first to the 
foundations and then to the building, the foundation soil is the first “line of defense” and 
its condition greatly affects the level of damage. At the moment of an earthquake, the 
foundation sags due to two different mechanisms: one, although momentary, is caused 
by an increase in forces and moments transmitted to the foundation, where the forces 
drastically exceed the forces in the static state; second, repeated loading can lead to a 
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loss of soil strength as in the case of soils susceptible to liquefaction. In order to solve 
the problem with the foundation soil, in addition to the renovation of underground in-
stallations, it is necessary to approach soil improvement [2, 3].
The design of buildings takes into account the geotechnical characteristics of the soil 
on which they will be built, but if this condition of the soil changes and weakens during 
the use of the building, the level of seismic resistance for which the building is designed 
will be reduced. Under these conditions, it is necessary to restore the soil strength and 
bearing capacity. Remediation measures to improve the bearing capacity of the foun-
dations can be divided into two main categories: one is the remediation of the founda-
tion soil, and the other is the remediation of the foundation. Soil remediation methods 
can greatly improve soil strength and liquefaction resistance at the same time. Given 
the case of existing buildings, especially in urban environments, the vast majority of 
available geotechnical methods in these two broad categories are not applicable or se-
verely limited due to excessive noise or vibration generated during construction, size of 
equipment required or limited usability during construction. Reinforcement of founda-
tion soils by the method of injection of expanding resins has remarkable advantages in 
terms of such problems in the urban environment and provides a relatively high level 
of efficiency compared to possible alternatives, especially for existing buildings. An ex-
ample of positive feedback on the importance of remediation of foundation soil and 
detection of soil degradation patterns, as well as positive impact during earthquakes, 
is the remediation project on a 12-apartment building in Haulikova Street built in the 
early 20th century, rehabilitated before the earthquake. The soil was endangered by an 
outdated and destroyed sewage system and vibrations near the building, which, when 
examining the condition of the foundation soil by the DPM method and correlation with 
the SPT method, established the actual condition of the soil and the position of the en-
dangered part of the foundation soil and its rehabilitation [4, 5].

3 Deep Injections Multipoint

In order to stop the settlement process of buildings or to improve the ground param-
eters to enable the addition of another floor, it has been developed a low impact tech-
nology of local injections of a high-pressure expansion resin into the foundation soil. 
The Deep Injections-technology is already in action for 25 years now. Its operation steps 
are relatively simple and do not require invasive excavations or connection systems to 
the existing and the new foundation structures. The Multipoint-system constitutes the 
latest improvement of the Deep Injections-technology with further advantages [6].
Deep Injections Multipoint-system is fast, non-invasive and shows immediate results. 
Small diameter drillings guarantee low vibrations and eliminate the need for any kind 
of excavation or heavy drilling machines. The injection pipe is pushed in the hole and 
releases the resin into the soil.
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3.1 The injection pipe and the resin

The injection pipe has a diameter of 12 mm and is interrupted by several lateral exit 
openings for the resin. The diameter of the openings increases with the depth to guar-
antee a uniform emission of the resin and a coherent improvement of the soil. The res-
in exits the injection pipe with a pressure high enough to fracture the ground and can 
therefore also intrude cohesive soils.
GEOPLUS are several fast-expanding polyurethane resins with different expansion 
pressures ranging from medium to high. Small quantities of the resin are injected pre-
cisely underneath the foundation level into the soil volume where the stress state 
reaches its peak. In order to avoid the material to flow out of this volume, the expansion 
together with the viscosity increase of the resin has to be very quick. Therefore, after 
having injected the soil for treatment, the resin immediately starts to expand (Figure 1.). 
A high expansion pressure of the injection grout is also needed to guarantee a proper 
compaction of the soil. It has to be way higher than the stress state induced by the 
overlying structures both to allow a certain expansion rate and to avoid higher material 
consumption. The expansion process first leads to the compaction of the surrounding 
soil and then, in case of suitable constructions, also to the lift [7].

Figure 1. Distribution of exit openings and expansion of the resin

3.2 The injection

To make sure the resin stays in the area to be consolidated, the injection is interrupted 
several times for a few seconds. In this time the resin expands and compacts the sur-
rounding soil, building a barrier for the following resin of the next interval. All the pro-
cedure is monitored by electric receivers lighted by a laser emitter and anchored to the 
building where the foundation is treated.

3.3 The result

Penetration tests before and after the injection show a significant increase of the re-
quired number of blows. During the trials which were made before releasing the new 
technology, the average increase was 48 % for cohesive soils and 75 % for granular soils.
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4 The project of remediation: Haulikova 3, Zagreb

The residential building was built in the 1880s (Figure 2), on four floors with a floor plan 
measuring 22,0 × 22,0 m, and is located in the center of Zagreb, next to the intensive 
road traffic road. The building is located on the west side of the sidewalk and on the 
northern and southern side is paired with other buildings. The building is endangered 
due to the subsidence of the predominantly eastern part, which is covered with a flat 
roof of unknown cover, and on the ground floor with a courtyard and old vegetation. 
During the inspection of the building, significant cracks were noticed along the stair-
case, which are 1,0 – 5,0 mm wide at the bottom, all the way to the top, where they are 
up to 10 mm, and along both skylights, more towards the east side approx. 1/5 of edge. 
The building was built on strip non-reinforced foundations where masonry is a mixture 
of brick with concrete and stone. The depth of the foundation from the basement is 0,4 
m and from the outer surface in the east 1,4 m and from the west 1,8 m, and the width 
of the foundation is 0,75 m.

Figure 2. View of a residential building a) on the west side and b) east side - subject of reconstruction

4.1 Description of the conditions in the foundation soil

Exploration works were carried out on 15 May 2018. The soil was examined by conduct-
ing 8 penetration wells (DPM) and checking the geometry of the foundation at 4 loca-
tions. The maximum penetration depth is at well B2 up to a depth of 4,6 m in relation 
to the level of the surrounding soil. Figure 3 shows the position of the exploration wells.

Figure 3. Ground plan position of exploration Wells
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Based on the results of the research work, it is concluded that the soil characteristics, 
just below the foundation structure, in the test areas B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7 and B8, 
was unsatisfactory. These are soft to medium-kneading fine-grained materials, pre-
dictably clays or clayey sands. The resistance of the foundation soil is conditioned by 
the presence of moisture, which oscillates depending on the meteorological conditions 
of the micro location. The foundation soil layers at the relevant depths do not have sat-
isfactory values of strength parameters. For this reason, it was necessary to improve 
them. There is a significant impact of rainwater in the depression, which is located in the 
yard, surrounded by adjoining buildings.

4.2 The intervention of the remediation in the foundation object

Based on the findings and the examination, it was established that unacceptable sub-
sidence of the foundation structure on its southern, eastern and northern blocks oc-
curred on the subject object by the yard, caused by unfavorable influence of catchment 
and precipitation waters for many years, and consequently devastation of the founda-
tion soil.
In order to improve the load-bearing capacity and characteristics of the soil under the 
strip foundations in the courtyard of the building, and the central foundation inside the 
building in the basement, remediation of the soil under the foundation is planned based 
on the remediation project made in June 2018. Since it is a residential building in an 
urban environment, the rehabilitation solution was considered from several aspects. 
Expansion resin remediation technology was selected. The advantages of the selected 
technology are as follows:
 - no heavy machinery is used and no construction waste
 - injection work is relatively short
 - there is no disruption of the daily activities of people in the facility
 - reduces the impact of moisture on the foundations and improves the foundation soil
 - no environmental pollution

For the mentioned project, grouting was performed on a total length of 50.0 (Figure 4) 
meters with two-component, polyurethane, expanding resin of the GEOPLUS type by 
the Deep Injections method. Soil injection was performed up to a depth of 3.0 m below 
the bottom of the foundation, or about 4.4 m from the surrounding soil with paral-
lel laser monitoring of the movement of the walls of the building. During the injection, 
the determined displacement values ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 mm upwards. The distance 
between the injection wells ranged from 0.8 m to 1.2 m, depending on the position of 
the openings in the walls and the installations found. The works were performed for the 
most part, a total of 37 wells on the outside and 13 wells inside the building, from the 
basement position.
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Figure 4.  a) Ground plan disposition of the performed reinforcement of the foundation soil b) Characteristic 
cross-section of the expansion resin spread and injection level

5 Analysis of the results of the numerical model

In the Plaxis 2D and Plaxis 3D programs (finite element method), settlement calcula-
tions of the residential building were performed. Settlements were calculated for the 
2D and 3D model based on the conducted research works before and after injection (soil 
parameters were determined according to the correlation of DPM 30 and SPT tests) 
with an increase in additional load by 30 %. The following figure (Figure 5) shows the 
computational model in a 2D model and a 3D model.

Figure 5. a) 2D model b) 3D model

The estimated subsidence of the foundation of the building before injection from the 
weight of the building (156 kN / m2) is 3,84 cm (Figure 6, a), while with an additional 
load of 30 % (200 kN / m2) is 6,39 cm, which is an additional settlement of 2,55 cm. 
According to the analysis of the reinforcement of the foundation soil multipoint tech-
nology and the application of an additional load of 200 kN / m2, the settlement is 4,34 
cm (Figure 6, b), which is an additional settlement of 0,5 cm compared to the settle-
ment from the building without any additional load and thus the ratio of the effect of 
improvement is 5.1 times higher.
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Figure 6. a) Subsidence of the object from the weight of the object itself before injection b) subsidence of 
the object at additional load after injection

6  Comparative penetration test results before and after the 
injection

In Table 1, Table 2 and Diagram 1 are given the results of the penetrometer test using 
DPM-30 and correlation with the SPT method for a drillhole B1 before injection and the 
results of the initial test for determination of the initial state of the foundation soil. Also, 
in this table are given the results obtained after grouting and soil improvement by using 
expansion resin which was used in two phases and three levels.
Observing the well B1 and the cross section of the soil according to the degree of com-
paction before and after injection, it can be seen that the foundation soil was strength-
ened, and from Diagram 1 we can compare soil compaction before and after the injec-
tion, obtaining the following results:

Diagram 1.  Diagram of the ratio of dynamic soil resistance (kg / cm2) to depth (m) for drillhole B1 and B1 
‘(before and after injection)
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Depth 
[m]

Number 
of strokes 

before 
injection 
DPM 30

Number 
of strokes 

before 
injection 

SPT

Test B1 i B1’

Dynamic 
resistance      
[kg/cm2]

number of 
strokes after 

injection DPM 
30

number of 
strokes after 
injection SPT

Dynamic 
resistance  
[kg/cm2]

0,10
0,20 12 9 42,80 -
0,30 12 9 42,80 -
0,40 21 16 74,90 -
0,50 15 12 53,50 -
0,60 14 11 49,93 -
0,70 10 8 35,67 -
0,80 9 7 32,10 -
0,90 10 8 35,67 -
1,00 9 7 32,10 -
1,10 12 9 38,67 -
1,20 12 9 38,67 -

1,30 11 8 35,45 Bottom of 
foundations

1,40 10 8 32,22 21 16 67,67
1,50 7 5 22,56 21 16 67,67
1,60 5 4 16,11 20 15 64,45
1,70 5 4 16,11 20 15 64,45
1,80 5 4 16,11 19 15 61,23
1,90 6 5 19,33 20 15 64,45
2,00 6 5 19,33 21 16 67,67
2,10 6 5 17,62 26 20 76,36
2,20 5 4 14,69 23 18 67,55
2,30 7 5 20,56 16 12 46,99
2,40 5 4 14,69 22 17 64,62
2,50 22 17 64,62 21 16 61,68
2,60 25 19 73,43 21 16 61,68
2,70 20 15 58,74 21 16 61,68

2,80 22 17 64,62 17 13 49,93

2,90 20 15 58,74 17 13 49,93

3,00 22 17 64,62 20 15 58,74
3,10 20 15 54,00 23 18 67,55
3,20 18 14 48,60 22 17 64,62
3,30 22 17 59,40 23 18 67,55
3,40 22 17 59,40 20 15 58,74
3,50 22 17 59,40 23 18 67,55
3,60 20 15 54,00 27 21 79,30
3,70 15 12 40,50 24 18 70,49
3,80 16 12 43,20 22 17 64,62
3,90 19 15 51,30 31 24 91,05

Table 1.  Comparative results of the B1 penetrometer test before and after injection and correlation with SPT
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Table 2.  Comparison of injection results for well B1 before and after injection according to SPT methods [8]

NOTE: the results of soil compaction under the foundation are shown after injection
Based on the results shown in Table 2 above, it can be seen that after the remediation of 
the foundation soil by the injection of explosive resin, the number of shocks obtained by 
testing with DPM-30, and thus dynamic resistance, is higher than the results obtained 
before the remediation process. This leads to the conclusion that the bearing capacity 
of the soil after grouting is higher, which proves us how successful the rehabilitation of 
the foundation soil was. It should also be noted that, following the earthquake which hit 
Zagreb in March 2020, it was determined that the building survived it with only a few 
small cracks without any major damage or endangering stability.

7 Conclusion

Expansive polymer injection improves soil resistance through two different modes, de-
pending on the soil type and injection method: first, in the parts of the soil where the 
resin is impregnated, the void in the soil is filled with expansive resin and a chemical 
bond is given between the solid particles that make up the soil; secondly, due to the 
expansive character of the resin, the injected soil increases in volume, exerting signifi-
cant pressures on the environment thus resulting in an increase in effective stress and a 
reduction in voids (compaction) in the soil mass strengthening foundation soils against 
earthquake-related damage. Based on the results of penetration tests conducted to 
assess the quality of improvement, the method is as effective as a corrective measure 
against liquefaction on coarse-grained soils, as well as in strengthening weak alluvial 
deposits. This is proven by the application of the expanding polymers in the area of   
the city of Zagreb and its surroundings for the purpose of improving the soil before the 
earthquake - on about fifty buildings (Haulikova Street, Palmotićeva Street, The Square 
of the Republic of France, Žajina Street, Zagrebačka Street... ) showed excellent results 
with little or no new effects on the structure due to the earthquake. This is proved by 
the analysis conducted in Plaxis, the results of which show that by strengthening the 
soil with DEEP INECTIONS technology, the bearing capacity of the soil itself is increased 
and a satisfactory safety factor is achieved.

BEFORE INJECTION AFTER INJECTION

1. layer from 0,0 m to 1,4 m – medium compacted soil

2. layer from 1,4 m to 2,4 m – light soil 2. layer from 1,4 m to 3,8 m – compacted soil

3. layer from 2,4 m to 3,9 m – compacted soil 3. layer from 3,8 m – very compacted soil
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Abstract
have been performed, led by the third author during three and a half years, in the Institute of 
Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology (IZIIS), Ss. Cyril and Methodius University 
in Skopje, in the frame of the innovative NATO Science for Peace Project “Seismic Upgrading of 
Bridges in South-East Europe by Innovative Technologies (SFP: 983828)”, involving five countries. 
The specific project part included development of the innovative USI-V-MG system representing 
advanced technology for seismic isolation and seismic protection of bridges. By integrating the 
new uniform vertical multi-gap (V-MG) energy dissipation devices, qualitative advances of the 
USI-V-MG system have been achieved. The seismic response of the isolated bridge segment 
becomes controlled by simultaneous effects of the present isolation system and the new uniform 
multi-gap added damping system. Initially, in the paper are presented the original concept, device 
creation process, production of the first model prototypes, as well as, the original experimental 
laboratory tests of the main components of the integral prototypes of the developed new uniform 
V-MG energy dissipation devices. The new multi-gap V-MG devices provide added “adaptive” 
damping to the common seismically isolated system which generally does not possess sufficient 
damping capacity. In the following part of the paper, shortly are discussed some unique and 
original observations resulting from conducted complex shaking table tests of constructed large-
scale bridge model. The extensive experimental research program is realized on a bridge model 
constructed by using the seismically isolated system upgraded with uniform vertical multi-gap 
energy dissipation devices (USI-V-MG). The installed adaptive system for seismic protection of 
bridges utilizes originally produced double spherical rolling seismic bearings (DSRSB) as seismic 
isolators, while qualitative improvement of seismic performances is achieved through the use of 
novel uniform vertical multi-gap energy dissipation (V-MG-ED) devices.

Key words:  Shaking table, bridge model, seismic test, passive control, seismic isolation, energy 
dissipation
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1 Introduction

In the past, extensive studies in the field of seismic isolation of bridges have been most-
ly performed in the world’s renowned research centers in Japan, USA, Italy, and New 
Zealand. However, in the recent years, contributions from many other countries are in-
creased and have resulted in proposing of many new ideas and concepts. The intolerable 
severe impacts to modern bridge systems during strong recent earthquakes [1, 2], have 
been observed. It has given rise to strong arguments about the further needs for devel-
opment and practical implementation of seismic isolation systems in seismic protection 
of bridges, [3-7]. This paper shows the obtained important results from the realized 
creative research part of the innovative long-term study devoted to development of a 
new, experimentally verified, advanced USI-V-MG system that can provide qualitative 
seismic upgrading of isolated bridges by using of innovative V-MG-ED energy dissipa-
tion devices [8]. The conducted initial experimental part of the study included realization 
of original nonlinear quasi-static tests of the created individual energy dissipation com-
ponents. Unique original experimental data have been obtained, enabling development 
of an advanced, experimentally validated, nonlinear micro-model for hysteretic behav-
ior study of the complete new vertical multi-gap energy dissipation (V-MG-ED) devices 
with possibility of optionally different arrangement of ED components. Following some 
recent author’s developments [8], created were conditions for realization of the final 
original study involving shaking table tests of the constructed large-scale bridge pro-
totype model with the applied new USI-V-MG system. The tested uniform upgrading 
system for seismic protection of bridges, USI-V-MG system, utilizes originally produced 
double spherical rolling seismic bearings (DSRSB) as seismic isolation system, while 
qualitative improvement of seismic performances is achieved through the use of novel 
uniform vertical multi-gap energy dissipation (V-MG-ED) devices.

2 Concept of new USI-V-MG bridge system

The upgraded seismically isolated (USI) system with vertical multi gap (V-MG) energy 
dissipation (ED) devices represent newly created advanced technical concept providing 
harmonized modification and improvement of structural seismic response, Fig. 6. The 
USI-V-MG system is advanced alternative method for qualitative improvement of seis-
mic protection of bridge structures through introduced concept of global optimization of 
seismic energy balance. The USI-V-MG system is created through obligatory incorpora-
tion of the following three complementary systems: (1) Incorporation of seismic isola-
tion (SI) system: The applied system for seismic isolation of bridge superstructure should 
contain adequately selected seismic isolators that will provide very low stiffness in hor-
izontal direction and will be capable of sustaining safely the total weight of the entire 
superstructure. In that way, it is enabled for an appropriately designed seismic isolation 
(SI) device to be installed at each supporting point of bridge superstructure whereas the 
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total isolated weight will be directly transferred to the supporting middle piers and/or 
to the rigid supporting abutments of the bridge. Under such conditions, a wide range of 
possibilities of selecting the proper system for seismic isolation of bridge superstruc-
ture is given, including application of any newly developed advanced solutions for seis-
mic isolation; (2) Incorporation of seismic energy dissipation (ED) system: Seismic isolators 
are characterized by insufficient damping for seismic energy dissipation, so additional 
seismic energy dissipaters have been introduced. For this reason, the ED devices should 
possess optimal stiffness, optimal bearing capacity and high ductility in relation to the 
seismic performances of implemented seismic isolators. Considered very large stiffness 
of the ED devices leads to undesired impact and impulsive transfer of inertial forces. To 
avoid such problem, it is favorable to reduce the initial stiffness of ED devices to an op-
timal level. In addition, if bearing capacity of ED devices is considered very high, large or 
critical forces will be transferred to the piers. To avoid related problem, bearing capacity 
of energy dissipation devices should be reduced to a design limit. Finally, the ductility 
capacity of ED devices should be sufficiently large. In the case of generated large inertial 
forces, relative displacements in full scale bridges can become quite large, of the order 
of 25-30 cm or larger. Therefore, the ED devices should possess the ability of sustaining 
large deformations without damage. Generally, it is necessary to introduce ED devices 
with greater capacity of seismic energy dissipation through nonlinear deformations and 
creation of pronounced hysteresis curves. In the frameworks of this study, very sig-
nificant advances of the three above specified properties are achieved by formulation 
of the proposed advanced V-MG multi-directional energy dissipation devices, and (3) 
Incorporation of displacement limiting (DL) system: In the course of very strong earth-
quake large relative displacements may occur and sometimes they are not successfully 
controlled in a reliable engineering mode. By introducing specific displacement limiting 
devices (DLD), strong impact and negative effects will be reduced or avoided.

3  Creation and testing of prototypes of V-MG energy dissipation 
devices

Within the frames of the conducted study, special attention has been paid to the formu-
lation of integrated compact unit providing highly ductile response, as well as, structur-
ally to represent innovative multi-gap (MG) and multi-directional (MD) energy dissipa-
tion (ED) device of a unique and large seismic energy dissipation capacity. Here, briefly 
are described the main creation steps, original structure and testing of prototypes of 
new V-MG-MD-ED energy dissipation devices.

Structure of multi-directional V-MG-ED devices
The structure of multi-directional V-MG-ED device generally consists of: (1) base metal 
plate for fixation of the vertical cantilever components; (2) adequately distributed ver-
tical energy dissipation components (EDC); and (3) upper metal plate with openings 
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through which the energy dissipation components are activated based on gaps in dif-
ferent phases. Characteristic activation modes include very frequent weak earthquakes, 
reduced number of moderately strong earthquakes and rare, but possible, very strong 
and destructive earthquakes. The prototype model of the proposed VF-MG-MD energy 
dissipation device, Figure 1, has been created considering several constituent parts that 
form a compact ED unit, including base plate, vertical ED compenents and activating 
plate with holes.

Base plate: The base plate of the VF-MG-MD energy dissipation device is manufactured 
in the form of a base circular metal plate (d = 25 mm) with a diameter of D = 450 mm. In 
the base metal plate, in each of the two concentric circles, eight regularly spaced equal 
openings with windings are made. The openings with windings are used to fix the verti-
cal components by screwing. In the outer concentric circle with a diameter of d1 = 340 
mm, eight openings with windings are made for the fixation of the external eight verti-
cal (V) energy dissipation components. In the internal concentric circle with a diameter 
of d2 = 190 mm, spaced are other eight openings with windings for the fixation of the 
internal eight vertical (V) energy dissipation components. The diameter of the opening 
with winding is considered standard and provides the possibility of assembling different 
combinations of produced different types of vertical energy dissipation components, 
Table 1. 

Figure 1.  Prototype model of V-MG-ED device with installed V-MG-ED components: 1. Bottom fixing 
plate; 2. Outer V-MG components; 3. Bottom common fixing part; 4. Inner V-MG components; 
5. Stiff central body; 6. Upper activating plate; 7. Gaps with distance protector; 8. Fixing bolts 
of base plate to substructure; 9. Substructure; 10. Upper plate fixed to superstructure; 11. 
Superstructure of prototype bridge
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Table 1. Prototype models of V-MG-ED components

Vertical ED components: The vertical energy dissipation components are made of a duc-
tile metal in the form of a moderately steep cut cone. According to the diameter of the 
cone base (Db), there have been adopted a total of four options from which there have 
arisen four prototype types of energy dissipation devices, Table 1 and Fig. 2. For each 
type of energy dissipation device, there have been designed vertical elements with two 
alternative variants of cones, regarding the considered different diameters of the top 
(Dt), whereat the diameter of the element at the base has been kept the same. In that 
way, four base-type prototypes of energy dissipation devices have been formed, Table 
1, each type with two variants of cones of vertical energy dissipation components as fol-
lows: (1) Base type-1 with options: a) prototype model T11 with base and top diameters 
Db/Dt=32.0/25.6 mm and b) prototype model T12 with base and top diameters Db/
Dt=32.0/19.2 mm; (2) Base type-2 with options: a) prototype model T21 with base and 
top diameters Db/Dt=28.0/22.4 mm and b) prototype model T22 with base and top diam-
eters Db/Dt=28.0/16.0 mm; (3) Base type-3 with options: a) prototype model T31 with 
base and top diameters Db/Dt=24.0/19.2 mm and b) prototype model T32 with base and 
top diameters Db/Dt=24.0/14.4 mm; 3) Base type-4 with options: a) prototype model 
T41 with base and top diameters Db/Dt=20.0/16.0 mm and b) prototype model T42 with 
base and top diameters Db/Dt=20.0/12.0 mm. All vertical components have the same 
height of the cone body of h1 = 190 mm and end with an identical cylinder with a diameter 
d = 24.0 mm with a constant height of h2 = 60.0 mm. With the adapted geometry of V-MG 
components, provided were equivalent conditions for fixation into the base plate, while 
the standard cylinder at the top provided equivalent gap-G1 and gap-G2 conditions for 
gap-based excitation (alternatively repeated contact and activation). 
Activating plate with holes: On the upper side of V-MG device, metal plate with thickness 
d=20.0 mm is constructed with openings with different diameters distributed along two 
concentric circles. The inner 8 openings are constructed with diameter d3=34.0 mm. 
Having standard top cylinders with diameter of d=24.0 mm, a gap of G1=5.0 mm was 
provided in all directions. However, the external 8 openings are constructed with diam-
eter d4=60.0 mm. Having top cylinders with diameter of do=24.0 mm, a gap of G2=18.0 

Prototype 
base-type

Prototype 
Notation

Geometry 
form

Geometry of 
gaps

Activation 
direction

Base-Db
[mm]

Top-Dt
[mm]

1
V-MG-MD-T11 T11 G1 & G2 MD 32.0 25.6

V-MG-MD-T12 T12 G1 & G2 MD 32.0 19.2

2
V-MG-MD-T21 T21 G1 & G2 MD 28.0 22.4

V-MG-MD-T22 T22 G1 & G2 MD 28.0 16.0

3
V-MG-MD-T31 T31 G1 & G2 MD 24.0 19.2

V-MG-MD-T32 T32 G1 & G2 MD 24.0 14.4

4
V-MG-MD-T41 T41 G1 & G2 MD 20.0 16.0

V-MG-MD-T42 T42 G1 & G2 MD 20.0 12.0
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mm was obtained in all directions. The upper metal plate is fixed to the central stiff 
body for which is assured strong connection to the superstructure of the large-scale 
bridge model. With presented original structure of V-MG device, activation of the inner 
ED components will start after relative displacement becomes larger than 5 mm in all 
directions. If relative displacement exceeds 18.0 mm, then activation of all ED compo-
nents located on the external concentric circle takes place.

Testing of prototype models under cyclic loads
Within the frames of experimental testing of produced model prototypes of V-MG en-
ergy dissipation components, an ample experimental program has been realized. Each 
individual V-MG component has been tested twice. First test-1, representing original 
test, was conducted to define hysteretic response of V-MG component under the initial 
conditions. Second test-2, representing repeated test was performed to get an insight 
into the hysteretic response of the model that has already been tested. 

Figure 2. Cyclic testing of V-MG-ED devices (left) and Performance of EDC with simulated gap-G2 (right)

For testing of 8 prototypes of the V-MG components under cyclic loads, simulating gap-
G1 in the first case and gap-G2 in the second case, a total of 16 components of type-V 
have been produced. With the anticipated realization of the original and the repeated 
tests of each component, a total of 32 nonlinear cyclic tests have been done. Based on 
performed detailed analysis the recorded extensive volume of original test results, hys-
teretic gap-based response and high energy dissipation properties have been defined 
for all V-MG component prototype models, Fig. 2.

4 Refined modelling of V-MG-ED devices and components

An important research part included refined modelling and hysteretic response simula-
tion of innovative prototypes of V-MG-ED devices and components, Fig. 3. Nonlinear 
numerical analysis has been carried out using the formulated refined or micro-models 
of the created and tested model prototypes. Commonly, cyclic displacement of up to 
±45mm in X direction has been simulated through the upper plate, with a step of 5mm 
increase in each cycle. The mathematical model represented refined 3D finite element 
mesh of installed cantilevers (vertical components), fixing base plate and upper plate 
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used to simulate cyclic top displacements. Modeling and analysis of the hysteretic re-
sponse and energy dissipation capacity of V-MG-ED devices and components has been 
done by the use of ABAQUS CAE software. With setting the real material characteristics, 
the element geometry, the contour conditions, the contact conditions, the imposed dis-
placement conditions and other needed information, as well as, with providing refined 
discretization of the structure into fine finite element mesh, provided were correspond-
ing conditions to compute results as exact as possible.

Figure 3.  Formulated refined 3D ABAQUS) model of full V-MG-MD-ED device (left) and computed hysteretic 
response of two V-MG-MD-T11 components installed with gaps G1 & G2 (right)

The calculations have been performed successfully, without shown any error during the 
step-by-step analysis process. Following the process of nonlinear micro-model formu-
lation, considered and analyzed was the specific example of partial device, assembled 
with two identical V-MG-MD-T11 components with different gaps G1 & G2. The result-
ing original and characteristic gap-based hysteretic response of the system was suc-
cessfully computed, Fig. 3, right.

5 Prototype testing of DSRSB seismic isolation devices

The seismic isolation (SI) system used within the USI-V-MG bridge model was assem-
bled by the use of prototype models of double spherical rolling seismic bearing (DSRSB) 
devices having two large-radius spherical surfaces (Fig. 4), which were originally de-
signed for the purposes of the planned various experimental investigation phases [5].

Figure 4.  Prototype of designed, constructed and tested DSRSB devices: (1) Cross-section with geometrical 
properties and (2) Device view with characteristic cross-section (Commonly re-used prototype)
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The design of such device was conditioned by several requirements: to provide the suf-
ficient bearing capacity for vertical loads; to provide the sufficient displacement capaci-
ty; to have radii of curvatures of the spherical surfaces adequate to achieve the targeted 
period of vibration; to have a sliding surface generating minimal friction and to have 
a central rolling part providing minimum reactive friction force. The resulting device is 
shown in Fig. 4. The lower (2) and upper (4) spherical plates were constructed of a hard 
inox polished to a mirror shine, providing durability and very low friction. Its diameter 
was 250mm, while the radii of the spherical surfaces were 1000mm. Both plates were 
fixed to the lower (1) and upper (3) steel end plates with diameter of 310mm. The in-
serted central rolling part (5) was constructed in the form of a ring of twelve balls with 
a diameter of 18mm, distributed uniformly along the circle around cylindrical slider and 
spaced with their opposite centers at 74mm.

Figure 5. Hysteretic response of tested DSRSB prototype [5]

From the response, it is clear that the device has a sufficient capacity for horizontal de-
formation, amounting to over 45mm and that the shape of the hysteretic loops forms a 
skewed rectangle, which leads to its representation with bilinear model, Fig. 5.

6 Seismic shaking table tests of large-scale USI-V-MG bridge model

Due to the size of the seismic shaking table (5.0mx5.0m) and payload capacity, the 
originally designed USI-V-MG bridge prototype model had to be geometrically reduced 
in respect to the selected prototype. From those reasons, adopted was geometrical 
scale factor of 1:9, which verified the referred constraints in this case, but with adopted 
specific model design concept. As a consequence of the scale reduction, the relevant 
properties involved in the dynamic (seismic) tests were scaled according to a similitude 
law. Considering the main related factors, an adequate combined true replica-artificial 
mass simulation model was adopted. For simulation of the stiff RC superstructure, the 
stiff slab with added mass was adopted using the same material as that of the proto-
type structure. For simulation of the middle piers, steel material was used. The seis-
mic isolation and energy dissipation devices were designed and produced in reduced 
scale. The similitude law implies the adopted relations for the different parameters, 
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all given in terms of the geometrical scale factor (lr). Concrete material type C25/30 
has been used for construction of RC segments of bridge model, while for construction 
of steel V-MG devices, steel material type S355 was selected and applied. Consider-
ing final proportions at the top level, the total length of the entire experimental bridge 
model is L = 740.0 cm + 2 * 20.0 cm + 2 * 25.0 cm = 830.0 cm. The RC deck is placed 
at a height distance of hd = 40.0 cm from the highest RC substructure surfaces. This 
space (seismic gap) is used to install both, originally produced DSRSB devices, as well 
as the new V-MG-MD-ED devices, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. After fabrication of all model seg-
ments and specific SI, ED and DL devices, as well as, after preparing the other testing 
connections and instrumentation devices, the large-scale USI-V-MG bridge prototype 
model was assembled and tested in the Dynamic testing laboratory of the Institute of 
Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology (IZIIS) in Skopje. With adopted 20 
active recording channels, approximately 5.000.000 numerical values were recorded in 
each single test. Realizing four original and four repeated tests, large experimental data 
volume, containing about 40 million numerical values, have been recorded, integrally 
processed and analyzed. In Fig. 8, as example, presented are time history responses 
of displacements and accelerations recorded during seismic test under simulated real 
strong El-Centro earthquake scaled to PGA=0.78g. The conducted seismic shaking table 
tests have shown that upgrading of seismically isolated bridges with vertical multi gap 
energy dissipation devices represent a highly efficient and practical engineering option.

Figure 6.  USI-V-MG (BM-V) bridge prototype model on IZIIS seismic shaking table: Left end support (1); 
right end support (2); support above shorter piers (3); support above longer piers (4); actuator 
supporting structure (5); actuator (6); DL devices (7); computer controlling cyclic tests (8).
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Figure 7.  Defined positions of DSRSB devices (1 to 4) and V-MG-ED devices (A and B) of the tested one-
span large-scale USI-V-MG (BM-V) bridge prototype model on seismic shaking table

Figure 8.  Relative superstructure displacement responses recorded by LVDT-03 & LVDT-04 (left) and 
acceleration responses recorded by ACC-03 & ACC-04 (right) during USI-V-MG (BM-V) shaking 
table bridge model test conducted with simulated strong El-Centro earthquake

7 Conclusions

Based on research results obtained from the conducted extensive experimental and 
theoretical studies using designed innovative USI-V-MG bridge model prototype, the 
following main conclusions are derived: (1) The constructed and investigated novel 
DSRSB seismic isolation devices are very attractive and effective passive devices for 
seismic vibration isolation of bridges in arbitrary direction; (2) The new vertical multi-
gap multi-directional hysteretic V-MG energy dissipation devices possess unique en-
ergy absorption features since they are capable of adapting their stable behaviour to 
the arbitrary earthquake direction and to the actual level of seismic input energy. The 
new V-MG energy dissipation devices provided innovative, very stable and advanced 3D 
hysteretic response in the most critical cases of repeated strong earthquake effects in 
all directions; (3) The displacement limiting devices, DLD, represent very effective ob-
ligatory measure in function of the last line of defense from excessive displacements 
of the bridge superstructure. DLD actually represent efficient passive system providing 
improvement of the bridge seismic safety with eventual activation only in critical cases 
of very strong earthquakes; (4) With the results from the conducted experimental tests 
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confirmed is that the new USI-V-MG system represents the upgraded high performance 
seismic isolation option for bridges. The system is created based on optimized seismic 
energy balance and represents effective technical innovation capable of integrating the 
advantages of seismic isolation, seismic energy dissipation and effective displacement 
control. The developed and tested USI-V-MG system shows very high seismic response 
modification performances and could be used for efficient seismic protection of bridges 
in all directions under the effect of very strong repeated earthquakes; and (5) During the 
further study phases, creative analytical research and simulation activities will be caried 
out, specifically directed to development of practical design rules of the developed new 
seismically safe USI-V-MG bridge system. 
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Abstract
The Mw = 6.4 November 26, 2019 02:54 UTC earthquake struck near the city of Durrës, Thumanë. 
Since the earthquake struck on 26 November, resulting in 51 deaths and up to 750 people 
injured. Many buildings in Durrës and Thumanë were collapsed and many more were seriously 
damaged. The inspection of the damaged buildings and declared uninhabitable, revealed many 
problems related to their design. After 1990 and especially after 2000 the construction of multi-
storey reinforced concrete buildings (9-12 floors) mainly for residential and service facilities was 
very intensive.These structures are mainly designed referering to old Albanian design codes                    
KTP-89 and these structures are the ones most damaged by seismic event and are mainly related 
to bypassing the design codes and specific criterios for structures in seismic areas. But it should 
be noted that one of the reasons for their non-collapse is that they are designed as very elastic 
structures so consequently having reduced seismic forces, but not meet the requirements of 
Eurocode 8 and KTP-89 to other criterias. To illustrate the above problem,we will show the most 
common avoidances from general rules of design according to EC8. The fundamental periods of 
of 9-12 floors buildings are much larger that the values that should have these type of structures 
according to design codes. The factors related to the above are and cousing the damage, colapse 
of the filling and the partition walls and also creating panic and endangering the lives of residents 
are the element designs such of hidden beams in the slabs, lack of diaphragms and cores. 
Inadequate design of foundations cause the differentials settlements and inclination of objects 
as well. Another problem is incorrect dimensioning of seismic gaps between two structures.

Key words: earthquake, code design, seismic area, periods, settlements, bumping
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1 Introduction

Durres as a residential center is one of the oldest cities in Albania with a history of civili-
zation over 2500 years. Named Durachium in ancient times, it was one of the important 
cities of the Roman Empire and later of that Bizamine. During all this time he has often 
been hit by strong earthquakes, which have not only severely damaged it from time 
to time but, in some cases they have forced its inhabitants to leave the city (such as 
the earthquake of 1273) [1]. The city of Durres is constantly hit by large earthquakes 
with its epicenter city   or near it, such as the earthquakes of 58, 334, 346 and 506 with 
epicenter intensity 8-9 MSK-64 and the earthquake of 1273 and that of 1926 with in-
tensity 9 MSK-64. The city of Durres was also affected by earthquakes with epicenters 
in the area around it, such as the earthquake of August 26, 1852 in the Cape of Rodoni, 
the earthquake of May 16, 1860 in the bridge of Beshir, the earthquake of the 4th Feb-
ruary 1934 in Ndroq, the earthquake of 19 August 1970 in Vrap and the earthquake of 
9 January 1988 in (Yzberish) Tirana, who were felt in Durres with an intensity of  6 MSK-
64.The most significant earthquake of the recent history was the April 15, 1979 Mw = 
6.9 “Montenegro” earthquake; that occurred ≈100 km towards the north of Durrës . On 
November 16, 1982, the Mw = 5.6 earthquake event occurred to the SW of Tirana. The 
Mw = 6.4 November 26, 2019 02:54 UTC earthquake struck near the city of Durrës, Fig1

Figure 1.  a) Location of epicenter and Pga  contours of the 26 November Earthquake; b) Geological stuctures 
(thrust faults,epicenter,station that recorded earthquakes) [2] 
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Its hipocenter was determined in the range 6–26 km Table 1. The magnitude of the 
main aftershock (occurred on 06:08 UTC on the same day) was Mw = 5.4  according to 
EMSC. Since the earthquake struck on 26 November, resulting in 51 deaths and up to 
750 people injured. Many buildings in Durrës and Thumanë were collapsed and many 
more were dangerously damaged. As of 14 December, up to 12,181 people were re-
ported to be living in temporary accommodation (excluding those hosted by relatives 
or friends): 7,383 in tents (a majority of them in spotted tents in rural areas, close to 
their individual houses), 4,149 in hotels, 395 in community centres and 254 in gym-
nasiums. As of 17 December, all tent camps have been closed.

Table 1.  Determination of the parametric data of the Nov. 26, 2019 02:54 UTC earthquake by different 
Sources [3]

2 Identification of problems  

One of the groups that inspected the damaged buildings by the earthquake was that of 
the Faculty of Civil Engineering at the Polytechnic University of Tirana. The inspected 
buildings were mainly in the most affected areas such as Durres, Thumane, Manze, 
Fushe Kruje, Lac and Lezhe. Expertise was performed more accurately for damaged 
buildings in the city of Durres, Tirana and Fushe Kruje. In this material we will refer to 
some of the structures that were inspected in Durres and mainly those buildings with a 
height of 9-12 floors.
The area where the buildings are located belongs to a mostly flat relief with a small 
difference in quotas. From the point of view of geological formation there are alluvial, 
aleo-proluvial Quaternary and Neogene deposits. Quaternar deposits are represented 
by dusty sands, silt, dust mites and clay. Quaternary deposits according to the study of 
seismic microzoning of the city of Durres have thickness about 130 m. Neogene depos-
its are represented by clays and sandstones, are poorly up to average cemented. The 
upper part of this formation in contact with the cover deposits is aerated. (Kociu et al, 
1985). Referring to KTP-79 seismic intensity in this area according to the seismic micro-
zone Durres aria is IX scale MSK - 64.
The buildings from the point of view of time of construction can be classified before 
1990 and those after 1990. Buildings before 90 are up to 5 floors with brick support-
ing masonry structures with antiseismic reinforcing columns after 1979 but without 
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antiseismic columns before 1979. Also there are prefabricated buildings (frame system)  
with filling masonry and lightweight partitions.
These structures are designed according to the Albanian design codes KTP-79 and KTP-
89 which include rules for Sismic design [4]. After 1990 and especially after 2000 we 
have the construction of multi-storey reinforced concrete structures mainly for resi-
dential and service facilities. These are frame reinforced  concrete   structures or frame  
combined with diaphragm and cores mostly supported in raft foundations and in some 
cases supported on piles and raft foundations.

Figure 2.  a) Inspected aria in City of Durres ; b) Location of some of the inspected 9-12 stories buildings in 
the same geological conditions

These structures are mainly designed according to the old Albanian design codes but in 
some cases the Eurocodes [5] have been used through engineering softwares such as 
etabs, sap, or softwares that are also used in Italy or Greece. However in Albania until 
2018  KTP-89 has been the legal design code for the design of structures.

Figure 3.   a) Filling walls completely destroyed; b) partitions  walls completely destroyed; c) Inclintion and 
short roblem
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The inspectied structures, in general were with large damages and declared uninhabit-
able. The most frequent damages are in the filling and partition walls destructied or exit 
from their plane, meanwhile the primary structural elements such as columns, beams, 
diaphragms or reinforced 
concrete cores do not show signs of destruction. Another serious roblema is the inclina-
tion up to 2% of some of the 6-12 stories buildings due to the differential settlement of 
soil. Fig. 3.

3 Specific cases

Let discuss some of the factors that have led to the damage of these structures. We 
think that mainly the main factors of damage for most of these objects can be as fol-
lows

3.1 The impact of fundametntal period of soil 

The own fundamental period according to seismic and geological studies in these sites 
fluctuates in a very wide interval 0.30-2.0 sec.[6]. The conception and design of these 
structures as very elastic one placed in the soil with these characteristics leads to the 
major problems for the structure in terms of the resonance phenomenon. For the in-
spected damages buildings placed mainly in this area, from geological-seismic studies, 
the own fundamental period of the soil resulted in values   between 1.0-2.0 sec, so in the 
range of the fundamental period of 8-12 floors structures.
For the completion of the act of expertise of the damaged buildings, we used the sim-
plified analyzes for finding the fundamental characteristics of structures related to the 
seismic action of the earthquake such as the fundamental period of vibration, the base 
shear force and the maximum displacement of the structure.  
According to EC 8 base shear force can be calculated as

Fb = Sd(T1) · m · l (1)

where  Sd(T1) is taken from the design specter for the fundamental period of the struc-
ture for buildings up to 40 m high and the value T1 (in sec) can be calculated approxi-
mately through the following expression:

T1 = Ct · H3,4 (2)

So according to the above formula for 8-14 floors buildings these values of fundamen-
tal periods will vary between (0.8 sec ≤T1≤ 1.24 sec).
In cases where the results from the simplified formulas seemed with very large devia-
tions we also done more exact calculations by modeling some of the structures with 
FEM. From the numerical controls performed for the damaged structures, their respec-
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tive fundamental period is at least 70% greater than that referred to by the Euro codes  
Table 2.
We have used the simplified formulas by Miranda [7] accepting as the calculated height 
0.6h-0.7h of the building depending on the type of structure (simple frame, frame with 
hiden beams in slab or frame with diaphragms). From the calculations we see that ob-
jects are quite elastic with the exception of object 3.

Table 2.  Fundamental Period of the structures

3.2 Differentiated settlements 

A hould  buildings  due to irregularity in the plan and predominantly in their height and 
due to seismic action have caused extremely large inclinations of the structures Figura 
3.a.  

Probably the differential settlements of soil may have occurred over time due to the 
weak characteristics of soil, the irregularity in the plan and in the height of the struc-
tures and as well as the P-Δ effect, but we think that the determining cause to lead to 
almost catastrophic situations have been seismic actions and especially the earthquake 
of November 26, 2019.
The question of allowable settlements and the influence on the performance and ser-
viceability of structures has received little attention. In order to solve the problem of 
allowable settlements and criteria of damage successfully it is necessary to define the 
types of movements and deformations experienced by foundations. The ground hould 
be treated by some suitable technique to provide appropriate stiffness and strength. [8]
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3.3 Inadequate structural solution

The most of damaged buildings are designed as simple spatial or planar frames not 
combined with reinforced concrete diaphragms or cores. The use of hidden beams in the 
slabs is widely used due to its ease during the implementation process, but it causes 
significant reduction of the stiffness of the structure under the horizontal forces ac-
tions. This leads to large displacements of the slabs of inter stories without fulfilling the 
condition of permitted drifts and leading to the damage or illema of the filling and the 
partition walls, creating panic and endangering the lives of residents.
According to EC 8 permitted drifts should fulfill the condition:

dr · n ≤ 0.005 · h (3)

where n = 0,4 for these type of building and according to KTP-89 

dr  ≤ 0.002 · h (4)

To illustrate the above illema,we ill show the calculations for some of 9-12 floors struc-
tures Table 3.

Table 3. Maximum Roof Displacements and Average value of drift for the structure

It is quite clear that the condition for permissible drifts. Although not treated for each 
floor but referring to the total high of the building is not satisfied in any of the above 
cases with the exception of building 3, which is a frame structure with diaphragms and 
core.
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3.4 Seismic joints and short columns 

In many buildings which are composed of several sections on the same loset on slab 
or buildings that are loset o other buildings seismic joints are incorrectly designed or 
are not taken into account at  all causing the effect of the collusion and bumping  of the 
structures. This is a very dangerous phenomenon that often leads to major damages 
and collapse of buildings. Figura 4.b.  
Designing the stairs incorrectly by halving the height of the vertical structural element 
(columns) and causing the “short column” effect.

Figure 4.  a) Differentiated settlements 1.6% inclination of building. B) Collusion between two buildings 
different high. C) Bumping effect

4 Conclusions

The inspection of the damaged buildings and declared uninhabitable, revealed many 
problems related to their design especially of multi-storey reinforced concrete buildings 
(9-14 floors) mainly for residential and service facilities was very intensive.
These structures are mainly designed refered to old Albanian design codes KTP-89 and 
these structures are the ones most damaged by seismic event and are mainly related to 
bypassing the design codes and specific criterias for structures in seismic areas.
 We mention some of the reasons that led to these damage to buildings from the seis-
mic action. Deviation from the design codes in general, both in terms of structural con-
ception and details and neglect of the geological conditions of the soil, have resulted the 
main factors of damage to the structures. Also the untimely adaptation and improve-
ment of the code design causes big problems for the structural engineers. But, on the 
other hand, many damages were not avoided even if the technical conditions of the Al-
banian design code were followed, although old in time and not improved. But with the 
entry into force of Eurocodes in Albania in 2018 and the strengthening of legislation re-
garding design, supervising and implementation of works procedures, we are confident 
that many mistakes will not be made. We are confident for increasing safety,quality of 
design of structures and avoiding catastrophes from seismic events.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a list between the different variables that affect the vulnerability of a 
building after an earthquake. The significance of urban planning and other urban factors affecting 
the vulnerability of buildings have not received special attention either from the government or 
researchers. The lasts research of the vulnerability of buildings are Benedetti and Petrini (Inf 
Constr 18:66-78, 1984), the EMS-98, the Risk-EU project (2003) and Martínez-Cuevas (2020). 
The proposed methodology was applied to a database with information about buildings and 
hypothetical damage grade in Guatemala City. Guatemala City is in a high seismic hazard in 
the Caribbean plate and surrounded by the North American and Cocos plates (B. Benito 2012). 
Three main tectonic features have been distinguished around Guatemala: The subduction zone 
in the plate boundary Cocos-Caribbean; the local faults situated in the volcanic chain; and the 
Polochic-Motagua in the North America-Caribbean plate boundary. The Guatemala case is 
unique due to these three seismic origins: Interphase subduction related to the volcanic chain; 
In-slab subduction related to the Cocos-Caribbean boundary; and Crustal Zone related to the 
North America-Caribbean boundary. The most destructive event in the last decades in Central 
America was the earthquake associated with the Motagua fault, Mw 7.6, causing 22,000 deaths 
in Guatemala City in 1974. The most recent destructive earthquake in Guatemala was associated 
with the Cocos-Caribbean boundary in San Marcos, Mw 7.4, causing 45 deaths in Guatemala. The 
San Marcos earthquake reminds Guatemala of the importance of the earthquake code and the 
seismic hazard evaluation of the country. The results of the described analysis will provide useful 
insights for areas with seismic risk.

Key words:  seismic vulnerability, seismic hazard, urban planning, earthquake lessons, Guatemala 
City
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1 Introduction

The seismic vulnerability can refer to specific structures, whose behaviour in an earth-
quake is evaluated individually, ranging the entire cities or towns to tiny buildings. How-
ever, for each case, the behaviour considering the interactions between the elements 
that surround it must be studied. At the city level, seismic vulnerability refers to the 
inability to provide an adequate response and the lack of resilience of some urban com-
ponents of the city when exposed to earthquakes for a certain period. In the building 
level, it is important to analyse all the components of the structural design and are criti-
cal tasks the classification by type and assignment of the vulnerability class. 
Various authors have proposed many techniques and methodologies for assessing 
vulnerability, principally based on studying the seismic performance of structures cor-
responding to their structure and construction. Some of these methodologies include 
empirical, analytical, or theoretical methods. For example, empirical methods are based 
observing the types of performance for different buildings during earthquakes and 
characterizing potential seismic deficiencies (Benedetti and Petrini 1984). Empirical 
methods take behaviour modifiers into account. For example, it is possible to use the 
vulnerability index proposed by Benedetti and Petrini and use the Risk-UE (2003) to 
identify the regularity of the building plan and the position of the building. And finally, 
the analytical methods evaluate the resistance of structures to ground motion using 
mechanical models (Pagani et al. 2014).
In the present study, the use of parameters referred to as “urban modifiers” [1] and 
their application to a hypothetical earthquake is proposed (RESIS II) [2]. 
A proposal to classify damage to inform seismic design for high buildings in different 
places in Guatemala City is given. The objective is to consider the different independent 
variables, structural and non-structural damage (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1. Variables in the present study 

The damage is related to the results from the 3D studio on SAP2000. This classification 
intends to make an index and a damage scale which are then used to create a table of 
building typologies on different types of urban morphology’s, soil and high. The principal 
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contribution is a procedure to determinate the variables of the structure in an earth-
quake situation taking into account different parameters, such as the type of structure, 
the urban configuration, and the soil condition of the new building location. Besides, a 
spatial analysis of Guatemala City to identify the non-habitable areas and to project 
new zones of urban development could generate. This information could be valuable for 
CONRED (National Coordination for Disaster Reduction) and Municipality of Guatemala 
to help to device contingency plans, and to identify those areas that should be rebuilt 
according to seismic risk. 

2 Vulnerability

The principal objective of any seismic vulnerability classification for buildings is to de-
scribes the types of building or set of buildings which may be susceptible to suffering 
damage after a certain type of earthquake. In this way, their structural response, and 
an estimation of the magnitude of the resulting losses may be gathered. Also, the re-
sponse of the building is affected by the distance between the structure and the epi-
centre of the earthquake or the geology. Structure typology depends mainly on local 
building materials, climatic condition, the socioeconomic status, as well as the geol-
ogy and geography factors [3]. In Guatemala City, it is very important to describe the 
earthquake, as it is not the same an interphase subduction earthquake than an in-slab 
subduction or a crustal zone (Benito et al. 2012). 

3 Application Earthquake in Guatemala City

Guatemala City is in the middle of Guatemala, located in the northern part of Central 
America (CA). CA is in the western limit of the Caribbean Plate, which plate is surround-
ed by the South American, Nazca, Cocos, and North American plates. The Nazca and 
the South American affect principally the southern part of CA (Nicaragua, Costa Rica, 
and Panamá), and the other two plates affect the Northern Triangle of CA (Guatemala, 
El Salvador, and Honduras). The principal faults that affect Guatemala area, the Cocos 
and Caribbean plates, are bounded by the Central American subduction zone and the 
transcurrent faults of Polochic-Motagua-Chamelecón which are the boundaries of the 
North American-Caribbean plates. Fig. 2 depicts the described Central America Tecton-
ics. 
In this northern region of CA three main tectonic features have been distinguished: (1) 
the subduction zone in the plate boundary Cocos-Caribbean; (2) the local faults situated 
in the volcanic chain; and (3) the Polochic-Motagua in the North America-Caribbean 
plate boundary. In the last 500 years many devastating earthquakes have occurred in 
these tectonics features with high or moderate magnitudes (8.0 ≤ Mw ≤ 6.0). 
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Figure 2. Tectonic map of Central America [4]

The last updated Central America catalogue of regional seismic events was proposed 
by Benito et al., 2010. CA has been struck since 1522 by numerous earthquakes that 
caused devastation, both in the subduction zone and in the local faults of the volcanic 
chain. The first type produced higher magnitudes earthquakes of subduction Mw 8, but 
these events were less frequent and caused less damage than those originated at the 
local fault because their epicentres are normally located seaward, and their depths are 
h ≥ 25 km. In the Volcanic chain, the earthquakes present measured magnitude Mw ≤ 
6.7 but caused more damage because there are crustal events with h < 25 km and are 
frequently located close to the population centres. In Fig. 3 the, different seismogenic 
zones are shown. 

Figure 3.  Seismogenic zones adopted for the seismic-hazard assessment: a) Crustal zones superimposed 
to surface seismicity, b) Interplate zones superimposed to intermediate seismicity, c) In-slab 
zones superimposed to deep seismicity. [4]

The last evaluation of seismic hazard in CA has been carried out as part of the coop-
eration project named RESIS II. In this cooperation project participated several seismic-
hazard experts from Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panamá, 
Norway, and Spain. One of the results obtained by this evaluation is a new hazard map 
with Uniform Hazard Spectra (UHS) for the capital cities of CA. Cooperation project cur-
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rently continues as KUK ÀPÁN: an integrated regional study of structure and evolution 
4D of CA lithosphere, with implications in seismic hazard and risk calculation. The RESIS 
II project obtained maps of PGA and SA (1 s) for three return periods: 500, 1000, and 
2500 years.
Analysis of these figures allows highlighting the following results from Guatemala: the 
greatest values of PGA are predicted in the south of Guatemala and in some areas of the 
volcanic chain. For a return period of 500 years, PGA reaches a maximum of 600 cm/s2 
in south Guatemala, and 500 cm/s2 in some places located in the volcanic chain along 
Guatemala (Fig. 4). It is found an exception in southern Guatemala, where the isolines 
are not parallel to the coast as in the rest of CA, and PGA decreases more slowly show-
ing the influence of the Motagua fault. Also, similarities in the PGA isolines for the return 
periods of 1000 and 2500 years can be observed, being the greatest values entirely 
located in southern Guatemala. 

Figure 4.  Seismic-hazard maps of Central America in terms of PGA for return periods of: a) 500 years, b) 
1000 years, and (c) 2500 years [4]

Table 1. Control Earthquake [4]

Also, the RESIS II project obtained hazard results for Guatemala City and the other capi-
tals of CA (Table 1). As expected, the greatest hazard level corresponds to Guatemala. 
The RESIS II reviewed the seismic hazard for each capital. In the case of Guatemala City, 
the pair Mw 6.5 and Rhyp = 15 km stands as a clear control earthquake. This event pre-
dominates in all the analyzed return periods. Also, but with a lower probability density, 
an earthquake with Mw 7-7.5 and distance Rhyp = 135-150 km for 500 years return 
period and another with Mw 7.25-7.5 and distance Rhyp = 150-180 km for a return 
period of 2500 years are found. The most important conclusion is that for all cases 

Control 
Earthquake

Peak Ground 
Analysis 
[cm/s2]

Spectral 
Acceleration 
[1 s, cm/s2]

Peak Ground 
Analysis 
[cm/s2]

Spectral 
Acceleration 
[1 s, cm/s2]

Mw Rhyp 
[km] Mw Rhyp 

[km] Mw Rhyp 
[km] Mw Rhyp 

[km]

Guatemala City

CE1 6.5 15 6.5 15 6.5 15 6.5 15

CE2 7.0-7.5 135-150 7.25-7.5 135-150 7.25-7.5 150-180 7.25-7.5 135-180
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the hazard is dominated by nearby faults, although there is also a contribution from a 
more distant subduction event. This new control earthquake provides new information 
to be considered in the future revision of the national seismic code in Guatemala. This 
difference between the new control earthquake and the seismic code in Guatemala is 
because the RESIS II studio include the smaller seismogenic zones with greater detail, 
and also because it uses a combination of different attenuation models for crustal, sub-
duction interface, and in-slab events previously calibrated with local data. 

4 Guatemala City typology

Guatemala City is in the “Valle de la Ermita” at an altitude of 1.500 mts above sea level. 
The city is the economic, governmental, and cultural center of the nation. It is estimated 
that the population of Guatemala City is about 2.5 million, but when considering the 
metropolitan zone, it increases to almost 5.1 million. The current city is the fourth site of 
the capital of Guatemala Kingdom. The reason for the last movement of the capita was 
the Santa Marta earthquake that destroyed Santiago de los Caballeros, today Antigua 
Guatemala, in 1773. 
The Valle de Guatemala is an active geologic graben, whose trench is 12-15 km wide 
and about 30 km long. It literally splits the main Guatemala mountain chain [5]. The 
Guatemala City area is under the threat of local, active geologic faults and major, re-
gional active faults. Local earthquakes are a major source of seismic hazard, which may 
be accompanied by landslides, passive ground cracking and very possibly, active fault 
rupturing. In the Fig. 5, the most important volcanoes are marked in red, the volcanic 
chain (NW-SE) and the important fault in blue (Polochic, Motagua, Jocotán, and Jalpa-
tagua), in light green Guatemala City, in dark green the near towns, and in yellow the 
secondary faults.

Figure 5. South of Guatemala
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Guatemala is located on an important seismic active zone, as shown by the list of the 
most recent earthquakes in the country given in Table 2.  The real dimension of the 
seismic hazard was to become apparent only after the 1976 earthquake. Before then, 
the construction was divided into three main categories: housing, commercial and of-
fice buildings, and industrial. Most of the housing in Guatemala City are single-family, 
and almost half units are reasonably reinforced masonry; a quarter is adobe; and the 
remainder is shacks built from a variety of materials, from wood boards to scrap mate-
rial. Commercial and office buildings are usually reinforced concrete frames, and the 
industrial buildings are usually steel frames. 

Table 2. Earthquakes MM ≥ 7 or IMM ≥ VII in Guatemala [7] 

Date Hour Depth[km] Imax population I0 Imax M

29/07/1773 14,66 91,16 Cortical Antigua Guatemala IX 7,5 (MM)

22/07/1816 15,45 91,50 Subduction Soloma, Jacaltenango IX IX 7,5 (MM)

06/05//1821 15,33 90,75 Cortical Sacapulas, Quiché VIII VIII 6,2 (MM)

21/04/1830 14,47 90,60 Cortical Amatitlán VIII VIII 6,0 (MM)

03/05/1830 14,33 90,42 Cortical Cuilapa, Sta. Rosa VIII VIII 6,0 (MM)

X/03/1845 14,42 90,62 Cortical Amatitlán VIII VIII 6,0 (MM)

17/05/1851 15,08 91,78 Cortical Tajumulco and S. 
Marcos VIII 6,0 (MM)

09/02/1853 13,50 91,50 Subduction Quetzaltenango VIII 7,2 (MM)

19/12/1862 14,40 90,20 Subduction Salavador-Guatemala VIII 7,2 (MM)

12/05/1870 14,20 90,12 Cortical Cuilapa, Sta. Rosa VIII VIII 6,0 (MM)

03/09/1874 14,50 90,83 Subduction S. Miguel D. VIII 6,5 (MM)

18/12/1885 14,41 90,62 Cortical Amatitlán VIII VIII 6,0 (MM)

19/04/1902 02:24 14,00 91,00 Subduction Quetzaltenango IX 7,5 (MS)

08/03/1913 16:05 14,30 90,35 Cortical Cuilapa, Sta. Rosa VIII VIII 5,9 (MS)

25/01/1918 01:18 14,60 90,53 Cortical Guatemala VIII VIII 6,2 (MS)

14/07/1930 22:40 14,20 90,15 Cortical S. Ma. Ixhuatán VIII VIII 6,9 (MS)

06/08/1942 23:36 13,90 90,80 Subduction Sacatepéquez VIII 7,9 (MS)

23/10/1950 16:13 14,30 91,70 65 San Marcos IX 7,3 (MS)

04/02/1976 03:01 15,30 89,20 5 S. Juan and S. Pedro IX 7,5 (MS)

3/11/1988 14:14 13,88 90,45 69 S. Vicente Pacaya VI 6,0 (MS)

10/01/1998 02:20 14,37 91,47 33 S. Domingo S. VII 6,6 (MS)

19/09/2011 18:34 14,33 90,14 9 Guatemala City VII 5,8 (MS)

07/11/2012 16:35 13,98 91,96 24 Champerico VII 7,4 (MS)

06/11/2017 07:29 14,54 92,00 94 S. Pablo, S. Marcos VII 6,6 (MS)
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During the earthquake, principally the adobe buildings behave quite badly as it is non-
cohesive and extremely brittle and supports heavy tile roofs. All of this result in most 
of this type building collapsing in Guatemala City. The most hazardous buildings in re-
inforced concrete are the oldest ones, because of their brittleness and the bareness of 
their frames. None of the larger buildings of this type collapsed, but a few had to be 
demolished while some other underwent major repairs. 
The 1976 earthquakes, which attained a magnitude of 7.5 degrees [6] struck on Feb-
ruary 4 at 3:01 am local time when most people were asleep. This contributed to the 
high death toll of 23,000 people, also approximately 70,000 people were injured, and 
many thousands left homeless. The epicentre was centred on the Motagua Fault, at 5 
km depth, about 160 km northeast of Guatemala City. The earthquake caused visible 
rupturing over 230 km along the Motagua Fault, being, some places the horizontal dis-
placement 100 cm. In the next days, several aftershocks (10), ranging from 5.2 to 5.8 
Mw were measured. 

4.1 Selection of samples for the study

The most common types of structures in Guatemala City are very similar to those in 
the 1970s. The only difference is in the low buildings with adobe construction because 
many of these buildings collapsed during the 1976 earthquake. Now, many structures 
correspond to reinforced concrete frames-filled block buildings (Concrete Masonry Unit 
-CMU-). The problems are the poor quality of materials and bad configuration of the 
building. Also, the abuse of the construction systems for inadequate situations: the 
CMU have a good performance in low buildings (2 or 3 floors) but in higher buildings the 
structural performance in penalized. 
In the last years, the pace of construction in Guatemala City has increased due to the 
social circumstances of the country. One of the largest sectors has been high-rise con-
struction, densifying the most important areas of the city. Fig, 6 shows in red the recent 
tall buildings and yellow the most important faults. 
Most of these new buildings are made of reinforced concrete frames and over 20 stories 
high. Their greatest limitation is due to their proximity to the airport. Another limitation, 
recently updated (2015), is the urban planning by the Municipality of Guatemala (POT). 
And finally, the recent update of the seismic code (2018) must be considered. 
However, this recent seismic code (NSE-3 2018) does not contemplate the results of 
the project RESIS II and KUK ÀPHÁN. One of its main limitations is the use of determin-
istic results and considering the most unfavorable probabilities of the faults regions [8]. 
The NSE-3 ignore the probabilities of the local faults. 
For these reasons, the study cases were chosen according to their age, their height and 
the code considered for their design. 
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Figure 6. Guatemala City

5 Information Study

This methodology proposes to create a database with information on the variable to 
be analyzed: the name of the variable, description, levels, and type. Table 3 shows the 
database structure with four columns corresponding to the most relevant fields. In this 
case, the only dependent variable was damage. All other variables behaved as inde-
pendent variables. This methodology allows to predict the damage in case of new seis-
mic design, unlike other studies that began after an earthquake and they have records 
available of the building damaged.

Table 3. Definition of dependent and independent variables [3]
Variable Type of variable
Damage Dependent

Urban Modifiers Irregular plan Independent
Vertical Irregularity Independent
Hammering Effect Independent

Height Difference, Right Side Independent
Height Difference, Left Side Independent

Soft Story Independent
Short Column Independent

Urban Typology Independent
Aggregate Building Position Independent

Alignments Independent
Aggregate Building Elevation Independent

Soil Morphology Independent
Number of Floors Independent

Seismic Code Independent
Year of Construction Independent
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5.1 Case Study 

This building is in Avenida Las Americas, 11 calle, zona 13 in Guatemala City. It is ran-
domly chosen. On the left side of Fig. 7, the ubication of the building is given, and urban 
planning of the area in the POT [9] shown on the right-hand side. Fig. 8 shows the 
principal plans of the building: urban typology to the right, and the vertical irregularity, 
the number of floors, and another independent variable to the left. The information is 
provided by a private company, this facilitates data collection. Other information that 
was obtained was the construction year, the main use, and the current seismic code.

Figure 7. Case ubication

Figure 8. Plans of the case

The next phase has two steps, create database with the different building variables, and 
the analysis statistical. The missing variables for this study are the most important to 
evaluate the damage, for example, the soil morphology, the near fault, and other archi-
tectural details (urban typology, short Column, soft story, hammering effect…) that the 
only way to achieve is through an exhaustive fieldwork in Guatemala City. To get a com-
plete database, the sample needs 125 buildings, 25% of the buildings with more than 
10 floors in Guatemala City, including the 44 buildings with more than 20 floors. The 
last variable to introduce is damage after 3D rendering. For this latter, it is necessary to 
assign the variables that affect the response spectrum, such as soil morphology, nearby 
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faults, and construction details. Statistical analysis needs a complete database first, 
then it is necessary to assign the type of variable, dependent or independent, nominal 
polytomous or nominal dichotomous, and the levels of classification; to get the correla-
tive variables, and the variable statistically insignificant. Nominal dichotomous means 
that only two levels are defined for the variable, for example: present or not present 
short columns. Nominal polytomous indicates that the variable has more than two lev-
els, for example: regular, irregular closed cantilever or irregular open cantilever for the 
vertical irregularity. 

6 Conclusion

The present example is another step towards identifying which building typologies are 
used in Guatemala City. It also shows the required study variables and other values that 
are unknown. For example, soil type, proximity to local faults, and other architectural 
and urban modifiers. 
This study opens a line of investigation for public authorities and experts in seismicity 
to work together to plan seismically in Guatemala City. This study should be applicated 
to more buildings to detect some vices in the planning, design and construction process. 
The results obtained must be conveyed to organizations in charge of city planning and 
supervising civil and emergency protection so that we develop Guatemala City in a way 
that minimizes seismic risk and organize viable emergency plans.  
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Abstract
Buildings that have been subjected to seismic impacts must initially be assessed. The 
assessment is done in order to determine the degree of damage to buildings. Defining the method 
of intervention depends on the assessment. Generally, the assessment can be done using 
Eurocode norms, ACI, SIA, etc. The assesment of buildings determines the ability of buildings to 
be durable, even against a new possible earthquake of the same magnitutde or even stronger. 
The assessment should result in clear decision which buildings are close to collapse, and which 
are suitable for an intervention. Assessments should also take into account the importance of 
buildings such as historical, cultural, public, etc. 
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1 Assessment of earthquake-damaged buildings

Buildings that have been subjected to seismic impacts must initially be assessed. The 
assessment is done in order to determine the degree of damage to buildings. Defining 
the method of intervention depends on the assessment. Generally, the assessment can 
be done using Eurocode norms, ACI, SIA, etc. The assesment of buildings determines the 
ability of buildings to be durable, even against a new possible earthquake of the same 
magnitutde or even stronger. The assessment should result in clear decision which 
buildings are close to collapse, and which are suitable for an intervention. Assessments 
should also take into account the importance of buildings such as historical, cultural, 
public, etc. The type of assessment method chosen depends on the objective of the as-
sessment but also on the availability of data and technology [1], as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Methods for the assessment of the vulnerability of buildings [1]

Repair is an intervention method that requires minor interventions in buildings due to 
seismic loads. Repair is the re-establishment of the initial strength of damaged struc-
tural members and the re-establishment of the function of damaged non-structural 
elements [2]. For the repair of buildings, different materials are used nowadays, start-
ing from the ones with cement base to those on two-component base. Just after a dam-
aging earthquake, temporary supports and emergency repairs are to be carried out, so 
that precariously standing buildings may not collapse during aftershocks and the less 
damaged ones could be quickly brought back into use [3].
In most of the buildings which have somewhat deeper but still superficial and small 
structural damage, the method of rehabilitation (restoration) is used. Even this method 
is a way of rehabilitation (restoration) of the building elements, but with a deeper in-
tervention. The main purpose of restoration is to carry out structural repairs to load 
bearing elements. It may involve cutting portions of the elements and rebuilding them 
or simply adding more structural material so that the original strength is more or less 
restored [3]. 
A challenge in itself is the strengthening or retrofitting of buildings that have suffered 
serious and structural damage. In this paper we will address the methodology and rea-
sonability of rehabilitation of individual elements separately, and for the building as a 
whole. Strengthening is an improvement over the original strength when the evaluation 
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of the building indicates that the strength available before the damage was insufficient 
and restoration alone will not be adequate in future quakes [3]. This is especially impor-
tant for buildings with great cultural and historical value. 
After the action of an earthquake in the buildings which have been subjected to inertial 
forces produced by this earthquake, the need for an assessment arises. The assesment 
is based on several criteria taking into account international norms such as EC8, SIA, 
ACI, etc. First, the buildings will be assessed with technical criteri: what is the degree 
of their damage, the stability of the building and then the financial evaluation of its 
rehabilitation. Based on the damage observed, they are also divided into which area of 
rehabilitation they will fall: repair, rehabilitation (restoration) and strengthening (retro-
fitting). The fundamental requirements refer to the state of damage in the structure, 
herein defined through three Limit States (LS), namely Near Collapse (NC), Significant 
Damage (SD), and Damage Limitation (DL) [4]. The methods to assess buildings are: a.) 
visual inspection, b.) non-constructive testing of materials, c.) structural analysis and d.) 
nonlinear dynamic analysis and assessment.

2  Repair, rehabilitation and strengthening of earthquake-damaged 
buildings

The building which is analyzed is shown in Fig. 1. The most important dynamic charac-
teristics of the analyzed models are presented in Table 2.

Figure 1. Geometrical model of a structure without and with tuff infillings [5]

Table 2. Modal properties for bare frame model and with tuff infill [5]
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Nonlinear analysis is used to determine the plastic points of the elements in the build-
ing. Hysterical curves for columns and beams need to be defined to analyze the condi-
tion of the building before the collapse, and to provide safety of users. Nonlinear models 
were analyzed using SAP2000 software. Generally, there is a focus on column-beam 
joints: nonlinear behaviour of RC columns is represented by a moment-rotation (M- θ) 
relationship, evaluated a priori. In particular, each M-θ is defined through four charac-
teristic points (Fig. 3): cracking (cr), yielding (y), maximum (max) and ultimate (u) [5].

Figure 2. Columns’ M-θ backbone and hysteretic behaviour[7]

Building repair: After a site assessment and analysis of the damage done by seismic 
loads, the degree of damage is determined. In cases when we have limited damage 
to buildings and they are rated on the scale LS-DL, they need surface interventions or 
repair. The main purpose of repairs is to bring back the architectural shape of the build-
ing so that all services start working and the functioning of building is resumed quickly. 
Repair does not improve the structural strength of the building and can be deceptive in 
appearing to meet the strength requirements of the next earthquake. The actions will 
include the following [3, 6]: (1) patching up defects such as cracks and fall of plaster, 
(2) repairing doors, windows, replacement of glass panels, (3) checking and repairing 
electric wiring ,(4) checking and repairing gas pipes, water pipes and plumbing services, 
(5) rebuilding non-structural walls, chimneys, boundary walls, etc., (6) re-plastering of 
walls as required, (7) rearranging dislocated roofing tiles, (8) relayering cracked flooring 
at ground level, and (9) redecoration – whitewashing, painting, etc.

Figure 3.  Various types of cracks observed in 
masonry walls [2]

Figure 4.  Earthquake damaged wall, Albania 
2019
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Rehabilitation or restoration of buildings is one of the most important processes be-
cause it has the task of addressing not only secondary elements, but also supporting 
or structural ones and bringing them to a previous state. It is especially important as 
a method used in the rehabilitation of cultural and historical buildings, taking into ac-
count its age of buildings, or even engineering structures that are of particular impor-
tance. With this method a structure must be able to withstand repeated impacts from 
earthquakes or other accidental forces. The main purpose of restoration is to carry out 
structural repairs to load bearing element [3]. It may involve cutting portions of the ele-
ments and rebuilding them or simply adding more structural material so that the origi-
nal strength is more or less restored [3]-.The process may involve inserting temporary 
supports, underpinning, etc. Some of the approaches are stated below [3, 6]: (1) remov-
al of portions of cracked masonry walls and piers and rebuilding them in richer mortar; 
use of non-shrinking mortar is preferable, (2) injecting rich mortar, epoxy like material, 
which is strong in tension, into the cracks in walls, columns, beams, etc., (3) addition 
of reinforcing mesh on both faces of the cracked wall, attaching it to the wall through 
spikes or bolts and then covering it suitably; several alternatives have been used, (4) 
remove damaged column or beam, fix the reinforcing, add reinforcing if needed, and re-
concreting, (5) injecting epoxy like material, which is strong in tension, into the cracks in 
walls, columns, beams, etc., and (6) use of materials with high strengthbased on carbon 
fibres, glass or aramid, etc.

Figure 5. Use of FRP materials in restoration

Strengthening or retrofitting of buildings: this intervention method aims to increase 
the bearing capacity of the structure and the intervention is mainly in the primary struc-
tural elements. With strengthening we manage to increase the durability of the building 
and structural elements.
The seismic behaviour of an old existing buildings is affected by its original structural 
inadequacies, material degradation due to time, and alterations carried out during its 
such as making new openings, addition of new parts inducing asymmetry in plan and 
elevation, etc. [3]. Commonly, strengthening procedures should aim at one or more of 
the following objectives [3, 6]: (1) demolish the weakness sources or sources that can 
make stress concentration in several parts – columns distribution is not symmetric, 
walls distribution is not symmetric, different stiffness from one floor to another, exces-
sive openings, (2) improve building’s integrity by tying together all of its components, (3) 
avoid brittle failure by re-arranging, adding reinforcing bars, and making the details in 
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accordance with ductility requirement, and (4) increasing the lateral strength by adding 
walls, columns, etc.
Comparison of different intervention methods is shoen in Fig. 6. 

Figure 6.  Diagram showing the difference between original, repaired and reinforced buildings [9]
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Abstract
Potresi 2020. godine bolna su trauma za sve stanovnike Zagreba, Siska, Petrinje i okruženja. 
Ukazali su na seizmičku neotpornost građevne supstance na koje su stručnjaci godinama 
upozoravali, a nitko ih nije slušao. Povijesne građevine i jezgre gradova građene prije aseizmičkog 
dimenzioniranja, oslabljene su dodatno uslijed neodržavanja i provizornih intervencija. Suburbana 
i ruralna supstanca postupno i provizorno građena tema je za sebe. Stradali su ljudski životi, stradali 
su domovi, traume daljnje trešnje preostaju stanovništvu, te i dalje devastiraju ionako nagrižene 
strukture. Dvojak je pristup obnovi povijesne urbane jezgre u odnosu na periferne zone. U rubnim 
i ruralnim područjima koja nisu pod zaštitom izazov je iznaći rješenja koja reinterpretiraju tradiciju, 
način života i uklapaju se u zatečenu koherentnu strukturu. Skromna ekonomska sredstva  i 
urgentnost obnove ukazuju na nužnost iznalaženja kreativnih rješenja koja mogu pomiriti takva 
oprečna traženja. Niz projekata obnove nakon devastacija predstavljaju vrelo inspiracije. S druge 
strane pristup obnovi povijesnog urbanog centra podliježe strogim kriterijima zaštite. Recentni 
potresi srušili su dio povijesnog centra Siska i Petrinje. Potres 22.3.2020. bio je na rubu statičke 
izdržljivosti povijesne urbane jezgre Zagreba. Zagreb, kao malo koji grad obilježava jasan prostorno 
povijesni razvoj i zoning grada. Duž središnje osi simetrije grada nižu se srednjovjekovna dvojna 
jezgra, historicistički Donji grad i moderni grad uz Savu. I upravo stoga važno je obnoviti središte 
grada i sačuvati identitet povijesne jezgre. S druge strane, razmjer oštećenja i kompleksni 
imovinsko-pravni odnosi, otežavaju izvedbu pravilne konstruktivne obnove, ali i cjelovite urbane 
obnove grada. Kompleksan proces obnove je pred građanima,  gradom i svim strukama koji se 
njime bave. Jedino integralnim pristupom moguća je urbana obnova i  aktiviranje neiskorištenih 
resursa bloka kao javnih prostora grada. Niz referentnih primjera kvalitetnih arhitektonsko-
urbanističkih intervencija koja baštinimo u Zagrebu inspirativna su potka koja uz suvremenu 
promišljanja usmjeravaju obnovu i oplemenjivanje grada 21. stoljeća. 

Key words: Zagreb, Banovina, potresi, 2020., obnova, arhitektura i urbanizam
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1 Introduction

Trešnje, odnosno podrhtavanja tla, potresi 2020. godine devastirali su Zagreb i okruženje, 
a potom i Banovinu. Nakon inicijalnog zagrebačkog potresa, kako je i uobičajeno, tlo je 
nastavilo podrhtavati i traumatizirati stanovnike uz epicentar, ali i centra grada. Potres 
magnitude 5,5 prema Richterovoj skali prouzročio je značajna oštećenja zgrada u epi-
centralnom području Markuševca i okruženja, djelomično Hrvatsko Zagorje i povijesnu 
jezgru Zagreba. Njegova snaga bila je na rubu izdržljivosti povijesnih građevnih struktura 
središta grada. Ljudske žrtve, nemjerljiv gubitak, bile bi i veće da, srećom u nesreći, nije 
bio trenutak dvojne virus – potres krize. Zbog strogih epidemioloških mjera uzrokovanih 
SARS–CoV-2 virusom, broj ljudi na javnim površinama bio je značajno manji nego 
uobičajeno toga ranog nedjeljnog jutra. Prvotni sažetak sastavljen za ovu značajnu kon-
ferenciju koja se održava povodom obljetnice potresa u Zagrebu 22. ožujka 2020. godine 
proširen je nakon potresa u Sisku, Petrinji i Glini 28. i 29. prosinca 2020. i značajnih 
devastacija njihova okruženja, ruralne zone Banovine. Potresaju nas ljudske žrtve, slike 
srušenih gradova, sela, zaseoka. Zima i snježne pahulje, koje kao nikad nego u vrijeme 
potresa nisu ledile krv u žilama. S druge, nevjerojatna je energija volontera i manifest 
ljudskosti koji se spontano slio u područje epicentra, sa željom pomoći. U ovim teškim 
trenucima ti ljudi svojom nevjerojatnom energijom ulijevaju vjeru, nadu u bolje sutra. 
Među njima ističu se volonteri statičari i arhitekti okupljeni pod vodstvom kolege prof.
dr.sc. Josipa Atalića, kojeg je šira javnost upoznala u ožujku 2020. na lokaciji Zagreba. 
Nastojeći podići svijest o potresima inicirana je i ova značajna međunarodna konferen-
cija, kao i niz manjih održanih prethodno svakog mjeseca 22. datuma na Građevinskom 
fakultetu Sveučilišta u Zagrebu. 

2 Potresi na Banovini

Krenuvši obrnutim kronološkim redom, fokusirati ćemo isprva recentne razorne potrese 
na Banovini, koji su se snažno osjetili i u Zagrebu, ali i zemljama okruženja. Značajno su 
stradale povijesne jezgre Petrinje i Gline, te ruralna područja. Situaciju u Sisku na prvi 
pogled je nešto bolja, međutim, zbog velikih oštećenja mnoge zgrade povijesne jezgre 
su iseljene.
Sisak je grad s kontinuitetom trajanja naselja više od 2000. godina. Reinterpretiranje 
ortogonalne antičke urbane matrice unutar eliptičnog obrambenog sustava potka je ur-
bane regulacije Ivana Fistrovića koji ostvaruje regulatornu osnovu Siska 1829. godine. 
Blokovska matrica s lijeve obale Kupe izgrađivana je niskim prizemnim, katnim i dvoka-
tnim zgradama, pretežito u duhu historicizma. Nakon izgradnje željezničke pruge 1862. 
godine uslijedila je intenzivna industrijalizacija Siska, koji se tijekom druge polovine XX. 
stoljeća razvio u izuzetno jaki industrijski centar tadašnje Jugoslavije. Zbog neposredne 
blizine fronte u Domovinskom ratu, grad je stradao i oštećenja nisu u cijelosti obnovljena 
do današnjih dana. Gašenje industrijske proizvodnje, privatizacija, promjena društveno-
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političkog sustava dovodi do najintenzivnije deindustrijalizacije na području Hrvatske. 
Jaki industrijski grad koncem XX. stoljeća pretvoren je u grad socijalni slučaj. I stoga i 
potreba za izgradnjom novog Centra za socijalnu skrb2 . Grad industrijskih giganta trans-
formirao se u grad ugasle industrije i velikog broja socijalnih slučajeva. Sisak nikada 
nakon Domovinskog rata nije povratio svoju nekadašnju gospodarsku snagu. Petrinju 
i Glinu manje gradove jugozapadno od Siska, povijesni izvori spominju u 13. stoljeću. Ut-
vrde i bastionske utvrde izvedene su tijekom i nakon Osmanskih osvajanja, a povijesne 
jezgra gradova intenzivnije se razvijaju se od 18. i 19. stoljeća. 
Nakon snažnih potresa magnitude 5 i više s epicentrom pored Petrinje ujutro 
28.12.2020., uslijedio je razoran afterschock potres magnitute 6,2 netom nakon podne-
va 29.12.2020. [1]. Povijesne jezgre gradova značajno su stradale. Intenzitet stradanja 
uglavnom je obrnuto proporcionalan njihovoj dataciji, odnosno stručnosti izvedbe. Novi-
je zgrade s postupnim implementiranjem armiranobetonskih sustava, odnosno izve-
dene prema pravilima struke bolje su podnijele potrese.

2.1 Ruralna područja

Područje Gline i Petrinje područje je posebne državne skrbi [2]. Cjelokupno područje zona 
je nekadašnje Vojne krajine, pograničnog područja Habsburške Monarhije koje je pove-
zano s civilnom Hrvatskom tek 1881. godine. U vrlo skromnim materijalnim prilikama 
Vojne krajine narod je gradio s lokalno dostupnim materijalima. Izuzetna su ostvarenja 
drvene tradicijske arhitekture ovog podneblja [3]. Zgrade građene od lokalno dostupnog 
materijala – hrastovih greda. Longitudinalne zgrade drvene zgrade prizemnice su ili kat-
nice, zabatom su orijentirane prema ulici, te tvore ritmičan niz. Izvedene u cijelosti od 
jednog materijala – drva impresivne su u svoj skromnoj pojavnosti, racionalnosti funk-
cioniranja i primijenjenoj montažnoj konstrukciji. Posljednjih desetljeća, ovaj kraj koji je 
bio na prvoj crti bojišnice u Domovinskom ratu, obilježava tužna socijalna slika. Nakon 
gašenja industrijskih giganata Siska i okruženja, zbog posljedica deindustrijalizacije 
mnogi ljudi ostali su nezaposleni. Stambena supstanca u mnogim slučajevima gradila 
se nekontrolirano, mimo pravila struke. I upravo takve neadekvatno građene ili obnav-
ljane, neodržavane i stare zgrade zadesila su najveće devastacije uslijed ovog potresa. 
Beskrajno su tužne slike toga napaćenog kraja ove zime. Stradali su stanovnici, stradaju 
volonteri u obnovi. Traume ostaju u ljudima. a iseljavanje je neizbježno. S druge strane, 
ljudi su vezani uz svoje blago, gospodarstva i dio njih ne žele otići. U jeku pandemi-
je, potresna razaranja i zima bez krova nad glavom tužna je aktualna slika Banovine. 
Izuzetna je spontana reakcija ljudi iz cijele Hrvatske koji dolaze pomoći, svojim znanjima 
i vještinama. Značajna pomoć pristiže iz drugih zemalja ovome napaćenom kraju. 
Fokusirajući temu post potresne obnove Banovine treba razmotriti dosadašnje projekte 
obnove ruralnog područja. U okrilju hrvatske moderne arhitekture baštinimo niz projekt-
nih nastojanja za obnovom devastiranih ruralnih područja, primjerice koncem i nakon 
Drugog svjetskog rata. Godine 1944. raspisan je arh. natječaj za Tipove seljačkih gospo-
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darstava i naselja seljačka naselja. jadranskog, panonskog i dinarskog tipa. Arhitekti Zoja 
i Selimir Dumengjić nezavisno postižu najviše plasmane na sva tri natječaja. [4]. Ob-
novljene ruralne strukture osmišljavaju kao rahle ruralne matrice od nekoliko osnovnih 
elemenata kuća, staje i gospodarstva, reinterpretirajući arhitektonsko-urbanističkim 
rješenjima način života ljudi, ali i organizaciju gospodarstva pojedinog kraja. U različitim 
topografijama terena, strukturiraju inventivne ruralne matrice, koje razrahljene 
omogućuju etapnu izgradnju i protom koristeći lokalno dostupan materijal. Nakon Du-
gog svjetskog rata i promjene društveno—političkog sustava predlagala se obnova po-
paljenog sela Vojnić upravo prema projektu panonskog tipa natječajnog projekta Zoje 
Dumengjić (Fig.1) “ ... s maksimalnom upotrebom tipiziranih dijelova“ [5], a utjecaj tog 
projekta očituje se i u regulaciji Vojnića kojeg ostvaruje Aleksandar Freudenreich 1945. 
godine. Analizirajući obnovu sela Vojnić, Divosela i Vlahovića, dr.sc. Jasenka Kranjčević 
ističe kako su “Polazišta za izradu regulacijskih planova bila su suvremena načela so-
cijalnog i higijenskog stanovanja. ... Regulacijskim planovima planirani su potpuno novi 
oblici naselja s novim funkcijama. Uz regulacijske i građevinske radove planirano je pre-
seljenje stanovnika iz okolnih zaselaka u nova naselja … u neposrednoj blizini postojećih 
naselja i važnijih prometnica te kao lokalni centri razvoja u kojima su se trebale zado-
voljiti sve suvremene društveno-ekonomske potrebe budućih stanovnika.“, te zaključuje 
“kako se ni jednoj regulaciji odnosno obnovi ne može pristupiti bez detaljnih sektorskih 
studija, tj. bez poznavanja specifičnih ekonomskih, socijalnih i kulturnih prilika.“ [6]. 

Figure 1.  Arh. Zoja Dumengjić, prvoplasirani natječajni projekt na natječaju za Tipove seljačkih 

gospodarstava i naselja  - panonskog tipa, 1944. (3. nagrada)
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Tijekom recentnog Domovinskog rata, natječaj za obnovu kuća i zgrada bio je raspisan 
1992. u pet javnih glasila. Unatoč vrlo kratkom trajanju natječaja 1.8.-14.9.1992., 
arhitekti su se odazvali u velikom broju, te je zbog ratnih okolnosti prateći katalog 
arhitektonskih rješenja za obnovu kuća devastiranih u ratu objavljen u svibnju 1993. go-
dine [7]. Obnova nakon Domovinskog rata nije realizirana na tim rješenjima, bazirana je 
na tipskim rješenjima kuća koje zanemaruju elemente podneblja, načina života, tradicije 
i primjene lokalnih materijala. Unificirane tipske kuće građene su kako u priobalju, tako i 
u kontinentalnim dijelovima Hrvatske.
Promišljajući obnovu ruralnih područja Banovine (Banije) ove godine, arhitektonska za-
jednica je na poticaj Hrvatske sekcija Europskog vijeća za sela i male gradove (ECOV-
AST) okupila veliki broj udruženja, udruga, znanstvenih, muzejskih i drugih institucija, 
te je upućen apel Vladi Republike Hrvatske, nadležnim ministarstvima te regionalnoj 
i lokalnoj samoupravi na potresom pogođenim područjima sa ciljem sveobuhvatnog, 
uključivog i znanstveno utemeljenog pristupa obnovi potresom pogođenih područja 
Sisačko-moslavačke županije. “Prostor pogođen potresom uglavnom je ruralni i ner-
azvijeni prostor koji je i prije potresa vapio za promišljanjem sustavne preobrazbe te 
za demografskom i gospodarskom revitalizacijom. Modeli obnove kakve smo imali na-
kon Domovinskog rata ovdje su se jasno pokazali kao neučinkoviti. Složenost problema 
obnove područja Sisačko-moslavačke županije zahtijeva sustavan i interdisciplinaran 
pristup kako bi prostor osim obnove doživio i transformaciju u prostor održivih malih 
gradova, naselja i sela gdje će se kroz očitavanje povijesnih sadržaja i lokalnog identiteta 
stvoriti potencijal za kreiranje novih vrijednosti“ [8].
Predsjednica Hrvatske komore arhitekata, arhitektica Rajka Bunjevac, diskutirajući 
temu obnove petrinjskog područja ističe nužnost preobrazbe tog područja i rekon-
strukcije života, demografskog, ekonomskog, prostorno-planskog i graditeljskog [9]. S 
ciljem obnove života i prostora, potrebno je ljudima omogućiti da žive od poljoprivrede 
i to područje reindustrijalizirati. Sugerira izvedbu pogona za proizvodnju i zapošljavanje 
lokalnog stanovništva na proizvodnji montažnih kuća za to područje, a kasnije za tržišne 
potrebe. Sve s ciljem obnove života i gospodarstva, kako preduvjeta kontinuiteta stano-
vanja na tome potresima devastiranom području. 
S gospodarskog, ali i socijalnog aspekta izvrsno bi bilo aktiviranje lokalnih ugaslih in-
dustrijskih giganata, primjerice Željezare Sisak za proizvodnju montažnih metalnih kuća. 
S druge strane korištenje lokalno dostupnog drva, elementa koji obilježava tradicijsku 
posavsku kuću omogućava izgradnju drvenih montažnih kuća. Tipske kuće od loka-
lno dostupnog materijala, inspiraciju mogu pronaći u lokalnoj tradicijskoj arhitekturi 
montažne drvene kuće.
Na Arhitektonskom fakultetu Sveučilišta u Zagrebu se tematika aktualizirala kroz niz 
Okruglih stolova, nakon inicijalnog održanog 8.1.2021. na kojemu su uz dekana prof.
dr.sc. Bojana Baletića sudjelovali profesori katedri, arhitekti predstavnici, pojedinih stru-
kovnih udruga [10]. Predstojnica Katedre za teoriju i povijest arhitekture, prof. dr.sc. Ka-
rin Šerman ističe: “U šokantnim prizorima ove razorne nesreće, cjelokupnu su javnost, 
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a pogotovo nas kao stručnjake, posebno uznemirile slike ne samo srušenih starih, 
zidanih kuća i građevina, onih mahom iz 19. stoljeća, za koje nam je svima više-manje 
jasno da ne mogu izdržati ovako velika potresna opterećenja, nego i prizori nemalog 
broja relativno novih gradnji koje su se urušile. To bi ukazivalo na improviziranu, ne-
kontroliranu, ili neprimjereno izvođenu gradnju ili pak bespravnu gradnju, kao i na loše 
posljedice legalizacije neadekvatno građenih objekata. …. No svakako, na tragu naše 
temeljne zadaće edukacije, u neposrednosti želja i očekivanja svih žitelja toga kraja za 
što bržim “krovom nad glavom“, dužnost nam je prije svega ukazati da prioritet nije i ne 
smije biti tek novi “krov nad glavom“ nego to mora biti “siguran krov nad glavom“, da 
poanta nije samo izgraditi kuću, nego izgraditi kvalitetnu i sigurnu kuću, a da to može 
zajamčiti tek građenje prema propisima i pravilima struke. Pokupski kraj danas – nje-
govi gradovi i sela – drastičan je poligon dokaza za to: jedne do drugih nalaze se kuće 
koje su u potpunosti urušene i one koje gotovo bez oštećenja i dalje suvereno stoje. 
Eto najplastičnijeg dokaza što znači graditi prema propisima i pravilima struke. Zato 
zajedno s kolegama građevinarima i čitavom mrežom komplementarnih disciplina 
i srodnih stručnih tijela i institucija, ruku pružamo prvenstveno u tom smislu – u po-
gledu osmišljavanja i razrađivanja prostorno dobro organiziranih, oblikovno kvalitetnih 
i konstruktivno sigurnih kuća, njihovih funkcionalnih okućnica i gospodarstava, uz is-
todobno razmišljanje o čitavom nizu ostalih prostornih, ekonomskih, kulturnih i gosp-
odarskih izazova.“ Nadalje, fokusirajući temu gradova Banovine, prof.dr.sc. Šerman ot-
vara je i pitanje “razorenih zaštićenih vrijednih urbanih cjelina povijesnih gradova, kao i 
pojedinačnih građevina zaštićenih spomenika kulture. To je ogromna i nezamislivo kom-
pleksna tema i – u odnosu prema ruralnim sredinama i stambenom pitanju – svakako 
će biti puno sporija i dugotrajnija, ali i isto tako i daleko kontroliranija. Nešto od vrijedne 
graditeljske baštine će zacijelo biti potrebno obnoviti u faksimilnom pristupu, uz naravno 
suvremene nevidljive konstrukcijske intervencije, a u nekim potezima i slučajevima ići s 
replikama pročelja zgrada, da se sačuva memorija i slika grada, no razvijati ih svakako 
s novim konstrukcijama i adekvatnim prostornim rješenjima bližim suvremenim potre-
bama. Naravno da se naš fakultet namjerava uključiti i u te složene procese, u vidu do-
kumentiranja i analiza i valoriziranja graditeljskog naslijeđa pojedinačnih spomenika i 
urbanih poteza i zona.” Fokus arhitektonske zajednice nadilazi temu same obnovu kuća 
i gradskih jezgri, te teži i očuvanju zajednice, života i gospodarstva toga prostora. Na 
Okruglom stolu Arhitektonskoga fakulteta, prof.dr. Šerman nadalje ističe: “Također, zbog 
zahtjevnosti i složenosti izazova, te širine i isprepletenosti problema – od onih nepo-
srednih građevinsko-arhitektonskih, pa provedbeno-političkih, ali financijsko-pravnih, 
pa sve do pitanja sociološkog i ekonomsko-gospodarstvenog sagledavanja scenarija 
i perspektiva budućeg života u ovim krajevima – u planiranje i provođenje aktivnosti 
uključujemo i ostale srodne i komplementarne struke i institucije, prvenstveno Fakultet 
građevinarstva i Fakultet geodezije, ali također i niz daljnjih disciplina i stručnjaka koji 
su u ovako kompleksnom problemu uistinu nezaobilazni – geolozi, geografi, sociolozi, 
ekonomisti, gospodarstvenici, izvođači, povjesničari, povjesničari umjetnosti, agrono-
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mi, etnolozi, antropolozi, krajobrazni arhitekti, i brojni drugi, a sve pod koordinacijom 
nadležnih državnih tijela i ministarstava.”.
Arhitekti ističu nužnost obnove života zajednice, adekvatnih rješenja prostora, te od 
početka 2021. promišljaju niz tipskih rješenja suvremene pokupske kuće, prikladne za 
izvedbu na potresom devastiranom području Sisačko-moslavačke županije. Činjenica je 
da je ljudima na Banovini potreban žuran smještaj, ali i siguran krov nad glavom. To 
upućuje na tipska prefabricirana rješenja osnovne jezgre, nukleusa kuće. Bilo bi uputno 
anticipirati daljnji rast kuće projektnim prijedlozima kako bi se njihov organski rast u 
budućnosti dijelom usmjerio i izbjegla kaotičnost postojeće ruralne matrice. 

3 Potresi u Zagrebu

Potres u Zagrebu rano ujutro 22. ožujka 2020. uz gromoglasnu grmljavinu, podrhta-
vanje tla i snažno ljuljanje zgrada probudio je naše sugrađane. Bolno je osvijestio zane-
marivanje činjenice da živimo na trusnom području. U zimsko jutro mnogi građani izašli 
su iz zgrada na ulicu, a snijeg koji je započeo padati preko nazeblih ljudi s epidemiološkim 
maskama, dodatno je dramatiziralo cijelu situaciju. I iako se tek probuđenim ljudima činilo 
da gore ne može, aktualne epidemiološke mjere koje su ograničavala kretanje reducirale 
su broj ljudskih žrtava, jer naprosto na ulici je bilo vrlo malo ljudi. Sa povijesnih zgrada u 
centru padali su crijepovi, opeka, dimnjaci, neučvršćeni i najviše historicistički elemen-
ti stilskog dekora. Potres magnitude 5.5 bio je na rubu izdržljivosti građevnog fonda 
središta grada, ali trošne građevne supstance sjevernije. I tek sada, nakon petrinjskog 
potresa magnitude 6,2 po Richteru, shvaćamo koliko smo, u stvari, izbjegli katastrofu. 
Međutim, kako su se i petrinjski potresi snažno osjetili i u Zagrebu, devastacije se ope-
tovano povećavaju.
Zagreb se razvio na kontaktnoj zoni dviju različitih topografskih cjelina, Medvednice i 
ravnice uz rijeku Savu. Dvojni srednjovjekovni grad crkveni Kaptol i trgovačko obrtničko 
naselje Gradec izgrađivani su na južnim izdancima Medvednice, kako bi se štitili od 
poplave i neprijatelja. Ujedinjeni su u jedinstveni Agram, odnosno Zagreb tek 1850. go-
dine. Intenzivna urbanizacija grada uslijedila je nakon izgradnje austrijske željezničke 
pruge i prvog južnog kolodvora (današnjeg Zapadnog kolodvora) 1862. godine, te in-
dustrijalizacije koja je uslijedila. Tijekom druge polovine XX. stoljeća započela je planska 
regulacija Donjeg grada kroz dvoje regulatorne osnove 1865. i 1887. godine. 
Nakon razornog potresa 1880. godine ostvarena je radikalna ranogotička obnova 
Katedrale, izgradnja sjevernog pročelja središnjeg Trga. Ubrzano širenje grada unutar 
historicističke blokovske matrice Donjeg grada temelji se na intenzivnom razvoju indus-
trijalizacije i velikom porastu stanovništva. Postupno implementiranje novih građevnih 
tehnika obilježava prijelaz stoljeća, te se postupno otvaraju mogućnosti razvoju mod-
erne arhitekture. Moderni grad razvija se južno od željezničke pruge i rijeke Save, ali i u 
istočnim i zapadnim ekstenzijama gradskog tkiva tijekom XX. stoljeća.
Promišljajući temu obnove Zagreba, niz referentnih primjera kvalitetnih arhitektonsko-
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urbanističkih intervencija u središtu povijesnih gradova baštinimo u okrilju hrvatske 
moderne i suvremene arhitekture. Inspirativni su to obrasci koji uz suvremena arhi-
tektonska promišljanja mogu doprinijeti oplemenjivanju devastirane gradske jezgre. 
Arhitektonska zajednica zalaže se cjelovitu urbanu obnovu i integriranje znanja inter-
disciplinarnog tima stručnjaka, od arhitekata, urbanista, statičara, inženjerskih struka, 
prometnih stručnjaka, ali i konzervatora, sociologa i ekonomista i pravnika itd.. kako bi 
se središte našeg grada obnovilo i osuvremenilo za 21. stoljeće [11].
Međutim, postupno bolno osvješćujemo činjenicu kako je već godina dana protekla 
bez značajnije obnove. Kompleksan je to proces, financijski izuzetno zahtjevan, pravno 
kompleksan, kao preduvjet inženjerskog djelovanja i građevinskih zahvata, a koji pred-
mnijevaju iseljenje stanovništva i kompletnog mobilijara, te otklanjanju opreme zgrada. 
Obzirom na neodržavanost građevnog fonda u središtu grada gdje je stanarima do sada 
bilo teško dogovoriti primjerice obnovu pročelja, zaista je upitno kako provesti zahtjevnu 
konstruktivnu ali i cjelovitu obnovu. 
Cilj je zadržati život u gradu, njegov karakter povijesnog centra, ali i prilagoditi povijesnu 
jezgru i ostvariti zahvate sukladno suvremenim potrebama, osuvremeniti promet-
na rješenja itd. Osnovni preduvjet je vođeni projekt i interdisciplinarnost niza struka. 
Kvalitetan pravno-ekonomski okvir nužan je preduvjet inženjerskim zahvatima. Aktivi-
ranjem zapuštenih dvorišta može se javni prostor s ulice preliti u unutrašnjost bloka 
i ponuditi nove sadržaje potrebne suvremenom gradu. Prenamjenom substandardnih 
prostora zgrada, primjerice tavana i podruma, i njihovom novom funkcijom moguće je 
iznaći financijski okvir za skupe zahvate obnove. 
Donjogradsku povijesnu jezgru Zagreba obilježava stilski izraz pojedinih zgrada klas-
icizma, dominantno historicizma, pojedinih ostvarenja secesije, te dijelom moderne 
arhitekture. Silueta blokova neujednačene je visine vijenca, što zorno ilustrira razdoblje 
izgradnje i činjenicu da je, za razliku od Dubrovnika, Zagreb nedovršeni grad. Različite 
visine i mjerila zgrada, kao stilska heterogenost izraza govore o postupnoj izgradnji 
središnje gradske jezgre (kako dvojne povijesne jezgra Kaptola i Gornjeg grada, tako i 
pretežito historicističkog tkiva Donjeg grada). Cilj jest maksimalno očuvati postojeću ur-
banu matricu i arhitekturu središnje gradske zone i očuvati jasan prostorno-povijesni 
razvoj središnje zone grada Zagreba. Primarni cilj jest obnoviti postojeće zgrade, ost-
variti konstruktivnu obnovu, ali i cjelovitu obnovu sačuvanih zgrada. Za pojedine zgrade 
započele je konstruktivna, ali i cjelovita obnova. 
Međutim, za lokacije koje su pretrpjele najjače devastacije, odnosno one čija izvorna 
očuvanost nije nužna (a što procjenjuju konzervatori) biti će nužne i suvremene inter-
vencije. Prof emerita Hildegard Auf-Franić ističe na Danima zagrebačke arhitekture 
2020. u Društvu arhitekata kako svaka generacija arhitekata ima pravo stvaranja su-
vremene arhitekture u gradskoj jezgri. [12] Uz prethodnu suglasnost konzervatora, op-
cija jest promišljanje mogućnosti nadgradnje pojedinih postojećih povijesnih zgrada do 
visine vijenca susjednih zgrada bloka. To bi ujedno stabiliziralo susjedne zgrade i situ-
acije urušavanja zabatnih zidova bi se reducirale, a i omogućio financijski okvir cjelovite 
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obnove zgrade. Rijeka baštini vrijedan primjer nadgradnje dvokatne zgrade na Korzu 11, 
projekt Partner Banke iz 1999. godine. Suvremenu nadgradnju poslovne zgrade pot-
pisuje arhitektonski dvojac Idis Turato i Saša Randić, te Maja Matulja, Marija Kolar, Igor 
Rožić i Zvonimir Sabljak [13]. Dodanih pet etaža nadovezuju su se na visinu susjedne 
sedmeroetažne zgrade hotaela Royal arhitekta Ambrosnija (stambeno-poslovnu gradu 
Rauschel, Korzo 9), a poveznicu s visinom njena vijenca ostvaruje rahli raster njezine 
nadgradnje. 
Na mjestima urušavanja postojećih povijesnih zgrada, moguće bi bile i suvremene in-
terpolacije, ali pažljivo suptilno riješene sukladno genisusu loci. Preduvjet za takvu in-
tervenciju jest nadgradnja postojećeg Zakona o obnovi zgrada oštećenih potresom na 
području Grada Zagreba i okolice. U samom gradskom središtu, cijeli gradski blok između 
Radićeve i Tkalčićeve ulice (Fig.2) [14], južno od Krvavog mosta primjer je pažljive rekon-
strukcije i interpolacije. Akademik Miroslav Begović ostvario je projekt revitalizacije st-
ambenog bloka, rekonstrukcijom povijesnih zgrada u Radićevoj ulici 6-16 i niza interpo-
lacija istočno u Tkalčićevoj ulici 5-15, tijekom 1973.-1987. godine. [14] Poštujući rahlo 
mjerilo povijesne izgradnje, velebnu interpolaciju raščlanjuje na niz manjih stambeno-
poslovnih zgrada koje ritmičnom urbanom strukturom, suvremenom arhitektonskim 
izrazom i nizom javnih sadržaja uklapaju u tu nekadašnju kontaktnu zonu dvojnog grada 
Gradeca i Kaptola, uz dolinu izmještenog potoka Medveščak. 

Figure 2.  Akademik Miroslav Begović, Revitalization of business and residential block (interpolation 
buildings and reconstruction), Tkalčićeva Street 5-15 / Radićeva Street 6-16 / Krvavi most, 
Zagreb, 1973-1987
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Upravu na toj trasi, jugoistočno, u zaleđu središnjeg gradskog trga čija sjeverna arhi-
tektonska ovojnica se izvodi nakon velikog zagrebačkog potresa 1880. godine, nizom 
historicističkih, secesijskih i modernih ostvarenja. Nakon izmještanja potoka Medveščak 
i rušenja južnog Kaptolskog zida regulirana je nova ulica Pod zidom. U nizu modernističkih 
intervencija nakon regulacije ulice Pod zidom ističe se aneks stambeno-poslovne zgrade 
Gavella Herzog i probijanje pasaža Harmica, djelo Ignjata Fischera uz atribuciju koau-
torstva Zoji Dmengjić, 1928.-31. godine [4]. Dakle, prilikom složene sjeverne dogradnje 
rekonstruirana je historicistička stambeno-poslovne zgrade Gavella na Trgu br. 6, i inter-
poliran je gradski pasaž Harmica kao poveznica dva sajmišna prostora grada, izvornog 
na Trgu i novog na Dolcu. Uz javni gradski pasaž koji afirmira prilaz istočnom kraku stuba 
Dolcu, tangentno je adirano dvojno zavojito stubište koje svojom dinamičnom i ekspre-
sivnom formom doprinosi izdizanju javnog karaktera i na katne etaže te zgrade sa dva 
značajna gradska lica. 
Suvremene arhitektonsko-urbanističke interpolacije u povijesnoj gradskoj strukturi 
predstavljaju najzahtjevnije projektne zadatke arhitektonskog stvaralaštva. Kvalitetne 
realizacije ishodište baziraju na suptilnom iščitavanju karaktera povijesnog urbanog 
prostora. Sukladno potrebama grada, kvalitetne suvremene interpolacije oplemenju-
ju gradsko tkivo rafiniranim intervencijama široke skale autorskih izraza, inovativnim 
morfologijom i funkcionalnim rješenjima. Sve navedeno utemeljeno je na suvremenim 
konstruktivnim rješenjima ostvarenim u tijesnoj suradnji sa inženjerima građevine, na 
temelju inženjerskog i izvedbenog dosega vremena. Najkvalitetnije realizacije zorno 
prezentiraju sklad takve suradnje i svjedoče o međusobnom razumijevanju komplemen-
tarnih, različitih profesija, poput akorda glazbene kompozicije.

4 Conclusion

Godina je dana nakon zagrebačkog potresa, bez značajnijih pomaka na obnovi grada i 
devastiranih zgrada. Veliki problem predstavljaju daljnje devastacije kojima su podložne 
već ionako oštećenje zgrade, poglavito u središtima grada. Vrlo frekventne javne 
površine na kojima se kreće velik broj ljudi u središtu grada upitne su sigurnosti dok ob-
nova ne osigura siguran grad za njegove stanovnike, ali i posjetitelje. Ruralna odnosno 
periferna područja gradova obilježavala je i prije potresa nekoherentna struktura i slijed 
spontanih građenja koja nisu bila u skladu sa načelima struke, kako građevinske, tako i 
arhitektonske i urbanističke. Posljedice takvog nestručnog građenja najizrazitije su kada 
priroda potresima testira izdržljivost građevina. Sustavna obnova kasni. Brojni stanovnici 
prepušteni su sebi, žive u oštećenim zgradama ili provizornom smještaju u kontejneru ili 
kamp kućici. Potresi su bolno osvijestili ignoriranje pravila struke, posljedice legalizacija 
građevina nedostatne kvalitete i nosivosti, te posljedice neodržavanja građevnog fonda. 
Predstoji dvojni izazov obnove urbanih jezgri povijesnih gradova Zagreba, Siska, Petrinje 
i Gline, ali i suburbanih i ruralnih područja u okruženju. Zagrebačka ostvarenja u središtu 
grada, interpolacije tijekom dugog niza godina svjedoče o nastojanju respektiranja 
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zatečenog povijesnog urbanog konteksta i svojim suvremenim izrazom i prostornim 
zahvatima nastoje afirmirati povijesne vrijednosti sredine, ali i omogućiti realizaciju 
zahtjeva suvremenog grada. Modularna prefabricirana gradnja izgledno je rješenje za 
ruralna i suburbana područja. Arhitekt Tihomil Matković, predsjednik Društva arhitekata 
Zagreba ustvrđuje da je puno vremena izgubljeno na uspostavi zakonodavnog okvira 
kroz Zakon o obnovi za Zagreb i okolne prostore, a da smo grad mogli obnavljati i na 
temelju postojeće legislative o procesima građenja, uz nadopunu okvira za financiranje 
obnove. Na ovaj način jedna sezona građenja u ljeto 2020. nepovratno je izgubljena. 
Nadalje, upitnim navodi kako unutar dosadašnje građevne industrije imamo kapaciteta 
sada na dva fronta; Zagreba i Banije voditi buduću obnovu. Građevni kapaciteti Hrvatske 
nedostatni za in-situ istovremenu obnovu Banovine i glavnog grada zemlje. Uzimajući 
u obzir da se u Zagrebu rekonstrukcije nužno moraju vršiti na samom mjestu oštećenja, 
sa znatnim udjelom ljudskog rada i time zauzimajući sve današnje kapacitete klasične 
građevinske industrije, smatra da su tipska rješenja poput pred gotovljene modularne 
kuće za devastirana ruralna područja Banovine poželjna, gdje se time na široko otvore-
nom gradilištu županije može postići visoka i ujednačena kvaliteta izgradnje [16]. Pred-
stoji dugotrajan process obnove urbanih jezgri i preobrazbe južnih ruralnih područja, 
s višestrukim izazovima za sve dionike u procesu. Zajednički cilj jest kvalitetna kon-
struktivna i cjelovita obnova urbanih područja, te obnova, odnosno preobrazba ruralnih 
područja i očuvanje života na potresom devastiranim urabnim i ruralnim područjima. 
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Component tests, fracture simulation, and experimental 
study on steel damper for passive energy dissipation

Ferit Gashi1, Francesco Petrini2, Franco Bontempi3

Abstract
This paper summarizes the experimental campaign carried out for the development of a new 
steel energy dissipative device named Slit Dampers (SDs) designed for earthquake protection 
of structures. SDs consist in shear steel plates with appropriately shaped cut-out portions of 
material for allowing the maximum spread of plastic deformation along the device and then 
maximizing the hysteretic dissipative behavior. A total of eighty-two steel shear plates with 
different openings and thicknesses are tested to investigate their behavior under cyclic pseudo-
static loading. Six types of steel shear plates are studied, including the SD with narrow slits that 
divide the plate into rectangular links, and the butterfly fuse with a diamond-shaped opening that 
creates butterfly shape links in the plate. Other varying test parameters are loading rate, material 
strength, and the number of in-parallel damper elements. It is expected that the proposed model 
can be successfully used to predict the behavior of dampers in real-world applications.

Key words: experimental, energy dissipation, cyclic load, metalic damper, hysteresis model
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1 Introduction 

Conventional design concepts of earthquake-resistant structures are not intended to 
avoid damage on the structures but to ensure the safety of humans under severe earth-
quakes. Dampers are passive control systems or passive energy dissipation devices 
that are implemented in the structures to protect against seismic excitation. Passive 
control systems absorb energy induced by an earthquake in various mechanisms, such 
as metal yielding, friction, fluid orifice, and viscous elastic deformation of solid. These 
passive control systems are categorized based on their dispersing mechanisms: me-
tallic ADAS-device [3], Tadas-device [2], friction, thick liquid, and viscoelastic dampers 
(rigid) [19]. Metal dampers dissipate energy through inelastic deformation and provide 
a stable hysterical envelope. Excellent hysteretic behavior, easy accessibility, simple re-
placement after an earthquake, and low fabrication costs are some advantages of steel 
slit dampers [6]. Slit devices can be used at different configurations such as bracing 
joints [2,4,6], beam-to-column connections [18], and steel slit walls as fuses [3, 6, 18].
This paper concentrates on a detailed investigation of the structural performance of a 
slit damper and butterfly damper proposed by the authors. With this purpose in mind, 
various conditions focusing on real-world applications of the damper were established 
as variables, specifically loading type, loading rate mm/s, the material strength of the 
steel, and the number of damper plates used. From the experimental results, the struc-
tural characteristics are compared and discussed in terms of failure mode, strength, 
stiffness, deformation, and energy dissipation.

2  Device design

The Dampers were manufactured in Kosovo, using water cutting technology (Figure 1, 
Figure 2). Water cutting capabilities were found to be common in large machine shops 
and therefore not expensive. The slits are rounded at their ends, thereby reducing stress 
concentration in reentrant-corners. The device is a weld-free design, thus eliminating 
the uncertainties and imperfections associated with welding

Figure 1.Shows the water cutting process Figure 2. After water cutting
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Elastic moment of bending in the slit, Under sufficient displacement, plastic hinges are 
formed at both ends of each strip. Consequently, the mechanical properties of the crack 
absorber can be described in relation to the length of the strip L0, strip depth b, and 
thickness t(Figure 3). Supposing elastic behavior perfect plastic, the device gives the 
load Py can be determined based on an analysis of the plastic mechanism.

Figure 3. Details of the test specimens

Table 1. Table test specimens

3 Experimental Program

3.1 Test Specimens

The specimen properties are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Loading Protocol

Cyclic tests were carried out on 4 specimens:
Constant cyclic loading, in which maximum displacement (Dmax) is constant over the 
entire cycle as 15 mm (Specimen A1), 35 mm (Specimen A2), 48 mm (Specimen A3), 
and 56 mm (Specimen A4). The purpose of this program is to obtain fatigue parameters. 
The loading protocol for the steel damper test was created based on the AISC code 
loading. The AISC protocol was modified by adding three extra sets of six low amplitude 
cycles preceding the prescribed loading procedure.

Specimens Material Thickness Width 
[mm]

Height 
[mm]

Loading 
Amp

Specimens A1 S-235 20 60 200 Constant-A1

Specimens A2 S-235 20 60 200 Constant-A2

Specimens A3 S-235 20 60 200 Constant-A3

Specimens A4 S-235 20 60 200 Constant-A4

Specimens B1 S-235 3 60 200 Increasing-AISC

Specimens B2 S-275 10 60 200 Increasing-AISC

Specimens B3 S-235 20 60 200 Increasing-AISC
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Figure 4. AISC Modified protocol

Figure 5. Constat cyclic

3.3 Experiment Setup

Various types of cyclic tests were performed using a 500 kN hydraulic servo fatigue 
test machine MTS Loading was controlled by displacement with an inner displacement 
transducer mounted on the test machine. The loading rate (v) was fixed as 0.5 mm/s, 
except for incremental amplitude cycling.Figure 6

3.4 Material Properties

Plate Material Tests, five dogbone-shaped tension coupon tests were conducted on the 
fuse plate material. the tests took place at the Department of Structural and Geotechni-
cal Engineering. the coupon specimens were tested using an MTS machine in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. a)Setup detail(Photo), b)Schematic 

Figure 7. Coupon test setup: a)Before the test, b)Necking
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Figure 8. Engineering stress-strain curves S-235 (left), engineering stress-strain curves S-275 (right)

Three types of steel were selected: S-235, S-275. Figure 8 demonstrates their consti-
tutive curves obtained through uniaxial tensile tests and table 2.

Table 2. Summary of mechanical properties

4 Test results

Four specimens deformed stably under the cyclic tests. Specimens butter-
fly was loaded until fracture during the tests. Ductile cracks initiated at the toe 
of the butterfly close to the rounded toes of the slits during the loading of all 
specimens. Under further loading, those cracks propagated wider and long-
er, which led to the decrease of the load-carrying capacity of the dampers. 
It is clear that all specimens have yielded at large displacement and exhibited very sta-
ble hysteric behavior and the shape of the loops which close to a rectangular indicates 
high energy dissipation capacity. Strength degradation started to appear when cracks 
slowly formed at the ends of the rounded corner of fixed ends due to stress concentra-
tion, which propagated longer and wider during the test until the specimen reached 
fracture. The tests were stopped after steel plates completely fractured and the load 
sustained was significantly reduced.

Coupon 
S-235

Fy 
[MPa]

Fu 
[MPa]  

Elongation 
[%] E Coupon 

S-275
Fy 

[MPa]
Fu

[MPa]  
Elongation 

[%] E

1 246,3 327,3 45,2 200000 1 291,3 425,3 37,5 200000

2 219,0 328,0 50,0 200000 2 295,3 426,1 40,4 200000

3 227,1 328,0 49,6 200000

Average 230.8 327.8 48.3 200000 Average 293.3 425.7 38.95 200000
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Figure 9. Force-displacement hysteresis(Speciement A1-15 mm).

Figure 10.  Time History, Force-time(s)

Figure 11.  Photo of Speciements A1: a) Start of the test,b) Fracture-end test

Figure 12. Force-displacement hysteresis(Speciement A2-35 mm)
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Figure 13. Time History (Speciement A2), Force-time (s)

Figure 14. Force-displacement hysteresis (Speciement A3-48 mm)

Figure 15. Force-displacement hysteresis (Speciement A3-56 mm)

Figure 16. Force-displacement hysteresis (Speciement B1-3 mm)
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Figure 17. Force-displacement hysteresis (Speciement B2-8 mm)

Figure 18. Force-displacement hysteresis (Speciement B2-8 mm) 

Figure 19. Low Cycle Coffine-Manson
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5 Energy dissipation

To investigate the effect of test parameters on the energy dissipation capacity of 
dampers, hysteretic curves for dissipated energy were shown in Figure 16, Figure 
17, Figure 18. The dissipated energy of specimens with depth ratio (B/t) of 66.67, 
25, and 10 is higher than that of specimens with depth ratio of 3mm,8mm, 20mm. 
Specimens B1 with a depth 3mm, which have steel plates with the least depth variation, 
dissipated energy very low and failed at a relatively low cumulative displacement,Figure 16. 
Specimens B2 with a depth of 8mm, which have steel plates with the least depth me-
dium, dissipated energy very large and failed at a relatively medium cumulative dis-
placementFigure 17.
Specimens B3 with a depth of 20 mm, which have steel plates with the depth large, dis-
sipated energy very large and failed at a relatively large cumulative displacement,Figure 
18.
Figure 9 shows the failure mode of the A1 specimen under constant cyclic load-
ing. For A1, small cracks start to occur at the 78th repeated cycle. After repeatedly 
receiving more than 63 tensile and compressive loads, the cracks gradually deep-
ened at the expected plastic hinge location and finally fractured with a sudden load 
reduction beyond the 82nd cycle, marking the end of the experiment. The low-cycle 
fatigue test of the coke damper indicates that the coke damper exhibits resistance 
to low-cycle fatigue with sufficient inelastic deformation beyond the 82th cycle af-
ter yielding, and the final fracture occurs at the expected plastic locations,Figure 9. 
Figure 12 shows the failure mode of the A2 specimen under constant cyclic load-
ing. For A2, small cracks start to occur at the 24th repeated cycle. After repeatedly 
receiving more than 28 tensile and compressive loads, the cracks gradually deep-
ened at the expected plastic hinge location and finally fractured with a sudden load 
reduction beyond the 32nd cycle, marking the end of the experiment. The low-cy-
cle fatigue test of the coke damper indicates that the coke damper exhibits resist-
ance to low-cycle fatigue with sufficient inelastic deformation beyond the 32th cy-
cle after yielding, and the final fracture occurs at the expected plastic locations. 
Figure 14 shows the failure mode of the A3 specimen under constant cyclic load-
ing. For A3, small cracks start to occur at the 6th repeated cycle. After repeatedly 
receiving more than 6 tensile and compressive loads, the cracks gradually deep-
ened at the expected plastic hinge location and finally fractured with a sudden load 
reduction beyond the 8nd cycle, marking the end of the experiment. The low-cycle 
fatigue test of the coke damper indicates that the coke damper exhibits resist-
ance to low-cycle fatigue with sufficient inelastic deformation beyond the 8th cy-
cle after yielding, and the final fracture occurs at the expected plastic locations. 
Figure 15 shows the failure mode of the A4 specimen under constant cyclic loading. For 
A4, small cracks start to occur at the 4th repeated cycle. After repeatedly receiving more 
than 4 tensile and compressive loads, the cracks gradually deepened at the expected 
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plastic hinge location and finally fractured with a sudden load reduction beyond the 5nd 
cycle, marking the end of the experiment. The low-cycle fatigue test of the coke damper 
indicates that the coke damper exhibits resistance to low-cycle fatigue with sufficient 
inelastic deformation beyond the 5th cycle after yielding, and the final fracture occurs 
at the expected plastic locations.

6 Conclusions

The present paper presents the experimental study of steel slit-dampers with 
various depth.The number of loading cycles until the ultimate state of a slit-
damper is found to match very well to the Manson-Coffin relation Figure 19. 
The following conclusions are made from this study:
1. Damper configuration with increased height of the strip has low stiffness and pro-

vides stable hysteretic curve under large displacement irrespective of strip width at 
mid-height

2. Reducing the strip width at the mid-height has a high influence on the damper per-
formance by avoiding brittle damage at the end from stress concentration

3. Further, varying the thickness and strip width at mid-height enhance the damping 
of the specimen

4. Based on the response surface methodology, effective stiffness and effective 
damping is expressed as a function of strip width at mid-height (bc), height of the 
strip (h) and thickness of the damper (t).
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Abstract
As the development of the codes of practice converges towards limiting displacements rather 
than forces, it is of utmost importance to be able to design the structures for predefined 
performance criteria. Following the objective-based design, one can accurately predict the 
structural displacements during realistic earthquake loading and evaluate the response of the 
structural elements. The main idea of this study is to demonstrate an improved methodology 
for design and assessment of steel moment resisting frames subjected to loading from recorded 
ground acceleration. Namely, material degradation model is used for modelling of the plastic 
hinges in the beams of the frame in order to realistically capture the behavior of the steel during 
earthquake. Additionally, the same frame is developed with a typical distributed plasticity model 
in order to validate and to prove the necessity of the improved method. Firstly, the design of the 
frame according to the current codes of practice is performed. Then, the performance objectives 
of the analysis are defined and the various limits in the existing literature are considered. In order 
to perform the nonlinear time history (NLTH) analysis, modelling of the two types of frames in a 
suitable software is conducted. Prior to that, case study for model calibration and verification is 
performed and the results obtained are used for the setup of parameters for NLTH analysis. The 
NLTH analysis is done after the selection of a reliable set of recorded ground motions. Hence, the 
performance-based assessment of the steel moment resisting frames is conducted and several 
demand parameters are recorded. Since the moment resisting frames are the most ductile 
type of steel structural configurations, they exhibit very large deflections before the structural 
damage occurs. Therefore, the inter-story drift ratios and residual drifts are measured and their 
compliance with the existing codes is compared. In the end, conclusions regarding the behavior of 
the moment resisting frames subjected to realistic earthquake loading are drawn and suggestions 
for improvements in the design are presented.

Key words:  performance-based; moment resisting frames; verification; pushover; non-linear 
analysis
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1 Introduction

The MRFs are characterized as the most ductile structural type possessing many pos-
sible dissipative zones, following the fact that plastic hinges can develop in the beams 
and the columns. Possessing the feature of being the most ductile type, these struc-
tures exhibit very large deflections before the structural damage occurs. On one hand, 
that is a good characteristic as their ductility level is high and less material is used with-
out a failure of the structure but on the other hand the large inter-story drifts can lead 
to great damage to the non-structural components which is a quality to be avoided. 
Even though the overall stability of the structure can be easily satisfied following the 
‘weak beam – strong column’ rule from EC8 [1] which allows for maximum energy dis-
sipation capacity, due to the MRF’s low lateral stiffness, the drift effects need careful 
considerations.
The drift parameter and the general behaviour of the moment resisting frames have 
been researched in many previous studies in the field of the earthquake engineering. 
There are plenty of research findings on the evaluation of the realistic drifts of the steel 
MRFs and their comparison with the existing codes of practice. One study shows that 
EC8 requirements regarding the drift are a lot more rigorous than the provisions in 
other earthquake design codes [2], specifically characterized by the stability factor (θ). 
This factor, as a result of the strict drift and stability constraints and the sensitivity of 
the moment resisting frames to the lateral deformation effects, can often govern the 
design, resulting in over-strength which reduces the ductility demand of the structure 
and affects the loads acting on it, especially if a high ductility factor is adopted. In the 
same research, another inconsistency in the European provisions is highlighted. That is 
the disregarding of the important influence of the gravity loads on the over-strength of 
beams for which the author introduces a new Ωmod parameter as a replacement for the 
already existing ΩEC8 parameter.
Another research investigating the structural behaviour of steel moment resisting 
frames shows the influence of the ground motion characteristics on the drift demands 
[3]. Regarding the drift provisions issue in EC8, in this research it was observed that 
EC8 provisions are highly conservative while the US provisions seem to under-predict 
the global and maximum drift modification factors which agrees with the previously 
mentioned research. The authors of this study specifically point out the oversimplified 
nature of drift demand criteria adopted in the design codes, particularly in the European 
codes of practice. They suggest that: ‘significant enhancement in the reliability of these 
approaches can be achieved by adopting improved models that can capture the influ-
ence of the key structural and loading characteristics.’
In this study, the implementation of an improved modelling approach for assessment 
of the moment resisting frames is presented. Firstly, the two separate techniques for 
modelling of the steel elements’ plasticity are presented and distinguished. Then, a cali-
bration methodology is shown in order to verify the improved material model and to 
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equate the structural characteristics in order to perform a comparative analysis. Finally, 
the modelling approaches are investigated on a frame model and the results are com-
pared through a case study.

2 Improved modelling approach

The distributed plasticity models constituted of nonlinear elements are the most fre-
quently used models in the nonlinear analysis of steel moment resisting frames and 
the core element used in the previous studies relevant to this. The elements possessing 
distributed plasticity allow for the spread of plasticity along the element length. This 
approach is more computationally demanding than the lumped plasticity approach with 
plastic hinges, as it incorporates integration of the nonlinear cross-sectional response 
along the element length and over the cross-section depth.
One of the first steps towards implementation of improved models for designing and 
assessing of steel moment frames has been undertaken in the research of Ibarra, Medi-
na & Krawinkler [4]. Their research consists of description, calibration and application 
of relatively simple hysteretic models that include stiffness and strength deterioration 
materials which are critical for demand predictions as a structural system approaches 
collapse. They performed a great deal of experimental tests which allowed them to fol-
low up with some very consistent and reliable stiffness deterioration models. According 
to their study, at the early stages of inelastic behaviour, both deteriorating and non-de-
teriorating systems exhibit similar responses, but the differences become significant-
ly important when the post-capping stiffness is attained in the response. In another 
words, the response of the structural systems that undergo large inelastic excursions is 
controlled by deterioration in assemblies of components. The authors suggest that the 
implementation of a stern assessment of a structure subjected to earthquake loading 
is not complete without the application of models capable of recording the history of 
damage at different levels of seismic action until collapse. 
The deterioration model developed by Ibarra, Medina & Krawinkler, referred to as Ibarra 
- Krawinkler (IK) model, presents the breakthrough of the use of the deteriorating stiff-
ness models in the field of earthquake engineering. This model was then improved [5] 
to refer to the asymmetric element hysteretic performance, incorporating varying rates 
of cyclic deterioration in the two separate loading directions, implementing residual 
strength parameter, and inclusion of an ultimate deformation θu at which the strength 
of a component deteriorates to zero as a result of unstable crack growth and fracture, 
Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Modified IK model: (a) monotonic curve; (b) basic modes of cyclic deterioration. [5] 

The main parameters incorporated in the modified IK deterioration model are: the pre-
capping rotation θp, which represents the difference between the yield rotation and the 
rotation at the maximum moment, Eq. 1; the post-capping rotation θpc, which is a term 
explaining the plastic deformation increase after capping of the material until zero-
strength condition, Eq. 2; and the ‘reference cumulative plastic rotation’ – Λ, which is a 
parameter defining the rate of cyclic deterioration derived on the basis of the hysteretic 
energy dissipated when the element is undergoing cyclic loading, Eq. 3.

            (1)

 (2)

 (3)

In these equations, the parameters h, tw, bf, tf, L, d and Fy are obviously parameters ob-
tained from the cross-sectional, element and material properties, while the multipliers 
c1

unit and c2
unit are used for unit conversion dependent on the unit system the user pre-

fers. If the metric system is used the value of the c parameters is 1.0.

3 Model calibration 

One of the most important parts of the implementation of the stiffness and strength 
deterioration model is the calibration of the parameters which are used as input for 
modelling the investigated structure. The proposed modified IK model can be calibrated 
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following the recommendations of the model developers who have performed large set 
of experiments with load-deformation data.
In order to understand the need of the model calibration, firstly the modelling of the 
steel moment resisting frame with the lumped plasticity elements should be described. 
Namely, this model differs from the distributed plasticity model in the way of the de-
sign of the beams. Considering the fact that the EC8 suggests the ’weak beam – strong 
column’ approach for seismic design of frames, it can be understood that the designers 
always tend to assign the formation of the plastic hinges in the beam elements. That 
idea leads to the most effective layout of the lumped plasticity approach.
The stiffness deteriorating springs in the concentrated plasticity model are placed only 
at the ends of the beams as the intention is to limit the occurrence of plastic hinges dur-
ing realistic earthquake loading in the beams of the structure. That leads to beam frame 
elements formed out of two springs at the assumed location of plastic hinges connect-
ed with an elastic finite beam - column element in the elastic central beam region.
However, the use of the elastic beam - column elements ended with rotational springs 
has its deficiency in the need of calibration of the model in order to obtain the real stiff-
ness and strength characteristics, easily achieved with the distributed plasticity model. 
The implementation of two totally different element types provokes the problem in the 
second modelling approach as the structural properties of the investigated members 
(the beams) are a combination of the individual properties of the integral components.
The two possible solutions of this issue are stated in the following section. The rotation-
al stiffness of the frame element (the beam in the particular case) can be represented 
through the Eq. 4:

 (4)

The first solution for the constituent element stiffnesses would be the increase of 
the beam - column element stiffness to infinity in which case Ks = Kel. In this case, all 
of the element deformations would be forced into the nonlinear spring hinges which 
would lead to non-varying elastic spring stiffness in the nonlinear analysis and spurious 
damping moments at the frame joints because of the transfer of all the damping in the 
rotational springs.
The other option considers assigning infinite stiffness of the springs resulting in Kbc = Kel. 
This option causes numerical instability problems and makes it impossible to express 
the strain hardening and post-capping stiffnesses as fractions of the elastic spring stiff-
ness [6].
For the purpose of avoiding the problems of both options, the stiffness and strength 
deterioration model authors implement a random multiplier ‘n’, which can be assigned 
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to the stiffness parameters of the sub-elements. Namely, the rotational spring stiff-
ness is assumed to be ‘n’ times larger than the rotational stiffness of the beam - column 
element, expressed as Ks = nKbc, where n >>1. It is then possible to express the sub-ele-
ments’ stiffnesses in terms of the member overall stiffness and the newly incorporated 
multiplier n:

 (5)

 (6)

There are a few ways of application of the model calibration procedure to the actual 
structural model investigated in the study. In this particular research, the parameter 
n is defined in the OpenSees [7] code for modelling the lumped plasticity frame. The 
value of n = 10 is used for the modelling as the authors of the stiffness deterioration 
model themselves used this value for the study and the development of the calibration 
procedure. Then, in order to affect the specific sub-element’s stiffness, the beam - col-
umns’ moments of inertia are multiplied by the proposed factor of (n+1)/n. Additionally, 
the nonlinear rotational spring’s stiffness is multiplied by the (n+1) factor resulting in 
the complete implementation of the suggestions of the developers of the deterioration 
model and the calibration procedure.
In order to clarify the differences between the models, a pushover analysis is performed. 
The main difference between the models is evaluated to occur at greater levels of in-
elasticity represented with more intense seismic loads and roof drift value of around 
3%, observed in Fig. 2. That value presents the global frame’s deformation zone when 
the strength and stiffness deterioration property of the lumped plasticity hinge regions 
occurs and starts deviating the structure’s response from the one modelled following 
the distributed plasticity approach [8]. 

Figure 2.  Pushover curve for the case study model following both modelling techniques
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4 Case study

4.1 Structural characteristics 

The studied frame consists of three bays of 6.0 m span, a first story height of 4.5 m and 
upper stories height of 3.5 m each. For the initial modelling and design of the frame, 
presented in this report, joints are assumed to be full-strength and rigid. In this specific 
research, the joints are not of a big concern but these MRF’ constituent elements are a 
prospective research topic for future improving of assessment of the MRF structures. 
The story plan is square with uniform span lengths in both principal directions. The lat-
eral force resisting system is placed at the perimeter of the plan of the buildings. The in-
terior frames are assumed to be gravity frames and their lateral load resisting capacity 
is neglected. Two-dimensional frame models are used for the design, with appropriate 
selection of the separate areas for gravity and seismic loads. A conceptual schematic 
with the typical frame elevation developed in commercial software for preliminary de-
sign is presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3.  The case study frame with its constituent elements
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The material for all frame elements is S355 steel with an over-strength factor γov =1.25 
which gives a yield strength of the frame elements of 443.75 kN/m2. The Young’s mod-
ulus E = 210 GPa, Poisson’s ratio n = 0.3 and 0.25% linear strain hardening (as a percent-
age of the initial elastic modulus). The choice of the behavior factor ‘q’ is mostly based 
on the maximum allowed by EC8 for the frame type, which is assumed to be a common 
assumption in standard design practice despite possible limitations. For this particular 
case of MRF, a value of q = 6.5 is used. The lateral force method of analysis is employed 
for calculating the seismic action effects. No torsional effects are considered. The per-
manent loads, the imposed loads and the relevant combination factors are selected for 
an intended residential or office use of the building.

4.2 Ground motion records

A set of seven ground motion records is incorporated in the study. The first 7-record 
subset represents a medium seismic hazard scenario (MH) and is extracted from the 
database using the following criteria: magnitude M from 5.0 to 6.5, distance from fault 
10 km to 100 km, shear wave velocity Vs from 180 m/s to 800 m/s, EC8 (Standard, 
2005) Type 1 Soil C target spectrum with peak ground acceleration PGA = 0.25 g and 
minimization of DRMS over a period range from 0.2 s to 2.0 s. Basic descriptive and seis-
mological data, the computed scaling factors and the corresponding values of DRMS are 
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Seismological and scaling data for the 7-earthquake set of ground motions

4.3 NLTH results

For the need of performance assessment of the structures subjected to seismic loading, 
whether expressed as a realistic ground motion history, a pushover or a pseudo - static 
lateral force analysis, the codes of practice propose three types of performance assess-
ment, two of which are adopted in this research.
The scenario-based assessment evaluates the response of a structure and its compo-
nents to a user-specified earthquake events, usually defined and categorized according 

NGA record 
no. Name Date Magnitude

Distance 
from fault 

[km]

PGA 
[g]

Scale
factor

564L Kalamata, Greece 13.09.86 6.2 11.2 0.26 1.23

127T Friuli, Italy 11.09.76 5.5 15.1 0.05 7.55

299L Irpinia, Italy 23.11.80 6.2 41.7 0.04 9.83

302T Irpinia, Italy 23.11.80 6.2 22.7 0.11 3.49

1137T Dinar, Turkey 01.10.95 6.4 35.6 0.04 7.16

130L Friuli, Italy 15.09.76 5.9 14.3 0.11 3.03

481L Lazio-Abruzzo, Italy 07.05.84 5.8 45.5 0.04 9.25
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to the event magnitude and the distance between the structure and the earthquake 
source. Then, the intensity-based assessment, which is the most common type of per-
formance assessment of structures subjected to seismic action, is used for comput-
ing the structural response for a predefined intensity level of ground movement. The 
response of the structure is represented through several parameters such as element 
forces and deformations, story drifts or global estimates of loss. Finally, the last type of 
assessment is the risk – based which is used to provide information about the structur-
al response over a user-specified period of time. It is believed to be the most thorough 
assessment type as it involves a set of intensity-based assessments over the range 
of ground motion levels of interest. The predicted responses for each intensity-based 
assessment are then combined (integrated) with the ground motion hazard curve to 
predict the annual rates of exceedance. In this structural evaluation study, the scenario 
and intensity-based assessments are incorporated and the steel MRFs are subjected to 
several analyses.
Following the scenario based structural performance assessment, the MRFs are sub-
jected to medium hazard scenario while regarding the intensity levels, two levels of 
100% and 175% are considered. Namely, in EC8 the levels of the seismic action on struc-
tures are defined as the design earthquake scenario considering 100% intensity of the 
ground motion and near collapse scenario represented with 175% of the ground move-
ment intensity. The results from the analysis regarding the maximum and residual inter-
story drifts are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. The maximum (top) and residual (bottom) inter-story drifts following NLTH analysis

5 Discussion 

To summarize, the concentrated plasticity model differs from the distributed plasticity 
model in the technique of modelling of the beams. Only the nonlinear beam-column 
element from the previous model is replaced in the lumped plasticity method with three 
sub-elements: the elastic beam-column ending with two rotational springs with stiff-
ness and strength deteriorating properties.
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The general contrast between the approaches compared in the study can be observed 
from the graph in Fig. 2. Until the roof displacement measures about 3% of the total 
building height, both frames behave similarly, but after that displacement limit the 
strength and stiffness deterioration of the material in the lumped plasticity model 
starts influencing the pushover curve and the base shear capacity of the investigated 
frame starts decreasing.
Additionally, it is observed that the improved material model (depicted as ‘concentrated’ 
in Fig. 4) predicts more flexible structural response considering the floor drift param-
eter. Within this scenario, the differences between the two models are almost negligible 
and the greatest variation is 10 %. Regarding the residual drifts, it can be observed that 
both modelling approaches experience very small average residual drifts from the set 
of seven medium hazard earthquake records with the value of 0.75 % being far from the 
codified drift allowance. It is observed yet again that the drift demand of the lumped 
plasticity model is greater than the demand of the distributed plasticity model in the 
first floors of the frame. The difference from the maximum floor drifts is at the floor 
with the greatest residual drift demand (fourth floor) where the responses of both mod-
elling methods match. Generally though, it can be concluded that the lumped model 
predicts greater residual drift demand than the distributed plasticity model.
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1 Introduction

Virtually all post-earthquake reconnaissance reports mention a significant number 
of damaged or toppled chimneys. For example, after the earthquake in New Zealand, 
it was reported that 14,000 chimneys were damaged or destroyed. After the North-
ridge earthquake for approximately 30,000 chimneys repair permits were issued in the 
city of Los Angeles, while other sources report a total of 60,000 damaged chimneys. 
Recent earthquake in Zagreb again showed high vulnerability of traditional masonry 
chimney systems even in the case of moderate earthquake. Beside the ornaments and 
knee walls, the chimneys are one of the most vulnerable elements endangering main 
city streets along buildings. Therefore, among the first task of the protection authority 
and firefighters is the removal of the building elements and material hanging above the 
streets. In Zagreb also a large number of volunteers from alpine club joined to remove 
the debris like shown in the Figure 1 from the roofs. They reported that the weakest 
points were chimneys, where some completely knocked down or more often semi-de-
tached and over 600 chimneys were removed within first 20 days only by them alone 
[1].  

Figure 1.  Toppled chimney (left) and the removal of damaged and potentially hazardous chimney (right) 
after the Zagreb earthquake 2020 [1]

While these data reinforce the fragile nature of masonry chimneys, there are no data 
on the number of chimneys that were undamaged [2]. A recently completed study of 
the probability of exceeding a given economic loss, and damage as a function of a given 
seismic intensity for masonry buildings found that for low seismic events, the cost of 
retrofitting chimney systems can contribute significantly to the total cost of repairs for 
non-collapsed buildings [3]. In this study, the threshold for chimney failure was set to 
exceed ag = 0.111 g [2] on the first floor of the building due to the lack of regulations. 
This limit could be appropriate for traditional brick masonry systems; however, it could 
be questionable as it concerns contemporary masonry chimney systems. 
According to the new European building codes (Eurocodes) proposal prEN 1998-1-
2:2019.3 (E) [4], the seismic performance of ancillary elements, that might in case of 
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failure, represent major hazard to persons or affect the main structure of the building 
or services of facilities, shall, together with their supports, be verified to resist design 
seismic actions [4]. The seismic analysis should be based up on the use of appropriate 
floor response spectra obtained from a realistic structural numerical model. The seismic 
action on ancillary elements can be determined as the horizontal force Fap applied to 
centre of mass of the ancillary element in the most unfavourable direction. The horizon-
tal force Fap is defined as:

 (1) 

Where γa represents the performance factor of the element, ma the mass of the element 
and Sa the value in the floor acceleration spectrum.
In EN 1998-6 (EN 1998-6 2005) [5] connection specifications are given only for con-
crete and steel chimneys and for steel towers and guyed masts. In Informative Annex 
E, information and guidance for the seismic design of masonry chimneys, which are of 
interest for this research work, are set as:
 - The behaviour factor is set as for the unreinforced masonry (q=1.5), although ac-

cording to EN 1998-1, q could be set at 2.0 for chimneys that act as unreinforced 
cantilevers over less than half of their total height, or that are braced or braced to the 
structure at or above their center of mass

 - Minimum vertical reinforcement - for chimneys with a horizontal dimension of up to 
1 m, a total of four continuous 12 mm diameter vertical bars anchored to the founda-
tion should be concreted between leaves of solid masonry or placed and grouted in 
the cells of hollow masonry units.

 - Minimum horizontal reinforcement - vertical reinforcement should be enclosed with-
in 6 mm diameter ties, or other reinforcement of equivalent cross-section at a dis-
tance not exceeding 400 mm.

 - Minimum seismic anchorage should be provided at each level of floor or roof level 
that is more than 2 m above ground level unless it is constructed entirely within the 
exterior walls.

 - Cantilevering - should not project from a wall or foundation as a corbel more than 
half the chimney wall thickness.

Whether some clauses from the Eurocode are mandatory or informative is determined 
by National Document for the Application (NAD) of the Eurocode. Most contemporary 
masonry chimney systems do not meet some of these requirements and there is a well-
founded fear among chimney manufacturers that the structural requirements as set 
out in the informative annex of EN 1998-6 may jeopardize their position in the mar-
kets. Within this paper, we show the summary of experimental research programme 
for testing of contemporary masonry chimney system, which is a result of collaboration 
with the industrial partner, and have been presented in more extended version in [6, 7]. 
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Those experimental results are then used to identify the damage level of the contempo-
rary masonry chimney caused by the expected earthquake for typical modern detached 
family house.

2 Experimental research programme (summary)

Aware of the lack of experimental data on the lateral behaviour of contemporary ma-
sonry chimneys structurally connected to the primary structure the research program 
was focused on the assessment of four types of chimney systems built and tested un-
der laboratory conditions in two phases. In the first phase, we tested two chimney sys-
tems (type A and type B) with longitudinal grouted steel reinforcement in two diagonal 
corners and spanning 1,5 m above and below rafters. This means that the upper 3 m of 
a chimney is reinforced as shown in the left Figure 3 as required by the manufacturer. 
In the second phase, improved two types (type C and D) of chimneys were tested with 
longitudinal reinforcement spanning along with the whole height of the chimneys and 
fixed into the ground steel plate as shown in the right Figure 3. Type D chimney was 
reinforced in all four corners whereas type C was reinforced only in two diagonal corners 
as shown in Figure 2. For all types of tested chimneys, the same steel reinforcement 
ribbed bars with a diameter of 10 mm were used. The outer dimensions of light weight 
masonry block cross section were for all chimney types the same 36/36 cm except for 
the type D chimney which had dimensions of 40/40 cm.

Figure 2.  Horizontal cross-sections for tested types of contemporary masonry chimney systems with 
characteristics for light-weight concrete masonry units and overall weight of the system 
(dimension units are in mm)

The main objectives of this study were set as follows:
 - Identification of failure mechanisms. The conservative approach to the design of 

chimney systems is to consider them as cantilevered systems from the RC slab up-
wards. However, the systems tested have some additional supports and bracing sys-
tems that can significantly affect the response of the chimney to lateral loading;

 - Identification of resistance in terms of strength and displacement depending on the 
performance objectives;

 - Structural identification of the system for future numerical modelling using Finite 
Element Method (FEM);

 - Application of the obtained results to test the resistance of chimney systems to ex-
pected wind and earthquake loads.
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Figure 3.  Boundary conditions of test setup, vertical section with longitudinal reinforcement bars trough 
the type A and B chimney systems (left) and for type C and D chimney system (right)

2.1 Experimental set-up

The chimneys were built in the laboratory conditions with the simulation of boundary 
conditions as close to the real application as possible. In the Figure 4, it is schematically 
shown the test setup of the chimney with all belonging supports and the actuator at-
tached to the top of the chimney. The chimney was built with 12 lightweight concrete 
masonry units which all together with mortar between masonry blocks form a free-
standing and cantilevered chimney with the total height of 3960 mm. 

Figure 4.  Test setup for laboratory testing of contemporary masonry chimney system with lateral force 
(left) and picture of test setup from laboratory prior testing
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At the height of eight masonry chimney block the lateral bracing of the whole chimney 
was provided with “L” shaped hangers connected with two steel bars to the rafters 
on each side of the chimney. The lateral force to simulate the seismic load on tested 
chimneys was applied at the top masonry chimney block with the Instron (250 kN) ser-
vo-hydraulic actuator which was fixed with special clamping system on the chimney 
and at the other side to the reaction wall. The load was imposed through cyclic lat-
eral displacements with stepwise increased amplitudes, repeated three times at each 
predefined displacement peak. To capture the chimneys behaviour all specimens were 
instrumented at particular positions with displacement transducers (LVDT-s) and accel-
erometers to measure displacements and frequencies respectively. In the Figure 5 po-
sitions of LVDT-s labelled with D1-8 and accelerometers labelled as A1-A6 are shown. 
Read arrow in the Figure 5 indicate the position and direction of lateral load applica-
tion in relation to the measuring equipment. LVDT-s were placed to measure deformed 
shape along the height of the chimney in the direction of applied load. Whereas the 
accelerometers A1-A4 were mounted to capture the frequencies in the load direction 
along the height of the chimney once the cracks occurred and A5-A6 were placed per-
pendicular to the load direction at the top and bottom of the specimens. 

Figure 5.  Positions of measuring equipment relative to the actuator. Read arrow shows the location and 
direction of lateral load application with the actuator

Measurement of dynamic characteristics were conducted with the procedure where the 
actuator was decoupled from the specimens at the top and then we pulled the chimney 
at the top with the force of 0,05 kN. After instant release of this force the accelerations 
were measured and analysed to obtain the time period Ts and damping ξs at different 
levels of specimen damage and programmed peak displacement at the top of the speci-
men.
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2.2 Experimental results and main conclusions

All types of chimneys failed in flexure. The point of failure depends on the steel re-
bar position and length. Important element of tested chimney systems is also lateral 
bracing system at the roof level which provided effective elastic support for the whole 
chimney and allowed limited displacement and almost free rotation. Since greater flex-
ural load bearing capacity was achieved for type C and D chimneys, higher load was 
activated on the lateral bracing system and consequently yielding of the lateral bracing 
system. Good cohesion between grout and masonry units was observed and no yielding 
of steel bars were observed following dismantling of the chimneys. Internal ceramic flue 
liners stayed intact during the tests.

Figure 6. Hysteresis behaviour of all tested chimney systems 

In the Figure 6 are shown the force-displacement hysteresis loops applied at the top of 
the specimens for all types of tested chimneys. It is apparent improvement of overall 
behaviour of chimney type C and D comparing to the initial version of chimney systems 
type A and B. It can be seen that for type A and B systems the resistance is significantly 
lower and asymmetrical. This phenomenon is a consequence of asymmetrical lateral 
bracing system and the formation of plastic hinge or damage at the beginning of re-
inforcement bars which is at the one-quarter height of the chimney. The location of 
plastic hinge formation and the critical damage is schematically shown in the Figure 6 
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beside the hysteresis diagram for each type of chimney system respectively. In negative 
direction, the lever arm is shorter and thus the stiffness as well as resistance was higher 
comparing to the positive direction. After the plastic hinge was formed, the chimney 
system turns into two kinematic bodies loosely attached with ceramic flue liners. 
With extending the reinforcement bars along the whole height of the type C and D 
chimney systems, the crack pattern propagation and consequently failure mechanism 
changed. The chimney behaves as rigid body until the flexural and shear resistance 
of the chimney cross section at the contact with lateral bracing connected to the roof 
structure is exceeded. As soon as bracing system came into yielding phase, masonry 
units started cracking along the reinforcement bars and locally at the contact with the 
L shaped bracing system. The hysteresis behaviour of type C and D chimney systems 
show almost symmetrical response and greatly improved load bearing capacity which 
is more than 4 times higher comparing to the type A and B chimney systems. Moreover, 
the stiffness, ductility and dissipated energy is also improved with the reinforcement 
extension to the very bottom of the chimney systems C and D.
Left Figure 7 shows the formation of failure mechanism at the height where longitudi-
nal steel reinforcement starts for type A and B chimney system. Whereas the right Fig-
ure 7 shows the formation of failure mechanism starting at the contact with the lateral 
bracing system at the roof structure level for type C and D chimney systems.

Figure 7.  Identified resisting system and typical damage patterns for type A and B (left) and for type C and 
D (right)

Following dynamic tests carried out before and after the main cyclic tests, Fast Fourier 
Transformation (FFT) analysis of the recorded signals from the top two accelerometers 
(A1 and A5) in both directions was performed to obtain the chimneys dynamic charac-
teristics. Based on this analysis we were able to evaluate the natural time period Ts and 
damping ξs of chimney systems at different level of chimney damage. The results are 
shown in the Table 2 and Table 3 for the chimney type A, B and type C, D respectively. 
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For further analysis and definition of floor acceleration spectra for chimneys the results 
of frequency analysis at the initial and laterally braced system is important and we can 
see that the time period of type D chimney is significantly lower in comparison to the 
others. This again proves that this chimney system is the stiffest and corresponds the 
fact that is reinforced along the whole height and in all four corners and that the cross 
section is slightly bigger. The initial damping was as expected relatively high. After the 
applied load the damage of the chimneys occurred which corresponds to the increasing 
damping and time period.

Table 1.  Damping ξs and period Ts for type A and B chimney systems at different levels of applied 
displacement

Table 2.  Damping ξs and period Ts for type C and D chimney systems at different levels of applied 
displacement

3. Seismic load on chimney system for typical single family house 

As required by the new European building codes (Eurocodes) proposal prEN 1998-1-
2:2019.3 (E) [4] we have generated floor acceleration spectra with the simplified meth-
od developed by the authors Vukobratović and Fajfar recently and is in more detail pre-
sented in [8], [9], [10]. Common detached single family house presented in the Figure 
8 was taken as a case study. The house architecture and approximate dimensions were 
taken from typical houses catalogue [11] and has ground floor, attic floor above with 
sloping roof and contemporary masonry chimney with the same proportions and di-
mensions as those tested in our laboratory and presented in section 2. 

Type A Type B

A1 A5 A1 A5

ξs [%] Ts [s] ξs [%] Ts [s] ξs [%] Ts [s] ξs [%] Ts [s]

Initial, 
braced 7,3 0,102 5,9 0,102 3,0 0,081 4,4 0,082

d = 15 mm 8,0 0,205 12,2 0,205 5,5 - 3,7 -

d = 30 mm 12,1 0,205 14,1 0,410 8,5 0,137 5,5 0,205

d = 45 mm - - - - 9,8 0,145 12,3 0,205

Type C Type D

A1 A5 A1 A5

ξs [%] Ts [s] ξs [%] Ts [s] ξs [%] Ts [s] ξs [%] Ts [s]

Initial, 
braced 10,1 0,090 12,58 0,091 4,65 0,068 7,20 0,068

d=60 mm 12,2 0,130 15,14 0,133 - - - -

d=100 mm - 0,101 - 0,105 6,02 0,117 11,15 0,117

d=120 mm 
or end - 0,137 - 0,145 - 0,117 - 0,117
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Figure 8.  Ground floor plan (a), 3D view (b) [11] and 3MURI structural numerical model (c) of the considered 
typical detached family house

For comparison we evaluated the first floor acceleration spectra where elastic primary 
structure Ae,s,1 and inelastic primary structure As,1 behaviour were considered. The sec-
ondary structure was considered as elastic structure. In the Figure 9 the first floor ac-
celeration spectra for elastic and inelastic primary structure is shown in addition to the 
elastic ground response spectrum. These floor response spectra are determined with 
the SRSS modal combination rule of the floor acceleration spectra for the first three 
individual modes. The obtained floor acceleration spectra for the elastic and inelastic 
primary structure is almost the same for the whole time period range. The difference 
is at the peak values at the resonance region where considering the inelastic primary 
structure behaviour decrease the peak acceleration value down to 2,45g from 2,8g for 
elastic primary structure.

Figure 9.  Floor acceleration spectra Ae,s,1 where elastic behaviour of structure is considered and As,1 where 
inelastic behaviour of primary structure is considered. Sep represents elastic ground response 
spectrum
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Based on the experimentally obtained natural periods Ts for four tested types of con-
temporary masonry chimneys for the initial state (uncracked) and for the state after the 
first crack appeared, represented in Table 2 and Table 3 we evaluated the accelerations 
Ae,s,1 and As,1 represented in the Figure 9 acting on the chimneys. The results are shown 
in Table 4 where the floor accelerations Ae,s,1 and As,1, masses m of chimney systems and 
corresponding activated lateral force Fe,s,1 and Fs,1 acting in the centre of chimney mass. 
Note that the Fe,s,1 and Fs,1 correspond to the elastic and inelastic primary structure be-
haviour correspondingly. As expected the seismic forces for the improved chimney type 
D with reinforcement in all four corners along the whole height were the highest and 
amounted up to 10 kN and drop substantially upon cracking of chimney. Meanwhile the 
acting forces on chimney type A and B are the lowest. The forces Fe,s,1 and Fs,1 repre-
sented here in Table 4 are actually forces acting on the L-shaped lateral support braces 
connecting the chimney and roof structure. There was no damage recorded up to ap-
plied force of 10 kN during the test conduction at the lateral chimney support which 
means that this bracing system behave adequately for the earthquake scenario pre-
sented in Table 4. In the last column of Table 4 the approximate lateral force Fs,1,top acting 
at the top of the chimney, corresponding to the experimental one, is presented. It is 
calculated based on the condition that this force Fs,1,top generate the reaction force at the 
roof structure lateral support level equal to the force Fs,1 induced by the inelastic floor 
acceleration spectra. It is found that the seismic load on chimney and lateral bracing 
support is way below those obtained during the experiment conduction for type C and 
D chimneys where at the applied force 10,33 kN and 14,12 kN damage limitation state 
was achieved correspondingly. Meanwhile the damage limitation state for type A and B 
chimney systems was achieved during the experiment when the forces of 2,27 kN and 
2,34 kN were applied correspondingly. This implicate that the seismic forces evaluated 
at the top of the chimney in our case study exceed that limit substantially which means 
that some serious damage could occur at the level where the reinforcement start at one 
third of the chimney height. 

Table 3.  Seismic lateral load (Fe,s,1, Fs,1, Fs,1,top) on different chimney types evaluated based on floor 
acceleration spectra acting in the centre of chimney mass and at the top of the chimney

Tip 
dimnika Ae,s,1 [g] As,1 [g] m [kg] Fe,s,1 [kN] Fs,1 [kN] Fs,1,top [kN]

Initial 
state

A 1.9 1.8 316 5.9 5.6 3.7

B 2.6 2.23 296 7.5 6.5 4.2

C 2.44 2.03 316 7.6 6.3 4.1

D 2.74 2.4 372 10.0 8.8 5.7

First 
crack

A 1.41 1.44 316 4.4 4.5 2.9

B 1.58 1.66 296 4.6 4.8 3.2

C 1.61 1.67 316 5.0 5.2 3.4

D 1.7 1.7 372 6.2 6.2 4.1
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4 Conclusions

The behaviour of four different types of contemporary masonry chimney systems were 
tested under lateral load. The reinforcement in the first two types was placed in two 
diagonal corners and only along the upper three quarters of the chimney height. This 
system provokes the plastic hinge of the chimney where the reinforcement starts at 
one quarter of the chimney height. The presence of continuous rebar along the whole 
height of the second two tested chimney systems proved superior behaviour as the 
extension of reinforcement significantly improve load bearing capacity and stiffness of 
the whole system. The presence of continuous reinforcement prevented the formation 
of plastic hinge at the beginning of reinforcement. Additionally, in the last tested chim-
ney system, the reinforcement was inserted in all four corners along the whole height 
of the specimen, which additionally prevented torsional effect due to the asymmetrical 
reinforcement. Failure of improved system with continuous reinforcement occurred at 
the height of bracing system at the roof structure level due to the failure of masonry 
units along the reinforcement. Bracing system acted as an effective element for all four 
chimney systems and only in case of continuous reinforcement the bracing system was 
activated to the yielding level. In the end we also performed the calculation of seismic 
forces acting on the chimney built into a typical modern detached family house with 
attic so that the proportions and dimensions of chimney above the first floor slab were 
the same as those in conducted experiment. Based on the experimental results and 
determined floor response spectra of first floor we evaluated the seismic force acting 
in the centre of chimney mass which is approximate acting force on the lateral bracing 
support at the roof level. It was found that the seismic load on chimney and lateral brac-
ing support is way below those obtained during the experiment conduction for type C 
and D chimneys, whereas for type A and B system the load bearing capacity is exceeded 
and damage limitation state may be reached. 
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Abstract
In Balkans region earthquakes are becoming more frequent and with higher intensity, creating 
the most devastating natural disasters causing severe economic, environmental, and social 
destruction. A recent earthquake that occurred in Durres - Albania in September 2019 has shown 
that the current state of buildings and behavior under earthquake loadings. Behaviour due to 
rapid change and unproper applications the adequate design codes and materials code during 
the realizations time period. Earthquake safety assessment and building hazard monitoring can 
highly contribute to urban sustainability through identification and insight into optimum materials 
and structures. This paper will present an overview of the column failure by observing stock of 
older concrete buildings, including failed rates and conditions that contribute to this failure. It will 
be investigated numerically the variance of casting concrete and effect of quality the concrete 
such materials in failure of concrete element. The numerical failure mechanism of the column will 
be compared with a case study of failed column of a five-story public building located in Durres. 
The methodology on strengthening the column to meet the actual design codes in practice will 
be discussed.

Key words: Buildings, earthquake safety assessment, element modeling, Concrete quality, etc
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1 Introduction

The prevailing old structure of building stock is no ductile. Most of the masonry struc-
tures or combined structures are defined as seismically unsafe stocks. The number of 
existing building stocks, nonconforming concrete buildings in specific regions of dam-
aged area, present the argument that entire class is unsafe and easily disproved. Profil-
ing tools and equipment are needed to identify the suspected buildings and a detailed 
analysis to make final decisions on the screened structures. The damage due to an 
earthquake is defined as the yielding effect of an element to structural disintegration 
with emphasis on columns and beams. The bond between steel rebar and concrete de-
pends on the characteristics of both the materials, such as the rebar diameter, ribs ge-
ometry, concrete strength, all of which have been considered in our paper with a special 
case study on the joint between column-concrete elements. 
This paper covers the failure by observing older concrete buildings, including failed rates 
and conditions that contribute to this failure. Deficiencies in concrete or reinforced steel 
may have adverse effect on overall structural behaviour. The adherence between these 
materials contributes to the properties of RC elements. The first defect related to RC 
buildings that received damages after an earthquake is because of the weak quality of 
the concrete used. This is also presented by the recent findings on collapse vulnerability 
of nonconforming concrete columns that can be used in detailed seismic assessments 
of older existing concrete buildings [1], [2]. These findings were verified through in-situ 
and laboratory tests results, which led to the important conclusion for analysing in the 
strengthening and repairing system.

2  Description of the building and component failures associated 
with the collapse

The building for the assessment and evaluation of the damages in structural elements 
is located in a part of Durres, close to the beach. Fig. 1 shows the five-storey public 
building location. 

Figure 1. Building location 
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Column failure appears to be the most common cause of collapse of old concrete build-
ings during earthquakes. Fig. 2 shows this failure is evident in concrete element, in up-
per part of column. Column failure can arise due to a number of deficiencies. The most 
common one is reduction in the element bearing capacity. From previous analyses, the 
same problem is seen in concrete building category, presenting the discontinuity in the 
quality of concrete and masonry infill wall.

Figure 2. Column failure - ground floor

Although simple, this nonlinear approach requires the engineer to establish the 
strengths as well as weaknesses, such as the deformation capacity, of components. A 
subsequent section presents current approach for older-type building columns.

3 Methodology

The observed damage to buildings caused by earthquakes highlights the need to assess 
the vulnerability of the constructed buildings. This was done by varying the mechanical 
properties of the structural materials concrete and steel, adding infill walls, which are 
structurally independent of the main building structure of columns and beams, to dif-
ferent parts of the building.
Analysing the structure elements, columns, through visual assessment highlighted 
damages in parts of columns and the imperfection of reinforced steel. For a more de-
tailed analysis, we used in-situ testing methods for evaluating concrete strength with 
Hammer Schmidt [3] and the damaged parts to evaluate the concrete by taking and 
preparing samples with dimensions 60x60x60mm for laboratory investigations. The 
different changes of classes of concrete are presented in Table 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Test results – Non destructive (Non damaged part)

Table 2. Test results –Destructive (Damaged part)

Figure 3. Testing the damaged and non damaged concrete in columns

The assessment aims is to estimate the damage rate of a building by estimating the 
performance. Concrete quality is an important factor that needs to be considered for 
building’s performance against earthquakes. Handmade concrete is used, without us-
ing vibrator, to construct old buildings. Thus, homogeny mixing was not obtained and 
expected compressive strength not provided in these buildings. In addition to this, using 
aggregates with improper granulometry, corrosion that decreases the reinforcement 
bar area, and using smooth steel reinforcement affect the strength of concrete. This 
type of damage is observed and presented in Fig. 4.

Pos Xmin Xavg fcki [N/mm2]

Circular
Column 30 37.6 38.8

Rectangular
Column 33 38.3 40.0

Pos Sample Dimensions fcki [N/mm2]

Rectangular 
Damaged 
Column

prepared 60 x 60 x 60 
mm 8.58
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Figure 4. Testing the damaged and non damaged concrete in columns.

Moreover, because the buckling length of the longitudinal reinforcement increases, 
buckling in the reinforcements can easily occur. As a result, element ductility and bear-
ing capacity will decrease. In Fig. 4, various examples are given for the opening of stir-
rups and the buckling of longitudinal reinforcements.

4  Effect of different classes of concrete in adherence between 
concrete and reinforced steel

A poor quality of concrete was observed in many existing buildings that were found 
to be typically brittle failure. Poor detailing of RC elements, sections, and joints make 
these structural elements brittle and end up with shear type failures. In this study, the 
2D ATENA program developed by Červenka consulting [4], [5] was used to simulate and 
verify the real behavior of reinforced concrete structures, including concrete cracking, 
crushing, and reinforcement yielding. The non-continuous plain concrete as a material is 
modeled using the SBETA material model considering nonlinear fracture mechanics and 
the energy-based concept of concrete fracture and includes all concrete material pa-
rameters where reinforcement bars have been modeled for a more discrete approach.
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Figure 5. Shear load vs equivalent displacement involving strength discontinuity and confinement

Fig. 5. presents the various states of a “case study” and involves parameters in behav-
ior. The first diagram is related to concrete class discontinuity and the yielding factors 
that impact in such behavior. The role of stirrups as confinement factor is illustrated in 
second diagram where the concrete class discontinuity is fixed and the confinement is 
taken as variable. During site investigation, we found that besides concrete class dis-
continuity, there is also an issue of stirrup non-conformity [6, 7 and 8], where the ade-
quate shear strength needs to remain under an elastic range during earthquake loading.

Figure 6. Testing the damages and no damages concrete in columns
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Compression failure (crushing) was accompanied by concrete softening and steel buck-
ling developed in the columns. Fig. 4. shows stirrup hooks are made with small inter-
lacement and, as a result, the reinforcement hook only bonds with the concrete core 
wall. The concrete core wall first flakes off by cracking because it is not exposed to the 
confinement effect under repeatable loads and in this case is chosen as a “case study”. 
The stirrup hooks can easily open outward because the shell concrete confinement of 
the stirrup is removed. The opening of the stirrup results in loss of the disintegration ef-
fect on the concrete core wall, which is forced to expand outward. Further, because the 
buckling length of the longitudinal reinforcement increases, buckling in the reinforce-
ments is easily performed. As a result, the element ductility and the bearing capacity 
decrease [9].

5 Retrofitting strategy 

A local strengthening of the existing structure was designed. The intervention consists 
in the jacketing of the column on the building perimeter at the ground floor (as can be 
seen in fig. 3). For the jacketing, FRP: mapewrap system fabrics is proposed for confine-
ment and shear strength. This kind of retrofit attains an increase of both axial and shear 
strength of the elements by improving their ductility and confinement. 
The design shear resistance of the reinforced element can be evaluated through the 
following relationship [9]:

 (1)

where VRd,s and VRd, f are, respectively, the shear-tensile capacity of the transverse steel 
reinforcement and that of the FRP reinforcement system; VRd,c is the shear-compressive 
capacity of the concrete. In the case of a U-shaped or perimetric arrangement on a rec-
tangular section, the contribution of the FRP reinforcement system, VRd, f, can be evalu-
ated according to the Mörsch lattice mechanism using the following formula:

 (2)

where:
d  - the static height of the section,
fed  - the effective calculation resistance of the reinforcement system,
tf  - the thickness of the FRP reinforcement system,
bf and pf  -  the width and pitch of the strips, measured orthogonally to the direction of 

the fibers (in the case of adjacent strips or two-dimensional reinforcing ele-
ments, bf / pf = 1.0 is assumed),

γRd  - partial coefficient 
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The modelling procedure is based on macro-modelling techniques, where the force-
deflection function for a complete element is used to define the response.

Table 3. Parameters of model for FRP fabric - material model for 2D material

Figure 7. Comprehensive approach of column with FRP strength and possible jacketing

In the diagram shown in Figure 7 the contribution of FRP is highlighted firstly at initial 
loading stage by slight increase of stiffness and the potential on load capacity increase 
at about 20%. However, the most critical aspect from earthquake point of view is the 
ductility, and in this specific case the model has shown the ability of the FRP wrapping 
to contribute significantly on displacement capacity of the element. 

Parameter FRP Fabric-MAPEWRAPCUNI-AX300-E230

Young’s modulus Ef = 230000 MPa

Tenisile strength ff,uk = 4830 MPa

Thermal expansion tht = 0.000045 C-1

Thickness tf = 0.166 mm

Number of layers nf = 2

Ultimate deformation
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6. Conclusions

Inadequate transverse reinforcement and no bending of hooks of ties in structural ele-
ments cause damages. This problem can be solved by using close-spaced stirrups and 
bended hooks to increase the shear resistance of structural elements.
Low concrete strength, workmanship, and corrosion of steel bars decrease the lateral 
stiffness of the structural system. This important issue can be resolved by inspecting 
the concrete and the workmanship.
Construction stage mistakes (poor workmanship, low strength of materials, inadequate 
transverse reinforcement-stirrup usage, defective and inadequate interlocking length, 
and lack of control)
Investigating the site, we observed that besides concrete class discontinuity, there is 
also the issue of stirrup’s non-conformity, where the adequate shear strength needs to 
remain within elastic range under earthquake loading.
The modelling approach adopted based on FEM has shown the potential of FRP wrap-
ping as successful retrofitting solution. At the current case study, it is highlighted this 
retrofitting technique did slightly affect the initial loading phase however provided a 
stable behaviour after the peak in terms of displacement.
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Abstract
Seismic isolation and supplemental energy dissipation are well known techniques used since the 
1970s, at the beginning mainly in new strategic structures, such us nuclear power plants, bridges 
and viaducts, public buildings. Few years later, the benefits of said techniques for the retrofit of 
existing structures were fully understood, and some application was carried out in different co-
untries. In Italy, in the first three decades (1970s, 1980s and 1990s) said techniques were applied 
more often in bridges than in buildings. As far as existing buildings are concerned, in Italy the use 
of both seismic isolation and supplemental energy dissipation as retrofitting techniques is conti-
nuously increasing since 2003, following a series of destructive earthquakes (2002 San Giuliano 
di Puglia, 2009 L’Aquila, 2012 Emilia, 2016 Central Italy). Said earthquakes created the collapse of 
many old masonry buildings, and extensive damages to RC buildings as well, that were declared 
unfit for use. The guidelines for the repair of damaged buildings required not just to repair the 
earthquake-induced damages, but to improve the seismic behaviour of the buildings in compari-
son to their original undamaged state. The minimum target was a Capacity/Demand (C/D) ratio, 
in terms of PGA, of 0.6. Due to the very low capacity of most buildings, this target was not easy to 
reach with conventional retrofit techniques; that is why seismic isolation or supplemental energy 
dissipation have been often used. In particular, seismic isolation has the great advantage that 
most of the works are carried out at the basement level (or ground floor), avoiding strenghte-
ning  works at the elevation. This advantage is even more important in undamaged buildings, that 
can be retrofitted without interruption of use, with minimal impediment to occupants. The paper 
describes examples of retrofit of buildings both with seismic isolation and supplemental energy 
dissipation. 

Key words:  seismic retrofit, seismic rehabilitation, seismic isolation, supplemental energy 
dissipation, existing buildings
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1 Introduction

The seismic vulnerability of European buildings has been unfortunately shown in all 
earthquakes occurred in the last decades, even the most recent ones. As far as Italy is 
concerned, the building stock is very old. Together with the centuries-old unreinforced 
masonry buildings of the historical centers of cities and villages, a big portion of modern 
buildings, mainly with RC framed structure, was built before the Eighties of the last cen-
tury, without any capacity design approach, and very often without taking into account 
any earthquake input at all. In effects, a reliable seismic zonation of all the Italian territory 
is relatively recent, at the beginning of this century. Before that, despite there was the 
scientific knowledge of the seismic risk, many areas were not declared seismic by law, 
and consequently it was not mandatory to consider earthquake input in the design. The 
tragedy of the 2002 San Giuliano di Puglia earthquake, in which the only collapsed build-
ing was a school [1], causing the death of 27 children and a teacher, pushed politicians 
toward the approval of a new Italian seismic zonation. Together with the new seismic 
zonation, a new modern seismic code was issued in 2003, very similar to Eurocode 8. 
Amongst the novelties introduced by the new code, there was also a new chapter about 
design of buildings and bridges with seismic isolation, and the elimination of the previous 
requirement that each design of a seismically isolated structure or a structure with pas-
sive energy dissipation devices needed to be reviewed by the Public Work Council. Being 
said review process very slow, said requirement practically had stopped the use of seismic 
isolation and energy dissipation for about 10 years, despite Italy had started seismic iso-
lation in the Seventies of past century, and at the end of the 1980s was world leader for 
number of bridges protected through seismic isolation and energy dissipation devices. In 
2003, together with the new seismic zonation and the new code, a law was issued to start 
checking seismic vulnerability of all public buildings, as a first step towards the planning of 
their seismic retrofit. Special attention was devoted to schools, with the aim of preventing 
tragedies such as the one in San Giuliano di Puglia. Most of said checks shown the very 
high vulnerability of public buildings, and consequently priority list of interventions have 
been prepared and are continuously updated, as new checks are carried out. The process 
of reducing the seismic vulnerability of Italian building stock will be very long, but it did 
start. In some case the intervention consists in demolition of the unsafe building and re-
construction, but in most cases the choice is the seismic retrofit, for economic reasons. 
After 2003, due to the new laws discussed above and the increased awareness of seis-
mic risk, the use of seismic isolation restarted in Italy, but quite slowly in buildings. For 
example, the new school of San Giuliano di Puglia was seismically isolated, thanks to 
the donation of the isolators by all the Italian manufacturers of isolators at that time, 
and of the project consultancy by ENEA [2]. Some private residential buildings in San 
Giuliano di Puglia were rebuilt with seismic isolation as well. And other buildings in dif-
ferent regions of Italy were designed and built with seismic isolation. Some existing 
building was also retrofitted with seismic isolation [3].
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It was only after the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake that seismic isolation became known 
outside the structural engineering community, thanks to its use in the so called “Proget-
to C.A.S.E.” [4], i.e. the quick construction of new apartment buildings for the people who 
had lost their house due to the earthquake, that received large attention by the media. 
Said earthquake strongly affected an important city such as L’Aquila, with a long and 
important history and consequently an important historical center. The historical build-
ings and monuments were heavily damaged or collapsed, and also some modern RC 
building collapsed, killing 309 people. A large number of modern RC buildings were also 
damaged and declared unfit for use, leaving around 70000 homeless. Consequently, a 
large number of buildings was in need of some kind of intervention. The buildings with 
light damages were repaired in relatively short time, while those with heavy damages 
were subjected to important retrofit interventions, following the principle of “build back 
better”. The guidelines for the rehabilitation of seriously damaged buildings required not 
just to repair the earthquake-induced damages, but to improve the seismic behaviour 
of the buildings in comparison to their original undamaged state. The minimum target 
was a Capacity/Demand (C/D) ratio, in terms of PGA, of 0.6. In case the retrofit cost was 
too high, demolition and reconstruction was allowed. Due to the very low capacity of 
most buildings, the target of C/D≥0.6 was not easy to reach with conventional retrofit 
techniques; that is why seismic isolation or supplemental energy dissipation have been 
often used. Examples of retrofit interventions with seismic isolation or energy dissipa-
tion are described below. 

2 Seismic retrofit through seismic isolation

Seismic isolation has been used for seismic retrofit of existing buildings since the 80’s 
of the past century [5]. In Japan, after the 1995 Great Hanshin earthquake, the use of 
seismic isolation increased a lot both in new and in existing buildings, thanks to the 
optimal behaviour of the few seismic isolated buildings in the epicentral area, some of 
them monitored. In 2012, about a hundred Japanese buildings were already retrofitted 
through seismic isolation, of which approximately one-third were public office buildings 
and 18% private office buildings [6]. In Italy, as in Japan, the use of seismic isolation both 
in new and existing buildings became frequent only after recent strong earthquakes, as 
discussed above. Most of the seismic isolation retrofit interventions carried out in the 
last 10 years in Italy concerns residential buildings, in particular those damaged and 
declared uninhabitable after the L’Aquila earthquake in 2009 or the Central Italy earth-
quake in 2016. Most of these retrofitted buildings have RC-framed structure, but there 
are examples of masonry buildings as well. [e.g.,7,8]. 
Seismic isolation has the great advantage that most of the works are carried out at the 
level where the isolators are installed, that usually is the basement level or the ground floor. 
Strenghtening works in the superstructure, i.e. the part of structure above the isolation level, 
are usually not needed at all, or strongly reduced in comparison with traditional techniques 
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(such as introduction of new shear walls, or increase of strength and ductility of RC members 
through metal or FRP jacketing). Consequently, the cost of intervention is reduced, in par-
ticular the cost portion not related directly to the structural intervention, but to demolition 
and refurbishment of non-structural parts. Furthermore, seismic isolation allows to reach 
the safety levels required by the seismic code for a newly constructed building, i.e. C/D ratio 
equal to 1, or very close to 1, while this is almost impossible with traditional techniques, at 
least at a reasonable cost. Mezzi and Petrella [9] report a cost comparison of alternative 
seismic retrofit strategies for two RC buildings damaged by the L’Aquila earthquake, show-
ing that the strategy with seismic isolation allowed a saving higher than 30%. Furthermore, 
the C/D ratio obtained with seismic isolation was 1, while with conventional strategies it 
was around 0.7. Consequently, if the cost comparison is extended over the buildings life-
time, the savings obtained with seismic isolation are much higher. 
In the seismic retrofit design of an existing building through seismic isolation, the inter-
vention technology constitutes a fundamental part. Before inserting one isolator in each 
column, the vertical load shall be transferred in some way, and then the column can be 
cutted. Each case should be carefully analyzed; multiple factors, specific for each build-
ing, suggest to the Engineer the best solution in relation to:
 - Positioning of the isolation level;
 - Method of temporary transfer of the vertical load during the cutting operation of the 

columns and the installation of the isolators.

The load transfer usually takes place by means of two or more hydraulic jacks, installed 
between proper structural elements. Quite often the isolators are installed on the top of 
the columns of the basement or of the ground floor. The position of the isolators on the 
upper part of the column simplifies the inspection and maintenance operations, which 
are imposed by current regulations. A typical intervention procedure requires the fol-
lowing steps, with reference to Fig. 1:
 - Enlargement of the columns at the basement and simultaneous preparation of fer-

rules to be used for the anchoring of the lower lifting steel brackets and recesses to 
be used for the lower anchorage of the isolator with dowels (Fig. 1a);

 - Core drilling of the upper part of the column and provision of the ferrules for the an-
chorage of the upper metal brackets (Fig.1b);

 - Installation of metal brackets and placing of hydraulic jacks to transfer the load to the 
brackets and unload the part of the column to be removed (Fig. 1c and 1d);

 - Diamond wire cutting, removal of the segment of the column, and levelling of the 
lower surface (Fig. 1e and 1f);

 - Insertion of the metal structure for the anchorage of the upper part of the isolator 
(Fig. 1g) ;

 - Insertion and screwing of the isolator and subsequent grouting of the anchorage 
structures with antishrinkage cement mortar (Fig. 1h);

 - Removal of jacks and consequent loading of the isolator (Fig. 1i).
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It is worth noting that the anchorage of the isolator shall be mechanical, it is not al-
lowed to rely just on glue or friction, because it would be unsafe. In the case described 
above and shown in Fig.1, the bottom anchorage is through dowels and bolts, inserted 
in the new portion of the enlarged column, while the upper anchorage is through a metal 
structure that embraces the column, and through bolts connecting the isolator to such 
metal structure. Of course the isolator shall be removable, as required in any interna-
tional standard. 
Fig. 2 shows a general view of the basement after all the isolators are put in place. It 
is worth noting that the enlargement of the existing columns shown in the previously 
described procedure is often needed for different reasons. First, it increases the stiff-
ness of the columns, and thus guarantee that the enlarged columns together with the 
foundation provide sufficient stiffness (in the horizontal plane) below the isolators. The 
stiffness above the isolators is usually guaranteed by the existing floor, but in some 
cases the beams need some reinforcement, at least at the column/beam node. Further-
more, the column enlargement also increase their strength, and sometimes is needed 
to accomodate the isolator (otherwise a capital could be used).

Figure 1. Steps of installation of an isolator in an RC column in the San Leonardo building in L’Aquila [10]
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Figure 2. Isolators as installed in an existing building (San Leonardo building in L’Aquila) [11]

Other procedures for the installation of the isolators have been used, for example with 
the isolators installed directly over the foundations. Some examples are described in 
[12-14].
The types of seismic isolators mostly used in buildings in Italy are elastomeric isolators 
and double concave curved surface sliding isolators (European name for pendulum iso-
lators) [15]. With the latter it is easier to reach high values of fundamental period (neces-
sary to reduce as much as possible the accelerations transmitted to the superstructure) 
in relatively light-weight structures, such as low-rise buildings, since the fundamental 
period is not substantially dependent on the supported mass, but mainly on the radius 
of curvature of the devices themselves. In existing buildings, the accelerations should 
be reduced as much as possible, to avoid interventions in the superstructure. That is 
why pendulum isolators are the most used in retrofit of existing buildings. The example 
shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 is with double concave curved surface sliding isolators.

3 Seismic retrofit through supplemental energy dissipation 

Energy dissipation is always used in seismic design, to dissipate a portion of the energy 
transmitted by the earthquake to the structure. In the capacity design approach, the 
structure should have enough local and global ductility to dissipate a big amount of en-
ergy through controlled damage of the structural elements during earthquake. Collapse 
shall be avoided, in order to save lives, but it is accepted that the structure could not be 
repairable after a strong earthquake. 
Conversely, since the Seventies of the past century the use of supplemental energy dis-
sipation was proposed, i.e. the use of special structural devices designed, manufactured 
and tested with the scope of dissipating energy in a stable and controlled way, thus 
reducing the energy dissipation demand on the structural system, and consequently 
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avoiding or reducing damage in the structural elements. Of course, energy dissipation 
devices are effective when installed in positions where relative displacements are ex-
pected during earthquake. In framed buildings, the typical position of energy dissipation 
devices is in braces, that are elongated/shortened by the interstorey drift. The use of 
dissipative bracings to improve the seismic behaviour of framed buildings was initially 
proposed for new buildings by Skinner et al [16] and Pall and Marsh [17], but few years 
later their use in retrofit was studied as well [18, 19]. Since then, the application of 
dissipative braces started and continuously increased, mainly in new steel buildings, 
in particular in USA, Canada, Japan, Taiwan, etc. In effects, in new steel buildings the 
dissipative braces can be seen as the evolution of eccentric braces. In Europe, where 
the use of steel in seismic countries is not so frequent, the research focused on the use 
of dissipative braces to retrofit existing RC-framed buildings designed to non-seismic 
specifications or old seismic codes without the capacity design approach, and therefore 
lacking both ductility and stiffness. [20, 21, 22] The dissipative braces exploit the inter-
storey drift of such frames - otherwise too large - to dissipate energy, and thus strongly 
increase their ability to sustain earthquakes. More recently, many experimental tests on 
full scale RC frames were carried out, e.g. [23, 24]. The shaking table tests carried out on 
a RC frame with non linear fluid viscous dampers showed the capability of the dampers 
to dissipate up to 95% of teh input energy, thus strongly reducing the interstorey drift as 
well as floor accelerations vis-à-vis an identical bare frame [24].
In Italy, as discussed above for seismic isolation, after 2003 the applications of sup-
plemental dampers in buildings increased as well, in particular in existing buildings. Be-
fore 2003, the applications were quite few, for example the retrofit of a school [25]. 
The mostly used dampers are steel hysteretic dampers, in particular buckling restrained 
braces, or non-linear fluid viscous dampers. In most cases, the supplemental dampers 
are used in braces, but other ways of applying them are increasing in the last few years.
Buckling Restrained Braces (BRBs) are braces in which a portion is designed to yield in 
tension/compression, and buckling in compression is avoided [26]. They have been ex-
tensively used first in Japan and then, starting at the end of the 1990s, in USA [27]. The 
first Italian and European application of BRBs was in 2004 [28], in a new prefabricated 
RC building. In Italy, the FIP MEC’s implementation of BRBs foresees a separation of the 
dissipating function and the bracing function: i.e. a Buckling Restrained Axial Damper 
(BRAD®) (Fig.3a, in light grey) is installed in series with a steel tube (Fig.3a, in red). This 
separation of functions allows a cost reduction, and is possible because, when using BRB 
in RC frames (instead of in steel frames as usual in Japan and USA), the maximum dis-
placement is much lower, and thus the dissipating portion of the brace is much shorter. 
Most of the Italian applications of BRAD® in the retrofit of existing buildings concern 
school buildings. The first use of BRAD® in a school retrofit was in 2005 [29]. Now 
almost 50 schools have been retrofitted with BRAD®, together with some hospitals, 
residential buildings, office buildings, etc. Fig.4 shows some BRAD® as installed in two 
schools.
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Figure 3. BRAD® as installed in the Altamura Hospital, Italy. Source:  [10]

Figure 4.  Buckling Restrained Axial Dampers (BRAD®) as installed in the Marsciano school in Perugia (a) 
and in the Consolino school in Vittoria, Italy. Source: [30]

The fluid viscous dampers (FVDs) typically used for seismic protection in Italy have a 
force vs. velocity constitutive law of the type F=C⋅va, where F is the force, v is the ve-
locity and a=0.15. This highly non-linear behaviour permits greater dissipating energy 
efficiency when compared to linear FVDs (a=1) or FVDs with a-exponent values be-
tween 0.15 and 1. In fact, a=0.15 guarantees significant energy dissipation even at low 
displacements and at low velocities, i.e. for all the duration of the earthquake, and for 
earthquakes more frequent and with smaller intensity than the MCE. Because of this 
type of behaviour, non-linear FVDs are particularly suitable to retrofit non-ductile RC 
frames that cannot reach high inter-storey drifts. An example of application of FVDs 
is the retrofit of a building of the University of L’Aquila, strongly damaged by the 2009 
earthquake in the non-structural components [ 31, 32].  FVDs are often used for retrofit 
of industrial buildings (Fig.5).
It is worth noting that the use of supplemental energy dissipation devices is not higher than 
the retrofit with conventional strategies; conversely, often the cost is lower, because the 
energy dissipation allows to reduce the forces transmitted by the braces and thus the local 
strenghtening interventions are usually much lower. This can be easily understood consid-
ering that conventional retrofit interventions usually increase the strength and the stiffness 
of the existing structure, thus increase a lot the input energy. Conversely, the input energy 
is moderately changed with the retrofit with supplemental energy dissipation, and the ben-
efits to the existing structural members are related to the energy dissipation.
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4 Conclusions

The recent Italian experience of use of both seismic isolation and energy dissipation 
in retrofit of existing building show the reliability and cost effectiveness of such tech-
niques. These retrofit techniques have been used in buildings damaged by the recent 
earthquakes, in particular in L’Aquila, but their use in non-damaged buildings is continu-
ously increasing.

Figure 5. Fluid Viscous Dampers as installed in an industrial building in Italy
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Abstract
Long span structures with significant distance between the adjacent supports experience 
multiple support excitation. The difference in the excitation of the supports occurs due to the 
change of seismic-wave properties when passing from one medium to another, a delay caused by 
the distance between the supports, the position of the epicentre relative to the structure etc. The 
dynamic response of a long-span structure to such excitation usually significantly differs from 
the dynamic response of the same structure to uniform excitation of the supports. This is most 
obvious in the contribution of the antisymmetric modes of oscillation to the total shape of the 
deformed structure, which can increase significantly.

Key words:  multiple support excitation, earthquake excitation, long-span structures, antisymmetric 
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Long span structures with significant distance between the adjacent supports experi-
ence multiple support excitation. The difference in the excitation of the supports oc-
curs due to the change of seismic-wave properties when passing from one medium 
to another, a delay caused by the distance between the supports, the position of the 
epicentre relative to the structure etc. The dynamic response of a long-span structure 
to such excitation usually significantly differs from the dynamic response of the same 
structure to uniform excitation of the supports. This is most obvious in the contribution 
of the antisymmetric modes of oscillation to the total shape of the deformed structure, 
which can increase significantly. 
In order to detect this effect and determine some of the critical excitation conditions of 
the multiple support excitation, a series of experiments on a simply supported beam 
with added masses subjected to multiple support excitation via two biaxial seismic 
platforms is designed and conducted. The experimental set-up is designed based on a 
number of preliminary experiments [3] and shown in Figure 1. The beam is aluminium, 
as well as the specially designed supports. The supports are fixed to two biaxial shak-
ing tables Quanser STI-III with electromagnetic linear motors run by LabView-based 
software. 

Figure 1.  Scheme of laboratory experiments: beam with three added masses and supports attached to two 
separate shaking tables

The measurements are obtained from a series of photos taken by GOM Aramis 4M opti-
cal measuring system, which consists of two high-speed cameras. The optical system 
measures the position of discrete points on the surface of the model, in this case the 
positions of the two supports (attached to tables A and B) and the three added masses 
(m1, m2 and m3). The presented model is excited in x direction (Figure 1) by a generated 
10 Hz bandlimited white noise signal which is either sent to both tables uniformly (at 
the same time) or to table B with a delay of 0.5 or 1 s [1, 2]. 
Displacement histories obtained after post-processing the data from the optical meas-
uring system are translated into the frequency domain. Power spectral density (PSD) 
of mass m1 is chosen to present the dynamic response of the midpoint of the system 
(shown in Figure 2). This illustrates that the displacements of the midpoint correspond-
ing to the excitation frequency similar to the first and third natural frequency of the 
beam slightly decrease when a delay in excitation of support B is present. Furthermore, 
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a significant increase in the displacements corresponding to the excitation frequency 
close to the second natural frequency are noticed. This clearly proves that the antisym-
metric mode of oscillation is amplified. 

Figure 2.  Power spectral density for mass m1 with respect to the excitation frequency of a white noise 
excitation that is either uniform or contains a delay between the two supports

The experimental program shows that the displacements corresponding to the an-
tisymmetric modes are significantly increased when a small delay in the excitation of 
the supports is present, as well as other interesting effects that should be considered 
during the analysis. Our future plan includes using these phenomenon for bridge design 
and control. When designing the bridge span the wave passage effect should be con-
sidered in order to reduce the prominent modes. Furthermore, control devices such as 
different dampers can be used to change the properties of the structure. 
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Abstract
The present paper is related to the structure of Rocca di Sissa, also known as Rocca de’ Terzi, a 
castle near Parma in the north of Italy. The building construction started in the eleventh century 
and found its modern appearance in the nineteenth century. Studies on the building started in 
2007 and went going on until 2020, also during several job sites and survey campaigns. In the 
present paper, the path of knowledge on the structure and related interventions on the castle is 
presented as a case of study.
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1 Introduction

Documents attest to the presence of the building in the 11th century. It became a for-
tress at the beginning of the fourteenth century and partially destroyed from the Re-
public of Venice in 1424. In 1440 the castle was remodelled as a residence and other 
modifications occurred in 1551.
Much of the current appearance of the fortress is the result of an eighteenth-century 
renovation that connected the ancient tower with the side residential buildings, devel-
oped around a central court. A small intervention occurred during the XX century, as the 
access ladders. Nowadays the building is a square court with a central dungeon in the 
north arm. 
The castle has a masonry structure with lime-based mortar or mud mortar and bricks. 
The building has 3 levels of masonry vaults, the first and the second levels of the court 
building have masonry vaults, upper level has timber slabs and timber roofs. the dun-
geon has 3 more levels. The first level of the court is filled by an embankment. At the 
first level, the masonry wall has a scarp.
In 2008 and in 2012 the castle was slightly affected by the earthquake in the north of 
Italy and the town hall that was housed there had to move away. 

2 2007-2012 Early studies

In 2007 the study of the building began aimed at the seismic analysis of the complex. 
The data on the building was very poor. The geometrical survey was not so detailed, 
there was no information about buildings material and construction detailed and his-
torical archival and bibliographic researches were very old.
The first survey campaign was carried on. Detailed structural surveys were done by the 
author’s team, concentrating in particular on the collection of materic data and state 
of conservation. Huge efforts have been devoted to these surveys, given the security 
conditions of some areas and the lack of existing data.
Surveys campaigns were conducted collecting information about each wall of every 
room, including floor and ceiling: notes on material survey (both structural and fin-
ishes data), deterioration and instability, construction details, records of tests carried 
out, corner wall connections, types of architraves as well as notes on the construc-
tion techniques used obtained by visual survey or small essays. Extensive photographic 
documentation has been collected and catalogued. Moreover, the connections between 
structural elements were investigated and the presence of joints and their amplitude 
were reported. After the campaign, all the horizontal structures were identified in ge-
ometry and material.
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Figure 1. Rocca of Sissa, North view

Figure 2. Rocca of Sissa, second-level horizontal structures plan
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In 2008 a general plan for the conservation and reuse of the whole castle was drawn 
up and the authors were in charge of dealing with the structural aspects. Hypothesis 
damage mechanisms acting and its causes were made. In the same period, the first 
historical study on documents was carried on by the architectonical designer, arch. C. 
Dusi and his team. 
In 2011-2012 a second survey campaign was realized. Continuous monitoring of the 
major cracks was installed on the building. The purpose of the monitoring campaign 
was to verify the movement of the southwest portion of the Rocca complex, in the area 
surrounding the mail staircase and any movement of the vaults on the first floor. 17 
tools have been installed: 14 electronic joint meters (crack meters), stroke length 50 
mm, 2 thermocouples (thermometers), 1 electric pressure transducer (piezometer) and 
a Geologic RTU data acquisition unit which samples the electrical data every 8 hours. Af-
ter 16 months, it can be concluded that the instrumentation has detected movements, 
although small, which indicates a mechanism is in place at the southwest angle of the 
Rocca. On the other hand, it is possible to say that the repeated series of seismic events 
in the first half of 2012 has changed the extensions and trends observed on any cracks 
present in the Rocca. This could be due to a change in the behavior of the structures 
following earthquakes.
Geological surveys were carried on evaluating the geological, hydrogeological and en-
vironmental characteristics and geotechnical aspects of the foundations of the Rocca 
dei Terzi of Sissa. To this end, a campaign of geognostic investigations was carried out 
which involved the execution of one drilling with continuous coring, 2 penetrometric 
tests and a geoelectric survey with tomographic interpretation. Furthermore, for the 
measurement of Vs30 and the determination of the seismic category of underground, 
seismic prospecting was performed with the MASW method.
The lot looks like a sub-flat and morphologically stable surface. These are mainly sandy 
and silty sandy soils. Based on the seismic survey carried out, the value of the propaga-
tion speed of the cutting waves within 30 m of depth (Vs30) in the soils affected by the 
intervention in question is equal to 263 m / sec, therefore the category of belonging of 
the equivalent lithotype is the C, according to Italian code. Moreover, the presence of 
moat around the castle, as pictured in some XIX century illustrations, were excluded.
In 2015 the first intervention on the building was designed and realized. The batch in-
terested the tower building. Several FEM models was carried on in order to study the 
behavior of the part on the complex under static loads and in seismic conditions. The 
main problem of the modeling was the connection between the dungeon and the rest 
of the building. 
The intervention remodeled the roof with a new non-thrust timber roof, preserving the 
precious timber bell castle. Moreover, the vaults in the tower were strengthened with 
small reinforcement walls and steel tie rods.
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Figure 3. Rocca of Sissa, instrument map on level 1

The presence of the scaffolding during the works permitted a better knowledge of the 
masonry of the tower. The corbels details could be seen and the texture of the upper 
external part of the 27m tower was finally studied.
After the first job-site, a second one has allowed the museum to be set up on the tower 
and visits are now organized regularly.

3 2016-2017 Second campaign and new job-sites

In 2016 a new campaign started. Laser scanner surveys, structural surveys, non-de-
structive and semi destructive tests were carried on.
Laser scanner survey was carried on by Ianus (Verona, Italy) architects. After that, an 
accurate geometrical model of the building was finally available and structural analysis 
could have a strong base to be performed.
The authors updated cracks surveys and defined a structural diagnostic plan. Non-de-
structive and semi destructive tests were carried by ExPin (Padua, Italy). The campaign 
was aimed to determine the main characteristics of the walls, such as the type and 
texture of the walls, materials and construction techniques, the mechanical character-
istics of the walls. The tests carried out were weakly destructive (flat jack tests, video 
endoscopic investigations).
The following tests were performed: 2 tests with double flat jack in order to obtain in-
formation about the mechanical characteristics of the masonry investigated in terms 
of elastic modulus, 42 videoendoscopic investigations aimed at defining the textural 
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characteristics, the materials and the possible presence of cavities or internal cracks. 
The tests were carried out on some walls and all the vaults.

Figure 4. Rocca of Sissa, diagnostic map on level 1

After the campaign, the knowledge of geometry and many material physical character-
istics in the castle was known, so the structural identification could be carried on. Fur-
thermore, the lack of documentary information also made impossible any enhance on 
archival and bibliographic researches. Unfortunately, it was not still possible to define 
all the constructive phases of the building. This is a strong lack of knowledge, because it 
was not possible to define a plane where each wall could be assigned on a construction 
phase of the building and assign structural characteristics to each different masonry 
type, as texture, mortar, kind of bricks, elastic modulus. 
All the walls are made of properly cooked bricks. Different sizes are available. Moreo-
ver, lime mortar and earthen mortar are found together, also in the same wall or in the 
thickness of the same portion of the wall. Frequently in the core part of the wall earthen 
mortar can be found and outer part lime mortar is more present. In some point, rubble 
masonry was found, especially in the dungeon where the thickness of the wall is about 
80cm.
In 2017 accelerometers were placed on the tower to detect the modal behavior. The 
instruments were “low noise” Force Balance Triton accelerometers by Lunitek. The sig-
nals were processed and were compared with the FEM analysis conducted for the 2015 
construction site and the results can be defined as coincident.
In 2018 a new job site opened and it close in February 2020. This intervention involved 
a bigger economical effort and a big area of the castle was repaired and strengthened.
The vault was repaired by traditional techniques with lime mortar and hardwood wedg-
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es. After that, they were strengthened against earthquake by small diaphragms walls. 
UHTSS steel nets were use as modern extrados tie roads.
Cracks were repaired with cuci-scuci technique and helicoidal steel bars. 
The upper gallery was closed during the long history of the building. In this job-site the 
lower and upper galleries were reopened, stairs and timber slabs were reinforced with 
steel profiles. The reopening of the galleries involved intervention in the masonry pillar, 
but overall it lightens the masses above the pillars of the courtyard. The columns were 
reinforced with UHTSS steel net and lime mortar.

Figure 5. Rocca of Sissa, Inner prospect on the galleries, before (left) and after (right), 

Figure 6. Rocca of Sissa, pillar strengthening
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Figure 7. Rocca of Sissa Diaphragm walls on vaults-design

Figure 8. Rocca of Sissa cuci scuci with brick and lime mortar
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Figure 9. UHTSS steel net and lime mortar on the vault

The controlling body was afraid that the general behavior of the complex could suffer 
because the vault intervention would not be realized on the whole building. Analysis 
was carried on in order to show that the works would not change the global behavior of 
the building, but strengthening would act on local behavior of the vaults [1, 2].
All the floors were removed, and the extrados part of the vault was visible and could 
be repaired. In spite of the number of diagnostics carried on the building, only after the 
opening of the job site it was possible to learn about the copious presence of cracks in 
the vault that had been repaired in the past. Some of them is impressive for the dimen-
sion of the crack, in some cases more than 7 cm, that had been repaired with uncut 
stones. The clue that permitted to imagine that something had occurred on the vault 
was the deformation on the vault that cannot be seen without precise and detailed 
survey as laser scanner can give. The vault texture is mainly at 45° with thicknesses 
of 12 cm, but sometimes they have different geometries, with weaving parallel to the 
generatrix. On the vault only lime mortar was found.

Figure 10. Vault 0.G - laser-scanner geometric survey shape and Mery analysis over the shape (right)
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Figure 11. Rocca of Sissa Cracks in the extrados of 0.G vault

Once the floors had been removed, inspection of perimeter wall could be done. On the 
hidden part of the masonry, Middle age decorations were found. Moreover, numerous 
joints were found on the vertical wall. Diaphragm walls on vaults were found out as 
a strengthening technique carried out after the construction of the vault. It was clear 
that vault always had problems and during the centuries many times they had been the 
object of repairing and remodeling intervention. Stratigraphic and archaeological meth-
ods had been applied to the wall. The most impressive fact is that there is a strong lack 
of corner wall connections. A detailed photographic campaign and orthophotos were 
taken by Ianus.
The walls seem intact above the level of the floor but show numerous closings and 
openings below the level extrados of the vaults. Further advances in knowledge can 
be implemented, perhaps with the aid of a thermographic campaign. The continuous 
remodeling of the building is evident: windows, doors and many reopening and closure 
were clearly identified on the walls. Moreover, different levels of vault had found a place 
on the building during centuries and the presence is still shown in the small space be-
tween the extrados of the vault and the present floor. The discovery was surprising also 
because on the outer perimeter the appearance of the building is unitary.
The presence of the scaffolding during the works permitted to investigate this aspect. 
Also on the outer wall, stratigraphical surveys techniques had been applied and some 
hypothesis had been made, so new input for further studies was found. 
At the present point, it seems that an external masonry counter wall was applied in 
many points, in order to give homogeneous apparel to the complex. The dating of the 
intervention will be one of the next study topics.
In February 2020 the survey’s campaign went on and stratigraphical survey techniques 
had been applied to the inner court.
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Figure 12. Rocca of Sissa orthophoto vault 2nd level (Courtesy of Ianus)

4 Conclusions

More a decade of studies was carried on Rocca of Sissa. The initial investment of the 
properties in drafting a global project that is implemented from time to time the neces-
sary resources are found. The study campaigns have followed over the years alternating 
with job sites. The job sites also were an opportunity to deepen the knowledge of the 
construction techniques and materials used in the building and an impulse to improve 
the planned interventions. After more than a decade of studies and interventions on 
Rocca de Terzi of Sissa can be defined as a real job and study site.
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Base Earthquake

Abstract
Regardless of how much we follow the signs of their potential occurrence, disasters always come 
to us as a surprise for their force and extent, although we work day after day to develop a system 
and improve the way of action by learning to use new tools and creating new platforms. None of 
us had been prepared for what followed the 2020 earthquake, when the engineers of the Croatian 
Centre for Earthquake Engineering, the company GDI, and representatives of the City of Zagreb 
joined forces. Base Earthquake and all the analyses which resulted from this amazing synergy 
represented fundamental values for all the actions that followed: from damage reporting to the 
Solidarity Fund to ensuring individuals’ right to accommodation and exemption from the City of 
Zagreb utility charges. We strongly believe in the success of restoration plans because we hope 
they will reflect the same selflessness, knowledge, commitment, and a tremendous amount of 
positive energy. In other words, we can say that during this earthshaking lesson we have learnt 
five of Italo Calvino’s Six Memos for this Millennium (Lightness, Quickness, Exactitude, Visibility, 
Multiplicity), and we hope to prove that we have also acquired the last one that the author never 
managed to complete – consistency, i.e, that we will carry out the restoration in a regenerative 
and intelligent way, with the same courage and faith in the future of those that came before us.

Key words: Base Earthquake, Zagreb, Banija, earthquakes, 2020, restoration
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1 Introduction

Although they are at the same time means of survey, measure, exploration and navigation, 
they are also rhetorical images. Maps are, indeed, never neutral or value-free or ever com-
pletely scientific.
David Harvey, The New Nature of Maps

Understanding and recording phenomena, especially those of the same the extent and 
type as the earthquakes that struck first Zagreb and its surroundings, and then the area 
of   Banija, is necessary for a number of reasons: to protect the lives of citizens who in-
evitably need to leave hazardous buildings (because all earthquakes are most often ac-
companied by aftershocks when the ground calms), to evaluate the damage and make 
short-term and long-term assistance and restoration plans.
Delineating or mapping within this process serves as a kind of conceptual glue that 
connects the tangible world of buildings, settlements and cities with the intangible di-
mension of human life, all with the help of computer platforms and tireless volunteer 
engineers.
There is a multiple dependence on technological and human resources because dam-
age is recorded in the field, which is then followed by hours and hours of tireless work 
on the earthquake database so that large amounts of data are translated into readable 
information.
Eminent professor James Corner understood mapping as a process that precedes the 
map, just as ‘order is the outcome of the act of ordering’[1] and the challenge of deter-
mining the criteria and modality of mapping is the first step.
Although an integral part of our scope of work is the daily work with spatial data and 
information, this situation was a real challenge not only because of the nature of the 
information that we collected but also because of the deadlines that were imposed due 
to the need to draw conclusions in order to prepare the data for applying to the Solidar-
ity Fund and develop a legislative framework for reconstruction, all for the purpose of 
the targeted action of helping the most vulnerable.
While evaluating the damage and identifying the buildings in detail our existing bases 
that we regularly use have proven to be very useful. Thus, by overlapping the damage 
to buildings with the three-dimensional model of the City of Zagreb, we were able to 
size the extent of earthquake damage (Figure 1). It is precisely this overlap that allowed 
us to arrange the information quickly, that gave the on-field mapping some momentum 
and helped to precisely determine the consequences of the earthquake and its spatial 
circumstances.
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Figure 1.  Spatial analysis of the inspected buildings in the Lower Town area, with a recorded degree of 
damage, source: City Office for Strategic Planning and Development of the City

2 Working together

The earthquake in Zagreb on 22 March 2020 was an event that shook everyone and 
showed us that it is necessary to be prepared for emergency situations. It was then that 
the first GIS Base Earthquake Zagreb 2020 was created, a database of quick inspections 
with assessments of the usability of buildings in coordination with the Croatian Centre 
for Earthquake Engineering, on the GDi platform, in the OEM - City Office of Emergency 
Management and in cooperation with a large number of experts from various institu-
tions. Nevertheless, we believe that the database was mostly created by volunteers, 
experts and other engineers in the field, and the period until the last inspection lasted 
significantly longer than the deadlines planned for the first rapid inspections.
Why did it last longer then and why is a similar situation happening today in Petrinja? 
We will try to explain only one aspect of the difficult circumstances for working with 
data in the GIS database.
Simultaneously with the field surveys, which were collected live, a multidisciplinary 
team of experts who use GIS tools worked in the background doing the accompanying 
work necessary to make the field data credible. Taking into account the sudden circum-
stances in which the GIS Base Earthquake Zagreb 2020 was created, we are aware of the 
challenges we faced at the time. The biggest challenge was to coordinate the addresses 
on the platform developed by on-site experts with the official addresses of the Register 
of spatial units used by the majority of institutions included in the restoration process. 
Citizens ’applications came from several sources: application forms, emails, phone calls, 
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or written forms collected by engineers directly in the field during the first days until the 
application was prepared for direct entry (Figures 2, 3).

Figure 2 Number of applications with overlaps on available platforms

Figure 3 Reviewed and unreviewed applications in chronological order from 30 March to 15 June 2020 
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As early as then, the excessive burden of responsibility and work was transferred to the 
on-site engineers because their primary goal was the safety of citizens and the assess-
ment of the usability of buildings by giving recommendations on whether citizens can 
stay in their homes. Despite the lockdown in March, the motivation was great and the 
response of engineers was not lacking, so in Zagreb more than 500 volunteer engineers 
registered to perform inspections, and today in Petrinja we have approximately 1,600 
registered volunteer engineers, who are unfortunately additionally burdened with the 
preparation of data inventory which was supposed to be ready for their intervention 
(Figure 4). In Zagreb, we did not insist on the mandatory entry of all data on rapid in-
spections, but the motive was to help people as soon as possible and provide them 
with information whether their homes are safe to live in. The GIS database developed 
in those circumstances requires additional processing of input data and continuation of 
work in the existing database in the coming period of at least a dozen experts experi-
enced in field inspections and general experience with spatial data because only edited 
data will be a good basis for correct answers and questions related to the assessment 
of restoration costs and other related tasks.

Figure 4. Cartographic representation of the provenance of HCPI member volunteer engineers 
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When on the 28 December 2020 the earthquake struck Petrinja, all of us who worked 
on the GIS Base Earthquake Zagreb 2020 already knew at 6:28 that day that we have to 
work smarter when creating the GIS Base Earthquake Petrinja. Input data that was es-
sential was not ready then and even today it is not ready. It would have been extremely 
useful if we had had access to the Building Register with information on the existing 
state, into which we would enter the data acquired by rapid inspections. However, de-
spite the lack of an up-to-date base of the existing state, we have improved the entry 
of applications by linking them to official addresses. Mandatory fields have been set in 
the application for quick inspections, which additionally burdened the engineers with 
the task of quick usability assessments because they are obliged to enter data on the 
number of floors, purpose, area, age, maintenance, number of housing units, house-
hold members and ownership of the inspected buildings. Had we had all this data at 
our disposal before going out on site, we would have reduced the workload for the GIS 
experts in the background who simultaneously control the quality of the input data. The 
challenge is also to disqualify multiple applications of citizens for a rapid inspection at 
the same address, and the second part of the job is to properly position the inspection 
of the building and enter the correct address according to the Register of Spatial Units 
to link data on rapid inspections with spatial and other data.
There are many challenges in working with live data because the addresses in citizens 
‘applications and official addresses in the field are not fully coordinated, and a simi-
lar situation is repeated in the Sisak-Moslavina County because there are settlements 
where addresses in citizens’ applications do not correspond to the situation in the field 
and official addresses with residences. For example, citizens are convinced that they live 
in their street with house number 1, when in fact their house number is 2A, their next 
door neighbour has a house number 2 sign on their house, but the official address is in 
fact house number 4. Therefore, it will be difficult for officials in local self-government 
units and citizens to find certificates on stickers. During the rapid inspections, we real-
ized, among other things, how the data on buildings and addresses should be updated 
in the field and digitally, regardless of whether the citizens have fulfilled their obligation 
or left it to state institutions. (Figure 5)
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Figure 5.  Number of reports and damage assessments of buildings in the area of   five counties, State in 
February 2021 

In addition, data on rapid inspections is collected for the most part during January and 
February at low temperatures, and the mobile data necessary to operate the application 
is not available in all parts affected by the earthquake. You can only guess how much 
harder it is to enter data regarding the inspections later than on-site.
All these obstacles are overcome on the go and we cooperate with each other because 
the data we collect is important for creating spatial analyses. Targeted thematic spatial 
analyses lead to results that give us guidelines for making strategic decisions when 
making new technical regulations or new urban plans.
Rapid inspections with usability assessments are extremely useful right at the begin-
ning of a disaster to determine if all people are safe, if anyone is left in the ruins, and 
they are also useful to firefighters as information for rapid interventions, Civil Protec-
tion, Croatian Mountain Rescue Service, local self government and other stakeholders 
of operational services located in the Headquarters.
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Figure 6.  Work of experts in the Petrinja headquarters; a photograph of the aftermath of the earthquake 
in the centre of Petrinja 

Consequences of earthquakes require various analyses such as, for example, revising 
existing technical regulations or creating new ones, using data on types of load-bearing 
structures on damaged buildings, number of floors, purpose, age of the building, build-
ing maintenance and other data collected during rapid inspections. The data is extreme-
ly valuable, especially the photo documentation from the field.
The first analyses, based on spatial data from the GIS Base Earthquake Petrinja, were 
used during quick surveys for rational management of on-site teams to produce as 
many applications in the same settlement, city or municipality for insight into live data 
on the spatial distribution of uninspected and inspected buildings.

3 Conclusion

The number of analyses and quality decisions depends on the data collected in the da-
tabase, so it can be said that after the earthquake in Petrinja we made a big step for-
ward thanks to the experience after the earthquake in Zagreb. However, it can always be 
better with the operational support of all institutions involved. It is necessary to under-
stand the circumstances of data collection to see their actual accuracy and value, and 
this does not diminish the value of the database, but we just want to emphasize how 
important the preparation is. We need to be responsible and everyone should edit data 
from their jurisdiction for us to be readier in the challenging situations to come.
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Figure 7.  Cartographic representation of approximate construction periods according to the information 
collected by engineers during rapid inspections 

No map is a territory, it can only describe a certain characteristic in detail and is by its 
very nature the result of a directed reading of space and an instrument by which special 
aspects can be illuminated. Maps filter information and in the hands of experts who can 
professionally interpret it ‘the map has never been far from the action’ [2]. This means 
that the mapping action has a deeper role in defining the space it describes (Figure 7).
As a specific form of analytical knowledge that can be used directly in spatial planning, 
mapping earthquakes is for us a preparation for urban concepts and further action. We 
are proud that our activity, i.e. the fact that we are an active participants in team activi-
ties, has enabled mapping to become a performative instrument, but also a generator 
of operations and the holder of a conceptual idea. 
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Figure 8. Gathering of engineers in the central headquarters in Petrinja
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